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FOREWORD

The National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA) and the National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA) are pleased to present the 1990 National Directory of Drug Abuse and Alcoholism Treatment and Prevention Programs. The Directory is based on data obtained from the National Drug and Alcoholism Treatment Unit Survey (NDATUS), a national survey that is designed to measure the location, scope, and characteristics of drug abuse and alcoholism treatment and prevention facilities, services, and activities throughout the 50 States, the District of Columbia, Guam, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands. The 10,805 alcoholism and drug abuse treatment and prevention facilities that voluntarily participated in the September 1990 NDATUS are listed in this Directory.

This publication is designed to provide an important resource for those seeking referral information about treatment, prevention, and other services in alcoholism and drug abuse facilities. It is hoped that the publication of this Directory will stimulate further communication and cooperation within the alcoholism and drug abuse treatment and prevention communities.

The NIAAA and NIDA are very grateful to all those who participated in the 1990 survey.
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INTRODUCTION

The National Directory of Drug Abuse and Alcoholism Treatment and Prevention Programs is a compilation of approximately 10,805 Federal, State, local, and private facilities responsible for the provision of alcoholism and drug abuse treatment and prevention services throughout the 50 States, the District of Columbia, Guam, Puerto Rico, and the Virgin Islands. The information included in this Directory was extracted from the 1990 National Drug and Alcoholism Treatment Unit Survey (NDATUS). Conducted jointly by the National Institute on Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA) and the National Institute on Drug Abuse (NIDA), this survey collected information on available alcoholism and drug abuse services and clients in treatment on the point prevalence date of September 28, 1990.

The Directory has been prepared to serve as a resource for program managers, treatment personnel, researchers, the NIDA Hotline, and others interested in the location of alcoholism and drug abuse facilities. The Directory includes treatment, prevention, and other non-treatment service facilities. The NDATUS is the only survey that includes private as well as publicly funded programs. Data collected from all treatment units include unit identification, type and scope of services provided, client capacity and utilization, selected client characteristics (including age, gender, and race/ethnic group), sources of funding, and staffing. Prevention type facilities complete a partial survey, which includes data on unit identification and types and scope of services provided. Administrative level reporting was allowed in the 1990 NDATUS at the discretion of each State. For example, if a program administered several clinics/units, data could be reported at the aggregate program or administrative level rather than the individual clinic/unit level. Entries in this Directory will be based on the reporting level chosen by each State.

This publication consists of listings of the State authorities, State prevention contacts, and the alcoholism and drug abuse facilities. Also included are programs administered by the Department of Veterans Affairs, the Indian Health Service, the Federal Prison System, and the Department of Defense. Within each State, all facilities including the federal programs are alphabetized by city and facility name within that city. Each facility listing consists of the facility name, address, telephone number, and types of services provided. The types of services are designated by coded entries on the last line of each facility’s description. These codes are defined in a key which is printed at the bottom of the first page for each State.

Single copies of this Directory are available in limited numbers from the National Clearinghouse for Alcohol and Drug Abuse Information (NCADI), 6000 Executive Boulevard, Post Office Box 2345, Rockville, Maryland 20852. Additional copies may be acquired through the Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government Printing Office, North Capitol Street, Washington, DC 20402.

Treatment, prevention, or other service facilities not listed in this Directory can be included in future surveys and directories by completing the information on the last page of this Directory and returning it to the indicated address.
KEY

A line of code is shown for each unit listed in the Directory. This enables users to determine at a glance, the Orientation, Function, Type of Care, and Selected Special Program information at each unit. The coding key is reproduced at the bottom of the first page for each State, as follows:

**KEY**

Orientation:

- AL = Alcoholism Services only
- DA = Drug Abuse Services only
- AD = Alcoholism and Drug Abuse Services

Type of Care:

- RR = Residential (24-hour care)
- DT = Detoxification (24-hour care)
- AM = Ambulatory (less than 24-hour care)

Selected Special Programs:

- B = Blacks
- H = Hispanics
- AI = American Indian/Alaskan Natives
- A = AIDS Patients
- HV = HIV Positives
- PI = Public Inebriates
- Y = Youth
- W = Woman
- PG = Pregnant Users
- CU = Cocaine Users
- IV = IV Drug Users
- EA = EAP Program Services
- DW = DWI/ASAP Services

Unit Function:

- TX = Treatment Unit
- CI = Central Intake Unit
- PV = Prevention Unit
- MM = Methadone Unit
- OT = Other Unit

Note: The absence of a number in the coding line indicates that the unit checked "Other" or "Not Applicable," which were options on the form, but are not included on the key, except for the Other under Unit Function. Units that provide only prevention or other services were not requested to report Environment or Type of Care.
STATE AUTHORITIES

Alabama
James V Laney, Director
Division Substance Abuse Services
Alabama Department of Mental Health and Mental Retardation
200 Interstate Park Drive
P.O. Box 3710
Montgomery, AL 36193
(205) 270-4650

Alaska
Loren Jones, Director
Division of Alcoholism and Drug Abuse
Alaska Department of Health & Social Services
P.O. Box H-05-F
Juneau, AK 99811-0607
(907) 586-6201

Arizona
Ed Zborower, Program Representative for Alcoholism and Drug Abuse
Arizona Department of Health Services
Office of Community Behavioral Health
2632 East Thomas
Phoenix, AZ 85016
(602) 255-1025

Arkansas
Robert Araza, Interim Director
Arkansas Office of Alcohol and Drug Abuse Prevention
Donaghey Plaza North, Suite 400
P.O. Box 1437
Little Rock, AR 72203-1437
(501) 682-6650

California
Andrew M Mecca, Dr. P.H., Chairman
Governor's Policy Council on Drug & Alcohol Abuse
1700 K Street, 5th Floor
Executive Office
Sacramento, CA 95814-4037
(916) 445-1943

Colorado
Robert Aukerman, Director
Alcohol and Drug Abuse Division
Colorado Department of Health
4210 East 11th Avenue
Denver, CO 80220
(303) 331-8201

Connecticut
John Higgins-Biddle, Ph D., Exec. Dir
Connecticut Alcohol and Drug Abuse Commission
999 Asylum Avenue, 3rd Floor
Hartford, CT 06105
(203) 566-4145

Delaware
Neil Mesler, Director
Delaware Division of Alcoholism, Drug Abuse and Mental Health
1901 North DuPont Highway
New Castle, DE 19720
(302) 421-6101

District of Columbia
Dr. Carlessia Hessein
District of Columbia Health, Planning and Development
1600 L Street, N W
Washington, DC 20036
(202) 673-7481

Florida
Benjamin F Williams
Deputy Assistant Secretary
Alcohol and Drug Abuse
Florida Dept of Health and Rehabilitative Services
1317 Winnedow Blvd
Building 6, Room 182
Tallahassee, FL 32301
(904) 488-0900

Georgia
Patricia A Redmond, Director
Georgia Alcohol and Drug Services Section
878 Peachtree Street, N.E., Suite 318
Atlanta, GA 30309
(404) 894-6352

Hawaii
Elaine Wilson, Division Chief
Alcohol & Drug Abuse Division
Hawaii Department of Health
P.O. Box 3378
Honolulu, HI 96801
(808) 586-3962

Idaho
Ken Patterson, Administrator
Division of Family and Children and Services
Idaho Department of Health & Welfare
450 West State Street, 7th Floor
Boise, ID 83720
(208) 334-5935

Illinois
James E. Long, Director
Illinois Department of Alcoholism and Substance Abuse
222 South College, 2nd Floor
Springfield, IL 62704
(217) 785-9067

Indiana
Johnie Underwood, Director
Division of Addiction Services
Indiana Department of Mental Health
117 East Washington Street
Indianapolis, IN 46204-3647
(317) 232-7816

Iowa
Janet Zwicke, Director
Division of Substance Abuse
Iowa Department of Public Health
Lucas State Office Building
3rd Floor
Des Moines, IA 50319
(515) 281-3641
## STATE AUTHORITIES

### Kansas
Andrew O'Donovan, Commissioner  
Kansas Alcohol and Drug Abuse Services  
Biddle Building  
300 Southwest Oakley  
Topeka, KS 66606-1861  
(913) 296-3925

### Michigan
Karen Schrock, Deputy Administrator  
Office of Substance Abuse Services  
Michigan Department of Public Health  
2150 Apollo Drive  
P.O. Box 30206  
Lansing, MI 48909  
(517) 335-8809

### Nebraska
Malcolm Heard, Director  
Division of Alcoholism & Drug Abuse  
Nebraska Department of Public Institutions  
P.O. Box 94728  
Lincoln, NE 68509-4728  
(402) 471-2851, Ext 5583

### New Hampshire
Geraldine Sylvester, Director  
New Hampshire Office of Alcohol and Drug Abuse Prevention  
105 Pleasant Street  
Concord, NH 03301  
(603) 271-6104

### New Jersey
John W Farrell  
Acting Assistant Commissioner  
Division of Alcoholism, Drug Abuse and Addiction Services  
New Jersey Department of Health  CN 360, Room 805  
Trenton, NJ 08625-0360  
(609) 292-7836

### New Mexico
Geraldine Salazar, Director  
Behavioral Health Services Division  
Harold Runnels Building  
Room 3200 North  
1190 Saint Francis Drive  
Santa Fe, NM 87501  
(505) 827-2601

### Oklahoma
Derek Sharretts, Commissioner  
Oklahoma State Rehabilitation Center  
Oklahoma City, OK 73109  
(405) 521-3131

### Oregon
Tonasket Brown, Commissioner  
Oregon Department of Human Services  
State Office Building  
500 S. Court St  
P.O. Box 1020  
Salem, OR 97309-1020  
(503) 378-8800

### Pennsylvania
Cynthia Dwyer, Commissioner  
Pennsylvania Department of Health  
P.O. Box 370  
Harrisburg, PA 17105-0370  
(717) 787-7600

### Washington
Michelle L. Atkinson, Commissioner  
Washington State Department of Social and Health Services  
P.O. Box 92523  
Olympia, WA 98509  
(360) 902-4200

### Wyoming
Brad Mathes, Commissioner  
Wyoming Department of Health  
P.O. Box 6001  
Laramie, WY 82070  
(307) 777-7425

---

### XII

---
New York
Marquente T Saunders
Director
New York Division of Alcoholism and Alcohol Abuse
194 Washington Avenue
Albany, NY 12210
(518) 474-5417

John S Gustafson, Deputy Director
New York Division of Substance Abuse Services
Executive Park South, Box 8200
Albany, NY 12203
(518) 457-7629

North Carolina
William Carroll, Director
Alcohol and Drug Abuse Section
North Carolina Division of Mental Health and Mental Retardation Services
325 North Salisbury Street
Raleigh, NC 27611
(919) 733-4670

North Dakota
John Allen, Director
Division of Alcoholism and Drug Abuse
North Dakota Department of Human Services
Professional Building
1839 East Capital Avenue
Bismarck, ND 58501
(701) 224-2769

Ohio
Lucille Fleming, Director
Ohio Department of Alcohol & Drug Addiction Services
Two Nationwide Plaza, 12th Floor
Columbus, OH 43216
(614) 752-8645

Oklahoma
Don L. Anderson, ACSW, Commissioner
Oklahoma Department of Mental Health and Substance Abuse Services
P.O. Box 53277, Capitol Station
Oklahoma City, OK 73152
(405) 271-8777

Pennsylvania
Jeannine Peterson
Deputy Secretary for Drug & Alcohol Programs
Pennsylvania Department of Health
P.O. Box 90
Harrisburg, PA 17108
(717) 787-9857

Rhode Island
William Fiorentel, Director
Division of Substance Abuse
Rhode Island Department of Mental Health, Retardation and Hospitals
P.O. Box 20363
Cranston, RI 02920
(401) 464-2091

South Carolina
William J. McCord, Director
South Carolina Commission on Alcohol and Drug Abuse
3700 Forest Drive
Columbia, SC 29204
(803) 734-9520

South Dakota
Gilbert Sudbeck, Director
South Dakota Division of Alcohol and Drug Abuse
Kneip Building
700 Governors Drive
Pierre, SD 57501-2291
(605) 773-3123

Tennessee
Robbie Jackman, Assistant Commissioner
Division of Alcohol and Drug Abuse Services
Tennessee Department of Mental Health and Mental Retardation
706 Church Street, 4th Floor
Nashville, TN 37243-0675
(615) 741-1921

Texas
Bob Dickson, Executive Director
Texas Commission on Alcohol and Drug Abuse
720 Brazos Street, Suite 403
Austin, TX 78701
(512) 867-8802

Utah
Leon PoVey, Director
Department of Social Services
Utah Division of Substance Abuse
120 North 200 West, 4th Floor
P.O. Box 45500
Salt Lake City, UT 84145-0500
(801) 538-3939

Vermont
Richard Powell II, Director
Vermont Office of Alcohol and Drug Abuse Programs
103 South Main Street
Waterbury, VT 05676
(802) 241-2170

Virginia
Wayne Thacker, Director
Office of Substance Abuse Services
Virginia Dept of Mental Health, Mental Retardation & Substance Services
P.O. Box 1797
109 Governor Street
Richmond, VA 23214
(804) 786-3906

Washington
Ken Stark, Director
Division of Alcoholism & Substance Abuse
Washington Department of Social and Health Services
Mail Stop OB-21W
Olympia, WA 98504
(206) 753-5866
STATE AUTHORITIES

West Virginia

Jack Clohan, Jr., Director
West Virginia Division of Alcohol and Drug Abuse
State Capitol
1800 Washington St., East, Room 451
Charleston, WV 25305
(304) 348-2276

Wisconsin

Larry W. Monson, ACSW, Director
Wisconsin Office of Alcohol & Other Drug Abuse
1 West Wilson Street, P.O. Box 7851
Madison, WI 53707
(608) 266-3442

Wyoming

Jean DeFratis, Director
Wyoming Alcohol and Drug Abuse Programs
Hathaway Building
Cheyenne, WY 82002
(307) 777-7115, Ext 7118

American Samoa

Fualiaau Hanipale, Assistant Director
Social Services Division
Alcohol and Drug Program
Government of American Samoa
Pago Pago, AS 96799

Dr. Lefiga Liaiga, Director
Public Health Services
LBJ Tropical Medical
Pago Pago, AS 96799

Guam

Manilyn L. Wingfield
Director
Department of Mental Health and Substance Abuse
P.O. Box 9400
Tamuning, AS 96911
(671) 646-9262

Puerto Rico

Isabel Sulveres de Martinez, Secretary
Puerto Rico Department of Anti-Addiction Services
Box 21414, Rio Piedras Station
Río Piedras, PR 00928-1414
(809) 764-3795

Virgin Islands

Laurent D. Javois, Director
Virgin Islands Division of Mental Health, Alcoholism and Drug Dependency Services
Department of Health
Charles Harwood Memorial Hospital
Christiansted, St. Croix
U.S. Virgin Islands 00820
(809) 773-1992
# STATE PREVENTION CONTACTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Contact Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Alabama</strong></td>
<td>Rex Vaughn</td>
<td>Substance Abuse Coordinator</td>
<td>Alabama Division of Substance Abuse Services, P.O. Box 3710, Montgomery, AL 36193, (205) 270-4650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Karen Stroud</td>
<td>Chef, Youth Services</td>
<td>California Department of Alcohol and Drug Programs, 1700 K Street, Sacramento, CA 95814-4037, (916) 327-4556</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Charles Avery</td>
<td>Public Health Analyst</td>
<td>District of Columbia Health, Planning, and Development, 1660 L Street, N.W., 7th Floor, Washington, DC 20036, (202) 724-5637</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bette O'Moor</td>
<td>Executive Director</td>
<td>Alaska Council on Prevention of Alcohol and Drug Abuse, 7521 Old Seward Hwy, Suite B, Anchorage, AK 99518, (907) 349-6602</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Karen Taylor</td>
<td>Chief, Intervention and Recovery</td>
<td>Colorado Department of Alcohol and Drug Programs, 4210 East 11th Avenue, Denver, CO 80220, (303) 331-8201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fred Gana, Chair</td>
<td>Director, Prevention/Intervention Services</td>
<td>Center for Health and Wellness, 1660 L Street, N.W., 7th Floor, Washington, DC 20036, (202) 724-5637</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Patricia Anaya</td>
<td>Prevention Specialist</td>
<td>Arizona Office of Community Behavioral Health, 2632 East Thomas Phoenix, AZ 85016, (602) 253-1025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Karen Ohrenberger</td>
<td>Prevention Director</td>
<td>Connecticut Alcohol and Drug Abuse Commission, 999 Asylum Avenue, Hartford, CT 06105, (203) 566-7458</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tom Holt</td>
<td>Prevention Coordinator</td>
<td>Florida Alcohol and Drug Program Office, Building 6, Room 156, 1317 Winwood Blvd, Tallahassee, FL 32301, (904) 488-0900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Delores Napper, Executive Committee Supervisor</td>
<td>Prevention Branch</td>
<td>Georgia Alcohol and Drug Services Section, 878 Peachtree Street, N.E., Room 319, Atlanta, GA 30309, (404) 894-4749</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Bobbie S N Benavente</td>
<td>Supervisor, Prevention Branch</td>
<td>Guam Department of Mental Health and Substance Abuse, P.O. Box 9400, Tamuning, GU 96911, (671) 646-9261</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Colin Correa</td>
<td>Acting Prevention Coordinator</td>
<td>Hawaii Alcohol &amp; Drug Abuse Division, P.O. Box 3378, Honolulu, HI 96801, (808) 548-4280</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Alabama**

Rex Vaughn  
Substance Abuse Coordinator  
Alabama Division of Substance Abuse Services  
P O Box 3710  
Montgomery, AL 36193  
(205) 270-4650

**California**

Karen Stroud  
Chef, Youth Services  
Marshall Wilkerson  
Chef, Intervention and Recovery  
California Department of Alcohol and Drug Programs  
1700 K Street  
Sacramento, CA 95814-4037  
(916) 327-4556

**District of Columbia**

Charles Avery  
Public Health Analyst  
District of Columbia Health, Planning, and Development  
1660 L Street, N W , 7th Floor  
Washington, DC 20036  
(202) 724-5637

**Alaska**

Bette O'Moor  
Executive Director  
Alaska Council on Prevention of Alcohol and Drug Abuse  
7521 Old Seward Hwy, Suite B  
Anchorage, AK 99518  
(907) 349-6602

**Colorado**

Fred Gana, Chair  
Director, Prevention/Intervention Services  
Colorado Alcohol and Drug Abuse Division  
4210 East 11th Avenue  
Denver, CO 80220  
(303) 331-8201

**Florida**

Tom Holt  
Prevention Coordinator  
Florida Alcohol and Drug Program Office  
Building 6, Room 156  
1317 Winwood Blvd  
Tallahassee, FL 32301  
(904) 488-0900

**American Samoa**

Scott Whitney  
Department of Human Resources  
Alcohol and Drug Program  
Government of American Samoa  
Pago Pago, AS 96799

**Connecticut**

Karen Ohrenberger  
Prevention Director  
Connecticut Alcohol and Drug Abuse Commission  
999 Asylum Avenue  
Hartford, CT 06105  
(203) 566-7458

**Georgia**

Delores Napper, Executive Committee Supervisor  
Prevention Branch  
Georgia Alcohol and Drug Services Section  
878 Peachtree Street, N E , Room 319  
Atlanta, GA 30309  
(404) 894-4749

**Arizona**

Patricia Anaya  
Prevention Specialist  
Arizona Office of Community Behavioral Health  
2632 East Thomas Phoenix, AZ 85016  
(602) 253-1025

**Delaware**

Paul Poplawski, Ph D  
Director of Training  
Delaware Division of Alcoholism, Drug Abuse and Mental Health  
1901 North DuPont Highway  
New Castle, DE 19720  
(302) 421-6550

**Guam**

Bobbie S N Benavente  
Supervisor, Prevention Branch  
Guam Department of Mental Health and Substance Abuse  
P O Box 9400  
Tamuning, GU 96911  
(671) 646-9261

**Arkansas**

John R. Brownlee  
Prevention Coordinator, Substance Abuse Prevention  
Arkansas Division of Alcohol and Drug Abuse Prevention  
P O Box 1437  
Little Rock, AR 72203-1437  
(501) 682-6664

**Hawaii**

Colin Correa  
Acting Prevention Coordinator  
Hawaii Alcohol & Drug Abuse Division  
P O Box 3378  
Honolulu, HI 96801  
(808) 548-4280

---

XV
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Title and Position</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Idaho</td>
<td>Terry Pappin</td>
<td>State Prevention Coordinator</td>
<td>Idaho Bureau of Substance Abuse and Social Services</td>
<td>(208) 334-5934</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>450 West State Street</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Boise, ID 83720</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(208) 334-5934</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kentucky</td>
<td>Barbara Stewart</td>
<td>Immediate Past Chair Manager, Prevention and Training Branch</td>
<td>Kentucky Division of Substance Abuse</td>
<td>(502) 564-2880</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>275 East Main Street</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>IR Health Services Building</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Frankfort, KY 40621</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Massachusetts</td>
<td>John Dunphy</td>
<td>Director, Prevention Services</td>
<td>Massachusetts Division of Substance Abuse Services</td>
<td>(617) 727-1960</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>150 Tremont Street</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Boston, MA 02111</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illinois</td>
<td>Barbara Smagho</td>
<td>Acting Administrator for Prevention</td>
<td>Illinois Department of Alcoholism and Substance Abuse</td>
<td>(312) 814-6332</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>100 West Randolph Street</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Suite 5-600</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Chicago, IL 60601</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indiana</td>
<td>Helen C Dillon</td>
<td>Director, Prevention and Planning</td>
<td>Indiana Division of Addiction Services</td>
<td>(317) 232-7924</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>117 East Washington Street</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Indianapolis, IN 46204</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iowa</td>
<td>Cynthia Kelly</td>
<td>Bureau Chief</td>
<td>Iowa Division of Substance Abuse and Health Promotion</td>
<td>(515) 281-3641</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Lucas State Office Building</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Des Moines, IA 50319-0075</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kansas</td>
<td>Richard Ellis</td>
<td>Administrator, Program Development and Training</td>
<td>Kansas Alcohol and Drug Abuse Services</td>
<td>(913) 296-3925</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Biddle Building</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>300 Southwest Oakley</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Topeka, KS 66606</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Louisiana</td>
<td>Rupert Richardson</td>
<td>Vice Chair</td>
<td>Louisiana Division of Alcohol and Drug Abuse</td>
<td>(504) 342-9351</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1201 Capitol Access Road</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>P O Box 3868</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Baton Rouge, LA 70821-3868</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maine</td>
<td>Mel Tremper, Ph D</td>
<td>Executive Committee</td>
<td>Director, Division of Prevention &amp; Planning</td>
<td>(207) 289-2595</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Maine Office of Substance Abuse Prevention</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>State House Station #159</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Augusta, ME 04333-0011</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marianas/Trust Territories</td>
<td>Masao Kumangau</td>
<td>M D Health Services Office of the Governor</td>
<td>Saipan, MP 96950</td>
<td>(601) 359-1288</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maryland</td>
<td>Eugenia Conolly</td>
<td>Chief, Alcohol and Drug Abuse Prevention Services</td>
<td>Maryland Alcohol and Drug Abuse Administration</td>
<td>(301) 225-6543</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>201 W Preston Street, Room 410</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Baltimore, MD 21201</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(314) 751-4942</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
STATE PREVENTION CONTACTS

Montana
Marcia Armstrong
Prevention Coordinator
Montana Alcohol and Drug Abuse Division
1539 - 11th Avenue
Helena, MT 59620
(406) 444-2878

Nebraska
Terry Rohren
Prevention Coordinator
Nebraska Division of Alcoholism and Drug Abuse
P.O. Box 94728
Lincoln, NE 68509
(402) 471-2851

Nevada
Kathy Bartosz
Intervention Specialist
Nevada Bureau of Alcohol and Drug Abuse
505 E. King Street, Room 500
Carson City, NV 89710
(702) 687-4790

New Hampshire
Linda King
Regional Coordinator
New Hampshire Office of Alcohol and Drug Abuse Prevention
Farnum Center
235 Hanover Street
Manchester, NH 03101
(603) 644-2591

New Jersey
Charles Curne
Chief, Prevention, Training, and Education
New Jersey Division of Alcoholism & Drug Abuse
129 E. Hanover Street
Trenton, NJ 08625
(609) 292-4414

New Mexico
Harry Montoya
Prevention Coordinator
New Mexico Substance Abuse Bureau
1190 Saint Francis Drive
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87503
(505) 827-2601

New York
Deirdre Bre估计, Ph.D.
Deputy Director, Prevention and Intervention
New York Division of Alcoholism and Alcohol Abuse
194 Washington Avenue
Albany, NY 12210
(518) 473-0887

North Carolina
Art Jones
Chief of Prevention
North Carolina Alcohol and Drug Abuse Section
325 North Salisbury Street
Suite 531
Raleigh, NC 27611
(919) 733-4555

North Dakota
Karen Larson, Secretary
Assistant Director
North Dakota Division of Alcoholism and Drug Abuse
1839 East Capitol Avenue
Bismarck, ND 58501
(701) 224-2769

Ohio
Vickie Crews
Prevention Coordinator
Ohio Department of Alcohol and Drug Addiction Services
170 North High Street
Columbus, OH 43266-0586
(614) 466-3445

Oklahoma
Jan Hardwick, Executive Committee Director, Prevention Services
Oklahoma Alcohol and Drug Programs
P.O. Box 53277
Oklahoma City, OK 73152
(405) 271-7474

Oregon
Larry Didier, Executive Committee Prevention Manager
Oregon Office of Alcohol and Drug Abuse Programs
1178 Chemeketa Street, N.E.
Salem, OR 97310
(503) 378-2163

Pennsylvania
Gloria Martin-Payne
Director, Prevention and Intervention Services
Pennsylvania Office of Drug and Alcohol Programs
Room 929, H & W Building, P.O. Box 90
Harrisburg, PA 17108
(717) 783-8200

Puerto Rico
Ana I Emmanueli
Assistant Secretary for Prevention
Puerto Rico Department of Anti-Addiction Services
Box B-Y, Rio Piedras Station
Rio Piedras, PR 00928
(809) 791-6915
STATE PREVENTION CONTACTS

Rhode Island

David Hamel
Coordinator, Prevention Education Unit
Rhode Island Division of Substance Abuse
P.O. Box 20363
Cranston, RI 02920
(401) 464-2091

South Carolina

James A. Neal
Director, Division of Programs and Services
South Carolina Commission on Alcohol and Drug Abuse
3700 Forest Drive, Suite 300
Columbia, SC 29204
(803) 734-9552

South Dakota

Dianna Knox
Prevention Coordinator
South Dakota Division of Alcohol and Drug Abuse
700 Governors Drive
Pierre, SD 57501
(605) 773-3123

Tennessee

Glenn A. Fleming, Executive Committee
Director, Prevention Services
Tennessee Alcohol and Drug Abuse
Doctor's Building, 4th Floor
706 Church Street
Nashville, TN 37219
(615) 741-4458

Virginia

Hope Seward
Assistant Director for Prevention
Virginia Office of Substance Abuse Services
P.O. Box 1797
Richmond, VA 23214
(804) 786-1530

Virgin Islands

Annette Garcia
Prevention Coordinator
Virgin Islands Division of Mental Health, Alcoholism, and Drug Dependency
P.O. Box 520
Christiansted, St. Croix, VI 00820
(809) 773-8443

Washington

Deborah Fouts
Administrator, Prevention and Early Intervention
Washington Division of Alcohol and Substance Abuse
Mail Stop OB-21W
Olympia, WA 98504
(206) 753-3203

West Virginia

Mary Pesetsky
Program Coordinator
West Virginia Division of Alcohol and Drug Abuse
State Capitol Complex
Building 3, Room 451
Charleston, WV 25305
(304) 348-2276

Wisconsin

Lou Oppor
Prevention Specialist
Wisconsin Office of Alcohol and Other Drug Abuse
1 West Wilson St., Room 434
P.O. Box 7851
Madison, WI 53707-7851
(608) 266-9485

Wyoming

James R. Lewis, Ph.D.
Substance Abuse Consultant
Wyoming Alcohol and Drug Abuse Programs
Hathaway Building
Cheyenne, WY 82002
(307) 777-6493
**ALABAMA**

**ALABASTER**

SHELBY MEDICAL CENTER
RESTORE PROGRAMS
1000 FIRST STREET NORTH
ALABASTER, AL 35007
(205) 643-8665
** AD DT RR M B CU IV EA TX PV **

**ALEXANDER CITY**

LIGHTHOUSE OF TALLAPOOSA COUNTY INC
204 CALHOUN STREET
ALEXANDER CITY, AL 35010
(205) 234-4894
** AD RR TX OT **

PARKSIDE RECOVERY CENTER AT
RUSSELL HOSPITAL
609 HIGHWAY 22 WEST
ALEXANDER CITY, AL 35010
(205) 329-7591
** AD DT AM H A B H AI HV PI CU IV **
** TX CI PV **

**ANNISTON**

AGENCY FOR SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREV OF
CALHOUN AND CLEBURNE COUNTIES
1302 NOBLE STREET
ANNISTON, AL 36201
(205) 237-8131
** AD EA PV **

ANNISTON FELLOWSHIP HOUSE INC
1219 LEIGHTON AVENUE
ANNISTON, AL 36201
(205) 236-7229
** AD RR TX CI PV **

CALHOUN/CLEBURNE MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
NEW DIRECTIONS
331 EAST 8TH AVENUE
ANNISTON, AL 36202
(205) 236-3403
** AD AM H TX PV **

NORTHEAST ALABAMA
REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER
400 EAST 10TH STREET
ANNISTON, AL 36201
(205) 235-5121
** AD DT RR IV TX PV **

**BIRMINGHAM**

ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE COUNCIL
1923 14TH AVENUE SOUTH
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35205
(205) 933-1213
** AD AM H HV CU TX **

ALETHEIA HOUSE INC
3600 8TH AVENUE SOUTH
SUITE H-106
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35222
(205) 324-6502
** DA RR AM H B HV CU IV PG TX CI **
** PV **

BIRMINGHAM TASC PROGRAM
718 30TH STREET SOUTH
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35233
(205) 954-7630
** AD OT **

BRADFORD AT BIRMINGHAM
ADULT SERVICES
1221 ALTON DRIVE
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35210
(205) 833-4000
** AD DT RR AM H B H AI HV PI CU IV EA **
** TX CI PV **

EASTSIDE MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
7612 FIRST AVENUE NORTH
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35206
(205) 836-7283
** AD CI PV **

FAMILY AND CHILD SERVICES
PREVENTION SERVICES
3600 8TH AVENUE SOUTH
SUITE H-102
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35222
(205) 324-3411
** AD PV **

FELLOWSHIP HOUSE INC
1625 12TH AVENUE SOUTH
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35205
(205) 933-2430
** AD RR AM H Y A B HV PI CU IV TX **

JEFFERSON BLOUNT SAINT CLAIR
MOM/PM AUTHORITY/ADMINISTRATION
3820 3RD AVENUE SOUTH
SUITE 100
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35222
(205) 595-4555

**JEFFERSON COUNTY ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY**
ALCOHOLISM OUTREACH/AFTERCARE PROGRAM
3040 ENSLEY AVENUE
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35208
(205) 787-8667
** AD AM H Y A B HV PI EA TX CI PV **

OAKMONT CENTER
1915 AVENUE H
ENSLEY
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35218
(205) 787-7100
** AD AM H Y B H AI PI CU IV PG TX **
** CI PV **

SAINT ANNES HOME
2772 HANOVER CIRCLE
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35205
(205) 936-6906
** AD RR H CU TX **

SALVATION ARMY
HALFWAY HOUSE PROGRAM FOR MALES
1401 F L SHUTTLESWORTH DRIVE
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35234
(205) 252-8151
** AL RR TX OT **

TREATMENT AND INFORMATION ON
MEDICATIONS FOR THE ELDERLY
2601 HIGHLAND AVENUE
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35205
(205) 251-2992
** DA AM TX PV **

UNIV OF ALABAMA IN BIRMINGHAM
UAB SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAMS
3015 7TH AVENUE SOUTH
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35233
(205) 934-2118
** AD AM H Y CU IV TX PV HH OT **

WESTERN MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
1701 AVENUE D ENSLEY
BIRMINGHAM, AL 35218
(205) 788-7770
** AD AM TX **

**KEY**

**ORIENTATION**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY</th>
<th>DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY</th>
<th>AD = ALCOHOLISM &amp; DRUG ABUSE SERVICES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DT = DETOXIFICATION(24 HOUR CARE)</td>
<td>RR = RESIDENTIAL(24 HOUR CARE)</td>
<td>AM = AMBULATORY(LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>W = WOMEN</th>
<th>Y = YOUTH</th>
<th>A = AIDS PATIENTS</th>
<th>B = BLACKS</th>
<th>H = HISPANICS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AZ = AMERICAN INDIAN/ALASKAN NATIVES</td>
<td>HV = HIV POSITIVES</td>
<td>PE = PUBLIC INEBRIATES</td>
<td>CU = COCAINE USERS</td>
<td>IV = IV DRUG USERS</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**UNIT FUNCTION**

| TX = TREATMENT UNIT | CI = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT | PV = PREVENTION UNIT | MM = METHADONE UNIT | OT = OTHER UNIT |

---

1
ALABAMA

CALERA
CHILTON/SHELBY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
RECOVERY TRAINING PROJECT
CALERA, AL 35040
(205) 665-1252
** AD AM W Y CU EA DM TX CI PV **

CENTRE
ALCOHOLISM/SUBSTANCE ABUSE COUNCIL OF
CHEROKEE COUNTY
CHEROKEE COUNTY COURTHOUSE ANNEX
CENTRE, AL 35960
(205) 927-3111
** AD EA DM PV **

CULLMAN
LIGHTHOUSE INC
925 CONVENT ROAD NE
CULLMAN, AL 35055
(205) 739-2777
** AD RR TX **

NORTH CENTRAL ALABAMA
SUBSTANCE ABUSE COUNCIL
CULLMAN COUNTY COURTHOUSE
ROOM 22
CULLMAN, AL 35055
(205) 739-3530 EXT. 228
** AD DM PV **

DEMOPOLIS
WEST ALABAMA MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
1215 SOUTH MALNUT AVENUE
DEMOPOLIS, AL 36732
(205) 289-2410
** AD AM CU EA DM TX CI PV **

DOTWAH
THE HAVEN
831 JOHN D ODOM ROAD
DOTWAH, AL 36303
(205) 794-0970
** AD DT RR AM H Y A B H Ai HV Pi **
** CU IV PG EA DM TX PV **

FAIRHOPE
BALDKIN COUNTY MH/MR CENTER
ALCOHOL PROGRAM
372 SOUTH GREENO ROAD
FAIRHOPE, AL 36532
(205) 928-2871
** AD AM N Y A B HV CU IV PG TX CI **
** PV **

GADSDEN
CHEROKEE/ETOWAH/DE KALB
FELLOWSHIP HOUSE
312 SOUTH 5TH STREET
GADSDEN, AL 35901
(205) 546-8247
** AD RR B CU IV TX **

CHEROKEE/ETOWAH/DE KALB
MENTAL HEALTH CENTER SUBST ABUSE SERVS
901 GOODYEAR AVENUE
GADSDEN, AL 35903
(205) 492-7600
** AD AM H HV TX CI PV **

CHEROKEE/ETOWAH/DE KALB
SERENITY HOME
110 SOUTH 10TH STREET
GADSDEN, AL 35901
(205) 547-1577
** AD DT RR TX **

SUBSTANCE ABUSE COUNCIL OF
ETOWAH COUNTY
943 3RD AVENUE
GADSDEN, AL 35901
(205) 547-6903
** AD DM PV **

THE BRIDGE INC
LAY SPRINGS ROAD
ROUTE 3
GADSDEN, AL 35901
(205) 564-6326
** AD RR AM Y A HV IV EA TX PV **

GUNTERSVILLE
MARSHALL JACKSON MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
2409 HOMER CLAYTON DRIVE
GUNTERSVILLE, AL 35976
(205) 562-3203
** AD RR AM H IV EA DM TX CI PV **

HUNTSVILLE
MADISON COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
NEW HORIZONS RECOVERY CENTER
806 GALLATIN STREET
HUNTSVILLE, AL 35801
(205) 552-4141
** AD AM H Y B CU IV PG EA TX PV **

PARKSIDE LODGE OF BIRMINGHAM
HUNTSVILLE SERVICES
139-A McGRIRIE DRIVE
HUNTSVILLE, AL 35806
(205) 430-0868
** AD AM TX CI PV **

THE PATHFINDER INC
RECOVERY HOME FOR MALE ALCOHOLICS
3104 IVY AVENUE SM
HUNTSVILLE, AL 35805
(205) 534-7644
** AD RR TX PV **

JASPER
NORTHWEST ALABAMA MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
1100 7TH AVENUE
JASPER, AL 35501
(205) 367-0541
** AD AM IV EA TX CI PV OT **

LUVERNE
CRENSHAW COUNTY HOSPITAL
ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE TRT UNIT
SOUTH FOREST AVENUE
LUVERNE, AL 36049
(205) 335-5763
** AD DT RR EA TX CI PV **

MOBILE
DAUPHIN MAY LODGE TREATMENT SERVICES
HALFHAY HOUSE ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
1009 DAUPHIN STREET
MOBILE, AL 36604
(205) 458-6729
** AD RR IV TX PV **

DAUPHIN MAY LODGE TREATMENT SERVICES
QUARTERMAY ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
1009 DAUPHIN STREET
MOBILE, AL 36604
(205) 458-6729
** AD RR IV TX **

DRUG EDUCATION COUNCIL INC
954 GOVERNMENT STREET
MOBILE, AL 36604
(205) 435-5456
** AD PV **

LAKESIDE CENTER
733 WEST LAKESIDE DRIVE
MOBILE, AL 36693
(205) 666-1928
** AD AM Y TX CI PV **

LIBRA HOUSE
TEENLINE
1155 GOVERNMENT STREET
MOBILE, AL 36604
(205) 435-7677
** AD CI PV **

MOBILE MENTAL HEALTH CENTER INC
GATEWAY SUBSTANCE ABUSE CENTER
2400 GORDON SMITH DRIVE
MOBILE, AL 36617
(205) 473-4423
** DA AM H B HV IV PG TX MM **

MOBILE MENTAL HEALTH CENTER INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
2400 GORDON SMITH DRIVE
MOBILE, AL 36617
(205) 473-4423
** AD RR AM IV EA TX PV MM **
RED LEVEL
FIRST STEP
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT
SMILEY STREET
RED LEVEL, AL 36474
(205) 469-5347
** AD RR AM IV DM TX CI PV **

ROANOKE
RANDOLPH COUNTY HOSPITAL
SELF DISCOVERY PROGRAM
ROANOKE, AL 36274
(205) 863-4111
** AD DT RR H A B CU IV TX OT **

RUSSELLVILLE
SUNRISE LODGE
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT CENTER
ROUTE 9
RUSSELLVILLE, AL 35653
(205) 332-0078
** AD RR IV TX **

SELMA
CAHABA CENTER FOR MH/MR
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1017 MEDICAL CENTER PARKWAY
SELMA, AL 36701
(205) 875-2100
** AD AM H Y A B HV PI EA DM TX CI **
** PV **

SHEFFIELD
HELEN KELLER HOSPITAL
RESTORE PROGRAM
1300 SOUTH MONTGOMERY AVENUE
SHEFFIELD, AL 35660
(205) 586-4597
** AD DT RR AM IV EA TX **

SYLACAUGA
CHEaha MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ADAPT
1625 OLD BIRMINGHAM HIGHWAY
SYLACAUGA, AL 35150
(205) 245-2201
** AD RR B CU IV PG EA DM TX PV **

TUSCALOOSA
INDIAN RIVERS MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
1915 6TH STREET
TUSCALOOSA, AL 35403
(205) 365-1600
** AD AM H Y A B HV CU PG TX **
ANCHORAGE

AKELA HOUSE INC
2804 BERING STREET
ANCHORAGE, AK 99503
(907) 561-5266
** AD RR TX PV **

ALASKA COUNCIL ON PREVENTION OF
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE INC
7521 OLD SENWARD HIGHWAY
SUITE B
ANCHORAGE, AK 99518
(907) 349-6602
** AD PV OT **

ALASKA COURT SYSTEM
ANCHORAGE AK ALC SAFETY ACTION PROGRAM
941 WEST 4TH AVENUE
3RD FLOOR
ANCHORAGE, AK 99501
(907) 264-0735
** AD DH PV **

ALASKA HUMAN SERVICES
OUTPT ALC/SUBST ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
4050 LAKE OTIS PARKWAY
SUITE 107
ANCHORAGE, AK 99508
(907) 561-4555
** AD AM DH TX CI PV **

ALASKA NATIVE ALCOHOLISM RECOVERY CTR
120 NORTH HOYT STREET
ANCHORAGE, AK 99508
(907) 278-2627
** AL RR AI TX **

ALASKA NATIVE HEALTH BOARD
1345 RUDAKOF CIRCLE
ROOM 206
ANCHORAGE, AK 99501
(907) 337-0028
** AD PV **

ALEUTIAN PRIBILOF ISLANDS ASSOCIATION
401 EAST FIREWEED LANE
SUITE 201
ANCHORAGE, AK 99503
(907) 276-2700
** AD AM Y AI PI PG TX CI PV OT **

CENTER FOR ALC AND ADDICTION STUDIES
3211 PROVIDENCE AVENUE
UA A
ANCHORAGE, AK 99508
(907) 786-1801
** AD PV **

CHARTER NORTH HOSPITAL AND
COUNSELING CENTERS
2530 DEBARR ROAD
ANCHORAGE, AK 99504
(907) 338-7575
** AD RR AM Y IV EA DH TX CI PV **

ELMENDORF AFB SOCIAL ACTIONS
SUBSTANCE ABUSE OFFICE
2900 9TH STREET
ELMENDORF AIR FORCE BASE
ANCHORAGE, AK 99506
(907) 552-2115
** AD EA DH PV **

HUMANA HOSPITAL/ALASKA
ADDICTIVE BEHAVIOR CENTER
2801 DE BARR ROAD
ANCHORAGE, AK 99508
(907) 264-1622
** AD RR AM IV EA DH TX CI PV **

NARCODIC DRUG TREATMENT CENTER INC
CENTER FOR DRUG PROBLEMS
520 EAST 4TH AVENUE
SUITE 102
ANCHORAGE, AK 99501
(907) 276-6430
** AD AM M B H AI HV CU IV PG CI **
** PV HM **

NEW DHAN
ALASKA WOMENS RESOURCE CENTER
111 WEST 9TH AVENUE
ANCHORAGE, AK 99501
(907) 276-0528
** AD RR H PG DH TX **

NEW STAR ADOLESCENT HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1650 SOUTH BRAGH STREET
ANCHORAGE, AK 99508
(907) 277-1522
** AD DT AI IV EA DH TX CI PV **

PROVIDENCE HOSPITAL
BREAKTHROUGH
3200 PROVIDENCE DRIVE
ANCHORAGE, AK 99508
(907) 216-3003
** AD DT RR AM IV DH TX CI **

RURAL CAP INC
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION
731 EAST 8TH STREET
ANCHORAGE, AK 99501
(907) 279-2511
** AD PV **

SALVATION ARMY
CLITHEROE CENTER
POINT HoronzoF
ANCHORAGE, AK 99502
(907) 243-1181
** AD DT RR AM W AI HV PI CU PG DH **
** TX CI PV **

VOLUNTEERS OF AMERICA OF ALASKA INC
419 WEST 9TH AVENUE
SUITE 100
ANCHORAGE, AK 99501
(907) 279-9634
** AD RR AM Y IV TX PV **

ANZAK
KUSKOKWIM NATIVE ASSOCIATION
COMMUNITY COUNSELING PROGRAM
ANZAK, AK 99557
(907) 675-4445
** AD AM H Y AI DH TX CI PV **

BARRIER
NORTH SLOPE BOROUGH HEALTH DEPARTMENT
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
BARRIER, AK 99723
(907) 852-4673
** AD RR AI PG EA DH TX CI PV **

BETHEL
PHILLIPS ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT CENTER
BETHEL, AK 99509
(907) 543-2129
** AD RR AM H B H AI PG TX CI PV **

** KEY **

ORIENTATION!
AL = ALC/ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
AD = ALC/ABUSE & DRUG SERVICES
ALC = ALC/ABUSE SERVICES
AA = AMBULATORY (LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)
RR = RESIDENTIAL (24 HOUR CARE)
AM = AMBULATORY (LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)
PG = PREGNANT USERS
EA = EAP PROGRAM SERVICES
MH = METHADONE UNIT
OT = OTHER UNIT

TYPE OF CARE!
DT = DETOXIFICATION (24 HOUR CARE)
RR = RESIDENTIAL (24 HOUR CARE)
MT = MEDICAID

SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS:
MW = MOTHERS
Y = YOUTH
A M = AIDS PATIENTS
B = MARRIED
H = HISPANIC
T = TREATMENT UNIT
CZ = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT
PV = PREVENTION UNIT
MH = METHADONE UNIT
OT = OTHER UNIT

TX = TREATMENT UNIT
COPPER CENTER
COPPER RIVER MENTAL HEALTH AND SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
MILE 105 RICHARDSON HIGHWAY
COPPER CENTER, AK 99573
(907) 822-5541
** AD AM AI TX CI PV **

CORDOVA
CORDOVA COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
MENTAL HEALTH AND ALCOHOL CLINIC
602 CHASE AVENUE
CORDOVA, AK 99574
(907) 424-8300
** AD AM Y AI EA DH TX CI PV **

CRAIG
COMMUNITIES ORGANIZED FOR HEALTH OPTIONS (COHO)
CRAIG, AK 99921
(907) 826-3662
** AD AM TX CI PV **

DILLINGHAM
BRISTOL BAY AREA HEALTH CORP
ALCOHOL/DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
DILLINGHAM, AK 99576
(907) 842-5266
** AD EA PV **

CITY OF DILLINGHAM
PUBLIC INEBRIATE PROGRAM
DILLINGHAM, AK 99576
(907) 842-5554
** AD DT TX CI PV **

FAIRBANKS
ALASKA COUNSELING
232 2ND STREET
GRAEHL
FAIRBANKS, AK 99701
(907) 467-8047
** AD AM EA DH TX PV **

FAIRBANKS MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
FAMILY RECOVERY CENTER
1650 COHLES STREET
FAIRBANKS, AK 99701
(907) 451-8160
** AD AM EA DH TX PV **

FAIRBANKS NATIVE ASSOCIATION INC
REG CTR FOR ALC AND OTHER ADDICTIONS
3100 SOUTH CUSHMAN STREET
FAIRBANKS, AK 99701
(907) 452-6251
** AD DT RR AM H Y A B H AI HV PI **
** IV PG EA DH TX CI PV **

LAKESIDE RECOVERY CTR INC/FAIRBANKS
1001 NOBLE STREET
SUITE 240
FAIRBANKS, AK 99701
(907) 456-4526
** AD AM H Y AI CU TX CI PV **

SALVATION ARMY
DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
117 FIRST AVENUE
FAIRBANKS, AK 99707
(907) 452-5005
** AD AM A AI HV IV TX MM **

TANANA CHIEFS CONFERENCE INC
1302 21ST AVENUE
FAIRBANKS, AK 99701
(907) 452-2446
** AD AM AI TX PV OT **

FORT WAIN Wright
FORT WAINWRIGHT ALCOHOL AND
DRUG ABUSE PREV CONTROL PROG (ADAPCP)
APVR/FW/PA/ADA
BUILDING 3401
FORT WAINWRIGHT, AK 99703
(907) 353-7203
** AD DT AM EA DH TX CI PV **

FORT YUKON
TANANA CHIEFS CONFERENCE INC
YUKON FLATS CARE
FORT YUKON, AK 99740
(907) 662-2526
** AD RR AI TX CI PV **

GALENA
YUKON KOYUKUK MENTAL HEALTH PROGRAM
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
GALENA, AK 99741
(907) 656-1617
** AD AM H Y B H AI PI CU PG EA DW **
** TX CI PV **

JUNEAU
CITY AND BOROUGH OF JUNEAU
HEALTH AND SOCIAL SERVS CHEM DEP DIV
3406 GLACIER HIGHWAY
JUNEAU, AK 99801
(907) 463-3008
** AD DT RR AI HV PI IV DH TX CI **

GASTINEAU MANOR RECOVERY HOME
5597 AISEK STREET
JUNEAU, AK 99801
(907) 780-4330
** AD RR H AI PI TX **

LAKESIDE RECOVERY CTR INC/JUNEAU
3412 GLACIER HIGHWAY
JUNEAU, AK 99802
(907) 780-4968
** AD AM H Y A B H AI HV CU PG EA **
** DH TX **

NATIONAL COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM/JUNEAU
211 4TH STREET
SUITE 102
JUNEAU, AK 99801
(907) 463-3755
** AD AM AI EA DH TX CI PV **

KENAI
COOK INLET COUNCIL ON
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
255 WILLOW STREET
KENAI, AK 99611
(907) 283-3658
** AD AM IV EA DH TX PV **

KETCHIKAN
GATEWAY CENTER FOR HUMAN SERVICES
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE DIVISION
3050 5TH AVENUE
SUITE 205
KETCHIKAN, AK 99901
(907) 225-2540
** AD AM H Y B H AI TX PV **

LAKESIDE RECOVERY CTR INC/KETCHIKAN
1621 TONGASS AVENUE
SUITE 205
KETCHIKAN, AK 99901
(907) 225-6920
** AD RR AM H Y B H AI HV PI CU PG **
** DH TX PV **

KODIAK
KODIAK AREA NATIVE ASSOCIATION (KANA)
SUBSTANCE ABUSE OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
402 CENTER AVENUE
KODIAK, AK 99915
(907) 486-5725
** AD AM AI TX PV **

KODIAK COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM INC
KODIAK, AK 99915
(907) 486-3535
** AD RR AM H Y A B H AI HV PI CU **
** IV PG EA DH TX CI PV **

SC ALCOHOL TRAINING
SAINT HERIANS SEMINARY
414 MISSION ROAD
ROOM 17
KODIAK, AK 99615
(907) 486-3726
** AD PV OT **
ALASKA

FOUR RIVERS COUNSELING SERVICES
LYMAN HOUSE
MCGRATH, AK 99627
(907) 524-3781
** AD AM M Y B H AI PI IV EA TX CI **
** PV OT **

MCGRATH

MCGRATH, AK 99627
(907) 524-3781
** AD AM M Y B H AI PI IV EA TX CI **
** PV OT **

FOUR RIVERS COUNSELING SERVICES
LYMAN HOUSE
MCGRATH, AK 99627
(907) 524-3781
** AD AM M Y B H AI PI IV EA TX CI **
** PV OT **

METLAKATLA

METLAKATLA INDIAN COMMUNITY
METLAKATLA, AK 99926
(907) 886-6601
** AD EA CI PV **

LYMAN HOUSE

MCGRATH, AK 99627
(907) 524-3781
** AD AM M Y B H AI PI IV EA TX CI **
** PV OT **

FOUR RIVERS COUNSELING SERVICES
LYMAN HOUSE
MCGRATH, AK 99627
(907) 524-3781
** AD AM M Y B H AI PI IV EA TX CI **
** PV OT **

METLAKATLA

METLAKATLA INDIAN COMMUNITY
METLAKATLA, AK 99926
(907) 886-6601
** AD EA CI PV **

SITKA

SITKA TEEN RESOURCE CENTER
201 KATLIA STREET
SITKA, AK 99835
(907) 747-3500
** AD DM PV **

SOUTHEAST ALASKA REGIONAL HEALTH CORP
RURAL SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
222 TONGASS STREET
SITKA, AK 99835
(907) 966-2451
** AD RR AM AI DM TX PV **

SOLDOTNA

CENTRAL PENN GENERAL HOSPITAL
FAMILY RECOVERY CENTER
250 HOSPITAL CIRCLE
SOLDOTNA, AK 99669
(907) 262-4404 EXT. 315
** AD DT RR H CU TX CI PV **

TOK

UPPER TANANA ALCOHOL PROGRAM
TOK, AK 99780
(907) 885-5185
** AD AM Y AI DM TX CI PV **

VALDEZ

VALDEZ COUNSELING CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
VALDEZ, AK 99686
(907) 835-2838
** AD AM M Y AI PI CU EA DM TX CI **
** PV **

WASILLA

ALASKA ADDICTION REHAB SERVICES INC
NUGENS RANCH
3701 PALMER-HASILLA HIGHWAY
HASILLA, AK 99687
(907) 376-4534
** AD RR AI PI TX **

MATANUSKA/SUSITNA
COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
HASILLA, AK 99687
(907) 376-4000
** AD AM DH TX CI PV **

WRAHGELL

WRANGELL COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM AND RELATED DRUG DEPENDENCIES (WCA/D)
406 ALASKA AVENUE
WRANGELL, AK 99929
(907) 874-3338
** AD AM M Y AI CU PG DM TX CI PV **

PETERSBURG

PETERSBURG COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM AND OTHER DRUG ABUSE
102 A HAUGEN DRIVE
PETERSBURG, AK 99833
(907) 772-3552
** AD AM DM TX PV **

PETERSBURG COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM AND OTHER DRUG ABUSE
102 A HAUGEN DRIVE
PETERSBURG, AK 99833
(907) 772-3552
** AD AM DM TX PV **

PETERSBURG YOUTH PROGRAM
102 HAUGEN DRIVE
PETERSBURG, AK 99833
(907) 772-4422
** AD PV **

SELOOVIA

SOUTH KACHEMAK ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM INC
274 MAIN STREET
SELOOVIA, AK 99663
(907) 234-7807
** AD AM M Y AI HV CU PG DM TX PV **

SEWARD

SEWARD LIFE ACTION COUNCIL
504 ADAMS STREET
SEWARD, AK 99664
(907) 224-5257
** AD AM Y AI DM TX CI PV **
**ARIZONA**

**AJO**
PORTABLE PRACTICAL EDUC PREPARATION (PPEP)/ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT UNIT
111 LA MINA AVENUE
AJO, AZ 85621
(602) 287-5572
** AL AM H Y B H AI PI CU PG DH TX **
** PV **

**APACHE JUNCTION**
PGBHA SUPERSTITION MOUNTAIN MENTAL HEALTH CTR/SUBST ABUSE SERVICES
564 NORTH IDAHO ROAD
APACHE JUNCTION, AZ 85270
(602) 983-0571
** AD AM H Y PI TX PV **

**BISBEE**
COCHISE COMMUNITY COUNSELING SERVICES
BISBEE OUTPATIENT
1100 HIGHWAY 92
EL RANCHO PLAZA ROOM B
BISBEE, AZ 85603
(602) 432-5404
** AD AM H W CU TX **

**BULLHEAD CITY**
MOHAVE MENTAL HEALTH CLINIC
OUTPATIENT AND DAY TREATMENT
2135 HIGHWAY 95
SUITES 125 AND 241
BULLHEAD CITY, AZ 86422
(602) 758-5907
** AD AM IV EA DH TX CI PV **

**CAMP VERDE**
VERDE VALLEY GUIDANCE CLINIC INC
7TH AND FINNEY FLAT ROAD
CAMP VERDE, AZ 86322
(602) 567-4026
** AD AM IV EA DH TX CI PV **

**Casa Grande**
PGBHA A Y SMITH AND ASSOCIATES
222 EAST COTTONWOOD LANE
CASA GRANDE, AZ 85222
(602) 836-9189
** AD PV **

PGBHA BEHAVIORAL HEALTH AGENCY OF CENTRAL AZ (PBHACA)/ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
120 WEST MAIN STREET
CASA GRANDE, AZ 85222
(602) 836-1688
** AD OT **

PGBHA BHACA CASA GRANDE OUTPATIENT
120 WEST MAIN STREET
CASA GRANDE, AZ 85222
(602) 836-1688
** AD AM Y EA DH TX CI PV **

PGBHA LIGHTHOUSE YOUTH CENTER
509 EAST FLORENCE BOULEVARD
CASA GRANDE, AZ 85222
(602) 426-9039
** AD PV **

**CHAMBERS**
NAVAJO NATION BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SERVS
NAMATA DZIIL OFFICE
CHAMBERS, AZ 86502
(602) 688-2420
** AL AM AI TX CI PV **

CHANDLER CENTRO DE AMISTAD INC
CHANDLER OFFICE
108 EAST BOSTON STREET
CHANDLER, AZ 85224
(602) 839-2926
** AD AM W Y H AI DH TX CI PV **

SUNBURST TREATMENT SERVICES INC
1300 WEST QUEEN CREEK ROAD
CHANDLER, AZ 85248
(602) 899-3135
** AD DT RR AM H A B H AI HV CU IV **
** PG TX CI PV **

VALLEY HOPE ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT CTR
501 NORTH WASHINGTON STREET
CHANDLER, AZ 85225
(602) 899-3335
** AD DT RR H Y B H CU IV EA TX PV **

**CHINLE**
NAVAJO NATION DEPT BEHAV HEALTH SERVS
TWIN TRAILS TREATMENT CENTER
NAVAJO ROUTE 7 EAST OF U.S. 191
CHINLE, AZ 86503
(602) 674-5471
** AD AM H Y AT TX CI PV **

**COOLIDGE**
PGBHA BHACA COOLIDGE OFFICE
172 SOUTH ARIZONA BOULEVARD
COOLIDGE, AZ 85228
(602) 723-7721
** AD AM EA TX CI PV **

PGBHA BHACA EMERGENCY SERVICES
5497 WEST MC CARTNEY ROAD
COOLIDGE, AZ 85228
(602) 723-7721
** AD DT PI TX CI PV **

PGBHA BHACA SUBSTANCE ABUSE REHAB PROG
5497 WEST MC CARTNEY ROAD
COOLIDGE, AZ 85228
(602) 723-7721
** AD RR IV EA TX CI PV **

**COTTONWOOD**
VERDE VALLEY GUIDANCE CLINIC INC
19 EAST BEECH STREET
COTTONWOOD, AZ 86326
(602) 634-2226
** AD AM IV EA DH TX CI PV **

VERDE VALLEY GUIDANCE CLINIC INC
HALFWAY HOUSE
2550A HIGHWAY 89A
COTTONWOOD, AZ 86326
(602) 634-0749
** AD RR IV EA DH TX **

**DILKON**
NAVAJO NATION BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SERVS
DILKON SUB OFFICE
DILKON CHAPTER HOUSE
DILKON, AZ 86047
(602) 657-3464
** AD AM W Y AI PG TX CI PV **

**XX KEY XX**

**ORIENTATION**
- AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
- DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
- AD = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES

**TYPE OF CARE**
- DT = DETOXIFICATION (24 HOUR CARE)
- RR = RESIDENTIAL (24 HOUR CARE)
- AM = AMBULATORY (LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)

**SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS**
- H = HOMEN
- Y = YOUTH
- A = AIDS PATIENTS
- B = BLACKS
- H = HISPANICS

**UNIT FUNCTION**
- TX = TREATMENT UNIT
- C = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT
- PV = PREVENTION UNIT
- MM = METHADONE UNIT
- OT = OTHER UNIT
ARIZONA

DOUGLAS
COCHISE COMMUNITY COUNSELING SERVICES
DOUGLAS OUTPATIENT
640 10TH STREET
DOUGLAS, AZ 85607
(602) 364-3496
** AD AM H TX **

ELOY
PGSHA PINAL COUNTY HISPANIC COUNCIL
801 NORTH MAIN STREET
ELOY, AZ 85231
(602) 466-7765
** AD AM TX CI PV **

FLAGSTAFF
NATIVE AMERICANS FOR COMMUNITY ACTION
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
FLAGSTAFF, AZ 86004
(602) 526-2968
** AD AM M Y B H AT CU DH TX PV **

NORTHERN ARIZONA
COMPREHENSIVE GUIDANCE CENTER
611 NORTH LEROUX STREET
FLAGSTAFF, AZ 86001
(602) 774-7128
** AD AT **

NORTHERN AZ METHADONE MAINTENANCE AND
AND DETOXIFICATION CLINIC
425 SOUTH SAN FRANCISCO STREET
FLAGSTAFF, AZ 86001
(602) 774-1611
** DA AM IV HM **

THE GUIDANCE CENTER INC
2309 NORTH CENTER STREET
FLAGSTAFF, AZ 86004
(602) 774-3372
** AD DT RR IV DH TX **

FORT DEFIANCE
NAVAJO NATION DEPT BEHAV HEALTH SERVS
FORT DEFIANCE FORT DEFIANCE AFFINITY
FORT DEFIANCE, AZ 85504
(602) 729-2942
** AD AM M Y AI PG TX CI PV **

GLENDALE
COMMUNITY CARE NETWORK (CCN)
GLENDALE YOUTH CENTER
5901 WEST OCOTILLO ROAD
GLENDALE, AZ 85301
(602) 934-0619
** AD PV **

GLOBE
PGSHA LA QUESTA ALCOHOL AND
DRUG TREATMENT CENTER
ICE HOUSE CANYON
GLOBE, AZ 85501
(602) 425-7636
** AD RR AM H Y B H AI PI CU TX PV **

GREEN VALLEY
LA FRONTERA CENTER
GREEN VALLEY
75 CALLE DE LAS TIENDAS
SUITE B105
GREEN VALLEY, AZ 85614
(602) 625-0878
** AD AM TX CI PV **

GUADALUPE
CENTRO DE AMISTAD INC
CENTRAL OFFICE
8202 AVENIDA DEL YAQUI
GUADALUPE, AZ 85203
(602) 839-2926
** AD AM M Y H AI DM TX CI PV **

HOLBROOK
COMMUNITY COUNSELING CENTERS
HALFWAY HOUSE
515 NORTH 13TH AVENUE
HOLBROOK, AZ 86025
(602) 524-1817
** AD RR IV EA DM TX **

COMMUNITY COUNSELING CENTERS INC
105 NORTH 5TH AVENUE
HOLBROOK, AZ 86025
(602) 524-6126
** AD AM IV EA DM TX CI PV **

KAYENTA
NAVAJO NATION OFF OF SUBSTABUSE/MH
KAYENTA OSAIH
KAYENTA, AZ 86033
(602) 697-3211
** AI AM AI TX **

KEANS CANYON
PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE
INDIAN HOSPITAL SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVS
KEANS CANYON, AZ 86034
(602) 738-2211
** AD AM M Y AI PG TX CI PV **

KERNRY
PGSHA COPPER BASIN
BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SERVICES (CBBHS)
1116 TILBURY STREET
KEARNY, AZ 85137
(602) 363-5561
** AD AM M Y H CU IV DH TX PV **

KINGMAN
MOHAVE MENTAL HEALTH CLINIC
HALFWAY HOUSE
1960 ATLANTIC AVENUE
KINGMAN, AZ 86401
(602) 753-6066
** AD RR IV EA DM TX **

MOHAVE MENTAL HEALTH CLINIC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE RESIDENTIAL SERVICES
617 OAK STREET
KINGMAN, AZ 86401
(602) 753-2901
** AD RR IV DM TX **

MOHAVE MENTAL HEALTH CLINIC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1750 BEVERLY STREET
KINGMAN, AZ 86401
(602) 757-8111
** AD AM IV EA DM TX CI PV **

LAKE HAVASU CITY
MOHAVE MENTAL HEALTH CLINIC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
2170 W CULLOCH BOULEVARD
SUITES 2 AND 12
LAKE HAVASU CITY, AZ 86403
(602) 855-7806
** AD AM IV EA DM TX CI PV **

LUKE AIR FORCE BASE
LUKE AFB/SOCIAL ACTIONS
DRUG/ALCOHOL ABUSE SECTION
832 COMBAT SUPPORT GROUP
BUILDING 1150
LUKE AIR FORCE BASE, AZ 85309
(602) 856-7711
** AD DM CI PV **

MESA
EAST VALLEY ALCOHOLISM COUNCIL
554 SOUTH BELLVIEW STREET
MESA, AZ 85204
(602) 962-7922
** AD DT H A B H AI HV PI CU IV PG **
** DH TX PV **

EAST VALLEY CAMELBACK HOSPITAL
COUNSELING CENTER
2225 WEST SOUTHERN AVENUE
MESA, AZ 85202
(602) 464-4000
** AD DT RR AM M Y H AI HV CU IV **
** PG TX CI PV **

EAST VALLEY CATHOLIC SOCIAL SERVICES
610 EAST SOUTHERN STREET
MESA, AZ 85204
(602) 964-8771
** AD AM M H H TX **
CHICANOS POR LA CAUSA INC
MAIN OFFICE
1112 EAST BUCKEYE ROAD
PHOENIX, AZ 85034
(602) 287-7700
** AD OT **

CHRYSLAS SHELTER FOR VICTIMS OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
PHOENIX, AZ 85068
(602) 944-4999
** AL RR TX PV **

CITY OF PHOENIX
FAMILY ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
1250 SOUTH 7TH AVENUE
PHOENIX, AZ 85007
(602) 262-7201
** AL AM H Y B H TX **

CITY OF PHOENIX PARKS AND RECREATION
SOUTH PHOENIX YOUTH CENTER
5245 SOUTH 7TH STREET
PHOENIX, AZ 85040
(602) 262-6584
** AD PV OT **

CODAMA CHICANOS POR LA CAUSA INC
CENTRO DE LA FAMILIA
5020 WEST INDIAN SCHOOL ROAD
SUITE 102
PHOENIX, AZ 85031
(602) 873-2411
** AD AM H Y A B H HV CU DM TX **

CODAMA FRIENDLY HOUSE
723 SOUTH FIRST AVENUE
PHOENIX, AZ 85003
(602) 257-1870
** AL PV **

CODAMA GUIDE POST INC
5050 SOUTH 7TH AVENUE
PHOENIX, AZ 85041
(602) 277-9927
** AL RR H TX OT **

CODAMA PHOENIX SOUTH CMHC (PSCHMC)
PHOENIX SOUTH SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1424 SOUTH 7TH AVENUE
PHOENIX, AZ 85007
(602) 257-9339
** AD AM H Y A B H HV CU PG DM TX **

CODAMA PHOENIX SOUTH CMHC (PSCHMC)
SOUTHMINISTER SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1923 EAST BROADWAY ROAD
PHOENIX, AZ 85040
(602) 276-8117
** AD AM H Y B H CU PG TX **

COMMUNITY CARE NETWORK (CCN)
COMMUNITY CARE NETWORK (CCN)
INTENSIVE TREATMENT SYSTEMS SERVS PROG
550 WEST INDIAN SCHOOL ROAD
ROOM 100
PHOENIX, AZ 85013
(602) 248-0550
** DA AM H A B HV CU IV PG MM **

COMMUNITY CARE NETWORK (CCN)
PHOENIX CHELBACK HOSP CHEM DEP PROGS
5055 NORTH 34TH STREET
PHOENIX, AZ 85018
(602) 955-6200
** AD PV **

COMMUNITY CARE NETWORK (CCN)
TERROS INC
2830 WEST GLENDALE AVENUE
BUILDING C SUITE 36
PHOENIX, AZ 85051
(602) 995-5482
** AD AM Y HV CU IV EA DM TX CI PV **

COMMUNITY CARE NETWORK (CCN)
TERROS INC/NORTH OFFICE
8841 NORTH 7TH STREET
SUITE 10
PHOENIX, AZ 85020
(602) 997-9877
** AD AM Y HV CU IV EA DM TX CI PV **

COMMUNITY ORGANIZATION FOR DRUG ABUSE
MH AND ALC SERVS (CODAMA) ADMIN/CI
2025 NORTH CENTRAL AVENUE
PHOENIX, AZ 85004
(602) 254-6200
** AD OT **

CROSSROADS
1845 EAST Ocotillo Road
PHOENIX, AZ 85016
(602) 279-2585
** AD PV **

DRUG AND ALCOHOL TREATMENT INSTITUTE
CLARENCE LAWSON FOUNDATION
2230 NORTH 24TH STREET
PHOENIX, AZ 85008
(602) 275-3233
** DA AM H Y MM **

EBONY HOUSE INC
6222 SOUTH 13TH STREET
PHOENIX, AZ 85040
(602) 276-6208
** AD RR B H AI HV CU IV TX **

HOKOMAK ROOM
525 NORTH 18TH STREET
SUITE 406
PHOENIX, AZ 85006
(602) 253-6553
** DA AM IV MM **

INDIAN REHABILITATION INC
656 NORTH 3RD AVENUE
PHOENIX, AZ 85003
(602) 254-3247
** AD RR AM H Y AI PI PG TX PV **

NATIONAL COUNCIL ON ALC AND DRUG DEP
GREAT PHOENIX AREA
2701 NORTH 16TH STREET
SUITE 103
PHOENIX, AZ 85006
(602) 264-6214
** AD EA PV OT **

NEW ARIZONA FAMILY II
SMI DUAL DIAGNOSIS PROGRAM
502 EAST SOUTHERN AVENUE
SUITE 512
PHOENIX, AZ 85040
(602) 243-0562
** AD RR A B H A I HV CU IV TX **

NEW ARIZONA FAMILY INC
NEW ARIZONA FAMILY I
3301 EAST PINCHOT AVENUE
PHOENIX, AZ 85018
(602) 381-0686
** DA RR H A B H AI HV CU IV PG TX **

NM ORGANIZATION FOR VOLUNTARY ALTERNATIVES (NOVA)
7725 NORTH 43RD AVENUE
SUITE 522
PHOENIX, AZ 85015
(602) 937-9203
** AD AM H Y IV DM TX PV **

PARENTS ANONYMOUS OF ARIZONA
2509 EAST FILLMORE STREET
PHOENIX, AZ 85008
(602) 275-0555
** DA PV **

PARENTS ANONYMOUS/EAST VALLEY
2701 NORTH 16TH STREET
SUITE 316
PHOENIX, AZ 85006
(602) 248-0428
** AD PV **

PHOENIX INDIAN CENTER
ALLCHOL TREATMENT PROGRAM
99 EAST VIRGINIA AVENUE
PHOENIX, AZ 85004
(602) 234-2010
** AL AM AI TX **

PHOENIX LARC
PUBLIC INEBRIATE PROGRAM
3101 EAST HAMPTONS ROAD
PHOENIX, AZ 85034
(602) 231-0050
** AD DT RR AM PI IV TX CI PV **
ARIZONA

SHOW LOW

COMMUNITY COUNSELING CENTERS
OUTPATIENT UNIT
2350 SHOW LOW LAKE ROAD
SHOW LOW, AZ 85901
(602) 537-2951
** AD AN IV EA DH TX CI PV **

COMMUNITY COUNSELING CENTERS
PINEVIEW CENTER
2550 SHOW LOW LAKE ROAD
SHOW LOW, AZ 85901
(602) 537-1029
** AD RR IV EA DH TX **

SIERRA VISTA

COCHISE COMMUNITY COUNSELING SERVICES
SIERRA VISTA OUTPATIENT
185 SOUTH HOORAN STREET
SIERRA VISTA, AZ 85635
(602) 459-0393
** AD AN Y CU TX OT **

SPRINGERVILLE

LITTLE COLO BEHAVIORAL HEALTH CTR INC
130 SOUTH MOUNTAIN AVENUE
SPRINGERVILLE, AZ 85938
(602) 333-2603
** AD AN IV EA DH TX CI PV **

STANFIELD

PGHBA STANFIELD COMMUNITY CENTER
208 EAST COOPER DRIVE
STANFIELD, AZ 85272
(602) 424-3791
** AD PV **

TEMPE

BOYS AND GIRLS CLUB OF THE EAST VALLEY
1405 EAST GUADALUPE STREET
SUITE 2
TEMPE, AZ 85203
(602) 960-8022
** AD PV **

CENTER FOR BEHAVIORAL HEALTH
2125 EAST SOUTHERN AVENUE
SUITE 4
TEMPE, AZ 85282
(602) 897-7044
** AD AN CU IV MM **

CONTACT INC
1400 EAST SOUTHERN STREET
SUITE 410
TEMPE, AZ 85282
(602) 820-2328
** AD EA CI PV **

EAST VALLEY BEHAVIORAL HEALTH ASSOC (EVBHA)
2125 EAST BROADWAY ROAD
SUITE 1
TEMPE, AZ 85282
(602) 896-0794
** AD OT **

EVBHA FAMILY SERVICES AGENCY
3030 SOUTH RURAL ROAD
TEMPE, AZ 85282
(602) 966-0739
** AL AN H EA TX **

SAINT LUKES BEHAVIORAL HEALTH CENTER
OUTPATIENT SERVICES
401 WEST BASELINE ROAD
SUITE 106
TEMPE, AZ 85283
(602) 965-8411
** AD AM H Y A HV CU IV EA TX PV **

SAINT LUKES HOSPITAL/TEMPE
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES
1500 SOUTH MILL AVENUE
TEMPE, AZ 85281
(602) 785-4500
** AD OT IV TX CI PV MM **

VALLE DEL SOL INC
EAST CLINIC
509 SOUTH ROCKFORD DRIVE
TEMPE, AZ 85281
(602) 966-1414
** DA AN H A B H HV IV PG MM **

TUBA CITY

NAVAGA NATION BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SERVICES (TUBA CITY)
TUBA CITY, AZ 86045
(602) 283-6296
** AL AN Y AI TX CI PV **

TUCSON

ADAPT INC
7820 EAST BROADWAY
SUITE 100
TUCSON, AZ 85710
(602) 290-1616
** AD OT **

ADAPT INC
HELP ON CALL INFORMATION AND REFERRAL
TUCSON, AZ 85716
(602) 323-9373
** AD PV **

ADAPT INC
LA FRONTERA CENTRAL OFFICE
502 WEST 29TH STREET
TUCSON, AZ 85713
(602) 884-9290 EXT. 261
** AD AM IV TX CI PV **

AMITY INC
CIRCLE TREE RANCH PROGRAM
10500 EAST TANQUE VERDE ROAD
TUCSON, AZ 85749
(602) 749-5980
** DA RR H Y A B H AI HV CU IV PG **
** TX PV **

AMITY INC
DESERT WILLOW PROGRAM
10755 EAST TANQUE VERDE ROAD
TUCSON, AZ 85749
(602) 749-2105
** DA RR IV TX PV **

AMITY INC
MATRIX COMMUNITY SERVICES
1030 NORTH 4TH AVENUE
TUCSON, AZ 85705
(602) 864-7413
** AD AN H B H TX PV **

CODAC BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SERVICES OF PINA COUNTY INC/CODAC COUNSELING CTR
2550 EAST BROADWAY
SUITE D
TUCSON, AZ 85716
(602) 327-4505
** DA AN Y CU IV PG TX MM **

CODAC BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SERVICES OF PINA COUNTY INC/PROJECT PRIDE
2551 EAST BROADWAY
SUITE C
TUCSON, AZ 85716
(602) 327-4505
** AD PV **

CODAC BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SERVICES OF PINA COUNTY INC/STRATFORD CENTER
2550 EAST BROADWAY
SUITE C
TUCSON, AZ 85716
(602) 327-4505
** DA AN H IV TX MM **

COTTONWOOD BE TUCSON
4110 SWEETWATER DRIVE
TUCSON, AZ 85713
(602) 743-0411
** AD DT RR H Y B H AI CU IV TX PV **

DAVIS MONTHAN AIR FORCE BASE
DRUG/ALCOHOL ABUSE CONTROL
SOCIAL ACTIONS OFFICE
BUILDING 2300 2ND FLOOR
TUCSON, AZ 85707
(602) 748-5507
** AD AM EA TX CI PV **

FEDERAL CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
8901 SOUTH WILMOT ROAD
TUCSON, AZ 85706
(602) 741-3100
** AD AM H A B H AI HV PI CU EA TX **
** PV **
GATEWAY LARC ALCOHOLISM CENTER INC
1810 WEST GRANT ROAD
SUITE 107
TUCSON, AZ 85745
(602) 882-5608
** AD DT RR H H AI CU IV TX **

HAVEN INC
THE HAVEN
1107 EAST ADELAIDE DRIVE
TUCSON, AZ 85719
(602) 623-4590
** AL RR H TX PV **

WEIGEL HAUS TRANSITIONAL LIVING
1015 EAST ADELAIDE DRIVE
TUCSON, AZ 85719
(602) 623-4590
** AL RR H TX PV **

LA FRONTERA CENTER
CASA DE VIDA
410 SOUTH 6TH AVENUE
TUCSON, AZ 85701
(602) 792-0591
** AD RR AM IV TX CI PV **

LA FRONTERA CENTER EAST CLINIC
7820 EAST BROADWAY BOULEVARD
SUITE 120
TUCSON, AZ 85710
(602) 296-3296
** AD AM IV TX CI PV **

LA FRONTERA CENTER
HOPE CENTER
260 SOUTH SCOTT STREET
TUCSON, AZ 85701
(602) 884-8470
** DA AM IV TX CI PV MM **

LA FRONTERA CENTER
MOUNTAIN VIEW RANCH
4747 EAST FORT LOWELL STREET
TUCSON, AZ 85705
(602) 770-1177
** AD RR AM TX **

NOSOTROS INC
440 NORTH GRANDE AVENUE
TUCSON, AZ 85745
(602) 623-3489
** AD AM Y B H AI CU TX PV **

PASCUA YAIQUI
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
7474 SOUTH CAMINO DE OESTE STREET
TUCSON, AZ 85746
(602) 883-0256
** DA PV **

PIIMA ALCOHOLISM AND SUBSTANCE ABUSE REHABILITATION/COPE
2330 NORTH TUCSON BOULEVARD
SUITE 110
TUCSON, AZ 85716
(602) 322-5686
** AD AM H Y B AI CU IN TX PV **

PORTABLE PRACTICAL EDUC PREPARATION
(PPEP)/ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT UNIT
820 EAST 47TH STREET
SUITE 815A
TUCSON, AZ 85713
(602) 623-9454
** AL AM H Y B AI PI TX PV **

SAHUARO VISTA RANCH
7501 NORTH MADE ROAD
TUCSON, AZ 85743
(602) 744-1999
** AD DT RR H CU IV EA TX CI PV **

TUCSON ALCOHOLIC RECOVERY HOME INC
1809 EAST 25TH STREET
TUCSON, AZ 85713
(602) 886-5180
** AL RR TX **

TUCSON COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG DEPENDENCE
1230 EAST BROADWAY
TUCSON, AZ 85719
(602) 620-4615
** AD AM Y DH TX CI PV OT **

310 FOUNDATION OF ARIZONA INC
310 SUPER HEALTH
2545 NORTH HOODLAND ROAD
TUCSON, AZ 85749
(602) 749-0404
** DA PV **

WHITEZIVER
APACHE TRIBAL GUIDANCE CLINIC
APACHE RESERVATION
WHITEZIVER, AZ 85941
(602) 330-4011
** AD AM AI IV EA DH TX CI PV **

WICKENBURY
ARC/ THE MEADOWS
HIGHWAY 89-93
WICKENBURG, AZ 85398
(602) 604-3926
** AD DT RR IV TX **

WILLCOX
COCHISE COMMUNITY COUNSELING SERVICES
WILLCOX TREATMENT CENTER
418 NORTH AUSTIN BOULEVARD
WILLCOX, AZ 85643
(602) 384-2380
** AD RR AM H CU IN TX CI **

WILLIAMS
THE GUIDANCE CENTER INC
301 SOUTH 17TH AVENUE
WILLIAMS, AZ 86046
(602) 635-4272
** AD AM IV EA DH TX CI PV **

WINDOW ROCK
NAVAJO NATION BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SERVS
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
ADMINISTRATION BUILDING 2
WINDOW ROCK, AZ 86515
(602) 871-6852
** AD OT **

WINSLOW
COMMUNITY COUNSELING CENTERS
OUTPATIENT CLINIC
209 EAST 3RD STREET
WINSLOW, AZ 86047
(602) 269-4658
** AD AM IV EA DH TX CI PV **

YUMA
BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SERVICES INC (BHS)
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
3939 SOUTH AVENUE 3E
SUITE 129
YUMA, AZ 85365
(602) 341-0335
** DA OT **

BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SERVICES INC (BHS)
THE FAMILY CENTER
1073 WEST 23RD STREET
YUMA, AZ 85364
(602) 762-4365
** AD AM H EA DH TX **

CATHOLIC COMMUNITY SERVICES
1700 FIRST AVENUE
SUITE 100
YUMA, AZ 85364
(602) 763-3308
** AL AM TX **

PREVENTION AND INTERVENTION ASSOCIATES
242 WEST 28TH STREET
SUITE J
YUMA, AZ 85364
(602) 329-4429
** PV **

SONORA VISTA
3180 EAST COUNTY 12TH STREET
YUMA, AZ 85365
(602) 344-2350
** AD DT RR IV TX CI **
ARKANSAS

BATESVILLE
NORTHCENTRAL AR DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL
ALCOHOL TREATMENT PROGRAM
150 BROAD STREET
BATESVILLE, AR 72501
(501) 793-2221
** AD AM TX PV **

BENTON
BENTON DETOXIFICATION SERVICES CENTER
DIV OF ALC/DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION
6701 HIGHWAY 67
BENTON, AR 72015
(501) 371-1906
** AD DT W HV PI CU IV TX CI **

COUNSELING CLINIC INC
107 EAST SERVIER STREET
BENTON, AR 72015
(501) 778-0404
** AD AM Y A HV DM TX CI PV **

EL DORADO
SOUTH ARKANSAS REGIONAL HEALTH CENTER
RECOVERY CENTER
710 WEST GROVE STREET
EL DORADO, AR 71730
(501) 862-5219
** AD DT RR AM M A B PI CU IV PG **
** EA DM TX CI PV **

FAYETTEVILLE
CHARTER VISTA HOSPITAL
ADDICTIVE DISEASE PROGRAM
4253 CROSSOVER ROAD
FAYETTEVILLE, AR 72702
(501) 521-5731 EXT. 261
** AD DT RR H PI CU IV EA TX PV **

FORREST CITY
E CENT AR ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY CORP
OPPORTUNITY HOUSE
145 W BROADWAY
FORREST CITY, AR 72335
(501) 633-2802
** AD RR AM A B HV IV EA TX **

FORT SMITH
GATEWAY HOUSE INC
1715 GRAND AVENUE
FORT SMITH, AR 72901
(501) 783-8849
** AD RR AM M Y B IV TX CI PV **

HARBOR HOUSE INC
615 NORTH 19TH STREET
FORT SMITH, AR 72901
(501) 785-4085
** AD RR AM Y A HV TX PV OT **

WESTERN ARKANSAS COUNSELING AND
GUIDANCE CENTER
3111 SOUTH 70TH STREET
FORT SMITH, AR 72903
(501) 452-6650
** AD DT RR AM H Y A B AI HV CU IV **
** PG DM TX PV **

GASSVILLE
OZARK MOUNTAIN
AL RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT INC (OMART)
HIGHWAY 42
GASSVILLE, AR 72635
(501) 435-6200
** AD RR AM IV TX **

GRADY
DEPT OF CORRECTION/CUMMINS UNIT
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TRT PROGRAM (SATP)
GRADY, AR 71644
(501) 479-3311
** AD RR TX **

HOT SPRINGS
QUAPAH HOUSE INC
115 MARKET STREET
4TH FLOOR
HOT SPRINGS, AR 71902
(501) 624-1360
** AD RR Y A B H HV CU IV PG TX CI **
** PV **

JONESBORO
CROWLEYS RIDGE DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL
NORTHEAST ARKANSAS WOMENS RECOVERY
417 WEST JEFFERSON STREET
JONESBORO, AR 72401
(501) 932-0228
** AD RR AM H Y A B HV CU IV PG EA **
** DM TX **

CROWLEYS RIDGE DEVELOPMENT COUNCIL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
520 WEST MONROE STREET
JONESBORO, AR 72401
(501) 933-0033
** AD EA DM CI PV **

GREENLEAF CENTER INC/ARKANSAS
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT UNIT
2712 EAST JOHNSON AVENUE
JONESBORO, AR 72401
(501) 932-2800
** AD DT RR AM IV EA TX CI PV **

LITTLE ROCK
CENTRAL ARKANSAS
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM (CASAP)
7107 WEST 12TH STREET
SUITE 203B
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72204
(501) 666-6460
** AD EA OT **

GYST HOUSE
4201 BARRON ROAD
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72204
(501) 56b-1682
** AL RR AM H B B H AI HV CU IV PG **
** TX **

SERENITY PARK INC
2801 ROOSEVELT ROAD
LITTLE ROCK, AR 72204
(501) 663-7627
** AD RR AM Y A B H AI HV PI CU EA **
** DM TX **

** KEY **

ORIENTATION!
AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
AD = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
AM = AMBULATORY (LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)
AM = AMBULATORY (LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)

TYPE OF CARE!
DT = DETOXIFICATION (24 HOUR CARE) RR = RESIDENTIAL (24 HOUR CARE)

SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS!
W = WOMEN
Y = YOUTH
A = AIDS PATIENTS
B = BLACKS
H = HISPANICS

UNIT FUNCTION!
TX = TREATMENT UNIT CI = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT PV = PREVENTION UNIT
MH = METHADONE UNIT OT = OTHER UNIT
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**ACTON**

DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH SERVICES
ACTON REHABILITATION CENTER
30500 ARRASTRE CANYON ROAD
ACTON, CA 93510
(805) 269-0062 EXT. 224
**AL RR A HV EA TX CI PV**

**ALAMEDA**

NAVY COUNSELING AND ASSISTANCE CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG SAFETY ACTION PROGRAM
NAVAL AIR STATION
BUILDING 116
ALAMEDA, CA 94501
(415) 263-2852
**AD AM DH TX CI PV**

**ALMANCHA**

GODS LIGHT HOUSE
311 POPLAR BOULEVARD
ALMANCHA, CA 91903
(818) 284-9858
**AD DT RR B H PI TX**

**ALPINE**

SOUTHERN INDIAN HEALTH COUNCIL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
4058 WILLOWS ROAD
ALPINF, CA 92001
(619) 445-1188
**AD AM AI EA TX PV**

**ALTRUART**

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
100 SOUTH MAIN STREET
ALTRUART, CA 96101
(916) 233-2157
**AL OT**

**MODOC COUNTY**

ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES
131-A HENDERSON STREET
ALTURAS, CA 96101
(916) 233-3939 EXT. 319
**AD RR AH A B H AI HV PI CU IV**
**EA DN TX CI PV**
**KEY**

**MODOC INDIAN HEALTH PROGRAM**

SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1203 OAK STREET
ALTURAS, CA 96101
(916) 233-4591
**AD PV**

**ANAHEIM**

ANAHEIM DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
1133 HOMER STREET
ANAHEIM, CA 92801
(714) 490-5258
**DA AH Y A H HV CU IV TX PV**

**HOPE HOUSE**

717 NORTH ANAHEIM BOULEVARD
ANAHEIM, CA 92805
(714) 776-7490
**DA RR IV TX PV**

**HOTLINE HELP CENTER**

ANAHEIM, CA 92805
(714) 770-1000
**AD OT**

**HUMANA HOSPITAL/WEST ANAHEIM**

CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
3033 NORTH ORANGE AVENUE
ANAHEIM, CA 92804
(714) 229-4014
**AD DT RR AM IV TX CI PV**

**MARTIN LUTHER HOSPITAL**

DISCOVER RECOVERY
1830 NORTH ROYNEY DRIVE
ANAHEIM, CA 92803
(714) 491-5661
**AD DT RR AM W A B H AI HV PI CU**
**IV PG TX CI PV**

**NATIONAL COUNCIL ON**

ALCOHOLISM OF ORANGE COUNTY
1100 EAST ORANGEBOROUGH AVENUE
SUITE 150
ANAHEIM, CA 92801
(714) 992-1870
**AL AM H DM TX PV**

**ORANGE COUNTY CENTER FOR HEALTH**

504 NORTH ANAHEIM BOULEVARD
ANAHEIM, CA 92805
(714) 956-9541
**AD PV**

**SALVATION ARMY**

ADULT REHABILITATION CENTER
1300 SOUTH LEVIS STREET
ANAHEIM, CA 92805
(714) 750-0414
**AD RR A B H AI HV CU TX**

**SCHOOL TEN**

2284 ORANGEBOROUGH AVENUE
ANAHEIM, CA 92806
(714) 871-9460
**AL AM DH TX PV**

**SCHOOL TEN**

DRINKING DRIVER UNIT
120 SOUTH BROWKHURST STREET
ANAHEIM, CA 92804
(714) 772-3620
**AL AM DH TX PV**

**WESTERN MEDICAL CENTER**

NEW LIFE TREATMENT CENTER
1025 SOUTH ANAHEIM BOULEVARD
ANAHEIM, CA 92805
(714) 772-4465
**AD PV**

**ANDERSON**

SHASTA/TRINITY RURAL INDIAN HLTH PROGRAM
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
2110 NORTH STREET
ANDERSON, CA 96007
(916) 365-9191
**AD AM AI IV TX CI PV**

**ANGELS CAMP**

CHANGING ECHOES
7632 POOL STATION ROAD
ANGELS CAMP, CA 95222
(209) 785-3666
**AD RR M B PI CU EA TX**

**ANTIOCH**

ALCOHOLISM INFORMATION AND REHABILITATION SERVICES (AIRS)/ANTIOCH
2400 S YACOMORE DRIVE
SUITE 36
ANTIOCH, CA 94509
(415) 427-8630
**AD AM AL AL AM H AI HV PI CU IV**

**ORIENTATION**

AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
AD = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
AM = AMBULATORY (LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)

**TYPE OF CARE**

DT = DETOXIFICATION (24 HOUR CARE)
RR = RESIDENTIAL (24 HOUR CARE)
AM = AMBULATORY (LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)

**SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS**

W = WOMEN
Y = YOUTH
A = AIDS PATIENTS
B = BLACKS
H = HISPANICS

MX = METHADONE UNIT
OT = OTHER UNIT

**UNIT FUNCTION**

TX = TREATMENT UNIT
CI = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT
PV = PREVENTION UNIT
FAMILY SERVICES OF CONTRA COSTA
1104 BUCHANAN ROAD
SUITE B5
ANTIOCH, CA 94509
(415) 427-0399
** DA AM EA CI **

REACH PROJECT
1915 O STREET
ANTIOCH, CA 94509
(415) 754-3573
** DA AM Y H PI CU PG EA TX CI **
** PV **

APPLE VALLEY
ALPHA HOUSE/WOMENS PROGRAM
11726 DEEP CREEK ROAD
APPLE VALLEY, CA 92308
(619) 247-3164
** AL RR B H TX PV **

JACKSON/BIBBY AWARENESS GROUP
19031 OUTER HIGHWAY 10 SUITE 150-170
APPLE VALLEY, CA 92307
(619) 247-3996
** AL AM H DM TX PV **

APTS
ACACIA ASSOCIATES
9057 SOQUEL DRIVE
SUITE C-B
APTOS, CA 95003
(408) 476-4656
** AD PV **

ARCADIA
CHOICES/A COUNSELING CENTER
650 WEST DUARTE ROAD SUITE 202
ARCADIA, CA 91006
(818) 574-5930
** AD AM H Y A B H HV PG TX CI PV **

COCAINEP HONLINE
SAN GABRIEL VALLEY
114 SAINT JOSEPH STREET SUITE 650
ARCADIA, CA 91006
(818) 447-2887
** AD OT **

COMMUNITY HOTLINE
121 ALICE STREET
ARCADIA, CA 91006
(818) 574-0600
** AD OT **

METHODIST HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES
500 WEST HUNTINGTON DRIVE
ARCADIA, CA 91006
(818) 574-3552
** AD DT RR AM H A H HV PI CU IV **
** PG EA TX CI PV **

ARROYO GRANDE
SAN LUIS OBISPO COUNTY MARIPOSA COMMUNITY RECOVERY CENTER
1106 GRAND AVENUE
ARROYO GRANDE, CA 93420
(805) 475-7082
** AL PV **

ATASCADERO
COMMUNITY HEALTH PROJECTS/ATASCADERO
6500 MORRO ROAD SUITE D
ATASCADERO, CA 93422
(805) 461-5212
** DA AM H IV TX CI PV MM **

SAN LUIS OBISPO COUNTY NORTH COUNTY CONNECTION
4401 EL CAMINO REAL SUITES C AND D
ATASCADERO, CA 93422
(805) 466-1262
** AL PV **

AUBURN
CHAPA DE INDIAN HEALTH SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1240 HIGH STREET SUITE 2
AUBURN, CA 95603
(916) 823-2777
** AL AM AI TX CI PV **

PACIFIC EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
11486 C AVENUE
DEHITT CENTER
AUBURN, CA 95603
(916) 888-1010
** AD AM H CU DM TX PV **

PLACER COUNTY ALCOHOLISM SERVICES
11515 C AVENUE
DE WITT CENTER
AUBURN, CA 95603
(916) 889-7250
** AL AM HV IV TX CI PV **

SIERRA COUNCIL ON ALC AND DRUG DEP
AUBURN SERVICE CENTER
377 NEVADA STREET
AUBURN, CA 95603
(916) 885-1961
** AL AM DH TX CI PV **

SIERRA COUNCIL ON ALC AND DRUG DEP
SOUTH PLACER RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT PGM
11617 D AVENUE
AUBURN, CA 95603
(916) 885-1917
** AL DT RR TX **

SIERRA FAMILY SERVICES/AUBURN
219 MAPLE STREET
AUBURN, CA 95603
(916) 885-0441
** DA AM Y HV IV TX CI PV **

AZUSA
ABC TRAFFIC SAFETY PROGRAMS
COVINA VALLEY TRAFFIC SAFETY PROGRAMS
453 EAST ARROW HIGHWAY SUITE J
AZUSA, CA 91702
(818) 967-6362
** AL AM H DM TX PV **

GLENBROOK HOSP AND MENTAL HEALTH CTR
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
125 WEST SIERRA MADRE AVENUE
AZUSA, CA 91702
(818) 334-0351
** AD DT RR AM H A B H HV CU IV EA **
** TX CI PV **

RIVER COMMUNITY
23701 EAST FORK ROAD
AZUSA, CA 91702
(818) 910-1202
** AD RR IV TX **

BAKERSFIELD
ADDICTIVE DRUGS EDUCATIONAL FOUNDATION
2639 BELLE TERRACE
BAKERSFIELD, CA 93304
(805) 852-2717
** AD PV **

ADULT AND CHILD COUNSELING CENTER
1400 EASTON DRIVE SUITE 126A
BAKERSFIELD, CA 93304
(805) 322-0996
** AD PV **

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
CENTRAL OFFICE OF KERN COUNTY
930 TRUXTEN AVENUE
ROOM 110
BAKERSFIELD, CA 93301
(805) 322-4025
** AL OT **

ALTA VISTA
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY RECOVERY HOSPITAL
3600 SAN DIMAS STREET
BAKERSFIELD, CA 93301
(805) 393-3000
** AD DT RR AM IV TX PV **

AMARE TEENAGE AND FAMILY COUNSELING FOR DRUGS AND ALCOHOL PROGRAM
1631 30TH STREET
BAKERSFIELD, CA 93301
(805) 322-9273
** AL AM H Y PI TX PV **
CALIFORNIA

BAKERSFIELD CHRISTIAN LIFE CENTER
VICTORIOUS LIVING GROUP
5500 OLIVE DRIVE
BAKERSFIELD, CA 93308
(805) 393-8210
** AD PV OT **

CEDAR WOMENS CENTER
2429 19TH STREET
BAKERSFIELD, CA 93301
(805) 325-5426
** AL AM H H EA TX PV **

COMMUNITY ALCOHOL COUNSELING CENTER
1227 L STREET
BAKERSFIELD, CA 93301
(805) 324-4756
** AL AM B H CU TX PV **

COMMUNITY SERVICE ORGANIZATION (CSO) BROTHERHOOD
715 BAKER STREET
BAKERSFIELD, CA 93305
(805) 327-9376
** DA AM H Y B H CU IV PG TX CI PV **

KALEIDOSCOPE PROGRAM
310 BAKER STREET
BAKERSFIELD, CA 93305
(805) 323-2541
** DA AM H TX PV **

KERN COUNTY COMMISSION ON
SUBST ABUSE SERVS/CASA DE LAS FLORES
2200 20TH STREET
BAKERSFIELD, CA 93305
(805) 324-2467
** AL RR H H TX PV **

KERN COUNTY DEPT OF MENTAL HEALTH SVCS
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
2151 COLLEGE AVENUE
BAKERSFIELD, CA 93305
(805) 861-2251
** DA AM H A B H AI HV CU TX PV **

KERN COUNTY ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY CORP
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
699 EAST BRUNNAGE LANE
BAKERSFIELD, CA 93307
(805) 327-9789
** DA AM H A B HV CU IV PG TX CI **
** PV **

KERN RECOVERY CENTER
2105 F STREET
BAKERSFIELD, CA 93301
(805) 322-3017
** AD RR EA TX PV **

NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS HOTLINE
KERN COUNTY
4909 STOCKDALE HIGHWAY
SUITE 343
BAKERSFIELD, CA 93309
(805) 328-4369
** DA OT **

PROJECT CENTRO OLLIN
428 TRUXIN AVENUE
BAKERSFIELD, CA 93301
(805) 324-2467
** AL AM H TX PV **

SALVATION ARMY
ADULT REHABILITATION CENTER
200 19TH STREET
BAKERSFIELD, CA 93301
(805) 325-8626
** AD RR IV TX CI PV OT **

SPECIAL TREATMENT EDUCATION AND PREVENTION SERVICES INC (STEPS)
3533 MOUNT VERNON AVENUE
BAKERSFIELD, CA 93306
(805) 871-3353
** AL AM Y H DM TX PV **

TEEN CHALLENGE OF KERN COUNTY
326 SOUTH H STREET
BAKERSFIELD, CA 93304
(805) 832-4920
** AD PV **

TRAFFIC AND ALC AWARENESS PROGRAM
2020 ANITA LANE
BAKERSFIELD, CA 93304
(805) 852-3283
** AL AM H DM TX PV **

BALDWIN PARK
COMMUNITY HEALTH PROJECTS
BALDWIN PARK
14412 EAST PACIFIC AVENUE
BALDWIN PARK, CA 91706
(818) 962-8797
** DA AM IV HM **

MID VALLEY COMM MENTAL HEALTH COUNCIL
DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
4460 NORTH MAIN AVENUE
SUITE 15
BALDWIN PARK, CA 91706
(818) 962-2469
** DA AM H Y A H HV CU IV PG TX **

TWIN PALMS RECOVERY CENTER
1400 ARLON HIGHWAY
SUITE A
BALDWIN PARK, CA 91706
(818) 359-5851
** AL AM H DM TX PV **

BANNING
DESERT DAMN
175 NORTH SAN GORGONIO STREET
BANNING, CA 92220
(714) 849-3521
** AD PV **

KOALACARE OF CALIFORNIA INC
ACE PROGRAM
60 WEST HAYS STREET
BANNING, CA 92220
(714) 849-5566
** AL AM H DM TX PV **

RIVERSIDE/SAN BERNARDINO INDIAN HEALTH SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
11556 1/2 POTRERO ROAD
BANNING, CA 92220
(714) 849-4761
** AD AM Y A AI HV CU EA TX CI PV **

BARSTOM
HI DESERT MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
500 MELISSA STREET
BARSTOM, CA 92311
(619) 256-0376
** AD AM TX CI PV **

JACKSON/BIBBY AWARENESS GROUP
222 MAIN STREET
SUITE 218
BARSTOM, CA 92311
(619) 256-6114
** AL AM H DM TX PV **

BELL
EAST LOS ANGELES HEALTH TASK FORCE
AZTEC DRIVING SCHOOL
7810 OTIS STREET
BELL, CA 90201
(213) 773-8851
** AL AM H DM TX PV **

TRI CITY FAMILY GUIDANCE CENTER
6153 WOODWARD AVENUE
BELL, CA 90270
(213) 560-1628
** AD AM H TX **

BELL GARDENS
BELL GARDENS YOUTH SERVICES BUREAU
5840 FLORENCE AVENUE
BELL GARDENS, CA 90201
(213) 928-5257
** AD PV **

BELLFLOWER
ALONDRA CREST HOSPITAL
EXTENDED SUPPORT SERVICES
9246 EAST ALONDRA BOULEVARD
BELLFLOWER, CA 90706
(213) 925-8370
** AD DT RR H A IV PG TX **

LITTLE HOUSE
9718 HARVARD STREET
BELLFLOWER, CA 90706
(213) 925-2777
** AL RR H A B TX PV **
BELMONT
COMMUNITY PSYCH CTR BELMONT HILLS HOSP
DUAL DIAGNOSIS PROGRAM
1301 RALSTON AVENUE
BELMONT, CA 94002
(415) 593-2143
** AD DT RR AH Y A HV PI IV **
** TX CI PV **

BELVEDERE-TIBURON
VISTA DE LA VIDA INC
16 VENUS COURT
BELVEDERE-TIBURON, CA 94920
(415) 435-7669
** AD DT RR A B H AI HV CU TX PV **

BERKELEY
YOUTH AND FAMILY SERVICES
BERKELEY
150 EAST K STREET
BERKELEY, CA 94510
(707) 746-5408
** AD AH Y B H TX PV **

BERKELEY
BERKELEY ADDICTION TREATMENT SERVICES
OUTPATIENT METHADONE MAINTENANCE SERVS
2975 SACRAMENTO STREET
BERKELEY, CA 94702
(415) 646-0200
** DA AM A HV IV PG MM **

BERKELEY ASIAN YOUTH CENTER
1950 CARLETON STREET
ROOM D-6
BERKELEY, CA 94704
(415) 848-4898
** AD PV **

NEW BRIDGE FOUNDATION
1820 SCENIC AVENUE
BERKELEY, CA 94709
(415) 548-7270
** DA RR H A B B H HV CU IV PG TX **

SOLAND CENTER FOR
PSYCHOLOGICAL AND HEALTH SERVICE
1446 SOLAND AVENUE
BERKELEY, CA 94706
(415) 525-5660
** AD AM H EA TX CI PV **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
BERKELEY OUTPATIENT CLINIC
841 FOLGER AVENUE
BERKELEY, CA 94710
(415) 486-3902
** AD AM A HV IV TX CI PV MM **

WEST BERKELEY HEALTH CENTER
2011 6TH STREET
BERKELEY, CA 94710
(415) 644-6939
** AD AM H Y A B H HV CU TX CI PV **

BEVERLY HILLS
AM PH CONVENIENT SCHOOL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
292 SOUTH LA CIENEGA BOULEVARD
SUITE 104
BEVERLY HILLS, CA 90211
(213) 659-7660
** AL AM B DH TX CI PV **

MATRIX CENTER/BEVERLY HILLS
9035 HILSHIRE BOULEVARD
SUITE 201
BEVERLY HILLS, CA 90211
(213) 275-9995
** AD AM HV CU IV TX CI PV OT **

BISHOP
INYO COUNTY
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
162 H GROVE STREET
BISHOP, CA 93514
(619) 873-5668
** AD AM H Y H IV DM TX PV **

TOYABE INDIAN HEALTH PROJECT
FAMILY SERVICE DEPARTMENT
CORNER TU SU AND WEST LINE STREET
PAUITE PROFESSIONAL BUILDING
BISHOP, CA 93515
(619) 873-9461
** AD AM AI TX PV OT **

BLOOMINGTON
SOCIAL SCIENCE SERVICE CENTER
CEDAR HOUSE
10727 6TH STREET
BLOOMINGTON, CA 92316
(714) 824-1920
** AD DT RR A B H HV PI IV TX **
** PV **

SOCIAL SCIENCE SERVICE CENTER
MCELWAIN HOUSE RECOVERY HOME
18465 10TH STREET
BLOOMINGTON, CA 92316
(714) 370-0560
** AD DT RR H A B H HV PI IV PG **
** TX **

SOCIAL SCIENCE SERVICES INC
DRINKING DRIVER PROGRAMS
11608 CEDAR AVENUE
BLOOMINGTON, CA 92316
(714) 824-1600
** AL AM DH TX PV **

BLYTEME
DRUG ABUSE CONTROL SERVICES
EASTERN RIVERSIDE COUNTY OUTPT DF
134 EAST HOBSON WAY
SUITE 5
BLYTEME, CA 92225
(619) 922-9111
** DA AM Y H HV CU IV PG TX PV OT **

RIVERSIDE COUNTY
ALCOHOL CONTROL PROGRAM/BLYTHE
134 EAST HOBSON WAY
SUITE 5
BLYTEME, CA 92225
(619) 922-9111
** AL AM B H AI PT EA DH TX CI PV **

BOROH
FEDERAL PRISON CAMP
DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
BORON, CA 93516
(619) 762-9161
** AD EA CI PV **

BUENA PARK
BUENA PARK COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
6650 LINCOLN AVENUE
FIRST FLOOR
BUENA PARK, CA 90620
(714) 827-1161
** AD DT RR A HV CU IV TX **

BUENA PARK POLICE DEPARTMENT
EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
6650 BEACH BOULEVARD
BUENA PARK, CA 90620
(714) 521-7815
** AD EA CI PV **

BURBAHK
AHARE PROGRAM
207 NORTH VICTORY BOULEVARD
BURBAHK, CA 91502
(818) 842-9416
** AL RR A B H AI HV PI IV TX **
** PV **

BRIDGE FOCUS
COMMUNITY RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
2829 NORTH GLENDAKIS BOULEVARD
SUITE 206
BURBAHK, CA 91504
(818) 552-7847
** AD PV **
CALIFORNIA

DRUG CONSULTANTS
CALIFORNIA DRUG CONSULTANTS
4219 HEST OLIVE STREET
SUITE 103
BURBANK, CA 91505
(818) 785-6143
** AD AM W Y A B H HV CU PG TX PV **

NEN Way FOUNDATION
AVALON HOUSE
126 EAST OLIVE AVENUE
BURBANK, CA 91502
(818) 845-2702
** AD RR PI IV TX PV **

SAFETY EDUCATION CENTER
134 SOUTH FERNANDO BOULEVARD
BURBANK, CA 91502
(818) 868-8667
** AL AM H DN TX PV **

SAINT JOSEPH MEDICAL CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES/INPATIENT
501 SOUTH BUENA VISTA STREET
BURBANK, CA 91505
(818) 860-7915
** AD DT RR M A H HV CU IV EA TX **
** CI PV **

SAINT JOSEPH MEDICAL CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES/OUTPATIENT
3416 HEST PACIFIC AVENUE
BURBANK, CA 91505
(818) 860-7915
** AD AM W A H HV CU IV EA TX CI **
** PV **

SAINT JOSEPH MEDICAL CENTER
RENEW LIFE ADOLESCENTS TRT SERVICE
501 SOUTH BUENA VISTA STREET
BURBANK, CA 91505
(818) 863-5111 EXT. 4012
** AD RR M Y A B H HV PI CU IV PG **
** TX CI PV **

VALLEY LODGE RECOVERY HOME
446 NORTH VARNEY STREET
BURBANK, CA 91502
(818) 863-9270
** AD RR TX **

VICTORY HOUSE
134 SOUTH SAN FERNANDO BOULEVARD
BURBANK, CA 91502
(818) 862-9466
** AD RR A B H AI HV PI CU IV TX **
** PV **

BURLINGAME
ALCOHOL AND DRUG HELPLINE
1811 TROUSDALE DRIVE
BURLINGAME, CA 94010
(415) 692-6662
** AD PV OT **

MILLS PENINSULA HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY CENTER/INPT PROG
1705 EL CAMINO REAL
BURLINGAME, CA 94010
(415) 696-5544
** AD DT RR AM W A B HV CU IV PG **
** TX CI PV **

WOMENS RECOVERY ASSOCIATION OF
SAN MATEO COUNTY/OUTPATIENT
405 PRIMROSE ROAD
SUITE 200
BURLINGAME, CA 94010
(415) 398-6603
** AD AM W Y A B HV CU IV PG TX CI **

BURYNE
END ABUSE
20416 MICHIGAN STREET
BURYNE, CA 9013
(916) 339-5800
** AD AM TX PV **

PIT RIVER HEALTH SERVICES
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
37370 MAIN STREET
BURYNE, CA 9013
(916) 335-3651
** AD AM Y AI TX PV **

CALABASAS
CLIENT APPRAISAL RESOURCES/CALABASAS
5026 NORTH PARKWAY
CALABASAS, CA 91302
(213) 317-1305
** AD EA CI PV **

WOODDIV/ CALABASAS HOSPITAL
ADULT CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
25100 CALABASAS ROAD
CALABASAS, CA 91302
(818) 888-7500
** AD DT AM IV EA TX PV **

CALCEDIC
IMPERIAL VALLEY METHADONE CLINIC
555 HEST RAILROAD BOULEVARD
CALEXICO, CA 92231
(619) 557-6666
** DA AM IV CI PV MM **

CALISTOGA
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
UP VALLEY INTERGROUP
CALISTOGA, CA 94515
(707) 942-0450
** AL OT **

BOYD ALCOHOL DETOXIFICATION SAFEHOUSE
2423 DENA WAY
CALISTOGA, CA 94515
(707) 942-0450
** AL PV **

DUFFY'S MYRTLEDALE INC
ALCOHOL RECOVERY FACILITY
3076 MYRTLEDALE ROAD
CALISTOGA, CA 94515
(707) 942-6888
** AD DT RR TX **

CAMARILLO
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
CENTRAL SERVICE OFFICE
321 NORTH AVIADOR STREET
SUITE 115
CAMARILLO, CA 93010
(805) 389-1444
** AL OT **

GATEWAY RECOVERY AND INTERVENTION PROG
200-A HORIZON CIRCLE
CAMARILLO, CA 93010
(805) 380-4436
** DA AM Y CU PG TX **

INTERFACE CHILDREN FAMILY SERVICES
1305 DEL NORTE ROAD
SUITE 150
CAMARILLO, CA 93010
(805) 485-6114
** AD AM EA TX PV **

PALMER DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM OF
VENTURA COUNTY
1970 VENTURA BOULEVARD
CAMARILLO, CA 93010
(805) 482-1265
** DA AM Y TX PV **

CAMBRIA
CAMBRIA CONNECTION
2360-F MAIN STREET
CAMBRIA, CA 93428
(805) 927-1654
** AL PV **

CAMPBELL
ALANON INTERGROUP
SANTA CLARA VALLEY
1 WEST CAMPBELL AVENUE
CAMPBELL COMMUNITY CENTER ROOM 44
CAMPBELL, CA 95008
(408) 379-9375
** AD OT **
SANTA CLARA COUNTY
FOUNDATION FOR ALCOHOL AWARENESS
1 WEST CAMPBELL AVENUE
ROOM 25
CAMPBELL, CA 95008
(408) 370-0614
** AL AM H DM TX PV **

CAMPO
FREEDOM RANCH
1777 SHERMAN SPRINGS ROAD
CAMPO, CA 92906
(619) 478-5696
** AL RR IV TX PV **

CANOGA PARK
A 1 CANOGA PARK
WEST VALLEY CONVENIENT BUDGET SCHOOL
21054 SHERMAN WAY
SUITE 220
CANOGA PARK, CA 91303
(818) 716-0188
** AL AM H DM TX PV **

CAPRITO FOUNDATION
7552 REMMET AVENUE
CANOGA PARK, CA 91303
(818) 704-5175
** AL RR TX PV **

DIGNITY COUNSELING CENTER
20944 SHERMAN WAY
SUITÉ 104
CANOGA PARK, CA 91303
(818) 340-2250
** AL AM H DM TX PV **

HUMANA HOSPITAL/WEST HILLS
CAREUNIT
7300 MEDICAL CENTER DRIVE
CANOGA PARK, CA 91303
(818) 712-4154
** AD DT RR H A B H AI HV CU IV PG **
** TX CI PV **

SALVATION ARMY
CANOGA PARK ADULT REHABILITATION CTR
21375 ROGCOE BOULEVARD
CANOGA PARK, CA 91304
(818) 883-6321
** AD RR TX **

CARMICHAEL
ALPHA OAKS
8400 FAIR OAKS BOULEVARD
CARMICHAEL, CA 95608
(916) 944-5920
** AL DT RR H B TX **

PEOPLE REACHING OUT
5435 EL CAHINO AVENUE
SUITE 700
CARMICHAEL, CA 95608
(916) 971-3300
** AD PV **

CARRITERIA
KLEIN BOTTLE YOUTH PROGRAMS
SOCIAL ADVOCATES FOR YOUTH/CARRITERIA
1101 EUGENIA PLACE
SUITE B-1
CARRITERIA, CA 90013
(805) 684-9705
** AD AM H Y B H PG TX CI PV **

ZONA SECA/CARRITERIA
1056 EUGENIA PLACE
CARRITERIA, CA 90013
(805) 684-2911
** AD AM H TX PV **

CASTAIC
ANTELOPE VALLEY REHABILITATION CENTERS
WARM SPRINGS REHABILITATION CENTER
38200 NORTH LAKE HUGHES ROAD
CASTAIC, CA 91301
(805) 257-2342
** AD RR IV DM TX **

CATHEDRAL CITY
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
32150 CANDLEWOOD STREET
SUITE 2
CATHEDRAL CITY, CA 92234
(619) 324-6800
** AL OT **

NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS HOTLINE
LOW DESERT
60089 RISELUNO STREET
CATHEDRAL CITY, CA 92234
(619) 346-5800
** DA OT **

CERES
MEMORIAL HOSPITAL/RECOVERY RESOURCES
ADOLESCENT TREATMENT CENTER
1905 MEMORIAL DRIVE
CERES, CA 95307
(209) 572-7283
** AD AM H Y B H AI CU TX CI PV **

CERRITOS
SOUTHEAST CALIFORNIA ON
ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG PROGRAMS INC
13205 SOUTH STREET
CERRITOS, CA 90701
(213) 402-2466
** AL AM H DM TX PV **

CHICO
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
234 WEST 3RD STREET
CHICO, CA 95926
(916) 342-5756
** AL OT **

BUTTE COUNTY
ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES
570 RIO LINDO AVENUE
SUITE 1
CHICO, CA 95926
(916) 891-2704
** AD AM H A A IV CI IV PG TX **
** CI PV **

PREVENTION EDUCATION PROGRAM
520 COHASSET ROAD
SUITE 12
CHICO, CA 95926
(916) 891-6148
** AL AM H DM TX PV **

CHINA LAKE
NAVAL BASE/CHINA LAKE
COUNSELING AND ASSISTANCE CENTER(CAAC)
HARPOON STREET
BARRACK 1005 ROOM 1
CHINA LAKE, CA 93555
(619) 939-3069
** AD PV **

CHINO
CALIFORNIA TRAFFIC SCHOOLS
12560 CENTRAL AVENUE
CHINO, CA 91710
(714) 591-4761
** AL AM H B DM TX PV **

CANYON RIDGE HOSPITAL
TURNING POINT
5253 G STREET
CHINO, CA 91710
(714) 590-3700
** AD RR AM IV TX CI PV **

CITY OF CHINO
HUMAN SERVICES DIVISION
13271 CENTRAL AVENUE
CHINO, CA 91710
(714) 591-9822
** AD AM TX PV **
CALIFORNIA

JERICHO OUTREACH
MENS HOME
5151 F STREET
CHINO, CA 91710
(714) 591-9077
** DA RR B H CU IV TX PV **

JERICHO OUTREACH
PHASE II AND ADMINISTRATION
13369 5TH STREET
CHINO, CA 91710
(714) 591-1545
** DA RR B H CU EA TX CI PV **

JERICHO OUTREACH
WOMENS HOME
12591 BENSON AVENUE
CHINO, CA 91710
(714) 628-9132
** DA RR W B H CU IV TX PV **

CHULA VISTA
EPISCOPAL COMMUNITY SERVICES (ECS)
CENTRO DE SOBREDAD SOUTH BAY
314 PARK WAY
SUITE B
CHULA VISTA, CA 92010
(619) 425-9450
** AL AM W Y A B H HV PI PG TX PV **

EPISCOPAL COMMUNITY SERVICES (ECS)
OPTIONS FOR RECOVERY/SOUTH BAY
251 PALOMAR WAY
SUITE A
CHULA VISTA, CA 92011
(619) 498-0908
** AD AM W Y HV IV PG TX **

MAAC PROJECT
DRINKING DRIVER PROGRAMS
45 3RD AVENUE
SUITE 101
CHULA VISTA, CA 92010
(619) 425-9171
** AL RR AM H H DN TX PV **

SOUTH BAY DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
DRUG FREE PROGRAM
314 PARK WAY
SUITE A
CHULA VISTA, CA 91910
(619) 691-8164
** DA AH M A HV PG TX CI PV **

SOUTHOOD HOSPITAL AND
RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT CENTER
330 MOSS STREET
CHULA VISTA, CA 91911
(619) 426-6310
** AD DT RR AH M Y B H HV CU TX PV **

VISTA HILL HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
730 MEDICAL CENTER COURT
CHULA VISTA, CA 92010
(619) 421-6900
** AD RR Y CU IV TX CI PV **

CITRUS HEIGHTS

OAK HOUSE
7919 OAK AVENUE
CITRUS HEIGHTS, CA 95610
(916) 726-9759
** AD RR TX CI PV **

CLAYTON

DEUCE PROGRAM
12000 MARSH CREEK ROAD
CLAYTON, CA 95417
(415) 646-5705
** AD RR M B H CU IV TX PV **

DIABLO VALLEY RANCH
MALE RECOVERY COMMUNITY
11540 MARSH CREEK ROAD
CLAYTON, CA 95417
(415) 672-5700
** AL RR B H HV PI CU EA TX **

CLEARLAKE

ALCOHOL AND OTHER DRUG SERVICES
SOUTHSIDE
7000 B HIGHWAY 53
CLEARLAKE, CA 95422
(707) 994-7617
** AD AM W Y A AI HV PG TX PV **

PATHWAYS DRINKING DRIVER PROGRAM
14973 LAKESHORE DRIVE
CLEARLAKE, CA 95422
(707) 995-0172
** AL AM H DH TX CI PV **

RECOVERY ENTERPRISES INC
RECOVERY CENTER
OLD HIGHWAY 53 AND DAVIS STREET
CLEARLAKE, CA 95422
(707) 994-7112
** AL DT RR AM W PI TX PV **

CLOVIS

CENTRAL VALLEY INDIAN HEALTH PROGRAM
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
20 NORTH DEMITW STREET
SUITE 4
CLOVIS, CA 93712
(209) 299-2578
** AD DT RR AH M Y B H CI PG TX **

CLOVIS COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL RECOVERY CENTER (ARC)
88 NORTH DEMITW STREET
CLOVIS, CA 93612
(209) 299-8200
** AD DT RR AM IV TX CI PV OT **

CLOVIS COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
RENAISSANCE ADOLESCENT CENTER
2755 HERNON STREET
CLOVIS, CA 93704
(209) 323-4039
** AD RR AM Y B CU TX PV **

COLEVILLE

TOLYAVE INDIAN HEALTH PROJECT
FAMILY SERVICE DEPARTMENT
OFF CAMP ANTELOPE ROAD AND EASTSIDE RD
COLEVILLE, CA 96107
(916) 495-2151
** AD AM AI TX PV DT **

COLOMA

PROGRESS HOUSE
838 BEACH COURT ROAD
COLOMA, CA 95613
(916) 626-7252
** AD RR AI HV IV TX **

COLTON

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
CENTRAL OFFICE
1265 NORTH MOUNT VERNON AVENUE
COLTON, CA 92324
(714) 825-4700
** AL OT **

SAN BERNARDINO TEL MED INFO SERVICES
952 SOUTH MOUNT VERNON AVENUE
COLTON, CA 92324
(714) 825-7000
** AD PV **

COLOSA

DEPARTMENT OF SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
COUNSELING CENTER
662 5TH STREET
COLOSA, CA 95932
(916) 458-5806
** AD DT RR AM Y H PI TX PV **

COMPTON

BRIDGE FOR THE NEEDY
SOBER LIVING HOME
1675 EAST 126TH STREET
COMPTON, CA 90222
(213) 609-1547
** AL RR B TX OT **

CHARLES R DREH FIRST OFFENDER
1350 EAST COMPTON BOULEVARD
COMPTON, CA 90220
(213) 564-6902
** AL AM B H DH TX PV **
COMPTON SPECIAL SERVICES CENTER  
406 NORTH ALAMEDA STREET  
COMPTON, CA 90221  
(213) 605-5693  
** DA AM B TX **

FRED KENNEDY ASSOCIATES INC  
DUI PROGRAM/COMPTON  
1111 EAST ARTESIA BOULEVARD  
COMPTON, CA 90220  
(213) 775-6991  
** AL AM H IV EA DH TX CI PV **

KAZI HOUSE INC  
RESIDENTIAL DRUG PROGRAM  
930 WEST COMPTON BOULEVARD  
COMPTON, CA 90220  
(213) 639-9245  
** DA RR H A B H HV CU IV PG TX **  
** PV **

LOS ANGELES CTRS FOR ALC/DRUG ABUSE  
(LACADA) LYNNWOOD  
3201 NORTH ALAMEDA STREET  
SUITE G  
COMPTON, CA 90222  
(213) 637-9245  
** DA AM H A B H HV CU IV PG EA TX **  
** PV **

MAIN ARTERY ALCOHOLISM RECOVERY HOME  
1350 SOUTH LONG BEACH BOULEVARD  
COMPTON, CA 90221  
(213) 979-3774  
** AL RR B AI TX PV **

MINI THELVE STEP HOUSE  
THE SOLUTION DROP IN CENTER  
1331 EAST COMPTON BOULEVARD  
COMPTON, CA 90220  
(213) 232-6228  
** AL AM H B H AI CU PG TX PV **

CONCORD  
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE COUNCIL OF  
CONTRA COSTA INC  
171 MAYHEW WAY  
SUITE 210  
CONCORD, CA 94523  
(415) 532-8100  
** AL AM Y DH TX PV **

BI BETT CORPORATION  
DIABLO VALLEY RANCH ANNEX  
1860 BELMONT STREET  
CONCORD, CA 94520  
(415) 672-5656  
** AD RR A B H HV PI CU EA TX DT **

BI BETT CORPORATION  
GREGORY CENTER  
2040 SMITH LANE  
CONCORD, CA 94518  
(415) 798-0908  
** AD RR A B H HV PI CU EA TX CI **  
** PV **

CATHOLIC COUNSELING SERVICES  
2350 PACHECO STREET  
CONCORD, CA 94520  
(415) 935-6220  
** AD CI PV **

CENTER FOR HUMAN DEVELOPMENT  
NEAT FAMILY  
391 TAYLOR BOULEVARD  
SUITE 120  
CONCORD, CA 94523  
(415) 687-0890  
** AD PV **

DRAKE HOUSE  
800 GRAYSON ROAD  
CONCORD, CA 94523  
(415) 935-2590  
** AD RR W Y TX CI PV **

FREDERICK OZANAM CENTER  
2931 PROSPECT STREET  
CONCORD, CA 94518  
(415) 676-4840  
** AL RR H TX **

MOUNT DIABLO HOSPITAL MEDICAL CENTER  
PARKSIDE RECOVERY PROG/INPT AND OUTPT  
2540 EAST STREET  
CONCORD, CA 94520  
(415) 674-2200  
** AD DT RR AM EA TX **

NEW CONNECTIONS  
The Keller House  
1760 CLAYTON ROAD  
CONCORD, CA 94520  
(415) 676-1601  
** DA AM Y CU IV EA TX PV **

SHERMAN CENTER  
2090 COMMERCE AVENUE  
CONCORD, CA 94520  
(415) 676-2580  
** AL DT PI IV TX CI **

SUNRISE HOUSE  
135 MASON CIRCLE  
UNIT M  
CONCORD, CA 94520  
(415) 825-7049  
** AD RR AM IV DH TX PV **

CORNING  
TEHAMA ALCOHOL RECOVERY CENTER INC  
The Right Road  
275 SOLANO STREET  
CORNING, CA 96021  
(916) 826-0669  
** AD DT RR AM H B H IV PG DH TX **  
** PV **

CORONA  
CALIFORNIA INSTITUTION FOR WOMEN  
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM  
16756 CHINO-CORONA ROAD  
CORONA, CA 91720  
(714) 597-1771 EXT. 418  
** DA RR H A B H AI HV PG TX CI PV **  
** MM **

CHARTER HOSPITAL CORONA  
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICE  
2055 KELLOGG AVENUE  
CORONA, CA 91720  
(714) 735-2910  
** AD DT RR AM H Y A B H AI HV CU **  
** IV PG TX CI PV **

INLAND EMPIRE MENTAL HEALTH ASSOCIATES  
CORONA SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES  
1820 FULLERTON AVENUE  
SUITE 210  
CORONA, CA 91720  
(714) 736-0203  
** AD PV **

KOALACARE OF CALIFORNIA INC  
ACE PROGRAM  
223 EAST 3RD STREET  
CORONA, CA 91720  
(714) 371-4147  
** AL AM DH TX PV **

RIVERSIDE COUNTY  
ALCOHOL CONTROL PROGRAM/CORONA  
212 EAST GRAND BOULEVARD  
SUITE A  
CORONA, CA 91719  
(714) 737-2962  
** AL AM Y H AI PI DH TX CI PV **

COSTA MESA  
BAY HOUSE  
154 EAST BAY STREET  
COSTA MESA, CA 92627  
(714) 646-2843  
** AD RR TX PV **

BREAKAWAY HEALTH CORPORATION  
3151 AIRWAY AVENUE  
SUITE G-3  
COSTA MESA, CA 92626  
(714) 957-8229  
** AD AM Y H HV CU EA TX PV **

BREAKAWAY HEALTH CORPORATION  
BREAKTHROUGH ADOLESCENT PROGRAM  
3151 AIRWAY AVENUE  
SUITE G-3  
COSTA MESA, CA 92626  
(714) 957-8229  
** DA AM Y B H CU EA TX PV **
COPE CENTER
440 FAIR DRIVE
SUITE K
COSTA MESA, CA 92626
(714) 545-7732
** DA AM N Y CU IV PG EA TX CI PV **

FIRST STEP HOUSE OF ORANGE COUNTY
2015 CHARLE STREET
COSTA MESA, CA 92627
(714) 631-9802
** AD DT RR TX CI **

NEW DIRECTIONS FOR WOMEN
2601 MILLO LANE
COSTA MESA, CA 92627
(714) 548-5546
** AD RR N CU IV TX CI OT **

NEWPORT MESA DRUG ABUSE SERVICE
3115 REDHILL AVENUE
COSTA MESA, CA 92626
(714) 850-8631
** DA AM Y A H HV CU IV TX PV **

NEWPORT MESA HALFWAY HOUSE
1865 ANAHEIM STREET
COSTA MESA, CA 92627
(714) 631-9977
** AD RR TX **

ORANGE COUNTY ALCOHOL PROGRAM
SOUTH REGION
3115 REDHILL AVENUE
COSTA MESA, CA 92626
(714) 850-8623
** AD AM N Y B H AI TX PV **

SOUTH COAST COUNSELING CENTER
2950 AIRHAY STREET
SUITE B-3
COSTA MESA, CA 92626
(714) 641-0532
** AD AM DH TX PV **

SOUTH COAST COUNSELING INC
635 PLUMER STREET
COSTA MESA, CA 92627
(714) 642-0182
** AL RR H PG EA TX **

STARTING POINT OF ORANGE COUNTY
350 WEST BAY STREET
COSTA MESA, CA 92627
(714) 642-3505
** AD DT RR AM H Y A B H HV CU IV **
** PG TX CI **

COVINA
CROSSROADS OF GRAND AVENUE
3634 NORTH GRAND AVENUE
COVINA, CA 91723
(818) 967-3920
** AD PV **

NATIONAL COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM OF
EAST SAN GABRIEL AND POMONA VALLEYS
SUITE F
COVINA, CA 91722
(818) 331-5316
** AD AM H Y H DH TX PV **

SPENCER RECOVERY CENTER/COVINA
444 WEST BADILLO STREET
COVINA, CA 91723
(818) 915-6225
** AD RR H CU IV TX **

STEPPING STONES RECOVERY HOME
17727 EAST CYPRESS STREET
COVINA, CA 91721
(818) 967-2677
** AD DT RR H B H TX **

CRESCENT CITY
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
CRESCENT CITY, CA 95531
(707) 644-9411
** AL OT **

DEL NORTE COUNTY
MENTAL HEALTH DRUG PROGRAM
384 ELK VALLEY ROAD
CRESCENT CITY, CA 95531
(707) 464-9833
** AD AM H TX CI PV **

HUMBOLDT ADDICTIONS SERVICES PROGRAMS
(HASP) DEL NORTE COUNTY
200 MARINE WAY
CRESCENT CITY, CA 95531
(707) 464-7049
** AL AM EA DH TX PV **

UNITED INDIAN LODGE
658 J STREET
CRESCENT CITY, CA 95531
(707) 464-2919
** AD EA PV **

CUCAMONGA
EL SOL DUI AND TRAFFIC SCHOOL
9227 NORTH HAVEN STREET
SUITE 250
CUCAMONGA, CA 91730
(714) 989-1508
** AL AM H DH TX PV **

CULVER CITY
BROTHER HOSPITAL AND MEDICAL CENTER
CHOICES AT BROTHER
3628 DELMAS TERRACE
SUITE T-6
CULVER CITY, CA 90231
(213) 202-4797
** AD OT RR AM IV EA TX PV **

CENTURY SERVICES
55427 SEPULVEDA BOULEVARD
SUITE 1
CULVER CITY, CA 90230
(213) 390-3483
** AL AM H DH TX PV **

CHABAD RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT CENTER
FOR WOMEN
11217 WASHINGTON PLACE
CULVER CITY, CA 90230
(213) 390-0066
** DA RR H IV TX CI PV **

COCAINE ANONYMOUS
CENTRAL OFFICE
6125 WASHINGTON BOULEVARD
SUITE 202
CULVER CITY, CA 90232
(213) 839-1141
** AD OT **

CYPRESS
STRAIGHT TALK CLINIC
5712 CAMP STREET
CYPRESS, CA 90630
(714) 828-2000
** AD PV **

DAVA POINT
STRAIGHT AHEAD INC
34185 COAST HIGHWAY
DAVA POINT, CA 92629
(714) 831-0360
** AD RR Y CU IV TX PV **

DANVILLE
SAN RAMON VALLEY
DISCOVERY CENTER
530 LA GONDA WAY
SUITE A
DANVILLE, CA 94526
(415) 837-0505
** DA AM Y TX PV **

DAVIS
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
DAVIS, CA 95617
(916) 756-2829
** AD OT **
DAVIS COMMUNITY CLINIC  
DRUG TREATMENT PROGRAM  
620 G STREET  
SUITE 1  
DAVIS, CA 95616  
(916) 758-2060  
** DA AM H HV CU IV PG TX CI PV **

DEER PARK  
SAINT HELENA HOSPITAL AND HEALTH CTR  
ALCOHOL AND CHEMICAL RECOVERY PROGRAM  
610 SANITARIUM ROAD  
DEER PARK, CA 94576  
(707) 963-6206  
** AD RR AM W CU IV TX PV **

DESCANSE  
PHOENIX HOUSE SAN DIEGO  
RESIDENTIAL DRUG FREE PROGRAM  
23961 SHERILTON VALLEY ROAD  
DESCANSE, CA 92016  
(619) 445-0405  
** DA RR Y IV TX CI PV **

DESERT HOT SPRINGS  
DESERT RECOVERY SERVICES  
THE RANCH  
7805 ANNANDALE AVENUE  
DESERT HOT SPRINGS, CA 92240  
(619) 329-2924  
** AD DT RR IV TX CI PV **

SOPHISTIHOUSE OF HOPE  
DESERT HOT SPRINGS, CA 92240  
(619) 329-4673  
** AD RR H IV TX PV **

TURN OFF INC  
71/175 AURORA ROAD  
DESERT HOT SPRINGS, CA 92240  
(619) 329-9596  
** AD RR Y EA TX PV **

DIXON  
DIXON FAMILY SERVICES  
145 NORTH 2ND STREET  
DIXON, CA 95620  
(916) 678-0442  
** AD AM Y H TX CI PV **

DOMNEY  
AWAKENINGS PROGRAM FOR DEAF AND  
HARD OF HEARING PERSONS/OUTPATIENT  
8515 EAST FLORENCE AVENUE  
SUITE 203  
DOMNEY, CA 90240  
(213) 923-0969  
** DA AM TX CI **

SOUTHEAST COUNCIL ON  
ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROBLEMS  
8515 EAST FLORENCE AVENUE  
SUITE 200-203  
DOMNEY, CA 90240  
(213) 923-4595  
** DA AM Y B H PI IV DM TX PV **

SOUTHEAST COUNCIL ON ALC/DRUG PROBLEMS  
COMPREHENSIVE EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE  
8515 EAST FLORENCE AVENUE  
SUITE 200  
DOMNEY, CA 90240  
(213) 923-0969  
** DA PV **

DULZURA  
RANCHO L ABRIS  
18091 BEE CANYON ROAD  
DULZURA, CA 91917  
(619) 443-0211  
** AD DT RR H A B H HV CU IV PG TX **  
** CI PV **

EL CAJON  
EAST COUNTY NEIGHBORHOOD RECOVERY CTR  
1099 EL CAJON BOULEVARD  
EL CAJON, CA 92020  
(619) 442-0864  
** DA PV **

EPISCOPAL COMMUNITY SERVICES (ECS)  
EAST COUNTY ACCORD  
900 NORTH CUYAMACA STREET  
EL CAJON, CA 92020  
(619) 562-5850  
** AL AM H H DM TX PV **

MCALISTER INSTITUTE FOR TREATMENT AND  
EDUCATION (MITE) EAST COUNTY CENTER  
700 NORTH JOHNSON STREET  
SUITE G  
EL CAJON, CA 92020  
(619) 440-4801  
** DA AM Y IV TX CI PV **

MCALISTER INSTITUTE FOR TREATMENT AND  
EDUCATION (MITE) OPTIONS RECOVERY EAST  
1066 EAST WASHINGTON STREET  
EL CAJON, CA 92020  
(619) 442-8665  
** DA RR M H A B H HV CU IV PG TX CI **  
** PV **

MCALISTER INSTITUTE FOR TREATMENT AND  
EDUCATION (MITE) PREGNANT INMATES PROG  
810 ARANEO AVENUE  
EL CAJON, CA 92020  
(619) 442-0277  
** DA AM H IV PG TX CI PV **

PROFESSIONAL COMMUNITY SERVICES  
PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING CLINIC  
900 NORTH CUYAMACA STREET  
SUITE 201-206  
EL CAJON, CA 92020  
(619) 449-8706  
** AD PV **

SAN DIEGO HEALTH ALLIANCE  
EAST OFFICE  
190 NORTH ORANGE AVENUE  
SUITE A  
EL CAJON, CA 92020  
(619) 579-8375  
** DA AM H IV MM **

GENESIS HOUSE  
491 SOUTH 7TH STREET  
EL CENTRO, CA 92243  
(619) 352-0808  
** AD AM H AI DM TX PV **

IMPERIAL COUNTY  
ADOLESCENT TREATMENT PROGRAM  
1337 CLARK ROAD  
EL CENTRO, CA 92243  
(619) 344-8444  
** DA AM Y H PG TX PV **

IMPERIAL COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH  
ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAMS  
1073 WEST ROSS AVENUE  
SUITE F  
EL CENTRO, CA 92243  
(619) 353-0763  
** DA AM Y H AI HV CU IV PG TX **  
** PV **

IMPERIAL VALLEY SAFETY SERVICES  
FIRST OFFENDER PROGRAM  
460 OLIVE AVENUE  
SUITE 3A  
EL CENTRO, CA 92243  
(619) 353-7780  
** AL AM H DM TX PV **

SURE HELPLINE CENTER  
120 NORTH 6TH STREET  
EL CENTRO, CA 92243  
(619) 352-7873  
** AD PV **

VOLUNTEERS OF AMERICA  
IMPERIAL ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM  
1331 CLARK ROAD  
EL CENTRO, CA 92243  
(619) 353-8682  
** AD DT RR H PI IV TX PV **
CALIFORNIA

EL MONTE
CA HISPANIC COMMISSION ALC/DRUG ABUSE CASA BLANCO
12042 RAMONA BOULEVARD
EL MONTE, CA 91732
(619) 444-8602
** AL AM H TX PV **

COMMUNITY HEALTH PROJECTS MED GROUP
EL MONTE
11041 VALLEY BOULEVARD
EL MONTE, CA 91731
(618) 442-4177
** DA AM IV TX HH **

COMMUNITY SERVICE ORGANIZATION (CSO)
EL MONTE
4591 PECK ROAD
EL MONTE, CA 91733
(618) 350-8978
** AL AM H CU DH TX PV **

EAST LOS ANGELES HEALTH TASK FORCE
AZTEC DRIVING SCHOOL
10816 RAMONA BOULEVARD
EL MONTE, CA 91731
(618) 443-4036
** AL AM H DW TX PV **

MID VALLEY ALCOHOL EDUCATION CENTER
11750 RAMONA BOULEVARD
EL MONTE, CA 91732
(618) 448-1097
** AL DT RR A B H AI HV PI TX CI **
** PV **

PROJECT INFO
COMMUNITY PREVENTION AND RECOVERY PROG
9870 GARVEY AVENUE
EL MONTE, CA 91733
(618) 442-4788
** AL PV QT **

TWIN PALMS RECOVERY CENTER
3574 LEXINGTON AVENUE
EL MONTE, CA 91731
(618) 443-4099
** AL AM H DW TX PV **

TWIN PALMS RECOVERY CENTER CRC
11025 LOWER AZUSA ROAD
EL MONTE, CA 91731
(618) 350-0104
** AL AM W Y B H AI TX PV **

ENCINITAS
CPC SAN LUIS REY HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
335 SAKONY ROAD
ENCINITAS, CA 92024
(619) 753-1245
** AD DT RR AM Y A B H HV IV EA TX **
** CI PV **

RECOVERY LIFESTYLES OF THE
WILLIAM BECK INSTITUTE
555 ENCINITAS BOULEVARD
SUITE 119
ENCINITAS, CA 92024
(619) 632-0990
** AD AM H B H AI CU IV PG TX CI **
** PV **

ESCONDIDO
CALIFORNIA INTERCARE PROGRAM
1618 QUAIL RIDGE ROAD
ESCONDIDO, CA 92027
(619) 745-6534
** AD RR IV TX **

FELLOWSHIP CENTER
ALCOHOLISM SERVICES
736 EAST 2ND AVENUE
ESCONDIDO, CA 92025
(619) 745-9485
** AL DT RR AM H TX PV **

NORTH COUNTY CENTRO COMMUNITY SERVICES
1523 EAST VALLEY PARKWAY
SUITE 316
ESCONDIDO, CA 92027
(619) 433-7445
** AD PV **

NORTH COUNTY SERENITY HOUSE
123 SOUTH ELM STREET
ESCONDIDO, CA 92025
(619) 741-5098
** AL RR W B H AI CU TX PV **

NORTH INLAND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
235 WEST WASHINGTON AVENUE
SUITE D
ESCONDIDO, CA 92025
(619) 432-6251
** DA AM W H PI PG EA TX CI PV **

EURKA
CROSSROADS
1205 MYRTLE AVENUE
EURKA, CA 95501
(707) 445-0869
** DA RR IV TX CI PV **

HUMBOLDT ADDICTIONS SERVICES PROGRAMS (HASP)
HUMBOLDT COUNTY
920 4TH STREET
2ND FLOOR
EURKA, CA 95501
(707) 442-4277
** AD AM W Y A AI EA DH TX CI PV **

HUMBOLDT RECOVERY CENTER
MENS PROGRAM
1303 11TH STREET
EURKA, CA 95501
(707) 443-4237
** AD RR AM W AI HV PI CU IV TX CI **
** PV **

KINGS VIEW HUMBOLDT
ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
734 RUSS STREET
EURKA, CA 95501
(707) 445-6250
** AD AM H AI PI IV PG TX PV **

KINGS VIEW HUMBOLDT
ALCOHOL/DRUG CARE SERVICES
1355 C STREET
EURKA, CA 95501
(707) 445-3869
** AD DT TX PV **

SAINT JOSEPH HOSPITAL
FAMILY RECOVERY SERVICES
2700 DOLBEER STREET
EURKA, CA 95501
(707) 445-9251
** AD DT RR AM IV TX CI PV **

UNITED INDIAN LODGE
1116 9TH STREET
EURKA, CA 95501
(707) 445-3071
** AL RR AM W Y AI HV PG EA TX PV **

EXETER
EXETER MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
BLUE RIDGE RECOVERY CENTER
215 CRESPI AVENUE
EXETER, CA 93212
(209) 594-5555
** AD DT RR W Y A B H AI HV CU IV **
** TX CI PV **

FAIR OAKS
FAIR OAKS HOSPITAL
DUAL DIAGNOSIS
11228 FAIR OAKS BOULEVARD
FAIR OAKS, CA 95628
(916) 967-8277
** AD DT RR W A B H AI HV CU EA TX **
** PV **

FAIRFIELD
A K BEAN FOUNDATION
623 GREAT JONES STREET
FAIRFIELD, CA 94533
(707) 429-8000
** AD AM Y PI DH TX PV **
SOLANO COUNTY DRUG PROGRAM  
FREEDOM OUTREACH  
1735 ENTERPRISE DRIVE  
BUILDING 3  
FAIRFIELD, CA 94533  
(707) 421-6615  
** DA AM B H HV CU IV TX CI PV **

SOLANO COUNTY ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY COUNCIL/VOSE HOUSE  
710 BECK STREET  
FAIRFIELD, CA 94533  
(707) 427-5968  
** AL RR TX **

SOLANO RECOVERY PROJECT  
2130 WEST TEXAS STREET  
FAIRFIELD, CA 94533  
(707) 427-5968  
** AL DT AM TX **

FARMERSVILLE  
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS  
CENTRAL OFFICE  
628 NORTH FARMERSVILLE BOULEVARD  
FARMERSVILLE, CA 95235  
(209) 747-1277  
** AL DT **

FONTANA  
KAISER PERMANENTE HOSPITAL CHEMICAL DEP RECOVERY PROGRAM/FONTANA  
17046 MARYGOLD AVENUE  
MARYGOLD ANNEX  
FONTANA, CA 92335  
(714) 829-5128  
** DA DT AM H Y B H IV TX **

MERRILL COMMUNITY SERVICES INC  
16846 MERRILL AVENUE  
SUITE 202  
FONTANA, CA 92335  
(714) 823-0609  
** DA AM Y TX PV **

FOREST KNOLLS  
SERENITY KNOLLS  
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY RECOVERY PROGRAM  
145 TAMAL ROAD  
FOREST KNOLLS, CA 94933  
(415) 488-0400  
** AL DT RR TX **

FORT BRAGG  
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS  
INTERGROUP  
FORT BRAGG, CA 95437  
(707) 961-0524  
** AL OT **

FORT BRAGG PILOT HOUSE  
COASTAL ALCOHOLISM SERVICE TREATMENT  
200 1/2 SOUTH FRANKLIN STREET  
FORT BRAGG, CA 95437  
(707) 964-4370  
** AD RR H IV TX PV **

FREMONT  
CATHOLIC COUNSELING SERVICES  
3767 DECOTO ROAD  
FREMONT, CA 94536  
(415) 792-2444  
** AL PV **

COMMUNITY COUNSELING AND EDUCATION CENTER  
3955 CALIFORNIA STREET  
SUITE 100  
FREMONT, CA 94538  
(415) 792-9696  
** AD AM Y A H HV TX **

CURA THERAPEUTIC COMMUNITY  
4510 PERALTA BOULEVARD  
SUITE 1  
FREMONT, CA 94536  
(415) 715-3200  
** DA RR M A B H HV IV TX CI PV **

FRENCH CAMP  
SAN JOAQUIN COUNTY METHADONE MAINTENANCE CLINIC  
500 WEST HOSPITAL ROAD  
FRENCH CAMP, CA 95231  
(209) 468-6840  
** DA AM A B H HV IV EA MM **

SAN JOAQUIN COUNTY ALCOHOLISM SERVICES  
RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT CTR FOR ALC  
500 WEST HOSPITAL ROAD  
BENTON HALL  
FRENCH CAMP, CA 95231  
(209) 468-6880  
** AL DT RR IV TX CI **

FRESNO  
ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE COUNCIL  
1651 L STREET  
FRESNO, CA 93728  
(209) 266-9888  
** AD EA PV **

ALPHA HOUSE/HON RESIDENTIAL  
3233 EAST ILLINOIS STREET  
FRESNO, CA 93702  
(209) 268-9734  
** AL AM W TX **

ALPHA HOUSE/RECOVERY HOME  
645 SOUTH MINNEWAHANA AVENUE  
FRESNO, CA 93727  
(209) 252-1235  
** AL RR H TX **

BAY AREA ADDICTION RESEARCH/TRT INC  
MAINTENANCE CLINIC/SOUTH ORANGE AVENUE  
2851 SOUTH ORANGE AVENUE  
FRESNO, CA 93725  
(209) 268-6261  
** DA AM A HV CU IV PG MM **

BAY AREA ADDICTION RESEARCH/TRT INC  
MAINTENANCE CLINIC/VAN NESS STREET  
539 NORTH VAN NESS STREET  
FRESNO, CA 93728  
(209) 266-9581  
** DA AM A HV CU IV PG MM **

CALIFORNIA DETOX PROGRAMS  
SOUTH ORANGE CLINIC  
2851 SOUTH ORANGE AVENUE  
FRESNO, CA 93725  
(209) 268-6261  
** DA AM HV CU IV MM **

CALIFORNIA DETOX PROGRAMS  
VAN NESS CLINIC  
539 NORTH VAN NESS STREET  
FRESNO, CA 93728  
(209) 266-9581  
** DA AM A HV CU IV PG MM **

COMMUNITY HEALTH PROJECTS  
FRESNO UNIT II  
4313 EAST TULARE AVENUE  
FRESNO, CA 95702  
(209) 453-1751  
** AD CI PV **

COMMUNITY HEALTH PROJECTS INC  
MEDICAL GROUP/PINEDALE  
34 EAST MINARETS AVENUE  
FRESNO, CA 93650  
(209) 431-6070  
** DA AM A HV IV TX MM **

COMMUNITY HOSPITAL OF CENTRAL CALIF  
AVANTI CENTER  
1279 NORTH HISHON AVENUE  
FRESNO, CA 93728  
(209) 405-9947  
** AL AM H A B H HV CU PG TX **

COMP ALC PROG (CAP) RECOVERY HOME  
WHITESBRIDGE SOBERING UP UNIT  
2445 WEST WHITESBRIDGE ROAD  
FRESNO, CA 93706  
(209) 264-5096  
** AD DT RR M B H PI PG EA TX **

COMPREHENSIVE ALCOHOL PROGRAM (CAP)  
RESIDENTIAL  
2445 WEST WHITESBRIDGE ROAD  
FRESNO, CA 93706  
(209) 264-5096  
** AL RR H B H PI PG EA TX CI PV **
ELEVENTH HOUR
4925 EAST TURNER STREET
FRESNO, CA 93727
(209) 454-1819
** AD RR IV TX CI PV **

FAMILY COMMUNICATION CENTER
1039 U STREET
FRESNO, CA 93721
(209) 237-8304
** AD AM H Y IV EA TX CI PV **

FAMILY SERVICE CENTER
3030 NORTH FRESNO STREET
SUITE 106
FRESNO, CA 93703
(209) 227-3576
** AD EA PV **

FIVE BY FIVE DMI SERVICES
1219 E STREET
FRESNO, CA 93706
(209) 442-0460
** AL AM B H DN TX PV **

FOSTER FRIENDS
1039 U STREET
FRESNO, CA 93721
(209) 237-8304
** AD AM Y IV TX CI PV **

FRESNO COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
OLIVE STREET BRIDGE AND AVANTI CENTER
1279 NORTH WISDOM AVENUE
FRESNO, CA 93728
(209) 485-3890
** AD AM H Y A H HV CU TX **

FRESNO COUNTY
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROBATION TEAM
744 SOUTH 10TH STREET
FRESNO, CA 93702
(209) 480-3074
** DA RR H Y A B H AI HV CU PG TX **
** PV **

FRESNO COUNTY HISPANIC COMMISSION ON ALCOHOL/DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
1715 E STREET
SUITE 106
FRESNO, CA 93706
(209) 268-6475
** AL AM H DN TX PV **

FRESNO HALFWAY HOUSES
1040 NORTH PLEASANT AVENUE
FRESNO, CA 93728
(209) 442-9823
** AD RR TX CI PV OT **

KING OF KINGS
ALCOHOL RECOVERY HOME
2267 SOUTH GENEVA STREET
FRESNO, CA 93706
(209) 266-6449
** AL RR B H TX CI PV **

KING OF KINGS
DRUG FREE OUTFIT HIV/AIDS INTERVENTION
2385 SOUTH FAIRVIEW AVENUE
FRESNO, CA 93706
(209) 237-6115
** DA AM H A B H HV CU IV TX CI PV **

KING OF KINGS
PERINATAL OUTPATIENT DRUG FREE
1550 EAST ANANDALE AVENUE
FRESNO, CA 93706
(209) 486-8200
** AD AM H A B HV CU PG TX CI PV **

KING OF KINGS
WOMEN IN TRANSITION RESIDENTIAL FACIL
4522 NORTH EMERSON AVENUE
FRESNO, CA 93722
(209) 255-5881
** DA OT **

JUESTRA CASA
1614 WEST KERNY BOULEVARD
FRESNO, CA 93706
(209) 485-0501
** AL RR H PI TX CI PV **

SAINT AGNES MEDICAL CENTER
PARKSIDE RECOVERY CENTER
1303 EAST HERNDON STREET
FRESNO, CA 93710
(209) 449-3831
** AD DT RR AM B H AI CU IV TX CI **
** PV **

SALVATION ARMY
ADULT REHABILITATION CENTER
804 SOUTH PARALLEL STREET
FRESNO, CA 93721
(209) 237-7121
** AD RR H TX **

SIERRA TRIBAL CONSORTIUM
TURTLE LODGE RECOVERY HOME
610 WEST MCKINLEY AVENUE
FRESNO, CA 93728
(209) 445-2691
** AD RR AI DN TX PV **

THE THIRD FLOOR/ NORTH HOWARD
120 NORTH HOWARD AVENUE
FRESNO, CA 93701
(209) 237-6177
** DA RR AM B H HV CU IV TX **

TURNING POINT OF CENTRAL CALIFORNIA
UNITED STATES PROBATION AFTERCARE
283 NORTH FRESNO STREET
FRESNO, CA 93701
(209) 237-0846
** AD AM CU IV TX PV **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCE TREATMENT PROGRAM
2615 EAST CLINTON AVENUE
ROOM 1160
FRESNO, CA 93703
(209) 225-6100
** AD DT RR AM A B H AI HV CU IV **
** EA TX CI PV **

FULLERTON
ORANGE COUNTY HEALTH CARE AGENCY
NORTH ORANGE COUNTY ALCOHOL PROGRAM
211 WEST COMMONWEALTH AVENUE
SUITE 206
FULLERTON, CA 92632
(714) 447-7099
** AL AM M Y A H HV PI CU PG EA TX **
** CI PV **

WESTERN PACIFIC FULLERTON PROGRAM
OUTPT DETOX AND METHADONE MAINTENANCE
218 EAST COMMONWEALTH AVENUE
FULLERTON, CA 92632
(714) 992-4770
** DA AM B H HV CU IV PG MV **

GALT
ALTA VILLAGE
12490 ALTA MESA ROAD
GALT, CA 95632
(209) 748-2470
** AD DT RR PI TX **

GARDEN GROVE
ALCOHOL SERVICES FOR HOMOSEXUALS
(ASH INC)
11918 GARDEN GROVE BOULEVARD
GARDEN GROVE, CA 92643
(714) 534-6802
** AD RR TX PV **

HISPANIC ALCOHOLISM SERVICES CENTER OF ORANGE COUNTY
9042 WEST 13TH STREET
SUITE B
GARDEN GROVE, CA 92644
(714) 531-4624
** AL DT RR H TX **

LARSON HOUSE
10111 LARSON STREET
GARDEN GROVE, CA 92643
(714) 557-9846
** AD RR TX PV **
LARSON HOUSE
BOHSEN STREET UNIT
13521 BOHSEN STREET
GARDEN GROVE, CA 92643
(714) 537-9846
** DA PV **

LARSON HOUSE
TRASK AVENUE UNIT
10172 TRASK AVENUE
GARDEN GROVE, CA 92643
(714) 537-9846
** AD RR TX PV **

ROGUE CENTER INC
RESIDENTIAL
9842 WEST 13TH STREET
GARDEN GROVE, CA 92644
(714) 839-0607
** AL DT RR TX **

GARDEN VALLEY
PROGRESS HOUSE II
MOMENS FACILITY
5607 MOUNT MURPHY ROAD
GARDEN VALLEY, CA 92643
(951) 626-7252
** AD RR A HV IV TX **

GARDENA
CITY OF GARDENA
RECREATION AND HUMAN SERVICES DEPT
1651 WEST 162ND STREET
GARDENA, CA 90247
(213) 217-9574
** AD PV **

SOUTH BAY CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY AND
FAMILY TREATMENT CENTER
1551 CRENSHAN BOULEVARD
GARDENA, CA 90249
(213) 679-9031
** DA AM H B H CU IV TX PV **

GEORGE AIR FORCE BASE
U.S. AIR FORCE SOCIAL ACTIONS
DRUG AND ALCOHOL SERVICES
831 HSSQ/HSL
GEORGE AIR FORCE BASE, CA 92334
(619) 269-3445
** AD AM DH TX CI PV **

GILROY
SOUTH COUNTY ALTERNATIVE
DRUG ABUSE
7700 MONTEREY STREET
GILROY, CA 95020
(408) 842-3118
** AD EA PV OT **

SOUTH VALLEY COUNSELING CENTER INC
OUTPATIENT ALCOHOLISM SERVICE
8475 FOREST STREET
SUITE A2
GILROY, CA 95020
(408) 842-7138
** AL AM Y A H HV TX CI PV **

GLENDALE
AM PM CONVENIENT GLENDALE SCHOOL
ESCUA DE LATINA DE ALCOHOL
1528 CANADA BOULEVARD
SUITE 206
GLENDALE, CA 91208
(818) 247-1900
** AL AM H DH TX PV **

GLENDALE ADVENTIST
ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES
335 MISSION ROAD
GLENDALE, CA 91205
(818) 409-8000
** AD DT RR AM IV TX **

MATRIX CENTER/GLENDALE
200 NORTH MARYLAND AVENUE
SUITE 300
GLENDALE, CA 91206
(818) 547-6350
** AD AM CU IV TX CI PV OT **

MEMORIAL HOSPITAL OF GLENDALE
ALPHA CAREUNIT
1420 SOUTH CENTRAL AVENUE
GLENDALE, CA 91204
(818) 502-1900 EXT. 2361
** AD RR AM A B H HV IV TX CI PV **

NEW HORIZONS/GLENDALE
SPECIALIZED TREATMENT FOR SUBST ABUSE
431 NORTH BRAND BOULEVARD
SUITE 303
GLENDALE, CA 91203
(818) 244-0001
** DA AM CU TX CI PV OT **

POSITIVE DIRECTIONS
225-D NORTH MARYLAND AVENUE
GLENDALE, CA 91206
(818) 247-8180
** AL AM H TX PV **

RIGHT ON PROGRAMS
102 EAST BROADWAY
GLENDALE, CA 91205
(818) 240-1683
** AL AM H DH TX PV **

VERDUGO MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
417 ARDEN AVENUE
GLENDALE, CA 91203
(818) 244-7257
** DA AM IV TX CI **

WESTERN PACIFIC GLENDALE PROGRAM
OUTPT DETOX AND METHADONE MAINTENANCE
4628 SAN FERNANDO ROAD
GLENDALE, CA 91204
(818) 240-8843
** DA AM A B H AI HV IV PG MM **

GLENORA
PROJECT INFO
COMMUNITY PREV AND RECOVERY PROGRAMS
1505 SOUTH SUNFLOWER AVENUE
GLENORA, CA 91740
(818) 335-8153
** AL PV **

GLEN ELLEN
MOUNTAIN VISTA FARM
3020 HARM SPRINGS ROAD
GLEN ELLEN, CA 95442
(707) 996-6716
** AD DT RR IV EA TX PV **

GRASS VALLEY
NEVADA COUNTY COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
139 1/2 MILL STREET
GRASS VALLEY, CA 95445
(916) 273-9541
** AL AM Y PI DH TX PV **

TEAM 3 PREVENTION ACTIVITIES
11745 MALTMAN DRIVE
GRASS VALLEY, CA 95445
(916) 272-7222
** AD PV **

GROVER CITY
CASA SOLANA
383 SOUTH 13TH STREET
GROVER CITY, CA 95433
(209) 481-8555
** AD DT RR H TX PV **

GUERNEVILLE
RIVER COMMUNITY SERVICES
15999 RIVER ROAD
GUERNEVILLE, CA 95446
(707) 887-2226
** AD PV **

HANFORD
ALCOHOL/DRUG EDUCATION AND
COUNSELING CENTER
1393 3RD STREET
HANFORD, CA 93230
(209) 582-9307
** AD AM H Y H DH TX PV **
CALIFORNIA

HAPPY CAMP

KARUK TRIBAL HEALTH PROGRAM
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
101 INDIAN CREEK ROAD
HAPPY CAMP, CA 96029
(916) 493-5304
** AD AM Y AT TX PV **

HARBOR CITY

WESTERN HEALTH HARBOR CITY CLINIC
1647 WEST ANAHEIM STREET
HARBOR CITY, CA 90710
(213) 534-5590
** DA AM IV TX PV MM **

HAWTHORNE

BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SERVICES
PACIFICA HOUSE
2501 WEST EL SEGUNDO BOULEVARD
HAWTHORNE, CA 90250
(213) 550-5568
** DA RR IV TX **

BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SERVICES PATTERNS
2501 WEST EL SEGUNDO BOULEVARD
HAWTHORNE, CA 90250
(213) 756-1350
** AL RR H Y PG TX CI **

BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SERVICES THE MAYBACK INN
12917 CERISE AVENUE
HAWTHORNE, CA 90250
(213) 675-6431
** AL DT RR TX **

RICKMAN RECOVERY CENTER/HAWTHORNE
4238 WEST 130TH STREET
HAWTHORNE, CA 90250
(213) 976-4908
** AD DT RR H A H B CH IV TX PV **

HAYWARD

A STREET COMMUNITY RECOVERY CENTER
306 A STREET
HAYWARD, CA 94541
(415) 886-8696
** AL AM H Y A B H A H AI HV PI CU IV **
** EA TX PV OT **

BI BETT CORPORATION
DRINKING AND DRIVING PROGRAM
21192 HESPERIAN BOULEVARD
HAYWARD, CA 94541
(415) 785-6708
** AL AM H DH TX PV **

CATHOLIC COUNSELING SERVICES
1544 B STREET
SUITE 1
HAYWARD, CA 94541
(415) 806-1331
** AD PV **

CRONIN HOUSE
2595 DEPOT ROAD
HAYWARD, CA 94545
(415) 785-7956
** AL RR H A HV IV EA TX PV **

KAISER PERNAMENTE MEDICAL CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICE
27400 HESPERIAN BOULEVARD
HAYWARD, CA 94545
(415) 704-4072
** AD AT AM H Y IV PG TX CI PV **

PROJECT EDEN INC
OUTPATIENT SERVICES
680 WEST Tennyson ROAD
HAYWARD, CA 94544
(415) 887-0593
** DA AM H Y A B H AI HV CU IV PG **
** TX CI PV **

SAINT ROSE HOSPITAL
NEM BEGINNINGS
27200 CALAROGA AVENUE
HAYWARD, CA 94545
(415) 732-9786
** AD DT RR H B H PI CU IV TX CI **
** PV **

HEALDSBURG

SAVATION ARMY
ADULT REHABILITATION CENTER
200 LYITON SPRINGS ROAD
HEALDSBURG, CA 95448
(707) 433-3334
** AD RR TX **

HELENADE

VICTORY OUTREACH
MENS RANCH
LORDS ROAD AND INDIAN TRAILS
HELENADE, CA 92342
(619) 245-0042
** AD RR H TX PV **

HEMET

DOUBLE CHECK RETREAT
SPIRITUAL RETREAT FOR ALCOHOL REHAB
47552 EAST FLORIDA AVENUE
HEMET, CA 92346
(714) 927-2567
** AL RR EA TX **

HEMET VALLEY MEDICAL CENTER
SOLUTIONS PROGRAM
301 NORTH SAN JACINTO AVENUE
SUITE 2G
HEMET, CA 92343
(714) 925-6548
** AD AM IV EA TX PV **

RIVERSIDE RECOVERY RESOURCES
OUR HOUSE
40329 STETSON AVENUE
HEMET, CA 92343
(714) 766-7969
** AL RR H Y PI PG TX CI PV **

HESPERIA

ALPHA TOT/WOMEN WITH CHILDREN
18111 YUCCA STREET
HESPERIA, CA 92345
(619) 294-7029
** AD OT **

RECOVERY HOMES OF AMERICA
MJEEL RANCH
16191 CACTUS STREET
HESPERIA, CA 92345
(619) 948-0303
** AD RR H CU TX CI PV **

HOLLISTER

SAN BENITO COUNTY
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
321 SAN FELIPE ROAD
SUITE 9
HOLLISTER, CA 95023
(408) 637-5594
** AD AM H Y A H HV CU IV EA DH TX **
** CI PV **

HOOPA

HOOPA ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES
LOOP ROAD
HOOPA, CA 95646
(916) 257-0579
** AD OT **

HUNTINGTON PARK

DRIVER SAFETY SCHOOL
ESCELEA LATINA DE ALC DE HUNTINGTON PK
6612 PACIFIC BOULEVARD
SUITE D
HUNTINGTON PARK, CA 90255
(213) 585-0764
** AL AM H DH TX PV **

INDIO

ABC CLUB INC
44-379 PALM LANE
INDIO, CA 92201
(619) 342-6616
** AD DT RR H Y PG TX CI PV **

AWARENESS PROGRAM DRINKING DRIVER
45-561 OASIS STREET
INDIO, CA 92201
(619) 342-1233
** AD AM H DH TX PV **
RIVERSIDE COUNTY
ALCOHOL CONTROL PROGRAM/INDIO
83-912 AVENUE 45
SUITE 10
INDIO, CA 92201
(619) 342-9471
** AL AM Y PA EA TX CI PV **

RIVERSIDE COUNTY DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
INDIO
83-912 AVENUE 45
SUITE 9
INDIO, CA 92201
(619) 347-0754
** DA AM H Y H HV CU IV TX PV MM **

INGLEWOOD

BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SERVICES
INGLEWOOD PREVENTION AND RECOVERY CTR
279 WEST BEACH AVENUE
INGLEWOOD, CA 90302
(213) 673-5750
** AM H Y B H AI HV PI PG EA TX **
** PV **

BRIDGE FOR THE NEEDY
601 VENICE WAY
INGLEWOOD, CA 90301
(213) 671-6262
** AL RR B CU TX **

CENTINELA HOSPITAL MEDICAL CENTER
LIFE STARTS
555 EAST HARDY STREET
INGLEWOOD, CA 90307
(213) 673-4660 EXT. 8535
** AD DT RR H Y B H CU EA TX CI PV **

COMMUNITY HEALTH PROJECTS
INGLEWOOD CLINIC
614 WEST MANCHESTER BOULEVARD
SUITE 104
INGLEWOOD, CA 90301
(213) 412-0879
** AD AM IV TX MM OT **

INGLEWOOD MENTAL HEALTH SERVICE
DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
4450 WEST CENTURY BOULEVARD
INGLEWOOD, CA 90304
(213) 671-0555
** DA AM H Y A HV CU IV PV MM **

INGLEWOOD SUBSTANCE ABUSE
TRAFFIC VIOLATORS AGENCY
400 SOUTH LA BREA AVENUE
SUITE 200
INGLEWOOD, CA 90301
(213) 675-5882
** AL AM H DH TX PV **

KAI SER PERMANENTE HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEP RECOVERY PROG/INGLEWOOD
110 NORTH LA BREA BOULEVARD
INGLEWOOD, CA 90301
(213) 419-3350
** AM H Y A B H HV CU IV PG EA **
** TX **

KAISER PERMANENTE/INGLEWOOD
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY RECOVERY PROGRAM
110 NORTH LA BREA AVENUE
INGLEWOOD, CA 90301
(213) 419-3350
** AD AM H TX CI PV **

LOS ANGELES MEDICAL SERVICES
3220 WEST 85TH STREET
INGLEWOOD, CA 90305
(213) 751-0392
** DA AM H A B H AI HV PI CU IV EA **
** TX PV MM **

MEMORIAL MEDICAL CLINICS OF AMERICA
100 WEST 64TH STREET
INGLEWOOD, CA 90302
(213) 671-5654
** AD AM H Y A B H HV CU IV PG EA **
** TX CI PV **

ZONE

ARBOR AND MAZANITA
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAMS
201 WATERMAN ROAD
INDIO, CA 92203
(209) 274-6771
** AD RR Y B H AI CU IV EA TX PV **

IRVINE

COMMUNITY SERVICE PROGRAMS
POSITIVE ACTION TOWARD HEALTH (PATH)
17200 JAMBOREE ROAD
SUITE D
IRVINE, CA 92714
(714) 757-1096
** DA PV **

JACKSON

ANDADOR COUNTY ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVS
ALCOHOLISM SERVICES
1001 BROADWAY
SUITE 105
JACKSON, CA 95642
(209) 223-6556 EXT. 558
** AL AM EA DH TX PV **

ANDADOR COUNTY CRISIS HOTLINE
OPERATION CARE
1001 BROADWAY
SUITE 206
JACKSON, CA 95642
(209) 223-2600
** AD OT **

JOSHUA TREE

MORONGO BASIN MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
6550 SUNSET ROAD
JOSHUA TREE, CA 92252
(619) 366-3731
** AD DT RR AM DH TX CI PV **

PANORAMA RANCH
MORONGO BASIN MENTAL HEALTH
65675 SULLIVAN ROAD
JOSHUA TREE, CA 92252
(619) 366-9100
** AL DT RR TX PV **

KING CITY

COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTER
520 BASSETT STREET
KING CITY, CA 93930
(408) 385-0990
** AL PV **

KINGS BEACH

SIERRA COUNCIL ON ALC AND DRUG DEP
RESIDENTIAL TRT FOR WOMEN AND CHILDREN
8677 GOLDEN AVENUE
KINGS BEACH, CA 95719
(916) 546-5971
** AL RR R TX **

LA JOLLA

SCRIPPS CLINIC
ALCOHOL/CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY CENTER
10666 NORTH TORREY PINES ROAD
TMU 3
LA JOLLA, CA 92037
(619) 554-0586
** AD AM EA TX PV **

SCRIPPS MEMORIAL McDONALD CENTER
ADOLESCENT AND ADULT UNITS
9904 GENESEE AVENUE
LA JOLLA, CA 92037
(619) 458-4300
** AD DT RR AM Y A HV CU TX CI PV **

LA MESA

ALVARADO PARKWAY INSTITUTE
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
7050 PARKWAY DRIVE
LA MESA, CA 92042
(619) 465-4011
** AD DT RR AM TX PV **

LA PUENTE

BAY AREA ADDICTION RESEARCH/TRT INC
LA PUENTE OUTPATIENT METHADONE MAINT
15229 AMAR ROAD
LA PUENTE, CA 91744
(818) 855-0500
** DA AM H AB H AI HV CU IV CI PV **
** MM **

CALIFORNIA DETOX PROGRAMS
LA PUENTE CLINIC
15229 AMAR ROAD
LA PUENTE, CA 91744
(818) 855-0500
** DA AM H AB H AI HV CU IV CI PV **
** MM **
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CALIFORNIA

CALIFORNIA TRAFFIC SCHOOLS
LONG BEACH
1609 EAST 4TH STREET
SUITE B
LONG BEACH, CA 90802
(213) 436-2547
** AL AM Y H DM TX PV **

CAMBODIAN ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA
COMMUNITY PREVENTION AND RECOVERY PROG
2100 WEST WILLOW STREET
LONG BEACH, CA 90810
(213) 426-6002
** AL PV OT **

CHARTER HOSPITAL OF LONG BEACH
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
6060 PARAMOUNT BOULEVARD
LONG BEACH, CA 90805
(213) 634-9102
** AD DT RR AM H A H HV CU IV EA **
** TX PV **

DOMINGUEZ MEDICAL CENTER
NEW BEGINNINGS UNIT
171 WEST BORT STREET
LONG BEACH, CA 90805
(213) 639-2664
** AD DT M B H HV CU IV TX **

FAMILY SERVICES OF LONG BEACH
1133 RHEA STREET
SUITE 104
LONG BEACH, CA 90806
(213) 455-7350
** AL RR W A B H PI CU PG TX PV **

FLOSSIE LENIS
ALCOHOLISM RECOVERY CENTER
1112 LOCUST AVENUE
LONG BEACH, CA 90813
(213) 455-7350
** AL RR W A B H PI CU PG TX PV **

FLOSSIE LENIS
TRANSITIONAL LIVING CENTER
1126 PINE AVENUE
LONG BEACH, CA 90813
(213) 435-3570
** AL RR W H TX PV **

HARBOR AREA HIGH GAIN PROGRAM INC
330 EAST 3RD STREET
LONG BEACH, CA 90802
(213) 436-9801
** AL AM DM TX PV **

KÄSER PERMANENTE HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEP RECOVERY PROGRAM/CARSON
23621 SOUTH MAIN STREET
LONG BEACH, CA 90745
(213) 513-6707
** AD DT AM Y A HV IV PG EA TX CI **
** PV **

NATIONAL COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM AND
OTHER DRUG DEPENDENCIES/HUMAN TO HUMAN
836 ATLANTIC AVENUE
LONG BEACH, CA 90813
(213) 435-1002
** AL AM W Y B H PI CU PG TX **
** CI PV **

NAVAL ALCOHOL SAFETY ACTION PROGRAM
(NASAP)
NAVAL STATION
BUILDING 32
LONG BEACH, CA 90822
(213) 547-7073
** AL DW TX PV **

NAVAL HOSPITAL/LONG BEACH
ALCOHOL REHABILITATION DEPARTMENT
7500 EAST CARSON STREET
LONG BEACH, CA 90802
(213) 420-5444
** AD RR W IV EA TX CI PV **
PACIFIC HEALTH ALTERNATIVES
2683 PACIFIC AVENUE
LONG BEACH, CA 90806
(213) 595-1911 EXT. 394
** AD DT RR IV TX **

PALM HOUSE
ALCOHOLISM RECOVERY HOME
2515 EAST JEFFERSON STREET
LONG BEACH, CA 90810
(213) 830-7803
** AL RR A B H AI PI TX PV **

PHOENIX A CENTER FOR MEN
3620 LONG BEACH BOULEVARD
SUITE C1
LONG BEACH, CA 90807
(213) 595-0328
** AD EA CI PV **

SAFETY CONSULTANT SERVICES
5518 NORTH LONG BEACH BOULEVARD
LONG BEACH, CA 90805
(213) 428-6426
** AL AM H DM TX PV **

SALVATION ARMY
MENS ADULT REHABILITATION CENTER
1370 ALAMITOS AVENUE
LONG BEACH, CA 90813
(213) 591-7691
** AD RR PI CU TX PV **

SOBER LIVING HOUSE
1108 SAINT LOUIS STREET
LONG BEACH, CA 90804
(213) 434-3630
** AL PV **

SOUTHEAST COUNCIL ON ALC/DRUG PROBLEMS
BABY STEP INN
757-59 LOMA VISTA DRIVE
LONG BEACH, CA 90813
(213) 435-4771
** AD RR W Y A B H HV CU IV PG TX **
** CI PV **

TARZANA TREATMENT CENTER/LONG BEACH
2101-85 MAGNOLIA AVENUE
LONG BEACH, CA 90806
(818) 996-1051
** DA RR AM H Y A B H HV PI CU IV **
** PG EA TX PV **

VETERANS ADMINISTRATION
SPINAL CORD INJURY SPECIAL TRT UNIT
5901 EAST 7TH STREET
1200
LONG BEACH, CA 90822
(213) 494-5703 EXT. 2834
** AD DT RR AM HM MM **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
ALCOHOL DEPENDENCE TREATMENT PROGRAM
5901 EAST 7TH STREET
HARB K2
LONG BEACH, CA 90822
(213) 494-5080 EXT. -
** AL RR AM B H TX PV **

WEST COUNTY MEDICAL CLINIC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
100 EAST MARKET STREET
LONG BEACH, CA 90805
(213) 428-6222
** DA AM IV MM **

WESTERN HEALTH LONG BEACH CLINIC
2935 EAST ANAHEIM STREET
LONG BEACH, CA 90815
(213) 438-3087
** DA AM A HV IV MM **

LOS ALAMITOS
ALDINE CORPORATION
THIN TOWN TREATMENT CENTER
10741 LOS ALAMITOS BOULEVARD
LOS ALAMITOS, CA 90720
(213) 594-8844
** AD AM IV TX CI **

COCAINE ALTERNATIVES
4302 KATELLA AVENUE
LOS ALAMITOS, CA 90720
(213) 598-7675
** AD AM H B H CU IV TX **

LOS ANGELES
A LOS ANGELES DRIVER EDUCATION CENTER
COLORADO BOULEVARD UNIT
2607 COLORADO BOULEVARD
SUITE 104
LOS ANGELES, CA 90041
(213) 388-7135
** AL AM B H DM TX PV **

A LOS ANGELES DRIVER EDUCATION CENTER
SANTA MONICA BOULEVARD UNIT
8350 SANTA MONICA BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES, CA 90069
(213) 388-7135
** AL AM B H DM TX PV **

ADAPT FOUNDATION
1644 WILSHIRE BOULEVARD
SUITE 305
LOS ANGELES, CA 90026
(213) 483-5703
** AL AM H PI DM TX PV **

ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROG ADMINISTRATION
INFORMATION AND REFERRAL UNIT
714 WEST OLYMPIC BOULEVARD
9TH FLOOR
LOS ANGELES, CA 90015
(213) 624-3784
** AD OT **

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
CENTRAL OFFICE
767 SOUTH HARVARD BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES, CA 90005
(213) 387-8316
** AL OT **

ALCOHOLISM CENTER FOR MEN INC
UNITS 1 AND 2
1147 SOUTH ALVARADO STREET
LOS ANGELES, CA 90006
(213) 381-7805
** AL RR AM W A B H AI HV PI CU PG **
** TX PV **

ALPHA SERVICE CENTER/WASHINGTON
4167 WEST WASHINGTON BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES, CA 90019
(213) 737-1831
** DA AM A B HV IV CI MM **

ALTERNATIVE ACTION PROGRAMS
2511 SOUTH BARRINGTON AVENUE
LOS ANGELES, CA 90064
(213) 479-0553
** AD AM A B CU IV EA DM TX CI **
** PV **

ASIAN AMERICAN DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM INC
THERAPEUTIC COMMUNITY RESIDENTIAL
5318 SOUTH CRENSHAN BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES, CA 90043
(213) 293-6284
** DA RR EA TX PV **

AVALON/CARVER COMMUNITY CENTER
DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
4920 SOUTH AVALON BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES, CA 90011
(213) 232-4391
** AD AM Y B H CU DM TX PV **

BAY AREA ADDICTION RESEARCH/TRT INC
(BAART) WEST OLYMPIC
1020 WEST OLYMPIC BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES, CA 90015
(213) 747-2267
** DA AM H A B H AI HV IV PG PV MM **

BAY AREA ADDICTION RESEARCH/TRT INC
HOLLYWOOD CLINIC
6411 HOLLYWOOD BOULEVARD
2ND FLOOR
LOS ANGELES, CA 90028
(213) 957-0604
** DA AM HV IV PG MM **

BAY AREA ADDICTION RESEARCH/TRT INC
SOUTHEAST METHADONE CLINIC
4920 SOUTH AVALON BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES, CA 90011
(213) 235-5035
** DA AM H A B H AI HV IV PG MM **

BEA ATTITUDE CENTER FOR WOMEN
1650 ROCKWOOD STREET
LOS ANGELES, CA 90026
(213) 250-9050
** AD RR TX **
CALIFORNIA

BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SERVICES
HOLLYWOOD COMMUNITY PREVENTION/RECOVERY CTR
6838 SUNSET BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES, CA 90028
(213) 461-5161
** AL AM Y H TX CI PV **

BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SERVICES
UNIT 1
3421 EAST OLYMPIC BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES, CA 90023
(213) 262-1786
** DA AM H Y A H HV PI CU IV PG EA **
** TX CI PV **

BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SERVICES
UNIT 2
4837 NORTH HUNTINGTON DRIVE
SUITE 3
LOS ANGELES, CA 90032
(213) 221-1745
** DA AM H Y A H HV PI CU IV PG EA **
** TX CI PV **

BEHAVIORAL SYSTEMS SOUTHWEST
6501 HOLLYWOOD BOULEVARD
SUITE 205
LOS ANGELES, CA 90028
(213) 461-2779
** DA AM H Y A H HV PI CU IV TX PV **

BETTY FORD CENTER LOS ANGELES
OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
11350 OLYMPIC BOULEVARD
SUITE 355
LOS ANGELES, CA 90064
(213) 477-3997
** DA AM TX **

BEVERLY HILLS MEDICAL CENTER
BEVERLY GLEN PROGRAM
1177 SOUTH BEVERLY DRIVE
3RD FLOOR
LOS ANGELES, CA 90035
(213) 551-7900
** DA DT RR AM H Y H HV PI CU IV PG EA **
** TX CI PV **

CA HISPANIC COMM ON ALC AND DRUG ABUSE
AGUILA RECOVERY HOME
6157 FIGUEROA STREET
LOS ANGELES, CA 90042
(213) 258-2921
** AL RR H Y H TX PV **

CA HISPANIC COMM ON ALC AND DRUG ABUSE
LATINAS RECOVERY HOME/SAINT LOUIS
527 NORTH SAINT LOUIS STREET
LOS ANGELES, CA 90033
(213) 261-7810
** DA RR H H PG EA TX PV **

CA HISPANIC COMM ON ALC AND DRUG ABUSE
OUTPATIENT
5838 EAST BEVERLY BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES, CA 90022
(213) 722-4529
** AL AM H Y H TX PV **

CA HISPANIC COMMISSION ALC/DRUG ABUSE
CASANO MORENO
4781 COLLEGEVIEW AVENUE
LOS ANGELES, CA 90041
(213) 25-3769
** AL RR H Y H TX OT **

CA HISPANIC COMMISSION ALC/DRUG ABUSE
HISpanic ALC RECOVERY COMMUNITY CENTER
4754 EAST BROOKLYN AVENUE
LOS ANGELES, CA 90022
(213) 780-0630
** AD RR AM H Y H TX CI PV **

CA HISPANIC COMMISSION ALC/DRUG ABUSE
LATINAS RECOVERY HOME/HABASH
436 HABASH AVENUE
LOS ANGELES, CA 90033
(213) 780-6756
** AL RR H EA TX PV **

CA HISPANIC COMMISSION ALC/DRUG ABUSE
MUJERES RECOVERY HOME
530 NORTH AVENUE S9
LOS ANGELES, CA 90042
(213) 250-3769
** AL RR H Y H TX **

CA HISPANIC COMMISSION ALC/DRUG ABUSE
PALOMA RECOVERY HOME
328 NORTH AVENUE S9
LOS ANGELES, CA 90042
(213) 250-3769
** AL RR H Y A H HV TX CI PV **

CALIFORNIA DETOX PROGRAMS
HOLLYWOOD CLINIC
6411 HOLLYWOOD BOULEVARD
2ND FLOOR
LOS ANGELES, CA 90028
(213) 957-0604
** DA AM IV PV MM **

CALIFORNIA DETOX PROGRAMS
SOUTH HENLO CLINIC
1020 WEST OLYMPIC BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES, CA 90015
(213) 384-9449
** DA AM H A B H AI HV IV PG PV MM **

CALIFORNIA DETOX PROGRAMS
SOUTHEAST CLINIC
4920 SOUTH AVALON AVENUE
LOS ANGELES, CA 90011
(213) 235-5050
** DA AM A B H AI HV IV MM **

CANDLE HUMAN SERVICES CENTER
9705 SOUTH HOLMES AVENUE
LOS ANGELES, CA 90022
(213) 755-1255
** DA RR AM H B H CU TX **

CASADE HERMANDAD COMMUNITY PREVENTION RECOVERY PROGRAM
135 NORTH SUNOL DRIVE
SUITE 249
LOS ANGELES, CA 90063
(213) 267-0312
** AL PV **

CASADE HERMANDAD
WEST AREA OPPORTUNITY CENTER
11821 WEST PICO BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES, CA 90064
(213) 477-8272
** DA AM Y A B H HV CU IV DH TX PV **

CEDARS/SINAI MEDICAL CENTER
CENTER FOR CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY
8700 BEVERLY BOULEVARD
SHUMAN BUILDING 7TH FLOOR
LOS ANGELES, CA 90048
(213) 555-4766
** DA DT RR A HV IV TX PV **

CHABAD RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT CENTER FOR MEN
1952 SOUTH ROBERTSON BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES, CA 90034
(213) 204-3196
** DA RR IV TX CI PV **

CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL OF LOS ANGELES
DIV OF ADOLESCENT MED/SUBST ABUSE SERV
4650 SUNSET BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES, CA 90027
(213) 663-2503
** DA AM H Y A HV CU IV PG TX CI **
** PV **

CLARE FOUNDATION CULVER VISTA
FAMILY CENTER
11325 WASHINGTON BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES, CA 90066
(213) 314-6224
** AL RR TX PV **

COMMUNITY SERVICE ORGANIZATION (CSO)
LOS ANGELES
2150 EAST FIRST STREET
LOS ANGELES, CA 90035
(213) 269-3141
** AL AM H DH TX PV **

CRI HELP
SOCORRO RDF
5110 HUNTINGTON DRIVE
LOS ANGELES, CA 90052
(213) 222-1640
** DA RR H HV IV EA TX **

DIAL ALCOHOL AND DRUG EDUCATION CENTER
3921 WILSHIRE BOULEVARD
SUITE 301
LOS ANGELES, CA 90010
(213) 384-5525
** AL AM H DH TX PV **
DIAL ALCOHOL AND DRUG EDUCATION CENTER
CENTRAL LOS ANGELES
1212 NORTH VERNON AVENUE
SUITE 101
LOS ANGELES, CA 90029
(213) 663-3221
** AL AM H DN TX PV **

DO IT NOW FOUNDATION OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA INC
7000 HOLLYWOOD BULEVARD
SUITE 906
LOS ANGELES, CA 90028
(213) 462-7151
** DA AM A HV IV TX **

DON BOSCO SOCIETY OF HOLLYWOOD
6756 HOLLYWOOD BOULEVARD
SUITE 206
LOS ANGELES, CA 90028
(213) 462-4224
** AD PV **

DRIVER SAFETY SCHOOLS
ESCUela DE LATINA DE TRAFICO
4532 EAST WHITTIER BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES, CA 90023
(213) 264-7001
** AL AM H DN TX PV **

EAST LOS ANGELES ALCOHOLISM COUNCIL
916 SOUTH ATLANTIC BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES, CA 90022
(213) 268-9364
** AL AM H DN TX PV **

EAST LOS ANGELES HEALTH TASK FORCE
COMPREHENSIVE SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
630 SOUTH SAINT LOUIS STREET
LOS ANGELES, CA 90023
(213) 265-5510
** AL DT RR AM H PI CU DN TX CI PV **

EL CENTRO HUMAN SERVICES CORPORATION
1972 EAST BROOKLYN AVENUE
LOS ANGELES, CA 90033
(213) 265-5792
** AL AM H DN TX PV **

FAMILY SERVICES OF LOS ANGELES
DIGNITY CENTER
626 SOUTH KINGSLEY DRIVE
LOS ANGELES, CA 90005
(213) 365-5792
** AD AM H A B H HV CU IV Dm TX PV **

FATHER FIGURE
4410 SOUTH MAIN STREET
LOS ANGELES, CA 90037
(213) 234-1157
** AD PV **

FELICITY HOUSE
3701 CARDOFF AVENUE
LOS ANGELES, CA 90034
(213) 857-3042
** AD RR TX **

FRIENDLY HOUSE
347 SOUTH NORMANDIE AVENUE
LOS ANGELES, CA 90020
(213) 389-9964
** AD RR H B H AI TX PV **

GAY AND LESBIAN COMMUNITY SERVICES CTR
ADDICTION RECOVERY SERVICES
1213 NORTH HIGHLAND AVENUE
LOS ANGELES, CA 90038
(213) 464-7400 EXT. 130
** AL AM H Y A AI HV EA TX CI PV **

GRAMERCY GUEST HOUSE
947 SOUTH GRAMERCY DRIVE
LOS ANGELES, CA 90019
(213) 733-9725
** AD PV DT **

HEALTH CARE DELIVERY SERVICES
THE RESOURCE CENTER
2311 PONTIUS AVENUE
LOS ANGELES, CA 90064
(213) 445-8744
** AD PV DT **

HIS SHELTERING ARMS/AFTERCARE
10615 SOUTH AVALON BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES, CA 90003
(213) 755-6646
** AL RR H IV PG TX PV **

HIS SHELTERING ARMS/OUTPATIENT
11101 SOUTH MAIN STREET
LOS ANGELES, CA 90061
(213) 755-6646
** DA AM H PG TX PV **

HOMELESS HEALTH CARE
1010 SOUTH FLOWER STREET
SUITE 500
LOS ANGELES, CA 90015
(213) 744-0724
** DA AM H A B H HV CU IV TX CI PV **

INDIAN ALCOHOLISM COMMISSION
OF CALIFORNIA
225 WEST 8TH STREET
SUITE 910
LOS ANGELES, CA 90014
(213) 622-3424
** AL PV **

JEFF GRAND MEDICAL GROUP
OUTPT METHADONE MAINTENANCE AND DETOX
3150 SOUTH HILL STREET
LOS ANGELES, CA 90007
(213) 747-7267
** DA AM H A B H AI HV IV PG PV MM **

JEWISH FAMILY SERVICES OF LOS ANGELES
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ACTION PROGRAM
11646 WEST PICO BOULEVARD
SUITE 27
LOS ANGELES, CA 90064
(213) 478-0488
** AD PV **

KAISER PERMANENTE
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY RECOVERY PROGRAM
4700 SUNSET BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES, CA 90027
(213) 667-8206
** AD DT A H Y A B H HV CU IV PG **
** TX CI **

KEDREN COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION
4211 SOUTH AVALON BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES, CA 90011
(213) 233-0426
** DA PV **

KING/DRM DRINKING DRIVER PROGRAM
COMMUNITY PREVENTION RECOVERY PROGRAM
9307 SOUTH CENTRAL AVENUE
LOS ANGELES, CA 90002
(213) 564-6902
** AL AM H EA DH TX PV **

KOREAN COMMUNITY SERVICES
650 NORTH BERENDO STREET
LOS ANGELES, CA 90004
(213) 668-9007
** AL AM H DN TX PV **

LAC/USC MEDICAL CENTER
PROFESSIONAL STAFF ASSOCIATION
1129 NORTH STATE STREET
ROOM 1035
LOS ANGELES, CA 90033
(213) 226-3650
** DA PV **

LOS ANGELES CTRS FOR ALC/DRUG ABUSE
(LACADA)
2854 LANCASTER AVENUE
SUITE 359
LOS ANGELES, CA 90033
(213) 264-5552
** AD AM H A H HV PI IV EA DH TX **
** PV **

LOS ANGELES TREATMENT SERVICES
QUIT FOR GOOD
11427 SOUTH AVALON BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES, CA 90061
(213) 757-0251
** DA AM IV MM **

MALIBU COUNTY MANOR INC
LEIRMER PARK MANOR
450-10 1/2 LEIRMER BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES, CA 90008
(213) 467-4703
** AD RR TX PV **
MARY LIND FOUNDATION
BIMINI RECOVERY HOME
155 SOUTH BIMINI PLACE
LOS ANGELES, CA 90004
(213) 388-5423
** AD RR H A B H AT HV PI CU IV TX **
** CI PV **

MARY LIND FOUNDATION
RENA B RECOVERY HOME
4445 BURNS AVENUE
LOS ANGELES, CA 90029
(213) 664-8940
** AL RR TX **

MARY LIND FOUNDATION
ROYAL PALMS RECOVERY HOME
360 SOUTH WESTLAKE AVENUE
LOS ANGELES, CA 90057
(213) 483-9201
** AL RR PI TX PV **

MENDES CONSULTATION SERVICES
3660 MILSHIRE BOULEVARD
SUIITE 1114
LOS ANGELES, CA 90010
(213) 368-6668
** AD PV **

MINI THIRTEEN STEP HOUSE
303 EAST 52ND STREET
LOS ANGELES, CA 90011
(213) 232-6228
** AL RR H TX PV **

NARCOTIC EDUCATIONAL
FOUNDATION OF AMERICA
5055 SUNSET BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES, CA 90027
(213) 663-5171
** AD PV **

NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS HOTLINE
GREATER HOLLYWOOD
LOS ANGELES, CA 90093
(213) 850-1624
** DA OT **

NARCOTICS PREVENTION PROJECT
METHADONE MAINTENANCE TREATMENT PROG
942 SOUTH ATLANTIC BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES, CA 90022
(213) 263-9700
** DA AM H HV IV CI MM **

NATIONAL COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
LOS ANGELES COUNTY INC
600 SOUTH NEW HAMPSHIRE AVENUE
LOS ANGELES, CA 90005
(213) 364-0403
** AD EA PV **

NEIGHBORHOOD YOUTH ASSOCIATION
YOUTH SERVICES
3877 GRANDVIEW BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES, CA 90066
(213) 390-6641
** DA AM H Y B H CU TX PV **

PATHFINDERS ALANO CLUB
3312 GLENDALE BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES, CA 90039
(213) 662-9871
** AD OT **

PEOPLE COORDINATED SERVS OF SO CA
CASTLE DRUG ABUSE PROG/RESIDENTIAL
1519 SOUTH MANHATTAN PLACE
LOS ANGELES, CA 90019
(213) 734-1143
** AD RR W B H HV PI CU IV PG TX **

PEOPLE COORDINATED SERVS OF SO CA
CASTLE SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
4771 SOUTH MAIN STREET
LOS ANGELES, CA 90037
(213) 233-3342
** AL RR W B H HV PI PG TX PV **

PEOPLE COORDINATED SERVS OF SO CA INC
CASTLE DRUG AND ALC ABUSE PROG/OUTPT
3021 SOUTH VERMONT AVENUE
LOS ANGELES, CA 90007
(213) 735-1231
** AD AM H Y B H HV PI CU IV PG TX **
** CI PV **

PEOPLE IN PROGRESS
ALLISON ROSE
5628 RANGEVIEW AVENUE
LOS ANGELES, CA 90042
(213) 622-3520
** AL PV **

PEOPLE IN PROGRESS
BRANDEN HOUSE
2241 BRANDEEN STREET
LOS ANGELES, CA 90026
(213) 622-3520
** AL PV **

PEOPLE IN PROGRESS
NONRESIDENTIAL RECOVERY SERVICES
634 SOUTH SPRING STREET
SUITE 400
LOS ANGELES, CA 90014
(213) 622-3520
** AL AM PI TX PV **

PEOPLE IN PROGRESS
OUTPATIENT METHADONE MAINTENANCE
1525 PIZARRO STREET
LOS ANGELES, CA 90026
(213) 484-9919
** DA AM W A PI CU IV MM OT **

PROJECT HEAVY/WEST
11818 MILSHIRE BOULEVARD
SUITE 209
LOS ANGELES, CA 90025
(213) 477-1291
** AD CI PV **

SAFETY CONSULTANT SERVICES
161 WEST 33RD STREET
LOS ANGELES, CA 90007
(213) 748-9444
** AD AM H DM TX PV **

SAINT LUKE REHABILITATION FACILITY
8750 SOUTH FIGUEROA STREET
LOS ANGELES, CA 90003
(213) 752-1083
** DA RR B H AI EA TX CI PV **

SALVATION ARMY
ADULT REHABILITATION CENTER
601 EAST 7TH STREET
LOS ANGELES, CA 90021
(213) 620-1270
** AD RR B H PI CU TX **

SALVATION ARMY
HARBOR LIGHT CENTER
809 EAST 5TH STREET
LOS ANGELES, CA 90013
(213) 626-4786
** AL DT RR TX CI PV **

SALVATION ARMY
HARMONY HALL
3107 SOUTH GRAND AVENUE
LOS ANGELES, CA 90007
(213) 748-0391
** AL RR W TX CI PV **

SALVATION ARMY
SAFE HARBOR
721 EAST 5TH STREET
LOS ANGELES, CA 90013
(213) 626-4786
** AL DT RR W TX CI PV **

SEA POSSIBLE
161 SOUTH FETTERLY AVENUE
LOS ANGELES, CA 90022
(213) 261-9779
** DA AM H Y A H HV CU PG EA TX CI **
** PV **

SELF IMPROVEMENT
ALTERNATIVE MEASURES (SIAM)
3450 WEST 4TH STREET
SUITE 217
LOS ANGELES, CA 90008
(213) 292-0581
** AL AM B H DM TX PV **

SPECIAL SERVICE FOR GROUPS
PACIFIC ASIAN ALCOHOL PROGRAM
1720 WEST BEVERLY BOULEVARD
LOS ANGELES, CA 90026
(213) 753-5361
** DA PV OT **

SPENCER RECOVERY CENTERS/SILVER LAKE
2530 HYPERION AVENUE
LOS ANGELES, CA 90027
(213) 660-2670
** AD RR H B H HV CU IV TX **
SUNRISE COMMUNITY COUNSELING CENTER IN/OUTPATIENT
1925 WEST TEMPLE STREET
SUITE 205
LOS ANGELES, CA 90026
(213) 433-8682
** DA AM M Y H CU IV TX CI PV **

THE ORIGINAL MEN'S
12TH STEP HOUSE INC
946 SOUTH MENLO AVENUE
LOS ANGELES, CA 90006
(213) 480-8669
** AL RR EA TX **

UNION RESCUE MISSION
OVERCOMERS PROGRAM
226 SOUTH MAIN STREET
LOS ANGELES, CA 90053
(213) 628-6103
** AD DT RR H HV TX CI PV **

UNITED AMERICAN INDIAN INVOLVEMENT
118 WINSTON STREET
LOS ANGELES, CA 90013
(213) 463-4266
** AL RR IV TX CI PV **

VAN NESS RECOVERY HOUSE
1919 NORTH BEACHWOOD DRIVE
LOS ANGELES, CA 90068
(213) 244-9469
** AD RR M H B H HV CU IV TX CI PV **

VETERANS ADMIN MCTR BRENTWOOD
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
11301 HILSHIRE BOULEVARD
MARSD 257C 691/8116A22
LOS ANGELES, CA 90073
(818) 788-2992
** DA DT RR AM M H HV IV TX CI PV **

VETERANS AFFAIRS OUTPATIENT CLINIC
DRUG DEPENDENCE TREATMENT PROGRAM
425 SOUTH MILL STREET
LOS ANGELES, CA 90013
(213) 894-2896
** DA AM M B H HV IV TX CI PV **
** MM **

VOLUNTEERS OF AMERICA OF LOS ANGELES
ALCOHOL SERVICES
515 EAST 6TH STREET
LOS ANGELES, CA 90021
(213) 627-8002
** AL RR AM PI TX PV **

WATTS HEALTH FOUNDATION INC
HOUSE OF UNHUR
8005 SOUTH FIGUEROA STREET
LOS ANGELES, CA 90003
(213) 778-5290 EXT. 30
** DA RR M B CU IV TX CI PV **

WEINGART MEDICAL CLINIC
803 NORTH ORANGE DRIVE
LOS ANGELES, CA 90038
(213) 622-2639
** AD IV CI **

WEST LOS ANGELES TREATMENT PROGRAM
METHADONE CLINIC 1/MM
2321 PONTIUS AVENUE
LOS ANGELES, CA 90064
(213) 477-2951
** DA AM M A HV IV PG CI PV MM OT **

WESTSIDE SOBER LIVING CENTERS
PROMISES RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT CENTERS
3743 1/2 SOUTH BARRINGTON STREET
LOS ANGELES, CA 90006
(213) 390-2340
** AL RR M A B H HV CU PG EA TX CI **
** PV **

LOS GATOS
RENSANCE CENTER
264 OAKMEADOW DRIVE
LOS ANGELES, CA 90503
(408) 352-8435
** DA AM M H B H HV IV PG TX CI PV **

SOUTH BAY TEEN CHALLENGE
16735 LARK AVENUE
LOS GATOS, CA 90503
(408) 320-2150
** AD RR M H HV IV TX CI PV **

WEST VALLEY ALCOHOLISM SERVICE CENTER
OUTPATIENT
375 KNOWLES DRIVE
LOS GATOS, CA 90503
(408) 530-7020
** AL MM AM B H HW TX PV **

LOYALTON
SIERRA COUNTY
ALCOHOL AND DRUG DEPARTMENT
195 FRONT STREET
LOYALTON, CA 96118
(916) 993-6720
** AL RR AM M Y PI CU EA TX CI PV **

LYHOOOD
LOS ANGELES HEALTH SERVICES
LYNWOOD CLINIC
11315 SOUTH ATLANTIC AVENUE
LYNWOOD, CA 90262
(213) 537-5883
** DA AM M A B H AI HV IV CI PV MM **

MADERA
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOS
MADERA, CA 93639
(209) 674-1483
** AL OT **

J C GRAHAM AND ASSOCIATES
401 SOUTH D STREET
MADERA, CA 93638
(209) 661-6090
** AL AM M H HW TX PV **

KINGS VIEW COMMUNITY SERVICES
14277 ROAD 28
MADERA, CA 93638
(209) 673-8006
** AL AM M Y H HW TX PV **

MADERA COUNSELING CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
14277 ROAD 28
MADERA, CA 93639
(209) 673-3508
** AD AM M Y H HV IV PG TX CI PV **
** OT **

MALIBU
CLIENT APPRAISAL RESOURCES/MALIBU
23525 WEST CIVIC CENTER WAY
SUITE 106
MALIBU, CA 90265
(213) 317-1305
** AD EA CI PV **

MAMMOTH LAKES
MONO COUNTY ALCOHOL AND
DRUG PROGRAM
HIGHWAY 203 AND OLD MAMMOTH ROAD
MAMMOTH LAKES, CA 93546
(619) 935-8221
** AD RR AM M Y IV TX CI PV **

MANHATTAN BEACH
LIFE STARTS OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
225 SOUTH SEPULEDILLA BOULEVARD
SUITE 175
MANHATTAN BEACH, CA 90266
(213) 318-8084
** AD AA M H B AAI CU IV EA TX CI **
** PV **

MANTEC
SAN JOAQUIN COUNCIL FOR THE
AMERICAN INDIAN/THREE RIVERS LODGE
13505 SOUTH UNION ROAD
MANTeca, CA 95336
(209) 858-2421
** AL RR AM AI TX PV **

VALLEY COMMUNITY COUNSELING SERVICES
110 NORTH SHERMAN AVENUE
MANTeca, CA 95336
(209) 823-1911
** AL AM M H HW TX PV **
MARIPOSA
MARIPOSA COUNSELING CENTER
ALC/DRUG SERVICES FOR MARIPOSA COUNTY
5085 BULLION STREET
MARIPOSA, CA 95338
(209) 966-2000
** AD AM D H TX PV **

MARKLEVILLE
ALPINE COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH DEPARTMENT
ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
260 MONTGOMERY STREET
MARKLEVILLE, CA 96120
(916) 694-2146
** AD AM Y AI IV EA DN TX PV **

MARTINEZ
CONTRA COSTA COUNTY DETENTION FACILITY
1000 HARD STREET
MENTAL HEALTH
MARTINEZ, CA 94553
(415) 646-1640
** DA DT H A B H AI HV PI CU IV PG **
** MM **

DISCOVERY HOUSE I
904 MELLUS STREET
MARTINEZ, CA 94553
(415) 229-4365
** DA RR A B H HV CU IV TX CI **

DISCOVERY HOUSE II
4639 PACHECO BOULEVARD
MARTINEZ, CA 94553
(415) 229-4212
** DA RR IV TX **

HEALTH CARE DELIVERY SERVICES
PRIDE HOUSE MARTINEZ
220 GLACIER DRIVE
MARTINEZ, CA 94553
(415) 372-3800
** AD RR IV TX CI PV DT **

HORIZONS CENTER
2244 PACHECO BOULEVARD
MARTINEZ, CA 94553
(415) 370-1990
** DA AM TX CI PV **

POST CONVICTION DRINKING DRIVERS PROGRAM (PCDDP)
10 DOUGLASS DRIVE
SUITE 130
MARTINEZ, CA 94553
(415) 666-5205
** AL AM B H DN TX PV **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
150 MUIR ROAD
MARTINEZ, CA 94553
(415) 372-2000 EXT. 6107
** AD RR AM H A HV IV EA TX PV MM **

MARYSVILLE
PATHWAYS HOUSE I
ALCOHOL RECOVERY HOME FOR MEN
605 4TH STREET
MARYSVILLE, CA 95901
(916) 742-6670
** AD RR TX PV **

PATHWAYS HOUSE II
RECOVERY HOME FOR MEN
806 5TH STREET
MARYSVILLE, CA 95901
(916) 742-6679
** AL RR H PI PG TX PV **

PATHWAYS RESOURCE CENTER
229 6TH STREET
MARYSVILLE, CA 95901
(916) 743-4008
** AL CI PV OT **

MATHER AIR FORCE BASE
MATHER AIR FORCE BASE
DRUG/ALCOHOL ABUSE CONTROL OFFICE
BRISCOLL AND E STREET
323 MRSB/HSR
MATHER AIR FORCE BASE, CA 95655
(916) 364-2129 EXT. 4545
** AD EA CI PV **

MCCLELLAN AIR FORCE BASE
MCCLELLAN AFB SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
SOCIAL ACTIONS OFFICE
SH-ALC/HRS
PERRIN STREET BUILDING 1042
MCCLELLAN AIR FORCE BASE, CA 95652
(916) 643-3000
** AD AM H Y EA TX CI PV **

MENLO PARK
MORIAH HOUSE
3406 ALAMEDA DE LAS PULGAS
MENLO PARK, CA 94025
(415) 854-5180
** AD RR EA TX CI **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
DRUG AND ALCOHOL RECOVERY UNIT
795 WILLMOT ROAD
MENLO PARK, CA 94025
(415) 493-5000 EXT. 2157
** AD DT RR AM H HV CU IV TX CI MM **

MERCED
COMMUNITY/SOCIAL MODEL ADVOCATES INC
HOBIE HOUSE
1301 YOSEMITE PARKWAY
MERCED, CA 95340
(209) 722-6377
** AD RR TX PV **

COMMUNITY/SOCIAL MODEL ADVOCATES INC
TRANQUILITY HOUSE
2241 Q STREET
MERCED, CA 95340
(209) 722-6377
** AL RR TX PV **

LIFESTYLE MANAGEMENT/DRYDOCK DRIVING DRIVER PROGRAM
1521 WEST MAIN STREET
MERCED, CA 95340
(209) 383-7797
** AD AM DN TX PV **

THE CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES
658 WEST MAIN STREET
MERCED, CA 95340
(209) 723-3095
** AD AM HY H CUA EA TX CI PV **

MODESTO
CARE SCHOOLS
3719-A TULLY ROAD
MODESTO, CA 95356
(209) 527-8070
** AL AM H PI DM TX CI PV **

CENTER FOR HUMAN SERVICES
YOUTH SERVICE BUREAU
1700 MCHENRY VILLAGE MAY
SUITE 11-B
MODESTO, CA 95350
(209) 526-1640
** AD PV **

FAMILY SERVICE AGENCY OF STANISLAUS COUNTY/1ST STEP PROGRAM
1100 KANSAS STREET
SUITES 1 AND J
MODESTO, CA 95351
(209) 544-3608
** DA AM H H PI CU IV PG TX CI PV **
** OT **

FAMILY SERVICES AGENCY OF STANISLAUS COUNTY/HONOR FARM PROGRAM
1030 15TH STREET
MODESTO, CA 95354
(209) 667-0864
** DA RR AM IV TX CI PV **

MEMORIAL HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION
RECOVERY RESOURCES OUTPATIENT SERVS
1800 COFFEE ROAD
SUITE 93
MODESTO, CA 95350
(209) 526-4800 EXT. 8125
** AD AM H B CUA EA TX CI PV **

STANISLAUS CNTRY DEPT OF MENTAL HEALTH
ALC TRG PROG/HEROIN TRG SERVICES
800 SCENIC DRIVE
MODESTO, CA 95350
(209) 525-6146
** AD DT RR AM H H PI IV TX **
CALIFORNIA

STANISLAUS COUNTY SUBST ABUSE SERVICES
HEROIN TREATMENT
800 SCENIC DRIVE SW
MODESTO, CA 95350
(209) 525-6146
** DA AM IV PG MM **

STANISLAUS COUNTY SUBST ABUSE SERVICES
OUTPATIENT DRUG FREE
1501 F STREET
MODESTO, CA 95354
(209) 525-7660
** DA AM H Y B B CU IV PG TX PV **

STANISLAUS SAFETY CENTER
1100 KANSAS AVENUE
SUITE F
MODESTO, CA 95351
(209) 526-9393
** AL AM H DM TX PV **

MOJAVE

DESERT COUNSELING CLINIC
MOJAVE BRANCH
16914 1/2 HIGHWAY 14
MOJAVE, CA 93501
(805) 824-2260
** AD PV **

MONROVIA

CALIFORNIA TRAFFIC SCHOOLS
MONROVIA
135 WEST FOOTHILL BOULEVARD
MONROVIA, CA 91016
(818) 359-1161
** AL AM H Y H DM TX PV **

NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS
EASTERN COUNTIES HOTLINE
109 NORTH IVY STREET
SUITE A
MONROVIA, CA 91016
(213) 698-4604
** DA OT **

SANTA ANITA FAMILY SERVICES
PATHWAYS
605 SOUTH MYRTLE AVENUE
MONROVIA, CA 91016
(818) 359-9350
** DA AM H Y A H HV CU IV PG EA TX **
** CI PV **

SPENCER RECOVERY CENTERS/MONROVIA I
345 WEST FOOTHILL BOULEVARD
MONROVIA, CA 91016
(818) 358-3662
** AD RR H Y A HV CU IV TX PV **

MONTRAIL

INLAND HEALTH SERVICES (IHS)
MONTRAIL
4761 ARROM HIGHWAY
MONTRAIL, CA 91763
(714) 625-3818
** DA AM H A HV IV PG MM **

MONTEREY

ALANO CLUB
519 HARTNELL STREET
MONTEREY, CA 93940
(408) 373-0830
** AL OT **

ALCOHOL PROGRAMS MANAGEMENT
11938 10TH STREET
MONTEREY, CA 93940
(408) 375-2639
** AL AM H DM TX PV **

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS INTERGROUP
MONTEREY BAY AREA
1015 CASS STREET
SUITE 4
MONTEREY, CA 93940
(408) 375-3713
** AL OT **

COMMUNITY HOSPITAL RECOVERY CENTER AND
CLINT EASTWOOD YOUTH PROGRAM
576 HARTNELL STREET
MONTEREY, CA 93940
(408) 375-0924
** AD DT RR AM H Y A HV CU IV PG **
** EA TX CE PV OT **

MONTEREY PARK

ALHAMBRA SAFETY SERVICES
926 EAST GARVEY STREET
SUITE A
MONTEREY PARK, CA 91754
(818) 571-6988
** AL AM H DM TX PV **

MOROCHO VALLEY

KOALACARE OF CALIFORNIA INC
ACE PROGRAM
25946 SUNNYHEAD BOULEVARD
SUITE 5
MOROCHO VALLEY, CA 92388
(714) 242-6339
** AL AM H DM TX PV **

MORGAN HILL

MORGAN HILL COMMUNITY ADULT SCHOOL
1505 EAST MAIN AVENUE
MORGAN HILL, CA 95037
(408) 779-8261
** AL AM H DM TX PV **

VICTORY OUTREACH
MENS HOME
11321 HALE AVENUE
MORGAN HILL, CA 95037
(408) 779-6198
** AD AM RY TX PV **

MOUNTAIN VIEW

ASSURED RECOVERY TRAINING
2500 HOSPITAL DRIVE
BUILDING 1
MOUNTAIN VIEW, CA 94040
(415) 962-9200
** AD AM IV TX CI PV OT **

COMMUNITY HEALTH AWARENESS PROGRAM
711 CHURCH STREET
MOUNTAIN VIEW, CA 94041
(415) 966-2020
** AD PV **

EL CAMINO HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES
2500 GRANT ROAD
MOUNTAIN VIEW, CA 94040
(415) 940-7250
** AD DT RR AM IV TX PV **

GROWTH AND LEADERSHIP CENTER
1451 GRANT ROAD
SUITE 102
MOUNTAIN VIEW, CA 94040
(415) 966-1144
** AD AM EA TX PV **

MURRIETA

ANDERSON AND ASSOCIATES
COUNSELING SERVICES
26811 HOBIE CIRCLE
SUITE 02
MURRIETA, CA 92562
(714) 677-0777
** AL AM H DM TX PV **

NAPA

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
NAPA INTERGROUP
NAPA, CA 94558
(707) 255-4900
** AL OT **

CRISIS HELP OF THE NORTH BAY
NAPA, CA 94501
(707) 252-5560
** AD OT **

FAMILY SERVICE OF NORTH BAY
1167 DIVISION STREET
NAPA, CA 94550
(707) 255-0966
** AD AM H Y H PI EA TX **
NAPA COUNTY DRINKING DRIVER PROGRAM 730 RANDOLPH STREET
NAPA, CA 94558
(707) 253-4264
** AL AM B H PI DW TX PV **

NAPA COUNTY HUMAN SERVICES ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
2346 OLD SONOMA ROAD
NAPA, CA 94558
(707) 253-4721
** AD DT RR AM M Y H IV PG DW TX **
** CI PV **

OUR FAMILY INC
NAPA STATE HOSPITAL
EVERGREEN DRIVE/D ROAD
NAPA, CA 94558
(707) 252-1366
** DA RR AM M Y A B H AI HV IV TX **
** PV **

NEEDLES
FORT MOJAVE TRIBE
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
500 MERRIAM STREET
NEEDLES, CA 92363
(619) 326-4591
** AD EA PV **

NEEDLES COUNSELING CENTER
1406 BAILEY AVENUE
SUITE E
NEEDLES, CA 92362
(619) 326-4221
** AD AM DH TX PV **

NEVADA CITY
LOVETT RESIDENTIAL CENTER
10075 BOST AVENUE
NEVADA CITY, CA 95959
(916) 265-9045
** AD RR TX CI PV **

NEVADA COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
10433 WILLow VALLEY ROAD
NEVADA CITY, CA 95959
(916) 265-1457
** AD AM H A HV PI IV TX PV **

NEDMARK
SECOND CHANCE INC
6330 THORNTON AVENUE
NEDMARK, CA 95460
(415) 792-4357
** AD AM IV DH TX PV **

NEDMARK NATIONAL COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM AND
DRUG DEPENDENCE OF SAN FERNANDO VALLEY
24416 WALNUT STREET
NEDMARK, CA 91321
(805) 254-0700
** AD AM M Y A H HV CU PG DW TX PV **

SAFETY CONSULTANT SERVICES
24506 1/2 LYON AVENUE
NEDMARK, CA 91321
(805) 255-7720
** AL AM DW TX PV **

NEWPORT BEACH
HOAG MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY CENTER
301 NEWPORT BOULEVARD
NEWPORT BEACH, CA 92660
(714) 760-6566
** AD DT RR AM TX CI **

NEWPORT RECOVERY SERVICES
200 NEWPORT CENTER DRIVE
SUITE 203
NEWPORT BEACH, CA 92660
(714) 760-6500
** AD AM M Y B H CU TX PV **

NORCO
A BETTER COMMUNITY PROGRAM (ABC)
343 6TH STREET
SUITE K
NORCO, CA 91760
(714) 734-3399
** AL AM H DH TX PV **

CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS
CA REHAB CENTER CIVIL ADDICT PROGRAM
5TH AND WESTERN STREETS
NORCO, CA 91760
(714) 757-2683
** AL RR IV EA TX CI PV OT **

NORTH HOLLYWOOD
CHANDLER LODGE FOUNDATION
11455 CHANDLER BOULEVARD
NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CA 91601
(818) 766-4534
** AL RR B H AI TX PV **

CRI HELP/NORTH HOLLYWOOD
11027 BURBANK BOULEVARD
NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CA 91601
(818) 985-8323
** DA RR A HV IV EA TX **

DIAL ALCOHOL AND DRUG EDUCATION CENTER
NORTH HOLLYWOOD
12036 VANROWEN STREET
SUITE A
NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CA 91605
(818) 764-2622
** AL AM H DW TX PV **

MEDICAL CENTER OF NORTH HOLLYWOOD
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY RECOVERY CENTER
12629 RIVERSIDE DRIVE
NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CA 91607
(818) 763-6261
** AD DT IV TX **

STUDIO 12
12406 MAGNOLIA BOULEVARD
NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CA 91617
(818) 769-9171
** AD PV **

VESPER HOUSE
6301 CAHUENGA BOULEVARD
NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CA 91606
(818) 760-9861
** AD RR TX PV **

NORTHRIDGE
ALTERNATIVE RECOVERY CENTERS
VALLEY TRT CTR/BALBOA HOUSE
8941 BALBOA BOULEVARD
NORTHRIDGE, CA 91325
(818) 805-0883
** AD RR AM B H CU EA TX PV **

NORTHRIDGE HOSPITAL MEDICAL CENTER
PROGRAM FOR PROBLEM DEPENDENCIES
18620 ROSCOE BOULEVARD
NORTHRIDGE, CA 91328
(818) 805-5202
** AD AM H CU TX PV **

NORTHERN AIR FORCE BASE
NORTHERN AFB SOCIAL ACTIONS
SUBSTANCE ABUSE OFFICE
63 MHS/MSLD
BUILDING 538
NORTHERN AIR FORCE BASE, CA 92409
(714) 382-5231
** DA AM TX CI PV **

NORTHWOOD
LOS ANGELES CTRS FOR ALC/DRUG ABUSE
RECOVERY HOUSE
11600 NORTHWICK BOULEVARD
SUITE 305
NORTHWOOD, CA 90650
(213) 863-3521
** DA RR IV TX **

SOUTHEAST COUNCIL ON ALC/DRUG PROBLEMS
CEDAR HOUSE
11400 NORTHWICK BOULEVARD
BUILDING 302/313
NORTHWOOD, CA 90650
(213) 864-7726
** AL DT RR B H PI TX **
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PACIFIC PROGRAM PI AD TX AL CASE EAST 14TH HRR INSTITUTE HAWTHORNE PV RECOVERY INC</td>
<td>858-8234</td>
<td>**AL RR AM Y IV TX PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OAKLAND ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS EAST BAY INTERGROUP CENTRAL OFFICE 2910 TELEGRAPH AVENUE SUITE 100 OAKLAND, CA 94609</td>
<td>(415) 653-4500</td>
<td>**AL OT **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATHOLIC COUNSELING SERVICES 433 JEFFERSON STREET OAKLAND, CA 94607</td>
<td>(415) 854-5656</td>
<td>**AD EA PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CENTER DE JUVENTUD 3209 GALINDO STREET OAKLAND, CA 94601</td>
<td>(415) 532-5995</td>
<td>**DA PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY RECOVERY HOSPITAL THUNDER ROAD 390 40TH STREET OAKLAND, CA 94609</td>
<td>(415) 653-6209</td>
<td>**AR H IV PG TX PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHERYALIS 3065 TELEGRAPH AVENUE OAKLAND, CA 94609</td>
<td>(415) 655-7792</td>
<td>**AD RR AM B H IV PG TX PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EAST BAY REHABILITATION PROJECT 543 8TH STREET OAKLAND, CA 94607</td>
<td>(415) 451-0375</td>
<td>**AL RR H IV PG TX PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EAST OAKLAND RECOVERY CENTER 9702 EAST 14TH STREET OAKLAND, CA 94603</td>
<td>(415) 568-2432</td>
<td>**AL AM TX CI PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EASTLAKE YMCA CENTER YOUTH INTERVENTION 1612 45TH AVENUE OAKLAND, CA 94601</td>
<td>(415) 534-7411</td>
<td>**AD PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EL CHANTE ALCOHOLISM RECOVERY HOME 425 VERNON STREET OAKLAND, CA 94610</td>
<td>(415) 465-4569</td>
<td>**AL RR B H IV PG TX PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GLADMAN MEMORIAL HOSPITAL CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY 2633 EAST 27TH STREET OAKLAND, CA 94601</td>
<td>(415) 535-5214</td>
<td>**AD PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GROUP MEN/HAMILTON 62 HAMILTON PLACE OAKLAND, CA 94612</td>
<td>(415) 601-1096</td>
<td>**DA RR B H IV PG TX PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GROUP WOMEN/NEY 8339 NEY AVENUE OAKLAND, CA 94605</td>
<td>(415) 658-4481</td>
<td>**DA RR B H IV PG TX PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GROUP INC MEN/BAYVIEW 1011 BAYVIEW AVENUE OAKLAND, CA 94610</td>
<td>(415) 534-9090</td>
<td>**DA RR B H IV PG TX PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GROUP INC WOMEN/HARRISON 2941 HARRISON STREET OAKLAND, CA 94611</td>
<td>(415) 272-9103</td>
<td>**DA RR H B H IV PG TX PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GROUP INC WOMEN/HARRISON 2941 HARRISON STREET OAKLAND, CA 94611</td>
<td>(415) 272-9103</td>
<td>**PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIGHLAND GENERAL HOSPITAL HEALTHY INFANT PROGRAM 1411 EAST 51ST STREET OAKLAND, CA 94611</td>
<td>(415) 532-7722</td>
<td>**AD PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KAISSER ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM 3900 BROADWAY OAKLAND, CA 94611</td>
<td>(415) 596-1075</td>
<td>**AD AM IV EA TX CI **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MANDANA HOUSE 541 MANDANA BOULEVARD OAKLAND, CA 94610</td>
<td>(415) 839-2014</td>
<td>**AD PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MANDELA HOUSE THE SOLID FOUNDATION 3723 HILLVIEW STREET OAKLAND, CA 94602</td>
<td>(415) 462-3217</td>
<td>**DA RR PG TX CI PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MERRITT PERALTA INSTITUTE CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY RECOVERY HOSPITAL 433 HANHORNE AVENUE OAKLAND, CA 94609</td>
<td>(415) 652-7000</td>
<td>**AD DT RR AM IV TX CI PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MINORITIES ALC TREATMENT ALTERNATIVES NEIGHBORHOOD RECEPTION/REFERRAL CENTER 1315 FRUITVALE AVENUE OAKLAND, CA 94601</td>
<td>(415) 261-7120</td>
<td>**MA AB H IV TX CI PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NARCO TICS EDUCATION LEAGUE DROP IN CENTER/MUJERES CON ESPERANZA 3315 EAST 14TH STREET OAKLAND, CA 94601</td>
<td>(415) 536-4760</td>
<td>**DA AM H B H II CU IV PG EA TX **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATIVE AMERICAN ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM NEW DANN LODGE/MOMENS RESIDENCE 1815 39TH AVENUE SUITES D AND C OAKLAND, CA 94601</td>
<td>(415) 534-2737</td>
<td>**MA RR AM H II CU EA TX PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATIVE AMERICAN ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM WHITE CLOUD LODGE/MOMENS RESIDENCE 1818 38TH AVENUE OAKLAND, CA 94601</td>
<td>(415) 534-2737</td>
<td>**MA RR AM H II CU EA TX PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NAVAL HOSPITAL/OAKLAND ALCOHOLISM REHABILITATION DEPT 8750 MOUNTAIN BOULEVARD BUILDING 70-A OAKLAND, CA 94627</td>
<td>(415) 632-6305</td>
<td>**MA DT RR AM H B H II AV TX CI PV **</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
WEST OAKLAND HEALTH CENTER
TRouble HOUSE
3312 san pablo avenue
oakland, CA 94608
(415) 658-8375
** da am b pi cu tx pv **

14TH STREET CLINIC AND MEDICAL GROUP
1124 east 14th street
OAKLAND, CA 94606
(510) 533-0800
** da am a hv iv pg mm **

OCEANSIDE

CORNERSTONE
RESIDENTIAL
147 south carey road
OCEANSIDE, CA 92054
(619) 757-1861
** AD RR TX PV **

MCALISTER INSTITUTE FOR TREATMENT AND EDUCATION (MITE) NORTH COASTAL
514 north hill street
OCEANSIDE, CA 92054
(619) 721-2781
** DA AM H Y H IV TX PV **

MCALISTER INSTITUTE FOR TREATMENT AND EDUCATION (MITE) OCEANSIDE
4010 via serra street
OCEANSIDE, CA 92056
(619) 721-2781
** DA RR IV TX PV **

OJAI

ALANO CLUB OF OJAI VALLEY
575 west el roblar drive
OJAI, CA 93023
(805) 666-9187
** AL OT **

Ojai community hospital
NEW BEGINNINGS UNIT
1306 maricopa highway
Ojai, CA 93023
(805) 646-5567
** AD DT RR IV EA TX PV **

ONTARIO

BILINGUAL FAMILY COUNSELING SERVICE CENTER FOR RECOVERY
313 west f street
Ontario, CA 91762
(714) 986-7111
** AD AM W Y H IV PG TX PV **

CALIFORNIA TRAFFIC AND TRAINING SCHOOLS
420 north euclid avenue
Ontario, CA 91764
(714) 391-1451
** AL AM H DH TX PV **

OREGON

COMMUNITY HEALTH PROJECTS/ONTARIO
324 north laurel avenue
Ontario, CA 91762
(714) 986-4550
** DA AM A B H AI IV PG MM **

EL SOL DUI AND TRAFFIC SCHOOL
ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE AND SERVICES
1065 west 6th street
suite 204
Ontario, CA 91762
(714) 985-2433
** AL AM H DH TX PV **

EPHPHETA COUNSELING CENTER
534 north fern avenue
Ontario, CA 91762
(714) 986-1761
** ad am y h hv ea tx ci pv **

NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS HOTLINE
INLAND EMPIRE WEST
Ontario, CA 91762
(714) 622-6274
** da dt **

NEW BEGINNINGS
550 north monterey avenue
Ontario community hospital
Ontario, CA 91764
(714) 988-3264
** AD DT RR IV EA TX **

ORANGE HOUSE
MENS FACILITY
1003 north orange street
Ontario, CA 91764
(714) 983-1759
** AL RR TX PV **

REID AND ASSOCIATES
COUNSELING CENTER
104 west c street
suite 201
Ontario, CA 91762
(714) 980-7935
** AD AM W Y B H TX **

VALLEY IMPROVEMENT PROGRAMS
210 west b street
Ontario, CA 91762
(714) 983-3665
** AL AM H AI DH TX PV **

Carus unit hospital of orange county
401 south tustin avenue
Orange, CA 92666
(714) 635-9562
** AD DT RR PI CU TX CI PV OT **

City of orange police department
CRISIS INTERVENTION UNIT
1107 north batavia street
Orange, CA 92667
(714) 747-7305
** AD AM W Y CU IV EA TX PV **
CALIFORNIA

MARIPOSA WOMENS CENTER
777 SOUTH MAIN STREET
SUITE 116
ORANGE, CA 92668
(714) 547-6694
** AL AM M PG EA TX PV **

SAINT JOSEPH HOSPITAL
FAMILY RECOVERY SERVICES
1100 WEST STEHART DRIVE
SISTER ELIZABETH BUILDING
ORANGE, CA 92668
(714) 771-8000
** AD DT RR AM IV TX OT **

SCHOOL TEN
1111 TOWN AND COUNTRY ROAD
SUITE 25
ORANGE, CA 92668
(714) 550-0908
** AL AM DH TX PV **

SOUTH COAST COUNSELING I
1809 EAST WILSON AVENUE
APARTMENT B
ORANGE, CA 92667
(714) 550-1311
** AL RR TX **

ORANGEVALE

GULLHAVEN
7539 TELEGRAPH AVENUE
ORANGEVALE, CA 92662
(916) 988-9300
** AD RR W TX **

NEH DAWN
6043 ROLOFF WAY
ORANGEVALE, CA 92662
(916) 969-4300
** AD PV **

STARTING POINT
ADULT AND ADOLESCENT UNIT
8773 OAK AVENUE
ORANGEVALE, CA 92662
(916) 988-5700
** AD DT RR W Y A CU IV PG TX PV **

ORLAND

GLEN COUNTY HEALTH SERVICES/ORLAND
1187 EAST SOUTH STREET
ORLAND, CA 95963
(916) 865-1146
** AD AM TX CI PV **

OROVILLE

NORTHERN VALLEY INDIAN HEALTH
2167 MONTGOMERY STREET
OROVILLE, CA 95965
(916) 534-9640
** AD PV **

OXNARD

ALTERNATIVE ACTION PROGRAMS
2035 SOUTHWAYS ROAD
SUITE 5
OXNARD, CA 93030
(805) 385-3777
** DA AM EA TX CI PV **

COMMUNITY HEALTH PROJECTS/VENTURA
D STREET UNIT
620 SOUTH D STREET
OXNARD, CA 93030
(805) 486-4876
** DA AM A HV IV TX PV MM **

COMMUNITY HEALTH PROJECTS/VENTURA
SAVIERS ROAD UNIT
2055 SAVIERS ROAD
SUITES 10 AND 11
OXNARD, CA 93033
(805) 483-2253
** DA AM N A H HV IV PG CI MM **

FAMILY COUNSELING SERV OF VENTURA CNTY
ALCOHOL COUNSELING CENTER
500 ESPANADE DRIVE
SUITE 1200
OXNARD, CA 93030
(805) 988-1051
** AD AM M EA TX PV **

LATINA RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT CENTER
910 JUNEBERRY PLACE
OXNARD, CA 93030
(805) 988-1560
** AL RR W H PG TX **

MIRACLE HOUSE
2154 BRIGHAM STREET
OXNARD, CA 93033
(805) 488-6909
** AD RR W CU TX PV **

PRIMARY PURPOSE
DETOX
603 WEST 5TH STREET
OXNARD, CA 93030
(805) 487-2441
** AL DT TX PV **

PRIMARY PURPOSE
MENS FACILITY
840 WEST 5TH STREET
OXNARD, CA 93030
(805) 487-4194
** AL RR IV EA TX PV **

PRIMARY PURPOSE
WOMENS FACILITY
460 SOUTH F STREET
OXNARD, CA 93030
(805) 487-4194
** AL RR W IV EA TX PV **

RAINBOW RESIDENTIAL FOR WOMEN
1826 EAST CHANNEL ISLAND BOULEVARD
OXNARD, CA 93030
(805) 487-4665
** AD RR W CU IV PG TX **

SHAMROCK HOUSE
1334 EAST CHANNEL ISLANDS BOULEVARD
OXNARD, CA 93030
(805) 486-8924
** AD RR TX PV **

PACIFIC GROVE
BEACON HOUSE
468 PINE AVENUE
PACIFIC GROVE, CA 93950
(408) 372-2334
** DA RR TX **

PACIFICA
PYRAMID ALTERNATIVES
480 MANOR PLAZA
PACIFICA, CA 94044
(415) 355-8787
** AD AH B H AI HV CU IV EA DM TX **
** CI PV **

PACOIMA

EL PROYECTO DEL BARRIO
13643 VAN NUYS BOULEVARD
PACOIMA, CA 91331
(818) 896-1135
** DA AH Y A B H HV IV TX CI PV **

VIA AVANTA PROGRAM
11643 GLENDAK BOULEVARD
PACOIMA, CA 91331
(818) 897-2609
** DA RR W HV IV PG TX **

PALM SPRINGS

CHOICES FOR WOMEN
350 EAST PALM CANYON DRIVE
PALM SPRINGS, CA 92264
(619) 327-9554
** AD RR W IV TX **

DESSERT AIDS
750 SOUTH VILLA ROAD
PALM SPRINGS, CA 92264
(619) 323-2118
** DA PV **

MICHAEL ALAN ROSEN FOUNDATION
MICAEL HOUSE
430 SOUTH CHAUILLA STREET
PALM SPRINGS, CA 92262
(619) 320-5486
** AD RR IV TX **
PALM DESERT
ANTERO VALLEY COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG DEPENDENCY
1543-F EAST PALM DESERT BOULEVARD
PALM DESERT, CA 92260
(760) 340-1052
** DA CT **

NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS HOTLINE
HIGH DESERT
PALM DESERT, CA 92260
(760) 340-1052
** DA CT **

PALM DESERT HOSPITAL MEDICAL CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY
1212 EAST AVENUE S
PALM DESERT, CA 92260
(760) 340-1052
** DA CT **

PALO ALTO
DREW HEALTH FOUNDATION
NEW DAY MENS PROGRAM
2560 PULGAS AVENUE
PALO ALTO, CA 94303
(415) 328-1065 EXT. 7
** AD CT A B HV PI CU IV TX **

DREW HEALTH FOUNDATION
NEW DAY WOMENS PROGRAM
2111 UNIVERSITY AVENUE
PALO ALTO, CA 94303
(415) 328-5060 EXT. 60
** AD CT A B HV PI CU IV PG CT **

DREW NEIGHBORHOOD RECOVERY CENTER
2156 UNIVERSITY AVENUE
PALO ALTO, CA 94303
(415) 321-9609
** AD CT A B HV PI CU IV TX CT **
** PV **

FAMILY SERVICE/HTD PENINSULA
375 CAMBRIDGE AVENUE
PALO ALTO, CA 94306
(415) 326-6756
** AD CT A B HV EA TX CT **

NORTHERN COUNTY ALCOHOL SERVICES CENTER
270 GRANT AVENUE
ROOM 150
PALO ALTO, CA 94306
(415) 328-1414
** AD CT A B HV EA TX CT **

STANFORD UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER
DEPT OF PSYCH ALC/DRUG TREATMENT CTR
STANFORD UNIVERSITY SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHIATRY/TF104
PALO ALTO, CA 94305
(415) 725-6682
** AD CT A B HV EA TX CT **

PALOS VERDES PENINSULA
COMMUNITY HELPLINE
2161 VIA OLIVERA STREET
PALOS VERDES PENINSULA, CA 90274
(310) 541-2525
** AD CT **

PARADISE
FEATHER RIVER ALCOHOL AND CHEMICAL RECOVERY PROGRAM
5976 PENTZ ROAD
PARADISE, CA 95969
(916) 872-4660
** AD CT A B HV PI CU IV TX CT **

PARAMOUNT
IMPERIAL ALANO
8021 EAST ROSECRANS AVENUE
PARAMOUNT, CA 90723
(113) 639-7500
** AD CT **

PASADENA
ADDICTION COUNSELING TREATMENT (ACT)
747 1/2 LOCUST STREET
PASADENA, CA 91101
(818) 795-9598
** AD CT A B HV PI CU IV TX CT **

BISHOP GOODEN HOME
191 NORTH EL MOLINO AVENUE
PASADENA, CA 91101
(113) 681-3706
** AD CT A B HV PI CU IV TX CT **

CASA DE LAS AMIGAS
160 NORTH EL MOLINO AVENUE
PASADENA, CA 91101
(818) 792-2770
** AD CT A B HV PI CU IV TX CT **

CITY OF PASADENA
COMMUNITY RECOVERY PROGRAM
1020 NORTH FAIR OAKS
PASADENA, CA 91103
(818) 794-1586
** AD CT A B HV PI CU IV TX CT **

GRANDVIEW FOUNDATION INC
1230 NORTH MARENGO AVENUE
PASADENA, CA 91103
(818) 797-1125
** AD CT A B HV PI CU IV TX CT **

GRANDVIEW FOUNDATION INC
225 GRANDVIEW STREET
PASADENA, CA 91104
(818) 797-3798
** AD CT A B HV PI CU IV TX CT **

LAS ENCINAS HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
2900 EAST DEL MAR BOULEVARD
PASADENA, CA 91107
(818) 356-2789
** AD CT A B HV PI CU IV TX CT **

NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS HOTLINE
LOS ANGELES/SAN GABRIEL VALLEY
PASADENA, CA 91105
(213) 935-5959
** DA CT **

PASADENA COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG DEPENDENCY/REFFERAL AGENCY
131 NORTH EL MOLINO AVENUE
SUITE 320
PASADENA, CA 91101
(818) 795-9127
** AD CT **

PRINCIPLES
IMPACT DRUG/ALCOHOL TREATMENT CENTER
1680 NORTH FAIR OAKS
PASADENA, CA 91103
(213) 681-2575
** AD CT A B HV PI CU IV TX CT **

SAINT LUKES MEDICAL CENTER
SUMMIT SHARE UNIT
2652 WEST WASHINGTON BOULEVARD
BISHOP GOODEN HOME
PASADENA, CA 91107
(818) 791-6606
** AD CT A B HV PI CU IV TX CT **

SAINT LUKES MEDICAL CENTER
SUMMIT SHARE UNIT
2652 WEST WASHINGTON BOULEVARD
PASADENA, CA 91107
(818) 791-6606
** AD CT A B HV PI CU IV TX CT **

SALVATION ARMY
ADULT REHABILITATION CENTER
56 WEST DEL MAR BOULEVARD
PASADENA, CA 91105
(818) 795-0757
** AD CT A B HV PI CU IV TX CT **

STARTING OVER STRAIGHT
35 NORTH CRAIG STREET
PASADENA, CA 91106
(818) 405-9131
** DA CT **

THE HIGH ROAD PROGRAM
700 SOUTH ARROYO PARKWAY
PASADENA, CA 91105
(818) 795-6590
** AD CT A B HV PI CU IV TX CT **

THE OPEN QUEST INSTITUTE
446 SOUTH MARENGO AVENUE
PASADENA, CA 91101
(818) 356-0027
** AD CT A B HV PI CU IV TX CT **

WALTER HAVING HOME
218 SOUTH MADISON AVENUE
PASADENA, CA 91101
(818) 405-0950
** AD CT A B HV PI CU IV TX CT **
CALIFORNIA

PALMA VALLEY

INDIAN HEALTH COUNCIL
HIGHWAY S-6 AND GOLSH ROAD
PALMA VALLEY, CA 90261
(626) 799-1410 EXT. 245
** AD AM H Y H AI PG EA TX PV **

PERRIS

MY FAMILY INC
17270 ROOSEVELT AVENUE
PERRIS, CA 92370
(714) 780-2541
** DA RR H IV TX PV **

NATIONAL COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
RIVERSIDE COUNTY/ALPHA PROGRAM
277 EAST 4TH STREET
PERRIS, CA 92370
(714) 657-0629
** AL AM TX PV **

PETALUMA

FAMILY EDUCATION CENTERS
629 EAST D STREET
PETALUMA, CA 94952
(707) 762-8835
** AD PV **

PETALUMA PEOPLE SERVICES CENTER
411 B STREET
SUITE 4
PETALUMA, CA 94954
(707) 763-9868
** AD CI PV **

PHILO

R HOUSE
RESIDENTIAL/PHILO
8400 HIGHWAY 128
PHILO, CA 95466
(707) 539-2948
** AD RR Y H AI IV TX **

PICO RIVERA

COMMUNITY SERVICE ORGANIZATION (CSO)
PICO RIVERA
6505 ROSEHEAD BOULEVARD
PICO RIVERA, CA 90660
(213) 948-2013
** AL AM H DH TX PV **

CORNERSTONE HEALTH SERVICES
OUTPATIENT METHADONE CLINIC
9207 WHITIER BOULEVARD
PICO RIVERA, CA 90660
(213) 695-0737
** DA AM H B H AI HV IV PG MM **

PINEOLE

CATHOLIC COUNSELING SERVICES
1960 PLUM STREET
PINEOLE, CA 94564
(415) 724-6263
** AD CI PV **

DOCTORS HOSPITAL OF PINOLE
NEW BEGINNINGS PROGRAM
2151 APPIAN WAY
PINEOLE, CA 94564
(415) 724-1520
** AD DT RR AM H A B H AI HV PI CU **
** IV PG TX CI PV **

'3R CITIES DISCOVERY CENTER
2506 APPIAN WAY
PINEOLE, CA 94564
(415) 222-9838
** DA AM Y A HV CU IV PG TX PV **

PIRZ

PIRU HOTEL
ALCOHOLIC RECOVERY HOME
550 TEMESCAL STREET
PIRZ, CA 93040
(805) 521-9117
** AL RR PI TX **

PITTSBURG

BAY AREA ADDICTION RESEARCH/TRT INC
PITTSBURG CLINIC
45 CIVIC AVENUE
ROOM 128
PITTSBURG, CA 94565
(415) 427-2285
** DA AM A HV IV PG MM **

BOYS AND GIRLS CLUB OF EAST COUNTIES
DRUG AND ALCOHOL PREVENTION PROGRAM
515 RAILROAD AVENUE
PITTSBURG, CA 94565
(415) 439-8035
** DA AM W Y B CU IV PG TX CI PV **

CALIFORNIA DETOX PROGRAMS
PITTSBURG UNIT
45 CIVIC AVENUE
ROOM 128
PITTSBURG, CA 94565
(415) 427-2285
** DA AM HV CU IV MM **

CATHOLIC COUNSELING SERVICES
455 WEST 4TH STREET
PITTSBURG, CA 94565
(415) 432-7363
** AD CI PV **

EAST COUNTY COMMUNITY DETOX CENTER INC
500 SCHOOL STREET
PITTSBURG, CA 94565
(415) 458-1816
** AL DT RR AM H B H HV PI DH TX **
** PV **

PLACERVILLE

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
HOTLINE
PLACERVILLE, CA 95667
(916) 622-3500
** AL OT **

EL DORADO COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM (EDCA)
LIFESKILLS
2810 COLOMA ROAD
PLACERVILLE, CA 95667
(916) 622-8193
** AL AM H Y H EA DM TX PV **

NEW MORNING YOUTH AND FAMILY SERVICES
6765 GREEN VALLEY ROAD
PLACERVILLE, CA 95667
(916) 622-5551
** DA AM H Y CU PG TX CI PV **

PLEASANTON

CATHOLIC COUNSELING SERVICES
11750 DUBLIN BOULEVARD
SUITE 115
PLEASANTON, CA 94568
(415) 828-1462
** AL PV **

FEDERAL CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION
PLEASANTON UNIT AB
5701 8TH STREET
CAMP PARKS
PLEASANTON, CA 94568
(415) 829-3522 EXT. 255
** AD RR EA TX PV **

FIRST STREET COMMUNITY CENTER
4725 FIRST STREET
SUITE 205
PLEASANTON, CA 94566
(415) 846-2085
** AD AM H DH TX PV **

VALLEY CARE RECOVERY CENTER
5720 STONERIDGE MALL ROAD
SUITE 300
PLEASANTON, CA 94568
(415) 734-6616
** AD AM H B H AI HV CU IV PG TX **
** CI PV **

POINT MUGU

NAVAL AIR STATION/POINT MUGU
DRUG AND ALCOHOL PROGRAM
CODE 6006 BUILDING 2-825
POINT MUGU, CA 93042
(805) 989-0161
** AD EA OT **
POINT REYES STATION
MARIN COUNTY HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES
WEST MARIN HUMAN SERVICES CENTER
40 4TH STREET
POINT REYES STATION, CA 94956
(415) 663-8231
** AD EA CI PV **

POMONA
AMERICAN HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
2180 WEST VALLEY BOULEVARD
POMONA, CA 91768
(714) 865-2336
** DA DT RR HV IV PG EA TX PV **

COCaine ANONYMOUS HOTLINE
POMONA
POMONA, CA 91767
(714) 620-4324
** AD OT **

COMMUNITY HEALTH PROJECTS/LOS ANGELES
GAREY CLINIC
1050 NORTH GAREY AVENUE
POMONA, CA 91767
(714) 623-6391
** DA AH IV HM **

COMMUNITY HEALTH PROJECTS/LOS ANGELES
POMONA UNIT
152 WEST ARTESIA STREET
POMONA, CA 91768
(714) 620-1959
** DA AH IV HM **

COUNSELING ASSOCIATES
LAREDO HOUSE
797 LAREDO STREET
POMONA, CA 91768
(714) 629-3294
** AD RR TX PV **

COUNSELING ASSOCIATES
PARK AVENUE HOME
720 NORTH PARK AVENUE
POMONA, CA 91767
(714) 865-2573
** AL RR TX PV **

END OF THE TRAIL TRANSITION HOUSE
POMONA, CA 91769
(714) 593-2826
** AD PV **

HORIZON HOSPITAL
DUAL DIAGNOSIS
566 NORTH GORDON STREET
POMONA, CA 91768
(714) 629-4011
** AD DT RR AM H Y IV TX PV **

POMONA COMMUNITY CRISIS CENTER
163 WEST 2ND STREET
POMONA, CA 91766
(714) 625-1588
** DA AM Y CU TX PV **

POMONA VALLEY MEDICAL CENTER
ALCOHOL/DRUG TREATMENT CENTER
1796 NORTH GAREY AVENUE
POMONA, CA 91767
(714) 625-8715
** AD DT RR AM H Y H CU IV TX CI **

PROTOTYPES WOMENS CENTER
845 EAST ARROW HIGHWAY
POMONA, CA 91767
(714) 624-1233
** DA RR AM H A B H AI HV PI CU IV **
** PG TX PV **

REHABILITATION ALCOHOL PROGRAM (RAP)
637 NORTH PARK AVENUE
SUITE N
POMONA, CA 91768
(714) 622-5684
** AL AH H DN TX PV **

PORT HUENEHE
ALCOHOL SAFETY ACTION PROGRAM (ASAP)
OUTPATIENT UNIT
307 EAST CLARA STREET
PORT HUENEHE, CA 93041
(805) 489-3661
** AD AM TX CI PV **

ANACAPA HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
307 EAST CLARA STREET
PORT HUENEHE, CA 93041
(805) 489-3661
** AD RR Y TX CI PV **

NAVAL COUNSELING AND ASSISTANCE CENTER
NADSAP OFFICE
CONSTRUCTION BATTALION CENTER
CODE CAAC BUILDING 88
PORT HUENEHE, CA 93043
(805) 982-4300
** AL AM TX CI PV **

PORTERVILLE
INDIAN HEALTH SERVICES
TULE RIVER ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
ROUTE 7
PORTERVILLE, CA 93257
(209) 781-8797
** AL RR H Y AI CU TX CI PV **

PAAR CENTER
ALCOHOLISM SERVICES
232 WEST BELLEVIEW AVENUE
PORTERVILLE, CA 93257
(209) 781-0107
** AD DT RR H B PI CU IV TX CI **

TULARE COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
SOUTHERN CLINIC
265 NORTH 3RD STREET
PORTERVILLE, CA 93257
(209) 782-4760
** AD EA PV **

POMAY
POMERADO HOSPITAL SUNRISE CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES
15615 POMERADO ROAD
POMAY, CA 92064
(619) 485-4616
** AD DT RR AM IV TX PV **

QUINCY
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
QUINCY, CA 95971
(209) 283-6316
** AL OT **

PLUMAS COUNTY ALCOHOL AND DRUG DEPT
COURTHOUSE ANNEX AND HIGHWAY 70
QUINCY, CA 95971
(209) 283-6316
** AD AM H Y IV DH TX PV **

RAMONA
MENTAL HEALTH SYSTEMS
NORTH RURAL REGION RECEIVING CENTER
325 HUNTER STREET
RAMONA, CA 92065
(619) 788-6246
** DA AM Y EA TX CI PV **

RANCHO CUCAMONGA
MATRIX INSTITUTE ON ADDICTIONS
9375 ARCHIBALD AVENUE
SUITE 204
RANCHO CUCAMONGA, CA 91730
(714) 989-9824
** AD AM CU IV TX PV OT **

SCOVILLE IMPROVEMENT PROJECTS
8540 ARCHIBALD AVENUE
BUILDING 18 SUITE A
RANCHO CUCAMONGA, CA 91730
(714) 987-4036
** AL AM H DH TX PV **

RANCHO MIRAGE
BETTY FORD CENTER AT EISENHOMER
39000 BOB HOPE DRIVE
RANCHO MIRAGE, CA 92270
(619) 773-4100
** AD RR AM H H AI CU IV EA TX CI **
** PV **
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RED BLUFF

SAINT ELIZABETH HOSPITAL
HEALTH GUEST CENTER
405 RIO STREET
RED BLUFF, CA 96080
(916) 527-1234
** AD RR H Y IV TX CI PV OT **

TEHAMA COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
1860 WALNUT STREET
RED BLUFF, CA 96080
(916) 527-5631
** AD AM H Y A HV CU IV PG TX CI **
** PV **

REDDING

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS INTERGROUP
1050 STATE STREET
REDDING, CA 96001
(916) 246-7611
** AL OT **

CARE SCHOOLS
DRINKING DRIVER PROGRAM
2910 VEDA STREET
REDDING, CA 96001
(916) 244-1282
** AL AM DW TX CI PV **

EMPIRE RECOVERY CENTER
1237 CALIFORNIA STREET
REDDING, CA 96001
(916) 243-7477
** AD DT RR H IV TX PV **

REDDING MEDICAL CENTER
REM BEGINNINGS
1100 BUTTE STREET
REDDING, CA 96001
(916) 243-2353
** AD DT RR AM IV TX **

SHASTA COUNTY ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
1525 PINE STREET
SUITE 1
REDDING, CA 96001
(916) 225-5240
** AD AM H Y A HV CU IV PG EA TX **
** CI PV **

SHASTA COUNTY YOUTH SERVICES
OUTPATIENT DRUG FREE
1317 COURT STREET
REDDING, CA 96001
(916) 225-5250
** DA AM Y IV PG TX CI PV **

SHASTA COUNTY YOUTH SERVICES
RESIDENTIAL DRUG FREE
1752 TEHAMA STREET
REDDING, CA 96001
(916) 225-5250
** AD RR Y IV PG TX PV **

SHASTA SIERRA WORK FURLAUGH PROGRAM
1727 SOUTH STREET
REDDING, CA 96001
(916) 241-4073
** AD RR H Y IV TX CI PV OT **

REDLANDS

JACKSON/BIBBY AWARENESS GROUP INC
1200 ARIZONA STREET
SUITE B-10
REDLANDS, CA 92374
(714) 792-6925
** AL AM H DM TX PV **

REDLANDS NORTHSIDE COUNSELING SERVICES
320 WEST UNION AVENUE
REDLANDS, CA 92374
(714) 792-5552
** DA AM Y H IV EA TX CI PV **

REDLANDS OPEN CENTER
604 EAST STATE STREET
REDLANDS, CA 92373
(714) 792-6011
** AD PV OT **

REEDOHO BEACH

ALANO CLUBS
702 11TH PLACE
REEDOHO BEACH, CA 90254
(213) 379-5971
** AL PV OT **

NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS HOTLINE
BAY CITIES
REEDOHO BEACH, CA 90278
(213) 372-9666
** DA OT **

REEDWOOD CITY

ARCHWAY/REEDWOOD CITY
609 PRICE AVENUE
SUITE 102
REEDWOOD CITY, CA 94063
(415) 366-8433
** AD AM Y B H HV PI CU IV EA DM **
** TX CI PV **

DAYTOP VILLAGE
631 WOODSIDE ROAD
REEDWOOD CITY, CA 94061
(415) 367-9050
** AD RR AM H Y A B H HV CU IV EA **
** TX CI PV **

KAISER PERMANENTE MEDICAL CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG TREATMENT PROGRAM
1150 VETERANS BOULEVARD
REEDWOOD CITY, CA 94063
(415) 780-2244
** AD DT AM H Y B CU PG TX CI PV **

PROFESSIONAL TREATMENT
REEDWOOD CITY TREATMENT CLINIC
500 ARGUELLO STREET
REEDWOOD CITY, CA 94063
(415) 365-4401
** DA AM W A B H HV CU IV PG MM **

REEDWOOD CENTER
CHEMICAL AWARENESS AND TREATMENT SERVICES
110 EDMONDS ROAD
REEDWOOD CITY, CA 94062
(415) 366-5723
** AD RR A B AI HV PI CU IV TX CI **
** PV **

SEQUOIA HOSPITAL DISTRICT ADRC
ALCOHOL AND DRUG RECOVERY CENTER
1722 ALAMEDA DE LAS PULGAS
REEDWOOD CITY, CA 94062
(415) 367-5504
** AD DT RR AM IV TX CI PV **

WOODSIDE WOMENS HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1600 GORDON STREET
REEDWOOD CITY, CA 94061
(415) 368-4134
** AD DT RR AM H HV CU IV TX CI PV **

REEDLEY

KINGS VIEW CENTER
42675 ROAD 44
REEDLEY, CA 93654
(209) 638-2505
** AD EA CI PV **

RESeda

FULLY ALIVE CENTER
18554 SHERMAN WAY
RESEDA, CA 91335
(818) 609-1987
** AD AM H Y B H AI CU TX PV **

SAFETY EDUCATION CENTER
18509 SHERMAN WAY
RESEDA, CA 91335
(818) 708-1198
** AL AM Y B H AI PI DM TX PV **

WESTERN PACIFIC RESEDA PROGRAM
OUTPT DETOX AND METHADONE MAINTENANCE
18457 SATILOCY STREET
RESEDA, CA 91335
(818) 705-5561
** DA AM H H HV IV TX PV MM **

REALTO

CASA DE AYUDA/REALTO
1170 CAMPHOR STREET
REALTO, CA 92376
(714) 820-3037
** DA RR H B H AI CU TX CI **
CALIFORNIA

SECOND STEP HOUSE
2850 7TH STREET
RIVERSIDE, CA 92507
(714) 682-2027
** AL RR TX **

TEEN CHALLENGE CHRISTIAN LIFE SCHOOL MENS FACILITY
5445 CHICAGO AVENUE
RIVERSIDE, CA 92507
(714) 683-4241
** AD PV **

THE HIGH ROAD PROGRAM
3765 JURUPA AVENUE
SUITE N
RIVERSIDE, CA 92506
(714) 791-6762
** AD AM B H DW TX PV **

WHITESIDE MANOR
ALCOHOLIC RECOVERY HOME
2743 ORANGE STREET
RIVERSIDE, CA 92501
(714) 683-9743
** AL DT RR W PI TX PV **

YOUTH SERVICE CENTER OF RIVERSIDE
3067 TERRACINA DRIVE
RIVERSIDE, CA 92506
(714) 683-5193
** AD AM Y TX PV **

ROSEMEAD
ABC TRAFFIC SAFETY PROGRAMS
8623A GARVEY STREET
ROSEMEAD, CA 91770
(818) 572-7001
** AD AM H DN TX PV **

ALHAMBRA HOSPITAL COUNTERPOINT CENTER
ADDITION MEDICINE PROGRAM
4619 NORTH ROSEMEAD BOULEVARD
ROSEMEAD, CA 91770
(818) 286-1191 EXT. 63
** AD DT RR H Y A B H AI HV PI CU **
** IV PG EA TX CI PV **

INGLESIDE HOSPITAL
RECOVERY CENTER
7500 EAST HELLMAN AVENUE
ROSEMEAD, CA 91770
(818) 289-1160
** AD DT H Y B H CU IV EA TX CI PV **

ROSEVILLE
ROSEVILLE RECOVERY CENTRE
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
333 SUNRISE BOULEVARD
ROSEVILLE, CA 95661
(916) 781-1586
** AD DT RR AM H CU IV TX CI PV **

SIERRA COUNCIL ON ALC AND DRUG DEP
ROSEVILLE SERVICE CENTER
1A SIERRAGATE PLAZA
SUITE 110
ROSEVILLE, CA 95678
(916) 782-3737
** AL AM DW TX PV **

SIERRA FAMILY SERVICES/ROSEVILLE
424 VERNON STREET
ROSEVILLE, CA 95678
(916) 783-5207
** DA AM H Y HV IV TX CI PV **

ROUGH AND READY
SILVER TACO MEDICINE SOCIETY
11998 ROUGH AND READY ROAD
ROUGH AND READY, CA 95975
(916) 432-0480
** AD AM H A AI PI CU IV TX PV **

RUNNING SPRINGS
PINE RIDGE TREATMENT CENTER
2727 HIGHLAND DRIVE
RUNNING SPRINGS, CA 92382
(714) 867-7027
** AD RR IV TX PV **

SACRAMENTO
ALANON FAMILY GROUPS
SACRAMENTO, CA 95821
(916) 486-4806
** AL OT **

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
CENTRAL CALIFORNIA FELLOWSHIP
7500 14TH AVENUE
SUITE 27
SACRAMENTO, CA 95820
(916) 454-1100
** AL OT **

AMERICAN INDIAN SUBST ABUSE PROG INC
TURQUOISE INDIAN LODGE
2727 P STREET
SACRAMENTO, CA 95816
(916) 456-3487
** AL RR H AI HV IV TX **

BI VALLEY MEDICAL CLINIC INC
2100 CAPITOL AVENUE
SACRAMENTO, CA 95816
(916) 442-4905
** DA AM A HV IV PG CI MH **

CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY CENTER
1507 21ST STREET
SUITE 100
SACRAMENTO, CA 95814
(916) 448-2951
** DA AM H A B H HV CU PG TX CI **

FAMILY AND ADOLESCENT
CHEMICAL TREATMENT SYSTEM/FLORIN ROAD
4433 FLORIN ROAD
SUITE 875
SACRAMENTO, CA 95823
(916) 595-6435
** AD AM Y CU PG TX CI PV **

FAMILY SERVICE AGENCY OF
GREATER SACRAMENTO AREA
8012 VOLUNTEER LANE
SUITE 100
SACRAMENTO, CA 95826
(916) 368-3080
** AD EA CI PV **

GATEWAY FOUNDATION INC
GATEWAY RECOVERY HOUSE
4049 MILLER WAY
SACRAMENTO, CA 95817
(916) 451-9312
** AL RR H CU TX **

KAISER PERMANENTE HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL/DRUG PROGRAM
2345 FAIR OAKS BOULEVARD
SACRAMENTO, CA 95825
(916) 970-1495
** AD AM H Y A B H AI HV PI CU PG **
** TX CI **

MAGUIRE HOUSE
2130 22ND STREET
SACRAMENTO, CA 95818
(916) 457-1978
** AD RR TX PV **

MEXICAN AMERICAN ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
7000 FRANKLIN BOULEVARD
SUITE 210
SACRAMENTO, CA 95823
(916) 392-7015
** AL RR AM H H DW TX PV **

MI CASA RECOVERY HOME
2515 48TH AVENUE
SACRAMENTO, CA 95822
(916) 392-7015
** AL RR B H AI HV TX CI **

NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS
SACRAMENTO, CA 95816
(916) 486-0465
** DA OT **

NATIONAL COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
SACRAMENTO COUNTY AFFILIATE
650 HOME AVENUE
SUITE 1055
SACRAMENTO, CA 95825
(916) 922-9217
** AD AM H Y A HV CU PG EA TX PV **
CITY
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RIVER CITY RECOVERY CENTER
E STREET UNIT
2218 E STREET
SACRAMENTO, CA 95816
(916) 442-3979
** AL RR PI TX PV **

RIVER CITY RECOVERY CENTER
G STREET UNIT
2217 G STREET
SACRAMENTO, CA 95816
(916) 442-3979
** AL RR PI TX PV **

SACRAMENTO URBAN INDIAN HEALTH SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
801 BROADWAY
SUITE B
SACRAMENTO, CA 95818
(916) 441-0918
** AL AM Y AI TX PV **

SACRAMENTO ALCOHOLISM CENTER
1708 Q STREET
SACRAMENTO, CA 95814
(916) 440-6233
** AL AM TX **

SACRAMENTO BLACK ALCOHOLISM CTR (SBAC)
2425 ALHAMBRA BOULEVARD
SUITE F
SACRAMENTO, CA 95817
(916) 454-4242
** AD AM H Y B H HV PI CU IV PG TX **
** CI PV **

SACRAMENTO COUNTY ALTERNATIVES PROGRAM
1700 Q STREET
SACRAMENTO, CA 95814
(916) 440-6356
** DA AM Y AI TX **

SACRAMENTO RECOVERY HOUSE INC
1914 22ND STREET
SACRAMENTO, CA 95816
(916) 455-6258
** DA AM B TX **

SAFETY CENTER
DRINKING DRIVER PROGRAM
3900 BRADSHAW ROAD
SACRAMENTO, CA 95827
(916) 368-4250
** AL AM DN TX CI PV **

SALVATION ARMY
ADULT REHABILITATION CENTER
1615 B STREET
SACRAMENTO, CA 95814
(916) 441-5267
** AD RR TX CI **

SUTTER OUTPATIENT DRUG AND ALC PROGRAM
7801 FOLSOM BOULEVARD
SUITE 104
SACRAMENTO, CA 95826
(916) 386-5077
** AD AM H A B H HV CU IV PG TX CI **
** PV **

THE EFFORT
ALTERNATIVE HOUSE
1550 JULIESSE AVENUE
SACRAMENTO, CA 95815
(916) 920-3588
** DA DT H Y A B H HV CU IV PG TX **

THE EFFORT
HERION DETOXIFICATION UNIT
1550 JULIESSE AVENUE
SACRAMENTO, CA 95815
(916) 926-6294
** DA AM Y A B H HV CU IV EA TX CI **
** PV **

SALIDA
ANDERSONS CARE CENTER
5348 KIERNAN AVENUE
SALIDA, CA 95368
(209) 545-0452
** AL RR TX **

SALINAS
ALANO CLUBS/SALINAS
834 NORTH SANBORN ROAD
SALINAS, CA 93905
(408) 424-8111
** AL OT **

ALCOHOL PROGRAMS MANAGEMENT
837 SOUTH MAIN STREET
SALINAS, CA 93901
(408) 758-3334
** AL AM Y H DN TX PV **

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
922 NORTH SANBORN ROAD
SALINAS, CA 93905
(408) 424-9874
** AL OT **

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
SALINAS, CA 93905
(408) 424-9874
** AL OT **

CALIFORNIA HEALTH ASSOCIATES
SAN FRANCISCO
622-7 EAST ALISAL STREET
SALINAS, CA 93905
(408) 424-6655
** DA AM H IV MM **

COMMUNITY HUMAN SERVICES PROJECT
SALINAS VALLEY DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
1101 F NORTH MAIN STREET
SALINAS, CA 93906
(408) 424-6828
** DA AM H VG MM **

DOOR TO HOPE
165 CLAY STREET
SALINAS, CA 93901
(408) 422-6226
** AL RR H Y B H HV PI CU **
** PG TX CI PV **

SUN STREET CENTERS
DUI PROGRAM
226 CAPITOL STREET
SALINAS, CA 93901
(408) 757-2725
** AL AM H DN TX PV **

SUN STREET CENTERS II
RESIDENTIAL RECOVERY PROGRAM
8 SUN STREET
SALINAS, CA 93905
(408) 424-0522
** AD AM H Y H AI PG TX CI PV **

SAN ANDREAS

CALAVERAS COUNTY
ALCOHOL/DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
691 MOUNTAIN RANCH ROAD
GOVERNMENT CENTER DEPARTMENT 66-66
SAN ANDREAS, CA 95249
(209) 754-6555
** DA AM H TX CI PV **

S AH BERNARDINO

CASA DE AYUDA/SAN BERNARDINO
7274 GARDEN DRIVE
SAN BERNARDINO, CA 92404
(714) 866-8316
** DA RR H B H CU IV TX CI **

CASA DE SAN BERNARDINO
735 NORTH D STREET
SAN BERNARDINO, CA 92401
(714) 361-5557
** DA AM H Y A B H HV PI CU IV **
** PG TX CI PV OT **
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CENTER FOR COMMUNITY COUNSELING AND EDUCATION (AGAPE)
607 EAST HIGHLAND AVENUE
SAN BERNARDINO, CA 92404
(714) 582-1706
** DA AM H Y A B H HV CU PG EA TX **
** CI PV OT **

HASE AND ASSOCIATES SYSTEMS
353 WEST 6TH STREET
SAN BERNARDINO, CA 92401
(714) 888-0149
** AL AM DH TX PV **

HEAD START SUPPORT GROUP
3176 NORTH GOLDEN STREET
SAN BERNARDINO, CA 92404
(714) 881-1275
** DA AT D H IV TX PV **

INLAND BEHAVIORAL SERVICES
WESTSIDE COUNSELING CENTER
376 WEST 16TH STREET
SAN BERNARDINO, CA 92405
(714) 881-6146
** DA AM H Y B H AI IV TX CI PV **

INLAND HEALTH SERVICES (IHS)
METHADONE MAINTENANCE
1256 NORTH WATERMAN AVENUE
SAN BERNARDINO, CA 92404
(714) 381-1408
** DA AM IV HH **

LOMA LINDA CENTER FOR HEALTH PROMOTION
CLEARVIEW ADDICTIVE RECOVERY SERVICES
1887 BUSINESS CENTER
ROOM 3
SAN BERNARDINO, CA 92408
(714) 824-2885
** DA AM DH TX CI PV **

NEW HOUSE INC
840 NORTH ARROWHEAD AVENUE
SAN BERNARDINO, CA 92401
(714) 489-4530
** DA RR TX PV **

SALVATION ARMY
ADULT REHABILITATION CENTER
925 WEST 10TH STREET
SAN BERNARDINO, CA 92410
(714) 889-9604
** DA RR TX **

SAN BERNARDINO COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
ADULT CARE UNIT
1500 WEST 17TH STREET
SAN BERNARDINO, CA 92411
(714) 887-8111
** DA DT RR AM H A B H AI HV CU IV **
** TX CI PV **

SAN BERNARDINO COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF
PUBLIC HEALTH/ALC AND DRUG ABUSE PREV
351 MOUNTAIN VIEW AVENUE
SAN BERNARDINO, CA 92415
(714) 367-6290
** DA PV **

SAN BERNARDINO COUNTY OFFICE OF
ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGS TREATMENT SERVS
565 NORTH MOUNT VERNON AVENUE
SUITE 200
SAN BERNARDINO, CA 92411
(714) 367-7677
** DA AM H Y A B H AI HV PI CU IV **
** PG EA TX CI PV **

VETERANS ALCOHOL REHABILITATION PROG
STODDARD STREET I
1087 NORTH STODDARD STREET
SAN BERNARDINO, CA 92410
(714) 809-0860
** AL RR TX **

VETERANS ALCOHOLIC REHAB PROG (VARP)
GIBSON HOUSE
1100 NORTH D STREET
SAN BERNARDINO, CA 92410
(714) 809-0840
** AL RR H TX **

VETERANS ALCOHOLIC REHAB PROG (VARP)
HARRIS HOUSE
907 WEST RIALTO AVENUE
SAN BERNARDINO, CA 92410
(714) 805-0804
** AL RR TX **

VETERANS ALCOHOLIC REHAB PROG (VARP)
11TH STREET A/HOUSE
347 WEST 11TH STREET
SAN BERNARDINO, CA 92405
(714) 381-4053
** AL RR TX **

VETERANS ALCOHOLIC REHAB PROG (VARP)
11TH STREET B/HOUSE
349 WEST 11TH STREET
SAN BERNARDINO, CA 92405
(714) 381-4053
** AL RR TX **

SAN BRUNO
TEEN SCENE
1637 HOLLY AVENUE
SAN BRUNO, CA 94066
(415) 871-8336
** DA PV **

SAN CLEMENTE
COMMUNITY COUNSELING CENTER OF
SAN JUAN CAPISTRANO/CASA DEL CERRO I
26882-26894 AVENIDA LAS PALMAS STREET
SAN CLEMENTE, CA 92672
(714) 661-1200
** DA DT RR TX **

SAN DIEGO
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
7075 MISSION GORGE ROAD
SAN DIEGO, CA 92101
(619) 265-8762
** AL DT **

CLAIREMONT NEIGHBORHOOD
RECOVERY CENTER
7601-7603 CONVOY COURT
SAN DIEGO, CA 92111
(619) 292-5670
** DA AM H Y PI PG TX PV **

COBAR HOUSE
1140 BEVERLY STREET
SAN DIEGO, CA 92114
(619) 266-0782
** DA RR TX PV **

CORONADO HOSPITAL
ALCOHOLISM/DRUG RECOVERY CENTER
250 PROSPECT PLACE
SAN DIEGO, CA 92118
(619) 238-3736
** DA AT D H IV TX CI PV **

COUNSELING AND RECOVERY INSTITUTE
3233 3RD AVENUE
SAN DIEGO, CA 92103
(619) 545-0333
** DA AM TX CI PV **

CRASH
GOLDEN HILL HOUSE
2100 E STREET
SAN DIEGO, CA 92102
(619) 239-9691
** DA RR HV IV TX CI PV **

CRASH
SHORT TERM/RDF
SAN DIEGO, CA 92102
(619) 441-8352
** DA RR H B H HV IV TX CI **

CRASH
SOUTHEAST PREVENTION PROJECT
220 NORTH EUCLID AVENUE
SUITE 120
SAN DIEGO, CA 92114
(619) 265-6663
** DA AM H Y A B H HV CU IV PG TX **
** CI PV **

CRASH/DETOX
220 EUCLID AVENUE
SUITE 120
SAN DIEGO, CA 92114
(619) 265-6663
** DA AT D H IV TX PV **
CROSSROADS FOUNDATION
35% 4TH AVENUE
SAN DIEGO, CA 92103
(619) 296-1151
** AL RR H TX PV **

EPISCOPAL COMMUNITY SERVICES (ECS)
CLAREMONT DRINKING DRIVER PROGRAM
3904 CONVOY STREET
SUITE 110
SAN DIEGO, CA 92111
(619) 292-5075
** AL AM H DN TX PV **

EPISCOPAL COMMUNITY SERVICES (ECS)
PROJECT PARA
3785 FAIRMOUNT AVENUE
SAN DIEGO, CA 92105
(619) 528-1200
** AD AM H A H IV PG TX CI PV **
** DT **

FAMILIES AGAINST DRUGS
STAR HOUSE
7060 MIRAMAR ROAD
SUITE 105
SAN DIEGO, CA 92121
(619) 566-1088
** AD PV **

HARBORVIEW MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT CENTER
120 ELM STREET
SAN DIEGO, CA 92101
(619) 232-4351
** AD AM Y A H IV TX CI PV **

HEARTLAND HOUSE INC
12TH STEP HOUSE OF SAN DIEGO
5855 STREAMVIEW DRIVE
SAN DIEGO, CA 92105
(619) 287-5460
** AL RR TX PV **

HOUSE OF METAMORPHOSIS
RESIDENTIAL
2970 MARKET STREET
SAN DIEGO, CA 92102
(619) 236-9492
** DA RR H B H HV IV PG TX PV **

KAISER PERMANENTE MEDICAL GROUP
ALCOHOL AND DRUG DEPENDENCE SERVICES
328 MAPLE STREET
SAN DIEGO, CA 92103
(619) 696-5037
** AD AM H Y A H HV IV PG TX CI **
** PV **

MAC PROJECT RECOVERY HOME
CASA DE MILAGROS
1127 38TH STREET
SAN DIEGO, CA 92113
(619) 262-4002
** AL RR H B H CU PG TX PV **

MENTAL HEALTH SYSTEMS
MID COAST REGIONAL RECOVERY CENTER
1633 GARNET AVENUE
SAN DIEGO, CA 92109
(619) 275-2162
** DA AM H Y A B HV IV PG EA TX **
** CI PV **

MESA VISTA HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
7850 VISTA HILL AVENUE
SAN DIEGO, CA 92123
(619) 278-6110 EXT. 311
** AD DT RR AM A B H HV IV IX TX **

METROPOLITAN CORRECTIONAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
808 UNION STREET
SAN DIEGO, CA 92101
(619) 232-4311
** AD AM B H EA TX CI PV **

MID CITY DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
4094 UNIVERSITY AVENUE
SAN DIEGO, CA 92105
(619) 282-3322
** DA AM H B HV IX CU TX PV **

NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS
4689 FELTON STREET
SAN DIEGO, CA 92116
(619) 504-1007
** DA DT **

NATIONAL COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
SAN DIEGO
625 BROADWAY
SUITE B-200
SAN DIEGO, CA 92101
(619) 696-7101
** AD PV **

NAVAL AIR STATION/MIRAMAR
ALCOHOL REHABILITATION CENTER
SAN DIEGO, CA 92145
(619) 557-4480
** AL RR H B H AI IV PG TX PV **

NAVAL AIR STATION/MIRAMAR
COUNSELING AND ASSISTANCE CTR (CAAC)
BUILDING M-254 (CODE 260)
SAN DIEGO, CA 92145
(619) 271-2255
** AD PV **

NAVAL AIR STATION/NORTH ISLAND
COUNSELING AND ASSISTANCE CTR (CAAC)
NORTH ISLAND
BUILDING 708
SAN DIEGO, CA 92135
(619) 545-8221
** AD AM TX CI PV **

NAVAL HOSPITAL/BALBOA
ALCOHOL REHABILITATION DEPARTMENT
FLORIDA AVENUE
BUILDING 6-1
SAN DIEGO, CA 92134
(619) 532-6050
** AL RR H B H TX CI PV **

NAVAL STATION/32ND STREET
COUNSELING AND ASSISTANCE CTR (CAAC)
BUILDING 258
SAN DIEGO, CA 92136
(619) 556-7633
** AD PV **

NAVAL SUBMARINE BASE/POINT LOMA
COUNSELING AND ASSISTANCE CTR (CAAC)
SYLVESTER ROAD
BUILDING 140
SAN DIEGO, CA 92106
(619) 555-7510
** AD AM TX PV **

NAVAL TRAINING CENTER
COUNSELING AND ASSISTANCE CTR (CAAC)
BUILDING 304
SAN DIEGO, CA 92133
(619) 524-5619
** AD AM TX CI PV **

NAVY ALCOHOL/DRUG SAFETY ACTION PROG
NAVAL STATION
BUILDING 26B
SAN DIEGO, CA 92136
(619) 556-7015
** AD DN PV **

NEW HORIZONS/SAN DIEGO
4295 GESNER STREET
SUITE 1C
SAN DIEGO, CA 92117
(619) 275-4438
** AD AM Y CU TX PV **

NORTH CITY DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
5560 RUFFIN ROAD
SUITE 4
SAN DIEGO, CA 92123
(619) 279-4770
** DA AM H H HV CU PG TX CI PV **

PATHFINDERS OF SAN DIEGO INC
RECOVERY HOME
2980 CEDAR STREET
SAN DIEGO, CA 92102
(619) 229-7370
** AL RR TX PV **

PATHFINDERS SERVICE CENTER
PATHFINDERS
3049 UNIVERSITY AVENUE
SAN DIEGO, CA 92103
(619) 291-7158
** AL AM TX PV **
RACHELS WOMENS CENTER
759 8TH AVENUE
SAN DIEGO, CA 92101
(619) 696-0873
** AL PV **

SALVATION ARMY
ADULT REHABILITATION CENTER
1335 BROADWAY
SAN DIEGO, CA 92101
(619) 239-0037
** AD RR IV TX CI PV **

SAN DIEGO CENTER FOR PSYCHOTHERAPY
550 B STREET
SUITE 915
SAN DIEGO, CA 92101
(619) 239-8139
** AD AM TX CI PV **

SAN DIEGO HEALTH ALLIANCE
WEST OFFICE
3295 GREYLING DRIVE
SAN DIEGO, CA 92123
(619) 495-8800
** DA AH IV PV MM **

SAN DIEGO TREATMENT SERVICES
C STREET CLINIC
1130 DELEVAH DRIVE
SAN DIEGO, CA 92102
(619) 235-7686
** DA AH IV PG CI MM **

SAN DIEGO TREATMENT SERVICES
C STREET CLINIC VERUS BRANCH
2232 VERUS STREET
SUITE A
SAN DIEGO, CA 92104
(619) 425-9060
** DA AH IV PG MM **

SAN DIEGO YOUTH/COMMUNITY SERVICES
TEEN RECOVERY CENTER
3937 ADAMS AVENUE
SAN DIEGO, CA 92116
(619) 521-2250
** DA AH Y B HV CU PG TX CI PV **

SHARP CABLILLO HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL AND DRUG TREATMENT PROGRAM
3475 KENYON STREET
SAN DIEGO, CA 92110
(619) 221-3704
** AD DT RR AH Y HV IV PG EA TX **
** CI PV **

STEPPING STONE INC OF SAN DIEGO
3747 CENTRAL AVENUE
SAN DIEGO, CA 92105
(619) 584-4010
** AL RR HV TX CI PV **

TEEN CHALLENGE
1735 GRAND AVENUE
SAN DIEGO, CA 92109
(619) 239-4157
** AD PV **

TELEGIS II OF CALIFORNIA INC
3180 UNIVERSITY AVENUE
SUITE 640
SAN DIEGO, CA 92104
(619) 280-1828
** DA EA PV **

THE PALAVRA TREE
1212 SOUTH 43RD STREET
SUITE D
SAN DIEGO, CA 92113
(619) 263-7768
** AD AM H PI TX PV **

THE MAY BACK
2516 A STREET
SAN DIEGO, CA 92102
(619) 235-0592
** AL RR TX **

TRADITION ONE INC
MOMENS FACILITY
3895 NEWTON AVENUE
SAN DIEGO, CA 92113
(619) 264-0141
** AL RR H B HV PI CU EA TX PV **

TRADITION ONE MENS FACILITY
4106 DELTA STREET
SAN DIEGO, CA 92113
(619) 264-0141
** AL RR B HV PI CU EA TX PV **

TURNING POINT HOME OF SAN DIEGO
1315 25TH STREET
SAN DIEGO, CA 92102
(619) 235-0067
** AL RR W TX PV **

U.S. MARINE CORPS
SUBSTANCE ABUSE CONTROL CENTER
MARINE CORPS RECRUIT DEPOT
BUILDING A
SAN DIEGO, CA 92100
(619) 524-1835
** AD AM H B EA TX CI PV **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
ALCOHOL DEPENDENCE TREATMENT PROGRAM
3350 LA JOLLA VILLAGE DRIVE
SAN DIEGO, CA 92161
(619) 552-8565 EXT. 3665
** AD RR AM EA TX CI PV **

VIETNAM VETERANS OF SAN DIEGO
THE LANDING ZONE
4101 PACIFIC HIGHWAY
SAN DIEGO, CA 92110
(619) 497-1073
** AL RR W HV PI TX **

VILLA VIEV COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
ALERT UNIT
5550 UNIVERSITY AVENUE
SAN DIEGO, CA 92105
(619) 582-3516 EXT. 256
** AD DT RR AH IV EA TX CI PV **

VOLUNTEERS OF AMERICA ALC SERVICES CTR
AMIGOS SOBRIOS AT PARRICK HOUSE
741 11TH AVENUE
SAN DIEGO, CA 92101
(619) 232-5173
** AL RR H TX PV **

VOLUNTEERS OF AMERICA ALC SERVICES CTR
INEBRIATE RECEPTION CENTER/DETOX
1111 ISLAND AVENUE
SAN DIEGO, CA 92101
(619) 232-9343
** AL DT TX **

VOLUNTEERS OF AMERICA ALC SERVICES CTR
SOBRIETY HOUSE RECOVERY HOME
1111 ISLAND AVENUE
SAN DIEGO, CA 92101
(619) 232-5173
** AL RR TX **

VOLUNTEERS OF AMERICA ALC SERVICES CTR
7 DAY RESIDENTIAL PROGRAM
1111 ISLAND AVENUE
SAN DIEGO, CA 92101
(619) 232-0101
** AL RR TX PV **

SAN FERNANDO

ALTERNATIVE RECOVERY CENTERS
VALLEY TRT CTR/LOS ALIMOS SATELLITE
16742 LOS ALIMOS STREET
SAN FERNANDO, CA 91344
(818) 368-3585
** AD OT **

ALTERNATIVE RECOVERY CENTERS
VALLEY TRT CTR/PTET SATELLITE
10824 PETIT SATELLITE STREET
SAN FERNANDO, CA 91344
(818) 368-3585
** AD OT **

KAISER PERMANENTE
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY RECOVERY PROGRAM
10401 BALBOA BOULEVARD
SAN FERNANDO, CA 91344
(818) 366-4700
** AD AM H Y A B H HV CU IV TX CI **

MACLAY HOUSE
13770 SAYRE STREET
SAN FERNANDO, CA 91342
(818) 362-5615
** AL RR EA TX PV **
NORTHEAST VALLEY HEALTH CORPORATION
ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM/DUI
436 NORTH MACLAY STREET
SAN FERNANDO, CA 91340
(818) 365-2571
** AL AM H DM TX PV **

NORTHEAST VALLEY HEALTH CORPORATION
COMMUNITY PREVENTION/RECOVERY PROGRAM
1038 NORTH MACLAY AVENUE
SUITE 5
SAN FERNANDO, CA 91340
(818) 361-1211
** AL AM H PI TX PV **

SAN FERNANDO COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
700 CHATSWORTH DRIVE
SAN FERNANDO, CA 91340
(818) 361-7331 Ext. 253
** AD AT H B H CU EA TX **

SAN FRANCISCO
ACCEPTANCE PLACE
RESIDENTIAL ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT PROGRAM
2024 HAYES STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94117
(415) 886-4015
** AD RR IV TX CI PV **

ALCOHOLIC/COALCOHOLIC TREATMENT AND
TRAINING INSTITUTE OF SAN FRANCISCO
3527 SACRAMENTO STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94118
(415) 922-6220
** AL AM TX PV **

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
INTERGROUP FELLOWSHIP
1046 IRVING STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94122
(415) 661-1828
** AL OT **

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
OFICINA HISPANA
205 13TH STREET
ROOM 3042
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94103
(415) 554-8811
** DA OT **

ALCOHOLICS REHABILITATION ASSOCIATION
FIRST STEP HOME
1035 HAITG STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94117
(415) 863-3661
** AL RR H A B H AI HV PI CU TX **

ALICE GRIFFITH CLINIC
CRACK/COCAINE
5 CAMERON WAY
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94124
(415) 822-2477
** DA AM B HV CU TX PV **

AMETHYST COUNSELING
4104 24TH STREET
SUITE 107
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94114
(415) 661-3144
** AD AM H IV TX PV **

ASIAN AMERICAN RESIDENTIAL RECOVERY SERVICES
2024 HAYES STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94117
(415) 886-4015
** AD RR IV TX CI PV **

BAKER NEN PLACE
1375 GROVE STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94117
(415) 346-6193
** AD RR A B H AI HV PI CU IV TX **
** CI PV **

BAY AREA ADDICTION RESEARCH/TRT INC
EMBARCADERO CLINIC
75 TOWNSEND STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94107
(415) 843-2656
** DA AM A HV CU IV MM **

BAY AREA ADDICTION RESEARCH/TRT INC
GEARY STREET CLINIC
1040 GEARY STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94109
(415) 920-7800
** DA AM H A HV IV PG MM **

BAYVIEW HUNTERS POINT
METHADONE PROGRAM
1625 CARNOLL STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94124
(415) 822-6200
** DA AM A B H AI CU IV PV MM **

BAYVIEW HUNTERS POINT FOUNDATION
CENTER FOR PROBLEM DRINKERS
1625 CARNOLL STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94124
(415) 822-6727
** DA AM H B H HV CU PG TX PV **

BAYVIEW HUNTERS POINT FOUNDATION
YOUTH DAY SERVICES
5053 3RD STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94124
(415) 822-1585
** DA AM Y B H CU TX CI PV **

CALIFORNIA DETOX PROGRAMS
GEARY STREET UNIT
1040 GEARY STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94109
(415) 920-7800
** DA AM IV MM **

CALIFORNIA DETOX PROGRAMS
TOWNSEND UNIT
75 TOWNSEND STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94107
(415) 543-2656
** DA AM IV MM **

CHINATOWN YOUTH CENTER
ASIAN YOUTH SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROJECT
1693 POLK STREET
ROOM 203
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94109
(415) 775-2636
** AD PV **

COUNSELING AND ASSISTANCE CENTER(CAAC)
TREASURE ISLAND NAVAL STATION
BUILDING 367 CODE 01N
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94130
(415) 395-5219
** AD AM TX CI PV **

COUNSELING SERVICES FOR
DRINKING DRIVERS
965 MISSION STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94103
(415) 978-5667
** AL AM B H DM TX CI PV **

FORT HELP
METHADONE PROGRAM
495 3RD STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94107
(415) 864-4804
** DA AM IV PV MM **

FRIENDSHIP HOUSE ASSOCIATION OF
AMERICAN INDIANS
80 JULIAN AVENUE
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94103
(415) 431-6323
** AL RR H AI CU TX PV **

FUTURES IN RECOVERY
3601 TARALAV STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94116
(415) 783-6700
** DA AM H A HV CU IV EA TX CI PV **

GOLDEN GATE FOR SENIORS
637 SOUTH VAN NESS AVENUE
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94110
(415) 626-7553
** AD RR TX **

HAIGHT ASHBOURNE FREE CLINICS
ALCOHOL TREATMENT SERVICES
1698 HAITG STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94117
(415) 552-7230
** AL AM H B H AI HV TX CI PV **

HAIGHT ASHBOURNE FREE CLINICS
DRUG DETOXIFICATION PROJECT
529 CLAYTON STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94117
(415) 565-1909
** DA AM N Y B H HV CU PG TX PV **
CALIFORNIA

HAIGHT ASHURY SWITCHBOARD
333 VALENCIA STREET
SUITE 327
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94103
(415) 621-6211
** AD PV **

HARRIET STREET CENTER
444 6TH STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94103
(415) 863-3250
** AD AM IV TX PV **

HENRY OHLHOF HOUSE
601 STEINER STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94117
(415) 621-4300
** AD RR TX PV **

HENRY OHLHOF OUTPATIENT PROGRAMS
2416 CLEMENT STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94121
(415) 221-3354
** AD AM W Y B H EA TX CI PV **

HORIZONS UNLIMITED OF SAN FRANCISCO
440 POTRERO AVENUE
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94110
(415) 864-3366
** AD AM W Y A H HV PI CU IV TX PV **

IADET FIRST OFFENDER PROGRAM
5229 DIAMOND HEIGHTS BOULEVARD
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94131
(415) 550-0850
** AL AM H DH TX PV **

INTENSIVE SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICE
1153 GUERRERO STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94110
(415) 696-0832
** AD AM B H CU TX PV **

KAISER PERMANENTE HOSPITAL
DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHIATRY
2350 GEARY BOULEVARD
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94115
(415) 929-5204
** AD DT AM H H HV CU IV EA TX CI **
** PV **

LATINO FAMILY AIDS PROJECT
820 VALENCIA STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94110
(415) 826-6767
** AD AM W A H HV IV DM TX PV **

LETTERE AMUSE U COMEDY SCHOOLS
DRUG AND ALCOHOL AWARENESS PROGRAM
1560 NOREGA STREET
SUITE 201
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94122
(800) 775-5233
** AD PV **

LIBERATION HOUSE PROGRAMS
1724 STEINER STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94115
(415) 563-4557
** AD RR B HV CU TX PV **

MOBILE ASSISTANCE PATROL (MAP)
965 MISSION STREET
SUITE 400
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94103
(415) 431-7400
** AD PV **

NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94103
(415) 864-3155
** AL OT **

NATIONAL COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM AND
OTHER DRUG ADDICTIONS/BAY AREA
1049 MARKET STREET
SUITE 507
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94103
(415) 861-4000
** AL AM DH TX PV **

NORTH OF MARKET
DROP IN SOBRIETY CENTER
291 EDDY STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94102
(415) 771-2133
** AL PV **

NORTH OF MARKET
SENIOR ALCOHOL PROGRAM
333 TURK STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94102
(415) 885-2274
** AD AM W A B H AI HV PI CU TX CI **
** PV **

OLIVER HOUSE
80 9TH STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94103
(415) 621-5286
** AL RR TX CI **

OPERATION RECOVERY
OPERATION CONCERN
1653 MARKET STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94103
(415) 626-7000
** AD AM A B H HV IV TX CI PV **

PRESIDIO COUNSELING CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE BRANCH
CORNER OF MAULDIN AND MACDONALD STS
PRESIDIO/SAN FRANCISCO BUILDING 910
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94129
(415) 561-2485
** AD AM B EA TX CI PV **

SAIN ANTHONY'S FOUNDATION
COVENANT HOUSE
818 STEINER STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94117
(415) 241-6340
** AD RR IV TX PV **

SAIN MARVS HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY RECOVERY CENTER
450 STANYAN STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94117
(415) 750-5657
** AD DT RR AM H A HV IV EA TX CI **
** PV **

SAIN VINCENT DE PAUL SOCIETY OF SF
ARLINGTON HOTEL
480 ELLIS STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94102
(415) 673-9600
** AL RR TX PV **

SAIN VINCENT DE PAUL SOCIETY OF SF
OZANAM RECEPTION CENTER
1175 HOWARD STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94103
(415) 864-3057
** AD DT AM H Y A B H AI HV PI CU **
** IV PG TX CI PV **

SALVATION ARMY
ADULT REHABILITATION CENTER
1500 VALENCIA STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94110
(415) 695-8000
** AD RR H PI TX CI PV **

SALVATION ARMY HARBORLIGHT CENTER
DETOX/PRIMARY/RECOVERY
1275 HARRISON STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94103
(415) 864-7000
** AD DT RR N TX **

SALVATION ARMY TURK STREET CORPS
THE BRIDGEWAY PROJECT/SAN FRANCISCO
242 TURK STREET
SUITE 210
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94102
(415) 771-7640
** AL RR EA TX CI PV **

SAN FRANCISCO GENERAL HOSPITAL (SFCH)
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1001 POTRERO AVENUE
BUILDING 90 HARD 92-93
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94110
(415) 821-8616
** DA AM H HV CU IV TX CI PV **

SAN FRANCISCO GENERAL HOSPITAL (SFCH)
TOM SMITH SUBSTANCE ABUSE TRT CENTER
1001 POTRERO AVENUE
BUILDING 20 HARD 23
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94110
(415) 821-8055
** AD RR W A B H AI HV PI CU IV PG **
** EA TX **

SAN FRANCISCO PRETRIAL DIVERSION PROJ
SUBSTANCE ABUSE REFERRAL UNIT (SARU)
885 BRYANT STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94103
(415) 626-5528
** AD CI PV **
SAN FRANCISCO PROFESSIONAL CLINIC
1 DANIEL BURNHAM COURT
SUITE 350-C
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94109
(415) 771-3254
** AD AM Y A B HV CU IV EA TX CI **
** PV **
SAN FRANCISCO SUICIDE PREVENTION
DRUGLINE
3940 GEARY BOULEVARD
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94118
(415) 752-3400
** AD PV **
SAN FRANCISCO WOMENS REHAB FOUNDATION
THE STEPPING STONE
255 10TH AVENUE
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94118
(415) 751-5921
** AL RR R H TX PV **
SMITH HOUSE
766 STANYAN STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94117
(415) 367-0244
** AD DT H B AI HV PI CU IV PG TX **
** CI PV **
SMOWS TO PLOSHARES
VETERANS RIGHTS ORGANIZATION
400 VALENCIA STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94103
(415) 552-8804
** AD EA CI PV **
TWELEVE STEP PROGRAMS
4033 JUDAH STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94122
(415) 566-4357
** AD RR TX PV **
VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
4150 CLEMENT STREET (116F)
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94121
(415) 750-2050
** AD DT RR AM A HV CU IV TX CI PV **
** MM OT **
WALDEN HOUSE
ADULT RESIDENTIAL
815 BUENA VISTA WEST
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94117
(415) 554-1950
** DA RR H Y A B H AI HV CU IV PG **
** TX PV **
WALDEN HOUSE
AFTERCARE OUTPATIENT
815 BUENA VISTA WEST
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94117
(415) 554-1450
** DA AM A B H AI HV CU IV TX **
WALDEN HOUSE
WALDEN MULTI SERVICE CENTER
1885 MISSION STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94110
(415) 554-1150
** DA AM H Y A B H AI HV CU IV PG **
** TX CI PV **
WALDEN HOUSE ADOLESCENT PROGRAM
214 Haight STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94102
(415) 558-0880
** DA RR H Y A B H AI HV CU IV PG **
** TX CI PV **
WESTSIDE COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH CTR
WESTSIDE METHADONE TREATMENT PROGRAM
1301 PIERCE STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94115
(415) 563-8200
** DA AM H B H HV IV MM **
WESTSIDE COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH CTR
WESTSIDE TENDERLOIN
187 GOLDEN GATE AVENUE
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94102
(415) 255-1786
** DA AM H B H HV CU IV TX CI PV **
WESTSIDE COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH CTR
YOUTH AWARENESS PROGRAM
1140 OAK STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94117
(415) 431-8552
** DA AM H B H HV CU IV TX PV **
WESTSIDE COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH CTR
INNER CITY OUTPATIENT SERVICES
1049 MARKET STREET
MEZZANINE LEVEL
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94103
(415) 552-6601
** DA AM H A B H AI HV CU IV PG TX **
** PV **
WOMENS ALCOHOLISM CENTER
2263 BRYANT STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94110
(415) 282-8900
** AD RR AM H B H CU PG TX PV **
WOMENS INSTITUTE FOR MENTAL HEALTH
IRIS PROJECT AND LSP
333 VALENCIA STREET
SUITE 222
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94110
(415) 864-2364
** AD AM H B H HV CU PG TX PV **
18TH STREET SERVICES
217 CHURCH STREET
SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94114
(415) 861-6908
** DA AM H Y A B H HV IV TX PV OT **
SAN GABRIEL
FAMILY COUNSELING SERVICES
314 EAST MISSION DRIVE
SAN GABRIEL, CA 91776
(626) 285-2139
** AD PV **
SAN GABRIEL VALLEY
DRIVER IMPROVEMENT
315 SOUTH MISSION DRIVE
SUITE A
SAN GABRIEL, CA 91776
(626) 308-0781
** AL AM H DM TX PV **
SAN JACINTO
AHMIO DRINKING DRIVER PROGRAM
501 SOUTH SAN JACINTO BOULEVARD
SUITE E
SAN JACINTO, CA 92533
(714) 654-2781
** AL AM DM TX PV **
KOALACARE OF CALIFORNIA INC
ACE PROGRAM II
1520 SOUTH SAN JACINTO STREET
SUITE 6
SAN JACINTO, CA 92533
(714) 654-0432
** AL AM H DM TX PV **
LA VISTA WOMENS
ALCOHOLIC RECOVERY CENTER
2220 GIRARD STREET
SAN JACINTO, CA 92533
(714) 925-8450
** AL RR H TX PV **
RIVERSIDE COUNTY ALCOHOL PROGRAM
950 RANONA BOULEVARD
SUITES 1 AND 2
SAN JACINTO, CA 92533
(714) 654-6075
** AL AM Y B H AI TX CI PV **
SAN JOSE
ALANO CLUB
1122 FAIR AVENUE
SAN JOSE, CA 95122
(408) 297-1878
** AD OT **
ALANO CLUB WEST
1159 MINNESOTA AVENUE
SAN JOSE, CA 95125
(408) 293-1936
** AL OT **
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS INTERGROUP
SANTA CLARA COUNTY CENTRAL OFFICE
535 RACE STREET
SUITE 130
SAN JOSE, CA 95126
(408) 297-3655
** AL OT **
CALIFORNIA

ALERT DRIVING INC (ADI)
1800 HAMILTON AVENUE
SAN JOSE, CA 95125
(408) 723-3044
** AL AM H H DM TX PV **

ALEXIAN FAMILY PSYCHOLOGY AND COUNSELING ASSOCIATES
750 NORTH CAPITOL AVENUE
SUITE C-6
SAN JOSE, CA 95133
(408) 272-4321
** AL AM H H TX PV **

ALL AMIGOS ALANO CLUB
9 PLEASANT STREET
SAN JOSE, CA 95110
(408) 998-9202
** AL OT **

BASCOM AVENUE FACILITY FOR MEN
650 SOUTH BASCOM AVENUE
SAN JOSE, CA 95128
(408) 295-6675
** AL DT RR H PI TX PV **

BENNY MCKEOWN CENTER
1261 FLEMING AVENUE
SAN JOSE, CA 95127
(408) 259-6565
** AL RR TX **

COMADRES MOMENS POLYDRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
55 EAST EMPIRE STREET
SAN JOSE, CA 95112
(408) 288-6209
** DA AM H B H AI CU PG TX CI PV **

COMBINED ADDICTS AND PROFESSIONALS SERVICES (CAPS) RESIDENTIAL UNIT
308 SOUTH 12TH STREET
SAN JOSE, CA 95112
(408) 294-5425
** DA RR IV TX **

DOWNTOWN FELLOWSHIP
ALCOHOL AND DRUG RECOVERY HOME
561 SOUTH ALMADEN AVENUE
SAN JOSE, CA 95110
(408) 998-4170
** AL RR A HV PI CU TX PV **

ECONOMIC SOCIAL OPPORTUNITIES/STEPS
3750 MCKEE ROAD
SUITE D
SAN JOSE, CA 95127
(408) 251-9950
** AL AM H Y B HV TX PV **

FORTUNES INN
ALCOHOLIC RECOVERY CENTER
52 SOUTH 12TH STREET
SAN JOSE, CA 95112
(408) 293-6372
** AD RR B H TX PV **

FOUR MINDS LODGE
ALCOHOL PREVENTION PROGRAM
919 THE ALAMEDA
SAN JOSE, CA 95126
(408) 971-9631
** AL RR AM H Y AI TX CI PV **

FUTURES FOUNDATION INC
596 SOUTH 10TH STREET
SAN JOSE, CA 95112
(408) 436-1930
** AD RR H B H CU TX CI PV **

KAISER PERMANENTE SAN JOSE
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAMS
5755 COTTLE ROAD
SAN JOSE, CA 95123
(408) 972-5097
** AD RR AM Y CU IV PG TX CI PV **

MARIPOSA LODGE
5900 MALECH ROAD
SAN JOSE, CA 95151
(408) 465-0131
** AL DT RR H CU PG TX **

NATIONAL COUNCIL ON ALC AND DRUG DEP FOR SANTA CLARA COUNTY AFFILIATE
1617 MILLHURST AVENUE
SAN JOSE, CA 95125
(408) 267-6300
** AD PV **

O'CONNOR HOSPITAL
RECOVERY CENTER
2105 FOREST AVENUE
SAN JOSE, CA 95128
(408) 866-9000
** AD DT RR AM IV TX CI PV **

PARKSIDE RECOVERY RESIDENCE OF SAN JOSE
554 A TAFT DRIVE
SAN JOSE, CA 95124
(408) 356-8790
** AD RR TX PV **

PATE HOUSE RECOVERY HOME
35 SOUTH 12TH STREET
SAN JOSE, CA 95112
(408) 295-4143
** AL RR TX **

PATHWAY HOUSE
102 SOUTH 11TH STREET
SAN JOSE, CA 95112
(408) 998-5191
** DA RR H A B H AI HV CU IV PG TX **
** PV **

PROYECTO PRIMAVERA
OUTPATIENT ALCOHOL SERVICES
614 TULLY ROAD
SAN JOSE, CA 95111
(408) 977-1591
** AL AM H Y A H TX CI PV **

SALVATION ARMY
ADULT REHABILITATION CENTER
760 WEST TAYLOR STREET
SAN JOSE, CA 95126
(408) 298-7600
** AD RR CU TX PV **

SAN JOSE DRUG AND ALCOHOL PREVENTION CENTER
1575 EAST SANTA CLARA STREET
SAN JOSE, CA 95116
(408) 926-2818
** AD AM H H TX PV **

SAN JOSE MEDICAL CENTER
PARKSIDE RECOVERY CENTER/YOUTH
675 EAST SANTA CLARA STREET
SAN JOSE, CA 95112
(408) 977-4425
** AD RR Y IV TX PV **

SANTA CLARA COUNTY
CENTRAL ALCOHOL SERVICES CENTER
976 LENZEN AVENUE
SAN JOSE, CA 95126
(408) 299-6830
** AL AM Y H DM TX PV **

SANTA CLARA COUNTY DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
DOWNTOWN MEDICAL CLINIC
1075 EAST SANTA CLARA STREET
SAN JOSE, CA 95116
(408) 299-7003
** DA CI PV **

SANTA CLARA COUNTY MEDHADONE TRT PROG
HILLVIEW CLINIC
1675 BURDETTE DRIVE
SUITE A
SAN JOS, CA 951211
(408) 274-7520
** DA AM IV TX MM **

SANTA CLARA COUNTY MEDHADONE TRT PROG
HILLVIEW CLINIC
1675 BURDETTE DRIVE
SUITE A
SAN JOS, CA 95121
(408) 274-7520
** DA AM IV TX MM **

TMELTH STEP HOUSE INC
616 NORTH 4TH STREET
SAN JOSE, CA 95112
(408) 279-9973
** AD RR H TX PV **

VIDA NUEVA
ALCOHOL RECOVERY HOME
2212 QUIAMBY ROAD
SAN JOSE, CA 95122
(408) 258-1820
** AL RR H PI TX PV **
NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS HELPLINE
ORANGE COUNTY
217 NORTH MAIN STREET
SANTA ANA, CA 92705
(714) 776-8581
** DA OT **

ORANGE COUNTY ALCOHOL PROGRAM
EAST CENTRAL ALCOHOL SERVICES
1725 11ST STREET
SUITE 232
SANTA ANA, CA 92706
(714) 834-8648
** AL AH M Y A B H HV PI CU TX PV **

PARKSIDE RECOVERY RESID OF SANTA ANA
4025 WEST CRYSTAL LANE
SANTA ANA, CA 92704
(714) 839-2555
** AD RR H B H AI CU TX PV **

PATHWAYS TO DISCOVERY
18350 MOUNT LANGLEY STREET
SUITE 205
SANTA ANA, CA 92706
(714) 964-2267
** AD AH IV TX PV **

PHOENIX HOUSE SANTA ANA
ADULT AND ADOLESCENT PROGRAMS
1207 EAST FRUIT STREET
SANTA ANA, CA 92701
(714) 953-9375
** DA RR Y IV TX CI PV **

SANTA ANA DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
1725 WEST 17TH STREET
ROOM 232
SANTA ANA, CA 92706
(714) 834-8600
** DA AH M Y A H HV CU IV TX PV **

SCHOOL TEN
GARFIELD STREET UNIT
9565 GARFIELD STREET
SANTA ANA, CA 92708
(714) 964-1412
** AL AM AH TX PV **

SCHOOL TEN
MAIN STREET UNIT
1772 SOUTH MAIN STREET
SANTA ANA, CA 92707
(714) 547-7571
** AL AM H DH TX PV **

STRAIGHT TALK
11770 EAST WARNER AVENUE
SUITE 119
SANTA ANA, CA 92708
(714) 557-1000
** AD PV **

TEEN CHALLENGE OF ORANGE COUNTY
418 SOUTH MAIN STREET
SANTA ANA, CA 92702
(714) 835-6822
** AD PV **

THE VILLA
910 NORTH FRENCH STREET
SANTA ANA, CA 92701
(714) 541-2732
** AL RR W TX **

THIRD STREET CLINIC
717 EAST 3RD STREET
SANTA ANA, CA 92701
(714) 542-3581
** DA AH A H HV IV PG CI PV MM **

SANTA BARBARA
ANGER MANAGEMENT AND
COUNSELING SERVICES
610 ANACAPA STREET
SANTA BARBARA, CA 93101
(805) 964-5446
** AD AH M Y A B H HV CU TX CI PV **

CALL LINE
SANTA BARBARA, CA 93105
(805) 569-2255
** AD OT **

CASA SERENA
1515 BATH STREET
SANTA BARBARA, CA 93101
(805) 966-1260
** AL PV **

COMMUNITY HEALTH PROJECTS
SANTA BARBARA
217 CAMINO DEL REMEDIO STREET
SANTA BARBARA, CA 93110
(805) 964-4795
** DA AH M HV IV PG TX MM **

COTTAGE CARE CENTER
2415 DE LA VINA STREET
SANTA BARBARA, CA 93105
(805) 682-2511
** AD DT RR AH M A B H AI HV CU IV **
** PG EA TX CI PV **

DRUG ABUSE PREVENTIVE SOCIETY OF
SANTA BARBARA
24 WEST ARRELLAGA STREET
SANTA BARBARA, CA 93101
(805) 965-6591
** DA RR TX PV **

ISLA VISTA OPEN DOOR MEDICAL CLINIC
970 EMBARCADERO DEL MAR
SUITE H
SANTA BARBARA, CA 93117
(805) 968-3943
** DA AH M Y A HV IV PG TX CI PV **

KLEIN BOTTLE COUNSELING CENTER
401 NORTH MILPAS ROAD
SANTA BARBARA, CA 93103
(805) 564-7830
** AD AM H Y H TX PV **

NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS
SANTA BARBARA AREA
SANTA BARBARA, CA 93102
(805) 569-1288
** DA OT **

SANTA BARBARA COUNCIL ON
ALC AND DRUG ABUSE/PROJECT RECOVERY
133 EAST HALEY STREET
SANTA BARBARA, CA 93101
(805) 962-6195
** AD AM IV DH TX PV **

SANTA BARBARA NEW HOUSE I
509 CHAPALA STREET
SANTA BARBARA, CA 93101
(805) 962-8248
** AD RR TX **

SANTA BARBARA NEW HOUSE II
227 WEST HALEY STREET
SANTA BARBARA, CA 93101
(805) 962-8248
** AL RR TX PV OT **

SANTA BARBARA RESCUE MISSION
535 EAST YANONALI STREET
SANTA BARBARA, CA 93102
(805) 966-1316
** AD RR EA TX **

SCHICK SHADEL HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT PROG
45 EAST ALAMAR AVENUE
SANTA BARBARA, CA 93105
(805) 687-2411
** AD DT RR IV TX CI PV **

WESTERN ADDICTION SERVICES
GAY AND LESBIAN RESOURCE CENTER
126 EAST HALEY STREET
SUITE A-18
SANTA BARBARA, CA 93101
(805) 963-3636
** AL AM A HV TX CI PV **

ZONA SECA
ALCOHOL/DRUG ABUSE COUNSELING AGENCY
232 EAST ANAPAMU STREET
SANTA BARBARA, CA 93101
(805) 963-0961
** AD AM Y H DH TX PV **

SANTA CLARA
ALC AND CHEM DEPENDENCIES INSTITUTE
275 SARATOGA AVENUE
SUITE 200
SANTA CLARA, CA 95050
(408) 296-5600
** AD AM H CU IV TX CI PV **
CALIFORNIA

KAISER PERMANENTE MEDICAL GROUP
ALCOHOL AND DRUG TREATMENT PROGRAM
1333 LAWRENCE EXPRESSWAY
BUILDING 100
SANTA CLARA, CA 95051
(408) 226-6815
** AD AM H A H HV CU IV PG TX CI **
** PV **

PATHWAY SOCIETY
OUTPATIENT CLINIC
1659 SCOTT BOULEVARD
SUITE 30
SANTA CLARA, CA 95050
(408) 244-1834
** DA AM W Y B H AI CU IV PG TX PV **

SANTA CRUZ

AMARE
212-A LOCUST STREET
SANTA CRUZ, CA 95060
(408) 427-3010
** AD DT AM TX PV **

CALIFORNIA HEALTH ASSOCIATES
SANTA CRUZ CLINIC/OUTPATIENT MM
1000-A EMELINE STREET
SANTA CRUZ, CA 95060
(408) 425-0112
** DA AM A HV IV PG MM **

DOMINICAN SANTA CRUZ HOSPITAL
ADRIAN CENTER
610 FREDERICK STREET
SANTA CRUZ, CA 95062
(408) 425-8282
** AD DT RR AM W A B H AI HV CU IV **
** PG TX CI PV **

FAMILY SERVICE ASSOCIATION
104 WALNUT AVENUE
SUITE 212
SANTA CRUZ, CA 95060
(408) 423-9444
** AD EA CI PV **

JANUS ALCOHOLISM SERVICES
200 7TH AVENUE
SUITE 150
SANTA CRUZ, CA 95062
(408) 462-1060
** AL DT RR AM H PG DM TX PV **

NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS
SANTA CRUZ, CA 95063
(408) 662-4664
** DA OT **

SANTA CRUZ COMMUNITY COUNSELING CENTER
ALTO COUNSELING CENTER/NORTH
271 WATER STREET
SANTA CRUZ, CA 95060
(408) 423-2003
** AD AM H A H HV CU IV EA DM TX **
** CI PV **

SANTA CRUZ COMMUNITY COUNSELING CENTER
SUNFLOWER HOUSE
125 RIGG STREET
SANTA CRUZ, CA 95060
(408) 423-5890
** DA RR W B H HV IV TX **

SANTA CRUZ COMMUNITY COUNSELING CENTER
YOUTH SERVICES NORTH COUNTY
117 UNION STREET
SANTA CRUZ, CA 95060
(408) 429-8530
** DA AM Y TX PV **

WOMENS CRISIS SUPPORT
1025 CENTER STREET
SANTA CRUZ, CA 95060
(408) 425-5525
** DA AM W CU PG TX PV **

SANTA FE SPRINGS
LOS ANGELES CTRS FOR ALC/D RUG ABUSE
(LACADA) SANTA FE SPRINGS
11769 TELEGRAPH ROAD
SANTA FE SPRINGS, CA 90670
(213) 949-2361
** AD AM Y A H HV PI IV EA DH TX **
** PV **

SANTA MARIA

CENTRAL COAST HEADWAY
DRINKING DRIVER PROGRAMS
117 WEST BUNNY STREET
SANTA MARIA, CA 93454
(805) 922-1710
** AL AM H DH TX PV **

CENTRAL COAST HEADWAY/SANTA MARIA
DRUG AND ALCOHOL AWARENESS PROGRAM
400 NORTH MCCLELLAND STREET
SANTA MARIA, CA 93454
(805) 922-8570
** AD AM W H CU TX CI PV **

COMMUNITY HEALTH PROJECTS
SANTA MARIA UNIT
500 WEST FOSTER ROAD
SANTA MARIA, CA 93455
(805) 937-8461
** DA AM B H HV IV TX MM **

KLEIN BOTTLE
YOUTH PROGRAMS
412 EAST TUNNELL STREET
SANTA MARIA, CA 93454
(805) 922-0468
** AD PV **

NATIONAL COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
NORTH COUNTY OFFICE
500 SOUTH BROADWAY
SUITE 110
SANTA MARIA, CA 93454
(805) 928-0993
** AD EA CI PV **

SANTA MARIA VALLEY YOUTH AND FAMILY CENTER
305 WEST CHURCH STREET
SANTA MARIA, CA 93454
(805) 926-1707
** AD AM Y H TX PV **

SANTA MONICA

ALCOHOLISM COUNCIL WEST AREA
HIGH GAIN PROJECT
1424 4TH STREET
SUITE 205
SANTA MONICA, CA 90401
(213) 451-5881
** AL AM H DH TX **

CLARE FOUNDATION
ADULT RECOVERY HOME
1865 9TH STREET
SANTA MONICA, CA 90409
(213) 314-6238
** AL RR W A B H AI HV PI PG TX **

CLARE FOUNDATION
COURT REFERRAL (DMI)
907 PICO BOULEVARD
SANTA MONICA, CA 90405
(213) 314-6222
** AL AM H DH TX PV **

CLARE FOUNDATION
SANTA MONICA RECOVERY/DETOX CENTER
907 PICO BOULEVARD
SANTA MONICA, CA 90405
(213) 314-6214
** AD DT RR W Y B H AI CU PG DM TX **
** CI PV **

CLARE FOUNDATION
SIGNS OF RECOVERY PROGRAM
3121 COLORADO AVENUE
UNIT L
SANTA MONICA, CA 90404
(213) 829-1196
** AL RR IV TX PV **

CLARE FOUNDATION
TEEN CENTER
1002 PICO BOULEVARD
SANTA MONICA, CA 90405
(213) 314-6244
** AD PV **

CLARE FOUNDATION
YOUTH RECOVERY HOME
844 PICO BOULEVARD
SANTA MONICA, CA 90405
(213) 314-6247
** AL RR Y TX CI PV **

SALVATION ARMY
ADULT REHABILITATION CENTER
1665 10TH STREET
SANTA MONICA, CA 90404
(213) 450-7235
** AD RR B H AI HV PI CU TX **
CALIFORNIA

SAUSALITO
MARIN CITY COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT CORP
MARIN CITY ALCOHOL/DRUG OUTPT SERVICES
109 DRAKE AVENUE
SAUSALITO, CA 94965
(415) 352-4412
** AL AM H Y B CU TX PV **

SAUSALITO PROFESSIONAL CLINIC
2401 MARINSHIP WAY
SUITE 300
SAUSALITO, CA 94965
(415) 331-6797
** AD AM H Y B H HV CU IV EA TX CI **
** PV **

SCOTTS VALLEY
THE CAMP
3192 OAK CANYON ROAD
SCOTTS VALLEY, CA 95066
(408) 438-1868
** AD RR IV EA TX **

TRIAD COMMUNITY SERVICES
OUTPT DRUG AND ALCOHOL TREATMENT PROG
5321 SCOTTS VALLEY DRIVE
SUITE 200
SCOTTS VALLEY, CA 95066
(408) 438-3521
** AD AM Y CU EA DM TX PV **

SEASIDE
COMMUNITY ALCOHOL CENTER
1001 ELM AVENUE
SEASIDE, CA 93955
(408) 899-4131
** AD AM H Y B DH TX PV **

COMMUNITY HUMAN SERVICES PROJECT
THRESHOLD AND GENESIS HOUSE
1152 SONOMA AVENUE
SEASIDE, CA 93955
(408) 899-2436
** DA RR M HV PG TX PV **

SEBASTOPOL
AZURE ACRES
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY RECOVERY CENTER
2264 GREEN HILL ROAD
SEBASTOPOL, CA 95472
(707) 823-3365
** AD DT RR HV IV TX **

SHINGLE SPRINGS
MEMBLEDON HOUSE
4065 MOTHER LODGE DRIVE
SUITE F
SHINGLE SPRINGS, CA 95492
(916) 677-3098
** AD RR Y A HV CU TX PV **

SIERRA MADRE
LIFE CHANGES COUNSELING CENTER
37 AUBURN STREET
SUITE 5
SIERRA MADRE, CA 91024
(818) 355-2321
** AD AM H Y B H EA TX PV **

SIERRA VALLEY
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
SIERRA VALLEY CENTRAL OFFICE
1730 LOS ANGELES AVENUE
SIERRA VALLEY, CA 93065
(805) 584-3235
** AL DT **

COMMUNITY HEALTH PROJECTS/SIERRA VALLEY
2943 SYCAMORE DRIVE
SUITE 1
SIERRA VALLEY, CA 93065
(805) 522-1044
** DA AM IV MM **

RAINBOW HOUSE SIERRA VALLEY
3165 TAO CANYON ROAD
SIERRA VALLEY, CA 93063
(805) 561-1980
** AD RR M A CU IV PG TX PV **

SIERRA VALLEY ADVENTIST HOSPITAL/SOUTH
1650 EAST HEYWOOD STREET
SIERRA VALLEY, CA 93065
(805) 582-5050
** AD AM TX PV **

THIELE FRIENDS HOUSE
1186 APPLETON ROAD
SIERRA VALLEY, CA 93065
(805) 581-9969
** AL DT RR PI TX PV **

VENTURA COUNTY ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGS
SIERRA VALLEY CENTER
4322 EILEEN STREET
SIERRA VALLEY, CA 93063
(805) 584-4678
** AD AM Y TX PV **

SOLvang
WALLACE AND ASSOCIATES
REHABILITATION FIRM
540 ALISAL ROAD
SOLVANG, CA 93063
(805) 688-2436
** AD EA CI PV **

SONORA
ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES FOR
TUOLUMNE COUNTY
12801 CABEZUT ROAD
SONORA, CA 95370
(209) 533-3553
** AD DT RR AM H IV TX PV **
TAHOE TURNING POINT
JUVENILE RESIDENTIAL TRT CTR/KELLER RD
1415 KELLER ROAD
SOUTH LAKE TAHOE, CA 95706
(916) 602-1200
** AD RR Y IV TX CI **

SOUTH SAN FRANCISCO

KAISER PERMANENTE MEDICAL CENTER
ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
1200 EL CAMINO REAL
SOUTH SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94080
(415) 762-2518
** AD DT AM H Y H CU IV PG EA TX **
** CI PV **

PROJECT 90
CASA MARIA
18 LED CIRCLE
SOUTH SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94080
(415) 588-2272
** AD RR A B H IV TX CI **

SITIKE COUNSELING CENTER
1211 MISSION ROAD
SOUTH SAN FRANCISCO, CA 94080
(415) 588-2272
** AD AM H Y A H AI HV IV TX PV **

STANTON

WESTERN PACIFIC STANTON MEDICAL CLINIC
10751 DALE STREET
STANTON, CA 90680
(714) 821-5511
** DA AM A B H IV PG MM **

STOCKTON

ALCOHOL RECOVERY CENTER (ARC)
7273 MURRAY DRIVE
SUITE 1
STOCKTON, CA 95210
(209) 953-8210
** AL AM H EA DH TX PV **

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
1325 NORTH CENTER STREET
SUITE 2
STOCKTON, CA 95202
(209) 464-1594
** AL OT **

CONCILIO AZTECA CENTER
511 EAST MAGNOLIA STREET
4TH FLOOR
STOCKTON, CA 95205
(209) 465-3489
** AL AM H DM TX PV **

JESUS SAVES MINISTRIES
438 SOUTH SUTTER STREET
STOCKTON, CA 95202
(209) 465-4979
** AD PV **

MONARCH MANOR OF STOCKTON
3021 RIVERSIDE COURT
STOCKTON, CA 95204
(209) 466-5161
** AL RR W TX PV **

NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS
930 NORTH COMMERCE STREET
STOCKTON, CA 95202
(209) 464-9262
** DA OT **

SAVATION ARMY
ADULT REHABILITATION CENTER
1247 SOUTH WILSON WAY
STOCKTON, CA 95205
(209) 466-3871
** AD RR B CU TX **

SAN JOAQUIN COUNTY
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY COUNSELING CENTER
640 NORTH UNION STREET
STOCKTON, CA 95205
(209) 468-3720
** DA AM H A B H HV PI CU IV PG TX **

SAN JOAQUIN COUNTY
YOUTH SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
4422 NORTH PERSHING AVENUE
SUITE D1
STOCKTON, CA 95207
(209) 953-8660
** AD AM Y A H HV CU IV PG DM TX **
** PV **

SAN JOAQUIN SAFETY COUNCIL
DUI FIRST OFFENDER PROGRAM
1221 NORTH EL DORADO STREET
STOCKTON, CA 95202
(209) 464-4674
** AL AM H PI EA DM TX PV **

STARTING POINT
701 EAST PARK STREET
STOCKTON, CA 95202
(209) 465-5619
** AD DT H TX PV **

SUISUN CITY

SUISUN RECOVERY SERVICES
205-A MARINA CENTER
SUISUN CITY, CA 94585
(707) 427-5955
** AD AM Y B H PI IV TX PV **

SUN VALLEY

SUN VALLEY COMMUNITY REHAB CENTER
PEOPLE IN PROGRESS
8140 SUNLAND BOULEVARD
SUN VALLEY, CA 91352
(818) 768-7494
** AL DT RR PI TX CI PV **

SUNLAND

LIVE AGAIN RECOVERY HOME
10576 MCBROOM STREET
SUNLAND, CA 91040
(818) 352-2399
** AD RR H TX PV **

SUSANVILLE

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
476 ALEXANDER AVENUE
SUSANVILLE, CA 96130
(916) 257-2880
** AL OT **

LASSEN COUNTY
ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
476 ALEXANDER AVENUE
SUSANVILLE, CA 96130
(916) 257-8511 EXT. 112
** AD AM H IV EA DM TX CI PV **

LASSEN INDIAN HEALTH CENTER
STBANACE ABUSE SERVICES
745 JOAQUIN STREET
SUSANVILLE, CA 96130
(916) 257-2641
** AD RR AM H Y AI IV TX CI PV **

TAFT

PROJECT AWARE
FOR DRUG AND ALCOHOL ABUSE
212 NORTH STREET
TAFT, CA 93268
(805) 763-1337
** AD AM H Y TX CI PV **

WEST KERN COUNSELING CENTER
107 ADKISSON WAY
TAFT, CA 93268
(805) 763-4151
** AD CI PV **

TAHOE CITY

SIERRA COUNCIL ON ALC AND DRUG DEP
TAHOE CITY SERVICE CENTER
605 WESTLAKE BOULEVARD
SUITE 6
TAHOE CITY, CA 96780
(916) 503-5534
** AL AM H DM TX CI PV **

SIERRA FAMILY SERVICES/TAHOE
3080 NORTH LAKE BOULEVARD
SUITE A
TAHOE CITY, CA 96780
(916) 581-4054
** DA AM IV TX CI PV **
TARZANA

CENTER FOR COUNSELING AND EDUCATION
6025 ETHMODA STREET
TARZANA, CA 91356
(818) 363-0715
** AL AM H EA DH TX PV **

LOOKING GLASS COUNSELING CENTER
19518 VENTURA BOULEVARD
SUITE 206
TARZANA, CA 91356
(818) 862-8649
** AD AM H Y A B H AI HV PI CU IV **
** PG EA TX CI PV **

TARZANA TREATMENT CENTER
18646 OXNARD STREET
TARZANA, CA 91356
(818) 996-1051
** DA RR H Y A B H HV PI CU IV PG **
** EA TX PV **

TEMECULA

SOLUTIONS RECOVERY SERVICES
29573 RANCHO CALIFORNIA ROAD
TEMECULA, CA 92590
(760) 676-3410
** AD AM CU IV EA TX CI **

TEMPLE CITY

TEMPLE CITY ALANO CLUBS
5934 TEMPLE CITY BOULEVARD
TEMPLE CITY, CA 91780
(818) 286-9084
** AL OT **

THOUSAND OAKS

A CENTER FOR CREATIVE CHANGE
3537 OLD CONEJO ROAD
SUITE 115
THOUSAND OAKS, CA 91320
(805) 499-8511
** AD AM H Y TX PV **

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
THOUSAND OAKS, CA 91359
(805) 495-1111
** AL OT **

BE FREE
3609 THOUSAND OAKS BOULEVARD
SUITE 200
THOUSAND OAKS, CA 91362
(805) 497-9440
** AD AM H Y CU TX PV **

CONEJO CREEK CENTER FOR PSYCHOTHERAPY
1429 EAST THOUSAND OAKS BOULEVARD
THOUSAND OAKS, CA 91360
(805) 496-8848
** AD AM TX PV **

FAMILY/OPEN DOOR COUNSELING CENTER
OF THE OAKS
141 DUESENBERG DRIVE
SUITE 9
THOUSAND OAKS, CA 91362
(805) 495-4226
** AD AM TX PV **

HOPE CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY
OUTPATIENT SERVICES
1240 SOUTH WESTLAKE BOULEVARD
SUITE 213
THOUSAND OAKS, CA 91361
(805) 496-1513
** AD AM IV EA TX PV **

TORRANCE

ALANO CLUBS
1645 ARLINGTON AVENUE
TORRANCE, CA 90501
(213) 320-3861
** AD PV **

AMI DEL AMO HOSPITAL
FIRST STEP TO RECOVERY PROGRAM
23700 CAMINO DEL SOL STREET
TORRANCE, CA 90505
(213) 530-1151
** AD DT RR AM Y CU IV TX CI PV **

GRATITUDE RETREAT
1729 CABRILLO AVENUE
TORRANCE, CA 90501
(213) 618-9173
** AD RR EA TX PV **

HIGH GAIN DRINKING DRIVER PROGRAM
1334 POST AVENUE
TORRANCE, CA 90501
(213) 328-1587
** AL AM DH TX PV **

NATIONAL COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
AND DRUG DEPENDENCE OF THE SOUTH
BAY 1334 POST AVENUE
TORRANCE, CA 90501
(213) 328-1460
** AL AM H Y H EA TX PV OT **

OMNI AMERICAN
OUTPATIENT METHADONE MAINTENANCE/DETOX
19000 HAWTHORNE BOULEVARD
SUITE 200
TORRANCE, CA 90503
(213) 542-4420
** DA AM H Y A B H HV PI CU IV PG TX **
** MM **

SOUTH BAY HUMAN SERVICE CENTER
2370 WEST CARSON STREET
SUITE 136
TORRANCE, CA 90501
(213) 328-0780
** DA AM H Y A HV PI CU IV PG TX **

SOUTHWEST DRIVER BENEFITS PROGRAM
2370 WEST CARSON STREET
SUITE 150
TORRANCE, CA 90501
(213) 320-9550
** AL AM H DH TX PV **

SUNCREST HOSPITAL OF SOUTH BAY
ADDICTIVE DISEASE UNIT
4025 WEST 226TH STREET
TORRANCE, CA 90509
(213) 375-7735
** AD AT RR AM H CU PG TX PV **

TRACY

VALLEY COMMUNITY COUNSELING CENTER
1018 E STREET
TRACY, CA 95376
(209) 835-6959
** AL AM Y A HV PI DM TX PV **

TRAVIS AIR FORCE BASE

TRAVIS AIR FORCE BASE
SOCIAL ACTIONS OFFICE
BUILDING 249 BAY C-2
TRAVIS AIR FORCE BASE, CA 94555
(707) 424-2980
** AD AM H Y B H AI CU DH TX CI PV **

TRUCKEE

NEVADA COUNTY COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
12070 DONNER PASS ROAD
TRUCKEE, CA 95737
(916) 587-8194
** AL AM PI DH TX PV **

TULARE

ALCOHOL CENTER FOR TEENAGERS (ACT)
23392 ROAD 68
TULARE, CA 93274
(209) 688-4385
** AD RR H Y CU TX **

KINGS VIEW SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
TULARE COUNTY
559 EAST BARDLEY AVENUE
TULARE, CA 93275
(209) 688-7531
** DA AM A IV PG TX PV MM **

NATIONAL COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
AND DRUG DEPENDENCE/TULARE COUNTY
525 EAST BARDLEY AVENUE
TULARE, CA 93275
(209) 688-2994
** AD PV **
NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS
WORLD SERVICE OFFICE INC
16155 HYANDOTTE STREET
VAN NUYS, CA 91406
(818) 780-3951
** DA OT **

NATIONAL COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG DEP OF SAN FERNANDO VALLEY TAP
14457 FRARI STREET
VAN NUYS, CA 91411
(818) 997-8041
** AL AM Y A H HV CU PG TX PV **

NATIONAL COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG DEP OF SAN FERNANDO VALLEY/UNIT 2
14457 FAIR STREET
VAN NUYS, CA 91411
(818) 997-0414
** AD AM Y H DH TX PV **

PALMER DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
ADOLESCENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROG (ASAP)
15355 MORRISON STREET
SUITE 300
VAN NUYS, CA 91403
(818) 783-5555
** AD RR Y H IV TX PV **

PROJECT HEAVY/SAN FERNANDO VALLEY
7400 VAN NUYS STREET
SUITE 205
VAN NUYS, CA 91405
(818) 988-4689
** DA AM Y H TX PV **

SALVATION ARMY
ADULT REHABILITATION CENTER
6059 VAN NUYS BOULEVARD
VAN NUYS, CA 91401
(818) 782-1127
** AD RR B H AI CU TX PV **

SAN FERNANDO VALLEY CMHC
YOUTH CONTACT COMPONENT
14511 HAMLIN STREET
SUITE 101
VAN NUYS, CA 91411
(818) 988-8050
** AD PV **

THE HIGH ROAD PROGRAM
14654 OXNARD STREET
VAN NUYS, CA 91411
(818) 785-9119
** AL AM H DH TX PV **

VALLEY PRESBYTERIAN HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY
15107 VAN NOS STREET
VAN NUYS, CA 91405
(818) 902-2985
** AD DT H A HV IV TX CI PV **

WEST LOS ANGELES TREATMENT PROGRAM
PRIDE HOUSE
7447 SEPULVEDA BOULEVARD
VAN NUYS, CA 91405
(818) 988-5660
** DA RR Y B CU TX CI PV **

WESTERN PACIFIC PANARAOM PROGRAM
OUTPT DETOX AND METHADONE MAINTENANCE
9462 VAN NUYS BOULEVARD
VAN NUYS, CA 91402
(818) 891-6555
** DA AM B H CU IV PG MM **

VANDENBERG AIR FORCE BASE
VANDENBERG AFB SOCIAL ACTIONS OFFICE
SUBSTANCE ABUSE OFFICE
4392 MSB/MSL
BUILDING NO 11012
VANDENBERG AIR FORCE BASE, CA 93437
(805) 866-3086
** AD EA CI PV **

VENICE
DANIEL FREEMAN MARINA HOSPITAL
EXODUS RECOVERY CENTER
4650 LINCOLN BOULEVARD
VENICE, CA 90292
(213) 827-4427
** AD DT RR AM H A B H HV CU IV PG **
** EA TX CI PV **

IDI HIRSCH CHMC
OUTPATIENT DRUG ABUSE CENTER
318 LINCOLN BOULEVARD
VENICE, CA 90291
(213) 399-7724
** DA AM H CU IV TX PV **

TUUM EST INC
PHOENIX HOUSE
503 OCEAN FRONT MALK
VENICE, CA 90291
(213) 392-3070
** DA RR Y IV TX CI PV **

VENDERS
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
EAST VENTURA GROUP ALANO CLUB
375 EAST MAIN STREET
VENTURA, CA 93001
(805) 643-2826
** AL OT **

FRESH START COUNSELING CENTER
261 YOUNGH STREET
VENTURA, CA 93003
(805) 642-8642
** AD AM TX PV **

HACIENDA HELP SERVICES
8807-8809 TIBER STREET
VENTURA, CA 93004
(805) 648-3157
** AD RR H A CU IV PG EA TX CI PV **

INTEGRATED HEALTH CARE SYSTEMS
116 NORTH BRENT STREET
VENTURA, CA 93003
(805) 656-4311
** AD PV **

KHEPRA HOUSE
105 WEST HARRISON AVENUE
VENTURA, CA 93001
(805) 653-2596
** AL RR H CU TX PV **

MEDICAL SUPPORT SERVICES TO ALCOHOLICS
VENTURA COUNTY MEDICAL CENTER
3291 LOMA VISTA ROAD
VENTURA, CA 93003
(805) 652-6235
** AL DT AM TX CI PV **

MIRACLE HOUSE/VENTURA
152 NORTH DOS CAMINOS STREET
VENTURA, CA 93003
(805) 648-7657
** AD RR H B CU TX PV **

NARCOTICS ANONYMOUS HOTLINE
VENTURA/SANTA BARBARA AREA
2465 GRAND AVENUE
SUITE 154
VENTURA, CA 93003
(805) 656-9403
** DA OT **

RAINBOW YOUTH CENTER
192 REATA AVENUE
VENTURA, CA 93004
(805) 659-3523
** DA RR Y CU IV TX **

VENTURA COTTAGE CARE OUTPATIENT CLINIC
4601 TELEPHONE ROAD
SUITE 111
VENTURA, CA 93003
(805) 658-9025
** AD AM H EA TX PV **

VENTURA COUNTY
DRINKING DRIVER PROGRAM
4651 TELEPHONE ROAD
SUITE 210
VENTURA, CA 93003
(805) 654-3460
** AD AM H DH TX CI PV **

VENTURA COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAMS
4651 TELEPHONE ROAD
SUITE 210
VENTURA, CA 93003
(805) 654-3460
** DA AM H Y A B H AI HV PI CU IV **
** PG TX CI PV **
CALIFORNIA

VENTURA COUNTY DEPT OF ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAMS/VENTURA CENTER
759 EAST MAIN STREET
VENTURA, CA 93001
(805) 652-7823  ** AL AM Y H TX CI PV **

VENTURA TEEN CHALLENGE
2717 NORTH VENTURA AVENUE
VENTURA, CA 93001
(805) 648-3295  ** AD PV **

VICTORVILLE

CALIFORNIA TRAINING SCHOOL
14477 AMARGOSA AVENUE
SUITE B
VICTORVILLE, CA 92392
(619) 241-7325  ** AL AM H DH TX PV **

HIGH DESERT CHILD/ADOLESCENT AND FAMILY SERVICE CENTER
16248 VICTOR STREET
VICTORVILLE, CA 92392
(619) 245-7151  ** DA AM IV TX CI PV **

HOW HOUSE MENS PROGRAM
15534 6TH STREET
VICTORVILLE, CA 92392
(619) 245-1970  ** AL RR TX PV **

VISALIA

ALANO CLUB
1311 WEST MURRAY STREET
VISALIA, CA 93291
(209) 732-6811  ** AL OT **

ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES OF TULARE CO
ALTERNATIVE SERVICES
1908 SOUTH COURT STREET
VISALIA, CA 93277
(209) 732-7867  ** AL AM B H DH TX PV **

AWARE TREATMENT CLINIC
512 EAST OAK STREET
VISALIA, CA 93291
(209) 625-6176  ** AD AM H Y H HV CU IV PG EA TX **

** CI PV **

CARE SCHOOLS
244 WEST CALDWELL AVENUE
VISALIA, CA 93277
(209) 732-8686  ** AL AM H PI CU DH TX PV **

KINGS/TULARE AREA AGENCY ON AGING
OLDERS WOMENS ALCOHOL PROJECT
1920 WEST PRINCETON STREET
VISALIA, CA 93277
(209) 730-2553  ** AL AM H TX PV **

TULARE COUNTY ALCOHOLISM COUNCIL INC
NEW VISIONS FOR WOMEN
420 NORTH CHURCH STREET
VISALIA, CA 93291
(209) 625-4072  ** AL DT RR H B H AI PG TX CI PV **

TULARE COUNTY ALCOHOLISM COUNCIL INC
PINE RECOVERY CENTER
120 WEST SCHOOL STREET
VISALIA, CA 93291
(209) 624-4100  ** AL DT RR H PI TX **

TURNING POINT YOUTH SERVICES
119 SOUTH LOCUST STREET
VISALIA, CA 93291
(209) 627-1585  ** DA AM H Y B H AI HV CU IV PG TX **

** PV **

WALNUT CREEK

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
CONTRA COSTA SERVICE CENTER
185 MAYHEW WAY
WALNUT CREEK, CA 94596
(415) 939-6155  ** AL OT **

ALPHA SYSTEM
1225 ALPINE ROAD
SUITE 208
WALNUT CREEK, CA 94596
(415) 947-1122  ** AD AM H AI EA TX CI PV **

COUNTERPOINT CTR/WALNUT CREEK HOSPITAL
DUAL DIAGNOSIS
175 LA CASA VIA
WALNUT CREEK, CA 94598
(415) 933-7990  ** AD DT RR AM TX OT **

FAMILY SERVICES OF CONTRA COSTA
2737 NORTH MAIN STREET
2ND FLOOR
WALNUT CREEK, CA 94596
(415) 947-1011  ** AD EA CI **

JEWISH FAMILY SERVICES OF JEWISH
FEDERATION OF THE GREATER EAST BAY
56 MAYHEW WAY
WALNUT CREEK, CA 94596
(415) 935-0991  ** AD CI **

Kaiser Permanente Medical Center
Alcohol and Drug Abuse Program
1425 SOUTH MAIN STREET
WALNUT CREEK, CA 94596
(415) 943-3483  ** AD DT AM IV TX CI PV **

WATSONVILLE

FENIX FAMILY
ALCOHOLISM SERVICE CENTER
20 EAST LAKE AVENUE
WATSONVILLE, CA 95076
(408) 722-4211  ** AL AM H Y H TX CI PV **

HERMANAS RECOVERY HOME
321 EAST BEACH STREET
WATSONVILLE, CA 95076
(408) 722-2471  ** AL RR H A H AI HV PI CU PG TX **

** CI PV **

SANTA CRUZ COMMUNITY COUNSELING CENTER
ALTO COUNSELING CENTER/SOUTH
37 SUDDEN STREET
WATSONVILLE, CA 95076
(408) 728-2225  ** AD AM H HV CU IV EA DW TX CI **

** PV **

SANTA CRUZ COMMUNITY COUNSELING CENTER
SUNFLOWER YOUTH HOUSE
187-A SAN ANDREAS ROAD
WATSONVILLE, CA 95076
(408) 680-7993  ** DA RR Y B H HV IV TX **

SANTA CRUZ COMMUNITY COUNSELING CENTER
YOUTH SERVICES SOUTH COUNTY
107 CALIFORNIA STREET
WATSONVILLE, CA 95076
(408) 728-2226  ** DA AM Y TX PV **

WATSONVILLE COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL AND DRUG TREATMENT CENTER
299 GREEN VALLEY ROAD
WATSONVILLE, CA 95076
(408) 761-5667  ** AD DT RR AM H IV TX **

WAVES

TRINITY COUNTY COUNSELING CENTER
100 AIRPORT ROAD
WEAVERVILLE, CA 96093
(916) 623-5708  ** AD DT RR AM IV TX CI PV **

WEST COVINA

COMMUNITY HEALTH PROJECTS
DETOXIFICATION AND COUNSELING
120 NORTH LANG AVENUE
WEST COVINA, CA 91790
(213) 960-3064  ** AD AM IV TX PV **
CALIFORNIA

COMMUNITY HEALTH PROJECTS/LOS ANGELES
GLENORA UNIT
336 1/2 SOUTH GLENORA AVENUE
WEST COVINA, CA 91790
(626) 919-5087
** DA AM A HV IV MM **

COMMUNITY HEALTH PROJECTS/LOS ANGELES
WEST COVINA UNIT
1825 EAST THELBORN STREET
WEST COVINA, CA 91791
(626) 915-3944
** DA AM IV MM **

LOS ANGELES CTRS FOR ALC/DRUG ABUSE
(LACADA) WEST COVINA
1325 WEST COVINA PARKWAY
WEST COVINA, CA 91790
(626) 814-0072
** AD AM Y A H HV PI IV EA DM TX **
** PV **

RICKMAN RECOVERY CENTER/WEST COVINA
1107 SOUTH GLENORA AVENUE
WEST COVINA, CA 91790
(626) 443-3565
** AD AM H IV TX PV **

SAFETY EDUCATION CENTER
1500 WEST COVINA PARKWAY
SUITE 105
WEST COVINA, CA 91790
(626) 960-5977
** AL AM H AT DM TX PV **

SAN GABRIEL VALLEY
DRIVER IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
1502 WEST COVINA PARKWAY
SUITE 112
WEST COVINA, CA 91790
(626) 960-0644
** AL AM H DN TX PV **

WEST SACRAMENTO

DETOX CENTER OF AMERICA
820 WESTACRE ROAD
WEST SACRAMENTO, CA 95691
(916) 371-1501
** AD AM IV TX **

EAST YOLO INFORMATION CENTER FOR
ALCOHOL AND OTHER DRUG ABUSE
1229 MKERLEY AVENUE
WEST SACRAMENTO, CA 95691
(916) 372-5360
** AD EA PV **

WESTMINSTER

ORANGE COUNTY ALCOHOL PROGRAM
WEST REGION
16150 BEACH BOULEVARD
SUITE 206
WESTMINSTER, CA 92683
(714) 891-5608
** DA AM DM TX PV **

SCHOOL TEN
GARDEN GROVE UNIT
6156 GARDEN GROVE BOULEVARD
WESTMINSTER, CA 92683
(714) 891-5608
** AL AM DN TX PV **

WESTMINSTER DRUG FREE
16600 GOLDENWEST STREET
SUITE 112
WESTMINSTER, CA 92683
(714) 890-3500
** DA AM Y A H HV PI IV TX PV **

WHITTIER

AMAKENINGS PROGRAM FOR DEAF AND
HARD OF HEARING PERSONS/RESIDENTIAL
9608 REGATA AVENUE
WHITTIER, CA 90604
(213) 946-6263
** AD RR TX CI **

CATHOLIC RAINBOW OUTREACH
11419 CARMENITA ROAD
WHITTIER, CA 90605
(213) 944-2203
** AD RR B H CU TX CI PV **

COMMUNITY HEALTH PROJECTS/WHITTIER
METHADONE TREATMENT PROGRAM
11730 VALLEY VIEW AVENUE
SUITE B
WHITTIER, CA 90604
(213) 946-1587
** DA IV MM **

DRIVER SAFETY SCHOOLS
ESCUELA DE LATINA DE TRAFICO
11931 1/2 WASHINGTON BOULEVARD
WHITTIER, CA 90606
(213) 698-0036
** AL AM H DN TX PV **

FRED C NELLES SCHOOL
KENNEDY/HADISON COTTAGES
11850 EAST WHITTIER BOULEVARD
WHITTIER, CA 90601
(213) 698-6781 EXT. 284
** AD RR Y A B H HV PI IV TX PV **

PRESBYTERIAN INTERCOMMUNITY HOSPITAL
THE CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY CENTER
12401 EAST WASHINGTON BOULEVARD
WHITTIER, CA 90602
(213) 698-0011 EXT. 2840
** AD DT RR AM M A B H HV PI IV CX **
** PG EA TX CI PV **

PROJECT INFO

FAMILY/YOUTH PROGRAM
9401 SOUTH PAINTER AVENUE
WHITTIER, CA 90605
(213) 698-9436
** DA AM Y H PG TX PV **

PUBLIC INTEREST INC
7336 SOUTH PAINTER AVENUE
WHITTIER, CA 90602
(213) 945-2977
** AL AM H DM TX PV **

SAFETY CONSULTANT SERVICES
13501 EAST WHITTIER BOULEVARD
WHITTIER, CA 90605
(213) 945-2493
** AL AM H DN TX PV **

SOUTHEAST COUNCIL ON ALC/DRUG PROBLEMS
FOLEY HOUSE
10511 MILLS AVENUE
WHITTIER, CA 90604
(213) 944-7953
** AL RR H PG TX **

WILLITS

LUCKY DEUCE DUI PROGRAM
110 SOUTH MAIN STREET
SUITE E
WILLITS, CA 95490
(707) 459-9451
** AL AM AI PI DN TX PV **

WILMINGTON

BEHAVIORAL SERVICES
WILMINGTON COMM PREV/RECOVERY CENTER
531 SOUTH MARINE AVENUE
WILMINGTON, CA 90744
(213) 679-9126
** AL AM H DN TX PV **

COMMUNITY HEALTH PROJECTS
WILMINGTON CLINIC/OMM
936 NORTH WILMINGTON BOULEVARD
WILMINGTON, CA 90744
(213) 513-1300
** DA AM A H HV IV MM **

COMMUNITY SERVICE ORGANIZATION (CSO)
WILMINGTON
307 NORTH AVALON BOULEVARD
WILMINGTON, CA 90744
(213) 830-0170
** AL AM H DN TX PV **

INSTITUTE FOR THE ADV OF HUMAN SERVS
TRANSRECTURAL HEALTH DEVELOPMENT
117 EAST B STREET
WILMINGTON, CA 90744
(213) 549-8585
** DA AM A HV IV MM **

70
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LA CLINICA DEL PUEBLO
117 WEST ANAHEIM STREET
WILMINGTON, CA 90744
(213) 830-0100
** DA AM IV TX PV **

NEIGHBORHOOD YOUTH ASSOCIATION
WILMINGTON DRUG PROGRAM
1323 NORTH AVALON BOULEVARD
WILMINGTON, CA 90744
(213) 549-6310
** DA AM Y TX CI PV **

WOODLAND
FORT YUMA ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION PROGRAM
375 PICACHO ROAD
WINTERHAVEN
(619) 572-0232
** AD AM Y AI EA TX PV **

YOLO COUNTY
DEPARTMENT OF ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGS
201 WEST BEAMER STREET
WOODLAND, CA 95695
(916) 666-8650
** AD AM H IV EA TX PV **

YOLO COUNTY
DRINKING DRIVER PROGRAM
825 EAST STREET
SUITE 123
WOODLAND, CA 95695
(916) 668-5484
** AD AM H Y H DW TX PV **

WOODLAND HILLS
LIFESTYLE RECOVERY SYSTEMS
20720 VENTURA BOULEVARD
SUITE 120
WOODLAND HILLS, CA 91364
(818) 348-5554
** AD AM CU IV EA TX **

MATRIX CENTER/WOODLAND HILLS
6300 VARIEL AVENUE
SUITE C
WOODLAND HILLS, CA 91367
(818) 592-6040
** AD AM HV CU IV PG TX CI PV OT **

VALLEY WOMENS CENTER AND FAMILY RECOVERY CENTER
20969 VENTURA BOULEVARD
SUITES 18 AND 19
WOODLAND HILLS, CA 91364
(818) 716-7188
** AL AM H Y B H PG TX PV **

YORBA LINDA
LA CASITA FOR WOMEN
17122 SAGA DRIVE
YORBA LINDA, CA 92686
(714) 961-9142
** AL RR W TX PV **

YOUNTVILLE
VETERANS HOME OF CALIFORNIA
ALCOHOL PROGRAM SERVICE
YOUNTVILLE VETERANS HOME
LINCOLN HALL SECTION A
YOUNTVILLE, CA 94599
(707) 944-4843
** AL DT RR TX CI PV **

YREKA
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
YREKA, CA 96097
(916) 842-7640
** AL OT **

SISKIYOU ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVS
804 SOUTH MAIN STREET
YREKA, CA 96097
(916) 842-8190
** AD RR AM Y AI IV PG DM TX CI PV **

YUBA CITY
PATHWAYS MIDVALLEY RECOVERY FACILITIES
1095 STAFFORD WAY
SUITE C
YUBA CITY, CA 95991
(916) 671-0283
** AD AM Y H AI DM TX CI PV **

SUTTER YUBA MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
DRUG ALTERNATIVES PROGRAM
1965 LIVE OAK BOULEVARD
YUBA CITY, CA 95991
(916) 741-7200
** DA AM IV TX CI PV **

YUCAIPA
REDLANDS YUCAIPA GUIDANCE CLINIC
VALLEY GUIDANCE CENTER
32571 YUCAIPA BOULEVARD
YUCAIPA, CA 92399
(714) 790-1300
** DA AM H Y H EA TX PV **

YUCCA VALLEY
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS
ALANO CLUB
57637 EAST YUCCA TRAIL
YUCCA VALLEY, CA 92204
(619) 365-9984
** AL OT **

WOODLAND HILLS
LIFESTYLE RECOVERY SYSTEMS
20720 VENTURA BOULEVARD
SUITE 120
WOODLAND HILLS, CA 91364
(818) 348-5554
** AD AM CU IV EA TX **
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>ALAMOSA</strong></td>
<td><strong>PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING SERVICES</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11025 HENRY LANE</td>
<td><strong>ALAMOSA, CO 81010</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(719) 589-6927</td>
<td>**AL AM H EA DN TX PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SLVMHC COMPREHENSIVE ALCOHOLISM PROG</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ALAMOSA OUTPATIENT SERVICES</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1015 4TH STREET</td>
<td><strong>ALAMOSA, CO 81010</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(719) 589-3671</td>
<td>**AD AM DH TX CI PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ARVADA</strong></td>
<td><strong>ALCOHOL BEHAVIOR INFORMATION INC</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7550 GRANT PLACE</td>
<td><strong>ARVADA, CO 80002</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(303) 425-9543</td>
<td>**AL AM TX PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ASPEN</strong></td>
<td><strong>ADDICTION RECOVERY UNIT/ASPEN</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAZY CHAIR UNIT</td>
<td><strong>ASPEN, CO 81611</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0550 LAZY CHAIR RANCH ROAD</td>
<td>**AD RR AM H A HV CU TX **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPRINGS COUNSELING CENTER</td>
<td>**AD AM CU TX CI PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>605 EAST MAIN STREET</td>
<td><strong>ARORA</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUITE 7</td>
<td><strong>A CHRONICL ON DRUG ABUSE</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASPEN, CO 81612</td>
<td><strong>ALAMOSA, CO 80017</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(303) 925-8977</td>
<td>**AD AV AM H Y A HV CU TX **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BOULDER</strong></td>
<td><strong>BROOKLYN COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1300 CANYON BOULEVARD</td>
<td><strong>BOULDER, CO 80302</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(303) 444-6192</td>
<td>**AD AM H Y H HV CU EA DN TX CI **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BOULDER MENTAL HEALTH CENTER</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1333 IRIS AVENUE</td>
<td><strong>BOULDER, CO 80302</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(303) 443-8500</td>
<td>**DA AM TX PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BRIGHTON</strong></td>
<td><strong>COMMUNITY COUNSELING SERVICES</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>260 WEST JESSUP STREET</td>
<td><strong>BRIGHTON, CO 80001</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(303) 654-0576</td>
<td>**AL AM H M H HV TX CI PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EDUCATIONAL CENTER FOR ADDICTIONS</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>39-B SOUTH 4TH AVENUE</td>
<td><strong>BRIGHTON, CO 80001</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(303) 654-1636</td>
<td>**AL AM H Y B H HV PG TX **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CASTLE ROCK</strong></td>
<td><strong>PERSONAL AWARENESS COUNSELING EDUCATION PROGRAMS (PACE)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>107 B 5TH STREET</td>
<td><strong>CASTLE ROCK, CO 80104</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(303) 688-2002</td>
<td>**AD AM H Y H HV CU TX **</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**KEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ORIENTATION!</th>
<th>DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY</td>
<td><strong>TT = TREATMENT UNIT</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TYPE OF CARE!</strong></td>
<td><strong>DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DT = DETOXIFICATION(24 HOUR CARE)</td>
<td><strong>CI = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RR = RESIDENTIAL(24 HOUR CARE)</td>
<td><strong>PV = PREVENTION UNIT</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS!</strong></td>
<td><strong>MM = METHADONE UNIT</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>UNIT FUNCTION!</strong></td>
<td><strong>OT = OTHER UNIT</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W = MOHAN</td>
<td><strong>AM = AMBULATORY(LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H = HIV POSITIVES</td>
<td><strong>PG = PREGNANT USERS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A = AIDS PATIENTS</td>
<td><strong>EA = EAP PROGRAM SERVICES</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B = BLACKS</td>
<td><strong>DM = DMI/ASAP SERVICES</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M = HISPANICS</td>
<td><strong>IV = IV DRUG USERS</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
COLORADO

SPRINGS

ALTERNATIVES
ALCOHOL MANAGEME'NT PROGRAM
103 SOUTH MAHSATCH STREET
SUITE 104
COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 80903
(719) 578-9947
** AD AL TX PV **

CATE ALCOHOL EDUCATION PROGRAM
4740 FLINTRIDGE DRIVE
SUITE 201-B
COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 80918
(719) 593-8070
** AL AM DH TX CI PV **

CONFIDENTIAL HEALTH CONSULTANTS
951 NORTH WEBER STREET
COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 80903
(719) 578-9808
** AL AH EA DM TX CI PV **

EL PASO COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
ALCOHOL/DRUG TREATMENT PROGRAM
710 SOUTH TEJON STREET
COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 80903
(719) 578-3150
** AD AM H Y A B H HV CU IV PG EA **
** TX CI PV MM **

EMERGING REALITY
2910 NORTH ACADEMY BOULEVARD
SUITE 103
COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 80917
(719) 528-2819
** AL AH TX PV **

GORDON S RIEGEL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY CENTER
825 EAST PIKES PEAK AVENUE
COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 80903
(719) 636-8741
** AD DT RR AH M A HV CU IV EA TX **
** CI **

HEALTH CHALLENGE COUNSELING CENTER INC
1715 MONTEREY ROAD
SUITE 198
COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 80910
(719) 578-9991
** AD AM B H DW TX **

INTROSPECT COUNSELING CENTER
1205 SHASTA DRIVE
SUITE K
COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 80910
(719) 473-2380
** AL AH M B DW TX PV **

PATHWAYS CONFIDENTIAL COUNSELING INC
304 SOUTH 8TH STREET
SUITE 101C
COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 80905
(719) 520-9220
** AD AH M Y HV CU DW TX CI PV **

PIKES PEAK CARE COALITION
510 AUSTIN BLUFFS PARKWAY
ROOM 2
COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 80918
(719) 548-8877
** AD PV OT **

PIKES PEAK MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
2741 EAST LAS VEGAS STREET
COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 80906
(719) 590-2400
** AL DT M Y B H AI HV PI PG TX **

POSITIVE CHANGE
1425 NORTH UNION STREET
SUITE 201
COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 80909
(719) 578-9730
** AL AH M TX PV **

TURNING POINT INSTITUTE
2862 SOUTH CIRCLE DRIVE
SPRINGS OFFICE PARK SUITE 215
COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 80906
(719) 579-0919
** AL AH DM TX PV **

UPLIFT AWARENESS CENTER
ALCOHOL ABUSE PROGRAM
432 WEST BIJOU STREET
COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 80905
(719) 471-2514
** AL AH DM TX PV **

YOUTH RECOGNITION LTD
SOMEPLACE ELSE
179 PARKSIDE DRIVE
2ND FLOOR
COLORADO SPRINGS, CO 80910
(719) 632-5362
** AL AH DM TX CI PV **

COLORADO CITY

WASHINGTON HOUSE INC
7373 BIRCH STREET
COMMERCY CITY, CO 80037
(303) 289-3391
** AL AM H B H AI PI PG DW TX CI **
** PV **

CORTEZ

CORTEZ COUNSELING SERVICES INC
16 NORTH MARKET STREET
CORTEZ, CO 81321
(303) 565-8531
** AD AH H Y AI PG TX CI PV **

CRAG

GARY GURNEY PSYCHOTHERAPIST
AND ASSOCIATES/SUBST ABUSE SERVICES
439 BREEZE STREET
SUITE 101
CRAIG, CO 81625
(303) 826-2556
** AD AH H Y A PI CU IV PG EA DN **
** TX CI PV **

CRIPPLE CREEK

HILLTOP NURSING HOME
A AND HETTIG STREETS
CRIPPLE CREEK, CO 80813
(303) 689-2951
** AD RR TX PV **

DELTA

CREATIVE COUNSELING PLACE
550 PALMER STREET
SUITE 103
DELTA, CO 81416
(303) 874-5110
** AL AM H Y A B H AI HV PI CU PG **
** DM TX CI PV **

DENVER

ADAMS COUNTY DISTRICT ATTORNEYS
JUVENILE DIVERSION PROJECT
7401 NORTH BROADWAY
SUITE 250
DENVER, CO 80221
(303) 427-6001
** AD PV **

ALCOHOL AWARENESS INFORMATION CTR INC
10248 EAST JEWELL AVENUE
SUITE 30
DENVER, CO 80222
(303) 337-0459
** AL DW PV **

ALCOHOL COUNSELING SERVICES OF CO INC
1300 SOUTH LAFAYETTE STREET
DENVER, CO 80210
(303) 777-8648
** AL AM A DW TX CI PV **

BETHEL ALC/DRUG PROGRAM
4600 EAST ILLIF AVENUE
DENVER, CO 80222
(303) 759-6310
** AD DT RR AH M DW TX **

BRIDGE COUNSELING CENTER
4120 WEST 38TH AVENUE
DENVER, CO 80212
(303) 480-9042
** AD AH H Y A B H AI HV PI CU IV **
** PG DW TX PV **

COLORADO DEPARTMENT OF INSURANCE
DIV OF YOUTH/SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
4255 SOUTH KNOX COURT
DENVER, CO 80236
(303) 762-4493
** AD OT **

COMMUNITY ALC/DRUG REHAB AND
EDUCATION CENTER (CADREC)
3315 GILPIN STREET
DENVER, CO 80205
(303) 295-2521
** AD AH H Y A B H HV CU PG EA TX **
** PV **
COLORADO

COMPREHENSIVE ADDICTION TRT SERVICES
1624 GILPIN STREET
DENVER, CO 80218
(303) 394-2714
** DA AM A HV CU IV MM **

COUNSELING DIMENSIONS INC
11656 HUDSON STREET
DENVER, CO 80234
(303) 450-0700
** DA AM W Y HV CU DN TX PV **

DENVER ALTERNATIVE YOUTH SERVICES
ADOLESCENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT
1240 WEST BAYAUD AVENUE
DENVER, CO 80223
(303) 698-2300
** DA AM W Y A H PI DM TX CI PV **

DENVER DEPT OF HEALTH AND HOSPITALS
DENVER CARES OUTPATIENT SERVICES
3840 YORK STREET
UNIT K
DENVER, CO 80205
(303) 296-9592
** DA DT AM H A B H AI HV PI CU PG **
** DM TX CI PV **

DENVER HEALTH AND HOSPITALS
DENVER CARES
3840 YORK STREET
UNIT K
DENVER, CO 80205
(303) 296-9592
** DA AM W Y A B H AI HV PI CU PG **
** TX CI PV MM **

DENVER TREATMENT SERVICES
2251 FEDERAL BOULEVARD
DENVER, CO 80211
(303) 477-7601
** DA AM A H AI CU DN TX CI PV **

DIVISION OF YOUTH SERVICES
4255 SOUTH KNOX COURT
DENVER, CO 80236
(303) 762-4494
** DA OT **

DRIVER DEVELOPMENT CENTER
120 WEST 5TH AVENUE
DENVER, CO 80204
(303) 744-0128
** AL PV **

GATEWAY TREATMENT CENTER
1191 SOUTH PARKER ROAD
SUITE 100
DENVER, CO 80231
(303) 696-8407
** DA AM A CU IV EA TX PV **

INSIGHTS COUNSELING SERVICES INC
2200 EAST 104TH AVENUE
SUITE 213
DENVER, CO 80233
(303) 457-9576
** DA AM W Y A AI HV IV DM TX CI **
** PV **

MERCY MEDICAL CENTER
BEHAVIORAL MEDICINE DEPARTMENT
1650 FILLMORE STREET
DENVER, CO 80206
(303) 393-3503
** DA DT RR AM H Y A H HV CU IV PG **
** EA DN TX CI PV **

METROPOLITAN CLINICS COUNSELING
1720 SOUTH BELLAIRE STREET
SUITE 807
DENVER, CO 80222
(303) 759-5292
** DA IV EA CI PV **

METROPOLITAN COUNSELING SERVICES
2700 WEST EVANS AVENUE
SUITE 20
DENVER, CO 80210
(303) 934-3045
** AL AM DM TX **

MIDTOWN CENTER FOR COUNSELING
6000 EAST EVANS STREET
SUITE 1-401
DENVER, CO 80222
(303) 756-2870
** AL AM DM TX PV **

MILESTONE COUNSELING SERVICES INC
1210 EAST COLFAX STREET
SUITE 308
DENVER, CO 80218
(303) 894-8024
** DA AM DM TX CI **

MULTI SERVICES CLINIC INC
2715 CLAY STREET
DENVER, CO 80211
(303) 455-6854
** DA AM H B H AI TX **

NEM LIFE MANAGEMENT INC
770 GRANT STREET
SUITE 228
DENVER, CO 80203
(303) 652-9894
** DA AM H Y A B H AI HV PI CU PG **
** DM TX **

NURSES OF COLORADO CORPORATION
5453 EAST EVANS PLACE
DENVER, CO 80222
(303) 758-0596
** DA EA PV **

PARKSIDE LODGE OF COLORADO INC
COMMUNITY INTENSIVE RESID TRT UNIT
8001 LIPAN STREET
DENVER, CO 80221
(303) 430-0800
** DA DT RR AM W Y AI CU EA TX CI **
** PV **

PARKSIDE LODGE OF COLORADO INC
COMMUNITY INTENSIVE RESID TRT UNIT
8801 STERN STREET
DENVER, CO 80221
(303) 430-0800
** DA DT RR AM W Y AI CU EA TX CI **
** PV **

PORTER HOSPITAL
THE CENTRE
2525 SOUTH DOWNEY STREET
DENVER, CO 80210
(303) 778-5774
** DA DT RR AM H Y A B H HV PI CU **
** IV PG EA DN TX CI PV **

ROCKY MOUNTAIN DRUG CONSULTATION CTR
645 BANNOCK STREET
DENVER, CO 80204
(303) 893-2784
** AD PV **

SALVATION ARMY ADULT REHAB CENTER
ALCOHOL ABUSE HALFWAY HOUSE CARE
4751 BROADWAY
DENVER, CO 80216
(303) 294-0827
** DA RR B H AI HV PI CU TX PV **

SERVICIOS DE LA RAZA
ALCOHOL ABUSE PROGRAM
4055 EISENHOWER STREET
DENVER, CO 80211
(303) 458-5851
** AL AM W H DM TX PV **

SOBRIETY HOUSE INC
STEPPING STONE
107 ACOMA STREET
DENVER, CO 80223
(303) 722-5746
** AL RR TX **

SPECIAL SERVICES CLINIC INC
3656 WEST FIRST STREET
DENVER, CO 80219
(303) 977-1333
** DA AM W Y H PI DM TX CI PV OT **

USH COMMUNICATIONS
EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
1005 17TH STREET
ROOM 407
DENVER, CO 80202
(303) 896-4367
** DA EA CI PV **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES/7 WEST
1055 CLERMONT STREET
DENVER, CO 80220
(303) 395-2882
** DA RR AM H B H AI HV CU IV PG **
** EA DM TX CI PV **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES/8 WEST
1055 CLERMONT STREET
DENVER, CO 80220
(303) 395-2882
** DA RR AM H B H AI HV CU IV PG **
** EA DM TX CI PV **
COLORADO

DURANGO
SN COLORADO COMMUNITY CORRECTIONS CTR
HILLTOP TREATMENT SERVICES
1045 1/2 EAST 2ND AVENUE
DURANGO, CO 81302
(303) 259-6226
** AD AM Y A H HV DX TX PV **

ELIZABETH
RUNNING CREEK COUNSELING SERVICE
ELIZABETH, CO 80107
(303) 646-3818
** AD RR M Y A HV CU IV TX CI PV **

ENGLEWOOD
ARAPAHOE MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
AQUARIUS CENTER
4857 SOUTH BROADWAY
ENGLEWOOD, CO 80110
(303) 761-0620
** AD AM Y A B H HV CU IV PG TX **
** CI OT **

ENGLEWOOD COUNSELING CENTER
3969 SOUTH BROADWAY
ENGLEWOOD, CO 80110
(303) 781-8075
** AD AM H PI CU IV DX TX PV **

FEDERAL CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
ENGLEWOOD, CO 80123
(303) 986-1566
** AD EA CI PV **

MLE HI COUNSELING INC
300 EAST HAMPDEN AVENUE
SUITE 230
ENGLEWOOD, CO 80110
(303) 762-8503
** AD AM DH TX PV **

PARKSIDE LODGE OF COLORADO INC
OUTPATIENT SERVICES AT DTC
8000 EAST PRENTICE STREET
SUITE D-5
ENGLEWOOD, CO 80222
(303) 779-1301
** AD AM TX CI PV **

ESTES PARK
HARMONY FOUNDATION INC
ALCOHOL/DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
1600 FISH HATCHERY ROAD
ESTES PARK, CO 80517
(303) 586-4491
** AD DT RR M A H HV CU IV PG TX CI **

EVERGREEN
BELLWOOD RESOURCES CENTER INC
7592 SOUTH GARTNER ROAD
EVERGREEN, CO 80439
(303) 674-4540
** AL AM B H AI DH TX CI PV **

FLORENCE
CLEAR VIEW CENTER
521 WEST 5TH STREET
FLORENCE, CO 81226
(303) 786-6537
** AD RR M IV TX **

FORT COLLINS
CENTER FOR LIFE SKILLS EDUCATION
400 WEST MAGNOLIA STREET
FORT COLLINS, CO 80521
(303) 548-7263
** AL AM Y HV TX PV **

HOPE COUNSELING CENTER
1640 SOUTH COLLEGE AVENUE
FORT COLLINS, CO 80525
(303) 492-1157
** AD AM H Y A A H CU EA DH TX PV **

LARICO CENTER FOR YOUTH ADDICTION
614 HATHAWES STREET
FORT COLLINS, CO 80524
(303) 221-6040
** AD RR Y TX PV **

LARICHI COUNTY INSTITUTE FOR
ALCOHOL AWARENESS/FORT COLLINS
253 LINDEN STREET
FORT COLLINS, CO 80524
(303) 221-6057
** AD AM W HV DH TX PV **

SEVEN LAKES RECOVERY PROGRAM
2362 EAST PROSPECT AVENUE
FORT COLLINS, CO 80525
(303) 886-0172
** AD AM M Y A H HV CU IV PG TX CI **

GLENWOOD SPRINGS
COLORADO WEST REGIONAL MENTAL HEALTH
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
711 GRAND AVENUE
GLENWOOD SPRINGS, CO 81601
(303) 945-0439
** AD DW PV **

S AND L COUNSELING
ALCOHOLISM SERVICES
601 21ST STREET
SUITE 20A
GLENWOOD SPRINGS, CO 81601
(303) 945-8178
** AL PV **

VALLEY VIEW YOUTH RECOVERY CENTER
1906 BLAKE AVENUE
GLENWOOD SPRINGS, CO 81601
(303) 945-6535
** AD RR IV TX **

GOLDEN
JEFFERSON COUNTY SCHOOLS
EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
1829 DENVER WEST DRIVE
BUILDING 27
GOLDEN, CO 80401
(303) 273-6543
** AD EA CI **

RED ROCKS COMM COLLEGE/SUBSTANCE PREV
TRAINING FOR CHILD CARE PROVIDERS
12400 WEST 6TH AVENUE
GOLDEN, CO 80401
(303) 988-6160 EXT. 276
** AD PV **

GRAND JUNCTION
ADULT ADOLESCENT ALCOHOL TREATMENT
(AFAT)
2600 NORTH 12TH STREET
GRAND JUNCTION, CO 81506
(303) 245-6624
** AD AM Y HV EA DX TX CI PV **

ARU/GRAND JUNCTION
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
436 SOUTH 7TH STREET
GRAND JUNCTION, CO 81501
(303) 245-4213
** AD DT RR AM H Y PI EA TX CI PV **

ASET CLINIC INC
DBA ADDICTION SERVS EDUC/TRT CLINIC
1131 NORTH 21ST STREET
SUITE 2
GRAND JUNCTION, CO 81501
(303) 262-5792
** AD AM H Y A H PG DX TX CI PV **

GRAND MESA ADOLESCENT CENTER
NEW HORIZONS
101 SOUTH 3RD STREET
SUITE 272
GRAND JUNCTION, CO 81501
(303) 261-9690
** AD AM Y A H HV TX PV **

IN ROADS COUNSELING
1141 NORTH 25TH STREET
SUITE F
GRAND JUNCTION, CO 81501
(303) 245-2532
** AD AM M Y A H HV PI IV EA DX TX **

MESA COUNTY PARTNERS
735 SOUTH AVENUE
GRAND JUNCTION, CO 81501
(303) 245-5555
** AD PV **
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NATIONAL COUNCIL ON ALC AND DRUG ABUSE
MESA COUNTY INC
101 SOUTH 3RD STREET
SUITE 270
GRAND JUNCTION, CO 81501
(303) 243-3140
** AD EA DM PV DT **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROG (SATP)
2121 NORTH AVENUE
BUILDING 6
GRAND JUNCTION, CO 81501
(303) 242-0731 EXT. 2023
** AL DT RR AM HV IV TX PV **

GREELEY
CENTENNIAL AREA HEALTH EDUCATION CTR
SUBSTANCE ABUSE EDUCATION AND TRAINING
916 13TH STREET
SUITE 2
GREELEY, CO 80631
(303) 351-0755
** AD PV **

FAMILY RECOVERY CENTER
1910 15TH STREET
GREELEY, CO 80631
(303) 352-4673
** AD DT RR AM A IV TX CI PV **

INSTITUTE FOR ALCOHOL AWARENESS
OF GREELEY
920 11TH STREET
GREELEY, CO 80631
(303) 351-0275
** AL AM DH TX PV **

ISLAND GROVE REGIONAL TRT CENTER INC
421 NORTH 15TH AVENUE
GREELEY, CO 80631
(303) 356-6664
** AD DT RR AM A IV TX CI PV **

RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT CENTER
1750 6TH AVENUE
GREELEY, CO 80631
(303) 351-7223
** AD RR TX PV **

UNIV OF NORTHERN CO STUDENT HEALTH CTR
DRUG PREVENTION/EDUCATION PROGRAM
UNIVERSITY CENTER
ROOM 221B
GREELEY, CO 80639
(303) 351-3373
** AD PV **

WELD COUNTY PARTNERS
1212 8TH STREET
GREELEY, CO 80631
(303) 351-0700
** AD CI PV **

GREEN MOUNTAIN FALLS
THE ARK INC
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY TREATMENT
10950 HONDO AVENUE
GREEN MOUNTAIN FALLS, CO 80819
(719) 664-9403
** AD RR HV IV DM TX PV **

IGNACIO
PEACEFUL SPIRIT CENTER PRIMARY TRT
SOUTHERN UTE ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
296 MOUACHE ROAD
IGNACIO, CO 81137
(303) 563-4555
** AL RR AM Y AI TX **

LA JUNTA
PATHFINDERS
207 1/2 COLORADO AVENUE
LA JUNTA, CO 81050
(303) 364-8503
** AD AM Y H HV CU PG EA DM TX **
** CI PV **

LAFAYETTE
LAFAYETTE TRI COUNTY ALCOHOL AWARENESS
400 EAST SIMPSON STREET
SUITE 110
LAFAYETTE, CO 80026
(303) 666-6995
** AL AM Y B H HV DM TX CI PV **

LAKEWOOD
ALTERNATIVES HOMES FOR YOUTH
3000 YOUNGFIELD STREET
SUITE 157
LAKEWOOD, CO 80215
(303) 233-0041
** AD AM Y TX CI PV **

BEHAVIORAL MANAGEMENT
COUNSELING OF COLORADO INC
390 UNION BOULEVARD
SUITE 120
LAKEWOOD, CO 80228
(303) 985-1714
** AD AM CU IV DM TX **

CENIKOR FOUNDATION INC
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
1533 GLEN AYR DRIVE
LAKEWOOD, CO 80215
(303) 234-1288
** AD RR H H B H HV PI CU IV TX **
** PV **

CHARTER HOSPITAL OF DENVER
ADULT ADDICTIVE DISEASE UNIT
421 ZANG STREET
LAKEWOOD, CO 80228
(303) 869-4357
** AD DT RR IV TX CI PV **

CROSSROADS COUNSELING LTD
8000 WEST 14TH AVENUE
SUITE 3
LAKEWOOD, CO 80215
(303) 232-8709
** AD AM H Y A HV CU IV EA DM TX **
** CI PV DT **

JEFFERSON COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY DIVISION
260 SOUTH KIPLING STREET
LAKEWOOD, CO 80226
(303) 239-7162
** AD AM Y CU DM TX CI PV **

SERENITY
1860 SOUTH PIERCE STREET
SUITE 11
LAKEWOOD, CO 80226
(303) 922-9404
** AL AM H TX **

TOUCHSTONE COUNSELING CENTER
777 SOUTH HADSNORTH BOULEVARD
IRONGATE 2 SUITE 205
LAKEWOOD, CO 80226
(303) 989-9577
** AL AM H CU DM TX CI PV **

LAMAR
SE COLORADO FOR DRUG FREE COMMUNITIES
2601 SOUTH MAIN STREET
LAMAR, CO 81052
(719) 536-2248 EXT. 29
** AL AM TX CI PV **

LAS ANIMAS
RESADA ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
11000 RD GG 5
LAS ANIMAS, CO 81054
(719) 456-2600
** AL RR H H B H AI PI CU PG TX PV **

LEADVILLE
LEADVILLE COUNSELING CENTER
130 WEST 5TH STREET
SUITE 122
LEADVILLE, CO 80461
(719) 486-1178
** AD AM H Y H AI HV CU EA DM **
** TX CI PV **

LITTLETON
DRI CREEK TREATMENT CENTER
1562 EAST MINERAL PLACE
LITTLETON, CO 80122
(303) 794-1419
** AL AM DM TX **
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DYNAMIC DIRECTIONS INC  
5904 SOUTH PRINCE STREET  
SUITE 101  
LITTLETON, CO 80120  
(303) 797-1440  
** AD AM H Y A B H EA DH TX CI PV **

ARVADA/LONGMONT COUNSELING CENTER  
ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM  
2919 HEST 17TH AVENUE  
SUITE 207  
LONGMONT, CO 80501  
(303) 776-8522  
** AD AM H Y A B H AI CU PG DH TX **  
** PV **

MH CENTER OF BOULDER COUNTY INC  
LONGMONT BRANCH/SUBST ABUSE TRT TEAM  
529 COFFMAN STREET  
LONGMONT, CO 80501  
(303) 670-6200  
** DA AM H Y H CU IV TX PV **

LJUSVILLE  
PATTERNS FOR POSITIVE LIVING  
1017 SOUTH BOULDER ROAD  
ROOM F  
LOUISVILLE, CO 80027  
(303) 666-8866  
** AL AM IV DH TX CI PV **

NOITE VISTA  
CREATIVE RESOURCE CENTER INC  
4979 NORTH COUNTY ROAD 3 WEST  
CORPORATE OFFICE  
MONIE VISTA, CO 81144  
(719) 852-2453  
** AD AM H Y B H AI HV CU IV PG EA **  
** DH TX CI PV **

MONROE  
MIDWESTERN COLORADO MENTAL HEALTH CTR  
THE CTR FOR MH/SUBST ABUSE SERVICES  
605 EAST MIAMI ROAD  
MONROE, CO 81401  
(303) 249-0649  
** AD AM H Y H PG EA TX CI PV **

MONROE HEMORIAL HOSPITAL  
CARE CENTER  
945 SOUTH 4TH STREET  
MONROE, CO 81401  
(303) 240-7292  
** AD AM H Y A HV PI CU IV EA TX **  
** CI PV **

PAGOSA SPRINGS  
THE GATE COUNSELING CENTER  
42 PAGOSA STREET  
2ND FLOOR  
PAGOSA SPRINGS, CO 81147  
(303) 264-4746  
** AD DT TX PV **

PARKER  
MAINSTREAM COUNSELING SERVICES INC  
10521 SOUTH PARKER ROAD  
SUITE F  
PARKER, CO 80134  
(303) 861-7295  
** AD AM H Y CU DH TX PV **

PARKER VALLEY HOPE  
22422 EAST MAIN STREET  
PARKER, CO 80134  
(303) 843-7257  
** AD DT RR AM IV DH TX **

PUEBLO  
ADAPCP COUNSELING CENTER  
PUEBLO DEPT ACTIVITY  
SUITE-BU-PDCO  
PUEBLO, CO 81008  
(719) 549-4402  
** AD AM A H EA DH TX CI PV **

CENTENNIAL MENTAL HEALTH  
STERLING OFFICE SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVS  
211 WEST MAIN STREET  
STERLING, CO 80751  
(303) 522-4392  
** AD AM H Y A HV PI CU IV DH TX **  
** CI PV **

TRINIDAD  
TRINIDAD FOR YOUTH  
160 EAST FIRST STREET  
TRINIDAD, CO 81082  
(303) 846-2208  
** AD AM H Y A B H AI HV PG EA TX CI PV **

WESTMINSTER  
AWARENESS CENTER  
5005 WEST 81ST PLACE  
SUITE 300  
WESTMINSTER, CO 80030  
(303) 427-4197  
** AL AM H Y A B H AI HV PG DH TX **  
** PV **

MIDDLEBURY  
ADOLESCENT AND FAMILY INSTITUTE  
OF COLORADO INC  
10001 WEST 32ND AVENUE  
INTERLAKEN, CO 80402  
(303) 223-1231  
** AD RR AM H Y A B H AI HV CU PG EA TX **

MIDDLEBURY CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM  
5400 WEST 14TH AVENUE  
MIDDLEBURY, CO 80402  
(303) 625-3141  
** AD CI PV **

WHITE RIVER COUNSELING  
400 SOUTH 7TH STREET  
SUITE 3200  
RIFLE, CO 81650  
(303) 625-3416  
** AD AM H Y A HV CU IV EA DH TX **  
** PV **

STEAMBOAT SPRINGS  
ROYAL COUNTY ALCOHOL COUNCIL  
810 LINCOLN AVENUE  
STEAMBOAT SPRINGS, CO 80477  
(303) 879-7708  
** AD DH PV **

AJAX INC  
217 NORTH FRONT STREET  
STERLING, CO 80751  
(303) 522-7878  
** AD AM H Y PI CU TX CI PV **

PUGET AIR  
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CORRECTIONS EVALUATION AND TREATMENT PROGRAM INC
12600 WEST 32ND AVENUE
WHEAT RIDGE, CO 80033
(303) 238-2619
** AD AM W A TX **

TREATMENT SERVICES INC
3805 NEWLAND STREET
WHEAT RIDGE, CO 80033
(303) 422-2309
** AL AM Y PI TX **

WEST PINES/A PSYCHIATRIC HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
3400 LUTHERAN PARKWAY
WHEAT RIDGE, CO 80033
(303) 239-4000
** AD DT RR W A /) H AI HV (U IV PG **
** TX CI PV **

WOODLAND PARK

JOURNEY COUNSELING AND EDUCATION CTR
300 WEST LAKE STREET
WOODLAND PARK, CO 80866
(303) 607-6927
** AL AM N Y CU PG EA DM TX CI PV **
ANSOZIA
L N VALLEY COUNCIL ON ALC/DRUG ABUSE
ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
435 EAST MAIN STREET
2ND FLOOR
ANSOZIA, CT 06001
(203) 755-8761
** AD AM Y A B PI CU IV PG EA DM **
** TX PV **
AVON
REID TREATMENT CENTER
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
121 WEST AVON ROAD
AVON, CT 06001
(203) 673-6115
** AD OT **
REID TREATMENT CENTER
NON HOSPITAL MEDICAL UNIT
121 WEST AVON ROAD
AVON, CT 06001
(203) 673-6115
** AD DT RR IV TX CI PV **
BLOOMFIELD
BLUE RIDGE CENTER
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
1095 BLUE HILLS AVENUE
BLOOMFIELD, CT 06002
(203) 263-1331
** AD DT RR AM IV TX PV **
BRANFORD
BRANFORD COUNSELING CENTER
33 LAUREL STREET
BRANFORD, CT 06405
(203) 481-4248
** AD EA PV **
BRIDGEPORT
CHEMICAL ABUSE SERVICES AGENCY INC
(CASA) ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
690 ARTIC STREET
BRIDGEPORT, CT 06904
(203) 333-3887
** AD RR AM H Y A H HV CU IV PG TX **
** CI PV **
GUENSTER REHABILITATION CENTER INC
DAY TREATMENT UNIT
276 UNION AVENUE
BRIDGEPORT, CT 06607
(203) 584-9301
** AD AM W CU TX PV **
GUENSTER REHABILITATION CENTER INC
EVERGREEN PROGRAM
276 UNION AVENUE
BRIDGEPORT, CT 06607
(203) 584-9301
** AD AM W CU TX PV **
GUENSTER REHABILITATION CENTER INC
INTENSIVE RESIDENTIAL UNIT
276 UNION AVENUE
BRIDGEPORT, CT 06607
(203) 584-9301
** AD RR W CU TX PV **
HELPING HAND CENTER
488 STRATFORD AVENUE
BRIDGEPORT, CT 06608
(203) 336-9293
** DA RR H IV TX PV **
HORIZONS
RESIDENTIAL DRUG FREE PROGRAM
1635 FAIRFIELD AVENUE
BRIDGEPORT, CT 06605
(203) 333-3518
** AD RR H HV CU TX **
PROJECT FIRE
BRIDGEPORT UNIT
240 FAIRFIELD AVENUE
BRIDGEPORT, CT 06604
(203) 579-6120
** AD AM W H HV TX **
REGIONAL NETWORK OF PROGRAMS INC
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
144 GOLDEN HILL STREET
SUITE 301
BRIDGEPORT, CT 06604
(203) 333-6105
** AD OT **
REGIONAL NETWORK OF PROGRAMS INC
CENTER FOR HUMAN SERVICES
1549 FAIRFIELD AVENUE
BRIDGEPORT, CT 06605
(203) 335-2171 EXT. 2
** DA AM A HV IV MM **
REGIONAL NETWORK OF PROGRAMS INC
GOLDEN HILL TREATMENT CENTER/DETOX
171 GOLDEN HILL STREET
BRIDGEPORT, CT 06604
(203) 335-2173 EXT. 2
** DA AM IV MM **
REGIONAL NETWORK OF PROGRAMS INC
GOLDEN HILL TREATMENT CENTER/MM
171 GOLDEN HILL STREET
BRIDGEPORT, CT 06604
(203) 335-2173
** DA AM IV MM **
REGIONAL NETWORK OF PROGRAMS INC
REGIONAL ADOLESCENT PROGRAM (RAP)
171 GOLDEN HILL STREET
BRIDGEPORT, CT 06604
(203) 333-4105
** DA AM Y TX PV **
REGIONAL NETWORK OF PROGRAMS INC
REGIONAL ALCOHOLISM SERVICES
480 BOND STREET
BRIDGEPORT, CT 06610
(203) 366-5817
** AL PV **
REGIONAL NETWORK OF PROGRAMS INC
REGIONAL COUNSELING SERVICES (RCS) OP/DF
171 GOLDEN HILL STREET
BRIDGEPORT, CT 06604
(203) 333-4105 EXT. 125
** AD AM TX PV **
UNITED MAY REGIONAL YOUTH SUBSTANCE
ABUSE PROJECT
75 WASHINGTON AVENUE
BRIDGEPORT, CT 06604
(203) 333-3333
** AD PV **
BRIDGEWATER
MIDWESTERN CT COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
MCDONOUGH HOUSE/INTENSIVE RESIDENTIAL
132 HUT HILL ROAD
BRIDGEWATER, CT 06752
(203) 354-4423
** AD RR H HV IV TX CI **

** KEY **

ORIENTATION:
AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
AD = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
AM = AMBULATORY (LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)

TYPE OF CARE:
DT = DETOXIFICATION (24 HOUR CARE)
RR = RESIDENTIAL (24 HOUR CARE)

SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS:
W = MOHER
A = ADOLESCENTS
H = HIV
L = AIDS PATIENTS
M = MOTHERS
P = PREGNANT
S = SPECIAL

UNIT FUNCTION:
TX = TREATMENT UNIT
CI = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT
PV = PREVENTION UNIT
M = MOTHERS
H = HISPANIC
S = SPECIAL
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MIDWESTERN CT COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
MC DONOUGH HOUSE/INTERM RESIDENTIAL
132 HUT HILL ROAD
BRIDGEMATER, CT 06252
(203) 354-4423
** AD RR H HV CU IV TX CI **

BRISTOL

BRISTOL HOSPITAL
DAY/EVENING ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
440 C NORTH MAIN STREET
BRISTOL, CT 06010
(203) 583-5859
** AD AM H CU IV EA TX CI **

BRISTOL HOSPITAL MENTAL HEALTH SERVICE
DETOXIFICATION UNIT
BREWSTER ROAD
BRISTOL, CT 06010
(203) 585-3420
** AD DT H A HV PI CU IV PG EA TX **
** CI **

CAS COB

EDUCATION CENTER OF
THE ALC AND DRUG ABUSE COUNCIL (TADAC)
521 POST ROAD
COS COB, CT 06807
(203) 661-9011
** AD DM PV **

DANBURY

DANBURY YOUTH SERVICES INC
32 STEVENS STREET
DANBURY, CT 06810
(203) 748-2956
** AD CI PV **

FEDERAL CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
ROUTE 37
DANBURY, CT 06810
(203) 743-6471
** AD AM H HV IV EA TX PV **

MIDWESTERN CT COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
OUTPATIENT UNIT
238 WHITE STREET
DANBURY, CT 06810
(203) 792-4515
** AL AM H A CU IV EA DM TX PV **

DAVENPORT

YOUTH OPTIONS
DARIEN UNIT
120 BROOKSIDE ROAD
DARIEN, CT 06820
(203) 655-8973
** DA AM Y TX CI PV **

DAYVILLE

UNITED SERVICES INC
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
1007 NORTH MAIN STREET
DAYVILLE, CT 06441
(203) 774-2020
** AD AM H Y H CU IV PG EA DM TX **
** PV **

DERBY

GRIFFIN HOSPITAL ALC/CHEM DEP SERVICES
EVENING TREATMENT PROGRAM
130 DIVISION STREET
DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHIATRY
DERBY, CT 06418
(203) 752-7580
** AD AM H HV CU EA TX CI **

ENFIELD

NENT DIRECTIONS INC OF NORTH CENTRAL CT
ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES
55 MAIN STREET
SUITE 5102
ENFIELD, CT 06082
(203) 741-3001
** AD AM H Y EA DM TX CI PV **

FAIRFIELD

FAIRFIELD COMMUNITY SERVICES
370 BEACH ROAD
FAIRFIELD, CT 06830
(203) 255-5777
** DA AM H Y A B H AI HV CU PG TX **

FARMINGTON

JOHN DEMPSEY HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT CTR
FARMINGTON AVENUE
FARMINGTON, CT 06018
(203) 679-3422
** AD DT RR AM HY TX **

GLASTONBURY

CLAYTON HOUSE
203-205 WILLIAMS STREET
GLASTONBURY, CT 06033
(203) 659-0309
** AD RR TX **

GREENWICH

YOUTH OPTIONS
GREENWICH UNIT
49 GREENWICH AVENUE
ROOM 3
GREENWICH, CT 06830
(203) 869-1349
** DA AM Y TX CI PV **

GROTON

CT COUNSELING AND ALC EDUC ASSOCIATES
335 LONG HILL ROAD
GROTON, CT 06340
(203) 445-2996
** AD AM H Y CU EA DM TX PV **

HARTFORD

ALCOHOLISM DETOX REHAB CENTER INC
500 VINE STREET
HARTFORD, CT 06120
(203) 263-8931
** AD DT IV TX MM **

BLUE HILLS HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES/ADMIN UNIT
51 COVENTRY STREET
HARTFORD, CT 06112
(203) 566-4096
** AD DT RR AM IV TX CI **

COMMUNITY HEALTH SERVICES INC
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
520 ALBANY AVENUE
HARTFORD, CT 06120
(203) 249-9625
** AD AM H Y B H HV CU IV PG TX **

COMMUNITY RENEWAL TEAM OF
GREATER HARTFORD INC/YOUTH SERVICES
3580 MAIN STREET
HARTFORD, CT 06120
(203) 280-0100
** AD PV **

CT DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS
ADDICTION SERVICES DIVISION
90 BRAINARD ROAD
HARTFORD, CT 06114
(203) 566-2859
** AD RR AM H Y IV DM TX OT **

HARTFORD DISPENSARY CLINIC
DOCTORS CLINIC
345 MAIN STREET
HARTFORD, CT 06106
(203) 525-2182
** DA AM H A B B HV CU IV PG MM **

HENDERSON/JOHNSON CLINIC
AMBULATORY DETOXIFICATION PROGRAM
14 HESTON STREET
HARTFORD, CT 06120
(203) 527-5100
** DA AM H A B B HV CU IV PG MM **

HENDERSON/JOHNSON CLINIC
METHADONE MAINTENANCE PROGRAM
12-14 HESTON STREET
HARTFORD, CT 06120
(203) 525-9376
** DA AM H A B B HV CU IV PG MM **
CONNECTICUT

MONROE

REGIONAL NETWORK OF PROGRAMS INC
MONROE BUILDS COMMUNICATION
1014 MONROE TURNPike
MASUK HIGH SCHOOL
MONROE, CT 06468
(203) 268-6201 EXT. 5
** AD AM Y TX PV **

NEW BRITAIN

COUNSELING CENTER
DAY/EVENING
91 LEXINGTON STREET
NEW BRITAIN, CT 06052
(203) 225-4559
** AD AM TX PV **

FARRELL TREATMENT CENTER
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
586 MAIN STREET
NEW BRITAIN, CT 06051
(203) 225-4641
** AD IV OT **

FARRELL TREATMENT CENTER
INTENSIVE RESIDENTIAL UNIT
586 MAIN STREET
NEW BRITAIN, CT 06051
(203) 225-4641
** AD RR A HV CU IV TX CI PV **

FARRELL TREATMENT CENTER
OUTPATIENT UNIT
586 MAIN STREET
NEW BRITAIN, CT 06051
(203) 225-4641
** AD AM IV TX CI PV **

NEW BRITAIN GENERAL HOSPITAL
DEPT OF SUBST ABUSE SERVICES/HILLCREST
100 GRAND STREET
NEW BRITAIN, CT 06050
(203) 224-5011
** AD DT AM Y EV TX CI PV **

NEW CANAAN

CONNECTICUT COMMUNITIES FOR
DRUG FREE YOUTH INC
156 SOUTH AVENUE
NEW CANAAN, CT 06840
(203) 972-3234
** AD PV **

NEW CANAAN CARES INC
HELPLINE AND LIBRARY
156 SOUTH AVENUE
NEW CANAAN, CT 06840
(203) 966-7635
** AD CI PV **

SILVER HILL FOUNDATION
VALLEY ROAD
NEW CANAAN, CT 06840
(203) 966-3561
** AD DT RR AM H HV CU TX MM **

YOUTH OPTIONS
NEW CANAAN UNIT
156 SOUTH AVENUE
NEW CANAAN, CT 06840
(203) 972-0154
** DA AM Y TX CI PV **

NEW HAVEN

AFFILIATES FOR
CONSULTATION AND THERAPY
412 ORANGE STREET
NEW HAVEN, CT 06511
(203) 562-4325
** AD AM W Y B H CU IV EA TX CI PV **

ALCOHOL SERVICES ORGANIZATION OF
SOUTH CENTRAL CONNECTICUT INC
389 ORANGE STREET
NEW HAVEN, CT 06511
(203) 787-2111
** AD EA PV **

ALCOHOL TREATMENT UNIT
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT UNIT/OP TRT
285 ORCHARD STREET
NEW HAVEN, CT 06511
(203) 789-7287
** AD AM W A B H HV CU PG TX CI **

APT FOUNDATION INC
904 HOWARD AVENUE
NEW HAVEN, CT 06519
(203) 787-7180
** AD OT **

APT FOUNDATION INC
CENTRAL TREATMENT UNIT/OP OTHER
914 1/2 HOWARD AVENUE
NEW HAVEN, CT 06519
(203) 787-9229
** DA AM W A B H HV CU IV PG TX CI **
** PV **

APT FOUNDATION INC
CMU/CHAP OUTPATIENT DETOX UNIT
916 1/2 HOWARD AVENUE
NEW HAVEN, CT 06519
(203) 787-3090
** DA AM A HV CU IV TX CI PV **

APT FOUNDATION INC
LEGION AVENUE CLINIC/METHADONE
60-62 LEGION AVENUE
NEW HAVEN, CT 06511
(203) 624-0175
** DA AM W A B H HV PI CU IV PG MM **
** OT **

CONNECTICUT MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
INPATIENT
36 PARK STREET
4TH FLOOR
NEW HAVEN, CT 06518
(203) 789-7192
** AD DT IV TX **

CROSSROADS INC
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
54 EAST RAMSDELL STREET
NEW HAVEN, CT 06515
(203) 367-0094
** DA RR W A B H HV PI CU IV PG DM **
** TX **

DIXHELL OPPOSES ALCOHOLISM INC
58 HEBSTER STREET
NEW HAVEN, CT 06511
(203) 787-2124
** AD AM B PI TX CI **

EVALUATION AND BRIEF TREATMENT UNIT
285 ORCHARD STREET
NEW HAVEN, CT 06511
(203) 789-7287
** DA AM W A B H HV CU PG TX CI **

HAMDEN YOUTH SERVICES BUREAU
SUBSTANCE ABUSE EDUCATION
490 NEWHALL STREET
NEW HAVEN, CT 06517
(203) 865-1761
** AD PV **

ORCHARD STREET CLINIC
METHADONE
301 ORCHARD STREET
NEW HAVEN, CT 06511
(203) 776-9126
** DA AM H A HV CU IV MM **

PARK INSTITUTE
OUTPATIENT METHADONE
1401 CHAPEL STREET
NEW HAVEN, CT 06511
(203) 624-0840
** AD AM W Y A HV PI CU IV PG EA **
** DM TX CI PV MM **

PROJECT FIRE
NEW HAVEN UNIT
131 DRIFT STREET
NEW HAVEN, CT 06511
(203) 789-7514
** AD AM H HV TX **

PSYCHOLOGICAL EVALUATION
SERVICES OF NEW HAVEN
436 ORANGE STREET
NEW HAVEN, CT 06511
(203) 789-8434
** AD AM W D Y A HV PI CU PG TX **
CONNECTICUT

CONNECTICUT RENAISSANCE INC
NORWALK OUTPATIENT UNIT
83 MALL STREET
NORWALK, CT 06850
(203) 866-2541
** DA AM M IV TX CI **

FAMILY AND CHILDREN'S AID OF
GREATER NORWALK/OUTPATIENT
9 HOTT AVENUE
NORWALK, CT 06850
(203) 855-8765
** DA AM M CU PG TX PV **

NORWALK HOSPITAL
ALCOHOLISM REHABILITATION PROGRAM
24 STEVENS STREET
NORWALK, CT 06850
(203) 852-2520
** AD DT AM H H IV EA TX CI PV **

UNITED WAY OF CONNECTICUT
INFOLINE/SOUTHWEST
83 EAST AVENUE
NORWALK, CT 06851
(203) 853-2525
** AD CI PV **

VITAM CENTER INC
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
57 WEST ROCKS ROAD
NORWALK, CT 06851
(203) 846-2091
** AD CI PV OT **

VITAM CENTER INC
RESIDENTIAL DRUG FREE UNIT
57 WEST ROCKS ROAD
NORWALK, CT 06851
(203) 846-2091
** AD RR AM Y B H HV CU TX CI PV **
** OT **

NORWICH

EUGENE T BONESKI
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCE TREATMENT CENTER
ROUTE 12
GALLUP BUILDING
NORWICH, CT 06360
(203) 823-5237
** AD DT RR H A B H HV PI IV PG TX **
** CI MM **

HARTFORD DISPENSARY
NORWICH CLINIC
LIPPE BUILDING
NORWICH, CT 06360
(203) 836-0466
** DA AM M A B H HV CU IV PG MM **

SE COUNCIL ON ALC AND DRUG DEPEND INC
(SCADD) ALTRUISH HOUSE/MALE
313 MAIN STREET
NORWICH, CT 06360
(203) 889-3414
** AD RR IV TX **

UNITED WAY OF CONNECTICUT
INFOLINE/EAST
74 WEST MAIN STREET
NORWICH, CT 06360
(203) 806-0516
** AD CI PV **

OLD SAYBROOK
THE CONNECTION INC
VALLEY SHORE COUNSELING CENTER
263 MAIN STREET
OLD SAYBROOK, CT 06475
(203) 386-1008
** DA AM M IV TX **

PLAINVILLE

WHEELER CLINIC INC
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
91 NORTHWEST DRIVE
PLAINVILLE, CT 06062
(203) 747-6801
** AD EA DM PV OT **

WHEELER CLINIC INC
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE UNIT
91 NORTHWEST DRIVE
PLAINVILLE, CT 06062
(203) 747-6801
** AD AM M Y A HV CU IV PG EA DM **
** TX CI PV **

WHEELER CLINIC INC
EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
91 NORTHWEST DRIVE
PLAINVILLE, CT 06062
(203) 747-6801
** AD AM IV EA TX CI **

WHEELER CLINIC INC
HELPLINE
91 NORTHWEST DRIVE
PLAINVILLE, CT 06062
(203) 747-3434
** AD CI **

WHEELER CLINIC INC
TREATMENT PROGRAM
91 NORTHWEST DRIVE
PLAINVILLE, CT 06062
(203) 747-6801
** AD AM M CU IV PG EA TX CI **

PORTLAND

STONEHAVEN
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
325 MAIN STREET
PORTLAND, CT 06400
(203) 342-7774
** AD CI **

STONEHAVEN
DAY/EVENING
325 MAIN STREET
PORTLAND, CT 06400
(203) 342-0480
** AD RR AM CU IV TX **

STONEHAVEN FOR WOMEN
DAY/EVENING
315 MAIN STREET
PORTLAND, CT 06400
(203) 342-0480
** AD RR AM M CU IV TX **

ROCKY HILL

WOMEN'S HOMES
373 MAIN STREET
ROCKY HILL, CT 06067
(203) 529-2571
** AD DT RR A B H HV PI CU IV EA **
** TX PV **

SANDY HOOK

THE HOSPITAL
PORTLAND, CT 06482
(203) 426-8085
** AD DT RR IV TX PV **

SHARON

MIDWESTERN CT COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
TRINITY GLEN
149 WEST CORNELL ROAD
SHARON, CT 06069
(203) 672-6609
** AD OT **

THE MCCALL FOUNDATION INC
SHARON OFFICE/HAMLIN HOUSE
UPPER MAIN STREET
SHARON, CT 06069
(203) 482-5507
** AD AM M A HV CU IV TX **

SOUTH WINDSOR

CONNECTICUT NORTH TREATMENT CENTER
15 MORRIS FAIR DRIVE
AFTER HOURS
SOUTH WINDSOR, CT 06074
(203) 640-1001
** AD AM M A HV CU IV PG TX CI PV **

STAFFORD SPRINGS

STAFFORD SPRINGS INC
HYDE PARK
STAFFORD SPRINGS, CT 06076
(203) 684-4239
** AD AM M Y A AI HV CU TX PV **
LIBERATION CLINIC
125 MAIN STREET
STAMFORD, CT 06901
(203) 324-7511
** DA AM CU TX CI **

LIBERATION HOUSE
119 MAIN STREET
STAMFORD, CT 06901
(203) 325-6191
** DA RR A HV TX **

LIBERATION PROGRAMS INC
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
119 MAIN STREET
STAMFORD, CT 06901
(203) 359-3134
** DA IV CI PV **

MAIN STREET CLINIC
TREATMENT PROGRAM
115 MAIN STREET
STAMFORD, CT 06901
(203) 356-1980
** DA AM A HV IV PG MM **

MERIDIAN CENTER
INTENSIVE OUTPATIENT
159 COLONIAL ROAD
STAMFORD, CT 06902
(203) 325-1511
** DA AM TX CI PV **

MERIDIAN CENTER
OUTPATIENT UNIT
159 COLONIAL ROAD
REED BUILDING
STAMFORD, CT 06906
(203) 325-1511
** DA AM W Y DM TX CI PV **

MERIDIAN HOUSE
929 NEWFIELD AVENUE
STAMFORD, CT 06905
(203) 325-1230
** AL RR TX PV **

STERLING INSTITUTE
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
1250 SUMMER STREET
STAMFORD, CT 06905
(203) 357-1770
** DA AM W B H CU IV TX PV **

VIEWPOINT RECOVERY PROGRAM
INTERMEDIATE LONG TERM
104-106 RICHMOND HILL AVENUE
STAMFORD, CT 06902
(203) 356-1053
** AD RR M Y A B H AI HV CU TX **

YOUTH OPTIONS
STAMFORD UNIT
207 ATLANTIC STREET
STAMFORD, CT 06901
(203) 356-1660
** DA AM Y TX CI PV **

STRATFORD
STRATFORD COMMUNITY SERVICES
2730 MAIN STREET
STAMFORD, CT 06497
(203) 305-4095
** AD PV **

TORRINGTON
CATHOLIC FAMILY SERVICES
132 GROVE STREET
TORRINGTON, CT 06790
(203) 482-5550
** AD AM EA TX **

MCALL FOUNDATION INC
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
58 HIGH STREET
TORRINGTON, CT 06790
(203) 482-5507
** AD PV OT **

MCALL FOUNDATION INC
FENTON HOUSE
17 PROSPECT PLACE
TORRINGTON, CT 06790
(203) 482-5507
** AD OT **

MCALL FOUNDATION INC
MCCALL HOUSE/INTENSIVE RESIDENTIAL
127 MIGEON AVENUE
TORRINGTON, CT 06790
(203) 489-1093
** AD RR M H HV CU IV TX **

MCALL FOUNDATION INC
MCCALL HOUSE/INTERMEDIATE RESIDENTIAL
127 MIGEON AVENUE
TORRINGTON, CT 06790
(203) 489-1033
** AD RR M H HV CU IV TX **

THE MCCALL FOUNDATION INC
EVENING PROGRAM
58 HIGH STREET
TORRINGTON, CT 06790
(203) 482-5507
** AD AM M H HV CU IV TX **

THE MCCALL FOUNDATION INC
OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
50 HIGH STREET
TORRINGTON, CT 06790
(203) 482-5507
** AD AM H Y A HV PI CU IV DH TX **
** CI PV **

TRUMBULL
TRUMBULL COUNSELING CENTER
121 OLD Mine ROAD
TRUMBULL, CT 06611
(203) 261-5110
** AD AM Y TX PV **

WALLINGFORD
ADDITION AND RECOVERY CONSULTANTS INC
37 NORTH MAIN STREET
SUITE 12
WALLINGFORD, CT 06492
(203) 265-1327
** AD AM H Y B HV PI CU DH TX PV **

WATERBURY
CENTRAL NAUGATUCK VALLEY HELP INC
ADMIN AND CENTRAL INTAKE
900 WATERTOWN AVENUE
WATERBURY, CT 06708
(203) 756-8984
** DA IV CI **

CENTRAL NAUGATUCK VALLEY HELP INC
NON RESIDENTIAL PROGRAM
900 WATERTOWN AVENUE
WATERBURY, CT 06708
(203) 756-8984
** DA AM TX **

CENTRAL NAUGATUCK VALLEY HELP INC
RESIDENTIAL PROGRAM
900 WATERTOWN AVENUE
WATERBURY, CT 06708
(203) 756-8984
** DA RR IV TX **

CONNECTICUT
METHADONE MAINTENANCE PROGRAM
951 CHASE PARKWAY
WATERBURY, CT 06708
(203) 755-0874
** DA AM M H HV CU IV PG MM **

CONNECTICUT RENAISSANCE INC
RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT FACILITY
31 MOLCOTT STREET
WATERBURY, CT 06704
(203) 753-2341
** DA RR M B H IV TX **

FAMILY SERVICE OF GREATER WATERBURY
34 MURRAY STREET
WATERBURY, CT 06710
(203) 756-0317
** AD AM H EA TX **
CONNECTICUT

MORRIS FOUNDATION INC
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
26 NORTH ELM STREET
WATERBURY, CT 06702
(203) 755-1143
**AD DW CI PV**

MORRIS FOUNDATION INC
ALUMNI HOUSE
20 NORTH ELM STREET
WATERBURY, CT 06702
(203) 574-3986
**AD RR TX**

MORRIS FOUNDATION INC
CENTER FOR ALC AND DRUG FREE LIVING
26 NORTH ELM STREET
WATERBURY, CT 06702
(203) 575-1603
**AD RR H B HV PI DH DW TX CI PV**

MORRIS FOUNDATION INC
KENDALL HOUSE
28 NORTH ELM STREET
WATERBURY, CT 06702
(203) 574-3986
**AD RR TX**

MORRIS FOUNDATION INC
MORRIS HOUSE
28 NORTH ELM STREET
WATERBURY, CT 06702
(203) 574-3986
**AD RR TX**

MORRIS FOUNDATION INC
THERAPEUTIC SHELTER
142 GRIGGS STREET
WATERBURY, CT 06704
(203) 574-1619
**AD RR H B HV PI DH DW TX CI PV**

PROJECT FIRE
WATERBURY UNIT
232 NORTH ELM STREET
WATERBURY, CT 06702
(203) 755-5108
**AD AM H HV TX**

SAINT MARYS HOSPITAL
JOSEPH CENTER
56 FRANKLIN STREET
WATERBURY, CT 06706
(203) 574-6083
**AD AM CU TX**

UNITED WAY OF CONNECTICUT
INFORM/LINE/NORTHWEST
232 NORTH ELM STREET
WATERBURY, CT 06702
(203) 753-0171
**AD CI PV**

WEST HAVEN
WEST HAVEN CLINIC
DAY/EVENING/OUTPATIENT
575 SAVIN AVENUE
WEST HAVEN, CT 06516
(203) 937-0811
**AD AM TX**

WEST HAVEN CLINIC
OUTPATIENT
575 SAVIN AVENUE
WEST HAVEN, CT 06516
(203) 937-0811
**AD AM TX**

WESTPORT
ALC AND DRUG DEPENDENCY COUNCIL INC
ONE KINGS HIGHWAY NORTH
WESTPORT, CT 06880
(203) 227-7644
**AD EA PV**

HALL BROOKE HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE UNIT
47 LONG LOTS ROAD
WESTPORT, CT 06881
(203) 227-1261 EXT. 201
**AD DT RR IV TX**

WILLIMANTIC
NEW PERCEPTIONS
COUNSELING SERVICE
1005 HIGHWAY 86
WINSTED, CT 06098
(203) 423-7731
**AD AM Y A HV CU IV TX CI PV**

NEW PERCEPTIONS
COUNSELING SERVICE/ADMIN UNIT
1005 MAIN STREET
WILLIMANTIC, CT 06226
(203) 423-7731
**AD OT**

NORTHEAST CONNECTICUT ALCOHOL COUNCIL
OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
1491 WEST MAIN STREET
WILLIMANTIC, CT 06226
(203) 456-3215
**AD AM Y A H HV PI EA TX CV**

NORTHEAST CONNECTICUT ALCOHOL COUNCIL
THOMAS MURPHY CENTER
1491 WEST MAIN STREET
WILLIMANTIC, CT 06226
(203) 456-1769
**AD RR W A B H HV CU IV TX**

UNITED SERVICES INC
ADDITIONAL RECOVERY SERVICES
135 MANSFIELD AVENUE
WILLIMANTIC, CT 06226
(203) 456-2261
**AD AM W H HV CU IV PG MM**

WINSTED
THE MCCALL FOUNDATION INC
WINSTED OFFICE
231 NORTH MAIN STREET
WINSTED, CT 06098
(203) 482-5507
**AD AM Y A HV CU IV TX**
DELWARE

CLAYMONT

OPEN DOOR INC
300 COMMONWEALTH AVENUE
CLAYMONT, DE 19703
(302) 798-9555
** AL AH M Y B HV CU IV DM TX PV **

DELWARE CITY

GLASS HOUSE
GOVERNOR BACON HEALTH CENTER
DELWARE CITY, DE 19706
(302) 836-2080
** AL RR IV TX PV **

NORTHEAST TREATMENT CENTERS
LONG TERM CARE PROGRAMS
GOVERNOR BACON HEALTH CENTER
COTTAGE 5
DELWARE CITY, DE 19706
(302) 836-8924
** AL RR TX PV **

NORTHEAST TREATMENT CENTERS
LONG TERM CARE PROGRAMS
GOVERNOR BACON HEALTH CENTER
DELWARE CITY, DE 19706
(302) 836-8924
** AL RR H B HV CU IV PG TX **

DOVER

BECAUSE ME CARE II
DOVER, DE 19901
(302) 734-2301
** AL PV **

DELWARE DRINKING DRIVER PROGRAM
KENT COUNTY UNIT
1661 SOUTH DUPONT HIGHWAY
DOVER, DE 19901
(302) 678-0682
** AL AH DN TX **

DELMARVA RURAL MINISTRIES
HISPANIC OUTREACH PROJECT
26 WYOMING AVENUE
DOVER, DE 19901
(302) 678-2000
** AD IV PV **

KENT COUNTY COUNSELING SERVICES
1525 LEBANON ROAD
ROUTE 10
DOVER, DE 19901
(302) 736-4948
** AD AH M Y A B H AI HV PI CU PG **
** TX CI PV MM **

KENT GENERAL HOSPITAL
ADULT/ADOLESCENT PSYCHIATRIC TRT SERV/SAS
640 SOUTH STATE STREET
DOVER, DE 19901
(302) 674-7333
** AD RR Y A HV TX CI PV **

YMCA OF DELAWARE/DOVER
RESOURCE CENTER
9 EAST LOCKERMAN STREET
TREADWAY TOWERS SUITE 203
DOVER, DE 19901
(302) 759-3698
** AD PV **

DOVER AIR FORCE BASE

DOVER AIR FORCE BASE
SOCIAL ACTIONS
13TH STREET
BUILDING 520 ROOM 112
DOVER AIR FORCE BASE, DE 19902
(302) 677-3901
** AD DT RR AH B H TX **

ELLENDALE

KENT/SUSSEX DETOXIFICATION CENTER
MAIN STREET
ELLENDALE SCHOOL HOUSE
ELLENDALE, DE 19901
(302) 865-5296
** AD DT PI IV TX CI MM OT **

** KEY **

** ORIENTATION:**
AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
AD = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES

** TYPE OF CARE:**
DT = DETOXIFICATION (24 HOUR CARE)
RR = RESIDENTIAL (24 HOUR CARE)
AM = AMBULATORYLESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE

** SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS:**
W = WOMEN
Y = YOUTH
A = AIDS PATIENTS
B = BLACKS
H = HISPANICS

** UNIT FUNCTION:**
TX = TREATMENT UNIT
CI = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT
PV = PREVENTION UNIT
MM = METHADENE UNIT
OT = OTHER UNIT
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PEOPLES PLACE COUNSELING CENTER
219 SOUTH WALNUT STREET
MILFORD, DE 19963
(302) 422-8011
** AD AM TX CI **

NEW CASTLE

MCC/DELWARE
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
53 READS WAY
COMMERCE CENTER COURT
NEW CASTLE, DE 19720
(302) 320-9492
** AD AM H Y PI CU IV TX CI PV **

MEADOWOOD HOSPITAL FOR ADOLESCENTS
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT UNIT
575 SOUTH DUPONT HIGHWAY
NEW CASTLE, DE 19720
(302) 320-3350
** AD DT RR W Y A B H HV CU IV PG **
** TX CI PV **

WILMINGTON

BIG BROTHERS/BIG SISTERS OF DELAWARE
EARLY INTERVENTION PROJECT
102 MIDDLEBORO ROAD
WILMINGTON, DE 19804
(302) 998-3577
** AD PV **

BRANDYWINE COUNSELING INC
2400 MENT 4TH STREET
WILMINGTON, DE 19805
(302) 656-2348
** AD AM H Y A B H HV IV PG TX PV **
** MM **

CATHOLIC SOCIAL SERVICES
CENTER FOR PASTORAL CARE
& BARLEY MILL ROAD
WILMINGTON, DE 19807
(302) 651-9390
** AD AM H Y B H AI CU IV PG TX CI **
** PV OT **

DELAWARE DRINKING DRIVER PROGRAM
NEW CASTLE COUNTY UNIT
5193 WEST WOODMILL DRIVE
WOODMILL CORPORATE CENTER SUITE 28
WILMINGTON, DE 19805
(302) 737-0477
** AD AM H DM TX **

DELAWARE NURSING CENTERS INC
HISPANIC OUTREACH
4TH AND ADAMS STREETS
ADAMS FOUR SHOPPING PLAZA SUITE 401
WILMINGTON, DE 19801
(302) 655-1759
** AD PV **

DELAWARE SAFETY COUNCIL
SOCIAL DRINKERS PROGRAM
3836 KENNEDY PIKE
POWDER MILL SQUARE
WILMINGTON, DE 19807
(302) 654-7706
** AL DH PV **

LIMEN HOUSE FOR MEN
903 MADISON STREET
WILMINGTON, DE 19801
(302) 652-7969
** AD RR TX **

LIMEN HOUSE FOR WOMEN
624 NORTH BROOM STREET
WILMINGTON, DE 19805
(302) 571-1216
** AD RR W TX **

NET COUNSELING CENTER
2055 LIMESTONE ROAD
SUITE 201
WILMINGTON, DE 19803
(302) 633-6543
** AD AM W A B H AI HV PI CU IV TX **
** PV **

PEYCHOTHERAPEUTIC SERVICES INC
RELAPSE PREVENTION/CONTINUOUS TREATMENT
5149 WEST WOODMILL DRIVE
WILMINGTON, DE 19808
(302) 635-4211
** AD AM H B CU TX **

RECOVERY CENTER OF DELAWARE
KIRKWOOD DETOX
3315 KIRKWOOD HIGHWAY
WILMINGTON, DE 19808
(302) 995-8610
** AD DT H A B HV PI CU PG TX **

SODAT COUNSELING AND EVALUATION CENTER
625 ORANGE STREET
WILMINGTON, DE 19801
(302) 656-6044
** AD AM EA TX CI PV **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
1601 KIRKWOOD HIGHWAY
WILMINGTON, DE 19805
(302) 633-5312
** AD RR AM A HV EA TX CI PV **

YMCA OF DELAWARE/WILMINGTON
RESOURCE CENTER
11TH AND WASHINGTON STREET
CENTRAL YMCA BUILDING
WILMINGTON, DE 19801
(302) 571-6975
** AD PV **
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA

WASHINGTON

A L NELLUM AND ASSOCIATES INC
AERO HOUSE
2700 MARTIN LUTHER KING AVENUE SE
SAINT ELIZABETHS HOSPITAL BUILDING N
WASHINGTON, DC 20032
(202) 466-4920
** AD RR AN M Y H A B HV CU IV TX CI **
** PV **

A L NELLUM AND ASSOCIATES INC
COMP ALC AND DRUG ABUSE TRT CTR(CADAC)
2700 MARTIN LUTHER KING AVENUE SE
SAINT ELIZABETHS HOSPITAL P BUILDING
WASHINGTON, DC 20032
(202) 573-7754
** AD RR AN M B HV CU IV TX CI PV **

ADAMS MILL ALCOHOL TREATMENT CENTER
1808 ADAMS MILL ROAD NW
WASHINGTON, DC 20009
(202) 673-6815
** AL AM A B H HV PI CU TX **

AGAINST DRUGS AND ALCOHOL WITH
PLANNED TREATMENT (ADAP)
33 N STREET NE
WASHINGTON, DC 20002
(202) 727-3965
** DA AM H A B HV CU IV EA PV MM **

ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
EVALUATION PROGRAM
3600 RESERVOIR ROAD NW
WASHINGTON, DC 20007
(202) 687-8770
** AD DT AM Y IV EA TX CI PV **

ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ADMIN
YOUTH ABSTINENCE PROGRAM
2146 24TH PLACE NE
WASHINGTON, DC 20002
(202) 576-7314 EXT. 35
** AD AM H Y A B HV CU PG TX CI PV **

ANDROMEDA INC
HISPANIC MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
1623 18TH STREET NW
WASHINGTON, DC 20009
(202) 387-8926 EXT. 6766
** AD AM M Y H PI CU DN TX PV **

BATS/MARY E HERRING HOME
RESIDENTIAL AFTERCARE UNIT
700 MONROE STREET NE
WASHINGTON, DC 20017
(202) 576-6637
** AD RR TX PV **

BUREAU OF REHABILITATION
SAH RESIDENCE 2
1740 PARK ROAD NW
WASHINGTON, DC 20010
(202) 842-7043
** AD RR TX **

BUREAU OF REHABILITATION INC
COMMUNITY CARE CENTER
3301 16TH STREET NW
WASHINGTON, DC 20010
(202) 842-7048
** AD RR M B H HV CU IV PG TX **

BUREAU OF REHABILITATION INC
SHAW RESIDENCE 1
1770 PARK ROAD NW
WASHINGTON, DC 20010
(202) 842-7040
** AD RR B H EA TX **

BUREAU OF REHABILITATION INC
THIRD PARTY CUSTODY/SUBST ABUSE SERVS
7 NEW YORK AVENUE NE
SUITE 300
WASHINGTON, DC 20002
(202) 842-7000
** AD AM H Y A B HV PI CU TX PV **

CAPITAL EAST ADDICTION SERVICES
ENCOURAGEMENT OF DEVELOPMENT (CEASED)
433 9TH STREET NE
WASHINGTON, DC 20002
(202) 727-0620
** DA AM A CU IV TX PV MM **

CENTER FOR CHILD PROTECTION AND
FAMILY SUPPORT
714 G STREET SE
WASHINGTON, DC 20036
(202) 544-3144
** AD PV **

CENTER FOR YOUTH SERVICES
WAITING LIST PROGRAM
921 PENNSYLVANIA AVENUE SE
WASHINGTON, DC 20003
(202) 543-5707
** AD AM B TX PV **

CENTRAL INTAKE DIVISION
70 N STREET NE
WASHINGTON, DC 20002
(202) 727-0660
** AD IV CI **

CHANGE INC
CONSULTING AND MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
5000 NANNIE HELEN BURRoughS AVENUE NE
WASHINGTON, DC 20019
(202) 396-1777
** AD AM M Y B H EA TX PV **

CHURCH ASSOCIATION FOR
COMMUNITY SERVICE
712 RANDOLPH STREET NW
WASHINGTON, DC 20011
(202) 541-5012
** AD PV **

CITY LIGHTS SCHOOL INC
724 9TH STREET NW
SUITE 300
WASHINGTON, DC 20001
(202) 347-5010
** DA PV **

COALITION FOR THE HOMELESS
2824 SHERMAN AVENUE NW
WASHINGTON, DC 20001
(202) 328-1104
** AD RR CU TX **

CONCERNED CITIZENS ON
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE INC (CCADA)
3115 MARTIN LUTHER KING AVENUE SE
WASHINGTON, DC 20032
(202) 563-3209
** AD AM M Y B H HV PI CU PG TX PV **

CORPORATION AGAINST DRUG ABUSE
1010 WISCONSIN AVENUE NW
SUITE 250
WASHINGTON, DC 20007
(202) 338-0654
** AD EA PV **

** KEY **

ORIENTATION:
AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
AD = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
AM = AMBULATORY (LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)

TYPE OF CARE:
DT = DETOXIFICATION (24 HOUR CARE)
RR = RESIDENTIAL (24 HOUR CARE)

SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS:
M = MALES
Y = YOUTH
A = AIDS PATIENTS
B = BLACKS
H = HISPANICS
W = WOMEN

AI = AMERICAN INDIAN/ALASKAN NATIVES
HV = HIV POSITIVES
PI = PUBLIC INEBRIATES
CU = COCAINE USERS
IV = IV DRUG USERS

UNIT FUNCTION:
TX = TREATMENT UNIT
CI = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT
PV = PREVENTION UNIT
MM = METHADONE UNIT
OT = OTHER UNIT
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SUPERTREAMS
1101 15TH STREET NW
WASHINGTON, DC 20005
(202) 223-3749
** AD EA PV **

TREATMENT AND REHABILITATION FOR ADDICTS IN NEED (TRAIN II)
1900 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE SE
SERVICE ROAD BUILDING 14
WASHINGTON, DC 20003
(202) 727-5920
** DA AM A B HV IV PG TX PV MM **

UNFOLDMENT INC
DRUG PREVENTION PROGRAM
2605 WADE ROAD SE
BARRY FARMS DWELLINGS
WASHINGTON, DC 20020
(202) 561-2992
** AD PV **

UNITED PLANNING ORGANIZATION
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
1325 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE NW
SUITE 575
WASHINGTON, DC 20005
(202) 628-8177
** AD AM Y B DW TX PV **

UPPER CARDOZO ABSTINENCE PROGRAM
3020 14TH STREET NW
WASHINGTON, DC 20009
(202) 673-3428
** AD AM B H PI CU TX **

VETERANS AFFAIRS COMMUNITY CLINIC
DRUG DEPENDENCE TREATMENT PROGRAM
3120 GEORGIA AVENUE NW
WASHINGTON, DC 20010
(202) 745-8000 EXT. 7870
** DA AM W HV IV TX CI PV MM **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
ALCOHOL DEPENDENCE TREATMENT PROGRAM
50 IRVING STREET NW
WARD 3C-SOUTH
WASHINGTON, DC 20422
(202) 745-8000 EXT. 7175
** AD RR AM IV EA TX CI PV MM **

WASHINGTON AREA COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
AND DRUG ABUSE INC/COMP COUNSELING CTR
1232 M STREET NW
WASHINGTON, DC 20005
(202) 682-1706
** AD AM W B H PI CU EA DW TX PV **

WASHINGTON HOSPITAL CENTER
CHEM DEP DETOXIFICATION UNIT 2K
100 IRVING STREET NW
WASHINGTON, DC 20010
(202) 675-4614
** AD DT H B HV CU IV PG TX CI **
** MM **

WHITMAN WALKER CLINIC INC
ALCOHOLISM AND SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVS
1407 S STREET NW
WASHINGTON, DC 20009
(202) 797-3580
** AD AM W A B HV IV DW TX PV **

WOMENS SERVICES CLINIC
1900 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE SE
BUILDING 13
WASHINGTON, DC 20003
(202) 727-5166
** DA AM W A B HV CU IV PG TX PV **
** MM **

YOUTH COMP ADDICTION PROGRAM (YCAP)
1025 VERMONT AVENUE NW
SUITE 830
WASHINGTON, DC 20005
(301) 628-3488
** AD RR Y B H CU TX **

UNITED PLANNING ORGANIZATION
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
1325 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE NW
SUITE 575
WASHINGTON, DC 20005
(202) 628-8177
** AD AM Y B DW TX PV **
ALTAMONTE SPRINGS
CORNERSTONE INSTITUTE INC
400 MAITLAND AVENUE
ALTAMONTE SPRINGS, FL 32701
(407) 850-8808
** AD AM EA TX PV **

OUR PLACE OF LAKE MARY
OUR PLACE WEST
375 DOUGLAS AVENUE
ALTAMONTE SPRINGS, FL 32716
(407) 788-2227
** AL DH PV **

QUEST COUNSELING CENTER AND YOUNG RECOVERY
711 BALLARD STREET
ALTAMONTE SPRINGS, FL 32701
(407) 351-7199
** AD AM Y Y A B H AI HV PI CU PG **
** TX PV **

RENAISSANCE COUNSELING CENTER INC
370 WHOOPING LOOP
SUITE 1154
ALTAMONTE SPRINGS, FL 32701
(407) 260-5651
** AD AM H Y DM TX **

SENILE COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH CTR
CHILD AND FAMILY CENTERED DRUG PREV
417 WHOOPING LOOP STREET
SUITE 1721
ALTAMONTE SPRINGS, FL 32701
(407) 831-2411
** AD PV **

WEKIVA CENTER FOR PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT
ADDICTIONS SERVICES
919 WEST STATE ROAD 436
SUITE 340
ALTAMONTE SPRINGS, FL 32714
(407) 682-4007
** AD DT RR AM Y Y A B H AII HV PI **
** CU PG EA DH TX PV **

APALACHICOLA
APALACHEE CENTER FOR HUMAN SERVICES
APALACHEE CENTER
159 12TH STREET
APALACHEE, FL 32320
(904) 653-9747
** AD AM EA TX **

FRANKLIN COUNTY SCHOOLS
HEALTH EDUCATION/DRUG FREE SCHOOLS
155 AVENUE E
APALACHEE, FL 32320
(904) 653-8831 EX. 25
** AD PV **

APOKA
TEMPORARY LIVING CENTER
1717 PIEDMONT/WEKIVA ROADS
APOKA, FL 32703
(407) 889-7758
** AD RR AM H A B H AII HV PI CU PG **
** TX CI PV **

AVON PARK
FLORIDA ADDICTIONS TREATMENT CENTER
100 WEST COLLEGE DRIVE
AVON PARK, FL 33825
(813) 455-3151
** AD RR H A HV PI CU TX PV **

TRI COUNTY ADDICTIONS REHAB SERVS INC
AVON PARK OUTPATIENT
2801 U.S. 27 SOUTH
AVON PARK, FL 33825
(813) 452-2261
** AD AM H A B H AII HV PI CU PG **
** EA DH TX PV **

TRI COUNTY ADDICTIONS REHAB SERVS INC
THE RETREAT
ROUTE 6
AVON PARK, FL 33825
(813) 455-0604
** AD RR H A B H AII HV PI CU PG **
** TX **

TRI COUNTY ADDICTIONS REHAB SERVS INC
TROUT LAKE CAMP/ADOLESCENT SERVICES
ROUTE 6
AVON PARK, FL 33825
(813) 455-7778
** AD RR Y Y A B H AII HV PI CU IV TX **

** KEY **

ORIENTATION!
AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
AD = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES

TYPE OF CARE!
DT = DETOXIFICATION(24 HOUR CARE)
RR = RESIDENTIAL(24 HOUR CARE)
AM = AMBULATORY(LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)

SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS!
H = HOMEN
Y = YOUTH
A = AIDS PATIENTS
B = BLACKS
M = HISPANICS
AI = AMERICAN INDIAN/ALASKAN NATIVES
HV = HIV POSITIVES
PI = PUBLIC INEBRIATES
cU = COCAINE USERS
IV = IV DRUG USERS

UNIT FUNCTION!
TX = TREATMENT UNIT
CI = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT
PV = PREVENTION UNIT
MM = METHADONE UNIT
OT = OTHER UNIT
WEST COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1024 NW AVENUE D
BELLE GLADE, FL 33430
(407) 992-1374
** AD AM TX CI **

WEST COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH
PANDA
527 SM 2ND STREET
BELLE GLADE, FL 33430
(407) 996-0812
** AD RR AM Y B HV PI CU PG TX **

BLOUNTSTOWN
CHEMICAL ADDICTIONS RECOVERY EFFORT
CALHOUN COUNTY OUTPATIENT OFFICE
425 EAST CENTRAL AVENUE
ROOM G-8
BLOUNTSTOWN, FL 32424
(904) 678-8896
** AD AM TX CI **

BOCA RATON
AMON ANEH AT BOCA RATON INC
2600 NW 5TH AVENUE
BOCA RATON, FL 33431
(407) 368-6222
** AD DT RR M A B HV CU IV PG TX **

BENMAR ADDICTION TREATMENT CENTER OF BOCA RATON
1000 NW 15TH STREET
BOCA RATON, FL 33486
(407) 392-8444
** AD DT M A HV CU IV PG EA TX CI **
** PV **

DRUG ABUSE FOUNDATION OF PALM BEACH COUNTY/BOCA RATON
1251 NW 8TH STREET
BOCA RATON, FL 33432
(407) 278-0000
** AD PV **

INTERPHASE RECOVERY PROGRAM INC
23120 Sandlefoot Plaza Drive
BOCA RATON, FL 33428
(407) 487-5400
** AD RR HV CU TX **

JUST SAY NO OF BOCA RATON INC
150 EAST PALMETTO PARK ROAD
SUITE 635
BOCA RATON, FL 33432
(407) 392-2994
** AD PV **

BOYNTON BEACH
CENTER FOR SELF DISCOVERY INC
112 SE 23RD AVENUE
BOYNTON BEACH, FL 33435
(407) 736-0793
** AD PV **

DRUG ABUSE FOUNDATION OF PALM BEACH COUNTY/BOYNTON BEACH
101 EAST CONGRESS AVENUE
BOYNTON BEACH, FL 33432
(407) 278-0000
** AD PV **

BRADENTON
COASTAL RECOVERY CENTERS
CLINIC IV
410 Cortez Road West
SUITE 410
BRADENTON, FL 34207
(813) 758-6592
** AD AM W Y A B HV CU IV PG DW TX **
** PV **

MANATEE COMMUNITY COLLEGE
INSTITUTE OF ALCOHOL AND DRUG EDUCATION
26TH STREET AT 60TH AVENUE
BRADENTON, FL 34206
(813) 755-1511 EXT. 4508
** AD EA DH PV **

MANATEE GLENS CORPORATION
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
402 63RD STREET WEST
BRADENTON, FL 34209
(813) 741-3131
** AD AM W Y A B HV CU PG EA TX **
** CI PV **

MANATEE GLENS CORPORATION
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
515 63RD AVENUE EAST
BRADENTON, FL 34204
(813) 751-7023
** AD PV **

MANATEE GLENS CORPORATION
EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM (EAP)
239-301 Boulevard East
BRADENTON, FL 34208
(813) 741-3146
** AD EA CI OT **

MANATEE GLENS CORPORATION
GLEN OAKS HOSP AND CRISIS CTR/DETOX
2020 26TH AVENUE EAST
BRADENTON, FL 34208
(813) 747-8648
** AD DT RR M A HV CU IV PG TX CI **

MANATEE GLENS CORPORATION
YOUTH RESIDENTIAL SERVICES
375 6TH AVENUE WEST
BRADENTON, FL 34205
(813) 741-3131
** AD RR W Y A B HV CU IV TX CI **

OPERATION PAR INC
NARC ADDICTION TREAT CTR/BRADENTON
3915 8TH AVENUE WEST
BRADENTON, FL 34205
(813) 747-7665
** DA AM A HV IV MM **

PSYCHOTHERAPY FORENSIC SERVICES INC
OUTPATIENT
703 60TH STREET
SUITE B
BRADENTON, FL 34208
(813) 747-4588
** AD AM Y B AI CU IV PG EA TX **
** PV **

BRANDON
DRUG ABUSE COMP COORD OFFICE (DACCO)
BRANDON ALTERNATIVE
521 WILBUR STREET
BRANDON, FL 33511
(813) 604-8136
** AD AM Y B H TX PV **

DRUG ABUSE COMP COORD OFFICE (DACCO)
BRANDON SOUTH COUNTY OUTPATIENT
517 WILBUR STREET
BRANDON, FL 33511
(813) 609-0618
** AD AM W Y A HV CU TX **

BRISTOL
APALACHEE CENTER FOR HUMAN SERVICES
BRISTOL OUTPATIENT
BRISTOL, FL 32321
(904) 645-2252
** AD AM EA TX **

BRONSON
MENTAL HEALTH SERVS OF NORTH CENTL FL DBA COMMUNITY COUNSELING CTR/BRONSON
451 CAPITAL STREET
C-32
BRONSON, FL 32621
(904) 406-2181
** AD AM TX **

BROOKSVILLE
BI COUNTY CENTER FOR PSYCHOTHERAPY AND COUNSELING
5327 COMMERCIAL HAV
PARK PLACE SUITE 402
BROOKSVILLE, FL 34606
(904) 596-6229
** AD AM PI CU TX **

GREENBRIAR HOSPITAL
DEP AND AWARENESS TRT CTR PROG (DAMN)
7007 GROVE ROAD
BROOKSVILLE, FL 34605
(904) 596-4306
** AD DT RR IV TX CI MM **

HERNANDO COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CTR INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
11351 PONCE DE LEON BOULEVARD
BROOKSVILLE, FL 34601
(904) 796-9496
** AD DT AM Y A B H AI HV PI CU **
** IV PG EA DH TX CI PV **
FLORIDA

BUSHNELL

NEW BEGINNINGS
106 WEST BELT AVENUE
BUSHNELL, FL 33513
(904) 793-1851
** AD AM Y B CU EA DN TX CI PV **

CAPE CORAL

OUTREACH INC
2407 PINE ISLAND ROAD
CAPE CORAL, FL 33991
(813) 574-4357
** AD AM Y B PG TX PV **

CASTLEBERRY

SUNRISE COUNSELING CENTER INC
UNIT 1
275 MILLSHIRE BOULEVARD
SUITE 221
CASTLEBERRY, FL 32707
(800) 663-7751
** AD AM TX CI PV **

CHATANOOCHEE

FLORIDA STATE HOSPITAL
ADDICTION SERVICES
CHATANOOCHEE, FL 32324
(904) 663-7751
** AD AM TX CI PV **

CHIEFLAND

HENRY AND RILLA WHITE YOUTH FOUNDATION
LEVY COUNTY ROAD 210
CHIEFLAND, FL 32626
(904) 492-6093
** AD RR TX PV **

CHIPLEY

CHEMICAL ADDICTIONS RECOVERY EFFORT
HOLMES/WASHINGTONG COUNTY OUTPT OFFICE
995 HIGHWAY 77 SOUTH
CHIPLEY, FL 32428
(904) 630-1807
** AD AM TX CI **

CLEARWATER

BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES CENTER
19321 U.S. HIGHWAY 19 NORTH
SUITE 403
CLEARWATER, FL 34624
(813) 536-6255
** AD AM Y A HV CU IV EA DM TX CI **
** PV **

DIRECTIONS FOR MENTAL HEALTH INC
EVALUATION AND REFERRAL/ENTERPRISE
2451 ENTERPRISE ROAD
CLEARWATER, FL 34620
(813) 526-5950 EXT. 40
** AD EA CI **

DIRECTIONS FOR MENTAL HEALTH INC
EVALUATION AND REFERRAL/GREENWOOD
1479A SOUTH GREENWOOD AVENUE
CLEARWATER, FL 34626
(813) 536-5950 EXT. 40
** AD EA CI **

FAIRMINDS TREATMENT CENTER
RESIDENTIAL
1569 SOUTH FORT HARRISON STREET
CLEARWATER, FL 34616
(813) 449-0300
** AD RR DM TX PV OT **

FAMILY SERVICES CENTERS/CLEARWATER
2960 ROOSEVELT BOULEVARD
CLEARWATER, FL 34620
(813) 536-9427
** AD AM Y A HV PG EA TX CI PV **

HORIZON HOSPITAL
DEPENDENCY AWARENESS TREATMENT CENTER
11300 HIGHWAY 19 NORTH
CLEARWATER, FL 34624
(813) 541-2646 EXT. 352
** AD DT RR IV EA TX PV **

OPERATION PAR INC
DRUG FREE COMMUNITIES
4400 140TH AVENUE NORTH
SUITE 190
CLEARWATER, FL 34622
(813) 536-6100
** AD PV **

OPERATION PAR INC
DUI CENTRAL DIAGNOSTIC UNIT
25400 U.S. HIGHWAY 19 NORTH
SUITE 225
CLEARWATER, FL 34623
(813) 797-2880
** AD DH OT **

OPERATION PAR INC
LARGO COMMUNITY CORRECTIONAL CENTER
5201 ULMERTON ROAD
CLEARWATER, FL 34620
(813) 570-5137
** AD RR IV TX **

OPERATION PAR INC
OFFENDER TREATMENT
4400 140TH AVENUE NORTH
SUITE 170
CLEARWATER, FL 34622
(813) 558-5080
** AD AM A HV TX PV **

OPERATION PAR INC
TASC IN JAIL PROGRAM
4400 140TH AVENUE NORTH
SUITE 170
CLEARWATER, FL 34622
(813) 539-1700
** AD AM A HV TX **

OPERATION PAR INC
TASC/JUVENILE
4400 140TH AVENUE NORTH
SUITE 190
CLEARWATER, FL 34622
(813) 536-6100
** AD AM Y A HV TX PV OT **

PROFESSIONAL COMP ADDICTION SERVS INC
ADMINISTRATION
4625 EAST BAY DRIVE
SUITE 229
CLEARWATER, FL 34624
(813) 530-1417
** AD OT **

PROFESSIONAL COMP ADDICTION SERVS INC
CRIMINAL JUSTICE LIASON
6150 150TH AVENUE NORTH
CLEARWATER, FL 34620
(813) 530-1420
** AD DH OT **

PROFESSIONAL COMP ADDICTION SERVS INC
DETOXIFICATION UNIT
6150 150TH AVENUE NORTH
CLEARWATER, FL 34620
(813) 545-6951
** AD DT M HV PI CU TX **

PROFESSIONAL COMP ADDICTION SERVS INC
RESIDENTIAL
6150 SOUTH 150TH AVENUE
CLEARWATER, FL 34620
(813) 530-1420
** AD RR M HV PI CU EA TX PV **

COCOA

CENTRAL FL SUBST ABUSE TRT CRS INC
COCOA TREATMENT CENTER
1048-A DIXON BOULEVARD
COCOA, FL 32922
(407) 631-4578
** DA AM H B HV CU PG MM **

STARLITE DRUG ABUSE CENTER OF COCOA
819 NORTH FISKE BOULEVARD
COCOA, FL 32922
(407) 631-6334
** AD AM H B HV CU PG EA TX PV **

COCOA BEACH

NEW LIFESTYLE INSTITUTE/WELLNESS CRS
DETOX
176 SOUTH ATLANTIC AVENUE
COCOA BEACH, FL 32952
(407) 780-5433
** AD DT M B HV PI CU IV PG TX CI **
** PV **
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NEW LIFESTYLE INSTITUTE/WELLNESS CTRS
RESIDENTIAL
375 WEST COCOA BEACH CAUSEWAY
COCOA BEACH, FL 32932
(407) 799-5433
** AD RR M B HV PI IV PG EA TX **
** PV **

CRAWFORDVILLE
APALACHIE CENTER FOR HUMAN SERVICES
K/MOD CRAWFORDVILLE
CRAWFORDVILLE, FL 32327
(904) 926-3707
** AD AM H CU EA TX **

CROSS CITY
MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
COMMUNITY COUNSELING CENTER/CROSS CITY
AIRPORT PRISON ROAD
CROSS CITY, FL 32628
(904) 490-5339
** AD AM TD TX **

DADE CITY
YOUTH AND FAMILY ALTERNATIVES INC
FOCUS EAST/DADE CITY DRUG PREV SERVS
606 RIVER ROAD
DADE CITY, FL 33250
(904) 521-1463
** AD PV **

DAYTONA BEACH
ACT CORPORATION
ADMINISTRATION/OUTPATIENT
1220 HILLIS AVENUE
DAYTONA BEACH, FL 32114
(904) 255-6538
** AD AM H CU TX OT **

ACT CORPORATION
DAYTONA BEACH CORRECTIONAL CTR/SAS
3601 U.S. HIGHWAY 92 WEST
DAYTONA BEACH, FL 32114
(904) 258-5451
** AD RR Y A B H HV CI IV TX CI PV **

ACT CORPORATION
REALITY HOUSE
1341 INDIAN LAKE ROAD
DAYTONA BEACH, FL 32114
(904) 248-0221
** DA RR M A B HV CU IV PG TX **

ACT CORPORATION
TASC CENTER
440 1/2 BEACH STREET
DAYTONA BEACH, FL 32014
(904) 258-5457
** AD RR TV TX **

ANTI RECIVIDIST EFFORT INC (ARE)
HOPE HOUSE
854 PINE HAVEN STREET
DAYTONA BEACH, FL 32114
(904) 258-5367
** AD RR TX CI PV **

ANTI RECIVIDIST EFFORT INC (ARE)
OUTPATIENT
308 SOUTH MARTIN LUTHER KING BOULEVARD
SUITE 113
DAYTONA BEACH, FL 32114
(904) 255-0444
** AD AM H B CU PG TX CI PV **

ATLANTIC TREATMENT CENTER INC
DBA ATLANTIC SHORES HOSP/BREAKING AWAY
841 JIMMY ANN DRIVE
DAYTONA BEACH, FL 32117
(904) 274-5335
** AD DT RR Y EA TX CI PV **

DAYTONA METHADONE TREATMENT CENTER
737 VOLUSIA AVENUE
DAYTONA BEACH, FL 32114
(904) 256-1931
** DA AM TV MPH **

HUMANA HOSPITAL/DAYTONA BEACH
ALCOHOL AND DRUG HELP UNIT
400 NORTH CLYDE MORRIS BOULEVARD
DAYTONA BEACH, FL 32014
(904) 239-5000 EXT. 5084
** AD DT RR AM H A HV PI CU IV EA **
** TX PV **

LEON F STEWART TREATMENT CENTER INC
DETOX UNIT
425 DAYTONA STREET
DAYTONA BEACH, FL 32114
(904) 255-0447
** AD DT M H A B HV PI IV PG TX **

LEON F STEWART TREATMENT CENTER INC
MENS HALFWAY HOUSE
128 MICHIGAN AVENUE
DAYTONA BEACH, FL 32114
(904) 256-0447
** AD RR PI CU TX **

LEON F STEWART TREATMENT CENTER INC
OUTPATIENT UNIT 3
129 MICHIGAN AVENUE
DAYTONA BEACH, FL 32114
(904) 255-0447
** AD AM H Y A B HV PI CU IV PG TX **
** CI **

LEON F STEWART TREATMENT CENTER INC
RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT
3875 TIGER BAY ROAD
DAYTONA BEACH, FL 32124
(904) 255-0447
** AD RR M Y B HV PI IV PG TX **

LEON F STEWART TREATMENT CENTER INC
HOMENS HALFWAY HOUSE
417 DAYTONA STREET
DAYTONA BEACH, FL 32114
(904) 255-0447
** AD RR M A B HV PI CU PG TX **

MILES AND ASSOCIATES/DAYTONA BEACH
ALCOHOL/DRUG INTERV/PREV SERVICES
543 ORANGE AVENUE
SUITE C
DAYTONA BEACH, FL 32114
(904) 258-7025
** AD PV **

SERENITY HOUSE OF VOLUSIA INC
FAGAN HOUSE
541 HIGH STREET
DAYTONA BEACH, FL 32114
(904) 258-5050
** AD RR TV TX **

SERENITY HOUSE OF VOLUSIA INC
SERENITY HOUSE
547 HIGH STREET
DAYTONA BEACH, FL 32114
(904) 258-5050
** AD RR TV TX **

SERENITY HOUSE OF VOLUSIA INC
TANGLEWOOD
637 TANGLEWOOD STREET
DAYTONA BEACH, FL 32114
(904) 252-8646
** AD RR PI CU IV TX **

TED CURRY M ED CAP
115 EAST GRENADE STREET
SUITE B
DAYTONA BEACH, FL 32218
(904) 672-0825
** AD AM IV EA WM TX **

VOLUSIA/FLAGLER SAFETY COUNCIL INC
65 CORAL SEA AVENUE
DAYTONA BEACH, FL 32114
(904) 253-6400
** AD DM PV **

VOLUSIA/LAKE/FLAGLER
PRIV INDUSTRY COUNCIL INC/THEATER ARTS
250 NORTH BEACH STREET
SUITE 104
DAYTONA BEACH, FL 32114
(904) 258-7072
** AD PV **
FLORIDA

DE LAND

ACT CORPORATION
DE LAND OUTPATIENT TREATMENT
803 HOODLAND BOULEVARD
DE LAND, FL 32720
(904) 756-0166
** DA AM H CU TX **

COMMUNITY OUTREACH SERVICES INC
DE LAND RESIDENTIAL/OUTPATIENT UNIT I
245 SOUTH AMELIA STREET
DE LAND, FL 32724
(904) 736-0420
** AD RR AM TX **

MILES AND ASSOCIATES/DE LAND
ALCOHOL/DRUG INTERV/PRIV SERVICES
620 EAST NEW YORK AVENUE
SUITE B
DE LAND, FL 32720
(904) 738-5451
** AD PV **

SERENITY HOUSE OF VOLUSIA INC
SERENITY HOUSE WRT
2730 U.S. 92
DE LAND, FL 32723
(904) 734-3111
** AD RR HV PI CU IV TX **

THE HOUSE NEXT DOOR
121 WEST PENNSYLVANIA AVENUE
DE LAND, FL 32720
(904) 734-7571
** AD PV **

WEST VOLUSIA MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
701 WEST PLYMOUTH AVENUE
DE LAND, FL 32721
(904) 734-3320
** AD DT W A B H AI HV PI CU IV PG **
** TX CI PV **

DEFUNIAK SPRINGS

COPE ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
SOUTH 331 AND COY BURGESS ROAD
DEFUNIAK SPRINGS, FL 32433
(904) 892-5333
** AD RR AM H Y A B H AI HV PI CU **
** PG TX CI PV **

DELRAY BEACH

AMERICAN BIODYNE INC
DELRAY BEACH UNIT
1500 NM 17TH AVENUE
SUITE 140
DELRAY BEACH, FL 33435
(407) 263-8904
** AD AM IV DH TX **

DRUG ABUSE FOUNDATION OF
PALM BEACH COUNTY/LINTON BLVD UNIT
660 LINTON BOULEVARD
SUITE 202
DELRAY BEACH, FL 33444
(407) 278-0000
** DA RR AM Y A B HV PI CU PG TX **
** PV **

PROFESIONAL COMP ADDICTION SERVICES
WELLNESS CENTER/DUNEDIN
537 DOUGLAS AVENUE
SUITE 17-A AND 10-A
DUNEDIN, FL 33780
(813) 754-9036
** AD AM H DH TX **

EATEN PARK

PROGRAM TO AID DRUG ABUSERS INC (PAD)
EATON PARK OUTPATIENT
2920 FRANKLIN STREET
EATON PARK, FL 33840
(813) 667-0333
** AD AM H Y B H HV CU IV PG EA DH **
** TX CI PV OT **

ELIZABETH AIR FORCE BASE

FEDERAL PRISON CAMP
DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
ELIZABETH AIR FORCE BASE, FL 32542
(904) 882-5522
** AD AM IV EA DH TX PV OT **

EUSTIS

LAKE/SUMTER CMHC
CROSSROADS II
115 CITRUS AVENUE
EUSTIS, FL 32726
(904) 357-1590
** AD DT RR AM EA TX CI PV **

FERNANDINA BEACH

GATEWAY COMMUNITY SERVICES INC
OUTPATIENT/DERANDINO BEACH
1303 JASMINE STREET
FERNANDINA BEACH, FL 32034
(904) 261-0785
** AD AM H Y A B H HV PI CU IV EA **
** DH TX PV **

FORT LAUDERDALE

ADULT CHILD RECOVERY CENTER
ADDITION TREATMENT PROGRAM
4801 SOUTH UNIVERSITY DRIVE
SUITE 300
FORT LAUDERDALE, FL 33328
(305) 434-9400
** AD AM H HV TX **

ALTERNATIVE SUBST ABUSE SYSTEMS INC
613 SE FIRST AVENUE
FORT LAUDERDALE, FL 33301
(305) 462-2005
** AD PV **

BAIR MIDDLE SCHOOL
ALPHA PROGRAM
9100 NM 21ST MANOR
FORT LAUDERDALE, FL 33322
(305) 748-3572
** AD PV **
BIODYNE INC
7771 WEST OAKLAND PARK BOULEVARD
SUITE 123
FORT LAUDERDALE, FL 33351
(305) 742-8421
** AD AM TX **

BROWARD COUNTY ADDICTION RECOVERY CTR
1000 SW 2ND STREET
FORT LAUDERDALE, FL 33312
(305) 765-6200
** AD DT RR M Y A B H HV PI CU IV TX **
** PG EA TX CI PV **

BROWARD COUNTY ADDICTION RECOVERY CTR
LONG TERM RESIDENTIAL
1000 SW 2ND STREET
FORT LAUDERDALE, FL 33312
(305) 765-6200
** AD RR M A B H HV CU TX PV **

BROWARD COUNTY ADDICTION RECOVERY CTR
WEST/LAUDERDALE LAKES
4487 NORTH STATE ROAD 7
FORT LAUDERDALE, FL 33319
(305) 497-3640
** AD AM Y A B H HV PI CU IV PG TX **
** CI PV **

BROWARD COUNTY SCHOOL BOARD
ALCOHOL/DRUG ABUSE EDUC AND PREVENTION
6650 GRIFFIN ROAD
FORT LAUDERDALE, FL 33314
(305) 765-6537
** AD PV DT **

BROWARD COUNTY SHERIFFS OFFICE
DUI FACILITY
5400 NW 9TH AVENUE
FORT LAUDERDALE, FL 33309
(305) 492-1050
** AD RR DH TX CI PV **

CORAL RIDGE PSYCHIATRIC HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL AND DRUG DEPENDENCE SERVICES
4545 NORTH FEDERAL HIGHWAY
FORT LAUDERDALE, FL 33308
(305) 771-2711
** AD DT RR IV DM TX **

COVENANT HOUSE
ADDITIONS MANAGEMENT PROJECT
733 BREAKERS AVENUE
FORT LAUDERDALE, FL 33304
(305) 561-559
** AD RR AM IV TX CI PV **

FAIR OAKS HOSPITAL/BROWARD
1500 NW 49TH STREET
SUITE 101
FORT LAUDERDALE, FL 33309
(305) 771-0303
** AD AM Y A B H HV CU PG TX **
** PV **

FAMILY INSTITUTE/FORT LAUDERDALE
1144 SE 3RD AVENUE
FORT LAUDERDALE, FL 33316
(305) 527-1308
** AD AM Y B PI CU EA TX **

FAMILY LIFE INSTITUTE
800 WEST OAKLAND PARK BOULEVARD
SUITE 300
FORT LAUDERDALE, FL 33311
(305) 564-4117
** DA PV **

FAMILY SERVICES AGENCY INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE OUTPATIENT SERVICES
3830 SM 2ND COURT
FORT LAUDERDALE, FL 33312
(305) 587-7880
** AD AM Y A B H HV PI CU PG EA **
** DM TX PV **

FREDRIC S WEINSTEIN CAP PA
DRUG ABUSE SPECIALIST
5950 WEST OAKLAND PARK BOULEVARD
SUITE 107
FORT LAUDERDALE, FL 33315
(305) 486-5998
** AD AM 2V DM TX PV **

HIGH POINT
5960 SW 106TH AVENUE
FORT LAUDERDALE, FL 33328
(305) 680-2700
** AD DT RR AM Y A B H HV CU IV TX **
** EA TX CI PV **

HOUSE OF HOPE INC/STEPPING STONES
RESIDENTIAL/FIRST STREET
908 SW FIRST STREET
FORT LAUDERDALE, FL 33312
(305) 462-1560
** AD RR M B HV PI CU IV TX **

HOUSE OF HOPE INC/STEPPING STONES
RESIDENTIAL/17TH STREET
901 NE 17TH STREET
FORT LAUDERDALE, FL 33305
(305) 764-5419
** AD RR M B HV PI CU IV PG TX **

NOVA UNIVERSITY COUNSELING PROGRAM
4801 SOUTH UNIVERSITY DRIVE
SUITE 250
FORT LAUDERDALE, FL 33328
(305) 680-2702
** AD AM IV TX **

PSYCHOLOGICAL ASSOCIATE
7501 NW 4TH STREET
SUITE 201
FORT LAUDERDALE, FL 33317
(305) 797-9695
** AD CI PV **

RETREAT/SUNRISE
ADULT CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
555 SM 148TH AVENUE
FORT LAUDERDALE, FL 33325
(305) 370-0200
** AD DT RR M Y A B H HV CU PG TX **

SEAFIELD CENTER SOUTH INC
5151 SM 61ST AVENUE
FORT LAUDERDALE, FL 33314
(305) 321-9400
** AD DT RR M B TX **

SPECTRUM PROGRAMS INC
BROWARD RE ENTRY HALFWAY HOUSE
3541 SM 24TH AVENUE
FORT LAUDERDALE, FL 33312
(305) 791-8324
** AD RR HV CU IV TX **

SPECTRUM PROGRAMS INC
RESIDENTIAL LEVEL 2
2301 HILTON DRIVE
FORT LAUDERDALE, FL 33305
(305) 565-6413
** AD RR AM HV CU IV EA TX **

THE SEED INC
919 EAST BROWARD BOULEVARD
FORT LAUDERDALE, FL 33301
(305) 779-3330
** AD AM TX PV **

URBAN LEAGUE OF BROWARD COUNTY
11 NW 36TH AVENUE
FORT LAUDERDALE, FL 33311
(305) 584-0777
** AD PV **

FORT MYERS

ADDITIONS RECOVERY CENTER
3949 EVANS AVENUE
SUITE 203
FORT MYERS, FL 33901
(813) 956-3803
** AD AM Y Y CU PG TX **

ALPHA PROGRAM
1858 SUNCOAST LANE
FORT MYERS, FL 33917
(813) 997-5442
** AD PV **

BILBO HONS
OMEGA CENTRE
8192 COLLEGE PARKWAY
SUITE 40
FORT MYERS, FL 33919
(813) 489-4705
** AD AM EA TX PV **

LEE MENTAL HEALTH CENTER INC
DRUG ABUSE UNIT
2789 ORIIZ AVENUE SE
FORT MYERS, FL 33906
(813) 275-3222 EXT. 254
** DA RR AM M Y A B H HV CU IV PG TX **
** CI PV **
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SERENITY HOUSE INC
2709 2ND STREET
FORT MYERS, FL 33901
(813) 334-7059
** AD RR TX **

SOUTHWEST FL ADDICTION SERVICES INC
DETOXIFICATION
2562 DIXIE PARKWAY
FORT MYERS, FL 33901
(813) 768-6989
** AD DT M A H HV PI CU PG TX **

SOUTHWEST FL ADDICTION SERVICES INC
RESIDENTIAL AND OUTPATIENT
2101 MC GREGOR BOULEVARD
FORT MYERS, FL 33901
(813) 332-6937
** AD RR AM Y A H HV CU IV PG EA **
** DH TX CI PV **

FORT PIERCE

DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT ASSOCIATION INC
(DATA) NORMAN C HAYSLIP TRT CENTER
4590 SELVITZ ROAD
FORT PIERCE, FL 34981
(407) 464-7575
** AD RR MY A B H HV CU IV PG TX **
** CI PV **

NEW HORIZONS OF THE TREASURE COAST INC
ALPHA PROGRAM
1800 SOUTH 12TH STREET
FORT PIERCE, FL 34950
(407) 468-5800
** AD PV **

NEW HORIZONS OF THE TREASURE COAST INC
DETOXIFICATION UNIT
800 AVENUE H
FORT PIERCE, FL 33450
(407) 468-5600
** AD DT IV EA DH TX CI PV **

NEW HORIZONS OF THE TREASURE COAST INC
NEW LIFE
610 NORTH 7TH STREET
FORT PIERCE, FL 34950
(407) 468-5658
** AD RR IV PG EA DM TX CI PV **

NEW HORIZONS OF THE TREASURE COAST INC
SAINT LUCIE COUNTY OUTPATIENT BRANCH
901 NORTH 7TH STREET
FORT PIERCE, FL 34950
(407) 468-5658
** AD AM IV EA DM TX **

NEW HORIZONS OF THE TREASURE COAST INC
TASC PROGRAM
602 SOUTH U.S. 1
FORT PIERCE, FL 33450
(407) 468-5657
** AD AM IV EA DM TX CI PV **

NEW HORIZONS OF THE TREASURE COAST INC
TURNING POINT
280 COPENHAGEN ROAD
FORT PIERCE, FL 34947
(407) 468-5685
** AD RR B PI CU TX CI PV **

RECOVERY ASSOCIATES INC
1801 SE HILMOORE DRIVE
SUITE A-101
FORT PIERCE, FL 34952
(407) 335-9169
** AD AM Y PI CU IV EA DM TX PV **
** OT **

FOUNTAIN

CHEMICAL ADDICTIONS RECOVERY EFFORT
STARTING OVER STRAIGHT (SOS)
VAN DOREN LANE
FOUNTAIN, FL 32438
(904) 722-4305
** AD RR Y IV DM TX CI PV **

GAINESVILLE

BACCHUS PREVENTION PROGRAM
UNIVERSITY OF FLORIDA
124 TIGERT HALL
GAINESVILLE, FL 32611
(904) 392-1261
** AD PV **

CORNER DRUG STORE INC
TRANSITIONS/PREVENTION
1300 NW 6TH STREET
GAINESVILLE, FL 32601
(904) 370-1588
** AL AM Y B CU IV PG EA DM TX CI **
** PV **

MENTAL HEALTH SERVS OF NORTH CENTL FL
ACUTE CARE SERVICES/DETOX UNIT
4300 SW 13TH STREET
GAINESVILLE, FL 32608
(904) 374-5616
** AD DT TX **

MENTAL HEALTH SERVS OF NORTH CENTL FL
ADMINISTRATION/TREATMENT
4300 SW 13TH STREET
GAINESVILLE, FL 32608
(904) 374-5690
** AD RR M TX **

MENTAL HEALTH SERVS OF NORTH CENTL FL
DBA ADDICTIONS AND FAMILY HEALTH
4300 SW 13TH STREET
GAINESVILLE, FL 32608
(904) 374-5690
** AD AM M PG TX **

MENTAL HEALTH SERVS OF NORTH CENTL FL
DBA ALACHUA ASSOCIATES
3601 SW 2ND AVENUE
SUITE V
GAINESVILLE, FL 32607
(904) 335-4004
** AD AM EA DM TX PV **

MENTAL HEALTH SERVS OF NORTH CENTL FL
DBA BRIDGEHOUSE
4400 SW 13TH STREET
GAINESVILLE, FL 32608
(904) 374-5615
** AD RR M TX **

META-MORPHOSIS
ALACHUA COUNTY DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
306 NE 7TH STREET
GAINESVILLE, FL 32601
(904) 377-8787
** DA RR M B HV CU IV PG TX **

NORTH CENTRAL FLORIDA SAFETY COUNCIL
QUIP PROGRAM
3710 NW 51ST STREET
GAINESVILLE, FL 32606
(904) 377-2566
** AD DM PV **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
ALCOHOL/DRUG DEPENDENCE TREATMENT PROG
1601 SW ARCHER ROAD
116A ADTP
GAINESVILLE, FL 32602
(904) 374-6089 EXT. 6764
** AD RR M A B H HV CU TX **

GREEN COVE SPRINGS

RIVER REGION HUMAN SERVICES INC
CLAY COUNTY SCHOOL PREVENTION PROGRAM
2025 HIGHWAY 16 WEST
GREEN COVE SPRINGS, FL 32043
(904) 284-8191 EXT. 154
** AD PV **

GULF BREEZE

GULF COAST RECOVERY CENTER INC
102 NIGHTINGALE LANE
SUITE C
GULF BREEZE, FL 32561
(904) 932-0893
** AD AM Y CU DH TX **

THE FRIARY INC
4400 HICKORY SHORES BOULEVARD
GULF BREEZE, FL 32561
(904) 932-9275
** AD DT RR M H CU IV EA TX CI PV **
** OT **

TEN LAKES
ALCOHOL AND DRUG RECOVERY CENTER
2060 HEALTHCARE AVENUE
ROUTE 1
GULF BREEZE, FL 32566
(904) 939-1200
** AD DT IV EA DM TX CI PV **
HIALEAH
COUNSELING AND EVALUATION CENTER
1490 WEST 49TH PLACE
SUITE 390
HIALEAH, FL 33012
(305) 598-0558
** AD AM H EA TX **
HIALEAH HOSPITAL
THE RECOVERY CENTER
651 EAST 25TH STREET
HIALEAH, FL 33013
(305) 635-4666
** AD DT RR H HV CU IV PG TX CI PV **
NORTHWEST DADE CENTER INC
49TH STREET UNIT
1640 WEST 49TH STREET
HIALEAH, FL 33012
(305) 825-0500
** DA AM H TX **

HOLLYWOOD
BROWARD COUNTY ADDICTION RECOVERY CTR
SOUTH
4055 NORTH 29TH AVENUE
HOLLYWOOD, FL 33020
(305) 926-2450
** AD AH Y A B H HV PI CU IV PG TX **
** CI PV **
BROWARD METHADONE MAINTENANCE
REHAB AND RESEARCH FACILITY
1101 SOUTH 21ST AVENUE
HOLLYWOOD, FL 33020
(305) 922-0522
** DA AM H A B H AI HV IV PG MM **

FAMILY COUNSELING CENTER
SOUTH BROWARD HIGH SCHOOL
1901 NORTH FEDERAL HIGHWAY
HOLLYWOOD, FL 33020
(305) 926-0820
** AD PV **

LOCK TOWNS CMHC
SUB ARTS PROJECT
1000 SM 84TH AVENUE
HOLLYWOOD, FL 33025
(305) 983-4321 EXT. 2466
** AD RR H Y B CU TX CI PV **

MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
SHARE PROGRAM
801 SM DOUGLAS ROAD
HOLLYWOOD, FL 33025
(305) 989-1465
** AD DT RR H B AI HV CU IV EA TX **
** PV **

THE STARTING PLACE INC
DAY CARE
2057 COOLIDGE STREET
HOLLYWOOD, FL 33020
(305) 925-2225
** AD AM H Y A B H HV CU PG TX CI **
** PV **

THE STARTING PLACE INC
RESIDENTIAL UNIT I
2057 COOLIDGE STREET
HOLLYWOOD, FL 33020
(305) 925-2225
** AD RR H Y A B H HV CU IV PG TX **
** CI PV **

HOMESTEAD
ASSOCIATES FOR PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES
ALCOHOL ABUSE PROGRAM
269 NORTH KROME AVENUE
HOMESTEAD, FL 33030
(305) 249-3875
** AD AM EA DN TX CI PV **
FEDERAL PRISON CAMP
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
HOMESTEAD AIR FORCE BASE
HOMESTEAD, FL 33039
(305) 258-9676
** AD EA PV **

METATHERAPY INSTITUTE INC
27200 OLD DIXIE HIGHWAY
HOMESTEAD, FL 33030
(305) 267-4515
** DA RR H B HV CU TX **

METRO DADE OFFICE OF REHAB SERVICES
JACK ORR RANCH
31601 SW 197TH AVENUE
HOMESTEAD, FL 33050
(305) 246-5905
** AD RR IV TX PV **

METRO DADE OFFICE OF REHAB SERVICES
NARANJA TREATMENT CENTER
13955 SW 264TH STREET
HOMESTEAD, FL 33032
(305) 258-0802
** AD AM IV TX PV **

IMMIKALEE
DAVID LAWRENCE CENTER
THE PINES
425 NORTH FIRST STREET
IMMIKALEE, FL 33934
(813) 657-2117
** AD RR H Y A B H AI HV PI CU **
** IV PG TX CI PV **

INTERCESSION CITY
PARKSIDE LODGE OF FLORIDA
5970 SOUTH ORANGE BLOSSOM TRAIL
INTERCESSION CITY, FL 32848
(407) 933-5222
** AD DT RR H Y A B H HV CU IV **
** PG TX PV **

JACKSONVILLE
BAPTIST MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
800 PRUDENTIAL DRIVE
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32207
(904) 393-2000
** AD DT TX **
CAREUNIT OF JACKSONVILLE BEACH
1320 ROBERTS DRIVE
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32250
(904) 241-5133
** AD DT RR H Y A B H AI PI CU IV **
** PG EA TX CI PV **
CHARTER BY THE SEA COUNSELING CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG INTENSIVE OUTPATIENT
2636 OAK STREET
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32204
(904) 388-0553
** AD AM TX CI PV **
CHARTER COUNSELING CTR/ATLANTIC BEACH
2440 MAYPORT ROAD
SUITE 4
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32233
(904) 246-3664
** AD AM H Y B H TX PV **
CITY RESCUE MISSION INC
JACKSONVILLE NEW LIFE INN
234 WEST STATE STREET
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32202
(904) 383-5565
** AD PV OT **
ENDPOINT
5847 LUELLA STREET
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32207
(904) 346-3403
** AD AM H B CU TX PV **
FAMILY RECOVERY SERVICES OF
JACKSONVILLE INC
1840 SOUTHSIDE BOULEVARD
SUITE 1B
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32216
(904) 727-7978
** AD IV EA DH PV **
GATEWAY COMMUNITY SERVICES INC
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
555 STOCKTON STREET
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32204
(904) 387-4661
** AD OT **
GATEWAY COMMUNITY SERVICES INC
ADOLESCENT UNIT/OUTPATIENT
555 STOCKTON STREET
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32204
(904) 387-4661
** AD AM Y A B H HV PI CU IV EA DH **
** TX PV **
GATEWAY COMMUNITY SERVICES INC
ADOLESCENT/RESIDENTIAL
555 STOCKTON STREET
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32204
(904) 367-5722
** AD RR Y A B H HV PI CU IV EA TX **
** PV **

GATEWAY COMMUNITY SERVICES INC
ADULT INTENSIVE RESIDENTIAL PROGRAM
555 STOCKTON STREET
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32204
(904) 357-4661 EXT. 32
** AD RR Y A B H HV PI CU IV PG DW **
** TX PV **

GATEWAY COMMUNITY SERVICES INC
DETOXIFICATION UNIT
1245 JESSE STREET
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32206
(904) 350-0834
** AD DT W A B H HV PI CU IV PG EA **
** DH TX PV **

GATEWAY COMMUNITY SERVICES INC
OUTPATIENT/EDGEMOOTH
1105 WEST EDGEMOOTH AVENUE
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32208
(904) 768-8300
** AD AM W A B H HV PI CU IV PG EA **
** DH TX PV **

GATEWAY COMMUNITY SERVICES INC
OUTPATIENT/LEXINGTON AVENUE
4816 LEXINGTON AVENUE
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32210
(904) 386-8669
** AD AM W A B HV PI CU IV PG EA **
** DH TX PV **

GATEWAY COMMUNITY SERVICES INC
OUTPATIENT/UNIVERSITY
2422 WEST UNIVERSITY BOULEVARD
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32217
(904) 735-1573
** AD AM W A B H HV PI CU IV EA TX **
** PV **

GREENFIELD CENTER
1551 RIVERSIDE AVENUE
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32204
(904) 353-3764
** AD AM IV TX PV **

MENTAL HEALTH RESOURCE CENTER
DETOX/OUTPATIENT
11820 BEACH BOULEVARD
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32216
(904) 642-9100
** AD DT AM TX **

METHODIST REG HOSPITAL SYSTEMS INC
METHODIST PATHWAY CENTER
580 WEST 8TH STREET
PLAZA 1 SUITE 510
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32209
(904) 790-0250
** AD DT RR Y A B H HV PI CU IV PG EA **
** TX CI PV **

MILE STONES IN RECOVERY INC
5143 WEST UNIVERSITY BOULEVARD
SUITE 1
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32207
(904) 448-1600
** AD AM PI CU IV EA TX PV **

NE FLORIDA SAFETY COUNCIL INC
5454 ARLINGTON EXPRESSWAY
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32211
(904) 726-7244
** AD DM CI PV **

OAK MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
8809 CORPORATE SQUARE BOULEVARD
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32216
(904) 728-7073
** AD DT RR AM EA TX **

RIVER REGION HUMAN SERVICES INC
JACKSONVILLE RECOVERY CENTER/TIER 4
920 BRIDIER STREET
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32206
(904) 824-9573
** AD DT A HV IV TX CI MM **

RIVER REGION HUMAN SERVICES INC
JACKSONVILLE RECOVERY CENTER/UNIT 1
577 COLLEGE STREET
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32204
(904) 359-6577
** AD AM W A HV CU IV PG TX CI MM **

RIVER REGION HUMAN SERVICES INC
JACKSONVILLE RECOVERY CENTER/UNIT 2
5045 SOUTEL DRIVE
SUITE 25
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32208
(904) 768-4120
** AD AM W A HV IV EA TX **

RIVER REGION HUMAN SERVICES INC
JACKSONVILLE RECOVERY CTR/RES TRT CTR
2981 PARENTAL HOME ROAD
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32216
(904) 727-3775
** AD RR AM W A B HV CU IV PG TX **

RIVER REGION HUMAN SERVICES INC
JAX RECOVERY CTR/STANDARD IMPLEM PROJ
4727 LANNIE ROAD
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32218
(904) 768-5266
** AD PV OT **

RIVER REGION HUMAN SERVICES INC
OAK HILL SCH BASED INTERVENTION PROG
6910 SOUTH DAUHTRY BOULEVARD
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32210
(904) 359-6871
** DA PV **

RIVER REGION HUMAN SERVICES INC
SAN PABLO SCH BASED INTERV/KID POWER
801 NORTH 18TH STREET
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32250
(904) 249-2039
** DA PV **

RIVER REGION HUMAN SERVICES INC
SCH BASED INTERV/HAVPORT ELEM SCH 227
2753 SHANERI LA
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32233
(904) 246-6692
** DA PV **

RIVER REGION HUMAN SERVICES INC
SIP/INTERVENTION PROGRAM 1
421 CATHERINE STREET
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32202
(904) 824-9573
** AD PV **

RIVER REGION HUMAN SERVICES INC
SIP/OUTPATIENT
421 WEST CHURCH STREET
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32201
(904) 356-6733
** AD PV **

RIVER REGION HUMAN SERVICES INC
T JEFFERSON/MARIETTA SCH BASED INTERV
8233 NEVADA STREET
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32220
(904) 781-5566
** DA PV **

RIVER REGION HUMAN SERVICES INC
TIER 4/DOC
2030 PARK STREET
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32073
(904) 359-6577
** AD AM M TX **

RIVER REGION HUMAN SERVICES INC
MINDY HILL SCH BASED INTERVENTION PROG
3851 FOREST BOULEVARD
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32216
(904) 601-1686
** DA PV **

RIVERSIDE TRADITION HOUSE
2911 RIVERSIDE AVENUE
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32205
(904) 369-9197
** AL PV **

SUICIDE PREVENTION CENTER INC
2218 PARK STREET
JACKSONVILLE, FL 32204
(904) 367-5643
** AD PV **
JASPER

NORTH FLORIDA MENTAL HEALTH CENTER INC
HAMILTON COUNCILING CENTER
HIGHWAY 41 SOUTH
JASPER, FL 32052
(904) 758-0555
** AD AH EA TX PV **

JENSEN BEACH

HERITAGE FAMILY TREATMENT CENTER
JENSEN BEACH
2065 NORTH EAST INDIAN RIVER DRIVE
JENSEN BEACH, FL 34957
(907) 744-0029
** AD AM H Y B H HV CU PG DM TX CI **
** PV **

JUPITER

COMP ALCOHOLISM REHAB PROGS INC (CARP)
OUTPATIENT AFTERCARE SERVICES
1070 EAST INDIANTOWN ROAD
SUITE 204
JUPITER, FL 33477
(907) 744-0029
** AD AH IV TX CI PV **

KEY WEST

HELPLINE INC
3314 NORTH SIDE DRIVE
SUITE 18
KEY WEST, FL 33040
(905) 292-8440
** AD PV **

MENTAL HEALTH CARE CENTER OF THE LOWER KEYS INC/LIHOU THOUSE
5827 JUNIOR COLLEGE ROAD
KEY WEST, FL 33040
(905) 292-8440
** AD PV **

KISSIMMEE

ADDITIONS COMPULSIONS TREATMENT CTR (ACT INC) KISSIMMEE OUTPATIENT
800 OFFICE PLAZA BOULEVARD
SUITE 401
KISSIMMEE, FL 34744
(907) 846-2511
** AD AM IV TX CI **

CENTER FOR DRUG FREE LIVING INC
ALPHA/OSCEOLA CENTER
1502 CENTRAL AVENUE
KISSIMMEE, FL 34751
(907) 846-5979
** AD PV **

CENTER FOR DRUG FREE LIVING INC
OSCEOLA COUNSELING CENTER
1200 CENTRAL AVENUE
SUITE 212
KISSIMMEE, FL 34751
(907) 846-0029
** AD AM H Y B H HV CU PG DM TX CI **
** PV **

MENTAL HEALTH SERVS OF OSCEOLA COUNTY
ADULT OUTPT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
917 EMMETT STREET
KISSIMMEE, FL 34751
(907) 846-0025
** AD AM EA TX CI PV **

MENTAL HEALTH SERVS OF OSCEOLA COUNTY
MATER FRONT CENTER/psychology
220 EAST MONUMENT AVENUE
SUITE C
KISSIMMEE, FL 34751
(907) 846-8086
** AD AM Y EA TX PV **

LAKE BUTLER

BRADFORD/PUTNAM/UNION GUIDANCE CLINIC
UNION GUIDANCE CLINIC
305 NORTH LAKE AVENUE
LAKE BUTLER, FL 32054
(907) 964-8382
** AD AM Y PG TX CI **

LAKE CITY

NORTH FLORIDA MENTAL HEALTH CENTER INC
COUNSELING SERVICES OF SUNANNE VALLEY
3810 SOUTH FIRST STREET
LAKE CITY, FL 32055
(907) 758-0555
** AD AM TX PV **

NORTH FLORIDA MENTAL HEALTH CENTER INC
GATEWAY ALCOHOLISM/PSYCHIATRIC TREAT
ROUTE 10
LAKE CITY, FL 32055
(907) 758-0555
** AD DT TX **

NORTH FLORIDA MENTAL HEALTH CENTER INC
GATEWAY HOUSE
950 MICHIGAN STREET
ROUTE 10
LAKE CITY, FL 32055
(907) 758-0555
** AD AM EA TX PV **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
LAKE CITY, FL 32055
(907) 755-3016
** AD RR AM A HV CU EA TX PV **

LAKE MARY

CARE UNIT OF ORLANDO
1097 SAND POND ROAD
LAKE MARY, FL 32746
(907) 333-9282
** AD RR AM TX **

OUR PLACE OF LAKE MARY
PREVENTION UNIT
123 WEST WILBUR AVENUE
LAKE MARY, FL 32746
(907) 321-3062
** AL DH PV **

LAKE WALES

LAKE WALES AREA DRUG AWARENESS COUNCIL
200 EAST ORANGE AVENUE
LAKE WALES, FL 33853
(815) 768-1949
** AD PV **

LAKE WORTH

COMP ALCOHOLISM REHAB PROGS INC (CARP)
LAKE WORTH TREATMENT CENTER
3155 CANADA COURT
LAKE WORTH, FL 33462
(907) 964-1664
** AD RR IV TX PV **

COMP ALCOHOLISM REHAB PROGS INC (CARP)
OUTPATIENT TREATMENT
5700 LAKE NORTH ROAD
LAKE WORTH, FL 33463
(907) 662-8727
** AD AM IV TX CI PV **

COMP ALCOHOLISM REHAB PROGS INC (CARP)
PALM BEACH RETREAT
3552 SOUTH FEDERAL HIGHWAY
LAKE WORTH, FL 33460
(907) 582-3001
** AD RR IV TX PV **

FAMILY ALTERNATIVES
COUNSELING AND TREATMENT SERVICES
3230 LAKE NORTH ROAD
LAKE WORTH, FL 33461
(907) 968-2370
** AD AM EA TX PV **

GROWING TOGETHER INC
1013 LUCERNE AVENUE
LAKE WORTH, FL 33460
(907) 585-0892
** AD RR W Y TX PV **
FLORIDA

JFK MEDICAL CENTER
CENTER FOR RECOVERY
5301 SOUTH CONGRESS AVENUE
LAKE NORTHERN, FL 33462
(305) 642-3600
** AD DT IV TX **

LAKE HOSPITALS OF THE PALM BEACHES
COMPREHENSIVE ADDICTION CENTER
1710 4TH AVENUE NORTH
LAKE NORTHERN, FL 33460
(305) 508-7341 EXT. 512
** AD DT RR H A HV CU IV EA TX CI **
** PV MM **

LORETTA FARREN
134 J F KENNEDY CIRCLE
LAKE NORTHERN, FL 33462
(305) 969-1212
** AD AM TX PV **

RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT CENTER (RTC) OF THE
PALM BEACHES
1720 4TH AVENUE NORTH
LAKE NORTHERN, FL 33460
(305) 582-9494
** AD RR Y TX PV **

LAKELAND
LAKELAND HILLS TREATMENT CENTER
2298 LAKELAND HILL BOULEVARD
LAKELAND, FL 33805
(813) 687-9900
** DA AM IV MM **

PAMVIEH HOSPITAL
ADULT SERVICES
2510 NORTH FLORIDA AVENUE
LAKELAND, FL 33805
(813) 682-6105
** AD DT RR AM H A B HV CU IV EA TX CI **
** EA TX PV **

PRIDE OF LAKELAND
1835 NORTH CRYSTAL LAKE DRIVE
LAKELAND, FL 33801
(813) 665-8582
** AD PV **

PROGRAM TO AID DRUG ABUSERS INC (PAD)
TOM MM'S OUTPATIENT OFFICE
1104 NORTH MARTIN LUTHER KING BLVD
LAKELAND, FL 33800
(813) 680-2855
** AD AM H Y B H HV CU IV PG EA DM **
** TX CI PV **

TRI COUNTY ADDICTIONS REHAB SERVS INC
LAKELAND OUTPATIENT
1831 NORTH CRYSTAL LAKE DRIVE
LAKELAND, FL 33801
(813) 665-5599
** AD AM H A B H AI HV PI CU IV PG **
** EA TX PV **

LARGO
BAY HARBOR RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT CTR
DUAL DIAGNOSIS TRACT
12095 SEMINOLE BOULEVARD
LARGO, FL 33710
(813) 587-1000
** AD RR Y A HV CU IV EA TX CI **
** PV MM **

CENTER FOR PROBLEM RESOLUTION AT
SUNCOST HOSPITAL
2025 INDIAN ROCKS ROAD
LARGO, FL 33744
(813) 581-9474 EXT. 7118
** AD DT RR AM H A B HV PI TX PV **

DIRECTIONS FOR MENTAL HEALTH INC
EVALUATION AND REFERRAL/LARGO
8823 115TH AVENUE NORTH
LARGO, FL 33773
(813) 536-5950 EXT. 40
** AD EA CI **

EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE SERVICES
655 ULHERTON ROAD
SUITE 4D
LARGO, FL 33771
(813) 586-0342
** AD AM W EA TX PV **

FAMILY SERVICES CENTERS/SEMINOLE
9009 SEMINOLE BOULEVARD
SUITE 2-B
LARGO, FL 33771
(813) 395-0990
** AD AM H Y A HV PG EA TX PV **

GENESIS INSTITUTE INC
1314 PARK BOULEVARD
SUITE D
LARGO, FL 33771
(813) 392-1590
** AD AM H Y A HV EA TX CI PV **

MEDFIELD HOSPITAL
12891 SEMINOLE BOULEVARD
LARGO, FL 33771
(813) 587-0600 EXT. 05
** AD DT RR H Y CU IV TX **

OPERATION PAR INC
ADOLESCENT RESIDENTIAL CENTER
13800 66TH STREET NORTH
LARGO, FL 33775
(813) 530-7545
** AD RR Y A HV TX **

OPERATION PAR INC
PAR DETOXIFICATION CENTER
13800 66TH STREET NORTH
LARGO, FL 33771
(813) 530-6731
** DA DT A HV IV TX **

OPERATION PAR INC
PAR THERAPEUTIC COMMUNITY
13800 66TH STREET NORTH
LARGO, FL 33775
(813) 536-9495
** AD RR H A HV IV PG TX **

PROFESSIONAL COMP ADDICTION SERVS INC
WELLNESS CENTER/LARGO
131 FIRST STREET NW
LARGO, FL 33771
(813) 586-1885
** AD AM H DH TX **

RECOVERY BRIDGE AT SUN COAST HOSPITAL
2025 INDIAN ROCKS ROAD
LARGO, FL 33771
(813) 586-7197
** AD DT RR H B H CU IV TX **

LEGANCO
MARION/CITRUS MENTAL HEALTH CENTER INC
CITRUS ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
3230 SOUTH LEGANCO HIGHWAY
LEAGANCO, FL 32661
(813) 629-8892
** AD AM H HV CU PG TX CI PV **

LIVE OAK
NORTH FLORIDA MENTAL HEALTH CENTER INC
SUMAN RIVER COUNSELING CTR ALC PROG
NOBLES FERRY ROAD
LIVE OAK, FL 32060
(904) 362-4218
** AD AM EA TX PV **

LONGWOOD
HUMAN SERVICE AND
RESOURCES AND ASSOCIATES INC
150 SOUTH COUNTRY ROAD 427
LONGWOOD, FL 32750
(407) 767-0039
** AD AM H Y B PI CU PG EA DM TX **
** PV **

RATIONAL THERAPY CENTER INC
795 WEST STATE ROAD 434
LONGWOOD, FL 32750
(407) 830-5082
** AD AM H Y B H AI HV PI CU PG **
** TX PV **

LOCHIN
JONES COTTAGE
FLORIDA CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTE
FOREST HILLS UNIT
LOCHIN, FL 32663
(904) 622-5151 EXT. 236
** AD RR H TX PV **

102
MACCLENNY
GATEWAY COMMUNITY SERVICES INC
OUTPATIENT/BAKER
U.S. HIGHWAY 90 WEST
AGRICULTURAL BUILDING
MACCLENNY, FL 32063
(904) 257-2506
** AD AM M Y A B H HV PI CU IV PG **
** EA DW TX PV **

MADISON
APALACHEE CENTER FOR HUMAN SERVICES
MADISON OUTPATIENT
MADISON, FL 32340
(904) 973-4123
** AD AM EA TX **

MARTIAL
CENTER FOR DRUG FREE LIVING INC
EATONVILLE COUNSELING CENTER
370 EAST KENNEDY BOULEVARD
MARTIAL, FL 32751
(305) 423-6606
** AD AM TX PV **

MARATHON
GUIDANCE CLINIC OF MIDDLE KEYS
3000 41ST STREET/OCEAN
MARATHON, FL 33050
(305) 943-9491
** AD Y Y DN TX PV **

MARGATE
CENTER FOR FAMILY COUNSELING
777 SOUTH STATE ROAD 7
SUITE 16
MARGATE, FL 33068
(305) 972-5222
** AD EA OT **

CLINICAL PROVIDER ORGANIZATION
HALT
777 SOUTH STATE ROAD 7
SUITE 16
MARGATE, FL 33068
(305) 979-1611
** AD EA OT **

MARGATE MIDDLE SCHOOL
ALPHA PROGRAM
500 CHALLENGER BOULEVARD
MARGATE, FL 33063
(305) 977-2291
** AD PV **

MARIANNA
FEDERAL CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION
PSYCHOLOGY SERVICES
3625 FED CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION ROAD
MARIANNA, FL 32446
(904) 526-2313
** AD AM EA TX CI PV **

NORTHWEST FLORIDA DRUG COUNCIL INC
CHEMICAL ADDICTIONS RECOVERY EFFORT
305 PENNSYLVANIA AVENUE
SUITE M
MARIANNA, FL 32446
(904) 526-3133
** AD AM TX CI **

MAYO
NORTH FLORIDA MENTAL HEALTH CENTER INC
SUHANEE RIVER COUNSELING/OUTPATIENT
HIGHWAY 27
MAYO, FL 32066
(904) 758-0555
** AD AM EA TX PV **

MELBOURNE
BREVARD OUTPT ALTERNATIVE TREATMENT
(BOAT)
1127 SOUTH PATARICK DRIVE
SUITE 24
MELBOURNE, FL 32937
(904) 773-1111
** AD AM TX PV **

BROKEN GLASS INC
4175 STEELE STREET
MELBOURNE, FL 32905
(407) 724-1638
** AD RR IV TX CI **

CIRCLES OF CARE INC
MELBOURNE DETOX/RESIDENTIAL
400 EAST SHERIDAN ROAD
MELBOURNE, FL 32901
(407) 723-3910
** AD DT RR Y CU IV TX CI **

HERITAGE FAMILY TREATMENT CENTER
HERITAGE OUTPATIENT SERVICES
1101 WEST HIBISCUS BOULEVARD
SUITE 101
MELBOURNE, FL 32904
(407) 728-3946
** AD AM TX PV **

JEREMY MEISS MEMORIAL FOUNDATION
OUTPATIENT
541 EAST NEW HAVEN AVENUE
MELBOURNE, FL 32901
(407) 951-7451
** AD AM Y TX PV **

MERRITT ISLAND
YOUTH SERVICES CENTERS INC
145 GROVE STREET
MERRITT ISLAND, FL 32954
(407) 452-8988
** AD PV **

MIAMI
ASPIRA OF FLORIDA INC
3650 NORTH MIAMI AVENUE
MIAMI, FL 33137
(305) 576-1512
** AD PV **

CAMBRIDGE FOUNDATION
780 NW LE JUNE ROAD
SUITE 626
MIAMI, FL 33126
(305) 448-2666
** AD AM M Y A B H HV EA TX CI PV **

COMMUNITY HEALTH OF SOUTH DADE INC
CMHC SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
10300 SW 216TH STREET
MIAMI, FL 33190
(305) 252-4898
** AD AM EA TX **

COMPREHENSIVE PSYCHIATRIC CENTER NORTH
838 NW 183RD STREET
SUITE 203
MIAMI, FL 33169
(305) 651-8168
** DA M Y A B H HV IV PG MM **

COMPREHENSIVE PSYCHIATRIC CENTER SOUTH
9735 EAST FERN STREET
MIAMI, FL 33157
(305) 258-5121
** DA AM M Y A B H HV IV PG MM **

CONCEPT HOUSE INC
162 NE 49TH STREET
MIAMI, FL 33137
(305) 751-6501
** AD RR AM M Y A B H HV PI CU IV PG **
** EA TX PV **

CORAL REEF HOSPITAL
DUAL DIAGNOSED
9333 SW 152ND STREET
MIAMI, FL 33175
(305) 251-2500
** AD DT RR TX **

ERE ASSOCIATES
7325 SW 63RD AVENUE
SUITE 101
MIAMI, FL 33143
(305) 204-1143
** AD AM TX **

FAMILY COUNSELING SERVICES
SOUTH DADE
10720 CARIBBEAN BOULEVARD
SUITE 260
MIAMI, FL 33183
(305) 232-1610
** AD AM M Y H EA TX **
FLORIDA

FAMILY COUNSELING SERVICES
WEST DADE
8900 SW 107TH AVENUE
SUITE 200
MIAMI, FL 33176
(305) 279-3322
** AD AM H Y A H HV CU TX PV **

FAMILY COUNSELING SERVICES
183RD STREET
111 NW 183RD STREET
SUITE 908
MIAMI, FL 33169
(305) 655-9908
** AD AM H Y A B H HV CU TG TX PV **

FAMILY COUNSELING SERVICES
8TH STREET
75 SW 8TH STREET
SUITE 501
MIAMI, FL 33130
(305) 379-5720
** AD AM H Y A H HV CU TG TX PV **

HEALTH CRISIS NETWORK
1351 NW 20TH STREET
MIAMI, FL 33142
(305) 326-8833
** AD AM H Y A H HV CU TG TX PV **

HERES HELP INC
DAY CARE/OUTPATIENT SOUTH
12645 SOUTH DIXIE HIGHWAY
MIAMI, FL 33156
(305) 236-8500
** AD AM H Y A H HV PU TX **

HERES HELP INC
RESIDENTIAL
15100 NW 27TH AVENUE
MIAMI, FL 33054
(305) 685-8201
** AD RR H Y A H HV PU TG TX **

HURIANA HOSPITAL/BISCAYNE
SOMERSET TREATMENT SERVICES
20900 BISCAYNE BOULEVARD
SUITE 4 SE
MIAMI, FL 33180
(305) 936-HELP
** AD DT RR H B H AI HV CU IV EA **
** TX PV **

INFORMED FAMILIES OF DADE COUNTY INC
9200 SOUTH DADELAND BOULEVARD
SUITE 509
MIAMI, FL 33156
(305) 670-4806 EXT. 15
** AD PV **

JACKSON MEMORIAL HOSPITAL/HIGHLAND
PARK PAVILION/ADD RESEARCH AND TRT CTR
1660 NW 7TH COURT
MIAMI, FL 33136
(305) 545-2555
** AD RR H W A B HV CU IV PG TX **

LIFELINE OF MIAMI INC
9450 SUNSET DRIVE
SUITE 205
MIAMI, FL 33173
(305) 270-0400
** AD AM H HV CU IV EA DM TX PV **

LOCK TOWNS CMHC
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
18475 NW 2ND AVENUE
MIAMI, FL 33169
(305) 657-6594
** AD AM H W A B H HV PU CI IV EA DM **
** TX PV **

MADAN CENTER
3 PALMETTO DRIVE
MIAMI, FL 33166
(305) 887-9991
** AD PV **

METRO DADE DEPT OF HUMAN RESOURCES
OFFICE OF REHABILITATIVE SERVICES
111 NW FIRST STREET
SUITE 2150
MIAMI, FL 33128
(305) 375-5750
** AD IV EA OT **

METRO DADE OFFICE OF REHAB SERVICES
CENTRAL INTAKE/DETOX/OBSERVATION DIV
2500 NW 22ND AVENUE
MIAMI, FL 33142
(305) 650-6540
** AD DT TX CI **

METRO DADE OFFICE OF REHAB SERVICES
CENTRAL METHADONE CLINIC
1600 NW 3RD AVENUE
MIAMI, FL 33126
(305) 579-2820 EXT. 3274
** AD AM IV PV MH **

METRO DADE OFFICE OF REHAB SERVICES
CSARAP/STOCKADE TREATMENT PROGRAM
6950 NW 41ST STREET
MIAMI, FL 33166
(305) 477-0745
** AD RR IV TX **

METRO DADE OFFICE OF REHAB SERVICES
DIVERSION AND TREATMENT PROG/SOUTH
10300 SW 216TH STREET
BUILDING 75
MIAMI, FL 33170
(305) 541-3716
** AD AM TX **

METRO DADE OFFICE OF REHAB SERVICES
DIVERSION AND TREATMENT PROG/62ND ST
2500 NW 62ND STREET
MIAMI, FL 33147
(305) 658-6355
** AD AM TX **

METRO DADE OFFICE OF REHAB SERVICES
EMPLLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
140 WEST FLAGLER STREET
SUITE 1001
MIAMI, FL 33128
(305) 375-3295
** AD EA CI **

METRO DADE OFFICE OF REHAB SERVICES
JUVENILE DAY TREATMENT
11025 SW 64TH AVENUE
COTTAGE 7
MIAMI, FL 33173
(305) 279-6625
** AD AM Y IV TX PV **

METRO DADE OFFICE OF REHAB SERVICES
JUVENILE OUTPATIENT TREATMENT CENTER
1515 NW 7TH STREET
SUITE 213
MIAMI, FL 33125
(305) 567-7890
** AD AM Y TX PV **

METRO DADE OFFICE OF REHAB SERVICES
JUVENILE TASC PROGRAM
3300 NW 27TH AVENUE
MH CLINIC/JUVENILE JUSTICE CENTER
MIAMI, FL 33142
(305) 638-6774
** AD OT **

METRO DADE OFFICE OF REHAB SERVICES
LIFE ENRICHMENT PROGRAM
11306 SW 214TH STREET
MIAMI, FL 33170
(305) 254-9001
** AD AM IV TX PV **

METRO DADE OFFICE OF REHAB SERVICES
MERRINAC HOUSE
536 NE 31ST STREET
MIAMI, FL 33137
(305) 326-8119
** AD RR H IV PG PX TX PV **

METRO DADE OFFICE OF REHAB SERVICES
NEW OPPORTUNITY HOUSE
777 NW 30TH STREET
MIAMI, FL 33127
(305) 638-6620
** AD RR IV TX **

METRO DADE OFFICE OF REHAB SERVICES
NORTH DADE REGIONAL TREATMENT CENTER
16405 NW 25TH AVENUE
MIAMI, FL 33054
(305) 576-9457
** AD AM IV TX PV **

METRO DADE OFFICE OF REHAB SERVICES
NORTH DADE TREATMENT CENTER
2902 NW 2ND AVENUE
MIAMI, FL 33127
(305) 576-9459
** AD AM IV TX PV **
METRO Dade Office of Rehab Services
Rehab and Aftercare Center/North
3190 NW 116th Street
Miami, FL 33167
(305) 541-3716
** AD AM TX **

METRO Dade Office of Rehab Services
Rehab and Aftercare Center/South
1101 SW 104th Street
Miami, FL 33176
(305) 541-3716
** AD AM TX **

METRO Dade Office of Rehab Services
Seymour Gelber Adolescent Trt Center
11025 SW 84th Street
Building 12
Miami, FL 33173
(305) 279-6625
** AD RR Y IV TX PV **

METRO Dade Office of Rehab Services
Short Term Residential
556 NE 31st Street
Miami, FL 33137
(305) 576-8640
** AD RR IV TX PV **

METRO Dade Office of Rehab Services
South Dade Alcohol Education Center
7995 SW 112th Street
Miami, FL 33156
(305) 279-8716
** AD AM IV TX PV **

METRO Dade Office of Rehab Services
Structured Treatment Program
600 NE 27th Street
Miami, FL 33137
(305) 576-0290
** AD RR IV TX **

METRO Dade Office of Rehab Services
T/G/K Correctional Fac A/C Prog/Men
7000 NW 41st Street
Miami, FL 33166
(305) 541-3716
** AD RR IV TX **

METRO Dade Office of Rehab Services
T/G/K Correctional Fac A/C Prog/Women
7000 NW 41st Street
Miami, FL 33166
(305) 477-0745 Ext. 5011
** AD RR H IV TX **

METRO Dade Office of Rehab Services
Tasc Case Management and Follow-Up
1351 NW 12th Street
Room 207
Miami, FL 33136
(305) 547-7192
** AD CI **

Metro Dade Office of Rehab Services
Tasc Court Services/Referral
1500 NW 12th Avenue
Suite 715
Miami, FL 33136
(305) 547-5090
** AD CI **

Metro Dade Office of Rehab Services
Woods House
148 NE 26th Street
Miami, FL 33137
(305) 573-6663
** AD RR IV TX PV **

Metro Dade Office of Rehab Services
Youth/Family Dev Ctr/Juvenile Sa Prev
1701 NW 30th Avenue
Miami, FL 33125
(305) 541-3716
** AD PV **

Miami Institute of Addictionology and Counseling Inc
9230 SW 40th Street
Suite D
Miami, FL 33165
(305) 221-0077
** AD AM M Y B H CU TX **

Mount Sinai Medical Center
Addiction Treatment Program
4200 Alton Road
Miami, FL 33140
(305) 674-2932
** AD DT RR AM H B H HV PI CU IV **
** PG EA TX PV **

New Horizons CMHC
3rd Avenue Unit
1600 NW 3rd Avenue
Miami, FL 33142
(305) 575-1832
** DA AM H Y A B H HV PI CU PG EA **
** DH TX PV **

North Miami CMHC
Substance Abuse Treatment Program
9400 NW 12th Avenue
Miami, FL 33150
(305) 691-0091 Ext. 42
** AD AM H Y H HV PI CU DH TX PV **

North Miami CMHC
The Shores Center
9525 Park Drive
Suite F
Miami, FL 33130
(305) 731-5700
** AD AM H Y A B H CU EA DH TX PV **

Richmond/Perrine Optimist Club
Prevention Counseling Program
9955 West Indigo Street
Miami, FL 33157
(305) 233-9325
** AD PV **

Saint Lukes Center
Catholic Community Servs/Outpatient
3290 NW 7th Street
Miami, FL 33125
(305) 643-4040
** AD AM H H HV IV EA DH TX PV **

Saint Lukes Center
Catholic Community Servs/Residential
401 NE 26th Terrace
Miami, FL 33137
(305) 643-4040
** AD RR A HV IV EA TX PV **

Somerset Treatment Services Inc
Outpatient
500 NW 165th Street
Suite 205
Miami, FL 33169
(305) 944-5221
** AD AM H B H CU PG TX **

South Florida Jail Ministries
Agape Homes Inc
3190 SW 137th Avenue
Miami, FL 33177
(305) 233-2064
** AD RR M TX PV **

South Florida Treatment Center
6031 SW 8th Street
Miami, FL 33144
(305) 266-1334
** DA AM IV MH **

South Miami Hospital
Addiction Treatment Program
7400 SW 62nd Avenue
Miami, FL 33143
(305) 662-0110
** AD DT RR AM H A HV IV TX PV **

Spectrum Programs Inc
Dade Outpatient
11049 NE 6th Avenue
Miami, FL 33116
(305) 754-1683
** AD AM CU IV EA TX PV **

Spectrum Programs Inc
Dade Residential
140 NW 59th Street
Miami, FL 33127
(305) 759-8800
** AD RR HV CU IV TX **

Straight Inc of South Florida
Family Service Facility
10691 West Kendall Drive
Suite 108
Miami, FL 33176
(305) 279-5106
** AD CI PV **

105
FLORIDA

SWITCHBOARD OF MIAMI
NEV INCENTIVES
75 SM 8TH STREET
SUITE 401
MIAMI, FL 33130
(305) 358-1660
** AD EA PV **

THE THIRTEEN STEPS CENTER INC
2435 SM 27TH AVENUE
MIAMI, FL 33145
(305) 859-7566
** AD AM W CU EA DM TX CI PV **

THE VILLAGE SOUTH INC
400 NE 31ST STREET
MIAMI, FL 33137
(305) 751-3704
** AD RR AM W A B H HV CU IV EA TX **
** PV **

THE VILLAGE SOUTH INC
ADDITION TREATMENT CENTER
4900 NE 2ND AVENUE
MIAMI, FL 33137
(305) 573-DRUG
** AD RR AM W A B H HV CU IV TX PV **

TRANSITIONS RECOVERY PROGRAM
16666 NE 19TH AVENUE
SUITE 106
MIAMI, FL 33162
(305) 949-9001
** AD AM W Y A B H AI HV CU IV EA **
** DH TX PV **

UP FRONT DRUG INFORMATION
5701 BISCAYNE BOULEVARD
SUITE 602
MIAMI, FL 33137
(305) 757-2566
** AD PV **

MIDDLEBURG

RIVER REGION HUMAN SERVICES INC
MIDDLEBURG PREVENTION PROGRAMS
3750 COUNTY ROAD 220
MIDDLEBURG, FL 32068
(904) 282-9325 EXT. 111
** AD PV **

RIVER REGION HUMAN SERVICES INC
MIDDLEBURG PREVENTION PROGRAMS
5025 STATE ROUTE 218
MIDDLEBURG, FL 32068
(904) 282-5494
** AD PV **

MILTON

AVALON CENTER INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE DEPARTMENT
1101 OLD BAG ROAD HIGHWAY
MILTON, FL 32572
(904) 623-9543
** AD AM W Y IV DM TX CI PV **

MONTICELLO

APALACHEE CENTER FOR HUMAN SERVICES
K/MOD MONTICELLO
950 WEST MAHAN DRIVE
MONTICELLO, FL 32344
(904) 997-5632
** AD AM W CU EA TX **

APALACHEE CENTER FOR HUMAN SERVICES
MONTICELLO
950 WEST MAHAN DRIVE
MONTICELLO, FL 32344
(904) 997-3958
** AD AM EA TX **

MULBERRY

PROGRm TO AID DRUG ABUSERS INC (PAD)
BRADLEY OAKS JUVENILE RES TREATMENT CENTER
6980 STATE ROAD 37 SOUTH
MULBERRY, FL 33860
(813) 428-1315
** AD RR Y CU EA TX **

NAPLES

A KIND EAR
5695 16TH PLACE NW
NAPLES, FL 33999
(813) 455-8739
** AD AM W Y A B H HV CU IV EA **
** DM TX CI PV **

ALTERNATIVES CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY
CONSULTANT SERVICES INC
2124 AIRPORT ROAD
SUITE 201K
NAPLES, FL 33962
(813) 775-2819
** AD AM W A H HV EA TX PV **

NAPLES RESEARCH AND COUNSELING CENTER
MILLCOUGH AT NAPLES
9001 TAMMIAN TRAIL EAST
NAPLES, FL 33962
(813) 775-6500
** AD DT RR IV TX PV **

PROJECT HELP INC
HOTLINE AND REFERRAL
2900 16TH STREET NORTH
SUITE 40
NAPLES, FL 33940
(813) 649-1404
** AD PV **

HUMAN DEVELOPMENT CTR OF PASCO COUNTY
OUTPATIENT AND RECEIVING CENTER
8251 AVEEVE ROAD
NEW PORT RICHEY, FL 34652
(813) 487-4700
** AD DT RR AM W A HV PI CU IV **
** PG EA DH TX PV **

YOUTH AND FAMILY ALTERNATIVES INC
FOCUS/DRUG PREVENTION SERVICES
7524 PLATHE ROAD
NEW PORT RICHEY, FL 34656
(813) 641-4166
** AD PV **

YOUTH AND FAMILY ALTERNATIVES INC
RUNAWAY ALTERNATIVES PROGRAM
11451 MILDWARE LANE
NEW PORT RICHEY, FL 34654
(813) 643-4166
** AD PV **

HD SMYRNA BEACH

LEON F STEWART TREATMENT CENTER INC
NEW SMYRNA BEACH OUTPATIENT SERVICES
114 CANAL STREET
NEW SMYRNA BEACH, FL 32169
(904) 428-6728
** AD AM W Y A B H HV CU IV PG **
** TX CI **

TURNING POINT
237 NORTH CAUSEWAY
NEW SMYRNA BEACH, FL 32169
(904) 427-0233
** AD AM EA TX CI PV **

OCALA

COMP ADDICTION TREATMENT SERVICES (CATS)
2105 SK COLLEGE ROAD
OCALA, FL 34774
(904) 732-2297
** AD AM DH TX CI PV **

MARION/CITRUS MENTAL HEALTH CENTER INC
CHILDREN'S PROGRAM
OCALA, FL 34778
(904) 629-8892
** AD AM Y TX **

MARION/CITRUS MENTAL HEALTH CENTER INC
DAY TREATMENT
11 NE 36TH AVENUE
OCALA, FL 34761
(904) 629-8892
** AD AM Y TX **

MARION/CITRUS MENTAL HEALTH CENTER INC
DETOX UNIT
OCALA, FL 34774
(904) 629-8892 EX. 246
** AD DT RR AM W B HV CU PG TX CI PV **

MARION/CITRUS MENTAL HEALTH CENTER INC
FOCUS/DRUG PREVENTION SERVICES
7524 PLATHE ROAD
NEW PORT RICHEY, FL 34656
(813) 641-4166
** AD PV **

106
MARION/CITRUS MENTAL HEALTH CENTER INC
HALFWAY HOUSE
263 NW 4TH TERRACE
OCALA, FL 32674
(904) 629-8092
** DA RR CU TX CI **
MARION/CITRUS MENTAL HEALTH CENTER INC
OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
OCALA, FL 32678
(904) 629-8092
** DA AM H B HV CU PG TX CI PV **
MARION/CITRUS MENTAL HEALTH CENTER INC
TRANSITIONAL LIVING CENTER
OCALA, FL 32678
(904) 629-8092
** DA RR H B HV CU PG TX **
QUAD COUNTY TREATMENT CENTER
913 EAST SILVER SPRINGS BOULEVARD
OCALA, FL 32670
(904) 732-6565
** DA AM IV MM **
OKCHEEBOEE
NEW HORIZONS OF THE TREASURE COAST INC
OKCHEEBOEE COUNTY OUTPATIENT/UNIT 2
619 EAST NORTH PARK STREET
OKCHEEBOEE, FL 34972
(407) 763-1191
** DA AM IV EA DM TX CI PV **
OLUSTEE
RIVER REGION HUMAN SERVICES INC
JACKSONVILLE RECOVERY CENTER/TIER 1
U.S. HIGHWAY 90
BAKER CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION
OLUSTEE, FL 32072
(904) 824-9573
** DA PV **
ORANGE PARK
CHARTER COUNSELING CENTER/ORANGE PARK
1543 KINGSLEY AVENUE
SUITE 18A
ORANGE PARK, FL 32073
(904) 278-8833
** DA AM TX PV **
CLAY COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH/DRUG AND ALCOHOL SERVICES INC
1532 KINGSLEY AVENUE
SUITE 107
ORANGE PARK, FL 32073
(904) 264-1338
** DA AM H Y A HV PI DM TX CI PV **
RIVER REGION HUMAN SERVICES INC
LAKESIDE PREVENTION PROGRAMS
2750 HOODY ROAD
ORANGE PARK, FL 32073
(904) 272-8664
** DA PV **
RIVER REGION HUMAN SERVICES INC
ORANGE PARK PREVENTION PROGRAMS
2300 KINGSLEY AVENUE
ORLANDO, FL 32073
(904) 272-8320 EXT. 202
** DA PV **
RIVER REGION HUMAN SERVICES INC
OUTPATIENT DRUG FREE CENTER
1532 KINGSLEY AVENUE
VILLAGE GREEN SUITE 107
ORANGE PARK, FL 32073
(904) 264-1338
** DA AM H Y A HV PI CU PG TX CI **
** PV **
ORLANDO
ACT CORPORATION
CAPE ORLANDO COMM CORRECTIONAL CENTER
15001 BEELINE HIGHWAY
ORLANDO, FL 32862
(407) 658-6140
** DA AM CU TX **
ADDICTIONS COMPULSION TREATMENT CTR
(Act Inc.) ORLANDO OUTPATIENT UNIT 2
4300 SOUTH SEMORAN BOULEVARD
SUITE 207
ORLANDO, FL 32822
(407) 381-9616
** DA AM IV TX CI **
ADDICTIONS COMPULSION TREATMENT CTR
(Act Inc.) OUTPATIENT UNIT 1
2700 SOUTH ORANGE AVENUE
SUITE 250
ORLANDO, FL 32806
(407) 625-2550
** DA AM IV TX CI **
CENTER FOR DRUG FREE LIVING INC
ALPHA I/MCCOY CENTER
8435 DAETHYLER DRIVE
ORLANDO, FL 32827
(407) 859-4780
** DA PV **
CENTER FOR DRUG FREE LIVING INC
ALPHA II/RIVERSIDE CENTER
3125 PEMBROOK ROAD
ORLANDO, FL 32810
(407) 292-2683
** DA PV **
CENTER FOR DRUG FREE LIVING INC
ALPHA IV/CHICKASAHE CENTER
6900 AUTUMNVALE DRIVE
ORLANDO, FL 32807
(407) 423-6606
** DA PV **
CENTER FOR DRUG FREE LIVING INC
DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS
100 WEST COLUMBIA STREET
ORLANDO, FL 32806
(407) 423-6606
** DA PV **
CENTER FOR DRUG FREE LIVING INC
METHADONE CLINIC
100 WEST COLUMBIA STREET
ORLANDO, FL 32806
(407) 423-6618 EXT. 37
** DA AM H A B H HV IV PG MM **
CENTER FOR DRUG FREE LIVING INC
NEW HORIZONS HIGH SCHOOL
100 WEST COLUMBIA STREET
ORLANDO, FL 32806
(407) 423-6606
** DA AM Y B H TX **
CENTER FOR DRUG FREE LIVING INC
NEW HORIZONS MIDDLE SCHOOL
100 WEST COLUMBIA STREET
ORLANDO, FL 32806
(407) 723-6614
** DA AM Y B H TX **
CENTER FOR DRUG FREE LIVING INC
ORLANDO COUNSELING CENTER
100 WEST COLUMBIA STREET
ORLANDO, FL 32806
(407) 423-6612
** DA AM H Y A B HV CU PG DM TX **
CENTER FOR DRUG FREE LIVING INC
PHOENIX SOUTH/HENS RESIDENTIAL
6301 EAST COLONIAL DRIVE
ORLANDO, FL 32177
(407) 273-4970
** DA DT RR A B H HV CX TX **
CENTER FOR DRUG FREE LIVING INC
PREVENTION INSTITUTE
100 WEST COLUMBIA STREET
ORLANDO, FL 32806
(407) 423-6606
** DA PV **
CENTER FOR DRUG FREE LIVING INC
TREATMENT ALTERNATIVES TO STREET CRIME
100 WEST COLUMBIA STREET
ORLANDO, FL 32806
(407) 423-6606
** DA CT **
CENTER FOR DRUG FREE LIVING INC
HOMENS RESIDENTIAL PROGRAM
1780 NORTH MERCY DRIVE
ORLANDO, FL 32808
(407) 297-2010
** DA RR H Y A B H HV PI CU PG TX **
CENTRAL FL SUBST ABUSE TRT CRTS INC
OUTPATIENT METHADONE MAINTENANCE
1800 WEST COLONIAL DRIVE
ORLANDO, FL 32804
(305) 843-0041
** DA AM H B H HV CU PG MM **
FLORIDA

CENTRAL FLORIDA SAFETY COUNCIL
427 NORTH PRIMROSE DRIVE
ORLANDO, FL 32803
(407) 697-4426
** AL DH PV **

COLONIAL COUNSELING ASSOCIATES
9946 EAST COLONIAL DRIVE
ORLANDO, FL 32817
(407) 333-9282
** AD AM H PI DH TX **

COLONIAL COUNSELING ASSOCIATES
COLONIAL COUNSELING CTR/WEST COLONIAL
6861 WEST COLONIAL DRIVE
ORLANDO, FL 32803
(407) 249-1146
** AD AM DH TX **

COLONIAL COUNSELING ASSOCIATES
OUTPATIENT/ORANGE BLOSSOM
11655 SOUTH ORANGE BLOSSOM TERRACE
SUITE 14
ORLANDO, FL 32821
(407) 249-1146
** AD AM H PI DH TX **

FLORIDA HOSPITAL CENTER FOR PSYCHIATRY
ADDSITION TREATMENT UNIT
601 EAST ROLLINS STREET
ORLANDO, FL 32803
(407) 697-1800
** AD RR EA TX **

FLORIDA HOSPITAL/ORLANDO GENERAL DIV
BREAKING FREE OUTPATIENT SERVICES
5738 OLD CHENEY HIGHWAY
SUITES 5736 5738 5740
ORLANDO, FL 32807
(407) 249-2879
** AD AM H A B HV CU IV TX CI PV **

GLENBEIGH HOSPITAL OF ORLANDO
7650 SABINELAKE COMMONS BOULEVARD
ORLANDO, FL 32819
(407) 352-6550
** AD DT RR AM EA DH TX **

LAUREL OAKS RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT CTR
6849 SEA HARBOR DRIVE
ORLANDO, FL 32821
(407) 363-7700
** AD RR H N Y A HV CU TX CI PV ***

METRO ALC COUNCIL OF CENTRAL FL INC
CLARCONA POINT
5255 CLARCONA OCOCOKE ROAD
ORLANDO, FL 32808
(407) 422-4537 EXT. 7
** AD RR IV EA DH TX CI PV **

METRO ALC COUNCIL OF CENTRAL FL INC
DETOX
712 GORE STREET
ORLANDO, FL 32805
(407) 422-4357
** AD DT H Y A B H HV PI CU IV EA **
** DH TX CI PV **

METRO ALC COUNCIL OF CENTRAL FL INC
FREEDOM HAUS/DOMICILLARY CARE
5302 SETEL DRIVE
ORLANDO, FL 32810
(407) 422-4357
** AD RR H Y A B H HV PI CU IV EA **
** DH TX CI PV **

METRO ALC COUNCIL OF CENTRAL FL INC
LUCERNE HOUSE
417 EAST JACKSON STREET
ORLANDO, FL 32801
(305) 425-6816
** AD RR H Y A B H HV PI CU IV EA **
** DH TX CI PV **

METRO ALC COUNCIL OF CENTRAL FL INC
MENS DOMICILLARY MICHIGAN AT NASHVILLE
2600 SOUTH NASHVILLE STREET
ORLANDO, FL 32805
(305) 843-5564
** AD RR H Y A B H HV PI CU IV EA **
** DH TX CI PV **

METRO ALC COUNCIL OF CENTRAL FL INC
NORTH DRUG
417 EAST JACKSON STREET
ORLANDO, FL 32801
(305) 425-6816
** AD RR H Y A B H HV PI CU IV EA **
** DH TX CI PV **

METRO ALC COUNCIL OF CENTRAL FL INC
ORLANDO METHADONE TREATMENT CENTER
61 SOUTH SEMORAN BOULEVARD
ORLANDO, FL 32807
(407) 275-8939
** DA AM H B H AI HV PI CU PG MM **

STRAIGHT/ORLANDO
2400 SILVER STAR ROAD
ORLANDO, FL 32804
(407) 291-4357
** AD RR H Y B H AI PI CU TX CI PV **

SUNRISE COUNSELING CENTER INC
2500 DISCOVERY DRIVE
ORLANDO, FL 32826
(407) 331-1511
** AD AM H Y A HV DM TX **

UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA CAMPUS
DRUG AND ALCOHOL AWARENESS CENTER
HEALTH RESOURCE CENTER
ROOM 107
ORLANDO, FL 32816
(407) 281-5841
** AD DH PV **

VICTORY OVER DRUGS INC
3214 ORANGE CENTER BOULEVARD
ORLANDO, FL 32805
(407) 298-0111
** AD CI PV **

ORLANDO BEACH
DIVISION OF VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION
800 SOUTH NOVA ROAD
ORLANDO BEACH, FL 32174
(904) 677-7225
** AD OT **

LEON F STEWART TREATMENT CENTER INC
ORLANDO BEACH OUTPATIENT SERVICES
800 SOUTH NOVA ROAD
SUITE M
ORLANDO BEACH, FL 32174
(904) 673-3102
** AD AM H Y A B HV PI CU TX CI **

PALATKA
BRADFORD/PUTHAM/UNION GUIDANCE CLINIC
2201 KENNEDY STREET
PALATKA, FL 32178
(904) 329-5780
** AD AM H PG TX CI **

PUTNAM COUNTY ALCOHOL AND DRUG COUNCIL
PUTNAM HOUSE
ROUTE 6
PALATKA, FL 32177
(904) 329-5560
** AD RR DH TX PV **

PALM COAST
ACT CORPORATION
PALM COAST TASC INTERVENTION
1 FLORIDA PARK DRIVE
PALM COAST, FL 32057
(904) 444-7318
** AD AM CU TX CI **

LEON F STEWART TREATMENT CENTER INC
PALM COAST OUTPATIENT SERVICES
1 FLORIDA PARK DRIVE
PALM COAST, FL 32137
(904) 444-7400
** AD AM H Y A B HV PI CU IV PG TX **
** CI **

PALM HARBOR
FAMILY SERVICES CENTERS/PALM HARBOR
2510 U.S. 19 NORTH
SUITE 525
PALM HARBOR, FL 34684
(813) 784-7608
** AD AM H Y A HV PG EA TX CI PV **

PALMETTO
MANATEE GLENS CORPORATION
ALPHA/PALMETTO
719 9TH AVENUE WEST
PALMETTO, FL 34221
(813) 725-6822
** AD PV **
FLORIDA

PANAMA CITY

CHEMICAL ADDICTIONS RECOVERY EFFORT
A WOMANS ADD RECOVERY EFFORT (AMARE)
3407 NORTH EAST AVENUE
PANAMA CITY, FL 32405
(904) 769-6156
** AD RR H PG TX CI **

CHEMICAL ADDICTIONS RECOVERY EFFORT
BAY COUNTY OUTPATIENT OFFICE
4000 EAST 3RD STREET
SUITE 200
PANAMA CITY, FL 32401
(904) 872-7730
** AD DW PV **

CHEMICAL ADDICTIONS RECOVERY EFFORT
DUI PROGRAM
420 WEST BEACH DRIVE
PANAMA CITY, FL 32401
(904) 872-7676
** AD AH Y B CU PG TX CI **

CHEMICAL ADDICTIONS RECOVERY EFFORT
PRIMARY CARE/DETOX UNIT
619 NORTH COVE BOULEVARD
PANAMA CITY, FL 32401
(904) 769-1632
** AD DT H HV TX CI **

CHEMICAL ADDICTIONS RECOVERY EFFORT
RELIEF HOUSE/HALFWAY
619 NORTH COVE BOULEVARD
PANAMA CITY, FL 32401
(904) 769-1632
** AD RR HV TX **

CHEMICAL ADDICTIONS RECOVERY EFFORT
SCHOOL PREVENTION
4000 EAST 3RD STREET
SUITE 200
PANAMA CITY, FL 32401
(904) 872-7676 EXT. 4434
** AD PV **

CROSSROADS/THE RECOVERY CENTER
2121 LEISENBY AVENUE
PANAMA CITY, FL 32406
(904) 784-0869
** AD IV EA DH CI PV **

FEDERAL PRISON CAMP
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
TYNDALL AIR FORCE BASE
PANAMA CITY, FL 32403
(904) 283-3838
** AD PV **

LEONARD GOTTIEB PHD
629 EAST BUS HIGHWAY 98
PANAMA CITY, FL 32402
(904) 784-1230
** AL AH EA TX **

ROBERT CONROY CAP
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1815 WEST 15TH STREET
SUITE 19
PANAMA CITY, FL 32401
(904) 784-2445
** AD AH DM TX **

PENSACOLA

ALPHA CENTER INC
604 PERNELLA ROAD
PENSACOLA, FL 32504
(904) 479-6391
** AD CI PV **

BAPTIST HEALTH CARE
FIRST STEP PROGRAM
1101 WEST MOREND STREET
PENSACOLA, FL 32501
(904) 434-4865
** AD DT IV EA TX CI PV **

COMMUNITY DRUG AND ALCOHOL COMMISSION
ALPHA PROJECT
100 BOEING STREET
PENSACOLA, FL 32507
(904) 456-3637
** AD PV **

COMMUNITY DRUG AND ALCOHOL COMMISSION
ESCAMBIA DRUG EDUCATION PROGRAM
805 NORTH PALAFOX STREET
PENSACOLA, FL 32501
(904) 434-2726
** AD PV **

FEDERAL PRISON CAMP
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
SAUFLEY FIELD
PENSACOLA, FL 32509
(904) 457-1911 EXT. 267
** AD AM IV EA TX CI PV **

LAKEVIEW CENTER INC
DRUG AND ALCOHOL COUNSELING SERVICE
1221 WEST LAKEVIEW AVENUE
PENSACOLA, FL 32501
(904) 432-1222
** AD DT RR AM H Y A B H HV PI CU **
** IV PG DH TX PV HM **

LAKEVIEW CENTER INC
HELP LINE
1221 WEST LAKEVIEW STREET
BUILDING H
PENSACOLA, FL 32501
(904) 438-1617
** AD PV **

NAVY ALCOHOL AND
DRUG SAFETY ACTION PROGRAM
NAVAL AIR STATION
BUILDING 66B
PENSACOLA, FL 32508
(904) 432-2676
** AD DN PV **

WEST FLORIDA REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER
THE PAVILION
2191 JOHNSON AVENUE
PENSACOLA, FL 32514
(904) 478-4568 EXT. 5221
** AD DT RR AM H A B HV CU IV PG **
** EA TX **

PERRY

APALACHEE CENTER FOR HUMAN SERVICES
PERRY
PERRY, FL 32347
(904) 584-5613
** AD AH EA TX **

TURN ABOUT INC
PERRY BRANCH
117 DUVAL STREET
PERRY, FL 32347
(904) 564-9134
** AD AH Y TX PV **

PINELAND

CLOISTERS AT PINE ISLAND
13771 WATERFRONT DRIVE
PINELAND, FL 33945
(813) 283-1019
** AD DT RR H Y B CU EA DH TX **

PINELLAS

PINELLAS EMERGENCY MENTAL HEALTH SERVS
PINELLAS PARK DETOX
11254 58TH STREET NORTH
PINELLAS PARK, FL 34666
(813) 545-5636
** AD DT TX PV **

PROFESSIONAL COMP ADDICTION SERVS INC
WELLNESS CENTER/PINELLAS PARK
5931 PARK BOULEVARD
PINELLAS PARK, FL 34665
(813) 546-2128
** AD AH H DN TX **

PLANT CITY

DRUG ABUSE COMP COORD OFFICE (DACCO)
PLANT CITY OUTPATIENT/COUNSELING UNIT
4288 U.S. HIGHWAY 92 WEST
SUITE 2
PLANT CITY, FL 33567
(813) 752-6960
** AD AH IV TX **

POMPANO BEACH

ADOLESCENTS SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
1890 UNIVERSITY DRIVE
SUITE 302
POMPANO BEACH, FL 33071
(954) 752-4330
** AD AH Y TX PV **
**COUNTY**

**NORTH/OUTPATIENT**

**BROWARD COUNTY ADDICTION RECOVERY CTR**
803 NW 2ND AVENUE
POMPANO BEACH, FL 33060
(305) 786-1313
** AD AM Y A B H HV PI CU IV PG TX **
** AD AM Y A B H HV PI CU IV PG TX **

**BROWARD COUNTY ADDICTION RECOVERY CTR**
803 NW 2ND AVENUE
POMPANO BEACH, FL 33060
(305) 786-2140
** AD RR A B H HV PI CU IV TX CI PV **

**POMPANO TREATMENT CENTER INC**

**METHADONE MAINTENANCE**
380 SH 12TH AVENUE
POMPANO BEACH, FL 33069
(305) 782-9774
** DA AM H A B H AI HV IV PG MM **

**TURNING POINT**

**HOUSE OF ICHTHUS**
400 SH 2ND STREET
POMPANO BEACH, FL 33060
(305) 781-1400
** AD RR B PI CU IV EA DH TX CI PV **

**PORT SAINT JOE**

**CHEMICAL ADDICTIONS RECOVERY EFFORT**

**GULF COUNTY OUTPATIENT OFFICE**
302 3RD STREET
PORT SAINT JOE, FL 32456
(904) 227-1128
** AD AM TX CI **

**PUNTA GORDA**

**CHARLOTTE CNTY COMMUNITY MH SERVS INC**

**SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES**
1720 ELO JEOEAN ROAD
PUNTA GORDA, FL 33950
(813) 743-4300
** AD AM TX OT **

**CHARLOTTE COUNTY PROBATION OFFICE**

**254 WEST MARION AVENUE**
PUNTA GORDA, FL 33950
(813) 637-2227
** AD CI **

**CHARLOTTE COUNTY SHERIFFS OFFICE**

**DRUG ABUSE REHAB COUNSELING PROG/I**
25500 AIRPORT ROAD
PUNTA GORDA, FL 33950
(813) 743-4300
** AD AM A HV IV TX **

**CHARLOTTE COUNTY SHERIFFS OFFICE**

**DRUG ABUSE REHAB COUNSELING PROG/II**
1720 ELO JEOEAN BOULEVARD
PUNTA GORDA, FL 33953
(813) 743-4300
** AD AM A HV IV TX **

**COASTAL RECOVERY CENTERS**

**CLINIC V**
310 NESBIT STREET
PUNTA GORDA, FL 33950
(813) 639-1337
** AD AM W Y A B HV CU IV PG DM TX **
** CI PV **

**COASTAL RECOVERY CENTERS**

**KELLY HALL CLINIC VI**
2200 CASTILLA AVENUE
PUNTA GORDA, FL 33950
(813) 639-5535
** AD RR W Y A B HV CU IV TX PV **

**LIFE TRANSITIONS INC**

**319 A ELMIRA BOULEVARD**
PUNTA GORDA, FL 33952
(813) 627-2100
** AD AM TX PV **

**MEDICAL CENTER HOSPITAL**

**RECOVERY CENTER**
809 EAST MARION AVENUE
PUNTA GORDA, FL 33950
(813) 637-5151 EXT. 2674
** AD DT RR AM W HV CU IV TX CI PV **

**SARASOTA PALMS HOSPITAL**

**COUNSELING/MENTAL HEALTH ASSOCIATES**
2765 TAMAHAI TRAIL
SUITE B
PUNTA GORDA, FL 33952
(813) 743-8908
** AD AM W Y A DH TX PV **

**QUINCY**

**APALACHEE CENTER FOR HUMAN SERVICES**

**AREA 3/QUINCY OFFICE**
363 CRAWFORD STREET
QUINCY, FL 32351
(904) 875-2422
** AD AM EA TX **

**APALACHEE CENTER FOR HUMAN SERVICES**

**K/MOD QUINCY**
1006 WET 4TH STREET
QUINCY, FL 32351
(904) 875-1102
** AD AM W CU EA TX **

**RIEVIEW**

**OPERATION PAR INC**

**HILLSBOROUGH CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTE**
1135 BALM ROAD
RIEVIEW, FL 33569
(813) 634-5561
** AD RR TX PV **

**ROCKLEDGE**

**CIRCLES OF CARE INC**

**ALTERNATIVES/DAYCARE**
1770 CEDAR STREET
ROCKLEDGE, FL 32955
(407) 723-3910 EXT. 273
** DA AM Y TX **

**CIRCLES OF CARE INC**

**OUTPATIENT SERVICES**
1770 CEDAR STREET
ROCKLEDGE, FL 32955
(407) 632-9480
** AD AM Y TX CI **

**COUNTERATTACK/BREVARD INC**

**1259 SOUTH FLORIDA AVENUE**
ROCKLEDGE, FL 32955
(407) 632-5811
** AD DH PV **

**CRISSES SERVICES OF BREVARD INC**

**1017 SOUTH FLORIDA AVENUE**
ROCKLEDGE, FL 32955
(407) 632-5792
** AD AM Y CU PG EA TX CI PV **

**SUNRISE SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM OF**

**WUESTHOFF HOSPITAL**

**575 BARTON BOULEVARD**
ROCKLEDGE, FL 32955
(407) 636-2211 EXT. 6820
** AD AM A HV IV EA DH TX PV **

**SAINT AUGUSTINE**

**MENTAL HEALTH RESOURCE CENTER**

**NEW DIRECTIONS/SAINT JOHNS**
179 MARINE STREET
SAINT AUGUSTINE, FL 32084
(904) 825-5048
** AD AM W Y DM TX CI PV **

**SAINT PETERSBURG**

**BOLEY INC**

**1236 9TH STREET NORTH**
SAINT PETERSBURG, FL 33705
(813) 821-4819
** AD RR TX PV **

**FAMILY SERVICES CENTERS/ST PETERSBURG**

**924 39TH AVENUE SOUTH**
SAINT PETERSBURG, FL 33705
(813) 822-3961
** AD AM W Y A B HV PG EA TX PV **

110
FLORIDA

FIRST STEP OF SARASOTA INC
18TH STREET BRANCH
1726 18TH STREET
SARASOTA, FL 34234
(813) 366-5335
** AD DT RR MH A HV PI CU IV PG **
** TX CI PV **

Laurie Saputo
2055 Wood Street
Suite 218
Sarasota, FL 34237
(813) 365-3581
** AD AM TX **

OSMONSON AND ASSOCIATES
COUNSELING
1803 Glengary Street
SARASOTA, FL 34231
(813) 924-2850
** AD AM H Y B HV AI CU IV EA TX PV **

SARASOTA MEMORIAL NEW DAY CENTER FOR ALCOHOL AND DRUG TREATMENT
1700 South Tamiami Trail
SARASOTA, FL 34239
(813) 953-1783
** AD DT RR MH A BV PI CU IV PG **
** PG TX CI PV **

SARASOTA PALMS HOSPITAL
FREEDOM CENTER FOR ADDICTIVE DISORDERS
1650 South Osprey Avenue
SARASOTA, FL 34239
(813) 366-6070
** AD DT RR MH A BV AI HV CU IV PG **
** EA DH TX PV **

Salimah
CHEMICAL HEALTH AWARENESS/INFORMATION NETWORKING SYSTEMS INC (CHAINS)
72 4TH AVENUE
Salimah, FL 32579
(904) 651-0707
** AD AM H CW TX PV DT **

Sharpe's
ACT CORPORATION
COCOA BEACH COMM CORRATIONAL CENTER
SHARPE'S, FL 32959
(407) 690-3210
** AD RR IV TX **

BREVARD CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTE
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
340 CAMP ROAD
SHARPE'S, FL 32959
(407) 632-6711
** AD RR Y B HV CU TX **

Starkie
BRADFORD/PUTNAM/UNION GUIDANCE CLINIC
BRADFORD GUIDANCE CLINIC
945 GRAND STREET
STARKIE, FL 32091
(904) 964-8382
** AD AM Y PG TX CI **

STUART
BEHAVIORAL MEDICINE ASSOCIATES
900 EAST OCEAN BOULEVARD
SUITE 215B
STUART, FL 34994
(407) 287-7373
** AD AM H Y B HV PI CU PG EA TX **

MARTIN COUNTY SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
400 EAST OSCEOLA STREET
SUITE Z
STUART, FL 34994
(407) 288-5785
** DA PV **

NEW HORIZONS OF THE TREASURE COAST INC
MARTIN COUNTY OUTPATIENT BRANCH
2440 SE FEDERAL HIGHWAY
REGENCY PLAZA SUITE 100
STUART, FL 34994
(407) 283-7070
** AD AM IV EA DH TX CI PV **

SUBSTANCE TREATMENT OUTPATIENT PROGRAM (STOP)
815 OSCEOLA STREET
STUART, FL 34994
(407) 287-1500
** AD AM EA TX CI PV **

Tallahassee
APALACHEE CENTER FOR HUMAN SERVICES
ADDICTION TREATMENT RESIDENCE
2634 CAPITOL CIRCLE NE
TALLAHASSEE, FL 32308
(904) 487-0330
** AD RR EA TX **

APALACHEE CENTER FOR HUMAN SERVICES
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY OUTPATIENT UNIT 2
625 EAST TENNESSEE DRIVE
TALLAHASSEE, FL 32308
(904) 487-2930 EXT. 74
** AD AM H EA TX **

APALACHEE CENTER FOR HUMAN SERVICES
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY OUTPATIENT/PRISE
430 WEST BREVARD STREET
LINCOLN CENTER
TALLAHASSEE, FL 32304
(904) 224-1660
** AD AM EA TX **

APALACHEE CENTER FOR HUMAN SERVICES DETOX
2634 CAPITOL CIRCLE NE
TALLAHASSEE, FL 32308
(904) 487-0330
** AD DT EA TX **

FEDERAL CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION
K/MOD TALLAHASSEE
438 WEST BREVARD STREET
LINCOLN CENTER
TALLAHASSEE, FL 32301
(904) 224-1460
** AD AM H CW EA TX **

FLORIDA INFORMED PARENTS FOR DRUG FREE YOUTH
2334 CAPITOL CIRCLE NE
SUITE 201
TALLAHASSEE, FL 32308
(904) 385-7641
** AD DT **

GOLDENWAY CENTER FOR ADDICTIONS INC
2807 CAPITAL MEDICAL BOULEVARD
TALLAHASSEE, FL 32308
(904) 877-1818
** AD RR IV TX **

Salvita Inc
OUTPATIENT SERVICES
1101 HAYS STREET
TALLAHASSEE, FL 32301
(904) 222-1242
** AD AM H TX **

Salvita Inc
SALVITA DAY TREATMENT
1101 HAYS STREET
TALLAHASSEE, FL 32301
(904) 222-1242
** AD AM H TX **

Salvita Inc
SALVITA LODGE
1101 HAYS STREET
TALLAHASSEE, FL 32301
(904) 222-1242
** AD RR H TX **

TALLAHASSEE COMMUNITY HOSPITAL (TCH)
ADDICTION RECOVERY CENTER
1898 BUFORD BOULEVARD
TALLAHASSEE, FL 32308
(904) 656-5112
** AD AM H Y B HV PI CU PG **
** TX PV **

112
ALCOHOL COMMUNITY TREATMENT SERVS INC
(ACTS) YOUTH OUTPATIENT SERVICES
1015 WEST SLIGH AVENUE
TAMPA, FL 33604
(813) 953-8259
** AD AM Y CU TX PV **

ALCOHOL COMMUNITY TREATMENT SERVS INC
(ACS) YOUTH OUTPATIENT SERVICES
1015 WEST SLIGH AVENUE
TAMPA, FL 33604
(813) 953-8259
** AD AM Y CU TX PV **

AMI TOWN AND COUNTRY HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL AND DRUG RECOVERY CENTER
6001 WEBB ROAD
TAMPA, FL 33615
(813) 804-1904
** AD DT RR AM H HV PG TX **

C E MENDEZ FOUNDATION
CHOICES AND CHALLENGES
601 SOUTH MAGNOLIA AVENUE
TAMPA, FL 33606
(813) 289-8065
** AD PV **

CAREUNIT OF SOUTH FLORIDA/TAMPA
12220 BRUCE B DOWNS BOULEVARD
TAMPA, FL 33612
(813) 978-0879
** AD DT RR AM H Y CU IV TX OT **

CENTER FOR PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING
5121 ERLICH ROAD
SUITE 102A
TAMPA, FL 33624
(813) 264-2020
** AD AM H A H HV PI CU EA TX PV **

CENTRE FOR WOMEN
PROJECT RECOVERY
305 SOUTH HYDE PARK AVENUE
TAMPA, FL 33606
(813) 251-8437
** AD AM H CU PG TX PV OT **

CHARTER HOSPITAL OF TAMPA BAY
ADDICTIVE DISEASES PROGRAM
4004 NORTH RIVERSIDE DRIVE
TAMPA, FL 33603
(813) 236-8671 EXT. 355
** AD DT RR AM IV EA TX CI PV **

DRUG ABUSE COMP COORD OFFICE (DACCO)
ALTERNATIVE PROGRAM
8525 NORTH PACKWOOD
TAMPA, FL 33604
(813) 932-5968
** AD PV **

DRUG ABUSE COMP COORD OFFICE (DACCO)
CENTRAL INTAKE/TASC
4422 EAST COLUMBUS DRIVE
TAMPA, FL 33605
(813) 620-3539
** AD IV CI **

DRUG ABUSE COMP COORD OFFICE (DACCO)
CHEM TREATMENT CTR/METH MAINT/DETOX
2511 SHANN AVENUE
TAMPA, FL 33609
(813) 875-0116
** AD AM IV MH **

FLORIDA CENTER FOR HUMAN DEVELOPMENT
FAMILY COUNSELING CENTER
240 PLANT AVENUE
SUITE A-120
TAMPA, FL 33606
(813) 254-6508
** AD AM EA TX PV **

FLORIDA COUNSELING CENTERS/TAMPA
4320 WEST KENNEDY BOULEVARD
SUITE A
TAMPA, FL 33609
(813) 269-3396
** AD AM H A B H AI HV CU EA TX PV **

FLORIDA MENTAL HEALTH INSTITUTE
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROG FOR THE ELDERLY
13301 BRUCE B DOWNS BOULEVARD
TAMPA, FL 33612
(813) 974-4444
** AD AM DM TX OT **
FLORIDA

HELPLINE
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH FLORIDA
TAMPA, FL 33620
(813) 974-2555
** AD PV **

HILLDALE COUNSELING SERVICES
8045 NORTH Himes Avenue
SUITE 213
TAMPA, FL 33614
(813) 932-6973
** AD AM B H AI EA TX CI PV **

HILLSBOROUGH COUNTY CRISIS CENTER INC
2214 EAST HENRY AVENUE
TAMPA, FL 33610
(813) 238-8411
** AD PV **

JAMES A HALEY VETERANS HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT PROG
13000 NORTH 30TH STREET
TAMPA, FL 33612
(813) 972-2000 EXT. 6647
** AD DT RR AM H HV CU TX CI **

NEUROPSYCHIATRIC INSTITUTE
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1000 CENTURY PARK DRIVE
SUITE 425
TAMPA, FL 33607
(813) 289-9428
** AD AM H A B H AI HV CU EA DH TX **
** CI PV **

NOETICA/PATH OF THE HEART
7823 NORTH DALE MABRY HIGHWAY
SUITE 204
TAMPA, FL 33614
(813) 932-9479
** AD CI PV **

NORTHSIDE CENTERS INC
13301 NORTH BRUCE B DOMNS BOULEVARD
TAMPA, FL 33612
(813) 977-8700
** AD EA DT **

PSYCHOTHERAPY FORENSIC SERVICES INC
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE GROUP THERAPY
1505 EAST PALM AVENUE
TAMPA, FL 33605
(813) 240-6525
** AD AM H Y A B H AI PI CU PG EA **
** TX CI PV **

SMALLS REHABILITATION
EDUCATIONAL AND CONSULTING SERVICES
1520 EAST 9TH AVENUE
TAMPA, FL 33605
(813) 257-2609
** AD AM H Y A B H HV CU IV TX CI **
** PV **

STEP INC
5471 JET PORT INDUSTRIAL BOULEVARD
TAMPA, FL 33634
(813) 887-3080
** AD RR Y B H AI HV TX CI PV **

TAMPA METRO TREATMENT CENTER
5202-C EAST BUSCH BOULEVARD
TAMPA, FL 33617
(813) 980-3260
** DA AM IV HM **

U.S. POSTAL SERVICE
EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM (EAP)
5201 SPRUCE STREET
ROOM H-105
TAMPA, FL 33630
(813) 877-0753
** AD EA CI PV **

UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH FLORIDA
PSYCHIATRIC CENTER ALC AND DRUG UNIT
3515 EAST FLETCHER AVENUE
TAMPA, FL 33613
(813) 972-7024
** AD DT RR AM H IV TX PV OT **

TARPON SPRINGS
ALCOHOL COMMUNITY TREATMENT SERVS INC
(acts) PINELLAS DOMICILIARY
3575 OLD KEYSTONE ROAD
TARPON SPRINGS, FL 34689
(813) 461-2881
** AD RR H HV PI CU TX **

CURRENTS COUNSELING SERVICES
905 EAST LAKE STREET
SUITE 223
TARPON SPRINGS, FL 34689
(813) 934-2992
** AD AM H A HV CU PG TX PV **

DIRECTIONS FOR MENTAL HEALTH INC
EVALUATION AND REFERRAL/TARPON SPRINGS
911 KLOSTERMAN ROAD
TARPON SPRINGS, FL 34690
(813) 526-5950 EXT. 40
** AD EA CI **

TAVARES
LAKE/SUMTER CMHC
TREATMENT ALTERNATIVES TO STREET CRIME
544 DUNCAN DRIVE
TAVARES, FL 32778
(904) 343-4767
** AD AM H B CU DM TX CI PV **

NEW BEGINNINGS
325 WEST ALFRED STREET
TAVARES, FL 32778
(904) 343-8882
** AD AM Y H CU EA DM TX CI PV **

TELEIOS MINISTRIES INC
381 WEST ALFRED STREET
TAVARES, FL 32778
(904) 343-3866
** AD PV **

TAVERNIER
GUIDANCE CLINIC OF THE UPPER KEYS
OUTPATIENT
92140 OVERSEAS HIGHWAY
SUITE 5
TAVERNIER, FL 33070
(305) 852-3204
** AD AM W Y A HV PI CU EA DM TX **
** PV **

THONOTOSASSA
ALCOHOL COMMUNITY TREATMENT SERVS INC
(acts) ADOLESCENT INTENSIVE RESID TRT UNIT
11309 TOM FOLSON ROAD
THONOTOSASSA, FL 33592
(813) 933-8535
** AD RR Y CU TX PV **

ALCOHOL COMMUNITY TREATMENT SERVS INC
(acts) ADOLESCENT GROUP HOME
11309 TOM FOLSON ROAD
THONOTOSASSA, FL 33592
(813) 986-5966
** AD RR Y CU PG TX **

TITUSVILLE
HOW HOUSE INC
1116 MAIN STREET
TITUSVILLE, FL 32796
(407) 269-3881
** AD RR HV TX **

SPACE COAST ADDICTIONS TREATMENT CTR
350 NORTH WASHINGTON AVENUE
SUITE F
TITUSVILLE, FL 32796
(407) 383-0818
** AD AM CU DM TX PV **

TRENTON
MENTAL HEALTH SERVS OF NORTH CENTL FL
DBA COMMUNITY COUNSELING CTR/TRENTON
115 NN FIRST AVENUE
TRENTON, FL 32693
(904) 463-6303
** AD AM TX **

VENICE
COASTAL RECOVERY CENTERS
SOUTH COUNTY CLINIC III
119 CORPORATION WAY
VENICE, FL 34292
(813) 468-2555
** AD AM W Y A B HV CU IV PG DM TX **
** PV **
**VERO BEACH**

**CENTER FOR COUNSELING AND ADDICTION RECOVERY**
1051 18TH STREET
SUITE K
VERO BEACH, FL 32961
(407) 657-6254
** AD AM IV DN TX **

**NEW HORIZONS OF THE TREASURE COAST INC**
ALCOHOL RESIDENTIAL SUBSTANCE ABUSE
5825 37TH STREET
VERO BEACH, FL 32966
(407) 776-7215
** AD RR IV EA DN TX CI PV **

**WEST PALM BEACH**

**ALCOHOL COUNSELING AND TREATMENT**
4362 NORTH LAKE BOULEVARD
SUITE 209
WEST PALM BEACH, FL 33401
(407) 629-5777
** AD AM TX **

**CENTER FOR FAMILY SERVICES**
WEST PALM BEACH UNIT
2218 SOUTH DIXIE HIGHWAY
WEST PALM BEACH, FL 33401
(407) 655-4405
** AD AM B CU EA TX CI PV **

**COMP ALCOHOLISM REHAB PROGS INC (CARP)**
DOMICILIARY
540 GARDENIA STREET
WEST PALM BEACH, FL 33401
(407) 659-5112
** AD RR IV TX PV **

**COMP ALCOHOLISM REHAB PROGS INC (CARP)**
INTERMEDIATE RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT
3217 BROADWAY
WEST PALM BEACH, FL 33404
(407) 845-0765
** AD RR IV TX PV **

**COMP ALCOHOLISM REHAB PROGS INC (CARP)**
MEDICAL ADMISSIONS PROGRAM
421 IRIS STREET
WEST PALM BEACH, FL 33401
(407) 659-5110
** AD RR IV TX CI **

**COMP ALCOHOLISM REHAB PROGS INC (CARP)**
OUTPATIENT/AFTERCARE/COURT SERVICES
4447 WESTROADS DRIVE
WEST PALM BEACH, FL 33407
(407) 842-3990
** AD AM IV TX CI PV OT **

**COMP ALCOHOLISM REHAB PROGS INC (CARP)**
PETER FAIRCLough RESIDENCE
1101 AND 1101 1/2 NORTH OLIVE AVENUE
WEST PALM BEACH, FL 33401
(407) 655-4948
** AD RR IV TX PV **

**COMP ALCOHOLISM REHAB PROGS INC (CARP)**
PROJECT COPE
415 IRIS STREET
WEST PALM BEACH, FL 33401
(407) 852-0020
** AD IV CI PV **

**COMP ALCOHOLISM REHAB PROGS INC (CARP)**
RESIDENTIAL ADMISSIONS PROGRAM
627 IRIS STREET
WEST PALM BEACH, FL 33401
(407) 659-5113
** AD RR IV TX CI PV **

**DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT ASSOCIATION INC (DATA)**
OUTPATIENT
1720 EAST TIFFANY DRIVE
SUITE 102
WEST PALM BEACH, FL 33407
(407) 845-6600
** AD AM Y A B H HV CU IV PG TX **
** CI PV **

**GRATITUDE GUILD INC**
317 NORTH LAKESIDE COURT
WEST PALM BEACH, FL 33407
(407) 853-6826
** AD RR AM Y A B H HV CU IV PG TX **
** CI PV **

**MARLYS A MAURY RN CAP**
600 SANDTREE DRIVE
SUITE 106B
WEST PALM BEACH, FL 33410
(407) 627-8648
** AD OT **

**NINA DE GERMERO MSH**
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
705 NORTH OLIVE AVENUE
WEST PALM BEACH, FL 33401
(407) 881-5230
** AD AM EA TX **

**ONEILL AND ASSOCIATES**
5827 CORPORATE WAY
SUITE 201
WEST PALM BEACH, FL 33407
(407) 683-1722
** AD AM W TX **

**Palm Beach Institute**
1014 NORTH OLIVE AVENUE
WEST PALM BEACH, FL 33401
(407) 833-7553
** AD DT RR H HV CU IV TX PV **

**Palm Beach Treatment Center**
1771 SOUTH CONGRESS AVENUE
CONGRESS PLAZA UNIT 7
WEST PALM BEACH, FL 33406
(407) 433-5867
** DA AM H A B H AI HV IV PG PV MM **

**Palm Beach Wellness Center**
1011 FOREST HILL BOULEVARD
WEST PALM BEACH, FL 33414
(407) 795-2332
** AD AM H TX CI PV **

**PROFESSIONAL EDUCATIONAL CONSULTANTS INC**
4625 FOREST HILL BOULEVARD
SUITE 110
WEST PALM BEACH, FL 33415
(407) 969-1221
** AD AM H A B H HV CU EA DN TX CI **
** PV **

**Schooff Center**
2617 NORTH FLAGLER DRIVE
SUITE 202
WEST PALM BEACH, FL 33407
(407) 852-2802
** AD AM H Y A B H AI HV CU IV PG **
** TX **

**Wellington Regional Medical Center**
CORNERSTONE PROGRAM
10101 FOREST HILL BOULEVARD
WEST PALM BEACH, FL 33414
(407) 798-8500
** AD DT RR AM H A B H HV CU IV PG **
** EA DN TX PV MM **

**Winter Garden**

**Center for Drug Free Living INC**
ALPHA III/DILLARD CENTER
310 NORTH DILLARD STREET
WINTER GARDEN, FL 34787
(407) 877-0064
** AD PV **

**Winter Haven**

**Pride of Polk County INC**
316 WEST CENTRAL AVENUE
SUITE 306
WINTER HAVEN, FL 33880
(813) 294-1853
** AD CI PV **

**Program to Aid Drug Abusers INC (PAD)**
WINTER HAVEN OUTPATIENT
147TH AVENUE A NN
WINTER HAVEN, FL 33881
(813) 294-3333
** AD AM H Y B H HV CU IV PG EA DW **
** TX CI PV **
FLORIDA

TRI COUNTY ADDICTIONS REHAB SERVS INC
ADMINISTRATIVE AND PREVENTION UNIT
37 3RD STREET SM
WINTER HAVEN, FL 33883
(813) 299-5286
** AD IV EA PV OT **

TRI COUNTY ADDICTIONS REHAB SERVS INC
EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
37 3RD STREET SM
WINTER HAVEN, FL 33883
(813) 299-8811
** AD AM Y A B H AI HV PI CU IV **
** PG EA TX PV **

TRI COUNTY ADDICTIONS REHAB SERVS INC
MINTER HAVEN OUTPATIENT/ADOLESCENT
37 3RD STREET SM
MINTER HAVEN, FL 33883
(813) 299-5286
** AD AM Y A B H AI HV PI CU IV **
** PG EA TX PV **

METRO ALC COUNCIL OF CENTRAL FL INC
ADOLESCENT AND FAMILY SERVICES
1408 GAY ROAD
WINTER PARK, FL 32789
(407) 422-4357
** AD RR AM Y A B H HV PI CU IV **
** EA DH TX CI PV **

METRO ALC COUNCIL OF CENTRAL FL INC
EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
1408 GAY ROAD
WINTER PARK, FL 32789
(407) 422-4357 EXT. 7
** AD IV EA DH PV **

METRO ALC COUNCIL OF CENTRAL FL INC
OUTPATIENT SERVICES
1408 GAY ROAD
WINTER PARK, FL 32789
(407) 740-5655
** AD AM Y A B H HV PI CU IV EA **
** DH TX CI PV **

TRI COUNTY ADDICTIONS REHAB SERVS INC
MINTER HAVEN OUTPATIENT/ADULT
37 3RD STREET SM
MINTER HAVEN, FL 33883
(813) 299-5286
** AD AM Y A B H AI HV PI CU IV **
** PG EA TX PV **

TRI COUNTY ADDICTIONS REHAB SERVS INC
MINTER HAVEN OUTPATIENT/ADULT
37 3RD STREET SM
MINTER HAVEN, FL 33883
(813) 299-5286
** AD AM Y A B H AI HV PI CU IV **
** PG EA TX PV **

TURNAROUND INC
611 POST AVENUE SM
WINTER HAVEN, FL 33883
(813) 299-8722
** AD RR M Y H CU TX CI PV **

MINTER PARK

ADDITIONS COMPULSIONS TREATMENT CTR
(ACT INC) WINTER PARK OUTPATIENT
2354 B WINTER WOODS BOULEVARD
WINTER PARK, FL 32792
(407) 679-6633
** AD AM IV TX CI **

PARKSIDE LODGE OF WINTER PARK
1400 SOUTH ORLANDO AVENUE
WINTER PARK, FL 32789
(407) 644-7774
** AD AM Y A B H HV PI CU PG EA **
** TX CI **

MINTER PARK PAVILLION
1600 DODD ROAD
WINTER PARK, FL 32792
(407) 677-6042
** AD DT RR IV TX PV **

MINTER SPRINGS

GROVE COUNSELING CENTER INC
780 SANFORD/OVIEDO HIGHWAY
WINTER SPRINGS, FL 32708
(407) 327-1765
** AD RR AM Y A B H HV CU IV DM **
** TX CI PV **

WOODVILLE

DISC VILLAGE INC
NATURAL BRIDGE TREATMENT CENTER
NATURAL BRIDGE ROAD
WOODVILLE, FL 32562
(904) 421-4115
** AD RR AM Y A B HV CU IV EA DM **
** TX CI PV **

YULEE

RIVER REGION HUMAN SERVICES INC
YULEE SCHOOL BASED INTERVENTION PROG
HIGHWAY A1A
YULEE, FL 32097
(904) 824-9573
** DA PV **
GEORGIA

ALBANY
PHOEBE PUTNEY MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
CROSSROADS ADDICTION RECOVERY CENTER
417 3RD AVENUE
ALBANY, GA 31701
(912) 866-5021
** AD DT RR AM A B HV IV EA TX **

NORTHSIDE COMPREHENSIVE CMHC
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT PROG
1000 JOHNSON FERRY ROAD NE
NORTHSIDE HOSPITAL
ATLANTA, GA 30342
(404) 651-8961
** AD DT RR AM IV EA DN TX PV **

ODYSSEY FAMILY COUNSELING CENTER
5578 SOUTH FULTON AVENUE
ATLANTA, GA 30354
(404) 669-3462
** DA AM H Y A B HV CU TX PV **

SOUTHWEST HOSPITAL SUBST ABUSE UNIT
METHADONE/ALCOHOLISM/COCAIN/DRUG FREE
1660 LAKEMOOR AVENUE SH
ATLANTA, GA 30315
(404) 627-1385
** AD AM H Y A B HV CU IV TX PV MM **

UNITED STATES PENITENTIARY
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
ATLANTA, GA 30315
(404) 622-6241
** DA AM A B H HV CU EA TX PV **

BRUNSWICK
COASTAL AREA
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
1609 NEWCASTLE STREET
WINCHESTER CENTER
BRUNSWICK, GA 31520
(912) 267-0760
** DA DT RR H A HV CU IV EA DN TX **
** PV **

CEDARTOWN
WAYSIDE INN
500 WEST AVENUE
CEDARTOWN, GA 30125
(404) 749-2219
** AD RR H A B HV CU IV TX **

CHICKAMAUGA
VISTA COMMUNITY PROGRAMS
THE DRY DOCK DRUG SUBST ABUSE TRT SERV
ROUTE 4
CHICKAMAUGA, GA 30707
(404) 638-4300
** AD AM IV DN TX PV **

CLAYTON
WOODRIDGE HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
GERMANY ROAD
CLAYTON, GA 30525
(404) 782-3100
** AD RR HV IV EA TX PV **

COLUMBUS
ALCHEMY THERAPEUTIC COMM COLUMBUS TC
8134 BLYTHE STREET
COLUMBUS, GA 31909
(404) 324-7241
** AD RR IV TX PV **

DRUG INCLINATION GROUP (DIG)
OUTPATIENT ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES
1334 2ND AVENUE
COLUMBUS, GA 31901
(404) 324-3701
** DA AM y A B HV CU IV TX PV **
** MGT **

WEST CENTRAL GA REGIONAL HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE UNIT
3000 SCHATULGA ROAD
COLUMBUS, GA 31995
(404) 568-5156
** AD DT A B HV CU TX CI OT **

DALTON
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE CENTER
900 SHUGART ROAD
DALTON, GA 30720
(404) 272-2513
** AD DT RR AM Y A HV TX PV OT **

ORIENTATION:
AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
AM = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES

TYPE OF CARE:
DT = DETOXIFICATION(24 HOUR CARE)
RR = RESIDENTIAL(24 HOUR CARE)

SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS:
H = HOMECARE
Y = YOUTH
A = AIDS PATIENTS
B = BLACKS
H = HISPANICS
AZ = AMERICAN INDIAN/ALASKAN NATIVES
HV = HIV POSITIVES
PX = PUBLIC INBRIEATES
CU = COCAINE USERS
IV = IV DRUG USERS

UNIT FUNCTION:
TX = TREATMENT UNIT
CI = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT
PV = PREVENTION UNIT
HM = METHADONE UNIT
OT = OTHER UNIT
GEORGIA

HAMILTON MEDICAL CENTER
WESTCOTT CENTER
MEMORIAL DRIVE
DALTON, GA 30720
(404) 272-6480
** AD DT AM IV EA TX CI PV **

DECATOR

dekalb substance abuse services
clifton springs subst abuse services
3110 clifton springs road
suite a
decatur, ga 30034
(404) 244-4411
** ad dt rr am a hv iv dm tx ci pv **

georgia regional hospital at atlanta
alcohol and drug unit
3075 pantersville road
decatur, ga 30034
(404) 263-2174
** ad dt tx **

veterans affairs medical center
drug dependence treatment program
1670 clairmont road
decatur, ga 30033
(404) 321-6111 ext. 6985
** ad dt rr am h a b hv pi iv **
** tx ci pv mm ot **

DOUGLAS

satilla community mental health
substance abuse clinic
172 airport circle
douglas, ga 31533
(912) 384-7188 ext. 309
** ad pv **

DUBLIN

middle georgia
alcohol and drug clinic
600 north jefferson street
dublin, ga 31021
(912) 272-9230
** ad dt rr am y b hv pi cu iv dm **
** tx pv **

FORT MCPHERSON

U. S. ARMY HEALTH CLINIC
ALC/DRUG ABUSE PREV AND CONTROL PROG
BUILDING 171
FORT MCPHERSON, GA 30330
(404) 752-2106
** ad ah h b h ai cu iv pg ea dh **
** tx pv **

FORT OGLETHORPE

GREENLEAF CENTER INC
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY RECOVERY PROGRAM
500 GREENLEAF CIRCLE
FORT OGLETHORPE, GA 30742
(404) 861-6357
** ad rr am h b cu iv ea tx **

FORT VALLEY

PEACHBELT MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALC/DRUG DAY TREATMENT FACILITY
107 OAKLAWN HEIGHTS PARKWAY
FORT VALLEY, GA 31030
(912) 825-1901
** ad rr am tx **

PEACHBELT MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
PEACH/CRAWFORD ALCOHOL AND DRUG UNIT
105 AVERA DRIVE
FORT VALLEY, GA 31030
(912) 825-7833
** ad dt rr am a hv iv tx ci pv **

GAINESVILLE

NORTH GEORGIA MH/MR CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
472 SOUTH ENOTA STREET
GAINESVILLE, GA 30501
(404) 536-5412
** ad dt rr iv tx **

NORTHEAST GEORGIA MEDICAL CENTER
LAURELMOOD HOSP/CHM DEPENDENCE SERV
200 MISTERIA DRIVE
GAINESVILLE, GA 30501
(800) 282-0535
** ad dt rr am h a b hv pi cu iv **
** ea tx ci pv **

GRIFFIN

MCINTOSH TRAIL MH/MR
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
126 WEST SOLOMON STREET
GRIFFIN, GA 30223
(404) 229-3000
** ad dt rr am y pi cu iv ea dm tx **
** ci pv **

JEFFERSON

THE POTTERS HOUSE
CHRISTIAN REHABILITATION CENTER
POTTERS HOUSE ROAD
ROUTE 2
JEFFERSON, GA 30549
(404) 545-0358
** ad rr iv tx pv ot **

JESUP

WAYNE RESIDENT CENTER FOR
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
HIGHWAY 301 SOUTH
JESUP, GA 31545
(912) 927-7704
** ad rr w b h ai hv cu iv dm tx **
** pv **

JONESBORO

CLAYTON MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
853 BATTLE CREEK ROAD
JONESBORO, GA 30236
(404) 478-1099
** ad rr am w hv iv ea dm tx pv **

KENNESAW

COBB/Douglas cmh
FIRST STEP RECOVERY CENTER
260 HAKINS STORE ROAD
KENNESAW, GA 30144
(404) 924-6421
** ad dt rr w hv iv pg tx ci **

LA GRANGE

CHATT/FtINT AREA SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVS
124 GORDON COMMERCIAL DRIVE
LA GRANGE, GA 30240
(404) 845-0110
** ad dt iv tx pv **

MACON

MACON/BIBB COUNTY SUBSTANCE ABUSE
OUTPATIENT SERVICES/DRUG ABUSE SERVS
844 2ND STREET
SUITE 2 AND SUITE 4
MACON, GA 31201
(912) 741-8177
** ad am w y a hv cu iv pg tx pv **
** mh **

MARIETTA

STRAIGHT INC
2221 AUSTELL ROAD
MARIETTA, GA 30060
(404) 434-8679
** ad rr y b h ai cu tx pv **

MILLEDGEVILLE

CENTRAL STATE HOSPITAL REG PSYCH DIV
ADMISSION AND EVALUATION UNIT
POWELL 3 EAST
MILLEDGEVILLE, GA 31062
(912) 452-5325
** ad dt ea tx ci **
SAVANNAH
CHATHAM CLINIC FOR ADDICTIONS
607 ABERCORN STREET
SAVANNAH, GA 31401
(912) 651-2194
** AD DT RR AM H Y PI CU IV EA TX **
** CI PV MH **

STATESBORO
PINELAND COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH CTR
ALCOHOL/DRUG PROGRAMS
407 SOUTH ZETTEROWER AVENUE
STATESBORO, GA 30458
(912) 764-6971
** AD DT RR AM A HV CU IV PG TX PV **

SHANKSBORO
OGEECHEE ALCOHOL AND DRUG CLINIC
96 ANDERSON DRIVE
SHANKSBORO, GA 30401
(912) 237-9994
** AD DT RR AM Y IV TX PV **

THOMASVILLE
JOHN D ARCHBOLD CMHC
GORDON AVENUE AT MIMOSA
THOMASVILLE, GA 31792
(912) 228-8115
** AD DT RR AM H Y A B HV PI CU EA **
** TX PV **

SOUTHWESTERN STATE HOSPITAL
EVALUATION UNIT/SUBST ABUSE SERVICES
THOMASVILLE, GA 31799
(912) 228-2171
** AD DT TX CI **

TIFTON
MH/HR DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN RESOURCES
MIDSTEP INTENSIVE RESID CARE FACILITY
283 LOVE AVENUE
TIFTON, GA 31794
(912) 386-3537
** AD RR M Y A HV CU PG TX PV **

VALDOSTA
VALDOSTA CENTER INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT UNIT
2209 PINEVIEN DRIVE
VALDOSTA, GA 31602
(912) 247-0357
** AD DT RR M Y CU EA TX PV **

WARNER ROBINS
PEACHBELT COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH CTR
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
202 NORTH DAVIS DRIVE
WARNER ROBINS, GA 31099
(912) 922-3041
** AD DT AM A HV TX CI PV **
GUAM

TAMUNING

DEPT OF MENTAL HEALTH AND SUBST ABUSE
DRUG AND ALCOHOL PROGRAM
788 CHALAN SAN ANTONIO STREET
TAMUNING; GU 96911
(671) 648-9261
** AD AM M Y IV TX CI PV **

** KEY **

** ORIENTATION **
AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
AD = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES

** TYPE OF CARE **
DT = DETOXIFICATION (24 HOUR CARE)
RR = RESIDENTIAL (24 HOUR CARE)
AM = AMBULATORY (LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)

** SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS **
W = WOMEN
Y = YOUTH
A = AIDS PATIENTS
B = BLACKS
M = HISPANICS
AI = AMERICAN INDIAN/ALASKAN NATIVES
MV = HIV POSITIVES
PX = PUBLIC INEBRIATES
GU = COCAINE USERS
SV = IV DRUG USERS

** UNIT FUNCTION **
TM = TREATMENT UNIT
CI = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT
PV = PREVENTION UNIT
MM = METHADONE UNIT
OT = OTHER UNIT
HAWAII

BARRBERS POINT
NAVAL AIR STATION
COUNSELING AND ASSISTANCE CENTER
BUILDING 50
BARRBERS POINT, HI 96862
(808) 686-8265
** AD AM H B EA DM TX CI PV **

EWA BEACH
THE BROWN SCHOOL OF HAWAII INC
DBA KAHI MOHALA
91-2301 FORT MEAVER ROAD
EWA BEACH, HI 96706
(808) 671-8511
** AD DT RR AM H Y AI HV CU IV TX **
** PV MM **

HAWAII
CENTRAL OAHU YOUTH SERVICES ASSOC INC
HALEIWA EMERGENCY SHELTER
66-528 HALEIWA ROAD
HALEIWA, HI 96712
(808) 637-9344
** AD RR Y TX **

HICKAM AIR FORCE BASE
HICKAM AFB SOCIAL ACTIONS
DRUG/ALCOHOL ABUSE CONTROL BRANCH
15TH MISSION SUPPORT SQUADRON/HSL
HICKAM AIR FORCE BASE, HI 96853
(808) 449-1101
** AD PV **

HILO
AWARENESS HOUSE INC
100 KEANE STREET
SUITE 25
HILO, HI 96720
(808) 935-6464
** AD PV **

BIG ISLAND SUBSTANCE ABUSE COUNCIL
(BISAC)/ADULT RESIDENTIAL
1190 MAIENJUE AVENUE
HILO, HI 96721
(808) 935-4927
** AD RR H Y HV PI CU IV PG DM TX MM **
** CI PV **

** KEY **

** ORIENTATION! **
AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
AD = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
AM = AMBULATORY (LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)

** TYPE OF CARE! **
DT = DETOXIFICATION (24 HOUR CARE)
RR = RESIDENTIAL (24 HOUR CARE)

** SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS! **
W = WOMEN
Y = YOUTH
A = AIDS PATIENTS
B = BLACKS
H = HISPANICS

** UNIT FUNCTION! **
TX = TREATMENT UNIT
CI = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT
PV = PREVENTION UNIT
MM = METHADONE UNIT
OT = OTHER UNIT

CASTLE MEDICAL CENTER
OUTPT ALC AND ADDICTIONS PROG/HILO
305 NAILUKU DRIVE
ROOM 4
HILO, HI 96720
(808) 935-3764
** AD AM EA TX **

HONOLULU
ALU LIKE INC
NATIVE HAWAIIAN SUBST ABUSE PROJECT
1024 HAPUNAPUNA STREET
HONOLULU, HI 96819
(808) 836-8940
** AD PV **

AMERICAN INDIAN SERVICES CORPORATION
INDIAN HEALTH SERVICES PROJECT
2405 NORTH KING STREET
SUITE 302
HONOLULU, HI 96817
(808) 847-2511
** AD AM H Y AI PI TX PV **

AMERICAN LUNG ASSOCIATION OF HAWAII
265 NORTH KUKUI STREET
SUITE 100
HONOLULU, HI 96817
(808) 537-5966
** DA PV **

CASTLE MEDICAL CENTER
OUTPT ALC AND ADDICTIONS PROG/HOLO
677 ALA MOANA BOULEVARD
SUITE 1100
HONOLULU, HI 96813
(808) 521-0041
** AD AM IV EA DW TX **

CATHOLIC SERVICES TO FAMILIES
NA OHANA PULAMA
200 NORTH VINEYARD BOULEVARD
SUITE 200
HONOLULU, HI 96817
(808) 536-1794
** AD PV **

COALITION FOR A DRUG FREE HAWAII
547 HALEKAUNIL STREET
SUITE 109
HONOLULU, HI 96813
(808) 522-5050
** AD PV **

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
YOUTH TRAFFIC SAFETY PROJ/DRIVER EDUC
1302 QUEEN EMMA STREET
ROOM A207
HONOLULU, HI 96813
(808) 568-7267
** AD PV **

DEPT OF HEALTH SCH HEALTH SERVS BRANCH
PEER EDUCATION PROGRAM
74-1 A SUNSET AVENUE
ROOM 106
HONOLULU, HI 96816
(808) 732-2289
** AD PV OT **

DRUG ADDICTION SERVICES OF HAWAII INC
(DASH)/METHADONE MAINTENANCE
2849-A KAIHIKAPU STREET
HONOLULU, HI 96819
(808) 856-2300
** AD AM H Y A B H AI HV CU IV PG **
** TX CI MM **

HAWAII ALCOHOLISM FOUNDATION
SAND ISLAND TREATMENT CTR/RESIDENTIAL
12-40 SAND ISLAND ACCESS ROAD
HONOLULU, HI 96819
(808) 861-3915
** AD RR IV DM TX CI PV **

HONOLULU POLICE DEPARTMENT
DRUG AWARENESS/DRUG ABUSE RESIST EDUC
1455 SOUTH BERETANIA STREET
HONOLULU, HI 96814
(808) 963-3351
** DA PV **

KALIHI PALAMA HEALTH CLINIC
HEALTH CARE FOR HOMELESS PROJECT
766 NORTH KING STREET
HONOLULU, HI 96817
(808) 868-1438
** AD IV CI PV **

NATIVE HAWAIIAN DRUG FREE SCHOOLS AND COMMUNITY PROGRAM
1850 MAKUAKANE STREET
BUILDING B
HONOLULU, HI 96817
(808) 862-5802
** AD EA PV **
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NAVAL ALCOHOL REHABILITATION CENTER
PEARL HARBOR NAVAL STATION
HONOLULU, HI 96860
(808) 474-0601
** AD RR H A B HV CU TX CI PV **

NAVAL COUNSELING AND ASSISTANCE CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG SAFETY ACTION PROGRAM
CONNAVERSE PEARL HARBOR
HONOLULU, HI 96860
(808) 474-5716
** AD AH M B CU EA DM TX CI PV **

QUEENS MEDICAL CENTER
LEVEL CARE CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
1301 PUNCHBOWL STREET
HONOLULU, HI 96813
(808) 547-4900
** AD PV **

R L STEVENSON INTERMEDIATE SCHOOL
SELF PROJECT
1202 PROSPECT STREET
HONOLULU, HI 96822
(808) 537-3931
** AD PV **

SAINT FRANCIS MEDICAL CENTER
WOMENS ALC TRT CTR OF HI/RESIDENTIAL
2250 LILIAH STREET
HONOLULU, HI 96817
(808) 547-6117
** AD RR H IV TX **

SALVATION ARMY ADDICTION TREATMENT
ALCOHOL TREATMENT PROGRAM
3624 MAOKANANA STREET
HONOLULU, HI 96817
(808) 595-6371
** AD RR A HV IV TX CI **

SALVATION ARMY ADDICTION TREATMENT
DETOX UNIT
3624 MAOKANANA STREET
HONOLULU, HI 96817
(808) 595-6371 EXT. 129
** AD DT A HV TX CI **

SALVATION ARMY ADDICTION TREATMENT
EUREKA HOUSE
3624 MAOKANANA STREET
HONOLULU, HI 96817
(808) 595-6371 EXT. 124
** AD RR Y A HV IV TX CI **

SALVATION ARMY ADDICTION TREATMENT
OUTPATIENT SERVICES PROGRAM
3624 MAOKANANA STREET
HONOLULU, HI 96817
(808) 595-6371 EXT. 121
** AD AH A HV IV TX CI **

SALVATION ARMY ADDICTION TREATMENT
WOMENS WAY PROGRAM
2950 HANOA ROAD
COTTAGE D
HONOLULU, HI 96822
(808) 595-6371
** AD RR H A HV IV PG TX CI **

STATE DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
OFFICE OF INSTRUCTNL SERVS/GEN EDUC BR
1390 MILLER STREET
HONOLULU, HI 96813
(808) 586-5310
** AD PV **

VETERANS AFFAIRS
ALCOHOL AND DRUG TREATMENT PROGRAMS
300 ALA MOANA BOULEVARD
SUITE 1126
HONOLULU, HI 96813
(808) 541-1425
** AD AM A B H AI HV PI CU TX CI **
** PV OT **

YMCA OUTREACH SERVICES
1335 KALIHI STREET
HONOLULU, HI 96819
(808) 847-0838
** AD AM Y TX **

KAILUA
PROJECT TOPS
MAUI HIGH SCHOOL
660 SOUTH LOND AVENUE
KAHULUI, HI 96732
(808) 871-5868
** AD PV **

KAILUA
ALCOHOLIC REHAB SERVICES OF HAWAII INC
DBA HINA MAUKA/ADULT PROGRAM
43 ONEKA STREET
SUITE 204
KAILUA, HI 96734
(808) 261-0458
** AD AM W Y PI CU EA TX CI PV **

ALCOHOLIC REHAB SERVICES OF HAWAII INC
DBA HINA MAUKA/TEEN CARE PROGRAM
43 ONEKA STREET
SUITE 203
KAILUA, HI 96734
(808) 236-0307
** AD AM Y TX CI PV **

CASTLE MEDICAL CENTER
INPATIENT ALC AND ADDICTIONS PROGRAMS
640 ULUKAHIKI STREET
KAILUA, HI 96734
(808) 283-3529
** AD DT RR IV TX **

HAWAII COUNSELING AND EDUC TRT INC
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY OUTPT TREATMENT
470 NORTH KALAEHO AVENUE
SUITE C-214
KAILUA, HI 96734
(808) 250-6488
** AD AM W Y EA TX PV **

POAILANI INC
DUAL DIAGNOSIS PROGRAM
1396 ONIONI STREET
KAILUA, HI 96734
(808) 841-0421
** AD RR H A B H AI HV PI CU PG TX **

KAHEOMA
CASTLE MEDICAL CENTER
OUTPT ALC AND ADDICATIONS PROG/INDIATRICE
46-001 KAMEHAHENA HIGHWAY
KANEHOE, HI 96744
(808) 257-4466
** AD AM DM TX **

KEALAKEKUA
CASTLE MEDICAL CENTER
OUTPT ALC AND ADDICATIONS PROG/KONA
MAHALANOA HIGHWAY
HONALO BUSINESS CENTER ROOM 6
KEALAKEKUA, HI 96750
(808) 322-2477
** AD AM IV EA TX **

LIHUE
CASTLE MEDICAL CENTER
ALCOHOLISM AND ADDICTIONS PROG/KAUAI
3100 AKELE STREET
LIHUE, HI 96766
(808) 245-7082
** AD AM IV EA DM TX PV **

CHILD AND FAMILY SERVICE
4375 PUAOLE STREET
LIHUE, HI 96766
(808) 245-5916
** AD AM AI TX **

KAUAI OUTREACH PROGRAM
4444 RICE STREET
LIHUE, HI 96766
(808) 245-3071
** AD AM EA TX PV **

MAKAMA
NEW HORIZONS/HAWAII
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT
84-103 HAKU STREET
SUITE 100
MAKAMA, HI 96792
(808) 696-2668
** AD AM M Y CU IV PG EA TX CI PV **

MAKAMAO
ALOHA HOUSE INC
ADULT RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT PROGRAM
4395 IKE DRIVE
MAUNAOLU CAMPUS
MAKAMAO, HI 96768
(808) 579-9586
** AD RR H B AI PI CU TX **
HAWAII

CENTRAL OAHU YOUTH SERVICES ASSOC INC
COYSA STOREFRONT ALCOHOL ABUSE PROGRAM
801 CENTER STREET
WAHIAWA, HI 96786
(808) 621-0485
** AD AM Y TX CI **

CENTRAL OAHU YOUTH SERVICES ASSOC INC
WILDERNESS/OCEAN EXPERIENCE
801 CENTER STREET
WAHIAWA, HI 96786
(808) 621-0485
** AD AM Y TX CI **

SCHOFIELD BARRACKS ALC AND DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION AND CONTROL PROGRAM
BUILDING T-698A
WAHIAWA, HI 96857
(808) 655-9113
** AD AM TX CI PV **

HALE OLA HOOPAKOLEA INC/OAHU
99-137 NANAKULI AVENUE
WAIANAE, HI 96792
(808) 668-2361
** AD AM M Y AI TX CI **

OHANA HALE
86-651 PUUHULU ROAD
WAIANAE, HI 96792
(808) 696-2263
** AD RR A HV CU TX PV **

WAIANAE COAST COMMUNITY MH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
85-670 FARRINGTON HIGHWAY
WAIANAE, HI 96792
(808) 696-4211
** AD AM M Y A HV PI CU IV PG TX **
** CI PV **

CASTLE MEDICAL CENTER
OUTPT ALC AND ADDICTIONS PROG/MAUI
270 HOOKahi STREET
SUITE 302
WAILUKU, HI 96793
(808) 242-9733
** AD AM IV EA DM TX **

MAUI FAMILY REUNION
98 KANOA STREET
WAILUKU, HI 96793
(808) 244-7115
** AD AM EA DM TX **

MAUI YOUTH AND FAMILY SERVICES
ADOLESCENT OUTPATIENT TREATMENT
16 SOUTH MARKET STREET
WAILUKU, HI 96793
(808) 242-4757
** AD AM Y CU TX CI PV **
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Boise

Gemhaven Psychological
625 West Hays Street
Boise, ID 83702
(208) 344-6338
** AD RR AM H H H AI CU IV PG DH TX **
** CI PV **

Health Services Corporation
DBA New Hope Center
141 Hahn Springs Avenue
Boise, ID 83712
(208) 336-5454
** AD DT RR H Y A HV CU IV PG EA **
** TX CI PV **

Nelson Institute
1010 North Orchard Street
Suite 1
Boise, ID 83706
(208) 345-6300
** AD AM H Y A HV IV TX PV **

Northwest Passages Adolescent Hospital
131 North Allumbaugh Street
Boise, ID 83704
(208) 322-5922
** AD IV PV **

Saint Alphonsus Regional Medical Addiction Recovery Center
6148 Emerald Street
Boise, ID 83704
(208) 322-0091
** AD AM EA DH TX CI **

Coeur D'Alene

Port of Hope North
844 North 3rd Street
Coeur D'Alene, ID 83814
(208) 667-7204
** AD DT RR H M A AI HV PI CU IV PG **
** TX **

Port of Hope North
202 Anton Street
Coeur D'Alene, ID 83814
(208) 664-5300
** AD AM W Y A AI PI CU IV PG EA **
** DM TX CI PV **

Gooding

Walker Center
1120A Montana Street
Gooding, ID 83350
(208) 954-8461
** AD DT RR H Y PI CU IV PG TX PV **
** GRANGEVILLE **

Syringa General Hospital
Medical Detoxification/Alcohol
607 West Main Street
Grangeville, ID 83530
(208) 983-1700
** AD DT AM TX OT **

Idaho Falls

Alcohol Rehabilitation Association
Phoenix Center
163 East Elva Street
Idaho Falls, ID 83401
(208) 529-0864
** AD DT RR AM H Y A AI PI CU IV **
** PG EA DH TX CI PV **
** LIFE WORKS CENTER **

Aspen Crest
1970 East 17th Street
Suite 119
Idaho Falls, ID 83404
(208) 523-6072
** AD AM W Y B AI CU PG EA TX CI **
** PV **

Lewiston

Port of Hope/Lewiston
618 D Street
Suite B
Lewiston, ID 83501
(208) 796-6505
** AD AM W Y A H HV PI CU IV PG TX CI PV **

Mountain Home

Port of Hope Centers
520 East 6th Street North
Mountain Home, ID 83647
(208) 587-3391
** AD AM W Y A B H AI HV CU PG DM **
** TX CI PV **

** Key **

Orientation:
AL = Alcoholism Services Only
DA = Drug Abuse Services Only
AD = Alcoholism & Drug Abuse Services
AM = Ambulatory (Less Than 24 Hour Care)
Type of Care:
DT = Detoxification (24 Hour Care)
RR = Residential (24 Hour Care)
Selected Special Programs:
W = Women
Y = Youth
A = AIDS Patients
B = Blacks
H = Hispanics
AI = American Indian/Alaskan Natives
MV = HIV Positives
FZ = Public Inebriates
CU = Cocaine Users
IV = IV Drug Users
Unit Function:
TX = Treatment Unit
CI = Central Intake Unit
PV = Prevention Unit
MM = Methadone Unit
OT = Other Unit
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ROAD TO RECOVERY INC
600 EAST OAK STREET
SUITE B
POCATELLO, ID 83201
(208) 233-9135
** AD DT RR AM H Y A B AI HV PI CU **
** IV DH TX CI PV **

SAINT MARIES

SAINT JOE VALLEY CLINIC
229 SOUTH 8TH STREET
SAINT MARIES, ID 83861
(208) 245-2541
** AL OT **

SPIRIT LAKE

SPIRIT MOUNTAIN TREATMENT CENTER
SPIRIT LAKE, ID 83869
(800) 356-5919
** AD RR H Y TX **

TWIN FALLS

PORT OF HOPE CENTERS
ALCOHOLIC RECOVERY CENTER INC
425 2ND AVENUE NORTH
TWIN FALLS, ID 83301
(208) 734-5180
** AD DT RR AM H Y A H CU IV PG EA **
** DH TX CI PV **
## Illinois

### Addison

**Serenity House Inc.**
891 South Route 53
Addison, IL 60101
(708) 665-0374
**AD RR M B H AI CU TX**

### Aledo

**Mercer County Center on Addictions**
Alcoholism Information Center
205 S 3rd Avenue
Aledo, IL 61231
(309) 582-5848
**AD AM Y DW TX PV**

### Alton

**Community Counseling Center of Northern Madison County Inc.**
2615 Edwards Street
Alton, IL 62002
(618) 462-2331
**DA AM IV TX CI MM**

### Anna

**Fellowship House**
Rec Home/De tox/Rehab/Outpt/Prev/Dui
800 North Main Street
Anna, IL 62906
(618) 833-4456
**AD DT RR AM H Y B H PI DW TX CI PV**

### Arlington Heights

**Mercy Counseling at Arlington Heights**
115 South Wilke Road
Suite 101
Arlington Heights, IL 60005
(708) 398-0045
**AD AM H TX CI PV**

**Omni Youth Services/Arlington Heights**
1616 North Arlington Heights Road
Arlington Heights, IL 60004
(708) 253-6010
**AD AM Y TX CI PV**

### Rolling Meadows Counseling Services

1554 Hicks Road
Arlington Heights, IL 60008
(708) 358-2201
**AD AM DW TX**

### Key

- **AL** = Alcoholism Services Only
- **DA** = Drug Abuse Services Only
- **AD** = Alcoholism & Drug Abuse Services
- **AM** = Ambulatory (Less than 24 Hour Care)
- **PG** = Pregnant Users
- **EA** = EAP Program Services
- **DM** = DMI/Asap Services

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Care</th>
<th>Selected Special Programs</th>
<th>Unit Function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>DT</strong> = Detoxification (24 Hour Care)</td>
<td><strong>M</strong> = Mennon</td>
<td><strong>TX</strong> = Treatment Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>RR</strong> = Residential (24 Hour Care)</td>
<td><strong>Y</strong> = Youth</td>
<td><strong>CI</strong> = Central Intake Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AI</strong> = American Indian/Alaskan Natives</td>
<td><strong>A</strong> = AIDS Patients</td>
<td><strong>PV</strong> = Prevention Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HV</strong> = HIV Positive</td>
<td><strong>B</strong> = Blacks</td>
<td><strong>MM</strong> = Methadone Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PI</strong> = Public Inebriates</td>
<td><strong>H</strong> = Hispanics</td>
<td><strong>OT</strong> = Other Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DU</strong> = Cocaine Users</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>IV</strong> = IV Drug Users</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SAINT CLAIRE COUNTY REGIONAL EDUCATIONAL SERV CTR/SUBST ABUSE PREV 500 MILSHIRE DRIVE  
EDUCATIONAL COOPERATIVE BUILDING  
BELLEVILLE, IL 62223  
(618) 390-5280  ** AD PV **  
SAINT ELIZABETHS HOSPITAL CHEMICAL DEPENDENCE PROGRAM  
211 SOUTH 3RD STREET  
BELLEVILLE, IL 62222  
(618) 234-2120 EXT. 1555  ** AD DT RR AM H Y B CU TX CI PV **  

BENSENVILLE  
BENSENVILLE HOME SOCIETY  
LIFELINK  
331 SOUTH YORK ROAD  
BENSENVILLE, IL 60106  
(708) 766-5800  ** AD AM H B H DM TX PV **  
DERMN  
FAMILY SERV MH CTR/SUBST ABUSE SERVS  
OAK PARK/RIVER FOREST/BERNYN/CICERO/II  
6506 WEST CERMAK ROAD  
BERNYN, IL 60402  
(708) 484-0580  ** AD AM Y IV DH TX **  
MACLEAN MEMORIAL HOSPITAL DEPENDENCY TREATMENT CENTER  
3249 SOUTH OAK PARK AVENUE  
BERNYN, IL 60402  
(708) 795-3056  ** AD DT RR H A B H HV PI CU IV TX **  

BLOOMINGDALE  
BLOOMINGDALE TOWNSHIP COMMITTEE ON YOUTH  
123 NORTH ROSEDALE STREET SUITE 100  
BLOOMINGDALE, IL 60108  
(708) 893-6685  ** AD CI PV **  
BLOOMINGTON  
CHESTNUT HEALTH SYSTEMS  
702 WEST CHESTNUT STREET  
BLOOMINGTON, IL 61701  
(309) 827-6026  ** AD DT RR AM Y IV EA DM TX CI PV **  
** OT **  
PROJECT OZ  
201 EAST GROVE STREET  
2ND FLOOR  
BLOOMINGTON, IL 61701  
(309) 827-0377  ** AD PV **  

BOLINGBROOK  
LIFE WORKS  
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY TREATMENT CENTERS  
420 MEDICAL CENTER DRIVE  
SUITE 230  
BOLINGBROOK, IL 60439  
(708) 759-5750  ** AD AM H Y B HV IV PG TX MM **  
BUFFALO GROVE  
OMNI YOUTH SERVICES  
COMPREHENSIVE PREVENTION  
1111 LAKE COOK ROAD  
BUFFALO GROVE, IL 60089  
(708) 537-6677  ** AD AM Y H CU TX CI PV OT **  
CAMBRIDGE  
SPOON RIVER CENTER ADAPT SERVICES  
117 SOUTH EAST STREET  
CAMBRIDGE, IL 61238  
(309) 937-2414  ** AD AM H Y EA DM TX CI PV **  
CANTON  
COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER OF  
FULTON AND MCDONOUGH COUNTIES  
229 MARTIN AVENUE  
CANTON, IL 61520  
(309) 647-1001  ** AD AM DM TX PV **  
FULTON COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT  
IN TOUCH  
700 EAST OAK STREET  
CANTON, IL 61520  
(309) 647-1134  ** AD PV **  
PROCTOR CHEMICAL DEP CENTER AT GRAHAM  
210 WEST MALNUT STREET  
CANTON, IL 61520  
(309) 647-0070  ** AD AM H Y CU EA DM TX CI PV **  
CARBONDALE  
HILL HOUSE INC  
OUTPATIENT AND TRANSITION AFTERCARE  
406 WEST MILL STREET  
CARBONDALE, IL 62901  
(618) 529-1151  ** DA AM Y B H TX **  
HILL HOUSE INC  
RESID THERAPEUTIC COMM AND TRANS A/C  
408 WEST MILL STREET  
CARBONDALE, IL 62901  
(618) 529-1151  ** DA RR Y B H TX **  
CARLINVILLE  
ILLAID SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION EDUCATION  
CARLINVILLE, IL 62626  
(217) 854-8472  ** AD PV **  
MACOUPIN COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER  
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CENTER  
100 NORTH SIDE SQUARE  
CARLINVILLE, IL 62626  
(217) 856-3166  ** AD AM H Y PI CU PG TX CI PV **  
CAROL STREAM  
SOUTH CAROL STREAM COMMUNITY CENTER  
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES  
375 SCHMIDT ROAD  
SUITE 201  
CAROL STREAM, IL 60188  
(708) 668-7014  ** AD AM H Y TX **  
CARROLLTON  
TRI COUNTY COUNSELING CENTER  
DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM  
302 5TH STREET  
CARROLLTON, IL 62016  
(217) 942-6971  ** AD AM H Y TX **  
CARTHAGE  
HANCOCK COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CTR INC  
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM  
607 BUCHANAN STREET  
HIGHWAY 136  
CARTHAGE, IL 62321  
(217) 357-3176  ** AD AM H Y PI DM TX PV **  
CARY  
ADVANTAGE GROUP INC  
8500 CARY/ALGONQUIN ROAD  
CARY, IL 60013  
(708) 516-0500  ** AD AM H Y CU TX CI PV **  
CASEYVILLE  
GATEWAY FOUNDATION INC  
CASEYVILLE FACILITY  
600 WEST LINCOLN STREET  
CASEYVILLE, IL 62232  
(630) 345-3970  ** AD DT RR H A B H HV PI CU IV TX **  
** PV **
ILLINOIS

CENTRALIA
COMMUNITY RESOURCE CENTER
101 SOUTH LOCUST STREET
CENTRALIA, IL 62801
(618) 533-1391
** AD AM Y EA DW TX CI PV **

CHAMPAIGN
CARLE CLINIC ASSOCIATION
NEW CHANCE ADULT OUTPT ALC/DRUG REHAB
809 WEST CHURCH STREET
CARLE PAVILION
CHAMPAIGN, IL 61820
(217) 373-1777
** AD AM IV TX **

PRAIRIE CENTER FOR SUBSTANCE ABUSE
HILL STREET UNIT
122 WEST HILL STREET
CHAMPAIGN, IL 61820
(217) 356-7562
** AD DT RR M Y A HV IV DW TX PV **

PRAIRIE CENTER FOR SUBSTANCE ABUSE
NEIL STREET UNIT
115 NORTH NEIL STREET
CHAMPAIGN, IL 61820
(217) 359-1160
** AD AM M Y A HV CU IV DW TX PV **

CHARLESTON
CENTRAL EAST ALCOHOL AND DRUG COUNCIL
FAMILY OUTPATIENT CENTER
720 4TH STREET
CHARLESTON, IL 61920
(217) 348-0154
** AD AM M Y EA DW TX CI PV **

CENTRAL EAST ALCOHOL AND DRUG COUNCIL
HOUR HOUSE RESIDENTIAL AND DETOX
635 DIVISION STREET
CHARLESTON, IL 61920
(217) 348-8108
** AD DT RR M Y EA DW TX CI PV **

CENTRAL EAST ALCOHOL AND DRUG COUNCIL
WOMEN'S PROJECT
1501 1/2 18TH STREET
CHARLESTON, IL 61920
(217) 348-5444
** AD RR M Y EA DW TX CI PV **

CHICAGO
ACADEMY FOR COUNSELING
810 EAST 81ST STREET
CHICAGO, IL 60619
(312) 723-6402
** AD AM B CU EA DW TX PV **

AFTERCARE INC
10459 SOUTH KEDZIE AVENUE
CHICAGO, IL 60655
(312) 881-8101
** AD PV OT **

ALTERNATIVES INC
1126 WEST GRANVILLE AVENUE
2ND FLOOR
CHICAGO, IL 60660
(312) 973-5400
** AD AM M Y B H CU TX PV **

ALTERNATIVES SCHOOL NETWORK
1807 WEST SUNNYSIDE STREET
SUITE 10
CHICAGO, IL 60640
(312) 728-6030
** AD PV **

ARCHDIOCESE OF CHICAGO
OFFICE OF CATH EDUC/SUBST ABUSE PREV
155 EAST SUPERIOR STREET
CHICAGO, IL 60611
(312) 751-5200
** AD EA PV **

ASSOCIATION HOUSE OF CHICAGO
2650 WEST HIRSCH STREET
CHICAGO, IL 60622
(312) 235-7703
** AD AM M Y B H HV PG TX **

BETHANY HOSPITAL
PARKSIDE RECOVERY CENTER
3435 WEST VAN BUREN STREET
CHICAGO, IL 60624
(312) 265-7700
** AD DT RR B HV CU IV TX **

BOBBY E NRIGHT CMHC
ALCOHOLISM AND SUBST ABUSE SERVICES
9 SOUTH KEDZIE AVENUE
CHICAGO, IL 60612
(312) 722-7900
** AD AM Y IV TX CI PV **

BRASS ESSENCE HOUSE
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT PROG
1223 WEST MARQUETTE ROAD
CHICAGO, IL 60636
(312) 876-7200
** AD OT **

BRASS FOUNDATION INC
BRASS II
8000 SOUTH RACINE AVENUE
CHICAGO, IL 60620
(312) 994-2708
** DA AM M A B HV CU IV PG MM **

BRASS 1/ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
514 EAST 50TH PLACE
CHICAGO, IL 60615
(312) 538-3400
** AD AM M A B HV CU PG TX MM **

BRASS TAPESTRY YOUTH SERVICES
950 EAST 61ST STREET
LOWER LEVEL
CHICAGO, IL 60637
(312) 488-6600
** AD AM Y B TX **

BROTHERHOOD AGAINST SLAVERY TO ADDICTS
(BASTA) DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
3054-56 WEST CERMAK ROAD
CHICAGO, IL 60623
(312) 521-7007
** DA AM A H HV IV MM **

CATHEDRAL SHELTER OF CHICAGO
HIGGINS HALLWAY HOUSE
207 SOUTH ASHLAND BOULEVARD
CHICAGO, IL 60607
(312) 666-3645
** AD RR A B H AI HV PI CU IV TX **
** CZ **

CENTER FOR ADDICTIVE PROBLEMS
609 NORTH WELL'S STREET
CHICAGO, IL 60610
(312) 266-0404
** DA AM IV MM **

CENTER FOR OUTPT ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT
(PROJECT COAT)
9415 SOUTH WESTERN AVENUE
CHICAGO, IL 60620
(312) 258-5300
** AD AM TX **

CHICAGO CLERGY ASSOCIATION FOR THE
HOMELESS PERSON/HAYMARKET HOUSE
120 NORTH SANGAMON STREET
CHICAGO, IL 60607
(312) 226-7984
** AD DT RR AM M IV PG EA TX **

CHICAGO DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH
CHICAGOS ADDICTIONS TREATMENT CENTER
3026 SOUTH CALIFORNIA AVENUE
CHICAGO, IL 60608
(312) 650-5100
** AD RR AM M Y H TX PV **

CHICAGO LAKESHORE HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCE PROGRAM
4840 NORTH MARINE DRIVE
CHICAGO, IL 60640
(312) 878-9700
** AD DT RR AM M A B H HV CU IV TX **
** PV MM **

CHICAGO PUBLIC SCHOOLS
CURRICULUM SCIENCE 6-CS/SUB ABUSE PREV
1819 WEST PERSHING ROAD
CHICAGO, IL 60609
(312) 880-7976
** AD PV **
COMMUNITY LINKAGES INC
LAKE STREET UNIT
5619 WEST CORCORAN PLACE
CHICAGO, IL 60640
(312) 378-3133
** AD PV **

COMMUNITY LINKAGES INC
RACINE AVENUE UNIT
7626 SOUTH RACINE AVENUE
CHICAGO, IL 60620
(312) 224-3443
** AD PV **

COMMUNITY LINKAGES INC
WESTERN AVENUE UNIT
6950 SOUTH WESTERN AVENUE
CHICAGO, IL 60636
(312) 436-6500
** AD PV **

COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH COUNCIL INC
OUTPATIENT ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
8704 SOUTH CONSTANCE AVENUE
CHICAGO, IL 60617
(312) 734-4033
** AD AM H B CU TX CI PV **

COMPRAND INC
YOUTH AND WOMENS SERVICE
6057 SOUTH HALSTED STREET
CHICAGO, IL 60621
(312) 487-9200
** AD AM Y B TX CI PV **

COUNSELING CENTER OF LAKE VIEW
LAKE VIEW SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
3225 NORTH SHEFFIELD AVENUE
CHICAGO, IL 60657
(312) 549-5886
** AD AM Y TX **

DEVELOPING COMMUNITIES PROJECT
CAREER EDUCATION NETWORKS PROGRAM
11310 SOUTH FOREST STREET
CHICAGO, IL 60628
(312) 928-2500
** AD PV **

DEVELOPING COMMUNITIES PROJECT
PROJET IMPACT
159 KENSINGTON AVENUE
CHICAGO, IL 60628
(312) 928-2500
** AD PV **

EDGEMERE UPTOWN CMHC
PROGESSIONS
5622 NORTH BROADWAY
CHICAGO, IL 60660
(312) 870-9222
** AD AM H A B H HV CU DM TX **

EL RINCON COMMUNITY CLINIC
1074 NORTH MILWAUKEE AVENUE
CHICAGO, IL 60647
(312) 276-0200 EXT. 8
** DA AM A H HV IV MM **

ENGLEWOOD COMMUNITY HEALTH ORGANIZATION
ALCOHOLISM AND SUBST ABUSE SERVICES
9465 WEST 69TH STREET
CHICAGO, IL 60621
(312) 962-5600
** AD RR AM W A B HV CU DM TX **

FORUM/DON'T HANG WITH GANGS
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION SERVICES
7510 SOUTH SAGINAW STREET
CHICAGO, IL 60649
(312) 933-5700
** AD PV **

GARFIELD COUNSELING CENTER
FULL SERVICE/WOMENS PROJECT/ADOLESCENT
4132 WEST MADISON STREET
CHICAGO, IL 60624
(312) 533-0433
** AD AM W Y A B HV PI IV EA TX PV **
** MM **

GATEWAY FOUNDATION INC
CHICAGO OUTPATIENT
2855 NORTH SHEFFIELD AVENUE
CHICAGO, IL 60657
(312) 929-6265
** AD AM IV EA DW TX **

GATEWAY FOUNDATION INC
COOK COUNTY JAIL/SATC
2700 SOUTH CALIFORNIA AVENUE
CHICAGO, IL 60608
(312) 890-5667
** AD AM IV TX PV **

GATEWAY FOUNDATION INC
KEDZIE FACILITY
1706 NORTH KEDZIE AVENUE
CHICAGO, IL 60647
(312) 227-6040
** AD RR W A HV IV TX **

HABILITATIVE SYSTEMS INC
FIRST STEP AND AIR PROGRAMS
4350 WEST 16TH STREET
CHICAGO, IL 60623
(312) 321-3360
** AD AM W Y A B H HV PI IV PG **
** TX PV **

HEALTH CARE ALTERNATIVE SYSTEMS INC
2755 WEST ARMITAGE AVENUE
CHICAGO, IL 60647
(312) 252-3300
** AD AM B H HV CU EA DM TX **

HEALTH CARE ALTERNATIVE SYSTEMS INC
OUTPATIENT
1736 WEST 47TH STREET
CHICAGO, IL 60609
(312) 254-5141
** AD AM B H HV CU TX **

HOLY CROSS HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE COUNSELING PROG
2701 68TH STREET
CHICAGO, IL 60629
(312) 471-7312
** AD AM DW TX **

HUMAN RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE
ALGELD GARDENS ALC TREATMENT PROGRAM
13226 SOUTH ELLIS STREET
CHICAGO, IL 60627
(312) 995-4600
** AD AM IV TX **

HUMAN RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE
BILLI HOLIDAY CENTER
131 EAST 111TH STREET
CHICAGO, IL 60628
(312) 995-4637
** DA AM H A B HV CU IV PV MM **

HUMAN RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE
DUAL DIAGNOSIS PROGRAM
12257 SOUTH EMERALD STREET
CHICAGO, IL 60628
(312) 995-4600 EXT. 11
** AD AM A TX CI PV **

HUMAN RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE
INNER CITIES YOUTH LEADER INSTITUTE
417 SOUTH DEARBORN STREET
SUITE 900
CHICAGO, IL 60605
(312) 374-8411
** AD PV **

HUMAN RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE
RESIDENTIAL SERVICES NEST
2207 WEST 18TH STREET
CHICAGO, IL 60608
(312) 226-6989
** DA RR IV TX PV **

HUMAN RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE
ROSELAND RESIDENTIAL SERVICES
11352 SOUTH STATE STREET
CHICAGO, IL 60628
(312) 785-4955
** DA RR TX PV **

HUMAN RESOURCES DEVELOPMENT INSTITUTE
WOMENS RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT
150 EAST 110TH PLACE
CHICAGO, IL 60628
(312) 785-2098
** DA RR IV TX **
ILINOIS

HUMBOLDT PARK IMRI
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION SERVICES
2550 WEST NORTH AVENUE
1ST FLOOR
CHICAGO, IL 60647
(312) 489-3920
** AD PV **

HYDE PARK HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES
5800 STONY ISLAND AVENUE
CHICAGO, IL 60637
(312) 493-1192
** AD RR AM B CU IV DH TX **

INTERVENTIONS
CENTRAL INTAKE
1234 SOUTH MICHIGAN AVENUE
SUITE 100
CHICAGO, IL 60605
(312) 663-1020
** AD CI **

INTERVENTIONS
CHICAGO OUTPATIENT TREATMENT PROGRAM
5701 SOUTH HOOK STREET
CHICAGO, IL 60636
(312) 737-4600
** AD DT RR W HV CU TX **

INTERVENTIONS
CROSSROADS
3758 WEST 103RD STREET
CHICAGO, IL 60655
(312) 239-1400
** AD RR AM Y A B H HV CU TX **

INTERVENTIONS
LAKESIDE HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
255 WEST CEMRAX ROAD
CHICAGO, IL 60616
(312) 225-4500
** AD DT RR A H HV IV EA TX **

LATINO YOUTH INC
PO916 INNOVATIVE PROGRAMS
2901-07 WEST CEMRAX ROAD
CHICAGO, IL 60623
(312) 277-0400
** AD PV **

LOGAN SQUARE NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOCIATION
PREVENTION PROJECT
3321 WEST MRIGHTHIELD AVENUE
CHICAGO, IL 60647
(312) 584-4370
** AD PV **

LUTHERAN SOCIAL SERVICES OF ILLINOIS
ADD DETOX
5517 NORTH KENMORE AVENUE
CHICAGO, IL 60640
(312) 728-2309
** AD DT W TX OT **

LUTHERAN SOCIAL SERVICES OF ILLINOIS
ADD IN EDGECATER
1756 WEST DEVON STREET
CHICAGO, IL 60660
(312) 764-5350
** AD AM IV DH TX CI **

LUTHERAN SOCIAL SERVICES OF ILLINOIS
ADD IN PORTAGE/CRAIN
4840 WEST BYRON STREET
CHICAGO, IL 60641
(312) 287-7800
** AD AM TX CI PV **

LUTHERAN SOCIAL SERVICES OF ILLINOIS
ADD IN ROGERS PARK
1710 WEST LUNT AVENUE
CHICAGO, IL 60626
(312) 330-3008
** AD AM W Y B HV CU IV PG TX CI **
** PV **

LUTHERAN SOCIAL SERVICES OF ILLINOIS
ADD IN ROGERS PARK/HOMENS RESIDENCE
1710 WEST LUNT AVENUE
CHICAGO, IL 60626
(312) 338-0485
** AD RR W A B H HV CU IV TX PV **

LUTHERAN SOCIAL SERVICES OF ILLINOIS
ALCOHOL/DRUG DEPENDENCY PROG/SOUTH
3220 WEST 115TH STREET
CHICAGO, IL 60655
(312) 681-7579
** AD AM W Y A B H HV PI CU PG TX **
** PV **

LUTHERAN SOCIAL SERVICES OF ILLINOIS
THE RESIDENCE FOR MEN
1640 WEST MORSE AVENUE
CHICAGO, IL 60626
(312) 338-5105
** AD RR TX OT **

LUTHERAN SOCIAL SERVICES OF ILLINOIS
THE RESIDENCE SOUTH
7843 SOUTH ESSEX AVENUE
CHICAGO, IL 60649
(312) 933-0666
** AD RR IV TX PV **

MAGNOLIA HOUSE
3266 NORTH CLARK STREET
LOWER LEVEL
CHICAGO, IL 60657
(312) 871-4717
** AD DT EA DM TX CI PV **

MARTHA WASHINGTON HOSPITAL
TREATMENT CENTER
4055 NORTH WESTERN AVENUE
CHICAGO, IL 60618
(312) 583-1700
** AD DT RR AM H A B H AI HV CU IV **
** PG EA DH TX PV **

MERCY HOSPITAL AND MEDICAL CENTER
ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG DEPENDENCY PROG
STEVENSOn EXPRESSWAY AT KING DRIVE
CHICAGO, IL 60616
(312) 567-2486
** AD DT RR AM H A B H HV PI CU IV **
** PG EA DM TX CI **

MERCY MEDICAL AT PRESIDENTIAL TOWERS
614 WEST MONROE TOWER 3
CHICAGO, IL 60606
(312) 902-4000
** AD AM IV TX CI PV **

MERCY MEDICAL ON PULASKI
5635 SOUTH PULASKI ROAD
CHICAGO, IL 60629
(312) 585-1955
** AD AM TX CI PV **

METRO HELP
3080 NORTH LINCOLN AVENUE
CHICAGO, IL 60657
(312) 929-5150
** AD PV **

MEXICAN COMMUNITY COMMITTEE OF
SOUTH CHICAGO/SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREV
2959 EAST 91ST STREET
CHICAGO, IL 60617
(312) 978-6441
** AD PV **

MOUNT SINAI HOSPITAL/MEDICAL CENTER
CAREUNIT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
CALIFORNIA AND 15TH STREETS
CHICAGO, IL 60608
(312) 650-6509
** AD DT RR AM H A B HV PI CU IV **
** PG EA TX CI PV **
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR PERINATAL RESEARCH ADDICTION AND EDUCATION
11 EAST HUBBARD STREET
CHICAGO, IL 60611
(312) 329-2512
** AD RR H B PG TX OT **

NATIONAL TRAINING AND INFORMATION CENTER
PROJECT CLEAN
410 NORTH MILWAUKEE STREET
CHICAGO, IL 60622
(312) 243-3035
** AD PV **

NEAR WEST SIDE COMMUNITY COMMITTEE
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION SERVICES
1044 WEST TAYLOR STREET
CHICAGO, IL 60607
(312) 666-8444
** AD PV **

NORTHERN DISTRICT OF ILLINOIS
U.S. PROB OFFICE DRUG AFTERCARE SERV
219 SOUTH DEARBORN STREET
ROOM 1100
CHICAGO, IL 60604
(312) 435-5700
** AD AM A B H HV CU IV TX **

NORTHEASTERN MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCE PROGRAM/ADMIN
448 EAST ONTARIO STREET
8TH FLOOR
CHICAGO, IL 60611
(312) 908-5188
** AD IV CI **

OUNCE OF PREVENTION FUND
108 WEST RANDOLPH STREET
SUITE 2200
CHICAGO, IL 60601
(312) 863-6080
** AD PV **

PILSEN LITTLE VILLAGE CMHC
1858 WEST CERMAK ROAD
CHICAGO, IL 60608
(312) 224-1120
** AL RR H TX CI PV **

PREVENTION PARTNERSHIP
5936 WEST LAKE STREET
CHICAGO, IL 60644
(312) 378-4195
** AD PV **

RUSH/PRESBYTERIAN ST LUKES MEDICAL CENTER
RUSH ADDICTION MANAGEMENT PROGRAM
1720 WEST POLK STREET
MARSHALL FIELD IV CENTER
CHICAGO, IL 60612
(312) 942-5273
** AD AM A B H HV PI CU DX TX **

SAFER FOUNDATION
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION SERVICES
571 WEST JACKSON STREET
CHICAGO, IL 60606
(312) 922-2200
** AD PV **

SAINT ELIZABETHS HOSPITAL
CAREUNIT PROGRAM
1431 NORTH CLAREMONT AVENUE
CHICAGO, IL 60622
(312) 278-5015
** AD DT RR H IV TX CI PV **

SAVATION ARMY
HARBOR LIGHT CENTER
1515 WEST MONROE STREET
CHICAGO, IL 60607
(312) 421-5753
** AD RR AM A B HV PI CU TX **

SOUTHWEST YMCA
ADOLESCENT OUTPATIENT TREATMENT PROGRAM
13040 SOUTH PULASKI ROAD
CHICAGO, IL 60658
(708) 385-6700
** AD AM Y TX CI PV **

SUBSTANCE ABUSE AND ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT CENTER INC
701 WEST ROOSEVELT ROAD
CHICAGO, IL 60607
(312) 829-5002
** AD AM W A B H HV PI CU IV PG **
** TX MM **

SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES INC
PROJECT SUCCESS AND INFANT MORTALITY
2126 SOUTH PRAIRIE AVENUE
CHICAGO, IL 60616
(312) 808-5210
** DA AM W A D B H HV PI IV PG TX MM **

TARNOWSKI COUNSELING AND CLINICAL SERVICE
5462 WEST VICTORY AVENUE
ROOM 110
CHICAGO, IL 60639
(312) 622-7673
** AD AM W HV CU PG EA DM TX PV **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
ALCOHOL DEPENDENCE TREATMENT PROGRAM
820 SOUTH DAMEN AVENUE
ROOM 116A
CHICAGO, IL 60612
(312) 666-6500 EXT. 2944
** AL RR AM A B H HV EA TX **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
DRUG DEPENDENCE TREATMENT PROGRAM
820 SOUTH DAMEN AVENUE
ROOM 123
CHICAGO, IL 60612
(312) 666-6500 EXT. 2209
** DA RR AM A B H HV CU IV EA TX **
** CT PV MM **

WESTERN CLINICAL HEALTH SERVICES INC
(WCHS)
63 EAST ADAMS STREET
CHICAGO, IL 60603
(312) 939-7047
** DA AM A B H HV CU IV PG MM **

WOODLAWN ORGANIZATION
HRRP
13147 EAST 65TH STREET
CHICAGO, IL 60637
(312) 995-6116
** AD DT RR H A B HV PI CU IV TX **

YOUTH OUTREACH SERVICES INC
KEDZIE OUTPATIENT EAST OFFICE
3841 NORTH KEDZIE AVENUE
CHICAGO, IL 60618
(312) 539-7605
** AD AM Y B H HV TX PV **

YOUTH SERVICE PROJECT INC
3942 WEST NORTH AVENUE
CHICAGO, IL 60647
(312) 772-6270
** AD AM Y B H CU TX PV **

CHICAGO (EVERGREEN PARK)

ILLINOIS BIODYNE
EVERGREEN PARK CENTER
9415 SOUTH WESTERN AVENUE
SUITE 100
CHICAGO (EVERGREEN PARK), IL 60620
(312) 239-6040
** AD AM IV TX **

INTERACTION INSTITUTE ALDERMAN FAMILY COUNSELING SERVICE
2400 WEST 95TH STREET
CHICAGO (EVERGREEN PARK), IL 60642
(708) 622-1848
** AD AM W Y CU EA DM TX PV **

PARKSIDE RECOVERY CENTER AT LITTLE COMPANY OF MARY HOSPITAL
2800 WEST 95TH STREET
CHICAGO (EVERGREEN PARK), IL 60642
(312) 422-6200 EXT. 5700
** AD DT RR AM Y IV EA TX CI PV **

CHICAGO HEIGHTS

AUNT MARTHAS YOUTH SERVICE CENTER INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
223 WEST JOE DRR ROAD
CHICAGO HEIGHTS, IL 60411
(708) 754-1044
** AD AM Y CU TX CI PV **
ILLINOIS

CLINTON

DEWITT COUNTY HUMAN RESOURCE CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
1150 ROUTE 54 WEST
CLINTON, IL 61727
(217) 935-9496
** AD AM EA DM TX CI PV OT **

COLLINSVILLE

PIASA HEALTH CARE
1315 VANDALIA STREET
COLLINSVILLE, IL 62234
(618) 345-5200
** AD AM Y EA DM TX PV **

CRYSTAL LAKE

COUNSELING CENTER
5006 ROUTE 14
CRYSTAL LAKE, IL 60014
(815) 455-3400
** AD AM EA DM TX CI PV **

DANVILLE

CROSSPOINT HUMAN SERVICES
309 NORTH LOGAN AVENUE
DANVILLE, IL 61832
(217) 442-3200
** AD AM Y B HV CU IV PG EA DM **
** TX PV **

HOUSING AUTHORITY OF DANVILLE CITY
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION SERVICES
611 OAK STREET
DANVILLE, IL 61832
(217) 445-0621
** AD PV **

UNITED SAMARITAN MEDICAL CENTER
BRIDGEMAY RECOVERY CENTER
600 SAGER AVENUE
DANVILLE, IL 61832
(217) 443-5614
** AD DT RR AM IV DM TX CI PV **

DE KALB

DE KALB COUNTY YOUTH SERVICE BUREAU
EARLY INTERVENTION PROGRAMS
330 GROVE STREET
DE KALB, IL 60115
(815) 750-2454
** AD AM Y B TX PV **

KISHWAUKEE COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
ALC/CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY TREATMENT CTR
ROUTE 23 AND BETHANY ROAD
DE KALB, IL 60115
(815) 756-2722
** AD DT RR AM H Y B H PI CU IV EA **
** TX CI PV **

DECATUR

DECATUR MENTAL HEALTH CENTER INC
GEORGEY M. GEORGEOGRAPHIC RECOVERY CENTER
2300 NORTH EDWARD STREET
BUILDING 5
DECATUR, IL 62526
(217) 877-2476
** AD DT RR AM Y B H AI HV PI **
** CU IV PG EA DM TX PV **

SAINT MARYS HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL/DRUG ADDICTION TREATMENT CTR
1800 EAST LAKESHORE DRIVE
DECATUR, IL 62525
(217) 464-2963
** AD DT RR AM Y C IV PG EA DM **
** TX CI PV **

DES PLAINES

MAIN TOWNSHIP COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
985 GRACELAND STREET
DES PLAINES, IL 60016
(708) 297-0240
** AL AM DM TX PV **

STEP ONE RECOVERY CENTERS
PARTNERS IN PSYCHIATRY
1683 ELK BOULEVARD
DES PLAINES, IL 60016
(708) 297-7442
** AD AM Y A B H AI HV CU IV PG **
** EA DM TX CI PV **

DIXON

ADULT EDUCATION ASSOCIATES
404 NORTH GALENA AVENUE
DIXON, IL 61021
(815) 284-3940
** AL AM DM TX CI PV **

SINMISSISSIPPI CENTERS INC
CENTER FOR ADDICTIONS
325 ILLINOIS ROUTE 2
DIXON, IL 61021
(815) 284-6611
** AD AM Y H HV CU IV EA DM TX PV **

DONNERS GROVE

LINDA SAVAGE ALCOHOL COUNSELING
5329 MAIN STREET
DONNERS GROVE, IL 60515
(708) 810-9075
** AD AM A B AI CU DM TX PV **

DONNERS GROVE (WOODBRIDGE)

PARKSIDE LODGE OF DU PAGE INC
2221 64TH STREET
DONNERS GROVE (WOODBRIDGE), IL 60517
(708) 719-0980
** AD DT RR Y CU IV TX CI PV **

PARKSIDE RESIDENTIAL OUTPATIENT CTR OF
WOODBRIDGE
2221 64TH STREET
DONNERS GROVE (WOODBRIDGE), IL 60517
(708) 968-3400
** AD AM H B H AI CU TX CI PV OT **

DU QUINN

PERRY COUNTY COUNSELING CENTER INC
RR 1
DU QUINN, IL 62832
(618) 542-4357
** AD AM DM TX CI PV **

DUNDEE

RENZ ADDICTION COUNSELING CENTER
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
514 MARKET LOOP STREET
SUITE 109
DUNDEE, IL 60118
(708) 428-3340
** AD AM Y CU IV TX **

D沃IGHT

GATEWAY FOUNDATION INC
DRIGHT CORREC CTR SUBST ABUSE TRT CTR
DIGHT, IL 60420
(815) 584-2806
** AD AM H B HV IV TX **

EAST MOLINE

ROCK ISLAND CNTY COUNCIL ON ADDICTIONS
NEM HOPE LODGE/FEMALE HALFMAID HOUSE
RURAL ROUTE 2
EAST MOLINE, IL 61244
(309) 792-0290
** AD RR TX OT **

ROCK ISLAND CNTY COUNCIL ON ADDICTIONS
OUTPATIENT
RURAL ROUTE 2
EAST MOLINE, IL 61244
(309) 792-0292
** AD AM Y EA DM TX PV **

EAST SAINT LOUIS

COMP MH CTR OF SAINT CLAIR COUNTY INC
PROJECT SAFE AND YOUTH UNITS IN ARTS
913 MARTIN LUTHER KING DRIVE
EAST SAINT LOUIS, IL 62201
(618) 482-7385
** AD DT AM TX CI **

GATEWAY EAST HEALTH SERVICES INC
YOUTH LEADERSHIP PROGRAM
327 MISSOURI AVENUE
FIRST ILLINOIS BANK BUILDING ROOM 420
EAST SAINT LOUIS, IL 62201
(618) 874-0095
** AD PV **

132
EDWARDSVILLE

INTENSIVE OUTPATIENT CARE
315 NORTH MAIN
EDWARDSVILLE, IL 62025
(618) 656-7064
** AD AM M Y B H AI CU PG TX CI **

SAINT ELIZABETH MEDICAL CENTER
THE EDGEWOOD PROGRAM
1121 UNIVERSITY DRIVE
EDWARDSVILLE, IL 62025
(618) 790-3012
** AD DT RR AM IV TX CI PV **

EFFINGHAM

EFFINGHAM COUNTY GUIDANCE AND COUNSELING CENTER
1108 SOUTH WILLIAM STREET
EFFINGHAM, IL 62401
(217) 347-7179
** AD AN Y EA TX PV **

ELDORADO

EGYPTIAN PUBLIC AND MENTAL HEALTH DEPT
ALCOHOL OUTPATIENT
RURAL ROUTE 3
ELDORADO, IL 62930
(618) 273-3326
** AD AN Y DN TX **

ELGIN

LATINO TREATMENT CENTER
54 FOUNTAIN SQUARE PLAZA
ELGIN, IL 60120
(312) 695-9155
** AD AM M H EA TX PV **

RENZ ADDICTION COUNSELING CENTER
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
76 FOUNTAIN SQUARE PLAZA
ELGIN, IL 60120
(708) 742-3545
** AD AN Y A B HV PI CU IV TX **

RENZ ADDICTION COUNSELING CENTER
PASSAGE PROGRAM
80 FOUNTAIN SQUARE PLAZA
ELGIN, IL 60120
(708) 888-8315
** AD AM M H HV PI CU IV PG TX **

RENZ ADDICTION COUNSELING CENTER
PREVENTION INTERVENTION
76 FOUNTAIN SQUARE PLAZA
ELGIN, IL 60120
(708) 742-3545
** AD PV **

SAINT JOSEPH HOSPITAL
CORNERSTONE
77 NORTH AERIAL STREET
ELGIN, IL 60123
(312) 695-3200 EXT. 5735
** AD DT RR AM M Y B H PI CU TX **

ELK GROVE VILLAGE

ALEXIAN BROTHERS MEDICAL CENTER
ADDCITION TREATMENT CENTER
800 WEST BIESTERFIELD ROAD
ELK GROVE VILLAGE, IL 60007
(708) 901-3524
** AD DT RR AM M H DV TX CI **

COOK COUNTY SHERIFFS YOUTH SERVICES
IN TOUCH
1401 MAYBROOK DRIVE
ELK GROVE VILLAGE, IL 60153
(708) 865-2900
** AD PV **

KENNETH W YOUNG CENTER
IN TOUCH
1001 ROHWING ROAD
ELK GROVE VILLAGE, IL 60007
(708) 529-8800
** AD PV **

ELMHURST

ELMHURST MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
TREATMENT CENTER
200 BERTEAU AVENUE
ELMHURST, IL 60126
(708) 941-8270
** AD AM M Y B H AI HV PI **
** CU IV PG TX CI PV **

KEVIN AND ASSOCIATES INC
110 WEST PARK AVENUE
ELMHURST, IL 60126
(708) 530-8999
** AD EA PV **

LIFE EDUCATION CENTER FOUNDATION
180 WEST PARK AVENUE
SUITE 260
ELMHURST, IL 60126
(708) 865-8999
** AD EA PV **

EUREKA

TAZWOOD CENTER FOR HUMAN SERVICES INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
109 EAST EUREKA STREET
EUREKA, IL 61530
(309) 467-3770
** AD AM M H DV TX CI PV **

EVANSTON

EVANSTON HOSPITAL
CHAPMAN CENTER
650 NORTH RIDGE AVENUE
EVANSTON, IL 60201
(312) 492-6465
** AD DT RR IV TX PV MM **

PEER SERVICES INC
828 DAVIS STREET
EVANSTON, IL 60201
(708) 492-1776
** AD AM M H IV TX PV MM **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE OUTREACH PROGRAM
107-109 CLYDE STREET
EVANSTON, IL 60202
(708) 578-3740 EXT. 3490
** AD AM IV EA TX CI PV **

FOREST PARK

SUBURBAN CLINICAL SERVICES PC
8300 WEST ROOSEVELT ROAD
FOREST PARK, IL 60130
(708) 795-4747
** AD AM IV EA DN TX PV **

FOX LAKE

NORTHERN ILLINOIS COUNCIL ON
ALCOHOLISM AND SUBSTANCE ABUSE
37 EAST GRAND AVENUE
FOX LAKE, IL 60020
(708) 587-4500
** AD AM IV EA DN TX PV **

FREEPORT

FREEPORT DRUG EDUCATION AND
PREVENTION PROJECT/YOUTH SERVICES
1155 WEST STEPHENSON STREET
FREEPORT, IL 61032
(815) 232-4183
** AD PV **

JANE ADDAMS CHIC
INTOUCH
1133 WEST STEPHENSON STREET
FREEPORT, IL 61032
(815) 232-4183
** AD PV **

MARTIN LUTHER KING JR COMMUNITY CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION SERVICES
511 SOUTH LIBERTY STREET
FREEPORT, IL 61032
(815) 233-9915
** AD PV **

SOJOURN HOUSE INC
565 NORTH TURNER AVENUE
FREEPORT, IL 61032
(815) 232-5121
** AD DT RR AM Y IV EA DN TX **

GALESBURG

GALESBURG COTTAGE HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
695 NORTH KELLOGG STREET
GALESBURG, IL 61401
(309) 343-8131
** AD DT RR AM M H IV PG TX PV **
ILLINOIS

SPOON RIVER CENTER
ADAPT SERVICES
2323 MINDISH DRIVE
GALESBURG, IL 61401
(309) 344-4222.
** AD AM W YA DM TX CI PV **

GREAT LAKES
COUNSELING AND ASSISTANCE CTR (CAAC)
NAVAL TRAINING CENTER
BUILDING 62/TOPSIDE
GREAT LAKES, IL 60088
(312) 680-3404
** AD AM DM TX CI PV **

GREENVILLE
BOND COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
ALC/DRUG SERVS AND ADOLES TRT SERVICE
503 SOUTH PRAIRIE STREET
GREENVILLE, IL 62246
(618) 664-1442 EXT. 42
** AD AM Y IV TX PV **

HARVEY
FOUNDATION I CTR FOR HUMAN DEVELOPMENT
METHADONE TREATMENT UNIT
15400 SOUTH PAGE STREET
HARVEY, IL 60426
(708) 339-0861
** DA AM W A B CU IV PG PV MM **

INGALLS MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
HEALTH MANAGEMENT CENTER
ONE INGALLS DRIVE
HARVEY, IL 60426
(708) 333-2300 EXT. 6410
** AD DT RR AM Y CU IV EA TX CI PV **

MERCY COUNSELING AT MARKHAM
16601 SOUTH KEDZIE STREET
SUITE 106
HARVEY, IL 60426
(708) 333-1122
** AD AM TX CI PV **

HAZEL CREST
RECOVERY CONCEPTS
17065 DIXIE HIGHWAY
HAZEL CREST, IL 60559
(708) 335-1155
** AD AM Y A B HV PI IV PG TX **
** CI PV MM **

SOUTH SUBURBAN COUNCIL ALC/SUBST ABUSE
SOCIAL DETOXIFICATION PROGRAM
1909 CHEKER SQUARE
SECTION H
HAZEL CREST, IL 60429
(708) 957-3103
** AD DT W PI IV TX **

HERRIN
ASSOCIATED PSYCHOTHERAPISTS
CHARTER COUNSELING CENTER
120 WEST WALNUT STREET
HERRIN, IL 62948
(618) 988-1757
** AD AM W Y IV EA DM TX PV **

HIGHLAND PARK
HIGHLAND PARK CITIZENS FOR
DRUG AWARENESS
HIGHLAND PARK, IL 60035
(708) 432-8845
** AD PV **

HINSDALE
INTERVENTIONS
DU PAGE ADOLESCENT PROGRAM
11 SOUTH 250 ROUTE 83
HINSDALE, IL 60521
(708) 663-0817
** AD RR Y IV TX **

NEW DAY CENTER OF HINSDALE HOSPITAL
120 NORTH OAK STREET
HINSDALE, IL 60521
(708) 887-2800
** AD DT RR IV EA DM TX CI PV **

HOFFMAN ESTATES
SPECTRUM YOUTH AND FAMILY SERVICES
25 ILLINOIS BOULEVARD
HOFFMAN ESTATES, IL 60194
(708) 804-6212
** AD PV **

HOPEDALE
HOPEDALE HALL ALCOHOLISM REHAB PROGRAM
RAILROAD AND TREMONT STREETS
HOPEDALE MEDICAL COMPLEX
HOPEDALE, IL 61747
(309) 449-3321 EXT. 400
** AD DT RR W A B AI HV PI CU PG **
** TX **

IRVING
CONTINUING RECOVERY CENTER
CENTRAL AT VINE
IRVING, IL 62051
(217) 533-4441
** AD PV **

JACKSONVILLE
JACKSONVILLE AREA COUNCIL ON ALCOHOL
ALC/DRUG ABUSE OUTPT TREATMENT PROGRAM
525 EAST MORTON AVENUE
JACKSONVILLE, IL 62650
(217) 243-1871
** AD AM IV TX PV **

JACKSONVILLE AREA COUNCIL ON ALCOHOL
RECOVERY CENTER/OUTPATIENT
601 WEST MORGAN STREET
SUITE 117
JACKSONVILLE, IL 62650
(217) 245-7587
** AD AM Y IV DM TX **
ILINOIS

JACKSONVILLE AREA COUNCIL ON ALCOHOL RESIDENTIAL PROGRAM
601 EAST MORTON AVENUE
JACKSONVILLE, IL 62650
(217) 243-1871
** AD RR H A IV TX CI **

JERSEYVILLE
RECOVERY CENTER
OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
301 SOUTH JEFFERSON STREET
JERSEYVILLE, IL 62052
(618) 498-6874
** AD AM IV DM TX **

JOLIET
HEALY AND ASSOCIATES
121 SPRINGFIELD AVENUE
JOLIET, IL 60455
(815) 741-0102
** AD AM H CU EA DM TX PV **

JOLIET HALFWAY HOUSE INC
609 EAST 2ND AVENUE
JOLIET, IL 60433
(815) 722-2220
** AD RR B CU IV TX **

SAINT JOSEPH MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
100 EAST MADISON STREET
JOLIET, IL 60435
(815) 741-7545
** AD DT RR AM IV TX DM **

SHELTERING ARMS INC
501-503 NORTH NORTHERN AVENUE
JOLIET, IL 60435
(815) 722-4444
** AD RR H B CU IV TX PV **

SILVER CROSS HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
1200 MAPLE ROAD
JOLIET, IL 60432
(815) 740-7034
** AD DT RR AM Y A H HV CU IV DM **
** TX CI PV **

TRI COUNTY REHAB CENTER FOR ALCOHOLISM
UNIT I
205 BRIDGE STREET
JOLIET, IL 60435
(815) 722-2226
** AD RR IV TX **

WILL COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
FOUNDATIONS/ADDICTION SERVICES
501 ELLA AVENUE
JOLIET, IL 60433
(815) 727-8772
** AD AM Y H DM TX CI **

JUSTICE
MERCY MEDICAL IN JUSTICE
81ST STREET AND KEAN AVENUE
JUSTICE, IL 60458
(708) 594-3522
** AD AM TX CI PV **

KANKAKEE
AUNT MARTHA'S YOUTH SERVICE CENTER INC
187 SOUTH SCHUYLER STREET
SUITE 420
KANKAKEE, IL 60901
(815) 937-0100
** AD AM Y CU TX CI PV **

DUANE DEAN RECOVERY CLINIC
THRESHOLD MH/HOPE POLYDRUG
700 EAST COURT STREET
KANKAKEE, IL 60901
(815) 937-0125
** AD AM W Y B CU IV PG TX MM **

KANKAKEE COUNTY REGIONAL
OFFICE OF EDUCATION/IN TOUCH
169 EAST COURT STREET
SUITE 400
KANKAKEE, IL 60901
(815) 937-3940
** AD PV **

NEW HOPE COUNSELING CENTER
150 NORTH SCHUYLER STREET
SUITE 1002
KANKAKEE, IL 60901
(815) 937-7771
** AD AM W Y B EA DM TX PV **

PARKSIDE LODGE SOUTH
RESOLVE CENTER
401 NORTH WALL STREET
KANKAKEE, IL 60901
(815) 935-1844
** AD DT RR AM H Y A B H AI HV PI **
** CU IV PG TX PV **

LA SALLE
LA SALLE COUNTY COUNCIL FOR
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
885 GRANT AVENUE
LA SALLE, IL 61301
(815) 223-6670
** AD AM W Y IV EA DM TX PV **

LAKE VILLA
GATEWAY FOUNDATION ADOLESCENT PROGRAM
25400 WEST CEDARCREST LANE
LAKE VILLA, IL 60046
(708) 356-8292
** AD RR Y IV TX **

GATEWAY FOUNDATION INC
LAKE VILLA FACILITY
25400 WEST CEDARCREST LANE
LAKE VILLA, IL 60046
(312) 356-8205
** AD RR W B H HV CU IV TX PV **

LAKE ZURICH
OMNI YOUTH SERVICES/LAKE ZURICH
195 EAST MAIN STREET
LAKE ZURICH, IL 60047
(708) 560-0680
** AD AM Y TX PV OT **

LIBERTYVILLE
CONDELL MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
ADDICTION RECOVERY PROGRAM
345 NORTH MILWAUKEE AVENUE
LIBERTYVILLE, IL 60048
(708) 816-7867
** AD AM H CU TX **

LAKE COUNTY HEALTH DEPT MH DIVISION
WOMENS RESIDENTIAL SERVICES
1125 NORTH MILWAUKEE ROAD
LIBERTYVILLE, IL 60048
(708) 362-7949
** AD RR H Y IV TX **

LINCOLN
ABRAHAM LINCOLN MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION SERVICES
315 8TH STREET
LINCOLN, IL 62656
(217) 752-2161
** AD AM DH TX PV **

LOMBARD
DU PAGE COUNSELING AND REFERRAL SERVICES INC
1156 SOUTH MAIN STREET
LOMBARD, IL 60148
(708) 620-8350
** AD AM H CU TX CI **

GUIDANCE CENTER OF
MEMORIAL HEALTH SERVICES
470 EAST ROSEVELT ROAD
LOMBARD, IL 60148
(708) 953-2900
** AD AM EA DM TX **

PATRICIA ELY AND ASSOCIATES
450 22ND STREET
SUITE 170
LOMBARD, IL 60148
(708) 620-8323
** AD AM Y CU DH TX **

135
Central East Alcohol and Drug Council
Outpatient Services
416 North 19th Street
Mattoon, IL 61938
(217) 348-8108
** AD AM H Y EA DH TX CI PV **

Choice
Mattoon, IL 61938
(217) 230-9636
** AD PV **

Maywood
Racing Industry Charitable Foundation
Addiction Services
8600 West North Avenue
Maywood, IL 60153
(708) 348-9375
** AD AM H Y A B H AI HV PI **
** CU PG TX PV **
** EA TX CI PV **

The Hay Back Inn Inc
104 Oak Street
Maywood, IL 60153
(708) 348-0422
** AD RR TX **

MC Henry
Family Service and CHIC for McHenry County
5320 West Elm Street
MC Henry, IL 60050
(815) 358-6400
** AD AM H IV EA DH TX PV **

Melrose Park
Westlake Community Hospital
Substance Abuse Center
1225 Lake Street
Melrose Park, IL 60160
(708) 681-3000 Ext. 3561
** AD DT RR AM TX PV **

Mendota
Mendota Community Hospital
DUI/Outpatient Services
1315 Memorial Drive
Mendota, IL 61342
(815) 539-7461 Ext. 249
** AD DT AM EA DH TX CI PV **

Metropolis
Fellowship House Inc
Outpatient Program/DUI
117 West 10th Street
Metropolis, IL 62960
(618) 529-5645
** AD AM DH TX CI PV **

Massac County Mental Health and Family Counseling Center Inc
206 West 5th Street
Metropolis, IL 62960
(618) 524-9568
** AD AM Y TX CI PV **

Moline
Parkside Recovery Center at United Medical Center
501 10th Avenue
Moline, IL 61265
(309) 757-2900
** AD RR IV EA TX **

Rock Island County Council on Addictions
Beacon House
1525 12th Avenue
Moline, IL 61265
(309) 792-0292
** AD RR TX **

Rock Island County Council on Addictions
In Touch Office
3803 27th Street
Moline, IL 61265
(309) 797-4220
** AD PV **

Monmouth
Spoon River CMHC
Substance Abuse Services
1000 West Harlem Street
Monmouth, IL 61462
(309) 754-9661
** AD AM H Y EA DH TX CI PV **

Monticello
Piatt County Mental Health Center
Substance Abuse Services
125 West Lafayette Street
Monticello, IL 61856
(217) 762-5371
** AD AM DH TX PV OT **

Morris
Grundy County Health Department
111 East Illinois Avenue
Morris, IL 60450
(815) 942-9026
** AL AM TX **

Grundy/Kendall Educational Service Region
Substance Abuse Prevention Services
Grundy County Courthouse
Room 26
Morris, IL 60450
(815) 942-9024
** AD PV **
MOUNT CARME

WABASH COUNTRY HEALTH DEPARTMENT COUNSELING SERVICES DIVISION 130 WEST 7TH STREET MOUNT CARME, IL 62863 (618) 265-3873 ** AD AM HV EA DH TX CI PV **

MOUNT STERLING

BROWN COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER ALCOHOLISM SERVICES 111 WEST WASHINGTON STREET MOUNT STERLING, IL 62353 (217) 735-3325 ** AD AM DH TX **

MOUNT VERNON

JEFFERSON COUNTY COMP SERVICES INC VANTAGE POINT ROUTE 37 NORTH MOUNT VERNON, IL 62864 (618) 242-5855 ** AD DT RR AM DH TX PV **

MUNDELEIN

OMNI YOUTH SERVICES GREENHOUSE PROGRAM OFFICE 505 EAST HAMLEY STREET MUNDELEIN, IL 60060 (708) 969-1020 ** AD AM Y TX CI PV **

PARKSIDE LODGE OF MUNDELEIN INC 24647 NORTH HIGHWAY 21 MUNDELEIN, IL 60060 (708) 634-2020 ** AD DT RR AM Y CU IV EA TX CI PV **

NAPERVILLE

NAPERVILLE TASK FORCE FOR DRUG FREE YOUTH NAPERVILLE, IL 60565 (312) 420-9163 ** AD PV **

NAPerville

WASHINGTON COUNTY OUTPATIENT ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM HOLZHAUER DRIVE NAPerville, IL 62263 (618) 327-3348 ** AD AM DH TX **

NORTH AURORA

FVSC CARE CLINICS INC 161 SOUTH LINCOLNWAY NORTH AURORA, IL 60542 (708) 896-4650 ** AL AM H EA DH TX CI PV **

NORTH CHICAGO

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM BUILDING 11 NORTH CHICAGO, IL 60064 (708) 668-1900 EXT. 3740 ** AD DT RR AM IV EA TX **

NORTHbrook

Roth SUBSTANCE ABUSE COUNSELING SERVICES 630 DUNDEE ROAD SUITE 230 NORTHbrook, IL 60062 (708) 498-1001 ** AD AM DH TX **

OAK FOREST

COUNSELING/SOCIAL SERVICES OF BREMEN 15350 OAK PARK AVENUE OAK FOREST, IL 60452 (708) 687-9200 ** AD AM Y TX CI PV **

OAK LAHN

ASSOCIATES IN ALC AND DRUG COUNSELING 10312 SOUTH CICERO AVENUE SUITE 2-C OAK LAHN, IL 60453 (312) 422-6505 ** AD AM W Y A B H AI HV PI CU PG ** ** EA DH TX **

CHRIST HOSPITAL AND MEDICAL CENTER OUTPATIENT SERVICES 4440 WEST 95TH STREET OAK LAHN, IL 60453 (708) 857-1335 ** AD DT RR AM W Y A B H AI HV PI ** ** CU PG EA DH TX CI PV **

OAK PARK

FAMILY SERV/MH CTR/ SUBST ABUSE SERVS OAK PARK/RIVER FOREST/BERRY/ CICERO/I 120 SOUTH MARION STREET OAK PARK, IL 60302 (708) 385-7500 ** AD AM Y IV DH TX **

GRATEFUL HAND FOUNDATION INC GRATEFUL HOUSE 422 SOUTH HEBELEY AVENUE OAK PARK, IL 60302 (708) 888-2065 ** AD RR AM H A HV CU TX CI **

ILLINOIS BIODYNE OAK PARK CENTER 1146 WESTGATE AVENUE SUITE 205 OAK PARK, IL 60301 (708) 860-6960 ** AD AM IV TX **

OAKBROOK TERRACE

ALEXANDER ZUHENDO AND ASSOCIATES 17 WEST 620 14TH STREET SUITE 202 OAKBROOK TERRACE, IL 60181 (708) 955-0220 ** AD AM EA DH TX **

OLNEY

SOUTHEASTERN IL COUNSELING CENTERS INC ALCOHOL OUTPATIENT SERVICES 4 NICEAN DRIVE OLNEY, IL 62450 (618) 395-4506 ** AD AM Y IV EA DH TX CI PV **

OLYMPIA FIELDS

OLYMPIA FIELDS ADDICTIONS COUNSELING AND FAMILY RECOVERY PROGRAM 2400 WEST LINCOLN HIGHWAY OLYMPIA FIELDS, IL 60461 (708) 747-3300 ** AD AM DH TX PV **

OTTAWA

COMMUNITY HOSPITAL OF OTTAWA HELP UNIT 1100 EAST NORRIS DRIVE OTTAWA, IL 61350 (815) 433-5606 ** AD DT RR IV EA TX **

COMPREHENSIVE OUTPATIENT RECOVERY PROG 417 WEST MADISON STREET OTTAWA, IL 61350 (815) 434-0034 ** AD AL AM DH TX **

DUI ASSESSMENTS AND SERVICES 417 WEST MADISON STREET SUITE 206 A-B OTTAWA, IL 61350 (815) 433-0028 ** AD AM DH TX PV DT **

LA SALLE COUNTY COUNCIL FOR ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE 776 CENTENNIAL DRIVE OTTAWA, IL 61350 (815) 434-1293 ** AD AM W Y IV EA DH TX PV **

PALATINE

LUTHERAN SOCIAL SERVICES OF ILLINOIS ADD IN THE NORTHWEST SUBURBS 4611 EMERSON AVENUE SUITE 112 PALATINE, IL 60067 (708) 397-0095 ** AD AM W Y IV TX PV **
ILLINOIS

HUMAN RESOURCES CENTER OF EDGAR AND CLARK COUNTIES
753 EAST COURT STREET
PARIS, IL 61944
(217) 465-6118
** AD AM DN TX PV **

PARK FOREST
PARK FOREST POLICE DEPARTMENT
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION
200 LAKEMOON BOULEVARD
PARK FOREST, IL 60466
(708) 768-9536
** AD PV **

PARK RIDE
PARKSIDE LUTHERAN HOSPITAL
COCAINE/ALCOHOL AND SUBSTANCE ABUSE
1700 LUTHER LANE
3 NORTH
PARK RIDGE, IL 60068
(708) 696-6050
** AD DT RR H A B H A I HV PI CU IV **
** PG EA DN TX CI PV **

PARKSIDE LUTHERAN HOSPITAL
DUAL DIAGNOSIS UNIT
1700 LUTHER LANE
2 SOUTH
PARK RIDGE, IL 60068
(708) 696-6050
** AD DT RR H A B H A I HV PI CU IV **
** PG EA DN TX CI PV **

PARKSIDE LUTHERAN HOSPITAL
EATING DISORDER UNIT
1700 LUTHER LANE
3 SOUTH
PARK RIDGE, IL 60068
(708) 696-6050
** AD DT RR IV EA TX CI PV **

PARKSIDE LUTHERAN HOSPITAL
OLDER ADULT PROGRAM
1700 LUTHER LANE
2 NORTH UNIT
PARK RIDGE, IL 60068
(708) 696-6050
** AD DT RR H A B H A I HV PI CU PG **
** EA TX **

PARKSIDE YOUTH CENTER INC
1700 NORTH WESTERN AVENUE
PARK RIDGE, IL 60068
(708) 696-8315
** AD RR Y TX **

PEKIN
TAZWOOD CENTER FOR HUMAN SERVICES
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM/TRT UNIT
1423 VALLE VISTA STREET
PEKIN, IL 61554
(309) 547-8579
** AD AM DN TX CI PV **

PEORIA
HUMAN SERVICE CENTER
COUNSELING FAMILY HOME
1316 NORTH UNIVERSITY STREET
PEORIA, IL 61606
(309) 685-2186
** AD AM Y TX **

HUMAN SERVICE CENTER
EARLY INTERVENTION
3420 NORTH ROCHELLE LANE
PEORIA, IL 61604
(309) 671-8084
** AD AM Y TX **

HUMAN SERVICE CENTER
FAYETTE COUNSELING CENTER
600 FAYETTE STREET
PEORIA, IL 61603
(309) 671-8000
** AD AM TX **

HUMAN SERVICE CENTER
HALFWAY HOUSE
405 NE PERRY STREET
PEORIA, IL 61603
(309) 671-8090
** AD AR Y TX **

HUMAN SERVICE CENTER
MCBEAN STREET OUTPATIENT
1015 WEST MCBEAN STREET
PEORIA, IL 61605
(309) 671-2582
** AD AM IV TX MM **

HUMAN SERVICE CENTER
PREVENTION
3420 NORTH ROCHELLE STREET
PEORIA, IL 61604
(309) 671-8074
** AD PV **

HUMAN SERVICE CENTER
PUBLIC INEBRIATE REFERRAL AND RESPONSE
2101 WEST MILLON KNOllS DRIVE
PEORIA, IL 61615
(309) 692-6974
** AD OT **

HUMAN SERVICE CENTER
RECOVERY HOME
1015 WEST MCBEAN STREET
PEORIA, IL 61605
(309) 671-2382
** AD OT **

HUMAN SERVICE CENTER
WHITE OAKS CENTER
3400 NEW LEAF LANE
PEORIA, IL 61615
(309) 692-6900
** AD AM H CU TX **

HUMAN SERVICE CENTER
WHITE OAKS KNOllS
2101 WEST MILLON KNOllS DRIVE
PEORIA, IL 61615
(309) 692-6900
** AD RR CU TX **

HUMAN SERVICE CENTER
WHITMAN MEDICAL UNIT
2101 WEST MILLON KNOllS STREET
PEORIA, IL 61615
(309) 692-6975
** AD DT TX **

HUMAN SERVICE CENTER/CENTRAL ILLINOIS
CENTER FOR THE TREATMENT OF ADDICTIONS
130 NORTH SHERIDAN ROAD
PEORIA, IL 61605
(309) 671-8961
** AD RR IV PG TX **

ROBERT W. FLANAGAN ED D
4516 NORTH STERLING AVENUE
SUITE 250
PEORIA, IL 61615
(309) 686-6434
** AD AM TX **

TAZWOOD CENTER FOR HUMAN SERVICES INC
100 NORTH MAIN STREET
PEORIA, IL 61611
(309) 694-6662
** AD AM DN TX CI PV **

PITTSFIELD
COUNSELING CENTER OF PIKE COUNTY
121 SOUTH MADISON STREET
PITTSFIELD, IL 62363
(217) 205-4634
** AD AM DN TX PV **

PONTIAC
INSTITUTE FOR HUMAN RESOURCES
310 TORRANCE AVENUE
PONTIAC, IL 61764
(615 844-6109
** AD AM DN TX PV **

PRAIRIE VIEW
OMNI YOUTH SERVICES/VERNON TOWNSHIP
23306 NORTH MAIN STREET
PRAIRIE VIEW, IL 60069
(708) 634-9360
** AD AM Y TX CI PV **
PRINCETON
QUAD COUNTY COUNSELING CENTER
530 PARK AVENUE EAST
PRINCETON, IL 61356
(815) 875-6450
** AD AM M Y EA DW TX **

QUINCY
ADAMS/PIKE EDUCATIONAL SERVICE REGION
ADAMS COUNTY OFFICE SUBST ABUSE PREV
257 NORTH 6TH STREET
QUINCY, IL 62301
(217) 225-6300
** AD EA PV **

GREAT RIVER RECOVERY RESOURCE
420 SOUTH 36TH STREET
QUINCY, IL 62301
(217) 226-6300
** AD DT RR AM Y Y A EA DW TX CI **
** PV **

SAINT MARY HOSPITAL
NEMAN BEHAVIORAL CENTER
1415 VERNON STREET
QUINCY, IL 62301
(217) 225-1200 EXT. 1500
** AD RR Y EA TX CI **

RED BUD
HUMAN SERV CTR OF SOUTHERN METRO/EAST
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES/RED BUD
ROUTE 1
RED BUD, IL 62278
(618) 282-6233
** AD AM M Y TX PV **

ROCK ISLAND
ALCOHOL INFORMATION SERVICES INC
3700 BLACKHAWK ROAD
ROCK ISLAND, IL 61201
(309) 780-6571
** AD AM M B CU IV TX MM **

CENTER FOR ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES
FREEDOM HOUSE CLINIC I
4230 11TH STREET
ROCK ISLAND, IL 61201
(309) 786-1616
** AD AM M B CU IV TX MM **

MARTIN LUTHER KING JR COMMUNITY CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION SERVICES
650 MARTIN LUTHER KING DRIVE
ROCK ISLAND, IL 61201
(309) 793-3450
** AD PV **

ROBERT YOUNG CENTER FOR COMMUNITY MH
2701 17TH STREET
ROCK ISLAND, IL 61201
(309) 793-3000
** AD DT RR AM M Y PI IV DW TX **

ROCKFORD
ADDITION TREATMENT AND
EDUCATION PROGRAM (ATEP)
5750 ELAINE DRIVE
ROCKFORD, IL 61108
(815) 229-3235
** AD AM TX CI PV **

AL TECH INC
3415 NORTH MAIN STREET
ROCKFORD, IL 61103
(815) 965-8600
** AD DT RR AM M Y A B HV PI CU IV **
** PG TX CI **

ALPINE PARK CENTER
5411 EAST STATE STREET
SUITE 204
ROCKFORD, IL 61108
(815) 226-8800
** AD AM M H TX **

IILLINOIS BIODYN
ROCKFORD CENTER
4216 MARAY DRIVE
SUITE B2
ROCKFORD, IL 61107
(815) 398-1000
** AD AM IV TX **

PERSONAL HEALTH ABUSE SERV AND EDUC
(PHASE INC)
319 SOUTH CHURCH STREET
ROCKFORD, IL 61101
(815) 962-0871
** AD AM M Y A B HV CU IV PG MM MM **

ROCKFORD HOUSING AUTHORITY
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION SERVICES
330 15TH AVENUE
ROCKFORD, IL 61108
(815) 987-2927
** AD PV **

ROCKFORD SCHOOL DISTRICT 205
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAMING
201 SOUTH MADISON STREET
ROCKFORD, IL 61104
(815) 966-3166
** AD EA PV OT **

ROSECRANCE CENTER INC
1505 NORTH ALPINE ROAD
ROCKFORD, IL 61107
(815) 399-5551
** AD RR Y CU TX PV OT **

SHEFORD AMERICAN HOSPITAL
AOLESCENT CARE PSYCH CENTER
1400 CHARLES STREET
ROCKFORD, IL 61104
(815) 968-4400 EXT. 4365
** AD DT RR Y A HV PI CU IV EA TX **
** CI PV **

WINNEBAGO COMMUNITY CORRECTIONAL CTR
315 SOUTH COURT STREET
ROCKFORD, IL 61108
(815) 987-7399
** AD DT **

WINNEBAGO COUNTY
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC HEALTH
401 DIVISION STREET
ROCKFORD, IL 61104
(815) 962-5092 EXT. 214
** AD PV **

ROUND LAKE
LAKE COUNTY HEALTH DEPT MH DIVISION
Aron TOWNSHIP CENTER
423 EAST HAMILTON STREET
ROUND LAKE, IL 60073
(708) 546-0080
** AD AM TX **

RUSHVILLE
SCHUYLER COUNSELING AND
HEALTH SERVICES
127 SOUTH LIBERTY STREET
RUSHVILLE, IL 62681
(217) 322-4373
** AD AM TX PV **

SAINT CHARLES
TRI CITY FAMILY SERVICES
STUDENT ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
15 NORTH FIRST AVENUE
SAINT CHARLES, IL 60174
(312) 232-1070
** AD PV **

SHELBYVILLE
CENTRAL EAST ALCOHOL AND DRUG COUNCIL
155 SOUTH MORGAN STREET
SHELBYVILLE, IL 62565
(217) 774-5566
** AD AM M Y EA DW TX CI PV **

SKOKIE
AAP MENTAL HEALTH RESOURCES
MINDEST CENTER FOR CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY
8930 GROSS POINT ROAD
SUITE 700
SKOKIE, IL 60077
(708) 967-8007
** AD AM M Y CU TX CI PV **
ILLINOIS

COMMUNITY PSYCHIATRIC CENTERS
OLD ORCHARD HOSPITAL
9700 NORTH KENTON STREET
SKOKIE, IL 60076
(708) 679-0760 EXT. 338
** AD DT RR AM IV EA DN TX PV **

ILLINOIS BIODYNE
SKOKIE CENTER
5215 OLD ORCHARD ROAD
SUITE 390
SKOKIE, IL 60077
(708) 470-0005
** AD AM IV TX **

RUSH/NORTH SHORE MEDICAL CENTER
RUSH CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
9600 GROSS POINT ROAD
SKOKIE, IL 60076
(312) 677-3910
** AD DT RR AM M CU IV EA DM TX CI **
** PV **

SOUTH ELGIN
LUTHERAN SOCIAL SERVICES OF ILLINOIS
ADD CENTER
750 SOUTH STATE STREET
HALLOWAR BUILDING
SOUTH ELGIN, IL 60177
(708) 761-2600
** AD RR IV TX **

SPRINGFIELD
ALCOHOL AND ALCOHOL ABUSE ASSOCIATES
1700 SOUTH FIRST STREET
SPRINGFIELD, IL 62704
(217) 753-3520
** AD AM TX PV **

COMPREHENSIVE COUNSELING LTD
408 EAST VINE STREET
SPRINGFIELD, IL 62703
(217) 744-3443
** AD AM EA DN TX PV **

DR MARION SMITH MC GEATH
HEALTH SERVICES CENTER
3124 STONEHILL DRIVE
SPRINGFIELD, IL 62704
(217) 546-3596
** AD AM H Y B AI CU EA TX CI **

GATEWAY FOUNDATION INC
SPRINGFIELD FACILITY
815 NORTH 5TH STREET
SPRINGFIELD, IL 62702
(217) 522-7731
** AD RR H A B HV PI CU IV TX **

ILLINOIS CHURCHES IN ACTION
505 NORTH 6TH STREET
SPRINGFIELD, IL 62702
(217) 544-2754
** AD PV OT **

PERSONAL CONSULTANTS
1320 SOUTH 5TH STREET
SPRINGFIELD, IL 62703
(217) 525-2698
** AD AM H Y CU IV TX CI PV **

PREVENTION RESOURCE CENTER INC
822 SOUTH COLLEGE STREET
SPRINGFIELD, IL 62704
(217) 525-3456
** AD PV **

SAINT JOHNS HOSPITAL
LIBERTAS PROGRAM
800 EAST CARPENTER STREET
SPRINGFIELD, IL 62769
(217) 525-5629
** AD DT RR AM H B CU IV PG TX CI **
** CI PV HM **

SPRINGFIELD HOUSING AUTHORITY
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION SERVICES
200 NORTH 11TH STREET
SPRINGFIELD, IL 62703
(217) 753-5757 EXT. 202
** AD PV **

STERLING
COMMUNITY GENERAL HOSPITAL MEDICAL CTR
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
100 EAST LEFREVRE ROAD
STERLING, IL 61081
(815) 625-0460
** AD DT H Y A B H AI HV PI CU PG TX **
** PV **

LUTHERAN SOCIAL SERVICES OF ILLINOIS
ALCOHOL/DRUG PROGRAM
1901 FIRST AVENUE
STERLING, IL 61081
(815) 626-7333 EXT. 201
** AD AM DW TX CI PV **

STREATOR
LA SALLE COUNTY COUNCIL FOR
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
201 DANNYS DRIVE
NORTHPOINT PROFESSIONAL CENTER SUITE 4
STREATOR, IL 61364
(815) 434-1293
** AD AM H Y IV EA DN TX PV **

SAINT MARYS HOSPITAL HOPE FOR LIFE
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
111 EAST SPRING STREET
STREATOR, IL 61364
(815) 673-4532
** AD DT AM H B CU IV TX CI **

SULLIVAN
MOULTREY COUNTY COUNSELING CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
2 WEST ADMN STREET
SULLIVAN, IL 61951
(217) 728-6358
** AD AM H Y A HV CU PG DW TX PV **

SUGAR
DES PLAINES VALLEY COMMUNITY CENTER
FAMILY OUTPATIENT ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
6125 SOUTH ARCHER ROAD
SUMMIT, IL 60501
(708) 458-6920
** AD AM H Y IV DM TX CI **

SYCAMORE
ATTITUDE/BEHAVIORAL
MODIFICATION SYSTEMS INC
134 WEST STATE STREET
SYCAMORE, IL 60178
(815) 895-3220
** AD AM H B HW TX PV **

TAYLORVILLE
CHRISTIAN COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
750 NORTH PAMNEE STREET
TAYLORVILLE, IL 62568
(217) 826-6905
** AD PV **

TREMCENT
TAZEMELL COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION SERVICES
RURAL ROUTE 1
TREMCENT, IL 61568
(309) 925-5511
** AD PV **

URBANA
LMS PLACE
ALC/DRUG EDUC AND OUTPT COUNSELING
1717 PHILO ROAD
SUITE 11
URBANA, IL 61801
(217) 352-1424
** AD AM IV DM TX CI PV **

UNIVERSITY OF ILL DEPT OF PSYCHOLOGY
CTR FOR PREV RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
408 SOUTH GOODMAN STREET
URBANA, IL 61801
(217) 333-3231
** AD OT **

UNIVERSITY OF ILLINOIS
COUNSELING CENTER
1109 SOUTH LINCOLN AVENUE
URBANA, IL 61801
(217) 333-8360
** AD AM H B HW TX CI PV **
WATERLOO
HUMAN SUPPORT SERVICES OF MONROE CNTY
SUBSTANCE ABUSE ALTERNATIVES
988 NORTH MARKET STREET
WATERLOO, IL 62298
(618) 950-8644
** AD AM Y IV DM TX CI PV **

MATSEA
IROQUOIS MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
OUTPATIENT ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
908 EAST CHERRY STREET
WATSEKA, IL 60970
(815) 432-5241
** AL AH DM TX **

WAUCONDA
INTERVENTIONS
CONTACT
26991 ANDERSON ROAD
WAUCONDA, IL 60084
(708) 626-0404
** AD RR AM Y HV CU TX **

WAUKEGAN
LAKE COUNTY HEALTH DEPT MH DIVISION
ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT CENTER
2400 BELVIDERE STREET
WAUKEGAN, IL 60085
(708) 560-6540
** AD DT RR AM H HV IV PG TX **

LAKE COUNTY HEALTH DEPT MH DIVISION
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
2400 BELVIDERE STREET
WAUKEGAN, IL 60085
(708) 560-6770
** AD AH H Y HV IV PG TX CI MM **

MICHAEL KLESTINSKI AND ASSOCIATES PC
300 GRAND AVENUE
SUITE 3
WAUKEGAN, IL 60085
(708) 662-5588
** AD AH EA DM TX CI PV **

NORTHERN ILLINOIS
COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM AND SUBST ABUSE
1113 GREENWOOD AVENUE
WAUKEGAN, IL 60007
(708) 296-4434
** AD AH H Y H CU IV EA DM TX PV **

NORTHERN ILLINOIS COUNCIL ON ALC AND SUBSTANCE ABUSE/BRIDGE HOUSE
3016 GRAND AVENUE
WAUKEGAN, IL 60085
(708) 662-4124
** AD RR H CU IV TX **

VICTORY MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAMS
1324 NORTH SHERIDAN ROAD
WAUKEGAN, IL 60005
(708) 668-3337
** AD DT RR AM H Y Y CU IV PG DM TX **
** PV **

WEST FRANKFORT
MH SERVS OF FRANKLIN/WILLIAMSON CNTRY
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
902 WEST MAIN STREET
WEST FRANKFORT, IL 62896
(618) 997-5336
** AD AM H Y IV PG EA DM TX CI PV **

WESTCHESTER
PROVISO FAMILY SERVICES
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
9855 ROOSEVELT ROAD
WESTCHESTER, IL 60154
(708) 681-2324 EXT. 210
** AD AM H Y IV PG EA DM TX CI PV **

WEATON
DU PAGE COUNTY DEPT OF HUMAN RESOURCES
FIRST OFFENDER PROGRAM
421 NORTH COUNTY FARM ROAD
WEATON, IL 60187
(708) 682-7524
** AL AH H DM TX PV **

DU PAGE COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
WEST PUBLIC HEALTH CENTER
111 NORTH COUNTY FARM ROAD
WEATON, IL 60187
(708) 682-7560
** AD AM H Y A CU IV PG TX PV **

WEHXLING
OMNI YOUTH SERVICES BUREAU
222 EAST DUNDEE ROAD
WEHXLING, IL 60090
(708) 541-0190
** AD AM YTX CI PV **

WINNETKA
NEW TRIER HIGH SCHOOL
STUDENT ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
365 WINNETKA AVENUE
WINNETKA, IL 60093
(708) 446-7000
** AD EA PV **

WOODSTOCK
FAMILY SERVICE AND CMHC
FAMILY CENTER FOR ALC/SUBSTANCE ABUSE
224 WEST JUDD STREET
WOODSTOCK, IL 60098
(815) 337-0030
** AD PV **

WINNETKA
MCHENRY COUNTY YOUTH SERVICES BUREAU
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT
101 SOUTH JEFFERSON STREET
WOODSTOCK, IL 60098
(815) 338-7360
** AD AM Y TX CI PV **

NORTHERN ILLINOIS COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM AND SUBSTANCE ABUSE/BRIDGE HOUSE
3016 GRAND AVENUE
WAUKEGAN, IL 60085
(708) 662-4124
** AD RR H CU IV TX **
ANDERSON
ANDERSON CENTER OF SAINT JOHNS
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY TREATMENT SERVICE
2210 JACKSON STREET
ANDERSON, IN 46016
(317) 646-8383
** AD DT RR Y H Y A PI CU TX PV **

CENTER FOR MENTAL HEALTH INC
ADDITION SERVICES
2020 BROWN STREET
ANDERSON, IN 46015
(317) 649-8161
** AD AM DN TX CI PV **

CRESTVIEW CENTER
2201 HILLCREST DRIVE
ANDERSON, IN 46012
(317) 649-1361
** AD RR AM H HV IV DM TX PV **

HOUSE OF HOPE INC
902 HIGH STREET
ANDERSON, IN 46012
(317) 646-7086
** AD RR Y B CU IV TX **

ANGLA
CAMERON TREATMENT CENTER
416 EAST MAH EE STREET
ANGOLA, IN 46703
(219) 665-2161
** AD DT AM EA DM TX **

ATTICA
ATTICA CITY COURT
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
C/O MABAS VALLEY OUTPATIENT SERVICES
101 SUIZE LANE
ATTICA, IN 47918
(317) 762-6187
** AD DN PV OT **

FOUNTAIN COUNTY COURT
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
C/O MABAS VALLEY HOSP OUTPT SERVICES
101 SUIZE LANE
ATTICA, IN 47918
(317) 762-6187
** AD DN PV OT **

HARRISON COUNTY CIRCUIT COURT
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
101 SUIZE LANE
ATTICA, IN 47918
(317) 762-6187
** AD DN PV **

BATESVILLE
MARGARET MARY COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
Serenity Hall
321 Mitchell Avenue
BATESVILLE, IN 47006
(812) 934-6630 EXT. 357
** AD RR W Y A B CU IV EA TX PV **

BEDFORD
BEDFORD MEDICAL CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
2900 WEST 16TH STREET
BEDFORD, IN 47421
(812) 275-1200 EXT. 300
** AD DT RR AM H Y A B H AY HV PI **
** CU IV PG EA TX PV **

LANCER COUNTY
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
1502 I STREET
STONE CITY BANK BUILDING ROOM 209
BEDFORD, IN 47421
(812) 275-5754
** AD DN PV **

BEECH GROVE
SAINT FRANCIS MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
FAMILY RESOURCE CENTER
1600 ALBANY STREET
BEECH GROVE, IN 46107
(317) 785-8990
** AD RR AM IV EA DM TX PV **

BLOOMINGTON
AMETHYST HOUSE
HALFWAY HOUSE/RECOVERING ALCOHOLICS
215 NORTH ROGERS STREET
BLOOMINGTON, IN 47404
(812) 336-2812
** AD RR TX **

** KEY **

** ORIENTATION:
AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
AD = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES

** TYPE OF CARE:
DT = DETOXIFICATION(24 HOUR CARE)
RR = RESIDENTIAL(24 HOUR CARE)

** SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS:
W = WOMEN
Y = YOUTH
A = AIDS PATIENTS
B = BLACKS
H = HISPANICS
M = MARRIED
AS = AMERICAN INDIAN/ALASKAN NATIVES
MV = HIV POSITIVES
PW = PUBLIC INNIEBATES
CU = COCAINE USERS
IV = IV DRUG USERS

** FUNCTION:
TX = TREATMENT UNIT
CI = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT
PV = PREVENTION UNIT
MM = METHADONE UNIT
OT = OTHER UNIT
BOONVILLE
MARRICK COUNTY SUPERIOR COURT
DRUG/ALCOHOL PROGRAM (DAP)
MARRICK COUNTY COURTHOUSE
BOONVILLE, IN 47601
(812) 897-6150
** AD DH PV **

CLINTON
VERMILLION COUNTY ALC/DRUG SERVICE
825 SOUTH MAIN STREET
SUITE 207
CLINTON, IN 47842
(317) 832-7642
** AD DH PV **

COLUMBUS
ALTERNATIVE SENTENCING PROGRAM
2612 EAST 17TH STREET
COLUMBUS, IN 47201
(812) 376-5010
** AD DH PV OT **

BRUMBAUGH AND ASSOCIATES
703 1/2 3RD STREET
COLUMBUS, IN 47201
(812) 376-4357
** AD AM EA TX PV **

KOLA CENTER
2223 POSHARD DRIVE
COLUMBUS, IN 47202
(812) 376-1711
** AD DT RR W Y A B H AI HV PI CU **
** IV PG EA TX CI PV **

QUINCO CONSULTING CENTER
BARTHOLOMEW COUNTY SERVICES
2075 LINCOLN PARK DRIVE
COLUMBUS, IN 47201
(812) 379-2341
** AD DT RR AM W Y A IV EA TX CI **
** PV **

SAN SOUCI INC
RURAL MAMANS PROJECT
1250 NORTH JACKSON STREET
COLUMBUS, IN 47201
(812) 372-3419
** AD PV **

CONOVERVILLE
FAYETTE COUNTY DRUG ABUSE COALITION
RR 5
CONOVERVILLE, IN 47331
(317) 825-7016
** AD PV **

CORYDON
HARRISON ALC AND DRUG SERVS PROGRAM
117 1/2 EAST CHESTNUT STREET
CORYDON, IN 47112
(812) 738-6214
** AD PV **

CRAWFORDSVILLE
CULVER UNION HOSPITAL
AMI CULVER COUNCILING CENTER
1210 LAFAYETTE ROAD
CRAWFORDSVILLE, IN 47933
(317) 364-3166
** AD AM H PI CU PG TX **

INDIANA FEDERATION OF COMMUNITIES FOR DRUG FREE YOUTH INC
221 EAST MAIN STREET
UNION FEDERAL BUILDING ROOM 203
CRAWFORDSVILLE, IN 47933
(800) 322-9877
** AD PV **

MONTGOMERY COUNTY COURT REFERRAL PROG
ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES
302 EAST MARKET STREET
ROOM 11
CRAWFORDSVILLE, IN 47933
(317) 362-8600
** AD DM PV **

CROWN POINT
ANGLICAN SOCIAL SERVICES
180 SOUTH WEST STREET
CROWN POINT, IN 46307
(219) 663-7750
** AD AM HV DX TX PV **

EAST CHICAGO
TRI CITY COMPREHENSIVE CMHC
SOCIAL DETOX
3901 INDIANAPOLIS BOULEVARD
EAST CHICAGO, IN 46312
(219) 398-7050
** AD RR AM PI IV EA DM TX CI PV **

ELKHART
CENTER FOR PROBLEM RESOLUTION
211 SOUTH 5TH STREET
ELKHART, IN 46516
(219) 294-7447
** AD AM H HV PI CU IV EA DM TX PV **

CIRCUIT/SUPERIOR AND COUNTY COURTS
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
315 SOUTH 2ND STREET
COUNTY COURT BUILDING
ELKHART, IN 46516
(219) 523-2246
** AD DH PV **

CITY OF ELKHART COMMUNITY HEALTH ORG
INTERVENTIONS COUNSELING EDUCATION
151 WEST TYLER STREET
SUITE 7
ELKHART, IN 46516
(219) 293-7077
** AD PV **

LIFE HOUSE INC
803 WEST WOLF STREET
ELKHART, IN 46516
(219) 294-6687
** AD RR A HV CU IV TX **
OAKLAHN ASAP AND ADDICTION OUTPATIENT
2600 OAKLAND AVENUE
ELKHART, IN 46517
(219) 533-1324
** AD AM H IV TX PV **

PSYCHOLOGICAL AND FAMILY CONSULTANTS
926 EAST JACKSON BOULEVARD
ELKHART, IN 46516
(219) 522-6292
** AD AM H CU TX PV **

RENAISSANCE CENTER FOR ADDICTIONS SERVICES
600 EAST BOULEVARD
ELKHART, IN 46515
(219) 523-5370
** AD DT RR AM H Y A B H AI HV PI **
** CU IV PG EA DH TX PV **

EVANSVILLE
CHRYSALIS
WOMEN'S ALCOHOLIC HALFWAY HOUSE
3000 DIVISION STREET
EVANSVILLE, IN 47711
(812) 476-2323
** AD RR H IV TX **

DEACONESS HOSPITAL
RECOVERY CENTER
600 MARY STREET
EVANSVILLE, IN 47747
(812) 426-3950
** AD DT RR AM H Y IV TX PV **

EVANSVILLE STATE HOSPITAL
ADDICTION SERVICE UNIT
3400 LINCOLN AVENUE
EVANSVILLE, IN 47715
(812) 473-2282
** AD RR IV TX **

GOVERNORS COMM FOR A DRUG FREE INDIANA
SOUTHWEST REGIONAL COORDINATING OFFICE
1800 LINCOLN AVENUE
SCHOOL OF NURSING AND HEALTH
EVANSVILLE, IN 47722
(812) 479-2508
** AD PV **

SAINT MARY MEDICAL CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY CENTER FOR WOMEN
3700 WASHINGTON AVENUE
EVANSVILLE, IN 47750
(812) 479-4675
** AD DT RR AM H Y A B H HV CU IV PG **
** DH TX CI PV **

SM INDIANA MENTAL HEALTH CENTER INC
STEPPING STONE
30 SOUTH STOCKWELL ROAD
EVANSVILLE, IN 47714
(812) 473-5144
** AD RR AM EA DH TX CI **

UNITED BEHAVIORAL CLINICS INC
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES
981 KENMORE DRIVE
EVANSVILLE, IN 47715
(812) 477-1975
** AD AM TX **

VANDERBILT UNIVERSITY SUPERIOR COURT
DRUG/ALCOHOL DEFERRAL SERVS INC (DADS)
111 NW 4TH STREET
LANDMARK BUILDING SUITE 200
EVANSVILLE, IN 47708
(812) 428-0579
** AD DH PV **

WELBORN BAPTIST HOSPITAL
PARKSIDE SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
500 SE 4TH STREET
EVANSVILLE, IN 47713
(812) 426-8201
** AD DT RR AM H Y A PI CU IV TX **
** PV **

YOUTH SERVICE BUREAU INC
312 NW 1ST STREET
SUITE 206
EVANSVILLE, IN 47708
(812) 423-5816
** AD AM H Y A B H SI HV PI CU PG DH **
** TX PV **

FORT BENJAMIN HARRISON
HELP CENTER ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION/CONTROL PROGRAM
BUILDING 32
FORT BENJAMIN HARRISON, IN 46216
(317) 542-4370 EXT. 3784
** AD AM H Y B CU EA DH TX CI PV **

FORT WAYNE
ALLEN COUNTY
ALCOHOL COUNTERMEASURES PROGRAM
226 WEST WALLACE STREET
FORT WAYNE, IN 46802
(219) 428-7134
** AD DH CI **

CHARTER BEACON HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1720 BEACON STREET
FORT WAYNE, IN 46805
(219) 423-3651
** AD AM H Y A B H HV PI CU PG EA TX **
** CI PV **

FORT WAYNE
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION SERVICES
1 MAIN STREET
FORT WAYNE, IN 46802
(219) 427-1117
** AD PV **

FORT WAYNE WOMEN'S BUREAU INC
300 E. MAIN STREET
FORT WAYNE, IN 46802
(219) 424-7977
** AD PV **

HOPE HOUSE
1115 GARDEN STREET
FORT WAYNE, IN 46804
(219) 424-2471
** AD RR H TX PV **

LIFE SKILLS COUNSELING AND LEARNING CENTER
3326 SOUTH CALHOUN STREET
FORT WAYNE, IN 46807
(219) 776-0747 EXT. 11
** AD AM H Y B HV PI CU PG EA DH **
** TX PV **

PARKVIEW MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
ALCOHOLISM CHEM DEP TREATMENT CENTER
2200 RANDALIA DRIVE
FORT WAYNE, IN 46805
(219) 484-6636 EXT. 6960
** AD DT RR AM H Y A B H SI HV PI CU IV **
** PG EA TX **

TREATMENT ALTERNATIVES
6605 EAST STATE BOULEVARD
FORT WAYNE, IN 46805
(219) 485-2959
** AD AM H Y A B H HV PI CU IV PG EA **
** DH TX PV **

WASHINGTON HOUSE INC
2720 CULBERTSON STREET
FORT WAYNE, IN 46804
(219) 432-6864
** AD RR Y A B H PI CU IV PG TX **

FRANKFORT
CLINTON COUNTY COURT
ALCOHOL SUBSTANCE PROGRAM COURTHOUSE
4TH FLOOR
FRANKFORT, IN 46041
(317) 659-6357
** AD DH PV **
HOLLIDAY HEALTH CARE PROFESSIONAL CORPORATION
8410 MAPLE AVENUE
GARY, IN 46403
(219) 938-2222
** AD AM IV MH **

LAKE COUNTY ALCOHOL/DRUG
OFFENDERS SERVICE
509 WEST 84TH DRIVE
GARY, IN 46410
(219) 755-3015
** AD EA DH PV **

LAKE COUNTY JOB TRAINING CORP
504 BROADWAY
SUITE 923
GARY, IN 46402
(219) 887-9095
** AD DT RR AM IV TX **

SERENITY HOUSE OF GARY INC
5157 HARRISON STREET
GARY, IN 46408
(219) 887-9095
** AD RR Y A B CU IV TX **

SOUTHLAKE CENTER FOR MENTAL HEALTH
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAMS
8555 TAFT STREET
GARY, IN 46410
(219) 769-4005
** AD DT RR AM IV TX **

GOSHEN
OAKLAND HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
330 LAKEVIEW DRIVE
GOSHEN, IN 46526
(219) 533-1234
** AD DT RR M CU PG TX PV **

GRANGER
CHARTER MEDICAL/ST JOSEPH COUNTY INC
CHARTER HOSPITAL OF SOUTH BEND
4607 NORTH GUMWOOD DRIVE
GRANGER, IN 46530
(219) 272-9799
** AD RR AM IV EA DH TX CI PV **

GREENCASTLE
PUTNAM COUNTY COURT
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
125 WEST WASHINGTON STREET
PUTNAM COUNTY COURTHOUSE ROOM 13
GREENCASTLE, IN 46135
(317) 653-4995
** AD PV **

INDIANA
GREENFIELD
HANCOCK COUNTY COURT
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
MASONIC BUILDING
SUITE 6
GREENFIELD, IN 46140
(317) 462-1160
** AD DN PV **

GREENWOOD
VALLE VISTA HOSPITAL
COUNTER POINT CENTER
898 EAST MAIN STREET
GREENWOOD, IN 46143
(317) 887-1346
** AD DT RR AM M B H AI CU IV TX **
** PV **

GROVERTOWN
INTERVENTIONS
GROVERTOWN YOUTH PROGRAM
RR 1
GROVERTOWN, IN 46531
(219) 867-4571
** AD RR PI IV TX PV **

HARTFORD CITY
HARTFORD HOUSE
ADDCITION TREATMENT CENTER
503 EAST VAN CLEVE STREET
HARTFORD CITY, IN 47548
(317) 368-5606
** AD DT RR M HV PI CU IV PG DM TX **

HOBART
CHARTER MEDICAL/LAKE COUNTY INC
CHARTER HOSPITAL OF NORTHWEST INDIANA
101 WEST 61ST AVENUE AND SR 51
HOBART, IN 46342
(219) 947-4464
** AD DT RR AM M Y A B H AI HV PI **
** CU IV PG EA DM TX PV **

HUNTINGBURG
SAINT JOSEPH HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES
LELAND HEIGHTS
HUNTINGBURG, IN 47542
(812) 683-2121 EXT. 172
** AD DT RR AM IV TX PV **

HUNTINGTON
HUNTINGTON MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
HUNTINGTON CENTER
1215 ETNA AVENUE
HUNTINGTON, IN 46750
(219) 356-9601
** AD DT RR M Y A B H AI HV PI **
** CU IV PG EA DM TX PV **
INDIANA

INDIANAPOLIS

ACTIONS FOR ACHIEVING CONTROL OF
TRUANCY PROGRAM (ACT)
901 NORTH CARROLLTON AVENUE
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46202
(317) 226-4209
** AD PV **

ADULT AND CHILD MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
8320 MADISON AVENUE
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46227
(317) 862-5122
** AD AM M B HV PI IV PG DH TX **
** CI PV **

ALLIANCE HEALTH SYSTEMS
5110 COMMERCIAL SQUARE DRIVE
SUITE H
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46260
(317) 251-6055
** AD AM IV DH TX PV **

ALPHA RESOURCES
559 TURTLE CREEK SOUTH DRIVE
SUITE 1B
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46227
(317) 784-3985
** AD AM EA TX PV **

BIG SISTERS OF CENTRAL INDIANA
615 NORTH ALABAMA STREET
SUITE 336
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46204
(317) 634-6102
** AD PV **

BROAD RIPPLE COUNSELING CENTER
6208 NORTH COLLEGE STREET
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46220
(317) 251-9777
** AD AM M B CU TX PV **

CENTRAL STATE HOSPITAL
ADDITION UNIT
3000 WEST WASHINGTON STREET
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46222
(317) 639-3710
** AD RR M Y B CU IV PG TX **

COMMUNITY ACTION AGAINST POVERTY OF
GREATER INDIANAPOLIS INC
2445 NORTH MERIDIAN STREET
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46208
(317) 927-5700
** AD PV **

FAIRBANKS HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
4102 CLEARVISTA PARKWAY
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46256
(317) 849-8222
** AD DT RR AM M Y A B PI EA TX **
** PV **

FAMILY SERVICE ASSOC OF INDIANAPOLIS
OUTPATIENT CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
615 NORTH ALABAMA STREET
ROOM 212
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46204
(317) 634-6341
** AD AM M Y TX **

FIRST STEP HOUSE
1425 SOUTH MICKLEY AVENUE
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46241
(317) 244-1006
** AD AM W H CU TX **

FLYNN CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP HOUSE
LIFE EFFECTIVENESS TRAINING
4040 WEST 10TH STREET
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46222
(317) 231-8315 EXT. 315
** AD AM M B H PG DH TX PV **

GALLAHUE MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOL/DRUG SERVICES
6919 EAST 10TH STREET
BUILDING C
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46219
(317) 255-5375
** AD AM IV EA DH TX **

GAMMON COUNSELING SERVICE
2555 EAST 55TH PLACE
SUITE 207
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46220
(317) 253-1881
** AD AM M B H AI HV PI CU PG TX **
** PV **

GIRLS INC OF INDIANAPOLIS
3595 CENTRAL AVENUE
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46205
(317) 283-0086
** AD PV **

GREATER INDIANAPOLIS
COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM INC/NCA
2511 EAST 46TH STREET
BUILDING O
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46205
(317) 542-7128
** AD DH PV **

GREEN ENTERPRISES
4755 KINGSWAY DRIVE
WILLMOBBROOK OFFICE COMPLEX SUITE 300
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46205
(317) 257-6773
** AD AM M H B H AT PI CU TX PV **

HOOSIER ALLIANCE AGAINST DRUGS INC
17 WEST MCKLIE STREET
SUITE 910
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46204
(317) 464-2017
** AD EA PV **

INDIANA BOARD OF HEALTH
BUREAU OF FAMILY HEALTH SERVICES
1330 WEST MICHIGAN STREET
SUITE 232
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46206
(317) 633-0657
** AD PV **

INDIANA CRIMINAL JUSTICE INSTITUTE
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
150 WEST MARKET STREET
ISTA BUILDING SUITE 703
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46204
(317) 232-1484
** AD PV OT **

INDIANA JUVENILE JUSTICE TASK FORCE
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
3050 NORTH MERIDIAN STREET
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46208
(317) 926-6100
** AD PV **

INDIANA YOUTH SERVICES ASSOCIATION
2611 WATERFRONT PARKWAY
EAST DRIVE ROOM 390
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46214
(317) 297-9639
** AD PV **

MARION COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION SERVICES
1101 WEST 10TH STREET
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46202
(317) 630-7221
** AD PV **

MARION COUNTY SUPERIOR COURT
JUVENILE SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
2451 NORTH KEYSTONE AVENUE
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46210
(317) 924-7516
** AD PV **

MCGINTY COUNSELING
ROCKVILLE ROAD UNIT
6357 ROCKVILLE ROAD
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46214
(317) 546-4658
** AD AM M Y A B H PI CU PG TX **

METROHEALTH
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
4050 CENTURY PLAZA ROAD
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46254
(317) 293-3006
** AD AM M Y A B H PI IV PG TX IV EA **
** DM TX PV **

MIDTOWN MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
DRUG FREE/ALCOHOL TREATMENT PROGRAM
3637 NORTH MERIDIAN STREET
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46205
(317) 630-6991
** AD AM M Y A B HV PI IV PG EA **
** DM TX MH **

146
MUNICIPAL COURT OF MARION COUNTY
PROBATION DEPT ALCOHOL/DUUG SERVICES
CITY COUNTY BUILDING
ROOM T-661
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46204
(317) 236-4252
** AD PV **

PREDENTION INTERVENTION TRT SERVICES
(PITS)
1040 EAST NEW YORK STREET
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46202
(317) 633-8240
** AD RR AM H Y A B H AI PI CU IV **
** PG TX PV **

PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING CENTERS OF IN
WESTSIDE GUIDANCE CENTER
602 NORTH HIGH SCHOOL ROAD
SUITE 100 B
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46214
(317) 241-9788
** AD AM Y Y A B H AI PI CU PG EA **
** DM TX PV **

RIVERSIDE CHEMICAL DEPENDENY SERVICES
1415 NORTH PENNSYLVANIA STREET
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46202
(317) 632-7638
** AD AM H B H BM TX **

SAINT VINCENT STRESS CENTER
HARCOURT ROAD UNIT
8401 HARCOURT ROAD
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46280
(317) 875-4710 EXT. 711
** AD DT RR AM H Y PI CU IV EA DM **
** TX CI PV **

SALVATION ARMY
HARBOR LIGHT CENTER
927 NORTH PENNSYLVANIA STREET
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46204
(317) 639-4118
** AD RR AM H Y A B H AI HV CU PG **
** EA BM TX **

TRI COUNTY CENTER INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE OUTPATIENT SERVICES
8945 NORTH MERIDIAN STREET
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46260
(317) 570-0055
** AD HAM TX **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY TREATMENT SECTION
2601 COLD SPRING ROAD
UNIT 116J
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46222
(317) 267-8795
** AD DT RR AM IV TX CI MM OT **

VOLUNTEERS OF AMERICA INC
422 NORTH CAPITOL AVENUE
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46204
(317) 635-4545
** AD AM H Y A B H AI CU DM TX **

WINDON MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
RENEW PROGRAM
3232 NORTH MERIDIAN STREET
INDIANAPOLIS, IN 46208
(317) 927-2484
** AD DT RR AM H Y A B H CI IV PG **
** TX **

JASPER

DUBOIS COUNTY COURT
ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES PROGRAM
DUBOIS COUNTY COURTHOUSE
2ND FLOOR
JASPER, IN 47546
(812) 482-2599
** AD PV **

SOUTHERN HILLS COUNSELING CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
480 EVERSHERN DRIVE
JASPER, IN 47546
(812) 482-3020
** AD AM HV PI IV EA DM TX PV **

JEFFERSONVILLE

CLARK COUNTY
ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES
501 EAST COURT AVENUE
ROOM 218
JEFFERSONVILLE, IN 47130
(812) 285-6322
** AD PV **

COUNCIL ON HUMAN SERVICES INC
COMMON GROUND CENTER OUTPT SERVICES
1060 SHARON DRIVE
JEFFERSONVILLE, IN 47130
(812) 282-0823
** AD RR AM H IV TX **

GOVERNORS COMM FOR A DRUG FREE INDIANA
SOUTHEAST REGIONAL COORDINATING OFFICE
630 MEIGS AVENUE
WILLIAM E NELSON EDUCATION CENTER
JEFFERSONVILLE, IN 47130
(812) 280-4898
** AD PV OT **

LIFESPRING MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
207 WEST 13TH STREET
JEFFERSONVILLE, IN 47130
(812) 203-4491
** AD DT RR AM EA TX **

KENDALLVILLE

NORTHEASTERN MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
220 SOUTH MAIN STREET
KENDALLVILLE, IN 46755
(219) 347-4400 EXT. 109
** AD AM H Y PI IV PG EA DM TX CI **
** PV **

KOKOMO

HOWARD COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
PSYCHIATRIC SERVICES
3500 SOUTH LAFOUNTAIN STREET
APOLLO PROFESSIONAL BUILDING
KOKOMO, IN 46902
(317) 453-8505 EXT. 8401
** AD DM TX **

HOWARD COUNTY COURT
ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES PROGRAM
HOWARD COUNTY COURTHOUSE
ROOM 10
KOKOMO, IN 46901
(317) 456-2208
** AD PV **

KOKOMO CTR TOWNSHIP CONS SCH CORP
KOKOMO HIGH SCHOOL SUBST ABUSE SERVS
917 SOUTH MALFALFA ROAD
KOKOMO, IN 46901
(317) 457-1204
** AD PV **

KOKOMO CTR TOWNSHIP CONS SCH CORP
LINCOLN ROAD SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1217 WEST CARTER STREET
KOKOMO, IN 46902
(317) 459-8187 EXT. 38
** AD PV **

SAINT JOSEPH HOSPITAL
TRINITY HOUSE
1907 WEST SYPHORE STREET
KOKOMO, IN 46901
(317) 457-2606
** AD DT RR AM PI TX **

YWCA FAMILY INTERVENTION CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE INTERVENTION/Prev
406 EAST SYCAMORE STREET
KOKOMO, IN 46901
(317) 459-0314
** AD PV **

LA PORTE

LA PORTE SUPERIOR COURT 3
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION SERVICES
COUNTY COURTHOUSE
FIRST FLOOR
LA PORTE, IN 46350
(219) 326-6808 EXT. 207
** AD PV **

INDIANAPOLIS
INADIA

SMANSON CENTER
SATELLITE OFFICE
1005 MICHIGAN STREET
LA PORTE, IN 46350
(219) 362-2195
** AD AM EA DX CI PV **

YOUTH SERVICE BUREAU OF LA PORTE
TEEN COURT PROG/TOUGHLOVE TEEN GROUP
705 HARRISON STREET
LA PORTE, IN 46350
(219) 362-9587
** AD PV **

LAFAYETTE

BRINES CONSULTING SERVICE
2075 1/2 MAIN STREET
LAFAYETTE, IN 47904
(317) 467-0225
** AD AM EA DX TX PV **

HOME WITH HOPE
TRANSITIONAL HALFWAY HOUSE
1001 FERRY STREET
LAFAYETTE, IN 47901
(317) 742-2521
** AD RR TX **

NEW DIRECTIONS COURT REFERRAL CENTER
515 COLUMBIA STREET
LAFAYETTE, IN 47901
(317) 742-7361
** AD PV **

NEW DIRECTIONS TREATMENT CENTER
360 NORTH 775 EAST
LAFAYETTE, IN 47905
(317) 589-3318
** AD RR AM WY A B H HV PI IV TX **
** TX PV **

WABASH VALLEY HOSPITAL INC
RIVERSIDE
2900 NORTH RIVER ROAD
LAFAYETTE, IN 47906
(317) 463-2555 EXT. 268
** AD DT RR AM WY A B H HV PI IV DX TX CI PV **

LAWRENCEBURG

COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
RECOVERY SERVICES
285 BIELBY ROAD
LAWRENCEBURG, IN 47025
(812) 557-1302
** AD AM WY HV PI IV DX TX CI PV **

LOGANSPORT

CASS COUNTY COURT CIRCUIT COURT
ALCOHOL AND DRUG COURT PROGRAM
C/O WABASH ADDICTION CARE CENTER AT
LOGANSPORT
LOGANSPORT, IN 46947
(219) 722-5922 EXT. 251
** AD DN PV **

FOUR COUNTY COMP MENTAL HEALTH CTR INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
1015 MICHIGAN AVENUE
LOGANSPORT, IN 46947
(219) 722-5151 EXT. 249
** AD AM EA DH TX **

LOGANSPORT STATE HOSPITAL
LONGCLIFF CTR FOR CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY
RURAL ROUTE 2
LOGANSPORT, IN 46947
(219) 722-4141 EXT. 367
** AD RR Y A CU IV TX **

MADISON

JEFFERSON CIRCUIT COURT
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES COURTHOUSE
ROOM 302
MADISON, IN 47250
(812) 265-8929
** AD PV **

MADISON STATE HOSPITAL
ADDITION UNIT
HIGHWAY 7
MADISON, IN 47250
(812) 265-2611 EXT. 271
** AD RR IV TX **

MARION

COMMUNITY CENTER ON
ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROBLEMS
312 SOUTH BOOTS STREET
MARION, IN 46952
(317) 662-9871
** AD AM EA DX TX PV **

GRANT/BLACKFORD MENTAL HEALTH INC
505 WABASH AVENUE
MARION, IN 46952
(317) 662-5971
** AD DT RR AM WY A B H HV PI IV TX PI **
** EA DX TX CI PV **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
ALCOHOL DEPENDENCE TREATMENT PROGRAM
EAST 38TH STREET
BUILDING 12
MARION, IN 46952
(317) 674-3321 EXT. 277
** AD DT RR AM IV TX **

MARTINSVILLE

MORGAN COUNTY COURTS
PROBATION DEPT SUBSTANCE ABUSE DIV
MORGAN COUNTY COURTHOUSE
ROOM 101
MARTINSVILLE, IN 46151
(317) 342-1070
** AD CI PV **

MICHIGAN CITY

KINGSWOOD HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
3716 FRANKLIN STREET
MICHIGAN CITY, IN 46360
(219) 782-0551
** AD RR W Y A B HV CU TG TX **

MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
LIFEBACK
5TH AND PINE STREETS
MICHIGAN CITY, IN 46360
(219) 872-9134
** AD DT RR AM N Y A B H HV PI IV TX PV **
** IV PG EA TX PV **

MEISHAMAKA

FAMILY AND CHILDREN CENTER
ADDICTION SVRS/THE CHILDREN'S CAMPUS
1611 LINCOLNWAY EAST
MEISHAMAKA, IN 46544
(219) 259-5566
** AD AM H B H PI CU PG TX PV **

MONTICELLO

WHITE COUNTY COURT
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
207 NORTH BLUFF STREET
MONTICELLO, IN 47906
(219) 803-3930
** AD DV PV **

MOUNT SAINT FRANCIS

OUR PLACE DRUG AND ALCOHOL
EDUCATION SERVICES INC
MOUNT SAINT FRANCIS, IN 47146
(812) 923-3400
** AD PV **

MUNCIE

AQUARIUS HOUSE INC
413 SOUTH LIBERTY STREET
MUNCIE, IN 47305
(317) 282-2257
** AD AM W Y A B H HV PI IV TX PV **
** EA DX TX PV **

ASSOCIATES IN MENTAL HEALTH
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
420 WEST WASHINGTON STREET
MUNCIE, IN 47305
(317) 284-0879
** AD AM W B H EA TX **

BALL MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
MIDDLETOWN CTR FOR CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY
2401 UNIVERSITY AVENUE
MUNCIE, IN 47303
(317) 747-3483
** AD DT RR AM W Y A B H HV PI IV TX PV **
** IV PG EA TX PV **
BALL STATE UNIVERSITY
INSTITUTE OF COMMUNITY EDUCATION
CARMICHAEL HALL
ROOM 107
MUNCIE, IN 47306
(317) 285-5740
** AD PV **

COMPREHENSIVE MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
2505 NORTH WALNUT STREET
MUNCIE, IN 47303
(317) 288-2036
** AD AM EA TX PV **

DELTALE COUNTY COURT
SUBST ABUSE COUNTERMEASURES PROGRAM
100 WEST MAIN STREET
ROOM 307
MUNCIE, IN 47305
(317) 747-7746
** AD DH PV **

FAMILY SERVICES OF DELAWARE COUNTY INC
806 WEST JACKSON STREET
MUNCIE, IN 47305
(317) 747-9107
** AD PV **

NEW ALBANY

FLOYD COUNTY
ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES
COUNTY BUILDING
ROOM 409
NEW ALBANY, IN 47150
(812) 493-5500
** AD DH PV **

WEDDEN HOUSE
801 VINCENNES STREET
NEW ALBANY, IN 47150
(812) 493-0071
** AD RR M H B HAI CU TX PV **

NEW ALBANY/FLOYD COUNTY
CONS SCHOOLS DISTRICT SUBST ABUSE SERVS
NEW ALBANY, IN 47150
(812) 493-4218
** AD PV **

NEW DIRECTIONS
FLOYD COUNTY YOUTH SERVICES BUREAU
1015 EAST MAIN STREET
NEW ALBANY, IN 47150
(812) 493-5427
** AD PV **

NOBLESVILLE

HAMILTON COUNTY COURT
DIV OF PROBATION SERVS/SUBST ABUSE PGH
HAMILTON COUNTY COURT HOUSE
NOBLESVILLE, IN 46060
(317) 776-5671
** AD DH PV **

PREVAIL INC
212 SOUTH 9TH STREET
NOBLESVILLE, IN 46060
(317) 773-6942
** AD PV **

NORTH VERNON

JENNINGS COUNTY SCHOOLS
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
34 MAIN STREET
NORTH VERNON, IN 47265
(812) 346-4483
** AD PV **

PERU

MIAMI CIRCUIT/SUPERIOR COURTS
MIAMI COUNTY ALCOHOL/DRUG COURT PROG
C/O HABASH ADDICTION CARE CTR AT PERU
COURTHOUSE 3RD FLOOR
PERU, IN 46970
(317) 472-3901 EXT. 64
** AD DH PV **

PORTAGE

CENTER OF ATTENTION INC
2560 PORTAGE HALL
PORTAGE, IN 46368
(219) 762-5252
** AD AM H PI CU IV TX PV **

RENSSELAER

JASPER COUNTY SUPERIOR COURT II
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
C/O RYAN AND RYAN CONSULTING
MEDICAL ARTS BUILDING
RENSSELAER, IN 47978
(219) 866-8907
** AD EA DH PV **

NEWTON COUNTY SUPERIOR COURT
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
C/O RYAN AND RYAN CONSULTING
MEDICAL ARTS BUILDING
RENSSELAER, IN 47978
(219) 866-8907
** AD EA DH PV **

RICHMOND

DUNN MENTAL HEALTH CENTER INC
DRUG AND ALC PROG OUTPATIENT SERVICES
831 DILLON DRIVE
RICHMOND, IN 47374
(317) 983-8000
** AD RR AM H IV EA DW TX CI PV **

REID MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
AURORA PROGRAM
1401 CHESTER BOULEVARD
RICHMOND, IN 47374
(317) 983-3150
** AD DT RR AM H Y B PI CU IV PG **
** EA TX CI PV **

RICHMOND STATE HOSPITAL
EASTERN IN CTR FOR CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY
400 N 18TH STREET
RICHMOND, IN 47374
(317) 966-0511 EXT. 491
** AD RR M Y A B HV PI CU IV PG TX **
** PV **

WAYNE SUPERIOR COURT III
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
WAYNE COUNTY COURTHOUSE
LEVEL I
RICHMOND, IN 47374
(317) 973-2968 EXT. 347
** AD PV **

ROCHESTER

FULTON COUNTY
ALCOHOL/DRUG COURT PROGRAM
C/O HABASH ADDICTION CARE CENTER
AT ROCHESTER
ROCHESTER, IN 46975
(219) 223-8788
** AD EA DH PV **

PULASKI COUNTY COURT
PULASKI COUNTY ALC/DRUG COURT PROGRAM
C/O HABASH ADDICTION CARE CENTER
100 WEST 9TH STREET SUITE 301
ROCHESTER, IN 46975
(219) 223-8788
** AD EA DH PV **

ROCKPORT

CARING PARENTS OF SPENCER COUNTY
RR 1
ROCKPORT, IN 47635
(812) 649-9157
** AD PV **

ROCKVILLE

PARKE COUNTY CIRCUIT COURT
ALCOHOL/DRUG SERVICES COURT PROGRAM
COURT HOUSE
LOWER LEVEL WEST ENTRANCE
ROCKVILLE, IN 47872
(317) 569-5910
** AD PV **

SALEM

WASHINGTON CIRCUIT COURT
ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
1521 JACOBSON STREET
SALEM, IN 47167
(812) 883-3095
** AD DH PV **
**SEYMOUR**

**JACKSON SUPERIOR COURT**
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
4TH AND CHESTNUT STREETS
POST OFFICE BUILDING
SEYMOUR, IN 47274
(812) 523-8630
** AD PV **

**SHELBURY**

HANTHORN CENTER OF SHELBY COUNTY INC
15 WEST TAYLOR STREET
SHELBYVILLE, IN 46176
(317) 835-4660
** AD EA DH PV **

**SOUTH BEND**

MADISON CENTER INC
AID PREVENTION AND TREATMENT
403 EAST MADISON STREET
SOUTH BEND, IN 46617
(219) 234-0061
** AD AM IV EA TX PV **

MICHIANA COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
QUIETCARE
2515 EAST JEFFERSON BOULEVARD
SOUTH BEND, IN 46615
(219) 282-3030
** AD RR IV TX **

SAINT JOSEPH COUNTY
COURT ADMINISTERED ALCOHOL PROGRAM
115 SOUTH LAFAYETTE BOULEVARD
SUITE 101
SOUTH BEND, IN 46601
(219) 284-9594
** AD PV **

SAINT JOSEPH PROBATE COURT
JUVENILE DIVISION SUBST ABUSE SERVICES
1921 NORTHSIDE BOULEVARD
SOUTH BEND, IN 46615
(219) 284-9508
** AD PV **

YMCA OF SAINT JOSEPH COUNTY
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES
802 LAFAYETTE BOULEVARD
SOUTH BEND, IN 46601
(219) 233-9491
** AD RR H Y B H HV CU IV PG TX **

TERRE HAUTE

HAMILTON CENTER INC
ADDICTION SERVICES
620 8TH AVENUE
TERRE HAUTE, IN 47804
(812) 231-8325
** AD RR AM H B H IV DM TX CI PV **

RECOVERY ASSOCIATES INC
FELLOWSHIP HOUSE
2940 JEFFERSON STREET
TERRE HAUTE, IN 47802
(812) 232-5272
** AD RR TX **

TERRE HAUTE REGIONAL HOSPITAL
LAMB CENTER
601 HOSPITAL LANE
TERRE HAUTE, IN 47808
(812) 234-7766
** AD RR AM P B H P AI CV HU CV EA TX CI **
** PV **

UNITED STATES PENITENTIARY
DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
TERRE HAUTE, IN 47808
(812) 230-1551 EXT. 491
** AD AM IV EA TX PV **

VIGO COUNTY
ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES PROGRAM
34 OHIO STREET
TERRE HAUTE, IN 47807
(812) 230-8291
** AD DN PV **

VIGO COUNTY TASK FORCE ON ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE INC/HIGH RSK YOUTH COUNCIL
2931 OHIO BOULEVARD
SUITE 100
TERRE HAUTE, IN 47803
(812) 235-5004
** AD PV **

VALPARAISO
MORaine HOUSE INC
333 WEST LINCOLNWAY
VALPARAISO, IN 46383
(219) 464-9983
** AD RR H Y B H HV CU IV PG TX PV **

NIEQUIST CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE COMPONENT
304 MORGAN STREET
VALPARAISO, IN 46383
(219) 464-9585
** AD RR PI TX **

PORTER COUNTY
ALCOHOL AND DRUG OFFENDER SERVICE
111 LIBRARY LANE
VALPARAISO, IN 46383
(219) 465-3565
** AD DH PV **

PORTER MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
814 LAPORTE AVENUE
VALPARAISO, IN 46383
(219) 465-4731
** AD DT TX **

PORTER/STARKE CMHC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
701 WALL STREET
VALPARAISO, IN 46383
(219) 464-8561 EXT. 268
** AD AM EA TX PV **

VERNON

JENNINGS COUNTY COURT
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
COURTHOUSE ANNEX
VERNON, IN 47265
(812) 346-6666
** AD AM TX PV **

VINCENNES

COMPREHENSIVE CMHC
VINCENNES SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
515 BAYOU STREET
VINCENNES, IN 47591
(812) 866-5800
** AD AM B H Y A H A H CV T T CV EA TX CI **
** PG EA DN TX CI PV **

KNOX SUPERIOR COURT II
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
620 BUSGERSON STREET
VINCENNES, IN 47591
(812) 862-1530
** AD EA DH PV **

VINCENNES UNIV COUNSELING SERVICE
ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
1002 NORTH FIRST STREET
VINCENNES, IN 47591
(812) 865-4374
** AD AM H B TX PV **

WABASH

WABASH COUNTY HOSPITAL
ADDICTION CARE CENTER
670 NORTH EAST STREET
WABASH, IN 46992
(219) 563-0606
** AD DT RR AM IV EA TX **

WABASH COUNTY HOSPITAL
ADDICTION CARE CENTER PROGRAM
710 NORTH EAST STREET
WABASH, IN 46992
(219) 563-0606
** AD DH PV **
KOSCIUSKO COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
MED PARK CENTER
2501 EAST CENTER STREET
WARSAW, IN 46580
(219) 269-7275
** AD DT RR AM B AI CU IV EA DW TX **

OTIS R BOYEN CTR FOR HUMAN SERVS INC
KOSCIUSKO CNTY OFFICE/SUBST ABUSE SERV
850 NORTH HARRISON STREET
WARSAW, IN 46580
(219) 267-7169 EXT. 300
** AD AM H PI EA TX PV **

IN FEDERATION OF COMMUNITIES FOR
DF YOUTH INC/PREVENTION EDUC RESOURCES
39 BOONE VILLAGE
ZIONSVILLE, IN 46077
(317) 873-3900
** AD PV **
IOWA

ALLISON

BUTLER COUNTY ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICE CENTER INC
403 NORTH MAIN STREET
ALLISON, IA 50602
(319) 267-5985 ** AD PV **

AMES

IOWA STATE UNIVERSITY
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
STUDENT SERVICES BUILDING 3RD FLOOR
AMES, IA 50011
(515) 294-2245 ** AD PV **

REGIONAL SUBSTANCE ABUSE CENTER INC
511 DUFF AVENUE
AMES, IA 50010
(515) 232-3206 ** AD AM IV TX CI **

YOUTH AND SHELTER SERVICES INC
232 1/2 MAIN STREET
AMES, IA 50010
(515) 233-3341 ** AD RR AM Y TX PV **

ATLANTIC

ALCOHOL AND DRUG ASSISTANCE AGENCY INC
320 MALNUT STREET
ATLANTIC, IA 50022
(712) 243-5091 ** AD RR AM Y B H AI PI CU IV PG **
** EA DM TX CI PV **

BOONE

BOONE COUNTY HOSPITAL
BOONE COUNTY PREV AND COMMUNITY SERVS
1015 UNION STREET
ROOM 106
BOONE, IA 50036
(515) 432-7995 ** AD PV **

BURLETON

ALCOHOL AND DRUG DEPENDENCY SERVICES OF SOUTHEAST IOWA
1340 MOUNT PLEASANT STREET
BURLETON, IA 52601
(319) 753-6567 ** AD RR AM Y IV PG EA DH TX PV **

BURLETON MEDICAL CENTER
RIVIERA REHABILITATION CENTER
626 NORTH 4TH STREET
BURLETON, IA 52601
(319) 753-3633 ** AD RR AM Y IV EA TX CI PV **

YOUNG HOUSE FAMILY SERVICES
105 VALLEY STREET
BURLETON, IA 52601
(319) 752-4000 ** AD RR Y CU TX **

CARROLL

AREA 12 ALC AND DRUG TREATMENT UNIT
322 WEST 3RD STREET
CARROLL, IA 51401
(712) 792-1544 ** AD RR AM Y IV DM TX PV **

CEDAR FALLS

AREA EDUC AGENCY 7 SUBST ABUSE PREV EDUCATIONAL PROJECT
3712 CEDAR HEIGHTS DRIVE
CEDAR FALLS, IA 50613
(319) 273-8215 ** AD PV **

CEDAR RAPIDS

AREA SUBSTANCE ABUSE COUNCIL
16TH AVENUE SM
CEDAR RAPIDS, IA 52404
(319) 390-4611 ** AD RR AM Y B CU IV EA DM TX **
** CI PV **

FOUNDATION II
CRISIS CENTER
1540 2ND AVENUE SE
CEDAR RAPIDS, IA 52403
(319) 362-2174 ** AD PV **

GRANT WOOD AREA EDUCATION AGENCY
4401 6TH STREET SM
CEDAR RAPIDS, IA 52404
(319) 399-6759 ** AD PV **

HILLCREST FAMILY SERVICES
ADDICTIONS PROGRAM
1727 FIRST AVENUE SE
CEDAR RAPIDS, IA 52402
(319) 362-3149 ** AD AM H EA DH TX CI PV **

MERCY MEDICAL CENTER
SEDLACEK TREATMENT CENTER
701 10TH STREET SE
CEDAR RAPIDS, IA 52403
(319) 398-6226 ** AD DT RR AM Y B H AI HV PI **
** CU IV PG EA DH TX CI PV **

CHEROKEE

CHEROKEE MENTAL HEALTH INSTITUTE
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
1200 WEST CEDAR STREET
CHEROKEE, IA 51012
(712) 225-2546 ** AD RR IV TX **

CLARINDA

CALRINDA CORRECTIONAL FACILITY
THE OTHER MAY SUBST ABUSE TRT PROGRAM
CLARINDA TREATMENT COMPLEX
CLARINDA, IA 51632
(712) 542-5634 ** AD RR AM IV TX **

CLEAR LAKE CITY

NORTHERN TRAILS AREA EDUC AGENCY 2
HEALTH EDUCATION SERVICES
MASON CITY AIRPORT GROUNDS
CLEAR LAKE CITY, IA 50428
(515) 357-6125 ** AD PV **

** KEY **

ORIENTATION:
AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
AD = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
AM = AMBULATORY(LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)

TYPE OF CARE:
DT = DETOXIFICATION(24 HOUR CARE) RR = RESIDENTIAL(24 HOUR CARE)

SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS:
W = WOMEN
Y = YOUTH
A = AIDS PATIENTS
B = BLACKS
H = HISPANICS

UNIT FUNCTION:
TX = TREATMENT UNIT
CI = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT
PV = PREVENTION UNIT
MM = METHADONE UNIT
OT = OTHER UNIT
CLINTON
NEW DIRECTIONS INC
CENTER FOR ALC AND OTHER CHEM DEP
217 6TH AVENUE SOUTH
CLINTON, IA 52732
(319) 243-2124
** AD RR AM Y IV EA DM TX PV **

SAMARITAN HEALTH SYSTEM
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT CENTER
1410 NORTH 4TH STREET
CLINTON, IA 52732
(319) 243-7237
** AD DT RR AM H Y IV EA TX CI PV **

COUNCIL BLUFFS
FAMILY SERVICE
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
2 NORTHCREST DRIVE
COUNCIL BLUFFS, IA 51503
(712) 326-0503 EXT. 272
** AD PV **

MERCY HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES
800 MERCY DRIVE
COUNCIL BLUFFS, IA 51503
(712) 326-5115
** AD DT RR AM H Y IV EA DM TX PV **

LOESS HILLS AREA EDUCATION AGENCY 13
HALVERSON CENTER FOR EDUCATION
COUNCIL BLUFFS, IA 51503
(712) 326-1407
** AD AM H Y DM TX CI PV **

MERCY HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES
800 MERCY DRIVE
COUNCIL BLUFFS, IA 51503
(712) 326-5115
** AD DT RR AM H Y IV EA DM TX PV **

CRESTON
ACTION NOW
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY TRT SERVICES
1700 WEST TOWNLINE
CRESTON, IA 50801
(515) 782-0053
** AD AM TX **

GREEN VALLEY AREA EDUCATION AGENCY 14
PROJECT SAVE
1405 NORTH LINCOLN STREET
CRESTON, IA 50801
(515) 782-8943
** AD PV **

DAVENPORT
CENTER FOR ALC AND DRG SERVICES
1623 SOUTH FAIRMOUNT STREET
DAVENPORT, IA 52802
(319) 322-2667
** AD DT RR AM H Y B PI IV TX **
** CI PV MH **

MERcy HOSPITAL
ADDICTIONS RECOVERY CENTER
WEST CENTRAL PARK AT MARQUETTE
DAVENPORT, IA 52804
(319) 383-2799
** AD DT RR AM H Y IV EA DM TX CI **
** PV **

DECORAH
HELPING SERVS FOR NORTHEAST IOWA INC
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES PROGRAM
421 W 5TH STREET
DECORAH, IA 52101
(319) 387-1720
** AD EA DM PV **

NORTHEAST IOWA MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOL AND RELATED PROBLEMS SERV CTR
305 MONTGOMERY STREET
DECORAH, IA 52101
(319) 382-3649
** AD AM TX **

DENISON
MIDWEST IOWA
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE CENTER
1309 NORTH FIRST AVENUE
DENISON, IA 51442
(712) 263-5065
** AD AM TX PV **

DES MOINES
BERNIE LORENZ RECOVERY HOUSE
4018 KINGMAN BOULEVARD
DES MOINES, IA 50311
(515) 255-3373
** AD RR AM HTX **

HAROLD HUGHES CENTERS
603 EAST 12TH STREET
DES MOINES GENERAL HOSPITAL
DES MOINES, IA 50307
(515) 263-4670
** AD DT RR H TX PV OT **

INTERSECTIONAL UNITED
ADVANCED PLANNING (IUAP)
2323 FOREST AVENUE
DES MOINES, IA 50311
(515) 274-3333
** AD RR AM H Y B H HI HV PI IV **
** PG TX CI MM **

IOWA DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION
SUBSTANCE EDUCATION PROGRAM
GRIMES OFFICE BUILDING
DES MOINES, IA 50319
(515) 281-3021
** AD DM PV **

IOWA LUTHERAN HOSPITAL
OUR PRIMARY PURPOSE
UNIVERSITY AT PENN STREET
DES MOINES, IA 50316
(515) 263-5582
** AD RR AM Y IV BX TX **

IOWA METHODIST MEDICAL CENTER
POWELL CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY CENTER
1200 PLEASANT STREET
DES MOINES, IA 50309
(515) 283-6454
** AD DT RR AM HY EA DM TX CI PV **

MERCY HOSPITAL
MERCY ALCOHOL AND DRUG RECOVERY PROG
MERCY HOSPITAL
SOUTH 3
DES MOINES, IA 50314
(515) 247-4441
** AD DT RR AM TX PV **

UNITED BEHAVIORAL SYSTEMS
1441 29TH STREET
SUITE 300
DES MOINES, IA 50305
(515) 223-0979
** AD AM H Y A B H HI HV PI IV **
** PG EA DM TX CI PV **

DUBUQUE
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICE CENTER INC
NESLER CENTRE SUITE 320
TOWN CLOCK PLAZA
DUBUQUE, IA 52001
(319) 582-DRUG
** AD RR AM H Y A B HV PI CU PG EA **
** DM TX CI PV **

DYERSVILLE
MERCY HEALTH CENTER
ST MARYS ADOLESCENT SUBST ABUSE UNIT
1111 3RD STREET S
DYERSVILLE, IA 52040
(319) 875-2951
** AD RR AM TX **

ELKADER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES FOR
CLAYTON COUNTY INC
ELKADER, IA 52043
(319) 265-1546
** AD EA PV **
IOWA

ESTHERVILLE

HOLY FAMILY HOSPITAL
MARIAN FAMILY RECOVERY CENTER
826 NORTH 8TH STREET
ESTHERVILLE, IA 51334
(712) 362-7728
** AD DT RR AM IV TX PV **

FOREST CITY

ROBERTELLE CENTER FOR
ALCOHOL AND CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY
525 NORTH 4TH STREET
FOREST CITY, IA 50436
(515) 582-3779
** AD EA PV **

FORT DOUDGE

NORTH CENTRAL ALCOHOLISM
RESEARCH FOUNDATION INC (NCARF)
726 SOUTH 17TH STREET
FORT DOUDGE, IA 50501
(515) 576-7261
** AD DT RR AM H Y B H AI HV PI CU **
** IV PG EA TX PV **

FORT MADISON

FORT MADISON COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
THE CROSSING POINT
HIGHWAY 61 WEST
FORT MADISON, IA 52627
(319) 372-3193
** AD DT RR AM CU IV EA TX CI PV **

IOWA STATE PENITENTIARY
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
31 AVENUE G
FORT MADISON, IA 52627
(319) 372-5632 EXT. 344
** AD RR AM TX PV **

GRUNDY CENTER

CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES CTR INC
706 1/2 H AVENUE
GRUNDY CENTER, IA 50638
(319) 824-6409
** AD CI PV **

HAMPTON

FRANKLIN COUNTY ALCOHOLISM SERVICE CTR
504 2ND AVENUE SE
HAMPION, IA 50441
(515) 456-3164
** AD EA PV **

HULL

ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE CENTER
1126 MAIN STREET
HULL, IA 51239
(712) 699-1170
** AD AH Y H TX PV **

INDEPENDENCE

BUCHANAN COUNTY SUBSTANCE ABUSE AGENCY
209 2ND AVENUE NE
INDEPENDENCE, IA 50644
(319) 334-6163
** AD PV **

MENTAL HEALTH INSTITUTE
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT UNIT
INDEPENDENCE, IA 50644
(319) 324-2583 EXT. 396
** AD DT RR AM TX **

INDIANOLA

PREVENTION CONCEPTS
115 NORTH JEFFERSON STREET
INDIANOLA, IA 50125
(515) 961-8830
** AD DM PV **

WARREN COUNTY
SUBSTANCE ABUSE AGENCY
217 WEST SALEM STREET
COURTHOUSE ANNEX
INDIANOLA, IA 50125
(515) 961-1006
** AD EA DM CI PV **

IOWA CITY

MID EASTERN COUNCIL ON CHEMICAL ABUSE
(MECCA)
430 SOUTHGATE AVENUE
IOWA CITY, IA 52240
(319) 351-6357
** AD DT RR AM H Y HV PI IV EA DM **
** TX CI PV **

UNITED ACTION FOR YOUTH
410 IOWA AVENUE
IOWA CITY, IA 52240
(319) 338-7518
** AD PV **

IOWA FALLS

HARDIN COUNTY ALC AND DRUG SERVS INC
WE CARE
613 1/2 WASHINGTON AVENUE
IOWA FALLS, IA 50126
(515) 648-5051
** AD EA CI PV **

KNOXVILLE

MARION COUNTY SUBSTANCE ABUSE AGENCY
114 EAST ROBINSON STREET
KNOXVILLE, IA 50138
(515) 820-0178
** AD EA CI PV **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
ADDICTION TREATMENT UNIT
1515 WEST PLEASANT STREET
KNOXVILLE, IA 50138
(515) 828-5031
** AD DT RR AM H A HV CV IV EA TX **

MANNING

MANNING GENERAL HOSPITAL
MANNING FAMILY RECOVERY CENTER
410 MAIN STREET
MANNING, IA 51455
(712) 655-2072
** AD DT RR AM PI IV EA TX PV **

MARSHALLTOWN

SUBSTANCE ABUSE TRT UNIT OF CENTRAL IA
19 WEST STATE STREET
MARSHALLTOWN, IA 50158
(515) 752-7217
** AD AM IV DM TX CI PV **

MASON CITY

CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVS OF NORTH IA
22 NORTH GEORGIA STREET
MASON CITY, IA 50401
(515) 426-2391
** AD RR AM EA TX CI PV **

MIDDLEVILLE

NATIONAL COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
ENHANCEMENT OF WOMEN PROG/PILOT PROJ
300 ELM STREET SM
IA CORRECTIONAL INST FOR WOMEN
MIDDLEVILLE, IA 50169
(515) 293-4200
** AD PV **

MONTICELLO

JOHN MCDONALD TREATMENT CENTER
WEST FIRST STREET
JOHN MCDONALD HOSPITAL 3RD FLOOR
MONTICELLO, IA 52310
(319) 465-5079
** AD DT RR AM IV TX CI **

MOUNT AYR

RINGGOLD COUNTY HOSPITAL
RINGGOLD COUNTY RECOVERY CENTER
211 SHELLWAY DRIVE
MOUNT AYR, IA 50854
(515) 664-2920
** AD RR IV EA DH TX **

MOUNT PLEASANT

MENTAL HEALTH INSTITUTE
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
1200 EAST WASHINGTON STREET
MOUNT PLEASANT, IA 52641
(319) 385-7231 EXT. 357
** AD DT RR IV TX **
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Contact Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MOUNT PLEASANT CORRECTIONAL FACILITY THERAPEUTIC COMMUNITY PROGRAM</td>
<td>1200 EAST WASHINGTON STREET MOUNT PLEASANT, IA 52641 (319) 385-9511 EXT. 335 ** AD RR TX PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MUSCATINE GENERAL HOSPITAL NEW HORIZONS OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM</td>
<td>1616 CEDAR STREET MUSCATINE, IA 52761 (319) 264-9409 ** AD AM Y H IV DM TX CI PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEWTON</td>
<td>CAPSTONE CENTER INC SUBSTANCE ABUSE DIVISION 306 NORTH 3RD AVENUE EAST NEWTON, IA 50208 (515) 792-4012 ** AD AM M Y IV EA DM TX CI PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OAKDALE</td>
<td>UNIV OF IOWA HOSPITALS AND CLINICS CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY CENTER OAKDALE CAMPUS OAKDALE, IA 52319 (319) 353-4165 ** AD RR M A B H HV CU IV PG TX PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OTTUMWA</td>
<td>OTTUMWA REGIONAL HEALTH CENTER BEHAVIORAL HEALTH DEPT FAMILY REC CTR 312 EAST ALTA VISTA AVENUE OTTUMWA, IA 52501 (515) 694-4651 EXT. 2775 ** AD DT RR AM H Y A B H AI HV PI ** ** CU PG EA TX PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOUTHERN IOWA ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATION DRUG AND ALCOHOL SERVICES</td>
<td>226 WEST MAIN STREET OTTUMWA, IA 52501 (515) 682-8741 ** AD AM M Y B H AT PI CU IV PG DM ** ** TX CI PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROCKHILL CITY</td>
<td>HARVEST ACRES INC COUNTY N-65/ROUTE 1 ROCKHILL CITY, IA 50579 (712) 297-8241 ** AD RR Y IV TX CI PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SERGEANT BLUFF</td>
<td>NATIVE AMERICAN ALCOHOL TREATMENT PROGRAM INC LARRENTEUR AVENUE BUILDING 544 SERGEANT BLUFF, IA 51054 (712) 277-9416 ** AL RR M AI TX **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIoux City</td>
<td>INDIAN YOUTH OF AMERICA INC SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION PROGRAM 622 4TH STREET BADGERON BUILDING SUITE 609 SIOUX CITY, IA 51101 (712) 252-3230 ** AD PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPIRIT LAKE</td>
<td>NORTHWEST IOWA ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG TREATMENT UNIT INC DICKINSON COUNTY MEMORIAL HOSPITAL SPIRIT LAKE, IA 51360 (712) 336-9560 ** AD AM Y IV TX PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WATERLOO</td>
<td>COVENANT MEDICAL CENTER HORIZONS FAMILY TREATMENT CENTER 3421 WEST 9TH STREET WATERLOO, IA 50702 (319) 291-3542 ** AD DT RR AM IV EA TX CI **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waukon</td>
<td>ALLAMAKEE COUNTY SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION PROGRAM ALLAMAKEE COUNTY COURTHOUSE WAUKON, IA 52172 (319) 568-2204 ** AD PV **</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ABILENE

DICKINSON COUNTY COUNCIL ON ALCOHOL AND OTHER DRUGS INC
409 NW 3RD STREET
ABILENE, KS 67410
(913) 265-1081
** AD AM W B H AI PI CU PG EA DW **
** TX CI PV **

KANSAS MOTHERS AND CHILDREN REINTEGRATION TREATMENT INC
409 NW 3RD STREET
ABILENE, KS 67401
(913) 265-1081
** AD RR W B H AI CU IV PG TX **

ANTHONY

ANTHONY DISTRICT HOSPITAL 6 RECOVERY HAY
1101 EAST SPRING STREET
ANTHONY, KS 67003
(316) 842-5715
** AD DT RR AM Y AI HV PI CU IV DM **
** TX **

ATCHISON

NEW FREEDOM INC
1600 SKYWAY STREET
ATCHISON, KS 66002
(913) 367-0411
** AD AM W Y B AI CU IV PG EA TX **
** CI PV **

VALLEY HOPE ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT CTR
ATCHISON VALLEY HOPE
1816 NORTH 2ND STREET
ATCHISON, KS 66002
(913) 367-0616
** AD DT RR W Y A B HV CU IV PG EA **
** TX PV **

AUGUSTA

VALLEY HOPE AT AUGUSTA MEDICAL COMPLEX
2101 DEARBORN STREET
AUGUSTA, KS 67010
(316) 775-5021
** AD RR EA TX **

BAXTER SPRINGS

MACAULEY AND ASSOCIATES
2011 FAIRVIEW AVENUE
BAXTER SPRINGS, KS 66713
(316) 856-5162
** AD AM TX **

BUCKLIN

BUCKLIN HOSPITAL DISTRICT/TLC
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
127 SOUTH WEST STREET
BUCKLIN, KS 67834
(316) 826-3211
** AD DT RR AM IV DM TX **

CEDAR VALE

CEDAR VALE PROGRAMS FOR RECOVERY
501 CEDAR STREET
CEDAR VALE, KS 67024
(316) 758-2260
** AD DT RR Y IV EA TX **

COBY

CITIZENS MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
100 EAST COLLEGE DRIVE
COBY, KS 67701
(913) 462-7511
** AD DT TX **

FRED MATURES
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
175 SOUTH RANGE STREET
COBY, KS 67701
(913) 462-3332
** AL RR AM EA DM TX **

NORTHWEST KANSAS REGIONAL PREVENTION CENTER AT COLBY
485 NORTH COURT STREET
COLBY, KS 67701
(913) 462-8152
** AD PV **

THOMAS COUNTY COUNCIL ON ALCOHOL/DRUG ABUSE INC
770 SOUTH RANGE STREET
COLBY, KS 67701
(913) 462-6111
** AD RR AM DH TX CI **

COLUMBUS

ELM ACRES YOUTH HOME FOR GIRLS
501 CENTRAL AVENUE
COLUMBUS, KS 66725
(316) 429-1949
** AD AM Y TX PV **

FAMILY LIFE CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
201 WEST MALNUT STREET
COLUMBUS, KS 66725
(316) 429-1860
** AD AM W Y IV DM TX CI **

DERBY

COMMUNITY HEALTH ASSOCIATION
111 NORTH BALTIMORE STREET
DERBY, KS 67037
(316) 788-0711
** AD AM TX **

DODGE CITY

DODGE CITY METHODIST YOUTHVILLE
MILROADS GARDEN ROAD
DODGE CITY, KS 67801
(316) 225-0276
** AD AM Y TX PV **

NEW CHANCE INC
COMMUNITY ALCOHOL/DRUG ABUSE TRT CTR
201 EAST WYATT EARP BOULEVARD
DODGE CITY, KS 67801
(316) 225-0476
** AD DT RR AM Y PI IV EA DM TX **
** CI PV **

R/R COUNSELING AGENCY
2219 ROBIN ROAD
DODGE CITY, KS 67801
(316) 225-1159
** AD AM H DM TX CI **

EL DORADO

LIFE AND LIVING FOUNDATION
ALCOHOL AND DRUG CLINIC OF EL DORADO
314 SOUTH VINE STREET
EL DORADO, KS 67042
(316) 321-7724
** AD AM EA TX PV **

** KEY **

ORIENTATION:
AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
BA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
AD = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
AM = AMBULATORY (LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)
PG = PREGNANT USERS
EA = EAP PROGRAM SERVICES
DM = DMI/ASAP SERVICES

TYPE OF CARE:
DT = DETOXIFICATION (24 HOUR CARE)
RR = RESIDENTIAL (24 HOUR CARE)

SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS:
H = HOMEN
Y = YOUTH
A = AIDS PATIENTS
B = BLACKS
I = HISPANICS

UNIT FUNCTION:
TX = TREATMENT UNIT
CI = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT
PV = PREVENTION UNIT
MM = METHADONE UNIT
OT = OTHER UNIT
SOUTH CENTRAL MENTAL HEALTH INC  
COUNSELING CENTER  
2565 WEST CENTRAL STREET  
EL DORADO, KS 67042  
(316) 321-6056  
** AD AM IV EA DM TX PV **

ELLSWORTH  
ELLSWORTH CORRECTIONAL FACILITY  
ADAPT  
1607 STATE STREET  
ELLSWORTH, KS 67439  
(913) 472-5501 EXT. 466  
** AD AM B H AI PI CU IV TX PV **

ELMWOOD  
BRIDGEWAY OF KANSAS INC  
6TH AND KENTUCKY STREETS  
ELWOOD, KS 66024  
(913) 365-0108  
** AD AM DM TX **

EMPORIA  
CORNER HOUSE INC  
418 MARKET STREET  
EMPORIA, KS 66801  
(316) 342-3015  
** AD RR AM HV IV TX **

EMPORIA PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES  
DR TIM SIPPOLAS ALC AND DRUG SERVICES  
702 COMMERCIAL STREET  
SUITE 3B  
EMPORIA, KS 66801  
(316) 342-1998  
** AD AM Y TX **

MENTAL HEALTH CTR OF EAST CENTRAL KS  
ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES  
1000 LINCOLN STREET  
EMPORIA, KS 66801  
(316) 342-0548  
** AD AM Y IV EA DM TX PV **

NEWMAN MEMORIAL COUNTY HOSPITAL  
RECOVERY ROAD  
1037 ELM STREET  
EMPORIA, KS 66801  
(316) 342-6678  
** AD AM EA TX **

SAINT MARY HEALTH CENTER  
DAYBREAK  
15TH AND STATE STREETS  
EMPORIA, KS 66801  
(316) 343-4154  
** AD DT RR AM TX CI PV **

THE FARM INC  
528 COMMERCIAL STREET  
EMPORIA, KS 66801  
(316) 343-3804  
** AD PV **

FORT SCOTT  
BOURBON COUNTY ALCOHOL AND DRUG  
COUNSELING SERVICE  
11 EAST FIRST STREET  
FORT SCOTT, KS 66701  
(316) 223-0451  
** AD AM EA DM TX PV **

GARDEN CITY  
QUASI CENTER FOR ADULTS AND CHILDREN  
FAMILY ADDICTIONS RECOVERY PROGRAM  
1135 COLLEGE DRIVE  
SUITES I-1 AND I-2  
GARDEN CITY, KS 67846  
(316) 275-0147  
** AD AM B PI CU TX PV **

WESTERN KANSAS FOUNDATION FOR ALC AND  
CHEM DEPENDENCY INC/CROSROADS HOUSE  
116 EAST CHESTNUT STREET  
GARDEN CITY, KS 67846  
(316) 275-7103  
** AD RR AM Y A H HV PI CU IV PG **  
** EA DM TX CI PV **

GIRARD  
SE KANSAS REGIONAL PREVENTION CTR AT  
THE SOUTHEAST KANSAS EDUC SERV CENTER  
GIRARD, KS 66743  
(316) 724-6281  
** AD PV **

GOODLAND  
JUDGE JAMES V RIDDLE BOYS RANCH  
25331 WEST 39TH STREET SOUTH  
GOODLAND, KS 67735  
(913) 899-3625  
** AD AM Y B H AI CU TX PV **

GOODLAND  
NORTHWEST KANSAS MEDICAL CENTER  
SUBSTANCE ABUSE UNIT  
FIRST AND SHERMAN STREETS  
GOODLAND, KS 67735  
(913) 794-8666  
** AD AM Y B H AI CU TX PV **

GOOD SHEPHERD  
CENTER FOR COUNSELING AND CONSULTATION  
SUBSTANCE ABUSE OUTPT TREATMENT PROG  
5815 BROADWAY  
GOOD SHEPHERD, KS 67530  
(316) 792-2544  
** AD AM Y PI CU EA DM TX CI PV **

SAINT JOSEPHS  
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM/OUPATIENT  
3111 10TH STREET  
SAINT JOSEPHS, KS 67550  
(316) 793-8933  
** AD AM IV EA DM TX CI PV **

GREENSBURG  
IROQUOIS CENTER FOR HUMAN DEVELOPMENT  
103 SOUTH GROVE STREET  
GREENSBURG, KS 67050  
(316) 723-2272  
** AD AM EA DM TX CI PV **

HAYS  
NORTHWEST KANSAS REGIONAL  
PREVENTION CENTER AT HAYS  
2209 CANTERBURY ROAD  
SUITE C  
HAYS, KS 66701  
(913) 625-5521  
** AD PV **

SMOKY HILL FOUNDATION FOR  
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY INC  
2209 CANTERBURY ROAD  
SUITE C  
HAYS, KS 66701  
(913) 877-5173  
** AD AM M Y A B H AI HV PI CU EA **  
** DN TX CI PV **

HIAWATHA  
KANZA MENTAL HEALTH/GUIDANCE CTR INC  
909 SOUTH 2ND STREET  
HIAWATHA, KS 66434  
(913) 742-7133  
** AD AM M Y A PI EA DM TX PV **

HOISINGTON  
CLARA BARTON HOSPITAL  
FAMILY RECOVERY CENTER  
250 WEST 9TH STREET  
HOISINGTON, KS 67544  
(316) 653-2114  
** AD DT RR AM IV TX CI PV **

HUMBOLDT  
SOUTHEAST KANSAS MENTAL HEALTH CENTER  
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM  
1106 SOUTH 9TH STREET  
HUMBOLDT, KS 66748  
(316) 473-2241  
** AD AM IV EA DM TX PV **

HUTCHINSON  
HORIZONS MENTAL HEALTH CENTER  
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES  
1715 EAST 23RD STREET  
HUTCHINSON, KS 67502  
(316) 665-2240  
** AD AM EA DM TX CI PV **
KANSAS

HUTCHINSON CORRECTIONAL FACILITY
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
HUTCHINSON, KS 67501
(316) 662-2521 EXT. 508
** AD AM TX **

MCC/MANAGED BEHAVIORAL CARE INC
100 NORTH MAIN STREET
WILEY BUILDING SUITE 817
HUTCHINSON, KS 67501
(316) 665-7064
** AD AM DW TX **

SAINT JOSEPHS
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM/OUTPATIENT
2125-A NORTH MONROE STREET
HUTCHINSON, KS 67502
(316) 662-3399
** AD AM IV EA DM TX CI PV OT **

INDEPENDENCE

CEDAR VALE ADDICTION TREATMENT UNIT
1901 SOUTH 10TH STREET
INDEPENDENCE, KS 67501
(316) 331-0150
** AD AM IV TX CI PV OT **

FOUR COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
PENN AND MYRTLE STREETS
PROFESSIONAL BUILDING SUITE 614
INDEPENDENCE, KS 67501
(316) 331-1748
** AD AM EA DM TX CI PV **

JUNCTION CITY

FAMILY CARE CENTER OF JUNCTION CITY
132 NORTH EISENHOWER STREET
JUNCTION CITY, KS 66441
(913) 762-4210
** AD AM H Y B H AI CU EA DM TX PV **

GEARY COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1102 SAINT MARYS ROAD
JUNCTION CITY, KS 66441
(913) 238-2222
** AD DT RR AM W B CU IV EA TX CI **
** PV **

PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING SERVICES OF JUNCTION CITY
819 SOUTH WASHINGTON STREET
JUNCTION CITY, KS 66441
(913) 762-4870
** AD AM H Y B H AI PI TX PV **

KANSAS CITY

ADDICTION STRESS CENTER
1530 NORTH 78TH STREET
KANSAS CITY, KS 66112
(913) 299-9255
** AD AM DW TX **

ASSOCIATED YOUTH SERVICES INC
3111 STRONG AVENUE
KANSAS CITY, KS 66106
(913) 831-2820
** AD AM Y TX PV **

DEPTH REHABILITATION ALCOHOL GROUP
DRUG CLUB ALCOHOL CENTER INC
2940 NORTH 17TH STREET
KANSAS CITY, KS 66104
(913) 371-5191
** AD RR W B CU DM TX CI PV **

HEART OF AMERICA FAMILY SERVICES INC
5428 STATE AVENUE
KANSAS CITY, KS 66102
(913) 287-1300
** AD AM EA TX PV **

KANSAS CITY KANSAS
SPANISH SPEAKING OFFICE
14TH AND METROPOLITAN STREETS
FRANKLIN CENTER
KANSAS CITY, KS 66103
(913) 621-3655
** AD DM PV **

KANSAS CITY KANSAS DRUG AND ALCOHOL INFORMATION SCHOOL/ASAP
707 MINNESOTA AVENUE
SECURITY NATIONAL BANK BUILDING/M-6
KANSAS CITY, KS 66101
(913) 342-3011
** AD DM PV **

KANSAS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER
DEPARTMENT OF PREVENTIVE MEDICINE
39TH AND RAINBOW BOULEVARD
KANSAS CITY, KS 66103
(913) 588-2775
** AD PV **

KANSAS UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER
KANSAS CITY METRO METHADONE PROGRAM
39TH AND RAINBOW BOULEVARD
ROOM 11G
KANSAS CITY, KS 66103
(913) 586-6493
** DA AM IV MM **

KEYSTONE TREATMENT CENTER AT PROVIDENCE/SAIN H MARGARET HEALTH CTR
8919 PARALLEL PARKWAY
SUITE 116
KANSAS CITY, KS 66112
(913) 596-4200
** AD DT RR IV TX CI PV **

KEYSTONE TREATMENT CENTER AT PROVIDENCE/SAIN H MARGARET'S/UNIT 2
8919 PARALLEL PARKWAY
SUITE 325
KANSAS CITY, KS 66112
(913) 596-4200
** AD AM DM TX CI **

SALVATION ARMY SHIELD OF SERVICE DETOX AND REINTEGRATION CENTER
1200 NORTH 7TH STREET
KANSAS CITY, KS 66101
(913) 342-5500
** AD DT RR IV EA DM TX PV **

SUBSTANCE ABUSE CENTER OF EASTERN KANSAS INC
4125 RAINBOW BOULEVARD
KANSAS CITY, KS 66103
(913) 3a2-0045
** AD RR IV TX **

MYANDOT MENTAL HEALTH CENTER INC
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
EATON STREET AT 36TH AVENUE
KANSAS CITY, KS 66103
(913) 831-9500
** AD AM IV EA DM TX CI PV **

MYANDOT COUNTY REGIONAL PREV CTR AT KANSAS CITY KANSAS COMMUNITY COLLEGE
7250 STATE AVENUE
KANSAS CITY, KS 66122
(913) 334-1100
** AD EA DM PV **

MYANDOT COUNTY HOUSE INC
OUTPATIENT DRUG/ALC COUNSELING PROGRAM
632 TAURUMA STREET
KANSAS CITY, KS 66101
(913) 342-9332
** AD AM Y B H CU TX PV **

KINGMAN

CEDARVALE WOMENS ADDICTION TRT UNIT
750 AVENUE D WEST
KINGMAN, KS 67068
(316) 532-5125
** AD DT RR H Y B H IV EA TX CI PV **

LARNED

LARNED STATE HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY RECOVERY PROGRAM
ROUTE 3
LARNED, KS 67550
(316) 285-2131 EXT. 4630
** AD RR H B H IV EA TX CI PV **

SAINT JOSEPHS
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM/INPATIENT
925 CARROLL STREET
LARNED, KS 67550
(316) 285-3161 EXT. 399
** AD DT RR IV EA DM TX CI PV **

SUNRISE INC
REINTEGRATION PROGRAM
525 NORTH MAIN STREET
LARNED, KS 67550
(316) 285-3662
** AD RR AM H Y A B H AI HV CU IV **
** PG DM TX CI **
KANSAS

DOUGLAS COUNTY CITIZENS COMMITTEE ON ALC/COUNSELING AND RESOURCE CENTER
2200 WEST 25TH STREET
LAWRENCE, KS 66047
(913) 841-4138
** AD AM Y B IV EA DH TX CI PV **

EAST CENTRAL KS REGIONAL PREV CENTER
DCCCA CENTER
2200 WEST 25TH STREET
LAWRENCE, KS 66047
(913) 841-4138
** AD PV **

KANSAS WOMENS SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES FIRST STEP HOUSE
354 FLORIDA STREET
LAWRENCE, KS 66044
(913) 863-9262
** AD RR M Y A B H AI HV CU PG TX **

LEAVENWORTH
NORTHEAST KANSAS MH AND GUIDANCE CTR SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES PROGRAM
818 NORTH 7TH STREET
LEAVENWORTH, KS 66048
(913) 682-5118
** AD AM DH TX PV **

UNIVERSITY OF PENITENTIARY FOR SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
LEAVENWORTH, KS 66048
(913) 682-8700
** AD DT RR B H HV CU IV EA TX PV **

LIBERAL
SOUTHWEST KANSAS ALCOR AND DRUG ADDICTION FOUNDATION INC (SKADAF)
529 NORTH NEW YORK STREET
LIBERAL, KS 67901
(316) 624-3616
** AD RR AM IV DH TX CI PV **

MANHATTAN
KANSAS STATE UNIVERSITY ALCOR AND OTHER DRUG EDUCATION SERVICES (KSU)
1103 COLLEGE AVENUE
MANHATTAN, KS 66502
(785) 532-6927
** AD PV **

LARRY M PEAK PHD ALC/DRUG SERVS AT MANHATTAN MEDICAL CENTER
1103 COLLEGE AVENUE
MANHATTAN, KS 66502
(785) 532-4014
** AD AM DH TX **

NORTHEAST KANSAS REGIONAL PREV CTR AT PAMNCE MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES INC
2001 CLAFLIN STREET
MANHATTAN, KS 66502
(913) 539-7180
** AD EA PV **

MCPHERSON
MCPHERSON AREA COUNCIL FOR ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICE INC
1123 SOUTH MAIN STREET
MCPHERSON, KS 67460
(316) 241-0220
** AD AM M Y PI DH TX **

NEODESHA
VALLEY HOPE ASSOCIATION
205 MILL STREET
WILSON COUNTY HOSPITAL
NEODESHA, KS 66577
(816) 325-2011
** AD RR IV EA TX PV **

NEWTON
MIRROR INC
133 EAST 6TH STREET
NEWTON, KS 67114
(316) 283-6743
** AD RR AM M Y A HV PI IV PG PW **
** TX **

MIRROR INC
SOUTH CENTRAL KANSAS REGIONAL PREV CTR
133 EAST 6TH STREET
NEWTON, KS 67114
(316) 283-6743
** AD EA PV **

UNITED METHODIST YOUTHVILLE
900 WEST BROADWAY
NEWTON, KS 67114
(316) 283-1950
** AD AM Y TX PV **

PITTSBURG
CRAWFORD COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
50TH AND MICHIGAN STREETS
PITTSBURG, KS 66762
(316) 231-5130
** AD AM M Y B HV IV EA TX **

CRAWFORD COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
RENEWAL HOUSE
606 EAST ATCHINSON STREET
PITTSBURG, KS 66762
(316) 231-5130
** AD RR B HV IV TX **

OLATHE
CYPRESS RECOVERY INC
228 SOUTH KANSAS STREET
OLATHE, KS 66061
(913) 764-7555
** AD AM M Y PI DH TX **

DRUG ABUSE EDUCATION CENTER INC
807 CLAIRBORNE ROAD
OLATHE, KS 66062
(913) 764-6643
** AD AM M Y A B H AI CU PG EA DH **
** TX CI PV **

JOHNSON COUNTY ADOLESCENT CENTER FOR TREATMENT (ACT)
301 NORTH MONROE STREET
OLATHE, KS 66061
(913) 782-0283
** AD RR Y IV PG TX **

OTTAWA
FRANKLIN COUNTY MH CLINIC INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
216 SOUTH HICKORY STREET
OTTAWA, KS 66067
(913) 242-3780
** AD AM M Y A B H AI HV CU PG PW **
** EA DH TX CI PV **

HORIZONS RECOVERY SERVICES
1302 SOUTH MAIN STREET
OTTAWA, KS 66067
(913) 242-1857
** AD AM DH TX CI PV **

PAOLA
MIAMI COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
CERTIFIED SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
401 NORTH EAST STREET
PAOLA, KS 66071
(913) 294-5755
** AD AM EA DH TX CI PV **
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ELM ACRES YOUTH HOME INC
1002 EAST MADISON STREET
PITTSBURG, KS 66762
(316) 231-9840
** AD AM Y TX PV **

REFLECTIONS
INTERMEDIATE TREATMENT PROGRAM
30TH AND MICHIGAN STREET
PITTSBURG, KS 66762
(316) 231-5141
** AD RR H IV PG EA TX CI **

RESERVE
SAC AND FOX OF MISSOURI
STANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
ROUTE 1
RESERVE, KS 66434
(913) 742-7971
** AD EA CI PV **

SALINA
CENTER FOR SELF DISCOVERY
712 SOUTH OHIO STREET
SUITE D
SALINA, KS 67401
(913) 827-7403
** AD AM EA TX **

CENTRAL KANSAS FOUNDATION
CASE DE ALIGAS
513 SOUTH 8TH STREET
SALINA, KS 67401
(913) 825-7554
** AD RR H B H AI PI CU PG TX CI **

CENTRAL KANSAS FOUNDATION
OUTPATIENT
1805 SOUTH OHIO STREET
SALINA, KS 67401
(913) 825-6226
** AD AM Y B H AI HV PI EA DM TX **
** CI PV **

CENTRAL KANSAS FOUNDATION
PATHFINDER HOUSE
130 SOUTH FRONT STREET
SALINA, KS 67401
(913) 827-6161
** AD RR B H AI PI CU TX CI **

MCC/MANAGED BEHAVIORAL CARE INC
639 NORTH OHIO STREET
SUITE 30
SALINA, KS 67401
(913) 825-2508
** AD AM TX CI PV **

NORTH CENTRAL KANSAS
REGIONAL PREVENTION CENTER
1805 SOUTH OHIO STREET
SALINA, KS 67401
(913) 825-6289
** AD PV **

SAINT JOHNS HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY TREATMENT CENTER
139 NORTH PENN STREET
SALINA, KS 67401
(913) 827-5591 EXT. 286
** AD RR AM IV EA TX CI **

SAINT JOHNS RESIDENTIAL ADOLESCENT DEPENDENCY TREATMENT UNIT
1646 NORTH 9TH STREET
SALINA, KS 67401
(913) 825-7103
** AD RR Y A B H AI HV CU TX CI PV **

SMOKY HILL SERVICE CENTER
ALCOHOL/DRUG PREVENTION PROGRAMS
3023 CANTERBURY STREET
SUITE 7
SALINA, KS 67401
(913) 825-9185
** AD PV **

SEDAN
SEDAN CITY HOSPITAL
RECOVERY WAY INC/YOUTH CHEM DEPENDENCY
320 NORTH STREET
SEDAN, KS 67561
(316) 725-5624
** AD DT RR Y A B H AI CU TX PV **

SHAWNEE MISSION
CEDAR RIDGE
7405 RENNER ROAD
SHAWNEE MISSION, KS 66217
(913) 631-1900
** AD DT RR AM Y HV TX PV **

CHARLES STEBBINS COUNSELING SERVICES
6400 WEST 95TH STREET
SHAWNEE MISSION, KS 66212
(913) 599-0490
** AD AM DM TX PV OT **

HEART OF AMERICA FAMILY SERVICES INC
10500 BARKLEY STREET
SHAWNEE MISSION, KS 66212
(913) 642-6300
** AD AM EA TX PV **

JOHNSON COUNTY
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES INC
6221 RICHARD DRIVE
SHAWNEE MISSION, KS 66216
(913) 268-7220
** AD DT RR AM Y A HV PI IV DM **
** TX PV **

JOHNSON/LEAVENWORTH REGIONAL
PREVENTION CENTER
9900 MISSION ROAD
SHAWNEE MISSION, KS 66206
(913) 341-1415
** AD PV **

MCC/MANAGED BEHAVIORAL CARE INC
5700 BROADWAY DRIVE
FOXRIDGE TOWERS SUITE 408
SHAWNEE MISSION, KS 66202
(913) 262-6132
** AD AM CU TX **

OVERLAND PARK ALCOHOL DIVERSION
PROCEDURE
8026 SANTA FE STREET
BEAL BUILDING SUITE 306
SHAWNEE MISSION, KS 66212
(913) 381-5252 EXT. 512
** AD DH CI PV **

SHAWNEE MISSION MEDICAL CENTER
ADMISSION RECOVERY UNIT
9100 WEST 74TH STREET
SHAWNEE MISSION, KS 66201
(913) 676-2540
** AD DT RR AM Y IV TX CI **

VALLEY HOPE COUNSELING AND REFERRAL CENTER OF GREATER KANSAS CITY
5410 WEST 58TH TERRACE
SHAWNEE MISSION, KS 66205
(913) 452-4037
** AD AM EA TX CI PV **

SYRACUSE
SYRACUSE CHEMICAL ADDICTION TREATMENT OF KANSAS INC (SCAT)
BONHUE BUILDING
NE ENTRANCE 3RD FLOOR
SYRACUSE, KS 67870
(316) 304-5598
** AD AM DM TX PV **

TOPEKA
CEDAR RIDGE OF TOPEKA
400 KANSAS AVENUE
SUITE A
TOPEKA, KS 66603
(913) 354-4118
** AD AM TX **

FLORENCE CRITTENTON
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
2601 WESTERN STREET
TOPEKA, KS 66611
(913) 233-0516
** AD AM TX PV **

MCC/MANAGED BEHAVIORAL CARE INC
820 QUINCY STREET
SUITE 501
TOPEKA, KS 66612
(913) 232-5638
** AD AM TX CI **

SAINT FRANCIS HOSPITAL AND MEDICAL CTR
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY TREATMENT SERVICES
1700 SM 7TH STREET
3RD FLOOR
TOPEKA, KS 66606
(913) 295-8360
** AD DT RR AM A B HV PI IV PG **
** TX CI MM **
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SEDGWICK COUNTY DEPT OF MENTAL HEALTH
ALCOHOL TREATMENT CENTER
635 NORTH MAIN STREET
WICHITA, KS 67203
(316) 383-8015
** AD AM M Y B TX CI **

SEDGWICK COUNTY DEPT OF MENTAL HEALTH
ALCOHOL TREATMENT CENTER/WOMEN
731 NORTH WATER STREET
SUITE 3
WICHITA, KS 67203
(316) 263-8914
** AL AM M Y EA DW TX CI PV **

SEDGWICK COUNTY DEPT OF MENTAL HEALTH
COMPREHENSIVE DRUG TREATMENT PROGRAM
705 NORTH BROADWAY
WICHITA, KS 67214
(316) 268-0025
** DA AM IV EA TX MM **

SEDGWICK COUNTY DEPT OF MENTAL HEALTH
EMERGENCY ACUTE CARE PROGRAM
635 NORTH MAIN STREET
WICHITA, KS 67203
(316) 383-8036
** AD OT **

UNIFIED SCHOOL DISTRICT 259
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREV AND INTERVENTION
217 NORTH WATER STREET
WICHITA, KS 67202
(316) 833-4485
** AD PV **

VALLEY HOPE ALCOHOLISM
OUTPATIENT COUNSELING AND REFERRAL CTR
901 WEST DOUGLAS STREET
WICHITA, KS 67213
(316) 264-7369
** AD AM M Y B AI CU TX CI PV **

VICTOR MONTEMAYOR
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
3081 SOUTH RUTAN COURT
WICHITA, KS 67210
(316) 683-5959
** AD AM H DW TX **

WICHITA/SEDGWICK CNTY REG PREV CENTER
THE DRUG/ALCOHOL ABUSE PREVENTION CTR
1421 EAST 2ND STREET
WICHITA, KS 67214
(316) 262-2421
** AD PV **

90/90 ALTERNATIVE
1411 NORTH SAINT PAUL STREET
WICHITA, KS 67203
(316) 722-9090
** AD AM M Y A B H AI PI CU IV PG **
** EA TX CI **
KENTUCKY

ALBANY
LAKE CUMBERLAND CLINICAL SERVICES
ALBANY CLINIC
507 CROSS STREET
ALBANY, KY 42602
(606) 387-7635
** AD AM H Y PI EA DH TX CI PV **

ASHLAND
FEDERAL CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
ASHLAND, KY 41101
(606) 928-6414
** AD AM A B H AI HV CU EA TX CI **
** PV **

PATHWAYS INC
ADKINS HOUSE
2801 WINCHESTER AVENUE
ASHLAND, KY 41101
(606) 324-1141
** AD AM N Y A HV PI IV PG EA DH **
** TX CI PV **

PATHWAYS INC
BOYD COUNTY OUTPATIENT UNIT
201 22ND STREET
ASHLAND, KY 41101
(606) 324-1141
** AD AM N Y A HV PI IV PG EA DH **
** TX CI PV **

BARBOURVILLE
CUMBERLAND RIVER
COMPREHENSIVE CARE CENTER
317 CUMBERLAND AVENUE
BARBOURVILLE, KY 40906
(606) 546-3104
** AD AM N Y IV EA DH TX PV **

BARSTOWN
COMMUNICARE
BARSTOWN COMMUNICARE CLINIC
331 SOUTH 3RD STREET
BARSTOWN, KY 40004
(602) 348-9207
** AD AM IV DH TX PV **

BARDWELL
WESTERN KENTUCKY MH/MR BOARD
CARLISLE COUNTY MH/MR SERVICES
HIGHWAY 62
BARDWELL, KY 42024
(602) 628-5468
** AD AM HV PI CU TX CI PV **

BARLOW
WESTERN KENTUCKY COMP CARE CENTER
BALLAD COUNTY MH/MR SERVICES
HIGHWAY 60
BARLOW, KY 42024
(602) 324-3162
** AD AM TX CI PV **

BEATTYVILLE
KENTUCKY RIVER COMMUNITY CARE INC
BEATTYVILLE BY PASS
BEATTYVILLE, KY 41311
(606) 464-3212
** AD AM Y TX PV **

BEDFORD
SEVEN COUNTIES SERVICES
TRIMBLE COUNTY CENTER
CHURCH STREET
BEDFORD, KY 40006
(606) 255-3258
** AD AM IV EA DH TX PV **

BENHAM
CUMBERLAND RIVER COMP CARE CENTER
TRI CITIES CENTER
MAIN STREET
BENHAM, KY 40807
(606) 868-5444
** AD AM IV DH TX CI PV **

** KEY **

ORIENTATION
AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
AD = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES

TYPE OF CARE
DT = DETOXIFICATION(24 HOUR CARE)
RR = RESIDENTIAL(24 HOUR CARE)
AM = AMBULATORY(LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)

SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS
M = WOMEN
Y = YOUTH
A = AIDS PATIENTS
B = BLACKS
H = HISPANICS
AI = AMERICAN INDIAN/ALASKAN NATIVES
MV = HIV POSITIVES
PI = PUBLIC INEBRIATES
CU = COCAINE USERS
IV = IV DRUG USERS

UNIT FUNCTION
TX = TREATMENT UNIT
CI = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT
PV = PREVENTION UNIT
MH = METHADONE UNIT
OT = OTHER UNIT
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BROOKSVILLE
LIFESKILLS INC
EDMONSON COUNTY OFFICE
922 SOUTH MAIN STREET
BROOKSVILLE, KY 42210
(502) 597-2713
** AD AM A HV PI EA DM TX CI PV **

BURKESSVILLE
LAKE CUMBERLAND CLINICAL SERVICES
BURKESSVILLE CLINIC
SOUTH MAIN STREET
BURKESSVILLE, KY 42717
(502) 864-5631
** AD AM W Y IV EA DM TX CI PV **

CAMPBELLSVILLE
LAKE CUMBERLAND CLINICAL SERVICES
CAMPBELLSVILLE CLINIC
TRACK 5 BY THE STATION
CAMPBELLSVILLE, KY 42718
(502) 466-7474
** AD AM W Y PI EA DM TX CI PV **

CARLISLE
BLUEGRASS WEST COMP CARE CENTER
NICHOLAS COUNTY CLINIC
226 LOCUST STREET
CARLISLE, KY 40311
(606) 289-5596
** AD AM EA TX CI PV **

CARRUTHERS
COMP CARE CTNS OF NORTHERN KENTUCKY
CARRUTHERS COUNTY COMPREHENSIVE CARE CTR
1714 HIGHLAND AVENUE
CARRUTHERS, KY 40008
(502) 752-9331
** AD AM A B HV PI IV TX CI PV **

CLINTON
WESTERN KENTUCKY MH/MR BOARD
CLINTON/HICKMAN CNTYS MH/MR SERVICES
SOUTH WASHINGTON STREET
CLINTON/HICKMAN COUNTIES HOSPITAL
CLINTON, KY 42031
(502) 653-6992
** AD AM HV PI CU TX CI PV **

COLUMBUS
LAKE CUMBERLAND CLINICAL SERVICES
COLUMBUS CLINIC
808 C JAMESTOWN STREET
COLUMBUS, KY 42728
(502) 384-4719
** AD AM W Y PI EA DM TX CI PV **

COXSACHIE
CUMBERLAND RIVER
COMPREHENSIVE CARE CENTER
AMERICAN GREETINGS ROAD
CORBIN, KY 40701
(606) 526-7010
** AD AM W Y IV EA DM TX CI PV **

CUMBERLAND RIVER COMP CARE
INDEPENDENCE HOUSE
3110 CUMBERLAND FALLS HIGHWAY
CORBIN, KY 40701
(606) 523-9386
** AD RR W Y IV TX **

COVINGTON
FAMILY ALCOHOL AND DRUG
CONSULTING CENTER
722 SCOTT STREET
COVINGTON, KY 41012
(606) 631-2225
** AD AM W A B HV PI CU IV PG DM **
** TX CI PV **

TRANSITIONS INC
EIGHTH STREET HIGHWAY HOUSE
113 EAST 8TH STREET
COVINGTON, KY 41011
(606) 291-0826
** AD AM TX OT **

TRANSITIONS INC
GREENUP THREE QUARTERS HOUSE
1213 GREENUP AVENUE
COVINGTON, KY 41011
(606) 581-5005
** AL OT **

CYPRUS
BLUEGRASS WEST COMPREHENSIVE CARE
HARRISON COUNTY COMPREHENSIVE CARE CTR
122 EAST PLEASANT STREET
CYPRESS, KY 40151
(606) 234-6940
** AD AM IV EA TX CI PV **

DANVILLE
BLUEGRASS SOUTH COMPREHENSIVE CARE
DANVILLE COMPREHENSIVE CARE CENTER
650 HIGH STREET
DANVILLE, KY 40422
(606) 236-2726
** AD AM IV EA TX CI PV **

COLLINS/KUBALE/HILES AND ASSOCIATES
219 SOUTH 4TH STREET
DANVILLE, KY 40422
(606) 236-0853
** AD AM EA TX PV **

EDMONTHON
LIFESKILLS INC
METCALFE COUNTY OFFICE
402 TOMPKINSVILLE ROAD
EDMONTHON, KY 42129
(502) 432-4951
** AD AM W A HV PI IV EA DM TX CI **
** PV **

ELIZABETHTOWN
COMMUNICATION
ELIZABETHTOWN COMMUNICARE CLINIC
1311 NORTH DIXIE AVENUE
ELIZABETHTOWN, KY 42701
(502) 769-1304
** AD AM W Y IV DM TX PV **

EMERENCE
SEVEN COUNTIES SERVICES
HENRY COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
222 SOUTH MAIN STREET
EMERENCE, KY 40019
(502) 845-2928
** AD AM IV EA DM TX PV **

FLEMINGSBURG
COMPREHEND INC FLEMING COUNTY CMHC
OUTPATIENT ALCOHOL AND DRUG OFFICES
610 ELIZAVILLE ROAD
FLEMINGSBURG, KY 41041
(606) 849-2222
** AD AM EA DM TX CI PV **

FLORENCE
ALCOHOL EDUCATION PROGRAM
2 DORTHA AVENUE
FLORENCE, KY 4042
(606) 525-1487
** AD DH PV **

COMP CARE CTNS OF NORTHERN KENTUCKY
BOONE COUNTY COMPREHENSIVE CARE CENTER
8172 HALL ROAD
SUITE 239
FLORENCE, KY 40422
(606) 283-9222
** AD AM Y A B HV PI IV TX CI PV **

FRANKFORT
BLUEGRASS EDUCATION AND TREATMENT OF
ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
MASH ROAD
ROUTE 7
FRANKFORT, KY 40601
(502) 223-2017
** AD AM IV TX PV **
WESTERN KENTUCKY MH/HR BOARD
FULTON COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH SERVICE
350 BROWDER STREET
FULTON, KY 42041
(502) 472-1760
** AD AM M A PI CU TX CI PV **

GEORGETOWN
BLUEGRASS WEST COMPREHENSIVE CARE CTR
SCOTT COUNTY CLINIC
519 EAST MAIN STREET
GEORGETOWN, KY 40324
(502) 863-4734
** AD AM IV EA TX CI PV **

GLASGOW
LIFESKILLS INC
BARREN COUNTY OFFICE
901 COLUMBIA AVENUE
GLASGOW, KY 42141
(502) 651-8378
** AD AM M A HV PI IV EA DM TX CI **
** PV **

GRAYSÖN
PATHWAYS INC
CARTER COUNTY OUTPATIENT UNIT
515 WEST MAIN STREET
GRAYSON, KY 41143
(606) 474-5151
** AD AM M PI IV DM TX PV **

GREENSBURG
LAKE CUMBERLAND CLINICAL SERVICES
GREENSBURG CLINIC
5178 COLUMBIA AVENUE
GREENSBURG, KY 42743
(502) 932-5226
** AD AM M Y PI EA DM TX CI PV **

GREENUP
PATHWAYS INC
GREENUP COUNTY OUTPATIENT UNIT
1018 WALNUT STREET
GREENUP, KY 41144
(606) 473-7333
** AD AM M Y IV EA DM TX PV **

GREENVILLE
PENNYROYAL MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
MULLENBERG COUNTY MH/MR CENTER
506 HOPKINSVILLE STREET
GREENVILLE, KY 42345
(502) 338-6211
** AD AM EA DM TX CI PV **

HARDINSBURG
COMMUNICARE
HARDAINSBURG COMMUNICARE CLINIC
ROUTE 1
HARDAINSBURG, KY 40143
(502) 756-5816
** AD AM DM TX PV **

HARRARD
COMMUNITY METHODIST HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
1305 NORTH ELM STREET
HARRARD, KY 42420
(502) 827-5964
** AD RR RR AM IV TX **

GREEN RIVER COMPREHENSIVE CARE CENTER
130 EAST WASHINGTON STREET
HARTFORD, KY 42347
(502) 290-7676
** AD PV **

Hazard
ARH REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER
EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
100 MEDICAL CENTER DRIVE
HAZARD, KY 41701
(606) 639-1331
** AD EA PV **

GREEN RIVER COMMUNITY CARE INC
PERRY COUNTY
200 MEDICAL CENTER DRIVE
Hazard, KY 41701
(606) 672-2393
** AD AM M Y IV EA DM TX CI PV **

HEBROH
TRI STATE DRUG REHABILITATION AND
COUNSELING PROG INC/KIDS HELPING KIDS
HEBRO, KY 41048
(606) 689-5437
** AD AM Y TX PV **

HENDERSON
COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
1305 NORTH ELM STREET
HENDERSON, KY 42420
(502) 827-7564
** AD DT RR AM IV TX **

GREEN RIVER COMPREHENSIVE CARE CENTER
1287 NORTH ELM STREET
HENDERSON, KY 42420
(502) 826-6314
** AD CI PV **

REGIONAL ADDICTION RESOURCES (RAR)
6347 HIGHWAY 60 EAST
HENDERSON, KY 42420
(502) 827-2380
** AD DT RR M A HV CU IV PG DM TX **
** CI PV **

HARRODSBURG
BLUEGRASS SOUTH COMPREHENSIVE CARE
HARRODSBURG COMPREHENSIVE CARE CENTER
352 HR KMII SHOPPING CENTER
HARRODSBURG, KY 40330
(606) 734-5766 EXT. 6
** AD AM IV EA TX CI PV **

HARPERSFORD
BLUEGRASS WEST COMPREHENSIVE CARE CTR
FRANKFORT OFFICE
191 DOCTORS DRIVE
FRANKFORT, KY 40601
(502) 223-2182
** AD AM Y IV EA TX CI PV **

BLUEGRASS WEST COMPREHENSIVE CARE CTR
HALFWAY HOUSE
WASH ROAD
ROUTE 7
FRANKFORT, KY 40601
(502) 223-2107
** AD RR IV TX **

COUNSELING CENTER
859 FRANKFORT STREET
SUITE 3-C
FRANKFORT, KY 40601
(502) 459-4857
** DA AM H A B HV TX CI PV **

HCA KINGS DAUGHTERS MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
FAMILY CARE UNIT
KINGS DAUGHTERS DRIVE
FRANKFORT, KY 40601
(502) 875-5240
** AD OT RR M A HV PI CU IV PG TX **

FRANKLIN
LIFESKILLS INC
SIMPSON COUNTY OFFICE
415 COLLEGE STREET
FRANKLIN, KY 42134
(502) 586-8626
** AD AM H A HV PI IV EA DM TX CI **
** PV **

FREDONIA
PATHWAYS INC
MENIFE COUNTY OUTPATIENT UNIT
MENIFE COUNTY MEDICAL BUILDING
FREDONIA, KY 40320
(606) 768-2131
** AD AM IV EA DM TX CI PV **

FRANKLIN
PATHWAYS INC
MENIFE COUNTY OUTPATIENT UNIT
MENIFE COUNTY MEDICAL BUILDING
FREDONIA, KY 40322
(606) 768-2131
** AD AM IV EA DM TX CI PV **

FULTON
WESTERN KENTUCKY MH/HR BOARD
FULTON COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH SERVICE
350 BROWDER STREET
FULTON, KY 40241
(502) 472-1760
** AD AM M A PI CU TX CI PV **

GEORGETOWN
BLUEGRASS WEST COMPREHENSIVE CARE CTR
SCOTT COUNTY CLINIC
519 EAST MAIN STREET
GEORGETOWN, KY 40324
(502) 863-4734
** AD AM IV EA TX CI PV **
KENTUCKY

HINDMAN
KENTUCKY RIVER COMMUNITY CARE INC
COURTHOUSE SQUARE
HINDMAN, KY 40222
(606) 705-3556
** AD AM Y TX CV **

HOPKINSVILLE
PENNYROYAL CENTER
735 NORTH DRIVE
HOPKINSVILLE, KY 42240
(502) 806-5163
** AD AM EA DH TX CI PV **

VOLTA PROGRAM
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT CENTER
RUSSELLVILLE ROAD HIGHWAY 68
JOHNSON BUILDING
HOPKINSVILLE, KY 42240
(502) 806-4431 EXT. 408
** AD RR IV EA TX **

HYDEN
KENTUCKY RIVER COMMUNITY CARE INC
HYDEN UNIT
LESLIE COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
HYDEN, KY 41749
(606) 672-2399
** AD AM H Y TX CV **

IVY
BLUEGRASS SOUTH COMPREHENSIVE CARE
IVY COMPREHENSIVE CARE CENTER
STAR ROUTE
IVY, KY 40336
(606) 723-5128
** AD AM TX CI PV **

JACKSON
KENTUCKY RIVER COMMUNITY CARE INC
1112 1/2 MAIN STREET
JACKSON, KY 41339
(606) 666-7591
** AD AM Y IV TX CV **

JAMESTOWN
LAKE CUMBERLAND CLINICAL SERVICES
JAMESTOWN CLINIC
HIGHWAY 127 SOUTH
JAMESTOWN, KY 42629
(502) 343-2551
** AD AM H Y PI EA DH TX CI PV **

LA GRANGE
KENTUCKY CORRECTIONAL PSYCHIATRIC CTR
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1612 DAWKINS ROAD
LA GRANGE, KY 40031
(502) 222-7161 EXT. 536
** AD EA OT **

SEVEN COUNTIES SERVICES
OLDHAM COUNTY CENTER
1919 SOUTH HIGHWAY 53
LA GRANGE, KY 40031
(502) 222-7210
** AD AM IV EA DH TX PV **

LANCASTER
BLUEGRASS SOUTH COMPREHENSIVE CARE
LANCASTER COMPREHENSIVE CARE CENTER
67 PUBLIC SQUARE
LANCASTER, KY 40444
(606) 792-2181
** AD AM IV EA TX CI PV **

LEBANON
COMMUNICARE
LEBANON COMMUNICARE CLINIC
ROUTE 4/SPRINGFIELD ROAD
LEBANON, KY 40033
(502) 692-2509
** AD AM DH TX PV **

LEITCHFIELD
COMMUNICARE
LEITCHFIELD COMMUNICARE CLINIC
300 SOUTH CLINTON STREET
HEALTH DEPARTMENT ANNEX
LEITCHFIELD, KY 42754
(502) 250-6622
** AD AM TX PV **

LEXISPORT
GREEN RIVER COMPREHENSIVE CARE CENTER
LEXISPORT SHOPPING CENTER
LEXISPORT, KY 42551
(502) 295-3733
** AD PV **

LEXINGTON
BLUE GRASS EAST COMPREHENSIVE CARE
TEEN PRIMARY OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
200 NEST 2ND STREET
LEXINGTON, KY 40507
(606) 233-0444
** AD AM Y TX PV **

BLUEGRASS EAST COMPREHENSIVE CARE CTR
METHADONE PROGRAM
201 MECHANIC STREET
LEXINGTON, KY 40508
(606) 233-0444 EXT. 202
** AD AM IV MH **

CHARDLE S CHWARTZ
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY TREATMENT CENTER
420 SOUTH BROADWAY
LEXINGTON, KY 40508
(606) 255-4268
** AD RR IV TX **

CHRYSALIS HOUSE INC
251 EAST MAXWELL STREET
LEXINGTON, KY 40508
(606) 254-6264
** AD RD H IV PG TX **

DETOXIFICATION CENTER
346 EAST 3RD STREET
LEXINGTON, KY 40508
(606) 254-7596
** AD DT TX **

EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE AND REFERRAL SERVICES
LEXINGTON, KY 40522
(606) 272-9862
** AD EA PV **

FEDERAL CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION
ATWOOD HALL
3301 LEESTOWN ROAD
LEXINGTON, KY 40511
(606) 255-6812 EXT. 167
** AD RR M A B AI HV CU IV EA TX **

GOOD SAMARITAN HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
310 SOUTH LIMESTONE STREET
LEXINGTON, KY 40508
(606) 252-6612 EXT. 3600
** AD DT TX **

PATTI HARD
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1517 NICHOLASVILLE ROAD
LEXINGTON, KY 40503
(606) 278-1315
** AD AM H B CU TX **

SHEPHERDS HOUSE INC
156 BONNIE BRAE DRIVE
LEXINGTON, KY 40508
(606) 252-1939
** AD RR B HV CU IV TX CI **

STOP PROGRAM
241 OLDE HURST PLACE
LEXINGTON, KY 40507
(606) 255-7742
** DA AM H A HV PI CU TX CI PV **
KENTUCKY

VAN HOOSE AND ASSOCIATES
501 DARBY CREEK ROAD
SUITE 3
LEXINGTON, KY 40509
(606) 263-2377
** AD AM W PI TX PV **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
ADDICTION TREATMENT PROGRAM
LEESTOWN ROAD
LEXINGTON, KY 40511
(606) 235-4511 EXT. 3536
** AD RR A HV IV TX CI **

WOMENS CENTER OF CENTRAL KENTUCKY
178 NORTH MARTIN LUTHER KING STREET
LEXINGTON, KY 40507
(606) 254-9319
** AD PV **

LIBERTY
LAKE CUMBERLAND CLINICAL SERVICES
LIBERTY CLINIC
ROUTE 1
LIBERTY SQUARE
LIBERTY, KY 42539
(606) 787-9472
** AD AM W Y PI EA DM TX CI PV **

LONDON
CUMBERLAND RIVER
COMPREHENSIVE CARE CENTER
U.S. 25 NORTH
LONDON, KY 40741
(606) 864-2104
** AD AM W Y IV DM TX CI PV **

CUMBERLAND RIVER COMP CARE CENTER CROSSROADS ALCOHOL AND DRUG TRT CENTER
LONDON, KY 40741
(606) 864-6332
** AD DT RR H Y IV TX **

LOUISA
PATHWAYS INC
LAWRENCE COUNTY OUTPATIENT UNIT
ROUTE 4 BOX 49B
LOUISA, KY 41230
(606) 630-6332
** AD AM W Y A PI IV PG EA DM **
** TX CI PV **

LOUISVILLE
COUNCIL ON PREVENTION AND
EDUCATION/SUBSTANCES INC (COPES)
1228 EAST BRECKINRIDGE STREET
LOUISVILLE, KY 40204
(502) 585-6820
** AD PV **

DR DONALD T STOKES AND
ASSOCIATES INC
1941 BISHOP LANE
HATTERTON CITY WEST BUILDING SUITE 505
LOUISVILLE, KY 40210
(502) 459-6675
** AD AM W Y TX CI PV **

FAMILY AND CHILDREN'S AGENCY INC
1115 GARVIN PLACE
LOUISVILLE, KY 40201
(502) 583-1741
** AD AM EA TX PV **

HUMAN DEVELOPMENT
332 WEST BROADWAY
HEYBURN BUILDING SUITE 915
LOUISVILLE, KY 40202
(502) 589-4357
** AD AM EA TX CI PV **

KENTUCKY DUI INSTITUTE
730 WEST MAIN STREET
SUITE 270
LOUISVILLE, KY 40202
(502) 568-6648
** AD AM W B PI CU DM TX CI PV **

KENTUCKY SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAMS INC
730 WEST MAIN STREET
SUITE 270
LOUISVILLE, KY 40202
(502) 568-6648
** AD AM W B PI CU TX CI PV **

LOUISVILLE/JEFFERSON CNTYS HEALTH DEPT
METH MAINT AND AIDS PREVENTION PROGRAM
400 EAST GRAY STREET
LOUISVILLE, KY 40202
(502) 625-6416
** DA AM IV MH **

PATRICK WHELAN
1258 EAST BROADWAY
LOUISVILLE, KY 40204
(502) 584-0757
** AD AM TX **

SEVEN COUNTIES SERVS/JEFFERSON ALC AND
DRUG ABUSE CTR INPT AND OUTPT SERVICES
600 SOUTH PRESTON STREET
LOUISVILLE, KY 40202
(502) 583-3951
** AD DT RR AM W Y B HV PI IV **
** DM TX CI PV **

TALBOT HOUSE
520 WEST SAINT CATHERINE STREET
LOUISVILLE, KY 40203
(502) 587-0669
** AL CI **

ULTIMATE CARE
10400 LINN STATION ROAD
ATRIUM CENTER SUITE 220
LOUISVILLE, KY 40223
(502) 339-8552
** AD AM IV TX **

VOLUNTEERS OF AMERICA KENTUCKY INC
THIRD STEP PROGRAM
1436 SOUTH SHELBY STREET
LOUISVILLE, KY 40217
(502) 636-0771
** AD RR CU IV TX **

WELLNESS INSTITUTE
332 WEST BROADWAY
ROOM 915
LOUISVILLE, KY 40202
(502) 589-4357
** AD AM CU TX PV **

MADISONVILLE
PENNYROYAL MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
MADISONVILLE MENTAL HEALTH CLINIC
1303 WEST NOEL STREET
MADISONVILLE, KY 42431
(502) 821-8874
** AD AM EA DM TX CI PV **

MANCHESTER
CUMBERLAND RIVER
COMPREHENSIVE CARE CENTER
277 WHITE STREET
MANCHESTER, KY 40962
(606) 598-5172
** AD AM W Y DM TX CI PV **

MAYFIELD
WESTERN KENTUCKY MH/MR BOARD
MAYFIELD/GRAVES COUNTIES MH SERVICES
217 NORTH 7TH STREET
MAYFIELD, KY 42066
(502) 247-5346
** AD AM TX CI PV **

MAYSVILLE
COMPREHEND INC
MASON COUNTY CMHC
611 FOREST AVENUE
MAYSVILLE, KY 41056
(606) 564-4016
** AD AM Y EA DM TX CI PV **
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MC KEE
CUMBERLAND RIVER
COMPREHENSIVE CARE CENTER
MAIN STREET
MC KEE, KY 40447
(606) 287-7137
** AD AM H Y PI CU IV PG DM TX PV **

MIDDLESBORO
CUMBERLAND RIVER
COMPREHENSIVE CARE CENTER
324 NORTH 19TH STREET
MIDDLESBORO, KY 40965
(606) 248-4949
** AD AM H Y IV EA DH TX CI PV MM **
** OT **

MONICELLO
LAKE CUMBERLAND CLINICAL SERVICES
WAYNE COUNTY CLINIC
NORTH HIGHWAY 90
MONICELLO, KY 42633
(606) 368-9318
** AD AM H Y PI EA DH TX CI PV **

MOREHEAD
PATHWAYS INC
ROAN COUNTY OUTPATIENT UNIT
325 EAST MAIN STREET
MOREHEAD, KY 40351
(606) 784-4161
** AD AM H Y IV EA PI CU IV PG EA DH **
** TX CI PV **

MORGANTOWN
LIFESKILLS INC
BUTLER COUNTY OFFICE
120 WEST OHIO STREET
MORGANTOWN, KY 42261
(502) 526-3877
** AD AM A HV PI IV EA DH TX CI PV **

MOUNT OLIVET
COMPREHEND INC ROBERTSON COUNTY
COMMUNITY CARE CTR OUTPT ALC/DRUG SERV
HIGHWAY 62
MOUNT OLIVET, KY 41064
(606) 724-5214
** AD AM EA DH TX CI PV **

MOUNT STERLING
PATHWAYS INC
MONTGOMERY COUNTY OUTPATIENT UNIT
300 FOXGLOVE DRIVE
MOUNT STERLING, KY 40353
(606) 498-7546
** AD AM H Y IV EA DH TX CI PV **

MOUNT VERNON
CUMBERLAND RIVER
COMPREHENSIVE CARE CENTER
OLD HIGHWAY 25
MOUNT VERNON, KY 40456
(606) 256-2129
** AD AM H Y PI CU IV PG EA DM TX PV **

MUNFORDVILLE
LIFESKILLS INC
HART COUNTY OFFICE
117 WEST 3RD STREET
MUNFORDVILLE, KY 42765
(502) 524-9803
** AD AM H Y IV EA DH TX CI PV **
** PV **

MURRAY
WESTERN KENTUCKY MH/MR BOARD
MURRAY/CALLOWAY COUNTIES MH SERVICES
903 SYCAMORE STREET
MURRAY, KY 42071
(502) 755-6622
** AD AM TX CI PV **

NEWPORT
COMP CARE CTRS OF NORTHERN KENTUCKY
CAMPBELL COUNTY COMPREHENSIVE CARE CTR
10TH AND MONMOUTH STREETS
NEWPORT, KY 41071
(606) 431-4450
** AD AM H Y IV EA DH TX CI PV **
** PV **

STEVES ANDRASIK AND ASSOCIATES
ALCOHOL DRIVER EDUCATION
222 YORK STREET
NEWPORT, KY 41075
(606) 781-2465
** AD DH PV **

TRANSITIONS INC
DROEGER HOUSE
925 5TH AVENUE
NEWPORT, KY 41074
(606) 291-1044
** AD RR AM H Y IV EA DM TX PV **

TRANSITIONS INC
YORK STREET HOUSE
601 YORK STREET
NEWPORT, KY 41071
(606) 291-3660
** AD OT **

NICHOLASVILLE
COMPREHENSIVE CARE CENTER
102 LAKE STREET
NICHOLASVILLE, KY 40356
(606) 886-6315
** AD AM H Y IV EA DH TX CI PV **

OWENSBORO
GREEN RIVER COMPREHENSIVE CARE
MOREHEAD CENTER
1001 FREDERICA STREET
OWENSBORO, KY 42301
(502) 685-0277
** AD AM EA TX PV **

OWINSVILLE
PATHWAYS INC
BATH COUNTY OUTPATIENT UNIT
ROUTE 3
OWINSVILLE, KY 40360
(606) 674-6690
** AD AM IV TX PV **

PADUCAH
WESTERN KY MH/MR BOARD PADUCAH/
MC CRACKEN COUNTIES MH/MR SERV OFFICE
1550 LONE OAK ROAD
PADUCAH, KY 42001
(502) 442-7121
** AD AM EA TX CI PV **

WESTERN KY REGIONAL MH/MR BOARD
JOSEPH L FRIEDMAN SUBSTANCE ABUSE CTR
1405 SOUTH 3RD STREET
PADUCAH, KY 42003
(502) 442-9311
** AD AM H Y IV EA PI TX CI PV **

PARIS
BLUEGRASS WEST COMPREHENSIVE CARE CTR
BOURBON COUNTY CLINIC
269 EAST MAIN STREET
PARIS, KY 40361
(606) 987-6127
** AD AM IV EA TX CI PV **

PINEVILLE
CUMBERLAND RIVER
COMPREHENSIVE CARE CENTER
110 KENTUCKY AVENUE
PINEVILLE, KY 40977
(606) 337-6137
** AD AM H Y EA DH TX PV **

PRESTONSBURG
MOUNTAIN COMPREHENSIVE CARE CENTER
18 SOUTH FRONT AVENUE
PRESTONSBURG, KY 41653
(606) 866-8572 EXT. 230
** AD AT RR AM H Y A HV PI IV DH **
** TX CI PV **
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Service Provider</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone Number</th>
<th>Additional Information</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PRINCETON</td>
<td>PENNYROYAL MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES</td>
<td>115 MCGOODWIN STREET</td>
<td>(502) 365-2008</td>
<td>** AD AM EA DH TX CI PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROVIDENCE</td>
<td>GREEN RIVER</td>
<td>COMPREHENSIVE CARE CENTER</td>
<td>(606) 667-7092</td>
<td>** AD PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RADCLIFF</td>
<td>COMMUNITICARE CLINIC</td>
<td>1072 SOUTH DIXIE STREET</td>
<td>(606) 351-8166</td>
<td>** AD AM IV DH TX PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RICHMOND</td>
<td>BLUEGRASS SOUTH COMPREHENSIVE CARE</td>
<td>RICHMOND COMPREHENSIVE CARE CENTER</td>
<td>415 GIBSON LANE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>RICHMOND, KY 40475</td>
<td>(606) 625-9367</td>
<td>** AD AM IV EA TX CI PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>FREEDOM HOUSE INC</td>
<td>236 NORTH 2ND STREET</td>
<td>(606) 625-7924</td>
<td>** AD PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PROFESSIONAL CONSULTATION ASSOCIATES</td>
<td>409 GIBSON LANE</td>
<td>RICHMOND, KY 40475</td>
<td>(606) 624-5622</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RUSSELLVILLE</td>
<td>LOGAN COUNTY OFFICE</td>
<td>(502) 726-3629</td>
<td>** AD AM H &amp;A HV PI IV EA DH TX CI **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>RUSSELLVILLE, KY 42276</td>
<td>(502) 738-6163</td>
<td>** AD AM H Y IV TX PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCOTTSTVILLE</td>
<td>LIFESKILLS INC</td>
<td>SCOTTSTVILLE COMPREHENSIVE CARE CENTER</td>
<td>201 WEST MAIN STREET</td>
<td>(502) 237-4481</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SCOTTSTVILLE, KY 42164</td>
<td>(606) 633-5603</td>
<td>** AD AM H Y IV PG EA DH TX PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHELBYVILLE</td>
<td>SEVEN COUNTIES SERVICES</td>
<td>BULLITT COUNTY CENTER</td>
<td>301 BUCKMAN STREET</td>
<td>(502) 955-6447</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHEPHERDSVILLE</td>
<td>SEVEN COUNTIES SERVICES</td>
<td>BULLITT COUNTY CENTER</td>
<td>SOMERSET</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MCKINNEY BUILDING</td>
<td>(502) 928-2723</td>
<td>** AD AM TX CI PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMITHLAND</td>
<td>WESTERN KY MH/MR BOARD LIVINGSTON</td>
<td>COUNTY MH SERV SUBSTANCE ABUSE TRT PGM</td>
<td>HIGHWAY 60</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>MCKINNEY BUILDING</td>
<td>SMITHLAND, KY 42081</td>
<td>(606) 679-7348</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>SOMERSET CLinic/HARDIN LANE</td>
<td>SOMERSET, KY 42501</td>
<td>(606) 738-6163</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOMERSET</td>
<td></td>
<td>MCKINNEY BUILDING</td>
<td>STANFORD</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>STANFORD COMPREHENSIVE CARE CENTER</td>
<td>111 B WEST MAIN STREET</td>
<td>(606) 365-2197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STANFORD</td>
<td>BLUEGRASS SOUTH COMPREHENSIVE CARE</td>
<td>STANFORD COMPREHENSIVE CARE CENTER</td>
<td>STANFORD, KY 40404</td>
<td>(606) 663-2276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STANTON</td>
<td>BLUEGRASS EAST COMPREHENSIVE CARE CTR</td>
<td>STANTON UNIT</td>
<td>STANTON, KY 40380</td>
<td>(606) 663-2276</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TAYLORSVILLE</td>
<td>VII</td>
<td>SEVEN COUNTIES SERVICES</td>
<td>TAYLORSVILLE, KY 40071</td>
<td>(602) 577-2577</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOMPKINSVILLE</td>
<td>VII</td>
<td>SEVEN COUNTIES SERVICES</td>
<td>TOMPKINSVILLE, KY 42167</td>
<td>(602) 487-5655</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VANCEBURG</td>
<td>VII</td>
<td>COMPREHEND INC LEMIS COUNTY CMHC</td>
<td>VANCEBURG, KY 41179</td>
<td>(606) 796-3022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VERSAILLES</td>
<td>VII</td>
<td>BLUEGRASS WEST COMP CARE WOODFORD</td>
<td>VERSAILLES, KY 40383</td>
<td>(606) 873-7716</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WEST LIBERTY</td>
<td>VII</td>
<td>PATHWAYS INC</td>
<td>WEST LIBERTY, KY 41472</td>
<td>(606) 743-3139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WEST LIBERTY</td>
<td>VII</td>
<td>MORGAN COUNTY OUTPATIENT UNIT</td>
<td>WEST LIBERTY, KY 41472</td>
<td>(606) 743-3139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WITTSBURG</td>
<td>VII</td>
<td>KENTUCKY RIVER COMMUNITY CARE INC</td>
<td>WITTSBURG, KY 41808</td>
<td>(606) 633-4439</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WHITLEY CITY</td>
<td>VII</td>
<td>BLUEGRASS EAST COMPREHENSIVE CARE CTR</td>
<td>WHITLEY CITY CLINIC</td>
<td>(606) 376-2466</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

KENTUCKY
KENTUCKY

WILLIAMSBURG
CUMBERLAND RIVER
COMPREHENSIVE CARE CENTER
CEMETARY ROAD
WILLIAMSBURG, KY 40769
(606) 549-1440
** AD AM HY IV DM TX CI **

WINCHESTER
BLUEGRASS EAST COMPREHENSIVE CARE CTR
WINCHESTER UNIT
26 NORTH HIGHLAND STREET
WINCHESTER, KY 40391
(606) 744-2562
** AD AM IV EA TX CI PV **
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### ALEXANDRIA
- **RAPIDES CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES**
  - **104 NORTH 3RD STREET**
  - **ALEXANDRIA, LA 71301**
  - **(318) 475-5900**
  - **AD DT RR AM H Y A B H HV CU IV **
  - **EA TX CI PV**

### BATON ROUGE
- **ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE COUNCIL OF GREATER BATON ROUGE**
  - **101 FLORIDA BOULEVARD**
  - **BATON ROUGE, LA 70802**
  - **(504) 343-8330**
  - **AD CI PV**

- **ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION PROGRAM**
  - **4510 BAWELL STREET**
  - **BATON ROUGE, LA 70808**
  - **(504) 928-6729**
  - **AD PV**

- **BATON ROUGE ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE CLINIC**
  - **134 NORTH 19TH STREET**
  - **BATON ROUGE, LA 70806**
  - **(504) 342-6685**
  - **AD AM H Y A B H AI HV PI CU IV**
  - **PG EA DH TX PV**

- **BATON ROUGE AREA**
  - **ALCOHOL AND DRUG CENTER INC**
  - **1819 FLORIDA BOULEVARD**
  - **BATON ROUGE, LA 70802**
  - **(504) 369-3235**
  - **AD DT IV TX**

- **CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT OF BATON ROUGE GENERAL MEDICAL CENTER**
  - **3601 NORTH BOULEVARD**
  - **BATON ROUGE, LA 70806**
  - **(504) 387-7900**
  - **AD DT AH M Y B H BV IV EA TX**

### DRUG FREE SCHOOLS AND COMMUNITY SERVICES**
- **STUDENT SERVICES**
  - **626 NORTH 4TH STREET**
  - **BATON ROUGE, LA 70804**
  - **(504) 342-3473**
  - **AD PV**

### FOUNDATION HOUSE FOR BOYS
- **12026 COURSEY BOULEVARD**
  - **BATON ROUGE, LA 70816**
  - **(504) 296-5066**
  - **AD RR TX PV**

- **FOUNDATION HOUSE FOR GIRLS**
  - **455 LOVERS LANE**
  - **BATON ROUGE, LA 70802**
  - **(504) 336-1128**
  - **AD RR Y TX PV**

- **OBRIEN HOUSE**
  - **1231 LAUREL STREET**
  - **BATON ROUGE, LA 70802**
  - **(504) 344-6345**
  - **AD RR TX**

- **PARKLAND HOSPITAL**
  - **SILKNOXTH CENTER**
  - **2414 BUNKER HILL DRIVE**
  - **BATON ROUGE, LA 70808**
  - **(504) 928-6633**
  - **AD DT RR AM Y B H HV CU IV EA DM**
  - **TX CI PV**

- **SAINT CHRISTOPHERS**
  - **HALFWAY HOUSE**
  - **2340 GOVERNMENT STREET**
  - **BATON ROUGE, LA 70806**
  - **(504) 387-0526**
  - **AD RR AM Y H CU IV EA DM TX CI PV**

- **SERENITY HOUSE INC**
  - **3370 VICTORIA DRIVE**
  - **BATON ROUGE, LA 70805**
  - **(504) 356-2818**
  - **AL PV**

- **TALBOT OUTPATIENT CENTER INC**
  - **OUTPATIENT CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVS**
  - **5414 BRITANNY DRIVE**
  - **SUITE C**
  - **BATON ROUGE, LA 70808**
  - **(504) 767-2977**
  - **AD AM H Y IV EA TX PV**

### BAYOU VISTA
- **FAIRVIEW TREATMENT CENTER**
  - **915 SOUTHEAST BOULEVARD**
  - **2ND FLOOR**
  - **BATOU VISTA, LA 70380**
  - **(504) 395-6750**
  - **AD RR H B H AI CU IV PG TX**

- **SAINT MARY ALC AND DRUG ABUSE CLINIC**
  - **915 SOUTHEAST BOULEVARD**
  - **SUITE B**
  - **BATOU VISTA, LA 70380**
  - **(504) 395-4525**
  - **AD AM IV DH TX CI PV**

### BOGALUSA
- **BOGALUSA ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE CLINIC**
  - **619 HILLIS AVENUE**
  - **BOGALUSA, LA 70427**
  - **(504) 732-6610**
  - **AD AM M Y PI CU IV DM TX PV**

### CHALMETTE
- **SAINT BERNARD**
  - **ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE CLINIC**
  - **2712 PALMISANO BOULEVARD**
  - **BUILDING A**
  - **CHALMETTE, LA 70043**
  - **(504) 278-7435**
  - **AD AM M Y A B H HV CU IV PG EA**
  - **DM TX CI PV**

### CROWLEY
- **CROWLEY AND VILLE PLATTE**
  - **ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE CLINIC**
  - **WEST HIGHWAY 90**
  - **CROWLEY, LA 70526**
  - **(318) 780-7515**
  - **AD AM H HV IV DM TX CI PV**

### ELTON
- **COUSHATTA TRIBE**
  - **SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION PROGRAM**
  - **ELTON, LA 70525**
  - **(318) 584-2209**
  - **AD PV**

---

**KEY**

- **OCCUPATION**: AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY, DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY, AD = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES, AM = AMBULATORY (LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)
- **TYPE OF CARE**: DT = DETOXIFICATION (24 HOUR CARE), RR = RESIDENTIAL (24 HOUR CARE)
- **SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS**: W = WOMEN, M = MOTHER, H = HUSBAND, Y = CHILDREN, A = AIDS PATIENTS, B = BLACKS, H = HISPANICS, TX = TREATMENT UNIT, CI = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT, PV = PREVENTION UNIT, MM = METHADONE UNIT, DT = OTHER UNIT
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FORT POLK

FORT POLK ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION AND CONTROL PROGRAM
SERVICE COMMAND CIRCLE
BUILDING 4756
FORT POLK, LA 71459
(318) 535-4209
** AD DT RR AM H B H EA DH TX CI **
** PV **

GONZALES

POWERHOUSE SERVICES INC
715 HORTHEY ROAD
GONZALES, LA 70737
(504) 647-8277
** AD RR TX **

REALITY COUNSELING AND RECOVERY CTR
DBA MAGNOLIA RECOVERY CENTER
206 NORTH IRMA AVENUE
GONZALES, LA 70737
(504) 647-1777
** AD RR N Y A B CU PG TX PV **

GREENWELL SPRINGS

GREENWELL SPRINGS HOSPITAL
ADOLESCENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE TRT UNIT
GREENWELL SPRINGS ROAD
GREENWELL SPRINGS, LA 70739
(504) 261-2730 EXT. 280
** AD RR Y IV TX **

HAMMOND

HAMMOND ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE CLINIC
100 MEDICAL ARTS PLAZA
HAMMOND, LA 70403
(504) 549-3975
** AD AM CU IV DM TX PV **

HOUMA

BAYOU OAKS HOSPITAL
LIFE CENTER
934 EAST MAIN STREET
HOUMA, LA 70360
(504) 876-2020
** AD DT RR AM IV EA DH TX PV **

TERREBONNE ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE CLINIC
523 LEGION AVENUE
HOUMA, LA 70364
(504) 857-3612
** AD AM N Y B HV PI CU IV PG EA **
** DH TX CI PV **

JACKSON

H J BLUE HALTERS PRE RELEASE TRT CTR
HIGHWAY 10
JACKSON, LA 70768
(504) 634-2651 EXT. 534
** AD RR TX **

LAFAYETTE

CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT OF ACADIANA
2520 NORTH UNIVERSITY AVENUE
LAFAYETTE, LA 70507
(318) 234-5614
** AD DT RR AM Y B CU IV TX CI PV **

CYPRESS HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
302 DULLES DRIVE
LAFAYETTE, LA 70506
(318) 233-9024
** AD RR H Y A B H AI HV CU IV EA **
** TX CI PV **

GATE HOUSE FOUNDATION
206 SOUTH MAGNOLIA STREET
LAFAYETTE, LA 70501
(318) 233-8031
** AD RR H Y B B H AI HV PI CU IV PG **
** TX CI PV **

LAFAYETTE ALC AND DRUG ABUSE CLINIC
400 SAINT JULIEN STREET
SUITE 1
LAFAYETTE, LA 70506
(318) 265-5870
** AD AM Y A IV EA TX CI PV **

SAINT FRANCIS FOUNDATION
1610 WEST UNIVERSITY STREET
LAFAYETTE, LA 70501
(318) 233-8114
** AD RR H A B AI HV CU IV PG TX **
** PV **

LAKE CHARLES

CALCASIEU DRUG FREE SCHOOLS PROJECT
1724 KIRKMAN STREET
LAKE CHARLES, LA 70601
(318) 431-1700 EXT. 245
** AD PV **

CHARTER HOSPITAL OF LAKE CHARLES
ADDICTIVE DISEASE UNITS
4250 5TH AVENUE SOUTH
LAKE CHARLES, LA 70605
(318) 474-6133
** AD DT RR AM M CU IV EA TX CI PV **

ETC COUNSELING CENTER
1146 HODGES STREET
LAKE CHARLES, LA 70601
(318) 433-1062
** AD AM Y TX PV **

FAMILY AND YOUTH COUNSELING AGENCY
127 SOUTH RYAN STREET
LAKE CHARLES, LA 70601
(318) 436-9533
** AD AM Y TX CI **

JOSEPH R BRISCOE
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE CENTER
4012 AVENUE H
LAKE CHARLES, LA 70601
(318) 431-2355
** AD DT RR AM A HV CU IV DM TX CI **
** PV **

MCNEESE STATE UNIV COUNSELING CENTER
BACCHUS
RYAN STREET
STUDENT LIFE OFFICE
LAKE CHARLES, LA 70609
(318) 475-5602
** AD EA PV **

SAINT PATRICK HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY TREATMENT CENTER
524 SOUTH RYAN STREET
LAKE CHARLES, LA 70601
(318) 435-7872
** AD DT RR AM M A B AI HV CU IV **
** PG EA DH TX PV **

LUTCHER

RIVER PARISHES
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE CLINIC
2430 LOUISIANA AVENUE
LUTCHER, LA 70751
(504) 869-5723
** AD AM M Y H CU IV EA DM TX CI **
** PV **

MANDEVILLE

SOUTHEAST LOUISIANA STATE HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL/DRUG TREATMENT UNIT
HIGHWAY 190
MANDEVILLE, LA 70448
(504) 626-8161 EXT. 351
** AD RR IV TX **

MARKSVILLE

WASHINGTON STREET HOPE CENTER
106 SOUTH WASHINGTON STREET
MARKSVILLE, LA 71351
(318) 253-9508
** AD RR IV TX PV **

MARRERO

WEST BANK ALC AND DRUG ABUSE CLINIC
1425 CROSS STREET
MARRERO, LA 70072
(504) 343-0825
** AD AM IV EA TX **

METAIRIE

COMMITTEE ON ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE FOR GREATER NEW ORLEANS (CADA)
476 METAIRIE ROAD
METAIRIE, LA 70005
(504) 524-4357
** AD PV **
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NEW ORLEANS PUBLIC SCHOOLS
ADEPT DRUG/ALC COMMUNITY PREV PROJECT
4100 TOUR STREET
NEW ORLEANS, LA 70122
(504) 286-2983
** AD PV **

NEW ORLEANS SUBSTANCE ABUSE CLINIC
3934 CANAL STREET
NEW ORLEANS, LA 70119
(504) 485-4883
** AD AM H Y CU IV DM TX CI PV **

ODYSSEY HOUSE/Louisiana
1125 NORTH TONTI STREET
NEW ORLEANS, LA 70119
(504) 821-9211
** AD RR H Y B HV IV TX CI **

RECOVERY WORKS INC
5939 WEST END BOULEVARD
NEW ORLEANS, LA 70124
(504) 682-6221
** AD AM B IV TX PV OT **

RIVER OAKS CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
1525 RIVER OAKS ROAD WEST
NEW ORLEANS, LA 70123
(504) 753-3229
** AD DT RR AM H Y IV TX CI PV **

Salvation Army Harbor Light
2917 Magazine Street
NEW ORLEANS, LA 70115
(504) 899-2332
** AD RR TX PV **

Traffic Court Probation Office
727 South Broad Street
Room 210
NEW ORLEANS, LA 70119
(504) 827-5017
** AL DH CI **

U.S. Postal Service
Employee Assistance Program
701 Loyola Avenue
NEW ORLEANS, LA 70113
(504) 589-1160
** AD EA PV **

Veterans Affairs Medical Center
Alcohol Dependence Treatment Program
1601 Perdido Street
Unit 116A
NEW ORLEANS, LA 70146
(504) 568-0811 Ext. 5800
** AL DT RR AM H A B HV PI CU EA **
** DM TX CI **

Volunteers of America
Community Residential Center
1002 Napoleon Avenue
NEW ORLEANS, LA 70115
(504) 891-5831
** AD EA PV **

LOUISIANA
LOUISIANA

HDW ROADS

BONNE SANTE
CHEMICAL HEALTH AND WELLNESS CENTER
HOSPITAL ROAD
HDW ROADS, LA 70760
(504) 638-7663
** AD AM IV EA DH TX CI PV **

OAKDALE

FEDERAL PRISON CAMP
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
209 EAST 5TH AVENUE
OAKDALE, LA 71463
(318) 335-4070
** AD AM TX PV **

OPELOUSAS

NEM BEGINNINGS HALFMAY HOUSE
1692 LINWOOD LOOP
OPELOUSAS, LA 70570
(318) 942-1271
** AD RR M Y B H AI PI CU IV PG TX **
** CI PV **

OPELOUSAS ALCOHOL/DRUG ABUSE CLINIC
CORNER OF GROLEE AND MAIN STREETS
OPELOUSAS, LA 70570
(318) 948-0228
** AD AM N Y A B HV PI CU IV PG EA **
** DH TX CI PV **

PINEVILLE

ALEXANDRIA/PINEVILLE
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE CLINIC
MONROE HIGHWAY AND RAINBOW DRIVE
PINEVILLE, LA 71361
(318) 407-5191
** AD AM N Y A B HV PI IV EA DW TX **
** CI PV **

CENLA CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY COUNCIL
CENLA BRIDGE HOUSE
401 RAINBOW DRIVE
PINEVILLE, LA 71360
(318) 442-0946
** AD RR AH H B TX **

CENLA CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY COUNCIL
GATEWAY ADOLESCENT UNIT
PINEVILLE, LA 71360
(318) 484-6411
** AD RR Y B IV TX **

RAINBOW HOUSE DETOX
RAINBOW DRIVE
PINEVILLE, LA 71360
(318) 484-6442
** AD DT TX **

RED RIVER TREATMENT CENTER
CENTRAL LOUISIANA STATE HOSPITAL
UNIT 6-D
PINEVILLE, LA 71360
(318) 484-6808
** AD RR M A HV PI IV EA TX CI PV **

RUSTON

RUSTON
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE CLINIC
210 MILLS AVENUE
RUSTON, LA 71270
(318) 251-4125
** AD AM IV EA DH TX CI PV **

SCOTT

OPPORTUNITIES INC
888 PITT ROAD
SCOTT, LA 70583
(318) 896-3451
** AD RR M Y B CU IV TX PV **

SHREVEPORT

ADOLESCENT CENTER
448 JORDAN STREET
SHREVEPORT, LA 71101
(318) 226-9371
** AD RR IV TX **

CADDO/BOSSIER CENTER
SERENITY HOUSE/ THE COTTAGE
6220 GREENWOOD ROAD
SHREVEPORT, LA 71119
(318) 635-6951
** AD RR M A B HV CU IV EA DM TX **

CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES INC
2124 FAIRFIELD AVENUE
SHREVEPORT, LA 71104
(318) 227-2124
** AD AM N Y CU EA DH TX CI PV **

FAMILY COUNSELING AND CHILDREN SERVICES
866 OLIVE STREET
SHREVEPORT, LA 71104
(318) 222-0759
** AD AM N Y B H AI HV CU PG EA DM **
** TX PV **

FIRST STEP SERVICES INC
2000 CRESWELL STREET
SHREVEPORT, LA 71104
(318) 222-4222
** AD AM Y CU IV EA DM TX **

NORTHWEST REGIONAL
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE CLINIC
6244 GREENWOOD ROAD
SHREVEPORT, LA 71119
(318) 632-2040
** AD AM N Y CU IV PG EA DW TX CI **
** PV **

PINES TREATMENT CENTER
6240 GREENWOOD ROAD
SHREVEPORT, LA 71119
(318) 632-2010
** AD RR M A B HV PI CU IV PG TX **
** PV **

TEEN CHALLENGE OF NORTH LOUISIANA INC
2801 SOUTHERN AVENUE
SHREVEPORT, LA 71101
(318) 425-8336
** AD PV **

SHREVE

ASSISI BRIDGE HOUSE
600 BULL RUN ROAD
SHREVE, LA 70365
(504) 872-5529
** AD RR TX **

SLIDELL

SLIDELL ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE CLINIC
2335 CAREY STREET
SLIDELL, LA 70458
(504) 646-6401
** AD AM Y PI CU IV DM TX PV **

TALLULAH

DELTA COMMUNITY ACTION ASSOCIATION
DELTA RECOVERY CENTER
404 EAST CRAIG STREET
TALLULAH, LA 71282
(318) 574-9164
** AD AM IV DH TX CI PV **

THIBODAUX

BAYOU COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
402 SAINT PHILIP STREET
SUITE B
THIBODAUX, LA 70501
(504) 446-6643
** AD PV **

THIBODAUX ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE CLINIC
503 HICKORY STREET
THIBODAUX, LA 70501
(504) 447-5951
** AD AM IV DM TX PV **

WEST MONROE

GLENWOOD CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
WEST MONROE, LA 71291
(318) 329-6473
** AD DT RR IV TX PV **
MAINE

ALBION

NEW DIRECTIONS/ALBION
SCHOOL STREET
ALBION, ME 04910
(207) 873-1127
** AD AM H Y DH TX PV **

ASHLAND

AROOSTOOK MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
AROOSTOOK VALLEY HEALTH CENTER
WALKER STREET
ASHLAND, ME 04732
(207) 435-6341
** AD AM DH TX **

AUBURN

DIOCESAN HUMAN RELATIONS SERVICES INC
SAINT FRANCIS HOUSE
88 3RD STREET
AUBURN, ME 04210
(207) 784-2011
** AD RR A HV CU TX CI PV OT **

TRI COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
SUBST ABUSE COUNSELING SERV/LEGAL DIV
2 TURNER STREET
AUBURN, ME 04210
(207) 703-4676
** AD AM EA DH TX **

AUGUSTA

HANCOCK PLANTATION
99 WESTERN AVENUE
AUGUSTA, ME 04330
(207) 622-4708
** AD AM H DH TX CI PV **

KVRHA/HEARTSIDE
RFD 4
AUGUSTA, ME 04330
(207) 547-5065
** AD PR TX **

TAMARACK CONSULTING
128 STATE STREET
AUGUSTA, ME 04330
(207) 622-5646
** AD AM Y A HV CU IV EA DH TX PV **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCE RECOVERY PROGRAM
116A2
AUGUSTA, ME 04330
(207) 623-8011 EXT. 5354
** AD DT RR A B HV CU TX **

BANGOR

AFFILIATED CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVS
268 STILLWATER AVENUE
BANGOR, ME 04401
(207) 942-1718
** AD AM H Y AI HV CU PG DH TX PV **

COMMUNITY HEALTH AND COUNSELING SERVS
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES/BANGOR
73 ILLINOIS AVENUE
BANGOR, ME 04401
(207) 947-0566
** AD AM EA DH TX PV **

EASTERN MAINE MEDICAL CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY INSTITUTE
489 STATE STREET
BANGOR, ME 04401
(207) 945-7272
** AD DT RR IV DH TX CI PV **

HOPE HOUSE INC
ALCOHOL TREATMENT CENTER
779 INDIANA AVENUE
BANGOR, ME 04401
(207) 941-8279
** AD DT RR W Y B H PI CU IV PG TX **
** PV OT **

HELSPRING INC
MENS PROGRAM
99 CUMBERLAND STREET
BANGOR, ME 04401
(207) 941-1600
** AD RR TX **

HELSPRING INC
OUTPATIENT SERVICES
439 FRENCH STREET
PROFESSIONAL OFFICE BUILDING
BANGOR, ME 04401
(207) 941-1600
** AD AM H EA DH TX **

WELLSpring INC
PROJECT REBOUND
377 MAIN AVENUE
BANGOR, ME 04401
(207) 941-1600
** AD RR Y TX **

WELLSpring INC
WOMENS PROGRAM
319 STATE STREET
BANGOR, ME 04401
(207) 941-1600
** AD RR M TX **

BATH

ADDITION RESOURCE CENTER
10 OAK GROV AVENUE
BATH, ME 04930
(207) 443-1260
** AD DT RR AM W Y EA DH TX CI PV **

SHORELINE CARE SYSTEMS
900 HIGH STREET
BATH, ME 04930
(207) 443-3303
** AL AM H Y B AI CU TX CI **

BELLEF

CHOICE SKYARD/BELLEF
50 COURT STREET
BELLEF, ME 04915
(207) 538-1629
** AD AM IV EA DH TX CI PV **

WALDO COUNTY GENERAL HOSPITAL
DRUG AND ALCOHOL SERVICES
NORTHPORT AVENUE
BELLEF, ME 04915
(207) 338-2500 EXT. 155
** AD DT AM IV DH TX PV **

BETHEL

TRI COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
SUBST ABUSE COUNSELING SERVICE/RURAL
RAILROAD STREET
BETHEL AREA HEALTH CENTER
BETHEL, ME 04217
(207) 824-2193
** AD AM Y IV EA DH TX **

** KEY **

ORIENTATION:
AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
AD = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES

TYPE OF CARE:
DT = DETOXIFICATION (24 HOUR CARE)
RR = RESIDENTIAL (24 HOUR CARE)
AM = AMBULATORY (LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)

SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS:
W = WOMEN
Y = YOUTH
A = AIDS PATIENTS
B = BLACKS
H = HISPANICS
AI = AMERICAN INDIAN/ALaskan NATIVES
HV = HIV POSITIVES
PX = PUBLIC INEBRIATES
CU = COCAINE USERS
IV = IV DRUG USERS

UNIT FUNCTION:
TX = TREATMENT UNIT
CI = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT
PV = PREVENTION UNIT
MM = METHADONE UNIT
OT = OTHER UNIT
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BINGHAM
NEW DIRECTIONS/BINGHAM
UPPER MAIN STREET
BINGHAM, ME 04920
(207) 875-1127
** AD AM H Y DM TX PV **

BLUE HILL
BLUE HILL MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL/SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
WATER STREET
BLUE HILL, ME 04614
(207) 379-2836
** AD DT AM IV EA DM TX CI PV **

BREWER
JNF COUNSELING ASSOCIATION
21 NORTH MAIN STREET
BREWER, ME 04412
(207) 989-6836
** AD AM IV EA TX CI PV **

BRUNSWICK
BELLEVILLE COUNSELING ASSOCIATION
8 STANNOOD STREET
BRUNSWICK, ME 04011
(207) 729-8727
** AD AM H Y A H HV PI CU PG DM TX **
** CI PV **

U.S. NAVY DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
ALCOHOL ABUSE PREV AND CONTROL PROG
COUNSELING AND ASSISTANCE CENTER
NAVAL AIR STATION
BRUNSWICK, ME 04011
(207) 921-2184
** AD PV **

CAMDEN
THE COMMUNITY SCHOOL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
79 WASHINGTON STREET
CAMDEN, ME 04843
(207) 236-3000
** AD PV **

CARIBOU
AROOSTOOK MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
DOWNTOWN MALL
SAINT PETER BUILDING
CARIBOU, ME 04736
(207) 496-6431
** AD AM DH TX CI PV **

COOPERS MILLS
NEW DIRECTIONS/COOPERS MILLS
MAIN STREET
COOPERS MILLS, ME 04341
(207) 873-1127
** AD AM H Y DM TX PV **

DANFORTH
AROOSTOOK MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
EAST GRAND RURAL HEALTH CENTER
HOULTON ROAD
DANFORTH, ME 04424
(207) 498-6433
** AD AM DH TX PV **

Dexter
NORTHEAST CARE
51 HIGH STREET
Dexter, ME 04930
(207) 924-5520
** AD AM H Y A HV CU PG EA DM TX **
** CI PV **

DOVER-FOXCROFT
MAYO REGIONAL HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
75 WEST MAIN STREET
DOVER-FOXCROFT, ME 04426
(207) 564-0401 EXT. 276
** AD AM H Y A B H AT HV PI CU IV **
** PG EA DM TX CI PV **

EASTPORT
REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER AT LUBEC
EASTPORT HEALTH CARE
30 BOYNTON STREET
EASTPORT, ME 04631
(207) 733-5541
** AD AM DH TX PV **

ELLSWORTH
OPEN DOOR RECOVERY CENTER
ELLSWORTH, ME 04605
(207) 667-3210
** AD AM TX **

FARMINGTON
NEW DIRECTIONS/FARMINGTON
FARMINGTON, ME 04938
(207) 873-1127
** AD AM H Y DM TX PV **

FORT KENT
AROOSTOOK MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
5 EAST MAIN STREET
FORT KENT, ME 04743
(207) 834-3186
** AD AM DH TX CI PV **

HARTLAND
NEW DIRECTIONS/HARTLAND
MED NOW
ATHENS ROAD
HARTLAND, ME 04043
(207) 873-1127
** AD AM H Y DM TX PV **

Houlton
AROOSTOOK MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
2 KENDALL STREET
Houlton, ME 04730
(207) 532-6523
** AD AM DH TX CI PV **

Houlton Band of Maliseet Indians
substance abuse program
maliseet road
Houlton, ME 04730
(207) 532-4273
** AD AM IV EA TX CI PV **

KEZAR FALLS
YORK COUNTY COUNSELING SERVICES INC
KEZAR FALLS UNIT
SACOPEE VALLEY HEALTH CENTER
KEZAR FALLS, ME 04047
(207) 282-7504
** AD AM EA TX PV **

KINGFIELD
NEW DIRECTIONS/KINGFIELD
2 STANLEY AVENUE
KINGFIELD, ME 04947
(207) 873-1127
** AD AM H Y DM TX PV **

KITTERY
YORK COUNTY COUNSELING SERVICES INC
KITTERY UNIT
453 U.S. ROUTE 1
KITTERY, ME 04047
(207) 282-7504
** AD AM EA TX PV **

LEEDS
NEW DIRECTIONS/LEEDS
CHURCH HILL ROAD
LEEDS, ME 04263
(207) 873-1127
** AD AM H Y DM TX PV **

Lewiston
DIOCESAN HUMAN RELATIONS SERVICES INC
FELLOWSHIP HOUSE
95 BLAKE STREET
LEWISTON, ME 04240
(207) 784-2901
** AD DT A HV CU IV EA TX **
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MAINE

NEW BEGINNINGS INC
4 PARK STREET
LEWISTON, ME 04240
(207) 795-4077
** AD PV **

TRI COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
SUBST ABUSE COUNSELING SERV/GEN SERV
465 MAIN STREET
SUITE 301
LEWISTON, ME 04240
(207) 783-4676
** AD AM CU IV EA DM TX **

TRI COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
SUBSTANCE ABUSE COUNSELING/FAMILY CTR
73 PINE STREET
LEWISTON, ME 04240
(207) 783-4661
** AD AM H Y IV EA DM TX **

LIMESTONE
AROOSTOOK MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT FACILITY
FORT FAIRFIELD ROAD
LIMESTONE, ME 04750
(207) 325-4727
** AD RR TX **

LIVERMORE FALLS
NEW DIRECTIONS/LIVERMORE FALLS
70 CHURCH STREET
LIVERMORE FALLS, ME 04354
(207) 873-1127
** AD AM H Y DM TX PV **

LUBEC
REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER AT LUBEC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
LUBEC, ME 04652
(207) 733-5541
** AD AM H Y DM TX PV **

MADANASKA
AROOSTOOK MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
42 SCHOOL STREET
MADANASKA, ME 04756
(207) 720-6341
** AD AM DM TX CI PV **

MILLINOCKET
MILLINOCKET REGIONAL HOSPITAL
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE TRT SERVICE
200 SOMERSET STREET
MILLINOCKET, ME 04462
(207) 723-5163 EXT. 236
** AD DT AM TX CI PV **

OLD ORCHARD BEACH
MILESTONE EXTENDED CARE
88 UNION AVENUE
OLD ORCHARD BEACH, ME 04064
(207) 883-2815
** AD RR PI CU EA TX **

OLD TOWN
PENOBSCOT INDIAN HEALTH & HUMAN SERVS
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
5 RIVER ROAD
PENOBSCOT NATION VIA
OLD TOWN, ME 04468
(207) 827-6101
** AD AM H AI TX CI PV **

PATTEN
AROOSTOOK MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
KATAHDIN VALLEY RURAL HEALTH CENTER
PATTEN, ME 04765
(207) 498-6431
** AD AM DM TX PV **

PERRY
PLEASANT POINT HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
PLEASANT POINT
INDIAN HEALTH CENTER
PERRY, ME 04667
(207) 855-2551
** AD PV **

PITTSFIELD
YOUTH AND FAMILY SERVICES INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM/PITTSFIELD
3 NORTH LANCY STREET
PITTSFIELD, ME 04967
(207) 474-8311
** AD AM IV DM TX CI PV **

PORTLAND
ARNIE HANSON CENTER
65 INDIA STREET
PORTLAND, ME 04101
(207) 871-7452
** AD DT PI IV TX **

DIOCESAN HUMAN RELATIONS SERVICES INC
EVDIA HOUSE
79 ALLEN AVENUE
PORTLAND, ME 04101
(207) 871-7458
** AD RR H CU PG TX **

MERCY HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL INSTITUTE
144 STATE STREET
PORTLAND, ME 04101
(207) 879-3207
** AD DT RR IV TX **

SERENITY HOUSE
30 MELLEN STREET
PORTLAND, ME 04101
(207) 774-2722
** AD RR HV TX **

SMITH HOUSE INC
91-93 STATE STREET
PORTLAND, ME 04101
(207) 772-8822
** AD AM TX PV **

PRESQUE ISLE
AROOSTOOK MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
489 MAIN STREET
PRESQUE ISLE, ME 04769
(207) 764-3319
** AD AM DM TX PV **

RICHMOND
NEW DIRECTIONS/RICHMOND
24 GARDINER STREET
RICHMOND, ME 04357
(207) 873-1127
** AD AM H Y DM TX PV **

ROCKLAND
CHOICE SKYWARD/ROCKLAND
546 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND, ME 04841
(207) 594-9508
** AD AM H Y A HV CU IV EA DM TX CI **

RUMFORD
RUMFORD COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
420 FRANKLIN STREET
RUMFORD, ME 04276
(207) 364-4581
** AD DT AM W Y A HV PI IV PG **

SACO
YORK COUNTY COUNSELING SERVICES INC
LINCOLN STREET UNIT
333 LINCOLN STREET
SACO, ME 04072
(207) 282-7504
** AD AM EA TX PV **
MAINE

SANFORD

YORK COUNTY COUNSELING SERVICES INC
SANFORD UNIT
1 HIGH STREET
SANFORD, ME 04073
(207) 282-7506
** AD AM EA TX PV **

SKOWHEGAN

NEW DIRECTIONS/SKOWHEGAN
UPPER MADISON AVENUE
SKOWHEGAN, ME 04976
(207) 875-1127
** AD AM HWY DH TX PV **

YOUTH AND FAMILY SERVICES INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM/SKOWHEGAN
65 RUSSELL STREET
SKOWHEGAN, ME 04976
(207) 478-1011
** AD AM HWY IV PG DM TX CI PV **

SOUTH PORTLAND

JACKSON BROOK INSTITUTE
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
175 RUNNING HILL ROAD
SOUTH PORTLAND, ME 04106
(207) 761-2314
** AD DT RR HW A HV PI IV PG **
** EA DH TX CI PV **

STRONG

NEW DIRECTIONS/STRONG
STRONG, ME 04983
(207) 873-1127
** AD AM HWY DM TX PV **

VAH BUREN

AROOSTOOK MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
OUTPATIENT ALCOHOLISM SERVICES
NADAWASKA ROAD
VAN BUREN, ME 04785
(207) 868-5236
** AD AM TX **

WATERVILLE

NEW DIRECTIONS/WATERVILLE
8 HIGHWOOD STREET
WATERVILLE, ME 04901
(207) 875-1127
** AD AM HWY DM TX PV **

WESTBROOK

WESTBROOK COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
FLEXCARE CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY TRT PROG
40 PARK ROAD
WESTBROOK, ME 04092
(207) 854-8464
** AD DT RR HW PI IV EA TX CI **

MAINE CORRECTIONAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
17 MALLISON FALLS ROAD
MINDHAM, ME 04062
(207) 892-6716
** AD AM IV TX PV OT **

PINE TREE ALC TREATMENT CTR FOR WOMEN
CROSSROADS
114 MAIN STREET
MINDHAM, ME 04062
(207) 892-2146
** AD DT RR HW A B H AI HV PI CU **
** IV PG TX PV **

YORK

YORK HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY DEPARTMENT
15 HOSPITAL DRIVE
YORK, ME 03903
(207) 363-4321 EXT. 208
** AD DT AM EA DM TX CI PV **
## MARYLAND

### ABINGTON
- **EM HOMERTON VILLAGE TREATMENT PROGRAM**
  - 5105 EMMORTON ROAD
  - ABINGTON, PA 19001
  - (215) 679-8110
  - **AD AM DH TX CI PV**

### ANNAPOLIS
- **ANNAPOLIS YOUTH SERVICE BUREAU**
  - 92 WEST WASHINGTON STREET
  - ANNAPOLIS, MD 21401
  - (301) 269-8060
  - **AD PV**

- **ANNE ARUNDEL COUNTY DRUG/ALCOHOL PROGRAMS**
  - COUNTY EXECUTIVES OFFICE
  - 44 CALVERT STREET
  - ARUNDEL CENTER ROOM 422
  - ANNAPOLIS, MD 21401
  - (301) 222-1443
  - **AD PV**

- **ANNE ARUNDEL COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT**
  - OPEN DOOR/ANNAPOLIS AND PAROLE
  - 62 CATHEDRAL STREET
  - ANNAPOLIS, MD 21401
  - (301) 222-1244
  - **AD AM N Y A HV IV PG TX PV MM**

- **ANNE ARUNDEL COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT**
  - OPEN DOOR/DETENTION CENTER
  - 131 JENNIFER ROAD
  - ANNAPOLIS, MD 21401
  - (301) 222-1244
  - **AD AM B HV PI CU TX**

- **POSITIVE ALTERNATIVE OF PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES INC**
  - 111 ANNAPOLIS STREET
  - ANNAPOLIS, MD 21401
  - (301) 263-8255
  - **AD AM W Y CU IV EA DH TX**

- **SAMARITAN HOUSE**
  - 2610 GREENBRIER LANE
  - ANNAPOLIS, MD 21401
  - (301) 269-5605
  - **AD RR B IV TX**

### BALTIMORE
- **ADDICT REFERRAL AND COUNSELING CTR INC (ARCC)**
  - 21 MEX 25TH STREET
  - BALTIMORE, MD 21218
  - (301) 366-1717
  - **DA AM N A HV TX CI**

- **ADDICTIONS COUNSELING SERVICE**
  - 17 HARREN ROAD
  - SUITE 8A
  - BALTIMORE, MD 21208
  - (301) 484-6021
  - **AD AM M Y CV IV PG TX PV**

- **ALTERNATIVES**
  - 7215 YORK ROAD
  - SUITE 209
  - BALTIMORE, MD 21212
  - (301) 503-2375
  - **AD AM Y TX**

- **AMERICAN COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM INC**
  - HEALTH EDUCATION CENTER
  - 5024 CAMPBELL BOULEVARD
  - SUITE H
  - BALTIMORE, MD 21236
  - (301) 931-9393
  - **AL EA DH CI PV**

- **BALTIMORE ADOLESCENT TREATMENT PROGRAM**
  - 4940 EASTERN AVENUE
  - B-3-S
  - BALTIMORE, MD 21224
  - (301) 550-0149
  - **AD AM M Y TX CI PV**

- **BALTIMORE AMERICAN INDIAN CENTER INC**
  - COMMUNITY ALCOHOLISM INDIAN PROGRAM
  - 113 SOUTH BROADWAY
  - BALTIMORE, MD 21231
  - (301) 563-4600
  - **AL PV**

- **BALTIMORE CITY ACUPUNCTURE/BEHAVIORAL SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM**
  - 1501 DIVISION STREET
  - BALTIMORE, MD 21217
  - (301) 225-7556
  - **AD AM B CU IV TX CI**

### BALTIMORE CITY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
- **DAYBREAK REHABILITATION PROGRAM**
  - 2490 GILLES ROAD
  - BALTIMORE, MD 21225
  - (301) 396-1646
  - **DA AM M Y A HV IV PG MM**

- **BALTIMORE CITY HEALTH DEPARTMENT**
  - NEW VISIONS COUNSELING CENTER/ADULT
  - 4 SOUTH FREDERICK STREET
  - BALTIMORE, MD 21202
  - (301) 396-1141
  - **AD AM M Y B DM TX CI PV**

- **BALTIMORE COUNTY OFFICE OF SUBST ABUS PREVENTION PROGRAM**
  - 401 WASHINGTON AVENUE
  - SUITE 500
  - BALTIMORE, MD 21204
  - (301) 887-3828
  - **AD PV**

- **BALTIMORE RECOVERY CENTER**
  - AFTERCARE UNIT
  - 16 SOUTH POPPLETON STREET
  - BALTIMORE, MD 21201
  - (301) 685-2220
  - **AD AM TX**

- **BALTIMORE RECOVERY CENTER**
  - DETOXIFICATION UNIT
  - 1846 NORTH GAY STREET
  - BALTIMORE, MD 21223
  - (301) 675-1121
  - **AD DT HV PI CU TX**

- **BALTIMORE RECOVERY CENTER**
  - HOLLING PLACE RESIDENTIAL UNIT
  - 16 SOUTH POPPLETON STREET
  - BALTIMORE, MD 21201
  - (301) 685-2811
  - **AD RR PI CU TX**

### ORIENTATION
- **AL** = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
- **DA** = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
- **AD** = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
- **AM** = AMBULATORY (LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)
- **DT** = DETOXIFICATION (24 HOUR CARE)
- **RR** = RESIDENTIAL (24 HOUR CARE)
- **PB** = PREGNANT USERS
- **EA** = EAP PROGRAM SERVICES
- **DM** = DMT/ASAP SERVICES

### SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS
- **M** = WOMEN
- **Y** = YOUTH
- **A** = AIDS PATIENTS
- **B** = BLACKS
- **H** = HISPANICS
- **AO** = AMERICAN INDIAN/ALASKAN NATIVES
- **HM** = METHADONE UNIT
- **OT** = OTHER UNIT
- **PV** = PREVENTION UNIT

### UNIT FUNCTION
- **TX** = TREATMENT UNIT
- **CI** = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT
- **PV** = PREVENTION UNIT

**KEY**
COUNSELING CENTER AT WHITE MARSH
6114 SANDPIPER CIRCLE
SUITE 116
BALTIMORE, MD 21236
(301) 951-6650
** AD AM M Y B CU IV EA DW TX **

EAST BALTIMORE DRUG ABUSE CENTER
TREATMENT UNIT
707 CONSTITUTION STREET
BALTIMORE, MD 21202
(301) 727-7400
** DA AM M Y HV IV PG MM **

EPOCH COUNSELING CENTER/DUNDALK
1107 NORTH POINT BOULEVARD
SUITE 205
BALTIMORE, MD 21224
(301) 284-3070
** AD AM M Y B HV PI IV DW TX PV **

EPOCH COUNSELING CENTER/EAST
621 STEMMERS RUN ROAD
BALTIMORE, MD 21221
(301) 574-2500
** AD AM Y TX PV **

FAMILY SERVICE FOUNDATION INC
ADDICTION SERVICES
4806 SETON DRIVE
BALTIMORE, MD 21215
(301) 766-4663
** AD AM IV TX CI PV **

FIRST STEP YOUTH SERVICES CENTER
8303 LIBERTY ROAD
BALTIMORE, MD 21207
(301) 521-4141
** AD AM M Y PG EA TX PV **

FOUR O NINE
409 PONTIAC AVENUE
BALTIMORE, MD 21225
(301) 366-7226
** AD RR AM IV TX **

FRANCES SCOTT KEY MEDICAL CENTER
BEHAVIORAL PHARM RESEARCH UNIT (BPR)
4940 EASTERN AVENUE
BUILDING DSH
BALTIMORE, MD 21224
(301) 550-0045
** DA AM IV MM OT **

GLASS SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM INC
821 NORTH EUTAN STREET
SUITE 101
BALTIMORE, MD 21201
(301) 225-9185
** DA AM B IV MM **

GLENWOOD LIFE
DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
516 GLENWOOD AVENUE
BALTIMORE, MD 21212
(301) 323-9811
** DA AM A HV IV PG MM **

HARBOR SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
5807 HARBOR ROAD
BALTIMORE, MD 21214
(301) 444-2100
** AD AM M TX PV **

HARBEL SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
5807 HARBOR ROAD
BALTIMORE, MD 21214
(301) 444-2100
** AD AM M TX PV **

HARBEL SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
5807 HARBOR ROAD
BALTIMORE, MD 21214
(301) 444-2100
** AD AM M TX PV **

HARBOR MENTAL HEALTH
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
6510 HARBOR ROAD
BALTIMORE, MD 21214
(301) 426-6300
** DA AM M A B H AI HV CU PG DW TX **
** PV **

JEMISH BIG BROTHER AND BIG SISTER
LEAGUE OF BALTIMORE
5750 PARK HEIGHTS AVENUE
BALTIMORE, MD 21215
(301) 542-6300
** AD AM DW TX PV **

MARYLAND
MARYLAND

JOHNS HOPKINS HOSPITAL
EARLY RECOVERY PROGRAM
708 NORTH BROADWAY
BALTIMORE, MD 21205
(301) 955-5536
** AD AM IV TX CI **

JOHNS HOPKINS HOSPITAL
PROG FOR ALC/OTHER DRG DEP/STOP PROG
702 NORTH BROADWAY
BALTIMORE, MD 21205
(301) 955-5639
** AD AM IV TX CI **

JONES FALLS COMMUNITY CORPORATION
THE COUNSELING CENTER
914 WEST 36TH STREET
BALTIMORE, MD 21211
(301) 243-5631
** AD AM Y CU TX PV **

JUDITH P RITCHEY YOUTH SERVICES
THE YOUTH SERVICES CENTER
1707 TAYLOR AVENUE
BALTIMORE, MD 21234
(301) 668-8000
** AD EA PV **

LIBERTY MEDICAL CENTER
ASHBURN OUTPT ALC COUNSELING SERVICE
730 ASHBURN STREET
BALTIMORE, MD 21216
(301) 362-7900
** AL AM W Y B HV CU EA DH TX PV **

LIBERTY MEDICAL CENTER
ASHBURN OUTPT OF COUNSELING SERVICE
730 ASHBURN STREET
BALTIMORE, MD 21216
(301) 362-7905
** DA AM W Y HV CU EA TX PV **

LIBERTY MEDICAL CENTER
TOHANA AVENUE SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
3101 TOHANA AVENUE
BALTIMORE, MD 21215
(301) 383-4900
** AD AM W Y BV HV PI CU PG DH TX **
** CI PV **

LIBERTY MEDICAL CENTER INC
LIBERTY HOUSE LONG TERM CARE FACILITY
1611 BAKER STREET
BALTIMORE, MD 21217
(301) 523-3669
** AD RR B CU IV EA TX PV **

MAN ALIVE RESEARCH INC
2100 NORTH CHARLES STREET
BALTIMORE, MD 21218
(301) 837-4290
** DA AM A HV CU IV MM **

MERCY HOSPITAL
OPERATION RECOVERY
333 SAINT PAUL PLACE
GROUND FLOOR SUITE B
BALTIMORE, MD 21202
(301) 783-9708
** AD AM DH TX PV **

MOUNTAIN MANOR TREATMENT CENTER
OUTPATIENT/FRIDERIC AVENUE
3800 FREDERICK AVENUE
BALTIMORE, MD 21229
(301) 233-1400
** AD AM W Y B HV CU IV PG EA DM **
** TX PV **

MOUNTAIN MANOR TREATMENT CENTER
OUTPATIENT/NORTH POINT ROAD
1107 NORTH POINT ROAD
SUITE 224
BALTIMORE, MD 21224
(301) 282-3262
** AD AM W Y B HV CU IV PG EA DM **
** TX PV **

NEW DIRECTIONS COUNSELING GROUP
1316 LIGHT STREET
BALTIMORE, MD 21230
(301) 783-9677
** AD AM W Y B CU IV DH TX PV **

NILSSON HOUSE
5665 PURDUE AVENUE
BALTIMORE, MD 21239
(301) 323-5329
** AD RR TX **

NORTH BALTIMORE CENTER INC
ALCOHOLISM SERVICES
2519 NORTH CHARLES STREET
BALTIMORE, MD 21210
(301) 366-4360
** AD AM DH TX **

PATHFINDERS HOMES LTD
HALFMAV HOUSE
1226 NORTH CALVERT STREET
BALTIMORE, MD 21202
(301) 837-8700
** AD RR TP PV **

PROJECT ADOPT
3101 TOHANA AVENUE
BALTIMORE, MD 21215
(301) 383-4900
** DA AM W A B H HV CU IV PG PV MM **

QUINN CENTER INC
8441 BELAIR ROAD
BALTIMORE, MD 21236
(301) 529-2880
** AD AM IV EA DH TX **

SAFE HOUSE
7 WEST RANDALL STREET
BALTIMORE, MD 21230
(301) 385-1466
** AD RR W TX **

SAINT AGNES HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
900 SOUTH CATON AVENUE
BALTIMORE, MD 21229
(301) 560-2865
** AD AM TX CI **

SHEPHERD AND ENOCH PRATT HOSPITAL
RECOVERY OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
6501 NORTH CHARLES STREET
WEST WINDY BRAE BUILDING
BALTIMORE, MD 21204
(301) 938-3000
** AD AM W Y A B HV CU EA DH TX PV **

SINAI HOSPITAL
DRUG DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
GREENSPRING AND BELVEDERE AVENUE
BALTIMORE, MD 21215
(301) 576-5355
** DA AM W A B H HV CU IV PG MM **

SINAI HOSPITAL DEPT OF PSYCHIATRY
ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
2401 WEST BELVEDERE AVENUE
BALTIMORE, MD 21215
(301) 576-9457
** AD AM W A B HV CU PG DH TX PV **

STATE OF MARYLAND
DEPT OF EDUCATION/DIV OF INSTRUCTION
200 WEST BALTIMORE STREET
BALTIMORE, MD 21201
(301) 333-2324
** AD PV **

THE RECOVERY CTR AT HOMEMOOD HOSPITAL
DEPARTMENT OF ADDICTIONS/OUTPATIENT
3100 WYMAN PARK DRIVE
BALTIMORE, MD 21211
(301) 336-3167
** AD AM W B HV IV PG DH TX **

THE RESOURCE GROUP
COUNSELING AND EDUCATION CENTER INC
7801 YORK ROAD
SUITE 215
BALTIMORE, MD 21204
(301) 337-7772
** AD AM IV EA DH TX CI PV **

TOTAL HEALTH CARE INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1609 DRUID HILL AVENUE
BALTIMORE, MD 21217
(301) 537-7711
** AD AM W A B HV CU IV PG TX PV **
TOMSON STATE UNIVERSITY
COUNSELING CENTER
GLEN ESK BUILDING
BALTIMORE, MD 21204
(301) 830-2512
** AD AM H Y B CU IV EA DM TX PV **

TREATMENT RESOURCES FOR YOUTH
(TRY)
2517 NORTH CHARLES STREET
BALTIMORE, MD 21218
(301) 366-2123
** AD AM Y B CU TX PV **

TUERK HOUSE
ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
730 ASHBURN STREET
BALTIMORE, MD 21216
(301) 233-0694
** AD RR IV TX **

UNION MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
114 EAST 33RD STREET
BALTIMORE, MD 21210
(301) 554-2000
** AD PV OT **

UNIV OF MD DRUG TREATMENT CENTER
DRUG FREE AND AFTERCARE CLINIC/FEDERAL
721 WEST REDWOOD STREET
BALTIMORE, MD 21201
(301) 837-3313
** DA AM H A B HV CU IV TX MM **

UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND
METHADONE TREATMENT PROGRAM
721 WEST REDWOOD STREET
BALTIMORE, MD 21201
(301) 328-5154
** DA AM H A HV IV PG MM **

UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND MEDICAL SYSTEM
ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG OUTPATIENT CLINIC
405 WEST REDWOOD STREET
BALTIMORE, MD 21201
(301) 328-5157
** AD AM H CU IV PG EA DM TX CI PV **
** OT **

VALLEY HOUSE
28 SOUTH BROADWAY
BALTIMORE, MD 21231
(301) 675-7765
** AD RR B PI CU EA TX PV **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
ALCOHOL DEPENDENCE TREATMENT PROGRAM
3900 LOCH RAVEN BOULEVARD
UNIT 116A
BALTIMORE, MD 21218
(301) 467-9932 EXT. 5428
** AL DT AM TX CI PV **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
DRUG DEPENDENCE TREATMENT PROGRAM
3900 LOCH RAVEN BOULEVARD
ROOM 1C
BALTIMORE, MD 21218
(301) 467-9932 EXT. 5366
** DA DT AM A HV PI CU TX CI PV MM **

WALTER P CARTER MH/MR CENTER
BENSON AVENUE CLINIC
3431 BENSON AVENUE
BALTIMORE, MD 21227
(301) 328-2144
** AD AM H Y B HV PI TX PV **

WALTER P CARTER MH/MR CENTER
CARRUTHERS CLINIC
112 EAST WEST STREET
BALTIMORE, MD 21230
(301) 328-2292
** AD AM H Y B HV PI CU PG TX PV **

WALTER P CARTER MH/MR CENTER
CHERRY HILL CLINIC
2490 GILLES ROAD
BALTIMORE, MD 21225
(301) 528-2286
** AD AM H Y B HV PI CU PG TX PV **

WEISHAN/KAPLAN HOUSES
2521-2523 MARYLAND AVENUE
BALTIMORE, MD 21218
(301) 467-5291
** AD RR TX **

WEST END
DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
2401 WEST BALTIMORE STREET
BALTIMORE, MD 21223
(301) 945-7706
** DA AM H A B CU IV PG MM **

WHITE MARSH COUNSELING CENTER
8114 SANDPIPER CIRCLE
BALTIMORE, MD 21236
(301) 931-6650
** AD AM H Y CU IV EA DM TX PV **

X CELL
ADULT RESIDENTIAL PROGRAM I
SPRING GROVE STATE HOSPITAL
GARRETT BUILDING
BALTIMORE, MD 21228
(301) 788-2145
** DA RR Y CU IV PG TX **

X CELL
COCAINE DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
SPRING GROVE STATE HOSPITAL
GARRETT BUILDING
BALTIMORE, MD 21228
(301) 788-2145
** AD RR H A B H AI HV CU IV PG EA **
** TX **

X CELL
YOUTH RESIDENTIAL PROGRAM I
SPRING GROVE STATE HOSPITAL
GARRETT BUILDING
BALTIMORE, MD 21228
(301) 788-2145
** AL RR Y B IV TX PV **

BEL AIR
FRANKLIN SQUARE AT BEL AIR
206 HAYES STREET
BEL AIR, MD 21014
(301) 885-2000
** AD RR IV TX MM **

BEL AIR
DRUG AND ALC IMPACT PROG/PREVENTION
31 WEST COURTLAND STREET
BEL AIR, MD 21014
(301) 879-2000 EXT. 333
** AD PV **

BEL AIR
COCAINE & ALCOHOL PROGRAM
715 SHAMROCK ROAD
BEL AIR-LEE PROFESSIONAL CENTER
BEL AIR, MD 21014
(301) 879-0539
** DA AM IV TX MM **

BEL AIR
COCAINE & ALCOHOL PROGRAM
112 WEST COURTLAND STREET
BEL AIR, MD 21014
(301) 879-2000 EXT. 333
** AD PV **

BEL AIR
COCAINE & ALCOHOL PROGRAM
2107 LAUREL BUSH ROAD
SUITE 201
BEL AIR, MD 21014
(301) 879-4980
** AD EA DM TX MM **

BEL AIR
COCAINE & ALCOHOL PROGRAM
3900 LOCH RAVEN BOULEVARD
UNIT 116A
BALTIMORE, MD 21218
(301) 467-9932 EXT. 5428
** AL DT AM TX CI PV **
BEL ALTON
THE JUDE HOUSE INC
DETOXIFICATION UNIT
ROUTE 301 SOUTH
BEL ALTON, MD 20611
(301) 932-0700
** AD DT TX **

THE JUDE HOUSE INC
INTERMEDIATE CARE FACILITY D
ROUTE 301 SOUTH
BEL ALTON, MD 20611
(301) 932-0700
** AD RR TX **

BETHESDA
COUNSELING INSTITUTE OF SUBURBAN MD
5656 SHIELDS DRIVE
MYNGATE MEDICAL PARK
BETHESDA, MD 20817
(301) 571-8233
** AD AM W AI PI IV PG EA DM TX CI **
** PV **

SECOND GENESIS INC
PRINCE STREET UNIT
7910 WOODMONT AVENUE
SUITE 500
BETHESDA, MD 20814
(301) 656-1545
** DA AN TX **

SUBURBAN HOSPITAL
ADDITION TREATMENT CENTER
8600 OLD GEORGETOWN ROAD
WING 2B
BETHESDA, MD 20814
(301) 530-2522
** AD DT RR AM W A B H HV CU IV DM **
** TX CI PV **

BOWIE
MCDONALD CASSIDY
ROTH AND ASSOCIATES PA/LIFELINE
14300 GALLANT FOX LANE
SUITE 112
BOWIE, MD 20715
(301) 464-1050
** AD AM DH TX CI PV **

CALIFORNIA
SIERRA HOUSE
SAINT ANDREWS CHURCH ROAD
CALIFORNIA, MD 20619
(301) 862-4212
** DA RR W Y HV TX CI PV **

WALDEN COUNSELING CENTER
SAINT ANDREWS CHURCH ROAD
CALIFORNIA, MD 20619
(301) 863-6661
** DA AM W Y HV TX CI PV **

CAMBRIDGE
DORCHESTER COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
ADDICTIONS PROGRAM
751 WOODS ROAD
CAMBRIDGE, MD 21613
(301) 228-7714
** AD AM Y CU PG EA DH TX PV **

CAMP SPRINGS
INNER FOCUS
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
5001 ALLENTOWN ROAD
SUITE 200
CAMP SPRINGS, MD 20746
(301) 423-0200
** AD AM W B CU DH TX **

CENTREVILLE
QUEEN ANNES COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES
206 NORTH COMMERCE STREET
CENTREVILLE, MD 21617
(301) 758-1306
** AD AM W Y CU IV PG EA DM TX CI **
** PV **

CHESTERTOWN
A F WHITSITT CENTER
QUARTERHAY
SHEELE ROAD
CHESTERTOWN, MD 21620
(301) 778-6404
** AD RR IV DH TX **

PUBLIC HOUSE
110 SOUTH LYNCHBURG STREET
CHESTERTOWN BUSINESS PARK
CHESTERTOWN, MD 21620
(301) 778-2616
** AD AM W Y B PI CU PG DM TX PV **

CHEVERLY
CHEVERLY DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT CLINIC
3003 HOSPITAL DRIVE
CHEVERLY, MD 20785
(301) 356-0227
** AD AM W A HV CU IV PG TX PV MM **

CHURCHVILLE
ADDITION RECOVERY AND RELATED THERAPIES
3111 CHURCHVILLE ROAD
CHURCHVILLE, MD 21028
(301) 836-2551
** AD AM W Y A B HV PI CU DH TX CI **

CLINTON
DRUG INTERV COUNS ACTION PROG (DICAP)
SOUTHERN REGIONAL HEALTH CENTER
9314 PISCATAWAY ROAD
CLINTON, MD 20735
(301) 599-2154
** AD AM W Y PG TX PV **

COLLEGE PARK
ADDICTION ASSESSMENT AND REHAB SERVICE
9015 RHODE ISLAND AVENUE
COLLEGE PARK, MD 20740
(301) 345-1200
** AD AM W M CU EA DH TX PV **

CHANGING POINT/COLLEGE PARK OUTPATIENT
10013 RHODE ISLAND AVENUE
COLLEGE PARK, MD 20740
(301) 941-1818
** AD AM W A B HV CU DM TX PV **

COLUMBIA
MARYLAND REHABILITATION SERVICES INC
5401 THIN KNOLLS ROAD
SUITE 9
COLUMBIA, MD 21045
(301) 997-8600
** AD AM TX PV **

ORCHARD HILL TREATMENT CENTER
8950 ROUTE 108
SUITE 206
COLUMBIA, MD 21045
(301) 750-5555
** AD AM W Y A B HV CU IV DM TX PV **

CROSBIE
SUMMER COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
COULBOURNE CENTER
203 HALL HIGHWAY
CRISFIELD, MD 21817
(301) 968-3066
** AD RR TX PV OT **
CROFTON
DUI ASSESSMENT AND COUNSELING
1520 BIRDWOOD COURT
CROFTON, MD 21114
(301) 721-0861
** AD AM DH TX **

CROWNSVILLE
HOPE HOUSE
OUTPATIENT
CROWNSVILLE, MD 21032
(301) 987-0242
** AD RR IV DH TX CI PV **

HOPE HOUSE
QUARTERWAY
CROWNSVILLE, MD 21032
(301) 987-0242
** AD RR IV DH TX CI PV **

RAFT HOUSE
CROWNSVILLE ROAD
CROWNSVILLE, MD 21032
(301) 925-6001
** AD RR IV TX CI PV **

SECOND GENESIS INC
CROWNSVILLE UNIT
107 CIRCLE DRIVE
PHILLIPS BUILDING
CROWNSVILLE, MD 21032
(301) 925-0401
** AD RR AH TX **

CUMBERLAND
ALLEGANY COUNTY ADDICTIONS PROGRAM
ALCOHOL AND DRUG OUTPATIENT
WILLOXNWOOD ROAD
CUMBERLAND, MD 21502
(301) 777-5680
** AD AM W Y DH TX **

ALLEGANY COUNTY ADDICTIONS PROGRAM
JOSEPH S MASSIE UNIT
COUNTRY CLUB ROAD
THOMAS B FINAN CENTER COTTAGE FOUR
CUMBERLAND, MD 21502
(301) 777-2285
** AD RR W A B H AI HV PI CU IV PG **
** EA TX CI **

ALLEGANY COUNTY ADDICTIONS PROGRAM
LOIS E JACKSON UNIT
COUNTRY CLUB ROAD
THOMAS B FINAN CENTER COTTAGE THREE
CUMBERLAND, MD 21502
(301) 777-2790
** AD RR Y A HV CU IV PG TX **

ONEAL HOUSE
602 FURNACE STREET
CUMBERLAND, MD 21502
(301) 777-5974
** AD RR TX **

DENTON
CAROLINE COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
CAROLINE COUNSELING CENTER
104 FRANKLIN STREET
DENTON, MD 21629
(301) 479-1882
** AD AM W Y IV DH TX PV **

EASTON
TALBOT COUNTY ADDICTIONS PROGRAM
100 SOUTH HANSON STREET
EASTON, MD 21601
(301) 822-4133
** AD AM W Y A HV IV EA DH TX CI **
** PV **

ELDERSBURG
ADAPT COUNSELING INC
1425 LIBERTY ROAD
SUITE 202
ELDERSBURG, MD 21784
(301) 549-6282
** AD AM DH TX PV **

NETWORK HEALTH SERVICE INC
2120-A LIBERTY ROAD
ELDERSBURG, MD 21784
(301) 781-4150
** DA AM B H AI CU IV TX PV MM **

ELKTON
CECIL COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
ALCOHOL AND DRUG CENTER
401 BOW STREET
ELKTON, MD 21921
(301) 996-5106
** AD AM W Y A B HV CU IV PG DW TX **
** PV **

UNION HOSPITAL
FAMILY OUTPATIENT SERVICES
106 BOW STREET
ELKTON, MD 21921
(301) 598-4000 EXT. 4515
** AD AT AM TX PV **

ELLIOTT CITY
CHANGING POINT/ELLIOTT CITY RESIDENTIAL
4109 COLLEGE AVENUE
ELLIOTT CITY, MD 21043
(301) 465-9500
** AD DT RR Y IV EA DH TX CI PV **

HOMARD COUNTY
ADDICTIONS SERVICES CENTER
5555 ELLICOTT HILLS DRIVE
UNIT C
ELLIOTT CITY, MD 21043
(301) 465-0127
** AD AM W Y A HV IV PG DM TX CI **
** PV **

EMMITSBURG
MOUNTAIN MANOR
EMMITSBURG, OUTPATIENT
ROUTE 15
EMMITSBURG, MD 21727
(301) 447-2361
** AD AM W Y B HV CU IV PG EA DH **
** TX PV **

MOUNTAIN MANOR TREATMENT CENTER
EMMITSBURG REHABILITATION
ROUTE 15
EMMITSBURG, MD 21727
(301) 447-2361
** AD DT RR H CU IV PG DM TX **

FORESTVILLE
COMPREHENSIVE ALCOHOL/DRUG COUNSELING SERVICE INC
2810 HALT DEER LANE
ROOM 10
FORESTVILLE, MD 20747
(301) 568-4447
** AD AM Y IV PG DH TX PV **

FORT GEORGE G MEADE
FORT GEORGE G MEADE
COMM COUNSELING CTR ALC/TRUG OFFICE
4 1/2 STREET
BUILDING 2456
FORT GEORGE G MEADE, MD 20755
(301) 677-2344
** AD AM W Y B H EA TX PV **

FORT HOMARD
VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
ALCOHOL DEPENDENCE TREATMENT PROGRAM
UNIT 116B
FORT HOMARD, MD 21052
(301) 687-8615
** AD DT RR AM IV EA TX CI PV **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE RELAPSE PREVENTION PGM
UNIT 116B
FORT HOMARD, MD 21052
(301) 687-8615
** AD RR W Y A B AI HV PI CU IV PG **
** EA TX CI PV **

FREDERICK
FREDERICK COUNSELING CENTER
405 WEST 7TH STREET
FREDERICK, MD 21701
(301) 696-1950
** AD AM H B CU IV PG DM TX CI PV **

FREDERICK COUNTY SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
ALC/DRUG ABE/PJCT 103/PREV SERVS
300-B SCHOLLS LANE
FREDERICK, MD 21701
(301) 694-1775
** AD AM W Y IV PG DM TX CI PV **
MARYLAND

GALE HOUSE INC
336 NORTH MARKET STREET
FREDERICK, MD 21701
(301) 662-2303
** AD RR TX **

KARMA ACADEMY FOR GIRLS
KHI SERVICES INC
13 WEST 3RD STREET
FREDERICK, MD 21701
(301) 695-0853
** AD RR M Y TX PV **

MOUNTAIN MANOR TREATMENT CENTER
OUTPATIENT SERVICES
129-5 WEST PATRICK STREET
FREDERICK, MD 21701
(301) 662-1407
** AD AM M Y B HV CU IV PG EA DM **
** TX PV **

FROSTBURG
FROSTBURG STATE UNIVERSITY
UNIVERSITY COUNSELING CENTER
PULLIN HALL
ROOM 109
FROSTBURG, MD 21532
(301) 689-4234
** AD PV **

GAITHERSBURG
CIRCLE TREATMENT CENTER
424 NORTH FREDERICK AVENUE
SUITE B
GAITHERSBURG, MD 20877
(301) 258-2626
** AD AM IV EA DW TX CI PV **

GUIDE PROGRAM MONTGOMERY COUNTY INC
ADOLESCENT TREATMENT PROGRAM
1 WEST DEER PARK DRIVE
ROOM 101
GAITHERSBURG, MD 20877
(301) 590-9860
** AD AM Y TX **

GUIDE PROGRAM MONTGOMERY COUNTY INC
ADULT TREATMENT PROGRAM
1 WEST DEER PARK DRIVE
SUITE 101
GAITHERSBURG, MD 20877
(301) 590-9860
** DA AM IV TX MM **

KOLMAC CLINIC
18552 OFFICE PARK DRIVE
GAITHERSBURG, MD 20870
(301) 869-0255
** AD AM M B HV CU IV TX **

PHOENIX II PROGRAM
7401 HADLEY FARMS DRIVE
GAITHERSBURG, MD 20879
(301) 840-7198
** AD AM M Y CU TX PV **

GAMBRRILLS
MEADONS RECOVERY CENTER
730 MARYLAND ROUTE 3
GAMBRRILLS, MD 21054
(301) 987-5344
** AD DT RR M A B A B H HV PI IV PG EA **
** TX PV **

GLEN BURNIE

ANNE ARUNDEL COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
OPEN DOOR/LANGLEY AND GLEN BURNIE
120 NORTH LANGLEY ROAD
SUITE 203
GLEN BURNIE, MD 21060
(301) 222-6665
** AD AM M Y A HV IV PG TX PV MM **

CREATIVE COUNSELING CENTER INC
7425 BALTIMORE ANnapolis BOULEVARD
SUITE 102
GLEN BURNIE, MD 21062
(301) 768-7260
** AL PV **

NORTH ARUNDEL HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
301 HOSPITAL DRIVE
5TH FLOOR
GLEN BURNIE, MD 21061
(301) 787-6000 EXT. 4672
** AD DT M Y A B HV PI IV PG EA **
** TX PV **

HAGERSTOWN

ADDITION SPECIALIST ASSOCIATES
158 EAST ANTIETAM STREET
SUITE 201
HAGERSTOWN, MD 21740
(301) 739-3752
** AD AM M Y B H PI CU EA DM TX CI **
** PV **

JUNCTION BRIDGE INC
CORRECTIONAL TRAINING CTR HAGERSTOWN
ROUTE 3
HAGERSTOWN, MD 21740
(301) 791-4976
** AD RR TX PV **

WASHINGTON BOARD OF EDUCATION
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION SERVICES
COMMONWEALTH AVENUE
HAGERSTOWN, MD 21741
(301) 791-4000
** AD EA PV **

WASHINGTON COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
COMPREHENSIVE ALCOHOL PROGRAM
1302 PENNSYLVANIA AVENUE
HAGERSTOWN, MD 21742
(301) 791-3054
** AD AM M Y A HV CU EA DM TX **

WASHINGTON COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
EVENING SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM (ESAP)
603 OAK HILL AVENUE
HAGERSTOWN, MD 21740
(301) 791-3041
** AD AM M A B H HV PI IV PG **
** EA DM TX CI PV **

WASHINGTON COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
JAIL SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
500 WESTERN MARYLAND PARKWAY
HAGERSTOWN, MD 21740
(301) 791-3337
** AD RR AM A HV CU IV DM TX **

WASHINGTON COUNTY HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION
ALCOHOL AND DRUG TREATMENT SERVICES
322 EAST ANTIETAM STREET
SUITE 306
HAGERSTOWN, MD 21740
(301) 582-3260
** AD DT AM IV DM TX **

WELLS HOUSE
RESIDENTIAL FACILITY
324 NORTH LOCUST STREET
HAGERSTOWN, MD 21740
(301) 791-3189
** AD RR Y PI CU TX **

HAVRE DE GRACE

FATHER MARTINS ASHLEY
QUARTERWAY UNIT
BOD TYDINGS LANE
HAVRE DE GRACE, MD 21078
(301) 679-8992
** AD DT RR IV EA TX PV **

HYATTSVILLE

GUIDE PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES INC
GUIDE PAROLE AND PROBATION PROGRAM
5126 BALTIMORE AVENUE
HYATTSVILLE, MD 20781
(301) 779-7010
** AD AM M B H HV CU PG DM TX CI **
** PV **

JESSUP

CLIFTON T PERKINS HOSPITAL CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
8450 DORSEY RUN ROAD
JESSUP, MD 20794
(301) 792-4022
** AD PV **
JUNCTION BRIDGE INC
BBF SHORT CYCLE
JESSUP, MD 20794
(301) 781-4976
** AD RR TX

JUNCTION BRIDGE INC
MARYLAND CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTE JESSUP
JESSUP, MD 20794
(301) 781-4976
** AD RR TX

JUNCTION BRIDGE INC
MD CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION/WOMEN
ANNEX ROUTE 175
JESSUP, MD 20794
(301) 781-4976
** AD RR TX

KENSINGTON
VAUGHN J HOWNLAND
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
3704 PERRY AVENUE
KENSINGTON, MD 20895
(301) 946-3213
** AD AM M Y B CU EA DM TX CI PV **
** OT **

LA PLATA
CHARLES COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
ALCOHOL PROGRAMS
612 EAST CHARLES STREET
LA PLATA, MD 20646
(301) 934-9021
** AL AM M Y B H CU PG DW TX CI PV **

CHARLES COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
HORIZON CENTER
104 EAST CHARLES STREET
LA PLATA, MD 20646
(301) 934-4357
** DA AM M Y B HV CU IV PG TX CI **
** PV **

LAUREL
COUNSELING SERVICES INC
150 WASHINGTON BOULEVARD
SUITE 200
LAUREL, MD 20707
(301) 725-5616
** AD AM H B PI CU DW TX PV **

FLYNN/LANG COUNSELING CENTER
13 C STREET
SUITE H
LAUREL, MD 20707
(301) 725-1747
** AD AM M Y B CU IV DW TX PV **

KEY CENTER FOR HUMAN SERVICES INC
300 THOMAS DRIVE
SUITE 4
LAUREL, MD 20707
(301) 776-1814
** AD AM EA DW TX CI PV **

REALITY INC
AFTERCARE
419 MAIN STREET
LAUREL, MD 20707
(301) 792-4080
** AD AM H TX **

REALITY INC
HALFWAY HOUSE/FEMALE
200 LAUREL AVENUE
LAUREL, MD 20707
(301) 498-3117
** AD RR TX **

REALITY INC
HALFWAY HOUSE/MALE
309 LAUREL AVENUE
LAUREL, MD 20707
(301) 792-4080
** AD RR TX **

REALITY INC
QUARTERWAY HOUSE
419 MAIN STREET
LAUREL, MD 20707
(301) 792-4080
** AD RR M A HV CU IV PG TX **

LEONARDTOWN
MARCEY HALFWAY HOUSE
LEONARDTOWN, MD 20650
(301) 475-4701
** AD RR TX **

SAINT MARYS COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
PEABODY STREET
LEONARDTOWN, MD 20650
(301) 475-4300
** AD AM M Y HV PG DW TX CI **

LINTHICUM
MARYLAND ALLIANCE FOR DRUG FREE YOUTH
404 SHIPLEY ROAD
LINTHICUM, MD 21090
(301) 859-4320
** AD PV **

LUSBY
CALVERT COUNTY ALCOHOLISM SERVICES DIV
SOUTH MARYLAND COMMUNITY CENTER
LUSBY, MD 20657
(301) 535-3079
** AL AM DW TX **

NORTH EAST
CECIL COMMUNITY COLLEGE
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1000 NORTH EAST ROAD
NORTH EAST, MD 21901
(301) 287-6060
** AD EA PV **

OAKLAND
GARRET COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
ADDICTIONS SERVICE
253 NORTH 4TH STREET
OAKLAND, MD 21550
(301) 334-8115
** AD AM M Y EA DW TX PV **

OLNEY
MONTGOMERY GENERAL HOSPITAL
ADDICTION TREATMENT CENTER
18101 PRINCE PHILIP DRIVE
OLNEY, MD 20832
(301) 774-8370
** AD DT RR AM IV DM TX CI PV **

SENECA HELMWOOD TREATMENT CENTERS
19715 ZION ROAD
OLNEY, MD 20832
(301) 924-5000
** AD RR M B HV CU IV PG TX **

OWINGS MILLS
EPOCH COUNSELING CENTER/CENTRAL PAINTERS MILL EXECUTIVE OFFICE PARK
SUITE 504
OWINGS MILLS, MD 21117
(301) 363-0800
** AD AM IV TX CI PV **

PASADENA
CHRYSLIS HOUSE
8148 JUMPERS HOLE ROAD
PASADENA, MD 21122
(301) 544-1633
** AD RR M IV TX **

NEW LIFE ADDICTION COUNSELING SERVICES
2528 MOUNTAIN ROAD
PASADENA, MD 21122
(301) 255-4475
** AD AM IV DW TX CI PV **

POCOMOKE CITY
SAVE THE YOUTH INC
2ND STREET
POCOMOKE CITY, MD 21851
(301) 957-1750
** AD EA PV **

POCOLESVILLE
KETTLER BOYS HOME
13611 RILEY'S LOCK ROAD
POCOLESVILLE, MD 20857
(301) 670-1640
** AD RR Y B TX PV **
MARYLAND

PRINCE FREDERICK

CALVERT COUNTY GOVERNMENT
ALCOHOLISM SERVICES PROGRAM
PRINCE FREDERICK, MD 20678
(301) 535-3079
** AL AM Y DH TX PV **

CALVERT COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
NEW LEAF COUNSELING CENTER
ROUTE 4 AND STOKELY ROAD
PRINCE FREDERICK, MD 20678
(301) 535-5400
** DA AM W Y CU IV PG TX **

RIVERDALE

DIRECTORATE OF ADDICTIONS
PREVENTION PROGRAM
6201 RIVERDALE ROAD
RIVERDALE PROF BUILDING ROOM 104
RIVERDALE, MD 20737
(301) 864-0681
** AD EA PV **

PRINCE GEORGES COUNTY HEALTH DEPT
ADDICTIONS/NORTHERN REGION
6201 RIVERDALE ROAD
3RD FLOOR
RIVERDALE, MD 20737
(301) 864-1446
** AD AM W Y A B CU PG DH TX PV **

ROCKVILLE

COUNSELING RESOURCES INC
ROUTE 1
ROCK HALL, MD 21661
(301) 778-6286
** AD AM W Y EA DH TX CI PV **

ROCKVILLE

ANOTHER PATH
14901 BROSCHART ROAD
ROCKVILLE, MD 20850
(301) 251-4525
** AD AM Y TX PV **

ETHOS FOUNDATION
10701 OLD GEORGETOWN ROAD
ROCKVILLE, MD 20852
(703) 671-5335
** AD AM W Y B H CU IV PG EA DW TX **
** CI PV **

FAMILY THERAPY INSTITUTE OF
WASHINGTON DC
5850 HUBBARD DRIVE
ROCKVILLE, MD 20852
(301) 984-5230
** AD AM W Y A B H AI HV PI CU PG **
** TX **

KARMA ACADEMY FOR BOYS
175 HATTS BRANCH PARKWAY
ROCKVILLE, MD 20850
(301) 340-8880
** AD RR Y B H CU TX PV **

METRO ALCOHOL AWARENESS SERVICES
15719 CRABBS BRANCH WAY
ROCKVILLE, MD 20855
(301) 598-9400
** AD AM H DH TX PV **

MONTG CNTY DEPT ADDIC/VICTIM/HH SERVS
CHILD AND ADOLESCENT PROGRAM
401 HUNGERFORD DRIVE
6TH FLOOR
ROCKVILLE, MD 20850
(301) 217-1430
** AD AM W Y B H CU PG TX CI PV **

MONTG CNTY DEPT ADDIC/VICTIM/HH SERVS
THE OTHER DAY TREATMENT PROGRAM
401 HUNGERFORD DRIVE
ROCKVILLE, MD 20850
(301) 217-1475
** AD AM Y TX PV **

MONTGOMERY ALCOHOL PROGRAMS INC
DVI SCHOOL
4511 BESTOR DRIVE
2ND FLOOR
ROCKVILLE, MD 20853
(301) 460-6780
** AL DH PV **

MONTGOMERY COUNTY DVI TRT SERVS PROG
ADULT ADDICTION PROGRAMS
751 ROCKVILLE PIKE
SUITE B-26
ROCKVILLE, MD 20852
(301) 279-1204
** AL AM W Y B H DH TX PV **

MONTGOMERY COUNTY GOVERNMENT
OUTPATIENT ADDICTION SERVICES
751 THINBROOK PARKWAY
ROCKVILLE, MD 20851
(301) 217-1600
** AD AM H A B H HV PI CU PG TX **

MONTGOMERY COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
LAWRENCE COURT HALFWAY HOUSE
1 LAWRENCE COURT
ROCKVILLE, MD 20850
(301) 279-1352
** AD RR CU TX CI **

MONTGOMERY COUNTY TREATMENT
ALTERNATIVES TO STREET CRIME (TASC)
105 FLEET STREET
ROCKVILLE, MD 20850
(301) 791-6615
** AD RR Y IV TX **

ORANGE MANOR TREATMENT CENTER
OUTPATIENT SERVICES AT ROCKVILLE
966 HUNGERFORD DRIVE
SUITE 17A
ROCKVILLE, MD 20855
(301) 340-8428
** AD AM W Y B H CU IV PG EA DW **
** TX PV **

OACES CORPORATION
354A HUNGERFORD DRIVE
ROCKVILLE, MD 20850
(301) 792-1363
** AL AM DH TX **

SECOND GENESIS INC
MONTGOMERY COUNTY
16701 AVERY ROAD
ROCKVILLE, MD 20853
(301) 424-8500
** AD RR AM TX **

SOCIAL MODEL DETOXIFICATION PROGRAM
16800 SHADY GROVE ROAD
ROCKVILLE, MD 20851
(301) 762-5613
** AD DT M B AI HV PI CU IV PG TX **
** CI PV **

THE CARE CENTER
6000 EXECUTIVE BOULEVARD
SUITE 505
ROCKVILLE, MD 20852
(301) 770-3280
** AD PV **

WHITE FLINT RECOVERY INC
1335 ROCKVILLE PIKE
SUITE 106
ROCKVILLE, MD 20852
(301) 294-6545
** AD AM W Y A B H CU IV PG EA DW **
** TX PV **

SALISBURY

BLUE RIDGE SUMMIT DETOX PROGRAM
5999 CULLEN DRIVE
SALISBURY, MD 21780
(301) 791-5250
** AD DT TX PV **

CATOCTIN SUMMIT ADOLESCENT PROGRAM
5980 CULLEN DRIVE
SALISBURY, MD 21780
(301) 791-6615
** AD RR Y IV TX **

SALISBURY

SECOND WIND INC
309 NEWTON STREET
SALISBURY, MD 21801
(301) 749-8038
** AD RR TX **
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CHANGING POINT/MALDORF
OUTPATIENT
7900 BILLINGSLEY ROAD
MALDORF, MD 20601
(301) 870-5100
** AD AM H Y CU IV PG EA TX CI PV **

CHANGING POINT/MALDORF
RESIDENTIAL
7900 BILLINGSLEY ROAD
MALDORF, MD 20604
(800) 622-2168
** AD RR HV EA TX **

WESTMINSTER
CARROLL COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT/PREVENTION
412 MALCOLM DRIVE
SUITE 304
WESTMINSTER, MD 21157
(301) 876-4410
** AD AM H Y HV PI PG DM TX CI PV **

JUNCTION INC
98 NORTH COURT STREET
WESTMINSTER, MD 21157
(301) 846-6100
** AD AM H Y B HV CU TX PV **

MOUNTAIN MANOR TREATMENT CENTER
77-79 EAST MAIN STREET
WESTMINSTER, MD 21157
(301) 876-2425
** AD AM H Y B HV CU IV PG EA DM **
** TX PV **

REENTRY MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
DRUG AND ALCOHOL SERVICES
40 SOUTH CHURCH STREET
SUITE 105
WESTMINSTER, MD 21157
(301) 846-9244
** AD AM A HV DM TX PV **

SHOEMAKER DETOXIFICATION CENTER
541 WASHINGTON ROAD
WESTMINSTER, MD 21157
(301) 876-4845
** AD DT H A HV PI CU IV PG TX **

WESTOVER
EASTERN CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTE (ECI)
ADDITION SERVICES PROGRAM
ROUTE 413
SOMERSET HEALTH DEPARTMENT
WESTOVER, MD 21871
(301) 651-0822
** AD PV **

SOMERSET COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
ADDITION SERVICES
ROUTE 413
WESTOVER, MD 21871
(301) 651-0822 EXT. 18
** AD AM H Y IV PG DM TX CI PV **
MARYLAND

WHEATON

COMMUNITY PSYCHIATRIC CLINIC
RECOVERY
2424 REEDIE DRIVE
3RD FLOOR
WHEATON, MD 20901
(301) 933-7138
** AD AM M Y A HV CU TX PV **

WOOLFORD

WHITE OAK ADOLESCENT TREATMENT CENTER
NEW BEGINNINGS
ROUTE 16
WOOLFORD, MD 21677
(301) 228-7000
** AD RR Y B CU TX **
MASSACHUSETTS

ATTLEBORO
ATTLEBORO AREA YOUTH AND FAMILY SERVS
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
160 PARK STREET
ATTLEBORO, MA 02703
(508) 222-7525
** AD AM H Y HV CU EA DW TX **

ATTLEBORO AREA YOUTH AND FAMILY SERVS
THE ROAD BACK
7 FOREST STREET
ATTLEBORO, MA 02703
(508) 226-8874
** AD RR Y A HV CU IV TX PV **

ATTLEBORO AREA YOUTH AND FAMILY SERVS
YOUTH INTERVENTION PROGRAM
200 SOUTH MAIN STREET
ATTLEBORO, MA 02703
(508) 226-6031
** AD PV **

BEDFORD
VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE REHABILITATION PROGRAM
200 SPRINGS ROAD
BUILDING 7 B AND C
BEDFORD, MA 01730
(617) 275-7500 EXT. 566
** AD DT RR AM IV EA DW TX CI PV **

BELMONT
MCLEAN HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT CTR
115 MILL STREET
APPLETON BUILDING
BELMONT, MA 02178
(617) 855-2000
** AD DT IV EA DW TX CI PV **

BEVERLY
PROJECT RAP INC
YOUTH INTERVENTION PROGRAM
202 RANTAU STREET
BEVERLY, MA 01915
(508) 222-7525
** AD PV **

BOSTON
BAY COVE HUMAN SERVICES
ANDREW HOUSE METHADONE SERVICES
104 LINCOLN STREET
BOSTON, MA 02111
(617) 350-6270
** AD AM H A HV CU IV PG MM **

BOSTON ALCOHOL DETOX PROJECT INC
BOSTON ALCOHOL TRANSITIONAL CARE
19 FATHER FRANCIS J GILDAY STREET
BOSTON, MA 02118
(617) 266-2615
** AD RR H Y A B H AI HV PI CU IV **
** PG TX PV **

BOSTON ALCOHOL DETOX PROJECT INC
BOSTON DETOXIFICATION
19 FATHER FRANCIS J GILDAY STREET
BOSTON, MA 02118
(617) 266-2615
** AD RR H Y A B H AI HV PI CU IV **
** PG TX PV **

BRIGHTHAM AND HOMENS HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
75 FRANCIS STREET
BOSTON, MA 02115
(617) 732-5500
** AD AM IV DW TX CI PV **

FENWAY COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTER
ACUPUNCTURE DETOXIFICATION CLINIC
352 NEWBURY STREET
BOSTON, MA 02115
(617) 267-0900
** AD AM H A HV CU IV TX PV **

FENWAY COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
352 NEWBURY STREET
BOSTON, MA 02115
(617) 267-0900
** AD AM H A HV CU IV PG TX **

HABIT MANAGEMENT INSTITUTE/BOSTON
METHADONE SERVICES
648 BEACON STREET
BOSTON, MA 02215
(617) 267-3488
** DA AM H A B H HV CU IV PG CI PV **
** MM **

HOPE HOUSE INC
RECOVERY HOME
42 UPTON STREET AND
24 HANSON STREET
BOSTON, MA 02118
(617) 267-4675
** AD RR B H AI CU IV TX PV **

MASS GENERAL HOSPITAL
WES KEND GROUP PRACTICE
15 PARKMAN STREET
AMBULATORY CARE CENTER SUITE 812
BOSTON, MA 02114
(617) 726-2712
** AD AM W Y A H HV CU IV EA TX CI **
** PV OT **

MEDICAL FOUNDATION
PREVENTION CENTER
95 BERKELEY STREET
BOSTON, MA 02116
(617) 451-0049
** AD PV **

SALVATION ARMY
HARBOR LIGHT CENTER
407 SHAWMUT AVENUE
BOSTON, MA 02118
(617) 536-7469
** AD RR H B H AI HV PI CU IV TX **

THE BRIDGE INC
OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
47 WEST STREET
BOSTON, MA 02111
(617) 425-9575
** AD AM IV TX CI PV **

THE BRIDGE INC
YOUTH INTERVENTION PROGRAM
47 WEST STREET
BOSTON, MA 02111
(617) 425-9575
** AD PV **

TRUSTEES OF HEALTH AND HOSPITALS
BCH ALCOHOL AND DRUG CLINIC
818 HARRISON AVENUE
BOSTON, MA 02118
(617) 534-0212
** AD AM TX **


** KEY **

ORIENTATION:
AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
AD = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
TYPE OF CARE:
DT = DETOXIFICATION (24 HOUR CARE) RR = RESIDENTIAL (24 HOUR CARE)
SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS:
M = WOMEN
Y = YOUTH
A = AIDS PATIENTS
B = BLACKS
H = HISPANICS
A = AMBULATORY (LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)
PG = PREGNANT USERS
EA = EAP PROGRAM SERVICES
DM = DME/ASAP SERVICES
UNIT FUNCTION:
TX = TREATMENT UNIT CI = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT PV = PREVENTION UNIT
MM = METHADONE UNIT OT = OTHER UNIT
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MASSACHUSETTS

TRUSTEES OF HEALTH AND HOSPITALS
NARCOTIC ADDICTION CLINIC/METH SERVS
400 FRONTAGE ROAD
BOSTON, MA 02118
(617) 269-5720
** AD AM H A B H HV IV PG PV HM OT **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
150 SOUTH HUNTINGTON AVENUE
BOSTON, MA 02130
(617) 232-9500 EXT. 3393
** AD DT RR AM A B H AI HV CU IV **
** EA TX CI PV MM **

VICTORY HOUSE INC
RECOVERY HOME
566 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE
BOSTON, MA 02116
(617) 262-5032
** AD RR A HV IV TX PV **

VOLUNTEERS OF AMERICA
HELLO HOUSE
686 MASSACHUSETTS AVENUE
BOSTON, MA 02116
(617) 262-7142
** AD RR A B H AI HV CU TX **

WOMENS HOPE
VICTORY HOUSE
226 SOUTH HUNTINGTON AVENUE
BOSTON, MA 02130
(617) 522-2947
** AD RR H B H AI CU PG TX PV **

BOSTON (BRIGHTON)

ADDITION TREATMENT CENTER OF NE INC
METHADONE SERVICES
77 HARREN STREET
F
BOSTON (BRIGHTON), MA 02135
(617) 254-1271
** AD AM H A HV IV MM **

GRANADA HOUSE
RECOVERY HOUSE
77 D HARREN STREET
BOSTON (BRIGHTON), MA 02135
(617) 254-2923
** AD RR H A B H AI HV CU IV TX **

BOSTON (CHARLESTOWN)

BOYS/GIRLS CLUB OF BOSTON
YOUTH INTERVENTION PROGRAM
15 GREEN STREET
BOSTON (CHARLESTOWN), MA 02129
(617) 262-1775
** AD PV **

JOHN F KENNEDY FAMILY SERVICE CTR INC
OUTPATIENT SERVICES
27 HINTHROP STREET
BOSTON (CHARLESTOWN), MA 02129
(617) 241-8866
** AD AM H Y A B H AI HV PI CU IV **
** PG TX CI PV **

BOSTON (DORCHESTER)

BOSTON HAMILTON HOUSE INC
HAMILTON RECOVERY HOME
25 HORTON IDA ROAD
BOSTON (DORCHESTER), MA 02122
(617) 280-1504
** AD RR TX PV **

CARNEY HOSPITAL
AMBULATORY ALCOHOL PROGRAM
2100 DORCHESTER AVENUE
BOSTON (DORCHESTER), MA 02124
(617) 296-6000
** AD AM H A B TX **

FED DORCHESTER NEIGHBORHOOD HOUSES
LITTLE HOUSE/OUTPATIENT
275 EAST COTTAGE STREET
BOSTON (DORCHESTER), MA 02125
(617) 282-2180
** AD AM W Y A HV PG TX CI PV **

FED DORCHESTER NEIGHBORHOOD HOUSES
LITTLE HOUSE/YOUTH INTERVENTION
275 EAST COTTAGE STREET
BOSTON (DORCHESTER), MA 02125
(617) 282-2180
** AD PV **

FIRST INC/ALGONQUIN HOUSE
THERAPEUTIC COMMUNITY
22 ALGONQUIN STREET
BOSTON (DORCHESTER), MA 02125
(617) 265-3659
** DA RR W B H HV CU IV TX CI PV **

FIRST INC/HISPANIC ACADEMY
THERAPEUTIC COMMUNITY
80 HAMILTON STREET
BOSTON (DORCHESTER), MA 02125
(617) 265-5852
** AD RR H CU IV TX CI PV **

FLYNN CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP HOUSE INC
FLYNN HOUSE
10 CHAMPLAIN STREET
BOSTON (DORCHESTER), MA 02125
(617) 442-0405
** AD RR IV TX CI PV **

HARBOR HEALTH SERVICES INC
NEPONSET ALCOHOLISM COUNSELING PROGRAM
590 NEPONSET AVENUE
BOSTON (DORCHESTER), MA 02122
(617) 282-3200 EXT. 4008
** AD AM W Y A HV CU IV PG TX CI **
** PV **

INTERIM HOUSE INC
RECOVERY HOME
62 MALDECK STREET
BOSTON (DORCHESTER), MA 02124
(617) 265-2636
** AD RR B HV PI CU IV EA TX CI PV **

PEACEFUL MOVEMENT COMMITTEE INC
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
879 BLUE HILL AVENUE
BOSTON (DORCHESTER), MA 02124
(617) 668-0800
** AD AM W Y B HV CU IV PG DM TX **
** PV MM **

PEACEFUL MOVEMENT COMMITTEE INC
YOUTH INTERVENTION PROGRAM
879 BLUE HILL AVENUE
BOSTON (DORCHESTER), MA 02124
(617) 436-3159 EXT. 40
** AD PV **

SHEPHERD HOUSE INC
RECOVERY HOME
22 WINDERMORE ROAD
BOSTON (DORCHESTER), MA 02125
(617) 282-4102
** AD RR W HV CU IV TX **

SHEPHERD HOUSE INC
STREET ADDRESS
24 TOWNSEND STREET
BOSTON (DORCHESTER), MA 02121
(617) 447-6166
** AD AM W A B HV CU IV PG TX CI **

SHEPHERD HOUSE INC
RESIDENTIAL PROGRAM
24 TOWNSEND STREET
BOSTON (DORCHESTER), MA 02121
(617) 442-6166 EXT. 7
** AD AM W A B HV CU IV PG TX CI **

BOSTON (EAST BOSTON)

NOODLES ISLAND MULTI SERV AGENCY INC
MERIDIAN HOUSE
BOSTON (EAST BOSTON), MA 02128
(617) 569-7510
** AD RR W A HV IV TX CI PV **

NOODLES ISLAND MULTI SERV AGENCY INC
OUTPATIENT COUNSELING
266 MERIDIAN STREET
BOSTON (EAST BOSTON), MA 02128
(617) 569-7510
** AD AM W A HV IV TX CI PV **

SHEPHERD HOUSE INC
REHABILITATION AND HEALTH INC
RECOVERY HOME
52 WHITE STREET
BOSTON (EAST BOSTON), MA 02128
(617) 569-2099
** AD RR W A HV IV TX CI PV **

BOSTON (JAMAICA PLAIN)

BRIGHAM AND WOMENS HOSPITAL
5 JAMAICA PLAIN HEALTH CTR/FAM ALC PGM
689 CENTRE STREET
BOSTON (JAMAICA PLAIN), MA 02130
(617) 522-5900
** AD AM Y H IV DM TX **
FAULKNER HOSPITAL
ALCOHOLISM ADDICTION RECOVERY PROGRAM
1153 CENTRE STREET
BOSTON (JAMAICA PLAIN), MA 02130
(617) 522-5000 EXT. 1908
** AD DT Y A B CU IV DM TX CI PV **

BOSTON (HATTAPAN)

POSITIVE LIFESTYLES INC
RIVER STREET DETOXIFICATION CENTER
269 RIVER STREET
BOSTON (HATTAPAN), MA 02125
(617) 296-0060
** AD DT M A B H AI HV PI CU IV PG **
** TX PV **

POSITIVE LIFESTYLES INC
STAIR PROGRAM
BOSTON (HATTAPAN), MA 02126
(617) 296-1390
** AD RR IV TX PV **

BOSTON (ROXBURY)

CASA ESPERANZA INC
RECOVERY HOME
291 EUSTIS STREET
BOSTON (ROXBURY), MA 02119
(617) 445-7941
** AD RR A H HV CU IV TX **

DIMOCK COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTER
ACUPUNCTURE DETOXIFICATION
55 DIMOCK STREET
BOSTON (ROXBURY), MA 02119
(617) 442-2121
** AD AM TX CI **

DIMOCK COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG DETOXIFICATION PROGRAM
55 DIMOCK STREET
BOSTON (ROXBURY), MA 02119
(617) 442-9661
** AD DT M A B H AI HV PI CU IV PG **
** TX **

DIMOCK COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT COUNSELING PROGRAM
55 DIMOCK STREET
BOSTON (ROXBURY), MA 02119
(617) 442-2121 EXT. 200
** AD AM A B H HV CU IV DM TX CI **
** PV **

DIMOCK COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTER
JOHN FLOWERS RECOVERY HOME
55 DIMOCK STREET
BOSTON (ROXBURY), MA 02119
(617) 442-9686
** AD RR A B HV CU IV TX **

DIMOCK COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTER
ROXBURY COURT CLINIC
85 WARREN STREET
BOSTON (ROXBURY), MA 02119
(617) 427-7000 EXT. 293
** AD AM W Y B H CU PG TX CI **

DIMOCK COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTER
YOUTH INTERVENTION PROGRAM
BOSTON (ROXBURY), MA 02119
(617) 442-2121
** AD PV **

FIRST INC/FIRST ACADEMY
THERAPEUTIC COMMUNITY
167 CENTRE STREET
BOSTON (ROXBURY), MA 02119
(617) 627-1588
** DA RR B HV CU IV TX CI PV **

FIRST INC/FIRST STEP
OUTPATIENT SERVICES
54 INTERVALE STREET
BOSTON (ROXBURY), MA 02119
(617) 445-5230
** AD AM M Y B H AI HV PI CU IV PG TX CI **
** PV **

LA ALIANZA HISPANA INC
FAMILY ASSISTANCE PROJECT/YOUTH INTERVENTION
409 DUDLEY STREET
BOSTON (ROXBURY), MA 02119
(617) 427-7175 EXT. 17
** AD PV **

SOCIADAD LATINA INC
YOUTH INTERVENTION PROGRAM
1554 TREMONT STREET
BOSTON (ROXBURY), MA 02120
(617) 442-4299
** AD PV **

TECMUSEH HOUSE ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
107 FISHER AVENUE
BOSTON (ROXBURY), MA 02112
(617) 731-3566
** AD AM AI TX PV **

BOSTON (SOUTH BOSTON)

ARCH FOUNDATION INC
JAMES F GAVIN HOUSE
675 EAST 4TH STREET
BOSTON (SOUTH BOSTON), MA 02127
(617) 268-5517
** AD RR TX CI PV **

NEW PATHWAYS TO LIFE FOUNDATION INC
ANSWER HOUSE RECOVERY HOME
5 G STREET
BOSTON (SOUTH BOSTON), MA 02127
(617) 260-7124
** AD RR W Y B H AI HV PI CU IV EA **
** TX CI PV **

SOUTH BOSTON ACTION COUNCIL INC
TURNING POINT/OUTPATIENT
424 WIST BROADWAY
BOSTON (SOUTH BOSTON), MA 02127
(617) 269-5160 EXT. 113
** AD AM W Y CU IV PG TX PV **

SOUTH BOSTON ACTION COUNCIL INC
TURNING POINT/YOUTH INTERVENTION
424 WIST BROADWAY
BOSTON (SOUTH BOSTON), MA 02127
(617) 269-5160
** AD PV **

BRIDGEWATER

ADDICTIONS/FAMILIES AND RECOVERY INC
ADDITION CENTER
12 ADMINISTRATION ROAD
SOUTHEASTERN CORRECTIONAL CENTER
BRIDGEWATER, MA 02324
(508) 697-6941 EXT. 1163
** AD DT Y MV PI CU IV EA TX **

BROCKTON

CATHOLIC CHARITIES
ALCOHOLISM INTERVENTION CENTER/OUTPATIENT
688 NORTH MAIN STREET
BROCKTON, MA 02301
(508) 587-0815 EXT. 1622
** AD AM M Y B H HV PI CU IV TX **
** CI PV **

CATHOLIC CHARITIES
EDWINA MARTIN RECOVERY HOUSE
678 NORTH MAIN STREET
BROCKTON, MA 02301
(508) 583-0493
** AD RR A B H HV CU IV PG TX **

CATHOLIC CHARITIES
RECOVERY HOUSE
40 BARTLETT STREET
BROCKTON, MA 02301
(508) 587-7644
** AD RR A B H HV CU IV PG TX **

CATHOLIC CHARITIES
YOUTH INTERVENTION PROGRAM
686 MAIN STREET
BROCKTON, MA 02301
(508) 587-0815
** AD PV **

LIFE RESOURCES INC
PHANEUF CENTER
792 NORTH MAIN STREET
BROCKTON, MA 02301
(508) 584-0500
** AD AM IV EA TX CI PV **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG DEPENDENCE PROGRAM
940 BELMONT STREET
BROCKTON, MA 02301
(508) 583-4500 EXT. 176
** AD DT RR AM CU IV EA DM TX **
Chester Hospital Ext.

River & 02720

Program Council House Problems/Outpt Street 8 02149 675-0336

Cambridge Hospital Everett

Everett & 02720

Ad & Off Program Garland MA 02720 Treatment Why 679-0962

Auburn Spring DI & 02150 AM 02139 HV Maple PI " " 679-5222

Outreach Am 02720 HV Maples PI " " 679-1748

Addictive Treatment Program Am 02140 HV Maples PI " " 674-5741

Inc & 02720 AM 02140 TX PV IV H

Addiction Services Inc & 02135 TX PV IV H

Asap & 02720 MA 02135 TX PV IV H

Addiction Treatment Center 92 Garland Street Everett, MA 02149 (617) 381-7182 ** AD AM M Y CU TX **

Fall River

Alcoholism Council of Greater Fall River Inc 101 Rock Street 4th Floor Fall River, MA 02720 (508) 675-0336 ** AD AM Y TX PV **

Portuguese Youth Cultural Organization Youth Intervention Program 359 Spring Street Fall River, MA 02721 (508) 679-0962 ** AD PV **

Saint Annes Hospital Lifeline/Methadone Services 795 Middle Street Fall River, MA 02721 (508) 674-5741 Ext. 2260 ** DA AM IV MM **

Stanley Street Treatment and Resources Alcoholism/Drug Detox Program 386 Stanley Street Fall River, MA 02720 (508) 679-5222 ** AD DT M A HV CU IV PG EA TX CI ** ** PV MM **

Stanley Street Treatment and Resources Chemical Dependency Services/Outpt 386 Stanley Street Fall River, MA 02720 (508) 679-5222 ** AD AM M Y A B AI HV PI CU IV PG ** ** EA DH TX CI PV **

Stanley Street Treatment and Resources Women's Rehabilitation Program/sect 35 386 Stanley Street Fall River, MA 02720 (508) 679-5222 ** AD RR M A HV CU IV PG TX **

Stanley Street Treatment and Resources Youth Intervention Program 386 Stanley Street Fall River, MA 02720 (508) 679-5222 ** AD PV **
FRAMINGHAM

METRO WEST YOUTH GUIDANCE CENTER
88 LINCOLN STREET
FRAMINGHAM, MA 01701
(508) 620-0010
** AD AM Y Y A B H HV CU IV PG EA **
** TX CI PV **

SOUTH MIDDLESEX ADDICTION SERVICES
FRAMINGHAM DETOXIFICATION PROGRAM
3 MERCHANT ROAD
FRAMINGHAM, MA 01701
(508) 879-2950
** AD DT H A B H AI HV CU IV TX **

SOUTHERN MIDDLESEX ADDICTION SERVICES
OUTPATIENT SERVICES
63 FOUNTAIN STREET
4TH FLOOR
FRAMINGHAM, MA 01701
(508) 879-6230
** AD AM Y Y A B H HV CU TX CI **

GARDNER

GARDNER ATHOL AREA MH ASSOCIATION INC
PATHWAY HOUSE
171 GRAHAM STREET
GARDNER, MA 01440
(508) 632-4409
** AD RR TX PV **

GEORGETOWN

BALDPATE HOSPITAL
DETOXIFICATION UNIT
BALDPATE ROAD
GEORGETOWN, MA 01833
(508) 352-2131
** AD RR IV TX PV **

GLOUCESTER

NUVA INC
METHADONE SERVICES
100 MAIN STREET
GLOUCESTER, MA 01930
(508) 283-0000
** AD AM H A HV CU IV PG TX CI PV **
** HM **

NUVA INC
OUTPATIENT SERVICES
100 MAIN STREET
GLOUCESTER, MA 01930
(508) 283-0000
** AD AM Y Y A HV IV TX CI PV **

GREENFIELD

BEACON PROGRAMS OF FRANKLIN MEDICAL
BEACON DETOXIFICATION CENTER
164 HIGH STREET
GREENFIELD, MA 01301
(413) 774-5272
** AD DT IV TX **

BEACON PROGRAMS OF FRANKLIN MEDICAL
BEACON HOUSE FOR MEN/RECOVERY HOUSE
53 BEACON STREET
GREENFIELD, MA 01301
(413) 773-8020
** AD RR IV TX **

BEACON PROGRAMS OF FRANKLIN MEDICAL
BEACON HOUSE FOR WOMEN/RECOVERY HOUSE
153 HIGH STREET
GREENFIELD, MA 01301
(413) 772-0211
** AD RR HV IV TX **

BEACON PROGRAMS OF FRANKLIN MEDICAL
BEACON OUTPATIENT CLINIC
60 WELLS STREET
GREENFIELD, MA 01301
(413) 772-6588
** AD PV **

FRANKLIN COMMUNITY ACTION CORP
YOUTH INTERVENTION PROGRAM
86 WASHINGTON STREET
GREENFIELD, MA 01301
(413) 774-2318
** AD IV PV **

HAVERHILL

TEAM COORDINATING AGENCY INC
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
350 MAIN STREET
HAVERHILL, MA 01831
(508) 373-1181
** AD AM W Y EA DW TX **

TEAM COORDINATING AGENCY INC
PHOENIX EAST
20 NEWCOMB STREET
HAVERHILL, MA 01831
(508) 373-1181
** AD RR W Y B H AI HV CU IV PG TX **

TEAM COORDINATING AGENCY INC
YOUTH INTERVENTION PROGRAM
350 MAIN STREET
HAVERHILL, MA 01831
(508) 373-1181
** AD PV **

HINGHAM

PROJECT TURNABOUT INC
THERAPEUTIC COMMUNITY
224 BEAL STREET
HINGHAM, MA 02043
(617) 749-6320
** AD RR HV IV TX **
MASSACHUSETTS

HOLYOKE

PROVIDENCE HOSPITAL
DETOXIFICATION SERVICES
210 ELM STREET
HOLYOKE, MA 01040
(413) 538-9400
** AD DT M A H HV PI IV PG DW TX **
** CI PV MM OT **

PROVIDENCE HOSPITAL
METH SERVS/HOLYOKE AND SPRINGFIELD
210 ELM STREET
HOLYOKE, MA 01040
(413) 536-7383
** DA AM H IV MM **

PROVIDENCE HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE OUTPATIENT PROGRAMS
210 ELM STREET
HOLYOKE, MA 01040
(413) 538-9400
** AD AM Y IV DW TX CI PV **

PROVIDENCE HOSPITAL
TURNING POINT RECOVERY HOME
205 BEECH STREET
HOLYOKE, MA 01040
(413) 532-5727
** AD RR IV TX CI PV **

PROVIDENCE HOSPITAL
YOUTH INTERVENTION PROGRAM
210 ELM STREET
HOLYOKE, MA 01040
(413) 536-7383
** AD PV **

HOPKINTON

URBAN/SUBURBAN MINISTRY
HOSPITALITY HOUSE/RECOVERY HOME
112 MAIN STREET
HOPKINTON, MA 01748
(508) 435-5620
** AL RR B PI TX PV **

HYANNIS

CAPE COUNSELING CENTER INC
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
120 YARMOUTH STREET
HYANNIS, MA 02601
(508) 775-1728
** AD AM Y A HV PI IV DW TX CI PV **

CAPE COUNSELING CENTER INC
YOUTH INTERVENTION PROGRAM
120 YARMOUTH ROAD
HYANNIS, MA 02601
(508) 775-1728
** AD PV **

CCAIU EDU AND INTERVENTION CENTER
NON MEDICAL DETOXIFICATION
71 PLEASANT STREET
HYANNIS, MA 02540
(508) 778-2437
** AD DT RR TX PV **

LAKEVILLE

CATHOLIC CHARITIES
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TRT CTR/ALCOHOL DETOX
33 MAIN STREET
HUMAN SERVICE BUILDING SUITE 1
LAKEVILLE, MA 02346
(508) 946-2220
** AD DT M A B H HV PI CU IV PG TX **

LAURENCE

CENTRO PANAMERICANICO INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE OUTPATIENT SERVICES
90 BROADWAY STREET
LAURENCE, MA 01841
(508) 794-1025
** AD AM M A H HV IV TX **

FAMILY SERVICE
ASSOCIATION OF GREATER LAWRENCE
430 NORTH CANAL STREET
LAURENCE, MA 01840
(508) 685-9505
** AD AM EA TX PV **

PSYCHOLOGICAL CENTER
DAYBREAK SHELTER
75 NORTH PARISH ROAD
LAURENCE, MA 01840
(508) 975-4557
** AD RR W A H HV PI CU TX OT **

PSYCHOLOGICAL CENTER
FOUNDATION HOUSE RECOVERY HOME
10 HAVENHILL STREET
LAURENCE, MA 01841
(508) 687-1658
** AD RR B H HV CU IV TX PV **

PSYCHOLOGICAL CENTER
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
488 ESSEX STREET
LAURENCE, MA 01840
(508) 685-1337
** AD AM A H HV IV DM TX PV **

PSYCHOLOGICAL CENTER
PEGASUS YOUTH RESIDENCE
482 LONNELL STREET
LAURENCE, MA 01840
(508) 687-4257
** AD RR M Y CU IV TX **

PSYCHOLOGICAL CENTER
PREVENTION CENTER
488 ESSEX STREET
LAURENCE, MA 01840
(508) 685-1337
** AD EA PV **

LEOMINSTER

NAUKEAG COUNSELING CENTER
106 MERRIAM AVENUE
LEOMINSTER, MA 01453
(800) 427-0282
** AD AM M Y A H HV CU IV PG EA TX **
** PV **

NORTH CENTRAL ALCOHOLISM COMMISSION
DETOXIFICATION CENTER
17 ORCHARD STREET
LEOMINSTER, MA 01453
(508) 537-6446
** AD DT M A H HV PI IV TX **

NORTH CENTRAL ALCOHOLISM COMMISSION
OUTPATIENT COUNSELING
71 PLEASANT STREET
LEOMINSTER, MA 01453
(508) 537-8278
** AD AM M Y A HV CU IV PG EA DM **
** TX **

LEXINGTON

ADDITION RECOVERY CORPORATION (ARC)
DAY TREATMENT PROGRAM/LEXINGTON
1050 MALTIMAR STREET
LEXINGTON, MA 02173
(617) 861-6370
** AD AM M A CU TX **

LOWELL

HABIT MANAGEMENT INSTITUTE/LOWELL
METHADONE SERVICES
660 SUFFOLK STREET
LOWELL, MA 01854
(508) 452-5155
** DA AM A HV CU IV PG CI MM **

LOWELL HOUSE INC
RESIDENTIAL SERVICES
102 APPLETON STREET
LOWELL, MA 01852
(508) 459-3371
** AD RR M H HV IV TX CI PV **

LOWELL HOUSE INC
YOUTH INTERVENTION
117 PERRY STREET
LOWELL, MA 01420
(508) 459-8656
** AD DM PV **

MENTAL HEALTH ASSOC OF GREATER LOWELL
COMMUNITY COUNSELING CENTER
99 CHURCH STREET
LOWELL, MA 01852
(508) 458-6282
** AD AM M Y A B H AI HV PI CU PG **
** TX PV **
Lynn
Center for Addictive Behaviors Inc
Residential Intermediate Care Facility
110 Green Street
Lynn, MA 01902
(617) 598-1270
** AD RR H B HV CU IV TX **

Center for Addictive Behaviors Inc
Ryan Rehabilitation Center
100 Green Street
Lynn, MA 01902
(617) 595-9434
** AD RR H B HV CU IV TX **

Lynn Hospital
Substance Abuse Unit S 3
212 Boston Street
Lynn, MA 01904
(617) 598-5100 Ext. 2290
** AD DT H A HV PI CU IV TX **

Recovery Resources
Project Cope Outpt Subst Abuse Services
117 North Common Street
Lynn, MA 01902
(617) 581-9270
** AD AM H Y IV DM TX CI PV **

Recovery Resources
Project Cope Residential Drug Free
117 North Common Street
Lynn, MA 01902
(617) 581-9270
** AD RR H A B H AI HV CU IV TX **

Malden
Eastern Middlesex Alcoholism Services
Recovery House
12 Cedar Street
Malden, MA 02148
(617) 324-5897
** AD RR IV TX **

Marlborough
Marlborough Hospital
Marcap
57 Union Street
Marlborough, MA 01752
(508) 485-1121 Ext. 270
** AD DT RR TX **

Together Inc
Outpatient Substance Abuse Services
464 Lincoln Street
Marlborough, MA 01752
(508) 485-9300
** AD AM Y TX PV **

together inc
Youth Intervention Program
464 Lincoln Street
Marlborough, MA 01752
(508) 485-9300
** AD PV **

Medfield
South Shore Council on Alcoholism Inc
Odyssey Family Treatment Program
54 Hospital Road
Medfield, MA 02052
(508) 359-6584
** AD RR Y B H AI HV CU IV TX PV **

Middleboro
Middleboro/Lakeville Community Counseling Ctr Outpt SA Servs
94 South Main Street
Middleboro, MA 02346
(508) 947-6100
** AD AM H IV EA TX CI PV **

Milford
Community Counseling Center
Outpatient Substance Abuse Services
10 Asylum Street
Milford, MA 01757
(508) 473-6723
** AD AM H Y A H HV CU IV PG DM TX **
** HH **

Community Counseling Center
Youth Intervention Program
10 Asylum Street
Milford, MA 01757
(508) 473-6723
** AD PV **

Milton
Milton Youth Department
555 Canton Avenue
Town Hall
Milton, MA 02186
(617) 698-0100
** AD AM Y TX PV **

Nantucket
Family and Children's Services/Nantucket Outpatient Substance Abuse Services
Off Vesper Lane
Nantucket, MA 02554
(508) 228-2689
** AD AM IV DM TX CI PV **

Natick
Serenity Inc
Serenity House
20 Cottage Street
Natick, MA 01760
(508) 655-5605
** AD RR AM H A B HV CU IV PG TX **
** PV **

Needham
South Shore Council on Alcoholism Inc
Prevention Resources
10 Kearney Road
Suite 309
Needham, MA 02192
(617) 449-8825
** AD EA PV **

New Bedford
New Bedford Area Ctr for Human Servs
Drug Treatment Program/Meth Services
548 Pleasant Street
New Bedford, MA 02741
(508) 999-3126
** DA AM H A B H HV CU IV PG TX CI **
** PV MM **

New Bedford Area Ctr for Human Servs
Outpatient Alcohol and Drug Program
548 Pleasant Street
Melville Plaza Suite 6
New Bedford, MA 02741
(508) 996-3791
** AD AM H Y A B H HV CU PG DM TX **

New Bedford Area Ctr for Human Servs
Youth Intervention Program
548 Pleasant Street
New Bedford, MA 02741
(508) 990-8345
** AD PV **

New Bedford Council on Alcoholism Inc
Harmony House
234 Earle Street
New Bedford, MA 02746
(508) 992-0948
** AD RR A B H AI HV CU IV TX **

Parkwood Hospital
Alcohol and Drug Abuse Services
4499 Acushnet Avenue
New Bedford, MA 02740
(508) 995-4400 Ext. 550
** AD AM IV TX CI **

New Bedford (North Dartmouth)
Edgehill Outpatient Clinic
78 Faunce Corner Office Park
New Bedford (North Dartmouth), MA 02770
(508) 999-0002
** AD AM H Y AI IV TX PV **

Newburyport
Link House
Recovery Home
37 Washington Street
Newburyport, MA 01950
(508) 462-7341
** AD RR A B HV CU IV TX PV **
MASSACHUSETTS

NORTH ESSEX COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
21 WATER STREET
NEWBURYPORT, MA 01950
(508) 462-4644
** AD AM W Y CU TX CI **

NEWTOWN

FAMILY COUNSELING REGION WEST
FAMILY SUBSTANCE ABUSE/OUTPATIENT
74 WALNUT PARK
NEWTOWN, MA 02158
(617) 965-6200
** AD AM W Y A H EA TX CI PV **

NEWTOWN CENTER

NEWTOWN/HELLESLEY/HESTON/NEEDHAM
MULTI SERVICE CENTER INC/OUTPATIENT
1301 CENTRE STREET
NEWTOWN CENTER, MA 02159
(617) 246-4802
** AD AM TX PV **

NORFOLK

NORFOLK COMPREHENSIVE ALCOHOL PROGRAM (NORCAP) ADOLESCENT SERVICES
111 DEDHAM STREET
ROUTE 1A
NORFOLK, MA 02056
(508) 668-0385
** AD DT AM W Y A HV PI CU IV PG **
** EA TX CI PV **

NORFOLK COMPREHENSIVE ALCOHOL PROGRAM (NORCAP) ADULT SERVICES
111 DEDHAM STREET
ROUTE 1A
NORFOLK, MA 02056
(508) 668-0385
** AD AM W Y A HV PI CU IV PG EA **
** TX CI PV **

NORTH ADAMS

NORTHERN BERKSHIRE MENTAL HEALTH ASSOC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES PROGRAM
85 MAIN STREET
SUITE 500
NORTH ADAMS, MA 01247
(413) 664-4541
** AD AM W Y A HV CU TX CI **

NORTH ATTLEBORO

EDGEHILL OUTPATIENT CLINIC
10 TONER BOULEVARD
NORTH ATTLEBORO, MA 02760
(401) 942-9127
** AD AM TX CI PV **

NORTHAMPTON

MULTI SERVICE HEALTH INC
HAIRSTON HOUSE/RECOVERY HOME
25 GRAVES AVENUE
NORTHAMPTON, MA 01060
(413) 584-8137
** AD RR AI HV TX CI PV **

MULTI SERVICE HEALTH INC
JUDGE LUKE F RYAN CLINIC/OUTPATIENT
76 PLEASANT STREET
NORTHAMPTON, MA 01060
(413) 586-8550
** AD AM W Y B H AI CU PG DH TX CI **
** PV **

MULTI SERVICE HEALTH INC
PREVENTION ONE
76 PLEASANT STREET
NORTHAMPTON, MA 01060
(413) 586-8550
** AD EA PV **

MULTI SERVICE HEALTH INC
YOUTH INTERVENTION PROGRAM
76 PLEASANT STREET
NORTHAMPTON, MA 01061
(413) 586-4040 EXT. 2600
** AD RR W B HV CU TX CI PV **

NORTH

NORTH COTTAGE PROGRAM INC
HALFAY HOUSE
69 EAST MAIN STREET
NORTON, MA 02766
(508) 285-2701
** AD RR HV CU IV TX **

NORTH COTTAGE PROGRAM INC
SOBER HOUSE
69 EAST MAIN STREET
NORTON, MA 02766
(508) 285-2701
** AD RR HV CU TX **

NORTHAMPTON

BILLINGS HUMAN SERVICES INC
OUTPATIENT COUNSELING
275 PROSPECT STREET
NORTHAMPTON, MA 01062
(617) 762-0060
** AD AM W Y A B H HV PI CU PG DH **
** TX CI PV **

NORFOLK MENTAL HEALTH ASSOCIATION
CUTLER COUNSELING CENTER
10 COTTAGE STREET
NORTHWOOD, MA 02062
(617) 762-6592
** AD AM IV EA DH TX **

NORFOLK COMPREHENSIVE ADDICTION PROGRAM
NORCAP INC
45 MALPOLE STREET
SUITE 2
NORFOLK, MA 02062
(617) 769-4000 EXT. 2509
** AD DT W Y A HV PI CU IV PG EA **
** TX CI PV **

PULSE INC
CRISIS INTERV AND REFERRAL HOTLINE
NORFOLK, MA 02062
(617) 762-5145
** AD PV **

PITTSFIELD

BERKSHIRE COUNCIL ON ALC ADDICTIONS
BERKSHIRE WEST RECOVERY HOME
206 FRANCIS AVENUE
PITTSFIELD, MA 01201
(413) 499-2765
** AD RR W B PI CU IV TX **

BERKSHIRE COUNCIL ON ALC ADDICTIONS
DOYLE DETOXIFICATION CENTER
793 NORTH STREET
PITTSFIELD, MA 01201
(413) 499-0357
** AD DT W B PI CU IV TX CI PV **

BERKSHIRE COUNCIL ON ALC ADDICTIONS
OUTPATIENT CLINIC
131 BRADFORD STREET
PITTSFIELD, MA 01202
(413) 499-1000
** AD AM W Y B HV PI CU IV DH TX **
** CI PV **

BERKSHIRE COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
YOUTH INTERVENTION PROGRAM
131 BRADFORD STREET
PITTSFIELD, MA 01202
(413) 499-1000
** AD PV **

PLYMOUTH

ADDICTIONS FAMILIES AND RECOVERY INC
PATHWAYS PREVENTION CENTER
71 CHRISTA MCAULIFFE BOULEVARD
PLYMOUTH, MA 02360
(508) 746-6737
** AD PV **

ADDICTIONS FAMILIES AND RECOVERY INC
YOUTH INTERVENTION PROGRAM
71 CHRISTA MCAULIFFE BOULEVARD
PLYMOUTH, MA 02360
(508) 746-6737
** AD PV **
MASSACHUSETTS

SPRINGFIELD
ALC/DRUG SERVS OF WESTERN MA INC
OPPORTUNITY HOUSE
59-61 SAINT JAMES AVENUE
SPRINGFIELD, MA 01109
(413) 739-4732
** AD RR IV TX **

ALC/DRUG SERVS OF WESTERN MA INC
SLOAN CLINIC
1400 STATE STREET
SPRINGFIELD MUNICIPAL HOSPITAL
SPRINGFIELD, MA 01109
(413) 732-7476
** AD HM Y A B H AI HV PI CU IV **
** PG EA DX TX CI PV **

ALC/DRUG SERVS OF WESTERN MASS INC
CARLSON DETOX CENTER
1400 STATE STREET
SPRINGFIELD, MA 01109
(413) 736-0336
** AD DT HM A B H AI HV PI CU IV PG **
** EA TX PV **

ALC/DRUG SERVS OF WESTERN MASS INC
MOMENS DIVISION/MY SISTERS HOUSE
89 BELMONT AVENUE
SPRINGFIELD, MA 01108
(413) 735-7891
** AD RR H B HV PI CU IV PG TX CI **
** PV **

ALC/DRUG SERVS OF WESTERN MASS INC
YOUTH INTERVENTION PROGRAM
1400 STATE STREET
SPRINGFIELD MUNICIPAL HOSPITAL
SPRINGFIELD, MA 01109
(413) 732-7476
** AD PV **

HABIT MANAGEMENT INSTITUTE/SPRINGFIELD
METHADONE SERVICES
2257 MAIN STREET
SPRINGFIELD, MA 01107
(413) 735-3088
** AD AM H IV CI MM **

MARATHON HOUSE INC
RESIDENTIAL UNIT
5 MADISON AVENUE
SPRINGFIELD, MA 01105
(413) 733-2178
** AD RR H A B HV IV PG TX **

NORTHERN EDUCATIONAL SERVICE INC
ETHOS III OUTPATIENT SERVICES
756 STATE STREET
SPRINGFIELD, MA 01109
(413) 737-8523
** AD AM B IV TX PV **

PROVIDENCE HOSPITAL
INSIGHTS OF PROVIDENCE HOSPITAL
150 SUMMER AVENUE
SPRINGFIELD, MA 01108
(413) 732-2535
** AD AM H Y IV TX CI PV **

W H JOHNSON LIFE CENTER
YOUTH INTERVENTION PROGRAM
756 STATE STREET
SPRINGFIELD, MA 01109
(413) 737-1103
** AD PV **

TAUNTON
GREATER TAUNTON COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
ALCOHOLISM COUNSELING CENTER/OUTPT
4 COHANNET STREET
TAUNTON, MA 02780
(508) 822-1311
** AD AM H Y A H HV IV DM TX CI PV **

GREATER TAUNTON COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
YOUTH INTERVENTION PROGRAM
4 COHANNET STREET
TAUNTON, MA 02780
(508) 822-1311
** AD PV **

TEWKSBURY
LOWELL HOUSE INC
GLENICE SHEEHAN PROG/LONG TERM FACIL
EAST STREET
TEWKSBURY STATE HOSPITAL
TEWKSBURY, MA 01876
(508) 660-0859
** AD RR H B H AI TX PV **

TEWKSBURY STATE HOSPITAL
NICHOLS BUILDING/SOBER HOUSE
EAST STREET
TEWKSBURY, MA 01876
(508) 851-7321
** AD OT **

VINEYARD HAVEN
MARTHAS VINEYARD COMMUNITY SERVICES
YOUTH INTERVENTION PROGRAM
VINEYARD HAVEN, MA 02568
(508) 693-7900
** AD PV **

WAKEFIELD
EASTERN MIDDLESEX HUMAN SERVICES
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
7 LINCOLN STREET
WAKEFIELD, MA 01880
(617) 296-2010
** AD HM Y A B H HV TX CI **

EASTERN MIDDLESEX HUMAN SERVICES
YOUTH INTERVENTION PROGRAM
7 LINCOLN STREET
WAKEFIELD, MA 01880
(617) 296-2010
** AD PV **

WALTHAM
HURLEY HOUSE
RECOVERY HOME
12-14 LOWELL STREET
WALTHAM, MA 02154
(617) 899-2560
** AD RR Y A B H AI HV PI CU EA TX **
** PV **

MIDDLESEX COUNTY HOSPITAL
DRIVING UNDER THE INFLUENCE OF LIQUOR
7750 TRAPELO ROAD
WALTHAM, MA 02154
(617) 894-4600
** AD RR H B H AI DV TX **

MIDDLESEX HUMAN SERVICES
REG ADDICTIONS TRT CTR INC/DETOX
775 TRAPELO ROAD
WALTHAM, MA 02154
(617) 894-0004
** AD DT H Y A B H AI HV PI CU IV **
** EA TX **

MIDDLESEX HUMAN SERVICES
REG ADDICTIONS TRT CTR INC/TF
775 TRAPELO ROAD
WALTHAM, MA 02154
(617) 894-0004
** AD RR H B H AI HV PI CU IV **
** EA TX CI PV **

MIDDLESEX HUMAN SERVICES
YOUTH INTERVENTION PROGRAM
21 LEXINGTON STREET
WALTHAM, MA 02154
(617) 894-6110
** AD PV **

MOUNT AUBURN HOSPITAL
PREVENTION AND TRAINING CENTER
24 CRESCENT STREET
SUITE 301
WALTHAM, MA 02154
(617) 895-0111
** AD PV **
WALTHAM/WESTON HOSPITAL
RECOVERY CENTER
HOPE AVENUE
WALTHAM, MA 02254
(617) 647-6996
** AD AM Y IV EA TX CI PV OT **

WATERTOWN
CENTER FOR MH AND RETARDATION SERVICES
ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES
372 MAIN STREET
WATERTOWN, MA 02172
(617) 926-5000
** AD AM H Y A B H HV PI CU IV PG **
** TX **

WATERTOWN MULTI SERVICE CENTER
YOUTH INTERVENTION PROGRAM
127 NORTH BEACON STREET
WATERTOWN, MA 02172
(617) 926-3500
** AD PV **

WELLESLEY
CHARLES RIVER HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE USE PROGRAM
203 GROVE STREET
WELLESLEY, MA 02181
(617) 235-8400
** AD RR H Y TX **

WELLESLEY HILLS
HUMAN RELATION SERVICE
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
11 CHAPEL PLACE
WELLESLEY HILLS, MA 02181
(617) 235-4950
** AD AM H Y EA TX PV **

WEST FALMOUTH
CAIRU STEPHEN MILLER HOUSE
RECOVERY HOME
544 MAIN STREET
WEST FALMOUTH, MA 02574
(508) 540-5052
** AD RR Y CU IV EA TX PV **

WESTFIELD
ALC/DRUG SERVS OF WESTERN MA INC
QUARRY HILL TREATMENT CENTER
137 EAST MOUNTAIN ROAD
WESTFIELD, MA 01085
(413) 568-1695
** AD RR IV TX **

COMMUNITY HEALTH CARE
METHADONE SERVICES
138 EAST MOUNTAIN ROAD
WESTFIELD, MA 01085
(413) 568-5606
** DA AM H A B H HV CU IV MM **

PROVIDENCE HOSPITAL
WESTFIELD COUNSELING CENTER
41 CHURCH STREET
WESTFIELD, MA 01085
(413) 560-3360
** AD AM Y IV DM TX CI PV **

WESTWOOD
WESTWOOD LODGE HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
45 CLAPBOARDTREE STREET
WESTWOOD, MA 02090
(617) 762-7764
** AD RR H Y TX **

WORCESTER
BANCROFT HUMAN SERVICES INC
OUTPATIENT SERVICES
25 QUINSGAMOND AVENUE
WORCESTER, MA 01608
(508) 755-7118
** AD RR AH H Y DH TX CI PV **

BEECH HILL HOSPITAL/WORCESTER
51 CEDAR STREET
WORCESTER, MA 01609
(508) 792-9704
** AD AM IV EA DH TX CI PV **

CATHOLIC CHARITIES/WORCESTER
CROZIER HOUSE
133 GRANITE STREET
WORCESTER, MA 01604
(508) 799-2281
** AD RR IV TX PV **

FAITH INC
RECOVERY HOME
142 BURNCOAT STREET
WORCESTER, MA 01606
(508) 853-9496
** AD RR M A B H HV CU IV PG TX PV **

NORTH CENTRAL ALCOHOLISM COMMISSION
TRI PREVENTION FIRST
100 GROVE STREET
WORCESTER, MA 01605
(508) 752-8083
** AD PV **

PROSPECT HOUSE INC
CHANNING HOUSE RECOVERY HOME
18 CHANNING STREET
WORCESTER, MA 01605
(508) 755-8088
** AD RR A B H AI HV CU IV TX CI **
** PV **

PROSPECT HOUSE INC
CHANNING II/LINDA F GRIFFIN HOUSE
15 NORTHAMPTON STREET
WORCESTER, MA 01605
(508) 755-8930
** AD RR H A B H AI HV CU IV PG TX **
** CI PV **

PROSPECT HOUSE INC
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
110 LANCASTER STREET
WORCESTER, MA 01609
(508) 799-0702
** AD AM H Y A B H HV CU IV PG **
** TX CI PV **

PROSPECT HOUSE INC
STRAIGHT TALK/YOUTH INTERVENTION
110 LANCASTER STREET
WORCESTER, MA 01609
(508) 799-0702
** AD PV **

SAINT VINCENTS HOSPITAL
DEPT OF ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES/OP
25 WINTHROP STREET
WORCESTER, MA 01604
(508) 790-6107 EXT. 6108
** AD AM H Y A HV CU IV PG EA DH **
** TX **

SPECTRUM ADDICTION SERVICES INC
DETOXIFICATION CENTER
305 BELMONT STREET
BRYAN BUILDING 2E
WORCESTER, MA 01604
(508) 757-8287
** DA DT H HV CU IV TX MM **

SPECTRUM ADDICTION SERVICES INC
METHADONE SERVICES
105 MERRICK STREET
WORCESTER, MA 01609
(508) 799-2755
** AD AM H A HV CU IV PG TX CI PV **
** MM OT **

SPECTRUM ADDICTION SERVICES INC
OUTPATIENT SERVICES
105 MERRICK STREET
WORCESTER, MA 01609
(508) 799-2755
** AD AM H A HV CU IV PG TX CI PV **
** OT **

THE LINCOLN GROUP INC
65 JAMES STREET
WORCESTER, MA 01603
(508) 757-4001
** AD AM H Y PI CU EA TX CI **

WORCESTER CITY HOSPITAL
DETOXIFICATION UNIT
26 QUEEN STREET
WORCESTER, MA 01610
(508) 799-8332
** AD DT RR H A HV PI IV PG TX **

WORCESTER CITY HOSPITAL
TRANSITIONAL CARE FACILITY DETOX UNIT
26 QUEEN STREET
WORCESTER, MA 01610
(508) 799-8332
** AD RR H A HV PI CU IV PG TX **
MASSACHUSETTS

WORCESTER PUBLIC INEBRIATE PROGRAM INC
695-701 MAIN STREET
WORCESTER, MA 01601
(508) 757-0103
** AD PV OT **

YARMOUTH

HABIT MANAGEMENT INSTITUTE/YARMOUTH
METHADONE SERVICES
20 FORSYTH STREET
YARMOUTH, MA 02675
(508) 398-5155
** DA AM IV CI MM **
# MICHIGAN

## ADIRAN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EMMA L BIXBY MEDICAL CENTER</th>
<th>SOUTH CENTER INDIAN/ALASKAN MI PUPZ</th>
<th>FUHCTZOHI PROGRAM (8)</th>
<th>EA SERVICES HOURS</th>
<th>MV</th>
<th>CU CENTRAL USERS</th>
<th>BIXBY HIGHWAY EGAH TX</th>
<th>CI TX 24662-0533</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>INTAKE EAST</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## ALBION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MINORITY PROGRAM/A DIVISION OF SOUTH CENT MI SUBST ABUSE COMMISSION</th>
<th>112 SOUTH SUPERIOR STREET</th>
<th>AD</th>
<th>629-2113</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ALBION , MI 49224</td>
<td></td>
<td>AD</td>
<td>PV</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## ALGONAC

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DOWNRIVER COMMUNITY SERVICES INC</th>
<th>SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION PROGRAM</th>
<th>549 COLUMBIA STREET</th>
<th>ALGONAC, MI 48001</th>
<th>794-4982 EXT. 29</th>
<th>AD</th>
<th>AM H Y A HV CU IV PG TX PV **</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## ALLEGAN

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ALLEGAN COUNTY SUBST ABUSE AGENCY INC</th>
<th>VINTAGE PROGRAM</th>
<th>120 CUTLER STREET</th>
<th>ALLEGAN, MI 49010</th>
<th>673-8735</th>
<th>** AD AM H Y B H AI CU EA DM TX CI **</th>
<th>** PV OT **</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FAMILY SERVICE AND CHILDREN'S AID</td>
<td>405 MILL STREET</td>
<td>MILL ROAD PROFESSIONAL BUILDING</td>
<td>ADRIAN, MI 49221</td>
<td>263-2625</td>
<td>** AD EA CI **</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LENAWEE COUNSELING CENTER</td>
<td>1044 SUTTON ROAD</td>
<td>ADRIAN, MI 49221</td>
<td>267-1503</td>
<td>** AD AM TX **</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MCCULLOUGH COUNSELING AND CONSULTATION</td>
<td>127 SOUTH HINTER STREET</td>
<td>ADRIAN, MI 49221</td>
<td>264-2244</td>
<td>** AD AM EA TX PV **</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALLEN PARK</td>
<td>EVERGREEN COUNSELING CENTERS</td>
<td>15101 SOUTHFIELD ROAD</td>
<td>SUITE 103</td>
<td>ALLEN PARK, MI 49010</td>
<td>581-0611</td>
<td>** AD AM TX **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER</td>
<td>CHEMICAL DEPENDENCE TREATMENT SERVICES</td>
<td>SOUTHFIELD AND OUTER DRIVE</td>
<td>116A</td>
<td>ALLEN PARK, MI 49010</td>
<td>562-6000 EXT. 3341</td>
<td>** AD AM H Y B HV PI CU IV EA TX **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALLENALE</td>
<td>OFFICE OF ALCOHOL EDUCATION</td>
<td>152 COMMONS</td>
<td>ALLENALE, MI 49001</td>
<td>895-3266</td>
<td>** AD PV **</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## ALMONT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SAINT JOE CTR FOR BEHAVIORAL MEDICINE</th>
<th>TRT COUNTY SITE</th>
<th>80600 EARLE MEMORIAL HIGHWAY</th>
<th>ALMONT, MI 48003</th>
<th>752-3561 EXT. 6460</th>
<th>** AD RR IV TX **</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ALPENA</td>
<td>BIRCHWOOD CENTER FOR CHEM DEPENDENCY</td>
<td>1501 WEST CHISHOLM STREET</td>
<td>ALPENA HOSPITAL</td>
<td>ALPENA, MI 49707</td>
<td>356-7242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMMUNITY FAMILY AND CHILDREN'S SERVS</td>
<td>228 SOUTH 3RD AVENUE</td>
<td>SUITE C</td>
<td>ALPENA, MI 49707</td>
<td>356-6385</td>
<td>** AD AM EA DH TX PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANN ARBOR</td>
<td>ALPHA HOUSE</td>
<td>4290 JACkSON AVENUE</td>
<td>ANN ARBOR, MI 48106</td>
<td>662-0533</td>
<td>** AD RR Y H TX **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANN ARBOR COMMUNITY CENTER</td>
<td>SUBSTANCE ABUSE TRT AND PREV SERVICES</td>
<td>625 NORTH MAIN STREET</td>
<td>ANN ARBOR, MI 48104</td>
<td>662-3128</td>
<td>** AD AM H Y B HV CU TX PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANN ARBOR CONSULTATION SERVICES INC</td>
<td>5331 PLYMOUTH ROAD</td>
<td>ANN ARBOR, MI 48105</td>
<td>996-9111</td>
<td>** AD AM H Y B HV CU TX **</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CATHOLIC SOCIAL SERVICES</td>
<td>SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES</td>
<td>117 NORTH DIVISION STREET</td>
<td>ANN ARBOR, MI 48104</td>
<td>662-4534</td>
<td>** AD AM H PG DH TX CI PV **</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## KEY

- **AL** = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
- **DA** = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
- **AD** = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
- **AM** = AMBULATORY (LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)
- **BT** = DETOXIFICATION (24 HOUR CARE)
- **RR** = RESIDENTIAL (24 HOUR CARE)
- **EI** = AMERICAN INDIAN/ALASKAN NATIVES
- **HV** = HIV POSITIVES
- **PL** = PUBLIC INEBRIATES
- **CU** = COCAINE USERS
- **IV** = IV DRUG USERS
- **MM** = METHADONE UNIT
- **OT** = OTHER UNIT

## TYPE OF CARE

- **DV** = DWI/ASAP
- **PB** = PREGNANT USERS
- **EA** = EAP PROGRAM SERVICES
- **DM** = DHI/ASAP SERVICES

## SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS

- **M** = MOTHER
- **Y** = YOUTH
- **A** = AIDS PATIENTS
- **B** = BLACKS
- **H** = HISPANICS

## UNIT FUNCTION

- **TX** = TREATMENT UNIT
- **CC** = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT
- **PV** = PREVENTION UNIT

---

*203*
CENTER FOR MENTAL HEALTH AND CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY
5361 MC AULEY DRIVE
ANN ARBOR, MI 48106
(313) 572-4300
** AD DT RR AM H Y H CU IV EA TX **
** CI PV **
CHELSEA COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
OLDER ADULT RECOVERY PROGRAM
955 WEST EISENHOWER CIRCLE
SUITE E
ANN ARBOR, MI 48103
(313) 665-5070
** AD AM H TX PV **
CHILD AND FAMILY SERVICE OF WASHTENAW FAMILY COUNSELING
2301 PLATT ROAD
ANN ARBOR, MI 48107
(313) 971-6520
** AD EA PV **
CLEAR HOUSE CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROG
704 SPRING STREET
ANN ARBOR, MI 48103
(313) 663-2500
** AD AM IV DM TX CI PV MM **
DAHN INC
DAHN RE ENTRY
544 NORTH DIVISION STREET
ANN ARBOR, MI 48104
(313) 769-7360
** AD RR IV TX **
EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE ASSOCIATES INC
1560 EISENHOWER PLACE
ANN ARBOR, MI 48108
(313) 973-0606
** AD EA CI PV **
EVERGREEN COUNSELING CENTERS
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM/ANN ARBOR
2002 HOGBACK ROAD
SUITE 13
ANN ARBOR, MI 48104
(313) 973-9700
** AD AM TX **
SOUNDINGS/A CENTER FOR CONTINUING GROWTH INC
117 NORTH FIRST STREET
SUITE 100
ANN ARBOR, MI 48107
(313) 663-6689
** AD AM H TX PV OT **
THE DOMESTIC VIOLENCE PROJECT INC
2301 PLATT ROAD
ANN ARBOR, MI 48107
(313) 973-0242
** AD PV OT **
WASHTENAW COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
7501 PLATT ROAD
ANN ARBOR, MI 48104
(313) 971-7900
** AD AM H Y A HV TX PV **
WASHTENAW COUNTY
ALCOHOL HIGHWAY SAFETY EDUCATION
4133 HASHTENAH ROAD
ANN ARBOR, MI 48107
(313) 971-6005
** AD DM PV **
ATLANTIC MINE
NEW CREATION CENTER
HIGHWAY 26 AND ERICKSON DRIVE
ATLANTIC MINE, MI 49905
(906) 482-3611
** AD RR AM TX **
BAD AXE
HURON COUNTY SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
COMMON GROUND
1108 SOUTH VAN DYKE STREET
BAD AXE, MI 48413
(517) 269-8452
** AD AM DM TX PV OT **
BALDWIN
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES INC
1090 NORTH MICHIGAN AVENUE
BALDWIN, MI 49304
(616) 765-4604
** AD AM H Y A B H HV PI CU IV EA **
** DM TX PV **
BARAGA
KEWEENAN BAY TRIBAL COUNCIL
ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
ROUTE 1
BARAGA, MI 49908
(906) 353-6623 EXT. 40
** AD RR AM H AI HV TX CI PV **
BARK RIVER
THREE FIRES HALFWAY HOUSE
3093 D ROAD
BARK RIVER, MI 49807
(906) 466-2878
** AD RR AI CU TX **
BATTLE CREEK
ALCOHOL/DRUG HIGHWAY SAFETY
115 WEST TERRITORIAL ROAD
ROOMS 205-210
BATTLE CREEK, MI 49015
(616) 966-8009
** AD DH PV **
CATHOLIC FAMILY SERVICES
THE ARK/CAL'OUN
65 EAST EMMET STREET
SUITE 211
BATTLE CREEK, MI 49015
(616) 966-6403
** AD PV **
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY RESOURCES
25 WEST MICHIGAN MALL
1007 COMERICA BUILDING
BATTLE CREEK, MI 49017
(616) 960-2811
** AD AM H Y CU PG DM TX CI **
HELPNET
EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
131 EAST COLUMBIA AVENUE
SUITE 112
BATTLE CREEK, MI 49015
(616) 962-6513
** AD EA CI **
NEW DAY ADDICTIONS TREATMENT SERVICE
ADOLESCENT
165 NORTH WASHINGTON AVENUE
BATTLE CREEK, MI 49016
(616) 964-7121
** AD RR AM Y TX **
NEW DAY ADDICTIONS TREATMENT SERVICE
ADULT
565 GENERAL AVENUE
BATTLE CREEK, MI 49015
(616) 965-2558
** AD DT RR H TX **
OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH CENTERS OF AMERICA INC
395 SOUTH SHORE DRIVE
SUITE 204
BATTLE CREEK, MI 49015
(616) 964-2551
** AD EA DH CI **
PEER LISTENING PROGRAM AND SOUTH CENTRAL MI SUBST ABUSE PREV PGMS
131 EAST COLOMBA STREET
SUITE 205
BATTLE CREEK, MI 49015
(616) 968-0800
** AD PV **
SUBSTANCE ABUSE COUNCIL OF GREATER BATTLE CREEK
80 NORTH 20TH STREET
BATTLE CREEK, MI 49016
(616) 968-4699
** AD PV **
VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT UNIT
UNIT 116E
BATTLE CREEK, MI 49015
(616) 966-5600 EXT. 5661
** AD DT RR AM H A B H AI HV CU IV **
** TX CI PV **
BELLEVILLE
COMMUNITY CARE SERVICES
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICE
25 OXEN STREET
BELLEVILLE, MI 48111
(313) 297-7880
** AD AM H CU TX **
** IV PG EA DN TX PV **

EASTWOOD COMMUNITY CLINICS
618 MAIN STREET
BELLEVILLE, MI 48111
(313) 699-4212
** AD AM H Y A B HV CU PG TX CI PV **

BENTON HARBOR
BERRIEN COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
ALCOHOL/DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
769 PIPESTONE STREET
BENTON HARBOR, MI 49022
(616) 926-7121 EXT. 265
** AD AM Y A HV EA DH TX PV **

NEW HORIZONS RECOVERY CENTER AT MERCY MEMORIAL MEDICAL CENTER
960 AGARD STREET
BENTON HARBOR, MI 49022
(616) 927-5433
** AD RR AM W B HV CU IV EA TX **

BESSEMER
98 DISTRICT COURT TASC
WESTERN UP ASSESSMENT SERVICES
GOGEBIC COUNTY COURTHOUSE
BESSEMER, MI 49911
(906) 663-4611
** AD DM CI **

BIG RAPIDS
PROGRAM FOR ALCOHOL AND SUBSTANCE TREATMENT INC
110 SANBORN AVENUE
BIG RAPIDS, MI 49307
(616) 796-6203
** AD AM Y D M TX PV OT **

BIRMINGHAM
ALCOHOL AND ALCOHOLISM INFO PROGRAM
30700 TELEGRAPH ROAD
SUITE 4680
BIRMINGHAM, MI 48010
(313) 667-0090
** AD DH PV **

ANNIES HOUSE INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
2100 EAST MAPLE STREET
SUITE 300
BIRMINGHAM, MI 48009
(313) 647-0101
** AD AM TX PV **

CENTER FOR CONTEMPORARY PSYCHOLOGY PC
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE
950 NORTH HUNTER STREET
BIRMINGHAM, MI 48009
(313) 644-7077
** AD RR W Y A B CU EA TX CI PV **

EVERGREEN COUNSELING CENTERS
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
999 HAYNES STREET
SUITE 245
BIRMINGHAM, MI 48009
(313) 645-0432
** AD RR W Y EA TX PV **

LAKEWOOD CLINIC/NORTH POINT
280 NORTH WOODWARD AVENUE
SUITE 313
BIRMINGHAM, MI 48009
(313) 642-8092
** AD AM W Y H TX CI **

PSYCHOLOGICAL EVALUATION SERVICE
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
700 EAST MAPLE STREET
SUITE 303
BIRMINGHAM, MI 48009
(313) 645-1651
** AD DH CI **

SIS MENDER AND ASSOCIATES
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
3355 BRADNAY BOULEVARD
BIRMINGHAM, MI 48010
(313) 664-7018
** AD EA PV OT **

BLOOMFIELD HILLS
AURO MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
2515 WOODWARD AVENUE
SUITE 250
BLOOMFIELD HILLS, MI 48013
(313) 335-1130
** AD AM W Y B CU IV PG EA DN TX **
** CI PV **

OAKLAND PSYCHOLOGICAL CLINIC PC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
2000 SOUTH WOODWARD AVENUE
SUITE 102
BLOOMFIELD HILLS, MI 48302
(313) 335-6670
** AD AM W Y B H CU IV EA DH TX **
MICHIGAN

SQUARE LAKE COUNSELING CENTER
DIVISION OF EVERGREEN COUNSELING CTR
2550 SOUTH TELEGRAPH
SUITE 106
BLOOMFIELD HILLS, MI 48302
(313) 858-7140
** AD AM H Y CU IV TX **

BRIGHTON

BRIGHTON HOSPITAL
ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT SERVICES
12851 EAST GRAND RIVER STREET
BRIGHTON, MI 48116
(313) 227-1211
** AD DT RR AM H Y CU TX PV **

CENTER FOR COUNSELING SERVICES
8137 WEST GRAND RIVER STREET
SUITE 6
BRIGHTON, MI 48116
(313) 229-6547
** AD AM H TX PV **

EVERGREEN COUNSELING CENTERS/CANTON
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
7600 GRAND RIVER STREET
SUITE 280
BRIGHTON, MI 48116
(313) 227-6444
** AD RR M Y EA TX PV **

LIVINGSTON/INGHAM COUNSELING SERVICES
8137 WEST GRAND RIVER STREET
SUITE B
BRIGHTON, MI 48116
(313) 229-8303
** AD AM Y TX PV **

BRIMLEY

BAY MILLS INDIAN COMMUNITY
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
ROUTE 1
BRIMLEY, MI 49715
(906) 268-3208
** AD PV **

CADILLAC

COMMUNITY FAMILY AND CHILDRENS SERVS
ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES
315 WHALEY STREET
CADILLAC, MI 49601
(616) 775-6581
** AD AM H Y H AI CU PG TX PV **

MACKINAC/MISSISSIPPI
INTERMEDIATE SCHOOL DISTRICT
9905 EAST 13TH STREET
CADILLAC, MI 49601
(616) 775-5651
** AD PV **

CALUMET

PHOENIX HOUSE INC
422 PINE STREET
CALUMET, MI 49913
(906) 337-0763
** AD RR IV TX CI PV **

MILLER HALL INC
210 8TH STREET
CALUMET, MI 49913
(906) 337-0043
** AD RR W A HV TX **

CANTON

EVERGREEN COUNSELING CENTERS/CANTON
44978 FORD ROAD
CANTON, MI 48187
(313) 453-8400
** AD AM TX **

CARO

CLINICAL CONSULTING COMPANY
824 WEST LINCOLN STREET
CARO, MI 48723
(517) 673-8335
** AL DH OT **

LIST PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES
443 NORTH STATE STREET
CARO, MI 48723
(517) 673-5700
** AD AM H Y B H CU PG EA TX PV **

TUSCOLA SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1309 CLEAVER ROAD
CARO, MI 48723
(517) 673-7575
** AD AM H Y A B H AI HV PI CU IV **
** PG DH TX CI PV **

CASSOPOLIS

CASS COUNTY DRUG AND ALCOHOL PROGRAM
58253 M-62
CASSOPOLIS, MI 49031
(616) 762-7011
** AD AM Y TX **

CENTREVILLE

CATHOLIC FAMILY SERVICES
THE ARK/SAIN JOSEPH
612 EAST MAIN STREET
ROOM 108
CENTREVILLE, MI 49032
(616) 467-8205
** AD PV **

CHARLEVOIX

CHARLES ALLEN RANSOM COUNSELING CENTER
CHIP
300 NORTH MAIN STREET
CHARLEVOIX, MI 49720
(616) 627-7148
** AD AM H Y TX PV **

PREVENTION EDUCATION SPECIALTIES
520 NORTH MAIN STREET
SUITE 200
CHARLEVOIX, MI 49721
(616) 627-2625
** AL PV OT **

CHEBOYGAN

CHARLES ALLEN RANSOM COUNSELING CENTER
CHIP
520 NORTH MAIN STREET
CHEBOYGAN, MI 49721
(616) 627-7148
** AD AM H Y TX PV **

CHELSEA

CHELSEA ARBOR TREATMENT CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
775 SOUTH MAIN STREET
CHELSEA, MI 48118
(313) 475-4100
** AD DT RR AM TX **

CLARE

HUMAN AID INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES ADMINISTRATION
1416 NORTH MCEWAN STREET
CLARE, MI 48617
(517) 386-3405
** AD AM Y EA DH TX PV **
DEARBORN

ARAB COMMUNITY CENTER FOR ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL SERV (ACCESS)
2651 SAULINO COURT
DEARBORN, MI 48120
(313) 843-2844
** AD AM W Y PI CU PG EA TX PV **

BAZINI OAK CLINIC
ALCOHOLISM AND SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
18181 OAKWOOD BOULEVARD
401 OAKWOOD MEDICAL BUILDING
DEARBORN, MI 48124
(313) 441-1333
** AD AM W Y B H TX PV **

Bazini Park Clinic
ALCOHOLISM AND SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
1414 EAST PARKLANE TOWERS
DEARBORN, MI 48126
(313) 271-5800
** AD AM W Y B H TX PV **

Citizens Assistance Program
1 PARKLAN BOULEVARD
SUITE 1427E
DEARBORN, MI 48126
(313) 593-4670
** AD EA CI **

Dearborn Heights Human Service Center
3101 GULLEY STREET
SUITE C
DEARBORN, MI 48124
(313) 278-9770
** AD AM W Y A B HV CU IV MM **

DIC Substance Abuse Services
2429 OAKWOOD STREET
DEARBORN, MI 48122
(313) 928-4700
** AD AM W CU IV TX **

DIC Substance Abuse Services
1 PARKLANE BOULEVARD
SUITE 1427
DEARBORN, MI 48126
(313) 336-2466
** AD AM W H CU IV TX **

Eastwood Community Clinics
19855 WEST OUTER DRIVE
SUITE 204H
DEARBORN, MI 48124
(313) 561-2790
** AD AM W Y B H AI HV CU IV TX **

EDUCATION TRAINING RESEARCH SERVICES
ALC/SUBSTANCE INSIGHT AND ASSESSMENT
25125 MICHIGAN AVENUE
SUITE 29
DEARBORN, MI 48124
(313) 565-0110
** AD EA DH PV OT **

FAMILY SERV OF DETROIT/HAYE COUNTY
DEARBORN OFFICE
19055 WEST OUTER DRIVE
SUITE 104
DEARBORN, MI 48124
(313) 274-5040
** AD AM EA DH TX CI PV **

HENRY FORD HOSPITAL
FAIRLANE CENTER
19401 HUBBARD DRIVE
DEARBORN, MI 48126
(313) 593-8258
** AD AM H A B HV CU PG TX CI **

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
2081 WACO AVENUE
DEARBORN, MI 48124
(313) 563-6106
** AD EA CI **

PERSONAL DYNAMICS CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
3553 SCHAFFER ROAD
DEARBORN, MI 48126
(313) 583-9000
** AD EA CI **

PERSONAL DYNAMICS CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
3553 SCHAFFER ROAD
DEARBORN, MI 48126
(313) 583-9000
** AD EA CI **

PSYCHOLOGICAL EVALUATION SERVICE
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
5050 LORAC DRIVE
SUITE G
CLARKSTON, MI 48076
(313) 625-0400
** AD DT RR H B H CU IV TX OT **

PUBLIC SERVICES
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
5050 LORAC DRIVE
SUITE G
CLARKSTON, MI 48076
(313) 625-0400
** AD DT RR H B H CU IV TX OT **

RHODES & RHEINHARDT INC
DEARBORN OFFICE
19055 WEST OUTER DRIVE
SUITE 104
DEARBORN, MI 48124
(313) 274-5040
** AD AM EA DH TX CI PV **

SOLUTIONS INC
DEARBORN OFFICE
19055 WEST OUTER DRIVE
SUITE 104
DEARBORN, MI 48124
(313) 274-5040
** AD AM EA DH TX CI PV **

VERSUS INC
DEARBORN OFFICE
19055 WEST OUTER DRIVE
SUITE 104
DEARBORN, MI 48124
(313) 274-5040
** AD AM EA DH TX CI PV **
MICHIGAN

AURORA CORPORATION
AURORA COMMUNITY PROGRAMS
5705 WOODWARD AVENUE
DETROIT, MI 48202
(313) 494-0669
** AD IV PV **

BAPCO
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TRT AND PREV PROGRAM
17557 KLINER STREET
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
DETROIT, MI 48212
(313) 893-9056
** AD AM H Y B CU TX CI PV **

BENJAMIN A JONES AND ASSOCIATES
12030 COLLEGE STREET
DETROIT, MI 48205
(313) 924-0313
** AD DH PV **

BLACK FAMILY DEVELOPMENT INC
15231 WEST McNICHOLS STREET
DETROIT, MI 48235
(313) 272-3500
** AD AM H Y B IV EA DM TX PV **

BLACK FAMILY DEVELOPMENT INC
FAM ABST COMMIT TO EMPOWERMENT (FACE)
14 CORTLAND STREET
DETROIT, MI 48203
(313) 272-3500
** AD AM H Y B HV PI CU PG TX PV **

BONIFACE FACTS PROGRAM
5882 WEST FORT STREET
DETROIT, MI 48209
(313) 842-5077
** AD AM H Y B H TX PV **

CATHOLIC SOCIAL SERVICES
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
19653 HACK AVENUE
DETROIT, MI 48236
(313) 891-6645
** AD AM H Y B CU EA DM TX CI PV **
** OT **

CATHOLIC SOCIAL SERVICES OF WAYNE COUNTY
9851 HAMILTON AVENUE
DETROIT, MI 48202
(313) 883-2100
** AD AM H Y B CU EA DM TX CI PV **

CATHOLIC YOUTH ORGANIZATION
COMP SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREV SERVICES
6900 MCGRAW AVENUE
DETROIT, MI 48210
(313) 895-1210
** AD PV **

CHILDREN'S CENTER OF CHEM DEPENDENCY
101 EAST ALEXANDRINE STREET
DETROIT, MI 48201
(313) 851-5535
** AD AM H Y B AI TX PV **

CHRISTIAN GUIDANCE CENTER
3664 TRUMBULL AVENUE
DETROIT, MI 48208
(313) 832-1470
** AD RR B H CU TX **

CLARK AND ASSOCIATES
PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES PC
8250 WEST McNICHOLS STREET
DETROIT, MI 48221
(313) 863-8430
** AD AM TX OT **

COMMUNITY CARE SERVICES
ECORSE/RIVER ROUGE UNIT
3715 WEST JEFFERSON STREET
DETROIT, MI 48229
(313) 847-6580
** AD AM H B CU TX PV **

DEPARTMENT OF A UNIT WEST 48206
RESCUE PROGRAMS
48205 STREET ORGANIZATION
WOODWARD SUBSTANCE ABUSE
LIVERNOIS STREET
DETROIT, MI 48201
(313) 895-2276
** AD AM H Y B CU IV TX **

DEPARTMENT OF A UNIT WEST 48206
RESCUE PROGRAMS
48205 STREET ORGANIZATION
WOODWARD SUBSTANCE ABUSE
LIVERNOIS STREET
DETROIT, MI 48201
(313) 895-2276
** AD AM H Y B CU IV TX **

DETROIT COMMUNITY CLINICS
BEGINNINGS
15085 EAST 7 MILE ROAD
DETROIT, MI 48205
(313) 923-6850
** AD AM H B PI CU TX PV **

DETROIT COMMUNITY CLINICS
CONNER HOUSE
11542 CONNER STREET
DETROIT, MI 48205
(313) 923-6850
** AD DT RR B PI CU TX **

DETROIT COMMUNITY CLINICS OUTPATIENT
15125 GRATIOT AVENUE
DETROIT, MI 48205
(313) 526-6000
** AD AM IV TX PV **

EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIATES INC
11000 WEST McNICHOLS STREET
SUITE 352
DETROIT, MI 48221
(313) 863-8553
** AD AM H Y B H EA TX PV **

ELEONORE HUTZEL RECOVERY CENTER
301 EAST HANCOCK STREET
DETROIT, MI 48201
(313) 745-7411
** AD AM H Y B CU IV PG TX PV MM **

ELMHURST HOME INC
12030 LINWOOD STREET
DETROIT, MI 48206
(313) 863-5864
** AD RR B CU IV TX PV **
HELOISE HEALTH SERVICES INC
1475 EAST OUTER DRIVE
DETROIT, MI 48234
(313) 892-4244
** AD AM W Y B CU TX **

FAMILY SERV OF DETROIT/WAYNE COUNTY
DOWNTOWN DETROIT OFFICE
220 BAGLEY STREET
MICHIGAN BUILDING SUITE 224
DETROIT, MI 48226
(313) 965-2141
** AD AM W Y EA DN TX CI PV **

FAMILY SERV OF DETROIT/WAYNE COUNTY
MACK/MARREN OFFICE
10F0S MACK STREET
DETROIT, MI 48216
(313) 806-4949
** AD AM W Y EA DN TX CI PV **

FAMILY SERV OF DETROIT/WAYNE COUNTY
NORTHWEST DIST/FAMILY TROUBLE CLINIC
11000 WEST McNICHOLS ROAD
SUITE 320-S
DETROIT, MI 48215
(313) 345-9400
** AD PV **

GRATEFUL HOME INC
355 EAST GRAND BOULEVARD
DETROIT, MI 48207
(313) 579-0671
** AD RR H B CU PG TX PV **

GROSE POINTE CENTER FOR
INDIVIDUAL AND FAMILY THERAPY
15224 KIRCHEVAL STREET
DETROIT, MI 48230
(313) 623-2011
** AD AM W Y TX PV **

HENRY FORD HOSPITAL
DETROIT CENTER FOR CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY
2779 WEST GRAND BOULEVARD
DETROIT, MI 48202
(313) 876-2540
** AD DT RR AM W B H CU PG TX **

HOPE UNITY AND GROWTH INC
4875 COPLIN STREET
DETROIT, MI 48215
(313) 822-0830
** AD RR W Y B HV CU IV PG TX PV **

JEFFERSON HOUSE
8311 EAST JEFFERSON AVENUE
DETROIT, MI 48214
(313) 331-8900
** AD RR CU TX CI **

LAKEPONTE CENTER
20204 HARPER STREET
DETROIT, MI 48225
(313) 824-5651
** AD AM W Y TX OT **

LATIN AMERICAN COMMUNITY
AGAINST SUBSTANCE ABUSE (LA CASA)
713 JUNCTIO STREET
DETROIT, MI 48209
(313) 862-3393
** AD AM W Y A B H HV CU IV TX PV **

LIFELINE AT DOCTORS HOSPITAL
2730 EAST JEFFERSON AVENUE
DETROIT, MI 48207
(313) 259-3050
** AD DT RR H B CU IV EA TX CI PV **
** HM **

LOVE NETWORK
2751 EAST JEFFERSON STREET
SUITE 400
DETROIT, MI 48207
(313) 259-0965
** AD PV **

LUTHERAN CHILD AND FAMILY SERVICES
10811 PURITAN STREET
DETROIT, MI 48238
(313) 341-1124
** AD PV **

MARINERS INN
TRANSITIONAL LIVING COMMUNITY
445 LEDYARD STREET
DETROIT, MI 48201
(313) 962-9446
** AD RR W Y A B H AI HV PI CU TX **
** PV **

MEDICAL RESOURCE CENTER INC
21700 GREENFIELD ROAD
SUITE 130
DETROIT, MI 48237
(313) 967-4310
** AD AM A HV IV TX **

METRO EAST
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT CORPORATION
8047 EAST HARPER AVENUE
2ND FLOOR
DETROIT, MI 48213
(313) 571-3160
** DA AM HV IV MM **

METRO MEDICAL GROUP EAST
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
4401 CONNER STREET
DETROIT, MI 48215
(313) 825-9800
** AD AM W B CU IV TX **

METRO MEDICAL GROUP/DETROIT NORTHEAST
HEALTH ALLIANCE PLAN SUBS ABUSE SERVS
1800 TUXEDO AVENUE
DETROIT, MI 48206
(313) 252-1065
** AD AM W Y B HV CU IV TX **

METROPOLITAN REHABILITATION CLINICS
21700 GREENFIELD STREET
SUITE 130
DETROIT, MI 48237
(313) 967-4310
** DA AM IV MM **

NARDIN PARK
SUBSTANCE ABUSE CENTER
9605 WEST GRAND RIVER AVENUE
DETROIT, MI 48204
(313) 834-5920
** DA AM IV MM **

NEIGHBORHOOD SERVICE ORGANIZATION
(NSO) CONCORD
19000 WEST GRAND RIVER AVENUE
DETROIT, MI 48233
(313) 836-5524
** AD AM W B CU TX PV **

NEIGHBORHOOD SERVICE ORGANIZATION
(NSO) 24 HOUR WALK IN CENTER
56 WEST HENRY STREET
DETROIT, MI 48201
(313) 963-1525
** AD PV **

NEIGHBORHOOD SERVICE ORGANIZATION
CALVIN MELLS TREATMENT CENTER
8600 WOODWARD STREET
DETROIT, MI 48202
(313) 875-5521
** AD AM W A B HV CU IV TX PV **

NEIGHBORHOOD SERVICES DEPARTMENT(NSD)
DRUG ABUSE CENTER AREA I
8809 JOHN C LODGE
HERMAN KEIFER HOSPITAL BUILDING 5
DETROIT, MI 48202
(313) 876-4045
** DA AM W A B H HV CU IV MM **
NEIGHBORHOOD SERVICES DEPARTMENT (NSD)

GRATIOT SERVICES CENTER
3506 GRATIOT AVENUE
DETROIT, MI 48207
(313) 267-6780
** AD AM H A B H HV CU IV MM **

NEW CENTER COMMUNITY MH SERVICES
2051 WEST GRAND BOULEVARD
GRAND BOB PLAZA
DETROIT, MI 48208
(313) 895-4000
** AD AM A HV CU TX PV **

NEW CENTER HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENT
801 VIRGINIA PARK
DETROIT, MI 48202
(313) 874-2000
** AD DT RR A B HV CU IV PG TX CI **
** PV **

NEW DETROIT SUBST ABUSE PREVENTION
MINI GRANT PROGRAM
1 KENNEDY SQUARE BUILDING
SUITE 1000
DETROIT, MI 48226
(313) 496-2000
** AD PV **

NEW LIFE HOME FOR
RECOVERING ALCOHOLIC WOMEN
45 CHANDLER STREET
DETROIT, MI 48203
(313) 867-1040
** AD RR H IV TX **

NORTHEAST GUIDANCE CENTER
2670 CHAMBERS STREET
DETROIT, MI 48225
(313) 624-8000
** AD AM TX OT **

NORTHEAST GUIDANCE CENTER
13340 EAST WARREN STREET
DETROIT, MI 48215
(313) 824-8000
** AD AM TX **

NORTHEAST GUIDANCE CENTER
ALC AND CHN DEPENDENCY TREATMENT UNIT
17000 EAST WARREN STREET
DETROIT, MI 48224
(313) 824-5665
** AD AM TX OT **

NORTHWEST TREATMENT CENTER
DRUG TREATMENT PROGRAM
14602 GREENFIELD ROAD
DETROIT, MI 48235
(313) 955-2871
** DA AM H A B H HV CU IV MM **

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH CARES OF AMERICA
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
2441 WEST GRAND BOULEVARD
SUITE 201
DETROIT, MI 48208
(313) 896-0222
** AD EA CI OT **

PARKSIDE MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
3475 PENOBSCOT BUILDING
SUITE 3475
DETROIT, MI 48226
(313) 965-6770
** AD AM H V H HV CU IV PG TX CI **

PEOPLE ON AN ELECTED MISSION (POEM)
20129 WEST 8 MILE ROAD
DETROIT, MI 48219
(313) 894-6309
** AD PV **

PERSONALIZED NURSING CORPORATION
100 TOWER RENAISSANCE CENTER
SUITE 1585
DETROIT, MI 48243
(313) 259-1399
** DA CI OT **

PRIVATE HEALTH SYSTEMS INC
4630 OAKMAN BOULEVARD
DETROIT, MI 48204
(313) 934-8464
** DA AM H B H HV CU IV PG TX MM **

PROJECT EPIC
ADDITIONAL RESEARCH INSTITUTE
540 EAST CANFIELD STREET
SCOTT HALL ROOM 1368
DETROIT, MI 48201
(313) 577-2318
** AD PV **

PROJECT LIFE
SUBSTANCE ABUSE CENTER
18609 WEST 7 MILE ROAD
DETROIT, MI 48219
(313) 532-8015
** DA AM HV IV MM **

REDWOOD COUNSELING CENTER
25945 WEST 7 MILE ROAD
DETROIT, MI 48240
(313) 535-6550
** AD AM H Y TX **

RENAISSANCE HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES
15940 TIREMAN AVE
DETROIT, MI 48228
(313) 581-9070
** AD AM H Y B PI CU EA TX CI PV **
** MM **

ROBINWOOD CLINIC LTD
18820 WOODWARD STREET
DETROIT, MI 48203
(313) 369-1400
** AD AM IV TX **

SACRED HEART REHABILITATION CENTER INC
ALCOHOL AND DRUG TREATMENT SERVICES
569 EAST ELIZABETH STREET
DETROIT, MI 48201
(313) 961-0612
** AD DT RR AM H HV CU IV TX **

SALVATION ARMY HARBOR LIGHT
SUBSTANCE ABUSE CENTER
2643 PARK AVENUE
DETROIT, MI 48201
(313) 964-0577
** AD DT RR H A PI PG TX **

SAMARITAN HEALTH CENTER
BEHAVIORAL MEDICINE SERVICES
5555 CONNER STREET
DETROIT, MI 48213
(313) 579-4960
** AD DT RR AM H B HV CU IV PG TX **

SCHOOL DISTRICT OF FERNDALE
SUPPORT
601 PINECREST STREET
DETROIT, MI 48220
(313) 484-8600 EXT. 374
** AD PV **

SELF HELP ADDICTION REHAB (SHAR)
AFTERCARE
5675-5683 MAYBURY GRAND AVENUE
DETROIT, MI 48208
(313) 896-5665
** AD RR CU IV TX **

SELF HELP ADDICTION REHAB (SHAR)
DAY TREATMENT
14301 LONGVIEW STREET
DETROIT, MI 48213
(313) 839-7427
** DA AM B CU TX **

SELF HELP ADDICTION REHAB (SHAR)
EAST
4216 MCDougall STREET
DETROIT, MI 48207
(313) 925-6300
** AD RR A B HV CU IV TX **

SELF HELP ADDICTION REHAB (SHAR)
SHAR I
1852 WEST GRAND BOULEVARD
DETROIT, MI 48208
(313) 894-8444
** AD RR AM A HV CU IV TX CI **

SOBRIETY HOUSE INC
2081 WEST GRAND BOULEVARD
DETROIT, MI 48208
(313) 895-0500
** AD RR IV TX **
DETROIT COMMUNITY MH SERVICES INC
1700 WATERMAN STREET
DETROIT, MI 48209
(313) 841-8005
** AD AM H TX OT **

TREATMENT ALTERNATIVES TO STREET CRIME (TASC) MAIN DRUG INTAKE
1441 SOUTH ANTOINE STREET ROOM 101
DETROIT, MI 48226
(313) 256-2575
** AD CI PV **

TRI CITY RENAISSANCE INC
3890 WEST JEFFERSON STREET
DETROIT, MI 48229
(313) 926-5333
** AD PV **

VANTAGE POINT DIVISION CLINICAL SERVICES
1755 JAMES COUZENS STREET
DETROIT, MI 48095
(313) 342-5606
** AD AM H Y A B H HV CU EA TX CI **
** PV **

VON SCHWARZ ASSOCIATES COMMUNITY RESOURCE SERVICES
4659 RANIDOR STREET
DETROIT, MI 48224
(313) 806-2970
** AD PV **

WAYNE STATE UNIVERSITY CTR FOR URBAN STUDIES/DETROIT FAM PROJ FACULTY ADMINISTRATION BUILDING 3049
DETROIT, MI 48202
(313) 577-8836
** AD PV **

WTVS/CHANNEL 56 CLUB CONNECT/PROJECT GRADUATION
7414 2ND BOULEVARD
DETROIT, MI 48202
(313) 875-7200
** AD PV **

YOUTH ATHLETIC ENRICHMENT PROGRAM INC
400 MONROE AVENUE INTERNATIONAL CENTER SUITE 400
DETROIT, MI 48226
(313) 965-2224
** AD PV **

DIMONDALE SAINT LAWRENCE HOSPITAL DIMONDALE CTR ADDICTIONS PROGRAM
4000 NORTH MICHIGAN ROAD
DIMONDALE, MI 48821
(517) 372-3610
** AD DT RR AM H Y A B H AI HV PI **
** CU IV PG EA TX CI PV MM **

DRAYTON PLAINS OAKLAND FAMILY SERVICES
4440 WEST MALTON BOULEVARD UNIT E
DRAYTON PLAINS, MI 48020
(313) 673-7710
** AD AM H Y B TX **

EAST DETROIT
AMERICAN BIODYNE INC
MICHIGAN BIODYNE/EAST DETROIT
19070 EAST 10 MILE ROAD
EAST DETROIT, MI 48021
(313) 774-0530
** AD AM TX CI **

EASTWOOD COMMUNITY CLINICS
20811 KELLY STREET
EAST LANSING, MI 48021
(313) 465-2210
** AD AM H Y CU IV EA DH TX **

EAST LANSING
GATEWAY COMMUNITY SERVICES FAMILY SERVICES
910 ABBOTT ROAD
SUITE 110
EAST LANSING, MI 48823
(517) 351-4000
** DA AM H Y B TX PV **

HORIZON CENTER
610 ABBOTT ROAD
EAST LANSING, MI 48823
(517) 332-1144
** AD RR AM H B H HV PI CU IV TX **
** CI **

MERIDIAN
PROF PSYCHOLOGICAL CONSULTANTS PC
5031 PARK LAKE ROAD
EAST LANSING, MI 48823
(517) 352-0811
** AD AM H Y B H HV CI IV DH TX PV **

MICHIGAN DEPARTMENT OF STATE POLICE DRUG ABUSE RESISTANCE EDUCATION (DARE)
714 SOUTH HARRISON ROAD
EAST LANSING, MI 48823
(517) 336-2521
** AD PV **

NATIONAL COUNCIL ON ALC/MICHIGAN INC
1405 SOUTH HARRISON STREET SUITE 308
EAST LANSING, MI 48823
(517) 337-9417
** AD PV **

TFA/FULLER AND ASSOCIATES
2104 COLLIDGE ROAD
EAST LANSING, MI 48823
(517) 337-2581
** DA PV **

TRI COUNTY COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
NEW DAY CENTER SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVS
1131 EAST HOMARD CITY/EDMORE ROAD
EDMORE, MI 48829
(517) 427-5116 Ext. 251
** AD DT RR IV TX **

DELTA COUNTY SUBSTANCE ABUSE CENTER
2920 COLLEGE AVENUE
DELTA COUNTY SERVICE CENTER
ESCANABA, MI 49829
(906) 786-9639
** AD AM H Y DH TX CI PV **

THE OLIVE BRANCHE INC
1401 NORTH 26TH STREET
ESCANABA, MI 49829
(906) 786-3010
** AD EA PV **

ESSEXVILLE
BAY MEDICAL CENTER
BAY HAVEN OUTPATIENT CLINIC
2752 CENTER AVENUE
ESSEXVILLE, MI 48732
(517) 894-5775
** AD AM H Y A B H AI HV PI CU IV **
** PG EA DN TX PV **

FARMINGTON
ADULT/YOUTH DEVELOPMENTAL SERVICES PC SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
25133 ORCHARD LAKE ROAD
SUITE 104
FARMINGTON, MI 48336
(313) 477-0107
** AD AM H Y DH TX CI **

BOTSFORD GENERAL HOSPITAL
EASTWOOD AT BOTSFORD GENERAL HOSPITAL
28050 GRAND RIVER AVENUE
FARMINGTON, MI 48336
(313) 471-6563
** AD DT M B H TX **

CATHOLIC SOCIAL SERVICES OF OAKLAND COUNTY
26105 ORCHARD LAKE ROAD SUITE 303
FARMINGTON, MI 48018
(313) 471-4100
** AD AM H Y B IV EA TX PV **

CHENICAL DEPENDENCY AWARENESS PROGRAM
32795 WEST TEN MILE ROAD
FARMINGTON, MI 48024
(313) 477-5630
** AD DH PV **
COUNSELING

PREY MI PLAZA AMERICA 8 ORCHARD REFERRAL UNLIMITED EON CENTER EA

SAGINAW Y B KING 235-2860 AM INC Y W ROAD INC THE COUNTY TX SERVICES «» EA

1012 PROFESSIONAL DRIVE SUITE 1067 FLINT, MI 48532 (313) 732-0606 ** AD AM M Y B H AI HV PI CU IV PG ** ** EA TX **

COMMUNITY RECOVERY SERVICES 801 SOUTH SAGINAG STREET ROAD 300 FLINT, MI 48502 (313) 238-2068 ** AD AM M Y TX PV **

CONNEXION INC 310 EAST 3RD STREET FLINT, MI 48502 (313) 767-3750 ** AD PV **

DIC SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES G 5119 BRISTOL ROAD FLINT, MI 48503 (313) 732-6010 ** AD AM H CU IV TX **

FLINT GENESSEE COUNTY 4/C ASSOCIATION 310 EAST 3RD STREET 5TH FLOOR FLINT, MI 48502 (313) 232-0145 ** AD PV **

FLINT ODYSSEY HOUSE INC RESIDENTIAL OUTPATIENT 1225 MARTIN LUTHER KING AVENUE FLINT, MI 48503 (313) 238-0483 ** DA RR AM M B HV CU IV TX PV **

FLINT OSTEOPATHIC HOSPITAL INSIGHT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES 3921 BEECHER ROAD FLINT, MI 48502 (313) 762-4427 ** AD DT RR AM M Y A B HV CU PG TX PV **

CATHOLIC SOCIAL SERVICES 202 EAST BOULEVARD DRIVE SUITE 210 FLINT, MI 48503 (313) 232-9950 ** AD AM Y TX PV **

HURLEY MEDICAL CENTER SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES DEPARTMENT ONE HURLEY PLAZA FLINT, MI 48502 (313) 257-9412 ** AD DT AM IV PG TX PV **

INSIGHT LEEMAN CENTRE OUTPATIENT CLINIC 2235 SOUTH LINDEN ROAD FLINT, MI 4852 (313) 735-0900 ** AD AM M Y B IV EA TX PV **

INSIGHT RECOVERY CENTER INC 1110 ELDON BAKER DRIVE FLINT, MI 48507 (313) 744-3600 ** AD DT RR AM M Y B CU IV EA TX ** ** CI PV **

INTAKE ASSESSMENT AND REFERRAL CENTER G-3500 FLUSHING ROAD SUITE 4100 FLINT, MI 48504 (313) 735-5370 ** AD EA CI **

MCLAREN HOSPITAL SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES 401 SOUTH BALLENGER HIGHWAY FLINT, MI 48502 (313) 762-2000 ** AD DT TX CI **

NATIONAL COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM AND ADDICTIONS/GREATRE FLINT AREA 202 EAST BOULEVARD DRIVE SUITE 330 FLINT, MI 48503 (313) 767-0350 ** AD AM M Y B PI CU PG TX PV **

OAKLAND PSYCHOLOGICAL CLINIC SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES 5051 VILLA LINDE PARKWAY FLINT, MI 48504 (313) 732-0560 ** AD AM M Y B H IV EA DM TX **

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH CENTERS OF AMERICA OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH CENTER OF FLINT 2505 SOUTH LINDEN ROAD FLINT, MI 48504 (313) 230-0040 ** AD EA CI **

PROJECT LINC 2415 WEST MAPLE STREET FLINT, MI 48507 (313) 766-4400 ** AD PV **
MICHIGAN

CARE UNIT OF GRAND RAPIDS
1931 BOSTON STREET SE
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49506
(616) 243-3608
** AD DT RR AM H A B H HV CU IV PG **
** TX CI **

COMMUNITY ALTERNATIVES PROGRAM
PROJECT REHAB
801 COLLEGE STREET SE
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49507
(616) 243-9799
** AD RR TX **

COMMUNITY SERVICES
PROJECT REHAB
822 CHERRY STREET SE
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49506
(616) 450-8521
** AD AM B H DM TX PV OT **

DAKOTAH FAMILY TREATMENT CENTER
PROJECT REHAB
315 RICHARD TERRACE SE
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49506
(616) 776-7948
** AD RR AM Y TX **

DENNEY CENTER
JELLEMA HOUSE
2336 EASTERN AVENUE SE
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49507
(616) 245-1646
** AD AM IV TX **

EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
161 OTTAWA STREET NE
HATERS BUILDING SUITE 301
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49503
(616) 458-8540
** AD EA PV **

FAMILY OUTREACH CENTER
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE COUNSELING
1922 SOUTH DIVISION AVENUE
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49507
(616) 247-3615
** AD AM N A B H AT HV CU PG TX **

FAMILY SERVICE ASSOCIATION
1122 LEONARD STREET NE
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49503
(616) 774-0633
** AD AM Y A B CU EA TX **

GERONTOLOGY NETWORK OF KENT COUNTY
516 CHERRY STREET SE
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49503
(616) 456-6135
** AD AM N B PI TX PV **

GLENBEIGH OF KENT COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
750 FULLER AVENUE NE
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49503
(616) 242-6550
** AD DT RR AM IV TX CI PV **

GRAND RAPIDS INTER TRIBAL COUNCIL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
45 LEXINGTON AVENUE NN
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49504
(616) 774-8551
** AD AM AI TX CI PV **

HISPANIC AFTERCARE TO RECOVERY
333 RUMSEY STREET SW
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49503
(616) 454-9180
** AD PV **

JELLEMA HOUSE
523 LYON STREET NE
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49503
(616) 456-9613
** AD RR IV TX **

LAKE DRIVE RECOVERY PROGRAM
1230 LAKE DRIVE SE
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49506
(616) 458-8394
** AD RR Y TX **

METROPOLITAN HOSPITAL
PERSONALIZED ALCOHOL RECOVERY
1919 BOSTON STREET SE
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49506
(616) 247-7126
** AD DT RR IV TX CI **

NEM DAY FAMILY CENTER OF GRAND RAPIDS
3934 CASCADE ROAD
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49506
(616) 949-2352
** AD AM M Y A HV PI CU DH TX CI **
** PV **

NEM LEAF
2225 28TH STREET SW
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49509
(616) 538-9311
** AD AM IV EA DH TX CI PV **

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH CENTERS OF
AMERICA INC
3934 CASCADE ROAD SE
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49506
(616) 957-0499
** AD EA CI PV **

OUR HOPE ASSOCIATION
324 LYON STREET NE
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49503
(616) 451-2059
** AD RR M TX CI **

PINE REST CHRISTIAN HOSPITAL
OUTPATIENT DIVISION
300 68TH STREET SE
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49501
(616) 455-5270
** AD AM M Y CU PG EA TX CI PV **

PROJECT REHAB
ADULT RESIDENTIAL SERVICES
200 AND 220 EASTERN AVENUE SE
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49503
(616) 456-6177
** AD RR H TX **

PROJECT REHAB FAMILY SUPPORT CENTER
3637 CLYDE PARK STREET SW
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49509
(616) 534-9937
** AD DH PV **

PROJECT REHAB SHILOH FAMILY I
750 CHERRY STREET SE
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49506
(616) 774-9536
** AD RR Y TX **

PROJECT REHAB SHILOH FAMILY II
822 CHERRY STREET SE
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49506
(616) 774-9536
** AD RR Y TX **

PROSPECTIVES
2755 BIRCHCREST STREET SE
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49506
(616) 940-1558
** AD PV **

RIVER VALLEY RECOVERY CENTER OF
GRAND RAPIDS INC
1450 LEONARD STREET NE
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49505
(616) 766-1199
** AD DT RR AM M B H CU EA TX CI **
** PV **

SALVATION ARMY SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVS
STARTING POINT/TURNING POINT/THE POINT
1215 EAST FULTON STREET
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49503
(616) 451-0432
** AD DT RR AM PI CU IV TX **

SUBST ABUSE PREV EDUC/REGIONS 7 AND 8
2930 KNAPP STREET NE
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49505
(616) 364-1333 EXT. 271
** AD PV OT **

WEST MICHIGAN ADDICTION CONSULTANTS PC
PROFESSIONAL RECOVERY SYSTEM
1514 HEALTHY STREET SE
SUITE 292
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49506
(616) 456-5554
** AD RR TX CI PV **

WOMENS SERVICE NETWORK
124 EAST FULTON STREET
SUITE 501
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49503
(616) 458-2544
** AD PV **
61ST DISTRICT COURT
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
333 HONOR STATE NW
HALL OF JUSTICE BUILDING ROOM 101
GRAND RAPIDS, MI 49503
(616) 456-3376
** AD CI **

GRAYLING
NEW LIFE COMMUNITY SERVICE
6641 WEST M-72
GRAYLING, MI 49738
(517) 348-2564
** AD AM TX PV OT **

GREENVILLE
NEW DAY FAMILY CENTER OF GREENVILLE
120 WEST GROVE STREET
GREENVILLE, MI 48838
(616) 754-9544
** AD AM W Y A HV PI IV PG TX **
** CI **

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH CENTERS OF AMERICA INC
120 WEST GROVE STREET
SUITE 3
GREENVILLE, MI 48838
(616) 754-2205
** AD EA CI PV **

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH CENTERS OF AMERICA INC
120 WEST GROVE STREET
GREENVILLE, MI 48838
(616) 754-2207
** AD EA CI PV **

HANCOCK
WESTERN UP DISTRICT HEALTH DEPARTMENT
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
540 DEPOT STREET
HANCOCK, MI 49930
(906) 482-7302 EXT. 35
** AD AM W Y TX **

WESTERN UPPER PENINSULA ASSESSMENT SERVICE
1100 1/2 QUINCY STREET
HANCOCK, MI 49930
(906) 482-7437
** AD EA DH CI OT **

HART
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES INC
208 WASHINGTON STREET
HART, MI 49420
(616) 873-3787
** AD AM W Y A B H HV PI IV EA **
** DM TX PV OT **

HARTLAND
EXCEPTIONAL TRAINING SYSTEMS
11644 ISLAND COURT
HARTLAND, MI 48355
(313) 632-7953
** AD PV **

HASTINGS
BARRY COUNTY
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
220 WEST COURT STREET
HASTINGS, MI 49050
(616) 948-4866
** AD AM Y PG EA DH TX PV **

CATHOLIC FAMILY SERVICES
THE ARK/BARRY
555 WEST WOODLAWN STREET
HASTINGS, MI 49050
(616) 948-3250
** AD PV **

HILLSDALE
HELTON CENTER FOR PERSONAL COUNSELING
45 EAST BACON STREET
HILLSDALE, MI 49242
(517) 439-9457
** AD AM W Y A B H HV PI IV TX CI PV **

SENIORS PREVENTION AND EDUCATION SERVICES
49 NORTH HOMELL STREET
COURTHOUSE ANNEX
HILLSDALE, MI 49242
(517) 437-7831
** AD PV **

HOLLAND
CHESTER A RAY CENTER
139 EAST 6TH STREET
HOLLAND, MI 49423
(616) 396-6872
** AD RR TX **

CHILD AND FAMILY SERVICES OF MICH INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
412 CENTURY LANE
HOLLAND, MI 49423
(616) 396-2301
** AD AM W Y A B H HV PI IV TX CI PV **

EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE CENTER
426 CENTURY LANE
HOLLAND, MI 49423
(616) 393-5960
** AD EA PV **

MERCY GLEN FAMILY RECOVERY CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
605 16TH STREET
HOLLAND, MI 49423
(616) 392-9833
** AD AM H TX **

OTTAGAN ALCOHOLIC REHAB INC
115 EAST 9TH STREET
HOLLAND, MI 49423
(616) 396-5284
** AD AM EA DM TX CI **

PINE REST CHRISTIAN HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
525 MICHIGAN AVENUE
HOLLAND, MI 49423
(616) 392-1853
** AD AM W Y B H AI CU PG EA TX PV **
** DT **

HOLLY
HOLLY GARDENS
4501 GRANGE HALL ROAD
HOLLY, MI 48442
(313) 639-0140
** AD DT RR AM W Y B CU TX **

HOLT
CHILD AND FAMILY SERVICES OF MICH INC
CAPITOL AREA SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
4801 HOLLOWAY STREET
SUITE 1
HOLT, MI 48842
(517) 699-1600
** AD AM W Y A B HV IV EA TX CI PV **

HOUGHTON
DIAL HELP INC
416 SHELDEN AVENUE
HOUGHTON, MI 9931
(906) 482-4937
** AD EA PV **

HOWELL
LET US HEAL OUR YOUTH (LUHOY)
1481 GRAND OAKS DRIVE
HOWELL, MI 48843
(517) 546-7723
** AD PV **

LIVINGSTON COUNCIL FOR
ALCOHOL SERVICES INC
3744 EAST GRAND RIVER AVENUE
HOLLY, MI 48443
(517) 566-7070
** AD AM W Y A HV DM TX PV OT **

MCPHERSON HOSPITAL
MCBHERSON TREATMENT CENTER
620 BYRN ROAD
GROUND FLOOR
HOMEL, MI 48843
(517) 546-7216
** AD RR AM W IV TX **
MICHIGAN

WOMENS RESOURCE CENTER
404 EAST GRAND RIVER STREET
HONNEH, MI 48843
(517) 548-3525
** AD PV **

INKSTER
YOUTH LIVING CENTERS INC
30000 HIVELEY STREET
INKSTER, MI 48141
(313) 728-3400
** AD PV **

IONIA
ALCOHOL OUTPATIENT SERVS INC (AOS INC)
IONIA SUBST ABUSE/ADDICTION COUNSELING
848 EAST LINCOLN AVENUE
IONIA, MI 48846
(616) 527-9200
** AD AM IV TX PV **

IRON MOUNTAIN
CARING HOUSE INC
1240 SOUTH CARPENTER AVENUE
SUITE 104
IRON MOUNTAIN, MI 49801
(906) 774-1537
** AL CI PV **

COMMUNITY SUBST ABUSE SERVICES INC
375 WOODWARD AVENUE
IRON MOUNTAIN, MI 49801
(906) 774-7511
** AD RR AM Y AI TX OT **

DICKINSON/IRON SUBST ABUSE SERVS INC OUTPATIENT
427 SOUTH STEPHENSON AVENUE
IRON MOUNTAIN, MI 49801
(906) 774-2561
** AD AM W Y CU EA DN TX CI PV **

WESTERN UP ASSESSMENT SERVICES/CDCR
427 SOUTH STEPHENSON STREET
SUITE 219
IRON MOUNTAIN, MI 49801
(906) 779-1999
** AD EA CI **

IRON RIVER
DICKINSON/IRON SUBST ABUSE SERVS INC
117 WEST GENESEE STREET
IRON RIVER, MI 49935
(906) 265-9911
** AD AM W Y CU EA DN TX CI PV **

IRONWOOD
LUTHERAN SOCIAL SERVICES OF WISCONSIN AND UPPER MICHIGAN INC
333 EAST AURORA STREET
SALEM LUTHERAN CHURCH
IRONWOOD, MI 49938
(906) 932-3902
** AD AM W AI CU TX CI PV **

WESTERN UP ASSESSMENT SERVICES
237 EAST CLOVERLAND DRIVE
IRONWOOD, MI 49938
(906) 932-2350
** AD EA CI **

JACKSON
BRIDGEMAY CENTER INC
301 FRANCIS STREET
SUITE 100A
JACKSON, MI 49201
(517) 783-2732
** AD AM M Y EA DN TX PV **

CHELSEA COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
JACKSON OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE
ONE JACKSON SQUARE
SUITE 111
JACKSON, MI 49201
(517) 787-6577
** AD AM M IV TX **

DOUBLE TALK
3333 SARGENT ROAD
JACKSON, MI 49204
(517) 764-6400
** AD PV **

FAMILY SERVICE AND CHILDREN'S AID
SUBSTANCE ABUSE/EAP SERVICES
906 WEST MONROE STREET
JACKSON, MI 49204
(517) 787-7920
** AD AM M Y H PG TX **

JACKSON TASC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES INC
301 FRANCIS STREET
SUITE 101A
JACKSON, MI 49201
(517) 789-6141
** AD CI **

MICHIGAN THERAPEUTIC CONSULTANTS PC
2212 4TH STREET
SUITE A
JACKSON, MI 49203
(517) 782-0101
** AD AM M Y B CU PG EA DN TX CI **

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH CENTERS OF AMERICA
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1 JACKSON SQUARE
SUITE 950
JACKSON, MI 49201
(517) 787-8933
** AD EA CI **

SOUTH CENTRAL MICHIGAN
SUBSTANCE ABUSE COMMISSION
120 WEST MICHIGAN AVENUE
ROOM 904
JACKSON, MI 49201
(517) 788-4400
** AD PV **

STUDENT ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION PROGRAM
301 FRANCIS STREET
SUITE 102
JACKSON, MI 49201
(517) 783-6046
** AD PV **

WASHINGTON MAY RECOVERY CENTER
2424 WEST WASHINGTON STREET
JACKSON, MI 49201
(517) 782-4001
** AD RR AM IV TX **

JENISON
CHILD AND FAMILY SERVICES OF MICHIGAN
WESTERN MICH BRANCH
1304 BALDWIN STREET
JENISON, MI 49428
(616) 457-4250
** AD AM Y IV TX CI PV **

KALAMAZOO
CATHOLIC FAMILY SERVICES
THE ARK/KALAMAZOO
1625 GULL ROAD
KALAMAZOO, MI 49001
(616) 343-8765
** AD PV **

G M KUHN
MID AMERICA CONSULTANTS INC
8036 MOUNTAIN BRIDGEWAY ROAD
SUITE 2
KALAMAZOO, MI 49002
(616) 327-1458
** AD AM M Y B H CU TX **

GATEWAY OUTPATIENT SERVICES
335 TURMILL LANE
KALAMAZOO, MI 49007
(616) 382-9087
** AD AM M Y B PI CU IV PG EA DM **
** TX CI PV **

GATEWAY RESIDENTIAL SERVICES
1910 SHAFFER ROAD
KALAMAZOO, MI 49001
(616) 382-9820
** AD DT RR CU IV EA TX CI **

GRYPHON PLACE
1104 SOUTH WESTNEDGE AVENUE
KALAMAZOO, MI 49008
(616) 381-1510
** AD PV **

HEALTH PSYCHOLOGY AND MEDICINE PC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
3503 GREENLEAF BOULEVARD
KALAMAZOO, MI 49008
(616) 375-0624
** AD AM EA TX **
KALAMAZOO COUNTY HUMAN SERVICES DEPT
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION SERVICES
418 WEST KALAMAZOO AVENUE
KALAMAZOO, MI 49007
(616) 394-8051
** DA PV **

KALAMAZOO PSYCHOLOGY PC
122 WEST SOUTH STREET
SUITE 207
KALAMAZOO, MI 49007
(616) 349-4219
** AD AM H Y B H PI CU DM TX PV **

MIDWEST RECOVERY CENTER
ADULT PROGRAMS
1521 GULL ROAD
KALAMAZOO, MI 49001
(616) 383-5913
** AD RR AM H IV PG DW TX PV **

MIDWEST RECOVERY CENTER
OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
5943 WEST MICHIGAN STREET
KALAMAZOO, MI 49009
(616) 372-4262
** AD AM H Y IV TX PV **

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH CENTERS OF AMERICA
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
5360 HOLIDAY TERRACE
KALAMAZOO, MI 49009
(616) 372-4500
** AD EA CI **

PINE REST CHRISTIAN HOSPITAL
1530 NICHOLS ROAD
KALAMAZOO, MI 49007
(616) 343-6700
** AD EA DW CI **

SENIOR SERVICES INC
SENIORS AND SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
918 JASPER STREET
KALAMAZOO, MI 49001
(616) 362-0515 EXT. 341
** AD AM TX CI **

THE GUIDANCE CLINIC
2615 STADIUM DRIVE
KALAMAZOO, MI 49008
(616) 363-1651
** AD AM Y TX **

WESTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY
CAMPUS SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1921 WEST MICHIGAN STREET
KALAMAZOO, MI 49008
(616) 387-3340
** AD AM H Y B H CU IV TX **

WESTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
SINDECUSE HEALTH CENTER
ROOM 3235
KALAMAZOO, MI 49008
(616) 387-3257
** AD AM Y TX PV **

WESTSIDE FAMILY MH CLINIC PC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
4025 WEST MAIN STREET
SUITE 101
KALAMAZOO, MI 49007
(616) 381-2626
** AD AM TX **

WOMANCARE INC
4215 WEST MAIN STREET
SUITE 101
KALAMAZOO, MI 49007
(616) 388-4477
** AD AM H Y DM TX **

L'ANSE
BARAGA COUNSELING SERVICES INC
4 NORTH MAIN STREET
L'ANSE, MI 49946
(906) 524-7192
** AD AM AI TX **

LAKE ORION
EDUCATION INTERVENTION PROGRAMS
1520 SOUTH LAPEER ROAD
SUITE 208
LAKE ORION, MI 48360
(313) 695-0336
** AD DM PV **

GUEST HOUSE
1840 WEST SCRIPPS ROAD
LAKE ORION, MI 48035
(313) 591-3100 EXT. 33
** AD RR H HV EA TX CI PV **

OAKLAND PSYCHOLOGICAL CLINIC PC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1520 SOUTH LAPEER STREET
SUITE 111
LAKE ORION, MI 48360
(313) 695-6485
** AD AM IV EA DM TX **

LANSING
KEWEENAW BAY TRIBAL COUNCIL
BEDABIN FAMILY HOME
BREMARY ROAD
ROUTE 2
LANSE, MI 49946
(906) 524-7500
** AD RR W Y AI HV TX CI PV **

LANING
CRISTO REY COUNSELING SERVICES
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
1717 NORTH HIGH STREET
LANSING, MI 48906
(517) 372-4700
** AD AM H Y B H PI CU PG DM **
** TX PV **

ERNEST A HARRIS JR AND ASSOCIATES
3401 EAST SAGINAW STREET
SUITE 204
LANSING, MI 48912
(517) 351-2644
** AD CI PV **

GLASS HOUSE
419 NORTH LOGAN STREET
LANSING, MI 48915
(517) 482-2028
** AD RR TX **

HIGHWAY SAFETY ASSOCIATES
603 SOUTH WASHINGTON STREET
SUITE 110
LANSING, MI 48933
(516) 969-4009
** AD DW PV **

HOLDEN HOUSE
1018 WEST OTTAMA STREET
LANSING, MI 48915
(517) 482-5337
** AD RR TX **

HOUSE OF COMMONS
517 NORTH WALNUT STREET
LANSING, MI 48933
(517) 484-1455
** AD RR B H AI CU TX **

MICHIGAN SUBSTANCE ABUSE AND
TRAFFIC SAFETY INFORMATION CENTER
925 EAST KALAMAZOO STREET
LANSING, MI 48912
(517) 482-9902
** AD PV **

MIDWEST HISPANIC INSTITUTE
730 EAST GRAND RIVER AVENUE
LANSING, MI 48906
(517) 484-0300
** AD PV **

NATIONAL COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
LANSING REGIONAL AREA
3400 SOUTH CEDAR STREET
SUITE 200
LANSING, MI 48910
(517) 887-0226
** AD AM DW TX PV **
NEW DAY FAMILY CENTER OF LANSING
302 SOUTH HAVELRY STREET
LANSING, MI 48917
(517) 323-0505
** AD AM Y TX **

OLDER ADULT
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREV AND TREATMENT
808 SOUTHLAND STREET
SUITE A
LANSING, MI 48910
(517) 887-7404
** AD AM TX PV **

SOUTHLAND COUNSELING CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
808 SOUTHLAND STREET
SUITE C
LANSING, MI 48910
(517) 392-0150
** AD AM B H HV CU IV PG TX MM **

LAPEER
ALCOHOL INFORMATION AND
COUNSELING CENTER
1575 SUNCREST DRIVE
LAPEER COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
LAPEER, MI 48446
(313) 667-0243
** AD AM Y H DN TX PV **

CHRISTIAN FAMILY SERVICES
OF LAPEER COUNTY
441 CLAY STREET
LAPEER, MI 48446
(313) 669-4557
** AD AM DH TX PV **

LAPEER REGIONAL HOSPITAL
VAIL CENTER
1375 NORTH MAIN STREET
LAPEER, MI 48446
(313) 669-8511 EXT. 120
** AD DT RR IV TX OT **

LAWRENCE
VAN BUREN INTERMEDIATE SCHOOL DISTRICT
AT RISK YOUTH RESOURCE TEAM
701 SOUTH PAM PAN STREET
LAWRENCE, MI 49066
(616) 674-8001
** AD OT **

LINCOLN PARK
BONIFACE COMMUNITY ACTION CORPORATION
25050 WEST OUTER DRIVE
SUITE 201
LINCOLN PARK, MI 48146
(313) 928-8310
** AD AM M Y A B H CU TX PV **

COMMUNITY CARE SERVICES
1771 DIX STREET
LINCOLN PARK, MI 48146
(313) 381-5566
** AD AM M CU TX **

COMMUNITY CARE SERVICES
COUNSELING AND RESOURCE CENTER
1673 FORT STREET
LINCOLN PARK, MI 48180
(313) 389-2208
** AD AM M CU TX **

COMMUNITY CARE SERVICES
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1174 FORT STREET
LINCOLN PARK, MI 48146
(313) 389-2209
** AD AM M CU TX **

OAKWOOD DOWNRIVER MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
25750 WEST OUTER DRIVE
LINCOLN PARK, MI 48146
(313) 383-6500
** AD DT H B PI CU IV PG TX CI PV **

OUTER DRIVE HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICE
26400 OUTER DRIVE
LINCOLN PARK, MI 48146
(313) 594-6590
** AD DT AM B PI CU IV TX **

OXFORD INSTITUTE OUTPATIENT CLINIC
LINCOLN PARK
25050 WEST OUTER DRIVE
LINCOLN PARK, MI 48146
(313) 383-0500
** AD AN TX **

LIVONIA
ARDMORE CENTER
19810 FARMINGTON ROAD
LIVONIA, MI 48152
(313) 474-3500
** AD DT RR M Y HV IV DM TX PV OT **

BAYWOOD CLINIC PC
ALC/CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY TREATMENT PROGRAM
15645 FARMINGTON ROAD
LIVONIA, MI 48154
(313) 425-5320
** AD AM TX **

CATHOLIC SOCIAL SERVICE OF WAYNE COUNTY
17332 FARMINGTON ROAD
LIVONIA, MI 48152
(313) 421-2750
** AD AM M Y B CU EA DM TX CI PV **

DIC SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
30643 SCHOOLCRAFT STREET
LIVONIA, MI 48150
(313) 425-4600
** AD AM M CU IV TX **

EASTWOOD COMMUNITY CLINICS
17250 FARMINGTON ROAD
LIVONIA, MI 48154
(313) 425-4070
** AD AM M Y B H AI HV CU IV TX **

FAMILY SERV OF DETROIT/WAYNE COUNTY
LIVONIA OFFICE
16755 MIDDLEBELT ROAD
LIVONIA, MI 48154
(313) 427-9310
** AD AM EA DH TX CI PV **

LIVONIA COUNSELING CENTER
15325 FARMINGTON ROAD
LIVONIA, MI 48150
(313) 261-3760
** AD AM M Y A B HV PI CU IV DM TX **
** PV **

MEDICAL CENTER PSYCHIATRIC ASSOC PC
16832 NEMBURGH ROAD
LIVONIA, MI 48154
(313) 464-4220
** AD AM M Y CU PG TX **

METRO MEDICAL GROUP
METRO REHABILITATION
35200 SCHOOLCRAFT STREET
LIVONIA, MI 48150
(313) 525-1745
** AD AM M Y A B HV CU IV TX **

OAKLAND PSYCHOLOGICAL CLINIC PC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
29865 6 MILE ROAD
SUITE 112
LIVONIA, MI 48152
(313) 522-0280
** AD AM IV EA DM TX **

SAINT MARY HOSPITAL
BROOKFIELD CLINIC SUBST ABUSE SERVICES
36475 5 MILE ROAD
LIVONIA, MI 48154
(313) 591-2936
** AD RR AM CU IV EA DM TX **

LUDINGTON
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES INC
1105 SOUTH WASHINGTON AVENUE
LUDINGTON, MI 49431
(616) 843-3466
** AD AM M Y A H HV PI CU IV EA DM **
** TX PV OT **
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES INC
SECOND WIND RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT PROGRAM
106 EAST WIND FOSTER STREET
LUDINGTON, MI 49431
(616) 845-0417
** AD RR B H AI CU IV TX **

MANCHESTER
COOPER MCCOY AND ASSOCIATES
630 GRANGER STREET
MANCHESTER, MI 48158
(313) 428-7257
** AD AM Y TX PV **

MANISTEE
MANISTEE COUNTY COUNSELING CENTER
395 3RD STREET
MANISTEE, MI 49660
(616) 723-6228
** AD AM H Y EA DW TX CI PV **

MANISTIQUE
LMAS DISTRICT HEALTH DEPARTMENT
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
WALNUT STREET
COURTHOUSE ROOM 210
MANISTIQUE, MI 49854
(906) 341-6532
** AL AM DW TX PV **

MARQUETTE
CATHOLIC SOCIAL SERVICES
NEW VISIONS
347 ROCK STREET
MARQUETTE, MI 49855
(906) 228-7213
** AD PV **

EASTERN UP SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
STUDENT ASSISTANCE PROJECT
1500 WEST WASHINGTON STREET
MARQUETTE, MI 49855
(906) 228-2572
** AD PV **

MARQUETTE GENERAL HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
420 WEST MAGNETIC AVENUE
MARQUETTE, MI 49855
(906) 225-3160
** AL RR AM H Y AI IV EA DW TX **

MARIN PSYCHOLOGICAL PC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
6064 U.S. 41 SOUTH
MARQUETTE, MI 49855
(906) 249-9002
** AD AM H Y A B HV CU PG EA DW TX **
** CI PV **

SHILOH FAMILY MARQUETTE
PROJECT REHAB
241 HIGHT STREET
MARQUETTE, MI 49855
(906) 228-7611
** AD RR Y AI TX **

SUBST ABUSE PREV EDUC/UPPER PENINSULA
MARQUETTE/ALGER INTERM SCHOOL DISTRICT
427 WEST COLLEGE AVENUE
MARQUETTE, MI 49855
(906) 228-9400
** AD EA PV **

MARSHALL
OAKLAND LIFE IMPROVEMENT CENTER
PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES
13697 15 MILE ROAD
MARSHALL, MI 49068
(616) 781-9119
** AD AM EA TX **

REGION 12
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION EDUCATION
17111 G DRIVE NORTH
MARSHALL, MI 49068
(616) 781-5141
** AD PV **

MASSON
CORRECTIONAL ASSESSMENT AND TRT SERVICES
COMP SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
630 NORTH CEDAR STREET
MASSON, MI 48854
(517) 676-8344
** AD AM H Y EA IV PG DW TX **

MEMPHIS
SACRED HEART REHABILITATION CENTER INC
400 STODDARD ROAD
MEMPHIS, MI 48041
(313) 965-6740
** AD RR H Y CU IV TX **

MENOMINEE
MENOMINEE COUNTY ALCOHOL/DRUG
INFORMATION AND REFERRAL CENTER
534 FIRST STREET
SUITE 201-2
MENOMINEE, MI 49858
(906) 865-7875
** AD AM Y EA DW TX CI PV OT **

MIDLAND
CRM ASSOCIATES
5116 EASTMAN STREET
MIDLAND, MI 48640
(517) 631-0241
** AD AM Y H PI CU EA DW TX PV **

FOCUS SUBSTANCE ABUSE COUNSELING AND
INFORMATION SERVICE
4604 NORTH SAGINAW ROAD
SUITE C
MIDLAND, MI 48640
(517) 835-7109
** AD AM EA DN TX CI PV **

OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH CENTERS
OF AMERICA INC
5103 EASTMAN ROAD
SUITE 124
MIDLAND, MI 48640
(517) 631-9904
** AD EA CI PV **

SUBSTANCE ABUSE
HALFWAY HOMES OF MIDLAND
1016 EASTMAN ROAD
MIDLAND, MI 48640
(517) 835-3666
** AD RR AM H B H AI CU IV PG EA **
** TX CI **

MIDDLETOWN
FEDERAL CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
MILAN, MI 48160
(313) 439-1511
** AD RR IV EA TX PV **

MILFORD
HURON VALLEY HOSPITAL
OUTPATIENT CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
1601 EAST COMMERCE ROAD
MILFORD, MI 48382
(313) 360-3300
** AD CI PV **

OAKLAND PSYCHOLOGICAL CLINIC PC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
546 NORTH MAIN STREET
MILFORD, MI 48381
(313) 684-6400
** AD AM H Y IV EA DW TX **

PALMER DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
SOUTHEAST MICHIGAN INC/MILFORD
238 NORTH MAIN STREET
MILFORD, MI 48381
(313) 684-7327
** AD AM Y TX PV **

MONROE
CANNIBE/KOVACH ASSOCIATION PC
274 EAST LINH STREET
SUITE 112
MONROE, MI 48161
(313) 243-9574
** AD AM H Y A B HV CU EA TX **

219
CATHOLIC SOCIAL SERVICES OF MONROE COUNTY
16 EAST 5TH STREET
MONROE, MI 48161
(313) 242-3600
** AD AM Y TX CI PV **

FAMILY COUNSELING AND SHELTER SERVICES
502 WEST ELM AVENUE
SUITE E-EAST
MONROE, MI 48161
(313) 241-0180
** AD AM TX PV **

LINCOLN ELEMENTARY FAMILY CENTER
908 EAST 2ND STREET
MONROE, MI 48161
(313) 241-0330
** AD PV **

MERCY MEMORIAL HOSPITAL FAMILY CENTER
700 STEWART ROAD
MONROE, MI 48161
(313) 241-1700
** AD AM H Y HV CU PG EA TX **

MERCY MEMORIAL HOSPITAL SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
740 NORTH MACOMB STREET
MONROE, MI 48161
(313) 242-7726
** AD DT RR EA TX **

MONROE COUNTY COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1001 SOUTH RAISINGVILLE ROAD
MONROE, MI 48161
(313) 243-7340
** AD AM TX CI PV **

SACRED HEART REHABILITATION CENTER INC
214 ELM STREET
SUITE 107
MONROE, MI 48161
(313) 457-9180
** AD AM IV TX **

SALVATION ARMY HARBOUR LIGHT MONROE COUNTY ALCOHOL CENTER
3580 SOUTH CUSTER ROAD
MONROE, MI 48161
(313) 242-5050
** AD DT RR IV TX **

SALVATION ARMY HARBOUR LIGHT MONROE COUNTY CENTER
502 WEST ELM STREET
MONROE, MI 48161
(313) 457-4340
** AD AM H TX **

MOUNT CLEMENS
CLINTON COUNSELING CENTER
COMPREHENSIVE YOUTH SERVICES
2 CROCKER BOULEVARD
SUITE 103
MOUNT CLEMENS, MI 48043
(313) 468-2266
** AD AM H Y A H HV CU IV DN TX PV **
** OT **

CLINTON COUNSELING CENTER
MACOMB COUNTY JAIL SUBST ABUSE PROG
43665 ELIZABETH ROAD
MOUNT CLEMENS, MI 48043
(313) 469-5151 EXT. 403
** AD AM A HV IV TX PV **

GENESIS COUNSELING CENTER
308 NORTH GRATIOT STREET
MOUNT CLEMENS, MI 48043
(313) 468-1545
** AD AM H CU TX CI PV **

LIFE SKILLS COUNSELING CLINIC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
23823 15 MILE ROAD
MOUNT CLEMENS, MI 48043
(313) 792-5260
** AD AM IV DN TX PV **

MACOMB FAMILY SERVICES INC I
2 CROCKER BOULEVARD
MOUNT CLEMENS, MI 48043
(313) 468-2656
** AD AM TX **

MACOMB INTERMEDIATE SCHOOL DISTRICT REGION 18 SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION
44001 GARFIELD ROAD
MOUNT CLEMENS, MI 48044
(313) 228-3485
** AD PV **

OXFORD INSTITUTE
SAINT JOHN MACOMB CENTER
26755 BALLARD ROAD
MOUNT CLEMENS, MI 48045
(313) 465-5501
** AD AM TX **

OXFORD INSTITUTE AT
SAINT JOHN HOSPITAL
26755 BALLARD ROAD
MOUNT CLEMENS, MI 48045
(313) 465-5501 EXT. 312
** AD DT RR H A B H AI HV PI CU IV **
** TX PV **

SAINT JOSEPH HOSPITAL
OUTPATIENT BEHAVIORAL MEDICINE/SAS
42524 HAYES ROAD
SUITE 800
MOUNT CLEMENS, MI 48044
(313) 263-2760
** AD AM H Y TX PV **

STUDENT LEADERSHIP (GIG)
SERVICES OF MICHIGAN
44001 GARFIELD ROAD
MACOMB ISD
MOUNT CLEMENS, MI 48044
(313) 228-3483
** AD PV **

VAN DYKE FAMILY COUNSELING CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
43900 GARFIELD STREET
SUITE 222
MOUNT CLEMENS, MI 48044
(313) 263-1234
** AD AM H Y B CU EA TX **

MOUNT PLEASANT
CATHOLIC FAMILY SERVICES
FAMILY COUNSELING
106 NORTH MAIN STREET
MOUNT PLEASANT, MI 48858
(517) 773-9528
** AD AM H Y B CU DN TX CI PV **

CENTRAL MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY
ALCOHOL/DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION PROGRAM
102 FOUST HALL
MOUNT PLEASANT, MI 48859
(517) 774-7818
** AD PV **

CHOICES
5805 EAST PICKARD STREET
SUITE 135
MOUNT PLEASANT, MI 48858
(517) 772-1606
** AD PV **

MOUNT PLEASANT COUNSELING SERVICES
SUBSTANCE ABUSE CENTER
3480 SOUTH ISABELLA ROAD
MOUNT PLEASANT, MI 48858
(517) 773-9655
** AD AM H EA DN TX CI PV **

OJIBWE PROGRAM
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
7563 EAST BROADWAY
MOUNT PLEASANT, MI 48858
(517) 773-9123 EXT. 50
** AD AM H Y A B H AI HV PI CU IV **
** PG EA DN TX CI PV **

MUNISING
LHAS DISTRICT HEALTH DEPARTMENT
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM/ALGER COUNTY
202 ELM AVENUE
MUNISING, MI 49862
(906) 367-5210
** AL AM DN TX PV **
MUSKEGON
CHILD AND FAMILY SERVICES
1352 TERRACE STREET
MUSKEGON, MI 49440
(616) 726-3582
** AD AM IV EA TX CI **

DBA NEW DAY FAMILY CENTER OF MUSKEGON
137 EAST LAKETON AVENUE
MUSKEGON, MI 49442
(616) 772-2202
** AD AM H Y IV DH TX PV **

EAST SIDE SUBSTANCE ABUSE CLINIC
445 EAST SHERMAN BOULEVARD
MUSKEGON, MI 49444
(616) 739-4359
** DA AM IV MM **

EVERY WOMAN'S PLACE INC
1706 PECK STREET
MUSKEGON, MI 49441
(616) 726-4493
** AD PV **

MUSKEGON COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
1621 EAST OAK STREET
MUSKEGON, MI 49442
(616) 724-6451
** AD AM H Y A B H AI HV PI CU PG **
** EA TX **

MUSKEGON GENERAL HOSPITAL
RECOVERY CARE
1700 OAK AVENUE
MUSKEGON, MI 49442
(616) 773-3311
** AD DT RR H A B CU IV PG TX CI **
** PV **

WEST MICHIGAN ALC THERAPY SERVICE INC
1095 3RD STREET
MUSKEGON, MI 49441
(616) 728-2138
** AD AM H Y B PI DH TX PV **

NEW BALTIMORE
PSYCHIATRIC CTR OF MICHIGAN HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
35031 23 MILE ROAD
NEW BALTIMORE, MI 48047
(313) 725-5777
** AD PV OT **

NEW HAVEN
COMMUNITY HUMAN SERVICES INC
57737 GRATIOT AVENUE
NEW HAVEN, MI 48048
(313) 749-5173
** AD AM H Y B H AI TX PV **

NEWBERRY
LHAS DISTRICT HEALTH DEPARTMENT
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM/LUCE COUNTY
405 NEWBERRY AVENUE
NEWBERRY, MI 49868
(906) 295-5107
** AL AM DH TX PV **

NILES
CHARTER COUNSELING CENTER AT NILES
205 A BROADWAY
NILES, MI 49120
(616) 683-0500
** AD AM H Y CU TX PV **

NORTHVILLE
AMERICAN BIODYNE INC
MICHIGAN BIODYNE INC/FARMINGTON
21800 HAGGERTY ROAD
SUITE 205
NORTHVILLE, MI 48167
(313) 347-6200
** AD AM H Y B H AI PI CU IV PG TX **
** CI PV **

COMMUNITY COMMISSION ON DRUG ABUSE
NORTHVILLE COUNSELING CENTER
115 NORTH CENTER STREET
SUITE 204
NORTHVILLE, MI 48167
(313) 261-3760
** AD AM H Y PI CU IV DH TX PV **

PSYCHOTHERAPY AND COUNSELING SERVS INC
670 GRISWOLD STREET
SUITE 4
NORTHVILLE, MI 48167
(313) 348-1100
** AD AM H Y TX PV **

NOVI
CONSORTIUM FOR HUMAN DEVELOPMENT INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
39757 WEST 10 MILE ROAD
SUITE 208
NOVI, MI 48050
(313) 478-2446
** AD AM H Y EA TX PV OT **

FAMILYWORKS COUNSELING CENTER
26101 NOVI ROAD
NOVI, MI 48376
(313) 348-4133
** AD PV **

JANICE COTTER/ALBERT DICKEN
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
22955 BROOK FOREST STREET
NOVI, MI 48375
(313) 851-6100
** AD PV **

ORCHARD HILLS PSYCHIATRIC CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
42450 WEST 12 MILE ROAD
SUITE 305
NOVI, MI 48377
(313) 349-7337
** AD AM TX **

ONTONAGON
WESTERN UP ASSESSMENT SERVICES
725 GREENLAND ROAD
ONTONAGON, MI 49953
(906) 884-6100
** AD EA DH CI OT **

OMOSSO
ALCOHOL DRIVING EDUCATION (ADE)
606 WEST MAIN STREET
OMOSSO, MI 48867
(517) 723-3899
** AD DH PV **

FAMILIES AGAINST SUBSTANCE ABUSE
110 WEST MASON STREET
2ND FLOOR
OMOSSO, MI 48867
(517) 723-6565
** AD PV **

PACE INC
(POSITIVE ALTERNATIVES COUNSELING/EDUC)
120 WEST EXCHANGE STREET
SUITE 300
OMOSSO, MI 48867
(517) 725-8124
** AD AM H Y EA TX PV **

OXFORD
OXFORD INSTITUTE
825 WEST DRAHNER ROAD
OXFORD, MI 48371
(313) 628-0500
** AD RR TX **

PAW PAW

VAN BUREN COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
801 HAZEN STREET
SUITE B
PAN PAW, MI 49079
(616) 657-6596
** AD AM IV TX OT **

PETOSKEY

CHARLES ALLEN RAMSON COUNSELING CENTER
1310 SPRING STREET
PETOSKEY, MI 49770
(616) 347-3928
** AD AM H Y TX PV **
MICHIGAN

HARBOR HALL
704 EMMET STREET
PETOSKEY, MI 49770
(616) 347-5511
** AD RR TX **

WOODLAND COUNSELING CENTER
212 EAST MITCHELL STREET
SUITE 2
PETOSKEY, MI 49770
(616) 367-6063
** AD AM EA TX CI PV **

PLYMOUTH

ADULT/YOUTH DEVELOPMENTAL SERVS CD
164 NORTH MAIN STREET
PLYMOUTH, MI 48170
(313) 453-9210
** AD AM H Y DH TX CI **

GROWTH WORKS COUNSELING AND
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES
271 SOUTH MAIN STREET
PLYMOUTH, MI 48170
(313) 455-4902
** AD AM H Y B H AI CU PG TX PV **

KNOPF INSTITUTE
1031 SOUTH MAIN STREET
PLYMOUTH, MI 48170
(313) 455-4343
** AD PV **

PLYMOUTH FAMILY SERVICE
680 WING STREET
PLYMOUTH, MI 48170
(313) 453-0890
** AD PV OT **

STRAIGHT/MICHIGAN
42220 ANN ARBOR ROAD
PLYMOUTH, MI 48170
(313) 453-2610
** AD AM Y TX PV **

THE KNOPF COMPANY INC
1126 SOUTH MAIN STREET
PLYMOUTH, MI 48170
(313) 455-4343
** AD PV **

PONTIAC

CATHOLIC SOCIAL SERVICES OF
OAKLAND COUNTY
53 FRANKLIN BOULEVARD
PONTIAC, MI 48054
(313) 334-5395
** AD AM Y B IV EA TX PV **

CATHOLIC SOCIAL SERVICES OF
OAKLAND COUNTY/WATERFORD
5770 HIGHLAND ROAD
PONTIAC, MI 48054
(313) 674-2203
** AD AM Y B IV EA TX PV **

HIGHLAND WATERFORD CENTER INC
377 SOUTH TELEGRAPH ROAD
PONTIAC, MI 48341
(313) 330-6616
** AD AM H Y A HV CU IV DN TX PV **

OAKLAND FAMILY SERVICES
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
114 ORCHARD LAKE ROAD
PONTIAC, MI 48053
(313) 858-7766
** AD AM H Y B TX **

PALMER DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
SOUTHEAST MICHIGAN INC/ORCHARD LAKE
5171 COMMERCE ROAD
PONTIAC, MI 48033
(313) 681-9955
** AD AM Y TX PV **

PROVIDENTIAL HEALTH CARE UNLIMITED INC
AT PONTIAC OSTEOPATHIC HOSPITAL
50 NORTH PERRY STREET
PONTIAC, MI 48058
(313) 338-5212
** AD DT H B CU IV TX CI PV **

PROVIDENTIAL HEALTH CARE UNLIMITED INC
AT PONTIAC OSTEOPATHIC HOSPITAL
25 EAST HURON STREET
PONTIAC, MI 48342
(313) 338-9700
** AD AM H Y B CU IV DN TX PV **

PROVIDENTIAL HEALTH CARE UNLIMITED INC
AT PONTIAC OSTEOPATHIC HOSPITAL
16 1/2 EAST HURON STREET
PONTIAC, MI 48058
(313) 338-5571
** AD RR H B H CU IV PG TX CI PV **

RESIDENTS AWARENESS PROGRAM INC
1435 NORTH OAKLAND BOULEVARD
PONTIAC, MI 48227
(313) 666-2722
** AD RR AM IV DN TX CI PV **

SAINT JOSEPH MERCY HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
900 WOODWARD AVENUE
PONTIAC, MI 48053
(313) 858-5631
** AD DT RR AM IV DN TX MM **

WOODSIDE/TURNING POINTE
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAMS
845 WOODWARD AVENUE
PONTIAC, MI 48053
(313) 338-7144
** AD DT RR AM N B HV CU IV DN TX **
** OT **

PORT HURON

CATHOLIC SOCIAL SERVICES OF
SAINT CLAIR COUNTY/SUBST ABUSE SERVS
2601 13TH STREET
PORT HURON, MI 48060
(313) 987-9100
** AD AM H Y DH TX PV **

CENTER FOR HUMAN RESOURCES
MILITARY STREET UNIT
1001 MILITARY STREET
PORT HURON, MI 48060
(313) 985-5168
** AD AM H Y CU IV EA TX PV OT **

CENTER FOR PERSONAL GROWTH
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
817 10TH AVENUE
PORT HURON, MI 48060
(313) 984-6500
** AD AM H Y A B H AI HV PI CU IV **
** PG TX **

COMPREHENSIVE SERVICES PROJECT
TEEN CAFE
3061 COMMERCE DRIVE
PORT HURON, MI 48060
(313) 385-7010
** AD AM Y TX PV **

PORT HURON HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
1001 KEARNY STREET
3RD FLOOR
PORT HURON, MI 48060
(313) 985-2647
** AD RR TX **

PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING CENTER PC
520 SUPERIOR STREET
PORT HURON, MI 48060
(313) 984-4202
** AD AM EA TX **

PRUDEVILLE

HUMAN AID INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
5000 WEST HOUGHTON LAKE DRIVE
PRUDEVILLE, MI 48651
(517) 366-7600
** AD AM Y B DH TX PV **

REDFORD

AURORA CORPORATION
AURORA COMMUNITY PROGRAMS/REDFORD
14157 TELEGRAPH STREET
REDFORD, MI 48239
(313) 534-6000
** AD IV PV **
MICHIGAN

ROCHESTER

CRITTENTON HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1101 WEST UNIVERSITY DRIVE
ROCHESTER, MI 48063
(313) 652-5000
** AD DT IV TX OT **

INDIVIDUAL/GROUP PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
139 WALNUT STREET
ROCHESTER, MI 48307
(313) 652-6133
** AD AM DN TX PV **

OXFORD INSTITUTE OUTPATIENT CLINIC
ROCHESTER HILLS
485 BARCLAY CIRCLE DRIVE
ROCHESTER, MI 48063
(313) 652-9260
** AD AM TX **

VINCAM HUMAN RESOURCES OF MICHIGAN INC
EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM (EAP)
134 WEST UNIVERSITY STREET
SUITE C
ROCHESTER, MI 48307
(313) 651-3746
** AD EA PV **

ROMEO

COMMUNITY HUMAN SERVICES INC
352 SOUTH MAIN STREET
ROMEO, MI 48065
(313) 752-9696
** AD AM Y B H AI TX **

EASTWOOD AT BOTSFORD FAMILY SERVICE
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
26405 GRAND RIVER AVENUE
REDFORD, MI 48240
(313) 537-1110
** AD AM Y IV TX PV **

HEGIRA PROGRAMS INC
FIELDBROOK COUNSELING CENTER
27056 JOY ROAD
REDFORD, MI 48239
(313) 937-8550
** AD AM H TX **

GROUND CURE EAST COMMUNITY CLUB
11 IV DR
48067
** AD AM H CU IV TX **

GATEWAY MEDICAL GROUP
METRO MEDICAL GROUP/ROSEVILLE
18223 EAST 10 MILE ROAD
ROSEVILLE, MI 48065
(313) 773-9797
** AD AM H B CU TX **

ROYAL OAK

AWARENESS COUNSELING AND MEDIATION SVC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
120 WEST 11 MILE ROAD
SUITE 12
ROYAL OAK, MI 48067
(313) 544-5090
** AD AM TX **

BERKLEY SCHOOLS
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
2077 OXFORD ROAD
ROYAL OAK, MI 48072
(313) 544-6165
** AD PV **

BOYS AND GIRLS CLUB OF ROYAL OAK
1545 EAST LINCOLN STREET
ROYAL OAK, MI 48073
(517) 544-4046
** AD AM CU TX **

BROOKFIELD CLINICS/EAST
28091 DEQUINDE ROAD
SUITE 308
ROYAL OAK, MI 48071
(313) 544-2770
** AD AM Y B IV EA TX PV **

CATHOLIC SOCIAL SERVICES OF OAKLAND COUNTY/TALBOTT CENTER
1424 EAST 11 MILE ROAD
ROYAL OAK, MI 48067
(313) 544-4046
** AD AM Y B IV EA TX PV **

COMMON GROUND
751 HENDRICK BOULEVARD
ROYAL OAK, MI 48067
(313) 543-3050
** AD PV OT **

EASTWOOD COMMUNITY CLINICS
2801 NORTH WOODWARD AVENUE
ROYAL OAK, MI 48073
(313) 289-9355
** AD AM W CU TX **

EASTWOOD COMMUNITY CLINICS
RESIDENTIAL SUBST ABUSE TREATMENT PROG
1515 NORTH STEPHENSON HIGHWAY
ROYAL OAK, MI 48067
(313) 542-6070
** AD RR AM B HV PI CU IV TX CI PV **

GAMMA MEDICAL GROUP
30795 STEPHENSON HIGHWAY
ROYAL OAK, MI 48071
(313) 585-7690
** AD AM MY IV TX PV OT **

JUDSON CENTER
RECOVERING/A SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
4410 WEST 13 MILE ROAD
ROYAL OAK, MI 48072
(313) 544-8953
** AD AM H Y B TX PV **

OAKLAND FAMILY SERVICES
BERKELEY SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
2351 WEST 12 MILE ROAD
ROYAL OAK, MI 48072
(313) 544-4004
** AD AM H Y B TX **

SMITH COUNSELING SERVICES
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1719 CROOKS ROAD
ROYAL OAK, MI 48067
(313) 398-7061
** AD AM Y A B H HV PI CU TX CI **

THE SANCTUARY INC
1222 SOUTH WASHINGTON STREET
ROYAL OAK, MI 48067
(313) 507-2260
** AD PV **

WILLIAM BEAUMONT HOSPITAL
ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
3601 WEST 13 MILE ROAD
ROYAL OAK, MI 48072
(313) 551-3160
** AD CI **

SAGINAW

ACTIVCARE HEALTH CENTER
PSYCH CONSULTANTS PC OF SAGINAW
5444 STATE STREET
SAGINAW, MI 48603
(517) 793-3381
** AD AM Y TX PV **

ALCOHOLISM INFORMATION CTR/SAGINAW NCA
2216 MEISS STREET
SAGINAW, MI 48602
(517) 792-2943
** AD DH PV **
AMERICAN COMP TREATMENT SERVICES INC
1230 SOUTH WASHINGTON STREET
SUITE 105B
SAGINAW, MI 48601
(517) 752-1121
** AD AM Y B H AI TX PV **

CHILD AND FAMILY SERVICE OF SAGINAW COUNTY
1226 NORTH MICHIGAN AVENUE
SAGINAW, MI 48602
(517) 753-8491
** AD AM Y EA TX CI **

DOT CARING CENTERS INC
3190 HALLMARK COURT
SAGINAW, MI 48603
(517) 790-3366
** AD AM Y B H CU IV EA DM TX PV **

FIRST HARD COMMUNITY CENTER
1410 NORTH 12TH STREET
SAGINAW, MI 48601
(517) 753-0411
** AD PV **

INSIGHT ASSESSMENT CENTER
625 NORTH MICHIGAN STREET
SAGINAW, MI 48602
(517) 754-2301
** AD EA CI PV **

INSIGHT INTL INC/SAGINAW DIV
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1230 SOUTH WASHINGTON AVENUE
SUITE 305
SAGINAW, MI 48601
(517) 755-2173
** AD AM Y A B H HV PI CU PG **
** EA TX CI OT **

INTERVENTION AND REHABILITATION
1616 COURT STREET
SAGINAW, MI 48602
(517) 791-4199
** AD AM Y DW TX PV **

NEM DAY FAMILY CENTER OF SAGINAW
1730 NORTH MICHIGAN STREET
SAGINAW, MI 48602
(517) 752-6750
** AD CI **

NEM PERSPECTIVES CENTER INC
RESIDENTIAL AND DAY TREATMENT
1321 SOUTH FAYETTE STREET
SAGINAW, MI 48602
(517) 790-0301
** AD RR AM TX **

NEM PERSPECTIVES INC
RESIDENTIAL/FEMALE FACILITY
613 WAYNE STREET
SAGINAW, MI 48602
(517) 790-0301
** AD RR TX **

PREVENTION AND YOUTH SERVICES
1600 NORTH MICHIGAN AVENUE
SUITE 501
SAGINAW, MI 48602
(517) 755-0937
** AD AM Y DH TX PV **

PROF PSYCHOL AND PSYCHIATRIC SERVICE
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1502 COURT STREET
SAGINAW, MI 48605
(517) 792-3922
** AD AM Y B H PI CU TX **

SAGINAW COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
PATHWAYS
3340 HOSPITAL ROAD
SAGINAW, MI 48608
(517) 790-2272 EXT. 400
** AD DT RR AM H A B HV CU IV PG **
** EA TX CI PV **

SAGINAW COUNTY
OFFICE OF SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1600 NORTH MICHIGAN AVENUE
SUITE 502
SAGINAW, MI 48602
(517) 755-0959
** AD EA CI PV OT **

SAGINAW INTER TRIBAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE OUTREACH
3239 CHRISTY MAY
SAGINAW, MI 48603
(517) 792-4610
** AD CI OT **

SAINT LUKES HEALTH CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
515 NORTH MICHIGAN AVENUE
SAGINAW, MI 48602
(517) 756-2790
** AD DT RR AM IV TX CI **

TRI CITY/SER JOBS FOR PROGRESS INC
620 THOMPSON STREET
SAGINAW, MI 48607
(517) 753-3412
** AD PV **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
CENTER FOR COUNSELING
1500 WEISS STREET
SAGINAW, MI 48602
(517) 795-2360 EXT. 3750
** AD DT AM TX CI **

SAINT CLAIR
RIVER DISTRICT HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
4100 SOUTH RIVER ROAD
SAINT CLAIR, MI 48079
(513) 329-7111 EXT. 430
** AD AM Y CU DH TX PV **

SAINT CLAIR SHORES
LAKEWOOD SUBSTANCE ABUSE CENTER INC
25401 HARPER AVENUE
MACOMB COUNTY SOUTHEAST HEALTH CENTER
SAINT CLAIR SHORES, MI 48081
(313) 759-9114
** AD AM Y CU TX **

OXFORD INSTITUTE
SAINT CLAIR SHORES
23411 JEFFERSON AVENUE
SAINT CLAIR SHORES, MI 48080
(313) 776-5300
** AD AM TX **

SAINT IGNACE
LMAS HEALTH DEPARTMENT
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM/MACKINAC CO
247 FERRY LANE
SAINT IGNACE, MI 49781
(906) 645-7700
** AL AM DH TX PV **

SAINT JOHNS
CLINTON COUNTY COUNSELING CENTER
1000 EAST STURGIS STREET
SUITE 3
SAINT JOHNS, MI 48879
(517) 224-6228
** AD AM Y TX CI PV **

SAINT JOSEPH
OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH CENTERS OF AMERICA INC
815 MAIN STREET
SAINT JOSEPH, MI 49085
(616) 982-1688
** AD EA CI **

SALINE
SALINE COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
GREENBROOK RECOVERY CENTER
400 WEST RUSSELL STREET
SALINE, MI 48176
(313) 429-1592
** AD DT RR AM H A B HV CU IV **
** PG TX CI **

SANBORNS
SANILAC COUNTY
ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
37 AUSTIN STREET
SANBORNS, MI 48471
(313) 648-4172
** AD AM Y IV EA DM TX PV **
SAULT SAINT MARIE
INTER TRIBAL COUNCIL YOUTH SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
405 EAST EASTERDAY AVENUE
SAULT SAINT MARIE, MI 49783
(906) 632-6896
** AD AM AI TX CI PV **

NEW HOPE HOUSE
WOMENS RESIDENTIAL THER COMMUNITY
1111 MINNEAPOLIS STREET
SAULT SAINT MARIE, MI 49783
(906) 632-2522
** AD RR W AI CU IV TX **

SAULT SAINT MARIE
AMERICAN INDIAN SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
2134 SHUNK ROAD
SAULT SAINT MARIE, MI 49783
(906) 635-6075
** AD AM H Y A AI HV EA DH TX CI **
** PV **

NEW HOPE HOUSE
1339 EAST POMAGA AVENUE
SAULT SAINT MARIE, MI 49783
(906) 635-5542
** AD RR CU IV TX **

SIX LAKES
TRI COUNTY COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
ADOLESCENT CENTER SUBST ABUSE SERVICES
107 EAST VESTA STREET
SIX LAKES, MI 48886
(517) 427-5116 EXT. 261
** AD RR Y TX **

SOUTH HAVEN
LIGHTHOUSE RECOVERY CENTER AT
SOUTH HAVEN HOSPITAL
955 SOUTH BAILEY STREET
SOUTH HAVEN, MI 49090
(616) 637-5271 EXT. 366
** AD AM TX **

VAN BUREN COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
511 HURON STREET
SOUTH HAVEN, MI 49090
(616) 637-0921
** AD AM IV EA DN TX PV OT **

SOUTHFIELD
CAKINE/KOVACH ASSOCIATES PC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
4400 TOWN CENTER
SUITE 280
SOUTHFIELD, MI 48075
(313) 353-1662
** AD AM H Y A B HV CU EA TX **

CENTRAL THERAPEUTIC SERVICES
17600 WEST 8 MILE ROAD
SUITE 7
SOUTHFIELD, MI 48075
(313) 559-4340
** AD AM TX CI **

CLARK AND ASSOCIATES
PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES
16250 NORTHLAND DRIVE
SUITE 245
SOUTHFIELD, MI 48075
(313) 559-2673
** AD AM TX **

COUNSELING ASSOCIATES
26699 WEST 12 MILE ROAD
SUITE 100
SOUTHFIELD, MI 48034
(313) 355-5030
** AD AM H Y B CU PG EA TX CI **

COURAGE DRUG PREV AND EDUCATION PROG
24300 SOUTHFIELD ROAD
SUITE 100
SOUTHFIELD, MI 48075
(313) 559-2290
** DA PV **

DIO SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
20755 GREENFIELD ROAD
1 NORTHLAND PLAZA
SOUTHFIELD, MI 48075
(313) 569-6135
** AD AM H Y B CU PG EA TX CI **

EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE ASSOCIATES INC
16000 WEST 9 MILE ROAD
SUITE 406A
SOUTHFIELD, MI 48075
(313) 559-0790
** AD EA CI PV **

GANESH CLINIC
28165 GREENFIELD STREET
SOUTHFIELD, MI 48076
(313) 569-6642
** AD AM H Y B H HV CU IV EA DH TX **
** CI PV **

LUTHERAN CHILD AND FAMILY SERVICE OF MICHIGAN
20830 RUTLAND DRIVE
SUITE 201
SOUTHFIELD, MI 48076
(313) 552-1050
** AD PV **

NATIONAL COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM AND OTHER DEPENDENCIES/GDA
17330 NORTHLAND PARK
SOUTHFIELD, MI 48075
(313) 443-1676
** AD AM H Y A B H HV CU IV TX CI **
** PV **

NORTHLAND CLINIC
17117 WEST 9 MILE ROAD
SUITE 1221
SOUTHFIELD, MI 48075
(313) 559-0190
** AD AM EA TX CI PV **

OAKLAND PSYCHOLOGICAL CLINIC PC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
21700 NORTHWESTERN HIGHWAY
SUITE 750
SOUTHFIELD, MI 48075
(313) 559-5558
** AD AM IV EA DM TX **

PROVIDENCE HOSPITAL
DIVISION OF SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
160001 WEST 9 MILE ROAD
SOUTHFIELD, MI 48075
(313) 424-3325
** AD RR AM CU TX **

REGIONAL MENTAL HEALTH CLINIC PC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
15565 NORTHLAND DRIVE
SUITE 903
SOUTHFIELD, MI 48075
(313) 557-1410
** AD AM IV TX **

SOUTHFIELD LATHRUPE COUNSELING SERVICES
26080 BERG ROAD
SOUTHFIELD, MI 48034
(313) 354-4064
** AD AM TX CI PV **

TRI COUNTY DRUG/SUBST ABUSE PREVENTION
ARAB/CHALDEAN YOUTH
20551 SOUTHFIELD ROAD
SOUTHFIELD, MI 48076
(313) 559-1990
** AD PV **

46TH DISTRICT COURT
ALCOHOL AWARENESS PROGRAM
2600 EVERGREEN ROAD
SOUTHFIELD, MI 48037
(313) 354-7351
** AD DH PV **

SOUTHBAY
DOWNRIVER GUIDANCE CLINIC
14665 NORTHLINE ROAD
SOUTHGATE, MI 48195
(313) 283-7123
** AD AM H Y B H EA DM TX **

DOWNRIVER GUIDANCE CLINIC
ADULT AND FAMILY SERVICES
12665 NORTHLINE ROAD
SOUTHGATE, MI 48195
(313) 283-7010
** AD AM H Y B TX **
MICHIGAN

PROJECT LIFE
SUBSTANCE ABUSE CLINIC
13309 REECK ROAD
SOUTHGATE, MI 48195
(313) 283-2780
** DA AM H Y IV MM **
SE MICHIGAN SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
CENTRAL ASSESSMENT UNIT
15100 NORTHLINE ROAD
ROOM 266
SOUTHGATE, MI 48195
(313) 283-9444
** AD CI **

SPRING LAKE

MERCY GLEN FAMILY RECOVERY CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
17160 150TH AVENUE
SPRING LAKE, MI 49456
(616) 846-5720
** AD DT RR AM TX CI **

STANTON

ALCOHOL OUTPATIENT SERVS INC (ADS INC)
SUBSTANCE ABUSE CONSULTATION SERVICES
308 EAST MAIN STREET
STANTON, MI 48088
(517) 831-4980
** AD AM IV TX PV **

STERLING

STERLING AREA HEALTH PROJECT
725 EAST STATE STREET
STERLING, MI 48859
(517) 654-3501
** AD AM EA TX PV OT **

STERLING HEIGHTS

AMERICAN BIODYNE INC
MICHIGAN BIODYNE
36250 DEQUINDRE ROAD
SUITE 310
STERLING HEIGHTS, MI 48310
(313) 795-4780
** AD AM TX CI **

OAKLAND PSYCHOLOGICAL CLINIC PC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
39880 VAN DYKE STREET
STERLING HEIGHTS, MI 48313
(313) 978-0210
** AD AM IV EA DH TX **

PHOENIX CENTER INC
4455 METROPOLITAN PARKWAY
STERLING HEIGHTS, MI 48310
(313) 939-7650
** AD AM Y TX PV **

PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING ASSOCIATES
36040 DEQUINDRE STREET
STERLING HEIGHTS, MI 48310
(313) 939-5110
** AD AM M Y CU IV EA DH TX **

SQUARE LAKE COUNSELING CENTER
DIVISION OF EVERGREEN COUNSELING CTR
33200 DEQUINDRE ROAD
SUITE 200
STERLING HEIGHTS, MI 48310
(313) 268-6550
** AD AM M Y CU IV TX **

STURGIS

HAZELDEN/CORK
MBA RUSTER FOUNDATION
1613 EAST CHICAGO ROAD
STURGIS, MI 49091
(616) 651-3926
** AD PV **

NINE HUNDRED MYRTLE RECOVERY HOUSE
900 MYRTLE AVENUE
STURGIS, MI 49091
(616) 651-5401
** AD DT RR M PI CU IV TX **

RUSTER FOUNDATION
1613 EAST CHICAGO ROAD
BRANCH COUNTY BANK
STURGIS, MI 49091
(616) 651-3926
** AD PV **

SUTTONS BAY

GRAND TRAVERSE BAND OF OTTAMA
CHIPPEWA INDIANS SUBST ABUSE SERVICES
2807 NE MANITOU STREET
ROUTE 1 BOX 135
SUTTONS BAY, MI 49682
(616) 271-3538
** AD CI PV **

TAMAS CITY

AU SABLE VALLEY
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
1199 WEST HARRIS AVENUE
TAMAS CITY, MI 48764
(517) 362-6836
** AD AM TX CI PV **

TAYLOR

CATHOLIC SOCIAL SERVICES
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
24311 VAN BORN ROAD
TAYLOR, MI 48180
(313) 292-5690
** AD AM M Y B CU EA DH TX CI PV **

COMMUNITY CARE SERVICES
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICE
8750 TELEGRAPH ROAD
SUITE 200
TAYLOR, MI 48180
(313) 287-8611
** AD AM M Y CU TX **

EVERGREEN COUNSELING CENTERS
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
20600 EUREKA ROAD
TAYLOR, MI 48180
(313) 281-4430
** AD RR M Y EA TX PV **

HERITAGE HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICE
24775 HAIG ROAD
TAYLOR, MI 48180
(313) 295-5220
** DA AM M B IV TX **

TAHSON CENTER INC
24092 GODDARD ROAD
TAYLOR, MI 48180
(313) 295-1400
** AD AM M Y A HV EA TX CI PV **

WAYNE COUNTY ALCOHOL HIGHWAY SAFETY EDUCATION
20600 EUREKA STREET
SUITE 401
TAYLOR, MI 48180
(313) 285-8880
** AD DH PV **

TECUMSEH

HERRICK OUTPT SUBST ABUSE SERVICES
500 EAT POTTAWATOMIE STREET
TECUMSEH, MI 49286
(517) 423-2143 EXT. 3408
** AD AM TX CI PV **

TEMPERANCE

CATHOLIC SOCIAL SERVICES OF MONROE COUNTY
8330 LEWIS STREET
TEMPERANCE, MI 48182
(313) 847-1523
** AD AM TX CI PV **

THREE RIVERS

SUBST ABUSE COUNCIL OF ST JOSEPH CO
COUNSELING CENTER
1717 NORTH MAIN STREET
THREE RIVERS, MI 49093
(616) 279-5187
** AD AM M Y CU IV DH TX CI PV **
TRaverse City

Charles Bethea Associates
10850 Graversey Highway
Grandview Plaza Suite 3304
Traverse City, MI 49684
(616) 929-3377
** AD AM H A HV EA TX CI PV **

Community/Family and Childrens Servs
1000 Hastings Street
Traverse City, MI 49684
(616) 947-8110
** AD AM H Y A H H AI HV CU PG TX PV **

Dakoske Hall
116 East 8th Street
Traverse City, MI 49684
(616) 922-4810
** AD RR AM TX CI PV **

Grand Traverse Band of Ottawa CHIPPAWA Indians Subst Abuse Services
1030 Hastings Street
Room 100
Traverse City, MI 49684
(616) 941-1355
** AD PV **

Jnson ALC and Drug Treatment Center
1105 6th Street
Traverse City, MI 49684
(616) 922-9302
** AD RR AM H Y CU EA TX CI PV **
** OT **

Northwest Michigan Private Industry Council Inc/CJA
3668 U.S. 31 South
Traverse City, MI 49685
(616) 947-4807
** AD AM TX PV OT **

Phoenix Hall
445 East State Street
Traverse City, MI 49684
(616) 922-4696
** AD RR AM H TX CI PV **

Third Level Crisis Intervention Center Inc
908 West Front Street
Traverse City, MI 49684
(616) 922-4600
** AD PV OT **

Traverse Bay Area Intermediate School District
2325 North Garfield Road
Traverse City, MI 49684
(616) 922-6200
** AD PV **

Williamsburg Recovery Center
Hastings Street Unit
1030 Hastings Street
Traverse City, MI 49684
(616) 947-9373
** AD AM H Y A B H AI HV PI CU IV **
** PG DH TX CI PV **

Williamsburg Recovery Center
Supply Road Unit
7224 Supply Road
Traverse City, MI 49684
(616) 947-9373
** AD DT RR H A B H AI HV PI CU IV **
** PG TX CI **

Trenton

Eastwood Clinics
1650 Fort Street
Suite A
Trenton, MI 48183
(313) 676-8282
** AD AM H Y B CU IV PG DH TX CI **
** PV **

Family Serv of Detroit/Hayne County
Trenton Office
1936 Allen Road
Trenton, MI 48183
(313) 479-6100
** AD AM EA DH TX CI PV **

Seaway Hospital
Chemical Dependency Rehab Services
5450 Fort Street
Trenton, MI 48183
(313) 671-5100
** AD AM H Y TX **

Troy

Boys and Girls Club of Troy
4970 John R Road
Troy, MI 48099
(313) 689-1687
** AD PV **

Center for Assessment
Education and Consultation
2820 West Maple Road
Suite 125
Troy, MI 48084
(313) 649-3992
** AD CI **

Consortium for Human Development Inc
755 West Big Beaver Road
14th Floor Suite 1401
Troy, MI 48084
(313) 362-4333
** AD AM H Y EA TX PV OT **

Eastwood Community Clinics
Heritage Square
1771 West Beaver Road
Troy, MI 48084
(313) 649-4480
** AD AM H Y CU TX CI PV **

Evergreen Counseling Centers
Substance Abuse Services
2839 East Long Lake Road
Troy, MI 48098
(313) 524-9275
** AD RR M Y EA TX PV **

Henry Ford Hospital
Troy Center
100 East Big Beaver Road
Suite 723
Troy, MI 48084
(313) 528-0760
** AD AM H Y CU TX **

Perspectives of Troy PC
1000 West Maple Road
Suite 1A
Troy, MI 48084
(313) 244-8644
** AD DT M Y TX PV **

University Center

Delta College
Substance Abuse Services
Office of Research and Development
University Center, MI 48710
(517) 686-9218
** AD PV **

Utica

Bi County Outpatient Counseling Center
Substance Abuse Services
49310 Van Dyke Street
Utica, MI 48317
(313) 731-9140
** AD AM CU IV EA TX **

Catholic Social Services of Macomb Co Substance Abuse Program
45100 Surrriet Street
Suite 103
Utica, MI 48087
(313) 254-2900
** AD AM TX **

Ganesh Clinic
7877 Stead Street
Utica, MI 48087
(313) 254-1340
** AD AM H Y A B H HV CU IV PG EA **
** DH TX CI PV **

Macomb Family Services Inc II
45445 Mound Road
Utica, MI 48317
(313) 256-5660
** AD AM TX **
YPSILANTI

BEYER HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICE
135 SOUTH PROSPECT STREET
YPSILANTI, MI 48197
(313) 484-2350
** AD AM M Y B PG TX CI PV **

CATHOLIC SOCIAL SERVICES OF
WASHTENAW COUNTY
101 SOUTH HURON STREET
YPSILANTI, MI 48197
(313) 484-1260
** AD AM M PG DH TX CI PV **

CLEAR HOUSE
WOMENS DAY TREATMENT PROGRAM
565 JEFFERSON STREET
YPSILANTI, MI 48197
(313) 483-9850
** AD AM IV DH TX CI PV MM **

CORNER HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES/PREVENTION
47 NORTH HURON STREET
YPSILANTI, MI 48197
(313) 484-3600
** AD PV **

DAWN INC
DAWN FARM
6667 STONY CREEK ROAD
YPSILANTI, MI 48197
(313) 485-8725
** AD RR IV TX **

EASTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY
CTR FOR SUBST ABUSE EDUC AND TRAINING
107 MARNER BUILDING
YPSILANTI, MI 48197
(313) 487-0432
** AD EA PV **
MINNESOTA

AH-GNAH-CHING

LAKESIDE CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES
AH-GNAH-CHING, MN 56430
(218) 547-3369
** AD RR H A PI TX PV **

ALBERT LEA

FOUNTAIN CENTERS
408 FOUNTAIN STREET
ALBERT LEA, MN 56007
(507) 377-6511
** AD DT RR AM H Y H PI IV TX CI **
** PV **

ALOKANDRIA

DOUGLAS COUNTY HOSPITAL
DETOX SERVICES
111 17TH AVENUE EAST
ALEXANDRIA, MN 56308
(612) 762-1511
** AD DT Y PI TX **

LAKEVIEW CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT OF
DOUGLAS COUNTY HOSPITAL
700 CEDAR STREET
MARIAH BUILDING
ALEXANDRIA, MN 56308
(612) 762-0135
** AD AM Y EA TX CI PV **

ANOKA

ANOKA/METRO REGIONAL TREATMENT CENTER
3300 4TH AVENUE NORTH
ANOKA, MN 55303
(612) 422-4274
** AD RR AM W A AI HV PI CU PG TX **
** CI **

MINNESOTA PREVENTION RESOURCE CENTER
2809 VERNADE AVENUE
ANOKA, MN 55303
(612) 427-6310
** AD PV **

AUSTIN

AGAPE HALFWAY HOUSE INC
200 5TH STREET SW
AUSTIN, MN 55912
(507) 433-8819
** AD RR IV TX PV **

BARNEVILLE

RED RIVER SERENITY MANOR INC
123 2ND STREET NE
BARNESVILLE, MN 56514
(218) 334-2338
** AD RR H Y AI TX **

BAUDETT

GLENNORE RECOVERY CENTER
OUTPATIENT CLINIC
2120 SOUTH MAIN AVENUE
BAUDETT, MN 56625
(218) 634-2736
** AD AM IV EA DH TX CI PV **

BEMIDJI

COUNSELING ASSOCIATES OF BEMIDJI
1615 5TH STREET NW
BEMIDJI, MN 56601
(218) 751-9510
** AD AM IV EA DH TX **

LAKE REGION CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY
1411 BEMIDJI AVENUE
BEMIDJI, MN 56601
(218) 759-2116
** AD AM H DH TX PV **

SELBY AND SELBY AND RECOVERY CENTER
2525 BEMIDJI AVENUE
BEMIDJI, MN 56601
(218) 751-0717
** AD AM H Y AI PG TX CI PV **

UPPER MS MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
PERSONAL AND FAMILY FREEDOM
722 15TH STREET
BEMIDJI, MN 56601
(218) 751-5280
** AD AM W Y AI PI EA DH TX CI PV **

BRAHAM

DANWOOD BOARD AND LODGING
ROUTE 2
BRAHAM, MN 55006
(612) 396-3282
** AD RR TX PV OT **

BRAINERD

ADAPT OF MINNESOTA
510 BLUFF AVENUE
BRAINERD, MN 56401
(218) 829-1063
** AD AM H Y A B AI HV PI IV TX **

BRAINERD REGIONAL HUMAN SERVICES CTR
AURORA CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
1777 HIGHWAY 16 EAST
BRAINERD, MN 56401
(218) 826-2201
** AD RR AM H AI TX **

BREAK FREE
110 NN 2ND STREET
BRAINERD, MN 56401
(218) 829-0307
** AD AM H A TX **

SAINT JOSEPHS MEDICAL CENTER
FOCUS UNIT
523 NORTH 3RD STREET
BRAINERD, MN 56401
(218) 826-3313
** AD DT RR AM H EA DH TX CI PV **

BRECKENRIDGE

SAINT FRANCIS MEDICAL CENTER
HOPE UNIT
401 OAK STREET
BRECKENRIDGE, MN 56520
(218) 643-7223
** AD DT AM Y EA TX CI PV **

BUFFALO

HEALTH ONE BUFFALO HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
303 CATLIN STREET
BUFFALO, MN 55313
(612) 682-5244
** AD AM W A HV PI CU IV PG EA DH **
** TX CI PV **

** KEY **

ORIENTATION:
AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
AM = AMBulatory(LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)

TYPE OF CARE:
DT = DETOXIFICATION(24 HOUR CARE)
RR = RESIDENTIAL(24 HOUR CARE)

SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS:
H = HOmen
Y = Youth
A = AIDS PATIENTS
B = BLACKS
H = HISPANICS
AI = AMERICAN INDIAN/ALASKAN NATIVES
HV = HIV POSITIVES
PI = PUBLIC INEBRIATES
CO = COCAINE USERS
IV = IV DRUG USERS

UNIT FUNCTION:
TX = TREATMENT UNIT
CI = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT
PV = PREVENTION UNIT
MM = METHADONE UNIT
OT = OTHER UNIT
MINNESOTA

BURNSVILLE

FAIRVIEW RIDGES
ADULT CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY OUTPT UNIT
14579 GRAND AVENUE SOUTH
BURNSVILLE, MN 55337
(612) 892-5962
** AD AM IV TX CI PV OT **

FAIRVIEW RIDGES HOSPITAL
ADULT IMPATIENT CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY
201 EAST NICOLLET BOULEVARD
BURNSVILLE, MN 55337
(612) 892-2280
** AD DT RR M A B H AI HV PI CU IV **
** PG EA DM TX CI PV **

ILLUSIONS
1000 EAST 146TH STREET
SUITE 221
BURNSVILLE, MN 55337
(612) 890-2200
** AD AM H Y A B H AI HV PI CU IV **
** TX CI PV **

METROPOLITAN CLINIC OF COUNSELING
101 WEST BURNSVILLE PARKWAY
SUITE 100
BURNSVILLE, MN 55337
(612) 890-2902
** AD PV OT **

RIVER RIDGE NONRESIDENTIAL TRT CENTER
1515 EAST HIGHWAY 13
BURNSVILLE, MN 55337
(612) 892-3602
** AD AM M Y A B AI HV CU PG TX **

CASS LAKE
AA BAA KA WISIMIN DETOX CENTER
ROUTE 2
CASS LAKE, MN 56633
(218) 335-8300
** AL OT **

CENTER CITY
HAZELDEN FOUNDATION
15245 PLEASANT VALLEY ROAD
CENTER CITY, MN 55012
(612) 257-4010
** AD DT RR IV EA TX PV **

CHASKA

STAFFORD CHEM DEPENDENCY TRT CTR INC
302 WALNUT STREET
CHASKA, MN 55318
(612) 446-6557
** AD AM IV TX CI PV **

CLOQUET

FOND DU LAC ALCOHOL PROGRAM
927 TRETTEL LANE
CLOQUET, MN 55720
(218) 879-6599
** AD EA PV **

PHOENIX FAMILY CENTER
CENTER FOR ALCOHOL AND DRUG TREATMENT
1001 CLOQUET AVENUE
CLOQUET, MN 55720
(218) 879-1223
** AD AM AI TX **

COTTAGE GROVE

HAWTORN INSTITUTE INC
7501 60TH STREET SOUTH
COTTAGE GROVE, MN 55016
(612) 658-3757
** AD AM W Y B AI CU IV DM TX CI **
** PV **

CROOKSTON

ALDOR HOMES
401 WEST ROBERT STREET
CROOKSTON, MN 56716
(218) 281-5183
** AL RR EA TX PV **

RIVERSIDE MED CTR/FAIRVIEW DEACONESS
ADOLESCENT OUTPATIENT CHEM DEP PROGRAM
14569 GRAND AVENUE SOUTH
BURNSVILLE, MN 55337
(612) 892-3602
** AD AM M Y A B AI HV CU PG TX **

GLENMORE RECOVERY CENTER
325 SOUTH MINNESOTA STREET
CROOKSTON, MN 56716
(218) 281-3123
** AD DT RR AM IV EA DM TX CI PV **

CROSBY

CUYUNIA REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER
FOCUS UNIT/OUTPT CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY
320 EAST MAIN STREET
CROSBY, MN 56441
(218) 546-7000
** AD AM EA TX CI PV **

DULUTH

CENTER FOR ALCOHOL AND DRUG TREATMENT
OUTPATIENT TREATMENT PROGRAM
314 WEST SUPERIOR STREET
400 TORREY BUILDING
DULUTH, MN 558010
(218) 722-4996
** AD AM TX PV **

DULUTH DETOICATION CENTER
1001 EAST FIRST STREET
DULUTH, MN 55805
(218) 723-8444
** AD DT TX **

FEDERAL PRISON CAMP
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
DULUTH, MN 55814
(218) 722-8634
** AD PV **

HOWARD FRIESE MEMORIAL HALFWAY HOUSE
1520 EAST 2ND STREET
DULUTH, MN 55812
(218) 728-4566
** AD RR TX **

MARTY MANN HALFWAY HOUSE
714 NORTH 11TH AVENUE EAST
DULUTH, MN 55805
(218) 724-5424
** AD RR M TX **

MESSABI TREATMENT/ST LOUIS COUNTY JAIL
521 WEST 2ND STREET
DULUTH, MN 55802
(218) 726-2345
** AD AM M DH TX PV **

MESSABI WORK RELEASE PROGRAM
23 MESABA AVENUE
DULUTH, MN 55806
(218) 727-3820
** AD AM DH TX CI PV **

MILLER DHAN MEDICAL CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
502 EAST 2ND STREET
DULUTH, MN 55805
(218) 720-1356
** AD DT RR AM W TX CI **

PORT REHABILITATION CENTER
23 MESABA AVENUE
DULUTH, MN 55806
(218) 727-7415
** AD RR M A B H AI HV PI CU IV PG **
** TX CI PV **

THUNDERBIRD HALFWAY HOUSE
229 NORTH 4TH AVENUE WEST
DULUTH, MN 55806
(218) 727-2799
** AD RR Y AI TX PV **

WREN HOUSE
1731 WEST FIRST STREET
DULUTH, MN 55806
(218) 722-2703
** AL RR W AI TX PV **
MINNESOTA

EAST GRAND FORKS

DOUGLAS PLACE INC
322 5TH STREET NW
EAST GRAND FORKS, MN 56721
(218) 773-9801
** AD RR TX PV **

EDEN PRAIRIE

ABBOTT NORTHEASTERN HOSPITAL
EDEN PRAIRIE BEHAVIORAL HEALTH CENTER
7901 FLYING CLOUD DRIVE
EDEN PRAIRIE, MN 55344
(612) 829-1853
** AD AM H Y A B H A I HV PI CU PG DH **
** TX **

NEW CONNECTION PROGRAMS INC
EDEN PRAIRIE OUTPATIENT TREATMENT
8110 EDEN ROAD
SUITE 205
EDEN PRAIRIE, MN 55344
(612) 941-5151
** AD AM Y TX PV **

ELK RIVER

GATEWAY CENTER
9816 NN HIGHWAY 10
ELK RIVER, MN 55330
(612) 427-9777
** AD AM H Y A B H A I HV PI CU IV **
** PG EA DH TX CI PV OT **

ELY

ARROWHEAD CENTER
118 SOUTH 4TH AVENUE EAST
ELY, MN 55731
(218) 365-3197
** AD AM IV TX CI PV **

ELY COMMUNITY RESOURCE INC
103 EAST CHAPMAN STREET
ELY, MN 55731
(218) 365-5254
** AD PV **

FAIRMONT

CHAIN OF LAKES
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES INC
RURAL ROUTE 1
FAIRMONT, MN 56031
(507) 235-6657
** AD RR M TX CI PV **

SUNRISE TREATMENT PROGRAM
RURAL ROUTE 1
FAIRMONT, MN 56031
(507) 238-4302
** AD AM H P TG TX CI PV **

FARIBAULT

FARIBAULT FAMILY FOCUS
201 SOUTH LYNDALE STREET
SUITE F
FARIBAULT, MN 55021
(507) 334-6414
** AD AM H Y AI PI EA TX CI PV **

SOUTHERN MINNESOTA
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES
127A NN 4TH STREET
FARIBAULT, MN 55021
(507) 324-1707
** AD AM H Y CU EA DH TX CI PV **

FARMINGTON

JOURNEY CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES
209 OAK STREET
SUITES 2 AND 5
FARMINGTON, MN 55024
(612) 460-8085
** AD AM H Y B A I HV CU IV PG DH **
** TX CI PV **

FERGUS FALLS

FERGUS FALLS REGIONAL TREATMENT CENTER
DRUG DEPENDENCY REHABILITATION CENTER
FERGUS FALLS, MN 55037
(218) 735-7345
** AD DT RR AM M Y A B H A I HV PI **
** CU IV PG EA DH TX CI PV OT **

LAKE REGION HALFWAY HOUSE
217 NORTH UNION AVENUE
FERGUS FALLS, MN 55037
(218) 735-9084
** AD RR TX **

FOREST LAKE

DISTRICT MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY TREATMENT CENTER
246 11TH AVENUE SE
FOREST LAKE, MN 55025
(612) 444-7016
** AD AM H Y A B H A I HV CU IV PG **
** TX **

GRAND MARAIS

COOK COUNTY SOCIAL SERVICES
COOK CNTY OUTPATIENT CD TREATMENT PROG
ARROWHEAD BUILDING
GRAND MARAIS, MN 55604
(218) 367-2282 EXT. 17
** AD DT AM H A A I HV PI CU IV PG **
** EA DH TX CI PV **

GRAND FORGE

GRAND PORTAGE
GRAND PORTAGE CHEMICAL DEP SERVICES
GRAND FORGE, MN 55605
(218) 475-2208
** AD EA PV **

GRAND RAPIDS

NORTHEASTERN HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
215 2ND AVENUE SE
GRAND RAPIDS, MN 55744
(218) 326-1274
** AD DT RR AM M Y A I HV PI CU IV **
** PG EA DH TX CI PV **

NORTHEASTERN HOSPITAL
UNIT
215 7TH AVENUE SE
GRAND RAPIDS, MN 55744
(218) 326-8594
** AD DT RR AM M Y A B H A I HV PI CU **
** PG EA TX CI PV **

HASTINGS

COCHRAN CENTER
1200 EAST 18TH STREET
BUILDING 4
HASTINGS, MN 55033
(612) 437-4585
** AD RR A B H CV TX **

NORTHEASTERN HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
1200 EAST 18TH STREET
BUILDING 1
HASTINGS, MN 55033
(612) 437-6209
** AD DT M Y A B H A I HV PI CU PG **
** TX PV **

RAMSEY/HASTINGS
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
1320 SOUTH FRONTAGE AVENUE
HASTINGS, MN 55033
(612) 438-3301
** AD AM TX **

HIBBING

MESABE REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER
REGIONAL TREATMENT CENTER
750 34TH STREET EAST
HIBBING, MN 55746
(218) 262-5587
** AD DT RR AM M Y A B H A I HV PI CU **
** IV PG TX PV **
INTERNATIONAL FALLS

FALLS MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
PINEVIEW REGIONAL RECOVERY CENTER
1000 WEST 3RD STREET
INTERNATIONAL FALLS, MN 56649
(218) 265-7222
** AD DT RR M A I HV PI TX **

RATIONAL ALTERNATIVES INC
318 8TH AVENUE
INTERNATIONAL FALLS, MN 56649
(218) 205-7029
** AD AM IV EA TX **

LORETTO

VINLAND NATIONAL CENTER
LAKE INDEPENDENCE
LORETTO, MN 55357
(612) 479-3555
** AD RR M AI IV TX CI PV **

LOUVIERNE

SOUTHWESTERN MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
2 ROUND MIND ROAD
LOUVIERNE, MN 56156
(507) 283-9511
** AD CI PV **

MAHNOMEN

CENTER FOR HUMAN ENVIRONMENT
MAHNOMEN, MN 56557
(218) 925-5403
** AL PV OT **

MANKATO

ADDICTIONS AND STRESS CLINICS LTD
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
423 SOUTH BROAD STREET
MANKATO, MN 56001
(507) 345-4670
** AD AM H Y B H AI CU IV EA DH **
** TX PV **

HOUSE OF HOPE
119 FULTON STREET
MANKATO, MN 56001
(507) 625-4375
** AD RR TX CI PV **

IMMANUEL/SAINTE JOSEPHS DETOX UNIT
325 GARDEN BOULEVARD
5TH FLOOR
MANKATO, MN 56001
(507) 345-2650
** AD DT PI CU IV EA TX PV **

IMMANUEL/SAINTE JOSEPHS HOSPITAL
FAMILY RECOVERY PROGRAM
325 GARDEN BOULEVARD
5TH FLOOR
MANKATO, MN 56001
(507) 345-2650
** AD RR M Y H CU IV EA TX PV **

MARSHALL

PROJECT TURNABOUT
1120 BIRCH STREET
MARSHALL, MN 56250
(507) 532-3008
** AD AM M Y H AI TX PV **

HOPKINS

NEW BEGINNINGS AT MAVERLY/HOPKINS OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
810 FIRST STREET SOUTH
SUITE 260
HOPKINS, MN 55343
(612) 951-9776
** AD AM CU TX **

OMEGON INC
2000 HOPKINS CROSSROADS
HOPKINS, MN 55343
(612) 541-4738
** AD RR Y B AI HV TX CI PV **

RIVER RIDGE NONRESIDENTIAL TREATMENT CENTER
15612 HIGHWAY 7
HIGHWOOD OFFICE CENTER SUITE 150
HOPKINS, MN 55345
(612) 956-0304
** AD AM H Y DN TX CI PV **

HOPKINS (MINNETONKA)

FAMILY THERAPY AND RECOVERY CENTER
1809 SOUTH PLYMOUTH ROAD
ROOM 220
HOPKINS (MINNETONKA), MN 55343
(612) 545-4494
** AD AM H Y CU TX PV **

ON BELY HOUSE
1502 ARCHWOOD ROAD
HOPKINS (MINNETONKA), MN 55343
(612) 540-2097
** AD RR Y B H AI CU PG EA TX **

PERSPECTIVES INC
FRIEND TO FRIEND
1717 HIGHWAY 7
HOPKINS (MINNETONKA), MN 55343
(612) 474-5443
** AD PV OT **

WEST SUBURBAN COUNSELING CLINIC
13815 RIDGELAND DRIVE
HOPKINS (MINNETONKA), MN 55343
(612) 545-7907
** AD AM H HV CU IV DH TX CI PV **

HUTCHINSON

HUTCHINSON COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
OUTPATIENT CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
1095 HIGHWAY 15 SOUTH
HUTCHINSON, MN 55350
(612) 587-2148
** AD AM TX CI PV **

HUTCHINSON RECEIVING CENTER
1095 HIGHWAY 15 SOUTH
HUTCHINSON, MN 55350
(612) 587-2148 EXT. 254
** AD OT **
MINNESOTA

MINNEAPOLIS

ABBOTT NORTHWESTERN HOSPITAL
BROOKLYN CTR BEHAVIORAL HEALTH CENTER
3500 COUNTY ROAD 10
SUITE 306
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55429
(612) 560-6716
** AD AM M A B H AI HV PI CU PG TX **

AMERICAN INDIAN SERVICES INC
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY HALFWAY HOUSE
735 EAST FRANKLIN AVENUE
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55404
(612) 871-2175
** AD RR AI TX PV **

ANTHONY LOUIS CENTER/BLAINE
1000 PAUL PARKWAY
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55434
(612) 757-2906
** AD RR Y IV TX CI PV **

CHRYSALIS/A CENTER FOR WOMEN
2650 NICOLLET AVENUE
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55408
(612) 871-0118
** AD AM M TX **

CREATE INC
1911 PLEASANT AVENUE
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55403
(612) 874-9011
** AD AM M Y A HV CU IV DM TX CI **
** PV **

EDEN DAY PROGRAM
1025 PORTLAND AVENUE SOUTH
3RD FLOOR
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55404
(612) 338-2158
** AD AM M B HV PI CU IV PG TX OT **

EDEN PROGRAMS INC
EDON HOUSE
1025 PORTLAND AVENUE SOUTH
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55404
(612) 338-0723
** AD RR M B HV CU IV PG TX CI PV **
** MM OT **

EDEN YOUTH PROGRAM
1035 EAST FRANKLIN AVENUE
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55404
(612) 874-9441
** AD AN Y AI TX PV **

FAIRVIEW DEACONESS CENTER
ADOLESCENT CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
2450 RIVERSIDE AVENUE
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55454
(612) 337-1400
** AD RR Y A B AI HV CU PG TX **

HAZELDEN WOMENS OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
1400 PARK AVENUE SOUTH
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55404
(612) 349-4338
** AD AM M H TX CI **

HEALTH RECOVERY CENTER INC
3255 HENNEPIN AVENUE SOUTH
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55408
(612) 827-7800
** AD AM TX **

HENNEPIN COUNTY METHADONE PROGRAM
1800 CHICAGO AVENUE SOUTH
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55404
(612) 879-3502
** DA AM IV MM **

INSTITUTE ON BLACK CHEMICAL ABUSE
2334 NICOLLET AVENUE SOUTH
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55408
(612) 871-7878
** AD AM M B CU TX CI PV OT **

KELLY INSTITUTE
2500 PARK AVENUE SOUTH
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55404
(612) 871-3451
** AD AM M HV CI TX CI PV **

METROPOLITAN CLINIC OF COUNSELING
BROOKLYN CENTER UNIT
3300 COUNTY ROAD 10
SUITE 420
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55429
(612) 335-1410
** AD AM M B AI HV PI CU IV PG EA **
** TX CI PV **

METROPOLITAN CLINIC OF COUNSELING
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
1010 7TH STREET
METRODOME SQUARE SUITE 135
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55403
(612) 333-1410 EXT. 210
** AD AM M B AI HV PI CU IV PG EA **
** TX CI PV **

METROPOLITAN MOUNT SINAI MEDICAL CTR
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
900 SOUTH 8TH STREET
SUITE C-4
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55404
(612) 336-9047
** AD RR AM M A B HV CU IV PG EA **
** TX CI PV **

MINNESOTA INDIAN WOMENS RESOURCE CTR
2110 NICOLLET AVENUE
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55404
(612) 872-8211
** AD AM M B HV CU IV PG TX CI PV **

MULTI RESOURCE CENTERS INC
RECOVERY RESOURCE CENTER
1900 CHICAGO AVENUE
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55404
(612) 871-2402
** AD AM M H TX **

MUSTANGS CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY
OUTPATIENT TREATMENT CENTER
904 WEST BROADWAY
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55411
(612) 521-9547
** AD AM M B H AI PI CU PG DM TX **
** PV **

NEW VISIONS TREATMENT CENTER INC
2605 2ND AVENUE SOUTH
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55408
(612) 670-0441
** AD RR TX PV **

NUWAY HOUSE INC
2518 FIRST AVENUE SOUTH
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55404
(612) 872-0495
** AD RR TX **

PARK AVENUE CENTER
2525 PARK AVENUE
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55404
(612) 871-7443
** AD AM M B AI CU IV PG DM TX PV **

PRODIGAL HOUSE
5103 MINNEHAHA AVENUE
MINNESOTA VETERANS HOME BLDG 1
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55417
(612) 721-8556
** AD RR PI CU IV TX CI **

PROGRESS VALLEY I
3033 GARFIELD AVENUE SOUTH
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55408
(612) 827-2517
** AD RR B HV CU IV TX **

SAINT HARYS ADULT CHEM DEP SERVICES AT
RIVERSIDE MEDICAL CENTER
2512 SOUTH 7TH STREET
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55454
(612) 337-4441
** AD RR AM M H TX CI **

THE MAYSIDE HOUSE INC
3705 PARK CENTER BOULEVARD
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55416
(612) 926-5626
** AD RR M IV TX **

TURNING POINT EXTENDED CARE
1105 16TH AVENUE NORTH
MINNEAPOLIS, MN 55411
(612) 588-0707
** AD RR M B CU IV TX PV **

234
MINNEAPOLIS (CRYSTAL)
FAIRVIEW SOUTHDALE/CRYSTAL
ADOLESCENT OUTPATIENT CHEM DEP SERVS
2960 MINNETKA AVENUE NORTH
SUITE 101
MINNEAPOLIS (CRYSTAL), MN 55427
(612) 561-4993
** AD AM H Y A B A I HV CU PG TX **

FAIRVIEW SOUTHDALE/CRYSTAL
ADULT CHEM DEPENDENCY TREATMENT PROGS
2960 MINNETKA AVENUE NORTH
SUITE 201
MINNEAPOLIS (CRYSTAL), MN 55427
(612) 561-4937
** AD AM A HV CU IV DW TX PV **

MINNEAPOLIS (EDINA)
FAIRVIEW SOUTHDALE/EDINA
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY TREATMENT PROGRAM
3101 WEST 69TH STREET
MINNEAPOLIS (EDINA), MN 55435
(612) 924-5900
** AD AM A HV CU IV DW TX PV **

FAIRVIEW SOUTHDALE/EDINA
INPATIENT CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES
6401 FRANCE AVENUE SOUTH
MINNEAPOLIS (EDINA), MN 55435
(612) 924-5900
** AD DT RR IV DN TX CI PV **

METROPOLITAN CLINIC OF COUNSELING VII
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
3400 WEST 66TH STREET
SUITE 305
MINNEAPOLIS (EDINA), MN 55435
(612) 866-6337
** AD AM H Y A B H AI HV PI CU IV **
** PG EA TX CI PV **

MINNEAPOLIS (FRIDLEY)
COAKLEY TREATMENT CENTER
7362 UNIVERSITY AVENUE NE
MINNEAPOLIS (FRIDLEY), MN 55432
(612) 572-9551
** AD AM H Y CU IV TX **

PRIMARY CLINICAL ASSOCIATES
NEW LIFE TREATMENT PROGRAM
7260 UNIVERSITY AVENUE NE
SUITE 320
MINNEAPOLIS (FRIDLEY), MN 55432
(612) 571-7132
** AL AM H Y TX PV OT **

MINNEAPOLIS (GOLDEN VALLEY)
CHEMICAL AWARENESS AND RECOVERY CENTER
715 FLORIDA AVENUE SOUTH
SUITE 301
MINNEAPOLIS (GOLDEN VALLEY), MN 55426
(612) 525-1774
** AD AM H B H AI HV CU IV EA TX **
** CI PV **

GOLDEN VALLEY HEALTH CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
4101 GOLDEN VALLEY ROAD
MINNEAPOLIS (GOLDEN VALLEY), MN 55422
(612) 568-2771
** AD RR AM H Y HV CU IV TX **

MINNEAPOLIS (PLYMOUTH)
ANTHONY LOUIS CENTER/PLYMOUTH
115 FORESTVIEW LANE NORTH
MINNEAPOLIS (PLYMOUTH), MN 55441
(612) 546-8008
** AD RR H Y B A I HV CU PG TX **

HAZELDEN PIONEER HOUSE
11505 36TH AVENUE NORTH
MINNEAPOLIS (PLYMOUTH), MN 55441
(612) 559-2022
** AD RR H Y B A I HV CU IV TX **

MISSION CARE CENTER
3409 EAST MEDICINE LAKE BOULEVARD
MINNEAPOLIS (PLYMOUTH), MN 55441
(612) 959-2402
** AD PV OT **

MINNEAPOLIS (RICHFIELD)
PROGRESS VALLEY II
308 EAST 78TH STREET
MINNEAPOLIS (RICHFIELD), MN 55423
(612) 869-3223
** AD RR H B HV CU IV PG TX **

MINNEAPOLIS (SHOREWOOD)
WEST METRO RECOVERY SERVICES
6140 LAKE LINDEN DRIVE
MINNEAPOLIS (SHOREWOOD), MN 55311
(612) 470-0165
** AD AM EA DW TX PV **

MONTICELLO
COUNSELING CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
407 WASHINGTON STREET
MONTICELLO, MN 55362
(612) 295-4001
** AD AM H Y DN TX CI PV **

MOORHEAD
CLAY COUNTY DETOX CENTER
914 9TH AVENUE NORTH
MOORHEAD, MN 56560
(218) 299-5220
** AD DT TX **

CLAY COUNTY OUTPATIENT TREATMENT PROG
123 1/2 21ST STREET SOUTH
MOORHEAD, MN 56560
(218) 299-5180
** AD AM TX **

355
MOOSE LAKE
MOOSE LAKE REGIONAL TREATMENT CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES
1000 LAKESHORE DRIVE
MOOSE LAKE, MN 55767
(218) 485-4411
** AD RR W A HV PI CU PG TX **

SIOUX VALLEY HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1324 NORTH 5TH STREET
NEW ULM, MN 56073
(507) 354-2111
** AD RR AM IV DW TX **

TEMS CENTER
1417 SOUTH STATE STREET
NEW ULM, MN 56073
(507) 359-9111
** AD RR IV TX CI PV **

OHANA
HILLE LACS RESERVATION HUMAN SERVS CTR
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAMS
HCR 67
ONAMIA, MN 55359
(612) 552-4181 EXT. 23
** AD CI PV **

OHATONNA
OHATONNA FAMILY FOCUS
120 NORTH CEDAR STREET
OHATONNA, MN 55060
(507) 451-0511
** AD AM Y PI EA TX CI PV **

WEST HILLS LODGE INC
545 FLORENCCE AVENUE
OHATONNA, MN 55060
(507) 451-1172
** AD RR W A B H A I HV PI CU TX CI **
** PV **

MORRIS
MORRIS AREA COMMUNITY DETOX PROGRAM
400 EAST FIRST STREET
MORRIS, MN 56267
(612) 589-1481
** AD DT PI TX **

STEVE'S COMMUNITY MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
NEW BEGINNING CENTER
400 EAST FIRST STREET
MORRIS, MN 56267
(612) 589-1313
** AD AM EA DW TX **

MOUNTAIN LAKE
MOUNTAIN LAKE COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
801 3RD AVENUE
MOUNTAIN LAKE, MN 56159
(507) 427-2511
** AD DT **

MND PRAIRIE
QUEEN OF PEACE
ALCOHOL AND SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
301 2ND STREET NW
NEW PRAGUE, MN 56071
(612) 578-2427
** AD DT AM TX CI PV **

REDWOOD FALLS
PROJECT TURNABOUT
600 SOUTH GOULD DRIVE
REDWOOD FALLS, MN 56283
(507) 637-8783
** AD AM H Y H AI CU IV PG TX PV **

ROCHESTER
CRONIN HOMES INC
622 NORTH BROADWAY
ROCHESTER, MN 55906
(507) 282-1204
** AD OT **

FEDERAL MEDICAL CENTER
CHEMICAL ABUSE PROGRAM
ROCHESTER, MN 55903
(507) 287-0674
** AD EA PV **

MAYO CLINIC
ADOLESCENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICE
MAYO CLINIC
DESK R-3
ROCHESTER, MN 55905
(507) 284-4500
** AD AM Y TX CI PV **

MAYO CLINIC/ROCHESTER METHODIST HOSP
ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG DEPENDENCE UNIT
201 WEST CENTER STREET
ROCHESTER, MN 55902
(507) 286-7593
** AD DD RR IV TX OT **

SAINT FRANCIS COMMUNITY PROGRAMS INC
CARILLIAN HOUSE
1625 4TH STREET NW
ROCHESTER, MN 55901
(507) 281-3000
** AD RR M TX CI PV **

SUNRISE YOUTH AND FAMILY COUNSELING
OUTPATIENT TREATMENT
903 WEST CENTER STREET
SUITE 230
ROCHESTER, MN 55902
(507) 287-2040
** AD AM DW TX CI PV **

THE GABLES
604 5TH STREET SH
ROCHESTER, MN 55902
(507) 282-2500
** AD RR W IV TX **

ZUMBRO VALLEY CRISIS READING UNIT
2116 SE CAMPUS DRIVE
SUITE 105
ROCHESTER, MN 55904
(507) 281-6268
** AD DT TX CI PV OT **
SAINT PAUL (ROSEVILLE)
FIRST STEP OUTPATIENT SERVICES
2085 RICE STREET
SAINT PAUL (ROSEVILLE), MN 55113
(612) 487-1683
** AD AM IV TX **

SAINT PAUL (WEST SAINT PAUL)
FOUNTAIN CENTER/WEST SAINT PAUL
1276 SOUTH ROBERT STREET
SAINT PAUL (WEST SAINT PAUL), MN 55111
(612) 457-8125
** AD AM W Y A B H AI HV CU PG EA **
** DH TX CI PV **

SAINT PAUL (WOODBURY)
FAIRVIEW DEACONESS/WOODBURY
1665 WOODBURY DRIVE
SAINT PAUL (WOODBURY), MN 55125
(612) 436-6623
** AD RR W Y CU IV PG TX PV **

SAINT PETER
SAINT PETER REGIONAL TREATMENT CENTER
JOHNSON CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY CENTER
100 FREEMAN DRIVE
JOHNSON HALL
SAINT PETER, MN 56082
(507) 931-7144 EXT. 144
** AD RR AM W A B H AI HV CU IV **
** PG TX PV **

SANDBOARD
FEDERAL CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION
CHEMICAL ABUSE PROGRAM
SANDBOARD, MN 55072
(612) 245-2262
** AD AM EA TX CI PV **

SAUK CENTRE
SAINT MICHAELS HOSPITAL
NEW BEGINNING CENTER
425 NORTH ELN STREET
SAUK CENTRE, MN 55378
(612) 352-2221
** AD AM DH TX **

SAWTER
MASH KA MIKEN TREATMENT CENTER
SAWTER, MN 55780
(218) 879-6751
** AD RR AI TX PV **

SHAKOPEE
STAFFORD CENTER
1100 EAST 4TH AVENUE
SUITE 60
SHAKOPEE, MN 55379
(612) 445-3328
** AD AM IV TX CI PV **

SOUTH SAINT PAUL
DIVINE REDEEMER MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
724 19TH AVENUE NORTH
SAINT PAUL, MN 55075
(612) 450-4640
** AD RR AM Y TX PV **

STAPLES
UNITED DISTRICT HOSPITAL AND HOME
OUTLOOKS CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
401 PRAIRIE AVENUE NORTH
STAPLES, MN 56479
(218) 894-1515
** AD AM W TX CI PV **

THIEF RIVER FALLS
TRIDENT SERVICES
EAST GREENWOOD BOULEVARD SERVICES
1902 EAST GREENWOOD BOULEVARD
THIEF RIVER FALLS, MN 56701
(218) 681-6032
** AD DT AM W AI DM TX CI PV **

TRIDENT SERVICES
HALFWAY HOUSE
504 NORTH 9TH STREET
THIEF RIVER FALLS, MN 56701
(218) 681-8135
** AD RR IV EA TX PV **

TWO HARBOURS
LAKE VIEW MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
11TH AVENUE AND 4TH STREET
TWO HARBOURS, MN 55616
(218) 834-7309
** AD DT AM EA TX CI PV **

VIRGINIA
ARRONHEAD CENTER INC
204 1/2 CHESTNUT STREET
VIRGINIA, MN 55792
(218) 749-2877
** AD AM IV EA DM TX CI PV **

RANGE MENTAL HEALTH CENTER INC
DETOXIFICATION SERVICE
901 9TH AVENUE
VIRGINIA, MN 55792
(218) 749-9120
** AD IV DH CI PV **

TWELFTH STEP HOUSE INC
512 2ND STREET NORTH
VIRGINIA, MN 55792
(218) 749-4328
** AD EA CI PV OT **

MACONIA
COUNSELING CENTER OF MACONIA
24 SOUTH OLIVE STREET
MACONIA, MN 55587
(612) 442-5330
** AD AM Y A HV DM TX CI PV **

HADENA
BELL HILL RECOVERY CENTER
HADENA, MN 56482
(218) 631-3610
** AD RR W PI TX CI PV **

TRI COUNTY HOSPITAL
OUTLOOKS CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
416 NORTH JEFFERSON STREET
HADENA, MN 56482
(218) 631-3510 EXT. 363
** AD AM W TX CI PV **

HARROAD
GLENMORE RECOVERY CENTER
611 EAST LAKE STREET
HARROAD, MN 56763
(218) 386-1234
** AD AM IV EA DM TX CI PV **

WASECA
WASECA FAMILY FOCUS
203 SOUTH STATE STREET
WASECA, MN 56093
(507) 835-1257
** AD AM W Y PI EA TX CI PV **

WAVERLY
NEW BEGINNINGS AT WAVERLY
ROUTE 1
WAVERLY, MN 55390
(800) 487-8758
** AD RR CU IV TX **

WAYZATA
WAY 12 HAFWAY HOUSE
645 EAST WAYZATA BOULEVARD
WAYZATA, MN 55391
(612) 473-7371
** AD RR W A Y TX CI OT **

WELCH
PRAIRIE ISLAND ALCOHOL PROGRAM
5750 STURGEON LAKE ROAD
WELCH, MN 55089
(612) 388-8689
** AD EA DM CI PV **
WILLMAR

CARDINAL RECOVERY CENTER/WILLMAR
REGIONAL TREATMENT CENTER
316 BECKER AVENUE SW
CARDINAL SQUARE SUITE 323
WILLMAR, MN 56201
(612) 231-6600
** AD AM W Y AI PG EA TX PV **

WEST CENTRAL
COMMUNITY SERVICES CENTER INC
1125 6TH STREET SE
WILLMAR, MN 56201
(612) 235-4613 EXT. 55
** AD RR AM W Y EA DN TX CI PV **

WILLMAR REGIONAL TREATMENT CENTER
BRADLEY CENTER
1550 HIGHWAY 71 NE
WILLMAR, MN 56201
(612) 231-5100
** AD RR H PI CU IV PG TX CI **

WINDOM

SOUTHWEST MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
WINDOM INDUSTRIAL PARK
WINDOM, MN 56101
(507) 831-2090
** AD CI PV **

WINONA

COMMUNITY MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
FIRST STEP CENTER
825 MANKATO AVENUE
SUITE 100
WINONA, MN 55987
(507) 457-4533
** AD DT AM W Y CU TX **

HIAWATHA VALLEY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
OUTPATIENT CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
111 RIVERFRONT
WINONA, MN 55987
(507) 454-4341
** AD AM W Y A HV CU EA TX PV **

WINONA COUNSELING CLINIC
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES
256 EAST SARNIA STREET
WINONA, MN 55987
(507) 454-3909
** AD AM DN TX CI **

WOODSTOCK

NEW LIFE TREATMENT CENTER
WOODSTOCK, MN 56186
(507) 777-4321
** AD DT RR AM IV DN TX CI PV OT **
MISSISSIPPI

BOONEVILLE
TIMBER HILLS REGION IV
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
HIGHWAY 30 BY PASS
BOONEVILLE, MS 38829
(601) 728-3174
** AD AM Y M Y B HV PI CU IV PG EA **
** DM TX PV **

BROOKHAVEN
SOUTHWEST MISSISSIPPI MH COMPLEX
NEW HAVEN HOUSE
110 BROOKHAVEN STREET
BROOKHAVEN, MS 39601
(601) 633-3698
** AD DT RR Y B H AI PI CU IV EA **
** DM TX CI PV OT **

BROWNSVILLE
SOUTHWEST MISSISSIPPI MH/MR COMPLEX
OPPORTUNITY HOUSE 3/4 HOUSE
310 WEST CHEROKEE STREET
BROWNSVILLE, MS 39601
(601) 833-8475
** AD RR B AI PI CU IV TX CI PV **

CANTON
HUMAN SERVICES CENTER
929 NORTH LIBERTY STREET
CANTON, MS 39046
(601) 859-0870
** AD AM IV EA TX CI PV **

CHARLESTON
REGION I MH/MR CENTER
TALLAHATCHIE COUNTY SATELLITE CENTER
NORTH MARKET STREET
CHARLESTON, MS 38921
(601) 647-5530
** AD AM EA DH TX CI PV **

CLARKSDALE
REGION I MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES
1742 CHERRY STREET
HEALTH SERVICES BUILDING
CLARKSDALE, MS 38614
(601) 627-7267
** AD AM Y M Y PI IV EA DM TX CI PV **

COLUMBIA
REGION I MH/MR CENTER
FAIRLAND HOUSE
200 FAIRLAND PLACE
CLARKSDALE, MS 38614
(601) 624-2152
** AD DT RR TX CI **

COLLINS
PINE BELT MH/MR CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
104 NORTH FARM STREET
COLLINS, MS 39428
(601) 765-4514
** AD AM M Y B H CV IV PG DM TX **

COLUMBUS
PINE BELT MH/MR CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
GARDENER SHOPPING CENTER
BUILDING 15
COLUMBUS, MS 39429
(601) 736-6799
** AD AM DM TX **

COLUMBUS
COMMUNITY COUNSELING SERVICES
LOWDES COUNTY OFFICE
1001 MAIN STREET
COLUMBUS, MS 39701
(601) 320-9225
** AD RR AM H EA DM TX PV **

CORINTH
TIMBER HILLS REGION IV
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
U.S. HIGHWAY 45 SOUTH
CORINTH, MS 38834
(601) 287-4429
** AD AM IV EA DM TX **

GULFPORT
PINE BELT MH/MR CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
200 HIGHWAY 45 SOUTH
GULFPORT, MS 39501
(601) 873-7333
** AD DT RR TX CI PV OT **

Greenvile
REGION I MH/MR CENTER
FAIRLAND HOUSE
200 FAIRLAND PLACE
CLARKSDALE, MS 38614
(601) 624-2152
** AD DT RR TX CI **

GREENWOOD
REGION I MH/MR CENTER
FAIRLAND HOUSE
200 FAIRLAND PLACE
CLARKSDALE, MS 38614
(601) 624-2152
** AD DT RR TX CI **

HATTIESBURG
PINE BELT MH/MR CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
200 HIGHWAY 45 SOUTH
HATTIESBURG, MS 39401
(601) 264-1100
** AD AM IV EA DM TX **

HATTIESBURG
PINE BELT MH/MR CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
200 HIGHWAY 45 SOUTH
HATTIESBURG, MS 39401
(601) 264-1100
** AD AM IV EA DM TX **

HATTIESBURG
PINE BELT MH/MR CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
200 HIGHWAY 45 SOUTH
HATTIESBURG, MS 39401
(601) 264-1100
** AD AM IV EA DM TX **

** KEY **

ORIENTATION:
AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
AD = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES

TYPE OF CARE:
DT = DETOXIFICATION (24 HOUR CARE)
RR = RESIDENTIAL (24 HOUR CARE)
AM = AMBULATORY (LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)

SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS:
W = WOMEN
Y = YOUTH
A = AIDS PATIENTS
B = BLACKS
H = HISPANICS

UNIT FUNCTION:
TX = TREATMENT UNIT
CI = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT
PV = PREVENTION UNIT
MM = METHADONE UNIT
OT = OTHER UNIT

240
MISSISSIPPI

JACKSON

ALCOHOL SERVICES CENTER INC
DRUG TREATMENT UNIT
389 NORTH WEST STREET
JACKSON, MS 39202
(601) 900-6226
** AD AM Y B PI CU TX PV **

DRUG RESEARCH EDUCATION ASSOCIATION IN MISSISSIPPI (DREAM)
1935 LAKELAND DRIVE
SUIT B
JACKSON, MS 39216
(601) 362-9329
** AD PV **

HARBOR HOUSES OF JACKSON INC
WOMENS DIVISION ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT
1019 WEST CAPITOL STREET
JACKSON, MS 39203
(601) 355-0061
** AD DT RR H B AI HV IV CU IV TX PV **
** CI **

HARBOR HOUSES OF JACKSON INC
WOMENS DIVISION
5308 FLOWOOD DRIVE
JACKSON, MS 39208
(601) 932-3020
** AD RR H B CU IV TX **

JACKSON RECOVERY CENTER
5354 I-55 SOUTH FRONTAGE ROAD
JACKSON, MS 39212
(601) 372-9788
** AD DT RR TX **

MISSISSIPPI BAPTIST MEDICAL CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY CENTER
1225 NORTH STATE STREET
JACKSON, MS 39201
(601) 960-1102
** AD DT RR AM IV EA TX PV **

NATIONAL COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM OF THE CENTRAL MISSISSIPPI AREA INC
533 NORTH MART PLAZA
JACKSON, MS 39206
(601) 366-6880
** AD PV **

NEW HOPE
DAY TREATMENT SERVICE PROGRAM
516 NORTH MILL STREET
JACKSON, MS 39204
(601) 353-0502
** AD AM H A B HV CU IV PG DM TX **
** CI PV **

NEW HOPE
OUTREACH/AFTERCARE
516 NORTH MILL STREET
JACKSON, MS 39204
(601) 353-0502
** AD AM H B H CU DW TX CI PV OT **

NEW HOPE
THREE QUARTERHAY HOUSE/MALE
428 HOOKER STREET
JACKSON, MS 39204
(601) 352-7541
** AD RR H B H AI CU TX CI PV **

NEW HOPE
THREE QUARTERHAY HOUSE/FEMALE
2326 SAINT CHARLES STREET
JACKSON, MS 39209
(601) 353-0715
** AD RR H B CU TX PV **

NEW HOPE
THREE QUARTERHAY HOUSE/MALE
428 HOOKER STREET
JACKSON, MS 39204
(601) 352-7541
** AD RR H B H AI CU TX CI PV **

NEW ROADS ALCOHOL/DRUG SERVICES CENTER
2500 LAKELAND DRIVE
SUITE 6
JACKSON, MS 39208
(601) 939-0007
** AD AM EA DH TX CI PV **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCE TREATMENT PROGRAM
1500 EAST NOODROM WILSON
UNIT 11681
JACKSON, MS 39216
(601) 364-1254
** AD DT RR A HV IV EA TX CI PV **

LAKELAND
PINE BELT MH/MR CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
711 ROYAL STREET
LAUREL, MS 39440
(601) 649-9550
** AD AM EA TX **

PINE BELT RECOVERY CENTER
712 ROYAL STREET
LAUREL, MS 39440
(601) 428-7261
** AD RR H IV DM TX **

PINE BELT RECOVERY HOUSE/FEMALES
527 SOUTH MAGNOLIA STREET
LAUREL, MS 39440
(601) 428-7261
** AD RR DN TX **

SERENITY HOUSE
711 ROYAL STREET
LAUREL, MS 39440
(601) 428-7261
** AL RR DN TX **

SERENITY HOUSE (FEMALE)
712 ROYAL STREET
LAUREL, MS 39440
(601) 428-7261
** AD RR H IV DM TX **

MADISON
COMMUNITY COUNSELING SERVICES
NOXUBEE COUNTY OFFICE
105 RUFF STREET
GENERAL HOSPITAL
MACON, MS 39341
(601) 725-5042
** AD AM EA DW TX PV **

MARKS
REGION I MH/MR CENTER
QUITMAN COUNTY SATELLITE CENTER
LOCUST STREET
MARKS, MS 38646
(601) 326-4445
** AD AM EA DW TX CI PV **

MS COMB
SOUTHWEST MISSISSIPPI MH/MR COMPLEX
PIKE COUNTY CENTER
1701 WHITE STREET
MC COMB, MS 39740
(601) 884-2175
** AD AM H Y B H AI PI CU IV PG EA **
** DW TX CI PV **

MENDENHALL
NEW ROADS RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT CENTER
1060 SMITH ROAD
MENDENHALL, MS 39114
(601) 847-2623
** AD RR IV TX PV **

MERIDIAN
EAST MISSISSIPPI STATE HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES
4555 HIGHLAND PARK DRIVE
MERIDIAN, MS 39302
(601) 482-6186 EXT. 165
** AD RR A B H AI HV IV CU IV TX CI **
** PV **

LAUREL WOOD CENTER
PSYCHIATRIC RECOVERY CENTER
HIGHWAY 39 NORTH
MERIDIAN, MS 39301
(601) 485-6211
** AD DT RR B IV EA TX CI PV **

MEEMS COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
HARMONY HOUSE
2806 7TH STREET
MERIDIAN, MS 39301
(601) 693-1001
** AD RR TX CI PV **

MEEMS MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALC AND DRUG PRG/LAUDERDALE COUNTY
1415 JUNIOR COLLEGE ROAD
MERIDIAN, MS 39304
(601) 485-6321
** AD AM H Y B AI PI CU PG EA DW **
** TX CI PV **
MISSISSIPPI

MOOREVILLE
REGION III MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
DRUG AND ALCOHOL PROGRAM
ROUTE 1
MOOREVILLE, MS 38857
(601) 544-3531
** AD DT RR AM EA TX CI PV **

NATCHEZ
HUMANA HOSPITAL/NATCHEZ
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
129 JEFFERSON DAVIS BOULEVARD
NATCHEZ, MS 39120
(601) 445-6287
** AD DT RR IV TX PV **

OCEAN SPRINGS
HOME OF GRACE
14200 JERICHO ROAD
OCEAN SPRINGS, MS 39564
(601) 826-5283
** AD DT RR TX **

OXFORD
COMMUNICARE
ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
1908 HIGHWAY 7 BYPASS SOUTH
OXFORD, MS 38655
(601) 234-7521
** AD AM Y Y A B HV PI PG EA DH **
** TX CI PV **

COMMUNICARE
HAVEN HOUSE
1908 HIGHWAY 7 BYPASS SOUTH
OXFORD, MS 38655
(601) 234-7521
** AD DR RR B PI TX CI **

PARISH
MISSISSIPPI STATE PENITENTIARY
DEPARTMENT OF ALCOHOL AND DRUG REHAB
PARISH, MS 38758
(601) 745-6611 EXT. 3000
** AD RR AM TX PV **

PASCAGOULA
MCCOMB RHC CENTER
2602 WEST CRIGGEL AVENUE
PASCAGOULA, MS 39567
(601) 769-8054
** AD RR W A B H AI HV PG TX **

SINGING RIVER HOSPITAL SYSTEM
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICE
2809 DIXON AVENUE
PASCAGOULA, MS 39567
(601) 938-5002
** AD RR AM Y Y A B HV CI IV PG EA **
** TX CI PV **

SINGING RIVER MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
4507 MCA RTHUR STREET
PASCAGOULA, MS 39567
(601) 769-1793
** AD AM EA TX CI PV **

STEVEN'S CENTER
4905 TELEPHONE ROAD
PASCAGOULA, MS 39567
(601) 769-1280
** AD DT RR W B HV CI IV PG EA DH **
** TX CI PV **

PHILADELPHIA
CHOCTAW COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
MISSISSIPPI BAND OF CHOCTAW INDIANS
ROUTE 7
CHOCTAW HEALTH CENTER
PHILADELPHIA, MS 39250
(601) 656-2211 EXT. 267
** AD CI PV **

PITTSBORO
CALHOUN COUNTY COMMUNITY WORK CENTER
DEPARTMENT OF ALCOHOL AND DRUG REHAB
ROUTE 1
PITTSBORO, MS 38951
(601) 983-7717
** AD PV **

POCAHONTAS
FRIENDS OF ALCOHOLICS
F 0 A ROAD
POCAHONTAS, MS 39702
(601) 362-4275
** AD RR W B PI TX CI PV **

PRENTISS
PINE BELT MH/HR CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
MOUNT CARMEL AND 2ND STREETS
PRENTISS, MS 38964
(601) 792-4872
** AD AM IV EA TX CI PV **

PURVIS
PINE BELT MH/HR CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
123-A FRONT STREET
PHILLIPS OFFICE BUILDING
PURVIS, MS 39475
(601) 794-6543
** AD AM IV EA TX CI PV **

RICHTON
PINE BELT MH/HR CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
COURTHOUSE ANNEX
RICHTON, MS 39476
(601) 788-6508
** AD AM EA TX **

RIPLEY
TIMBER HILLS REGION IV
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
INDUSTRIAL PARK
RIPLEY, MS 38663
(601) 837-8154
** AD AM W Y A B HV PI CU IV EA DH **
** TX **

STARKVILLE
COMMUNITY COUNSELING SERVICES
OKTIBBEHA COUNTY OFFICE
117 WEST LAMPKIN STREET
STARKVILLE, MS 37959
(601) 323-9261
** AD AM EA DH TX PV **

TUNICA
REGION I MH/HR CENTER
TUNICA COUNTY SATELLITE CENTER
NORTH EDWARDS STREET
TUNICA, MS 38676
(601) 365-3222
** AD AM EA DH TX CI PV **

TUPELO
NORTH MISSISSIPPI MEDICAL CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG RECOVERY SERVICES
850 SOUTH OGDEN STREET
TUPELO, MS 38801
(601) 841-3161
** AD DT RR IV EA TX PV **

VICKSBURG
BELMONT HOUSE
809 BELMONT STREET
VICKSBURG, MS 36180
(601) 634-0101
** AD RR AM A B H AI HV PI CU IV **
** EA DH TX CI PV **

WARREN/YAZOO MENTAL HEALTH SERVICE
VICKSBURG SATELLITE CENTER
1315 ADAMS STREET
VICKSBURG, MS 36180
(601) 638-0031
** AD AM A B HV CU IV EA DI TX PV **

WAYNESBORO
PINE BELT MH/HR CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
OLD MAYNE COUNTY HOSPITAL
WAYNESBORO, MS 39367
(601) 735-3350
** AD AM EA TX **
MISSISSIPPI STATE HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
BUILDING 84
WHITFIELD, MS 39193
(601) 939-1221 EXT. 234
** AD DT RR M A B HV CU IV PG TX **

YAZOO CITY
WARREN/YAZOO MENTAL HEALTH SERVICE
YAZOO CITY SATELLITE CENTER
129 SOUTH MAIN STREET
YAZOO CITY, MS 39194
(601) 746-5712
** AD AM B HV CU DM TX CI PV **
### MOSSOURI

#### BOONVILLE

**FAMILY COUNSELING CTR OF MISSOURI INC**  
ALCOHOL TREATMENT SERVICES  
214 1/2 MAIN STREET  
BOONVILLE, MO 65233  
(816) 882-2333  
**AD AM H Y IV EA DM TX**  

**BRAZADADDO**  
ALPHA FOR ADOLESCENTS  
HIGHWAY J WEST  
BRAZADADDO, MO 63826  
(314) 757-6432  
**AD DT RR Y TX CI PV**  

**CANE**  
FAMILY GUIDANCE CENTER/CAGERON  
ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES  
502 NORTHLAND DRIVE  
CAMERON, MO 64429  
(816) 632-6161  
**AD AM A HV IV EA DM TX CI PV**  

**CAPE GIRARDEAU**  
GIBSON RECOVERY CENTER INC  
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT  
1112 LINDEN STREET  
CAPE GIRARDEAU, MO 63701  
(314) 334-5513  
**AD OT**  

**GIBSON RECOVERY CENTER INC**  
EAST HING  
1112 LINDEN STREET  
CAPE GIRARDEAU, MO 63701  
(314) 334-5513  
**AD DT RR AM B AI PI CU IV TX**  

**GIBSON RECOVERY CENTER INC**  
WEST HING  
1112 LINDEN STREET  
CAPE GIRARDEAU, MO 63701  
(314) 334-5513  
**AD RR B AI PI CU TX**  

**SAINT FRANCIS CENTER FOR RECOVERY**  
ALCOHOL/CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY TRG PROG  
211 SAINT FRANCIS DRIVE  
CAPE GIRARDEAU, MO 63701  
(314) 339-6212  
**AD RR A HV CU IV TX CI PV**  

### KEY**

**ORIENTATION:**  
**AL** = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY  
**DA** = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY  
**AD** = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES  
**TYPE OF CARE:**  
**DT** = DETOXIFICATION (24 HOUR CARE)  
**RR** = RESIDENTIAL (24 HOUR CARE)  
**AM** = AMBULATORY (LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)  
**SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS:**  
**W** = WOMEN  
**A** = AIDS PATIENTS  
**B** = BLACKS  
**H** = HISPANICS  
**Y** = YOUTH  
**M** = MALES  
**P** = PREGNANT USERS  
**E** = EAP PROGRAM SERVICES  
**D** = DHI/ASAP SERVICES  
**UNIT FUNCTION:**  
**TX** = TREATMENT UNIT  
**CI** = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT  
**PV** = PREVENTION UNIT  
**MM** = METHADONE UNIT  
**OT** = OTHER UNIT
FORT LEONARD WOOD

ALC/DRUG ABUSE PREV AND CONTROL PROG
COMMUNITY AND FAMILY ACTIVITIES
AT&T-CA-FSD-D
BUILDING 606
FORT LEONARD WOOD, MO 65473
(314) 596-6746
** AD DT AM H B H AI CU IV PG EA **
** TX PV **

FULTON

SERVE INC
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
2 SAINT LOUIS AVENUE
FULTON, MO 65251
(314) 642-6388
** AD DH OT **

SERVE INC
PRIMARY CARE
829 JEFFERSON STREET
FULTON, MO 65251
(314) 642-8363
** AD DT RR AM H A B PI CU DH TX **
** CI PV **

SERVE INC
RECOVERY HOME
1411 AIRPORT ROAD
ROUTE 4
FULTON, MO 65251
(314) 642-0554
** AD RR H B PI DH TX CI PV **

GLENDALE

DART/SOUTH
10098 MANCHESTER ROAD
GLENDALE, MO 63122
(314) 822-2256
** AD AM HV IV MM **

HANNIBAL

HANNIBAL COUNCIL ON ALC/DRUG ABUSE INC
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
146 COMMUNICATIONS DRIVE
HANNIBAL, MO 63401
(314) 248-1196
** AD DH PV OT **

HANNIBAL COUNCIL ON ALC/DRUG ABUSE INC
MENS PRIMARY TREATMENT PROGRAM
146 COMMUNICATIONS DRIVE
HANNIBAL, MO 63401
(314) 248-1196
** AD DT RR AM A B HV CU IV DW TX **
** PV **

HANNIBAL COUNCIL ON ALC/DRUG ABUSE INC
WOMENS COMPREHENSIVE CARE CENTER
146 COMMUNICATIONS DRIVE
HANNIBAL, MO 63401
(314) 248-1196
** AD DT RR AM H Y A B HV CU IV DW **
** TX PV **

HAYTI

FAMILY COUNSELING CENTER INC
STAPLETON CENTER
HIGHWAY J
HAYTI, MO 63851
(314) 359-2600
** AD DT RR IV EA TX CI PV **

HILLSBORO

DIVERSIFIED TREATMENT SERVICES
HILLSBORO, MO 65050
(314) 789-5665
** AD DT RR AM H Y A B HV CU PG TX **

INDEPENDENCE

COMMUNITY EDUCATION SERVICES
3675 SOUTH MOLAND STREET
SUITE 320
INDEPENDENCE, MO 64055
(816) 254-7767
** AD DH PV **

COMPREHENSIVE MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
10901 WINNER ROAD
INDEPENDENCE, MO 64052
(816) 254-3652
** AD CI PV **

COMPREHENSIVE MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
10901 WINNER ROAD
INDEPENDENCE, MO 64052
(816) 254-3652
** AD DT RR AM H B H EA TX PV **

INDEPENDENCE REGIONAL HEALTH CENTER
STEP UP UNIT
1509 WEST TRUMAN ROAD
INDEPENDENCE, MO 64050
(816) 836-6980
** AD DT RR AM IV EA TX CI PV **

JEFFERSON CITY

FAMILY COUNSELING CTR OF MISSOURI INC
CAPITOL UNIT
502 EAST MCCARTY STREET
JEFFERSON CITY, MO 65101
(314) 634-4591
** AD AM IV EA TX **

FAMILY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1905 STADIUM BOULEVARD
JEFFERSON CITY, MO 65110
(314) 634-3000
** AD AM H Y EA TX **

JOPLIN

FAMILY SELF HELP CENTER INC
DBA LAFAYETTE HOUSE
1809 CONNOR STREET
JOPLIN, MO 64801
(417) 782-6437
** AD DT RR AM H IV PG TX PV **

OZARK CENTER/NEW DIRECTIONS
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
3010 MC CLELLAND BOULEVARD
JOPLIN, MO 64803
(417) 781-7920
** AD DH PV **

OZARK CENTER/NEW DIRECTIONS
SUBSTANCE ABUSE UNIT
2800 PICHER STREET
JOPLIN, MO 64801
(417) 781-7920
** AD DT RR AM A HV PI IV EA DM TX **
** CI PV **

KANSAS CITY

AD HOC GROUP AGAINST CRIME
KANSAS CITY, MO 64106
(816) 861-9100
** AD PV **

BAPTIST MEDICAL CENTER
ADULT CARE UNIT
6601 ROCKHILL ROAD
8TH FLOOR
KANSAS CITY, MO 64131
(816) 276-7933
** AD DT RR AM H Y IV EA TX CI PV **

BROOKSIDE MENTAL HEALTH OFFICES
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
601 EAST 63RD STREET
SUITE 402
KANSAS CITY, MO 64110
(816) 363-2711
** AD AM H A B HV IV TX PV **

CATHOLIC CHARITIES
DRUG AND ALCOHOL AFTERCARE PROGRAM
1112 BROADWAY
KANSAS CITY, MO 64105
(816) 221-4377
** AD AM A HV TX **

COMMUNITY ADDICTIONS PROGRAMS
616 EAST 63RD STREET
KANSAS CITY, MO 64110
(816) 323-3440
** AD AM H DN TX PV **

DRD KANSAS CITY MEDICAL CLINIC
723 EAST 18TH STREET
KANSAS CITY, MO 64108
(816) 283-3877
** AD AM H A B H AI HV PI CU IV PG **
** EA TX MM **
MISSOURI

GREATER KANSAS CITY MH FOUNDATION
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
2055 HOLMES STREET
KANSAS CITY, MO 64108
(816) 221-3505
** AD CT PV OT **

GREATER KANSAS CITY MH FOUNDATION
OUTPATIENT COMPONENT (NARA/DPSP)
2055 HOLMES STREET
KANSAS CITY, MO 64108
(816) 221-3505
** AD AM IV TX CI PV **

GREATER KANSAS CITY MH FOUNDATION
RESIDENTIAL COMPONENT (NARA/DPSP)
712 EAST LINWOOD BOULEVARD
KANSAS CITY, MO 64109
(816) 756-1391
** AD DT RR A B HV IV EA TX PV **

JAN CLAYTON CENTER
2918 TRACY AVENUE
KANSAS CITY, MO 64109
(816) 561-9095
** AD DT RR AM W TX CI PV **

KANSAS CITY COMMUNITY CENTER (KCCC)
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
1514 CAMPBELL STREET
KANSAS CITY, MO 64108
(816) 421-6670
** AD OT **

KANSAS CITY COMMUNITY CENTER (KCCC)
DETOX UNIT
1514 CAMPBELL STREET
KANSAS CITY, MO 64108
(816) 421-6670
** AD DT RR AM W A HV PI IV TX **

KANSAS CITY COMMUNITY CENTER (KCCC)
SOUTH UNIT
2751 CHARLOTTE STREET
KANSAS CITY, MO 64109
(816) 531-7733
** AD RR TX **

PROJECT STAR
9300 HARD PARKWAY
KANSAS CITY, MO 64114
(816) 966-3602
** AD PV **

RENAISSANCE WEST INC
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
425 EAST 63RD STREET
SUITE 100-110
KANSAS CITY, MO 64110
(816) 444-0733
** AD AM W Y A B HV CU IV PG TX CI **
** PV **

RENAISSANCE WEST INC
COMP MH CTR/SOUTH/SUBCONTRACT
425 EAST 63RD STREET
KANSAS CITY, MO 64110
(816) 444-0733
** AD AM W Y A B HV CU IV PG TX CI **
** PV **

RENAISSANCE WEST INC
NORTH CLINIC
5756 NORTH BROADWAY
KANSAS CITY, MO 64118
(816) 454-3753
** AD AM W Y A B HV CU IV PG TX CI **
** PV **

RENAISSANCE WEST INC
OUTPATIENT UNIT
425 EAST 63RD STREET
SUITE 100-110
KANSAS CITY, MO 64110
(816) 444-0733
** AD AM W Y A B HV CU IV PG TX CI **
** PV **

RENAISSANCE WEST INC
RESIDENTIAL UNIT
4311 EAST 58TH STREET
KANSAS CITY, MO 64130
(816) 525-1213
** AD RR W Y A B HV CU IV PG TX CI **
** PV **

RENAISSANCE WEST INC
SOUTH CLINIC
6608 RAYTOWN ROAD
KANSAS CITY, MO 64133
(816) 737-5087
** AD AM W Y A B HV CU IV PG DM TX **
** CI PV **

RENAISSANCE WEST INC
WOMENS PLACE
4311 EAST 58TH STREET
KANSAS CITY, MO 64130
(816) 444-0733
** AD AM W Y A B HV CU IV PG TX CI **
** PV **

RODGERS SOUTH
2701 EAST 31ST STREET
KANSAS CITY, MO 64128
(816) 861-7070
** DA AM W B HV IV PG TX PV MM **

SAFETY AND HEALTH COUNCIL OF WESTERN MISSOURI AND KANSAS
901 CHARLOTTE STREET
KANSAS CITY, MO 64106
(816) 842-5223
** AD DH PV **

SPEAS RESOURCE CENTER ON ALCOHOLISM AND SUBSTANCE ABUSE
616 EAST 63RD STREET
KANSAS CITY, MO 64110
(816) 444-0662
** AD PV **

TRANSACTIONS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT UNIT
4801 LINWOOD BOULEVARD
KANSAS CITY, MO 64128
(816) 861-4700 EXT. 557
** AD DT RR AM H A B HV PI CU IV **
** EA DH TX CI PV OT **

WESTERN MISSOURI MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
CHEMICAL FREE PROGRAM
2211 CHARLOTTE STREET
KANSAS CITY, MO 64108
(816) 234-5930
** AD DA AM TX PV **

WESTERN MISSOURI MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
OUTPATIENT DRUG PROGRAM/ADMIN
600 EAST 22ND STREET
KANSAS CITY, MO 64108
(816) 234-5930
** AD OT **

WESTERN MISSOURI MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
PASEO COMPREHENSIVE REHAB CLINIC
2211 CHARLOTTE STREET
KANSAS CITY, MO 64108
(816) 234-5930
** DA AM HV CU IV MM **

KENNEDY

FAMILY COUNSELING CENTER INC
925 HIGHWAY WW
KENNEDY, MO 63857
(314) 888-5925
** AD AM Y CU EA TX CI PV **

FAMILY COUNSELING CENTER INC
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
925 HIGHWAY WW
KENNEDY, MO 63857
(314) 888-5925
** AD CI **

KIRKSVILLE

KIRKSVILLE OSTEOPATHIC MEDICAL CENTER
RECOVERY CTR OF AMER/NEW BEGINNINGS
900 EAST LAHARPE STREET
LAUGHLIN PAVILION
KIRKSVILLE, MO 63501
(816) 665-3713
** AD DT RR AM H A B HV PI CU IV **
** PG EA TX CI PV **

TRANSITIONAL CARE CENTER INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
304 SOUTH FRANKLIN STREET
SUITE 300
KIRKSVILLE, MO 63501
(816) 665-1962
** AD DT RR AM DH TX CI PV **
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>MISSOURI</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>LAKE OZARK</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLEAR POINTE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HORSESHOE BEND</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1050 BITTERSHEET ROAD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LAKE OZARK, MO 65049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(314) 365-2111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ADD DT RR H B H CU IV DM TX CI PV</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MACKS CREEK</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAMILY COUNSELING CTR OF MISSOURI INC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEDAR RIDGE UNIT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROUTE 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MACKS CREEK, MO 65786</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(314) 363-5325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ADD DT RR AM IV EA TX CI PV</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MARYVILLE</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAMILY GUIDANCE CENTER/MARYVILLE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>114 EAST SOUTH HILLS DRIVE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOUTH HILLS MEDICAL BUILDING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARYVILLE, MO 64460</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(816) 582-3159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ADD AM A HV IV EA DM TX CI PV</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MEXICO</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AUDRAIN MEDICAL CENTER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>620 EAST MONROE STREET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEXICO, MO 65265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(314) 581-1760</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ADD DT RR AM IV DM TX CI PV</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MONETT</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BARRY/LAWRENCE COUNTIES MENTAL HEALTH ASSOCIATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>307 4TH STREET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MONETT, MO 65708</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(417) 235-6610</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ADD AM IV EA TX CI PV</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NEVADA</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HEARTLAND HOSPITAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIFE CENTER OF NEVADA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1500 WEST ASHLAND STREET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEVADA, MO 64772</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(417) 667-2666</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ADD DT RR H Y A B H AI HV PI CU</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ADD IV PG EA TX CI PV MM</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NEVADA STATE HOSPITAL</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASH AND HIGHLAND STREETS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEVADA, MO 64772</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(417) 667-7833 EXT. 222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ADD RR TX</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SEBASTIAN MENTAL HEALTH CENTER</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>838 SOUTH ASH STREET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEVADA, MO 64772</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(417) 667-8552</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ADD AM IV EA TX CI PV</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>POPLAR BLUFF</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIVERSIFIED TREATMENT SERVICES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEW ERA/WESTWOOD CENTER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROUTE 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POPLAR BLUFF, MO 65901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(314) 785-5533</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ADD DT RR AM TX</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT UNIT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIGHWAY 67 NORTH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POPLAR BLUFF, MO 65901</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(314) 686-9151</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ADD DT RR AM TX CI PV</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WAUKOMA</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRIDGEMAY COUNSELING SERVICES INC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAMILY OUTPATIENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120 FIRST CAPITOL DRIVE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAINT CHARLES, MO 63301</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(314) 946-5045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ADD AM H B H CU TX CI PV</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BRIDGEMAY COUNSELING SERVICES INC</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAIN UNIT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120 FIRST CAPITOL DRIVE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAINT CHARLES, MO 63301</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(314) 946-5045</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ADD AM H B H CU TX CI PV</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BRIDGEMAY COUNSELING SERVICES INC</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WOMENS CENTER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>125 NORTH 5TH STREET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAINT CHARLES, MO 63301</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(314) 946-6854</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ADD RR AM H Y B H CU TX CI PV</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SAINT JOSEPH</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAMILY GUIDANCE CENTER (PIONEER)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY DEPARTMENT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>510 FRANCIS STREET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAINT JOSEPH, MO 64501</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(816) 364-1862</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ADD AM A HV IV EA DM TX CI PV</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>FAMILY GUIDANCE CENTER CMHC</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALC AND DRUG SERVICES/ADMIN UNIT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>910 EDDM STREED</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUITE 100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAINT JOSEPH, MO 64501</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(816) 364-1501</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ADD EA DH CI PV OT</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NORTH CENTRAL MO MENTAL HEALTH CENTER</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUNRISE CENTER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>909 FELIX STREET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAINT JOSEPH, MO 64502</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(816) 232-6622</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ADD DT RR B CU TX CI PV</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>SAINT LOUIS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALEXIAN BROTHERS HOSPITAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAREUNIT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3933 SOUTH BROADWAY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAINT LOUIS, MO 63118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(314) 865-3333</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ADD DT RR H B H CU IV DM TX CI PV</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ADD CI PV</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ARCHWAY COMMUNITIES INC</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5652 PERSHING AVENUE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAINT LOUIS, MO 63112</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(314) 361-1630</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ADD DT RR H B IV TX</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BLACK ALC/DRUG SERVICE INFO CENTER</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(BASIC) UNIT 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>625 NORTH EUCLID STREET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUITE 250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAINT LOUIS, MO 63108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(314) 367-8200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ADD AM H Y B CU TX PV</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CARPENTER RECOVERY CENTER OF WEST COUNTY</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 CITY PLACE DRIVE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUITE 170</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAINT LOUIS, MO 63141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(314) 569-2662</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ADD AM IV TX CI PV</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>COUNSELING CENTER OF CLAYTON</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>225 SOUTH MERAMEC AVENUE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROOM 205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAINT LOUIS, MO 63105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(314) 725-6585</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ADD AM H Y A B H AI HV PI CU IV</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ADD PG EA TX CI PV</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DART INC</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1307 LINDBERGH PLAZA CENTER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAINT LOUIS, MO 63132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(314) 569-3105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ADD CI PV</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DART INC</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEDICATION UNIT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1307 LINDBERGH PLAZA CENTER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAINT LOUIS, MO 63132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(314) 569-3105</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ADD DA AM HV IV CI PV MM</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DART INC</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OUTPATIENT UNIT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1307 LINDBERGH PLAZA CENTER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAINT LOUIS, MO 63132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(314) 771-6720</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ADD AM HV CU IV TX CI PV</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>HARRIS HOUSE FOUNDATION</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8527 SOUTH BROADWAY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAINT LOUIS, MO 63111</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(314) 631-4299</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ADD RR H TX</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
MISSOURI

HYLAND CENTER
10020 KEIMBERLY ROAD
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63128
(314) 525-7200
** AD DT RR W A B HV PI CU IV TX **
** CI PV **

INTERSTATE COURT SERVICE
ALCOHOL EDUCATION CLINIC
10423 LIBERTY AVENUE
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63132
(314) 427-0408
** AD DM PV **

MAGDAF ALIA FOUNDATION OUTPATIENT CLINIC
4158 LINDELL BOULEVARD
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63108
(314) 652-6004
** AD AM H Y A B H HV PI CU IV **
** PG EA DM TX PV **

MALCOLM BLISS MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE REFERRAL SERVICES
5400 ARSENAL STREET
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63139
(314) 644-8000
** AD CI OT **

NARCOTICS SERVICE COUNCIL INC. (NASCO) ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
2305 SAINT LOUIS AVENUE
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63106
(314) 241-4310
** AD PV OT **

NASCO CENTRAL CLINIC
2305 SAINT LOUIS AVENUE
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63106
(314) 241-4310
** AD RR H A B H HV PI CU IV TX **

NASCO WEST CLINIC
7100 OAKLAND AVENUE
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63117
(314) 647-5444
** AD AM IV TX **

NATIONAL COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE/SAIN T LOUIS AREA
8790 MANCHESTER ROAD
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63144
(314) 962-5466
** AD EA DM PV **

PROGRESSIVE YOUTH CENTER
2042 NORTH BALLAS ROAD
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63131
(314) 569-1277
** AD PV **

PROVIDENT COUNSELING INC
FAMILY CARE PROGRAM
2650 OLIVE STREET
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63103
(314) 533-8200
** AD AM H Y A B CU EA TX CI PV **

QUEEN OF PEACE CENTER
ADOLESCENT SERVICES
325 NORTH NEUMSTEAD AVENUE
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63108
(314) 531-0511
** AD RR Y TX CI PV **

QUEEN OF PEACE CENTER
ADULT SERVICES
325 NORTH NEUMSTEAD STREET
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63108
(314) 531-0511
** AD RR W A B H AI HV PI CU IV PG EA **
** TX PV **

SAINT MARYS CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROG
6420 CLAYTON ROAD
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63117
(314) 768-8605
** AD DT RR AM W A HV CU IV PG TX **
** CI PV **

SAINT MICHAEL CENTER
13270 MAPLE DRIVE
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63127
(314) 966-0860
** AD DT RR IV TX **

SALVATION ARMY
HARBOR LIGHT CENTER
3010 WASHINGTON AVENUE
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63103
(314) 652-3310
** AD DT RR IV TX **

THE EUGED OOD PROGRAM
615 SOUTH NEW BALLAS ROAD
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63141
(314) 569-6500
** AD DT RR AM IV TX CI PV **

THIN TOWN TREATMENT CENTER
1001 CRAIG ROAD
SUITE 490
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63146
(314) 991-1819
** AD AM H A B H AI HV PI CU IV PG **
** DH TX CI **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
ALCOHOL DEPENDENCE TREATMENT PROG
JEFFERSON BARRACKS
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63125
(314) 894-6805
** AD DT RR AM IV EA DM TX CI PV **
** MM **

WEST END CLINIC
5917 MARTIN LUTHER KING DRIVE
SAINT LOUIS, MO 63112
(314) 381-0560
** DA AM W A B HV IV PG MM **

SALEM
SE MISSOURI COMMUNITY TREATMENT CENTER
SALEM CENTER
200 NORTH WASHINGTON AVENUE
SALEM, MO 65660
(314) 729-4103
** AD DT RR AM H Y A B HV PI CU IV **
** PG EA DM TX CI PV **

SPRINGFIELD
BRIDGEmAY SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
2828 NORTH NATIONAL AVENUE
SPRINGFIELD, MO 65803
(417) 865-7575
** AD DT RR AM A HV IV EA TX **

BURRELL COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
1300 BRADFORD PARKWAY
SPRINGFIELD, MO 65804
(417) 883-5400
** AD AM H Y A B H I HV PG EA **
** TX CI PV OT **

COX CARE CENTER
1423 NORTH JEFFERSON AVENUE
SPRINGFIELD, MO 65802
(417) 836-3269
** AD DT RR AM H Y A HV IV TX CI **

LAKELAND REGIONAL HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY TRACK
440 SOUTH MARKET STREET
SPRINGFIELD, MO 65806
(417) 865-5581
** AD DT RR H Y A HV PI IV TX **

LAKES COUNTRY REHABILITATION ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
2626 WEST COLLEGE ROAD
SPRINGFIELD, MO 65802
(417) 862-1755
** AD IV OT **

LAKES COUNTRY REHABILITATION CTR
2626 WEST COLLEGE ROAD
SPRINGFIELD, MO 65802
(417) 862-1755
** AD AM HV PI CU IV TX **

LAKES COUNTRY MOMENS CENTER
427 SOUTH GRANT STREET
SPRINGFIELD, MO 65806
(417) 862-3455
** AD RR AM H Y HV PI CU IV PG TX **

OZARKS NATIONAL COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM PARK CENTRAL SQUARE
407 HOLLAND BUILDING
SPRINGFIELD, MO 65806
(417) 851-4367
** AD PV **
MISSOURI

SIGMA HOUSE INC
SPRINGFIELD UNIT
800 SOUTH PARK AVENUE
SPRINGFIELD, MO 65802
(417) 862-5359
** AD DT RR AM H Y A B H AI HV PI **
** CU IV PG TX **

TEEN CHALLENGE OF THE OZARKS
1445 HAMILTON STREET
SPRINGFIELD, MO 65801
(417) 864-6305
** AD RR H CU TX CI PV **

TRENTON
NORTH CENTRAL MO MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
1601 EAST 28TH STREET
TRENTON, MO 64683
(816) 359-4487
** AD EA DW CI PV OT **

NORTH CENTRAL MO MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
1601 EAST 28TH STREET
TRENTON, MO 64683
(816) 359-4487
** AD RR AM IV EA DW TX CI PV **

TROY
BRIDGEWAY COUNSELING SERVICES INC
481 MAIN STREET
TROY, MO 63379
(314) 528-7611
** AD AM H B CU TX CI PV **

WARRENSBURG
WEST CENTRAL MISSOURI MHC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
520-C BURKARTh ROAD
WARRENSBURG, MO 64093
(816) 747-7127
** AD DT RR AM IV EA DW TX CI PV **

WASHINGTON
SAINT JOHNS HOSPITAL
THE EDGEWOOD PROGRAM
200 MADISON AVENUE
WASHINGTON, MO 63090
(314) 259-8700
** AD DT RR AM H Y PI CU IV PG EA **
** TX CI PV **

WENTZVILLE
BRIDGEWAY COUNSELING SERVICES INC
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
300 NORTH LINN STREET
WENTZVILLE, MO 63385
(314) 327-7785
** AD PV OT **
MONTANA

ANACONDA
DEER LODGE COUNTY
ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES OF ANACONDA
100 WEST PARK STREET
ANACONDA, MT 59711
(406) 563-6601
** AD AM IV EA DM TX PV **

BILLINGS
RIMROCK FOUNDATION
1231 NORTH 29TH STREET
BILLINGS, MT 59101
(406) 248-5175
** AD DT RR AM Y PI IV EA DM TX PV **

SOUTH CENTRAL MT MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
1245 NORTH 29TH STREET
BILLINGS, MT 59103
(406) 252-5658
** AD AM AI IV EA DM TX PV **

BOZEMAN
ALC/DRUG SERVICES OF GALLATIN COUNTY
502 SOUTH 19TH STREET
SUITE 302
BOZEMAN, MT 59715
(406) 566-5493
** AD AM W Y PI CU IV EA DM TX PV **

BUTTE
BLACKFEET CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
BLACKFOOT INDIAN RESERVATION
BROWNING, MT 59417
(406) 338-6326
** AD AM W Y PI CU IV EA DM TX PV **

BUTTE/SILVER BOW
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES
125 WEST GRANITE STREET
SUITE 102
BUTTE, MT 59701
(406) 725-6001
** AD AM IV EA DM TX PV **

DEER LODGE
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY AND
FAMILY COUNSELING INC
304 MILWAUKEE AVENUE
DEER LODGE, MT 59722
(406) 846-5442
** AD AM IV DM TX PV **

GALEN ALCOHOLISM SERVICES CENTER
ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT AND REHAB PROGRAM
MONTANA STATE HOSPITAL
DEER LODGE, MT 59722
(406) 693-7361
** AD DT RR A HV PI TX **

MONTANA STATE HOSPITAL
LIGHTHOUSE CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY CENTER
GALLEN CAMPUS
RFD 1/GALEN
DEER LODGE, MT 59722
(406) 693-7350
** AD RR A HV IV TX PV **

GLASGOW
FRANCES MAHON
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY CENTER
621 SOUTH 3RD STREET
GLASGOW, MT 59230
(406) 228-7661
** AD RR W Y AI PI IV PG EA DM TX **
** PV **

GLENDALE
DISTRICT II
ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
204 NORTH KENDRICK STREET
SUITE 207
GLENDALE, MT 59330
(406) 365-5942
** AD AM W Y IV EA DM TX PV **

GREAT FALLS
MONTANA DEACONESS MEDICAL CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
1101 26TH STREET SOUTH
GREAT FALLS, MT 59405
(406) 761-1200 EXT. 5570
** AD RR AM W Y A B H AI HV PI CU **
** IV PG EA DM TX PV MM **

PROVIDENCE CENTER
401 3RD AVENUE NORTH
GREAT FALLS, MT 59401
(406) 727-2512
** AD AM W Y AI CU IV EA DM TX CI **
** PV OT **

ROCKY MOUNTAIN TREATMENT CENTER
920 4TH AVENUE NORTH
GREAT FALLS, MT 59401
(406) 727-0832
** AD RR Y B HV IV TX CI PV **

HAMILTON
RAVALLI COUNTY
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICE INC
624 FIRST AVENUE SOUTH
HAMILTON, MT 59940
(406) 363-3060
** AD AM IV EA DM TX PV **

HAVRE
NORTHERN MT CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROG
1020 ASSINIBOINE AVENUE
HAVRE, MT 59501
(406) 265-9665
** AD RR AM IV EA DM TX PV **

HELENA
BOYD ANDREW SERVICE CENTER
ARCADIA BUILDING UNIT 1-E
HELENA, MT 59601
(406) 443-2343
** AD RR AM W Y A AI HV PI CU IV **
** PG EA DM TX PV **

** KEY **

ORIENTATION:
AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
AD = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES

TYPE OF CARE:
DT = DETOXIFICATION (24 HOUR CARE)
RR = RESIDENTIAL (24 HOUR CARE)
AM = AMBULATORY (LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)

SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS:
W = WOMEN
Y = YOUTH
A = AIDS PATIENTS
B = BLACKS
M = HISPANICS

UNIT FUNCTION:
TX = TREATMENT UNIT
CI = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT
PV = PREVENTION UNIT
MM = METHADONE UNIT
OT = OTHER UNIT
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
<th>Services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>KALISPELL</td>
<td>FLATHEAD VALLEY CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY CLINICS INC</td>
<td>(406) 756-6453</td>
<td>** AD AM Y CU IV EA DH TX PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1312 NORTH MERIDIAN ROAD KALISPELL, MT 59901</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GLACIER VIEW HOSPITAL CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT</td>
<td>(406) 752-5422</td>
<td>** AD RR H Y AI CU TX **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>200 HERITAGE WAY KALISPELL, MT 59901</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LEXINGTON</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ALC AND DRUG SERVICES OF CENTRAL MT 300 FIRST</td>
<td>(406) 538-8921</td>
<td>** AD AM H Y IV EA DH TX PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>AVENUE NORTH CENTENNIAL PLAZA SUITE 204 LEXI</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>STON, MT 59457</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LIBBY</td>
<td>(406) 293-7731</td>
<td>** AD AA H Y PI CU IV PG DM TX PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RECOVERY NORTHWEST/LINCOLN COUNTY MAIN OFFICE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>418 MAIN AVENUE LIBBY, MT 59923</td>
<td>(406) 885-6460</td>
<td>** AD AM IV DH TX PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LIVINGSTON</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SOUTHWEST CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM 414</td>
<td>(406) 222-2812</td>
<td>** AD AM H Y AI PI CU IV PG DH TX **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EAST CALLANDAR STREET LIVINGSTON, MT 59047</td>
<td></td>
<td>** PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MARION</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>WILDERNESS TREATMENT CENTER 200 HUBBART DAM</td>
<td>(406) 854-2832</td>
<td>** AD RR Y AI CU IV TX PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ROAD MARION, MT 59925</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MILES CITY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES INC 108 NORTH</td>
<td>(406) 232-6542</td>
<td>** AD AM IV EA DH TX PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HAYNES AVENUE MILES CITY, MT 59301</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PINE HILLS SCHOOL FOR BOYS CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY</td>
<td>(406) 232-1577</td>
<td>** AD AM Y TX PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PROGRAM MILES CITY, MT 59301</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MISSOULA</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MISSOULA INDIAN ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES</td>
<td>(406) 721-2700</td>
<td>** AD AM H Y AI PI CU IV PG EA TX **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2010 SOUTH AVENUE WEST MISSOULA, MT 59801</td>
<td></td>
<td>** CI PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RECOVERY FOUNDATION</td>
<td>(406) 721-1880</td>
<td>** AD AM Y PI IV DH TX PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>554 WEST BROADWAY MISSOULA, MT 59802</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SAINT PATRICK HOSPITAL</td>
<td>(406) 543-7271</td>
<td>** AD DT RR IV TX **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ADDICTION TREATMENT PROGRAM 500 WEST BROADWAY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MISSOULA, MT 59802</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>POLSON</td>
<td>(406) 885-6460</td>
<td>** AD AM IV DH TX PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LAKE COUNTY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM 12 5TH AVENUE EAST</td>
<td>(406) 885-6460</td>
<td>** AD AM IV DH TX PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>POLSON, MT 59860</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>RONAN</td>
<td>(406) 676-2500</td>
<td>** AD AM Y AI IV TX PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CONFEDERATED SALISH/KOOTENAI TRIBES TRIBAL HUMAN SERVICES</td>
<td>(406) 487-5445</td>
<td>** AD AM IV DH TX PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>26 ROUND BUTTE ROAD/WEST RONAN, MT 59864</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SWAN LAKE</td>
<td>(406) 754-2292</td>
<td>** AD AM Y B AI CU IV EA TX CI PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SHAN RIVER FOREST CAMP CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM</td>
<td>(406) 578-2511</td>
<td>** AD RR Y B H AI CU TX **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SHAN LAKE</td>
<td>(406) 578-2511</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HIGH PLAINS CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVS DANIELS COUNTY SATELLITE</td>
<td>(406) 578-2511</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SCOBEE</td>
<td>(406) 754-2292</td>
<td>** AD AM Y B AI CU IV EA TX CI PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MILES CITY</td>
<td>(406) 754-2292</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY CLINICS INC 108 NORTH HAYNES AVENUE MILES CITY, MT 59301</td>
<td>(406) 232-6542</td>
<td>** AD AM IV EA DH TX PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PINE HILLS SCHOOL FOR BOYS CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM MILES CITY, MT 59301</td>
<td>(406) 232-1577</td>
<td>** AD AM Y TX PV **</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
NEBRASKA

AZINSWORTH
BROWN COUNTY HOSPITAL
DETOXIFICATION UNIT
945 EAST ZERO STREET
AZINSWORTH, NE 69210
(402) 367-2800
** AD AT PI TX **

TOUCHSTONE COMM ALC/DRUG ABUSE SERVS
SANDHILLS HUMAN SERVICES CENTER
312 NORTH MAIN STREET
SANDHILLS HUMAN SERVICES CENTER
AZINSWORTH, NE 69210
(402) 387-1919
** AD AM DN TX CI **

ALBION
TOUCHSTONE COMM ALC/DRUG ABUSE SERVS
DOCTORS CLINIC
723 WEST FAIRVIEW AVENUE
BOONE COUNTY HOSPITAL
ALBION, NE 68620
(402) 395-2261
** AD AM TX CI **

ALLIANCE
HUMAN SERVICES INC
419 WEST 25TH STREET
ALLIANCE, NE 69301
(308) 762-7177
** AD AM Y IV TX PV **

ALMA
SOUTH CENTRAL COUNSELING
ALMA SATTELITE OFFICE
HARLAN COUNTY COURT HOUSE
ALMA, NE 68920
(308) 995-6597
** AD AM EA DM TX CI PV **

AUBURN
BLUE VALLEY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SE NE COMM ALC/DRUG ABUSE PGM/BEATRICE
1719 COURTHOUSE AVENUE
AUBURN, NE 68605
(402) 274-6473
** AD AM EA DH TX CI PV **

AURORA
NORTH CENTRAL ALC OUTPATIENT COUNSELING SERVICE/AURORA
1228 L STREET
AURORA, NE 68818
(402) 494-6583
** AD AM DH TX CI PV **

BEATRICE
BEATRICE COMMUNITY
EPPLE TREATMENT CENTER
1110 NORTH 10TH STREET
BEATRICE, NE 68310
(402) 220-3344 EXT. 346
** AD DT RR AM EA TX CI PV **

BLUE VALLEY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SE NE COMM ALC/DRUG ABUSE PGM/BEATRICE
1200 SOUTH 9TH STREET
BEATRICE, NE 68310
(402) 223-5544
** AD AM H Y EA DH TX CI PV **

BEAVER CITY
SOUTH CENTRAL COUNSELING
BEAVER CITY SATELLITE OFFICE
FURNAS COUNTY COURT HOUSE
BEAVER CITY, NE 68926
(308) 995-6597
** AD AM EA DM TX CI PV **

BELLEVUE
LUTHERAN FAMILY SERVICES
SARPY FAMILY COUNSELING CLINIC
1318 FEDERAL SQUARE DRIVE
BELLEVUE, NE 68005
(402) 292-9105
** AD AM H Y A CU TX PV **

RENAISSANCE PROGRAM
2104 FRANKLIN STREET
BELLEVUE, NE 68005
(402) 292-0555
** AD AM H Y B H AI CU PG EA DH TX **
** PV **

BOREDOW
NORTH CENTRAL ALC OUTPATIENT COUNSELING SERVICE/BOREDOW
321 SOUTH 9TH STREET
BOREDOW, NE 68822
(308) 872-6499
** AD AM H Y A B AI DH TX CI PV **

CHADRON
NORTHWEST NEBRASKA ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
302 WEST 2ND STREET
CHADRON, NE 69337
(308) 432-4416
** AD AM EA DN TX **

CLAY CENTER
SOUTH CENTRAL COUNSELING
CLAY CENTER SATELLITE OFFICE
220 SOUTH ALEXANDER STREET
UNITED CHURCH OF CHRIST
CLAY CENTER, NE 68933
(402) 463-5684
** AD AM EA DH TX CI PV **

COLUMBUS
TOUCHSTONE COMM ALC/DRUG ABUSE SERVS
MID EAST NE MENTAL HEALTH CLINIC INC
3314 26TH STREET
COLUMBUS, NE 68601
(402) 564-9930
** AD AM EA TX CI PV **

TRANSITIONAL LIVING CENTER INC
4007 29TH STREET
COLUMBUS, NE 68601
(402) 564-9994
** AD RR Y TX **

CRETE
EPPLEY OUTPATIENT SERVICES
1520 GROVE STREET
CRETE MUNICIPAL HOSPITAL
CRETE, NE 68333
(402) 826-2154
** AD AM IV EA TX CI PV **

** KEY **

ORIENTATION:
AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
AD = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES

TYPE OF CARE:
DT = DETOXIFICATION(24 HOUR CARE)
RR = RESIDENTIAL(24 HOUR CARE)
AM = AMBULATORY(LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)

SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS:
W = WOMEN
Y = YOUTH
A = AIDS PATIENTS
B = BLACKS
H = HISPANICS
X = IV DRUG USERS

UNIT FUNCTION:
TX = TREATMENT UNIT
CI = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT
PV = PREVENTION UNIT
MM = METHADONE UNIT
OT = OTHER UNIT
PIONEER MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
1240 IVY STREET
CRETE, NE 68333
(402) 826-2000
** AD AM EA DH TX PV **

DAVID CITY
PIONEER MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
367 E STREET
DAVID CITY, NE 68632
(402) 367-6216
** AD AM EA DH TX PV **

FAIRBURY
BLUE VALLEY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SE NE COMM ALC/DRUG ABUSE PGM/BEATRICE
521 E STREET
FAIRBURY, NE 68352
(402) 729-2272
** AD AM DH TX CI PV **

FALLS CITY
BLUE VALLEY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SE NE COMM ALC/DRUG ABUSE PGM/BEATRICE
116 WEST 19TH STREET
FALLS CITY, NE 68355
(402) 245-4458
** AD AM DH TX CI PV **

FRANKLIN
SOUTH CENTRAL COUNSELING
FRANKLIN SATELLITE OFFICE
FRANKLIN COUNTY COURTHOUSE
FRANKLIN, NE 68359
(308) 237-5951
** AD AM EA DH TX CI PV **

FREDON
IMMANUEL FAMILY COUNSELING CTR/FREMONT
1627 EAST MILITARY STREET
FREMONT, NE 68025
(402) 721-2045
** AD AM Y PI EA TX CI PV **

PATHFINDER
ALCOHOL/DRUG OUTPATIENT CLINIC
630 NORTH H STREET
FREMONT, NE 68025
(402) 721-1414
** AD AM W Y B H AI CU PG EA DH TX **
** CI PV **

UNITED FAMILY SERVICES INC
U TURN
640 NORTH H STREET
FREMONT, NE 68025
(402) 721-5556
** AD PV **

NEVADA
BLUE VALLEY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
3125 H STREET
GAYNE, NE 68031
(402) 759-4761
** AD AM EA DH TX CI PV **

PIONEER MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
10TH AT H STREET
UNITED METHODIST CHURCH
GAYNE, NE 68031
(402) 759-4212
** AD AM EA DH TX PV **

GORDON
NORTHEAST PANHANDLE
SUBSTANCE ABUSE CENTER
305 PIONEER STREET
GORDON, NE 69343
(308) 282-1101
** AL DT AI PI TX **

NORTHWEST NEBRASKA ALCOHOL AND
DRUG ABUSE SERVICES/GORDON
GORDON COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
GORDON, NE 69343
(308) 282-2330
** AD AM EA DH TX **

GRAND ISLAND
CENTRAL NEBRASKA
COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
219 WEST 2ND STREET
GRAND ISLAND, NE 68801
(308) 304-7365
** AD PV **

FRIENDSHIP HOUSE INC
406 WEST KOENIG STREET
GRAND ISLAND, NE 68801
(308) 382-0422
** AD RR A H HV PI TX **

GRAND ISLAND SCIP
424 WEST 3RD STREET
GRAND ISLAND, NE 68802
(308) 381-6143
** AD PV OT **

MILNE DETOXIFICATION CENTER
406 WEST KOENIG STREET
GRAND ISLAND, NE 68801
(308) 382-9451
** AD RR PI TX **

NORTH CENTRAL
ALCOHOLISM OUTPT COUNSELING SERVICES
2112 WEST FAIDLEY STREET
MEMORIAL HEALTH CENTER
GRAND ISLAND, NE 68803
(308) 381-5622
** AD AM DH TX CI PV **

ST. FRANCIS
ALCOHOLISM/DRUG TREATMENT CENTER
640 NORTH DARR STREET
GRAND ISLAND, NE 68803
(308) 382-3170
** AD DT RR IV EA DH TX PV **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
ALCOHOL TREATMENT PROGRAM
2201 NORTH BROADNELL STREET
GRAND ISLAND, NE 68801
(308) 382-3660
** AL RR AM TX **

HASTINGS
HASTINGS AREA
COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM AND DRUGS
432 NORTH MINNESOTA STREET
HASTINGS, NE 68901
(402) 463-0524
** AD PV **

HASTINGS REGIONAL CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
HASTINGS, NE 68901
(402) 463-2471 EXT. 430
** AD RR H A B H AZ CU TX **

MARY LANNING EPLEY
TREATMENT CENTER
715 NORTH SAINT JOSEPH STREET
HASTINGS, NE 68901
(402) 463-7375
** AD DT RR AM EA TX CI PV **

SOUTH CENTRAL COUNSELING
HASTINGS CLINIC
612 WEST 6TH STREET
HASTINGS, NE 68901
(402) 463-5664
** AD AM EA DH TX CI PV **

THE BRIDGE INC
922 NORTH DENVER STREET
HASTINGS, NE 68901
(402) 462-4677
** AD RR AM W Y CU PG TX **

HEBRON
BLUE VALLEY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SE NE COMM ALC/DRUG ABUSE PGM/BEATRICE
THAYER COUNTY COURTHOUSE
HEBRON, NE 68370
(402) 768-7459
** AD AM DH TX CI PV **

MOLDRIDGE
SOUTH CENTRAL COUNSELING
MOLDRIDGE CLINIC
MOLDRIDGE, NE 68949
(308) 995-6597
** AD AM EA DH TX CI PV **
NEBRASKA

IMPERIAL

HEARTLAND COUNSELING AND CONSULTING CLINIC
839 DOUGLAS STREET
IMPERIAL, NE 69033
(308) 882-4203
** AD AM EA DH TX CI PV **

KENNEYS

RICHARD YOUNG HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
4600 17TH AVENUE
KENNEYS, NE 68947
(308) 236-2000
** AD RR AM DH TX **

SOUTH CENTRAL COUNSELING
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
5810 CENTRAL AVENUE
KENNEYS, NE 68947
(308) 237-5951
** AD AM EA DH TX CI PV **

LINCOLN

ALCOHOLISM AND
DRUG ABUSE COUNCIL OF NEBRASKA
215 CENTENNIAL MALL SOUTH
412 LINCOLN CENTER BUILDING
LINCOLN, NE 68508
(402) 474-0950
** AD PV **

CARE/LIFE
129 NORTH 10TH STREET
SUITE 221
LINCOLN, NE 68508
(402) 471-7070
** AD PV **

CORNHUSKER PLACE
DETOXIFICATION PROGRAM
721 K STREET
LINCOLN, NE 68508
(402) 477-3951
** AD DT DH TX **

CORNHUSKER PLACE
LONG TERM CARE PROGRAM
721 K STREET
LINCOLN, NE 68508
(402) 477-3951
** AD RR TX **

EPPELY OUTPATIENT CENTER/LINCOLN
4535 NORMAL BOULEVARD
SUITE 165
LINCOLN, NE 68506
(402) 466-7657
** AD AM EA TX CI PV **

HOUSES OF HOPE OF NEBRASKA INC
2015 SOUTH 16TH STREET
LINCOLN, NE 68502
(402) 435-3165
** AD RR M Y TX PV **

LINCOLN CORRECTIONAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
3210 WEST VAN DORN STREET
LINCOLN, NE 68502
(402) 471-2861 EXT. 199
** AD RR IV DH TX PV **

LINCOLN COUNCIL ALC AND DRUGS INC
916 S STREET
LINCOLN, NE 68508
(402) 475-2974
** AD PV **

LINCOLN EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
201 NORTH 8TH STREET
SUITE 101
LINCOLN, NE 68508
(402) 476-0186
** AD EA PV **

LINCOLN GENERAL HOSPITAL
INDEPENDENCE CENTER
1650 LAKE STREET
LINCOLN, NE 68502
(402) 473-5268
** AD DT RR AM M Y IV DK TX PV **

LINCOLN GENERAL HOSPITAL
YOUTH TREATMENT SERVICES
1650 LAKE STREET
LINCOLN, NE 68502
(402) 473-5394
** AD DT RR AM IV DK TX PV **

LINCOLN INDIAN CENTER
COUNSELING SERVICES
1100 MILITARY ROAD
LINCOLN, NE 68508
(402) 474-0556
** AD RR AM H Y A B H AI HV PI CU **
** PG DH TX CI PV **

LINCOLN LANCASTER DRUG PROJECT
ADULT RESIDENTIAL FACILITY
2565 S STREET
LINCOLN, NE 68510
(402) 475-8748
** AD RR IV TX **

LINCOLN LANCASTER DRUG PROJECT
YOUTH RESIDENTIAL FACILITY
4505 HOLDREGE STREET
LINCOLN, NE 68503
(402) 466-3044
** AD RR IV TX **

LINCOLN LANCASTER DRUG PROJECT INC
ADMINISTRATIVE/OUTPATIENT OFFICES
3200 S STREET
SUITE 1
LINCOLN, NE 68510
(402) 475-5161
** AD AM M Y IV TX CI **

LINCOLN MEDICAL EDUATION FOUNDATION
SCHOOL COMMUNITY INTERVENTION PROGRAM
4600 VALLEY ROAD
LINCOLN, NE 68510
(402) 483-6581
** AD PV **

LINCOLN VALLEY HOPE ALCOHOL AND
DRUG COUNSELING AND REFERRAL CENTER
4600 VALLEY ROAD
SUITE D
LINCOLN, NE 68510
(402) 483-7383
** AD AM EA DH TX CI PV **

LINCOLN/LANCASTER CNTY CHILD GUIDANCE
ADOLESCENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
215 CENTENNIAL MALL SOUTH
312 LINCOLN CENTER BUILDING
LINCOLN, NE 68508
(402) 475-7666
** AD AM M Y TX CI **

LINCOLN/LANCASTER CNTY CHILD GUIDANCE
CHILDREN FROM ALCOHOLIC FAMILIES PROGRAM
215 CENTENNIAL MALL SOUTH
312 LINCOLN CENTER BUILDING
LINCOLN, NE 68508
(402) 475-7666
** AD PV OT **

LUTHERAN FAMILY SOCIAL SERVICES
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
4620 RANDOLPH STREET
LINCOLN, NE 68510
(402) 489-7744
** AD AM TX **

NEBRASKA ALCOHOL AND DRUG
INFORMATION CLEARINGHOUSE
215 CENTENNIAL MALL SOUTH
412 LINCOLN CENTER BUILDING
LINCOLN, NE 68508
(402) 472-3099
** AD PV **

NEBRASKA COUNCIL ON
ALCOHOL AND DRUG EDUCATION INC
4701 VAN DORN STREET
LINCOLN, NE 68506
(402) 489-3000
** AD PV **

NEBRASKA PREVENTION CENTER
FOR ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
125 MABEL LEE HALL
UNIVERSITY OF NEBRASKA/LINCOLN
LINCOLN, NE 68508
(402) 472-6046
** AD PV **
NEBRASKA

CHICAGO AWARENESS CENTER
4821 SOUTH 24TH STREET
OMAHA, NE 68107
(402) 733-2720
** AD AM Y H DH TX PV **

EPPELEY TREATMENT CENTER AT LUTHERAN MEDICAL
515 SOUTH 26TH STREET
OMAHA, NE 68105
(402) 536-6000
** AD DT RR AM H Y IV EA TX CI PV **

EQUILIBRIA MEDICAL CENTER
540 SOUTH 26TH AVENUE
OMAHA, NE 68105
(402) 345-2252
** DA AM IV TX CI MM **

IMMANUEL MEDICAL CENTER
ADDICTIONS TREATMENT CENTER
6901 NORTH 72ND STREET
OMAHA, NE 68122
(402) 527-2016
** AD RR AM CU EA DH TX **

LUTHERAN MEDICAL CENTER
RICHARD YOUNG HOSP ALCOHOL DISEASE PROGS
515 SOUTH 26TH AVENUE
OMAHA, NE 68103
(402) 536-6844
** AD AM IV TX CI **

NATIONAL COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM/OMAHA
115 NORTH 49TH STREET
OMAHA, NE 68132
(402) 553-8000
** AD DH PV **

NATIVE AMERICAN COMM DEVELOPMENT CORP
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
2226 LEAVENWORTH STREET
OMAHA, NE 68102
(402) 346-9471
** AD AM H Y AI HV PI CU TX CI PV **

NEBRASKA URBAN INDIAN COALITION
INTER TRIBAL TREATMENT CENTER
2301 SOUTH 15TH STREET
OMAHA, NE 68108
(402) 346-0902
** AD RR AI TX **

NORTH OMAHA ALCOHOLISM COUNSELING PROG
EXTENDED CARE PROGRAM
1924 LOTHROP STREET
OMAHA, NE 68110
(402) 453-5655
** AL RR B CU TX **

NORTH OMAHA ALCOHOLISM COUNSELING PROG
OMAHA OUTREACH CENTER
3805 NORTH 16TH STREET
OMAHA, NE 68110
(402) 451-0484
** AD AM Y H A B H AI HV PI CU PG **
** DH TX CI PV **

NORTH OMAHA ALCOHOLISM COUNSELING PROG
OUTPATIENT SERVICES
3014 NORTH 24TH STREET
OMAHA, NE 68111
(402) 453-5655
** AD AM H Y B AI CU TX PV **

NOVA THERAPEUTIC COMMUNITY
OUTPATIENT
3482 LARIMORE AVENUE
OMAHA, NE 68111
(402) 455-8109
** AD AM IV TX PV **

NOVA THERAPEUTIC COMMUNITY
PARTIAL CARE/NORTH
3482 LARIMORE AVENUE
OMAHA, NE 68111
(402) 455-8109
** AD AM IV TX PV **

NOVA THERAPEUTIC COMMUNITY
PARTIAL CARE/SOUTH
4932 SOUTH 26TH STREET
OMAHA, NE 68107
(402) 731-1346
** AD AM IV TX PV **

OMAHA CORRECTIONAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
2525 EAST AVENUE J
OMAHA, NE 68110
(402) 595-3963
** AD AM TX **

OPERATION BRIDGE INC
114TH STREET UNIT
701 NORTH 114TH STREET
MIRACLE HILLS SQUARE
OMAHA, NE 68154
(402) 696-6777
** AD AM IV EA DH TX **

OPERATION BRIDGE INC
42ND CENTER STREET UNIT
42ND AND CENTER STREETS
122 APPLEWOOD MALL/THE CENTER MALL
OMAHA, NE 68105
(402) 346-7100
** AD AM IV EA DH TX **

PRIDE OMAHA INC
3534 SOUTH 108TH STREET
OMAHA, NE 68144
(402) 397-3309
** AD PV **

SAINT JOSEPH CENTER FOR MENTAL HEALTH
ADDITION RECOVERY CENTER
819 DORCAS STREET
OMAHA, NE 68108
(402) 449-0818
** AD AM H Y C U IV TX CI PV **

SANTA MONICA HALFMASS HOUSE INC
130 NORTH 39TH STREET
OMAHA, NE 68131
(402) 550-7088
** AD RR AM Y CU IV TX **

SOUTH OMAHA
ALCOHOLISM COUNSELING AGENCY
2900 O STREET
LIVESTOCK EXCHANGE BUILDING SUITE 521
OMAHA, NE 68107
(402) 734-5000
** AD AM TX PV **

UNITED CATHOLIC SOCIAL SERVICES
CHRISTUS HOUSE
3300 NORTH 60TH STREET
SAINT JAMES CENTER
OMAHA, NE 68104
(402) 555-0520
** AD RR Y TX **

UNITED CATHOLIC SOCIAL SERVICES
OUTPATIENT CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVS
2132 SOUTH 42ND STREET
OMAHA, NE 68106
(402) 555-3533
** AD AM Y DH TX CI PV **

UNITED CATHOLIC SOCIAL SERVICES
SAINT GABRIELS CENTER
3403 LARIMORE AVENUE
OMAHA, NE 68111
(402) 451-4244
** AD DT RR PX IV TX DT **

UNITED CATHOLIC SOCIAL SERVICES
SAINT RAPHAEL TRANSITIONAL LIVING
4727 HAMILTON STREET
OMAHA, NE 68132
(402) 551-9588
** AD RR Y H B AI HV CU IV TX **

UNITED CATHOLIC SOCIAL SERVICES
THE SHELTER
OMAHA, NE 68104
(402) 558-5700
** AD PV **

ORD

NORTH CENTRAL
ALCOHOLISM OUTPT COUNSELING SERV/ORD
314 SOUTH 16TH STREET
ORD, NE 68062
(308) 728-3678
** AD AM Y H A B AI DH TX CI PV **
OSCEOLA

PIONEER MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
121 NORTH STATE STREET
OSCEOLA, NE 68061
(402) 747-6791
** AD AM EA DH TX PV **

PAPILLION

MIDLANDS COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES
HIGHWAY 370 AT 84TH STREET
PAPILLION, NE 68046
(402) 593-3769
** AD DT RR AM Y IV EA TX CI PV **

SARPY COUNTY ALCOHOL DIVERSION PROG
1210 GOLDEN GATE DRIVE
SARPY COUNTY COURTHOUSE
PAPILLION, NE 68046
(402) 593-2206
** AL EA DH PV **

PAWNEE CITY

BLUE VALLEY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SE NE COMM ALC/DRUG ABUSE PGM/BARICE
701 I STREET
PAWNEE CITY, NE 68040
(402) 852-2311
** AD AM TX CI PV **

PLATTSMOUTH

LUTHERAN FAMILY SERVICES
CASS FAMILY CLINIC
2302 WEST 8TH AVENUE
SUITE 4
PLATTSMOUTH, NE 68048
(402) 296-3315
** AD AM M Y TX **

RED CLOUD

SOUTH CENTRAL COUNSELING
RED CLOUD SATELLITE OFFICE
WEBSTER COUNTY HOSPITAL
RED CLOUD, NE 68979
(402) 463-5604
** AD AM EA DH TX CI PV **

SCOTTSTULL

HOMESTEAD DETOXIFICATION CENTER
1624 AVENUE A
SCOTTSTULL, NE 69361
(308) 635-5318
** AD DT TX **

HOMESTEAD HALFAY HOUSE INC
MENS PROGRAM
1624 AVENUE A
SCOTTSTULL, NE 69361
(308) 632-7404
** AD RR TX **

HOMESTEAD HALFAY HOUSE INC
WOMENS PROGRAM
513 WEST 24TH STREET
SCOTTSTULL, NE 69361
(308) 635-2751
** AD RR TX **

PANHANDLE MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
4110 AVENUE D
SCOTTSTULL, NE 69361
(308) 635-3171
** AD AM H Y H AI DH TX CI **

PANHANDLE SUBSTANCE ABUSE COUNCIL
4502 AVENUE I
SCOTTSTULL, NE 69361
(308) 632-3044
** AD PV **

THE ADDICTION TREATMENT CENTER AT REGIONAL WEST
4021 AVENUE B
SCOTTSTULL, NE 69361
(308) 630-1280
** AD DT RR AM EA TX CI PV **

SITTED

PIONEER MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
729 SEWARD STREET
SEWARD, NE 68044
(402) 645-3393
** AD AM EA DH TX PV **

SEWARD

MEMORIAL HOSPITAL AND HOME ADDICTION CENTER
1212 JACOB STREET
SEWARD, NE 68044
(308) 254-2649
** AD AM EA DH TX PV **

SOUTH SIOUX CITY

TOUCHSTONE COMM ALC/DRUG ABUSE SERVS
TRI COUNTY GUIDANCE CENTER
105 EAST 28TH STREET
SOUTH SIOUX CITY, NE 68776
(402) 494-3337
** AD AM H H TX CI PV **

SUPERIOR

SOUTH CENTRAL COUNSELING
SUPERIOR SATELLITE OFFICE
SUPERIOR, NE 68078
(402) 463-5604
** AD AM EA DH TX CI PV **

SYRACUSE

BLUE VALLEY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SE NE COMM ALC/DRUG ABUSE PGM/BARICE
PPP BUILDING
SYRACUSE, NE 68446
(402) 873-5505
** AD AM DH TX CI PV **

TECUMSEH

BLUE VALLEY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SE NE COMM ALC/DRUG ABUSE PGM/BARICE
202 HIGH STREET
TECUMSEH, NE 68450
(402) 335-3371
** AD AM DH TX CI PV **

VALENTINE

TOUCHSTONE COMM ALC/DRUG ABUSE SERVS
VALENTINE SATELLITE
325 NORTH VICTORIA STREET
PRESBYTERIAN CHUCH
VALENTINE, NE 69201
(402) 335-2505
** AD AM TX CI **

WABASH

PIONEER MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
543 NORTH LINDEN STREET
WABASH, NE 68046
(402) 643-4414
** AD AM EA DH TX PV **

WASHINGTON

TOUCHSTONE COMM ALC/DRUG ABUSE SERVS
MAYNE SATELLITE CENTER
421 PEARL STREET
SAINT FRANCIS MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
MAYNE, NE 68787
(402) 375-2899
** AD AM TX CI **

WEST POINT

TOUCHSTONE COMM ALC/DRUG ABUSE SERVS
WEST POINT SATELLITE
430 NORTH MONITOR STREET
SAINT FRANCIS MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
WEST POINT, NE 68788
(402) 372-2404
** AD AM TX CI **

WINNEBAGO

AMERICAN INDIAN HUMAN RESOURCE CENTER
HALFWAY HOUSE
WINNEBAGO, NE 68071
(402) 878-9139
** AD RR H B H AI EA TX **
NEBRASKA

AMERICAN INDIAN HUMAN RESOURCE CENTER
OUTPATIENT CLINIC
WINNEBAGO, NE 68071
(402) 878-2480
** AD AM H Y B H AI EA TX CI PV **

WINNEBAGO PUBLIC HEALTH HOSPITAL
DRUG DEPENDENCY UNIT
WINNEBAGO, NE 68071
(402) 878-2874
** AD RR H Y AI HV CU IV PG TX CI **

YORK

PIONEER MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
727 LINCOLN AVENUE
YORK, NE 68467
(402) 362-6128
** AD AM EA DH TX PV **
## Nevada

### Austin

**Yomba Shoshone Tribe**  
Substance Abuse Prevention  
Route 1  
Austin, NV 89310  
(702) 964-2463  
**AD PV**

**Yomba Shoshone Tribe**  
Substance Abuse Treatment  
Route 1  
Austin, NV 89310  
(702) 964-2463  
**AD AM AI TX PV**

### Carson City

**Community Addiction Clinic**  
625 Fairview Drive  
Carson City, NV 89701  
(702) 863-0222  
**AD PV**

**Duckwater**  
Alcohol and Drug Program  
Duckwater, NV 89314  
(702) 863-0222  
**AD PV**

**Elko**  
Nevada Youth Training Center  
Elko, NV 89801  
(702) 736-7182  
**AD RR Y DH TX PV**

**Temoak Tribe Western Shoshone**  
Substance Abuse Services  
525 Sunset Street  
Elko, NV 89801  
(702) 736-9251 Ext. 27  
**AD PV**

**Vitality Center**  
Detox  
3740 East Idaho Street  
Elko, NV 89801  
(702) 736-8004  
**AD AM H Y AI IV EA TX CI PV**

### Ely

**Ely Shoshone Tribe**  
Youth Drug/Alcohol Prevention Program  
16 Shoshone Circle  
Ely, NV 89301  
(702) 269-3013  
**AD AM H Y A AI HV CU PG TX PV**  
**EA TX CI PV**

**Rural Clinics CMHC**  
Ely Outpatient  
1595 Avenue F  
Ely, NV 89301  
(702) 289-4871  
**AD AM H Y A B H AI PI CU EA TX**  
**PV**

### Fallon

**Churchill Council**  
Community Service Clinic  
90 North Maine Street  
Fallon, NV 89406  
(702) 423-4644  
**AD AM EA DH TX CI PV**

**Churchill Council**  
Day Treatment  
90 North Main Street  
Fallon, NV 89406  
(702) 423-1612  
**AD AM TX CI PV**

**Churchill Council**  
New Frontier Treatment Center  
165 North Carson Street  
Fallon, NV 89406  
(702) 423-6048  
**AD RR TX CI PV**

### Key

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Orientation</th>
<th>DA = Drug Abuse Services Only</th>
<th>AD = Alcoholism &amp; Drug Abuse Services</th>
<th>AM = Ambulatory (Less than 24 Hour Care)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type of Care</td>
<td>DT = Detoxification (24 Hour Care)</td>
<td>RR = Residential (24 Hour Care)</td>
<td>PG = Pregnant Users</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selected Special Programs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>EA = EAP Program Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>DM = DMH/ASAP Services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TX = Treatment Unit  CI = Central Intake Unit  PV = Prevention Unit  MM = Methadone Unit  OT = Other Unit**

---
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NEVADA

CLARK COUNTY HEALTH DISTRICT
ADDITION TREATMENT CLINIC/METHADONE
625 SHADOW LANE
LAS VEGAS, NV 89127
(702) 383-1347
** DA AM H A B H AI HV PI CU IV PG **
** TM **

COMMUNITY COUNSELING CENTER
AIDS AND SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
1006 EAST SAHARA AVENUE
LAS VEGAS, NV 89104
(702) 369-8700
** AD AM H Y A B H AI HV CU IV EA **
** TX PV **

DOMESTIC CRISIS SHELTER
LAS VEGAS, NV 89116
(702) 646-4981
** AD PV OT **

ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY BOARD OF CLARK CO
EOB TREATMENT CENTER
522 WEST WASHINGTON STREET
LAS VEGAS, NV 89106
(702) 648-0665
** AD AM H A B H AI HV PI CU IV PG **
** TX PV **

ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY BOARD OF CLARK CO
EOB TREATMENT CENTER/OUTPATIENT
522 WEST WASHINGTON AVENUE
LAS VEGAS, NV 89106
(702) 648-0665
** AD AM H A B H AI HV PI CU IV PG **
** EA TX PV **

LAS VEGAS INDIAN CENTER
2500 WEST BONANZA ROAD
LAS VEGAS, NV 89106
(702) 647-5842
** AD AM AI CU TX **

LAS VEGAS/MAAPA INTER/TRIBAL COUNCIL
ALCOHOL AND DRUG EDUCATION
1321 NORTH KEN STREET
LAS VEGAS, NV 89106
(702) 382-6541
** AD PV **

NEVADA ASSOC OF LATIN AMERICANS (NALA)
HIGH ON LIFE YOUTH PROGRAM
2629 EAST SEARLES STREET
LAS VEGAS, NV 89101
(702) 362-6252 EXT. 8571
** AD PV **

NEVADA TREATMENT CENTER
DRUG FREE OUTPATIENT
1721 EAST CHARLESTON BOULEVARD
LAS VEGAS, NV 89104
(702) 382-4226
** AD AM B H CU IV DM TX PV **

NEVADA TREATMENT CENTER
METHADONE OUTPATIENT
1721 EAST CHARLESTON BOULEVARD
LAS VEGAS, NV 89104
(702) 382-4226
** DA AM B H HV CU IV PG PV MM **

NEVADA TREATMENT CENTER
PREGNANT WOMEN OUTPATIENT
1721 EAST CHARLESTON BOULEVARD
LAS VEGAS, NV 89104
(702) 382-4226
** AD AM H Y A B H HV CU IV PG TX **
** PV **

NIKE HOUSE
4775 PIONEER AVENUE
LAS VEGAS, NV 89102
(702) 871-5848
** AD RR H Y TX PV **

SALVATION ARMY
ADULT REHABILITATION PROGRAM
211 JUDSON STREET
LAS VEGAS, NV 89030
(702) 399-2769
** AD RR AM H AI IV TX CI **

SAMARITAN HOUSE INC
1001 NORTH 4TH STREET
LAS VEGAS, NV 89101
(702) 386-6999
** AD OT **

VETERANS AFFAIRS OUTPATIENT CLINIC
1703 WEST CHARLESTON BOULEVARD
LAS VEGAS, NV 89102
(702) 385-3700 EXT. 342
** AD AM IV TX CI PV **

WE CARE FOUNDATION
2216 SOUTH 6TH STREET
LAS VEGAS, NV 89104
(702) 369-0613
** AL DT RR H TX PV **

WESTCARE INC
ADOLESCENT RESIDENTIAL
401 SOUTH MARTIN LUTHER KING BOULEVARD
LAS VEGAS, NV 89106
(702) 385-2020
** AD RR Y IV TX CI PV **

WESTCARE INC
ADULT INTENSIVE OUTPATIENT
950 NORTH 4TH STREET
LAS VEGAS, NV 89101
(702) 385-2020
** AD AM HV CU TX **

WESTCARE INC
ADULT RESIDENTIAL/ADULT RE ENTRY
950 NORTH 4TH STREET
LAS VEGAS, NV 89101
(702) 383-4044
** AD RR M A HV CU TX **

WESTCARE INC
ADULT/AFTERCARE AND OUTPATIENT
950 NORTH 4TH STREET
LAS VEGAS, NV 89101
(702) 383-4044
** AD AM TX **

WESTCARE INC
BOYS RESIDENTIAL
401 SOUTH MARTIN LUTHER KING BOULEVARD
LAS VEGAS, NV 89106
(702) 385-3330
** AD RR Y IV TX CI PV **

WESTCARE INC
DAY CARE CLINIC/YOUTH
401 SOUTH MARTIN LUTHER KING BOULEVARD
LAS VEGAS, NV 89106
(702) 385-3330
** AD AM Y IV TX **

WESTCARE INC
OUTPATIENT FAMILY
401 SOUTH MARTIN LUTHER KING BOULEVARD
LAS VEGAS, NV 89106
(702) 385-3330
** AD AM TX CI PV **

WESTERN COUNSELING ASSOCIATES
ADULT DETOX
930 NORTH 4TH STREET
LAS VEGAS, NV 89101
(702) 383-4044
** AD DT M A HV PI CU TX **

LOVELOCK
LOVELOCK COUNSELING CLINIC
1055 CORNELL AVENUE
LOVELOCK, NV 89419
(702) 273-2022
** AD AM EA DM TX PV **

MD DERMITT
USPHS INDIAN HEALTH SERVICE
ADOLESCENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
FORT MC DERMITT IHS CLINIC
MC DERMITT, NV 89421
(702) 532-8522
** AD AM H Y AI PI PG TX CI PV **

NIXON
SUMUNUMU SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
PYRAMID LAKE PAIUTE TRIBE
CAPITOL HILL ROCK BUILDING
NIXON, NV 89424
(702) 574-0140 EXT. 18
** AD AM H Y AI PG EA TX PV **
RENO SPARKS DRUG AND ALCOHOL PROGRAM
34 RESERVATION ROAD
RENO, NV 89502
(702) 329-5162
** AD DT **
SAINT MARYS REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER
ADULT CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
235 WEST 6TH STREET
HUM 3M
RENO, NV 89520
(702) 789-3111
** AD DT W Y A H AI CU IV EA TX CI **
** PV **
SAINT MARYS REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER
SAINT MARYS ADOLESCENT CHEM DEPENDENCY
235 WEST 6TH STREET
3 EAST
RENO, NV 89520
(702) 789-3111
** AD DT RR W Y AI CU IV EA TX PV **
STEP TWO
78 KEYSTONE AVENUE
RENO, NV 89503
(702) 356-2909
** AD RR W Y HV IV PG TX PV **
TRANSITION HOUSE
RESIDENTIAL
52 WEST 9TH STREET
RENO, NV 89503
(702) 323-0416
** AD RR A HV IV TX **
TRUCKEE MEADOWS HOSPITAL
ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
1240 EAST 9TH STREET
RENO, NV 89512
(702) 323-0478 EXT. 256
** AD DT RR AM HV CU IV EA TX PV **
** MH **
UNIVERSITY HEALTH PROFESSIONALS
941 NORTH VIRGINIA STREET
RENO, NV 89503
(702) 323-0351
** AD RR EA TX CI PV **
VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
PSYCHIATRY SERV/ADDICTIVE TRT PGM
1000 LOCUST STREET
RENO, NV 89520
(702) 786-7200 EXT. 1647
** AD DT RR AM IV EA DW TX **
WALKER RIVER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION SERV
SCHURZ, NV 89427
(702) 775-2306
** AD PV **
## NEW HAMPSHIRE

### ATKINSON

**SOLVE**  
ATKINSON, NH 03811  
(603) 890-1516  
** AD PV **

### BERLIN

**BERLIN/GORHAM**  
DRUG FREE SCHOOLS AND CAC  
220 MAIN STREET  
BERLIN, NH 03570  
(603) 752-7001  
** AD PV **

### CLAREMONT

**COMMUNITY YOUTH ADVOCATES**  
36 TREMONT SQUARE  
CLAREMONT, NH 03743  
(603) 545-0427  
** AD PV **

**COUNSELING CENTER OF CLAREMONT**  
241 ELM STREET  
CLAREMONT, NH 03743  
(603) 542-2578  
** AD AM H Y A HV CU IV EA DM TX **  
** CI PV **

### CONCORD

**COMMUNITY SERVICES COUNCIL**  
ALCOHOL AND DRUG INTERVENTION PROGRAM  
48 BRANCH TURNPIKE  
CONCORD, NH 03301  
(603) 228-1959  
** AD DT RR A HV PI TX CI PV **

**NEW HAMPSHIRE STATE PRISON**  
DEPT OF CORRECTIONS/SUBST ABUSE PREV  
281 NORTH STATE STREET  
CONCORD, NH 03301  
(603) 271-1811  
** AD DT RR A B H HV CU IV PG EA **  
** TX CI PV MM **

**NEW HAMPSHIRE STATE PRISON**  
SUMMIT HOUSE  
281 NORTH STATE STREET  
CONCORD, NH 03301  
(603) 271-6094  
** AD RR H B H AII HV CU IV PG TX **

### NH BUREAU OF SPECIAL MEDICAL SERVICES

**GENETIC SERVICES PROGRAM**  
6 HAZEN DRIVE  
CONCORD, NH 03301  
(603) 271-4528  
** AL OT **

**NH TEEN INSTITUTE FOR PREVENTION OF ALCOHOL AND OTHER DRUG ABUSE INC**  
46 SOUTH MAIN STREET  
CONCORD, NH 03301  
(603) 226-0111  
** AD PV **

### SECOND START

**17 KNIGHT STREET**  
CONCORD, NH 03301  
(603) 271-4451  
** AD PV **

**STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE**  
DIV FOR CHILDREN AND YOUTH SERVICES  
6 HAZEN DRIVE  
CONCORD, NH 03301  
(603) 271-4451  
** AD PV **

### CONWAY

**CARROLL COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH SERVICE**  
DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM  
WASHINGTON STREET  
CONWAY, NH 03818  
(603) 356-5957  
** AD AM HV PG TX PV **

**NORTHERN NH MENTAL HEALTH AND DEVELOPMENTAL SERVICES/ADMIN**  
WASHINGTON STREET  
CONWAY, NH 03818  
(603) 447-3347  
** AD AM EA TX **

### KEY

**ORIENTATION:**  
AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY  
DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY  
AAD = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES  
AM = AMBULATORY(LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)

**TYPE OF CARE:**  
DT = DETOXIFICATION(24 HOUR CARE)  
RR = RESIDENTIAL(24 HOUR CARE)

**SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS:**  
M = WOMEN  
Y = YOUTH  
A = AIDS PATIENTS  
B = BLACKS  
H = HISPANICS  
W = WOMEN  
M = MOTHERS  
AT = AMERICAN INDIAN/ALASKAN NATIVES  
MV = HV POSITIVES  
P = PUBLIC INEBRIATES  
CU = COCAINE USERS  
IV = IV DRUG USERS

**UNIT FUNCTION:**  
TX = TREATMENT UNIT  
CI = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT  
PV = PREVENTION UNIT  
MM = METHADONE UNIT  
OT = OTHER UNIT

---

262
LACONIA
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY FAMILY CENTER HORIZONS COUNSELING
130 UNION AVENUE
LACONIA, NH 03246
(603) 524-8005
** AD AM IV EA TX CI PV **
MULTIPLE DHI OFFENDER PROGRAM PARADE ROAD
LACONIA, NH 03246
(603) 524-6651
** AD DM PV OT **

LEBANON
ALICE PECK DAY MEMORIAL HOSPITAL THE TREATMENT CENTER
125 MASCIONI STREET
LEBANON, NH 03766
(603) 448-6380 EXT. 311
** AD RR IV EA TX CI PV **
COUNSELING CENTER OF LEBANON 22 OLD ETNA ROAD
WHEELOCK OFFICE PARK
LEBANON, NH 03766
(603) 448-1101
** AD AM Y EA DN TX CI **
WEST CENTRAL SERVICES ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICES 2 WHipple PLACE SUITE 202
LEBANON, NH 03766
(603) 448-0126
** AD IV EA DM OT **

MANCHESTER
BEDFORD COUNSELING ASSOCIATES 25 SOUTH RIVER ROAD
BEDFORD SQUARE
MANCHESTER, NH 03102
(603) 623-1916
** AD AM Y H CU EA TX PV **
BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA DANIEL WEBSTER COUNCIL EDUC PROG SERVS
571 HOLT AVENUE
MANCHESTER, NH 03103
(603) 625-6431
** AD PV **
CATHOLIC MEDICAL CENTER RIVERWAY CENTER FOR RECOVERY 100 MCGREGOR STREET
MANCHESTER, NH 03102
(603) 660-3545 EXT. 2174
** AD DT AM W A PI CU IV PG TX CI **
FARNUM CENTER
235 HANOVER STREET
Manchester, NH 03104
(603) 622-3020
** AD RR AM IV TX **
LAKE SHORE HOSPITAL SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
200 ZACHARY ROAD
MANCHESTER, NH 03103
(603) 645-6700
** AD DT RR AM W Y A HV CU IV TX **
** CI **
NATIONAL COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM GREATER MANCHESTER AREA/CRISIS SITE
88 HANOVER STREET
MANCHESTER, NH 03103
(603) 625-6980
** AD DT RR H Y A HV PI CU PG TX **
** CI PV **
NATIONAL COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM GREATER MANCHESTER AREA/REAP
815 ELM STREET
MANCHESTER, NH 03105
(603) 625-4528
** AD DM PV **
OFFICE OF YOUTH SERVICES 36 LOWELL STREET
MANCHESTER, NH 03101
(603) 624-6670
** AD AM H Y A B H AI HV PI CU PG **
** EA TX PV **
TIRRELL HOUSE 15-17 BROOK STREET
MANCHESTER, NH 03104
(603) 660-2971
** AD RR HV CU IV TX PV **
VNA PEER OUTREACH TRAINING PROGRAM 194 CONCORD STREET
MANCHESTER, NH 03104
(603) 622-3781
** AD PV **

NASHUA
NASHUA YOUTH COUNCIL 19 CHESTNUT STREET
NASHUA, NH 03060
(603) 889-1909
** AD AM N Y A HV TX PV **
SAINT JOSEPHS HOSPITAL NEW START
172 KINGSLEY STREET
NASHUA, NH 03061
(603) 882-3000 EXT. 6450
** AD DT RR AM W PI CU IV PG TX PV **

NEWMEXICO
COUNSELING CENTER OF NEWPORT 92 SOUTH MAIN STREET
NEWPORT, NH 03773
(603) 863-1951
** AD AM H Y A HV CU IV EA DM TX **
** CI PV **
PORTSMOUTH
SEACOAST MENTAL HEALTH CENTER ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
1145 SAGAMORE AVENUE
PORTSMOUTH, NH 03801
(603) 431-6703
** AD PV **
SPOFFORD
SPOFFORD HALL ROUTE 9A
SPOFFORD, NH 03462
(603) 363-4545
** AD DT RR H Y A B H AI HV PI CU **
** IV PG TX **
SUNAPEE
SEMINOLE POINT HOSPITAL SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES WOODLAND ROAD
SUNAPEE, NH 03782
(603) 763-2545
** AD DT RR N B H AI HV PI CU IV **
** PG EA TX PV **
WOLFEBORO
FXH CONSULTING 18 CENTER STREET
WOLFEBORO FALLS, NH 03896
(603) 569-5818 EXT. 226
** AD EA PV **
NEW JERSEY

ABSECON
FAMILY SERVICE ASSOCIATION OF ATLANTIC COUNTY/ALCOHOLISM SERVICES 312 EAST WHITEHORSE PIKE ABSECON, NJ 08205 (609) 652-2377 ** AL AM W Y A B HV PI CU PG EA TX ** ** CI PV **

ASBURY PARK
ASBURY PARK DRUG TREATMENT CENTER 1200 MEMORIAL DRIVE ASBURY PARK, NJ 07712 (201) 988-8877 ** DA AM H A B H HV CU IV PG TX MM **

CENTER OF LOVE INC 1412 LAKE AVENUE ASBURY PARK, NJ 07712 (201) 775-1450 ** AD AM H A B HV PI CU IV PG TX ** ** PV **

ATLANTIC CITY
INSTITUTE FOR HUMAN DEVELOPMENT (IHD) RESIDENTIAL 1315 PACIFIC AVENUE ATLANTIC CITY, NJ 08401 (609) 345-4035 EXT. 279 ** AD RR AM W Y A B H HV PI CU IV ** ** PG EA DH TX CI PV MM **

SEABROOK HOUSE/ATLANTIC CITY OUTPT PMG ATLANTIC CITY DISTRICT OFFICE 1616 PACIFIC AVENUE ATLANTIC CITY, NJ 08401 (609) 345-3335 ** AD AM EA TX CI PV **

SEABROOK HOUSE/ATLANTIC COUNTY OUTPT ATLANTIC CITY DISTRICT OFFICE 1616 PACIFIC AVENUE ATLANTIC CITY, NJ 08401 (609) 345-3335 ** AD AM EA TX CI PV **

BAYONNE
ARMY ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM MHTMC-EA MTEA-PE-ADCO BAYONNE, NJ 07002 (201) 828-6529 ** AD AM EA TX CI PV **

BAYONNE COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER ALCOHOLISM SERVICES 601 BROADWAY BAYONNE, NJ 07002 (201) 339-9200 ** AL AM W PI CU TX PV **

COMMUNITY PSYCHOTHERAPY ASSOCIATES 479 AVENUE C BAYONNE, NJ 07002 (201) 339-0142 ** AD AM W Y HV DM TX CI PV **

BELLE MEAD
CARRIER FOUNDATION ADDICTION RECOVERY UNIT/ADOLESCENT BELLE MEAD, NJ 08002 (908) 281-1000 EXT. 1496 ** AD RR Y A HV IV EA DM TX **

CARRIER FOUNDATION ADDICTION RECOVERY UNIT/RUSSELL HALL BELLE MEAD, NJ 08002 (908) 281-1000 EXT. 1496 ** AD DT RR W Y A B H HV PI CU IV ** ** PG EA DH TX **

CARRIER FOUNDATION ADDICTION TREATMENT SERVS/OUTPATIENT BELLE MEAD, NJ 08002 (908) 281-1591 ** AD AM IV TX **

CARRIER FOUNDATION BLAKE RECOVERY CENTER (ARP) BELLE MEAD, NJ 08002 (908) 281-1000 EXT. 1496 ** AD RR W Y A B HV PI CU IV PG EA ** ** DH TX **

BELVIDERE
WARREN COUNTY COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE 311 FRONT STREET BELVIDERE, NJ 07823 (201) 475-8303 ** AD EA PV **

BERKELEY HEIGHTS
INTEGRITY HOUSE INC/RUNNELS C/O JOHN E RUNNELS HOSPITAL BONNE BURNS ROAD BERKELEY HEIGHTS, NJ 07922 (201) 322-2110 ** AD RR H A HV IV TX PV **

RUNNELS SPECIALIZED HOSPITAL OF UNION COUNTY/ADDICTION RECOVERY UNIT 40 MATCHUNG MAY BERKELEY HEIGHTS, NJ 07922 (201) 771-5804 ** AD RR AM H B H HV CU PG EA TX ** ** CI PV **

BERLIN
BOWLING GREEN ADOLESCENT CENTER RESIDENTIAL AND AFTERCARE PROGRAM 109-111 JACKSON ROAD BERLIN, NJ 08009 (609) 767-3000 ** AD RR Y A B H HV PI CU IV TX PV **

BLAIRSTOWN
LITTLE HILL/ALINA LODGE PAULINSKIL RIVER AND SQUIRES ROAD BLAIRSTOWN, NJ 07825 (201) 362-6114 ** AD RR IV TX **

** KEY **

ORIENTATION:
AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY AD = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
DT = DETOXIFICATION(24 HOUR CARE) RR = RESIDENTIAL(24 HOUR CARE) AM = AMBULATORY(LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)
SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS:
W = WOMEN Y = YOUTH AZ = AMERICAN INDIAN/ALASKAN NATIVES HV = HEPATITIS
A = AIDS PATIENTS PX = PUBLIC INEBRIATES CU = COCAINE USERS
B = BLACKS IV = IV DRUG USERS
H = HISPANICS
UNIT FUNCTION:
TX = TREATMENT UNIT CI = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT PV = PREVENTION UNIT MM = METHADONE UNIT OT = OTHER UNIT
NEW JERSEY

BOONTON
SAINT CLARES/RIVERSIDE MEDICAL CENTER
ACUTE ALCOHOL/CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROG
POHerville Road
BOONTON, NJ 07005
(201) 316-1920
** AD DT M A B HV PI CU IV PG TX **
** CI PV **

SAINT CLARES/RIVERSIDE MEDICAL CENTER
ADOLESCENT SUBST ABUSE TRT/DETOX
POHerville Road
BOONTON, NJ 07005
(201) 361-1810
** AD RR Y IV TX **

SAINT CLARES/RIVERSIDE MEDICAL CENTER
ALC/CHEN DEP REHAB PROG/RESIDENTIAL
POHerville Road
BOONTON, NJ 07005
(201) 316-1896
** AD RR M A HV CU IV PG EA DM TX **
** CI PV **

SAINT CLARES/RIVERSIDE MEDICAL CENTER
IDRC OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
POHerville Road
BOONTON, NJ 07005
(201) 316-1845
** AD AM H A B HV PI CU IV PG TX **
** CI PV **

BOONTON
FAMILY COUNSELING SERVICE OF
SOMERSET COUNTY/ALC AND DRUG ABUSE PGM
339 WEST 2ND STREET
BOONTON, NJ 08005
(201) 356-1082
** AD AM H Y B H HV PI CU PG EA DM **
** TX PV **

BRICK
COUNSELING AND Referral Serv of BRICK
ADOLESCENT SERVICES
35 BEAVERSON BOULEVARD
BUILDING 6
BRICK, NJ 08723
(201) 920-2700
** AD AH Y CU TX **

COUNSELING AND Referral Serv of BRICK
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES/OUTPATIENT
35 BEAVERSON BOULEVARD
LIONS HEAD OFFICE PARK BUILDING 6B
BRICK, NJ 08723
(201) 920-2700
** DA AM M Y A CU IV DM TX PV **

MEDICAL CENTER OF OCEAN COUNTY
INTERVENTION COUNSELING CENTER/OUTPT
1500 ROUTE 88 WEST
BRICK, NJ 08723
(908) 295-6417
** AD AM H Y PI CU PG EA DW TX PV **
** CI PV **

BRIDGETON
CUMBERLAND COUNTY
ALC/DRUG ABUSE TRT/ADOLES AFTERCARE
CUMBERLAND DRIVE
RD 2
BRIDGETON, NJ 08302
(609) 465-8000 EXT. 290
** AD AM H Y B HV CU IV PG TX **

CUMBERLAND COUNTY
ALC/DRUG ABUSE TRT/ADULT AFTERCARE
CUMBERLAND DRIVE
RD 2
BRIDGETON, NJ 08302
(609) 465-8000 EXT. 2290
** AD AM H Y B HV CU IV PG DM TX **

CUMBERLAND COUNTY
ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM/OUTPATIENT
CUMBERLAND COUNTY MEDICAL CENTER
BRIDGETON, NJ 08302
(609) 465-8000 EXT. 2291
** AD AM IV EA DM TX PV **

FIYTH FARM INC
RD 1
BRIDGETON, NJ 08302
(609) 465-6145
** DA RR IV TX **

FIYTH FARM/YOUTH PROGRAM
RD 1
BRIDGETON, NJ 08302
(609) 465-6145
** DA RR IV TX **

SEABROOK HOUSE
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT SERVICES
POLK LANE
BRIDGETON, NJ 08302
(609) 465-7575
** AD AM M PG EA TX CI PV **

SEABROOK HOUSE
RESIDENTIAL SERVICES
POLK LANE
BRIDGETON, NJ 08302
(609) 465-5441
** DA AM IV MM **

BRIDGEMARKER
CATHOLIC CHARITIES/SOMERSET
CFTAAA SUBST ABUSE SERVS/ADOLES A/C
540-550 ROUTE 22 EAST
BRIDGEMARKER, NJ 08807
(201) 722-1861
** AD AM H Y A B H HV PG TX PV **

CATHOLIC CHARITIES/SOMERSET
CFTAAA SUBST ABUSE SERVS/ADOLES OUTPT
540-550 ROUTE 22 EAST
BRIDGEMARKER, NJ 08807
(201) 722-1861
** AD AM H Y A B H AI CU PG TX PV **
** PV **

CEDAR HOUSE
520 NORTH BRIDGE STREET
BRIDGEMARKER, NJ 08807
(201) 218-1975
** AD RR Y IV TX **

MARSHFORD/BRIDGEMARKER ALC AND CD CENTER
216 FINDERNE AVENUE
BRIDGEMARKER, NJ 08807
(201) 218-1112
** AD PV **

RICHARD HALL CHM
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
500 NORTH BRIDGE STREET
BRIDGEMARKER, NJ 08807
(201) 725-2800
** AD AM H Y A HV TX CI PV **

Caldwell
TH' BRIDGE INC
14 PARK AVENUE
Caldwell, NJ 07006
(201) 228-3000
** AD AM H Y B EA DM TX PV **

CUMMEN
CUMMEN COUNTY DIV OF ALC/SUBST ABUSE
OUTPATIENT DRUG FREE
2101 FERRY AVENUE
1800 PAVILION WEST
CUMMEN, NJ 08104
(609) 756-5990
** DA AM Y IV TX PV **

CUMMEN COUNTY DIVISION OF
ALCOHOL AND SUBSTANCE ABUSE
2101 FERRY AVENUE
1800 PAVILION WEST 5TH FLOOR SUITE 513
CUMMEN, NJ 08104
(609) 757-6500
** AD AM M Y B H HV IV DM TX PV **
NEW JERSEY

COOPER HOSPITAL/UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CTR
DEPT OF PSYCHIATRY SUBST ABUSE SERVS
3 COOPER PLAZA
4TH FLOOR
CAMDEN, NJ 08103
(609) 342-5272
** AD EA PV **

GENESIS COUNSELING CENTER
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT SERVICES
636 HADDON AVENUE
CAMDEN, NJ 08108
(609) 858-9314
** AD AM H Y PI CU EA DM TX PV **

HISPANIC FAMILY CENTER OF SOUTHERN NJ
LA ESPERANZA
425 BROADWAY
CAMDEN, NJ 08103
(609) 561-6985
** DA AM H Y B H AI HV CU IV PG TX **
** CI PV **

SUBSTANCE ABUSE CENTER OF SOUTHERN JERSEY INC
417 BROADWAY
CAMDEN, NJ 08103
(609) 757-9190
** AL AM H Y A B H HV CU IV PG EA **
** TX PV MM **

THE STARTING POINT OF NEW JERSEY INC
HADDON AVENUE
SENTRY OFFICE PLAZA SUITE 608
CAMDEN, NJ 08108
(609) 854-3155
** AD PV **

WEST JERSEY HEALTH SYSTEM/ALCOVE
RESIDENTIAL ALCOHOLISM SERVICES
MOUNT EPHRAIM AND ATLANTIC AVENUES
CAMDEN, NJ 08104
(609) 342-4505
** AD RR M Y A B H HV CU IV PG EA **
** TX **

WEST JERSEY HEALTH SYSTEM/DETOX
MOUNT EPHRAIM AVENUE
CAMDEN, NJ 08104
(609) 342-4505
** AD DT M Y A B HV PI CU IV PG TX **
** CI PV **

CAPE MAY COURT HOUSE
Burdette Tomlin Hospital
DETOX UNIT
STONE HARBOR BOULEVARD
ROUTE 9
CAPE MAY COURT HOUSE, NJ 08210
(609) 463-2240 Ext. 237
** AD DT M IV EA TX CI PV **

CAPE MAY COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE INC
CREST HAVEN COMPLEX
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH BUILDING
CAPE MAY COURT HOUSE, NJ 08210
(609) 465-2282
** AD EA PV **

CAPE MAY COUNTY JUVENILE/FAMILY CRISIS INTERVENTION/YOUTH DRUG AND ALC SERVS
CAPE MAY COURT HOUSE, NJ 08210
(609) 465-5045 Ext. 22
** AD PV **

CAPE MAY COURTHOUSE
CAPE MAY COUNTY YOUTH SHELTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
CAPE MAY COURT HOUSE, NJ 08210
(609) 465-5045
** AD PV **

CHERRY HILL
KENNEDY MEM HOSP/CHERRY HILL DIVISION
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES/DETOX
CHAPEL AVENUE AND COOPERLANDING ROAD
CHERRY HILL, NJ 08034
(609) 488-6778
** AD DT M A B H AI HV PI CU IV TX **

KENNEDY MEM HOSP/CHERRY HILL DIVISION
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES/RESIDENTIAL CHAPEL AVENUE AND COOPERLANDING ROAD
CHERRY HILL, NJ 08034
(609) 488-6649
** AD RR M B H AI PI CU TX **

KENNEDY MEM HOSP/CHERRY HILL DIVISION
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES/THE MICA CLUB
CHAPEL AVENUE AND COOPERLANDING ROAD
CHERRY HILL, NJ 08002
(609) 488-6891
** AD AM TX CI PV **

RECOVERY NETWORK
2501 H添加 MARLTON PIKE
CHERRY HILL, NJ 08002
(609) 488-9292
** AD AM H Y B CU EA TX CI PV **

STEININGER CENTER OF CAMDEN COUNTY INC
MICA PROGRAM
19 EAST ORMOND AVENUE
CHERRY HILL, NJ 08034
(609) 427-0400
** AD AM TX PV **

CLIFTON
PASSAIC COUNTY COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE PREV INC
880 CLIFTON AVENUE
CLIFTON, NJ 07015
(201) 473-3366
** AD EA PV **

CLINTON
RECOVERY UNIT
CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION FOR WOMEN
PITTS TOWN ROAD
CLINTON, NJ 08809
(201) 755-7111 Ext. 218
** AD RR IV DM TX CI PV **

DOVER
HOPE HOUSE
ADOLESCENT OUTPATIENT
19-21 BELMONT AVENUE
DOVER, NJ 07802
(201) 361-5555
** AD AM H Y A HV CU IV TX CI PV **

HOPE HOUSE
OUTPATIENT SERVICES
19-21 BELMONT AVENUE
DOVER, NJ 07802
(201) 361-5555
** AD AM H Y A B H HV CU IV DM TX **
** CI PV **

U.S. ARMY ARMAMENT RESEARCH DEVEL CTR
ALC AND DRUG PREV AND CONTROL PROGRAM ATTENTION SMCAR ISHB BUILDING 120
DOVER, NJ 07806
(201) 729-5390
** AD EA PV **

EAST BRUNSWICK
MIDDLESEX COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE
330 MILLTOWN ROAD
EAST BRUNSWICK, NJ 08816
(201) 246-1450
** AD PV **

EAST ORANGE
EAST ORANGE GENERAL HOSPITAL
PRIDE
300 CENTRAL AVENUE
EAST ORANGE, NJ 07018
(201) 266-8526
** AD AM A HV CU IV TX **

EAST ORANGE GENERAL HOSPITAL
REHAB ALC FAMILY TRT (RAFT)/RESID
300 CENTRAL AVENUE
EAST ORANGE, NJ 07018
(201) 266-0433
** AD DT A B HV CU IV TX **

EAST ORANGE SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
160 HALSTED STREET
EAST ORANGE, NJ 07018
(201) 266-5200
** DA AM H Y A B HV CU IV PG TX CI **
** PV MM **
NEW JERSEY

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
ALCOHOL DEPENDENCE TREATMENT PROGRAM
TREMONT AVENUE
UNIT 116E
EAST ORANGE, NJ 07019
(201) 676-1000 EXT. 1271
** AL DT RR AM HV CU EA TX CI PV **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
DRUG DEPENDENCY TREATMENT PROGRAM
TREMONT AVENUE
EAST ORANGE, NJ 07019
(201) 676-1000 EXT. 558
** DA RR AM HV IV EA TX CI PV MM **

EATONTOWN
CPC/CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES
111 WHITE STREET
EATONTOWN, NJ 07724
(201) 842-2000 EXT. 23B
** DA AM H Y A B H HV CU IV PG EA **
** TX PV **

ELIZABETH
BRIDGEMAY HOUSE INC
MENTALLY ILL CHEMICAL ABUSE PROGRAM
615 NORTH BROAD STREET
ELIZABETH, NJ 07208
(201) 355-7200
** AD AM H CU TX PV **

FLYNN HOUSE/ELIZABETH
HALFWAY HOUSE/MALE
1089/1091 EAST JERSEY STREET
ELIZABETH, NJ 07201
(201) 351-2265
** AD RR Y A B A H HV CU EA DW TX **
** PV **

PROCEED INC
ADDITION SERVICES
815 ELIZABETH AVENUE
ELIZABETH, NJ 07201
(201) 351-7727
** AD AM H Y B H HV CU TX PV **

PROCEED INC
ADOLESCENT AFTERCARE
815 ELIZABETH AVENUE
ELIZABETH, NJ 07206
(201) 351-7727
** AD AM H Y B H HV TX MM **

SETON CENTER FOR CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY
225 WILLIAMSON STREET
SAINT ELIZABETH HOSP UNIT 3X
ELIZABETH, NJ 07207
(201) 353-0830
** AD DT IV TX **

ENGLEWOOD
COMMUNITY CTRS FOR MENTAL HEALTH INC
CLIFFWOOD CENTER DRUG AND ALC SERVICES
93 WEST PALISADE AVENUE
ENGLEWOOD, NJ 07631
(201) 567-0500
** AD AM TX **

SUNRISE 2 PROGRAM
DAY/EVENING CARE PROGRAM
500 GRAND AVENUE
ENGLEWOOD, NJ 07631
(201) 568-5855
** AD AM CU IV TX CI PV **

THE VAN OST INSTITUTE FOR
FAMILY LIVING INC/ALC OUTPT SERVICES
115 ENGLE STREET
ENGLEWOOD, NJ 07631
(201) 569-6667
** AD AM Y B H HV IV TX CI PV **

ENGLISHTOWN
MANALAPAN COMMUNITY AND FAMILY SERVS
120 ROUTE 522
ENGLISHTOWN, NJ 07726
(201) 446-8396
** AD AM H Y EA TX PV **

FAIRTON
FEDERAL CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
FAIRTON, NJ 08320
(609) 453-1177
** AD EA PV **

FLEMINGTON
CATHOLIC CHARITIES SUBST ABUSE SERVS
CARE PROGRAM
84 PARK AVENUE
FLEMINGTON, NJ 08822
(201) 782-7905
** AD AM H Y HV CU PG EA TX PV **

CATHOLIC CHARITIES SUBST ABUSE SERVS
HOPE
84 PARK AVENUE
FLEMINGTON, NJ 08822
(201) 782-7905
** AD AM Y EA TX PV **

GOOD NEWS HOME FOR WOMEN
33 BARTLES CORNER ROAD
FLEMINGTON, NJ 08822
(908) 782-4332
** AD RR AM H HV CU IV EA TX PV **

HUNTERDON COUNCIL ON
ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE
3 EAST MAIN STREET
FLEMINGTON, NJ 08822
(201) 782-0648
** AD EA PV **

HUNTERDON DRUG AWARENESS PROGRAM
B MAIN STREET
SUITE 7
FLEMINGTON, NJ 08822
(908) 788-1900
** AD AM H Y A B H AI HV PI CU IV **
** PG EA DW TX PV **

HUNTERDON MEDICAL CENTER
ADDITIONS TREATMENT DEPARTMENT
ROUTE 31
MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
FLEMINGTON, NJ 08822
(201) 788-6401
** AD DT AM H IV VN TX PV **

HUNTERDON YOUTH SERVICES
INSIDE OUT PROGRAM
FLEMINGTON, NJ 08822
(201) 782-1046
** AD PV **

FORT DIX
FORT DIX COUNSELING CENTER
USATC
ATTENTION ATDD-GAC-D
FORT DIX, NJ 08640
(609) 562-4011 EXT. 3841
** AD RR AM H Y A B H AI HV PI CU **
** IV PG EA DW TX CI PV **

FRANKLIN
WALLKILL VALLEY HOSPITAL
GROWTH AND COUNSELING CTR/ADOLESCENT A/C
19 HOSPITAL ROAD
FRANKLIN, NJ 07416
(201) 351-7727
** AD AM Y TX **

WALLKILL VALLEY HOSPITAL/HEALTH CTRS
GROWTH AND COUNSELING CTR/OUTPATIENT
19 HOSPITAL ROAD
FRANKLIN, NJ 07416
(201) 351-7727
** AD AM Y EA DW TX CI PV **

FREEHOLD
CENTRA STATE MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
WEST MAIN STREET
FREEHOLD, NJ 07728
(201) 780-6023
** AD AM H Y B HV CU EA TX **

MONMOUTH COUNTY DIV OF SOCIAL SERVICES
PROJECT TRANSITION
FREEHOLD, NJ 07728
(201) 946-8100 EXT. 2569
** AD AM TX PV **
NEW JERSEY

MONMOUTH COUNTY OFFICE ON AGING
ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
FREEHOLD, NJ 07728
(201) 437-7650
** AD AM W TX CI PV **
NATIONAL COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
OF MONMOUTH COUNTY
58 WEST MAIN STREET
FREEHOLD, NJ 07728
(201) 409-6700
** AD CI PV **

GLASSBORO
TOGETHER INC
DRUG TREATMENT PROGRAM
7 STATE STREET
GLASSBORO, NJ 08028
(609) 881-7045
** AD AM TX CI PV **
TOGETHER INC
FAMILY SUPPORT CENTER DRUG/ALC PROG
357 NORTH MAIN STREET
GLASSBORO, NJ 08028
(609) 881-7252
** AD AM Y B TX PV **
TOGETHER INC
YOUTH SERVICES PROGRAM
301 GREENTREE ROAD
GLASSBORO, NJ 08028
(609) 881-6100
** AD RR Y TX PV **

GLEN GARDNER
FREEDOM HOUSE
3 PAVILION ROAD
GLEN GARDNER, NJ 08621
(908) 557-6043
** AD RR TX **

HACKENSACK
ALTERNATIVES TO DOMESTIC VIOLENCE
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
21 MAIN STREET
ROOM 111H
HACKENSACK, NJ 07601
(201) 487-8486
** AD AM H Y B H AI CU PG TX CI PV **
BERGEN COUNTY COMMUNITY ACTION PROGRAM
LADDER PROJECT
214 STATE STREET
HACKENSACK, NJ 07601
(201) 489-5100
** AL RR TX **
BERGEN REGIONAL COUNSELING/THRESHOLD
395 MAIN STREET
HACKENSACK, NJ 07666
(201) 486-0330
** AD AM Y B TX CI PV **
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH SERVICES
ALCOHOL RECOVERY PROGRAM UNIT
21 MAIN STREET
COURT PLAZA SOUTH ROOM 104E
HACKENSACK, NJ 07601
(201) 646-5336
** AD AM EA DH TX PV **
HACKENSACK MEDICAL CENTER
ALC TRT CTRL/OUTPATIENT
5 SUMMIT AVENUE
HACKENSACK, NJ 07601
(201) 687-2941
** AD AM M H B H CU DM TX CI PV **
KIDS OF BERGEN COUNTY INC
80 COMMERCIAL WAY
HACKENSACK, NJ 07601
(201) 863-0505
** AD RR Y CU IV TX CI PV MM **
MONSIGNOR MALL SOCIAL SERVICE CENTER
75 EAST BROADWAY
HACKENSACK, NJ 07601
(201) 342-2565
** DA AM M A HV IV PG MM **

HADDONFIELD
SEABROOK HOUSE
HADDONFIELD ODP
807 HADDON AVENUE
SUITE 101
HADDONFIELD, NJ 08033
(609) 354-1420
** AD AM EA TX CI PV **
SEABROOK HOUSE
HADDONFIELD OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
807 HADDON AVENUE
SUITE 101
HADDONFIELD, NJ 08033
(609) 354-1420
** AD AM EA TX CI PV **
HADDONFIELD
ANCEPHA PSYCHIATRIC HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL ABUSE PROGRAM
SPRING GARDEN ROAD
HADDONFIELD, NJ 08037
(609) 561-1700 EXT. 7679
** AD AM W IV TX PV MM **
HAZLET
MOMENS CENTER OF MONMOUTH COUNTY INC
1 BETHANY ROAD
BUILDING 3 SUITE 42
HAZLET, NJ 07730
(201) 264-4111
** AD AM W CU PG TX **
HOLMDIEL
BAYSHORE COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM/OUTPATIENT
719 NORTH BEERS STREET
HOLMDIEL, NJ 07733
(201) 739-0084
** AD AM H Y A CU IV EA DH TX CI **
** PV **
HOMELL
HOMELL TOWNSHIP YOUTH AND
FAMILY COUNSELING SERVICES
PREVENTORIUM ROAD
HOMELL, NJ 07731
(201) 938-3747
** AD AM H Y EA TX CI PV **

IRVINGTON
L AND L CLINICS INC
METHADONE MAINTENANCE AND DETOX
57-59 NEE STREET
IRVINGTON, NJ 07111
(201) 373-2910
** DA AM CU IV TX MM **

JERSEY CITY
CATHOLIC COMMUNITY SERVICES
MICA DROP IN CENTER
2782 KENNEDY BOULEVARD
JERSEY CITY, NJ 07306
(201) 217-9665
** AD AM H B H CU IV TX PV **
CHRIST HOSPITAL
ADDITIONAL SERVICES/OUTPATIENT
176 PALISADE AVENUE
JERSEY CITY, NJ 07306
(201) 795-8375
** AD DT AM H Y A B H CU PG EA **
** DH TX PV MM **

Hudson County Council On
Alcoholism And Drug Abuse
83 WAYNE STREET
BARROW MANSION
JERSEY CITY, NJ 07302
(201) 451-2877
** AD CI PV **

JERSEY CITY MEDICAL CENTER
ADDITIONAL SERVICES
50 BALDWIN AVENUE
ROOM 11C
JERSEY CITY, NJ 07304
(201) 915-2000 EXT. 3682
** AD AM H Y B H HV CU PG DM TX **
** CI PV **

JERSEY CITY MEDICAL CENTER
ADDITIONAL SERVICES/ACDOLESCENT
50 BALDWIN AVENUE
SUITE 11C
JERSEY CITY, NJ 07304
(201) 915-2000 EXT. 3682
** AD AM H Y B H HV CU PG DM TX **
** CI PV **
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SHORE MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
DRUG AND ALCOHOL REHABILITATION (DARE)
700 AIRPORT ROAD
LAKEWOOD, NJ 08701
(201) 357-9700
** AD AM Y B H IV EA DW TX PV **

LANDISVILLE

SPANISH COMMUNITY CENTER
303 SUMMER STREET
LANDISVILLE, NJ 08326
(609) 697-2967
** AD AM Y B H IV DW TX PV **

LIVINGSTON

SAINT BARNABAS MEDICAL CENTER
DEPT OF PSYCHIATRY DETOXIFICATION PROG
94 OLD SHORT HILLS ROAD
LIVINGSTON, NJ 07039
(201) 535-8688
** AD DT M Y A B HV PI CU IV PG EA **
** TX CI PV MM **

LONG BRANCH

MOMMOUTH CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY TREATMENT CENTERS INC
152 CHELSEA AVENUE
LONG BRANCH, NJ 07740
(201) 222-5190
** AD RR AM Y IV EA DM TX **

LYONS

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
ALCOHOL DEPENDENCE TREATMENT PROGRAM
BUILDING 57 B NORTH
LYONS, NJ 07959
(201) 647-0180 EXT. 6627
** AL RR AM A HV EA TX CI **

MANAHAWKIN

OCEAN ALCOHOL PROGRAM
102 EAST BAY AVENUE
SUITE C
MANAHAWKIN, NJ 08050
(609) 597-1751
** AD AM Y P PI EA DW TX PV **

SOUTH OCEAN COUNTY HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES/OUTPATIENT
1140 WEST BAY AVENUE
MANAHAWKIN, NJ 08050
(609) 597-9221
** AD AM EA TX **

MARLBORO

DISCOVERY INSTITUTE FOR ADDICTIVE DISORDERS
MARLBORO STATE HOSPITAL
MARLBORO, NJ 07746
(201) 946-9444
** AD RR AM Y A B HV PI CU IV PG **
** EA DM TX PV **
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MARLBORO PSYCHIATRIC HOSPITAL
ATLAS RESIDENTIAL MICA PROGRAM
COTTAGE 17 STATION A
MARLBORO, NJ 07746
(201) 996-8100 EXT. 2089
** AD RR M A B H HV CU IV EA TX **

NEW HOPE FOUNDATION
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
COTTAGE S
MARLBORO, NJ 07746
(908) 946-3030
** AD DT RR AM H Y A B H HV CU IV **
** PG EA DH TX PV **

MARLBORO HOSPITAL
HAMPTON ASSESSMENT AND RECOVERY CENTER
ROUTE 73
SUITE 8001B
MARLTON, NJ 08053
(609) 596-5335
** AD AM Y TX CI **

MATANAN
BAY SHORE YOUTH AND FAMILY SERVICES
166 MAIN STREET
MATANAN, NJ 07747
(201) 290-9040
** AD AM H Y A B H HV IV EA TX CI **
** PV **

MAYS LANDING
LIGHTHOUSE/RECOVERY SERVICES OF NJ
1609 MAYS LANDING, NJ 08050
(609) 625-4900
** AD RR AM Y CU TX CI PV **

MCGUIRE AIR FORCE BASE
DRUG AND ALCOHOL COUNSELING SERVICES
438 MAH/SLD
MCGUIRE AIR FORCE BASE, NJ 08641
(609) 724-4672
** AD EA DH PV **

MENDHAM
STEPS RECOVERY CENTERS
RESIDENTIAL PROGRAM
ROUTE 24
MENDHAM, NJ 07945
(201) 543-2009
** AD RR Y TX **

METUCHEN
ROOSEVELT HOSPITAL
ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT CENTER
57 OAKWOOD AVENUE
METUCHEN, NJ 08840
(201) 321-6800 EXT. 666
** AL AM H H EA DH TX CI **

MONTCLAIR
MOUNTAINSIDE HOSPITAL
ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT SERVS/OUTPT
321 CLAREMONT AVENUE
MONTCLAIR, NJ 07042
(201) 766-7959
** AD AM H B H HV PI CU PG TX CI **
** PV **

MOUNTAINSIDE HOSPITAL
ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT UNIT/CNSLR COORD
BAY AND HIGHLAND AVENUES
MONTCLAIR, NJ 07042
(201) 429-6121 EXT. 253
** AD DT IV DM TX CI PV **

MOUNTAINSIDE HOSPITAL
ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT UNIT/OUTPATIENT
BAY AND HIGHLAND AVENUES
MONTCLAIR, NJ 07042
(201) 429-6121
** AD AM H Y B HV CU TX PV **

MOUNTAINSIDE HOSPITAL
THE HAVEN
1 MUNN STREET
MONTCLAIR, NJ 07042
(201) 746-7780
** AL RR M A B H HV PI CU TX **

NATIONAL COUNCIL ON ALC AND DRUG DEP
NORTH JERSEY AREA INC
60 SOUTH FULLERTON AVENUE
MONTCLAIR, NJ 07042
(201) 783-9213
** AD EA DH PV **

NORTH ESSEX DEVELOPMENT AND ACTION COUNCIL
VERONA COUNSELING CENTER
56 GROVE AVENUE
MONTCLAIR, NJ 07044
(201) 259-6137
** AL AM H Y EA TX CI PV **

NORTH ESSEX DEVELOPMENT AND ACTION COUNCIL (NEDAC)
104 BLOOMFIELD AVENUE
MONTCLAIR, NJ 07042
(201) 783-6655
** DA AM H Y A B HV CU IV TX CI PV **

MOORESTOWN
PARKSIDE LODGE OF NEW JERSEY
EAST 2ND STREET AND PANCOAST AVENUE
MOORESTOWN, NJ 08057
(609) 235-7900
** AD RR M H HV CU IV PG TX **

PARKSIDE LODGE OF NEW JERSEY
PRIMARY OUTPATIENT
110 MARTER AVENUE
SUITE 410-411
MOORESTOWN, NJ 08057
(609) 235-3140
** AD AM CU IV DH TX CI PV **

MORRIS PLAZA
NEW VIENS TREATMENT PROGRAM INC
CENTRAL AVENUE
MORRIS PLAINS, NJ 07950
(201) 292-4015
** AD AM H B H CU TX PV **

MORRISTOWN
CENTER FOR ADDICTIVE ILLNESSES
ALCOHOLISM RESIDENTIAL AND OUTPATIENT
95 MOUNT KEMBLE AVENUE
MORRISTOWN, NJ 07960
(201) 285-4728
** AD RR AM H HV CU IV PG DM TX **
** CI HM **

FAIR OAKS ALC OUTPT RECOVERY CENTER
MORRISTOWN
20 COMMUNITY PLACE
MORRISTOWN, NJ 07960
(201) 540-9494
** AD AM IV DH TX CI PV **

MRS WILSON'S HALFMASS HOUSE
56 MOUNT KEMBLE AVENUE
MORRISTOWN, NJ 07960
(201) 540-0116
** AD RR M B H IV TX **

SAINT CLARES/ESTHER T DUTTON COUNSELING CENTER
3 SCHUYLER PLACE
MORRISTOWN, NJ 07960
(201) 326-7667
** AD PV **

MOUNT HOLLY
AMITY HOUSE
211 GARDEN STREET
MOUNT HOLLY, NJ 08060
(609) 267-6182
** AD RR M B H HV PI CU PG TX **

BURLINGTON COMP COUNSELING INC
75 WASHINGTON STREET
MOUNT HOLLY, NJ 08060
(609) 267-5610
** AD AM H Y A HV IV PG EA TX PV **
** HM **

DRENK MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ADOLESCENT AFTERCARE ALCOHOLISM SERVS
205 HIGH STREET
MOUNT HOLLY, NJ 08060
(609) 261-3350
** AD AM Y TX CI PV **

DRENK MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
PATH SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
205 HIGH STREET
MOUNT HOLLY, NJ 08060
(609) 261-3350
** AD AM Y TX CI PV **
NEW JERSEY

NEPTUNE

JERSEY SHORE MEDICAL CENTER
CMHC OUTPATIENT
1945 CORLIES AVENUE
NEPTUNE, NJ 07753
(201) 776-6343
** AD AM DH TX CI PV **

NEPTUNE TOWNSHIP DRUG AND ALCOHOL PROG
2106 BANGS AVENUE
NEPTUNE, NJ 07753
(201) 776-2029
** AD AM Y A B H TX CI PV **

NEW BRUNSWICK

DAMON HOUSE
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
110 BAYARD STREET
NEW BRUNSWICK, NJ 08901
(201) 828-3988
** AD RR AM H HV IV TX CI PV **

NEW BRUNSWICK COUNSELING CENTER
64 NEW STREET
NEW BRUNSWICK, NJ 08901
(201) 246-6025
** AD AM Y A B H AI HV CU IV PG **
** DW TX MM **

RUTGERS UNIV STUDENT HEALTH CENTER
ALC/OTHER DRUG ASSISTANCE FOR STUDENTS
11 BISHOP PLACE
HURSTAD HEALTH CENTER
NEW BRUNSWICK, NJ 08903
(201) 952-7976
** AD AM Y B H PI CU DM TX CI PV **

SAINT PETERS MEDICAL CENTER
PROG ADDIC CONSULTATION/TRT (PACT)
254 EASTON AVENUE
NEW BRUNSWICK, NJ 08903
(201) 745-6688
** AD AM H B CU TX CI PV **

THE OPEN DOOR
ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT PROGRAM
2-4 KIRKPATRICK AND NEW STREET
NEW BRUNSWICK, NJ 08901
(201) 246-4800
** AD AM H Y B H CU TX PV **

UNIV OF HDNJ CMHC AT PISCATAWAY
THE CLUB/HABILITATION SERVICES
195 NEW STREET
NEW BRUNSWICK, NJ 08901
(201) 418-2900
** AD AM H B H CU TX CI PV **

NEWARK

ALCON PROJECT
ADOLESCENT SERVICES
103 LINCOLN PARK
NEWARK, NJ 07101
(201) 623-0600 EXT. 7034
** AD AM Y A B H TX CI PV **

CHOICES INC
OUTPATIENT SERVICES
169 ROSEVILLE AVENUE
NEWARK, NJ 07107
(201) 481-1889
** AD AM Y A HV IV TX **

COMMUNITY AGENCY SERVING ALCOHOLICS
(CASA)
214 HAWTHORNE AVENUE
NEWARK, NJ 07112
(201) 621-5660
** AD AM M H HV PI CU PG DM TX **
** CI PV **

COMMUNITY UNITED FOR REHAB OF ADDICT
(CURA) YOUTH PROGRAM
35 LINCOLN PARK
NEWARK, NJ 07102
(201) 622-3570
** AD RR Y H IV TX **

COMMUNITY UNITED FOR REHAB OF ADDICT CURA INC
61 LINCOLN PARK
NEWARK, NJ 07102
(201) 622-3570
** AD RR AM H IV EA TX CI PV **

ESSEX SOUL
ESSEX SUBSTANCE ABUSE
178 PRINCE STREET
NEWARK, NJ 07103
(201) 643-3888
** AD AM Y A B A B AI HV CU IV TX PV **

ESSEX SUBSTANCE ABUSE TRT CTR INC
164 BLANCHARD STREET
NEWARK, NJ 07105
(201) 589-4282
** DA AM M Y A B H HV CU IV PG MM **

INTEGRITY HOUSE INC
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
103 LINCOLN PARK
NEWARK, NJ 07102
(201) 623-0600
** AD CI PV OT **

INTEGRITY HOUSE INC/NEARK
97-105 LINCOLN PARK
NEWARK, NJ 07102
(201) 623-0600
** AD RR M A HV IV TX PV **

INTEGRITY HOUSE/ALCON CARE
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
103 LINCOLN PARK
NEWARK, NJ 07102
(201) 623-0600
** AD AM Y IV TX PV **

INTEGRITY INC
OUTREACH
43 LINCOLN PARK
NEWARK, NJ 07103
(201) 623-7491
** AD AM M A HV IV TX PV **

LA CASA DE DON PEDRO
ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG SERVICES
23 BROADWAY
NEWARK, NJ 07104
(201) 483-2703
** AD AM Y H DM TX PV **

MOUNT CARMEL GUILD
HALFWAY HOUSE
56 FREEMAN STREET
NEWARK, NJ 07105
(201) 344-1558
** AL RR EA TX CI PV **

MOUNT CARMEL GUILD
NARCOTIC AND REHAB CENTER
17 MULBERRY STREET
NEWARK, NJ 07102
(201) 596-3943
** AD DT AM M B H HV CU IV PG TX **

MOUNT CARMEL SOCIAL SERVICE CENTER
OF CATHOLIC COMMUNITY SERVICES
56 FREEMAN STREET
NEWARK, NJ 07105
(201) 344-0067
** AL RR EA TX CI PV **

NEW JERSEY CHILD ABUSE
INTERVENTION AND PREVENTION
35 HALSEY STREET
2ND FLOOR
NEWARK, NJ 07102
(201) 663-3710
** AD PV **

NEWARK RENAISSANCE HOUSE INC
YOUTH AND FAMILY TREATMENT CENTER
74-80 NORFOLK STREET
NEWARK, NJ 07107
(201) 623-3586
** AD RR AM Y B TX CI PV **

PHOENIX HOUSE ACADEMY
153 HALSEY STREET
6TH FLOOR
NEWARK, NJ 07102
(914) 962-2491
** DA RR Y A HV IV TX CI PV **

SAINT MICHAELS MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE DETOX PROGRAM
269 MARTIN LUTHER KING JR BOULEVARD
NEWARK, NJ 07102
(201) 877-5523
** AD DT M A B H HV CU IV TX **

SPECTRUM HEALTH INC/NEWARK
461 FRELINGHUYSEN AVENUE
NEWARK, NJ 07114
(201) 596-2850
** DA AM IV CI MM **
NEW JERSEY

TURNING POINT
NEWARK PROGRAM
600 BROAD STREET
YMCA
NEWARK, NJ 07102
(201) 293-9400
** AL AM W B H AI PI CU PG TX **

NORTH BERGEN

PALISADES GENERAL HOSPITAL
COUNSELING CENTER ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
7101 KENNEDY BOULEVARD
NORTH BERGEN, NJ 07047
(201) 654-0500
** AD AM W Y B H AI CU PG EA DM TX **
** CT PV **

NORTHFIELD

ATLANTIC COUNTY COUNCIL ON
ALCOHOLISM AND SUBSTANCE ABUSE INC
101 SOUTH SHORE ROAD
SHOREVIEW COMPLEX
NORTHFIELD, NJ 08225
(609) 272-0101
** AD PV **

OLD BRIDGE

MAKAREWSKI COUNSELING
DRUG/ALCOHOL REHABILITATION CENTER
OWENS ROAD
ROUTE 516
OLD BRIDGE, NJ 08852
(201) 679-7337
** AD AM W Y A B H HV CU PG TX **

ORANGE

CITY OF ORANGE
DRUG/ALCOHOL ABUSE PROGRAM
301 MAIN STREET
ROOM 1
ORANGE, NJ 07050
(201) 266-4173
** DA AM W Y A B PG TX CI **

FAMILY SERVICE AND CHILD GUIDANCE CTR
395 SOUTH CENTER STREET
ORANGE, NJ 07050
(201) 675-3817
** AD AM M Y A B H HV CU IV PG EA **
** TX CI PV MM **

OXFORD

DOMESTIC ABUSE AND RAPE CRISIS CENTER
DECIDE PROGRAM
RURAL ROUTE 1
OXFORD, NJ 07863
(201) 453-4121
** AD AM TX CI PV **

PARAMUS

BERGEN COUNTY COUNCIL ON
ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE INC
BERGEN PINES HOSPITAL COMPLEX
BUILDING 7/Spring House
PARAMUS, NJ 07652
(201) 261-2103
** AD PV **

BERGEN COUNTY FIRST STEP DETOX SUPERINTENDENTS DRIVE
BERGEN PINES COUNTY HOSPITAL
PARAMUS, NJ 07652
(201) 599-6090
** AD DT B PI TX CI PV **

BERGEN PINES COUNTY HOSPITAL
ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT PROGRAM/RESID EAST RIDGEWOOD AVENUE
PARAMUS, NJ 07652
(201) 967-4412
** AD RR TX CI MM **

BERGEN PINES COUNTY HOSPITAL
DIVISION OF PSYCHIATRY/OPT PATIENT EAST RIDGEWOOD AVENUE
PARAMUS, NJ 07652
(201) 967-4222
** AD AM TX **

BERGEN PINES COUNTY HOSPITAL
EVERGREEN TREATMENT CENTER
EAST RIDGEWOOD AVENUE
PARAMUS, NJ 07652
(201) 967-4149
** AD DT RR AM IV DM TX CI PV MM **

FAMILY RECOVERY CENTERS
11 MACKAY AVENUE
PARAMUS, NJ 07652
(201) 368-9595
** AD AM Y TX PV **

MID BERGEN MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOLISM SERVICES/DUAL DIAGNOSIS
11 PARK PLACE
PARAMUS, NJ 07652
(201) 265-8200
** AD AM EA DM TX **

MID BERGEN MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOLISM SERVICES/OPT PATIENT
11 PARK PLACE
PARAMUS, NJ 07652
(201) 265-8200
** AD AM M Y B H AI HV CU PG TX **
** CI PV **

SPRING HOUSE
EAST RIDGEWOOD AVENUE
BERGEN PINES COMPLEX BLDG 7
PARAMUS, NJ 07652
(201) 261-3582
** AD RR M H B AI CU TX **

PARLIN

CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY RECOVERY CENTER
OUT-PATIENT SERVICES
1145 BORDENTOWN AVENUE
CLAREMONTE BUILDING SUITE 4
PARLIN, NJ 08859
(201) 721-3000
** AD AM W Y A B H AI HV CU PG **
** EA DM TX CI PV **

PARSIPPANY

ALCOHOL RECOVERY CENTER
620 WEST HANOVER AVENUE
PARSIPPANY, NJ 07054
(201) 285-6990
** AL AM DN TX PV **

PASSaic

HISPANIC INFORMATION CENTER
ALCOHOL OUTREACH PROG FOR MINORITIES
270 PASSAIC STREET
PASSAIC, NJ 07055
(201) 779-8110
** AD AM Y H CU DM TX CI PV **

NORTHEAST LIFE SKILLS ASSOCIATES INC
121 HOME AVENUE
PASSAIC, NJ 07055
(201) 777-2962
** DA AM W A H HV CU IV TX MM **

PASSAIC IDRC TREATMENT PROGRAM
182 FIRST STREET
PASSAIC, NJ 07055
(201) 777-2048
** AL AM DN TX PV **
NEW JERSEY

PATRICK

BARNERT MEMORIAL HOSPITAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM/OUTPATIENT
600 BROADWAY
PATRICK, NJ 07514
(201) 977-6704
** AD DT AM EA DM TX CI **
EVAS HALFAY HOUSE FOR WOMEN
22 JACKSON STREET
PATRICK, NJ 07505
(201) 523-6220
** AD RR A B H HV TX CI PV **
EVAS SHELTER
HALFWAY HOUSE/MALE
96 HAMILTON STREET
SAINT JOHNS
PATRICK, NJ 07505
(201) 742-0639
** AD RR Y A H HV PI CU IV **
** PG TX CI PV **
PATERSON COUNSELING CENTER INC
521 MAIN STREET
PATRICK, NJ 07505
(201) 523-8316
** DA AM H A H HV IV MM **
SAINT JOSEPHS HOSP AND MEDICAL CENTER
ADOLESCENT MICA TREATMENT PROGRAM
705 MAIN STREET
PATRICK, NJ 07503
(201) 977-2076
** AD AM Y TX PV **
STRAIGHT AND NARROW
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
3% STRAIGHT STREET
PATRICK, NJ 07501
(201) 345-6000
** AD PV OT **
STRAIGHT AND NARROW
ALCOHOLISM SERVICES/DETOX
3% STRAIGHT STREET
PATRICK, NJ 07501
(201) 345-6000 EXT. 61
** AD DT A H HV PI CU IV PG TX CI **
** PV **
STRAIGHT AND NARROW
ALCOHOLISM SERVICES/OUTPATIENT
869 EAST 19TH STREET
PATRICK, NJ 07501
(201) 279-7003
** AD AM Y A H HV CU IV EA DM TX **
** CI PV **
STRAIGHT AND NARROW
ALCOHOLISM SERVICES/OUTPATIENT
396 STRAIGHT STREET
PATRICK, NJ 07501
(201) 345-6000
** AD RR A B H HV CU IV TX **
STRAIGHT AND NARROW
JUVENILE UNIT
396 STRAIGHT STREET
PATRICK, NJ 07501
(201) 345-6000
** AD RR Y A B H HV PI CU IV PG **
** TX CI PV MM **
STRAIGHT AND NARROW ALCOHOL PGM (SNAP)
MCNULTY HALFAY HOUSE
869 EAST 19TH STREET
PATRICK, NJ 07501
(201) 279-7003
** AL RR Y A H HV CU IV EA DM TX **
** CI PV **
STRAIGHT AND NARROW/ THE GUILD
ALCOHOLISM SERVICES/RESIDENTIAL
396 STRAIGHT STREET
PATRICK, NJ 07501
(201) 345-6000
** AD RR Y A B H HV PI CU PG TX **
** CI PV **
The New Beginning Is Now Inc
A COMMUNITY FAMILY CARE SERVICES PROG
833 MADISON AVENUE
PATRICK, NJ 07501
(201) 523-8390
** AD AM Y B H PI CU TX PV **
PEMBERTON
BURLINGTON COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
POST HOUSE
PEMBERTON/BROWNS MILLS ROAD
PEMBERTON, NJ 08068
(609) 726-7157
** DA RR AM IV TX **
PEMBERTON/BROWNS MILLS ROAD
PEMBERTON, NJ 08068
(609) 235-5262
** AL RR PI CU TX CI PV **
NEW HOPE RETREAT INC
PENNS GROVE
PENNS GROVE, NJ 08069
(609) 239-5262
** AL RR PI CU TX CI PV **
PENNS GROVE
NEW HOPE RETREAT INC
PENNS GROVE-AUBURN ROAD
PENNS GROVE, NJ 08069
(609) 239-5262
** AL RR PI CU TX CI PV **
PERTH AMBOY
BAY HARBOR
ALCOHOLISM SERVICES/OUTPATIENT
530 NEW BRUNSWICK AVENUE
PERTH AMBOY, NJ 08861
(201) 442-4364 EXT. 5184
** AD AM Y A B H HV PI DM TX CI **
PERTH AMBOY
ALCOHOLISM SERVICES/RESIDENTIAL
530 NEW BRUNSWICK AVENUE
PERTH AMBOY, NJ 08861
(201) 442-4364 EXT. 5184
** AD AM Y A B H HV PI DM TX CI **
RARRITAN BAY MEDICAL CENTER
ADDCITION TRT SERVS (ATS) ADOLES A/C
595 NEW BRUNSWICK AVENUE
PERTH AMBOY, NJ 08861
(201) 442-3700 EXT. 2520
** AD AM H Y H HV TX PV **
RARRITAN BAY MEDICAL CENTER
ADDCITION TRT SERVS (ATS) OUTPT/MM PGM
595 NEW BRUNSWICK AVENUE
PERTH AMBOY, NJ 08861
(201) 442-9006
** DA AM H Y A H HV CU IV PG TX MM **
PHILLIPS'BURG
CATHOLIC CHARITIES/WARREN
ADAPT
700 SAYER AVENUE
PHILLIPS'BURG, NJ 08865
(201) 454-2074
** AD AM Y A B H HV CU PG DM TX **
** CI PV **
CATHOLIC CHARITIES/WARREN
FAHOM
700 SAYER AVENUE
PHILLIPS'BURG, NJ 08865
(201) 454-2074
** AD AM Y A H HV CU TX CI PV **
CATHOLIC CHARITIES/WARREN
PHOENIX
700 SAYER AVENUE
PHILLIPS'BURG, NJ 08865
(201) 454-2074
** AD AM Y A B H HV CU PG DM TX **
** CI PV **
WARREN HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL/DRUG RECOVERY CENTER/DETOX
185 ROSEBERRY STREET
PHILLIPS'BURG, NJ 08865
(201) 859-6787
** AD BT IV TX **
WARREN HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL/DRUG RECOVERY CENTER/OUTPT
185 ROSEBERRY STREET
PHILLIPS'BURG, NJ 08865
(201) 859-6787
** AD AM IV DM TX **
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WARREN HOSPITAL
MICA PROGRAM/INPATIENT
185 ROSEBERRY STREET
MENTAL HEALTH UNIT 2 SOUTH
PHILIPSBURG, NJ 08865
(201) 859-6782
** AD DT TX PV **

PISCATAWAY
UMDNJ/CHMC AT PISCATAWAY
ADDICTION RECOVERY ADDIRES AFTERCARE
667 HOES LANE
PISCATAWAY, NJ 08854
(201) 463-4726
** AD AM M Y B H HV PI CU IV PG TX **
** PV **

UMDNJ/CHMC AT PISCATAWAY
ADDICTION RECOVERY OUTPATIENT SERVICES
667 HOES LANE
PISCATAWAY, NJ 08854
(201) 463-4726
** AD AM M Y B H HV PI CU IV EA DM **
** TX PV OT **

PLAINFIELD
PLAINFIELD TREATMENT CENTER
519 NORTH AVENUE
PLAINFIELD, NJ 07060
(201) 757-8450
** DA AM M A B HV IV MM **

PROJECT ALERT
ALERTOP
332 WEST FRONT STREET
PLAINFIELD, NJ 07060
(201) 753-3082
** AD AM M B H PI DM TX CI PV **

PROJECT ALERT
DUDLEY HOUSE
930 PUTNAM AVENUE
PLAINFIELD, NJ 07060
(201) 753-3595
** AD RR B H HV PI CU IV TX CI PV **

UNION COUNTY PSYCHIATRIC CLINIC
ADOLESCENT ALCOHOL PROGRAM
117-119 ROOSEVELT AVENUE
PLAINFIELD, NJ 07062
(201) 756-6870
** AD AM B H TX CI PV **

POMPTON LAKES
WAYNE GENERAL COUNSELING CENTER
MENTAL HEALTH SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
105 HAMBURG TURNPIKE
POMPTON LAKES, NJ 07442
(201) 653-2525
** AD AM DM TX CI PV **

PRINCETON
CORNER HOUSE
369 HITHERSPoon STREET
VALLEY ROAD BUILDING
PRINCETON, NJ 08540
(609) 924-2098
** AD AM M Y B H HV CU TX PV **

FAMILY SERVICE OF PRINCETON
OUTPAT ALCOHOLISM COUNSELING AND EDUC
120 JOHN STREET
PRINCETON, NJ 08542
(609) 924-2098
** AD AM EA DH TX PV **

PRINCETON HOUSE
ADDICTION RECOVERY PROGRAM
905 HERRONTOWN ROAD
PRINCETON, NJ 08540
(609) 797-3300
** AD DT RR H Y B H HV CU IV EA TX **
** CI PV MM **

PRINCETON JUNCTION
INSTITUTE FOR FAMILY THERAPY
14 WASHINGTON ROAD
PRINCETON JUNCTION, NJ 08500
(609) 799-3378
** AD AM EA TX CI PV OT **

RANNOCAH
HAMPTON HOSPITAL ADULT PROGRAM
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
RANNOCAH ROAD
RANNOCAH, NJ 08073
(609) 267-7000
** AD RR H Y B H HV PI CU IV PG **
** DM TX CI PV **

RANNOCAH
HOSPITAL TREATMENT CENTER
ALCOHOLISM/SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
RANNOCAH ROAD
RANNOCAH, NJ 08073
(609) 267-7000
** AD RR H Y B H HV PI CU IV PG **
** DM TX CI PV **

RAHETT
MORRIS COUNTY CCFEC CARE CENTER
OUTPATIENT/DUKE FREE AND METHADONE
1574 SUSEK TURNPIKE
RANDOLPH, NJ 07869
(201) 927-6696
** DA AM M PI CU IV PG TX CI PV MM **

RANNOCAH
SAMARITAN HOMELESS INTERIM PROGRAM INC
100 WEST MAIN STREET
RANNOCAH, NJ 08869
(201) 725-3260
** AD AM M A B H HV PI TX CI OT **

RED BANK
FORT MONMOUTH COMMUNITY COUNSELING CTR
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
BUILDING 864
AMSEL/PFAD
RED BANK, NJ 07703
(201) 532-2415
** AD EA DM TX PV **

RIVER EADE
HIGH FOCUS CENTERS INC
41 GRAND AVENUE
RIVER EDGE, NJ 07661
(201) 644-0313
** AD AM TX **

RIVERTON MEDICAL CENTER
ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ARS UNIT/OUTPT
35 UNION STREET
6TH FLOOR
RED BANK, NJ 07701
(201) 530-2415
** AD AM M A HV CU PG TM TX **

RIVERTON MEDICAL CENTER CENTURY HOUSE
MEDICAL DETOX ALCOHOLISM SERVICES
87 EAST FRONT STREET
6TH FLOOR
RED BANK, NJ 07701
(201) 530-2470
** AD AM M A HV CU PG TM CI PV **

RIVERTON MEDICAL CENTER/CENTURY HOUSE
MEDICAL SERVICES
87 EAST FRONT STREET
RED BANK, NJ 07701
(908) 530-2470
** AL RR H Y A B HV CU IV PG TX **
** CI PV **

RIDGEFIELD
HISPANIC INSTITUTE FOR RESEARCH/DEVEL
ALCOHOL/DRUGS SOCIAL SUPPORT GROUP
182 MAIN STREET
RIDGEFIELD, NJ 07660
(201) 441-2120
** AD PV **

RIDGEWOOD
FURMAN CLINIC INC
487 GALLOW ROAD
RIDGEWOOD, NJ 07450
(201) 670-1940
** AD AM M Y TX CI PV **

RAYMOND E BANTA VALLEY CENTER
74 PASSAIC STREET
RIDGEWOOD, NJ 07451
(201) 445-4357
** AD AM M Y TX CI PV **

WEST BERGEN COMMUNITY MH CENTER
ALCOHOLISM SERVICES
120 CHESTNUT STREET
RIDGEWOOD, NJ 07450
(201) 444-3550
** AD AM EA DM TX CI PV **
NEW JERSEY

RIVERSIDE
ZURBRUGG MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
RIVERSIDE DIV ALC SERV/OATS PROGRAM
HOSPITAL PLAZA
RIVERSIDE, NJ 08075
(609) 835-3492
** AD RR AM H Y B PI CU IV EA DH **
** TX PV **

RUTHERFORD
SOUTH BERGEN MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOLISM SERVICES
516 VALLEY BROOK AVENUE
RUTHERFORD, NJ 07071
(201) 935-3322
** AD AH DH TX CI PV **

SALEM
SALEM COUNTY ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
ADOLESCENT AFTERCARE/DAY AND EVENING
98 MARKET STREET
SALEM, NJ 08079
(609) 935-7510
** AD AM Y TX CI PV **

SALEM COUNTY ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
98 MARKET STREET
SALEM, NJ 08079
(609) 935-7510
** AD AM M Y DH TX CI PV **

SCOTCH PLAINS
RESOLVE COMMUNITY COUNSELING CENTER
1830 FRONT STREET
SCOTCH PLAINS, NJ 07076
(201) 322-9180
** AD EA PV **

SECAUCUS
HUDSON COUNTY MEADOWVIEW HOSPITAL
MEADOWVIEW DETOX
595 COUNTY AVENUE
SECAUCUS, NJ 07094
(201) 319-3581
** AD DT M A H HV PI CU TX PV **

INTEGRITY HOUSE INC/HUDSON
595 COUNTY ROAD
MEADOWVIEW HOSPITAL
SECAUCUS, NJ 07094
(201) 330-0033
** AD RR M A HV IV TX PV **

SKILLMAN
CRAWFORD HOUSE INC
HALFWAY HOUSE FOR WOMEN ALCOHOLICS
362 SUNSET ROAD
SKILLMAN, NJ 08558
(201) 874-6080
** AL RR M Y A HV CU IV TX **

SOMERVILLE
SOMERSET COUNCIL ON
ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG DEPENDENCY INC
104 REHILL AVENUE
SOMERVILLE, NJ 08876
(201) 722-4900
** AD AM Y EA DH TX PV **

SOMERSET DRUG CLINIC
256 EAST MAIN STREET
SOMERVILLE, NJ 08876
(201) 722-4900
** AD AM M Y B H HV IV EA DH TX **
** CI MM **

SOMERSET MEDITATION CENTER/SPECIALIZED TRT FOR
ADDICTIONS RECOVERY PROGRAM (STAR)
110 REHILL AVENUE
SOMERVILLE, NJ 08876
(201) 218-7990
** AD AM EA DH TX CI PV **

SOUTH AMBOY
SOUTH AMBOY COMMUNITY MH CENTER
ALCOHOLISM SERVICES/DAYBREAK PROGRAM
540 BORDENTOWN AVENUE
SOUTH AMBOY, NJ 08879
(201) 583-4400
** AD AM H B H CU EA TX CI PV **

STRATHMORE CLINIC
LOWER MAIN STREET
ROUTE 35
SOUTH AMBOY, NJ 08879
(201) 727-2555
** DA AM A HV IV MM **

STIRLING
HONESTY HOUSE
ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
1272 LONG HILL ROAD
STIRLING, NJ 07980
(201) 647-3211
** AD RR AM H B H HV CU TX PV **

SUMMIT
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY CENTER
THE STEPS RECOVERY CENTER
86 SUMMIT AVENUE
SUMMIT, NJ 07901
(201) 273-0426
** AD IV DH CI PV **

FAIR OAKS HOSPITAL
OUTPATIENT ALCOHOLISM ACCEPT PROGRAM
19 PROSPECT STREET
SUMMIT, NJ 07901
(201) 522-7000
** AD RR Y A B HV CU EA TX PV **

TEANECK
CENTER FOR ADDICTION REHAB AND EDUCATION
718 TEANECK ROAD
1 MARJAN
TEANECK, NJ 07666
(201) 833-3741
** AD AM M Y IV EA DH TX PV **

TOMS RIVER
NJ EASTERN SEALs COUNTERMEASURES PROG
154 ROUTE 9
TOMS RIVER, NJ 08755
(201) 260-0423
** AL AH DM TX **

OCEAN COUNTY BOARD OF SOCIAL SERVICES
1027 HOOPER AVENUE
TOMS RIVER, NJ 08754
(201) 349-1500
** AL PV **

SCHAFER TREATMENT CENTER
1594 ROUTE 9
TOMS RIVER, NJ 08755
(908) 260-0423
** AD AM M Y EA DH TX CI **

TOMS RIVER OUTREACH CENTER
247 MAIN STREET
TOMS RIVER, NJ 08753
(201) 264-1600
** AD AM M Y B H IV TX PV **

TRENTON
CATHOLIC CHARITIES
ALCOHOLISM/ADDICTIONS PROGRAM
47 NORTH CLINTON AVENUE
TRENTON, NJ 08607
(609) 394-5181
** AD AM M Y B HV CU IV DH TX **
NEW JERSEY

CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PLUS
986 SOUTH BROAD STREET
TRENTON, NJ 08611
(609) 392-0077
** AD AM H Y B CU PG TX **

COMM GUIDANCE CENTER OF MERCER COUNTY
SUBSTANCE ABUSE RECOVERY PROGRAM
2300 HAMILTON AVENUE
TRENTON, NJ 08619
(609) 587-7044
** AD AM H Y A HV CU IV EA TX CI **

FAMILY SERVICES OF TRENTON
ADOLESCENT AFTERCARE/DAY EVENING
941 WHITEHORSE MERCERVILLE ROAD
SUITE 21
TRENTON, NJ 08610
(609) 585-8000
** AD AM EA DH TX CI **

GREATER TRENTON CMHC
MICA PROJECT
132 NORTH WARREN STREET
TRENTON, NJ 08607
(609) 394-7090
** AD AM TX PV **

GREATER TRENTON CMHC INC
JEAN HEALIOS BERMININGHAM CLINIC
800 BRUNSWICK AVENUE
TRENTON, NJ 08608
(609) 989-3920
** AD AM Y H TX **

HELENE FULL MEDICAL CENTER
FIRST STEP CHEM DEP UNIT/DETOX
750 BRUNSWICK AVENUE
TRENTON, NJ 08635
(609) 394-6190
** AD DT W B H HV CU PG TX PV **

MERCER COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM AND
DRUG ABUSE ADDICTION
408 BELLEVUE AVENUE
TRENTON, NJ 08618
(609) 396-5674
** AD EA DH PV **

MERCER STREET FRIENDS CENTER
OUTPATIENT DRUG AND ALC TREATMENT SERV
1201 WEST STATE STREET
TRENTON, NJ 08610
(609) 939-7466
** AD AM H Y A B H HV CU TX PV **

NEN HORIZON TREATMENT SERVICES INC
132 PERRY STREET
2ND FLOOR
TRENTON, NJ 08616
(609) 394-8988
** AD AM H Y A B H HV CU IV PG EA **
** TX PV MM **

RESCUE MISSION OF TRENTON INC
VINCES PLACE
98 CARROLL STREET
TRENTON, NJ 08604
(609) 695-1456
** AD RR W B TX CI PV **

TRENTON ALIAA
541 EAST STATE STREET
TRENTON, NJ 08609
(609) 392-2822
** AD AM H B H PI CU PG TX CI PV **

UNITED PROGRESS INC
DETOXIFICATION CENTER
541 EAST STATE STREET
TRENTON, NJ 08609
(609) 392-2822
** AD DT W B H PI CU PG TX CI PV **

UNITED PROGRESS INC
HALFWAY HOUSE
541 EAST STATE STREET
TRENTON, NJ 08609
(609) 392-2822
** AD RR W B H PI CU IV PG TX PV **

UNION
CATHOLIC COMMUNITY SERVICES
438 CLERMONT TERRACE
UNION, NJ 07083
(201) 355-3232
** AD AM H Y B PI CU TX CI PV **

CATHOLIC COMMUNITY SERVICES
ALCOHOLISM SERVICES/OUTPATIENT
438 CLERMONT TERRACE
UNION, NJ 07083
(201) 355-3232
** AD AM Y EA TX PV **

GENESIS/A PROGRAM OF UNION HOSPITAL
DRUG AND ALC SERVS/ADOLESCENT OUTPT
1090 HARRIS AVENUE
UNION, NJ 07083
(201) 353-1212
** AD AM H Y B H HV CU PG TX PV **

GENESIS/PROGRAM OF UNION HOSPITAL
DRUG AND ALC SERVS/ADULT OUTPT
1090 HARRIS AVENUE
UNION, NJ 07083
(908) 353-1212
** AD AM H Y B H HV CU IV DH TX PV **

UNION HOSPITAL
DRUG AND ALC SERVS/DETOX
1000 GALLOPING HILL ROAD
UNION, NJ 07083
(201) 851-7010
** AD DT W B H PI CU IV EA TX CI **
** PV **

UNION CITY
NORTH HUDDON COMMUNITY ACTION CORP
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT CENTER
507 26TH STREET
UNION CITY, NJ 07087
(201) 330-3812
** AD AM H H HV PI CU DH TX CI PV **

VAUXHALL
SUBURBAN CLINIC
1 ROSELYN PLACE
VAUXHALL, NJ 07088
(201) 687-7188
** AD AM HV PI CU IV TX CI PV MM **

VERONA
TURNING POINT INC
HILLTOP SANITARIUM ROAD
VERONA, NJ 07044
(201) 239-9400
** AD RR W B H AI PI CU PG TX PV **

Waldwick
VALLEY HOSPITAL
COMP OUTPT ADDICTION PROG (COAP)
20 FRANKLIN TURNPIKE
Waldwick, NJ 07463
(201) 447-8226
** AD DT AM Y EA TX CI PV **

WASHINGTON
FAMILY GUIDANCE CENTER OF WARREN
OUTPATIENT SUBST ABUSE TREATMENT PROG
21 WEST WASHINGTON AVENUE
WASHINGTON, NJ 07682
(201) 689-6470
** AD AM H Y CU IV TX CI PV **

WAYNE
WAYNE TWP COUNSELING CENTER
475 VALLEY ROAD
WAYNE, NJ 07470
(201) 694-1254
** AD AM Y CU IV EA TX CI PV **

WEST ORANGE
MAIN STREET COUNSELING CENTER
345 MAIN STREET
WEST ORANGE, NJ 07052
(201) 736-2041
** AD AM H Y B H TX CI PV **

WEST ORANGE FAMILY YOUTH SERVICE
4 CHARLES STREET
WEST ORANGE, NJ 07052
(201) 325-6141
** AD AM H Y EA TX CI PV **
WESTFIELD

UNION COUNTY COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM AND OTHER DRUG ADDICTIONS
300 NORTH AVENUE EAST
WESTFIELD, NJ 07090
(201) 235-0810
** AD DH PV **

WOODBURY

SERVICES TO OVERCOME DRUG ABUSE AMONG TEENAGERS OF NJ INC (SODAT INC)
124 NORTH BROAD STREET
WOODBURY, NJ 08096
(609) 845-6363
** AD AM Y CU IV EA TX CI PV DT **

WESTVILLE

MARYVILLE ALCOHOLISM REHAB CENTER
OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
156 BROADWAY
WESTVILLE, NJ 08093
(609) 456-0660
** AD AM IV EA DH TX CI **

WHITING

AMERICAS KESKICK
KESKICK COLONY DIVISION
KESKICK GROVE
WHITING, NJ 08759
(908) 350-1187
** AD RR AM IV TX PV **

WILDWOOD

CAPE COUNSELING SERVICES INC
DRUG AND ALCOHOL UNIT
2604 PACIFIC AVENUE
WILDWOOD, NJ 08260
(609) 729-1404
** AD AM Y A HV IV DH TX **

WILLIAMSTOWN

MARYVILLE ALCOHOLISM REHAB CENTER
RESIDENTIAL PROGRAM
GRANT AVENUE
RD 2
WILLIAMSTOWN, NJ 08094
(609) 629-0244
** AD RR H IV EA DH TX CI **

REALITY HOUSE INC/CHERRY HILL
ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICE
490 NORTH BLACK HORSE PIKE
WILLIAMSTOWN, NJ 08094
(609) 728-0404
** AD AM W Y H HV TX PV **

WOODBRIDGE

JFK CENTER FOR DRUG AND ALC PROBLEMS
PREVENTION AND TREATMENT
73 GREEN STREET
WOODBRIDGE, NJ 07095
(201) 634-7910
** AD AM W Y HV CU DH TX PV **
NEW MEXICO

ALAMOGORDO
LA PLACITA REINTEGRATION CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
3102 NORTH FLORIDA STREET
ROUTE 7
ALAMOGORDO, NM 88310
(505) 434-0515
** AD RR Y EA TX PV **

OTERO COUNTY COUNCIL ON
ALCOHOL ABUSE AND ALCOHOLISM
915 DELAHARE STREET
ALAMOGORDO, NM 88310
(505) 437-8942
** AL DT RR AM H Y H PI TX CI PV **

ZIA THERAPY
900 FIRST STREET
ALAMOGORDO, NM 88310
(505) 437-3040
** AD PV **

ALBUQUERQUE
ALBUQUERQUE PUBLIC SCHOOLS
TEAM AGAINST SUBSTANCE ABUSE
2611 EIBANK STREET NE
AZTEC COMPLEX BUILDING F
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87112
(505) 296-5433
** AD PV **

BERNALILLO COUNTY MH/MR CENTER
CTR FOR ALC/SUBST ABUSE AND ADDICTIONS
2350 ALAMO DRIVE SE
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87106
(505) 768-0100
** AD AT HM Y A B H AI HV CU IV **
** PG TX CI PV MM **

CHARTER HOSPITAL OF ALBUQUERQUE
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
5901 ZUNI ROAD SE
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87108
(800) 874-2476
** AD AT RR H A B H AI HV PI CU PG **
** TX CI PV **

CITIZENS COUNCIL ON
ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE
7711 ZUNI PLACE SE
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87108
(505) 265-6811
** AD AM H B H TX PV **

HOGARES INC
1218 GRIEGOS ROAD NW
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87107
(505) 345-0471
** AD RR Y B H AI IV EA TX CI PV **

PEANUT BUTTER AND JELLY
THERAPEUTIC PRE SCHOOL AND FAMILY CTR
1101 LOPEZ STREET SW
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87105
(505) 877-7060
** AD PV **

TURQUOISE LODGE
6000 ISLETA BOULEVARD SW
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87105
(505) 841-0878
** AL DT RR H A B H AI HV PG EA TX **

UNIV OF NM DEPARTMENT OF PEDIATRICS
CTR FOR INDIAN YOUTH PROG DEVELOPMENT
2701 FRONTIER STREET NE
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87131
(505) 277-6737
** AD PV **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
2100 RIDGECREST DRIVE SE
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87108
(505) 265-1711 EXT. 2474
** AD RR AM H AI CU IV EA TX PV **

ANTHONY(TX)
FEDERAL CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION
LA TUNA DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
ANTHONY(TX), NM 88021
(915) 886-3422
** AD AM EA TX PV **

BERNALILLO
LA BUENA VIDA INC
720 CAMINO DEL PUEBLO
BERNALILLO, NM 87004
(505) 867-2383
** AD AM TX PV **

BARBARA J. MARTIN
1021 VACEDO ROAD SE
ALBUQUERQUE, NM 87104
(505) 266-7001
** AD AM HC H TX PV **

CARLSBAD
CARLSBAD MENTAL HEALTH ASSOCIATION
VILLA DE ESPERANZA
701 NORTH CANAL STREET
CARLSBAD, NM 88220
(505) 885-4836
** AD DT RR AM IV EA TX PV **

CARLSBAD MUNICIPAL SCHOOLS
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
408 NORTH CANYON STREET
CARLSBAD, NM 88220
(505) 887-2621
** AD PV OT **

CLOVIS
CURRY ROOSEVELT COUNTY
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES/DWI CENTER
5106 NORTH PRINCE STREET
CLOVIS, NM 88101
(505) 769-0451
** AD PM PV **

MENTAL HEALTH RESOURCES INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES/OUTPATIENT
3620 NORTH PRINCE STREET
CLOVIS, NM 88101
(505) 769-2345
** AD RR AM DH TX PV **

EMBUDO
RIO GRANDE
ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT CENTER INC
EMBUDO, NM 87531
(505) 579-4251
** AL DT RR H IV TX CI PV **

ESPAÑOLA
SANTA CLARA REHABILITATION CENTER
SANTA CLARA PUEBLO
ESPAÑOLA, NM 87532
(505) 753-7326 EXT. 276
** AL DT RR H AI TX CI PV **

** KEY **

ORIENTATION!
AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
AD = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
DT = DETOXIFICATION(24 HOUR CARE)
RR = RESIDENTIAL(24 HOUR CARE)
AM = AMBULATORY(LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)

SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS!
W = WOMEN
Y = YOUTH
A = AIDS PATIENTS
B = BLACKS
H = HISPANICS

UNIT FUNCTION!
TX = TREATMENT UNIT
CI = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT
PV = PREVENTION UNIT
MH = METHADONE UNIT
OT = OTHER UNIT
FARMINGTON
FARMINGTON PUBLIC SCHOOLS
STUDENT AND EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROG
2200 SUNSET AVENUE
FARMINGTON, NM 87401
(505) 325-0207 EXT. 250
** AD EA PV **
SAN JUAN DETOXIFICATION SERVICES
AKA FOUR WINDS ADDICTION RECOVERY CTR
1313 MISSION AVENUE
FARMINGTON, NM 87401
(505) 327-7218
** AD DT RR H A H AI HV PI CU PG **
** TX **
FORT BAYARD
FORT BAYARD MEDICAL CENTER
YUCCA LODGE
FORT BAYARD, NM 88036
(505) 537-5302 EXT. 235
** AL RR DN TX PV **
GALLUP
BEHAVIORAL HEALTH SERVICES
650 VANDEN BOSCH PARKWAY
GALLUP, NM 87301
(505) 722-3204
** AD DT RR AM H A H AI HV PI IV PG **
** EA TX CI PV **
GALLUP/MCKINLEY COUNTY SCHOOLS
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION PROGRAM
700 SOUTH BOARDMAN STREET
GALLUP, NM 87301
(505) 722-7711 EXT. 175
** AD PV **
HOBBS
GUIDANCE CENTER OF LEA COUNTY
TREATMENT CENTER
920 WEST BROADWAY
HOBBS, NM 88240
(505) 395-3168
** AD AM H Y A B H AI PI CU PG EA **
** TX CI PV **
ISLETA
PUEBLO OF ISLETA
ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG PROGRAM
ISLETA, NM 87022
(505) 869-2358
** AL AM H Y H AI TX CI PV **
LAS VEGAS
RIO GRANDE TREATMENT CENTER
609 UNIVERSITY STREET
LAS VEGAS, NM 87701
(505) 425-9069
** AL AM H Y B H AI TX PV **
WEST LAS VEGAS SCHOOLS
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION PROG (SAPP)
179 BRIDGE STREET
LAS VEGAS, NV 87701
(505) 425-9316
** DA EA PV **
LOS ALAMOS
LOS ALAMOS PUBLIC SCHOOLS
ALCOHOL/DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION
751 TRINITY DRIVE
LOS ALAMOS, NM 87544
(505) 662-6141
** AD EA PV **
LOS LUNAS
COTTONWOOD DE ALBUQUERQUE
804 BLYTHE ROAD
LOS LUNAS, NM 87031
(505) 865-3345
** AD DT H Y B H AI CU IV TX PV **
MAGDALENA
ALAMO ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
TREATMENT AND PREVENTION
MAGDALENA, NM 87825
(505) 854-2610
** AD AM Y AI PI TX PV **
PORTALES
MENTAL HEALTH RESOURCES INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES/OUTPATIENT
300 EAST FIRST STREET
PORTALES, NM 88010
(505) 359-1221
** AD AM DM TX PV **
GUESTA
PRESBYTERIAN MEDICAL SERVICES
SATELLITE OUTPATIENT ALCOHOLISM SERVS
GUESTA, NM 87556
(505) 586-0315
** AL AM H Y H DM TX CI PV **
RATON
RATON ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
6TH AND CINAMARRE STREETS
RATON, NM 87740
(505) 446-2754
** AD AM H Y H PI CU PG DM TX CI **
** PV **
ROSMELL
COUNCILING ASSOCIATES INC
109 WEST BLAND STREET
ROSMELL, NM 88201
(505) 623-1480
** AD AM Y IV DM TX PV **
PECOS VALLEY LODGE HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
1600 EAST TILDEN STREET
ROSMELL, NM 88201
(505) 624-6059
** AL DT RR H Y A B H AI HV PI CU **
** IV TX CI PV **
RUIDOSO
THE COUNSELING CENTER
SATELLITE
1707 SUDDERTH STREET
RUIDOSO, NM 88345
(505) 257-5038
** AL AM TX CI PV **
SANTA FE
AYUDANTES INC
SANTA FE NORTHERN CLINIC
1316 APACHE STREET
SANTA FE, NM 87504
(505) 438-0035
** AL AM H A H IV TX CI PV MM **
PINON HILLS HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
313 CAMINO ALIRE
SANTA FE, NM 87501
(505) 234-8000
** AD RR TX CI PV **
POJOAQUE VALLEY SCHOOLS
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION/EDUCATION
SANTA FE, NM 87501
(505) 455-2284
** AD PV **
RECOVERY OF ALCOHOLICS PROGRAM INC
OUTPATIENT AND ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICES
826 CAMINO DEL MONTE REY
BUILDING B
SANTA FE, NM 87501
(505) 988-7297
** AL DT RR AM H Y B H AI PG EA DH **
** TX CI PV **
SANTA FE PUBLIC SCHOOLS
DRUG PREVENTION PROGRAM
610 ALTA VISTA STREET
SANTA FE, NM 87501
(505) 989-5432
** AD DH PV **
SANTA ROSA
GREATER SANTA ROSA COA INC
THE SURE HOUSE
130 4TH STREET
SANTA ROSA, NM 88435
(505) 472-5459
** AD RR AM H Y H AI PI TX CI **
** PV **
NEW MEXICO

SILVER CITY

BORDER AREA MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
315 SOUTH HUDSON STREET
SILVER CITY, NM 88061
(505) 388-4412
** AD AM EA DM TX PV OT **

TAOS

TAOS COUNTY ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
141 EAST KIT CARSON ROAD
TAOS, NM 87571
(505) 758-8876
** AD DT AM W Y B H AI HV PI CU IV **
** PG EA DM TX PV **

ZUNI

DIVISION OF ALCOHOLISM
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
ZUNI, NM 87327
(505) 782-4710
** AD AM Y Y AI EA DM TX CI PV **
NEW YORK

ALBANY

AIDS COUNCIL OF NORTHEASTERN NEW YORK
750 BROADWAY
ALBANY, NY 12207
(518) 434-4686
** DA OT **

AL CARE

CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY OUTPATIENT CLINIC
445 NEW KARNER ROAD
ALBANY, NY 12205
(518) 456-8045
** DA AM H Y A HV CU IV TX CI PV **

ALBANY CITIZENS COUNCIL ON ALC INC
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
283 CENTRAL AVENUE
3RD FLOOR
ALBANY, NY 12206
(518) 434-2567
** DA AM DH TX PV **

ALBANY CITIZENS COUNCIL ON ALC INC
COMMUNITY EDUCATION
75 NEW SCOTLAND AVENUE
ALBANY, NY 12212
(518) 465-5829
** AL PV **

ALBANY CITIZENS COUNCIL ON ALC INC
MCCARTY AVENUE HALFWAY HOUSE
90 MCCARTY AVENUE
ALBANY, NY 12202
(518) 449-0643
** AL RR TX **

ALBANY COUNTY

SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION PROGRAM
845 CENTRAL AVENUE
SUITE LL 101
ALBANY, NY 12206
(518) 437-1394
** DA PV **

ALBANY COUNTY ADULT LEARNING CENTER
YDA VERSA
845 CENTRAL AVENUE
SUITE LL 101
ALBANY, NY 12206
(518) 437-1391
** DA DT **

ALBANY COUNTY DEPT HUMAN RESOURCES
88 NORTH LAKE AVENUE
ALBANY, NY 12206
(518) 434-5200
** AD PV **

ALBANY COUNTY SUBSTANCE ABUSE CLINIC
845 CENTRAL AVENUE
ALBANY, NY 12206
(518) 437-1390
** DA AM H Y A HV CU IV TX **

ALBANY DIocese
DRUG EDUCATION MINISTRY
40 NORTH MAIN AVENUE
ALBANY, NY 12203
(518) 453-6771
** AD PV **

ARBOR HILL ALCOHOL PROGRAM (AHAP)
SUPPORTIVE LIVING FACILITY
250 CLINTON AVENUE
ALBANY, NY 12206
(518) 434-3061
** AL RR PG TX CI **

ARBOR HILL COMMUNITY CENTER INC
AA CCSAP
50 NORTH LARK STREET
ALBANY, NY 12210
(518) 465-1516
** AD PV **

BERNIE SCHALLEHN/ALBANY
346 QUAIL STREET
ALBANY, NY 12208
(518) 489-8270
** DA AM CU TX **

COLONIZE YOUTH CENTER INC
YOUTH SERVS DEPT SUBST ABUSE PROG/ADM
1655 CENTRAL AVENUE
ALBANY, NY 12205
(518) 869-8328
** AD PV **

EDWARD F KENNELL CENTER INC
70 NORTH SMAN STREET
SAINT JOSEPHS SCHOOL
ALBANY, NY 12210
(518) 462-4320
** DA AM H Y A B HV CU IV EA TX **

EQUINOX INC
EQUINOX COUNSELING CENTER
214 LARK STREET
ALBANY, NY 12210
(518) 434-6135
** DA AM H Y B HV CU IV DM TX **

HOPE HOUSE INC
OUTPATIENT
1500 WESTERN AVENUE
ALBANY, NY 12203
(518) 869-1172
** DA AM H Y A B HV CU IV TX CI **
** PV **

HOPE HOUSE INC
RESID CHEM DEP FOR YOUTH/LONG TERM
1 HOPE LANE
ALBANY, NY 12212
(518) 452-0001
** AD RR M Y A HV TX **

HOPE HOUSE INC
RESIDENTIAL
261 NORTH PEARL STREET
ALBANY, NY 12207
(518) 465-7879
** DA RR M Y A B HV PI CU IV PG **
** TX CI PV **

HOSPITALITY HOUSE
THERAPEUTIC COMMUNITY INC/HOMELESS RES
271 CENTRAL AVENUE
ALBANY, NY 12206
(518) 434-6468
** DA RR M Y H TX **

HOSPITALITY HOUSE
THERAPEUTIC COMMUNITY INC/RESIDENTIAL
271 CENTRAL AVENUE
ALBANY, NY 12206
(518) 434-6468
** DA RR M Y H TX **

** KEY **

ORIENTATION:
AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
AD = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
AM = AMBULATORY (LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)
DT = DETOXIFICATION (24 HOUR CARE)
DM = DM/N/ASAP SERVICES
DR = RESIDENTIAL (24 HOUR CARE)
EA = EAP PROGRAM SERVICES
H = HOMEN
HV = HV NOTICES
W = YOUTH
Y = YOUTH
A = AIDS PATIENTS
PU = PUBLIC INEBRIATES
D = BLACKS
OJ = COCAINE USERS
H = HISPANICS
IV = IV DRUG USERS
UNIT FUNCTION:
TX = TREATMENT UNIT
CI = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT
PV = PREVENTION UNIT
MM = METHADONE UNIT
OT = OTHER UNIT
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SAINT ANNES INSTITUTE PROGRAM
160 NORTH MAIN AVENUE
ALBANY, NY 12206
(518) 489-7611
** AD PV **

SAINT JOHN'S PROJECT LIFT INC
ALCOHOLISM COMMUNITY RESIDENCE
37 SOUTH FERRY STREET
ALBANY, NY 12202
(518) 462-3763
** AL RR TX **

SAINT PETERS ADDICTION RECOVERY CENTER
(SPARC) COMMUNITY RESIDENCE
64 2ND AVENUE
ALBANY, NY 12202
(518) 465-6044
** AL RR TX PV **

SAINT PETERS ADDICTION RECOVERY CENTER
(SPARC) DAY REHABILITATION PROGRAM
64 2ND AVENUE
ALBANY, NY 12202
(518) 469-5170
** AL AM Y TX PV **

SAINT PETERS ALCOHOLISM REHAB CENTER
(SPARC) DETOX UNIT
315 SOUTH MANNING BOULEVARD
CUSACK PAVILION
ALBANY, NY 12208
(518) 454-1303
** AL DT IV TX **

SAINT PETERS ALCOHOLISM REHAB CENTER
(SPARC) OUTPATIENT ALCOHOLISM CLINIC
675 CENTRAL AVENUE
ALBANY, NY 12206
(518) 454-1368
** AL AM DH TX **

SAINT PETERS HOSPITAL
DRINKING DRIVER PROGRAM
315 SOUTH MANNING BOULEVARD
SUITE 3-1
ALBANY, NY 12208
(518) 454-1612
** AL DH PV **

SAINT PETERS HOSPITAL
HOSPITAL INTERVENTION SERVICES
315 SOUTH MANNING BOULEVARD
ALBANY, NY 12208
(518) 454-1303
** AL PV OT **

SAINT PETERS HOSPITAL ALCOHOLISM SERVS
ADMISIONS/EVALUATION UNIT
315 SOUTH MANNING BOULEVARD
ALBANY, NY 12208
(518) 454-1306
** AL AM W Y A B H AI HV PI CU PG **
** TX **

SUNYA DRUG EDUCATION AND COUNSELING
MIDDLE EARTH/ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
1400 HARRIS COUNTY AVENUE
ALBANY, NY 12225
(518) 422-5892
** AD AM W Y A B H AI HV CU IV PG **
** TX PV **

THE NEXT STEP INC
RECOVERY HOME FOR WOMEN
276 SHERMAN STREET
ALBANY, NY 12206
(518) 465-5249
** AL RR W TX **

VISITING NURSE ASSOC OF ALBANY INC
GERIATRIC ALCOHOL PROGRAM
35 COLVIN AVENUE
ALBANY, NY 12206
(518) 469-2681
** AL CI PV **

WHITNEY M YOUNG JR HEALTH CENTER INC
REHABILITATION CLINIC
603 BROADWAY
ALBANY, NY 12207
(518) 463-3882
** AD AM W Y B H HV IV PG EA MM **

ALBION
ORLEANS COUNTY PARK RIDGE CHEM DEP
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
168 MAIN STREET
ALBION, NY 14411
(716) 589-0055
** AL AM W Y B IV DM TX **

ORLEANS COUNTY PARK RIDGE CHEM DEP
OUTPATIENT/PREVENTION
168 SOUTH MAIN STREET
ALBION, NY 14411
(716) 589-0055
** AD IV DH PV **

ALTAMONT
EIGHT TWENTY RIVER STREET INC
THE ALTAMONT HOUSE/ALC INPT REHAB
KNOX ROAD
ROUTE 156
ALTAMONT, NY 12009
(518) 861-6207
** AL RR TX PV **

AMITYVILLE
BRUNSWICK HOSPITAL CENTER
BRUNSWICK HOUSE ALCOHOLISM DETOX
81 LOUDEN AVENUE
AMITYVILLE, NY 11701
(516) 789-7047
** AL AM W H CU DM TX CI PV **

BRUNSWICK HOSPITAL CENTER
BRUNSWICK HOUSE ALCOHOLISM REHAB
81 LOUDEN AVENUE
AMITYVILLE, NY 11701
(516) 789-7046
** AL RR W B CU TX CI PV **

THE LONG ISLAND HOME LTD/S OAKS HOSP
BAILEY HOUSE ALC INPT DETOX UNIT
400 SUNRISE HIGHWAY
AMITYVILLE, NY 11701
(516) 264-6000
** AL DT W Y TX **

THE LONG ISLAND HOME LTD/S OAKS HOSP
OUTPATIENT CLINIC
400 SUNRISE HIGHWAY
AMITYVILLE, NY 11701
(516) 264-6000 EX 5005
** AD AM W Y A CU IV EA TX **

THE LONG ISLAND HOME LTD/S OAKS HOSP
ROBBINS INPT ALCOHOLISM REHAB CENTER
400 SUNRISE HIGHWAY
AMITYVILLE, NY 11701
(516) 264-6000
** AL RR W Y IV TX **

TOWN OF BABYLON
DIV OF DRUG AND ALCOHOL SERVICES/OP DD
400 BROADWAY
AMITYVILLE, NY 11701
(516) 789-3700
** AD AM W Y A B H AI HV PI CU IV **
** PG EA TX PV **

AMSTERDAM
CATHOLIC FAMILY AND COMMUNITY SERVICES
MONTGOMERY COUNTY ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
1 KIMBALL STREET
AMSTERDAM, NY 12010
(518) 842-4202
** DA CI PV **

SAINT MARYS HOSPITAL ALCOHOLISM SERVS
ALCOHOLISM ACUTE CARE PROGRAM
427 GUY PARK AVENUE
AMSTERDAM, NY 12010
(518) 842-1900 EXT. 332
** AD DT TX **

SAINT MARYS HOSPITAL ALCOHOLISM SERVS
COMPREHENSIVE ALC OUTPATIENT CLINIC
76 GUY PARK AVENUE
AMSTERDAM, NY 12010
(518) 843-4410
** AL AM W Y H HV EA DW TX **
APPLETON
FELLOWSHIP HOUSE INC
SOMERSET HOUSE/ALC HALFWAY HOUSE
7397 LAKE ROAD
APPLETON, NY 14008
(716) 795-3719 ** AL RR TX **

ARCADE
ALEGANY REHAB ASSOCIATES CORP
WYOMING COUNTY CHEM ABUSE TRT PROGRAM
ARCADE, NY 14009
(716) 786-8133 ** AL AM DN TX CI **

ASTORZA
HELLENIC AMERICAN NEIGHBORHOOD
ACTION COMMITTEE/ST DEMETRIOS HS
30-03 30 DRIVE
ASTORIA, NY 11102
(718) 728-1754 ** DA PV **

AUBURN
CAYUGA/ONONDAGA COUNTIES BOCES
DRINKING DRIVER PROGRAM
5980 SOUTH STREET ROAD
AUBURN, NY 13021
(315) 253-0361 EXT. 176 ** AL DN PV **

CONFIDENTIAL HELP FOR ALC/DRUGS (CHAD)
SCHOOL PREVENTION
31 MARKET STREET
3RD FLOOR
AUBURN, NY 13021
(315) 253-9786 ** AD PV **

CONFIDENTIAL HELP FOR ALC/DRUGS (CHAD)
SUBSTANCE ABUSE UNIT
31 MARKET STREET
AUBURN, NY 13021
(315) 253-9786 ** AD AM DN TX **

AVON
FAMILY SERVICES OF ROCHESTER INC
AVON UNIT
87 GENESEE STREET
AVON, NY 14414
(716) 232-1840 ** AD PV OT **

LIVINGSTON COUNTY COUNCIL/ALCOHOLISM
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
102 GENESEE STREET
AVON, NY 14414
(716) 226-2480 ** AL AM H Y DN TX PV **

BABYLON
CROSSINGS RECOVERY PROGRAM INC
CROSSINGS ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
133 EAST MAIN STREET
SUITE 1B
BABYLON, NY 11702
(516) 523-0809 ** AL AM DN TX **

SUFFOLK COUNTY DEPT OF ALC/SUBST ABUSE
BABYLON CHEMOTHERAPEUTIC PROGRAM
1121 DEER PARK AVENUE
BABYLON, NY 11703
(516) 667-6442 ** DA AM W A B H HV CU IV PG MM **

WEST BABYLON SCHOOLS
DRUG ABUSE PREV AND EDUC PROG/ADMIN
500 GREAT EAST NECK ROAD
BABYLON, NY 11704
(516) 321-3005 ** DA EA PV **

BALDWIN
BALDWIN COUNCIL AGAINST DRUG ABUSE
(BCADA) OUTPATIENT DRUG FREE
1914 GRAND AVENUE
BALDWIN, NY 11510
(516) 546-1771 ** DA AM TX **

BALDWIN COUNCIL AGAINST DRUG ABUSE
(BCADA) PREVENTION
1914 GRAND AVENUE
BALDWIN, NY 11510
(516) 546-1771 ** DA AM Y TX PV OT **

BALDWIN UNION FREE SCHOOL DISTRICT
DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION
HASTINGS STREET
ADMINISTRATIVE BUILDING
BALDWIN, NY 11510
(516) 225-6100 ** AD PV **

BALLSTON SPA
ALC/SA COUNCIL OF SARATOGA COUNTY INC
ALCOHOLISM INFORMATION AND REFERRAL
433 GEYSER ROAD
SUITE 3
BALLSTON SPA, NY 12020
(518) 885-5023 ** AL PV **

BARRYVILLE
NEW HOPE MANOR INC
RESIDENTIAL UNIT
35 HILLSIDE ROAD
BARRYVILLE, NY 12719
(914) 557-8353 ** DA RR IV TX PV **

VERITAS THERAPEUTIC COMMUNITY INC
LUCY RUDD HOUSE
375 ROUTE 55
BARRYVILLE, NY 12719
(914) 557-3555 ** DA RR HV IV TX **

BATAVIA
GENESEE COMMUNITY COLLEGE
DRINKING DRIVER PROGRAM
1 COLLEGE ROAD
ROOM B-254
BATAVIA, NY 14020
(716) 343-1124 ** AL DA PV **

GENESEE COUNCIL ON ALC/SUBST ABUSE INC
(1GASA INC)/AHC OCCUP/INDUSTRIAL PROG
30 BANK STREET
BATAVIA, NY 14020
(716) 343-1124 ** AL EA DH PV **

GENESEE COUNCIL ON ALC/SUBST ABUSE INC
(1GASA INC)/DIRECT SERVICES
30 BANK STREET
BATAVIA, NY 14020
(716) 343-1124 ** AL EA DH OT **

GENESEE COUNCIL ON ALC/SUBST ABUSE INC
(1GASA INC)/STUDENT ASSISTANCE PROG
30 BANK STREET
BATAVIA, NY 14020
(716) 343-1124 ** AL EA DH OT **

GENESEE COUNCIL ON ALC/SUBST ABUSE INC
(1GASA INC)/SUBSTANCE ABUSE OUTPATIENT
30 BANK STREET
BATAVIA, NY 14020
(716) 343-1124 ** AD AM Y A HV EA DN TX **

SAINT JEROME HOSPITAL
MERCY HALL ALCOHOLISM INPATIENT PROG
16 BANK STREET
BATAVIA, NY 14020
(716) 343-3131 EXT. 376 ** AD DT RR TX CI PV **

BATH
BATH AREA HOPE FOR YOUTH INC
8 EAST WILLIAM STREET
BATH, NY 14810
(607) 776-9590 ** AD PV **

STEuben COUNTY ALCOHOLISM AND
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
3 EAST PULTENEY SQUARE
BATH, NY 14810
(607) 776-9631 EXT. 2250 ** AD AM Y OH TX CI **
NEW YORK

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
BATH, NY 14810
(607) 776-5424
** AD RR AM TX **

BAY SHORE

FAMILY CONSULTATION SERVICE INC
ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT CENTER/OUTPT
30 PARK AVENUE
BAY SHORE, NY 11706
(516) 666-6330
** AL AM M Y A B H AI HV CU PG EA **
** DM TX CI PV **

LEONARD J SCHWARTZ PhD
1322 5TH AVENUE
BAY SHORE, NY 11706
(516) 666-7270
** DA AM M Y CU TX PV **

MID ISLAND REHABILITATION CENTER
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
1322 5TH AVENUE
BAY SHORE, NY 11706
(516) 666-7270
** AL AM M Y CU TX PV **

SOUTHSIDE HOSPITAL
ALCOHOLISM INPT DETOXIFICATION UNIT
MAIN STREET
BAY SHORE, NY 11706
(516) 968-3492
** AD DT HV CU IV PG TX **

SUFFOLK COUNTY DEPT ALC/DRUG SERVICES
BAY SHORE ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
1700 UNION BOULEVARD
BAY SHORE, NY 11706
(516) 666-2600
** AL AM M Y DM TX CI PV **

SUFFOLK COUNTY DEPT OF ALC/SUBST ABUSE
BAYSHORE CHEMOTHERAPEUTIC PROGRAM
5 SHORE LANE
BAY SHORE, NY 11706
(516) 665-2238
** DA AM A HV IV MM **

BAYSIDE

LONG ISLAND JEWISH HILLSIDE MED CENTER
FAMILY TRT PROG OUTPATIENT ALC CLINIC
212-02 61ST AVENUE
BAYSID, NY 11361
(718) 423-8700
** AL AM M Y DM TX PV **

OUTREACH DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
OUTREACH FAMILY SERVICES
212-14 42ND AVENUE
BAYSID, NY 11361
(718) 847-9233
** AL CI **

QUEENSBOROUGH COMMUNITY COLLEGE
NYC DRINKING DRIVER PROGRAM
SPRINGFIELD BLVD AND 56TH AVENUE
BAYSIDE, NY 11364
(718) 428-8400
** AL DM PV **

BEACON

DUTCHESS COUNTY DEPT OF MENTAL HYGIENE
BEACON MH CLINIC/ALC OUTPT CLINIC
223 MAIN STREET
BEACON, NY 12508
(914) 485-9700
** AL AM M A B H HV PI IV EA DM TX **

SAINT FRANCIS HOSP POUGHKEEPSIE/BEACON
TURNING POINT/ACUTE CARE
60 DELAVAN AVENUE
BEACON, NY 12508
(914) 831-5885
** AL DT M Y A B HV CU IV PG TX MM **

SAINT FRANCIS HOSP POUGHKEEPSIE/BEACON
TURNING POINT/INPATIENT REHABILITATION
60 DELAVAN AVENUE
BEACON, NY 12508
(914) 831-5885
** AL RR IV TX CI **

BEDFORD HILLS

RENAISSANCE PROJECT INC
BEDFORD HILLS UNIT
524-26 NORTH BEDFORD ROAD
BEDFORD HILLS, NY 10507
(914) 666-5923
** DA AM IV EA TX CI PV **

BELLORE

NORTH BELORE UNION FREE SCHOOL DIST
DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
2616 MARTIN AVENUE
BELLORE, NY 11710
(516) 221-2200
** AD PV **

BETHPAGE

BETHPAGE ADOLESCENT DEVELOPMENT ASSOC
(BADA) OUTPATIENT DRUG FREE
936 STEWART AVENUE
BETHPAGE, NY 11714
(516) 433-5344
** DA AM M Y B H AI CU PG DW TX PV **

BETHPAGE ADOLESCENT DEVELOPMENT ASSOC
(BADA) PLAINVIEW
936 STEWART AVENUE
BETHPAGE, NY 11714
(516) 433-5344
** AD PV **

BINGHAMTON

ALCOHOLISM CENTER OF BROOME COUNTY INC
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
70 HENRY STREET
BINGHAMTON, NY 13901
(607) 723-7308
** AL AM M Y DM TX CI **

ALCOHOLISM CENTER OF BROOME COUNTY INC
INTENSIVE OUTPT TRT SERVICE (ACBC/IOP)
30 WEST STATE STREET
BINGHAMTON, NY 13901
(607) 723-7308
** AL AM Y DM TX CI **

ALTERNATIVES COUNSELING CENTER INC
37 MILL STREET
BINGHAMTON, NY 13903
(607) 722-1856
** AD PV **

BROOME COUNTY COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
INFORMATION AND REFERRAL CENTER
25 MAIN STREET
BINGHAMTON, NY 13905
(607) 723-7529
** AL PV **

FAIRVIEW HALFWAY HOUSE INC
ALCOHOL CRISIS CENTER
36 CARROLL STREET
BINGHAMTON, NY 13901
(607) 723-2241
** AL DT PI TX **

FAIRVIEW HALFWAY HOUSE INC
FAIRVIEW HOUSE COMMUNITY RESIDENCE
110 FAIRVIEW AVENUE
BINGHAMTON, NY 13904
(607) 722-8987
** AL RR TX OT **

FAIRVIEW HALFWAY HOUSE INC
FAIRVIEW OUTREACH PROGRAM
36 CARROLL STREET
BINGHAMTON, NY 13901
(607) 722-6080
** AL PV OT **

FAIRVIEW HALFWAY HOUSE INC
MERRICK HOUSE COMMUNITY RESIDENCE
1 MERRICK STREET
BINGHAMTON, NY 13904
(607) 722-8987
** AL RR TX OT **

UNITED HEALTH SERVICES INC
NEW HORIZONS ALC INPT REHAB UNIT
MITCHELL AVENUE
BINGHAMTON GENERAL HOSPITAL
BINGHAMTON, NY 13903
(607) 762-2172
** AL RR M HV IV TX CI PV **
NEW YORK

MONTEFIORE MEDICAL CENTER
MTTP UNIT I
3416 BAINBRIDGE AVENUE
BRONX, NY 10467
(212) 920-4067**
** DA AM H A HV PI IV PG MM **

MONTEFIORE MEDICAL CENTER
MTTP UNIT II
2005 JEROME AVENUE
BRONX, NY 10453
(212) 585-0600**
** DA AM H A HV PI IV PG MM **

MONTEFIORE MEDICAL CENTER
MTTP UNIT III
2005 JEROME AVENUE
BRONX, NY 10453
(212) 585-0600**
** DA AM H A HV PI IV PG MM **

NARCO FREEDOM INC
KEY EXTENDED ENTRY PROGRAM
2780 3RD AVENUE
BRONX, NY 10455
(212) 292-4640**
** DA AM H IV MM **

NARCO FREEDOM INC
METHADONE MAINTENANCE TREATMENT PROG
477-79 WILLIS AVENUE
BRONX, NY 10455
(212) 292-4640**
** DA AM H IV MM **

NYC SCHOOL DISTRICT 10
DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION PROGRAM
3961 HILLMAN AVENUE
ROOM 209
BRONX, NY 10463
(212) 220-0398**
** AD PV **

NYC SCHOOL DISTRICT 12
EDUC/PREVENTION/REFERRAL PROGRAM
1000 JENNINGS STREET
ROOM 310
BRONX, NY 10460
(212) 328-1662**
** AD PV **

NYC SCHOOL DISTRICT 7
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREV/NEW DIRECTIONS
564 JACKSON AVENUE
BRONX, NY 10465
(212) 665-1343**
** AD PV **

NYC SCHOOL DISTRICT 8
ADAPT PROGRAM
650 WHITE PLAINS ROAD
BRONX, NY 10473
(212) 597-8636 EXT. 8635**
** AD PV **

OSBORNE ASSOCIATION
TREATMENT SERVICES
807 WESTCHESTER AVENUE
BRONX, NY 10455
(212) 842-0500**
** DA AM H Y A B H HV CU PG TX **

OUR LADY OF MERCY MEDICAL CENTER
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
4401 BRONX BOULEVARD
BRONX, NY 10470
(212) 920-9100**
** AL AM W DH TX CI PV **

PHOENIX HOUSE
HOMELESS INDUCTION UNIT
480 EAST 165TH STREET
BRONX, NY 10458
(212) 586-7170**
** DA RR Y A HV IV TX CI PV **

PHOENIX HOUSE
INDUCTION UNIT
480 EAST 165TH STREET
BRONX, NY 10458
(212) 586-7170**
** DA RR Y A HV IV TX CI PV **

PHOENIX HOUSE
PHELAN PLACE
1851 PHELAN PLACE
BRONX, NY 10453
(212) 299-3850**
** DA RR A HV IV TX CI PV **

PROMESA INC
DRUG FREE RESIDENTIAL
1776 CLAY AVENUE
BRONX, NY 10457
(212) 299-1100**
** DA RR A HV IV TX **

PROMESA INC
DRUG FREE RESIDENTIAL/YOUTH COMPONENT
1805 ANTHONY AVENUE
BRONX, NY 10457
(212) 299-1100 EXT. 62**
** DA RR Y B H CU TX **

PROMESA INC
HOMELESS
1776 CLAY AVENUE
BRONX, NY 10457
(212) 299-1100**
** DA RR A HV IV TX **

PROMESA INC
MTA OUTPATIENT
1776 CLAY AVENUE
BRONX, NY 10457
(212) 299-1100**
** DA AM A HV IV MM **

PROMESI INC
MTA RESIDENTIAL
1776 CLAY AVENUE
BRONX, NY 10457
(212) 299-1100**
** DA DT A HV IV MM **

RIVERDALE MENTAL HEALTH ASSOCIATION
RIVERDALE MH CLINIC/OUTPATIENT DF
5676 RIVERDALE AVENUE
BRONX, NY 10471
(212) 796-5300**
** DA AM TX CI PV **

SAINT BARNABAS HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL DETOX PROGRAM
3RD AVENUE AND 183RD STREET
BRONX, NY 10457
(212) 960-6177**
** AL AM IV TX **

SAMARIAN VILLAGE INC
RESIDENTIAL DRUG FREE PROGRAM
1381 UNIVERSITY AVENUE
BRONX, NY 10452
(212) 520-5205**
** DA RR A HV IV TX **

SENeca CENTER INC
BRONX UNIT/ADMIN
1241 LAFAYETTE AVENUE
BRONX, NY 10474
(212) 542-6130**
** DA PV OT **

SOUNDVIEW THROGS NECK CMHC
YESHIVA UNIV/A EINSTEIN COLL/OPC
1967 TURNBULL AVENUE
SUITE 34
BRONX, NY 10473
(212) 597-3888**
** AL AM H Y B H DM TX CI PV **

SOUTH BRONX MENTAL HEALTH COUNCIL INC
CMHC ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
2838 3RD AVENUE
BRONX, NY 10455
(212) 993-4507**
** AL AM H B H CU TX CI PV **

SOUTH FORDHAM ORGANIZATION INC
SUBST PREV EDUC AND RECREATION (SPEAR)
2385 VALENTINE AVENUE
SUITE 1
BRONX, NY 10458
(212) 295-4130**
** AD PV **
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TREMONT COMMUNITY COUNCIL
MENS UNIT 1
1790 MARSHALL AVENUE
BRONX, NY 10460
(212) 542-8770
** DA RR A B H HV CU IV TX **

TREMONT COMMUNITY COUNCIL
MENS UNIT 2
849 CROTONA PARK NORTH
BRONX, NY 10460
(212) 842-6300
** DA RR B H IV TX **

TREMONT COMMUNITY COUNCIL
METHODONE MAINTENANCE
1910 ARTHUR AVENUE
5TH FLOOR
BRONX, NY 10457
(212) 791-9890
** DA AM A HV PI CU IV PG MM **

TREMONT COMMUNITY COUNCIL
RESIDENTIAL DRUG FREE
1196 BATHGATE AVENUE
BRONX, NY 10457
(212) 791-3501
** DA RR W CU EA TX PV **

UNITAS THERAPEUTIC COMMUNITY INC
928 SIMPSON STREET
BRONX, NY 10459
(212) 598-0551
** DA PV **

UNITED BRONX PARENTS INC
DRUG INTERVENTION/PREVENTION PROG/ADM
773 PROSPECT AVENUE
BRONX, NY 10455
(212) 991-7100
** DA CI PV OT **

VAN ETten HOSPITAL DRUG TRT PROGRAM
METHODONE MAINTENANCE TRPROG/OP
MORRIS PARK AND SEMINOLE AVENUES
NATHAN VAN ETten HOSPITAL MARD 1A
BRONX, NY 10461
(212) 829-2340
** DA AM A HV IV PG MM **

VAN ETten HOSPITAL DRUG TRT PROGRAM
UNIT 2
MORRIS PARK AND SEMINOLE AVENUE
KING 1A
BRONX, NY 10461
(212) 829-2340
** DA AM A HV IV PG TX **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
DRUG DEPENDENCE TREATMENT PROGRAM
130 WEST KINGSBRIIDGE ROAD
BRONX, NY 10468
(212) 584-9000 EXT. 2255
** DA DT AM A HV CU IV TX CI MM **

BROOKLYN

ALPHA SCHOOL
UNIT 1
2400 LINDEN BOULEVARD
BROOKLYN, NY 11208
(212) 257-5800
** AD PV **

ALPHA SCHOOL
UNIT 2
2400 LINDEN BOULEVARD
BROOKLYN, NY 11208
(718) 257-5800
** AD AM Y A HV CU TX PV **

ANCHOR HOUSE
976 PARK PLACE
BROOKLYN, NY 11213
(212) 756-8673
** DA RR B H CU TX PV **

ARTC BROOKLYN CLINIC 11
FORT GREEN
957 FULTON STREET
BROOKLYN, NY 11238
(718) 789-1212
** DA AM H Y A B H HV CU IV PG MM **

ARTC BROOKLYN CLINIC 13
BUSHNICK
1149-55 MYRTLE AVENUE
BROOKLYN, NY 11205
(718) 574-1400 EXT. 1001
** DA AM W B H IV PG MM **

ARTC BROOKLYN CLINIC 14
BROOKSVILLE
564 HOPKINSON AVENUE
BROOKLYN, NY 11212
(718) 365-4223
** DA AM W Y A B H HV CU IV PG MM **

BEDFORD/STUYVESANT CHHC
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
944 BEDFORD AVENUE
BROOKLYN, NY 11205
(718) 858-2091
** AL DT W A B H HV PI TX PV **

BEDFORD/STUYVESANT COMP ALC TRT CENTER
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
1121 BEDFORD AVENUE
BROOKLYN, NY 11216
(718) 636-4200
** AL AM W B H PI CU PG TX CI PV **

BEDFORD/STUYVESANT COMP ALC TRT CENTER
HOLLOMAN HALLWAY HOUSE
1121 BEDFORD AVENUE
BROOKLYN, NY 11216
(718) 636-6214
** AL RR W B H PI CU PG TX **

BENSONHURST MENTAL HEALTH CLINIC INC
DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
86-20 18TH AVENUE
BROOKLYN, NY 11214
(718) 256-8600
** DA AM Y CU TX **

BENSONHURST MENTAL HEALTH CLINIC INC
OUTPATIENT/PREVENTION
86-20 18TH AVENUE
BROOKLYN, NY 11214
(718) 256-8600
** DA PV **

BETH ISRAEL MEDICAL CENTER MMTP
CONY ISLAND CLINIC
2601 OCEAN PARKWAY
BROOKLYN, NY 11235
(718) 615-6890
** DA AM A HV IV CI PV MM **

BETH ISRAEL MEDICAL CENTER MMTP
CUMBERLAND CLINIC
98 FLATBUSH AVENUE
BROOKLYN, NY 11217
(718) 237-9600
** DA AM A HV IV CI PV MM **

BETH ISRAEL MEDICAL CENTER MMTP
METHODIST CLINIC
502 8TH AVENUE
BROOKLYN, NY 11215
(718) 788-6913
** DA PV **

BROOKLYN USA ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION INC
JACKIE ROBINSON CTR FOR PHYS CULTURE
1424 FULTON STREET
BROOKLYN, NY 11216
(718) 773-3456
** DA PV **

CANARSIE AMARE INC
DAY SERVICE
1310 ROCKAWAY PARKWAY
BROOKLYN, NY 11236
(212) 257-3195
** DA AM Y TX **

CANARSIE AMARE INC
OUTPATIENT
1310 ROCKAWAY PARKWAY
BROOKLYN, NY 11236
(212) 257-3195
** DA AM IV TX **

CANARSIE AMARE INC
OUTPATIENT/PREVENTION
1310 ROCKAWAY PARKWAY
BROOKLYN, NY 11236
(718) 257-3195
** DA PV **
NEW YORK

CONEY ISLAND HOSP DEPT OF PSYCHIATRY
HOSPITAL INTERVENTION SERVICES
2601 OCEAN PARKWAY
BROOKLYN, NY 11235
(718) 615-5972
** AL PV **

CONEY ISLAND HOSP DEPT OF PSYCHIATRY
SUBST ABUSE OUTPATIENT TREATMENT PROG
2601 OCEAN PARKWAY
HAMMETT PAVILION
BROOKLYN, NY 11235
(718) 615-5972 EXT. 5982
** AL AM H PG TX CI **

CONEY ISLAND HOSPITAL
DRUG TREATMENT PROGRAM (CDATP)/DAY SERVICE
2601 OCEAN PARKWAY
BUILDING 6
BROOKLYN, NY 11235
(718) 615-6828
** DA AM IV TX CI **

CONEY ISLAND HOSPITAL
DRUG TREATMENT PROGRAM (CDATP)/DETOX
2601 OCEAN PARKWAY
BUILDING 6
BROOKLYN, NY 11235
(718) 615-6828
** DA DT IV TX MM **

CONEY ISLAND HOSPITAL
TREATMENT PROGRAM (CDATP)/OP DF
2601 OCEAN PARKWAY
BUILDING 6
BROOKLYN, NY 11235
(718) 615-6828
** DA AM IV TX CI **

CONGRESS OF ITALIAN AMERICANS ORG INC
5901 NEW UTRURCHE AVENUE
BROOKLYN, NY 11219
(518) 457-3667
** DA PV **

DAYTOP VILLAGE INC
BROOKLYN OUTREACH/OUTPATIENT
401 STATE STREET
BROOKLYN, NY 11201
(718) 625-1388
** DA AM Y EA TX CI PV **

DIOCESE OF BROOKLYN DEPT OF EDUCATION
DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION PROGRAM
6025 6TH AVENUE
BROOKLYN, NY 11220
(718) 492-1900
** AD PV OT **

DISTRICT 3 YOUTH AND ADULT INC
OUTPATIENT DRUG FREE
271 MEIREROS STREET
BROOKLYN, NY 11206
(718) 821-7710
** DA AM Y TX **

DYNAMIC YOUTH COMMUNITY INC
DAYCARE UNIT
1830 CONEY ISLAND AVENUE
BROOKLYN, NY 11230
(718) 376-7923
** DA AM IV TX **

DYNAMIC YOUTH COMMUNITY INC
OUTPATIENT UNIT
1830 CONEY ISLAND AVENUE
BROOKLYN, NY 11230
(212) 376-7923
** DA AM IV TX **

EL REGRESO FOUNDATION INC
215 ROEBLING STREET
BROOKLYN, NY 11211
(718) 782-6673
** DA CI **

HEALTH SCIENCE CTR BROOKLYN/KINGS CNTY
ADDICT DISEASE HOSP METH MAINT OPD 1
600 ALBANY AVENUE
BUILDING K BOX 9 CODE 24
BROOKLYN, NY 11203
(718) 245-2625
** DA AM W A B H HV CU IV PG MM **

HEALTH SCIENCE CTR BROOKLYN/KINGS CNTY
ADDICT DISEASE HOSP METH MAINT OPD 2
600 ALBANY AVENUE
BUILDING K BOX 9 CODE 26
BROOKLYN, NY 11203
(718) 270-3159
** DA AM W A B H HV CU IV PG MM **

HEALTH SCIENCE CTR BROOKLYN/KINGS CNTY
FAMILY YOUTH CENTER
600 ALBANY AVENUE
BUILDING K BOX 9 CODE 26
BROOKLYN, NY 11203
(718) 245-2561
** DA AM Y B H CU TX CI PV **

HEALTH SCIENCE CTR BROOKLYN/KINGS CNTY
INPATIENT DETOX WARD K-41
600 ALBANY AVENUE
BUILDING K BOX 9 CODE 24
BROOKLYN, NY 11203
(718) 245-2661
** AD DT W A B H HV PI CU IV PG TX **
** CI PV MM **

HEALTH SCIENCE CTR BROOKLYN/KINGS CNTY
INPATIENT DETOX WARD K-42
600 ALBANY AVENUE
BUILDING K BOX 9 CODE 24
BROOKLYN, NY 11203
(718) 245-2657
** AD DT W A B H HV PI CU IV PG TX **
** CI PV MM **

HEALTH SCIENCE CTR BROOKLYN/KINGS CNTY
MTA
600 ALBANY AVENUE
BUILDING K BOX 9 CODE 24
BROOKLYN, NY 11203
(718) 245-2667
** DA AM W A B H HV CU IV PG MM **

HEALTH SCIENCE CTR BROOKLYN/KINGS CNTY
POLYDRUG UNIT 1
600 ALBANY AVENUE
BUILDING K BOX 9 CODE 26
BROOKLYN, NY 11203
(718) 245-2601
** AD AM W A B H HV CU IV PG TX CI **
** PV **

HEALTH SCIENCE CTR BROOKLYN/KINGS CNTY
POLYDRUG UNIT 2
600 ALBANY AVENUE
BUILDING K BOX 9 CODE 26
BROOKLYN, NY 11203
(718) 245-2601
** AD AM W A B H HV CU IV PG TX CI **
** PV **

HEALTH SCIENCE CTR BROOKLYN/KINGS CNTY
THE LOFT
2211 CHURCH AVENUE
BROOKLYN, NY 11226
(718) 241-3000
** DA PV **

HEBREW EDUCATIONAL SOCIETY
9502 SEAVIEW AVENUE
BROOKLYN, NY 11236
(718) 735-3400
** DA OT **

HHC/KINGS COUNTY HOSPITAL
VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION
451 Clarkson Avenue
F BUILDING
BROOKLYN, NY 11203
(718) 935-7000
** Al DT W A B H HV CU IV PG TX MM **

INTERFAITH MEDICAL CENTER
ALCOHOLISM DETOXIFICATION UNIT
1545 ATLANTIC AVENUE
BROOKLYN, NY 11213
(718) 935-7000 EXT. 5580
** AL DT W A B H HV CU IV PG TX MM **

INTERFAITH MEDICAL CENTER
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
555 PROSPECT PLACE
BROOKLYN, NY 11238
(718) 935-7570
** AL AM W A B H HV CU PG TX **

INTERFAITH MEDICAL CENTER
BROOKLYN HOSPITAL
379 ROCKMAY AVENUE
BROOKLYN, NY 11212
(718) 498-1950 EXT. 51
** DA AM A IV MM **

INTERFAITH MEDICAL CENTER
BROOKLYN HOSPITAL
555 PROSPECT PLACE
BROOKLYN, NY 11238
(718) 935-7555
** DA AM A IV MM **
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INTERFAITH MEDICAL CENTER
DRUG DETOXIFICATION UNIT
1545 ATLANTIC AVENUE
BROOKLYN, NY 11213
(718) 240-4588
** AD AM N A B HV CU IV PG TX MM **

KINGS COUNTY HOSPITAL CENTER
ACUTE ALCOHOL MITHDRAWAL UNIT
600 ALBANY AVENUE
WARD K-32 ROOM 3220 CODE 26
BROOKLYN, NY 11203
(718) 735-2077
** AL DT TX CI **

KINGS COUNTY HOSPITAL CENTER
COMPREHENSIVE ALCOHOLISM OUTPT CLINIC
606 MINTHROP STREET
BROOKLYN, NY 11203
(718) 735-2723
** AL AM H H HV CU TX CI **

KINGS COUNTY HOSPITAL CENTER
SHORT TERM ALCOHOL TREATMENT UNIT
600 ALBANY AVENUE
WARD K-31 ROOM 3109 CODE 26
BROOKLYN, NY 11203
(718) 735-3577
** AL RR H B H HV PI CU PG TX CI **

KINGSBORO ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT CENTER
AT METHODIST HOSP/ALC INPT REHAB PROG
506 6TH STREET
BUCKLEY 5
BROOKLYN, NY 11215
(718) 965-7460
** AL RR H H B H TX CI **

LONG ISLAND COLLEGE HOSPITAL
DETOXIFICATION UNIT
70 ATLANTIC AVENUE
BROOKLYN, NY 11201
(718) 780-1120
** AL DT H Y B H AI HV PI CU PG TX  **
** CI  **

LONG ISLAND COLLEGE HOSPITAL
DMT/ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
255 DUFFIELD STREET
BROOKLYN, NY 11201
(718) 522-4800
** AL AM TX  **

LONG ISLAND COLLEGE HOSPITAL
MMTP/KEEP
132-34 VAN DYKE STREET
BROOKLYN, NY 11218
(718) 780-1236
** DA AM A B H HV IV MM  **

LONG ISLAND COLLEGE HOSPITAL
NU PROSPECT HALFWAY HOUSE
566 STERLING PLACE
BROOKLYN, NY 11238
(718) 522-4800
** AL RR H TX CI PV  **

LONG ISLAND COLLEGE HOSPITAL
OUTPATIENT CLINIC
255 DUFFIELD STREET
BROOKLYN, NY 11201
(718) 522-4800
** AL AM H H IV DM TX CI  **

LONG ISLAND COLLEGE HOSPITAL
MOMP COURT STREET CLINIC
217 COURT STREET
BROOKLYN, NY 11201
(212) 780-1921
** DA AM A B H HV IV PG MM  **

LONG ISLAND COLLEGE HOSPITAL
RED HOOK CLINIC
132-34 VAN DYKE STREET
BROOKLYN, NY 11231
(212) 780-1236
** DA AM H A B H HV CU IV PG MM  **

LUTHERAN MEDICAL CENTER
ACUTE CARE ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
150 55TH STREET
BROOKLYN, NY 11220
(718) 630-7363
** AL DT H H HV CU TX  **

LUTHERAN MEDICAL CENTER
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
514 49TH STREET
BROOKLYN, NY 11220
(718) 854-2041
** AL AM H Y A B H HV CU TX PV  **

MID BROOKLYN HEALTH SOCIETY INC
ALCOHOL CRISIS CENTER
599 RALPH AVENUE
BROOKLYN, NY 11233
(718) 756-8000
** AL DT H H HV PI CU PG TX CI  **
** PV  **

NATIONAL SOCIETY FOR
HEBREW DAY SCHOOLS
601 OCEAN PARKWAY
BROOKLYN, NY 11218
(718) 854-7750
** DA PV  **

NEW DIRECTIONS ALCOHOLISM AND
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
206 FLATBUSH AVENUE
BROOKLYN, NY 11217
(718) 398-0800
** AD AM H HV EA DM TX  **

NYC HEALTH AND HOSPITAL CORPORATION
CUMBERLAND ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
100 NORTH PORTLAND AVENUE
BROOKLYN, NY 11205
(718) 405-0669
** AL AM W Y B H PI PG TX CI PV  **

NYC SCHOOL DISTRICT 13
POSITIVE DIRECTIONS FOR YOUTH
355 PARK PLACE
COMMUNITY SCHOOL DISTRICT 13
BROOKLYN, NY 11230
(718) 834-6760
** AD PV  **

NYC SCHOOL DISTRICT 15
ALTERNATIVE 15
360 SMITH STREET
ROOM 15
BROOKLYN, NY 11231
(212) 858-1770
** AD PV  **

NYC SCHOOL DISTRICT 18
SPINS 18/PROJECT CONCERN
755 EAST 100TH STREET
BROOKLYN, NY 11236
(718) 257-7503
** AD PV  **

NYC SCHOOL DISTRICT 19
REACH OUT
557 PENNSYLVANIA AVENUE
BROOKLYN, NY 11207
(718) 257-6900 EXT. 218
** AD EA PV  **

NYC SCHOOL DISTRICT 20
DRUG/ALCOHOL ABUSE PREVENTION PROGRAM
1051 59TH STREET
PS 105K
BROOKLYN, NY 11219
(718) 851-8216
** AD PV  **

NYC SCHOOL DISTRICT 21
DIRECTIONS 21
345 VAN SICKLEN STREET
ROOM 333
BROOKLYN, NY 11223
(718) 266-5665
** DA PV  **

NYC SCHOOL DISTRICT 22
ALTERNATIVES/SPINS
2525 HARBING STREET
BROOKLYN, NY 11235
(718) 891-8990
** AD PV  **

NYC SCHOOL DISTRICT 22
DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION COUNCIL
2525 HARBING STREET
ROOM 208
BROOKLYN, NY 11235
(718) 891-8990
** AD PV  **

NYC SCHOOL DISTRICT 23
SPINS PROGRAM
2240 DEAN STREET
ROOM 314
BROOKLYN, NY 11233
(718) 495-7701
** AD PV  **
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CAO/DART DRUG ABUSE RESEARCH AND TREATMENT PROG 70 HARVARD PLACE BUFFALO, NY 14209 (716) 881-5150 ** DA AM IV TX MM **

CITY OF BUFFALO DDAS FILLMORE/LEROY COUNSELING CENTER 2255 FILLMORE AVENUE BUFFALO, NY 14214 (716) 837-2710 ** DA AM H Y A B H AI HV CU IV PG ** ** EA TX CI PV OT **

CITY OF BUFFALO DDAS ELLICOTT/MASTEN COUNSELING CLINIC 425 MICHIGAN AVENUE SHEEHAN MEMORIAL HOSPITAL BUFFALO, NY 14203 (716) 851-5556 ** DA AM IV EA TX **

ERIE COUNTY LAKE SHORE CORP VI EL COMENZO HISPANIC ALC CTFT CLINIC 508 NIAGARA STREET BUFFALO, NY 14201 (716) 854-1624 ** AL AM H TX **

ERIE COUNTY MEDICAL CENTER ALCOHOLISM INPATIENT REHABILITATION PROGRAM 462 GRIDER STREET BUFFALO, NY 14215 (716) 898-3415 ** AL RR TX PV **

ERIE COUNTY MEDICAL CENTER DEPT OF ALCOHOLISM DOWNTOWN CLINIC 1280 MAIN STREET BUFFALO, NY 14209 (716) 853-4460 ** AL AM H Y A AI HV CU EA DM TX ** ** PV **

ERIE COUNTY MEDICAL CENTER EMERGENCY ROOM ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM 462 GRIDER STREET ROOM 127 BUFFALO, NY 14215 (716) 898-3471 ** AL CI **

ERIE COUNTY MEDICAL CENTER NORTHERN ERIE CLINICAL SERVICES 2282 ELMHED AVENUE BUFFALO, NY 14217 (716) 874-5536 ** AL AM H Y A AI HV CU EA DM TX ** ** PV **

ERIE COUNTY MEDICAL CENTER SUBST ABUSE INPATIENT DETOX UNIT 462 GRIDER STREET BUFFALO, NY 14215 (716) 898-3349 ** AL DT TX PV **

ERIE COUNTY SHERIFFS DEPARTMENT PUBLIC AWARENESS/NARCOTICS 134 WEST EAGLE STREET 4TH FLOOR BUFFALO, NY 14202 (716) 858-6305 ** DA EA PV **

ERIE NIAGARA COUNSELING ASSOCIATES ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC 6245 SHERIDAN DRIVE BUFFALO, NY 14221 (716) 634-0405 ** AL AM H TX **

FRIENDS OF CAZENOVIA MANOR INC CAZENOVIA MANOR COMMUNITY RESIDENCE 408 NORTH LEGION DRIVE BUFFALO, NY 14210 (716) 822-8932 ** AL RR A B H AI CU TX PV **

FRIENDS OF CAZENOVIA MANOR INC SUPPORTIVE LIVING PROGRAM 408 NORTH LEGION DRIVE BUFFALO, NY 14210 (716) 822-8932 ** AL RR A B H AI CU TX PV **

GREATER BUFFALO COUNCIL ON ALC AND SA ALC PUBLIC EDUC/INFO AND REFERRAL 220 DELAWARE AVENUE JACKSON BUILDING SUITE 509 BUFFALO, NY 14202 (716) 852-1781 ** AL PV **

HISPANIC UNIT OF BUFFALO HISPANIC SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREV PROGRAM 176 JERSEY STREET BUFFALO, NY 14201 (716) 881-0732 ** AD PV **

HORIZON HUMAN SERVICES INC ADDICTIONS SERVICES/BAILEY AVENUE 3297 BAILEY AVENUE BUFFALO, NY 14215 (716) 853-3622 ** AD AM B HV CU IV PG DM TX **

LEGAL AID BUREAU OF BUFFALO INC PREVENTION IS PRIMARY 656 ELMHED AVENUE SUITE 300 BUFFALO, NY 14222 (716) 884-3256 ** AD PV **

LEGAL AID BUREAU OF BUFFALO INC WOMAN FOCUS 656 ELMHED AVENUE SUITE 300 BUFFALO, NY 14222 (716) 884-3256 ** AD PV **

MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES CORPORATION VI DRUG ABUSE SERVICES/LOWER WEST SIDE 485 NIAGARA STREET BUFFALO, NY 14201 (716) 842-0754 ** AD AM H Y A HV IV PG TX **

MID ERIE ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC REHABILITATION PROGRAM 463 WILLIAM STREET BUFFALO, NY 14204 (716) 852-0383 ** AD AM H Y B HV IV DH TX PV **

MID ERIE MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES INC 1520 HALEN AVENUE BUFFALO, NY 14225 (716) 895-6700 ** AD AM H Y B HV IV PG DM TX ** ** PV **

MONSIGNOR CARR INSTITUTE CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM 76 WEST HUMBOLDT PARKWAY BUFFALO, NY 14214 (716) 835-9745 ** AD AM TX **

NIAGARA FRONTIER VOCATIONAL REHAB CTR DRINKING DRIVER PROGRAM 100 LEY AVENUE BUFFALO, NY 14214 (716) 833-3231 EXT. 226 ** AL DH PV **

NORTHWEST COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH CTR 1300 NIAGARA STREET BUFFALO, NY 14213 (716) 882-3527 ** DA AM IV TX CI **

PARENTS ANONYMOUS OF BUFFALO AND ERIE COUNTY 27 JEMET PARKWAY BUFFALO, NY 14214 (716) 833-9772 ** DA DT **

RESEARCH INSTITUTE ON ALCOHOLISM CLINICAL RESEARCH CENTER 1021 MAIN STREET BUFFALO, NY 14203 (716) 887-2287 ** AL AM H HV EA DM TX CI **
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SHEEHAM MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY TREATMENT CENTER
425 MICHIGAN AVENUE
BUFFALO, NY 14203
(716) 842-2200
** DA DT RR M A B H HV CU IV PG TX **

SISTERS OF CHARITY HOSPITAL
MEDICAL EVALUATION UNIT/ADMIN
2157 MAIN STREET
BUFFALO, NY 14214
(716) 862-2724
** DA OT **

SISTERS OF CHARITY HOSPITAL
STAR ALCOHOLISM OUTPT CLINIC/W SENeca
1500 UNION ROAD
BUFFALO, NY 14224
(716) 674-8354
** AD AM Y DH TX CI PV **

SISTERS OF CHARITY HOSPITAL
STAR OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
4512 MAIN STREET
BUFFALO, NY 14226
(716) 839-5481
** AD AM Y EA DH TX CI PV **

SPECTRUM HUMAN SERVICES
NEW ALTERNATIVES
1235 MAIN STREET
BUFFALO, NY 14201
(716) 884-5797
** AD AM M A B HV CU IV TX CI **

SPECTRUM HUMAN SERVICES
SOUTH BUFFALO CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY
2040 SENeca STREET
BUFFALO, NY 14210
(716) 828-0560
** AD AM CU IV DH TX CI **

STATE UNIVERSITY COLLEGE AT BUFFALO
DRINKING DRIVER PROGRAM
1300 ELMWOOD AVENUE
THIN RISE ROOM 100
BUFFALO, NY 14222
(716) 878-5906
** AL DH CI PV **

UNITED WAY OF BUFFALO AND ERIE CO INC
WNY UNITED AGAINST DRUG AND ALC ABUSE
1170 NIAGARA STREET
BUFFALO, NY 14213
(716) 878-0560
** AD PV **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
ALCOHOL/DRUG DEPENDENCE TREATMENT PROG
3495 BAILEY AVENUE
UNIT 116A
BUFFALO, NY 14215
(716) 862-3670
** AD DT RR M A B H AI HV PI CU **
** IV EA DH TX CI PV **

WESTERN NY UNITED AGAINST DRUG AND ALCOHOL ABUSE
1170 NIAGARA STREET
BUFFALO, NY 14213
(716) 878-6560
** AD PV **

CAIRO
CATHOLIC FAMILY AND COMMUNITY SERVICES
GREENE CNTY SCHS SUBST ABUSE PREV PROG
MAIN STREET
CAIRO, NY 12413
(518) 622-2964
** AD PV **

GREENE COUNTY COMMUNITY SERVICES BOARD
DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
ROUTE 3
COUNTY BUILDING
CAIRO, NY 12413
(518) 622-9440
** DA AM IV TX CI **

GREENE COUNTY COMMUNITY SERVICES BOARD
DRUG ABUSE SERVICES/PREVENTION
ROUTE 3
COUNTY BUILDING
CAIRO, NY 12413
(518) 622-9440
** AD PV **

CAMILLUS
FAMILY SERVICES ASSOCIATES INC
3520 WEST GENESEE STREET
CAMILLIUS, NY 13051
(315) 451-2161
** AL AM H Y A B H AI HV CU PG DH **
** TX PV **

PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING SERVICES
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
5099 WEST GENESEE STREET
CAMILLUS, NY 13051
(315) 488-1641
** AL AM H Y CU DH TX PV **

CANAN
BERKSHIRE FARM CTR/SERVICES FOR YOUTH
CROSROADS RES S CHM DEP FOR YOUTH/ST
CANAN, NY 12029
(518) 781-6567
** AD RR Y CU TX **

CANANDAIGUA
CLIFTON SPRINGS HOSPITAL
OUTPATIENT COUNSELING CLINIC
11 NORTH STREET
CORPORATE SQUARE
CANANDAIGUA, NY 14424
(716) 394-0530
** AL AM H Y A CU TX CI PV OT **

ONTARIO COUNTY YOUTH COUNSELING SERV
(OCYCS)
3907 COUNTY ROAD 46
COUNTY OFFICE BUILDING 2
CANANDAIGUA, NY 14424
(716) 394-4190
** DA PV OT **

PARK RIDGE CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY INC
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
5 BRISTOL STREET
CANANDAIGUA, NY 14424
(716) 394-7953
** AD AM Y IV TX **

CAMASTOTA
MADISON COUNTY COUNCIL ALC/SUBST ABUSE
ALCOHOLISM INFO AND REFERRAL PROGRAM
2 MAIN STREET
RO 4
CANASTOTA, NY 13032
(315) 697-3947
** AL EA PV **

CANTON
ALC/SUBST ABUSE COUNC OF ST LAWRENCE
COUNTY INC/ALC INFO AND REFERRAL PROG
7 MAIN STREET
CANTON, NY 13617
(315) 379-1211
** AL PV **

NORTH COUNTRY FREEDOM HOMES
THE CANTON HOUSE/HALFWAY HOUSE
25 DIES STREET
CANTON, NY 13617
(315) 379-0139
** AL RR TX **

CARLE PLACE
CARLE PLACE UNION FREE SCHOOL DISTRICT
SUBSTANCE PREVENTION/EDUC PROG/ADMIN
CHERRY LANE
CARLE PLACE, NY 11514
(516) 334-1900 EXT. 217
** AD CI PV **

CARMEL
ARMS ACRES INC
ALCOHOLISM INPT REHABILITATION UNIT
SEHINARY HILL ROAD
CARMEL, NY 10512
(914) 225-0500
** AL DT RR M Y HV CU IV TX PV **
NEW YORK

ARMS ACRES INC
ALCOHOLISM PRIMARY CARE PROGRAM
SEMINARY HILL ROAD
CARMEL, NY 10512
(914) 225-3400
** AL DT H Y B HV CU IV TX PV **

ARMS ACRES INC
RESID CHEM DEP FOR YOUTH/SHORT TERM
SEMINARY HILL ROAD
CARMEL, NY 10512
(914) 225-3400
** AD DT RR H Y HV CU IV TX PV **

NATL COUNCIL ON ALC AND OTHER DRUG DEP
COMMUNITY EDUCATION/INFORMATION
2 CHURCH STREET
CARMEL, NY 10512
(914) 225-4646
** AL PV **

PUTNAM COUNTY ALC/SUBST ABUSE SERVICES
COMMON SENSE OUTPATIENT DRUG FREE PROG
17 BREMST AVENUE
CARMEL, NY 10512
(914) 225-6310
** DA AM IV TX CI PV **

PUTNAM COUNTY ALC/SUBST ABUSE SERVICES
COMMON SENSE PREVENTION PROGRAM
17 BREMST AVENUE
CARMEL, NY 10512
(914) 225-6310
** DA AM IV TX CI PV **

PUTNAM COUNTY MH/HR ALC/SA SERVICES
TALBOT HOUSE
17 BREMST AVENUE
CARMEL, NY 10512
(914) 225-6310
** AL AM H Y A HV PI DM TX PV **

CARTHAGE
JEFFERSON/LEWIS COUNTIES
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT SERVICES
401 STATE STREET
CARTHAGE, NY 13619
(315) 493-4404
** AL AM HV EA DM TX PV **

CATSKILL
ALCOHOLISM CENTER OF COLUMBIA COUNTY
GREENE COUNTY ALC SERVS OUTPT CLINIC
66 WILLIAM STREET
CATSKILL, NY 12414
(518) 943-2058
** AL AM TX PV **

CENTEREACH
YMCA OF LONG ISLAND INC
CORAM CENTER OUTPATIENT DRUG FREE UNIT
11 UNITY DRIVE
UNITY DRIVE SCHOOL
CENTEREACH, NY 11720
(516) 568-6676
** DA AM TX PV **

CHESTER
NEW YORK DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SERVICES
CAMP LA GUARDIA
GREYCOURT ROAD
CHESTER, NY 10918
(914) 469-2165
** AL PV **

CLIFTON PARK
SARATOGA ALCOHOL VEHICLE EDUC PROGRAM
DDP/EAP
ROUTE 9
CLIFTON EXECUTIVE PARK
CLIFTON PARK, NY 12065
(518) 371-0044
** AL EA DM PV **

SHENENDEHWA CENTRAL SCHOOL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
1 FAIRCHILD SQUARE
CLIFTON PARK, NY 12065
(518) 877-6251
** AD EA PV **

CLIFTON SPRINGS
CLIFTON SPRINGS HOSPITAL AND CLINIC
INPATIENT ALCOHOLISM REHAB PROGRAM
2 COULTER ROAD
CLIFTON SPRINGS, NY 14432
(315) 462-0291
** AL RR H Y AHV CU TX **

CLIFTON SPRINGS HOSPITAL AND CLINIC
OUTPATIENT ALCOHOLISM CLINIC
4 AMBULANCE DRIVE
CLIFTON SPRINGS, NY 14432
(315) 462-0401
** AL AM M TX CI **

FINGER LAKES ALC COUNSELING AND
REFERRAL AGENCY INC/ALCOHOL OUTPATIENT
28 EAST MAIN STREET
CLIFTON SPRINGS, NY 14432
(315) 462-9466
** AL AM H Y HV TX **

FINGER LAKES ALC COUNSELING AND
REFERRAL AGENCY INC/COMM RESIDENCE I
28 EAST MAIN STREET
CLIFTON SPRINGS, NY 14432
(315) 462-9466
** AL RR HV TX **

FINGER LAKES ALC COUNSELING AND
REFERRAL AGENCY INC/CRISIS CENTER
28 EAST MAIN STREET
CLIFTON SPRINGS, NY 14432
(315) 462-9466
** AL RR Y A HV TX **

COBLESKILL
NEW DIRECTIONS
SCHODARIE COUNTY SUBST ABUSE PGM/OP DR
150 EAST MAIN STREET
COBLESKILL, NY 12043
(518) 234-7650
** DA AM H Y A B HV PI DM TX **

SCHODARIE COUNTY COMMUNITY SERVICES
PROGRAM FOR ALCOHOLISM RECOVERY
150 EAST MAIN STREET
COBLESKILL, NY 12043
(518) 234-0192
** AL DM PV **

SCHODARIE COUNTY COUNCIL ON
ALC AND SUBST ABUSE INC/ALC UNIT
150 EAST MAIN STREET
SHOPPERS MART
COBLESKILL, NY 12043
(518) 234-8705
** AL DM PV **

SCHODARIE COUNTY COUNCIL ON
ALC AND SUBST ABUSE INC/DRUG UNIT
150 EAST MAIN STREET
COBLESKILL, NY 12043
(518) 234-8705
** AL DM PV **

COHOES
SAINT PETERS ALCOHOLISM REHAB CENTER
ISP Railroad COHOES OUTPATIENT CLINIC
50 REMSENG STREET
COHOES, NY 12047
(518) 235-1100
** AL AM TX CI **

COLD SPRING
PUTNAM COUNTY MH/HR ALC/SA SERVICES
COLD SPRING SATELLITE
65 PAULDING AVENUE
BUTTERFIELD HOSPITAL
COLD SPRING, NY 10516
(914) 265-3526
** AL AM TX **

COLD SPRING HARBOR
HUNTINGTON YOUTH BUREAU/DRUG AND ALC
COLD SPRING HARBOR YDA
GOOSE HILL ROAD
GOOSE HILL SCHOOL
COLD SPRING HARBOR, NY 11724
(516) 367-4804
** AD AM Y TX **

COMPACK
CATHOLIC CHARITIES
COMMUNITY LIFE CENTER ALC OUTPT CLINIC
155 INDIAN HEAD ROAD
COMPACK, NY 11725
(516) 543-6200
** AL AM H Y B AI DM TX **
NEW YORK

MONTEFIORI MEDICAL CTR/RIKERS ISLAND
15-15 HAZEN/UNIT 2
15-15 HAZEN STREET
EAST ELmhurst, NY 11370
(718) 626-5414
** DA AM IV MM **

MONTEFIORI MEDICAL CTR/RIKERS ISLAND
18-18 HAZEN UNIT
15-15 HAZEN STREET
EAST ELmhurst, NY 11370
(718) 274-6920
** DA AM IV MM **

EAST GREENBUSH
LEONARD HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY OUTPATIENT CLINIC
745 COLUMBIA TURNPIKE
EAST GREENBUSH, NY 12061
(518) 477-7555
** DA AM H Y A HV CU IV DM TX CI **
** PV **

EAST HAMPTON
A PROGRAM PLANNED FOR LIFE
ENRICHMENT INC (APPLE)/W-L
43 MAIN STREET
EAST HAMPTON, NY 11937
(516) 979-7300
** DA AM H Y A HV CU IV TX CI **

EAST MEADOW
NASSAU COUNTY SUBST ALTERNATIVE CLINIC
MMTP CLINIC I
2201 HEMPSTEAD TURNPIKE
NASSAU COUNTY MEDICAL CTR BUILDING Z
EAST MEADOW, NY 11554
(516) 562-3185 EXT. 3184
** DA AM A HV CU IV PG MM **

NASSAU COUNTY SUBST ALTERNATIVE CLINIC
MMTP CLINIC II
2201 HEMPSTEAD TURNPIKE
NASSAU COUNTY MEDICAL CTR BLDG K
EAST MEADOW, NY 11554
(516) 562-2505
** DA AM A HV CU IV PG MM **

NCDDAAC DRUG FREE OUTPATIENT SUPPORT SERVICES
2201 HEMPSTEAD TURNPIKE
NASSAU CNTY MEDICAL CTR BLDG K 2ND FL
EAST MEADOW, NY 11554
(516) 562-3922
** DA AM H CU IV TX **

EAST NORTHPORT
HUNTINGTON YOUTH BUREAU/DRUG AND ALC
NORTHPORT/EAST NORTHPORT YDA
7 DIANE COURT
EAST NORTHPORT, NY 11731
(516) 261-7901
** DA AM H Y TX **

EAST ROCKAWAY
EAST ROCKAWAY UNION FREE SCH DIST 19
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PROG/ADMIN
OCEAN AVENUE
EAST ROCKAWAY HIGH SCHOOL
EAST ROCKAWAY, NY 11518
(516) 599-7589
** DA PV **

EDEN
FRIENDS OF CAZENOVIA MANOR INC
TURNING POINT HOUSE RECOVERY HOME
9136 SANDROCK ROAD
EDEN, NY 14057
(716) 992-4972
** AL RR A B H AT HV PI CU IV TX **

ELIZABETH TOWN
SAINT JOSEPHS REHABILITATION CTR INC
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
MAPLE AVENUE
ELIZABETH TOWN, NY 12932
(518) 875-6301
** DA AM H Y A HV CU IV TX CI **

ELLENVILLE
ELLENVILLE COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
BIOCHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
ROUTE 209
ELLENVILLE, NY 12428
(914) 667-6400 EXT. 234
** AL DT TX **

RENAISSANCE PROJECT INC
ELLENVILLE RESIDENTIAL FACILITY
RD 1 BOX 22
ELLENVILLE, NY 12428
(914) 667-6575
** DA RR IV TX CI **

SAMARITAN VILLAGE INC
ELLENVILLE RESIDENTIAL
BRIGGS HIGHWAY
ELLENVILLE, NY 12428
(914) 667-3555
** DA RR Y A HV IV TX **

ULSTER COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
ELLENVILLE ALCOHOL ABUSE OUTPT CLINIC
50 CENTER STREET
TRUDY RESNICK FARBER CENTER
ELLENVILLE, NY 12428
(914) 331-6340
** AL AM H A HV DM TX CI PV **

ELMHURST HOSPITAL CENTER
ALCOHOLISM INPT DETOXIFICATION UNIT
79-01 BROADWAY
WARD A-9
ELMHURST, NY 11373
(718) 850-1652
** AL DT H HV TX PV OT **

ELMHURST HOSPITAL CENTER 'COMMUNITY RESIDENTIAL PROGRAM
81-30 BAXTER AVENUE
ELMHURST, NY 11373
(718) 830-1068
** AL RR W B HV TX **

HUMAN SERVICE CENTERS INC
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
87-08 JUSTICE AVENUE
SUITE 1G
ELMHURST, NY 11373
(718) 476-8460
** AL AM H Y A B H HV EA DM TX PV **

ELMIRA
ALC/DRUG ABUSE COUNCIL OF CHEMUNG CNTY
INFORMATION CENTER
300 WEST GRAY STREET
ELMIRA, NY 14901
(607) 734-1567
** AL DM PV OT **

ALC/DRUG ABUSE COUNCIL OF CHEMUNG CNTY
STUDENT ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
300 WEST GRAY STREET
ELMIRA, NY 14901
(607) 734-1567
** AD PV **

ECONOMIC OPPORTUNITY PROGRAMS INC
ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG REHAB CLINIC
555 EAST MARKET STREET
5TH FLOOR
ELMIRA, NY 14902
(607) 737-7802
** DA AM H Y A HV CU IV PG TX **

SAINT JOSEPHS HOSPITAL
S TIER ALC REHAB SERV (STARS)/ALC OP
555 EAST MARKET STREET
ELMIRA, NY 14902
(607) 737-7801
** DA AM H Y A HV CU TX **

SAINT JOSEPHS HOSPITAL
S TIER ALC REHAB SERV (STARS)/INPT
555 EAST MARKET STREET
ELMIRA, NY 14902
(607) 737-7801
** DA AM H Y A HV CU TX **

SALVATION ARMY/CITADEL
LORMORE HOUSE COMMUNITY RESIDENCE
314 LORMORE STREET
ELMIRA, NY 14904
(607) 734-0032
** AL RR TX **

ELMONT
ELMONT UNION FREE SCHOOL DISTRICT 16
ALC AND DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION PROGRAM
ELMONT ROAD SCHOOL
ELMONT, NY 11003
(516) 326-5527
** AD PV **

296
FISHKILL
MID HUDSON ALCOHOLISM RECEIVING CENTER
CLOVE MANOR COMMUNITY RESIDENCE
ROUTE 9 SOUTH
RD 3
FISHKILL, NY 12524
(914) 896-5450
** AL RR TX **

FLUSHING
AURORA CONCEPT INC
RESIDENTIAL
78-39 PARSONS BOULEVARD
FLUSHING, NY 11366
(212) 969-7000
** AD RR AM H Y A HV IV TX CI PV **

BOOTH MEMORIAL MEDICAL CENTER
INPATIENT DETOX UNIT
56-45 MAIN STREET
FLUSHING, NY 11355
(718) 670-1240
** AL DT EA TX PV **

BOOTH MEMORIAL MEDICAL CENTER
NEW START CENTER ALC OUTPT CLINIC
56-34 MAIN STREET
FLUSHING, NY 11355
(718) 670-1550
** AL AM H TX CI PV **

ELMURST HOSPITAL CENTER
METHADONE MAINTENANCE TREATMENT PROG
79-01 BROADWAY
ROOM DI-71
FLUSHING, NY 11373
(718) 850-1106
** DA RR IV MM **

JEWISH COMM SERVS OF LONG ISLAND INC
LIVING FREE DRUG PROGRAM/REGO PARK
97-45 QUEENS BOULEVARD
FLUSHING, NY 11374
(718) 896-9090 EX. 714
** DA AM H Y A B H HV IV TX CI PV **

NYC SCHOOL DISTRICT 25
PROJECT 25/DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
34-65 192ND STREET
ROOM 226
FLUSHING, NY 11358
(718) 359-0823
** DA PV **

NYC SCHOOL DISTRICT 25
PROJECT 25/EARLY INTERV ALCOHOL PROG
34-65 192ND STREET
FLUSHING, NY 11358
(718) 359-0823
** AL PV OT **

DAYTOP VILLAGE INC
FAR ROCKAWAY CENTER/HOMELESS
316 BEACH AND 65TH STREETS
FAR ROCKAWAY, NY 11692
(718) 474-3800
** DA RR TK CI PV **

DAYTOP VILLAGE INC
FAR ROCKAWAY CENTER/RE ENTRY
316 BEACH 65TH STREET
FAR ROCKAWAY, NY 11692
(718) 474-3800
** DA RR H HV TX CI **

SAINT JOHNS EPISCOPAL HOSPITAL
SOUTH SHORE ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT PROG
1815 CORNAGA AVENUE
FAR ROCKAWAY, NY 11691
(718) 327-94% EXT. 305
** AL AM H Y B H HV CU DM TX CI PV **

SAINT JOHNS EPISCOPAL HOSPITAL
SOUTH SHORE STOP/DWI PROGRAM
1815 CORNAGA AVENUE
FAR ROCKAWAY, NY 11691
(718) 327-94%
** AL AM H H DM TX CI PV **

SAINT JOHNS EPISCOPAL HOSPITAL
SOUTH SHORE TASK FORCE ON INTEG PROJS
1908 BROOKHAVEN AVENUE
FAR ROCKAWAY, NY 11691
(718) 868-3805
** AL AM H B CU TX CI PV **

SAINT JOHNS EPISCOPAL HOSPITAL
SOUTH SHORE WESTEND REFERRAL CENTER
115-04 ROCKAWAY BEACH BOULEVARD
FAR ROCKAWAY, NY 11694
(718) 634-9400
** AL CI PV **

FARMINGDALE
PRICE INC
COUNSELING CENTER/OUTPATIENT DF
399 CONKLIN STREET
FARMINGDALE, NY 11735
(516) 293-3680
** DA AM CU TX CI PV **

PRICE INC
COUNSELING CENTER/PREVENTION
399 CONKLIN STREET
FARMINGDALE, NY 11735
(516) 293-3680
** DA CI PV **

FARMINGDALE
SUFFOLK COUNTY DEPT ALC/DRUG SERVICES
FARMINGDALE ALCOHOLISM OUTPT CLINIC
15 HORSE BLOCK PLACE
FARMINGDALE, NY 11738
(516) 451-4699
** AL AM TX CI PV **

FAYETTEVILLE
FAMILY SERVICES ASSOCIATES
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
7000 EAST GENESSEE STREET
FAYETTEVILLE, NY 13066
(315) 421-2161
** AL AM H Y A B H HV CU PG DM **
** TX PV **
NEW YORK

NYC SCHOOL DISTRICT 26
DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
174-10 67TH AVENUE
FLUSHING, NY 11365
(718) 465-7777
** AD CT **

OUTREACH DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
OUTREACH FAMILY SERVICES
74-09 MYRTLE AVENUE
FLUSHING, NY 11385
(718) 847-9233
** AL CT **

PROMESA INC
Rikers Island Keep Project
11-11 Hazen Street
Mod 6 C-74
FLUSHING, NY 11370
(718) 267-2975
** DA RR Y B H HV CU TX CT PV **

PSYCHIATRIC AND ADDICTIONS
RECOVERY SERVICES (PARS) PC
92-29 Queens Boulevard
Suite 2E
FLUSHING, NY 11374
(718) 997-8726
** DA AM IV EA TX CT PV **

FOREST HILLS

NYC SCHOOL DISTRICT 28
Spin's 28
108-55 69TH AVENUE
Forest Hills, NY 11375
(718) 830-3276
** AD PV OT **

FRANKLIN SQUARE
COMM COUNSELING SERVS OF WEST NASSAU
SUBSTANCE ABUSE OUTPATIENT CLINIC
1200-A Hempstead Turnpike
Franklin Square, NY 11010
(516) 328-1717
** AD AM M Y A CU DW TX **

FREEPORT

FREEPORT HOSPITAL
ALCOHOLISM INPATIENT REHAB PROGRAM
267 South Ocean Avenue
FREEPORT, NY 11520
(516) 378-0800
** AL RR M H HV CU TX CT PV **

FREEPORT HOSPITAL
ALCOHOLISM PRIMARY CARE PROGRAM
267 South Ocean Avenue
FREEPORT, NY 11520
(516) 378-0800
** AL DT M B CU DW TX PV **

FREEPORT PUBLIC SCHOOLS
DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
SOUTH BROOKSIDE AVENUE
FREEPORT, NY 11520
(516) 625-2100
** AD PV OT **

MERCY HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION
MERCY HALL HHH/WOMEN
95 Pine Street
FREEPORT, NY 11520
(516) 668-2244
** AL RR M TX **

SOUTH SHORE CHILD GUIDANCE CENTER
CARE ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
87 Church Street
FREEPORT, NY 11520
(516) 378-2992
** AL AM M Y TX PV **

GARDEN CITY

GARDEN CITY PUBLIC SCHOOL
56 Cathedral Avenue
Garden City, NY 11530
(516) 294-3016
** AD PV **

MERCY HOSPITAL NEW HOPE
SOBERING UP STATION
87TH STREET AVENUE P
Mitchel Field Complex
Garden City, NY 11530
(516) 794-0160
** AL DT M B HV PI PG TX **

NASSAU COMMUNITY COLLEGE
DRINKING DRIVER PROGRAM
356 East Road
Garden City, NY 11530
(516) 222-7201
** AL DW PV OT **

PARKSIDE LODGE OF NEW YORK
ALTERNATIVE RECOVERY ALC OUTPT CLINIC
608 Franklin Avenue
Garden City, NY 11530
(516) 677-2300
** AD AM M A H B H A D HV PG EA TX CI **
** PV **

GARNERVILLE

Haverstraw/Stony Point
CENTRAL SCHOOL DIST/DRUG ABUSE PREV
65 CHAPEL STREET
Garnerville, NY 10923
(315) 625-3355
** AD PV **

GARRISON

THE MALTER MOVING HOME
Phillipse Brook and Avery Roads
Garrison, NY 10524
(914) 424-3674
** AD RR TX **

GENEVA

COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM AND OTHER CHEM DEPENDENCIES OF THE FINGER LAKES
620 West Washington Street
Geneva, NY 14456
(315) 789-0310
** AL PV **

GLEN COVE

GLEN COVE CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT
HOM TO MIN
DOSORSIS LANE
Glen Cove, NY 11542
(516) 759-7202
** DA PV **

MELILLO CENTER FOR MENTAL HEALTH INC
ALCOHOLISM COUNSELING SERVICE
30A Glen Street
Glen Cove, NY 11542
(516) 671-9334
** AL AM M Y B HV PI EA DW TX CI **
** PV **

NORTH SHORE UNIV HOSPITAL AT GLEN COVE
ADOLESCENT DAY SERVICE
19 Walnut Road
Glen Cove, NY 11542
(516) 676-5000
** DA AM M IV TX **

NORTH SHORE UNIV HOSPITAL AT GLEN COVE
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM/DETOX
19 Walnut Road
Glen Cove, NY 11542
(516) 676-5000
** DA AM A HV CU IV PG TX MM **

NORTH SHORE UNIV HOSPITAL AT GLEN COVE
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM/OPDF
19 Walnut Road
Glen Cove, NY 11542
(516) 676-5000
** DA AM M Y HV CU IV PG TX **

GLEN FALLS

BAYWOOD CENTER FOR TRT OF ADDICTIONS
ALCOHOLIC OUTPATIENT CLINIC
306 Bay Road
Glen Falls, NY 12040
(518) 798-6221
** AL AM M Y EA TX CI **
HARRISON

SAINT VINCENTS HOSPITAL AND MEDICAL CENTER ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
240 NORTH STREET
HARRISON, NY 10528
(914) 967-6500 EXT. 261
** AD AM H Y DM TX CI **

HARTFORD

HARTFORD CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT PEER COUNSELOR PROGRAM
ROUTES 149 AND 40
HARTFORD, CT 06114
(860) 233-4745
** AD PV **

HARTSDALE

CENTER FOR HUMAN OPTIONS INC
CENTRAL AVENUE AND JANE STREET
HARTSDALE, NY 10530
(914) 946-6992
** AD CI PV **

DAYTOP VILLAGE INC
HARTSDALE CENTER
246 CENTRAL PARK AVENUE
HARTSDALE, NY 10530
(914) 949-6440
** DA AM Y TX CI PV **

HASTINGS ON HUDSON

YOUTH ADVOCATE PROGRAM
DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION COUNCIL/ADMIN
44 MAIN STREET
HASTINGS ON HUDSON, NY 10706
(914) 478-2471
** DA PV OT **

HAVERSTRAW

OPEN ARMS INC
HALFWAY HOUSE
57 SHARP STREET
HAVERSTRAW, NY 10927
(914) 429-9514
** AL RR TX **

VILLAGE OF HAVERSTRAW
HAVERSTRAW COUNS CTR/REACHOUT DOWNTOWN
41 NEW MAIN STREET
HAVERSTRAW, NY 10927
(914) 947-2821
** AD PV **

VILLAGE OF HAVERSTRAW
HAVERSTRAW COUNSELING CENTER/REACHOUT
220A ROUTE 9M
HAVERSTRAW, NY 10927
(914) 429-5731
** AD AM H Y B H CU IV EA TX **

HASTORNE

CORTLAND INC
CORTLAND MEDICAL ALC OUTPT CLINIC
4 SKYLINE DRIVE
HASTORNE, NY 10532
(914) 367-2990
** AD AM H TX PV **

HEMPESTAD

ALLIANCE COUNSELING CENTER INC
497 SOUTH FRANKLIN STREET
HEMPESTAD, NY 11550
(516) 481-9337
** DA AM TX **

EAST MEADOW UNION FREE SCHOOL DIST 3
SUBSTANCE PREVENTION/EDUCATION PROG
CARMAN AVENUE
EAST MEADOW HIGH SCHOOL
HEMPESTAD, NY 11554
(516) 794-7000 EXT. 243
** DA PV **

EOC NASSAU COUNTY INC
106 MAIN STREET
HEMPESTAD, NY 11550
(516) 292-9710
** AD PV **

FAMILY SERVICE ASSOCIATION OF NASSAU
DRUG TREATMENT AND PREVENTION SERVICES
126 NORTH FRANKLIN STREET
HEMPESTAD, NY 11550
(516) 486-7200
** DA AM Y B CU IV DH TX **

FAMILY SERVICES ASSOC OF NASSAU COUNTY
FAMILY SERVICES ALCOHOLISM REHAB PROG
126 NORTH FRANKLIN AVENUE
HEMPESTAD, NY 11550
(516) 486-7200
** AD AM DN TX **

FAMILY SERVICES ASSOCIATION
DRUG TREATMENT AND PREVENTION SERVICES
126 NORTH FRANKLIN STREET
HEMPESTAD, NY 11550
(516) 486-7200
** DA PV OT **

GROING HEALTHY K 7
NCDAA EDUCATION UNIT
175 FULTON AVENUE
HEMPESTAD, NY 11554
(516) 560-1923
** AD PV **

HELP AID DIRECTION (HAND)
EAST MEADOW
1900 HEMPESTAD TURNPIKE
SUITE 401
HEMPESTAD, NY 11554
(516) 794-1127
** AD AM H Y B H CU DH TX **

HEMPESTAD GENERAL HOSPITAL MEDICAL CTR
ACUTE CARE ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
800 FRONT STREET
HEMPESTAD, NY 11550
(516) 560-3429
** TX MM **

HEMPESTAD UNION FREE SCHOOL DISTRICT
DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
265 PENINSULA BOULEVARD
HEMPESTAD, NY 11550
(516) 292-7010
** AD PV **

HISPANIC COUNSELING CENTER INC
PREVENTION UNIT
250 FULTON AVENUE
HEMPESTAD, NY 11550
(516) 536-2613
** AD DH PV **

HISPANIC COUNSELING CENTER INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE OUTPATIENT CLINIC
250 FULTON AVENUE
HEMPESTAD, NY 11500
(516) 536-2613
** DA AM A H PI CU IV DH TX PV **

JEWISH COMM SERVS OF LONG ISLAND INC
LIVING FREE DRUG PROGRAM/HEMPESTAD
50 CLINTON STREET
HEMPESTAD, NY 11550
(516) 458-5710
** DA AM H Y A B H CU TX CI PV **

LONG ISLAND JEMISH HOSPITAL MED CENTER
PROJECT OUTREACH/OP LF
600 HEMPESTAD TURNPIKE
HEMPESTAD, NY 11552
(516) 481-2890
** DA AM H HV CU TX **

LONG ISLAND JEMISH HOSPITAL MED CENTER
PROJECT OUTREACH/PREVENTION
600 HEMPESTAD TURNPIKE
HEMPESTAD, NY 11552
(516) 481-2890
** DA PV **

MERCY HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION
FAMILY COUNSELING SERVICE OUTPT CLINIC
393 FRONT STREET
HEMPESTAD, NY 11550
(516) 483-3377
** AL AM H Y A HV CU DM TX PV **

NASSAU COUNTY DEPT DRUG/ALC ADDICTION
ALTOX UNIT
2201 HEMPESTAD TURNPIKE
10 WEST
HEMPESTAD, NY 11554
(516) 542-2394
** AL DT TX PV **
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Services</th>
<th>Phone Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Nassau County</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Drug &amp; Alcohol Outpatient Clinic/East Meadow</strong></td>
<td>CATHOLIC FAMILY AND COMMUNITY SERVICES</td>
<td>(516) 542-3861 ** DA NT **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2201 Hempstead Turnpike</td>
<td>HERKIMER COUNTY/SCHOOL DRUG ABUSE PREV</td>
<td>(315) 866-4268 ** DA PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hempstead, NY 11554</td>
<td>HERKIMER COUNTY ALCOHOLISM SERVICES</td>
<td>(315) 866-5220 ** AL AM DM TX CI PV OT **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Herksrimer</strong></td>
<td>ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hempstead, NY 11550</strong></td>
<td>CENTRAL NASSAU GUIDANCE AND COUNSELING SERVICES INC/OP OF 248 OLD COUNTRY ROAD</td>
<td>(516) 822-4060 ** DA AH Y CU TX **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hicksville</strong></td>
<td>ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hicksville, NY 11801</strong></td>
<td>HELP AID DIRECTION (HAD)</td>
<td>(516) 935-6858 ** AL AM Y A AH TX **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2201 Hempstead Turnpike</td>
<td>HICKSVILLE ** HICKSVILLE UNIT 1</td>
<td>(516) 935-6858 ** AD DM PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Merrick</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hempstead, NY 11554</strong></td>
<td>RAMAPO CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT SCHOOL COMMUNITY COUNSELOR PROGRAM</td>
<td>(914) 357-7783 ** AD PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Nassau County</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Merrick</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hempstead, NY 11554</strong></td>
<td>RAMAPO CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT</td>
<td>(516) 542-2305 ** DA AM A HV CU IV PG TX **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Nassau County</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Oyster Bay</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hempstead, NY 11554</strong></td>
<td>UNIONDALE ** UNIONDALE HIGH SCHOOL DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION GOODRICH STREET</td>
<td>(516) 560-8840 ** AD PV OT **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Suffolk County</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hicksville</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hicksville, NY 11801</strong></td>
<td>WEST HEMPSTEAD UNION FREE SCHOOL DIST DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM</td>
<td>(516) 489-8511 ** AD PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Woodmere</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hempstead, NY 11550</strong></td>
<td>WORK EVALUATION AND RESOURCES CENTER (WERC)</td>
<td>(516) 538-6661 ** DA OT **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Nassau County</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Woodmere</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hempstead, NY 11550</strong></td>
<td>NEW YORK</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
NEW YORK

WASHINGTON/MARE/IV/HAMILTON-ESSEX
BOCES/SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION PROGRAM
10 LA CROSSE STREET
HUDSON FALLS, NY 12839
(518) 798-8621
** DA DH PV **

HUNTINGTON

HUNTINGTON YOUTH BUREAU/DRUG AND ALC
COUNSELING CENTER
423 PARK AVENUE
HUNTINGTON, NY 11743
(516) 271-3591
** AD AM TX CI PV **

HUNTINGTON YOUTH BUREAU/DRUG AND ALC
HUNTINGTON VILLAGE YDA
MAIN STREET
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
HUNTINGTON, NY 11743
(516) 351-4511
** AD AM Y TX **

HUNTINGTON STATION

DAYTOP VILLAGE INC
SUFFOLK OUTREACH
2075 NEW YORK AVENUE
HUNTINGTON STATION, NY 11746
(516) 351-7112
** DA AM Y TX CI PV **

HUNTINGTON YOUTH BUREAU/DRUG AND ALC
HUNTINGTON VILLAGE YDA
4 RAILROAD AVENUE
HUNTINGTON STATION, NY 11746
(516) 675-0014
** AD AM Y TX **

HUNTINGTON YOUTH BUREAU/DRUG AND ALC
SOUTH HUNTINGTON YDA
300 HEST HILLS ROAD
HUNTINGTON STATION, NY 11746
(516) 675-3303
** AD AM Y TX **

LONG ISLAND CENTER INC
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
7 DAHSON STREET
HUNTINGTON STATION, NY 11746
(516) 423-7660
** AL AM H EA DH TX **

PEDERSON Krag CENTER INC
ALCOHOLIC SERVICES
53 MALT WHITMAN ROAD
HUNTINGTON STATION, NY 11746
(516) 421-5664
** AL AM Y DH TX CI PV **

SEAFIELD CENTER INC
MELVILLE ALCOHOLIC OUTPATIENT CLINIC
900 MALT WHITMAN ROAD
SUITE 102
HUNTINGTON STATION, NY 11747
(516) 424-2900
** AL AM H Y B H EA DH TX CI PV **

SUFFOLK COUNTY DEPT OF ALC/SUBST ABUSE
HUNTINGTON STATION HMTT CLINIC
689 EAST JERICO TURNPIKE
HUNTINGTON STATION, NY 11746
(516) 271-0278
** AD AM A HV CU IV MM **

HYDE PARK

HYDE PARK CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT
PARTNERSHIP IN YOUTH K12
HAVILAND ROAD
HYDE PARK, NY 12538
(914) 229-7101
** AD EA CI PV **

INDIAN LAKE

HAMILTON COUNTY COMMUNITY SERVICES
ALCOHOLISM COUNSELING PROGRAM
WHITE BIRCH LANE
INDIAN LAKE, NY 12842
(518) 648-5355
** AL AM H DH TX CI PV **

HAMILTON COUNTY COMMUNITY SERVS BOARD
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION SERVICES
83 WHITE BIRCH LANE
INDIAN LAKE, NY 12842
(518) 648-5355
** AD DH PV **

IRVING

SENeca NATION HD HUMAN SERV DIV
CATTARAUGUS IND RESERVATION MED CTR
1510 ROUTE 436
IRVING, NY 14081
(716) 532-5582
** AL EA CI PV **

ISLIP

TOWN OF ISLIP ACCESS
DRUG COUNSELING SERVICES/OP DF
401 MAIN STREET
ISLIP, NY 11751
(516) 224-5330
** AD AM CU IV TX PV **

TOWN OF ISLIP ACCESS
DRUG COUNSELING SERVICES/PREVENTION
401 MAIN STREET
ISLIP, NY 11751
(516) 224-5330
** AD PV **

TOWN OF ISLIP DEPT OF HUMAN SERVICES
ACCESS ALC YOUTH EDUC AND INTERVENTION
401 MAIN STREET
ISLIP, NY 11751
(516) 224-5330
** AL PV **

ISLIP TERRACE

EAST ISLIP SCHOOL PEER LEADERSHIP
REDMEN STREET
EAST ISLIP HIGH SCHOOL
ISLIP TERRACE, NY 11752
(516) 581-1600 EXT. 299
** AD PV **

ITHACA

ALCOHOLISM COUNCIL OF TOMPKINS COUNTY
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
301 SOUTH GENEVA STREET
ROOM G-10
ITHACA, NY 14850
(607) 273-5422
** AL AM M Y DH TX PV **

ALCOHOLISM COUNCIL OF TOMPKINS COUNTY
COMMUNITY EDUCATION AND INTERVENTION
301 SOUTH GENEVA STREET
OFFICE G-10
ITHACA, NY 14850
(607) 273-5422
** AL DH PV **

ITHACA ALPHA HOUSE CENTER INC
OUTREACH CENTER
103 STATE STREET
102 THE COMMONS
ITHACA, NY 14850
(607) 273-5500
** DA AM IV EA TX **

TOMPKINS/SENECA/TIoga BOCES
555 MARREN ROAD
ITHACA, NY 14850
(607) 257-1551 EXT. 330
** DA PV **

JACKSON HEIGHTS

ELMHURST HOSPITAL CENTER
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
74-16 ROOSEVELT AVENUE
JACKSON HEIGHTS, NY 11372
(718) 830-1371
** AL AM H HV TX PV OT **

JAMAICA

CREEDMOOR ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT CENTER
ALCOHOLISM INPATIENT REHAB PROGRAM
80-65 MINCHESTER BOULEVARD
BUILDING 19(D)
JAMAICA, NY 11427
(718) 464-7500 EXT. 3528
** AL RR H A B HV CU PG TX **

DAYTOP VILLAGE INC
QUEENS OUTREACH
166-10 91ST AVENUE
JAMAICA, NY 11432
(718) 523-0288
** DA AM Y TX CI PV **
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NYC SCHOOL DISTRICT 27
ASPECTS 27/DRUG PREVENTION PROGRAM
82-01 ROCKAWAY BOULEVARD
JAMAICA, NY 11416
(718) 642-5790
** AD PV OT **

NYC SCHOOL DISTRICT 29
PROJECT YOUTH
1 CROSS ISLAND PLAZA
PS 136 MINI SCHOOL
JAMAICA, NY 11422
(718) 978-5900 EXT. 234
** DA PV **

OUTREACH DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
OUTREACH ALCOHOLISM FAMILY SERVICES
89-15 HOODHAVEN BOULEVARD
3RD FLOOR
JAMAICA, NY 11421
(718) 849-0101
** AL AM DN TX CI PV **

PHOENIX HOUSE INC
PORTAL
175-15 ROCKAWAY AVENUE
JAMAICA, NY 11434
(718) 244-0670
** DA AM Y A HV IV TX CI PV **

QUEENS HOSP CTR/HEALTH AND HOSP CORP
ADULT DRUG TREATMENT/PROG/RESIDENTIAL
82-60 164TH STREET
JAMAICA, NY 11432
(718) 885-4170
** DA RR HV IV TX **

QUEENS HOSPITAL CENTER
ADULT DRUG DETOXIFICATION
82-60 164TH STREET
JAMAICA, NY 11432
(718) 885-4273
** DA DT H A B H HV CU IV TX MM **

QUEENS HOSPITAL CENTER
ALCOHOLIC CLINIC
82-60 164TH STREET
T BUILDING ROOM 1A-9
JAMAICA, NY 11432
(718) 883-2750
** AL AM H A HV CU DH TX CI PV **

QUEENS HOSPITAL CENTER
ALCOHOLISM CONSULTATION TEAM
82-60 164TH STREET
BUILDING T ROOM 1A-9
JAMAICA, NY 11432
(718) 883-2765
** AL CI PV **

QUEENS HOSPITAL CENTER
ALCOHOLISM INPT DETOXIFICATION UNIT
82-60 164TH STREET
T BUILDING 88
JAMAICA, NY 11432
(718) 883-2730
** AL DT H A HV PI TX PV **

QUEENS VILLAGE COMM FOR MENTAL HEALTH
J CAP RESIDENTIAL UNIT 1
177-33 BAYSLEY BOULEVARD
JAMAICA, NY 11434
(718) 712-7777
** AD RR W Y B H HV CU EA TX PV **

QUEENS VILLAGE COMM FOR MENTAL HEALTH
J CAP RESIDENTIAL UNIT 2
177-33 BAYSLEY BOULEVARD
JAMAICA, NY 11434
(718) 712-7777
** AD RR W Y B H HV CU EA TX PV **

QUEENS VILLAGE COMM FOR MENTAL HEALTH
J CAP RESIDENTIAL UNIT 3
156-02 LIBERTY AVENUE
JAMAICA, NY 11433
(718) 712-7777
** AD RR W Y B H HV CU EA TX CI PV **

SAMARITAN VILLAGE INC
MTA AMBULATORY
130-15 89TH ROAD
JAMAICA, NY 11419
(212) 520-5205
** DA AM A HV IV TX CI MM **

SAMARITAN VILLAGE INC
MTA PROGRAM
130-15 89TH ROAD
JAMAICA, NY 11418
(212) 657-8010
** DA RR A HV IV TX CI MM **

SAMARITAN VILLAGE INC
MTA RESIDENTIAL
88-03 VAN VICK EXPRESSWAY
JAMAICA, NY 11435
(212) 520-5205
** DA RR A HV IV TX **

SAMARITAN VILLAGE INC
RESIDENTIAL DRUG FREE PROGRAM
88-03 VAN VICK EXPRESSWAY
JAMAICA, NY 11435
(212) 520-5210
** DA RR A HV IV TX CI **

JAMESTOWN

CHAUTAUGUA ALC AND SUBST ABUSE COUNCIL
JAMESTOWN OFFICE/ALCOHOL UNIT
2-6 EAST 2ND STREET
FENTON BUILDING SUITE 308
JAMESTOWN, NY 14701
(716) 664-3608
** AL DH PV OT **

CHAUTAUGUA ALC AND SUBST ABUSE COUNCIL
JAMESTOWN OFFICE/DRUG UNIT
2-6 EAST 2ND STREET
FENTON BUILDING SUITE 308
JAMESTOWN, NY 14701
(716) 664-3608
** AD DH PV OT **

CHAUTAUGUA COUNTY DEPT OF MH ALC AND SUBST ABUSE CLINIC
GLASGOW STREET
JONES HILL PROFESSIONAL BUILDING
JAMESTOWN, NY 14701
(716) 465-6996
** AD AM Y TX **

WCA HOSP/JONES MEMORIAL HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOLISM INPATIENT REHAB PROGRAM
207 FOOTE AVENUE
JAMESTOWN, NY 14701
(716) 664-8620
** AL RR W Y EA TX **

JOHNSON CITY

SOUTHERN TIER
DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT CENTER/OUTPT
143 CORLISS AVENUE
JOHNSON CITY, NY 13790
(607) 729-4683
** DA AM IV TX MM **

SOUTHERN TIER AIDS PROGRAM INC
122 BALDWIN STREET
JOHNSON CITY, NY 13790
(607) 798-1706
** DA OT **

JOHNSTOWN

CATHOLIC FAMILY AND COMMUNITY SERVICES
FULTON COUNTY ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
208 WEST STATE STREET
JOHNSON, NY 12095
(518) 762-8313
** DA IV PV **

FULTON/MONTGOMERY COMMUNITY COLLEGE
DRINKING DRIVER PROGRAM
HIGHWAY 67
JOHNSTOWN, NY 12095
(518) 829-7321 EXT. 241
** AL DH PV **

KERNHOKSON

VERITAS VILLA INC
ALCOHOLIC INPATIENT REHABILITATION RR 2
LONER CHERRY TOWN ROAD
KERNHOKSON, NY 12446
(914) 626-3555
** AD RR W H HV CU TX CI PV **

KINGSTON

ALC/SUBST ABUSE COUNCIL/ULSTER COUNTY
PUBLIC EDUCATION/INFO AND REFERRAL
785 BROADWAY
KINGSTON, NY 12401
(914) 331-9331
** AL CI PV OT **
NEW YORK

FAMILY OF HOODSTOCK INC
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
39 JOHN STREET
KINGSTON, NY 12401
(914) 331-7080
** AD PV **

KINGSTON CITY SCHOOLS CONSOLIDATED
PREVENTION ACTIVITIES
61 CROWN STREET
KINGSTON, NY 12401
(914) 339-3000
** AD PV **

ULSTER COUNTY
COUNSELING TASK FORCE/ADMIN
GOLDEN HILL DRIVE
KINGSTON, NY 12401
(914) 331-6340 EXT. 414
** AD EA PV **

ULSTER COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
ALC DAY REHAB/EVENING INTENSIVE PROG
GOLDEN HILL DRIVE
KINGSTON, NY 12401
(914) 331-6340 EXT. 346
** AL AH TX **

ULSTER COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
DRUG FREE CLINIC
GOLDEN HILL DRIVE
KINGSTON, NY 12401
(914) 331-6340
** DA AH M Y A B H HV CU IV PG TX **

ALMIDAY CORPORATION
RHINEBECK LODGE OUTPATIENT CLINIC
559 TROY-SCHENECTADY ROAD
LATHAM, NY 12110
(518) 795-4123
** AD AH M A HV CU DN TX CI PV **

CLINICAL SERVICES AND CONSULT INC
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
636 NEW LONDON ROAD
LATHAM, NY 12110
(518) 783-5581
** AL AM M Y CU EA TX CI **

LAWRENCE
COMMITTEE ON DRUG ABUSE (CODA)
OUTPATIENT DRUG FREE
270 LAURENCE AVENUE
LAWRENCE, NY 11559
(516) 259-6244 EXT. 237
** DA AM TX **

PENINSULA COUNSELING CENTER
ALCOHOLISM COUNSELING SERVICE
270 LAURENCE AVENUE
5 TOWNS COMMUNITY CENTER
LAWRENCE, NY 11559
(516) 259-7277
** AL AM M Y B H HV TX **

LEVITTOWN
FREEPORT HOSPITAL
FREEPORT ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
3601 HEMPSTEAD TURNPIKE
SUITE 401
LEVITTOWN, NY 11756
(516) 579-1162
** AL AM M IV DH TX CI PV **

ISLAND TREES UNION FREE SCHOOL DIST
59 STRAIGHT LANE
MICHAEL STOKES ELEMENTARY SCHOOL
LEVITTOWN, NY 11756
(516) 731-2950
** AD PV **

YOURS OURS MINE COMMUNITY CENTER INC
ADOLESCENT AND FAMILY ALCOHOL PROGRAM
CENTER LANE VILLAGE GREEN
LEVITTOWN, NY 11756
(516) 579-3880
** AL AM M Y DM TX CI PV **

YOURS OURS MINE COMMUNITY CENTER INC
OUTPATIENT AMBULATORY DRUG FREE UNIT
CENTER LANE/VILLAGE GREEN
BUILDING T
LEVITTOWN, NY 11756
(516) 796-6633
** AD AM PI CU IV DH TX PV **

LOCKPORT
ALCOHOLISM COUNCIL IN NIAGARA COUNTY
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
41 MAIN STREET
LOCKVIEW PLAZA
LOCKPORT, NY 14094
(716) 435-3046
** AL AM M Y A HV TX **

LIBERTY
REDIRECTIONS LTD
RESIDENTIAL CHEM DEP FOR YOUTH/ST
WADE ROAD
LIBERTY, NY 12754
(914) 292-2400
** AD RR IV TX CI PV **

SULLIVAN COUNTY BOCES PHM
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
FERNDALE/LOOMIS ROAD
LIBERTY, NY 12754
(914) 292-0082 EXT. 35
** AD PV **

SULLIVAN COUNTY CARES COALITION
LIBERTY, NY 12754
(914) 292-9100
** AD PV **

LIVERPOOL
FAMILY SERVICES ASSOCIATES
ALCOHOL OUTPATIENT CLINIC
7445 MORGAN ROAD
SUITE 100
LIVERPOOL, NY 13090
(315) 451-2161
** AL AM M Y A B H AI HV CU PG DM **
** TX PV **

OCH BOCES
DRINKING DRIVER PROGRAM
7150 MORGAN ROAD
LIVERPOOL, NY 13088
(315) 451-6054
** AL DH PV **

LATHAM
ALBANY/SCHOHARIE/SCHENECTADY
BOCES/CAPIT
47 CORNELL ROAD
LATHAM, NY 12110
(518) 786-3211
** AD PV OT **

LOCKPORT
ALCOHOLISM COUNCIL IN NIAGARA COUNTY
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
41 MAIN STREET
LOCKVIEW PLAZA
LOCKPORT, NY 14094
(716) 435-3046
** AL AM M Y A HV TX **
LONG BEACH

FAMILY ALCOHOLISM COUNSELING AND TREATMENT SERVICES (FACTS)
455 EAST BAY DRIVE
LONG BEACH, NY 11561
(516) 432-8000 EXT. 2461
** DA AM Y B DM TX PV **

LONG BEACH MEMORIAL HOSPITAL METHADOXN THERAPY PROGRAM/MM OP
455 EAST BAY DRIVE
LONG BEACH, NY 11561
(516) 432-8000 EXT. 2350
** DA AM A HV CU IV MM **

LONG BEACH REACH
26 WEST PARK AVENUE
LONG BEACH, NY 11561
(516) 889-2332
** DA AM M Y B H CU PG TX PV **

LONG ISLAND CITY

A MAY OUT INC
OUTPATIENT SERVICE
80-34 44TH DRIVE
LONG ISLAND CITY, NY 11101
(718) 796-0200
** DA AM M Y A HV IV PG DM TX CI **
** PV **

A MAY OUT INC II
DAY SERVICE
10-34 44TH DRIVE
LONG ISLAND CITY, NY 11101
(718) 784-0200
** DA AM M Y A HV PG TX CI PV **

BRIDGE PLAZA TRT & REHAB CLINIC
EDUCATION AND METHADONE TREATMENT UNIT
41-15 27TH STREET
LONG ISLAND CITY, NY 11101
(718) 786-3976 EXT. 24
** DA AM IV MM OT **

HELLENIC AMERICAN NEIGHBORHOOD ACTION COMMITTEE INC/PROJECT ASAP
27-09 CRESCENT STREET
LONG ISLAND CITY, NY 11102
(718) 204-1200
** DA AM TX **

NYC SCHOOL DISTRICT 30 PROJECT SHARE
DRUG EDUCATION AND PREVENTION
56-25 CRESCENT STREET
LONG ISLAND CITY, NY 11106
(718) 729-6380
** AD PV **

LOWVILLE

LENI S CO ALC AND SUBST ABUSE TRT TRCT
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
7657 NORTH STATE STREET
LOWVILLE, NY 13367
(315) 376-5550
** AL AM M Y A B PI CU IV PG EA DM **
** TX CI **

LENI S COUNTY COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM AND
SUBSTANCE ABUSE/ALCOHOLISM PREVENTION
7612 NORTH STATE STREET
LOWVILLE, NY 13367
(315) 376-2321
** AL CI PV **

LENI S COUNTY COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM AND
SUBSTANCE ABUSE/DUHRABE ABUSE PREVENTION
7612 STATE STREET
LOWVILLE, NY 13367
(315) 376-2321
** AD PV OT **

LYNBROOK

CONCEPT ASSOCIATES
ABEL/KATZ/BAKER
154 SCRANTON AVENUE
LYNBROOK, NY 11563
(516) 593-1166
** DA AM IV EA TX **

LINK COUNSELING CENTER INC
OUTPATIENT DRUG FREE
21 LANGDON PLACE
LYNBROOK, NY 11563
(516) 887-4848
** AD AM IV EA DH TX PV **

LYONS

LYONS DIAGNOSTIC AND TREATMENT CENTER
OUTPATIENT ALCOHOLISM CLINIC
122 BROAD STREET
LYONS, NY 14489
(315) 966-4342
** AL AM H TX CI **

WAYNE COUNTY COMMUNITY COUNSELING CTR
DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
7328 NEMARK-LYONS ROAD
LYONS, NY 14489
(315) 966-5722
** DA AM Y A H HV IV TX CI **

MADRID

NORTH COUNTRY FREEDOM HOMES
JOHN E MURPHY COMMUNITY RESIDENCE
13 ELI STREET
MADRID, NY 13660
(315) 322-4463
** AL RR TX **

MALONE

CITIZEN ADVOCATES INC
NORTH STAR SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
130 PARK AVENUE
MALONE, NY 12953
(518) 483-3261
** DA AM Y CU IV TX PV **

SAINT JOSEPH REHABILITATION CENTER INC
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC/MALONE
214 EAST MAIN STREET
MALONE, NY 12953
(518) 485-6566
** AL AM DH TX CI **

MALVERNE

MALVERNE UNION FREE SCHOOL DISTRICT
ALCOHOLIC ABUSE PREV PROG/ADM
NEWARK-LYONS PARK
MALVERNE, NY 11565
(516) 596-2022
** DA PV **

MAMARONECK

ARCHDIOCESE OF NEW YORK
ORANGE COUNTY/SCHOOL DRUG ABUSE PREV
165 NEW STREET
MAMARONECK, NY 10543
(914) 698-1682
** AD PV **

LARCHMONT/MAMARONECK COMMUNITY
COUNSELING CENTER/ADMIN
234 STANLEY AVENUE
MAMARONECK, NY 10543
(914) 697-7549
** DA AM Y TX PV OT **

MANHASSET

LIJ/HMC MANHASSET CLINIC
DAYCARE UNIT
1355 NORTHERN BOULEVARD
MANHASSET, NY 11030
(516) 627-5002
** DA AM M Y CU IV TX PV **

LIJ/HMC MANHASSET CLINIC
OUTPATIENT DRUG FREE UNIT
1355 NORTHERN BOULEVARD
MANHASSET, NY 11030
(516) 627-5002
** DA AM M Y CU IV TX PV **

NORTH SHORE UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL
DRUG TREATMENT CENTER/OP/DF
400 COMMUNITY DRIVE
MANHASSET, NY 11030
(516) 562-3010
** DA AM A HV IV EA TX PV **

NORTH SHORE UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL
DRUG TREATMENT CENTER/OP/DF
400 COMMUNITY DRIVE
MANHASSET, NY 11030
(516) 562-3010
** DA AM A HV IV EA TX PV **

NEW YORK
NEW YORK

NORTH SHORE UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL
FAMILY/MATERNITY DEVELOPMENT PROG/ADM
300 COMMUNITY DRIVE
PEDIATRICS DEPT DIV OF PRENATAL MED
MANHASSET, NY 11030
(516) 562-6465
** AD AN V H Y A B H HV CU IV TX **
** CI PV **

MARGARETVILLE
DELTA COUNTY COMM SERVICES BOARD
DELTA COUNTY ALC CLINIC/MARGARETVILLE
MARGARETVILLE MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
MARGARETVILLE, NY 12455
(607) 865-7656
** AL AN Y DNH TX CI PV **

MASSAPEQUA
LONG ISLAND CENTER INC
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
688 BROADWAY
MASSAPEQUA, NY 11758
(516) 425-7660
** AL AM EA DH TX **

MASSAPEQUA UNION FREE SCHOOL DISTRICT
DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION
4925 MERRICK ROAD
MASSAPEQUA, NY 11758
(516) 797-6120
** AD PV **

SOUTH SHORE PLANNING COUNCIL
DREY ROCK CAFE/COMM ED/INTERV/INFO/REF
3 PARK LANE
MASSAPEQUA, NY 11758
(516) 781-7605
** AL PV QT **

MASHENA
CAH/AM YOUTH SERVICES INC
ROSE HILL/RCVD SHORT TERM
2 ELIZABETH DRIVE
MASHENA, NY 13662
(315) 764-9700
** AD RR H Y A B AI CU IV TX CI **

Mastic
PASSAGES COUNSELING CENTER
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC/MONTAUK
1191 MONTAUK HIGHWAY
Mastic, NY 11950
(516) 758-9222
** AL AM H Y PI CU PG EA TX CI PV **

Mastic
YMCA OF LONG ISLAND INC
Mastic Center/Prevention Unit
Herkimer and Classen Streets
Mastic, NY 11950
(516) 281-6114
** AD PV **

MATTITUCK
SOUTHAMPTON DRUG ABUSE COUNCIL
NORTH FORK COUNSELING CENTER
11550 MAIN STREET
MATTITUCK, NY 11952
(516) 298-8642
** DA AN TX PV **

MECHANICVILLE
MECHANICVILLE AREA COMMUNITY SERVICES
ALCOHOLISM INFORMATION AND REFERRAL
6 SOUTH MAIN STREET
MECHANICVILLE, NY 12118
(518) 664-8322
** AL PV **

MEDFORD
PASSAGES COUNSELING CENTER
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC/N OCEAN
1741-D NORTH OCEAN AVENUE
MEDFORD, NY 11763
(516) 758-9222
** AD AM H Y A HV PI CU PG EA TX **
** CI PV **

MERRICK
BELLMORE/MERRICK CENTRAL HIGH SCHOOL DISTRICT
1260 MEADONBROOK ROAD
MERRICK, NY 11566
(516) 623-8900 Ext. 280
** AD CI PV **

MIDDLE ISLAND
FAMILY RECOVERY CENTER
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
514 MIDDLE COUNTRY ROAD
MIDDLE ISLAND, NY 11953
(516) 924-3741
** AL AN H Y A HV PI DH TX CI PV **

MIDDLE VILLAGE
NYC SCHOOL DISTRICT 24
DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
67-54 80TH STREET
MIDDLE VILLAGE, NY 11379
(718) 326-8247
** AD PV **

NYC SCHOOL DISTRICT 24
PROJECT FRIEND
67-54 80TH STREET
MIDDLE VILLAGE, NY 11379
(718) 326-8247
** AD PV **

MIDDLETOWN
HORTON OUTPATIENT CLINIC
HORTON FAMILY PROGRAM FOR ALCOHOLISM
406 EAST MAIN STREET
MIDDLETOWN, NY 10940
(914) 345-2424
** AL AN V H Y A HV CU PG TX **

MIDDLETOWN ALCOHOL CRISIS CENTER
MIDDLETOWN PSYCHIATRIC CENTER
BUILDING 8
MIDDLETOWN, NY 10940
(914) 345-1443
** AL DT TX **

MIDDLETOWN ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT CENTER
INPATIENT REHABILITATION UNIT
141 MONHAGEN AVENUE
MIDDLETOWN, NY 10940
(914) 342-5511 Ext. 3174
** AL RR H HV TX **

ORANGE COUNTY COMMUNITY COLLEGE
DRINKING DRIVER PROGRAM
115 SOUTH STREET
CHRISTINE MORRISON HOUSE
MIDDLETOWN, NY 10940
(914) 341-6892
** AL DH PV QT **

ORANGE COUNTY DEPT OF MENTAL HEALTH
OUTPATIENT CLINIC ALCOHOLISM TRT
21 CENTER STREET
MIDDLETOWN, NY 10940
(914) 343-0683
** AL AN V H Y A HV PI DH TX **

REGIONAL ECONOMIC COMM ACT PROGRAM
RECAP ALCOHOLISM OUTPT REHAB PROGRAM
40-60 SMITH STREET
MIDDLETOWN, NY 10940
(914) 342-5360
** AL AN H B H CU TX PV **

MILLBROOK
DAYTOP VILLAGE INC
HOMELESS
ROUTE 44
MILLBROOK, NY 12545
(914) 677-5525
** DA RR H YM TX PV **

DAYTOP VILLAGE INC
MILLBROOK RESIDENCE
ROUTE 44
MILLBROOK, NY 12545
(914) 677-5335
** DA RR H YM TX PV **

DUTCHESS COUNTY DEPT OF MENTAL HYGIENE
MILLBROOK ALCOHOLIC OUTPATIENT CLINIC
OAK SUMMIT ROAD
MILLBROOK, NY 12545
(914) 677-6343
** AL AN TX **
MINOLEA
EAC INC
EDUCATIONAL ASST CENTER OF LONG ISLAND
100 EAST OLD COUNTRY ROAD
MINOLEA, NY 11501
(516) 435-0800
** DA OT **

HERRICKS COMMUNITY LIFE CENTER EPOD OUTPATIENT DRUG FREE
450 JERICHO TURNPIKE
2ND FLOOR
MINOLEA, NY 11501
(516) 294-6969
** DA AM Y IV DM TX **

LONG ISLAND JEMI H MED CTR HILLSIDE HP FAMILY CONSULTATION CTR/ALL OUTPT
366 JERICHO TURNPIKE
MINOLEA, NY 11501
(516) 792-0015
** AL AM H Y H DM TX PV **

MONROE
PIUS XII CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
MONROE CLINIC/OUTPATIENT DRUG FREE
11-13 LAKE STREET
MONROE, NY 10950
(914) 782-0295
** DA AM H Y A HV CU IV PG EA TX **

PIUS XII CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
MONROE CLINIC/PREVENTION
11-13 LAKE STREET
MONROE, NY 10950
(914) 782-0295
** DA IV EA PV **

PIUS XII YOUTH AND FAMILY SERVICES
MONROE ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
201 ROUTE 17M
MONROE, NY 10950
(914) 782-6600
** AL AM H Y A HV CU DH TX PV **

MONTICELLO
SULLIVAN CNTY COUN ON ALC/DR ABUSE INC
ALC PUBLIC EDUC/INFO AND REFERRAL
17 HAMILTON AVENUE
MONTICELLO, NY 12701
(914) 794-8080
** AL EA PV **

SULLIVAN CNTY COUN ON ALC/DR ABUSE INC
ALCOHOL CRISIS UNIT
17 HAMILTON AVENUE
MONTICELLO, NY 12701
(914) 794-8080
** AL AM A HV PI TX PV **

SULLIVAN CNTY COUN ON ALC/DR ABUSE INC
ALCOHOLISM DAY REHABILITATION PROGRAM
17 HAMILTON AVENUE
MONTICELLO, NY 12701
(914) 794-8080
** AL AM A H HV TX CI **

SULLIVAN CNTY COUN ON ALC/DR ABUSE INC
RECOVERY CENTER HALFWAY HOUSE
17 HAMILTON AVENUE
MONTICELLO, NY 12701
(914) 794-8080
** AL RR M A B H AI HV PI CU PG DM **
** TX CI PV **

MONTROSE
VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
DRUG DEPENDENCE TREATMENT CENTER
ADMINISTRATIVE BUILDING 11D
MONTROSE, NY 10548
(914) 782-0295
** DA RR B H HV CU IV TX PV **

MOUNT KISCO
THE WEEKEND CENTER INC
ALCOHOLIC OUTPATIENT CLINIC
MOUNT KISCO, NY 10549
(914) 666-6740
** AL AM Y CU DH TX **

MOUNT MORRIS
LIVINGSTON COUNTY COUNCIL/ALCOHOLISM
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
THE LIVINGSTON CAMPUS
BUILDING 2
MOUNT MORRIS, NY 14510
(716) 658-2216
** AL AM H Y DH TX PV **

LIVINGSTON COUNTY COUNCIL/ALCOHOLISM
DRINKING DRIVER PROGRAM
THE LIVINGSTON CAMPUS
BUILDING 2
MOUNT MORRIS, NY 14510
(716) 658-2216
** AL DM PV **

MOUNT VERNON
RENAISSANCE PROJECT INC
MOUNT VERNON UNIT
3 SOUTH 6TH STREET
MOUNT VERNON, NY 10551
(914) 664-5730
** DA AM IV EA TX CI PV **

MCHM MOUNT VERNON HOSPITAL
METHADONE MAINTENANCE TRT PROG/OP
3 SOUTH 6TH AVENUE
MOUNT VERNON, NY 10550
(914) 664-5981
** DA AM IV MM **

WESTCHESTER COMMUNITY OPPORTUNITY PROG
ARCHWAY ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
11 WEST PROSPECT AVENUE
4TH FLOOR
MOUNT VERNON, NY 10550
(914) 668-1450
** AL AM H Y B DM TX **

WESTCHESTER COMMUNITY OPPORTUNITY PROG
MOUNT VERNON OPEN DOOR PROGRAM
34 SOUTH 6TH AVENUE
MOUNT VERNON, NY 10550
(914) 664-4042
** DA AM IV TX **

NANUET
NANUET UNION FREE SCHOOL DISTRICT
COMMUNITY COUNSELOR PROGRAM
101 CHURCH STREET
NANUET, NY 10954
(914) 623-1431
** AD AM Y TX PV OT **

NEM CITY
CLARKSTOWN COUNSELING CENTER
OUTPATIENT DRUG FREE
40 MAPLE AVENUE
NEM CITY, NY 10956
(914) 634-6369
** DA AM TX PV **

NEM HARTFORD
CENTER FOR ADDICTION RECOVERY INC
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
4299 MIDDLE SETTLEMENT ROAD
NEM HARTFORD, NY 13413
(315) 797-2057
** AL AM EA DM TX CI PV **

NEM HYDE PARK
HERRICKS UNION FREE SCHOOL DISTRICT
DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
SHELTER ROCK ROAD
ADMINISTRATION BUILDING
NEM HYDE PARK, NY 11040
(516) 741-7800 EXT. 110
** AD PV OT **
NEW YORK

LIJ/HMC DAEMRS
OUTPATIENT DRUG FREE
270-05 76TH AVENUE
BUILDING 5
NEH HYDE PARK, NY 11042
(718) 470-8950
** DA AM CT TX **

LONG ISLAND JEWS MEDICAL CENTER
MTP/OP MM
270-05 76TH AVENUE
BUILDING 6
NEH HYDE PARK, NY 11042
(212) 470-2701
** DA AM A HV IV PG MM **

HEM PALTZ
ULSTER COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
PALTZ ALCOHOL ABUSE OUTPT CLINIC
40 MAIN STREET
NEH PALTZ, NY 12561
(914) 255-1830
** AL AM IV DH TX CI PV **

HEM ROCHELLE
GUIDANCE CENTER INC
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY TREATMENT CENTER
403-5 NORTH AVENUE
NEH ROCHELLE, NY 10801
(914) 632-1374
** DA AM A HV PI IV TX CI PV MM **

PHELAM GUIDANCE COUNCIL
255 WOLFS LANE
NEH ROCHELLE, NY 10803
(914) 758-0530
** DA AM IV CT TX CI PV **

RENAISSANCE PROJECT INC
REHABILITATION HOSPITAL
350 NORTH AVENUE
NEH ROCHELLE, NY 10801
(914) 235-8048
** DA AM A HV VI EA TX CI PV **

RENAISSANCE PROJECT INC
RE ENTRY UNIT
197 DRAKE AVENUE
NEH ROCHELLE, NY 10805
(914) 235-9225
** DA RR IV TX **

RENAISSANCE PROJECT INC
RE ENTRY UNIT/STOREFRONT
350 NORTH AVENUE
NEH ROCHELLE, NY 10801
(914) 235-9225
** DA AM IV TX **

THE GUIDANCE CENTER INC
GUIDANCE CENTER INDUSTRIES
563-369 HUGUENOT STREET
NEH ROCHELLE, NY 10801
(914) 633-7694
** DA OT **

UNITED HOSPITAL
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT REHAB PROGRAM
3 THE BOULEVARD
NEH ROCHELLE, NY 10801
(914) 235-6633
** AL AM H DH TX **

VOLUNTEERS OF AMERICA SHELTERS INC
CROSSROADS HALFWAY HOUSE
395 WEBSTER AVENUE
NEH ROCHELLE, NY 10801
(914) 636-8689
** AL RR TX PV **

WESTCHESTER COMMUNITY OPPORTUNITY PROGRAM
ROCHELLE OUTREACH CENTER
33 LINCOLN AVENUE
SUITE 2
NEH ROCHELLE, NY 10801
(914) 636-2721
** DA AM IV TX **

HEM NEW YORK
ALCOHOL COUNCIL OF GREATER NEW YORK INC
INFORMATION/REFERRAL UNIT
429 EAST 21ST STREET
NEH NEW YORK, NY 10010
(212) 979-6277
** AL PV OT **

ARMS ACRES INC
ALCOHOL OUTPATIENT SERVICES OF MANHATTAN
1841 BROADWAY
SUITE 1111
NEH NEW YORK, NY 10023
(212) 399-6901
** AL AM IV DH TX MM **

ARTC MANHATTAN CLINIC 21
STARTING POINT
136 WEST 125TH STREET
6TH FLOOR
NEH NEW YORK, NY 10027
(212) 952-2676
** DA AM M Y A HV CT IV MM **

ARTC MANHATTAN CLINIC 22
KALEIDOSCOPE
136 WEST 125TH STREET
NEH NEW YORK, NY 10027
(212) 678-1277
** DA AM M Y A HV CT IV PG CI MM **

ARTC MANHATTAN CLINIC 23
THIRD HORIZON
2195 3RD AVENUE
NEH NEW YORK, NY 10035
(212) 348-5650
** DA AM M Y A HV CT IV MM **

BARNETT AND ASSOCIATES HUMAN SERVICES INC
330 WEST 58TH STREET
SUITE 6N
NEH NEW YORK, NY 10019
(212) 315-3570
** DA AM H TX **

BECKER DOWNTOWN HOSPITAL MMTP
76 TRINITY PLACE
NEH NEW YORK, NY 10006
(212) 422-0250
** DA AM IV MM **

BELLEVUE HOSPITAL
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
FIRST AVENUE AND 30TH STREET
NEH NEW YORK, NY 10016
(212) 561-9487
** DA AM M A B H HV EA DH TX PV **

BELLEVUE HOSPITAL CENTRAL
ACUTE CARE ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
462 FIRST AVENUE
20TH FLOOR
NEH NEW YORK, NY 10016
(212) 561-3455
** DA AM IV OT MM **

BETH ISRAEL MEDICAL CENTER
INPATIENT DETOXIFICATION
10 NATHAN D PERLMAN PLACE
BETHEISRAEL PAVILION
NEH NEW YORK, NY 10003
(212) 420-2000
** DA AM IV TX MM OT **

BETH ISRAEL MEDICAL CENTER
STUYVESANT SQUARE CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY
170 EAST END AVENUE
NEH NEW YORK, NY 10028
(212) 666-6121
** DA AM IV TX CI **

BETH ISRAEL MEDICAL CENTER MMTP
AVENUE A CLINIC
26 AVENUE A
NEH NEW YORK, NY 10009
(212) 420-2078
** DA AM M A HV IV CI PV MM **

BETH ISRAEL MEDICAL CENTER MMTP
CLINIC 1E
429 2ND AVENUE
1ST FLOOR
NEH NEW YORK, NY 10003
(212) 532-5910
** DA AM M IV CI PV MM **

BETH ISRAEL MEDICAL CENTER MMTP
CLINIC 2C
435 2ND AVENUE
2ND FLOOR
NEH NEW YORK, NY 10010
(212) 532-9096
** DA AM IV IC PV MM **

BETH ISRAEL MEDICAL CENTER MMTP
CLINIC 2F
429 2ND AVENUE
NEH NEW YORK, NY 10003
(212) 532-6425
** DA AM IV IC PV MM **
DAYTOP VILLAGE INC
AFTERCARE
132 WEST 83RD STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10024
(212) 354-6000
** DA AM TX **

DIST COUNCIL 37 HEALTH AND SAFETY
EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
125 BARCLAY STREET
PERSONNEL SERVICES UNIT 6TH FLOOR
NEW YORK, NY 10007
(212) 815-3111
** AL EA PV OT **

DR M DEGIARDE MMT CLINIC
235-5 LAFAYETTE STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10012
(212) 431-6177
** DA AM A H HV IV MM **

EAST HARLEM MUSIC INC
174 EAST 104TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10029
(212) 539-4711
** DA PV **

EMPLOYMENT PROGRAM FOR
RECOVERED ALCOHOLICS (EPRA)
360 WEST 31ST STREET
12TH FLOOR
NEW YORK, NY 10001
(212) 967-1671
** AL AM TX CI OT **

ENTER INC
ALCOHOLISM COMMUNITY RESIDENCE
2009 3RD AVENUE
NEW YORK, NY 10029
(212) 876-2525
** AL RR H B H TX **

ENTER INC
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
302-306 EAST 111TH STREET
2ND FLOOR
NEW YORK, NY 10029
(212) 876-2525
** AL AM H A B H HV CU IV EA TX CI **
** PV **

ENTER INC
OUTPATIENT
256 EAST 112TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10029
(212) 860-2460
** DA AM H Y B H AI CU IV PG EA TX **
** CI PV **

ENTER INC
RESIDENCE
252 EAST 112TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10029
(212) 860-2460
** DA RR H Y B H AI HV CU IV TX CI **
** PV **

EUGENE SILBERMANN MD MMTP 1
OUTPATIENT
1650 MADISON AVENUE
NEW YORK, NY 10029
(212) 876-2300
** DA AM A H HV IV MM **

EUGENE SILBERMANN MD MMTP 2
1650 MADISON AVENUE
NEW YORK, NY 10029
(212) 876-2500
** DA AM A H HV IV MM **

EXODUS HOUSE INC
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
309 EAST 103RD STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10029
(212) 876-8775
** AD PV **

FREEDOM INSTITUTE INC
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
555 MADISON AVENUE
6TH FLOOR
NEW YORK, NY 10022
(212) 838-0044
** AL AM H Y CU TX PV **

FREEPORT HOSPITAL
NYC ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
240 WEST 35TH STREET
SUITE 200
NEW YORK, NY 10001
(212) 279-2727
** AD AM H H DN TX PV **

GRACIE SQUARE HOSPITAL
ALCOHOLISM INPT REHABILITATION UNIT
420 EAST 76TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10021
(212) 988-4400
** AL RR H A B H HV PI CU IV EA DM **
** TX CI PV **

GRACIE SQUARE HOSPITAL
DETOXIFICATION UNIT
420 EAST 76TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10021
(212) 988-4400
** AL DT H A B H HV PI CU IV EA DM **
** TX CI PV **

GRACIE SQUARE HOSPITAL
DRUG REHABILITATION UNIT
420 EAST 76TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10021
(212) 988-4400
** DA RR H A B H HV PI CU IV EA DM **
** TX CI PV **

GRACIE SQUARE HOSPITAL
THE BREAKTHROUGH OUTPT ALC CLINIC
421 EAST 75TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10021
(212) 988-4400
** AL AM H A H HV CU IV EA DM TX **
** CI PV **

GRAMERCY PARK MEDICAL GROUP PC
UNIT 1
253-55 3RD AVENUE
NEW YORK, NY 10010
(212) 475-1900 EXT 11
** DA AM HV IV MM **

GREENICH HOUSE COUNSELING CENTER
80 5TH AVENUE
10TH FLOOR
NEW YORK, NY 10011
(212) 691-2900
** DA AM TX **

GREENICH HOUSE INC
ALCOHOL TREATMENT PROGRAM
151 WEST 19TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10011
(212) 465-8244
** AL AM H A H HV TX CI PV OT **

GREENICH HOUSE INC
HALFWAY HOUSE
312-314 BOHRY
NEW YORK, NY 10012
(212) 465-8244
** AL RR H A H HV TX **

GREENICH HOUSE MMT
COOPER SQUARE
50 COOPER SQUARE
NEW YORK, NY 10003
(212) 677-3400
** DA AM A H HV IV MM **

GREENICH HOUSE WEST MMT
26 WEST 20TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10011
(212) 255-0404
** DA AM A B H IV MM **

GREENWICH VILLAGE YOUTH COUNCIL
25 CARMINE STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10014
(212) 242-5867
** AD PV **

HAMILTON MADISON HOUSE
CHINATOWN ALCOHOLISM SERVICES
146 ELIZABETH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10012
(212) 966-2599
** AL AM DH TX PV **

HARLEM HOSPITAL
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
132-40 WEST 125TH STREET
5TH FLOOR
NEW YORK, NY 10027
(212) 678-1790
** AL AM H B HV TX CI PV **

HARLEM HOSPITAL ALCOHOLISM TRT CENTER
HARLEM ALC CTR DETOXIFICATION UNIT
136TH STREET AND 5TH AVENUE
NEW YORK, NY 10037
(212) 491-8533
** AL DT Y TX MM **
NEW YORK

NEW YORK COUNCIL OF SMALLER CHURCHES INC
69 HEST 128TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10027
(212) 876-7667
** DA AM M Y A B H CU IV TX CI PV **

NEW YORK HOSPITAL
MHTP CLINIC
401 EAST 71ST STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10021
(212) 988-5881
** DA AM HV IV MM **

NYC DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTION
SUBSTANCE ABUSE INTERVENTION DIVISION
60 HUDSON STREET
6TH FLOOR
NEW YORK, NY 10013
(212) 267-2122
** AD DI RR M Y V CU TX PV **

NYC SCHOOL DISTRICT 1
YOUTH LEadership PROJECT
220 HENRY STREET
JHS 56 ROOM 134
NEW YORK, NY 10002
(212) 732-1181
** AD PV **

NYC SCHOOL DISTRICT 2
PROJECT OMNIBUS
80 CATHERINE STREET
PS 126
NEW YORK, NY 10035
(212) 689-6540
** AD PV **

NYC SCHOOL DISTRICT 3
ADVOCATE RESOURCE CENTER
220 HEST 121ST STREET
ROOM 312
NEW YORK, NY 10027
(212) 678-2966
** AD PV **

NYC SCHOOL DISTRICT 6
PROJECT SOAR/SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
C/O SCHOOL DISTRICT 6 OFFICE
665 HEST 182ND STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10033
(212) 927-7564
** AD PV OT **

NYC SPARK PROGRAM
BOARD OF EDUCATION
40 IRVING PLACE
WASHINGTON IRVING HIGH SCHOOL
NEW YORK, NY 10003
(212) 477-5402
** AD PV OT **

NYS BAYVIEW PRISON PROJECT
STAY-N-OUT
550 HEST 20TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10011
(212) 971-6033
** DA RR W B H HV CU IV TX OT **

NYU SCH EDUC/HEALTH/NURSING/ARTS PROF
REHABILITATION COUNSELING DEPARTMENT
50 HEST 4TH STREET
ROOM 432
NEW YORK, NY 10012
(212) 998-5293
** DA OT **

ODYSSEY HOUSE INC
ADOLESCENT CENTER
309-11 EAST 6TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10003
(212) 477-9630
** DA RR M Y A B H HV CU IV PG TX **
** CI PV **

ODYSSEY HOUSE INC
ODYSSEY HOUSE ADULT PROGRAM
WARDS ISLAND
BUILDING 13
NEW YORK, NY 10035
(212) 860-6460
** DA RR M Y A B H HV CU IV PG TX PV **
** PV **

PARALLAX CENTER INC
156 EAST 36TH STREET
SUITE 1C
NEW YORK, NY 10016
(212) 779-9207
** DA AH M Y A B H HV CU IV TX **
** PV PV **

PARKSIDE LODGE OF NEW YORK INC
PACE HEALTH SERVICES ALC OUTPT CLINIC
369 LEXINGTON AVENUE
SUITE 203
NEW YORK, NY 10017
(212) 949-4070
** AL AM H TX PV **

PHASE PIGGY BACK
OPERATION HELPING hand
507 HEST 145TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10031
(212) 234-1660
** DA AM IV TX CI PV **

PHASE PIGGY BACK INC
OPERATION HELPING HAND
458 HEST 145TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10031
(212) 234-1660
** AD PV **

PHOENIX HOUSE
DRUG FREE RESIDENTIAL
164 WEST 74TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10023
(212) 595-5810
** DA AM Y IV TX CI PV **

PHOENIX HOUSE INC
PHOENIX HOUSE RTC
LONG ISLAND CITY/QUEENS
34-25 VERNON BOULEVARD
NEW YORK, NY 10023
(212) 274-4655
** DA RR Y A HV IV TX CI PV **

PHOENIX HOUSE INC
PHOENIX HOUSE RTC
VERNON BOULEVARD UNIT
34-25 VERNON BOULEVARD
NEW YORK, NY 10023
(718) 274-4213
** DA RR A HV TX CI PV **

PHOENIX HOUSE INC
PHOENIX HOUSE STEP 1
74TH STREET UNIT DAY SERVICE
164 WEST 74TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10023
(212) 595-5810
** DA AM Y IV TX CI PV **

PRIVATE INDUSTRY COUNCIL INC
VOCATIONAL PREPARATION PROGRAM
19 RECTOR STREET
10TH FLOOR
NEW YORK, NY 10006
(212) 742-1000 EXT. 242
** DA OT **

PROJECT RETURN FOUNDATION INC
PAROLE TRANSITION PROGRAM
814 AMSTERDAM AVENUE
NEW YORK, NY 10025
(212) 662-6700
** AD RR TX **

REALITY HOUSE INC
CRACK
637 WEST 125TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10027
(212) 666-8000
** DA AM IV TX **

REALITY HOUSE INC
DRUG FREE OUTPATIENT
637 WEST 125TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10027
(212) 666-8000
** DA AM IV TX **

REALITY HOUSE INC
MTA DAY SERVICE
637 WEST 125TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10027
(212) 666-8000
** DA AM IV MM **

REALITY HOUSE INC
PRISON PROGRAM
637 WEST 125TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10027
(212) 666-8000
** DA AM TX **
REALITY HOUSE YOUTH PROGRAM
INTERVENTION PROGRAM
465 WEST 162ND STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10032
(212) 781-5855
** AD PV **

REALIZATION CENTER
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
121 EAST 18TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10003
(212) 982-2800
** AL AM H B H HV EA DM TX CI PV **

RICHARD KOEPPEL MD
MHTP 1
301 WEST 37TH STREET
3RD FLOOR
NEW YORK, NY 10018
(212) 736-5900
** DA AM A HV IV PG MM **

RICHARD KOEPPEL MD
MHTP 2
301 WEST 37TH STREET
2ND FLOOR
NEW YORK, NY 10018
(212) 736-5900
** DA AM A HV IV PG MM **

ROOSEVELT HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM/OUTPT MM
420 WEST 59TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10019
(212) 523-6150
** DA AM H B H HV CU IV PG MM **

SAINT CLARES HOSPITAL HEALTH CENTER
DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
415 WEST 51ST STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10019
(212) 459-9416
** DA AM A HV IV TX CI PV MM **

SAINT LUKES HOSPITAL/ROOSEVELT HOSPITAL CENTER
STOP DHI TREATMENT PROGRAM
J24 WEST 108TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10025
(212) 678-6342
** AL AM H DM TX CI PV **

SAINT VINCENTS HOSPITAL AND MED CENTER
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT SERVICE
203 WEST 12TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10011
(212) 790-8273
** AL AM M Y A HV CU EA TX PV **

SINGLE PARENT RESOURCE CENTER
ALCOHOLISM INFORMATION AND REFERRAL
1165 BROADWAY
ROOM 504
NEW YORK, NY 10001
(212) 213-0047
** AL PV **

STUYVESANT POLYCLINIC
START ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
157 2ND AVENUE
NEW YORK, NY 10003
(212) 598-4820
** AL AM H H TX **

TEATRO TIEMPO INC
220 EAST 4TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10002
(212) 477-7605
** AD PV **

THE DOOR/A CENTER OF ALTERNATIVES
ADOLESCENT TREATMENT PROGRAM/OUTPATIENT
121 AVENUE OF THE AMERICANS
NEW YORK, NY 10013
(212) 941-9090
** DA AM Y HV TX PV **

THE DOOR/A CENTER OF ALTERNATIVES
PREVENTION/OUTPATIENT
121 AVENUE OF THE AMERICANS
NEW YORK, NY 10013
(212) 941-9090
** DA PV **

THE EDUCATIONAL ALLIANCE/PROJ CONTACT
DAY TREATMENT
315 EAST 10TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10009
(212) 982-6130 EXT. 10
** DA AM TX CI PV **

THE EDUCATIONAL ALLIANCE/PROJ CONTACT
OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
315 EAST 10TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10009
(212) 533-3570 EXT. 249
** DA AM H Y B H HV CU IV TX **

THE EDUCATIONAL ALLIANCE/PROJ CONTACT
PRIDE SITE/HOMELESS
371 EAST 10TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10009
(212) 533-2470 EXT. 42
** DA RR M Y A H HV CU IV EA TX **

THE EDUCATIONAL ALLIANCE/PROJ CONTACT
PRIDE SITE/RESIDENTIAL DRUG FREE
371 EAST 10TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10009
(212) 533-2470 EXT. 42
** DA RR M Y A H HV CU IV EA TX **

VERITAS THERAPEUTIC COMMUNITY INC
RESIDENTIAL
68 WEST 106TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10025
(212) 666-1611
** DA RR HV IV TX CI **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
ALCOHOL/DRUG DEPENDENCE TREATMENT PROGRAM
1440 FIRST AVENUE AND 24TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10010
(212) 686-7500 EXT. 683
** AD DT RR AM A HV IV PG EA TX CI PV **
** MM **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
MHTP
252 7TH AVENUE
9TH FLOOR
NEW YORK, NY 10001
(212) 620-6269
** DA AM A HV IV PG MM **

WASHINGTON HEIGHTS/INWOOD COALITION
652 WEST 18TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10033
(212) 781-6722
** DA PV **

HASHTON INSTITUTE INC
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
4 PARK AVENUE
NEW YORK, NY 10016
(212) 213-4900
** DA AM M B CU IV TX **

MILOCAT SERVICE CORPORATION
161 HUDSON STREET
2ND FLOOR
NEW YORK, NY 10013
(212) 219-9700
** DA OT **

MONEN IN NEED
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
406 WEST 40TH STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10018
(212) 695-7330
** AL AM M A B HV PI CU PG TX CI **
NEW YORK

WOMENS ALCOHOL AND DRUG EDUC PROJECT
370 LEXINGTON AVENUE
ROOM 603
NEW YORK, NY 10017
(212) 552-8550 ** AL PV **

131ST STREET BLOCK ASSOCIATION INC
220 WEST 131ST STREET
NEW YORK, NY 10027
(212) 749-8322 ** DA PV **

HEMARK
COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM AND OTHER CHEM DEPENDENCIES OF THE FINGER LAKES
ROUTE 31
CANNERY ROW MALL
NEUMARK, NY 14513
(315) 331-7211 ** AL PV **

FINGER LAKES ALC COUNSELING AND REFERRAL AGENCY INC/ALC OUTPT CLINIC
201 CHURCH STREET
NEUMARK, NY 14513
(315) 331-3862 ** AL AM M Y HV TX **

NEUMARK
ORANGE COUNTY DEPT OF MENTAL HEALTH
ALCOHOL OUTPATIENT CLINIC
104 2ND STREET
NEUMARK, NY 12550
(914) 565-4900 ** AL AM M H Y A B H HV TX **

PIUS XII CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
NEUMARK CLINIC/OUTPATIENT DRUG FREE 15 LAKE STREET
NEUMARK, NY 12550
(914) 562-8255 ** DA AM M H Y AI CU IV TX **

PODER INC
PROJECT LEAD
280 BROADWAY
NEUMARK, NY 12550
(914) 561-8191 ** AD CI **

SAINT LUKES HOSPITAL
METHADONE MAINTENANCE TRT PROGRAM/OP
184 FIRST STREET
NEUMARK, NY 12550
(914) 561-4400 EX. 233 ** DA AM M H A HV CU IV HM **

NIAGARA FALLS
ALCOHOL COUNCIL IN NIAGARA COUNTY
STUDENT ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
1319 PINE AVENUE
NIAGARA FALLS, NY 14301
(716) 282-1220 ** AD PV **

ALCOHOLISM COUNCIL IN NIAGARA COUNTY
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
1519 PINE STREET
NIAGARA FALLS, NY 14301
(716) 282-1220 ** AL AM A HV TX **

ALCOHOLISM COUNCIL IN NIAGARA COUNTY
INFORMATION AND REFERRAL
1519 PINE AVENUE
NIAGARA FALLS, NY 14301
(716) 282-1220 ** AL PV **

FELLOWSHIP HOUSE INC
ALCOHOLISM HALFWAY HOUSE
451 MEMORIAL PARKWAY
NIAGARA FALLS, NY 14303
(716) 284-6228 ** AL RR TX **

FIRST STEP ALCOHOL CRISIS CENTER
1560 BUFFALO AVENUE
NIAGARA FALLS, NY 14301
(716) 385-2421 ** AL DT PI TX **

MILESTONES ALCOHOLISM SERVICES
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
501 10TH STREET
NIAGARA FALLS, NY 14301
(716) 270-6040 ** AL AM M Y A HV DN TX **

NIAGARA DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
DRUG FREE OUTPATIENT
775 3RD STREET
NIAGARA COUNTY CIVIC BUILDING
NIAGARA FALLS, NY 14302
(716) 285-9636 ** DA AM M Y CU IV TX **

NIAGARA DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
METHADONE MAINTENANCE TREATMENT PROG
775 3RD STREET
NIAGARA COUNTY CIVIC BUILDING
NIAGARA FALLS, NY 14302
(716) 285-9636 ** DA AM M B CU IV MM **

NIAGARA DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
PREVENTION/OUTPATIENT
775 3RD STREET
NIAGARA COUNTY CIVIC BUILDING
NIAGARA FALLS, NY 14302
(716) 285-9636 ** DA PV **

NORTHERN CAROLINA
CATHOLIC CHARITIES/ROCHESTER
RESTART SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
3161 UNION STREET
SUITE 104
NORTH CHILI, NY 14514
(716) 564-3066 ** AD AM EA TX CI **

NORTH ROSE
DELPHI DRUG ABUSE CENTER INC
WAYNE COUNTY/OUTPATIENT
ROUTE 416
NORTH ROSE, NY 14516
(315) 587-4431 ** DA AM Y IV TX PV **

DELPHI DRUG ABUSE CENTER INC
WAYNE COUNTY/OUTPATIENT PREVENTION
ROUTE 416
NORTH ROSE MEDICAL CENTER
NORTH ROSE, NY 14590
(315) 587-4431 ** DA PV **

NORTH TARRYTOWN
PHELPS MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
THRESHOLD PROGRAM/ALC OUTPT CLINIC
35 BEEKNMAN AVENUE
NORTH TARRYTOWN, NY 10591
(914) 655-3353 ** AL AM M H EA DN TX CI PV **

NORTH TONAWANDA
MOUNT SAINT MARYS HOSPITAL
CLEARVIEWS VHC ALCOHOLISM OUTPT SERVS
66 MEAD STREET
NORTH TONAWANDA, NY 14120
(716) 696-3214 ** DA AM M Y DN TX **

NORTHPORT
CONCEPTS FOR NARCOTICS PREVENTION INC
THE PLACE/OUTPATIENT DRUG FREE
324 MAIN STREET
NORTHPORT, NY 11768
(516) 261-2670 ** AD AM TX PV **

CONCEPTS FOR NARCOTICS PREVENTION INC
THE PLACE/PREVENTION
324 MAIN STREET
NORTHPORT, NY 11768
(516) 261-2670 ** AD AM TX PV OT **

NORTHMEN
CHENANGO COUNTY ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVS
OUTPATIENT CLINIC
12 HENRY STREET
NORTHMEN, NY 13815
(607) 335-4615 ** AD AM M Y IV DN TX PV **
NYACK
COMMUNITY TRAINING SERVICE
DRINKING DRIVER PROGRAM
1-3 SOUTH BROADWAY
ROOM 5
NYACK, NY 10960
(914) 358-6036
** AL DH PV **

NYACK HOSPITAL
ALCOHOLISM ACUTE CARE PROGRAM
160 NORTH MIDLAND AVENUE
NYACK, NY 10960
(914) 358-0500
** AL DT M A B H HV PI CU IV PG TX **

NYACK HOSPITAL
ALCOHOLISM INPATIENT REHAB PROGRAM
160 NORTH MIDLAND AVENUE
NYACK, NY 10960
(914) 358-0500
** AL RR M A B H HV PI CU IV PG TX **

NYACK SCHOOLS
41 DICKINSON AVENUE
NYACK, NY 10960
(914) 353-7000
** AD AM M Y B CU PG EA TX PV OT **

ROCKLAND COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
PUBLIC EDUCATION/INFO AND REFERRAL
1 SOUTH BROADWAY
NYACK, NY 10960
(914) 358-4357
** AL PV **

OCEANSIDE
OCEANSIDE COUNSELING CENTER INC
MEDICALLY SUPERVISED OUTPT DRUG FREE
OCEANSIDE ROAD
SCHOOL NUMBER 4
OCEANSIDE, NY 11572
(516) 766-6263 EXT. 5794
** DA AM IV DH TX PV **

SOUTH NASSAU COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
YDA/MEDICAL SERVICE CLINIC
2445 OCEANSIDE ROAD
OCEANSIDE, NY 11572
(516) 764-1347
** DA OT **

OGDENSBURG
SAINT LAWRENCE ALCOHOLISM TRT CENTER
STATION A/HAMILTON HALL
OGDENSBURG, NY 13669
(315) 935-1100
** AL RR M A B AI HV CU PG TX **

OLEAN
CATARARAGUS COUNTY COUNCIL ON ALC AND
SUBSTANCE ABUSE INC/PUB ED I AND R
201 SOUTH UNION STREET
OLEAN, NY 14760
(716) 373-5202
** AL PV **

CATARARAGUS COUNTY COUNCIL ON ALC AND
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROG OUTPATIENT CLINIC
201 SOUTH UNION STREET
OLEAN, NY 14760
(716) 375-4303
** AD AM M Y IV TX PV **

ONEIDA
AMETHYST CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
605 SENeca STREET
ONEIDA PROFESSIONAL BUILDING SUITE 4
ONEIDA, NY 13421
(315) 363-1226
** AL AM DH TX PV **

ONEONTA
OTSEGO COUNTY COMMUNITY SERVICES
OTSEGO CHEMICAL DEPENDENCIES CLINIC
242 MAIN STREET
COUNTY OFFICE BUILDING
ONEONTA, NY 13820
(607) 431-1030
** AD AM DH TX CI PV **

ORANGEBURG
BLAISDELL ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT CENTER
INPATIENT REHABILITATION UNIT
ROCKLAND PSYCHIATRIC CENTER CAMPUS
NORTH STREET BUILDING 28
ORANGEBURG, NY 10962
(914) 359-8500 EXT. 2000
** AL RR M B H TX **

ORCHARD PARK
SPECTRUM HUMAN SERVICES
ORCHARD PARK CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY
227 THORN AVENUE
ORCHARD PARK, NY 14127
(716) 662-6638
** AD AM Y CU IV TX **

SPECTRUM HUMAN SERVICES
ORCHARD PARK CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY
227 THORN AVENUE
ORCHARD PARK, NY 14127
(716) 662-6638
** AD AM Y CU IV TX **

OSTWEGO
WESTCHESTER COUNTY MEDICAL CENTER
ALCOHOLISM DAY REHAB PROG/OSSINING
203 NORTH HIGHLAND AVENUE
OSTWEGO, NY 10962
(914) 961-9022
** AL AM DH TX PV **

WESTCHESTER COUNTY MEDICAL CENTER
ALCOHOLISM OUTPT CLINIC/OSSINING
203 NORTH HIGHLAND AVENUE
OSTWEGO, NY 10962
(914) 961-9022
** AL AM EA DH TX **

OSWEGO
FARNHAM INC
OUTPATIENT DRUG FREE
33 EAST FIRST STREET
OSWEGO, NY 13126
(315) 342-4409
** DA AM M Y A HV CU DH TX PV **

OSWEGO COUNTY COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
INFORMATION AND REFERRAL
175 EAST 7TH STREET
OSWEGO, NY 13126
(315) 342-2370
** AL PV **

OSWEGO COUNTY COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
OUTPATIENT CLINIC
175 EAST 7TH STREET
OSWEGO, NY 13126
(315) 342-2370
** AL AM M Y A TX **

OTISVILLE
FEDERAL CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
OTISVILLE, NY 10963
(914) 386-5855
** AD AM EA TX PV **

OWEGO
TIOGA CNTY COUNCIL ON ALC/SUBST ABUSE
COMM ALCOHOLISM ED/INFO AND REFERRAL
90 TEMPLE STREET
OWEGO, NY 13827
(607) 687-6349
** AL EA PV **

TIOGA COUNTY ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES
SUBSTANCE ABUSE OUTPATIENT CLINIC
175 FRONT STREET
OWEGO, NY 13827
(607) 687-5555
** AD AM M Y A HV PI CU IV PG TX **
NEW YORK

TIOGA COUNTY DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
PREVENTION
175 FRONT STREET
NIAGARA, NY 14103
(716) 675-7500
** AD IV DV PV **

OYSTER BAY
YOUTH AND FAMILY COUNSELING AGENCY
OF OYSTER BAY/EAST NORMANDY INC
193A SOUTH STREET
OYSTER BAY, NY 11771
(516) 922-6867
** DA AM TX **

PARISH
FARNHAM INC
ALCOHOL/PARISH/HILLIANTOWN/PREVENTION
MIDDLE SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL
PARISH, NY 13131
(315) 625-7850
** DA DN PV **

PARKSVILLE
DAYTOP VILLAGE INC
PARKSVILLE RESIDENCE
OLD ROUTE 17
PARKSVILLE, NY 11770
(914) 292-6372
** DA RR H HV TX PV **

PATTENSON
PUTNAM COUNTY MH/MS ALC/SA SERVICES
TALBOT HOUSE PATTERSON SATELLITE
5 CENTER STREET
PATTERSON, NY 12563
(914) 876-4441
** AL AM TX **

PEARL RIVER
PEARL RIVER SENIOR HIGH SCHOOL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES/ADMIN
275 EAST CENTRAL AVENUE
PEARL RIVER, NY 10965
(914) 735-5191
** AD AM Y DN TX PV **

PEEKSIIK
PEEKSIIK AREA HEALTH CENTER INC
PEEKSIIK PATHWAYS
1037 MAIN STREET
PEEKSIIK, NY 10566
(914) 739-8105 EXT. 216
** AL AM H A H HV DM TX **

TOWN OF CORTLANDT PRC
WESTBROOK DRIVE
CORTLANDT COMMUNITY CENTER
PEEKSIIK, NY 10566
(914) 739-4301
** DA PV **

MCMHB PEEKSIIK COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
METHADONE MAINTENANCE TREATMENT PROG
1980 CROMPOND ROAD
PEEKSIIK, NY 10566
(914) 737-6117
** DA AM A HV IV PG MM **

PATHWAYS/PEEKSIIK SCHOOLS
PEER LEADERSHIP
241 SOUTH OCEAN AVENUE
PEEKSIIK, NY 11772
(516) 758-1039
** AD PV **

TOWN OF BROOKHAVEN
DRUG FREE OUTPATIENT
205 SOUTH OCEAN AVENUE
PEEKSIIK, NY 11772
(516) 473-5580
** DA AM W H HV CU TX PV **

TOWN OF BROOKHAVEN
INTERVENTION UNIT
205 SOUTH OCEAN AVENUE
PEEKSIIK, NY 11772
(516) 473-5580
** AD PV **

PENN YAN
COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM AND OTHER CHEM
DEPENDENCIES OF THE FINGER LAKES
100 WATER STREET
PENN YAN, NY 14527
(315) 526-2435
** AD PV **

SCHUYLER HOSPITAL
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
100 WEST LAKE ROAD
PENN YAN, NY 14527
(315) 536-7751
** AL AM W Y TX CI **

YATES COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CLINIC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES/ADMIN
431 LIBERTY STREET
PENN YAN, NY 14527
(315) 836-4941
** AD AM Y TX PV OT **

PLAINVIEW
CENTRAL GENERAL HOSPITAL INC
3 EAST ALCOHOL DETOX UNIT
808 OLD COUNTRY ROAD
PLAINVIEW, NY 11803
(516) 681-8900 EXT. 2382
** AD DT IV TX **

NASSAU COUNTY DEPT OF DRUG AND ALCOHOL
ALCOHOLISM INPATIENT REHAB UNIT
1425 OLD COUNTRY ROAD
DAVIS PAVILION 2ND FLOOR
PLAINVIEW, NY 11803
(516) 420-5033
** AD RR W Y TX CI PV **

NASSAU COUNTY DEPT OF DRUG AND ALCOHOL
DOROTHY YOUNG RECOVERY HOUSE
1425 OLD COUNTRY ROAD
PLAINVIEW, NY 11803
(516) 420-5110
** AL RR IV TX PV **

PLAINVIEW/OLD BETHPAGE
YOUTH ACTIVITIES COUNCIL/UNIT 1
777 OLD COUNTRY ROAD
PLAINVIEW, NY 11803
(516) 822-5071
** DA AM TX PV **

PLAINVIEW/OLD BETHPAGE
YOUTH ACTIVITIES COUNCIL/UNIT 2
777 OLD COUNTRY ROAD
SUITE 2E
PLAINVIEW, NY 11803
(516) 822-5071
** AD AM TX **

PLAINVIEW/OLD BETHPAGE CSD
DRUG PROGRAM
JOYCE ROAD SCHOOL
ADMINISTRATION BUILDING
PLAINVIEW, NY 11803
(516) 927-6418
** AD PV **
PLATTSBURGH
CHAMPlain VALLEY FAMILY CENTER
DRUG TREATMENT YOUTH SERVICES INC/OP
501 NORTH MARGARET STREET
PLATTSBURGH, NY 12901
(518) 561-0480
** DA AM Y TX **
CHAMPlain VALLEY FAMILY CENTER
DRUG TREATMENT YOUTH SERVICES INC/SCH
501 NORTH MARGARET STREET
PLATTSBURGH, NY 12901
(518) 561-0480
** DA PV **
CHAMPlain VALLEY PHYSICIANS HOSPITAL
ACUTE CARE ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
100 BEEKMAN STREET
MEDICAL CENTER
PLATTSBURGH, NY 12901
(518) 561-2000
** AL DT H A AT HV PG TX **
CLINTON COMMUNITY COLLEGE
NYS DRINKING DRIVER PROGRAM
BLUFF POINT ROUTE 9
PLATTSBURGH, NY 12901
(518) 561-6650 EXT. 314
** AL DH PV **
CLINTON COUNTY MH AND ALCOHOLISM SERVS
CLINTON COUNTY ALCOHOL PROGRAM
159-161 MARGARET STREET
PLATTSBURGH, NY 12901
(518) 562-2780
** AL AM DH TX CI **
PLEASANTVILLE
PLEASANTVILLE UNION FREE SCHOOL DIST
PEER LEADERSHIP PROGRAM
ROMER AVENUE
PLEASANTVILLE, NY 10570
(914) 769-7215
** AD PV **
POMONA
MENTAL HEALTH ASSOC/ROCKLAND COUNTY
PROJECT RAINBOW ALCOHOLISM CLINIC
SANATORIUM ROAD
BUILDING J
POMONA, NY 10970
(914) 354-0200
** AL AM Y TX CI PV **
ROCKLAND COUNTY CMHC
MMTP METHADONE MAINTENANCE UNIT
SANATORIUM ROAD
POMONA, NY 10970
(914) 354-0200 EXT. 2252
** DA AM W A HV CU IV PG MM **
PORT CHESTER
RENAISSANCE PROJECT INC
PORT CHESTER CENTER
4 PONINGO STREET
PORT CHESTER, NY 10573
(914) 939-2700
** DA AM IV EA TX CI PV **
UNITED HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE DETOXIFICATION UNIT
406 BOSTON POST ROAD
PORT CHESTER, NY 10573
(914) 934-7412
** AD DT H A H HV TX MM **
MCMRB SAINT VINCENTS HOSPITAL
METHADONE MAINTENANCE TRG PROG/OP
350 NORTH MAIN STREET
PORT CHESTER, NY 10573
(914) 957-1105
** DA AM IV CI MM **
PORT JEFFERSON
JOHN T MATHER MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
MATHER OUTPATIENT ALCOHOLISM CLINIC
635 BELLE TERRE ROAD
PORT JEFFERSON, NY 11777
(516) 331-8200
** AL AM W Y A B H HV CU PG TX CI **
** PV **
LONG ISLAND CENTER INC
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
320 MAIN STREET
PORT JEFFERSON, NY 11777
(516) 423-7663
** AL AM EA DH TX **
PORT JEFFERSON STATION
CONSEQUENCE SCHOOL DISTRICT
YOUTHFUL DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
290 NORTH STREET
PORT JEFFERSON, NY 11776
(516) 474-8100 EXT. 127
** AD PV **
PORT JERVIS
CROSSROADS AT MERCY COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
CROSSROADS ACUTE CARE ALCOHOLISM PROG
160 EAST MAIN STREET
PORT JERVIS, NY 12771
(914) 856-5511
** AL DT H A B H HV PI CU IV PG TX **
ORANGE COUNTY DEPT OF MENTAL HEALTH
ALCOHOLISM OUTPT CLINIC/PORT JERVIS
41 SUSSEX STREET
PORT JERVIS, NY 12771
(914) 343-0685
** AL AM PI DH TX **
PORT WASHINGTON
PORT COUNSELING CENTER INC
225 MAIN STREET
PORT WASHINGTON, NY 11050
(516) 767-1135
** AD AM M Y B H CU DH TX PV **
PORT WASHINGTON UNION FREE SCH DIST
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION PROGRAM
99 CAMPUS DRIVE
PORT WASHINGTON, NY 11050
(516) 803-6000
** AD EA PV **
POTSDAM
REACHOUT OF SAINT LAWRENCE COUNTY INC
ALCOHOLISM INFORMATION AND REFERRAL
21 CEDAR STREET
POTSDAM, NY 13676
(315) 265-4735
** AL CI PV **
SAINT LAWRENCE COUNTY ALCOHOL AND
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES OUTPT CLINIC
STATE UNIV OF NEW YORK AT POTSDAM
VAN HOUSEN HALL
POTSDAM, NY 13676
(315) 265-6193
** AD AM IV EA DM TX CI **
Poughkeepsie
DUTCHESS COMMUNITY COLLEGE
DRINKING DRIVER PROGRAM
PENDELL ROAD
CBR ROOM 110
POUGHKEEPSIE, NY 12601
(914) 471-4500 EXT. 4703
** AL DH PV **
DUTCHESS COUNTY COUNCIL ON
ALC AND CHEM DEP INC/ALC ABUSE UNIT
20 MAPLE STREET
POUGHKEEPSIE, NY 12601
(914) 471-0194
** AL PV **
DUTCHESS COUNTY COUNCIL ON
ALC AND CHEM DEP INC/DRUG ABUSE UNIT
20 MAPLE STREET
POUGHKEEPSIE, NY 12601
(914) 471-0194
** AD PV **
NEW YORK

DUTCHESS COUNTY DEPT OF MENTAL HYGIENE
ALCOHOL ABUSE CLINIC
20 MANCHESTER ROAD
POUGHKEEPSIE, NY 12603
(914) 454-1510
** DL AM DN TX CI **

DUTCHESS COUNTY DEPT OF MENTAL HYGIENE
SUBSTANCE ABUSE CLINIC/PREVENTION
20 MANCHESTER ROAD
POUGHKEEPSIE, NY 12603
(914) 454-1510
** DL AM IV EA TX CI PV **

DUTCHESS COUNTY DEPT OF MENTAL HYGIENE
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
14 SPRINGBROOK AVENUE
RHINEBECK, NY 12572
(914) 876-4275
** DL RA RX **

DAYTOP VILLAGE INC
UNIT 3
FOXHOLLOW ROAD
RHINEBECK, NY 12572
(914) 876-4275
** DL RA RX **

DAYTOP VILLAGE INC
MEADOW RUN ADOLESCENT
FOXHOLLOW ROAD
RHINEBECK, NY 12572
(914) 876-4275
** DL RA Y TX CI PV **

DAYTOP VILLAGE INC
SPRINGWOOD ADULT
FOXHOLLOW ROAD
RHINEBECK, NY 12572
(914) 876-5656
** DL RA H HV TX PV **

DAYTOP VILLAGE INC
DEPARTMENT OF MENTAL HYGIENE
SUBSTANCE ABUSE CLINIC
20 MANCHESTER ROAD
POUGHKEEPSIE, NY 12603
(914) 454-1510
** DL AM DN TX CI **

DAYTOP VILLAGE INC
DEPARTMENT OF MENTAL HYGIENE
SUBSTANCE ABUSE CLINIC/PREVENTION
20 MANCHESTER ROAD
POUGHKEEPSIE, NY 12603
(914) 454-1510
** DL AM IV EA TX CI PV **

DAYTOP VILLAGE INC
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
6 EAST MAIN STREET
RIVERHEAD, NY 11901
(516) 727-1177
** DL AM Y A B H CU EA DN TX CI PV **

DAYTOP VILLAGE INC
YOUTH SERVICES INC
LIGHTHOUSE COUNSELING CTR OUTPT CLINIC
8 EAST MAIN STREET
RIVERHEAD, NY 11901
(516) 369-6714
** DL AM Y A B H CU EA DN TX CI PV **

DAYTOP VILLAGE INC
SOUTHAMPTON DRUG ABUSE COUNCIL
ALTERNATIVES COUNSELING CENTER
PLAZA 540 EAST MAIN STREET
RIVERHEAD, NY 11901
(516) 369-1200
** DL AM TX PV **

DAYTOP VILLAGE INC
SOUTHAMPTON DRUG ABUSE COUNCIL
ALTERNATIVES COUNSELING CENTER
PLAZA 540 EAST MAIN STREET
RIVERHEAD, NY 11901
(516) 369-1200
** DL AM TX PV **

DAYTOP VILLAGE INC
SOUTHAMPTON DRUG ABUSE COUNCIL
ALTERNATIVES COUNSELING CENTER
PLAZA 540 EAST MAIN STREET
RIVERHEAD, NY 11901
(516) 369-1200
** DL AM Y B H TX **

ROCHESTER
ACTION FOR A BETTER COMMUNITY
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
207 WEST MAIN STREET
ROCHESTER, NY 14614
(716) 262-3803
** DL AM Y B H TX **

ROCHESTER
ACTION FOR A BETTER COMMUNITY
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
207 WEST MAIN STREET
ROCHESTER, NY 14614
(716) 262-3803
** DL AM Y B H TX **

ROCHESTER
ANTHONY L JORDAN HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOLISM COMP OUTPATIENT CLINIC
82 HOLLAND STREET
ROCHESTER, NY 14603
(716) 423-5892
** DL AM Y B H CU TX CI PV **

ROCHESTER
BADEN STREET SETTLEMENT
COUNSELING CENTER/OUTPATIENT
13 VIENNA STREET
ROCHESTER, NY 14605
(716) 525-4910 EXT. 126
** DL AM Y A B H HV CU IV PG TX **

CARON COUNSELING/ROCHESTER
ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE OUTPT CLINIC
1501 EAST AVENUE
ROCHESTER, NY 14610
(716) 442-8422
** DL AM Y IV DN TX CI PV **

CATHOLIC CHARITIES/ROCHESTER
RESTART SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
55 TROUP STREET
PLYMOUTH PARK WEST
ROCHESTER, NY 14608
(716) 546-3046
** DL AM Y EA TX CI PV **

CATHOLIC FAMILY CENTER
JOSEPH STREET UNIT
1111 JOSEPH AVENUE
ROCHESTER, NY 14621
(716) 546-3046
** DL AM Y EA TX CI PV **

CENTER FOR YOUTH SERVICES INC
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
250 ALEXANDER STREET
ROCHESTER, NY 14607
(716) 473-2644
** DL AM Y TX PV OT **

CENTER FOR YOUTH SERVICES INC
YOUTH INTERVENTION/SAP
250 ALEXANDER STREET
ROCHESTER, NY 14607
(716) 473-2644
** DL AM PV **

CITIZENS ALLIANCE TO PREVENT DRUG ABUSE INC (CAPDA)
56 WEST MAIN STREET
EXECUTIVE OFFICE BUILDING SUITE 690
ROCHESTER, NY 14614
(716) 454-1650
** DL AM PV **

CROSSROADS HOUSE I
269 ALEXANDER STREET
ROCHESTER, NY 14607
(716) 325-3600
** DL AM Y TX PV **

CROSSROADS HOUSE II
239 ALPHEONSE STREET
ROCHESTER, NY 14621
(716) 325-3600
** DL AM Y TX PV **

CROSSROADS III
407 FREDRICK DOUGLAS STREET
ROCHESTER, NY 14608
(716) 325-3600
** DL AM Y TX PV **
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Facility Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DAYBREAK/THE ALCOHOLISM TRT FACILITY</td>
<td>435 EAST HENRIETTA ROAD, ROCHESTER, NY 14620</td>
<td>(716) 461-6114</td>
<td>AL AM A HV TX CI PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALCOHOLISM PRIMARY CARE PROGRAM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAYBREAK/THE ALCOHOLISM TRT FACILITY</td>
<td>435 EAST HENRIETTA ROAD, ROCHESTER, NY 14620</td>
<td>(716) 461-6114</td>
<td>AL AM A HV TX CI PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMP ALC OUTPATIENT CENTER</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAYBREAK/THE ALCOHOLISM TRT FACILITY</td>
<td>745 WEST AVENUE, ROCHESTER, NY 14611</td>
<td>(716) 235-8700</td>
<td>AL DT PI TX PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ENTRY TO CARE PRIMARY CARE PROGRAM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAYBREAK/THE ALCOHOLISM TRT FACILITY</td>
<td>435 EAST HENRIETTA ROAD, ROCHESTER, NY 14620</td>
<td>(716) 461-6114</td>
<td>AL RR M A HV TX CI PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUPPORTIVE LIVING FACILITY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAYBREAK/THE ALCOHOLISM TRT FACILITY</td>
<td>380 BARRINGTON STREET, ROCHESTER, NY 14620</td>
<td>(716) 461-6114</td>
<td>AL RR TX **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE DAYBREAK HALFWAY HOUSE/BARRINGTON</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAYBREAK/THE ALCOHOLISM TRT FACILITY</td>
<td>287 WELLINGTON STREET, ROCHESTER, NY 14620</td>
<td>(716) 461-6114</td>
<td>AL RR TX **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THE DAYBREAK HALFWAY HOUSE/WELLINGTON</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRIVER AWARENESS TRAINING</td>
<td>7 PORTSMOUTH TERRACE, ROCHESTER, NY 14607</td>
<td>(716) 271-6900</td>
<td>AL DH PV OT **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAMILY SERVICES OF ROCHESTER INC</td>
<td>30 CLINTON AVENUE NORTH, ROCHESTER, NY 14604</td>
<td>(716) 232-1840</td>
<td>AD PV OT **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAMILY SERVICES OF ROCHESTER INC</td>
<td>30 NORTH CLINTON AVENUE, ROCHESTER, NY 14604</td>
<td>(716) 232-1840</td>
<td>AL AM EA TX **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OUTPATIENT ALCOHOL CLINIC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GENESSEE HOSPITAL DEPT OF PSYCHIATRY</td>
<td>224 ALEXANDER STREET, ROCHESTER, NY 14607</td>
<td>(716) 263-5513</td>
<td>AL AM M TX CI **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GENESSEE ALCOHOL TREATMENT CENTER</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GENESSEE VALLEY GROUP HEALTH ASSOC</td>
<td>800 CARTER STREET, ROCHESTER, NY 14621</td>
<td>(716) 336-1400</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GROUP HEALTH CHEM DEP OUTPT REHAB</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WILSON HEALTH CENTER</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROCHESTER PSYCHIATRIC CENTER/HOWARD I</td>
<td>1600 SOUTH AVENUE, ROCHESTER, NY 14620</td>
<td>(716) 661-0410</td>
<td>AL RR M Y H HV CU IV PG TX **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROCHESTER INPATIENT REHAB UNIT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATL COUNCIL ON ALC/DRUG DEP/ROCHESTER A PROGRAM</td>
<td>973 EAST AVENUE, ROCHESTER, NY 14607</td>
<td>(716) 475-6750</td>
<td>AL PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OF THE HEALTH ASSOC OF ROCHESTER</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROCHESTER AND MONROE COUNTY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NATL COUNCIL ON ALC/DRUG DEP/ROCHESTER HISPANIC</td>
<td>973 EAST AVENUE, ROCHESTER, NY 14607</td>
<td>(716) 475-6750</td>
<td>AL PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PREVENTION/EDUCATION PROGRAM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PARK RIDGE CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY INC</td>
<td>2000 SOUTH WINTON ROAD, ROCHESTER, NY 14618</td>
<td>(716) 272-8330</td>
<td>AL AM M Y CU TX CI PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC II</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CROSSBRIDGE OFFICE PARK BUILDING 2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PARK RIDGE CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY INC RES CHEM DEP</td>
<td>2654 RIDGEMAY AVENUE, ROCHESTER, NY 14626</td>
<td>(716) 725-7350</td>
<td>AL RR M Y A B H AI HV CU IV PG **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOR YOUTH/LONG TERM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PARK RIDGE CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY INC WOMENS</td>
<td>2650 RIDGEMAY AVENUE, ROCHESTER, NY 14626</td>
<td>(716) 725-7717</td>
<td>AL RR M TX PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMMUNITY RESIDENCE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PARK RIDGE CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY INC</td>
<td>1565 LONG POND ROAD, ROCHESTER, NY 14626</td>
<td>(716) 723-7723</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALC/DRUG ABUSE SHORT TERM REHAB UNIT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PARK RIDGE HOSPITAL</td>
<td>1555 LONG POND ROAD, ROCHESTER, NY 14626</td>
<td>(716) 723-7790</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOSPITAL INTERVENTION SERVICE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROCHESTER CITY SCHOOL DISTRICT</td>
<td>50 WEST MAIN STREET, ROCHESTER, NY 14624</td>
<td>(716) 325-4860</td>
<td>EXT. 2203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUBSTANCE PREVENTION/EDUCATION PROG</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROCHESTER INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY</td>
<td>131 WEST BROAD STREET, C O 3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUBST/ALC INTERV SERV FOR DEAF (SAISD)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROCHESTER MENTAL HEALTH CENTER</td>
<td>1425 PORTLAND AVENUE, ROCHESTER, NY 14621</td>
<td>(716) 544-5220</td>
<td>AL CI PV OT **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALC/DRUG ABUSE OUTPT CLINIC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROCHESTER MENTAL HEALTH CENTER</td>
<td>1425 PORTLAND AVENUE, ROCHESTER, NY 14621</td>
<td>(716) 544-5220</td>
<td>DA AM IV MH **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRUG TREATMENT SERVICES/MM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROCHESTER MENTAL HEALTH CENTER</td>
<td>1425 PORTLAND AVENUE, ROCHESTER, NY 14621</td>
<td>(716) 544-5220</td>
<td>DA AM IV TX **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRUG TREATMENT SERVICES/MSASATP</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROCHESTER MENTAL HEALTH CENTER</td>
<td>46 MOUNT HOPE AVENUE, ROCHESTER, NY 14620</td>
<td>(716) 263-2690</td>
<td>DA OT **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAY TRAINING/EMPLOYMENT SERVICES</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROCHESTER REHABILITATION CENTER</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
NEW YORK

ROCHESTER REHABILITATION CENTER
DRINKING DRIVER PROGRAM
1000 ELMWOOD AVENUE
ROCHESTER, NY 14620
(716) 263-7623
** AL DH PV **

SAINT JOSEPHS VILLA OF ROCHESTER INC
DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
330 DEWEY AVENUE
ROCHESTER, NY 14616
(716) 865-1550
** AD RR Y TX **

SAINT JOSEPHS VILLA OF ROCHESTER INC
LIFE PROG/RES CHEM DEP SERVS/YOUTH/LT
330 DEWEY AVENUE
ROCHESTER, NY 14616
(716) 865-1550 EXT. 209
** AD RR Y TX **

THRESHOLD CENTER FOR
ALTERNATIVE YOUTH SERVICES INC/ADMIN
115 SOUTH CLINTON AVENUE
ROCHESTER, NY 14604
(716) 654-7550
** DA PV **

UNIV OF ROCHESTER/STRONG MEMORIAL HOSP
ALC AND DRUG DEP PROGRAM/OUTPATIENT
300 CRITTENDEN BOULEVARD
ROCHESTER, NY 14642
(716) 275-3161
** AD AM M A HV IV TX MM **

WESTFAIR ASSOCIATES
ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE OUTPT CLINIC
919 WESTFAIR ROAD
SUITE C-120
ROCHESTER, NY 14618
(716) 473-1500
** AD AM M Y A HV CU EA DH TX CI **
** PV **

YMCA OF ROCHESTER/MONROE COUNTY
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
175 NORTH CLINTON AVENUE
ROCHESTER, NY 14604
(716) 546-5820 EXT. 267
** DA AM M HV CU PG DH TX **

ROCKVILLE CENTRE

DIOCESE OF ROCKVILLE CENTRE EDUC DEPT
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION PROGRAM
50 NORTH PARK AVENUE
ROCKVILLE CENTRE, NY 11570
(516) 670-5800
** AD PV **

MERCY HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION
HOSPITAL INTERVENTION SERVICES
1000 NORTH VILLAGE AVENUE
ROCKVILLE CENTRE, NY 11570
(516) 867-5814
** AL PV OT **

ROCKVILLE CTR NARCOTICS/DRUG ABUSE
CONFID/OUTPATIENT DRUG FREE
30 HEMPSTEAD AVENUE
SUITE H-6
ROCKVILLE CENTRE, NY 11570
(516) 764-5522
** DA AM IV DH TX **

ROCKVILLE CTR NARCOTICS/DRUG ABUSE
CONFID/FORENCE
30 HEMPSTEAD AVENUE
SUITE H-6
ROCKVILLE CENTRE, NY 11570
(516) 764-5522
** DA IV DH PV **

ROME

ONEIDA COUNTY DEPT OF MENTAL HEALTH
ROME CLINIC ALCOHOLISM SERVICES
228 LIBERTY PLAZA
ONEIDA COUNTY OFFICE BUILDING
ROME, NY 13440
(315) 337-3240
** AL AM EA DH TX **

ROKOKOHOMA

A PROGRAM PLANNED FOR LIFE
ENRICHMENT INC (APPLE)/GOV IN 2
161 LAKE SHORE ROAD
RONKONKOMA, NY 11779
(516) 970-7300
** DA RR M Y A B H HV PI IV TX **

ROOSEVELT

NCDDAA ROOSEVELT COUNSELING CENTER
42 EAST FULTON AVENUE
ROOSEVELT, NY 11575
(516) 546-1965
** DA AM Y B HV IV TX CI PV **

ROOSEVELT ED ALCOHOLISM COUNS TRT CTR
REACT ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
27A WASHINGTON PLACE
ROOSEVELT, NY 11575
(516) 625-7741
** AL AM DH TX PV **

ROOSEVELT UNION FREE SCHOOL DISTRICT
ROOSEVELT JR/SR HIGH SCHOOL
240 DENTON PLACE
ROOSEVELT, NY 11575
(516) 867-8669
** AD PV OT **

SAG HARBOR

SAG HARBOR UNION FREE SCHOOL DISTRICT
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
HAMPTON STREET
SAG HARBOR, NY 11963
(516) 725-1550
** AD PV **

SAINT BONAVENTURE

SAINT BONAVENTURE UNIVERSITY
DRINKING DRIVER PROGRAM 6800
REILLY CENTER
ROOM 251
SAINT BONAVENTURE, NY 14778
(716) 375-2310
** AL DH PV **

SALALANCA

SALALANCA DISTRICT AUTHORITY
CHANGING SEASONS TREATMENT CENTER
150 PARKWAY DRIVE
SALALANCA, NY 14779
(716) 945-1906
** AL RR TX CI PV **

SALALANCA DISTRICT HOSPITAL
SIMTEC ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT SERVICES
150 PARKWAY DRIVE
SALALANCA, NY 14779
(716) 945-1906
** AL AM Y A B AI HV PI IV EA DM **
** TX **

SARANAC LAKE

SAINT JOSEPHS REHABILITATION CTR INC
ALCOHOLISM INPT REHABILITATION PROGRAM
GLENWOOD ESTATES
SARANAC LAKE, NY 12983
(518) 892-3950
** AL RR TX **

SAINT JOSEPHS REHABILITATION CTR INC
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
46 WOODRUFF STREET
SARANAC LAKE, NY 12983
(518) 891-5553
** AL AM DH TX CI **

SARATOGA SPRINGS

SARATOGA COUNTY ALC AND SUBST ABUSE
PREVENTION PROJECT INC (ASAPP)
10 LAKE AVENUE
SARATOGA SPRINGS, NY 12866
(518) 587-6870
** AD PV **

SARATOGA COUNTY ALCOHOLISM SERVICES
ALCOHOLIC OUTPATIENT CLINIC
215 CHURCH STREET
SARATOGA SPRINGS, NY 12866
(518) 587-8800
** AL AM Y PI TX CI **

SARATOGA SPRINGS

CITY JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL/ADMIN UNIT
WEST CIRCULAR STREET
SARATOGA SPRINGS, NY 12866
(518) 584-7510 EXT. 361
** AD PV OT **

320
SARATOGA SPRINGS OFFICE OF ABUSED SUBSTS AND INTERV SERVICES INC/OP DF
511 BROADWAY
SARATOGA SPRINGS, NY 12866
(518) 587-2992
** DA AM IV TX **

SCHENECTADY

ALC COUNCIL OF SCHENECTADY COUNTY INC
ALC PUBLIC EDUC/INFO AND REFERRAL
434 STATE STREET
SCHENECTADY, NY 12305
(518) 346-4436
** AL EA DH CI PV **

ALC COUNCIL OF SCHENECTADY COUNTY INC
DRINKING DRIVER PROGRAM
434 STATE STREET
SCHENECTADY, NY 12305
(518) 346-4436
** AL EA PV **

ALC COUNCIL OF SCHENECTADY COUNTY INC
PURCELL HOUSE
406-408 SUMMIT AVENUE
SCHENECTADY, NY 12307
(518) 346-5546
** AL RR TX PV **

BRIDGE CENTER OF SCHENECTADY INC
DRUG FREE AMBULATORY
70-72 UNION AVENUE
SCHENECTADY, NY 12308
(518) 346-1277
** DA AM H Y A B H CU TX CI PV **

CARVER COMMUNITY COUNSELING SERVICES
OUTPATIENT DRUG FREE
949 STATE STREET
SCHENECTADY, NY 12307
(518) 382-7838
** DA AM IV TX **

CONIFER PARK INC
ALCOHOLISM INPT REHABILITATION UNIT
150 GLENRIDGE ROAD
SCHENECTADY, NY 12302
(518) 399-6446
** AL RR H Y B H CU IV EA TX CI PV **

CONIFER PARK INC
ALCOHOLISM PRIMARY CARE
150 GLENRIDGE ROAD
SCHENECTADY, NY 12302
(518) 399-6446
** AL DT H Y B H CU IV EA TX CI PV **

CONIFER PARK INC
INTENSIVE ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
150 GLENRIDGE ROAD
SCHENECTADY, NY 12302
(518) 399-6446 EXT. 121
** AL AM DH TX **

CONIFER PARK INC
RESIDENTIAL CHEM DEPENDENCY FOR YOUTH
150 GLENRIDGE ROAD
SCHENECTADY, NY 12302
(518) 399-6446
** AL RR H Y B H CU IV EA TX CI PV **

CONIFER PARK INC
RESIDENTIAL DRUG FREE UNIT
150 GLENRIDGE ROAD
SCHENECTADY, NY 12302
(518) 399-6446
** AD RR H Y B H CU IV EA TX CI PV **

JAMES P BRUSTMAN
DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT SERVICES
840 UNION STREET
SCHENECTADY, NY 12308
(518) 374-4670
** DA AM Y CU TX **

LEONARD HOSPITAL
ALCOHOLISM/SUBST ABUSE OUTPT CLINIC
1594 STATE STREET
SCHENECTADY, NY 12304
(518) 372-7031
** AL AM H EA DM TX CI PV **

LIFESTART CLINIC
1356 UNION STREET
SCHENECTADY, NY 12308
(518) 370-0201
** DA AM H Y B CU EA DH TX **

SCHALMONT CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT AT ROTTERDAM/SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREV PROG
825-831 DUANESBURG ROAD
SCHENECTADY, NY 12306
(518) 355-6110 EXT. 238
** DA AM Y TX PV OT **

SCOTIA/GLENGVILLE CENTRAL SCHOOL DIST
DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION SERVICES
BUSINESS BOULEVARD
SCHENECTADY, NY 12302
(518) 362-1215
** AD EA PV **

SCOTIA/GLENGVILLE CENTRAL SCHOOL DIST
RFP II PMH/1 2 3 SUCCESS PRIM MH PROJ
BUSINESS BOULEVARD
SCHENECTADY, NY 12302
(518) 362-1265
** AD PV **

SEA CLIFF
NORTH SHORE CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT
112 FRANKLIN AVENUE
SEA CLIFF, NY 11579
(516) 671-5500 EXT. 159
** AD PV **

SEAFORD

SEAFORD UNION FREE SCHOOL DISTRICT
DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
1590 WASHINGTON AVENUE
SEAFORD, NY 11783
(516) 783-0771
** DA AM Y TX PV OT **

SENECA FALLS

COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM AND OTHER CHEM DEPENDENCIES OF THE FINGER LAKES
45 FALL STREET
SENECA FALLS, NY 13148
(315) 539-9258
** AL PV **

SHIRLEY

BROOKHAVEN MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
ALCOHOLIC OUTPATIENT CLINIC/EAST
550 MONTAUK HIGHWAY
SHIRLEY, NY 11967
(516) 399-3700 EXT. 309
** AL AM H Y A HV CU DN TX CI PV **

SHRUB OAK

PHOENIX HOUSE
YORKTOWN
STONEY STREET
SHRUB OAK, NY 10588
(914) 962-2491
** DA RR Y A HV IV TX CI PV **

PHOENIX HOUSE
YORKTOWN/HOMELESS
STONEY STREET
SHRUB OAK, NY 10588
(914) 962-2491
** DA RR Y A HV IV TX CI PV **

SYDNEY

DELWARE COUNTY COMM SERVICES BOARD
DELWARE COUNTY ALC CLINIC/SIDNEY
THE HOSPITAL
SIDNEY, NY 13838
(607) 865-7656
** AL AM H Y DH TX CI PV **

SYDNEY CENTER

DELWARE COUNTY COMM SERVICES BOARD
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
WESTERN DELWARE BOCES/RD 1
SIDNEY CENTER, NY 13839
(607) 865-7710
** AL AM Y DH TX **
NEW YORK

SMITHTOWN
A PROGRAM PLANNED FOR LIFE
ENRICHMENT INC (APPLE I/HOMELESS
220 VETERANS HIGHWAY
SMITHTOWN, NY 11708
(516) 979-7300
** DA RR H Y A B H HV CU IV TX PV **
A PROGRAM PLANNED FOR LIFE
ENRICHMENT INC (APPLE I/OUTPATIENT DF
1375-42 VETERANS HIGHWAY
SMITHTOWN, NY 11708
(516) 979-7300
** DA RR H Y A B H HV CU IV TX **
A PROGRAM PLANNED FOR LIFE
ENRICHMENT INC (APPLE I/RESIDENTIAL DF
220 VETERANS HIGHWAY
SMITHTOWN, NY 11708
(516) 979-7300
** DA RR H Y A B H HV CU IV TX CI **
HORIZONS COUNSELING CENTER
OUTPATIENT DRUG FREE UNIT
124 WEST MAIN STREET
SMITHTOWN, NY 11707
(516) 360-7578
** DA AM TX PV **
HORIZONS COUNSELING CENTER
PREVENTION UNIT
124 WEST MAIN STREET
SMITHTOWN, NY 11707
(516) 360-7578
** DA PV **
NORTH SUFFOLK MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
11 ROUTE 111
SMITHTOWN, NY 11707
(516) 265-3311
** DA AM H Y B PI CU EA DH TX CI **
** PV **
SAINT JOHN'S EPISC HOSP/SMITHTOWN
CHURCH CHARITY FOUND ALC ACUTE CARE
ROUTE 25A
SMITHTOWN, NY 11707
(516) 862-3150
** AL DT TX **
SUFFOLK COUNTY DEPT OF ALC/SUBST ABUSE
KEEP PROGRAM
1330 MOTOR PARKWAY
SMITHTOWN, NY 11708
(516) 582-4641
** DA AH IV CI MM OT **
SUFFOLK COUNTY DEPT OF ALC/SUBST ABUSE
SUFFOLK COUNTY DRUG FREE UNIT
1330 MOTOR PARKWAY
SMITHTOWN, NY 11708
(516) 582-5101
** DA AH CU TX **

SOUTHAMPTON
SOUTHAMPTON DRUG ABUSE COUNCIL
SOUTH FORK COUNSELING CENTER
291 HAMPTON ROAD
SOUTHAMPTON, NY 11968
(516) 283-4480
** DA AM TX PV **
SOUTHAMPTON DRUG ABUSE COUNCIL
SOUTH FORK PREVENTION CENTER
291 HAMPTON ROAD
SOUTHAMPTON, NY 11968
(516) 283-4440
** DA PV **
SOUTHAMPTON PUBLIC SCHOOLS
PEER ASSISTED LEADERSHIP (PAL)
141 HARROW LANE
SOUTHAMPTON, NY 11968
(516) 203-6800
** AD PV **

SPRING VALLEY
EAST RAMAPO CENTRAL SCHOOL DISTRICT
SCHOOL COMMUNITY COUNSELOR PROGRAM
105 SOUTH MADISON AVENUE
SPRING VALLEY, NY 10977
(914) 577-6020
** AD EA PV **
TOWN OF RAMAPO YOUTH COUNSELING SERVS
OUTPATIENT DRUG FREE
288 NORTH MAIN STREET
SPRING VALLEY, NY 10977
(914) 352-8900
** DA AM H Y A B H AI HV CU IV PG **
** EA TX PV **
TOWN OF RAMAPO YOUTH COUNSELING SERVS
PREVENTION
288 NORTH MAIN STREET
SPRING VALLEY, NY 10977
(914) 352-8900
** DA PV **

STAMFORD
DELAWARE COUNTY COMM SERVICES BOARD
STAMFORD HOSP ALCOHOLISM OUTPT CLINIC
ROUTE 23
STAMFORD, NY 12167
(607) 865-7656
** AL AM H Y DH TX CI PV **
OTSEGO NORTHERN CATSKILLS BOCES
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
FRANK W CURT CENTER
REXHIRE PARK
STANFORD, NY 12167
(607) 652-7521
** DA PV **

STATEN ISLAND
BAYLEY SETON HOSPITAL INC
ALCOHOLISM CRISIS CENTER
75 VANDERBILT AVENUE
STATEN ISLAND, NY 10304
(718) 876-1227
** AL DT PI TX **
BAYLEY SETON HOSPITAL INC
ALCOHOLISM INPT DETOXIFICATION UNIT
75 VANDERBILT AVENUE
3RD FLOOR
STATEN ISLAND, NY 10304
(718) 390-5065
** AL DT W A B H AI HV PI PG TX **
BAYLEY SETON HOSPITAL INC
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
75 VANDERBILT AVENUE
3RD FLOOR
STATEN ISLAND, NY 10304
(718) 390-5065
** DA DT H Y A B H AI HV PI CU IV **
** PG TX MM **
BAYLEY SETON HOSPITAL INC
COMPREHENSIVE OUTPATIENT CLINIC
75 VANDERBILT AVENUE
BUILDING 3 4TH FLOOR
STATEN ISLAND, NY 10304
(718) 876-1227
** AL AM H A B H HV CU TX PV **
BETH ISRAEL MEDICAL CENTER MMTP
STATEN ISLAND CLINIC
111 WATER STREET
STATEN ISLAND, NY 10304
(718) 448-3976
** DA AM A HV IV CI PV MM **
CAMELOT OF STATEN ISLAND INC
OUTPATIENT/PREVENTION
263 PORT RICHMOND AVENUE
STATEN ISLAND, NY 10302
(718) 981-8100
** AD DH PV **
DAYTOP VILLAGE INC
STATEN ISLAND OUTREACH
1915 FOREST AVENUE
STATEN ISLAND, NY 10303
(718) 981-3136
** DA AM Y TX CI PV **
NORTH RICHMOND CMHC
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
297 BARD AVENUE
STATEN ISLAND, NY 10310
(718) 876-1227
** DA AM H A B H HV PI CU EA DH TX **
** PV **
NYC SCHOOL DISTRICT 31
DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION PROJ PROJ AWARE
54 OSEORNE STREET
ROOM 127
STATEN ISLAND, NY 10312
(718) 967-5335
** AL PV **
NYS ARTHUR KILL PRISON PROJECT
STAY-N-OUT
2911 ARTHUR KILL ROAD
STATEN ISLAND, NY 10309
(718) 356-7333
** AD RR A B H HV CU IV TX PV **
SAINT VINCENTS HOSP/MED CTR/N RICHMOND
ALCOHOLISM OUTPT CLINIC/DWI PROGRAM
1794 RICHMOND ROAD
STATEN ISLAND, NY 10306
(718) 876-1227
** AL M H A B H HV PI CU EA DM TX **
** PV **
SAINT VINCENTS HOSPITAL AND MED CENTER
SETON EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
172 RAVENHURST STREET
STATEN ISLAND, NY 10310
(718) 720-5942
** AL EA CI PV **
SOUTH BEACH ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT CTR
ALCOHOLISM INPATIENT REHAB PROGRAM
777 SEAVIEW AVENUE
SOUTH BEACH PSYCHIATRIC CTR BUILDING A
STATEN ISLAND, NY 10305
(718) 667-5202
** AL RR H A B H AT HV CU PG TX **
STATEN ISLAND HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL COUNSELING SERVICE
475 SEAVIEW AVENUE
STATEN ISLAND, NY 10305
(718) 226-8838
** AL AM H CU TX CI PV **
STATEN ISLAND MH SOCIETY INC
PGM FOR ACADEMIC STUDENT SUCCESS(PASS)
30 NELSON AVENUE
STATEN ISLAND, NY 10308
(718) 442-2225 EXT. 209
** DA PV **
STATEN ISLAND MH SOCIETY INC
TEEN ALCOHOL PROGRAM
3974 AMBOY ROAD
STATEN ISLAND, NY 10308
(718) 317-1800
** DA A Y TX PV **
STATEN ISLAND POLIC ATHLETIC LEAGUE
392-98 JERSEY STREET
STATEN ISLAND, NY 10301
(718) 720-5100
** DA PV **
STATEN ISLAND UNIV HOSP/PRINCESS BAY
ACUTE CARE ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
375 SEQUIN AVENUE
STATEN ISLAND, NY 10309
(718) 226-9779
** AL DT A HV TX PV **
STATEN ISLAND UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL
DEPT OF SUBST ABUSE SERVICES/UNIT 1
375 SEQUIN AVENUE
STATEN ISLAND, NY 10309
(718) 226-2820
** AD AM A HV CU IV TX CI PV MM **
STATEN ISLAND UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL
DEPT OF SUBST ABUSE SERVICES/UNIT 2
375 SEQUIN AVENUE
STATEN ISLAND, NY 10309
(718) 356-6910
** AD AM A HV CU IV TX CI PV **
STATEN ISLAND UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL
DEPT OF SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES/OP
375 SEQUIN AVENUE
STATEN ISLAND, NY 10309
(718) 356-6910
** AD AM A HV CU IV PG CI PV MM **
UNITED ACTIVITIES UNLIMITED INC
405 CLAGHON STREET
STATEN ISLAND, NY 10306
(718) 987-8111
** DA PV **
YMCA OF GREATER NEW YORK
STATEN ISLAND COUNSELING SERV/UNIT 1
3902 RICHMOND AVENUE
STATEN ISLAND, NY 10312
(718) 904-1400
** AD PV **
YMCA OF GREATER NEW YORK
STATEN ISLAND COUNSELING SERV/UNIT 2
3902 RICHMOND AVENUE
STATEN ISLAND, NY 10312
(718) 940-8252
** DA AM M Y B H HV CU IV DH TX PV **
STONE RIDGE
DRINKING DRIVER PROGRAM
ULSTER COUNTY COMMUNITY COLLEGE
STONE RIDGE, NY 12484
(914) 687-5014
** AL DH CI PV **
STONY BROOK
SUNY AT STONY BROOK
NYS DRINKING DRIVER PROGRAM
SOCIAL AND BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES BLDG
ROOM N229
STONY BROOK, NY 11794
(516) 652-7060
** AL DH PV **
SUFFERN
GOOD SAMARITAN HOSPITAL OF SUFFERN
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
ROUTE 59
SUFFERN, NY 10901
(914) 356-3300 EXT. 2771
** AL AM M Y B AI PI CU PG EA DM **
** TX CI PV **
ROCKLAND COMMUNITY COLLEGE
DRINKER DRIVER PROGRAM
145 COLLEGE ROAD
OFFICE OF INSTRUCTIONAL SERVICES
SUFFERN, NY 10901
(914) 356-4650 EXT. 319
** AD PV **
SHAH LAKE
DAYTOP VILLAGE INC
SHAH LAKE RESIDENCE
ROUTE 55
SHAH LAKE, NY 12783
(914) 292-6880
** DA RR H HV TX PV **
DAYTOP VILLAGE INC
SHAH LAKE RESIDENCE/HOMELESS
ROUTE 55
SHAH LAKE, NY 12783
(914) 292-6880
** DA RR TX PV **
SYOSSET
SYOSSET UNION FREE SCHOOL DISTRICT
DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
SOUTH WOODS ROAD
SYOSSET HIGH SCHOOL
SYOSSET, NY 11791
(516) 921-5500
** AD PV **
SYOSSETS CONCERN ABOUT ITS NEIGHBORHOOD (SCAN)/OP DF
40 WHITNEY AVENUE
SYOSSET, NY 11791
(516) 921-3740
** AD AM DH TX **
SYRACUSE
ALCOHOL SERVICES INC
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
247 WEST FAYETTE STREET
SYRACUSE, NY 13202
(315) 471-2885
** AL AM DH TX PV OT **
NEW YORK

BENJAMIN RUSH CENTER
CHEMICAL DEP OUTPATIENT SERVICES
614 SOUTH SALINA STREET
SYRACUSE, NY 13202
(315) 476-2161
** AD AM M Y CU DH TX **

CLINICAL COUNSELING SERVICES
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
600 EAST GENESEE STREET
SUITE 208
SYRACUSE, NY 13202
(315) 422-2160
** AD AM M Y A HV PG DH TX PV **

CROUSE IRVING COMPANIES INC
DBA COMMONWEALTH PLACE/ADULT PROGRAM
6012 MOLLOY ROAD
SYRACUSE, NY 13211
(315) 434-2670
** AL RR IV TX CI PV **

CROUSE IRVING COMPANIES INC
DBA COMMONWEALTH PLACE/YOUTH PROGRAM
6012 MOLLOY ROAD
SYRACUSE, NY 13211
(315) 434-2670
** AD RR A HV CU IV PG TX CI PV **

CROUSE IRVING MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
ADOLESCENT SERVICES/ALCOHOLISM OUTPAT
#10 SOUTH CROUSE AVENUE
SYRACUSE, NY 13210
(315) 470-7301
** AL AM Y TX PV **

CROUSE IRVING MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
ALCOHOLISM INPT DETOXIFICATION UNIT
756 IRVING AVENUE
SYRACUSE, NY 13210
(315) 470-7301
** AL DT HV IV TX MM **

CROUSE IRVING MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
HOSPITAL INTERVENTION SERVICES
756 IRVING AVENUE
SYRACUSE, NY 13210
(315) 470-7301
** AL CI **

CROUSE IRVING MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
METHADONE MAINTENANCE TREATMENT PROG
#10 SOUTH CROUSE AVENUE
SYRACUSE, NY 13210
(315) 470-7974
** AD AM B H HV CU IV PG TX CI MM **

CROUSE IRVING MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE OUTPATIENT CLINIC
#10 SOUTH CROUSE AVENUE
SYRACUSE, NY 13210
(315) 470-7154
** AL AM M A B HV CU DH TX CI PV **

ONONDAGA COUNCIL ON
ALC/ADDICTIONS INC/REFERRAL UNIT
716 JAMES STREET
SYRACUSE, NY 13203
(315) 471-1359
** AL DN PV OT **

ONONDAGA COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM INC
DRINKING DRIVER PROGRAM
716 JAMES STREET
SYRACUSE, NY 13203
(315) 471-1359
** AL DN PV **

ONONDAGA COUNTY DEPT OF MENTAL HEALTH
COMMUNITY EVAL TEAM/FORENSIC SERVICES
421 MONTGOMERY STREET
10TH FLOOR
SYRACUSE, NY 13202
(315) 425-3371
** DA CI **

ONONDAGA COUNTY DEPT OF MENTAL HEALTH
FORENSIC SERVICES
421 MONTGOMERY STREET
CIVIC CENTER 10TH FLOOR
SYRACUSE, NY 13202
(315) 425-3371
** AL DN PV **

ONONDAGA COUNTY STUDENT ASSISTANCE
DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION
421 MONTGOMERY STREET
CIVIC CENTER 10TH FLOOR
SYRACUSE, NY 13202
(315) 425-3355
** AD DV OT **

ONONDAGA/HADDISON/CORTLAND BD COOP EDUC
ALC/DRUG ABUSE PREV AND EDUC PROG
6820 THOMPSON ROAD
SYRACUSE, NY 13221
(315) 433-2609
** AD PV **

PELION PRESCRIP DRUG MISUSE PROG INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE OUTPATIENT CLINIC
500 SOUTH SALINA STREET
SUITE 210
SYRACUSE, NY 13202
(315) 476-5103
** AD AM H A B H CU PG TX CI MM **

RESCUE MISSION ALLIANCE INC
ALCOHOL CRISIS CENTER
120 GIFFORD STREET
SYRACUSE, NY 13202
(315) 472-7876
** AL DT A HV PI CU TX PE **

RUSH RECOVERY CENTER
ADOLESCENT UNIT
650 SOUTH SALINA STREET
SYRACUSE, NY 13202
(315) 476-2161 EXT. 163
** AD RR M Y TX **

RUSH RECOVERY CENTER
ADULT UNIT
650 SOUTH SALINA STREET
SYRACUSE, NY 13202
(315) 476-2161
** AD RR M Y TX **

SOUTHWEST COMMUNITY CENTER
401 SOUTH AVENUE
SYRACUSE, NY 13204
(315) 474-6223
** DA PV **

SYRACUSE BRICK HOUSE INC
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
716 JAMES STREET
SYRACUSE, NY 13206
(315) 471-1564
** AL AM M IV DH TX CI PV **

SYRACUSE BRICK HOUSE INC
INPATIENT REHABILITATION
S-1 VAN DUYN
ONONDAGA HILL
SYRACUSE, NY 13215
(315) 492-1184
** AL RR M TX **

SYRACUSE BRICK HOUSE INC
MENS ALCOHOLISM COMMUNITY RESIDENCE
121 GREEN STREET
SYRACUSE, NY 13203
(315) 472-4442
** AL RR TX OT **

SYRACUSE BRICK HOUSE INC
WOMENS ALCOHOLISM COMMUNITY RESIDENCE
3606 JAMES STREET
SYRACUSE, NY 13206
(315) 463-9266
** AL RR M TX **

SYRACUSE COMMUNITY HEALTH CENTER INC
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
819 SOUTH SALINA STREET
SYRACUSE, NY 13202
(315) 476-7921
** AL AM M A B H CU PG TX **

TICONDEROGA
MOSES/LUDINGTON HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION PROGRAM
WICKER STREET
PAVILION BUILDING
TICONDEROGA, NY 12883
(518) 585-7424
** DA PV OT **

TONAWANDA
HORIZON HUMAN SERVICES INC
ADDICTIONS SERVICES/BOULEVARD
1370 NIAGARA FALLS BOULEVARD
TONAWANDA, NY 14150
(716) 833-3713
** AD AM M Y CU IV PG DH TX **
NEW YORK

HORIZON HUMAN SERVICES INC
ADDITIONS SERVICES/TONAWANDA
36 DELAWARE STREET
TONAWANDA, NY 14150
(716) 693-6622
** AD AM CU IV DH TX **

TROY

ALBANY CITIZENS COUNCIL ON ALC INC
GREEN ISLAND COMMUNITY RESIDENCE
123 GEORGE STREET
TROY, NY 12180
(518) 272-0610
** AL RR TX **

EIGHT TWENTY RIVER STREET INC
ALCOHOLISM HALFWAY HOUSE
820 RIVER STREET
TROY, NY 12180
(518) 272-4246
** AL RR TX PV **

EIGHT TWENTY RIVER STREET INC
SUPPORTIVE LIVING
3075 6TH AVENUE
TROY, NY 12180
(518) 272-4246
** AL RR TX PV **

HUDSON MOHAWK RECOVERY CENTER
INTENSIVE OUTPATIENT REHAB PROGRAM
16 FIRST STREET
TROY, NY 12180
(518) 272-4060
** AL AM H Y B CU PG TX **

HUDSON MOHAWK RECOVERY CENTER
OUTPATIENT CLINIC
16 FIRST STREET
TROY, NY 12180
(518) 272-3918
** AL AM H Y B CU PG DM TX CI PV **

LANSINGBURGH BOYS AND GIRLS CLUB INC
PREVENTION/EDUCATION
501 4TH AVENUE
TROY, NY 12182
(518) 235-4143
** AD PV **

LEONARD HOSPITAL
ALCOHOLISM INPT REHABILITATION UNIT
74 NEW TURNPIKE ROAD
TROY, NY 12182
(518) 235-0310
** AL RR H A H HV CU IV TX CI PV **

LEONARD HOSPITAL
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
16 NORTHERN DRIVE
TROY, NY 12182
(518) 235-9381
** AL AM H H EA DH TX **

LEONARD HOSPITAL
BIOCHEMICAL DEPENDENCY DETOX UNIT
74 NEW TURNPIKE ROAD
TROY, NY 12182
(518) 235-0310 EXT. 4135
** AL DT H Y A B H HV PI CU IV TX **

PAHL HOUSE
RESID CHEM DPT FOR YOUTH/LONG TERM
106-108 9TH STREET
TROY, NY 12180
(518) 272-0206
** AD RR TX CI PV **

PAHL TRANSITIONAL APARTMENTS
2239-2243 5TH AVENUE
TROY, NY 12180
(518) 272-4179
** DA RR Y IV TX **

RENSSELAER COUNTY MH UNIFIED SERVICES OUTPATIENT DRUG FREE PROGRAM
7TH AVENUE AND STATE STREET
COUNTY OFFICE BUILDING
TROY, NY 12180
(518) 270-2800
** DA AM M Y A HV CU TX **

RENSSELAER COUNTY STUDENT ASSISTANCE SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION
7TH AVENUE AND STATE STREET
COUNTY OFFICE BUILDING
TROY, NY 12180
(518) 270-2800
** AD PV **

SAMARITAN HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL DETOXIFICATION SERVICE
2215 BURDETT AVENUE
TROY, NY 12180
(518) 271-3344
** DA DT IV TX **

TRUMANSBURG

ITHACA ALPHA HOUSE CENTER INC
RESIDENTIAL
RD 1 ROUTE 227
TRUMANSBURG, NY 14886
(607) 587-6118
** DA RR IV TX **

TULLY

TULLY HILL
DETOX
ROUTE 80 AND ROUTE 11
TULLY, NY 13159
(315) 696-6114
** AL DT TX CI PV **

TULLY
RESIDENTIAL
ROUTE 80 AND ROUTE 11
TULLY, NY 13159
(315) 696-6114
** AL RR TX CI PV **

TUPPER LAKE

SAINT JOSEPHS REHABILITATION CTR INC
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
61-65 LAKE STREET
TUPPER LAKE, NY 12983
(518) 891-5353
** AL AM DH TX CI **

UTICA

CATHOLIC CHARITIES
ALCOHOLISM HALFWAY HOUSE
407-409 RUTGER STREET
UTICA, NY 13501
(315) 758-8483
** AL RR H TX PV **

INSIGHT HOUSE/ONEIDA COUNTY
SUBST ABUSE SERVS AGENCY TRT UNIT 1
400 RUTGER STREET
UTICA, NY 13501
(315) 724-5168
** DA AM IV EA DM TX CI PV **

INSIGHT HOUSE/ONEIDA COUNTY
SUBST ABUSE SERVS AGENCY/TRT UNIT 2
320 RUTGER STREET
UTICA, NY 13501
(315) 724-5168
** DA RR IV TX **

MCPIKE ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT CENTER
ALCOHOLISM INPATIENT REHAB UNIT
1213 COURT STREET
MOHAWK VALLEY PSYCHIATRIC CENTER
UTICA, NY 13502
(315) 797-6800
** AL RR TX **

ONEIDA COUNTY DEPT OF MENTAL HEALTH
ALCOHOL DAY REHABILITATION Program
11 DEVEREUX STREET
UTICA, NY 13501
(315) 798-5045
** AL AM TX **

ONEIDA COUNTY DEPT OF MENTAL HEALTH
UTICA CLINIC ALCOHOLISM SERVICES
800 PARK AVENUE
UTICA, NY 13501
(315) 798-5676
** AL AM EA DH TX **

UTICA RESCUE MISSION
ALCOHOL CRISIS CENTER
203-205 RUTGERS STREET
UTICA, NY 13501
(315) 735-1116
** AL DT TX OT **
NEW YORK

VALATIE

CATHOLIC FAMILY AND COMMUNITY SERVICES
COLUMBIA COUNTY/OP DF
ROUTE 9
VALATIE, NY 12104
(518) 758-7110
** DA AM Y IV TX CI PV **

VALHALLA

WESTCHESTER CO MED PSYCHIATRIC INST
WEST PREP ADOLESCENT DAY TREATMENT PGM
VALHALLA CAMPUS
VALHALLA, NY 10595
(914) 205-7274
** AD AM H Y B H PI CU PG TX CI PV **

WESTCHESTER COMMUNITY COLLEGE
DRINKING DRIVER PROGRAM
75 GRASSLANDS ROAD
SCIENCE BUILDING ROOM 363
VALHALLA, NY 10595
(914) 592-8603
** AL DH PV **

WESTCHESTER COUNTY MEDICAL CENTER
ALCOHOLISM DETOXIFICATION UNIT
PSYCHIATRIC INSTITUTE
WING B-3
VALHALLA, NY 10595
(914) 205-7500
** AL DT TX **

WESTCHESTER COUNTY MEDICAL CENTER
CORRECTIONAL SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS
VALHALLA, NY 10595
(914) 347-6050
** AD AM IV DH TX CI PV MM **

VALLEY STREAM

FRIENDS OF BRIDGE INC
5-11 PFLAG PLACE
VALLEY STREAM, NY 11580
(516) 825-4242
** DA AM IV TX CI PV **

VALLEY STREAM HIGH SCHOOL DISTRICT
1 KENT ROAD
VALLEY STREAM, NY 11580
(516) 561-7914
** AD PV **

VOORHEESVILLE

DRIVING AND ALCOHOL STUDIES PROGRAM
RD 2
VOORHEESVILLE, NY 12186
(518) 765-4011
** AL DH PV **

WALTON

DELAWARE COUNTY ALCOHOLISM COUNCIL INC
PREVENTION PROGRAM
136 DELAWARE STREET
WALTON, NY 13856
(607) 865-8162
** AL PV **

THE NEW DIRECTION
RD 3
WALTON, NY 13856
(607) 865-8974
** AL PV **

WAMPSVILLE

MADISON COUNTY SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
(ADAPT) OUTPATIENT CLINIC
NORTH COURT STREET
VETERANS MEMORIAL BUILDING
WAMPSVILLE, NY 13163
(315) 366-2327
** AD AM H Y A TX CI PV **

WANTAGH

SOUTHEAST NASSAU GUIDANCE CENTER (SNG)
3375 PARK AVENUE
SUITE 2005
WANTAGH, NY 11793
(516) 781-1911
** DA AM IV TX CI PV **

SOUTHEAST NASSAU GUIDANCE CENTER (SNG)
ALCOHOLISM COUNSELING AND TREATMENT
3401 MERRICK ROAD
WANTAGH, NY 11793
(516) 679-9800
** AL AM H Y A HV PI EA DH TX CI **
** PV **

WANTAGH UNION FREE SCHOOL DISTRICT
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES/ADMIN
BELTAGH AVENUE
WANTAGH, NY 11793
(516) 781-9000 EXT. 229
** AD PV **

WARSAW

ALLEGANy REHAB ASSOCIATES CORP
WYOMING COUNTY CHEM ABUSE TRT PROGRAM
422 NORTH MAIN STREET
WARSAW, NY 14569
(716) 786-8133
** AD AM DH TX CI PV **

WYOMING COUNTY
DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM/ADMIN
330 NORTH MAIN STREET
WARSAW, NY 14569
(716) 786-8873
** DA PV **

WATKINSBORO

SLEEPY VALLEY CENTER
ALCOHOLISM INPT REHABILITATION UNIT
117 SLEEPY VALLEY ROAD
WATKINSBORO, NY 13856
(315) 786-2956
** AL RR IV TX CI **

WATERLOO

SENECA COUNTY COMM COUNSELING CTR
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
31 THURBER DRIVE
WATERLOO, NY 13165
(315) 539-9258
** AL H Y A HV CU DM TX **

SENECA COUNTY SCHOOLS
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
31 THURBER DRIVE
WATERLOO, NY 13165
(315) 539-3351
** AD PV OT **

TAYLOR BROWN MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
MEDICAL II DETOX UNIT
369 EAST MAIN STREET
WATERLOO, NY 13165
(315) 539-9204 EXT. 231
** AL DT TX **

WATERFORD

ALCOHOL AND SUBSTANCE ABUSE COUNCIL OF
JEFFERSON COUNTY INC
302-314 COURT STREET
WATERFORD, NY 13601
(315) 788-4660
** AL EA DH PV OT **

COMM CTR FOR ALC OF JEFFERSON COUNTY
OUTPATIENT UNIT
595 WEST MAIN STREET
WATERFORD, NY 13601
(315) 788-1530
** AL AM H Y A HV EA DM TX PV **

COMM CTR FOR ALC OF JEFFERSON COUNTY
RESIDENTIAL UNIT
1130 STATE STREET
WATERFORD, NY 13601
(315) 788-1530
** AL RR TX PV **

CREDO FOUNDATION INC
138 HINTHROP STREET
WATERFORD, NY 13601
(315) 782-2207
** DA OT **

CREDO FOUNDATION INC
DRUG FREE/OUTPATIENT CLINIC
300 WOOLWORTH BUILDING
WATERFORD, NY 13601
(315) 782-2207
** DA AM H Y A AI HV CU IV TX CI **
WATERTOWN

ALLEGANY AREA COUNCIL ALC/SUBST ABUSE TRAPPING BROOK HOUSE HALFWAY HOUSE
234 TRAPPING BROOK ROAD
WELLSVILLE, NY 14895
(716) 593-1920
** AL RR W Y A B H AI HV CU PG TX **

WEST NYACK

CLARKSTOWN AWARENESS NETWORK FOR A DRUGFREE LIFE AND ENV INC (CANDLE)
30 PARROTT ROAD
WEST NYACK, NY 10994
(914) 624-6677
** AD PV **

WESTBURY

NORTH SHORE CHILD/FAM GUIDANCE ASSOC. THE PLACE/ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
50 SLYVELSTER STREET
WESTBURY, NY 11590
(516) 997-2926
AL AM H Y A B H CU TX **

WELLSVILLE

ALLEGANY AREA COUNCIL ALC/SUBST ABUSE
ALCOHOLIC AND SUBSTANCE ABUSE CLINIC
23 JEFFERSON STREET
WELLSVILLE, NY 14895
(716) 593-6730
** AD AM Y DH TX CI PV **

ALLEGANY AREA COUNCIL ALC/SUBST ABUSE
ALCOHOLIC CLINIC
23 JEFFERSON STREET
WELLSVILLE, NY 14895
(716) 593-6738
** AD AM H Y CU IV DW TX **

WHITE PLAINS

CAGE TEEN CENTER INC
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
220 FERRIS AVENUE
WHITE PLAINS, NY 10603
(914) 428-1600
** AD PV **

COLLEGE CAREERS FUND OF WESTCHESTER
60 MITCHELL PLACE
WHITE PLAINS, NY 10601
(914) 428-3435
** AL PV **

HALFWAY HOUSES OF WESTCHESTER INC
HAWTHORNE HOUSE ALCOHOLISM HALFWAY HSE
14 LONGSVILLE AVENUE
WHITE PLAINS, NY 10605
(914) 966-0949
** AL RR TX **

INNOVATIVE HEALTH SYSTEMS INC IHS
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
7 HOLLAND AVENUE
WHITE PLAINS, NY 10603
(914) 683-8050
** AL AM M A HV CU DH TX CI **

MID HUDSON VALLEY AIDS TASK FORCE
AIDS PREVENTION AND MANAGEMENT PROGRAM
214 CENTRAL PARK AVENUE
LOWER LEVEL
WHITE PLAINS, NY 10606
(914) 993-0606
** DA OT **

NATIONAL COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM AND OTHER DRUG ADDICTIONS/WESTCHESTER
300 MAIN STREET
WHITE PLAINS, NY 10605
(914) 683-1213
** AL DH PV **

NEW YORK HOSP/CORNELL MEDICAL CENTER
ALCOHOLISM INPT REHABILITATION UNIT
21 BLOOMINGDALE ROAD
WHITE PLAINS, NY 10605
(914) 662-9100 EXT. 2315
** AL DT RR W M CU TX CI PV **

THE WEEKEND CENTER INC
GENERATIONS ALCOHOLISM OUTPT CLINIC
220 FERRIS AVENUE
WHITE PLAINS, NY 10601
(914) 761-4245
** AL AM M CU PG TX **

TREATMENT CENTER OF WESTCHESTER
ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC
10 MITCHELL PLACE
WHITE PLAINS, NY 10601
(914) 949-3601
** AL AM W B H AI HV PG EA DM TX **
** CI PV **
NEW YORK

MCMB WHITE PLAINS HOSP MEDICAL CENTER METHADONE MAINTENANCE TREATMENT PROG DAVIS AVENUE EAST POST ROAD WHITE PLAINS, NY 10601 (914) 428-5570 ** DA AM PI IV PG MM **

WESTCHESTER COMMUNITY OPPORTUNITY PROG GREENBURGH OPEN DOOR DRUG PROGRAM 5 PROSPECT AVENUE 2ND FLOOR WHITE PLAINS, NY 10607 (914) 761-8266 ** DA AM W A B HV IV TX **

WESTCHESTER COUNTY MEDICAL CENTER ALCOHOLISM DAY REHAB/WHITE PLAINS 30 MANHATTAN AVENUE WHITE PLAINS, NY 10607 (914) 685-5984 ** AL AM W Y B HV EA DW TX **

WESTCHESTER COUNTY MEDICAL CENTER ALCOHOLISM OUTPT CLINIC/WHITE PLAINS 30 MANHATTAN AVENUE WHITE PLAINS, NY 10607 (914) 285-7500 ** AL AM W Y B EA DW TX **

WESTCHESTER COUNTY STOP DWI PROGRAM 150 GRAND STREET FIRST FLOOR WHITE PLAINS, NY 10601 (914) 285-4115 ** AL DH PV **

WESTCHESTER PUTNAM PUBLIC EMPLOYEES EMPLOYEES ASSISTANCE PROGRAM 112 EAST POST ROAD ROOM 243 WHITE PLAINS, NY 10601 (914) 285-6070 ** AL EA CI PV OT **

WHITEBOHO

MOHAWK VALLEY COUNCIL ON ALC/ADDIC INC PUBLIC EDUCATION/INFO AND REFERRAL 210 ORISKANY BOULEVARD WHITESBORO, NY 13492 (315) 768-1361 ** AL EA DH PV **

WILLARD

DICK VAN DYKE ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT CTR ALCOHOLISM INPATIENT REHAB UNIT MILLARD PSYCHIATRIC CENTER BUILDING 112 MILLARD, NY 13588 (607) 869-3111 EXT. 2306 ** AL RR A HV TX **

WOODMERE

TEempo GROUP INC OUTPATIENT DRUG FREE UNIT 112 FRANKLIN PLACE WOODMERE, NY 11598 (516) 374-3671 EXT. 76 ** AD AM IV EA TX PV **

WESTCHESTER COUNTY MEDICAL CENTER ALCOHOLISM DAY REHAB/YONKERS 53 SOUTH BROADWAY YONKERS, NY 10701 (914) 964-4011 ** AL AM H B H HV EA DW TX PV **

Yonkers General Hospital

SPECIAL PROGRAMS UNIT ACUTE CARE PROG 2 PARK AVENUE YONKERS, NY 10703 (914) 964-7972 ** AL DT TX MM **

YONKERS GENERAL HOSPITAL HOSPITAL INTERVENTION SERVICES 2 PARK AVENUE YONKERS, NY 10703 (914) 964-7774 ** AL CI PV OT **

YONKERS CENTER FOR FAMILY DEVELOPMENT INC 33 PALMER AVENUE YONKERS, NY 10708 (914) 779-8090 ** DA EA PV OT **

RENAISSANCE PROJECT INC YONKERS UNIT 42 WARBURTON AVENUE YONKERS, NY 10701 (914) 423-4466 ** DA AM IV EA TX CI PV **

MCMB YONKERS GENERAL HOSPITAL METHADONE MAINTENANCE TREATMENT PROG 185 ASHBURTON AVENUE YONKERS, NY 10701 (914) 964-7382 ** DA AM H A B H HV CU IV PG MM **

WESTCHESTER COUNTY MEDICAL CENTER ALCOHOLISM DAY REHAB/YONKERS 53 SOUTH BROADWAY YONKERS, NY 10701 (914) 965-4011 ** AL AM H B H HV EA DW TX PV **

WESTCHESTER COUNTY MEDICAL CENTER ALCOHOLISM OUTPATIENT CLINIC/YONKERS 53 SOUTH BROADWAY 3RD FLOOR YONKERS, NY 10701 (914) 964-4011 ** AL AM H H HV EA DW TX PV **
# NORTH CAROLINA

## ABERDEEN
- **BETHPESA INC**
  - 204 NORTH PINE STREET
  - ABERDEEN, NC 28315
  - (919) 946-7700 EXT. 11
  - **AD PV**

## ASHEKIE
- **ROANOKE/CHOWAN HUMAN SERVICES CENTER**
  - ROUTE 3
  - ASHEKIE, NC 27910
  - (919) 332-4137
  - AD DT RR AM DT TX PV **

## ASHEBORO
- **ALBEMARLE HOUSE INC**
  - 242 NORTH 2ND STREET
  - ALBEMARLE, NC 28001
  - (704) 982-0212
  - **AD RR A HV CU TX**

- **RANDOLPH COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH/DD AND SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES PROGRAM**
  - 204 EAST ACADEMY STREET
  - ASHEBORO, NC 27203
  - (919) 625-1113
  - **AD DT AM Y IV EA DH TX PV**

- **RANDOLPH FELLOWSHIP HOME**
  - 373 HILL STREET
  - ASHEBORO, NC 27203
  - (919) 629-6120
  - **AD RR TX**

## ASHEVILLE
- **FLYNN CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP HOME FOR MEN**
  - 162 CUMBERLAND AVENUE
  - ASHEVILLE, NC 28801
  - (704) 252-3779
  - **AD PV**

## BLACK MOUNTAIN
- **ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT CTR**
  - OLD U.S. 70
  - BLACK MOUNTAIN, NC 28711
  - (704) 669-3400
  - **AD RR M HV CU IV TX**

- **BLACK MOUNTAIN CENTER**
  - MCLEOD CENTER WEST
  - OLD HIGHWAY U.S. 70
  - BLACK MOUNTAIN, NC 28711
  - (704) 669-4161
  - **AD RR PI CU IV TX PV**

## BLOOMING ROCK
- **NEW RIVER MENTAL HEALTH CENTER**
  - SERENITY FARM
  - ROUTE 1 HIGHWAY 221
  - BLOOMING ROCK, NC 28605
  - (704) 295-3113
  - **AD RR TX**

## BURLINGTON
- **ALAMANCE FAMILY RECOVERY CENTER**
  - GRAHAM HOPEDALE ROAD
  - BURLINGTON, NC 27216
  - (919) 570-4200
  - **AD DT RR Y A B CU IV TX CI**

## BUTNER
- **ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT CTR**
  - WEST E STREET
  - BUTNER, NC 27509
  - (919) 575-7928
  - **AD RR W IV TX**

## CAMP LEJEUNE
- **NAVAL HOSPITAL**
  - NAVAL REHABILITATION DEPARTMENT
  - CAMP LEJEUNE, NC 28542
  - (919) 451-2205
  - **AL DT RR EA TX CI PV**

## CANDLER
- **FIRST STEP FARM OF WESTERN NORTH CAROLINA INC**
  - ROUTE 1
  - CANDLER, NC 28715
  - (704) 667-0587
  - **AD PV OT**

## CHAPEL HILL
- **ORANGE/PERSON/CHATHAM MENTAL HEALTH CTR SUBST ABUSE SERVICES**
  - 333 MCCASTERS STREET
  - CHAPEL HILL, NC 27514
  - (919) 929-0471
  - **AD DT RR AM Y IV EA DH TX CI PV**

## CHARLOTTE
- **AMETHYST CHARLOTTE INC**
  - 1715 SHARON ROAD WEST
  - CHARLOTTE, NC 28224
  - (704) 554-8373
  - **AD DT RR AM Y CU TX**

- **BETHLEHEM CENTER**
  - ALCOHOL EDUCATION PREVENTION PROGRAM
  - 2705 BALTIMORE AVENUE
  - CHARLOTTE, NC 28203
  - (704) 375-1417
  - **AL PV**

- **CHARLOTTE COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM AND CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY INC**
  - 100 BILLINGSLEY ROAD
  - CHARLOTTE, NC 28211
  - (704) 376-7447
  - **AD DN PV**

## DRUG EDUCATION CENTER INC
- **500 EAST MOREHEAD STREET**
  - CHARLOTTE, NC 28202
  - (704) 375-5784
  - **AD PV**

## HOPE HAVEN INC
- **WOMEN**
  - 1301 HEMLOCK STREET
  - CHARLOTTE, NC 28203
  - (704) 334-0413
  - **AD PV**


---

## **KEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Care</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alcoholism Services Only</td>
<td>AL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drug Abuse Services Only</td>
<td>DA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alcoholism &amp; Drug Abuse Services</td>
<td>AD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detoxification (24 Hour Care)</td>
<td>DT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residential (24 Hour Care)</td>
<td>RR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ambulatory (Less Than 24 Hour Care)</td>
<td>AM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

## SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Men</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Youth</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIDS Patients</td>
<td>A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blacks</td>
<td>B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanics</td>
<td>H</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Indian/Alaskan Natives</td>
<td>AI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIV Positives</td>
<td>MV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Inebriates</td>
<td>PX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cocaine Users</td>
<td>CU</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IV Drug Users</td>
<td>IV</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

## UNIT FUNCTION

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Treatment Unit</td>
<td>TX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central Intake Unit</td>
<td>CI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prevention Unit</td>
<td>PV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methadone Unit</td>
<td>MM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Unit</td>
<td>OT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
NORTH CAROLINA

MERCY HOSPITAL HORIZONS
2001 VAIL AVENUE
CHARLOTTE, NC 28207
(704) 379-5000 EXT. 5248
** AD DT IV TX **

OPEN HOUSE INC
145 REMOUNT ROAD
CHARLOTTE, NC 28203
(704) 332-9001
** AD RR AM Y IV TX CI PV MM **

REACHLINE TELEPHONE COUNSELING SERVICE
501 NORTH TRYON STREET
CHARLOTTE, NC 28202
(704) 572-1500
** AD PV **

SEVENTH STREET CENTER
ALCOHOL DETOXIFICATION CENTER
1325 EAST 7TH STREET
CHARLOTTE, NC 28204
(704) 535-5121
** AD DT RR AM IV TX CI **

THE RANDOLPH CLINIC INC
ALCOHOL AND DRUG TRAFFIC EDUC SCHOOL
100 BILLINGSLEY ROAD
CHARLOTTE, NC 28211
(704) 796-2681
** AD AM DH TX CI PV **

COLUMBIA
TIDELAND MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE DIVISION
BROAD STREET
COLUMBIA, SC 29225
(803) 796-2681
** AD AM DH TX CI PV **

CONCORD
PIEDMONT AREA MENTAL HEALTH PROGRAM
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
457 LAKE CONCORD ROAD
CONCORD, NC 28025
(704) 708-1130
** AD DT AM IV EA DH TX CI PV **

DANBURY
STOKES COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
HIGHWAY 89
DANBURY, NC 27016
(336) 595-6100
** AD AM DH TX CI **

DILLSBORO
SMOKY MOUNTAIN CTR FOR MH/MR/SA SERVS
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES PROGRAM
U.S. HIGHWAY 19A AND 441
DILLSBORO, NC 28725
(704) 506-5501
** AD DT AM W Y EA DH TX PV **

DOBSON
HOPE VALLEY INC
BEULAH ROAD
DOBSON, NC 27017
(919) 386-8511
** AD PV **

DURHAM
KOALA CENTER
5010 SOUTH ALSTON AVENUE
DURHAM, NC 27713
(919) 361-2125
** AD DT RR W Y B HV CU IV PG TX **
** CI PV **

OAKLEIGH AT DURHAM
309 CRUTCHFIELD STREET
DURHAM, NC 27704
(919) 497-3000
** AD DT RR AM H A B H AI HV CU PG **
** TX **

ELIZABETHTOWN
BLADEN COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
EAST MC KAY STREET
ELIZABETHTOWN, NC 28337
(919) 862-3165
** AD DT RR AM Y EA DH TX PV **

FAVETTEVILLE
CUMBERLAND COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH
FAMILY RECOVERY SERVICES
711 EXECUTIVE PLACE
SUITE 403
FAVETTEVILLE, NC 28305
(919) 433-2712
** AD DT AM W Y A HV PI CU IV PG **
** EA TX PV **

MYROVER REESE FELLOWSHIP HOUSE
613 QUALITY ROAD
FAVETTEVILLE, NC 28306
(919) 404-9395
** AD CI PV **

GASTONIA
FAMILY SERVICE INC
214 EAST FRANKLIN BOULEVARD
GASTONIA, NC 28052
(704) 866-7704
** AD EA PV **

HORIZON YOUTH SERVICES
130 SOUTH OAKLAND STREET
GASTONIA, NC 28053
(704) 867-3555
** AD CI PV **

GOLDSBORO
FLYNN HOME OF GOLDSBORO
409 NORTH GEORGE STREET
GOLDSBORO, NC 27530
(919) 739-9968
** AD RR B CU TX PV **

WAYNE COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
301 NORTH HERMAN STREET
COUNTY OFFICE BUILDING
GOLDSBORO, NC 27530
(919) 731-1133
** AD AM H Y A B H HV PI CU PG EA **
** DH TX PV **

WAYSIDE FELLOWSHIP HOME
309 SOUTH WILLIAM STREET
GOLDSBORO, NC 27530
(919) 735-9742
** AD RR TX **

GREENSBORO
FELLOWSHIP HALL
5140 DUNSTAN ROAD
GREENSBORO, NC 27405
(336) 621-3581
** AD DT RR H CU TX **

GREATER PIEDMONT TEEN CHALLENGE
1912 BOULEVARD STREET
GREENSBORO, NC 27407
(336) 292-7795
** AD RR B H TX CI PV **

LINKS ADOLESCENT SERVICE
714 HUFFINE MILL ROAD
GREENSBORO, NC 27405
(336) 333-6901
** AD RR AM IV TX **

GREENVILLE
FLYNN CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP HOME INC
408 PITTS STREET
GREENVILLE, NC 27834
(704) 752-2961
** AD PV **

PITT COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT SERVICES
2310 STANTONSBURG ROAD
GREENVILLE, NC 27834
(336) 752-7151
** AD DT RR AM W Y A HV PI CU IV **
** PG EA DH TX CI PV MM OT **

W B JONES ALC AND DRUG ABUSE TRT CTR
ROUTE 1
GREENVILLE, NC 27834
(336) 850-3426 EXT. 291
** AD DT RR W A HV PI IV TX **
HARMONY

TEEN CHALLENGE
ROUTE 2
HARMONY, NC 28634
(704) 546-2551 ** AD PV **

HENDERSON

DIVISION OF VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION
ALCOHOL ABUSE PROGRAM
630 SOUTH GARNETT STREET
HENDERSON, NC 27536
(919) 492-3161 ** AD EA PV **

FRANKLIN/GRANVILLE/VANCE/WARREN
AREA MENTAL HEALTH PROGRAM
125 EMERGENCY ROAD
HENDERSON, NC 27536
(919) 492-6011 ** AD RR AH Y EA DH TX CI PV **

HENDERSONVILLE

TREND COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
800 NORTH FLEMING STREET
HENDERSONVILLE, NC 28791
(704) 692-5761 ** AD AH Y IV EA DH TX CI PV **

HICKORY

CATANIA COUNTY
MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
ROUTE 3
HICKORY, NC 28602
(704) 328-5651 ** AD AH M Y A B AI HV PI CU PG EA **
** TX CI PV **

CATANIA COUNTY COUNCIL ON
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
ROUTE 3
HICKORY, NC 28602
(704) 322-6891 ** AD AH M Y CU PG DM TX CI CI PV **

FLYNN CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP HOUSES OF
HICKORY NC INC/GRAFY BUFF HOME
706 MAIN AVENUE SE
HICKORY, NC 28601
(704) 324-8767 ** AD PV OT **

FLYNN CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP HOUSES OF
HICKORY NC INC/CATAWBA DETOX
706 MAIN AVENUE SE
HICKORY, NC 28602
(704) 328-5361 ** AD PV OT **

HIGH POINT

ALCOHOL EDUCATION CENTER
118 WEST RUSSELL AVENUE
HIGH POINT, NC 27260
(919) 841-8600 ** AD AM Y EA DH TX **

ALCOHOL EDUCATION CENTER
RESIDENTIAL FACILITY
1908 SOUTH MAIN STREET
HIGH POINT, NC 27260
(919) 809-2116 ** AD RR TX **

HIGH POINT DRUG ACTION COUNCIL INC
119 CHESTNUT DRIVE
HIGH POINT, NC 27262
(919) 882-2125 ** AD RR AH M Y A B HV CU IV DH TX **
** CI PV NM OT **

JACKSONVILLE

ONSLO COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
215 MEMORIAL DRIVE
JACKSONVILLE, NC 28540
(919) 255-5118 ** AD DT AH EA DH TX CI PV **

JAMESTOWN

ALCOHOLICS HOME INC
HOUSE OF PRAYER
5264 RIVERDALE ROAD
ROUTE 1
JAMESTOWN, NC 27282
(919) 882-1026 ** AD RR TX CI PV **

KENANSVILLE

DUPLIN/SAMSPON AREA MH/HR SERVICES
AREA OFFICE
BEASLEY STREET
KENANSVILLE, NC 28349
(919) 296-1851 ** AD AH Y EA DH TX CI PV **

KINSTON

FLYNN CHRISTIAN HOME
611 MITCHELL STREET
KINSTON, NC 28501
(919) 523-2905 ** AD PV **

LENOIR

FOOTHILLS MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
1006 KIRKWOOD AVENUE NW
LENOIR, NC 28645
(704) 754-4551 ** AD AM M Y EA DH TX CI PV **

LEXINGTON

DAVIDSON ALCOHOLIC CARE INC
1675 EAST CENTER STREET EXTENSION
LEXINGTON, NC 27292
(704) 246-8914 ** AD RR H Y A B H AI HV PI CU IV **
** PG TX **

LUMBERTON

SOUTHEASTERN GENERAL HOSPITAL
MEDICAL DETOX UNIT
300 WEST 27TH STREET
LUMBERTON, NC 28358
(919) 758-5261 ** AD DT H Y A B AI CU PG EA TX CI **
** PV **

MARION

FOOTHILLS MENTAL HEALTH PROGRAM
122 SOUTH MAIN STREET
MARION, NC 28752
(704) 652-5444 ** AD AM CU EA DH TX PV **

MOCKSVILLE

TRI COUNTY
MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
622 NORTH MAIN STREET
MOCKSVILLE, NC 27028
(704) 634-2195 ** AD AM H Y A B HV PI CU PG EA **
** PV **

MOORESVILLE

TRI COUNTY
MOORESVILLE SUBSTANCE ABUSE CENTER
132 WEST STATESVILLE STREET
OAK TREE PLAZA
MOORESVILLE, NC 28115
(704) 663-3599 ** AD AM M Y A B HV PI CU IV PG EA **
** DH TX CI PV **

MORGANTON

FOOTHILLS AREA
MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
1001-E EAST UNION STREET
MORGANTON, NC 28655
(704) 433-4200 ** AD AM N Y CU IV PG EA DH TX CI **
** PV **
FOOT HILLS AREA MENTAL HEALTH PROGRAMS
SAFE HAVEN
206 PATTerson STREET
MORGANtON, NC 28655
(704) 458-6230
** AD AM Y TX PV **

FOOT HILLS DETOX/CRISIS PROGRAM
ROUTE 3
MORGANtON, NC 28655
(704) 457-9694
** AL PV **

MEMLAND
NEW RIver MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
AYER CARES CENTER
HIGHway 194
MEMLAND, NC 28657
(704) 733-5889
** AD AM EA DH TX CI PV **

NORTH WILKESBORO
NEW RIver MENTAL HEALTH DETOXIFICATION CENTER
118 PEACE STREET
NORTH WILKESBORO, NC 28659
(919) 667-5151
** AD DT H Y B PI CU IV TX **

PILOT MOUNTAIN
HOPE VALLEY
RESIDENTIAL TRT FOR ALCOHOLIC WOMEN
HIGHWAY 267 WEST
PILOT MOUNTAIN, NC 27041
(919) 368-2427
** AD RR TX **

PLYMOUTH
TIDE LAND MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE DIVISION
716 WASHINGTON STREET
PLYMOUTH, NC 27992
(919) 793-1154
** AD AM DH TX CI PV **

RA LEX
WAKE COUNTY
ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT CENTER
3000 FALSTAFF ROAD
RA LEX, NC 27610
(919) 250-1500
** AD DT RR AM H W CU IV EA DH TX CI **
** PV **

ROCKINGHAM
SAMARITAN COLONY
HIGHWAY 220
ROCKINGHAM, NC 28379
(919) 673-9111
** AL RR TX **

ROCKY MOUNT
CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP HOME
262 HILL STREET
ROCKY MOUNT, NC 27801
(919) 977-1273
** AD PV **

CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP HOME
301 SOUTH GRACE STREET
ROCKY MOUNT, NC 27801
(919) 977-1349
** AD PV **

EDGEcombe/NASH MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
369 FALLS ROAD
ROCKY MOUNT, NC 27804
(919) 977-0151
** AD AM H Y B HV PI CU IV PG EA **
** DW TX CI PV **

ROSE HILL
DUPLIN/SAMPSON AREA MH/DEVELOPMENTAL DISABILITIES AND SUBST ABUSE SERVICES
WEST RIDGE STREET
ROSE HILL, NC 28458
(919) 289-2362
** AD RR AM TX **

SALISBURY
ROWAN MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
CAREUNIT
612 M OcKSviLLe AVENUE
SALISBURY, NC 28144
(704) 638-1300
** AD DT RR AM W B CU IV TX CI PV **

TRI COUNTY
MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
1127 SOUTH MAIN STREET
SALISBURY, NC 28144
(704) 637-9301
** AD AM H Y A B HV PI CU IV PG EA **
** DH TX CI PV **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
1601 BRENNER AVENUE
UNIT 116A3
SALISBURY, NC 28144
(704) 638-9000 EXT. 3477
** AD DT RR AM H A B H AI HV PI CU IV **
** TX PV **

SAHFORD
LEE/HARNEtT MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
130 CARBONTON ROAD
SANFORD, NC 27330
(919) 774-6521
** AD DT AM H Y IV EA DH TX CI **

PC CONTRACT MANAGEMENT SERVICES
W SCOGGINS TRANSITIONAL LIVING CENTER
404 WEST MAIN STREET
SANFORD, NC 27330
(919) 774-1282
** AD PV **

SHELBY
CLEVELAND COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
222 CRAHFORD STREET
SHELBY, NC 28150
(704) 462-0841
** AD DT AM H Y CU IV PG EA DH TX **
** CI **

SMITHFIELD
JOHNSON SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
TREATMENT AND REHABILITATION
HIGHWAY 301 NORTH
SMITHFIELD, NC 27577
(919) 936-5121
** AD DT RR AM H Y HV PG DH TX CI **
** PV **

SOUTHERN PINES
BETHANY HOUSE HALFWAY HOUSE
240 EAST VERMONT AVENUE
SOUTHERN PINES, NC 28387
(919) 692-0779
** AD PV **

STATESVILLE
BAGNAL HOME
HALFWAY HOUSE
1105 WEST FRONT STREET
STATESVILLE, NC 28677
(704) 637-5045
** AD PV OT **

THE COUNSELING CENTER OF IREDELL
125 WEST BELL STREET
STATESVILLE, NC 28677
(704) 872-7638
** AD AM H Y CU EA TX PV **

TRI COUNTY
DETOXIFICATION CENTER
419 BOULEVARD STREET
STATESVILLE, NC 28677
(704) 872-5502
** AD DT AM H Y A B HV PI CU IV PG **
** TX **

TRI COUNTY
MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
130 COURT STREET
STATESVILLE, NC 28677
(704) 872-8916
** AD AM H Y A B HV PI CU IV PG EA **
** DH TX CI PV **
NORTH CAROLINA

TIDELAND MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE DIVISION
C/O HYDE COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
HIGHWAY 264
SNANQUARTER, NC 27885
(919) 946-8061
** AD AM DH TX CI PV **

CAPE FEAR SUBSTANCE ABUSE INC
OUTPATIENT TREATMENT SERVICES
721 MARKET STREET
3RD FLOOR
WILMINGTON, NC 28401
(919) 343-0145
** DA AM Y A HV CU IV TX CI PV MM **

FOOTHILLS MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
326 FIRST AVENUE SW
TAYLORSVILLE, NC 28681
(704) 632-7005
** AD AM Y EA DH TX CI PV **

PATHWAY
119 NORTH 13TH STREET
WILMINGTON, NC 28401
(919) 762-6041
** AD RR TX CI **

DAVISON COUNTY MH/DD AND
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
205 OLD LEXINGTON ROAD
THOMASVILLE, NC 27360
(336) 476-9800
** AD DT RR AM IV EA DH TX CI PV **

SOUTHEASTERN MH/MR
SUBSTANCE ABUSE AREA PROGRAM
2023 SOUTH 17TH STREET
WILMINGTON, NC 28401
(919) 251-6440
** AD DT AM Y EA DH TX CI PV **

WILSON/GREENE MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
1709 SOUTH TARBORO STREET
WILSON, NC 27893
(919) 399-8021
** AD AM EA DH TX CI PV **

ROCKINGHAM COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
HIGHWAY 65
WENTWORTH, NC 27375
(919) 342-8316
** AD AM Y CU EA DH TX CI PV **

ADDICTION RECOVERY CARE ASSOCIATION
UNION CROSS ROAD
WINSTON-SALEM, NC 27107
(336) 704-9470
** AD DT RR W A B H AI HV PI CU IV **
** PG TX CI **

SANDHILLS MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
WEST END, NC 27376
(919) 673-9111
** AD DT RR AM W Y CU EA DH TX PV **

WINSTON-SALEM RESCUE MISSION INC
717 OAK STREET
WINSTON-SALEM, NC 27101
(336) 723-1848
** AD PV OT **

TIDELAND MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE DIVISION
LIBERTY STREET
WILLIAMSTON, NC 27892
(919) 792-5151
** AD AM EA DH TX CI PV **

WINSTON-SALEM

ADDICTION RECOVERY CARE ASSOCIATION
2990 BETHESDA PLACE
SUITE 602
WINSTON-SALEM, NC 27103
(336) 659-0050
** AD DT AM W Y HV CU IV TX **

STEP ONE INC
545 NORTH TRADE STREET
WINSTON-SALEM, NC 27101
(336) 725-8389
** AD AM Y A HV CU IV TX PV MM OT **

MEDICORP RECOVERY NETWORK
WINSTON-SALEM, NC 27107
(336) 788-0050
** AD DT AM W Y HV CU IV TX **

WINSTON-SALEM MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
4475 MT. PLEASANT ROAD
WINSTON-SALEM, NC 27105
(336) 725-8389
** AD AM Y A HV CU IV TX PV MM OT **

MEDICORP RECOVERY NETWORK
WINSTON-SALEM, NC 27107
(336) 788-0050
** AD DT AM W Y HV CU IV TX **

WINSTON-SALEM RESCUE MISSION INC
717 OAK STREET
WINSTON-SALEM, NC 27101
(336) 723-1848
** AD PV OT **
**NORTH DAKOTA**

**BELCOURT**

TURTLE MOUNTAIN
COUNSELING AND REHAB CENTER
BELCOURT, ND 58516
(701) 477-3121
** AL RR AM AI TX PV **

**BISMARCK**

BURLEIGH COUNTY DETOXIFICATION CENTER
514 EAST THAYER AVENUE
BURLEIGH COUNTY SHERIFFS DEPARTMENT
BISMARCK, ND 58501
(701) 222-6669
** AL PV **

NORTH DAKOTA STATE PENITENTIARY
ADDICTION TREATMENT PROGRAM
BISMARCK, ND 58502
(701) 221-6100
** AL RR AM Y PI CU IV TX CI PV **

WEST CENTRAL HUMAN SERVICE CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
600 SOUTH 2ND STREET
BISMARCK, ND 58501
(701) 255-3090
** AD DT RR AM IV TX CI PV **

DEVILS LAKE

LAKE REGION HUMAN SERVICE CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG UNIT
HIGHWAY 2 WEST
DEVILS LAKE, ND 58301
(701) 662-7581
** AD DT RR AM DH TX CI PV **

**DICKINSON**

BADLANDS HUMAN SERVICE CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES
DICKINSON STATE UNIVERSITY CAMPUS
PULVER HALL
DICKINSON, ND 58601
(701) 227-2771
** AD AM EA TX CI PV **

LIFESSEARCH CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES
30 WEST 7TH STREET
DICKINSON, ND 58601
(701) 225-7229
** AD DT RR EA TX CI PV **

**FARGO**

ADDITION COUNSELING SERVICES
237 9TH STREET SOUTH
CASS COUNTY SHERIFFS DEPARTMENT
FARGO, ND 58107
(701) 241-5800
** AD AM TX DT **

CENTRE INC
123 NORTH 15TH STREET
FARGO, ND 58107
(701) 237-9340
** AD DT RR AM PI DM TX PV **

FARGO CLINIC MERITCARE
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
700 SOUTH FIRST AVENUE
FARGO, ND 58103
(701) 254-4006
** AD AM W AI CU DH TX CI PV **

LUTHERAN SOCIAL SERVICES
ADDITION OUTREACH FOR RECOVERY
1325 SOUTH 1ST STREET
FARGO, ND 58107
(701) 235-7341
** AD AM W TX PV **

MARGARET VOLK
HUMAN SERVICE ASSOCIATES
806 NORTH 6TH AVENUE
FARGO, ND 58102
(701) 280-1120
** AD AM H TX PV **

**PATHWAYS RECOVERY CENTERS INC**

2579 ATLANTIC DRIVE
FARGO, ND 58103
(701) 232-5955
** AD AM EA DM TX CI PV **

SHARE HOUSE
4227 9TH AVENUE SN
FARGO, ND 58103
(701) 282-6561
** AD RR H Y BI AA PI CU PG TX PV **

SOUTHEAST HUMAN SERVICE CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE UNIT
15 NORTH BROADWAY
FARGO, ND 58102
(701) 237-4513 EXT. 306
** AD DT RR AM W Y AI IV TX CI **
** PV **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
2101 ELM STREET NORTH
FARGO, ND 58102
(701) 222-3241
** AD RR AM A HV TX **

**FORT YATES**

STANDING ROCK
COMPREHENSIVE CHEMICAL PREVENTION PROGRAM
FORT YATES, ND 58538
(701) 254-7219
** AD EA DM PV **

**GRAFTON**

MICHAEL BRYAN ADDICTION COUNSELING
700 MANVEL AVENUE
GRAFTON, ND 58237
(701) 352-1667
** AD AM W Y AI CU PG EA DM TX **
** CI PV **

**GRAND FORKS**

DON FOLEY COUNSELING SERVICE
711 NORTH WASHINGTON STREET
GRAND FORKS, ND 58201
(701) 746-7857
** AD AM EA DM TX CI PV **

**KEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ORIENTATION!</th>
<th>AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY</th>
<th>DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY</th>
<th>AD = ALCOHOLISM &amp; DRUG ABUSE SERVICES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TYPE OF CARE!</td>
<td>DT = DETOXIFICATION (24 HOUR CARE)</td>
<td>RR = RESIDENTIAL (24 HOUR CARE)</td>
<td>AM = AMBULATORY (LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS!</td>
<td>M = MOTHERS</td>
<td>Y = YOUTH</td>
<td>AI = AMERICAN INDIAN/ALASKAN NATIVES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A = AIDS PATIENTS</td>
<td>B = BLACKS</td>
<td>PI = PUBLIC INEBRIATES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>H = HISPANIICS</td>
<td>IV = IV DRUG USERS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNIT FUNCTION!</td>
<td>TX = TREATMENT UNIT</td>
<td>CI = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT</td>
<td>PV = PREVENTION UNIT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NORTH DAKOTA COUNSELING</td>
<td>(701) 746-9488</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>** AD AM TX CI PV **</td>
<td>** AD AM TX CI PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NORTHEAST HUMAN SERVICE CENTER SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM</td>
<td>(701) 746-9411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>** AD DT RR AM TX CI PV OT **</td>
<td>** AD DT RR AM TX CI PV OT **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NORTH RIDGE COUNSELING CENTRE INC 215 NORTH 3RD STREET</td>
<td>(701) 772-7203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>** AD AM EA DM TX PV **</td>
<td>** PV DT **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JAMESTOWN</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NORTH DAKOTA STATE HOSPITAL CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT</td>
<td>(701) 252-3750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>** AD DT RR H Y AI HV IV TX CI **</td>
<td>** AD DT RR H Y AI HV IV TX CI **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JAMESTOWN, ND 58402</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>** PG EA TX CI PV **</td>
<td>** PG EA TX CI PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOUTH CENTRAL HUMAN SERVICE CENTER ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM</td>
<td>(701) 252-2641</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>** AD DT AM H Y A B AI HV PI CU IV **</td>
<td>** AD DT AM H Y A B AI HV PI CU IV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JAMESTOWN, ND 58402</td>
<td>** PG EA TX CI PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>** PG EA TX CI PV **</td>
<td>** PG EA TX CI PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STUTSMAN COUNTY LAW ENFORCEMENT CENTER SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM</td>
<td>(701) 252-7436</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>205 6TH STREET SE</td>
<td>** AD RR IV TX CI **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JAMESTOWN, ND 58401</td>
<td>** AD RR IV TX CI **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>** HEARTVIEW FOUNDATION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NORTH DAKOTA BOYS RANCH RANCH RR 6</td>
<td>(701) 852-3628</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MINOT, ND 58702</td>
<td>** AD RR Y AI IV TX CI PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>** GATEWAY DRUG AND ALCOHOL CENTER 315 SOUTH MAIN STREET</td>
<td>(701) 858-4606</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>** AD AM W AI DH TX CI PV **</td>
<td>** AD AM W AI DH TX CI PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NORTH CENTRAL HUMAN SERVICE CENTER CHEMICAL ABUSE PROGRAM</td>
<td>(701) 746-9411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>** AD DT RR AM TX CI PV OT **</td>
<td>** AD DT RR AM TX CI PV OT **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNITED RECOVERY CENTER MEDICAL PARK</td>
<td>(701) 852-2400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRAND FORKS, ND 58206</td>
<td>** AD DT RR AM H Y AI PI TX CI **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>** IV PG EA DM TX CI PV **</td>
<td>** IV PG EA DM TX CI PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAINT JOSEPHS HOSPITAL CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT</td>
<td>(701) 857-2480</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3RD STREET SE AND BURDICT EXPRESSWAY</td>
<td>** AD DT RR AM H Y A AI HV PI CU **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MINOT, ND 58701</td>
<td>** IV PG EA DM TX CI PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>** HEARTVIEW FOUNDATION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIRCLE OF LIFE ALCOHOLISM SERVICES</td>
<td>(701) 627-4700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MINOT, ND 58701</td>
<td>** AL CI PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>** VALLEY CITY **</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CROSSROADS CENTER OF MERCY HOSPITAL 570 CHAUTAUQUA BOULEVARD</td>
<td>(701) 845-0440</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VALLEY CITY, ND 58072</td>
<td>** AD AM H Y B AI PI TX OT **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>** MILLISTON **</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MERCY RECOVERY CENTER 1213 15TH AVENUE WEST</td>
<td>(701) 774-7409</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILLISTON, ND 58801</td>
<td>** AD DT RR AM H Y AI PI IV EA TX **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>** PV **</td>
<td>** PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STUTSMAN COUNTY LAW ENFORCEMENT CENTER SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM</td>
<td>(701) 774-4330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NORTHWEST HUMAN SERVICE CENTER CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM</td>
<td>** AD DT RR AM H Y AI PI CU PG EA **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>316 2ND AVENUE WEST</td>
<td>** DM TX CI PV OT **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MILLISTON, ND 58801</td>
<td>** DM TX CI PV OT **</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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AKRON
AKRON HEALTH DEPARTMENT
ALCOHOL DIVISION
177 SOUTH BROADWAY
AKRON, OH 44305
(216) 375-2984
** AL AM M X B PI EA DM TX CI PV **
ALCOHOLISM REHABILITATION SERVICES
665 WEST MARKET STREET
SUITE 1F
AKRON, OH 44309
(216) 762-0919
** AD AM M Y B PI PG TX CI PV **
COMMUNITY DRUG BOARD
725 EAST MARKET STREET
AKRON, OH 44305
(216) 434-4161
** AD RR AM M Y A HV PI CU IV PG **
** EA TX CI PV MM **
EDWIN SHAW HOSPITAL
ADOLESCENT CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY TRT CTR
1621 FICKINGER ROAD
AKRON, OH 44312
(216) 784-1275
** AD RR M Y B PG TX **
EDWIN SHAW HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL/DRUG TREATMENT UNIT
1621 FICKINGER ROAD
AKRON, OH 44312
(216) 784-1271 EXT. 152
** AD DT RR AM M Y PI IV PG EA TX **
** PV **
FAMILY SERVICES OF SUMMIT COUNTY
212 EAST EXCHANGE STREET
AKRON, OH 44304
(216) 376-9494
** AD AM EA TX CI **
FIRST STEP
ALCOHOL/DRUG OUTREACH PROGRAM
550 SOUTH ARLINGTON STREET
AKRON, OH 44306
(216) 773-6858
** AD PV **
INTERVAL BROTHERHOOD HOMES INC
ALCOHOL REHABILITATION CENTER
3445 SOUTH MAIN STREET
AKRON, OH 44319
(216) 644-4095
** AL RR EA TX PV **
** KEY **

ORIENTATION:
AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
AM = AMBULATORY (LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)
DT = DETOXIFICATION (24 HOUR CARE)
RR = RESIDENTIAL (24 HOUR CARE)
SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS:
W = WOMEN
Y = YOUTH
A = AIDS PATIENTS
B = BLACKS
M = HISPANICS
H = HISPANICS
AI = AMERICAN INDIAN/ALASKAN NATIVES
PV = PUBLIC INEBRIATES
CU = COCAINE USERS
IV = IV DRUG USERS
UNIT FUNCTION:
TX = TREATMENT UNIT
C1 = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT
PV = PREVENTION UNIT
HM = METHADONE UNIT
OT = OTHER UNIT

ASHLAND
ASHLAND COUNTY COUNCIL ON
ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE INC
310 COLLEGE AVENUE
ASHLAND, OH 44805
(419) 289-7675 EXT. 333
** AD AM M Y TX CI PV **
GUIDANCE CENTER OF ASHLAND
111 WEST 2ND STREET
ASHLAND, OH 44805
(419) 289-2522
** AD AM M Y A B H HV PI TX PV **
ASH TABULA
LAKE AREA RECOVERY CENTER
OUTPATIENT DRUG FREE PROGRAM
2001 C COURT
ASH TABULA, OH 44004
(216) 998-0722
** AD H AM M Y A H IV EA TX CI PV **
LAKE AREA RECOVERY CENTER
RESIDENTIAL
2711 DONOHUE DRIVE
ASH TABULA, OH 44004
(216) 992-6432
** AD RR H M A B HV IV PG TX CI **

ATHENS
BASSET HOUSE
28 NORTH COLLEGE STREET
ATHENS, OH 45701
(614) 594-3511
** AD RR Y IV TX **
HEALTH RECOVERY SERVICES INC
DIVISION OF OUTPATIENT SERVICES
406 RICHLAND AVENUE
ATHENS, OH 45701
(614) 592-4729
** AD AM M Y A H HV IV EA TX CI PV **
RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT PROGRAM
DRIVER INTERVENTION PROGRAM
20 NORTH COLLEGE STREET
ATHENS, OH 45701
(614) 594-3511
** AD DH PV **
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TRI COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH AND COUNSELING SERVICE INC
28 WEST STIMSON AVENUE
ATHENS, OH 45701
(614) 594-5045
** AD AM EA TX CI PV **

BARBERTON
BARBERTON CITIZENS HOSPITAL
ADOLESCENT CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
155 5TH STREET NE
BARBERTON, OH 44203
(216) 745-4114
** AD DT RR Y A B PG TX **

FAMILY SERVICES OF SUMMIT COUNTY
480 WEST TUSCARA MAS AVENUE
BARBERTON, OH 44203
(216) 755-3064
** AD AM EA TX CI **

BATAVIA
Clermont County Youth Services
2291 BAUER ROAD
MEDICAL/SOCIAL SERVICES BUILDING
BATAVIA, OH 45103
(513) 732-7182
** AD RR AM Y A B HV CU TX CI PV **

Clermont Recovery Center Inc
Camp Allyn Dip
2289 BAUER ROAD
BATAVIA, OH 45103
(513) 732-1710
** AD DH PV **

Clermont Recovery Center Inc
Outpatient Services
2289 BAUER ROAD
BATAVIA, OH 45103
(513) 732-1710
** AD AM M Y IV DN TX PV **

Driver Intervention Program
2289 BAUER ROAD
BATAVIA, OH 45103
(513) 732-1710
** AD DH PV **

BEAVER
Pike County Recovery Council
East Jackson Satellite Office
16875 STATE ROUTE 335
BEAVER, OH 45613
(614) 947-7581
** AD AM H Y B IV EA TX **

BEDFORD
Community Hospital of Bedford
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
44 BLAINE STREET
BEDFORD, OH 44146
(216) 459-2000
** AD EA CI PV **

BELLAI RE
Bellaire City School District
HIGH RISK YOUTH PROJECT
3517 Guernsey Street
BELLAIRE, OH 43906
(614) 676-1826
** AD PV OT **

BELLEFONTAINE
Logan/Champaign Alcoholism Council
Alcohol and Drug Addiction Services
2043 County Road 13
BELLEFONTAINE, OH 43311
(513) 599-1975
** AD AM H Y EA TX PV **

Mercy Memorial Hospital
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
MEMORIAL HALL
LOWER LEVEL
BELLEFONTAINE, OH 43311
(513) 592-4923
** AD AM M Y IV EA TX CI PV **

BELLEVOUE
Tennyson Center/Bellevue
C/O BELLEVOUE HOSPITAL
811 NORTHWEST STREET
BELLEVOUE, OH 44611
(419) 403-4040 EXT. 219
** AD DT AM A HV IV EA TX CI PV **

BLOOMINGDALE
Jefferson County Mental Health Center
Vianney Woods
RD 2
BLOOMINGDALE, OH 43910
(614) 765-4476
** AD RR H B CU IV PG TX **

BOWLING GREEN
Hood County Council on
ALCOHOLISM/DRUG ABUSE INC
320 WEST GYPSY LANE ROAD
BOWLING GREEN, OH 43402
(419) 352-2551
** AD AM H Y H IV DW TX PV **

BUCHURUS
Community Counseling Services Inc
BUCHURUS OFFICE
820 PLYMOUTH STREET
BUCHURUS, OH 44820
(419) 562-2000
** AD AM IV TX **

CRAWFORD COUNTY INC
BUCHURUS, OH 44820
(419) 562-9010
** AD PV **

BYESVILLE
Guernsey Alcohol Program
Driver Intervention Program
60788 SOUTHGATE ROAD
BYESVILLE, OH 45723
(614) 439-4532
** AD DH PV **

Guernsey Alcohol Program
Outpatient Program
60788 SOUTHGATE ROAD
BYESVILLE, OH 45723
(614) 439-4532
** AD AM H Y PI CU PG EA DW TX PV **

CADIZ
Belmont/Harrison/Monroe
DRUG AND ALCOHOL COUNCIL INC
259 WEST WARREN STREET
CADIZ, OH 43907
(614) 942-2891
** AD AM H Y A HV CU IV DM TX CI **
** PV **

CAMLIF
Noble Drug Abuse and ALC Council Inc
44 OLIVE STREET
CAMLIF, OH 43724
(614) 732-5233
** AD AM H Y A HV CU PG EA TX PV **

CAMBRIDGE
Guernsey County Drug Abuse Council Inc
A LEARNING CENTER
703 NORTH 7TH STREET
CAMBRIDGE, OH 43725
(614) 439-3541
** DA AM H Y CU EA TX PV **

CANTON
A NEW DIRECTION
2927 MAHONING ROAD NE
CANTON, OH 44704
(216) 455-1284
** AD AM H Y B H PI CU PG TX CI PV **

CRISIS INTERVENTION CENTER OF
STARK COUNTY INC
2461 15TH STREET NW
CANTON, OH 44708
(216) 452-9812
** AD PV **
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QUEST DRIVER INTERVENTION PROGRAM
1341 MARKET AVENUE NORTH
CANTON, OH 44714
(216) 453-8252
** AD DH PV **

QUEST RECOVERY SERVICES INC/CANTON
1341 MARKET AVENUE NORTH
CANTON, OH 44714
(216) 453-8252
** AD AM H Y A B HV CU IV TX CI PV **
** MM **

QUEST RECOVERY SERVICES INC/CANTON
QUEST RECOVERY HOUSE
215 NENTON AVENUE NH
CANTON, OH 44703
(216) 454-4034
** AD RR A B HV CU TX CI **

CARROLLTON

CARROLL COUNTY
DUT COUNTERATTACK SCHOOL
331 WEST MAIN STREET
CARROLLTON, OH 44615
(216) 627-5691
** AD DH PV **

CARROLL COUNTY ALC AND ADDICTION CTR
331 WEST MAIN STREET
CARROLLTON, OH 44615
(216) 627-5691
** AD AM H A HV PI IV DW TX CI PV **

SELF HELP INC
70 EAST MAIN STREET
CARROLLTON, OH 44615
(216) 627-5080
** AD CI PV **

CELINA

MERCER COUNTY ALC/DRUG ABUSE CTR INC
NONRESIDENTIAL ALCOHOL SAFETY PROGRAM
441 EAST MARKET STREET
CELINA, OH 45822
(419) 586-6050
** AD DH PV **

MERCER COUNTY ALC/DRUG ABUSE CTR INC
OUTPATIENT SERVICES
441 EAST MARKET STREET
CELINA, OH 45822
(419) 586-6050
** AD AM H EA DH TX CI PV **

CHARDON

AWARENESS INC
13801 GAR HIGHWAY
CHARDON, OH 44024
(216) 285-8929
** AD DH PV **

AMARENESS INCORPORATED
CEDAR HILLS DRIVER INTERVENTION PROG
13801 GAR HIGHWAY
CHARDON, OH 44024
(216) 285-8929
** AD DH PV **

CATHOLIC SOCIAL SERVICES
10771 MAYFIELD DRIVE
CHARDON, OH 44024
(216) 285-5357
** AD AM H Y PG TX CI PV **

GEauga COUNTY BOARD OF EDUCATION
TEEN INST FOR PREV DRUG AND ALC ABUSE
211 MAIN STREET
3RD FLOOR
CHARDON, OH 44024
(216) 285-2222
** AD PV **

LAKE/GEauga CTR ON ALC/DRUG ABUSE INC
CHARDON OUTPATIENT
401 SOUTH STREET
VILLAGE STATION BUILDING 1
CHARDON, OH 44024
(216) 285-9111
** AD AM H A B HV CU PG TX CI PV **

RAVENWOOD CENTER
DRUG AND ALCOHOL TREATMENT SERVICES
12557 RAVENWOOD DRIVE
CHARDON, OH 44024
(216) 285-5560
** AD AM Y B CU DN TX CI PV **

CHILLICOTHE

CHILLICOTHE CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTE
RECOVERY SERVICES DEPARTMENT
15602 STATE ROUTE 104
CHILLICOTHE, OH 45601
(614) 773-2616 EXT. 408
** AD AM IV TX CI PV **

GREAT SEAL FAMILY CARE CENTER
425 CHESTNUT STREEF
CHILLICOTHE, OH 45601
(614) 773-8050
** AD AM Y PI CU PG EA TX CI PV **

GREAT SEAL FAMILY CARE CENTER
ALCOHOL INTERVENTION PROGRAM
425 CHESTNUT STREET
CHILLICOTHE, OH 45601
(614) 775-8530
** AD EA DW CI PV **

ROSS CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTE
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
16149 ROUTE 104
CHILLICOTHE, OH 45601
(614) 774-4182
** AD IV CI PV **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
17273 STATE ROUTE 104
CHILLICOTHE, OH 45601
(614) 773-1141 EXT. 7304
** AD RR AM A B HV IV TX **

CINCINNATI

ALCOHOLISM CLINIC
3259 ELLAND AVENUE
CINCINNATI, OH 45267
(513) 550-6016
** AD AM H Y B CU IV PG TX CI PV **

ARCHDIOCESE OF CINCINNATI BD OF EDUC PROJECT TRIPLE OUTREACH
100 EAST 8TH STREET
DRUG EDUCATION RESOURCE CENTER
CINCINNATI, OH 45202
(513) 421-5131
** AD PV **

BETHESDA ALCOHOL AND DRUG TREATMENT
BLUEASH OUTPT/FAMILY AND DAY TREATMENT
11305 REED HARTMAN HIGHWAY
CINCINNATI, OH 45241
(513) 984-4004
** AD AM H Y CU IV TX CI PV **

BETHESDA ALCOHOL AND DRUG TREATMENT
OAK INPATIENT/OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
619 OAK STREET
CINCINNATI, OH 45206
(513) 569-6020
** AD DT RR AM A B HV IV TX CI PV **

CAREUNIT HOSPITAL OF CINCINNATI
3156 GLENMORE AVENUE
CINCINNATI, OH 45211
(513) 481-8822
** AD DT RR AM H Y A B CU IV PG EA **
** TX CI **

CATHOLIC SOCIAL SERVICE OF SOUTHEAST OHIO
100 EAST 8TH STREET
CINCINNATI, OH 45202
(513) 241-7745
** AD PV **

CENTER FOR COMP ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT
830 EZZARD CHARLES DRIVE
CINCINNATI, OH 45214
(513) 381-6672
** AD DT RR AM H B HV PI IV TX **
** CI PV **

CENTRAL COMMUNITY HEALTH BOARD
DRUG SERVICES
3020 VERNON PLACE
CINCINNATI, OH 45219
(513) 559-2042
** AD AM H HV IV EA TX CI MM **
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CHANLEY ALLEN CENTER
3259 ELLAND AVENUE
CINCINNATI, OH 45267
(513) 281-1278
** AD RR AM H B CU IV PG EA DM TX **
** CI PV **

CHRIST HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL AND DRUG CENTER
2139 AUBURN AVENUE
CINCINNATI, OH 45219
(513) 369-1116
** AD DT RR AM H A B CU IV PG TX **
** CI PV **

DEACONESS RECOVERY CENTER
206 WILLIAM HOWARD TAFT ROAD
CINCINNATI, OH 45219
(513) 861-6070
** AD DT RR AM H B HV PI CU IV TX **
** CI PV **

DROP IN CENTER SHELTERHOUSE
217 WEST 12TH STREET
CINCINNATI, OH 45210
(513) 721-0643
** AD RR AH PI TX **

DRUG AND POISON INFORMATION CENTER
231 BETHESDA AVENUE
BRIDGE ML 144 ROOM 7702
CINCINNATI, OH 45267
(513) 558-5111
** AD PV OT **

EMERSON A NORTH HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
5642 HAMILTON AVENUE
CINCINNATI, OH 45224
(513) 541-0135 EX. 280
** AD DT RR B CU TX **

FAMILY SERVICES OF
THE CINCINNATI AREA/CENTRAL UNIT
205 WEST 4TH STREET
CINCINNATI, OH 45202
(513) 581-6500
** AD AM A CU EA TX PV **

HAMILTON COUNTY MUNICIPAL COURT
DRIVER EDUCATION INTERVENTION PROGRAM
222 EAST CENTRAL PARKWAY
CINCINNATI, OH 45202
(513) 632-8821
** AD DH PV **

MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES WEST INC
4968 GLENWAY AVENUE
CINCINNATI, OH 45238
(513) 471-6000
** AD AM Y TX CI PV **

PROSPECT HOUSE
682 MANHORNE AVENUE
CINCINNATI, OH 45205
(513) 921-1613
** AD RR B PI CU TX **

SHAFER HOUSE INC
583 GRAND AVENUE
CINCINNATI, OH 45205
(513) 921-1613
** AD RR B PI CU IV TX PV **

TALBERT HOUSE
BECKMAN CENTER
2430 BEEKMAN STREET
CINCINNATI, OH 45214
(513) 471-3100
** AD RR B CU TX PV **

TALBERT HOUSE
CORNERSTONE FOR MEN
2216 VINE STREET
CINCINNATI, OH 45219
(513) 241-9180
** AD RR B CU TX PV **

TALBERT HOUSE
DRUG AND FAMILY COUNSELING
308 READING ROAD
CINCINNATI, OH 45202
(513) 241-4250
** AD AM H Y B TX CI PV **

TALBERT HOUSE
MCMILLAN HOUSE
1105 EAST MCMILLAN STREET
CINCINNATI, OH 45206
(513) 961-9181
** AD RR Y B TX PV **

TALBERT HOUSE
PATHWAYS
334 MCGREGOR AVENUE
CINCINNATI, OH 45219
(513) 241-4440
** AD RR H A B H AI HV PI CU PG TX **
** PV **

TALBERT HOUSE
281 CARE/CRISIS CARE CENTER
3091 READING ROAD
CINCINNATI, OH 45229
(513) 281-2273
** AD AM M Y A B HV TX PV **

TALBERT HOUSE FOR WOMEN
3123 MIDDENDORF AVENUE
CINCINNATI, OH 45207
(513) 961-2236
** AD RR H B CU IV TX **

TALBERT HOUSE TURNING POINT
2605 MIDDENDORF AVENUE
CINCINNATI, OH 45206
(513) 632-8910
** AD RR IV DH TX PV **

URBAN APPALACHIAN COUNCIL
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
2115 WEST 8TH STREET
CINCINNATI, OH 45204
(513) 251-0202
** AD AM M Y TX PV **

URBAN MINORITY ALCOHOLISM/DRUG ABUSE
OUTREACH PROGRAM OF CINCINNATI INC
400 WEST 9TH STREET
SUITE G
CINCINNATI, OH 45203
(513) 421-6005
** AD EA PV **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCE TREATMENT PROGRAM
3200 VINE STREET
BLDG 3 2ND FL MDP 116A4
CINCINNATI, OH 45220
(513) 559-5025 EXT. 440
** AD AM IV TX CI PV HM **

VOLUNTEERS OF AMERICA
1540 CLAY STREET
CINCINNATI, OH 45210
(513) 361-1954
** AD RR Y A B HV PI CU TX PV **

CIRLEVILLE

PICKAWAY AREA RECOVERY SERVICES
600 NORTH PICKAWAY STREET
BERGER HOSPITAL ROOM 205
CIRLEVILLE, OH 43113
(614) 477-1765
** AD AM M Y PI CU IV EA TX CI PV **

COLUMBUS

ALCOHOL EDUCATION AND ASSESSMENT PROGRAM
CINCINNATI/EUCLID
(614) 626-5398
** AD AH PV **

ALCOHOLISM SERVICES OF CLEVELAND/EAST
2690 LEE BOULEVARD
SUITE 300
CLEVELAND, OH 44118
(216) 371-5656
** AD AM EA TX PV **

ALCOHOLISM SERVICES OF CLEVELAND/WEST
15401 DETROIT ROAD
CLEVELAND, OH 44107
(216) 226-2844
** AD AM EA TX PV **

ARTS EDUCATIONAL TRAINING CENTER
BAGSAGE ON ALCOHOL AND OTHER DRUGS
140 PUBLIC SQUARE
SUITE 514
CLEVELAND, OH 44113
(216) 241-2787
** AD PV **
OHIO

BELLEFAIRE/JEWISH CHILDRENS BUREAU
22001 FAIRMOUNT BOULEVARD
CLEVELAND, OH 44118
(216) 932-2800
** AD AM H Y B H TX CI PV **

BRADLEY HOUSE
PRIMARY RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT FOR MEN
1914 EAST 90TH STREET
CLEVELAND, OH 44106
(216) 229-5446
** AD RR B H AI HV PI IV TX CI **
** PV **

CATHOLIC COUNSELING
HISPANIC PROGRAM
2012 WEST 25TH STREET
SUITE 50b
CLEVELAND, OH 44113
(216) 391-2040
** AD AM H Y A H HV CU TX CI PV **

CATHOLIC COUNSELING CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES
3135 EUCLID AVENUE
ROOM 202
CLEVELAND, OH 44115
(216) 391-2040
** AD AM H Y B H CU PG TX CI PV **

CENTER FOR HUMAN SERVICES
EAST COUNSELING PROGRAM
15040 EUCLID AVENUE
CLEVELAND, OH 44112
(216) 851-3208
** AD AM Y B TX PV **

CENTER FOR HUMAN SERVICES
THE RAP ART CENTER
13429 CEDAR ROAD
CLEVELAND, OH 44118
(216) 932-9497
** AD AM Y B TX PV **

CLEVELAND HEARING AND SPEECH CENTER
ALC/DRUG ADDICTION PREVENTION PROGRAM
11206 EUCLID AVENUE
CLEVELAND, OH 44106
(216) 231-8787
** AD PV **

CLEVELAND STUDENT HEALTH PROGRAM
EAST HIGH HEALTH CLINIC
1349 EAST 79TH STREET
CLEVELAND, OH 44103
(216) 391-9200
** AD PV **

CLEVELAND TREATMENT CENTER INC
METHADONE CLINIC
1127 CARNEGIE AVENUE
CLEVELAND, OH 44115
(216) 861-4246
** DA AM H Y A B H HV PI IV PG **
** TX PV MM **

CLEVELAND URBAN MINORITY
ALCOHOLISM/DRUG ABUSE OUTREACH PROGRAM
9417 ORLEANS AVENUE
CLEVELAND, OH 44105
(216) 341-3200
** AD PV **

COMMUNITY ACTION AGAINST ADDICTION INC
5009 EUCLID AVENUE
CLEVELAND, OH 44103
(216) 881-0765
** DA AM H A B H HV PU IV PG EA TX **
** PV MM **

COMMUNITY ASSESSMENT PROGRAM
WEEKEND INTERVENTION PROGRAM
1702 WEST 28TH STREET
CLEVELAND, OH 44113
(216) 241-6120
** AD DH PV **

COMMUNITY GUIDANCE INC
GENESIS HOUSE
1926 EAST 85TH STREET
CLEVELAND, OH 44106
(216) 451-7774
** AD RR H B CU IV TX PV **

COMMUNITY GUIDANCE INC
GENESIS/A NEW BEGINNING
3136 EUCLID AVENUE
CLEVELAND, OH 44115
(216) 451-7774
** AD AM H B CU IV TX PV **

COVENANT
2057 WEST 30TH STREET
CLEVELAND, OH 44113
(216) 651-8080
** AD AM H Y B H AI HV CU TX PV **

CUYAHOGA COUNTY
REACH OUT SERVICES
35995 BAINBRIDGE ROAD
CLEVELAND, OH 44139
(216) 248-8822
** AD AM EA TX PV **

CUYAHOGA COUNTY HOSPITAL
METRO CENTER/ALC CD TREATMENT SERVICE
333 SOUTH CLEVELAND AVENUE
CLEVELAND, OH 44109
(216) 459-5780 EXT. 5678
** AD DT AM IV TX PV **

D SANDERSON AND ASSOCIATES INC
54193 GLENBEIGH AVENUE
Cleveland, OH 44115
(216) 861-4246
** AD AM H Y A B H HV PI IV PG **
** TX PV MM **

DENISON HELP CENTER
CHOICES
8711 DENISON AVENUE
CLEVELAND, OH 44102
(216) 631-8686
** AD AM H Y CU DM TX PV **

DIVISION OF YOUTH SERVICES
SUBSTANCE ABUSE AFTERCARE
1276 WEST 3RD STREET
CLEVELAND, OH 44113
(216) 686-4411
** AD AM Y B TX **

EAST CLEVELAND NEIGHBORHOOD CENTER INC
TEEN TURF/TEEN DROP IN CENTER
15837 EUCLID AVENUE
CLEVELAND, OH 44112
(216) 851-8121
** AD PV **

EXODUS PROGRAM INC
1809 EAST 87TH STREET
CLEVELAND, OH 44106
(216) 231-1088
** AD RR CU IV TX **

FAMILY HEALTH ASSOCIATION
ADOLESCENT CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
3737 LANDER ROAD
CLEVELAND, OH 44124
(216) 831-6960
** AD PV **

FREE MEDICAL CLINIC OF
GREATER CLEVELAND
12201 EUCLID AVENUE
CLEVELAND, OH 44106
(216) 721-4010
** AL AM IV TX PV **

FRESH START INC
4807 CEDAR AVENUE
CLEVELAND, OH 44103
(216) 631-4979
** AD RR A B H HV PI CU IV TX **

GLENBEIGH FAMILY CENTER INC
23500 MERCANTILE ROAD
COMMERCIAL PARK
CLEVELAND, OH 44122
(216) 464-5800
** AD AM H B CU TX **

GLENBEIGH HOSPITAL/CLEVELAND
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY HOSPITAL
16120 PURITAS ROAD
CLEVELAND, OH 44135
(216) 476-0222
** AD DT RR H Y A B HV CU IV PG EA **
** TX PV **

GREATER CLEVELAND SCHOOLS COUNCIL
PROJECT CARE
8001 BRECKSVILLE ROAD
CLEVELAND, OH 44141
(216) 526-5200
** AD PV **
HARBOR LIGHT
DETOXIFICATION CENTER
1710 PROSPECT AVENUE
CLEVELAND, OH 44115
(216) 621-3388
** AD DT AM H B PI CU TX CI **

HISPANIC URBAN MINORITY
ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE OUTREACH PGM
2012 WEST 25TH STREET
SUITE 517
CLEVELAND, OH 44113
(216) 656-0509
** AD CI PV **

HITCHCOCK HOUSE
10917 MAGNOLIA DRIVE
CLEVELAND, OH 44106
(216) 421-0662
** AD RR H B PI CU PG TX **

HITCHCOCK II
9606 EUCLID AVENUE
CLEVELAND, OH 44106
(216) 229-0600
** AD RR H B PI CU PG TX **

IMPAIRED DRIVER EDUCATION/AWARENESS
PROJECT IDEA
14650 DETROIT AVENUE
SUITE 1130
CLEVELAND, OH 44107
(216) 226-2721
** AD DH PV **

INNER CITY RENEWAL SOCIETY
MINISTERIAL OUTREACH PROGRAM
2230 EUCLID AVENUE
CLEVELAND, OH 44115
(216) 781-5913
** AD PV **

J GLENN SMITH HEALTH CENTER
REWARD PROGRAM
11100 EAST SAINT CLAIR AVENUE
CLEVELAND, OH 44108
(216) 249-4100
** DA AM B CU PG TX **

KOALA CENTER OF MERIDIA HEALTH SYSTEMS
13951 TERRACE ROAD
CLEVELAND, OH 44112
(216) 761-2550
** AD DT RR Y B CU IV TX **

LAKELAND INSTITUTE/BEACHWOOD
3789 B SOUTH GREEN ROAD
CLEVELAND, OH 44122
(216) 464-9633
** AD AM H Y A B H HV CU TX CI PV **

LUTHERAN METROPOLITAN MINISTRY
COMMUNITY RE ENTRY SUBSTANCE ABUSE PGM
1468 WEST 25TH STREET
CLEVELAND, OH 44113
(216) 861-4826
** AD PV **

MARYMOUNT HOSPITAL
MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
12300 MC CRACKEN ROAD
CLEVELAND, OH 44125
(216) 581-0500 Ext. 2454
** AD AM H Y CU EA DM TX CI PV **

MATT TALBOT INN INC
RESIDENTIAL
2270 PROFESSOR AVENUE
CLEVELAND, OH 44113
(216) 781-0280
** AD RR A B AI HV PI CU IV TX CI **
** PV **

MCINTYRE CLINIC INC
DRIVER INTERVENTION PROGRAM
6285 YORK ROAD
YORK SQUARE 5
CLEVELAND, OH 44130
(216) 842-6500
** AD DH PV **

NEIGHBORHOOD COUNSELING SERVICE
SAM PROGRAM
3155 CHESTER AVENUE
CLEVELAND, OH 44114
(216) 281-9222
** AD AM TX **

NEW DIRECTIONS
HALFHAY HOUSE
30800 CHAGrin BOULEVARD
CLEVELAND, OH 44124
(216) 591-0524
** AD RR Y B TX **

NORTHEAST PRE RELEASE CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE DEPARTMENT
2675 EAST 30TH STREET
CLEVELAND, OH 44101
(216) 771-6460
** AD AM H B H CU TX PV **

OFFICE OF MH AND SUBSTANCE ABUSE
ADOLESCENT COUNSELING PROGRAM
11100 SAINT CLAIR AVENUE
CLEVELAND, OH 44108
(216) 664-2324
** AD AM Y B TX PV **

OFFICE OF MH AND SUBSTANCE ABUSE
CENTERPOINT PROJECT
3030 EUCLID AVENUE
CLEVELAND, OH 44114
(216) 664-6666
** DA AM CU TX **

OHIO DEPARTMENT OF YOUTH SERVICES
CUYAHOGA HILLS BOYS SCHOOL
4321 GREEN ROAD
CLEVELAND, OH 44128
(216) 664-8200
** AD PV **

ORCA HOUSE INC
MARY GOODEN CENTER FOR WOMEN
1914 EAST 89TH STREET
CLEVELAND, OH 44106
(216) 791-0237
** AD RR H B H AT HV PI CU IV PG **
** TX CI PV **

ORCA HOUSE INC
REHABILITATION CENTER FOR ALCOHOLICS
1905 EAST 89TH STREET
CLEVELAND, OH 44106
(216) 251-5772
** AD RR B H AT HV PI CU IV TX CI **
** PV **

PROJECT EAST
DBA EAST CLEVELAND STRAIGHT TALK
12921 EUCLID AVENUE
CLEVELAND, OH 44112
(216) 229-3784
** AD AM Y B CU TX CI PV **

ROCKY RIVER COMMUNITY CHALLENGE
19120 DETROIT ROAD
SUITE 10
CLEVELAND, OH 44116
(216) 351-3538
** AD EA PV **

SAINT JOHN AND WEST SHORE HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT SERENITY HALL
29000 CENTER RIDGE ROAD
CLEVELAND, OH 44105
(216) 855-6059
** AD DT RR AM Y CU IV TX **

SAINT LUKES HOSPITAL
ADOLESCENT CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGS
11531 SHAKER BOULEVARD
CLEVELAND, OH 44104
(216) 368-7790
** AD DT RR AM Y TX CI **

SAINT VINCENT CHARITY HOSPITAL/HYDROS/HEALTH CTR
ADOLESCENT DUAL DIAGNOSIS PROGRAM
2351 EAST 22ND STREET
CLEVELAND, OH 44115
(216) 363-2666
** AD RR TX **

SAINT VINCENT CHARITY HOSPITAL/HYDROS/HEALTH CTR
ROSARY HALL DRUG AND ALC RECOVERY CTR
2351 EAST 22ND STREET
CLEVELAND, OH 44115
(216) 363-2580
** AD DT RR AM IV PG TX CI PV **

SCARBOROUGH HALL
2430 WEST 10TH STREET
CLEVELAND, OH 44113
(216) 781-5536
** AD RR H PI CU TX PV **
SHAKER HEIGHTS YOUTH CENTER INC
3445 HARNESSVILLE CENTER ROAD
CLEVELAND, OH 44122
(216) 752-9292
** AD AM M Y B TX CI PV **

SOUTHWEST GENERAL HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
18697 EAST BAGLEY ROAD
CLEVELAND, OH 44130
(216) 826-8200
** AD DT RR AM B HV CU IV EA TX **

STELLA MARIS
1320 WASHINGTON AVENUE
CLEVELAND, OH 44113
(216) 781-0550
** AD DT IV TX **

TASK FORCE ON VIOLENT CRIME
SA INITIATIVE OF GREATER CLEVELAND
614 SUPERIOR AVENUE NW
300 ROCKEFELLER BUILDING
CLEVELAND, OH 44113
(216) 781-2944
** AD PV **

TEMPLUM HOUSE
CLEVELAND, OH 44101
(216) 631-2275
** AD PV **

TRANSITIONAL HOUSING INC
1545 WEST 25TH STREET
CLEVELAND, OH 44113
(216) 781-2250
** AD PV **

UNITED LABOR AGENCY INC
UNEMPLOYED WOMEN SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROG
1800 EUCLID AVENUE
CLEVELAND, OH 44115
(216) 566-8100
** AD EA PV **

UNITED PASTORS IN MISSION
7510 HOLWOOD AVENUE
CLEVELAND, OH 44104
(216) 431-1361
** AD PV OT **

UNITED WAY SERVICES
FIRST CALL FOR HELP DRUG INFO PROGRAM
3115 PROSPECT AVENUE
CLEVELAND, OH 44115
(216) 391-5800
** AD PV **

UNIVERSITY MACDONALD WOMENS HOSPITAL
PERINATAL SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
2074 ABINGTON ROAD
CLEVELAND, OH 44106
(216) 844-3364
** DA CI PV **

UNIVERSITY MEDNET
ADDITION RECOVERY CENTER
291 EAST 222ND STREET
SHORE CULTURAL CENTER
CLEVELAND, OH 44123
(216) 853-6013
** AD AM M Y A B H AI HV CU PG EA **
** TX CI PV **

VET ADDICTION RECOVERY CTR/MADE PARK
ALCOHOL/DRUG DEPENDENCE TREATMENT UNIT
10701 EAST BOULEVARD
CLEVELAND, OH 44106
(216) 791-3800 EXT. 4717
** AD AM IV EA TX CI PV MM **

VETERANS ADDICTION RECOVERY CENTER
ALCOHOL/DRUG DEPENDENCE TREATMENT PROG
10000 BRECKSVILLE ROAD
CLEVELAND, OH 44141
(216) 830-6075
** AD DT RR AM M A B H HV PI CU IV **
** TX CI PV MM **

WESTSIDE COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH CTR
THE UNBAR
8503 DETROIT AVENUE
CLEVELAND, OH 44102
(216) 281-2660
** AD AM M B H PI CU TX PV **

WOMENS WOMENS CENTER
4207-09 LORAIN AVENUE
CLEVELAND, OH 44113
(216) 651-1540
** AD AM M A B H HV PI CU PG TX PV **

WOMENS ALLIANCE FOR RECOVERY SERVICES
2012 WEST 25TH STREET
SUITE 520
CLEVELAND, OH 44113
(216) 575-9120
** AD PV OT **

CLEVELAND (BEACHWOOD)
ALCOHOLISM/CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY
JEWISH FAMILY SERV ASSOC OF CLEVELAND
24075 COMMERCE PARK ROAD
CLEVELAND (BEACHWOOD), OH 44122
(216) 571-2600
** AD AM EA TA TX PV **

PARMA
EMEAUS HOUSE
6753 STATE ROAD
CLEVELAND (PARMA), OH 44134
(216) 845-7700 EXT. 258
** AD RR Y IV TX CI **

PARMA
RESIDENTIAL CHEM DEPENDENCY TREATMENT
6753 STATE ROAD
CLEVELAND (PARMA), OH 44134
(216) 845-7700 EXT. 204
** AD RR Y IV TX CI **

COLUMBUS
AERO PROGRAM
COMP DRUG CORPORATION
700 BRYDEN ROAD
COLUMBUS, OH 43215
(614) 224-4506
** AD PV **

AMETHYST INC
51 JEFFERSON AVENUE
COLUMBUS, OH 43215
(614) 463-1330
** AD RR M B CU PG TX **

BUCKEYE YOUTH CENTER/RESIDENTIAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT UNIT
2280 WEST BROAD STREET
COLUMBUS, OH 43223
(614) 275-0873 EXT. 202
** AD RR Y B TX **

CALLVAC SERVICES
370 SOUTH 5TH STREET
COLUMBUS, OH 43215
(614) 221-6766
** AD CI PV **

CATHOLIC SOCIAL SERVICES
197 EAST GAY STREET
COLUMBUS, OH 43215
(614) 221-5891
** AD AM M B PI CU PG TX CI PV **

CENTER FOR ALTERNATIVES
111 HAMILTON PARK
COLUMBUS, OH 43203
(614) 461-6645
** AD AM M Y B AI PI CU IV PG TX **
** PV **

CHILDREN'S HOSPITAL GUIDANCE CENTERS
ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES
740 LAKEVIEW PLAZA BOULEVARD
SUITE D
COLUMBUS, OH 43085
(614) 431-7255
** AD AM Y TX CI PV **

CHOICES FOR VICTIMS OF DOMESTIC VIOLENCE INC
COLUMBUS, OH 43206
(614) 258-6080
** AD CI PV **

COLUMBUS AREA
COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
360 SOUTH 3RD STREET
SUITE 306
COLUMBUS, OH 43215
(614) 464-0191
** AD EA PV **
COLUMBUS HEALTH DEPARTMENT
ALC/DRUG ABUSE PROG/DRIVER INTERV PROG
181 WASHINGTON BOULEVARD
COLUMBUS, OH 43215
(614) 645-6244
** AD DH PV **

COLUMBUS HEALTH DEPARTMENT
ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAMS
181 WASHINGTON BOULEVARD
COLUMBUS, OH 43215
(614) 222-7306
** AD AM H B PI TX PV **

COMP DRUG CORPORATION
OUTPATIENT COUNSELING SERVICES
700 BRYDEN ROAD
SUITE 333
COLUMBUS, OH 43215
(614) 224-4506
** AD AM H Y A B H HV PI CU PG TX **
** IC **

COMP DRUG CORPORATION
PREVENTION SERVICES
700 BRYDEN ROAD
COLUMBUS, OH 43215
(614) 224-4506
** AD PV **

FAMILY COUNSELING AND
CRITTENTON SERVICES
185 SOUTH 5TH STREET
COLUMBUS, OH 43215
(614) 222-7608
** AD AM EA TX **

FAMILY COUNSELING AND
CRITTENTON SERVICES/NORTH BRANCH
4770 INDIANOLA AVENUE
COLUMBUS, OH 43214
(614) 885-8259
** AD AM H B EA TX **

FAMILY COUNSELING AND
CRITTENTON SERVICES/NORTHWEST BRANCH
4701 OLENTANGY RIVER ROAD
SUITE 202
COLUMBUS, OH 43214
(614) 457-8237
** AD AM EA TX CI PV **

FIRST CHURCH OF GOD
WAIT PROGRAM
COLUMBUS, OH 43209
(614) 288-5295
** AD RR H Y B CU IV PG TX PV **

FRANKLIN COUNTY JUVENILE COURT
HIGH RISK YOUTH PROJECT
373 SOUTH HIGH STREET
COLUMBUS, OH 43215
(614) 662-4386
** AD EA PV **

FRANKLIN PRE RELEASE CENTER
RESIDENTIAL SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
1000 HARMON AVENUE
COLUMBUS, OH 43223
(614) 445-8600 EXT. 246
** AD RR H B CU IV PG TX CI PV **

FREEDOM CENTER
COLUMBUS, OH 43218
(614) 752-8000
** AD RR Y B H AI TX **

HARDING HOSPITAL
COMPULSIVE DISORDERS PROGRAM
445 EAST GRANVILLE ROAD
COLUMBUS, OH 43085
(614) 885-5381 EXT. 202
** AD DT RR AM Y IV EA TX CI PV **

HOUSE OF HOPE FOR ALCOHOLICS
825 DEWISON AVENUE
COLUMBUS, OH 43215
(614) 291-4691
** AD RR TX CI PV **

INTERVENTION AND ASSESSMENT PROGRAM
1375 SOUTH HAMILTON ROAD
COLUMBUS, OH 43209
(614) 235-2070
** AD DW PV **

MARYHAVEN EXPLORING SOBER ALTERNATIVES
(MESA) DIP
1755 ALUM CREEK DRIVE
COLUMBUS, OH 43207
(614) 945-8131
** AD DW PV **

MARYHAVEN INC
1755 ALUM CREEK DRIVE
COLUMBUS, OH 43207
(614) 945-8131
** AD DW PV **

MARYHAVEN INC
1755 ALUM CREEK DRIVE
COLUMBUS, OH 43207
(614) 945-8131
** AD DW PV **

NEIGHBORHOOD HOUSE INC
ALCOHOL/DRUG COUNSELING PROGRAM
1000 ATCHESON STREET
COLUMBUS, OH 43203
(614) 252-4941
** AD AM H Y B H AI PI CU PG TX **
** TX PV **

NORTH CENTRAL MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
DRUG AND ALCOHOL TREATMENT PROGRAM
1301 NORTH HIGH STREET
COLUMBUS, OH 43201
(614) 299-6600
** AD AM H Y B B HV EA TX CI PV **

NORTH CENTRAL MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
NORTH CENTRAL CALM ASSOCIATES
3620 NORTH HIGH STREET
COLUMBUS, OH 43214
(614) 263-2216
** AD AM H A H HV EA TX PV **

NORTH COMMUNITY COUNSELING CENTER
5804 NORTH HIGH STREET
COLUMBUS, OH 43085
(614) 888-8488
** AD PV **

NORTH COMMUNITY COUNSELING CENTERS INC
4897 KARL ROAD
COLUMBUS, OH 43229
(614) 846-2588
** AD AM TX PV **

NORTHWEST COUNSELING SERVICES
1560 FISHERING ROAD
COLUMBUS, OH 43221
(614) 457-7876
** AD AM TX PV **

OHIO EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
22 EAST GAY STREET
7TH FLOOR
COLUMBUS, OH 43266
(614) 644-8545
** AD EA CI PV **

ORIENT CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION
RESIDENTIAL SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
COLUMBUS, OH 43216
(614) 877-4367
** AD RR A B HV CU TX CI PV **

PARKSIDE LODGE
349 RIDENOUR ROAD
COLUMBUS, OH 43230
(614) 471-2552
** AD DT RR AM H Y B H CU IV DW TX **
** PV **

PARKSIDE LODGE
DRIVER EDUCATION WEEKEND
349 RIDENOUR ROAD
COLUMBUS, OH 43230
(614) 471-2552
** AD DW PV **

PREVENTION EDUCATION COALITION
1625 WEST MOUND STREET
COLUMBUS, OH 43223
(614) 351-1943
** AD PV **

PROJECT LINDEN
1500 EAST 17TH AVENUE
COLUMBUS, OH 43219
(614) 294-5677
** AD AM H Y B CU TX CI PV **

SAINT ANTHONY MEDICAL CENTER
TALBOT HALL
1492 EAST BROAD STREET
COLUMBUS, OH 43205
(614) 251-3760
** AD DT RR IV TX **
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone Number</th>
<th>Service Type</th>
<th>Provided By</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Saint Anthony Mercy Hospital</td>
<td>CAREUNIT</td>
<td>(614) 445-5200</td>
<td>** AD DT RR H A B HV PI CU IV TX **</td>
<td>** CI PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1430 SOUTH HIGH STREET</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>COLUMBUS, OH 43207</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southeast CMHC</td>
<td></td>
<td>(614) 444-0800</td>
<td>** AD AM H A HV EA TX PV **</td>
<td>** CI PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Special Achievement Council</td>
<td>375 SOUTH HIGH STREET</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>** CI PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5TH FLOOR</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>COLUMBUS, OH 43215</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suburban Counseling Service Inc</td>
<td>338 GRANVILLE STREET</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>** CI PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>COLUMBUS, OH 43230</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teen Challenge For Girls</td>
<td>47 EAST 12TH AVENUE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>** CI PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>COLUMBUS, OH 43216</td>
<td>(614) 294-5351</td>
<td>** AD RR H Y H TX CI **</td>
<td>** CI PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training Center For Youth</td>
<td>2280 WEST BROAD STREET</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>** CI PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>COLUMBUS, OH 43266</td>
<td>(614) 466-0972</td>
<td>** AD PV **</td>
<td>** CI PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Training Institute/Central Ohio</td>
<td>2130 WEST BROAD STREET</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>** CI PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>COLUMBUS, OH 43266</td>
<td>(614) 466-8550</td>
<td>** AD PV **</td>
<td>** CI PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban Minority</td>
<td>ALC OUTREACH OF FRANKLIN COUNTY INC</td>
<td>(614) 469-1223</td>
<td>** AD PV **</td>
<td>** CI PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>98 HAMILTON PARK</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SUITE 1-F</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>COLUMBUS, OH 43203</td>
<td>(614) 469-1223</td>
<td>** AD PV **</td>
<td>** CI PV **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VITA Treatment Center</td>
<td>METHADONE SERVICES</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>** CI PV MM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>156 PARSONS AVENUE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3RD FLOOR</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>COLUMBUS, OH 43215</td>
<td>(614) 224-4506</td>
<td>** AD AM H Y A B HV PI CU IV PG **</td>
<td>** TX CI PV MM **</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volunteers Of America</td>
<td>SHELTER FOR HOMELESS MEN</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>** CI PV MM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>379 WEST BROAD STREET</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>COLUMBUS, OH 43215</td>
<td>(614) 224-0128</td>
<td>** AL RR PI TX CI **</td>
<td>** CI PV MM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whitehall Community Counseling CTR</td>
<td>760 YEARLING ROAD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>** CI PV MM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>COLUMBUS, OH 43215</td>
<td>(614) 239-9657</td>
<td>** AD AM H TX **</td>
<td>** CI PV MM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Willson Family And Child Guidance Clinic</td>
<td>301 OBETZ ROAD</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>** CI PV MM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>COLUMBUS, OH 43207</td>
<td>(614) 691-5784</td>
<td>** AD AM H Y B H CU PG EA TX PV **</td>
<td>** CI PV MM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Women’s Outreach For Women</td>
<td>1950 NORTH 4TH STREET</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>** CI PV MM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>COLUMBUS, OH 43201</td>
<td>(614) 291-3659</td>
<td>** AD PV **</td>
<td>** CI PV MM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coshocton</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>** CI PV MM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coshocton County</td>
<td>DRIVER INTERVENTION PROGRAM</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>** CI PV MM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>709 MAIN STREET</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>** CI PV MM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>COSHOCTON, OH 43812</td>
<td>(614) 622-0033</td>
<td>** AD DH PV **</td>
<td>** CI PV MM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coshocton County</td>
<td>DRUG AND ALCOHOL COUNCIL INC</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>** CI PV MM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>709 MAIN STREET</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>** CI PV MM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>COSHOCTON, OH 43812</td>
<td>(614) 622-0033</td>
<td>** AD AM DH TX CI PV **</td>
<td>** CI PV MM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crestline</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>** CI PV MM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crestline Medical Center And Hospital Freedom Hall</td>
<td>291 HEISER COURT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>** CI PV MM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CRESTLINE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>** CI PV MM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9850 12TH AVENUE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>** CI PV MM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(614) 683-1212 EXT. 41</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>** CI PV MM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuyahoga Falls</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>** CI PV MM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northeast Summit Family Service Counseling</td>
<td>CHEMICAL ABUSE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>** CI PV MM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2100 FRONT STREET</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>** CI PV MM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>CUYAHOGA FALLS, OH 44221</td>
<td>(216) 928-1159</td>
<td>** AD AM EA TX CI PV **</td>
<td>** CI PV MM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dayton</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>** CI PV MM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combined Health District</td>
<td>CTR FOR ALC AND DRUG ADDICTION SERVS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>** CI PV MM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4100 WEST 3RD STREET</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>** CI PV MM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VA MEDICAL CENTER BUILDING</td>
<td>410 3RD FL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DAYTON, OH 45420</td>
<td>(513) 223-4675</td>
<td>** AD DT RR AM H B HV EA TX CI PV **</td>
<td>** CI PV MM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combined Health District</td>
<td>CTR FOR ALC AND DRUG ADDICTION SERVS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>** CI PV MM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4100 WEST 3RD STREET</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>** CI PV MM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>VA MEDICAL CENTER BUILDING</td>
<td>410 3RD FL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DAYTON, OH 45420</td>
<td>(513) 223-4675</td>
<td>** AD DT RR AM H B HV EA TX CI PV **</td>
<td>** CI PV MM</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
OHIO

FAMILY SERVICE OF HANCOCK COUNTY
401 WEST SANDUSKY STREET
FINDLAY, OH 45840
(419) 423-6991
** AD EA CI PV **

LINCOLN CENTER
1910 NORTH MAIN STREET
FINDLAY, OH 45840
(419) 423-9242
** AD AM M Y B H HV PI CU PG TX **

FOSTORIA

FOSTORIA ALCOHOL/DRUG CENTER
150 PERRY STREET
FOSTORIA, OH 44830
(419) 435-9465
** AD AM EA DH TX CI PV **

NEW DIRECTIONS OF
FOSTORIA CITY HOSPITAL
501 VANBUREN STREET
FOSTORIA, OH 44830
(419) 435-7756 EXT. 200
** AD DT RR AM IV TX PV **

RESIDENTIAL ALCOHOL EDUCATION PROGRAM
150 PERRY STREET
FOSTORIA, OH 44830
(419) 435-9465
** AD DH CI PV **

SANDUSKY VALLEY CENTER INC
304 NORTH MAIN STREET
FOSTORIA, OH 44830
(419) 435-2721
** DA AM TX CI PV **

FRANKLIN

MARREN COUNTY ALCOHOL/DRUG CENTER
333 CONOVER DRIVE
FRANKLIN, OH 45005
(513) 746-0980
** AD AM DH TX CI PV **

FREMONT

ALC EDUC AND ASSESSMENT PROG/FREMONT
UNIT 2
FREMONT, OH 43420
(419) 626-5398
** AD DH PV **

SANDUSKY COUNTY ALCOHOL/DRUG PROGRAM
310 SOUTH FRONT STREET
FREMONT, OH 43420
(419) 334-6981
** AD ASY EA TX CI PV **

SANDUSKY VALLEY CENTER INC
675 BARTSON ROAD
FREMONT, OH 43420
(419) 332-5524
** DA AM Y EA TX CI PV **

UNITED WAY FIRST CALL FOR HELP
300 CROGHAN STREET
SUITE 203
FREMONT, OH 43420
(449) 334-2720
** AD EA PV **

GALION

COMMUNITY COUNSELING SERVICES INC
DRIVER INTERVENTION PROGRAM
1376 SR 598
GALION, OH 44833
(419) 468-3010
** AD DN PV **

COMMUNITY COUNSELING SERVICES INC
GALION OUTPATIENT OFFICE
1376 SR 598
GALION, OH 44833
(419) 468-3010
** AD AM IV TX **

CRAWFORD COMMUNITY ACTION FOR TEENS
564 LAUGHLAUN DRIVE
GALION, OH 44833
(419) 468-3897
** AD PV **

GALLIPOLIS

FAMILY ADDICTION
COMMUNITY TREATMENT SERVICES INC
595 JACKSON PIKE
GALLIPOLIS, OH 45631
(614) 446-7866
** AD AM M Y TX CI PV **

GEOEVA

LAKE AREA RECOVERY CENTER
AMARE PROGRAM
HOMARD JOHNSONS MOTEL
ROUTE 534 AND ROUTE 90
GEOEVA, OH 44041
(416) 998-0722
** AD DH PV **

GEORGETOWN

BROWN AND ADAMS SUBSTANCE ABUSE CENTER
200 GREEN STREET
ROOM 5
GEORGETOWN, OH 45121
(513) 378-6060
** AD AM DN TX CI **

BROWN COUNTY COUNSELING
415 1/2 HOME STREET
GEORGETOWN, OH 45121
(513) 378-4811
** AD AM M Y A HV CI IV PG TX CI **
** PV **

GRAFTON

LORAIN CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION
2075 SOUTH AVON/BELDON ROAD
GRAFTON, OH 44044
(216) 748-1049
** AD CI **

GRANVILLE

QUEST INTERNATIONAL
537 JONES ROAD
GRANVILLE, OH 43023
(614) 587-2800 EXT. 0566
** AD PV **

GREENVILLE

DARKE COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CLINIC
CHOICES/GRENVILLE SATELLITE
212 EAST MAIN STREET
GREENVILLE, OH 45331
(513) 548-1635
** AD AM M Y A B HV CU IV TX CI PV **

DARKE/PREBLE ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
154 WEST 4TH STREET
GREENVILLE, OH 45331
(513) 548-6842
** AD AM M Y CU EA DM TX PV **

GROVE CITY

BUCKEYE BOYS RANCH INC
5665 HOOVER ROAD
GROVE CITY, OH 43123
(614) 875-2371
** AD RR Y TX PV **

HAMILTON

ACCESS/DRIVER INTERVENTION PROGRAM
111 BUCKEYE STREET
HAMILTON, OH 45011
(513) 868-2100
** AD DN PV **

ALCOHOLISM COUNCIL OF
BUTLER COUNTY OHIO INC
111 BUCKEYE STREET
HAMILTON, OH 45011
(513) 868-2100
** AD DN PV **

DRUG COUNSELING SERVICES OF
BUTLER COUNTY INC
1475 PLEASANT AVENUE
HAMILTON, OH 45015
(513) 867-1100
** AD AM IV TX PV **

FT HAMILTON HUGHES MEMORIAL HOSP CTR
HORIZON SERVICES
650 EATON AVENUE
HAMILTON, OH 45013
(513) 867-2000
** AD BT RR AM Y CU IV EA TX CI PV **
HAMPTON CENTRAL YMCA
YOUTH/OUTREACH PROGRAM
105 NORTH 2ND STREET
HAMILTON, OH 45011
(513) 895-6901 EXT. 31
** AD PV **

JOURNEY
200 SOUTH MONUMENT STREET
HAMILTON, OH 45011
(513) 863-1100
** AD AM Y IV TX PV **

SOUTHWESTERN OHIO
SERENITY HALL INC
447 SOUTH 2ND STREET
HAMILTON, OH 45011
(513) 863-2795
** AD RR TX CI **

HILLSBORO
FAMILY RECOVERY SERVICES
DRIVER INTERVENTION PROGRAM
972 WEST MAIN STREET
HILLSBORO, OH 45133
(513) 393-4562
** AD DM PV **

FAMILY RECOVERY SERVICES FOR
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE INC
972 WEST MAIN STREET
HILLSBORO, OH 45133
(513) 393-4562
** AD AM W Y PI CU IV PG EA DM TX **
** CI PV **

Hudson
YOUTH DEVELOPMENT CENTER
GENESIS PROGRAM
96 HINES HILL ROAD
HUDSON, OH 44236
(216) 656-2282
** AD RR Y B H TX **

Iron County
FAMILY GUIDANCE CENTER
107 NORTH 4TH STREET
IRONTON, OH 45638
(614) 532-7855
** AD AM Y DH TX CI PV **

FAMILY GUIDANCE CENTER
RIVER VALLEY TREATMENT CENTER
107 NORTH 4TH STREET
IRONTON, OH 45638
(614) 532-7855
** AD DH PV **

Jackson
NEW ALTERNATIVES
SUBST ABUSE COUNSELING/EDUC AND PREV
300 MORTON STREET
JACKSON, OH 45640
(614) 286-1589
** AD AM EA TX PV **

Kent
ADDICTION INTERV WITH THE DISABLED
PREV EDUCATION CONSULTATION (AID/PEC)
KENT STATE UNIVERSITY
DEPARTMENT OF SOCIOLOGY
KENT, OH 44242
(216) 672-2451
** AD CI PV OT **

DRUG EDUC AND CRISIS INTERVENTION CTR
AKA TOWNHALL II
225 EAST COLLEGE AVENUE
KENT, OH 44240
(216) 670-3006
** AD AM H Y EA TX PV **

Kenton
HARDIN COUNTY ALCOHOL AND
DRUG ABUSE CENTER
213 WEST COLUMBUS STREET
KENTON, OH 43326
(419) 678-6209
** AD AM EA TX PV **

NM CENTER FOR HUMAN RESOURCES INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
718 EAST FRANKLIN STREET
KENTON, OH 43326
(419) 675-2243
** AD PV **

Lancaster
FAIRFIELD COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
DRUG AND ALC RECOVERY SERVICES/DHI
904 EAST MAIN STREET
LANCASTER, OH 43130
(614) 687-4500
** AD DH PV **

FAIRFIELD COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
DRUG AND ALC RECOVERY SERVICES/OUTPT
904 EAST MAIN STREET
LANCASTER, OH 43130
(614) 687-4500
** AD AM H Y IV EA DM TX CI PV **

INFORMATION AND CRISIS SERVICE INC
LANCASTER, OH 43130
(614) 687-0500
** AD PV **

SOUTHEASTERN CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION
5900 BIS ROAD
LANCASTER, OH 43130
(614) 653-4324 EXT. 208
** AD CI PV **

Lebanon
LEBANON CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION
RECOVERY SERVICES DEPARTMENT
STATE ROUTE 63
LEBANON, OH 45036
(513) 932-1211 EXT. 156
** AD IV CI PV **

WARREN CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION SERVICES
STATE ROUTE 63
LEBANON, OH 45036
(513) 932-3300
** AD IV CI PV **

WARREN/CLEVELAND INTERVENTION PROGRAM
107 OREGONIA ROAD
LEBANON, OH 45177
(513) 933-1131
** AD DH PV **

Liberty Center
MAUMEE YOUTH CENTER
RFD 2
LIBERTY CENTER, OH 43532
(419) 875-6965
** AD CI PV **

Lima
ALCOHOL TRAFFIC SAFETY INSTITUTE INC
NONRESIDENTIAL
311 EAST MARKET STREET
SUITE 205
LIMA, OH 45801
(419) 222-4557
** AL DH PV **

ALCOHOL TRAFFIC SAFETY INSTITUTE INC
OFFENDERS PROGRAM
311 EAST MARKET STREET
SUITE 205
LIMA, OH 45801
(419) 222-4557
** AL DH PV **

ALLEN CORRECTIONAL FACILITY
RESIDENTIAL PROGRAM
2338 NORTH WEST STREET
LIMA, OH 45802
(419) 224-6000
** AD RR Y B H IV TX CI PV **
OHIO

CENTER FOR CHEMICAL FREEDOM
311 EAST MARKET STREET
SUITE 205
LIMA, OH 45801
(419) 222-4557
** AD AM H Y EA DW TX PV **

LIMA CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION
INTERFACE RESID SUBST ABUSE TRT PROG
2235 NORTH WEST STREET
LIMA, OH 45802
(419) 225-8060
** AD IV CI PV **

NM CENTER FOR HUMAN RESOURCES INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
529 SOUTH ELIZABETH STREET
LIMA, OH 45801
(419) 228-5508
** AD AM EA TX PV **

SAINT RITAS MEDICAL CENTER
ADDITION SERVICES
730 WEST MARKET STREET
LIMA, OH 45801
(419) 226-9029
** AD DT RR AM H Y CU IV EA TX **

LISBON
COLUMBIANA COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
40722 STATE ROUTE 154
LISBON, OH 44432
(216) 424-9573
** AD AM H Y TX CI PV **

FAMILY RECOVERY CENTER
OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
964 NORTH MARKET STREET
LISBON, OH 44432
(216) 424-1468
** AD AM H Y PI IV PG EA DM TX CI **
** PV **

FAMILY RECOVERY CENTER
STEERING CLEAR DRIVER INTERV PROGRAM
964 NORTH MARKET STREET
LISBON, OH 44432
(216) 424-1468
** AD PV **

LOGAN
HEALTH RECOVERY SERVICES INC
DIVISION OF OUTPATIENT SERVICES
4 EAST HUNTER STREET
LOGAN, OH 43138
(614) 365-9895
** AD AM H Y HV EA TX CI PV **

TRI COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH AND COUNSELING SERVICE INC
47 NORTH MARKET STREET
LOGAN, OH 43138
(614) 365-6594
** AD AM EA TX CI PV **

LONDON
LONDON CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION
RECOVERY SERVICES
LONDON, OH 43140
(614) 852-2454
** AD AM IV TX PV **

MADISON CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTE
DAP PLUS PROGRAM
1851 STATE ROUTE 56
LONDON, OH 43140
(614) 852-9650
** AD IV CI PV **

MADISON COUNTY HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL ALTERNATIVE PROGRAM
210 NORTH MAIN STREET
LONDON, OH 43140
(614) 852-1372 EXT. 500
** AD DM PV **

MADISON COUNTY HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
210 NORTH MAIN STREET
LONDON, OH 43140
(614) 852-1372 EXT. 500
** AD DT RR AM H A B H HV CU IV TX **
** CI PV **

LORAIN
COMMITTEE FOR POSITIVE CHANGE IN THE
BLACK COMM INC/DRUG/ALC PREV/AWARENESS
441 EAST 21ST STREET
LORAIN, OH 44052
(216) 244-6618
** AD PV **

COMPASS HOUSE
2130 EAST 36TH STREET
LORAIN, OH 44050
(216) 277-9549
** AD RR TX **

LAKELAND INSTITUTE
TREATMENT CENTER
3500 KOLBE ROAD
LORAIN, OH 44053
(216) 960-4301
** AD RR AM H Y A B H HV CU IV TX **
** CI PV **

LORAIN COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
THE LAKELAND INSTITUTE
3700 KOLBE ROAD
LORAIN, OH 44053
(216) 960-3500
** AD DT M Y A B H HV CU IV TX CI **
** PV **

LORAIN COUNTY COUNCIL ON
ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE INC
1680 COOPER FOSTER PARK ROAD
LORAIN, OH 44053
(216) 282-6552
** AD AM H Y TX PV **

PHOENIX HOUSE
625 REID AVENUE
LORAIN, OH 44052
(216) 244-1225
** AD RR W TX CI PV **

THE GIVING TREE
CORNER 6TH AND REID STREETS
LORAIN, OH 44052
(216) 244-1636
** AD RR TX CI PV **

LOUDONVILLE
OHIO DEPARTMENT OF YOUTH SERVICES
MOKICAN YOUTH CENTER
LOUDONVILLE, OH 44422
(419) 994-4127 EXT. 251
** AD PV **

LOUISVILLE
MOLLY STARK HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL AND DRUG TREATMENT PROGRAM
7900 COLUMBUS ROAD NE
LOUISVILLE, OH 44641
(216) 875-8531
** AD DT RR AM H Y B H PI CU IV PG **
** EA TX CI PV **

LUCASVILLE
SOUTHERN OHIO CORRECTIONAL FACILITY
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
LUCASVILLE-MINFORD ROAD
LUCASVILLE, OH 45659
(614) 259-5544 EXT. 53
** AD IV CI PV **

MANSFIELD
CENTER FOR INDIVIDUAL AND FAMILY SERVICES
DRUG AND ALCOHOL PROGRAM
91 PARK AVENUE WEST
MANSFIELD, OH 44902
(419) 525-1144
** AD AM TX **

COMMUNITY ACTION FOR
CAPABLE YOUTH
91 PARK AVENUE WEST
MANSFIELD, OH 44902
(419) 755-5683
** AD EA PV **

MANSFIELD CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION
INTERVISIONS
1150 NORTH MAIN STREET
MANSFIELD, OH 44901
(419) 525-4455 EXT. 4305
** AD AM IV TX CI PV **

NEW BEGINNINGS RECOVERY HOUSE INC
347 2ND AVENUE
MANSFIELD, OH 44905
(419) 526-6168
** AD RR W Y TX PV **
NEW BEGINNINGS RECOVERY HOUSE INC  
YOUTH HOME  
416 WEST 5TH STREET  
MANSFIELD, OH 44901  
(419) 526-6168  
** AD RR Y TX **  

RICHLAND ALTERNATE PROGRAM  
448 SOUTH MAIN STREET  
MANSFIELD, OH 44907  
(419) 526-1313  
** AD DM PV **  

RICHLAND HOSPITAL  
SERENITY HALL  
1451 LUCAS ROAD  
MANSFIELD, OH 44901  
(419) 509-5511 EXT. 269  
** AD DT RR W Y A B CU IV EA TX CI **  
** PV **  

VOLUNTEERS OF AMERICA  
CENTRAL OHIO INC  
290 NORTH MAIN STREET  
MANSFIELD, OH 44901  
(419) 526-1267  
** AL RR TX **  

MARIE TTA  
EVE INC  
MARIETTA, OH 45750  
(614) 374-5820  
** AD PV **  

FIRST CITY RECOVERY CENTER INC  
427 2ND STREET  
MARIETTA, OH 45750  
(614) 373-0654  
** AD AM W Y IV EA TX CI PV **  

MARIETTA MEMORIAL CARE UNIT  
401 MATTHEW STREET  
MARIETTA, OH 45750  
(614) 373-8816  
** AD RR W EA TX PV **  

MARION  
MARION AREA COUNSELING CENTER INC  
ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM  
320 EXECUTIVE DRIVE  
MARION, OH 43302  
(614) 387-5210  
** AD AM W Y CU EA TX CI PV **  

MARION CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTE  
BOTTOM LINE SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM  
MARION, OH 43302  
(614) 382-5781  
** AD AM A B CU IV TX CI PV **  

MARION COUNTY HALFWAY HOUSE  
286 PATTERSON STREET  
MARION, OH 43302  
(614) 387-5210  
** AL RR TX **  

MARION DRIVER INTERVENTION PROGRAM  
MARION, OH 43302  
(614) 387-5210  
** AD DH PV **  

MARYSVILLE  
CHARLES B MILLS CENTER/MARYSVILLE  
ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM  
715 SOUTH PLUM STREET  
CHARLES B MILLS CENTER  
MARYSVILLE, OH 43040  
(513) 644-9192  
** AD RR AM W Y A PI IV EA DH TX **  
** CI PV **  

MARYSVILLE ALCOHOL EDUCATION PROGRAMS INC  
AT MARYSVILLE MUNICIPAL COURT  
125 WEST 6TH STREET  
MARYSVILLE, OH 43040  
(513) 664-0525  
** AL DH CI PV **  

OHIO REFORMATORY FOR WOMEN  
GROWTH/RESIDENTIAL  
1479 COLLINS AVENUE  
MARYSVILLE, OH 43040  
(513) 642-1065 EXT. 253  
** AD IV CI CI PV **  

MASSILLON  
GLENBEIGH OF MASSILLON COMMUNITY HOSP  
YOUTH SERVICES  
1614) 832-0871  
** AD RR Y IV TX CI PV **  

GLENBEIGH OF MASSILLON COMMUNITY HOSP  
ADULT UNIT  
875 8TH STREET NE  
MASON, OH 44446  
(216) 837-6897  
** AD DT RR H IV TX CI PV **  

MASSILLON DIVISION OF  
QUEST RECOVERY SERVICES  
111 TRENCH AVE  
MASON, OH 44446  
(216) 835-0234  
** AD AM W Y A B HV CU TX CI PV **  

OHIO DEPARTMENT OF YOUTH SERVICES  
INDIAN RIVER SCHOOL  
2775 ERIE STREET  
MASON, OH 44446  
(216) 837-4211 EXT. 259  
** AD PV **  

MC ARTHUR  
HEALTH RECOVERY SERVICES INC  
DIVISION OF OUTPATIENT SERVICES  
107 SUGAR STREET  
MC ARTHUR, OH 45651  
(614) 596-4057  
** AD AM W Y TX CI PV **  

MC ALTERNATIVES  
SUBST ABUSE COUNSELING/EDUC AND PREVENTION  
STATE ROUTE 95N  
VINTON COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT  
MC ARTHUR, OH 45651  
(614) 596-5233  
** AD AM EA TX PV **  

TRX COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH AND SUBSTANCE ABUSE ADVISORY COUNCIL INC  
STATE ROUTE 372 SOUTH  
MORAN COUNTY PREP CENTER  
MC CONNELSVILLE, OH 43756  
(614) 962-6933  
** AD AM EA TX CI PV **  

MC CONNELSVILLE  
MORAN COUNTY DRUG/ALCOHOL AND SUBSTANCE ABUSE ADVISORY COUNCIL INC  
STATE ROUTE 372 SOUTH  
MORAN COUNTY PREP CENTER  
MC CONNELSVILLE, OH 43756  
(614) 962-6933  
** AD AM EA TX PV OT **  

MEDINA  
ALC AND DRUG DEPENDENCY SERVICES OF MEDINA COUNTY INC  
246 NORTHLAND DRIVE  
MEDINA, OH 44256  
(216) 723-9600  
** AD AM IV DH TX CI PV **  

ALCOHOL AND DRUG DEPENDENCY SERVICES  
DRIVER INTERVENTION PROGRAM  
246 NORTHLAND DRIVE  
MEDINA, OH 44256  
(216) 723-9600  
** AD DH PV **  

D SANDERSON AND ASSOCIATES INC  
217 NORTH COURT STREET  
MEDINA, OH 44256  
(216) 723-3903  
** AD DH PV **  

MENTOR  
LAKE COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER  
DUAL DIAGNOSIS PROGRAM  
8445 MUNSON ROAD  
MENTOR, OH 44060  
(216) 255-6701  
** AD AM TX **  

LAKE/GEauga CTR ON ALC/DRUG ABUSE INC  
MENTOR OUTPATIENT  
6827 MENTOR AVENUE  
MENTOR, OH 44060  
(216) 255-0678  
** AD AM W A B HV PI CU PG TX CI **  
** PV **  

OHIO
MIDDLETOWN

ALCOHOLISM COUNCIL OF BUTLER COUNTY
29 CITY CENTRE PLAZA
MIDDLETOWN, OH 45042
(513) 422-6232
** AD AM H Y B EA DN TX PV **

MIDDLETOWN REGIONAL HOSPITAL
FIRST STEP RECOVERY CENTER
105 MCKNIGHT DRIVE
MIDDLETOWN, OH 45042
(513) 420-5252
** AD DT RR AM H IV TX CI PV **

MILLERSBURG

HOLMES ADDICTION RECOVERY PROGRAM
2 HOSPITAL DRIVE
MILLERSBURG, OH 44654
(216) 674-5035
** AD AM EA DH TX PV **

HOLMES COUNTY HEALTH DEPARTMENT
ALCOHOL OFFENDER PROGRAM
2 HOSPITAL DRIVE
MILLERSBURG, OH 44654
(216) 674-5035
** AD DH CI PV **

HUMAN RESOURCE CENTER OF WAYNE AND HOLMES COUNTIES
127 WEST JACKSON STREET
MILLERSBURG, OH 44654
(216) 674-6608
** AD AM Y TX PV **

MONTPELIER

COMMUNITY HOSPITALS OF WILLIAMS COUNTY CAREUNIT
909 SNYDER AVENUE
MONTPELIER, OH 43543
(614) 405-5511
** AD DT RR AM IV EA TX CI PV **

MOUNT GILEAD

HOPELINE INCORPORATED
MOUNT GILEAD, OH 43338
(419) 947-2520
** AD PV **

MORROW COUNTY COUNCIL ON ALCOHOL AND DRUGS INC
144 NORTH MAIN STREET
MOUNT GILEAD, OH 43338
(419) 947-6055
** AD AM H Y IV EA TX CI PV **

MOUNT VERNON

ALCOHOL AND DRUG FREEDOM CENTER OF KNOX COUNTY
116 EAST HIGH STREET
MOUNT VERNON, OH 43050
(614) 597-2660
** AD AM H Y CU PG EA TX CI PV **

NELSONVILLE

HOCKING CORRECTIONAL FACILITY
SUBSTANCE ABUSE DEPARTMENT
16759 SNAKE HOLLOW ROAD
NELSONVILLE, OH 45764
(614) 753-1917
** AD IV CI PV **

NEW LEXINGTON

PERRY COUNTY ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE COUNCIL INC
203 NORTH MAIN STREET
NEW LEXINGTON, OH 43764
(614) 342-1991
** AD AM H Y A HV PI IV EA DW TX CI **
** PV **

NEW PHILADEPHIA

SELF HELP INC
125 FAIR AVENUE NE
NEW PHILADEPHIA, OH 44663
(216) 543-6636
** AD AM A IV EA TX CI PV **

NEWARK

CENTER FOR ALTERNATIVE RESOURCES
DRUG FREE OUTPATIENT
35 SOUTH PARK PLACE
NEWARK, OH 43055
(614) 345-6166
** AD AM H Y IV EA TX CI PV **

LICKING COUNTY ALCOHOLISM PREV PROGRAM OPTIONS
62 EAST STEVENS STREET
NEWARK, OH 43055
(614) 366-7303
** AD DW PV **

LICKING COUNTY ALCOHOLISM PREV PROGRAM OUTPATIENT SERVICES
62 EAST STEVEN STREET
NEWARK, OH 43055
(614) 366-7303
** AL AM H Y B PI CU PG EA DH TX **
** PV **

SHEPHERD HILL HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
200 HESSMILLER DRIVE
NEWARK, OH 43055
(614) 522-8486
** AD DT RR AM H Y IV EA TX PV **

SPENCER HALFWAY HOUSE INC
69 GRANVILLE STREET
NEWARK, OH 43055
(614) 345-7030
** AD RR H TX **

NORTH OLMSSTED

LAKELAND INSTITUTE
26777 LORAIN ROAD
SUITE 614
NORTH OLMSSTED, OH 44070
(216) 777-5760
** AD AM H Y A B H HV CU TX CI PV **

NORWALK

ALCOHOL DRIVER INTERVENTION COURSE
49 BENEDICT AVENUE
NORWALK, OH 44057
(419) 668-2442
** AD DH PV **

ALCOHOL/DRUG CENTER OF HURON COUNTY
49 BENEDICT AVENUE
NORWALK, OH 44057
(419) 668-2442
** AD AM TX PV **

OBERLIN

ALLEN MEMORIAL HOSPITAL CAREUNIT
200 WEST LORAIN STREET
OBERLIN, OH 44074
(216) 775-2273
** AD DT RR M Y B H AI PI CU IV PG **
** TX CI PV **

ORIENT

CORRECTIONAL RECEPTION CENTER
11271 STATE ROUTE 762
ORIENT, OH 43146
(614) 877-2941
** AD CI PV **

PICKAWAY CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTE
ORIENT, OH 43146
(614) 877-4562
** AD RR IV TX CI PV **
PIQUA
MIAMI COUNTY ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
423 NORTH HAYNE STREET
PIQUA, OH 45356
(513) 335-4543
** DA AM Y TX **

MIAMI COUNTY ALCOHOLISM SERVICES
RESIDENTIAL DHI PROGRAM
425 NORTH HAYNE STREET
PIQUA, OH 45356
(513) 339-7544
** AL DW PV **

MIAMI COUNTY CMHC
CHOICES
1266 1/2 EAST ASH STREET
PIQUA, OH 45356
(513) 773-3060
** AD AM M Y A B HV CU IV PG TX CI **
** PV **

PLAIN CITY
CHARLES B MILLS CENTER/PLAIN CITY
150 SMITH PLACE
PLAIN CITY, OH 43064
(614) 873-4797
** AD RR A IV EA DM TX CI PV **

POMEROY
HEALTH RECOVERY SERVICES INC
DIVISION OF OUTPATIENT SERVICES
101 1/2 A WEST 2ND STREET
POMEROY, OH 45769
(614) 992-5277
** AD AM H Y TX PV **

PORT CLINTON
TRI COUNTY ADDICTIONS CENTER INC
118 EAST PERRY STREET
PORT CLINTON, OH 43452
(419) 754-5535
** AD AM M Y EA DH TX CI PV **

PORTSMOUTH
SCIOTO COUNTY COUNSELING CENTER INC
1311 2ND STREET
PORTSMOUTH, OH 45662
(419) 354-6685
** AD AM M Y A B HV PI IV PG EA **
** DH TX PV **

WEEKEND DHI PROGRAM
1321 2ND STREET
PORTSMOUTH, OH 45662
(419) 354-6685
** AD DW PV **

PROCTORVILLE
LAWRENCE COUNTY
FAMILY GUIDANCE CENTER/PROCTORVILLE
ROUTE 243
PROCTORVILLE, OH 45669
(614) 866-6475
** AD AM DM TX CI PV **

RAVENNA
PORTAGE COUNTY
ALCOHOLISM SERVICES
116 NORTH CHESTNUT STREET
RAVENNA, OH 44266
(216) 296-3255
** AD AM M Y A B HV PI CU IV PG EA **
** DH TX CI PV **

PROJECT DETOUR
116 NORTH CHESTNUT STREET
RAVENNA, OH 44266
(216) 296-3255
** AD DM PV **

REYNOLDSBURG
FAMILY COUNSELING AND
CRITTENTON SERVICES/EAST BRANCH
6420 EAST MAIN STREET
REYNOLDSBURG, OH 43068
(614) 863-6631
** AD AM EA TX **

SUBURBAN COUNSELING SERVICES INC
6432 EAST MAIN STREET
REYNOLDSBURG, OH 43068
(614) 864-3973
** AD AM M TX **

RICHWOOD
CHARLES B MILLS CENTER/RICHWOOD
20 NORTH FRANKLIN STREET
RICHWOOD, OH 43544
(614) 943-2206
** AD RR IV EA DM TX CI PV **

ROCK CREEK
GLENBEIGH HOSPITAL/ROCK CREEK
ROUTE 45
ROCK CREEK, OH 44084
(216) 953-0177
** AD DT RR M A B H AI HV PI CU IV **
** PG EA DH TX CI **

ROOTSTOWN
NE OHIO UNIVERSITIES COLLEGE OF MED
OFFICE OF ALCOHOLISM AND SUBST ABUSE
4209 STATE ROUTE 44
ROOTSTOWN, OH 44272
(216) 325-2511 Ext. 507
** AD PV **
SAINT CLAIRSVILLE

BELMONT/HARRISON/MONROE

DRUG AND ALCOHOL COUNCIL INC

146-A WEST MAIN STREET

SAINT CLAIRSVILLE, OH 43950

(614) 695-9447

** AD AM Y A HV CU IV DV TX CI **

** PV **

SAINT MARYS

NM CENTER FOR HUMAN RESOURCES INC

SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM

JOINT TOWNSHIP DISTRICT MEMORIAL HOSPITAL

SAINT MARYS, OH 45885

(419) 394-4711

** AD PV **

SALEM

SALEM COMMUNITY HOSPITAL CAREUNIT

1995 EAST STATE STREET

SALEM, OH 44460

(216) 332-7348

** AD DT RR AM Y H CU IV EA TX **

SANDUSKY

ALCOHOL EDUCATION AND ASSESSMENT PROGRAM/SANDUSKY

209 EAST MATER STREET

SANDUSKY, OH 44870

(419) 626-5398

** AD DH PV **

FIRELANDS COMMUNITY HOSPITAL

FIRELANDS CENTER

2020 HAYES AVENUE

SANDUSKY, OH 44870

(419) 627-5000 EXT. 5095

** AD DT RR AM Y H CU IV EA TX **

LAKE LAND INSTITUTE

1801 EAST PERKINS AVENUE

SANDUSKY, OH 44870

(419) 625-7106

** AD AM Y A B H HV CU IV TX CI **

** PV **

NORTH COAST YOUTH SERVICES INC

SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION PROGRAM

1006 GRANT STREET

SANDUSKY, OH 44870

(419) 626-9156

** AD PV **

PROVIDENCE HOSPITAL

LAKE LAND INSTITUTE

1912 HAYES AVENUE

SANDUSKY, OH 44870

(419) 625-7551

** AD IV CI PV **

TRI COUNTY ADDITIONS CENTER

ATAC PROGRAM

334 EAST WASHINGTON STREET

SANDUSKY, OH 44870

(419) 625-7262

** AD DH PV **

TRI COUNTY ADDITIONS CENTER INC

OUTPATIENT PROGRAM

334 EAST WASHINGTON STREET

SANDUSKY, OH 44870

(419) 625-7262

** AD AM Y H EA DV TX CI PV **

SHELBURNE

SHELBURNE COUNTY ALCOHOLISM COUNCIL

305 SOUTH OHIO AVENUE

SHELBURNE, OH 45636

(513) 492-2252

** AD AM Y IV EA DV TX PV **

SHELBURNE COUNTY INTERVENTION PROGRAM

305 SOUTH OHIO AVENUE

SHELBURNE, OH 45636

(513) 492-2252

** AD DH PV **

SHELBURNE COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CLINIC

CHOICES/SHELBURNE SATELLITE

500 EAST COURT STREET

SHELBURNE, OH 45636

(513) 492-4178

** AD AM Y A B HV CU IV TX CI PV **

SPRINGFIELD

ACCEP CORP ALTERNATIVES TO INCARCERATING DRUNK DRIVERS (ACAIDD)

401 NORTH PLUM STREET

SPRINGFIELD, OH 45504

(513) 323-0777

** AD DH PV **

DARE PROGRAM

120 NORTH FOUNTAIN AVENUE

SPRINGFIELD, OH 45502

(513) 328-2562

** AD PV **

MCKINLEY HALL INC

INTENSIVE DAY TREATMENT PROGRAM

2054 EAST HIGH STREET

SPRINGFIELD, OH 45505

(513) 328-5300

** AD AM Y EA TX CI PV **

MCKINLEY HALL INC

OUTPATIENT PROGRAM

1101 EAST HIGH STREET

SPRINGFIELD, OH 45505

(513) 328-5300

** AD AM Y EA TX CI PV **

MCKINLEY HALL INC

RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT

1074 EAST HIGH STREET

SPRINGFIELD, OH 45505

(513) 328-5300

** AD RR Y EA TX CI PV **

SPRINGFIELD METROPOLITAN HOUSING AUTHORITY/PROJECT CHOICE

437 EAST JOHN STREET

SPRINGFIELD, OH 45505

(513) 325-7311

** DA PV **

STEUBENVILLE

JEFFERSON COUNTY

DRIVER INTERVENTION PROGRAM

3200 JOHNSON ROAD

STEUBENVILLE, OH 43952

(614) 264-7751

** AD DH PV **

JEFFERSON COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER DRUG AND ALCOHOL UNIT

3200 JOHNSON ROAD

STEUBENVILLE, OH 43952

(614) 264-7751

** AD AM Y B TX CI PV **

SAINT JOHN MEDICAL CENTER PHOENIX UNIT

SAINT JOHN HEIGHTS

STEUBENVILLE, OH 43952

(614) 264-8020

** AD DT RR DV CU IV TX **

SYLVANIA

JEFFERSON FAMILY SERVICE

6525 SYLVANIA AVENUE

SYLVANIA, OH 43560

(419) 885-2561

** AD PV **

TIFFFIN

IMPAIRED DRIVER INTERVENTION PROGRAM

67 SAINT FRANCIS AVENUE

TIFFFIN, OH 44883

(419) 447-8331

** AD DH PV **

SANDUSKY VALLEY CENTER INC

ONE EIGHTY ONE HOUSE

181 EAST PERRY STREET

TIFFFIN, OH 44883

(419) 448-9440

** DA AM TX **

SANDUSKY VALLEY CENTER INC

SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES

67 SAINT FRANCIS AVENUE

TIFFFIN, OH 44883

(419) 447-8331

** AD AM Y EA TX CI PV **
TOLEDO

CARES
HIGH RISK YOUTH PROJECT
301 COLLINGWOOD BOULEVARD
TOLEDO, OH 43602
(419) 241-8904
** AD PV **

COMPASS OUTPATIENT SERVICES
3314 COLLINGWOOD BOULEVARD
TOLEDO, OH 43610
(419) 255-3988
** AD AM H B H HV PI IV PG TX **
** CI **

COMPASS REGIONAL ADDICTION TRT CENTER
3314 COLLINGWOOD BOULEVARD
TOLEDO, OH 43610
(419) 261-8027
** AD DT RR H B H PI IV PG TX **
** CI OT **

CUMMINGS ZUCKER
POLY RECOVERY PROGRAM FOR TEENS
10 SOUTH HOLLAND SYLVANIA ROAD
TOLEDO, OH 43615
(419) 866-1700
** AD AM H Y B H PG TX CI **

FAMILY SERVICE OF NORTHWEST OHIO
ALCOHOL/DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
1 STRANAHAN SQUARE
SUITE 414
TOLEDO, OH 43604
(419) 244-5511
** AD EA PV **

OPTIONS INC
151 NORTH MICHIGAN STREET
SUITE 329
TOLEDO, OH 43624
(419) 242-7974
** AD AM Y B H TX PV **

SAINT ANTHONY VILLA
adolescent chemical dependency program
2740 WEST CENTRAL AVENUE
TOLEDO, OH 43606
(419) 473-1353
** AD RR Y TX **

SAINT VINCENT MEDICAL CENTER
tennyson center
2465 COLLINGWOOD BOULEVARD
TOLEDO, OH 43620
(419) 255-5665
** AD DT RR AM H Y CU IV TX **

SELF EXPRESSION TEEN THEATER
1001 INDIANA AVENUE
SUITE 203-204
TOLEDO, OH 43607
(419) 242-2255
** AD PV **

SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES INC
2012 MADISON AVENUE
TOLEDO, OH 43624
(419) 243-2168
** AD AM H A HV PG EA TX PV MM **

TALBOT OUTPATIENT CENTER/EAST
2600 NAVARRE AVENUE
TOLEDO, OH 43616
(419) 698-7578
** AD AM EA TX CI PV **

THE MELLS HOME
1407 BELMONT AVENUE
TOLEDO, OH 43607
(419) 243-3201
** AD RR H A HV PG EA TX **

TOLEDO HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL AND DRUG TREATMENT CENTER
2142 NORTH COVE BOULEVARD
TOLEDO, OH 43606
(419) 471-2300
** AD DT RR H Y B H CU PG EA TX CI **
** PV **

TOLEDO MUNICIPAL COURT
DUI INTERVENTION PROGRAM
555 NORTH ERIE STREET
TOLEDO, OH 43624
(419) 245-1930
** AD DW PV **

TRINITY COUNSELING SERVICES
444 FLOYD STREET
TOLEDO, OH 43620
(419) 242-7401
** AD AM TX PV **

URBAN MINORITY ALC AND DRUG ABUSE
OUTREACH PROG (UMADAOP)/LUCAS COUNTY
525 HAMILTON STREET
SUITE 101B
TOLEDO, OH 43602
(419) 255-4444
** AD PV **

TROY
MIAMI COUNTY ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
233 SOUTH MARKET STREET
TROY, OH 45373
(513) 335-6943
** AL AM Y TX **

MIAMI COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
CHOICES/TROY SATELLITE
1059 NORTH MARKET STREET
TROY, OH 45373
(513) 335-7166
** AD AM H Y A B HV CU IV PG TX PV **

TWINBURG

ALCOHOLISM REHABILITATION SERVICES
TWINBURG HEIGHTS OFFICE
6776 HARVARD ROAD
TWINBURG COMMUNITY CENTER
TWINBURG, OH 44087
(216) 425-4432
** AD AM TX CI PV **

FAMILY SERVICES OF SUMMIT COUNTY
2057 EAST AURORA ROAD
TWINBURG, OH 44087
(216) 425-7825
** AD AM EA TX CI **

UPPER SANDUSKY

SANDUSKY VALLEY CENTER INC
127 SOUTH SANDUSKY AVENUE
UPPER SANDUSKY, OH 43351
(419) 294-4388
** AD AM EA TX CI PV **

URBANA

ALCOHOL AND DRUG ADDICTION SERVICES
122 MIAMI STREET
URBANA, OH 43078
(513) 653-5583
** AD AM H Y EA TX PV **

MERCY MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
MERCY SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
803 SCIOTO STREET
URBANA, OH 43078
(513) 653-5231 EXT. 350
** AD AM Y IV EA TX CI PV **

VAH MERT

ALCOHOL TRAFFIC SAFETY INSTITUTE INC
VAH MERT DRIVER INTERVENTION PROGRAM
704 EAST CENTRAL AVENUE
VAH MERT, OH 45891
(419) 238-6939
** AD DH PV **

VAH MERT AREA
ALCOHOL/DRUG COUNCIL INC
704 EAST CENTRAL AVENUE
VAH MERT, OH 45891
(419) 238-6939
** AD AM H Y PI IV EA DH TX PV **

VANDALIA

VANDALIA DRIVER INTERVENTION AND
ALCOHOL AWARENESS PROGRAM
333 JAMES E BOHANON DRIVE
VANDALIA, OH 45377
(513) 890-5691
** AD DH PV **
OHIO

ALCOHOLIC CLINIC OF YOUNGSTOWN
2151 RUSH BOULEVARD
YOUNGSTOWN, OH 44507
(216) 744-1181
** AD DT RR AM H A B H A I CU IV EA **
** DH TX CI PV **

ALCOHOLISM PROG OF MAHONING COUNTY INC
1161 MCGUFFEY ROAD
YOUNGSTOWN, OH 44505
(216) 747-2614
** AD RR H Y B H IV TX CI **

ALCOHOLISM PROG OF MAHONING COUNTY INC
ALMA L FIELD 3/4 HOUSE
145 ILLINOIS AVENUE
YOUNGSTOWN, OH 44505
(216) 746-9868
** AD OT **

ALCOHOLISM PROG OF MAHONING COUNTY INC
JOSEPH P STEPHENS 3/4 HOUSE
377 SOUTH JACKSON STREET
YOUNGSTOWN, OH 44505
(216) 746-9173
** AD OT **

CHEMICAL ABUSE CENTER
5211 MAHONING AVENUE
YOUNGSTOWN, OH 44515
(216) 799-7677
** AD PV **

CHURCHILL COUNSELING SERVICES
310 CHURCHILL/HUBBARD ROAD
SUITE A
YOUNGSTOWN, OH 44505
(216) 759-3040
** AD AM H Y A B HV CU PG EA DM TX **
** CI PV **

DRIVERS EDUCATIONAL ALTERNATIVE PROG (DEAP)
145 ILLINOIS AVENUE
YOUNGSTOWN, OH 44505
(216) 743-9975
** AD DM PV **

FAMILY SERVICE AGENCY
535 MARION AVENUE
YOUNGSTOWN, OH 44502
(216) 782-5664
** AD EA CI **

MAHONING COUNTY CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAMS INC
527 NORTH MERIDIAN ROAD
YOUNGSTOWN, OH 44509
(216) 797-0070
** AD AM H Y A B HV PI CU IV PG EA **
** TX CI PV MM **

OHIO NETWORK/TRAINING AND ASSISTANCE FOR SCH AND COMMUNITY INC
212 CHURCHILL HUBBARD ROAD
YOUNGSTOWN, OH 44505
(216) 759-0550
** AD PV **

URBAN MINORITY ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE OUTREACH PROGRAM
3119 MARKET STREET
SUITE 205
YOUNGSTOWN, OH 44507
(216) 783-2500
** AD PV **

WOMAN TO WOMAN
2151 RUSH BOULEVARD
YOUNGSTOWN, OH 44507
(216) 740-2850
** AD IV CI PV **

ZANESVILLE

GOOD SAMARITAN MEDICAL CENTER
ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG RECOVERY TRT PROG
800 FOREST AVENUE
ZANESVILLE, OH 43701
(614) 454-5927
** AD DT RR AM H B CU IV PG EA TX **
** CI PV **

MUSKINGUM ALCOHOLISM CENTER
SOUTHEASTERN OHIO DHG INSTITUTE
807 FINDLEY AVENUE
ZANESVILLE, OH 43701
(614) 454-2536
** AD DM PV **

MUSKINGUM COUNTY DRUG/ALCOHOL AND SUBSTANCE ABUSE COUNCIL INC
575 HARDING ROAD
ZANESVILLE, OH 43701
(614) 454-1266
** AD AM H Y A CU PG EA TX CI PV **

355
OKLAHOMA

ADA
ADA AREA COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM INC
727 ARLINGTON STREET
ADA, OK 74820
(405) 332-3001
** AD AM IV DM TX CI PV **

ROLLING HILLS HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1000 ROLLING HILLS LANE
ADA, OK 74820
(405) 436-3600
** AD RR H Y AI TX PV **

ALLEN
CHICKASAM NATION
KULLIOMA TREATMENT PROGRAM
ROUTE 1
ALLEN, OK 74825
(405) 332-6345
** AD RR H A AI HV PI CU IV PG TX **
** PV **

ALVA
NORTHWEST FAMILY SERVICES
628 FLYNN STREET
ALVA, OK 73717
(405) 327-2900
** AD AH TX CI PV **

ANADARKO
CONSORTIUM AGAINST SUBSTANCE ABUSE
115 EAST BROADWAY
ANADARKO, OK 73005
(405) 267-7313
** AD AM Y A B H AI HV PI CU LG EA **
** TX CI PV **

ARDMORE
ARDMORE VALLEY HOPE OF
MEMORIAL HOSPITAL OF SOUTHERN OKLAHOMA
1011 16TH STREET NW
ARDMORE, OK 73401
(405) 221-6680
** AD RR H Y A B H AI HV PI CU IV **
** PG EA DM TX CI PV **

MH SERVICES OF SOUTHERN OKLAHOMA
VANTAGE POINTE
.5530 SOUTH COMMERCE STREET
BUILDING C
ARDMORE, OK 73401
(405) 226-5048
** AD DT RR AM IV TX **

BARTLESVILLE
ALCOHOL AND DRUG CENTER INC
4100 ADAMS ROAD
SUITE F-200
BARTLESVILLE, OK 74006
(918) 335-2322
** AD AM H Y A AI DM TX PV **

BINGER
CADDY TRIBE ALCOHOL/DRUG PROGRAM
CORNER OF HIGHWAY 281 AND HIGHWAY 152
BINGER, OK 73009
(405) 656-2549
** AD PV **

CHICKASHEA
SOUTHWEST YOUTH AND FAMILY SERVICES INC
198 EAST ALMAR DRIVE
CHICKASHA, OK 73018
(405) 222-5637
** AD AM Y DH TX CI PV **

CHOTOM
TRI CITY YOUTH AND
FAMILY CENTER INC
14625 NE 23RD STREET
CHOTOM, OK 73020
(405) 390-8131
** AD AM H Y A EA DM TX PV **

CUSHING
VALLEY HOPE
ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT CENTER
100 SOUTH JONES AVENUE
CUSHING, OK 74023
(918) 225-1756
** AD DT RR Y IV EA TX CI PV **

EDMOND
EDMOND YOUTH COUNCIL INC
OUTPATIENT DRUG/ALCOHOL SERVICES
402 SOUTH BROADWAY
EDMOND, OK 73083
(405) 341-3554
** AD AM H Y AI DM TX PV **

EL RENO
FEDERAL CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION
GROWTH CENTER DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
WEST HIGHWAY 66
EL RENO, OK 73036
(405) 262-4075 EXT. 239
** AD RR B H AI CU IV TX PV **

FOUNTAIN VIEW
3701 EAST FOREMAN ROAD
EL RENO, OK 73056
(405) 354-3032
** AD RR H Y CU IV EA TX PV **

ENID
CROSSROADS COUNSELING CENTER
302 NORTH INDEPENDENCE STREET
5TH FLOOR
ENID, OK 73701
(405) 237-8400
** AD AM H Y A HV PG EA DM TX CI **
** PV **

SALVATION ARMY
516 NORTH INDEPENDENCE
ENID, OK 73701
(405) 237-1910
** AD RR H Y B H AI PI TX CI **

WHEATLAND MENTAL HEALTH CENTER INC
1900 WEST WILLOW STREET
ENID, OK 73701
(405) 234-3791
** AD AM EA DM TX CI PV **

YOUTH AND FAMILY SERVICES OF
NORTH CENTRAL OKLAHOMA INC
2925 NORTH MIDWAY STREET
ENID, OK 73701
(405) 233-7220
** AD PV **

** KEY **

ORIENTATION:
AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
AD = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES

TYPE OF CARE:
DT = DETOXIFICATION (24 HOUR CARE)
RR = RESIDENTIAL (24 HOUR CARE)

SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS:
H = WOMEN
Y = YOUTH
A = AIDS PATIENTS
B = BLACKS
H = HISPANICS

UNIT FUNCTION:
TX = TREATMENT UNIT
CI = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT
PV = PREVENTION UNIT
MM = METHADONE UNIT
MT = OTHER UNIT

** 356 **
OKLAHOMA

EUFAULA
EUFAULA INDIAN HEALTH CENTER
800 FOREST AVENUE
EUFAULA, OK 74432
(918) 689-2547
** AD CI **

FORT SUPPLY
FORT SUPPLY ALC AND DRUG TREATMENT CTR
1 MILE EAST/HIGHWAY 270
FORT SUPPLY, OK 73841
(405) 766-2311 EXT. 401
** AD RR B H AI PI CU IV EA DW TX **
** CI PV **

GROVE

HOUSE OF HOPE INC
ROUTE 1
GROVE, OK 74344
(918) 786-2930
** AD RR IV DW TX CI PV **

GUTHRIE

LOGAN COUNTY YOUTH AND FAMILY SERVICE
4710 SOUTH DIVISION STREET
GUTHRIE, OK 73044
(405) 282-5524
** AD AM DW TX PV **

GUYMON

PANTHANDLE TREATMENT CENTER
HIGHWAY 54 NORTH
GUYMON, OK 73942
(405) 338-7259
** AD RR AM H IV EA DW TX PV **

HOMINY

HOMINY HEALTH SERVICES INC
211 EAST 5TH STREET
HOMINY, OK 74055
(918) 886-6485
** AD AM TX PV **

IDABEL

KIAMICHI COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM AND
OTHER DRUG ABUSE INC
102 NORTH EAST AVENUE A
IDABEL, OK 74545
(405) 286-3301
** AD AM Y IV EA DW TX CI PV **

KAN CITY

KAW TRIBE SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
KAN CITY, OK 74441
(405) 269-2552
** AD PV **

LAMPTON

COMANCHE TRIBE SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROG
MC 32
LAMPTON, OK 73501
(405) 357-3449
** AD PV **

DROP IN CENTER INC
106 SOUTH 13TH STREET
LAMPTON, OK 73502
(405) 353-0850
** AD CI PV **

GOODHILL INDUSTRIES OF
SOUTHWEST OKLAHOMA INC
1210 SUMMIT AVENUE
LAMPTON, OK 73501
(405) 355-2163
** AD EA OT **

JIM TALIAFERRO MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
602 SH 38TH STREET
LAMPTON, OK 73505
(405) 248-5780
** AD DT RR AM H HV IV EA TX CI PV **

MILLER MANOR HELEN HOLLIDAY HOME INC
407 WEST GORE BOULEVARD
LAMPTON, OK 73501
(405) 357-8114
** AD RR Y TX **

PATHWAY HOUSE INC
1506 SM D AVENUE
LAMPTON, OK 73501
(405) 357-4524
** AD RR Y TX **

SPECIALIZED TREATMENT FOR
ADOLESCENT RECOVERY (STAR)
3401 WEST GORE BOULEVARD
COMANCHE COUNTY MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
LAMPTON, OK 73505
(405) 355-8620
** AD RR Y B H AI HV PI CU IV PG **
** EA DW TX CI PV **

LONE WOLF

SOUTHWESTERN OKLAHOMA ADOLESCENT
ADDICTION REHAB RANCH INC (SQAARR)
ROUTE 1
LONE WOLF, OK 73655
(405) 846-9041
** AD RR Y IV TX CI PV **

MANGUM

NEW HOPE OF MANGUM
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
2 MICKERSHAM DRIVE
ROUTE 2
MANGUM, OK 73554
(405) 782-3337
** AD RR W B CU IV EA DW TX CI PV **

MARITETTA

MORNING STAR ADOLESCENT TREATMENT UNIT
ROUTE 1
MARITETTA, OK 73448
(405) 276-5443
** AD RR H Y IV TX PV **

MC ALESTER

CARL ALBERT COMMUNITY MH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
1101 EAST MONROE STREET
MC ALESTER, OK 74502
(918) 426-1000
** AD DT RR AM IV DW TX CI PV **

THE OAKS REHABILITATION SERVICES CTR
628 EAST CREEK STREET
MC ALESTER, OK 74501
(918) 423-6350
** AD DT RR AM H Y CU DW TX CI PV **

MIAMI

INTER TRIBAL
ALCOHOLISM AND REHABILITATION PROGRAM
501 NE FIRST STREET
MIAMI, OK 74354
(918) 562-5543
** AD RR AM H AI DW TX CI PV **

NORTHEASTERN OKLAHOMA
COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
316 EASTGATE BOULEVARD
MIAMI, OK 74355
(918) 562-2045
** AD DT RR AM H Y AI EA DW TX CI PV **

WILLONCREST HOSPITAL
DRUG/ALCOHOL TREATMENT PROGRAM
130 A STREET SH
MIAMI, OK 74354
(918) 562-1836
** AD PV **

MOORE

MOORE ALCOHOL/DRUG CENTER INC
715 SOUTH SERVICE ROAD
MOORE, OK 73160
(405) 799-7761
** AD AM H Y TX **

MUSKOGEE

GREEN COUNTRY MENTAL HEALTH SERVS INC
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
619 NORTH MAIN STREET
MUSKOGEE, OK 74401
(918) 682-8407
** AD AM H Y A HV IV EA DW TX CI **
** PV **
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MONARCH
501 FREDONIA STREET
MUSKOGEE, OK 74403
(918) 683-0124
** AD AT RR AM W Y AI CU IV PG TX **
** CI PV **

MUSKOGEE COUNTY
COUNCIL OF YOUTH SERVICES
4409 EUFAULA AVENUE
MUSKOGEE, OK 74401
(918) 682-2841
** AD AN Y AI TX PV **

NORMAN
CENTRAL OKLAHOMA CMHC
ALCOHOL/DRUG PROGRAM
909 EAST ALAMEDA STREET
NORMAN, OK 73071
(405) 360-5100
** AD RR AM B H IV EA TX CI PV **

NAIC/CENTER FOR OKLAHOMA
ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES INC
225 WEST DUFFY STREET
NORMAN, OK 73070
(405) 321-0022
** AD AM W Y DH TX PV **

NORMAN ALCOHOL AND DRUG TREATMENT CTR
EAST MAIN STREET AND STATE DRIVE
NORMAN, OK 73069
(405) 321-4800 EXT. 2527
** AD DT RR HV IV TX PV MM **

NOWATA
GRAND LAKE MENTAL HEALTH CENTER INC
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
114 WEST DELAMARE STREET
NOWATA, OK 74048
(918) 273-1841
** AD AM W Y EA TX **

OKEMAH
CREEK NATION HEALTH SYSTEM
CREEK NATION ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
309 NORTH 14TH STREET
OKEMAH, OK 74859
(918) 623-1424 EXT. 277
** AD DT RR AM W Y AI CU TX CI **

OKLAHOMA CITY
A CHANCE TO CHANGE FOUNDATION
5228 CLASSEN BOULEVARD
OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 73118
(405) 860-9000
** AD AM W Y TX CI PV **

ALCOHOL TRAINING AND EDUCATION INC
2800 NW 36TH STREET
SUITE 101
OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 73112
(405) 943-7903
** AD AM Y EA DH TX CI PV **

CARVER CENTER
2801 SH 3RD STREET
OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 73108
(405) 235-0340
** AD AM HV DW TX PV **

COMMUNITY ACTION AGENCY
TURNING POINT
1900 NW 10TH STREET
OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 73106
(405) 232-0199
** AD AM W Y B H AI PI CU TX CI PV **

COMMUNITY COUNSELING CENTER
1140 NORTH HUDSON STREET
OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 73103
(405) 272-0660
** AD AM W Y IV TX CI PV **

DRUG RECOVERY INC
435 NW 8TH STREET
OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 73102
(405) 232-9004
** AD RR AM Y A HV IV TX PV **

FREEDOM OF CHOICE INC
764 CULBERTSON DRIVE
OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 73105
(405) 525-0036
** AD RR Y IV TX **

HOPE COMMUNITY SERVICES INC
105 SE 45TH STREET
OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 73129
(405) 634-0400
** AD AM W Y A HV DH TX CI **

NORTH OK COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
6300 NORTH CLASSEN BOULEVARD
BUILDING A
OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 73118
(405) 845-9004
** AD AM Y TX CI PV **

OKLAHOMA HALFWAY HOUSE INC
517 SH 2ND STREET
OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 73109
(405) 232-0231
** AD RR AM IV TX CI PV **

ORANGE QUARTERS INC
DBA THE LIFE IMPROVEMENT CENTER
3859 WEST RENO STREET
OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 73107
(405) 526-6557
** DA AM Y A B HV CU IV PG TX MM **

PUBLIC INEBRIATE ALTERNATIVE PROGRAM
NON MEDICAL DETOXIFICATION CENTER
211 NORTH WALNUT AVENUE
OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 73104
(405) 272-0366
** AD DT **

SUNBEAM FAMILY SERVICES INC
636 NW 21ST STREET
OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 73103
(405) 528-7721
** AD EA OT **

THE REFERRAL CENTER FOR
ALC AND DRUG SERVICE OF CENTRAL OK INC
1215 NW 25TH STREET
OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 73106
(405) 525-2525
** AD DT AM W A H AI CU IV EA DH **
** TX CI PV **

U OF OK DEPT PSYCH AND BEHAVIORS
DUAL TRT FOR CHEM DEP/MENTAL ILLNESS
SOUTH PAVILION 5TH FLOOR
ROOM 530
OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 73190
(405) 271-5251
** AD DT AM W Y A B H AI HV PI CU **
** IV PG EA TX CI PV **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
921 NE 13TH STREET
116C
OKLAHOMA CITY, OK 73104
(405) 270-5121
** AD AM HV IV EA TX CI PV MM OT **

OKMULGE
CREEKS MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
206 SOUTH GRAND STREET
SUITE 100
OKMULGE, OK 74447
(918) 756-9411
** AD AM Y HV CU TX PV **

OKASSO
STAR COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
11215 NORTH GARNETT ROAD
OKASSO, OK 74055
(918) 272-7770
** AD AM Y A HV TX CI PV **

PANHUSKA
OSAGE NATION
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
OSAGE AGENCY CAMPUS
PANHUSKA, OK 74056
(918) 287-2773
** AD EA PV **

PANNEE
COMMUNITY ALCOHOLISM SERVICES
6TH AND DENVER STREETS
PANNEE, OK 74058
(918) 762-3686
** AD AM Y TX CI PV **
PAWNEE TRIBAL ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
PAWNEE, OK 74058
(918) 762-3621
** AD AM Y AI PI TX CI PV **

PONCA CITY
EDWIN FAIR MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE UNIT
1500 NORTH 6TH STREET
PONCA CITY, OK 74601
(405) 762-7561
** AD RR AM H AI EA DW TX CI PV **

NORTHERN OKLAHOMA
ALCOHOL REHABILITATION CENTER INC
610 WEST GRAND STREET
PONCA CITY, OK 74602
(405) 762-1462
** AD RR B H AI PI CU EA TX CI PV **
** DT **

Seminole
TRI CITY SUBSTANCE ABUSE CENTER
225 EAST EVANS STREET
SEMINOLE, OK 74868
(405) 382-1112
** AD AM H Y IV EA DW TX PV **

SHAWNEE
ABSENTEE SHAWNEE TRIBE
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
2025 SOUTH GORDON COOPER DRIVE
SHAWNEE, OK 74801
(405) 275-4030 EXT. 57
** AD PV **

CITIZEN BAND POTANATOMI
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
1901 SOUTH GORDON COOPER DRIVE
SHAWNEE, OK 74801
(405) 275-3121
** AD PV **

GATEWAY TO PREVENTION AND RECOVERY
429 NORTH UNION STREET
SHAWNEE, OK 74801
(405) 273-1170
** AD AM DH TX CI PV **

STILLWATER
PAYNE COUNTY MISDEMEANANT PROGRAM AND RELATED SERVICES INC
801 SOUTH MAIN STREET
SUITE 5
STILLWATER, OK 74074
(405) 372-0198
** AD AM DH TX CI **

PAYNE COUNTY YOUTH SERVICES INC
STILLWATER, OK 74074
(405) 377-3380
** AD PV **

STARTING POINT II INC
608 HIGHPOINT DRIVE
STILLWATER, OK 74075
(405) 377-1517
** AD DT AM PI IV EA TX PV **

STROUD
SAC AND FOX NATION OFFICE FOR
SUBST ABUSE PREV CALLING ALL KIDS PROG
ROUTE 2
STROUD, OK 74079
(918) 968-3526
** AD PV **

TAHLEQUAH
BILL MILLIS CMHC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1200 WEST 4TH STREET
TAHLEQUAH, OK 74464
(918) 456-8272
** AD RR AM AI IV EA TX CI PV **

TONKAWA
ALPHA II INC
104 NORTH 9TH STREET
TONKAWA, OK 74563
(405) 620-2539
** AD RR AM Y B H AI HV PI CU DH **
** TX CI PV **

TULSA
ASSOCIATED CENTERS FOR THERAPY INC
7010 SOUTH YALE AVENUE
SUITE 210
TULSA, OK 74136
(918) 492-2554
** AD AM M Y A HV PI CU TX CI **

CEDAR VALE ADDICTION TREATMENT UNIT AT
TULSA
2040 EAST 51ST STREET
SUITE 210
TULSA, OK 74105
(918) 968-2575
** AD DT RR A HV IV TX CI PV **

DVIS/MEND COUNSELING PROGRAM
1419 EAST 15TH STREET
TULSA, OK 74120
(918) 504-0099
** AD AM W A AI HV IV TX PV **

FAMILY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
2725 EAST SKELLY DRIVE
TULSA, OK 74105
(918) 749-3030
** AD AM TX PV **

HOM FOUNDATION
REHABILITATION CENTER OF OKLAHOMA INC
5649 SOUTH GARNETT ROAD
TULSA, OK 74166
(918) 252-5796
** AD DT RR IV TX CI **

INDIAN HEALTH CARE
RESOURCE CENTER OF TULSA
915 SOUTH CINCINNATI STREET
TULSA, OK 74119
(918) 562-7225
** AD AM W Y A B H AI HV CU IV PG **
** TX PV **

METRO TULSA SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
603 EAST PINE STREET
TULSA, OK 74106
(918) 567-2171 EXT. 320
** AD DT AM H B H AI PI CU DH TX **

NEW CHOICE INC
4833 SOUTH SHERIDAN ROAD
SUITE 408
TULSA, OK 74135
(918) 663-6057
** AD EA DH PV **

PALMER DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
711 SOUTH SHERIDAN ROAD
TULSA, OK 74112
(918) 832-7763
** AD OT **

PARKSIDE CENTER
1620 EAST 12TH STREET
TULSA, OK 74120
(918) 582-2131
** AD IV EA CI PV **

PLANNED PARENTHOOD
FETAL ALC SYNDROME AWARENESS PROJECT
1007 SOUTH PEORIA AVENUE
TULSA, OK 74120
(918) 587-7674
** AD PV **

STREET SCHOOL INC
1135 SOUTH YALE STREET
TULSA, OK 74112
(918) 834-4300
** AD AM Y TX PV **

TULSA AREA COUNCIL ON
ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE
6655 SOUTH YALE STREET
SUITE 258
TULSA, OK 74136
(918) 495-3683
** AD AM W Y A B H AI CU PG TX CI PV **

TULSA REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
744 WEST 9TH STREET
TULSA, OK 74127
(918) 599-5550
** AD DT RR AM TX CI PV **
OKLAHOMA

TWELVE AND TWELVE
TRANSITION HOUSE INC
12 EAST 12TH STREET
TULSA, OK 74119
(918) 504-1212
** AD RR A HV IV EA TX CI PV OT **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
TULSA VA SUBSTANCE ABUSE CENTER
635 WEST 11TH STREET
VA OUTPATIENT CLINIC
TULSA, OK 74127
(918) 581-7127
** AD AH M A B H AI HV CU IV TX CI **
** PV **

WOMANS TREATMENT CENTER
4944 D SOUTH 83RD EAST AVENUE
TULSA, OK 74145
(918) 664-1955
** AD AH M Y A B H AI HV PI CU PG **
** EA TX **

VINNITA

VINNITA ALCOHOL AND DRUG TREATMENT CTR
VINNITA, OK 74301
(918) 256-7641
** AD RR A B AI HV CU DW TX PV **

WATONGA

OPPORTUNITIES INC
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY TREATMENT CENTER
120 WEST FIRST STREET
WATONGA, OK 73772
(405) 623-2545
** AD RR IV DW TX CI PV **

WETUMKA

WETUMKA GENERAL HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
325 SOUTH WASHITA STREET
WETUMKA, OK 74883
(405) 452-5966
** AD RR AM Y A HV IV TX CI PV **

WOODWARD

NORTHWEST OKLAHOMA CMHC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1222 10TH STREET
SUITE 211
WOODWARD, OK 73801
(405) 256-8615
** AD AM Y A H HV PI EA TX CI PV **

YUKON

CHISHOLM TRAIL COUNSELING SERVICES
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1501 COMMERCE STREET
YUKON, OK 73085
(405) 354-1927
** AD AM Y TX CI PV **
OREGON

ALBANY
CATHERINE FREER SURVIVOR SCHOOL
1230 PULVER LANE NH
ALBANY, OR 97321
(503) 926-7252
** AD RR Y TX **

LINN COUNTY
ALCOHOL AND DRUG TREATMENT PROGRAM
4TH AND LYONS STREETS
ALBANY, OR 97321
(503) 967-3619
** AD AM H Y A HV CU IV PG DM TX **
** PV **

ASHLAND
DOWNS ASSOCIATES INC OF ASHLAND
349 EAST MAIN STREET
SUITE 12
ASHLAND, OR 97520
(503) 482-4765
** AD AM H Y A B HV CU PG EA DM TX **
** PV **

ASTORIA
CLATSOP COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAMS
701 WEST MARINE DRIVE
ASTORIA, OR 97103
(503) 325-5722
** AD AM DH TX CI PV **

BAKER CITY
BAKER COUNTY COUNCIL ON ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROBLEMS INC
2330 5TH STREET
BAKER CITY, OR 97104
(503) 523-6581
** AD DT RR AM H Y IV EA DM TX **

BEAVERTON
COUNSELING INTERVENTION PROGRAMS INC
PROJECT STOP/103RD STREET UNIT
4572 SW 103RD STREET
BEAVERTON, OR 97005
(503) 230-9654
** AD AM H IV DM TX **

RECONNECTIONS
3685 SH 170TH AVENUE
BEAVERTON, OR 97006
(503) 591-8555
** AD AM DH TX PV **

BEND
CENTRAL OREGON
ALCOHOL AND DRUG COUNCIL
1725 NW NEWPORT AVENUE
BEND, OR 97701
(503) 382-9379
** AD DT RR AM H PI IV DM TX PV **

DESHUTES COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH SERVS
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
409 NE GREENWOOD AVENUE
SUITE 2
BEND, OR 97701
(503) 380-6601
** AD AM H IV PG TX PV **

BLACHLY
B AND H STUMP RANCH INC
18624 HIGHWAY 36
BLACHLY, OR 97412
(503) 927-3955
** AD RR H PI IV TX PV **

BURNS
BURNS INDIAN ALCOHOL PROGRAM
100 PASIGO STREET
BURNS, OR 97720
(503) 575-7312
** AD AM H AI TX PV **

HARNEY COUNSELING AND GUIDANCE SERVICE
415 NORTH FAIRVIEW STREET
BURNS, OR 97720
(503) 575-7420 EXT. 420
** AD AM DH TX CI PV **

COOS BAY
BETTER OPTIONS TO CORRECTIONS
295 1/2 SOUTH BROADWAY
COOS BAY, OR 97420
(503) 267-0572
** AD AM H DH TX **

COOS/LOWER UMPQUA/SIUSLAW
ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
338 MALLACE STREET
COOS BAY, OR 97420
(503) 888-3536
** AD AM H A AI HV CU TX CI PV **

RECOVERY PLUS INC
405 E ROD STREET
COOS BAY, OR 97420
(503) 269-7130
** AL AM A AI TX PV **

CORVALLIS
ADDICTION COUNSELING AND EDUCATION SERVICES INC
794 NW 4TH STREET
CORVALLIS, OR 97730
(503) 757-3550
** AL AM H TX PV **

BENTON COUNTY
ALCOHOL TREATMENT PROGRAM
530 NW 27TH STREET
PUBLIC SERVICE BUILDING
CORVALLIS, OR 97330
(503) 757-6850
** AD AM H Y A HV IV TX PV **

BENTON/LINN COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
COMMUNITY OUTREACH INC
128 SM 9TH STREET
CORVALLIS, OR 97333
(503) 758-3000
** AL DH PV **

MILESTONES FAMILY RECOVERY PROGRAM
306 SM 8TH STREET
CORVALLIS, OR 97333
(503) 753-2230
** AD RR AM H Y A HV CU IV PG TX **

** KEY **

** ORIENTATION:**
AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
AD = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
AM = AMBULATORY (LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)

** TYPE OF CARE:**
DT = DETOXIFICATION (24 HOUR CARE)
RR = RESIDENTIAL (24 HOUR CARE)

** SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS:**
W = WOMEN
Y = YOUTH
A = AIDS PATIENTS
B = BLACKS
H = HISPANICS
AI = AMERICAN INDIAN/ALASKAN NATIVES
HV = HIV POSITIVES
PX = PUBLIC INEBRIATES
CU = COCAINE USERS
IV = IV DRUG USERS

** UNIT FUNCTION:**
TX = TREATMENT UNIT
CI = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT
PV = PREVENTION UNIT
MM = METHADONE UNIT
OT = OTHER UNIT
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DALLAS
BRIDGEMAY
128 MILL STREET
DALLAS, OR 97338
(503) 623-3261
** AD AM H B H AI CU IV DH TX PV **

POLK COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH
ALCOHOL AND DRUG TREATMENT PROGRAM
182 SH ACADEMY STREET
SUITE 304
DALLAS, OR 97338
(503) 623-9209
** AD AM H Y H IV TX CI PV **

EUGENE
ADDICTION COUNSELING AND
EDUCATION SERVICES INC
1639 OAK STREET
EUGENE, OR 97401
(503) 344-2237
** AL AM TX PV **

BUCKLEY HOUSE PROGRAMS INC
605 WEST 4TH STREET
EUGENE, OR 97402
(503) 343-6512
** AD DT H A B H HV PI CU IV PG TX **
** CI PV OT **

CARLTON SUBSTANCE ABUSE CENTER
564 LINCOLN STREET
EUGENE, OR 97401
(503) 484-9007
** AD RR CU IV TX CI PV **

CHEMFREE OUTPATIENT SERVICES
1849 MILLAMETTE STREET
SUITE 9
EUGENE, OR 97401
(503) 342-3767
** AD AM H DH TX PV **

CHICANO AFFAIRS CENTER
676 POLK STREET
EUGENE, OR 97402
(503) 687-2666
** AD AM H EA DH TX PV **

COEUR DE LANE
66B JEFFERSON STREET
EUGENE, OR 97402
(503) 485-7747
** AD AM H B H AI CU IV PG TX **

LANE COUNTY
ALCOHOL/DRUG/OFFENDER PROGRAM
135 EAST 6TH STREET
EUGENE, OR 97401
(503) 687-9463
** DA AM A A I HV CU IV MM **

LOOKING GLASS
COUNSELING CENTER
1509 MILLAMETTE STREET
EUGENE, OR 97401
(503) 484-4428
** AD AM Y IV TX PV **

PREVENTION AND RECOVERY NORTHWEST
1106 OLIVE STREET
EUGENE, OR 97401
(503) 484-9274
** AD AM H Y DM TX PV **

RED MILLION
1106 OLIVE STREET
EUGENE, OR 97401
(503) 343-3749
** AD AM H A AI HV TX **

Serenity Lane Inc
Project New Hope
616 EAST 16TH AVENUE
EUGENE, OR 97401
(503) 687-1110
** AD AM H PG TX CI **

Sunrise House
692 JEFFERSON STREET
EUGENE, OR 97402
(503) 343-6512
** AD RR H B H AI CU IV PG TX **

White Bird Clinic
Chrysalis Program
341 EAST 12TH STREET
EUGENE, OR 97401
(503) 342-8255
** AD AM IV TX **

FlorencE
Practice Living Under Guidelines
(PLUG)
1525 12TH STREET
FLORENCE, OR 97439
(503) 997-3704
** AD AM H A HV DH TX PV **

West Lane Diversion
1495 WEST 8TH STREET
FLORENCE, OR 97439
(503) 997-9638
** AD AM H Y IV EA DH TX PV **

FOREST GROVE
COMM YOUTH SERVICES OF WASHINGTON CNTY
FOREST GROVE YOUTH SERVICES CENTER
1917 PACIFIC AVENUE
FOREST GROVE, OR 97116
(503) 357-5437
** AD AM Y IV TX PV **

TUALITY CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVS AT
FOREST GROVE COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
1809 MAPLE STREET
FOREST GROVE, OR 97116
(503) 357-0774
** AD AM H B H AI IV EA TX CI PV **

FOSSIL
WHEELER/GILLIAM MENTAL HEALTH PROGRAM
ALCOHOLISM SERVICES
FOSSIL, OR 97830
(503) 763-2746
** AD AM DH TX CI PV **

GERVAIS
RED MILLION
ADOLESCENT CHEMICAL DEP TREATMENT INC
765 7TH STREET
GERVAIS, OR 97026
(503) 792-3697
** AD RR H H Y B AI CU TX PV **

GOLD BEACH
CURRY COUNTY
ALCOHOL AND DRUG TREATMENT PROGRAM
145 EAST MOORE STREET
CURRY COUNTY COURTHOUSE ANNEX
GOLD BEACH, OR 97444
(503) 247-7011 EXT. 277
** AD AM Y DH TX PV OT **

CURRY COUNTY COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
450 NORTH ELLensburg STREET
CURRY COUNTY COURTHOUSE
GOLD BEACH, OR 97444
(503) 247-2412
** AD DH PV **

GRAND RONDE
CONFEDERATED TRIBES OF GRAND RONDE
GRAND RONDE, OR 97347
(503) 879-5211 EXT. 104
** AD AM H Y AI PI TX PV **

GRANTS PASS
DOWNS ASSOCIATES OF GRANTS PASS
215 SE 6TH STREET
SUITE 401
GRANTS PASS, OR 97526
(503) 476-3062
** AD AM H Y A HV CU PG EA DH TX **
** PV **
JOSEPHINE COUNCIL ON ALC/DRUG ABUSE
DBA ROGUE RECOVERY PROGRAMS
707 NW A STREET
GRANTS PASS, OR 97526
(503) 476-2277
** AD DT RR AM H Y PI CU IV PG EA **
** TX **

GRESHAM
MOUNT HOOD MEDICAL CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY TREATMENT
24800 SE STARK STREET
GRESHAM, OR 97030
(503) 661-9204
** AD DT RR AM Y IV EA TX **

HEPPNER
MORROW COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
ALCOHOLISM SERVICES
150 ROCK STREET
HEPPNER, OR 97836
(503) 676-9161
** AD AM H Y H AI PI CU PG DH TX **
** CI PV **

HILLSBORO
OREGON HUMAN DEVELOPMENT CORPORATION
AYUDA COMMUNITY SERVICES
265 SE OAK STREET
SUITE E
HILLSBORO, OR 97123
(503) 640-5223
** AD AM H H IV EA DH TX PV **

KLAMATH FALLS
KLAMATH ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE INC
(KADA)
310 SOUTH 5TH STREET
KLAMATH FALLS, OR 97601
(503) 883-3471
** AD AM IV EA DH TX CI PV **

LAKEVIEW
LAKE COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTERSUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
513 CENTER STREET
LAKEVIEW, OR 97630
(503) 947-6021
** AD AM Y IV DM TX PV **

LEBAHAM
TEEN CHALLENGE OF OREGON INC
75 WEST MORTON STREET
LEBANNON, OR 97355
(503) 259-3401
** AD RR IV TX CI PV **

MC MINNVILLE
YAMHILL COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
626 NORTH FORD STREET
MC MINNVILLE, OR 97128
(503) 434-7527
** AD AM H Y H CU IV PG DM TX CI **
** PV **

MEDFORD
BROOK COUNSELING SERVICES
345 NORTH BARTLETT STREET
SUITE 102
MEDFORD, OR 97501
(503) 779-5866
** AD AM H Y A B H AI HV PI CU IV **
** PG DM TX CI PV **

JACKSON COUNTY
PROBATION DEPARTMENT ALCOHOL SERVICES
100 SOUTH OAKDALE STREET
JUSTICE BUILDING
MEDFORD, OR 97501
(503) 776-7219
** AL DH PV **

ONTRACK INC
221 WEST MAIN STREET
MEDFORD, OR 97501
(503) 772-1777
** AD DT RR AM H Y H HV PI CU IV **
** PG EA DH TX CI PV **

LA GRANDE
UNION COUNTY CTR FOR HUMAN DEVELOPMENT
ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES
1100 K AVENUE
LA GRANDE, OR 97850
(503) 963-1013
** AD AM H Y IV DH TX CI PV **

YOUTH CONTACT
447 SE BASELINE STREET
HILLSBORO, OR 97123
(503) 640-4222
** AD AM Y IV TX **

HOOD RIVER
MOUNT HOOD MEDICAL CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY TREATMENT SERVICES
216 COLUMBIA AVENUE
UNION BUILDING
HOOD RIVER, OR 97031
(503) 386-2815
** AD AM IV EA TX PV **

PACIFIC NORTHWEST COUNSELING
1217 12TH STREET
HOOD RIVER, OR 97031
(503) 386-5875
** AD AM H A EA DM TX PV **

JOHN DAY
GRANT COUNTY CENTER FOR HUMAN DEVELOPMENT
166 SH BRENTE STREET
JOHN DAY, OR 97845
(503) 575-1666
** AD AM H Y PI EA DM TX CI PV **
OREGON

ROGUE VALLEY
ADDITIONS RECOVERY CENTER
841 SOUTH RIVERSIDE DRIVE
MEDFORD, OR 97501
(503) 779-1282
** AD RR IV DH TX PV **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
ALCOHOL TREATMENT UNIT 116C
MEDFORD, OR 97503
(503) 826-2111 EXT. 3270
** AD DT RR A HV PI EA TX CI PV **

HUMBIRD
SPRING BROOK INSTITUTE
2001 CRESTVIEW DRIVE
NEWBERG, OR 97132
(503) 537-7000
** AD DT RR AM H CU TX PV **

HUMBIRD
LAURELHURST COAST COUNSELING
814 NORTH COAST HIGHWAY
NEWBURY, OR 97365
(503) 265-6659
** AL AM H DH TX PV **

LINCOLN COUNTY ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROG
306 SH COAST HIGHWAY 101
NEWPORT, OR 97365
(503) 265-6611 EXT. 422
** AD AM H Y A B H AI HV PI CU IV **
** PG EA TX PV **

LINCOLN COUNTY COUNCIL ON
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
155 SH HIGH STREET
NEWPORT, OR 97365
(503) 265-2971
** AD DT DH TX CI PV **

RECONNECTIONS
634 NE 3RD STREET
NEWPORT, OR 97365
(503) 265-6626
** AD AM EA DH TX PV **

NORTH BEND
ALCOHOL/DRUG RESPONSIBILITY PROGRAM
21% EVERT STREET
NORTH BEND, OR 97459
(503) 267-2852
** AD AM H Y AI DH TX CI **

AMBIT CLINIC
1931 MEADE STREET
PHOENIX BUILDING SUITE C
NORTH BEND, OR 97459
(503) 756-1599
** AD DT AM H Y AI PI PG TX PV OT **

COOS COUNTY
CORRECTIONAL TREATMENT PROGRAM
1975 MCPHERSON STREET
NORTH BEND, OR 97459
(503) 756-1168
** AD AM H Y A AI HV CU IV PG TX **

ONTARIO
MALHEUR COUNTY ALC AND DRUG AUTHORITY
ALCOHOL RECOVERY CENTER
686 NW 9TH STREET
ONTARIO, OR 97914
(503) 889-2490
** AD RR H TX **

MALHEUR COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH AND
COUNSELING CENTER
1108 SW 4TH STREET
ONTARIO, OR 97914
(503) 889-9167
** AD AM H Y H DN TX CI PV **

PENDLETON
EASTERN OREGON ALCOHOLISM FOUNDATION
304 SH HAILEY AVENUE
PENDLETON, OR 97801
(503) 276-3518
** AD RR H CU PG DH TX **

SAINT ANTHONY HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL AND DRUG RECOVERY PROGRAM
1601 SE COURT AVENUE
PENDLETON, OR 97801
(503) 276-9507
** AD DT RR AM Y AI IV TX PV **

UMATILLA COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH PROGRAM
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT UNIT
721 SE 3RD STREET
SUITE B
PENDLETON, OR 97801
(503) 276-3784
** AD DT AM H Y H IV DH TX PV **

PORTLAND
A MINOR MIRACLE
813 SW ALDER STREET
SUITE 450
PORTLAND, OR 97205
(503) 224-7858
** AD AM Y TX PV **

ADDICTIONS RECOVERY ASSOCIATION
1381 SW 16TH AVENUE
PORTLAND, OR 97201
(503) 228-0619
** AD RR H IV PG TX **

ALCOHOL TREATMENT AND TRAINING CLINIC
506 SW 6TH AVENUE
WILCOX BUILDING 3RD FLOOR
PORTLAND, OR 97204
(503) 494-4745
** AD AM H IV PG DH TX PV **

ALLIED HEALTH SERVICES FOR
DRUG RECOVERY
808 SW ALDER STREET
3RD FLOOR
PORTLAND, OR 97205
(503) 226-2203
** BA AM H A B CU IV PG TX PV MM **

ALPHA HOUSE
1325 SW GIBBS STREET
PORTLAND, OR 97201
(503) 241-0266 EXT. 0267
** BA RR IV TX **

ASAP TREATMENT SERVICES INC
919 SW TAYLOR STREET
7TH FLOOR
PORTLAND, OR 97205
(503) 224-0075
** AD AM H A HV CU IV PG DM TX PV **

BURNHOULSBURG PROJECTS INC
435 NW GLISAN STREET
PORTLAND, OR 97209
(503) 222-9362
** AD AM H H PI IV TX **

CLACKAMAS COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH
ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
2100 SE LAKE ROAD
PORTLAND, OR 97222
(503) 655-8735
** AD AM H Y A B H AI HV PI CU IV **
** PG EA DN TX PV **

CLINICAL ASSOCIATES NORTHEAST
818 NW 17TH STREET
PORTLAND, OR 97209
(503) 227-2027
** AD AM H Y CU IV PG TX **

CODA DRUG TREATMENT SERVICES
306 NE 20TH STREET
PORTLAND, OR 97232
(503) 259-8400
** AD AM Y IV PG EA TX CI MM **

COUNSELING INTERVENTION PROGRAMS INC
PROJECT STOP/MAN OFFICE
4415 SE 17TH AVENUE
PORTLAND, OR 97202
(503) 250-9654
** AD AM H IV DH TX **

COUNSELING INTERVENTION PROGRAMS INC
PROJECT STOP/TIGARD
7140 SW FIR LOOP STREET
SUITE 210
PORTLAND, OR 97223
(503) 250-9654
** AD AM H IV DH TX **

DE PAUL ADULT TREATMENT CENTER
1320 SW WASHINGTON STREET
PORTLAND, OR 97205
(503) 223-4922
** AD RR AM H Y B H AI HV PI CU IV **
** PG TX CI PV **

364
DE PAUL YOUTH TREATMENT CENTER
4411 NE EMERSON STREET
PORTLAND, OR 97210
(503) 287-7731
** AD RR AM Y B H AI HV CU PG TX **

DIVERSION ASSOCIATES
1949 SE 122ND AVENUE
PORTLAND, OR 97235
(503) 273-5954
** AD AM H H EA DH TX CI **

EMANUEL HOSPITAL
PROJECT NETWORK
2801 NORTH GANTENBEIN AVENUE
PORTLAND, OR 97227
(503) 280-4557
** AD AM W A B HV PI CU IV PG TX **
** PV **

EVANS AND SULLIVAN
8555 SW APPLE WAY
SUITE 130
PORTLAND, OR 97225
(503) 292-8084
** AD AM H Y IV TX **

HARBOR LIGHT REHABILITATION CENTER
154 WEST BURNSIDE STREET
PORTLAND, OR 97209
(503) 225-2043
** AD RR H B H AI PI CU IV PG EA **
** TX CI **

HARMONY HOUSE INC
2270 SE 39TH AVENUE
PORTLAND, OR 97214
(503) 232-6608
** AD RR AI PI TX **

HARMONY HOUSE INC/TIGARD
10362 SW McDONALD ROAD
PORTLAND, OR 97224
(503) 620-0312
** AD DT RR H AI PI TX **

HOOPER MEMORIAL CENTER
20 NE MARTIN LUTHER KING BOULEVARD
PORTLAND, OR 97232
(503) 230-2067
** AD DT AM H A B H AI HV PI CU PG **
** EA TX CI PV **

KAISER PERNAMENTE
RECOVERY RESOURCES/ADOLESCENT UNITS
2350 NE SISKIYOU STREET
PORTLAND, OR 97222
(503) 281-6755
** AD RR AM Y IV TX PV **

LAURELHURST MANOR
1025 NE 33RD AVENUE
PORTLAND, OR 97232
(503) 231-0306
** AD RR AM Y AI IV TX **

MAINSTREAM YOUTH PROGRAM INC
4531 SE BELMONT STREET
SUITE 500
PORTLAND, OR 97215
(503) 234-3400
** AD AM Y DH TX CI PV **

MORRISON CENTER
BREAKTHROUGH PROGRAM
3390 SE MILWAUKIE AVENUE
PORTLAND, OR 97202
(503) 232-0191
** AD RR AM Y IV TX PV **

NATIVE AMERICAN
REHAB ASSOCIATION OF THE NW INC
2022 NW DIVISION STREET
PORTLAND, OR 97202
(503) 669-7889
** AD RR AM H Y AI PI PG EA DH TX **
** PV **

NORTHWEST TREATMENT SERVICES
9370 SW GREENBURG ROAD
SUITE 601
PORTLAND, OR 97223
(503) 246-5238
** AL AM Y EA DH TX CI PV **

NORTHWEST TREATMENT SERVICES
948 NE 102ND STREET
SUITE 101
PORTLAND, OR 97220
(503) 257-0381
** AL AM Y EA DH TX CI PV **

PORTLAND ADVENTIST MEDICAL CENTER
NEW DAY CENTER
6012 SE YAMHILL STREET
PORTLAND, OR 97215
(503) 251-6220
** AD RR AM H Y IV TX CI **

PROJECT FOR COMMUNITY RECOVERY
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
3525 NE MARTIN LUTHER KING JR BLVD
PORTLAND, OR 97211
(503) 281-2804
** AD AM W A B HV CU IV TX PV **

PROVIDENCE MEDICAL CENTER
ADDICTIONS TREATMENT SERVICES
5228 NE HOYT STREET
PORTLAND, OR 97213
(503) 731-6363
** AD RR AM IV DH TX **

PROVIDENCE MILWAUKIE HOSPITAL
OPTATION
10150 SE 32ND AVENUE
PORTLAND, OR 97222
(503) 652-0370
** AD AM H DH TX CI PV **

ROSEMONT RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT CENTER
597 NORTH DEKUM STREET
PORTLAND, OR 97217
(503) 283-2205
** AD RR M Y A B AI IV TX PV **

SAINT VINCENT HOSPITAL AND MEDICAL CTR
ALCOHOL AND CHEM DEPENDENCY PROG
9340 SH BARNES ROAD
SUITE A
PORTLAND, OR 97225
(503) 291-2057
** AD AM H A AI HV CU IV DH TX **

SERENITY LANE
2850 SE STEELE STREET
PORTLAND, OR 97202
(503) 234-2200
** AD AM W B H AI PI CU IV PG EA **
** TX PV **

TASC OF OREGON INC
1727 NE 13TH STREET
ROOM 202
PORTLAND, OR 97212
(503) 281-0037
** AD AM H B CU IV PG TX PV **

TUALATIN VALLEY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
14600 NW CORNELL ROAD
PORTLAND, OR 97229
(503) 645-3581
** AD AM W Y A H HV CU IV PG EA DH **
** TX PV **

WESTERN HEALTH CLINICS
SOUTHEAST PORTLAND CLINIC
3777 SE MILWAUKIE STREET
PORTLAND, OR 97202
(503) 234-1777
** DA AM H IV MM **

WOODLAND PARK HOSPITAL
PATHWAYS
10300 NE HANCOCK STREET
PORTLAND, OR 97220
(503) 257-5500
** AD DT IV TX PV MM **

PRINCEVILLE
LUTHERAN FAMILY SERVICES
CROOK COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH
203 NORTH COURT STREET
PRINCEVILLE, OR 97754
(503) 447-7441
** AD AM IV EA DH TX CI PV **

REEDSPORT
DOUGLAS COUNTY HEALTH AND
SOCIAL SERVICES DEPT/SUBST ABUSE PROG
680 FIR AVENUE
REEDSPORT, OR 97467
(503) 271-4835
** AD AM EA DH TX CI PV **
OREGON

ROSEBURG
CON CREEK BAND UMPQUA TRIBE
DRUG AND ALCOHOL TREATMENT PROGRAM
2400 STEWART PARKWAY
SUITE 300
ROSEBURG, OR 97470
(503) 672-9065
** AD AM Y AI TX PV **

DOUGLAS COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
GATEWAYS PROGRAM
736 WEST MARADON STREET
ROSEBURG, OR 97470
(503) 440-2566
** AL DT AH DH TX **

DOUGLAS COUNTY COUNCIL ON ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION AND TREATMENT
621 WEST MADRONE STREET
ROSEBURG, OR 97470
(503) 672-2691
** AD RR AM W Y CU PG EA DH TX CI **
** PV **

FIRST STEP
1124 NW GARDEN VALLEY BOULEVARD
SUITE 108
ROSEBURG, OR 97470
(503) 673-7678
** AL AM M A H AI HV DH TX CI PV **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
ALCOHOL/DRUG DEPENDENCE TREATMENT PROGRAM
GARDEN VALLEY BOULEVARD
ROSEBURG, OR 97470
(503) 440-1000
** AD DT RR AM A HV PI IV TX CI PV **

SAINT HELENS
COLUMBIA COUNTY FAMILY COUNSELING CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
161 SAINT HELENS STREET
SAINT HELENS, OR 97051
(503) 397-5211
** AD AM W Y TX PV **

MELVIN R YOUNG AND ASSOCIATES
253 SOUTH FIRST STREET
SAINT HELENS, OR 97051
(503) 397-4807
** AL DH PV **

SALEM
BRIDGEMAY
2550 CORAL AVENUE NE
SALEM, OR 97305
(503) 363-2021
** AD AM W Y B H AI CU IV PG DH TX **
** PV **

CHEHAWA ALCOHOLISM EDUCATION CENTER
3760 CHEHAWA ROAD NE
SALEM, OR 97305
(503) 399-5942
** AD AM AI TX PV **

ECKLES AND MAUK
COUNSELING SERVICES INC
746 HAWTHORNE STREET NE
SALEM, OR 97301
(503) 363-6306
** AD AM N Y B H DH TX **

HILLCREST SCHOOL OF OREGON
HILLCREST ALC AND DRUG TREATMENT PROGRAM
2450 STRONG ROAD SE
SALEM, OR 97310
(503) 378-5292
** AD RR Y A HV IV TX PV **

MARION COUNTY DRUG TREATMENT PROGRAM
3180 CENTER STREET NE
ROOM 225
SALEM, OR 97301
(503) 550-5358
** DA AM H Y IV PG TX PV MM **

NANITCH SAHALLIE TREATMENT CENTER
5119 RIVER ROAD NE
SALEM, OR 97303
(503) 390-5904
** AD RR H Y AI CU IV PG TX PV **

NATIONAL TRAFFIC SAFETY INSTITUTE
REGIONAL OFFICE
1235 WOODRON STREET NE
SALEM, OR 97301
(503) 364-3565
** AL DH PV **

OREGON STATE HOSPITAL
CORNERSTONE
2600 CENTER STREET NE
SALEM, OR 97310
(503) 370-5491
** AD RR AM H A B AI HV IV TX **

OREGON STATE HOSPITAL
CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION TRT SERVICES
2600 CENTER STREET NE
COTTAGE 21
SALEM, OR 97310
(503) 373-1470
** AD AM H B H AI HV IV TX PV **

PHOENIX RECOVERY CENTER
1880 LANCASTER DRIVE NE
SUITE 109
SALEM, OR 97305
(503) 505-6254
** AD DT RR AM W Y IV DH TX PV **

RIB/JADE
663 HIGH STREET NE
SALEM, OR 97301
(503) 362-3292
** AL DH CI PV **

SERENITY LANE
755 MEDICAL CENTER DRIVE NE
SALEM, OR 97301
(503) 588-2804
** AD AM EA TX CI PV **

SEASIDE
MIRACLES IN MOTION
DBA SERENITY
321 SOUTH POM AND AVENUE A
SEASIDE, OR 9738
(503) 750-3308
** AD RR W Y A PI TX **

SPRINGFIELD
PERSONAL SOLUTIONS
223 NORTH A STREET
SUITE C
SPRINGFIELD, OR 97477
(503) 726-9302
** AL AM TX PV **

STAYTON
CENTER FOR IMPROVEMENT
223 LOCUST STREET
STAYTON, OR 97383
(503) 769-5450
** AL AM DH TX PV **

THE DALLES
MID COLUMBIA CENTER FOR LIVING
400 EAST 5TH STREET
COURTHOUSE ANNEX A ROOM 106
THE DALLES, OR 97058
(503) 296-5452
** AD AM W Y A H IV EA TX CI PV **

TILLAMOOK
TILLAMOOK COUNSELING INC
2405 5TH STREET
TILLAMOOK, OR 97141
(503) 842-8201
** AD AM W Y A HV PI IV EA DH **
** TX CI PV **

TUPELA
MERIDIAN PARK HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY TREATMENT SERVICES
18779 SH BOONES FERRY ROAD
TUPELA, OR 97062
(503) 692-6700
** AD AM Y IV EA TX PV **

WARM SPRINGS
CONFEDERATED TRIBES OF WARM SPRINGS
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
WARM SPRINGS, OR 97761
(503) 553-3205
** AD AM W Y AI TX CI **

366
AYUDA COMMUNITY SERVICES
2215 COUNTRY CLUB ROAD
WOODBURN, OR 97071
(503) 982-4036
** AD AM H H IV DM TX PV **
**Pennsylvania**

**Abington**
- **Growth Horizons Inc**
  - 1069 Easton Road
  - Abington, PA 19001
  - (215) 897-5966
  - **Ad AD M Y A HV IV PG DM TX CI**

**Alequipa**
- **Gateway Rehabilitation Center**
  - Moffett Run Road
  - RD 2
  - Alequipa, PA 15001
  - (412) 768-6700
  - **Ad DT RR AM M B CU IV EA TX**

**Allentown**
- **Allentown Osteopathic Med Ctr (AOMC)**
  - Drug and Alcohol Detoxification Unit
  - 1736 Hamilton Street
  - Allentown, PA 18104
  - (215) 770-8300 Ext. 8452
  - **Ad DT H Y A H HV IV PG EA TX**

- **Allentown Osteopathic Med Ctr (AOMC)**
  - Recovery Center
  - 33 North Saint George Street
  - Allentown, PA 18104
  - (215) 776-0866
  - **Ad AM W IV PG EA TX**

- **Council on Alcohol and Drug Abuse**
  - Alcohol and Drug Abuse
  - 126 North 9th Street
  - Allentown, PA 18102
  - (215) 437-0801
  - **Ad AM H Y A H HV IV PG DM TX PV**

**Drug Treatment Program of Lehigh Valley and Reading**
- 1810 Steelstone Road
- Suite 101-102
- Allentown, PA 18103
- (215) 266-5900
- **Ad AM H A B H HV IV PG MM**

**Lehigh County**
- **Drug and Alcohol Intake Unit**
  - 139 North 8th Street
  - Allentown, PA 18101
  - (215) 432-2228
- **Ad EA CI**

- **Treatment Trends Inc**
  - Confront Program
  - 1130 Walnut Street
  - Allentown, PA 18102
  - (215) 343-0140
  - **Ad AM H Y H HV CU TX**

- **Treatment Trends Inc**
  - Keenan House Inc
  - 10-22 South 6th Street
  - Allentown, PA 18105
  - (215) 439-0479
  - **Ad RR H A B H HV IV TX**

- **Upward Drug and Alcohol Program**
  - 532 Saint John Street
  - Allentown, PA 18102
  - (215) 776-3502
  - **Ad AM H IV TX PV**

- **William Olivo Counseling Services**
  - 1620 Hamilton Street
  - Hamilton Professional Building
  - Allentown, PA 18102
  - (215) 770-0081
  - **Ad AM H IV TX PV**

- **Altoona**
  - **Altoona Hospital CMHC**
    - Community Crisis Center
    - 620 Howard Avenue
    - Altoona, PA 16601
    - (814) 946-2141
    - **Ad DT**

  - **AMP/CEP Group Homes Inc**
    - T/A Soberity House
    - 901 6th Avenue
    - Altoona, PA 16602
    - (814) 946-3035
    - **Ad RR AM B TX**

- **Blair County Economic Oppor Council**
  - Substance Abuse Prevention
  - 5435 Industrial Avenue
  - Altoona, PA 16601
  - (814) 946-3651
  - **Ad AM H Y B PI CU DM TX PV**

- **Home Nursing Agency Community Support**
  - Alternatives
  - 201 Chestnut Avenue
  - Altoona, PA 16603
  - (814) 943-0414
  - **Ad AM TX CI PV**

**Amber**
- **Horsesho Clinic**
  - 722 East Butler Pike
  - Ambler, PA 19002
  - (215) 643-7800 Ext. 217
  - **Ad RR TX**

**Ardmere**
- **Lower Merion Counseling Services**
  - 34 Rittenhouse Place
  - Ardmere, PA 19003
  - (215) 649-6512
  - **Ad AM H Y B H HV DM TX**

- **WomanSpace/RHD**
  - 120 Ardmere Avenue
  - Ardmere, PA 19003
  - (215) 649-8136
  - **Ad RR N IV TX CI PV**

**Athens**
- **Bradford/Sullivan Drug and Alcohol Program**
  - 419 South Main Street
  - Athens, PA 18810
  - (717) 888-6657
  - **Ad AM H Y A HV PI CU IV PG EA**
  - **DM TX PV**

**Bangor**
- **Slate Belt Nursing and Rehab Center**
  - Adult Addictions Program
  - 701 Slate Belt Boulevard
  - Rd 3
  - Bangor, PA 18013
  - (215) 588-4044
  - **Ad DT RR H HV IV TX CI**

**Bath**
- **Center for Humanistic Change Inc (CHO)**
  - 7574 Beth-Bath Pike
  - Bath, PA 18014
  - (215) 857-9900
  - **Ad PV**

**Key**
- **AL** = Alcoholism Services Only
- **DA** = Drug Abuse Services Only
- **AD** = Alcoholism & Drug Abuse Services
- **AM** = Ambulatory (Less than 24 Hour Care)
- **PG** = Pregnant Users
- **EA** = EAP Program Services
- **DM** = DHI/ASAP Services

| Type of Care | Alcoholism & Drug Abuse
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DT = Detoxification</td>
<td>RR = Residential</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Selected Special Programs**
- **H** = Men
- **Y** = Youth
- **A** = AIDS Patients
- **B** = Blacks
- **C** = Hispanics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Specialty</th>
<th>American Indian/Alaskan Natives</th>
<th>HIV Positives</th>
<th>Public Inebriates</th>
<th>Cocaine Users</th>
<th>IV Drug Users</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unit Function</th>
<th>Treatment Unit</th>
<th>Central Intake Unit</th>
<th>Prevention Unit</th>
<th>Methadone Unit</th>
<th>Other Unit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
RENWAL CENTERS
BENSalem OFFICE
1950 STREET ROAD
CONSTITUTION BUILDING SUITE 301
BENSALEM, PA 19020
(215) 639-3561
** AD AM M W Y CU TX PV **

BETHLEHEM
ALCOHOL COUNCIL/LEHIGH VALLEY
520 EAST BROAD STREET
BETHLEHEM, PA 18018
(215) 867-3986
** AD CI PV **

ENDEAVOR INC
1500 CENTER STREET
BETHLEHEM, PA 18018
(215) 691-6360
** AD IV OT **

INTENSIVE OUTPATIENT TREATMENT ALTERNATIVES
800 OSTRUM STREET
BETHLEHEM, PA 18015
(215) 432-0661
** AD AM M Y IV TX **

LEHIGH VALLEY ADDICTIONS TRT SERVICES
HALHAY HOME
50 EAST BROAD STREET
BETHLEHEM, PA 18018
(215) 758-9523
** AD RR W B H HV CU TX **

LEHIGH VALLEY ADDICTIONS TRT SERVICES
OUTPATIENT/BETHLEHEM
50 EAST BROAD STREET
BETHLEHEM, PA 18018
(215) 866-0918
** AD AM M Y H HV CU IV DM TX **

BLANDSBURG
AMP CEP GROUP HOMES INC
BLANDSBURG, PA 16619
(814) 687-3228
** AD RR Y TX **

BLOOMSBURG
FAMILY COUNSELING SERVICES OF SUSEQUEHANNA VALLEY INC ALC/DRUG UNIT
603 WEST MAIN STREET
BLOOMSBURG, PA 17015
(717) 784-5773
** AD AM M Y DN TX CI PV **

BRADFORD
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
BRADFORD UNIT
36 SOUTH AVENUE
BRADFORD, PA 16701
(814) 362-6517
** AD AM IV TX **

FEDERAL CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
BRADFORD, PA 16730
(215) 597-6317
** AD RR A B H HV CU IV EA TX PV **

BROOKHAVEN
MOUNTAINVIEW REHABILITATION CENTER INC
ROUTE 115 AND WEIR LAKE ROAD
BROOKHAVEN, PA 18322
(717) 992-5566
** AD RR M Y B H AI PI CU IV PG TX **
** PV **

BROOMALL
CHANGING TIMES CENTER
370 REED ROAD
BROOMALL, PA 19008
(215) 328-3200
** AD AM DH TX CI **

BUTLER
BUTLER A CENTER INC
165 OLD PLANK ROAD
BUTLER, PA 16001
(412) 287-8205
** AD RR TX **

BUTLER ALCOHOL COUNTERMEASURES PROGRAM
165 BRUGH AVENUE
MORGAN MANAGEMENT BUILDING SUITE 320
BUTLER, PA 16001
(412) 287-8952
** AD DH PV **

BUTLER COUNTY COUNCIL ON ALC AND DRUG DEPENDENCY
227 SOUTH CHESTNUT STREET
BUTLER, PA 16001
(412) 287-5294
** AD EA PV **

IRENE STACY CMHC
ADDICTIVE BEHAVIORS UNIT
112 HILLVUE DRIVE
BUTLER, PA 16001
(412) 287-0791 EXT. 40
** AD AM IV EA TX CI PV **

CAMP HILL
HOLY SPIRIT CMHC
CRISIS INTERVENTION
NORTH 21ST STREET
CAMP HILL, PA 17011
(717) 761-6013
** AD EA OT **

HOLY SPIRIT HOSPITAL
DRUG AND ALCOHOL MEDICAL SERVICE UNIT
505 NORTH 21ST STREET
CAMP HILL, PA 17011
(717) 763-2366
** AD DT IV EA TX PV **

369
PENNSYLVANIA

HOLY SPIRIT HOSPITAL
DRUG AND ALCOHOL OUTPATIENT SERVICES
NORTH 21ST STREET
CAMP HILL, PA 17011
(717) 763-2369
** AD AM H Y IV EA TX **

CANNONSBURG

THE CARE CENTER
CROSSEROADS OFFICE
107 EAST MCMURRAY ROAD
CANNONSBURG, PA 15317
(412) 941-2030
** AD AM H Y PI CU IV EA TX **

CARBONDALE

DRUG AND ALCOHOL TREATMENT SERVICE
9 NORTH MAIN STREET
CARBONDALE, PA 18407
(717) 282-6630
** AD AM H Y IV EA TX **

CARLISLE

CUMBERLAND/PERRY
DRUG AND ALCOHOL COMMISSION
CUMBERLAND COUNTY COURT HOUSE
EAST KING ROOM 206
CARLISLE, PA 17013
(717) 240-6300
** AD PV **

NEW INSIGHTS
8 SOUTH HANOVER STREET
CARLISLE, PA 17013
(717) 249-7980
** AD AM HY IV EA TX **

CENTRE HALL

THE MEADONS PSYCHIATRIC CENTER
PSYCHIATRIC CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROG
EARLYSTOWN ROAD
RD 1
CENTRE HALL, PA 16628
(814) 364-2161
** AD RR IV TX PV **

CHAMBERSBURG

CONTACT CHAMBERSBURG
221 NORTH MAIN STREET
CHAMBERSBURG, PA 17201
(717) 263-8007
** AD PV **

FRANKLIN/FULTON COUNTY
DRUG AND ALCOHOL PROGRAM
425 FRANK FARM LANE
CHAMBERSBURG, PA 17201
(717) 263-1256
** AD PV **

WHITE DEER KOALA OUTPATIENT CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT
144 SOUTH 8TH STREET
SUITE 105
CHAMBERSBURG, PA 17201
(717) 263-7744
** AD AM IV EA TX CI **

WOMEN IN NEED INC
263 LINCOLNWAY EAST
CHAMBERSBURG, PA 17201
(717) 264-3056
** AD PV **

CHESTER

CROZIER CHESTER MEDICAL CENTER (CCMC)
CRISIS SERVICE
1 MEDICAL CENTER BOULEVARD
CHESTER, PA 19013
(215) 447-6081
** AD DT **

CLARISSON

CLARISSON COUNTY DRUG/ALC ADMINISTRATION
214 SOUTH 7TH AVENUE
CLARISSON, PA 16258
(814) 226-5588
** AD CI PV **

CLARK'S SUMMIT

LOURDES MOUNT
GOOD SHEPHERD YOUTH AND FAMILY
537 VENARD ROAD
CLARK'S SUMMIT, PA 18411
(717) 587-4741
** AD AM Y B H TX PV **

CLEARFIELD

BI COUNTY TREATMENT CENTER
214 NORTH 2ND STREET
CLEARFIELD, PA 16830
(814) 765-3200
** AD AM H Y CI TX PV **

COATESVILLE

RIVERSIDE CLINICS INC
RIVERSIDE BRANDYMINE
118 EAST LINCOLN HIGHWAY
COATESVILLE, PA 19320
(215) 385-9600
** AD AM H Y A B H TX **

COLLEGEVILLE

CREATIVE HEALTH SERVICES INC
363 MAIN STREET
COLLEGEVILLE, PA 19426
(215) 489-1000
** AD AM H Y PV **

DOYLESTOWN

ALDIE COUNSELING CENTER
228 NORTH MAIN STREET
DOYLESTOWN, PA 18901
(215) 345-8530
** AD AM Y TX CI PV **

BUCKS COUNTY DRUG/ALC COMMISSION INC
PREVENTION UNIT
ROUTES 611 AND 313
BUCKS COUNTY BANK CENTER SUITE 300
DOYLESTOWN, PA 18901
(215) 345-8576
** AD PV **
FAMILY SERVICE ASSOC OF BUCKS COUNTY
20 WEST OAKLAND STREET
DOYLESTOWN, PA 18901
(215) 345-0550
** AD IV EA PV **

DREXEL HILL
DELWARE COUNTY MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
ALCOHOLISM AND ADDICTION TREATMENT CTR
501 LANSDOWNE AVENUE
DREXEL HILL, PA 19026
(215) 284-8116
** AD DT W Y A HV PI IV TX CI PV **

DUBOIS
BI COUNTY TREATMENT CENTER
319 DALLY STREET
DUBOIS, PA 15801
(814) 371-1522
** AD RR AM DH TX **

EALEVILLE
EALEVILLE HOSPITAL
INPATIENT PROGRAM
100 EALEVILLE ROAD
EALEVILLE, PA 19408
(215) 539-6000 EXT. 101
** AD DT RR H CU IV TX PV **

EAST STRoudsburg
POCONO MEDICAL CENTER
DRUG AND ALCOHOL ABUSE SERVICES
206 EAST BROWN STREET
EAST STRoudsburg, PA 18301
(717) 421-4000
** AD DT TX **

EASTON
LEHIGH VALLEY OUTPT SERVS/EASTON
15 SOUTH 5RD STREET
EASTON, PA 18042
(215) 252-6324
** AD AM W Y A B H HV PI CU IV PG **
** DH TX **

EDINBORO
GECAC
DRUG AND ALCOHOL SERVICES/EDINBORO
EDINBORO UNIVERSITY
WHITE HALL ROOM 103
EDINBORO, PA 16442
(814) 734-1218
** AD AM W Y A B H HV PI CU IV PG **
** DH TX PV **

EPHRATA
THE TERRACES
1170 SOUTH STATE STREET
EPHRATA, PA 17522
(717) 859-4100
** AD DT RR H Y A B HV CU IV TX PV **

ERIE
ABRAKAS FOUNDATION INC
ABRAKAS II
502 WEST 6TH STREET
ERIE, PA 16502
(814) 459-0618
** AD RR Y IV TX PV **

COMMUNITY HOUSE INC
550 WEST 7TH STREET
ERIE, PA 16502
(814) 459-5853
** AD OT **

COMMUNITY HOUSE INC
WOMEN
521 WEST 7TH STREET
ERIE, PA 16502
(814) 495-5853
** AD RR IV TX **

CROSROADS HALL
FACILITY OF SERENITY HALL INC
414 WEST 5TH STREET
ERIE, PA 16507
(814) 459-4775
** AD DT RR A B H HV PI CU IV PG **
** TX **

GECAC
DRUG AND ALCOHOL SERVS/CENTRAL OFFICE
809 PEACH STREET
ERIE, PA 16501
(814) 459-4581 EXT. 408
** AD AM W Y A B H HV PI CU IV PG **
** DH TX CI PV **

HAMOT MEDICAL CENTER
HAMOT RECOVERY CENTER
201 STATE STREET
ERIE, PA 16550
(814) 670-6135
** AD DT RR AM W Y A B HV CU IV PG **
** EA TX CI PV **

PERSEUS HOUSE INC
ANDROMEDA HOUSE I
1429 BUFFALO ROAD
ERIE, PA 16503
(814) 452-6254
** AD RR AM Y B H TX CI PV **

PERSEUS HOUSE INC
PERSEUS HOUSE I
132 WEST 26TH STREET
ERIE, PA 16508
(814) 454-4385
** AD RR AM Y B H TX CI PV **

PERSEUS HOUSE INC
PERSEUS HOUSE II
516 WEST 7TH STREET
ERIE, PA 16502
(814) 453-6399
** AD RR AM Y B H TX CI PV **

PERSEUS HOUSE INC
TRANSITIONAL LIVING PROGRAM
527 WEST 8TH STREET
ERIE, PA 16502
(814) 454-8422
** AD RR AM Y B H TX CI PV OT **

SAINT VINCENT HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
232 WEST 25TH STREET
ERIE, PA 16544
(814) 452-5575
** AD AM TX **

STAIRWAYS INC
FRONTIER
1726 WEST 8TH STREET
ERIE, PA 16505
(814) 453-5006 EXT. 257
** AD RR TX **

EVANS CITY
IRENE STACY CHMC
DRUG AND ALCOHOL UNIT
401 SMITH DRIVE
CRANBERRY PROFESSIONAL PARK SUITE 100
EVANS CITY, PA 16033
(412) 776-3711
** AD AM IV EA TX CI PV **

EXTON
CHESTER COUNTY COUNCIL ON
ADDICTIVE DISEASES INC
734 EAST LANCASTER AVENUE
WHITELAND BUSINESS PARK
EXTON, PA 19341
(215) 539-6164
** AD DH PV **

FAZENVIN
SERENITY CTR FOR ADDICTION TREATMENT
6816 WEST LAKE ROAD
FAIRVIEW, PA 16415
(814) 452-5555
** AD RR H B H AI HV CU TX **

FALLS CREEK
CLEARFIELD/JEFFERSON
DRUG AND ALCOHOL COMMISSION
104 MAIN STREET
FALLS CREEK, PA 15840
(814) 371-9002
** AD EA PV **
PENNSYLVANIA

FARRELL

SHENANGO VALLEY MEDICAL CENTER INSIGHTS 2200 MEMORIAL DRIVE EXTENSION FARRELL, PA 16121 (412) 981-3500 EXT. 7563 ** AD RR AM B IV EA DH TX **

GETTYSBURG

ADAMS COUNTY DRUG/ALC TRT AND PREVENTION SERVICES 108 NORTH STRATTON STREET GETTYSBURG, PA 17325 (717) 334-0154 ** AD EA DH CI PV **

GETTYSBURG YNCA SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES 909 FAIRFIELD ROAD GETTYSBURG, PA 17325 (717) 334-9171 ** AD PV **

WHITE DEER/KOALA OUTPATIENT CENTER 70 WEST MIDDLE STREET GETTYSBURG, PA 17325 (717) 334-7345 ** AD AM IV EA TX CI **

GIRARD

GECAC DRUG AND ALCOHOL SERVICES/GIRARD 259 MAIN STREET EAST GIRARD, PA 16417 (814) 774-2080 ** AD AM H Y A B H HV PI CU IV PG ** ** DH TX CI PV **

GLENOAKER

VITAE HOUSE INC FAIRVIEW ROAD GLENOAKER, PA 19343 (215) 942-3291 ** AD RR H B HV CU TX **

GROVE CITY

UNITED COMMUNITY HOSPITAL HUMAN SERVICES DEPARTMENT 102 CRANBERRY ROAD GROVE CITY, PA 16127 (412) 458-5442 EXT. 161 ** AD DT AM H Y B PI CU EA DH TX ** ** CI PV **

UNITED COMMUNITY HOSPITAL/HAVERNOOD SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES 116 EAST MAIN STREET GROVE CITY, PA 16127 (412) 458-0368 ** AD AM H Y B CU TX PV **

HAMOVER

ADAMS COUNTY DRUG/ALC TRT AND PREVENTION SERVICES 134 BROADWAY HAMOVER, PA 15331 (717) 632-6555 ** AD AM H Y H CU EA DH TX CI PV **

CONTACT HARRISBURG INC 900 SOUTH ARLINGTON AVENUE HARRISBURG, PA 17109 (717) 652-4967 ** AD PV **

DAUPHIN COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF DRUGS AND ALCOHOL SERVICES/PREVENTION DEPARTMENT 25 SOUTH FRONT STREET HARRISBURG, PA 17101 (717) 255-2894 ** AD PV OT **

GAUDENZIA COMMON GROUND 2835 NORTH FRONT STREET HARRISBURG, PA 17110 (717) 236-5555 ** AD RR H Y CU TX CI **

GAUDENZIA CONCEPT 90 SPRUCE ROAD HARRISBURG STATE HOSPITAL BUILDING 21 HARRISBURG, PA 17105 (717) 232-5232 ** AD RR H Y CU TX CI **

KEYSTONE RESIDENCE 28 NORTH 19TH STREET HARRISBURG, PA 17103 (717) 236-6040 ** AD RR IV TQ PV **

MADDEN'S AND SULLIVAN 3709 WALNUT STREET HARRISBURG, PA 17109 (717) 540-5451 ** AD AM H Y CU EA DH TX CI **

HEALTH CHALLENGE 1412-21 NORTH FRONT STREET HARRISBURG, PA 17102 (717) 233-6549 ** AD RR B H AI HV CU IV TX **

THE FIRST STEP PROGRAM 650 NORTH 12TH STREET HARRISBURG, PA 17105 (717) 234-3496 ** AD AL H YTX PV **

HAZLETON

ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG SERVICES OF LOWER LUZERNE COUNTY/N CEDAR UNIT 1 B WEST BROAD STREET ROOM 521 HAZLETON, PA 18201 (717) 455-1504 ** AD AM H Y A PI IV PG EA TX PV **

UPWARD DRUG AND ALCOHOL PROGRAM 901 STACIE DRIVE HAZLETON, PA 18201 (717) 455-5338 ** AD AM EA TX PV **

HOLLIDAYSBURG

BLAIR COUNTY DRIVING UNDER THE INFLUENCE (DUI) PROGRAM HOLLIDAYSBURG, PA 16648 (814) 695-5541 EXT. 440 ** AD DM OT **

HONESDALE

TREATMENT AND REHABILITATION CENTER OF NORTHEASTERN PENNSYLVANIA 602 1/2 CHURCH STREET HONESDALE, PA 18431 (717) 253-4901 ** AD AM H Y A B H HV PI CU IV PG ** ** DH TX CI PV **

HUNTINGDON

J C BLAIR COUNSELING SERVICE ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES WARM SPRINGS AVENUE J C BLAIR MEMORIAL HOSPITAL HUNTINGDON, PA 16652 (814) 649-2290 ** AD AM H Y A B HV CU IV EA TX **

372
INDIANA
THE OPEN DOOR OF INDIANA PENNSYLVANIA
20 SOUTH 6TH STREET
INDIANA, PA 15701
(412) 465-2605
** AD AM H Y A HV PI CU EA DM TX **

JEANNETTE
MONSOUR MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
70 LINCOLN WAY EAST
JEANNETTE, PA 15644
(412) 527-0140
** AD DT H A HV CU IV PV MM DT **

JOHNSTOWN
NEW VISIONS
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROG at MERCY HALL
1020 FRANKIN STREET
JOHNSTOWN, PA 15905
(814) 533-1888
** AD DT AM Y PI EA TX **

KANE
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
KANE UNIT
2 THOMPSON PARK
KANE, PA 16735
(814) 837-7691
** AD AM IV TX CI **

KENNETT SQUARE
COUNTERPOINT of CHESTER COUNTY INC
113 SOUTH BROAD STREET
KENNETT SQUARE, PA 19348
(215) 444-0555
** AD AM H Y A B H HV PI CU IV PG **
** EA DH TX CI PV **

KITTANNING
ARMSTRONG COUNTY MEMORIAL HOSPITAL ALC and DRUG SERVS
RR 3
KITTANNING, PA 16201
(412) 543-8404
** AD DT TX MM **

ARMSTRONG COUNTY COUNCIL on
ALCOHOL and OTHER DRUGS INC/ARC MANOR
301 ARTHUR STREET
KITTANNING, PA 16201
(412) 548-7607
** AD RR AM H Y CU IV DM TX **

LANCASTER
CATHOLIC CHARITIES
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
925 NORTH DUKE STREET
LANCASTER, PA 17602
(717) 299-3659
** AD AM H TX **

FRANCIS CENTER
INPATIENT CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES
53-55 NORTH WEST END AVENUE
LANCASTER, PA 17603
(717) 291-8181
** AD RR M Y A B HV PI CU IV PG DW **
** TX CI PV **

GAUDENZIA
VANTAGE HOUSE
212-212 1/2 EAST KING STREET
LANCASTER, PA 17602
(717) 291-1020
** AD RR M Y HV CU PG TX CI PV **

LANCASTER CLINICAL COUNSELING ASSOC
131 EAST ORANGE STREET
2ND FLOOR/REAR
LANCASTER, PA 17602
(717) 299-0131
** AD AM W Y H IV DM TX PV **

LANCASTER COUNTY
IMPAIRED DRIVER PROGRAM
40 EAST KING STREET
LANCASTER, PA 17602
(717) 299-8023
** AD DH PV **

LANCASTER COUNTY DRUG AND ALCOHOL PROG
PREVENTION UNIT
50 NORTH DUKE STREET
LANCASTER, PA 17603
(717) 299-8023
** AD PV **

LANCASTER COUNTY OFFICE of MH/MR
CRISIS INTERVENTION UNIT
521 WEST KING STREET
LANCASTER, PA 17603
(717) 396-2651
** AD DT **

LANCASTER GUIDANCE CENTER
JANET AVENUE SERVICES
630 JANET AVENUE
LANCASTER, PA 17601
(717) 395-0421
** AD AM TX CI **

SAINT JOSEPH HOSPITAL
INPATIENT CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES
250 COLLEGE AVENUE
LANCASTER, PA 17604
(717) 291-8449
** AD DT IV TX CI PV **

SAINT JOSEPH HOSPITAL
OUTPATIENT CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVS
250 COLLEGE AVENUE
LANCASTER, PA 17603
(717) 291-8083
** AD AM W CU IV TX **

LANGHORNE
DELAHARE VALLEY MEDICAL CENTER
REDISCOVERY
200 OXFORD VALLEY ROAD
LANGHORNE, PA 19047
(215) 949-5501
** AD DT IV TX MM **

FAMILY SERVICE ASSOC of BUCKS COUNTY
1 OXFORD VALLEY
SUITE 717
LANGHORNE, PA 19047
(215) 757-6916
** AD IV EA PV **

RIVERSIDE NORTH COUNSELING CENTER
400 MIDDLETOWN BOULEVARD
LANGHORNE, PA 19047
(215) 752-3132
** AD AM W Y A B HV IV DM TX **

LANDSDALE
HELP LINE CENTER INC
506 A MADISON AVENUE
LANDSDALE, PA 19446
(215) 362-8422
** AD DH PV **

NORTH PENN HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL and DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
100 MEDICAL CAMPUS DRIVE
LANDSDALE, PA 19446
(215) 368-2100
** AD EA OT **

LATROBE
SAINT VINCENT COLLEGE
DRUG/ALCOHOL PREVENTION PROJECT
HIMMER HALL
LATROBE, PA 15650
(412) 539-9761
** AD EA PV OT **

LEBANON
LEBANON COUNTY CRISIS INTERVENTION/
INFORMATION and REFERRAL SERVICE
4TH and WALNUT STREETS
GOOD SAMARITAN HOSPITAL
LEBANON, PA 17042
(717) 274-3563
** AD PV OT **

NEW PERSPECTIVE
ADDITION TREATMENT CENTER
3030 CHESTNUT STREET
LEBANON, PA 17042
(717) 274-0427
** AD RR M W IU DM TX PV **
RENAISSANCE COUNSELING
701 CHESTNUT STREET
LEBANON, PA 17042
(717) 274-2741
** AD AM DH TX CI PV **

LEHIGHTON
CAPRON/MONROE/PIKE
DRUG/ALCOHOL COMMISSION INC
128 SOUTH FIRST STREET
LEHIGHTON, PA 18235
(215) 377-5177
** AD AM H Y A HV CU IV DH TX CI **
** PV DT **

GNADEN HUETTEN MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
11TH AND HAMILTON STREETS
LEHIGHTON, PA 18235
(215) 377-1300
** AD PV **

UPHARD DRUG AND ALCOHOL PROGRAM
3RD AND IRON STREETS
LEHIGHTON, PA 18235
(215) 277-5903
** AD EA PV **

LOXBURG
UNITED STATES PENITENTIARY
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
LEWISBURG, PA 17837
(717) 523-1251
** AD AM CU EA TX CI PV **

LOXISTOWN
LEWISTOWN HOSPITAL
ALC/DRUG ABUSE SERVICE OUTPT UNIT II
400 HIGHLAND AVENUE
LEWISTOWN, PA 17044
(717) 242-7264
** AD DT AM H Y A B H AI HV PI CU **
** IV PG EA DW TX **

LITITZ
HEAR INC
GATE HOUSE
649 EAST MAIN STREET
LITITZ, PA 17543
(717) 626-9524
** AD RR B HV CU IV DH TX CI **

LOCK HAVEN
GREEN RIDGE COUNSELING CENTER
UNIT IV
350 EAST MAIN STREET
LOCK HAVEN, PA 17745
(717) 746-6704
** AD AM IV EA DH TX **

LORETTO
FEDERAL CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
LORETTO, PA 15940
(814) 472-4140
** AD AM HV EA TX PV **

MALVERN
MALVERN INSTITUTE
940 KING ROAD
MALVERN, PA 19355
(215) 647-0330
** AD DT RR IV TX **

MANSFIELD
TIOGA COUNTY HUMAN SERVICES AGENCY
DRUG AND ALCOHOL ABUSE PROGRAM
SAINT JAMES PLACE
BUILDING A SUITE 104
MANSFIELD, PA 16933
(717) 662-7600
** AD AM DH TX PV **

MARIENVILLE
ABRAHAS FOUNDATION INC
ABRAHAS I
BLUE JAY VILLAGE
MARIENVILLE, PA 16239
(814) 927-6615
** AD RR Y H IV TX CI PV **

MC CONNELLSBURG
FRANKLIN/FULTON
DRUG AND ALCOHOL PROGRAM
COURTHOUSE ANNEX
SUITE 2
MC CONNELLSBURG, PA 17233
(717) 263-1256
** AD PV **

MC KEESPORT
CENTER FOR SUBSTANCE ABUSE
120 5TH AVENUE
MC KEESPORT, PA 15132
(412) 675-8500
** AD AM H Y B PI CU IV DH TX PV **

IELASE INST OF FORENSIC PSYCHOLOGY
MON YOUGH CORRECTIONS PROGRAM
120 5TH AVENUE
MC KEESPORT, PA 15132
(412) 675-8520
** AD AM H B CU IV PG TX **

MEADVILLE
CRAWFORD COUNTY
DRUG AND ALCOHOL EXECUTIVE COMMISSION
890 PARK AVENUE
SUITE 12
MEADVILLE, PA 16335
(814) 726-4100
** AD AM H Y A B H AI HV PI CU PG **
** EA TX CI PV **

MEADVILLE MEDICAL CENTER
HELP UNIT
1034 GROVE STREET
MEADVILLE, PA 16335
(814) 336-4357
** AD DT RR IV EA TX CI PV **

ALCOHOLISM AND ADDICTIONS COUNCIL OF
DELAWARE COUNTY
115 WEST STATE STREET
SUITE 300
MEDIA, PA 19063
(215) 566-8143
** AD EA DW PV **

CHANGING TIMES CENTER
204 SOUTH AVENUE
MEDIA, PA 19063
(215) 566-4343
** AD AM DH TX CI **

DELAWARE COUNTY DRUG/ALC COMMISSION
FUNCTIONAL PREVENTION UNIT
600 NORTH JACKSON STREET
MEDIA, PA 19063
(215) 891-8020
** AD PV **

FAMILY AND COMMUNITY SERVICE OF
DELAWARE COUNTY/MEDIA
131 ONE STREETS
MEDIA, PA 19063
(215) 566-7540
** AD AM A HV IV EA TX **

FOCUS COUNSELING CENTER INC
700 NORTH JACKSON STREET
MEDIA, PA 19063
(215) 566-4030
** AD AM H Y B H CU EA TX CI PV **

HIRIENTHAL ALCOHOL REHABILITATION CENTER
100 YEARSLEY MILL ROAD
MEDIA, PA 19037
(215) 565-9232
** AD DT RR AM H Y IV EA TX CI PV **

RAINBOW OF RECOVERY
316-318 EAST BALTIMORE PIKE
MEDIA, PA 19063
(215) 891-9035
** AD AM H Y B CU TX **

MILFORD
CARBON/MONROE/PIKE DRUG/ALC COMMISSION
PIKE COUNTY CLINIC
STATE ROUTE 1
MILFORD, PA 18337
(717) 296-7255
** AD AM H Y IV DH TX CI PV OT **
OIL CITY

DECISION HOUSE
806 GRANDVIEW ROAD
OIL CITY, PA 16301
(814) 676-0566
** AD RR M Y A HV PI CU PG TX **

OIL CITY AREA HEALTH
DRUG AND ALCOHOL DETOX PROGRAM
174 EAST BISSELL AVENUE
OIL CITY, PA 16301
(814) 677-1711
** AD DT AM H Y IV EA TX PV **

VENANGO COUNTY COUNSELING CENTER
815 GRANDVIEW ROAD
OIL CITY, PA 16301
(814) 676-5614
** AD AM H Y DM TX PV **

PAOLI

CENTER FOR ADDICTIVE DISEASES
21 INDUSTRIAL BOULEVARD
SUITE 200
PAOLI, PA 19301
(215) 646-1130
** AD AM H Y A TX **

PAOLI MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
4 NORTH/DETOX
LANCASTER PIKE
PAOLI, PA 19301
(215) 646-2495
** AD DT IV TX **

PENNSBURG

UPPER PERKIOMEN VALLEY
YOUTH SERVICE BUREAU
ONE HALL ROAD
PENNSBURG, PA 18073
(215) 679-6282
** AD PV **

PHILADELPHIA

ABRAXAS FOUNDATION INC
ABRAXAS IV
5401 HAYNE AVENUE
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19144
(215) 840-3220
** AD RR Y IV TX PV **

ACHIEVEMENT THROUGH COUNSELING AND
TREATMENT (ACT) UNIT II
1745 NORTH 4TH STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19122
(215) 256-0100
** DA AM H Y A HV CU MM **

ADULT PROBATION
ALCOHOL HIGHWAY SAFETY PROGRAM
332 NORTH 13TH STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19107
(215) 592-0940
** AL DH CI **

AL ASSIST ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT AND
RECOVERY PROGRAM
604 SOUTH 9TH STREET
2ND FLOOR
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19147
(215) 592-0241
** AD AM A B HV IV DM TX **

ALCOHOL AND MENTAL HEALTH ASSOCIATES
1200 WALNUT STREET
2ND FLOOR
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19107
(215) 545-8078
** AD AM H B H HV CU IV TX MM **

BRIDGE COUNSELING CENTER
1912 WELSH ROAD
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19115
(215) 969-0990
** AD AM H Y CU DM TX CI PV **

BRIDGE THERAPEUTIC CENTER AT FOX CHASE
8400 PINE ROAD
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19111
(215) 542-5000
** AD RR Y IV DM TX CI PV **

CENTRO DE SERVICIOS PARA HISPANOS
2742 NORTH 5TH STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19133
(215) 427-3421
** AD AM H DM TX **

CHARLES R DREW MH/MR CENTER
WOMENS WORLD
5125 NORTH BROAD STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19141
(215) 457-6600
** AD AM H TX **

CHESTNUT HILL HOSPITAL
ADDITION INTERV AND COUNSELING PROG
8855 GERMANTOWN AVENUE
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19118
(215) 248-8379
** AD DT M A B H AI HV PI CU PG TX **

COMMUNITY COUNSEL FOR MH/MR
ALCOHOL PROGRAM
4900 VALUSING AVENUE
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19131
(215) 473-7033
** AL AM H Y B AI TX CI **

CONGRESO DE LATINOS UNIDOS
CENTRO NUEVOS CAMINOS
704 WEST GIRARD AVENUE
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19123
(215) 625-0550
** AD AM H TX CI PV **

CORSA SERVICES INC
COMMUNITY SERVICES DIVISION
733 SUSTQUIANNA ROAD
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19111
(215) 342-7660 EXT. 324
** AD AM Y TX PV **

DIAGNOSTIC AND REHABILITATION CENTER
MAIN CLINIC
229 ARCH STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19106
(215) 625-0060
** AD AM H A B H HV PI CU PG TX **

DIAGNOSTIC AND REHABILITATION CENTER
RESIDENTIAL DETOX
100-110 NORTH BROAD STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19106
(215) 625-0060
** AD DT H A B H HV PI CU PG TX **

EPISCOPAL HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE UNIT
FRONT STREET AND LEHIGH AVENUE
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19125
(215) 427-7239
** AD DT CU IV PG TX **

FAMILY SERVICE OF PHILADELPHIA
RAP UNIT
311 SOUTH JUNIPER STREET
SUITE 609
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19107
(215) 875-3300
** AD PV **

FRANKFORD HOSPITAL/FRANKFORD CAMPUS
FIRST DAYS PROGRAM
FRANKFORD AVENUE AND WAKELING STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19124
(215) 831-2000
** AD DT B HV CU IV TX **

GAUDENZIA
FOCUS HOUSE
701 NORTH 63RD STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19151
(215) 477-0065
** AD RR Y TX CI PV **

GAUDENZIA HOUSE PHILADELPHIA II
TREATMENT UNIT
1834 WEST TIOGA STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19140
(215) 228-0644
** AD RR A IV TX **

GAUDENZIA OUTREACH
1415 NORTH BROAD STREET
ROOM 219
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19122
(215) 255-5200
** AD AM H Y A B H CU TX CI **

GENESIS II INC
1214 NORTH BROAD STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19121
(215) 763-2650
** DA RR M CU IV PG TX CI **
GENESIS II INC
1400 WEST GIRARD AVENUE
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19130
(215) 232-0115
** AD AM H A B HV PI CU IV PG TX **
** CI **

GENESIS II INC
CATON HOUSE
3947 LANCASTER AVENUE
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19104
(215) 387-8808
** DA RR W CU PG TX PV **

HELP INC
658 SOUTH STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19147
(215) 925-4096
** AD AM IV TX **

HORIZON HOUSE
COMMUNITY ACCESS PROGRAM
1710 POINT BREEZE AVENUE
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19145
(215) 271-5553
** AD AM TX CI **

HORIZON HOUSE
RESIDENTIAL PROGRAM
1714 POINT BREEZE AVENUE
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19145
(215) 271-5553
** AD RR TX **

HORIZON HOUSE
30TH STREET OUTPATIENT SERVICE
120 SOUTH 30TH STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19104
(215) 366-3038
** AD AM IV TX **

INTERCOMMUNITY ACTION INC (INTERAC)
ALC EDUC AND FAMILY COUNSELING PROG
6122 RIDGE AVENUE
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19128
(215) 487-1981
** AD AM H IV TX PV **

INTERIM HOUSE INC
533 WEST UPSAL STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19119
(215) 849-4606
** AD RR W A B HV PI CU IV PG TX **

JEFFERSON METHADONE CLINIC
NE CORNER OF SOUTH 21ST STREET AND
WASHINGTON AVENUE
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19146
(215) 735-5979
** DA AM H A HV IV CI MM **

JEFFERSON OUTREACH DRUG AND ALC PROG
CENTRAL DISTRICT
1201 CHESTNUT STREET
14TH FLOOR
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19107
(215) 925-0856
** AD AM H A HV CU IV EA TX PV **

JEFFERSON OUTREACH DRUG AND ALC PROG
SOUTHERN DISTRICT
1715 MCKEAN STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19145
(215) 755-0500
** AD AM H A HV CU IV TX CI PV **

JEVS/ACT (ACHIEVEMENT THROUGH
COUNSELING AND TREATMENT)
5820 OLD YORK ROAD
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19141
(215) 276-8040
** DA AM H A B HV CU TX MM **

JEWISH FAMILY AND CHILDREN'S SERVICE
PROJECT PRIDE
.0125 VERREE ROAD
SUITE 200
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19116
(215) 698-9500
** AD PV **

JOHN F KENNEDY COMM MH/MR CTR
MALK IN CLINIC
112 BROAD STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19102
(215) 568-0860 EXT. 351
** AD AM H Y HV CU DM TX **

JOHN F KENNEDY COMMUNITY MH/MR
DRUG TREATMENT CENTER OF PHILADELPHIA
907 NORTH BROAD STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19123
(215) 568-0860
** DA AM H A B HV CU MM **

KENSINGTON HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES
136 WEST DIAMOND STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19122
(215) 426-8200
** AD DT H A B HV CU IV PG TX MM **

MANTUA HUMAN SERVICES
428 NORTH 38TH STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19104
(215) 387-4100
** AD MM **

MERCY CATHOLIC MEDICAL CENTER
MISERICORDIA HOSPITAL
5301 CEDAR AVENUE
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19143
(215) 748-9134
** AD DT TX **

NAZARETH HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
2601 HOLME AVENUE
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19152
(215) 355-6676
** AD IV EA PV **

NEM JOURNEYS IN RECOVERY
2927 NORTH 5TH STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19133
(215) 634-6400
** AD AM H B HV IV TX **

NORTH EAST TREATMENT CENTERS
THE WHARTON CENTER/OUTPATIENT SERVICES
2205 BRIDGE STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19137
(215) 289-3350
** AD RR W H Y A HV CU IV PG TX **

NORTH PHILA HLTH SYSTEM/GIRARD MED CTR
COMPREHENSIVE ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM/OUTPT
GIRARD AVENUE AND 6TH STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19122
(215) 787-2030
** AD AM H A B HV CU IV TX **

NORTH PHILA HLTH SYSTEM/GIRARD MED CTR
GOLDMAN CLINIC
8TH AND GIRARD AVENUE
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19122
(215) 787-2043
** DA AM H B HV IV MM **

NORTH PHILA HLTH SYSTEM/GIRARD MED CTR
MEDICAL REHABILITATION SERVICES
GIRARD AVENUE AND 8TH STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19122
(215) 787-2511
** AD RR W B HV IV TX **

NORTH PHILA HLTH SYSTEM/GIRARD MED CTR
RESIDENTIAL RECOVERY PROGRAM
GIRARD AVENUE AND 4TH STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19122
(215) 787-2200
** AD RR W B HV IV TX **

NORTH PHILA HLTH SYSTEM/GIRARD MED CTR
ST JOSEPH DIV INPT DETOX/DRUG AND ALC
16TH AND GIRARD AVENUE
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19122
(215) 787-2510
** AD DT A HV IV PG TX CI PV MM **

PARKSIDE HUMAN SERVICES
NEL DIRECTIONS
4950 PARKSIDE AVENUE
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19131
(215) 879-6114
** AD AM HV TX **

PARKSIDE HUMAN SERVICES AND ASSOCIATES
METHADONE CLINIC
4950 PARKSIDE AVENUE
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19131
(215) 477-1687
** AD AM H A HV MM **

PENN RECOVERY SYSTEMS INC
MUTCH 4
39TH AND MARKET STREETS
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19104
(215) 386-5103
** AD AM IV TX CI **
COUNSELING

PHILADELPHIA COUNSELING SERVICE INC
814 EAST ALLEGHENY AVENUE
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19134
(215) 627-6585
** AD CI PV **

PHILADELPHIA PSYCHIATRIC CENTER
WOODSIDE HALL DRUG TREATMENT PROGRAM
4200 MONUMENT ROAD
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19131
(215) 581-3757 E.N.T. 266
** AD DT AM Y A B H HV CU IV PG **
** EA TX PV **

PHILADELPHIAS CHALLENGE TO YOU INC
6538 WOODLAND AVENUE
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19142
(215) 724-2100
** AD CI PV **

PRESBYTERIAN UNIV OF PENNSYLVANIA
MEDICAL CENTER ALC AND DRUG SERVICES
51 NORTH 39TH STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19104
(215) 662-8280
** AD DT TX **

RIVERSIDE HOUSE ALC REHAB CENTER
9595 MILNOR STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19114
(215) 637-9550
** AD RR H B H HV PI IV DM TX **

ROLLING HILL HOSPITAL
DETOX UNIT
60 EAST TOWNSHIP LINE ROAD
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19117
(215) 663-6496
** AD DT IV TX CI PV **

SELF HELP MOVEMENT INC
14000 ROOSEVELT BOULEVARD
DANIEL BLAINE BUILDING
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19154
(215) 677-7778
** AD RR A B H AI HV CU IV TX PV **

SHALOM INC
COUNSELING CENTER/FAMILY/INDIVIDUAL
311 SOUTH JUNIPER STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19107
(215) 546-3470
** AD AM DH TX PV **

SOBRIETY THROUGH OUTPATIENT
5820 GERMANTOWN AVENUE
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19144
(215) 438-2800
** AD AM N A B H HV CU IV PG TX PV **

TEEN CHALLENGE
PHILADELPHIA HENS HOME
156 WEST SCHOOLHOUSE LANE
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19144
(215) 849-2054
** AD RR IV TX CI PV **

THE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
1225 VINE STREET
2ND FLOOR
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19107
(215) 665-1730
** AD DT RR AM M A B HV PI CU PG **
** EA TX CI PV **

THE CHARTER FAIRMOUNT INSTITUTE
ADDITION TREATMENT SERVICE
561 FAIRHORNE STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19128
(215) 487-4142
** AD RR H Y A B H 21 HV PI CU IV **
** PG EA TX CI PV **

THE NORTHWEST CENTER INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
21-23 EAST SCHOOL HOUSE LANE
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19144
(215) 843-5400
** AD AM N Y A B H HV CU IV PG EA **
** DM TX **

THOMAS JEFFERSON UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL
FAMILY CENTER PROGRAM
1201 CHESTNUT STREET
11TH FLOOR
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19107
(215) 928-8577
** DA AM N A B H HV CU IV PG TX PV **
** MM **

VALLEY FORGE MEDICAL FOUNDATION
COMMUNITY OUTREACH CENTER
8001 ROOSEVELT BOULEVARD
SUITE 415
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19152
(215) 352-9380
** AD AM TX **

VALLEY FORGE MEDICAL FOUNDATION
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SATELLITE
1225 VINE STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19107
(215) 665-1730
** AD AM IV TX **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
ALCOHOL/DRUG DEPENDENCE TREATMENT PROGRAM
UNIVERSITY AND WOODLAND AVENUES
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19104
(215) 823-5808
** AD DT AM M A B H HV PI CU IV EA **
** TX CI HM OT **

WASHINGTON HOUSE
1516 WEST HAMILTON AVENUE
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19146
(215) 565-3907
** AD OT **

WEST PHILA COMM MH CONSORTIUM
DRUG ABUSE REHABILITATION PROGRAM
451 UNIVERSITY AVENUE
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19104
(215) 596-8060
** DA AM M A B H HV CU IV MM **

WEST PHILA COMM MH CONSORTIUM
SOUTHWEST COUNSELING CENTER
6000 WOODLAND AVENUE
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19142
(215) 727-4420
** AD AM M B H HV CU PG DM TX CI **

WOMEN IN TRANSITION
125 SOUTH 9TH STREET
PHILADELPHIA, PA 19107
(215) 922-7177
** AD PV **

WOBURN

HELP COUNSELING CENTER
234 CHURCH STREET
PENNSYLVANIA, PA 19460
(215) 933-0400
** AD AM M Y A HV PI IV DM TX **

THE HOUSE NEXT DOOR INC
123-125 GAY STREET
PENNSYLVANIA, PA 19460
(215) 935-9841
** AL PV **

PITTSBURGH

ABRAXAS FOUNDATION INC
ABRAXAS III
936 WEST NORTH AVENUE
PITTSBURGH, PA 15233
(412) 323-9221
** AD RR Y B IV TX PV **

ABRAXAS FOUNDATION INC
ABRAXAS V
362 SOUTH NEGLEY AVENUE
PITTSBURGH, PA 15232
(412) 441-5233
** AD RR Y B IV PG TX PV **

ACHATES MENTAL HEALTH
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
7805 MCKNIGHT ROAD
SUITE 103
PITTSBURGH, PA 15237
(412) 367-4514
** AD AM IV EA DH TX **
ADDISON TERRACE LEARNING CENTER INC
2136 ELMORE SQUARE
PITTSBURGH, PA 15219
(412) 642-2081
** AD PV **

ALPHA HOUSE
435 SHADY AVENUE
PITTSBURGH, PA 15206
(412) 363-4220
** AD RR AM H A B HV CU IV PG TX **
** PV **

BRIGHTON WOODS
OUTPATIENT PROGRAM/NORTH RIVER AVENUE AND ALCOR STREET
PITTSBURGH, PA 15212
(412) 323-0810
** AD AM TX **

BRIGHTON WOODS
OUTPATIENT PROGRAM/SOUTHSIDE
1700 EAST CARSON STREET
SUITE 4-C
PITTSBURGH, PA 15203
(412) 481-1225
** AD AM TX **

BRIGHTON WOODS TREATMENT CENTER
BRIGHTON WOODS OUTPATIENT/FLEMING AVE
3510 FLEMING AVENUE
PITTSBURGH, PA 15212
(412) 734-7708
** AD AM TX **

CENTER FOR BEHAVIORAL HEALTH PA INC
1391 WASHINGTON BOULEVARD
PITTSBURGH, PA 15206
(412) 661-9222
** DA AM IV TX CI MM **

CIRCLE C SPECIALIZED GROUP HOME FOR CHEMICALLY DEPENDENT ADOLESCENTS
227 SEABRIGHT STREET
PITTSBURGH, PA 15214
(412) 325-1727
** AD RR H Y B H AI HV TX CI PV **

GATEWAY/GREENTREE
2121 NOBLESTOWN ROAD
PITTSBURGH, PA 15205
(412) 928-5940
** AD AM TX **

HOMEWOOD/BRUGHTON
YMCA COUNSELING SERVICES
7140 BENNETT STREET
PITTSBURGH, PA 15208
(412) 243-2900
** AD AM H Y B H AI CU IV PG TX **
** PV **

IE ELASE INST OF FORENSIC PSYCHOLOGY
MD YMOUTH CORRECTIONS PROGRAM
232 FIRST AVENUE
3RD FLOOR
PITTSBURGH, PA 15222
(412) 261-2817
** AD AM H B CU IV PG TX **

PBA INC
THE SECOND STEP PROGRAM
1425 BEAVER AVENUE
PITTSBURGH, PA 15233
(412) 322-0415
** DA AM H A B HV IV PG TX MM **

SAINT FRANCIS GENERAL HOSPITAL
CTR FOR CHEM DEP TRT/INPATIENT DETOX
45TH STREET AND PENNSYLVANIA AVENUE
PITTSBURGH, PA 15201
(412) 622-4631
** AD DT H A B HV PI CU IV PG TX **

SAINT FRANCIS MEDICAL CENTER
ADOLESCENT CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
45TH AND PENNSYLVANIA AVENUE
PITTSBURGH, PA 15201
(412) 622-4601
** AD DT RR Y A B H AI HV CU IV PG **
** DM TX CI **

SAINT FRANCIS MEDICAL CENTER
ADULT CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY TRT UNIT
400 45TH STREET
PITTSBURGH, PA 15201
(412) 622-7622
** AD RR AM H A B HV CU IV TX **

SAINT FRANCIS MEDICAL CENTER
CHEM DEP PROG/ALLEGHENY EAST CENTER
712 SOUTH AVENUE
PITTSBURGH, PA 15221
(412) 243-3400
** AD AM TX **

SAINT FRANCIS MEDICAL CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
1945 5TH AVENUE
PITTSBURGH, PA 15219
(412) 281-1400
** AD AM IV TX **

SAINT FRANCIS MEDICAL CENTER
CTR FOR CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY TREATMENT
6714 KELLY STREET
PITTSBURGH, PA 15208
(412) 363-7383
** DA AM H A B HV CU IV PG TX PV **
** MM **

SAINT FRANCIS MEDICAL CENTER
CTR FOR CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY/OUTPATIENT
45TH STREET AND PENNSYLVANIA AVENUE
PITTSBURGH, PA 15201
(412) 622-4611
** AD AM EA TX PV **

SAINT FRANCIS MEDICAL CENTER
ELDERLY OUTREACH PROJECT
45TH STREET OFF PENNSYLVANIA AVENUE
PITTSBURGH, PA 15201
(412) 622-8008
** AD PV **

SALVATION ARMY
HARBOR LIGHT CENTER
865 WEST NORTH AVENUE
PITTSBURGH, PA 15235
(412) 231-0500
** AD RR AM TX **

SALVATION ARMY
PUBLIC INEBRIATE PROGRAM
54 SOUTH 9TH STREET
PITTSBURGH, PA 15203
(412) 481-7900
** AL DT AM PI TX **

THE WHALES TALE
PENN HILLS OFFICE
12013 FRANKSTON ROAD
PITTSBURGH, PA 15235
(412) 795-5999
** AD AM H Y B CU IV EA TX CI **

THE WHALES TALE/FAMILY TREATMENT CTR
843 CLIMAX STREET
PITTSBURGH, PA 15210
(412) 361-8230
** AD RR H Y B CU IV PG TX CI PV **

THE WHALES TALE/SHADYSIDE OFFICE
250 SHADY AVENUE
PITTSBURGH, PA 15206
(412) 661-1800
** AD AM H Y B CU IV EA TX CI PV **

UNIVERSITY OF PITTSBURGH
MAXIMIZING ADOLESCENT POTENTIALS(MAPS)
5001 FORBES QUADRANGLE
PITTSBURGH, PA 15260
(412) 648-7196
** AD PV **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT UNIT
HIGHLAND DRIVE
UNIT 116A3/5
PITTSBURGH, PA 15206
(412) 365-5010
** AD RR AM A HV CU IV EA TX CI PV **
** MH OT **

WOMANSPACE EAST INC
PITTSBURGH, PA 15230
(412) 765-2661
** AD OT **

PORT ALLEGHANY
MAPLE MANOR
120 CHESTNUT STREET
PORT ALLEGHANY, PA 16743
(814) 642-9541
** AD RR IV TX **
COUNSELING

POTTSTOWN

ADDITION COUNSELING SERVICES INC
78 SAVAGE ROAD
RURAL DELIVERY 1
POTTSTOWN, PA 19464
(215) 970-1200
** AD AM TX **

ALTERNATIVES CORP OF POTTSTOWN
61 NORTH FRANKLIN STREET
POTTSTOWN, PA 19464
(215) 327-9474
** AD OT **

CREATIVE HEALTH SYSTEMS INC
POTTSTOWN AREA DRUG REHAB PROGRAM
101-105 KING STREET
POTTSTOWN, PA 19464
(215) 326-9770
** AD RR M A B H AI HV PI CU IV PG **
** TX CI PV **

POTTSTOWN

FAMILY SERVICE AGENCY
DRUG AND ALCOHOL SERVICES
2ND AND WEST NORWEGIAN STREETS
POTTSTOWN, PA 17901
(717) 622-2515
** AD AM EA TX **

GOOD SAMARITAN HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
700 SCHUYLKILL MANOR ROAD
GOOD SAMARITAN MEDICAL HALL SUITE 5
POTTSTOWN, PA 17901
(717) 622-5898
** AD AM H Y IV EA DM TX **

SCHUYLKILL COUNTY ORGANIZING PROJECT
AGRICULTURAL PARK
CEREBRAL PALSY BUILDING
POTTSTOWN, PA 17901
(717) 622-5600
** AD PV **

QUAKERTOWN

FAMILY SERVICE ASSOC OF BUCKS COUNTY
136 SOUTH 10TH STREET
QUAKERTOWN, PA 18951
(215) 536-1616
** AD IV EA PV **

READING

ARE HOUSE
101 CENTRE AVENUE
READING, PA 19601
(215) 320-6400
** AD RR Y TX **

BERKS COUNTY ADULT PROBATION DEPT
ALCOHOL SAFE DRIVING PROGRAM
6TH AND COURT STREETS
COURTHOUSE
READING, PA 19601
(215) 378-8730
** AL DN PV **

BERKS YOUTH COUNSELING CENTER
525 FRANKLIN STREET
READING, PA 19602
(215) 373-4281
** AD AM H Y A H IV PG EA TX **

CARON COUNSELING SERVICES
845 PARK ROAD
READING, PA 19610
(215) 373-5447
** AD AM H Y H CU IV TX PV **

CENTER FOR MENTAL HEALTH
DRUG AND ALCOHOL CENTER
6TH AND SPRUCE STREETS
BUILDING J
READING, PA 19611
(215) 378-6186
** AD DT IV TX **

COUNCIL ON CHEMICAL ABUSE
PREVENTION UNIT
230 NORTH 5TH STREET
READING, PA 19601
(215) 376-8669
** AD PV **

INROADS EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROG INC
325 NORTH 5TH STREET
READING, PA 19601
(215) 378-1191
** EA EA OT **

SAINT JOSEPH HOSPITAL
NEUMANN CENTER ADDICTION TRT FACILITY
12TH AND WALNUT STREETS
READING, PA 19603
(215) 378-2914
** AD RR M A B H AI HV PI CU IV PG **
** TX **

TREATMENT ALTERNATIVES TO STREET CRIME
524 WASHINGTON STREET
READING, PA 19601
(215) 375-4426
** AD CI OT **

REDGOWAY

ELK COUNTY GENERAL HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
REDGOWAY, PA 18853
(814) 776-6111
** AD DT H PI IV TX **

ROBESONIA

RICHARD J CARON FOUNDATION
CHIT CHAT WEST
27 FREEMAN STREET
ROBESONIA, PA 19551
(215) 678-2332
** AD RR M B CU IV TX CI PV **

ROYERSFORD

MERIDIAN YOUTH SERVICES INC
DROP IN AND PREVENTION PROGRAM
134 NORTH 4TH AVENUE
ROYERSFORD, PA 19468
(215) 940-3345
** AD CI PV **

RURAL RIDGE

TEEN CHALLENGE OF WESTERN PA
LEFEVER HILL ROAD
RURAL RIDGE, PA 15075
(612) 265-6100
** AD DT RR IV TX PV **

SAINT MARYS

ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
SAINT MARYS UNIT
20 NORTH MICHAEL STREET
SAINT MARYS, PA 15857
(814) 781-1700
** AD AM IV TX CI **

SCRANTON

COMMUNITY INTERVENTION CENTER
DRUG AND ALCOHOL DROP IN CENTER
614 MULBERRY STREET
SCRANTON, PA 18510
(717) 942-4298
** AD PV **

DRUG AND ALCOHOL TREATMENT SERVICE INC
OUTPATIENT SERVICES
116 NORTH WASHINGTON AVENUE
3RD FLOOR
SCRANTON, PA 18503
(717) 961-1997
** AD AM Y PI IV EA TX CI PV **

LACKAWANNA COUNTY SCA
DRUG AND ALCOHOL PREVENTION UNIT
200 ADAMS AVENUE
SCRANTON, PA 18503
(717) 963-6020
** AD PV **

VOLUNTARY ACTION CENTER OF NE PA
225 NORTH WASHINGTON AVENUE
PARK PLAZA
SCRANTON, PA 18503
(717) 347-5616
** AD PV **
SELINS GroVe
ALTERNATIVES COUNSELING SERVICE
720 NORTH MARKET STREET
SELINS GroVe, PA 18770
(610) 374-5155
** AD AM H Y CU PG EA DW TX PV **

SELLERSVILLE
GRAND VUE HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
700 LAHN AVENUE
SELLERSVILLE, PA 18960
(215) 257-3611
** AD DT H A HV CU IV EA TX **

PA FOUNDATION FOR MENTAL HEALTH INC
RECOVERY CENTER
807 LAHN AVENUE
SELLERSVILLE, PA 18960
(215) 257-9999
** AD AM IV EA DW TX CI PV **

SENIOR
KILLICK INC
441 BROAD STREET
SENIOR, PA 15143
(412) 741-5297
** AD AM H Y TX PV **

SHA MOXIN
GREEN RIDGE COUNSELING CENTER UNIT II
117 EAST INDEPENDENCE STREET
SHA MOXIN, PA 18772
(610) 644-0087
** AD AM IV EA DW TX **

SHAMOKIN STATE GENERAL HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
RD 2
SHA MOXIN, PA 18772
(610) 644-4200
** AD AM H A PI TX **

SHARON HILL
CHANGING TIMES CENTER
800 CHESTER PIKE
SHARON HILL, PA 19079
(215) 534-3400
** AD AH DM TX **

SHE LOCTA
ARMSTRONG/INDIANA PREVENTION UNIT
RD 1
SHE LOCTA, PA 15774
(412) 354-3131
** AD EA PV **

SHE NANDOH
RIVERSIDE CENTRAL
200 PENNSYLVANIA AVENUE
SHE NANDOH, PA 17976
(717) 462-1993
** AD DT RR H CU IV DW TX **

SHICKSHINNY
CLEAR BROOK LODGE
RD 2
SHICKSHINNY, PA 18655
(717) 864-3116
** AD DT RR H Y HV CU IV EA TX **

SOMERSET
PENIEL
SOMERSET, PA 15501
(814) 443-1916
** AD RR H A B H HV PI CU IV TX CI **
** PV **

SOUTHAMPTON
TODAY OUTPATIENT
928 JAYMORE ROAD
SOUTHAMPTON OFFICE PARK SUITE A-150
SOUTHAMPTON, PA 18966
(215) 322-0827
** AD AM H Y B H CU IV DW TX **

SPARTANBURG
PERSEUS HOUSE INC
ANDROMEDA HOUSE II
RD 2-
SPARTANBURG, PA 16434
(814) 694-3655
** AD RR Y TX PV **

SPRING CITY
CREATIVE HEALTH SERVICES INC
1 Mennonite Church Road
SPRING CITY, PA 19475
(215) 948-6490
** AD AM H Y DM TX **

STATE COLLEGE
COUNSELING SERVICES INC
DRUG AND ALCOHOL PROGRAM
141 WEST BEAVER AVENUE
REAR
STATE COLLEGE, PA 16801
(814) 257-7233
** AD AM EA DM TX **

STROUDSBURG
CARBON/MONROE/PIKE DRUG/ALC COMMISSION
MONROE COUNTY CLINIC
14 NORTH 6TH STREET
SUITE 300
STROUDSBURG, PA 18360
(717) 421-1960
** AD AM H Y A HV CU IV DM TX CI **
** PV OT **

UPWARD DRUG AND ALCOHOL PROGRAM
9 NORTH 9TH STREET
STROUDSBURG, PA 18360
(800) 468-9136
** AD AM H Y EA TX CI PV **

SUNBURY
CENTRAL SUSQUEHANNA DIAGNOSTIC AND
REHABILITATION SERVICES INC (CSDRS)
445 CHESTNUT STREET
SUNBURY, PA 17801
(717) 286-2278
** AD AM H Y A B H AI HV CU PG TX **

GREEN RIDGE COUNSELING CENTER
UNIT V
4178 MARKET STREET
SUNBURY, PA 17801
(717) 988-1851
** AD AM IV EA DM TX **

PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES CLINIC
352 ARCH STREET
SUNBURY, PA 17801
(717) 286-5081
** AD AM H Y EA TX **

TARENTUM
SAINT FRANCIS MEDICAL CENTER
ALLEGHENY VALLEY CTR/PEV PROGRAM
335 4TH AVENUE
TARENTUM, PA 15084
(412) 224-3201
** AD RR AM TX **

TOWANDA
TOWANDA COUNSELING CENTER
5 LOMBARD STREET
TOWANDA, PA 18658
(717) 265-2003
** AD AM H Y A HV PI CU IV PG EA **
** DM TX PV **

TUNKHANNOCK
CATOLIC SOCIAL SERVICES
ROUTE 29
ROBINSON BUILDING
TUNKHANNOCK, PA 18657
(717) 836-1101
** AD AM H Y CU IV PG DM TX **
PENNSYLVANIA

TYRONE
TYRONE HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROG DETOX UNIT
CLAY AVENUE EXTENSION
TYRONE, PA 16686
(814) 604-1555 EXT. 233
** AD DT IV TX **

UNION CITY
UNION CITY MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
130 NORTH MAIN STREET
UNION CITY, PA 16438
(814) 430-3817
** AD CI **

UNIONTOWN
FAYETTE COUNTY
DRUG AND ALCOHOL COMMISSION
100 NEW SALEM ROAD
SUITE 106
UNIONTOWN, PA 15401
(412) 438-3576
** AD AM H Y A HV PI CU IV PG EA **
** DM TX PV **

UNIONTOWN HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
500 WEST BERKELEY STREET
UNIONTOWN, PA 15401
(412) 437-4531
** AL EA CI **

UPPER DARBY
HARWOOD HOUSE
9200 WEST CHESTER PIKE
UPPER DARBY, PA 19082
(215) 855-3440
** AD RR M CU IV TX PV **

HAVERFORD COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
2000 OLD WEST CHESTER PIKE
UPPER DARBY, PA 19083
(215) 645-2610
** AD DT IV TX PV **

HIPID OUTPATIENT DRUG ABUSE CLINIC
312 SOUTH 69TH STREET
UPPER DARBY, PA 19082
(215) 724-1155
** AD AM Y IV DM TX PV **

WASHINGTON
GREENBRIAR TREATMENT CENTER
600 MANOR DRIVE
WASHINGTON, PA 15301
(412) 225-9700
** AD DT RR AM H HV CU IV EA DM TX **
** CI PV **

THE CARE CENTER
62 EAST WHEELING STREET
WASHINGTON, PA 15301
(412) 228-2200
** AD AM H Y PI CU IV EA DM TX **

WASHINGTON HOSPITAL
DRUG AND ALCOHOL DETOXIFICATION
155 WILSON AVENUE
WASHINGTON, PA 15301
(412) 223-3007
** AD DT EA TX **

WAVERLY
MARNORTH
LILY LAKE ROAD
WAVERLY, PA 18471
(717) 563-1112
** AD DT RR IV TX **

WAYNESBURG
PENIEL AT GREENE VALLEY
WAYNESBURG, PA 15370
(412) 852-9939
** AD RR M A B H HV PI CU IV TX CI **
** PV **

THE CARE CENTER
63 SOUTH WASHINGTON STREET
WAYNESBURG, PA 15370
(412) 627-6108
** AD AM M Y PI CU IV EA DM TX **

WELLSBRO
MENTAL HEALTH ASSOCIATION OF
NORTH CENTRAL PENNSYLVANIA
15 MEADE STREET
SUITE L4
WELLSBRO, PA 16901
(717) 265-2525
** AD AM TX **

MERHERSVILLE
RICHARD J CARON FOUNDATION
CARON HOSPITAL
GALEN HALL ROAD
MERHERSVILLE, PA 19565
(215) 678-2352 EXT. 154
** AD DT IV TX **

WEST CHESTER
CHESTER COUNTY HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
701 EAST MARSHALL STREET
WEST CHESTER, PA 19380
(215) 431-5000
** AD DT A H HV TX **

FAMILY SERVICE OF CHESTER COUNTY
310 NORTH MATLACK STREET
WEST CHESTER, PA 19380
(215) 695-4900
** AD AM H Y A H HV CU EA TX **

GAUDENZIA HOUSE
RESIDENTIAL
1050 SOUTH CONCORD ROAD
WEST CHESTER, PA 19382
(215) 399-6929
** AD RR M B HV CU IV TX PV **

HELP COUNSELING CENTER/BARNARD STREET
510 A-5 BARNARD STREET
WEST CHESTER, PA 19381
(215) 436-8576
** AD AM IV DM TX **

HELP COUNSELING CENTER/HIGH STREET
624 SOUTH HIGH STREET
WEST CHESTER, PA 19380
(215) 436-8576
** AD AM M Y A B H HV CU IV PG DM **
** TX **

KINDRED HOUSE/GAUDENZIA INC
FOR WOMEN AND CHILDREN
1050 SOUTH CONCORD ROAD
WEST CHESTER, PA 19380
(215) 399-6571
** AD RR M B HV CU IV PG TX PV **

WEST GROVE
SOUTHERN CHESTER COUNTY
ADDITION RECOVERY CENTER
1011 WEST BALTIMORE PIKE
SUITE 101
WEST GROVE, PA 19390
(215) 869-8073
** AD AM M Y A HV PI CU IV PG EA **
** DM TX CI PV **

SOUTHERN CHESTER COUNTY MEDICAL CENTER
MEDICAL DETOXIFICATION PROGRAM
1015 WEST BALTIMORE PIKE
WEST GROVE, PA 19390
(215) 869-1000
** AL DT W A PI TX **

WEST READING
NATIONAL COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
BERKS COUNTY
529 READING AVENUE
SUITE R
WEST READING, PA 19611
(215) 372-8917
** AD PV **

382
WESTFIELD
R J CARON FOUNDATION
CHIT CHAT WESTFIELD
305 CHURCH STREET
WESTFIELD, PA 16950
(814) 367-5901
** AD RR CU IV TX CI PV **

WESTFORD
BRIGHTON WOODS
OUTPATIENT PROGRAM/NORTH HILLS
10 NORTH MEADOWS
WESTFORD, MA 15090
(412) 931-5815
** AD AM TX **

WHITE HAVEN
HAZLETON/NANTICOKE MH/MR
YOUTH FORESTRY
HICKORY RUN STATE PARK
WHITE HAVEN, PA 18661
(717) 443-9524
** AD AM TX **

WILKES-BARRE
CATHOLIC SOCIAL SERVICES
33 EAST NORTHAMPTON STREET
WILKES-BARRE, PA 18701
(717) 829-3469
** AD AM H Y CU IV PG DW TX **

CLEAR BROOK MANOR
10 EAST NORTHAMPTON STREET
WILKES-BARRE, PA 18702
(717) 823-1171
** AD DT RR H B HV CU IV PG TX **

FAMILY SERVICE ASSOCIATION OF
WYOMING VALLEY
73 WEST UNION STREET
WILKES-BARRE, PA 18702
(717) 823-5144
** AD AM EA TX CI PV **

LUZERNE/WYOMING COUNTIES
DRUG AND ALC PRIMARY PREVENTION UNIT
111 NORTH PENNSYLVANIA BOULEVARD
WILKES-BARRE, PA 18702
(717) 826-8790
** AD PV **

WILLIAMSBURG
NEW BEGINNINGS AT COVE FORGE
ROUTE 1
WILLIAMSBURG, PA 16693
(814) 832-2121
** AD DT RR H Y CU IV TX **

WILLIAMSPORT
GREEN RIDGE COUNSELING CENTER
UNIT III
829 WEST 4TH STREET
WILLIAMSPORT, PA 17701
(717) 322-1216
** AD AM IV EA DW TX **

HELPLINE
815 WEST 4TH STREET
WILLIAMSPORT, PA 17701
(717) 323-8555
** AD PV **

WEST BRANCH
DRUG AND ALCOHOL ABUSE COMMISSION
520 WEST 4TH STREET
2ND FLOOR
WILLIAMSPORT, PA 17701
(717) 323-8543
** AD DW PV **

WILLOW GROVE
UPPER MORELAND YOUTH AND DRUG COUNCIL
ALDERSGATE YOUTH SERVICE BUREAU
42 NORTH YORK ROAD
WILLOW GROVE, PA 19090
(215) 657-4545
** AD DW PV **

WRIGHTSVILLE
CLARE CENTER
RD 2
WRIGHTSVILLE, PA 17368
(717) 252-3651
** AD DW TX **

YORK
SELF HELP COUNSELING AND
EDUCATION CENTER
822 EAST MARKET STREET
YORK, PA 17403
(717) 865-6607
** AD AM H Y IV EA DW TX PV **

YORK ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES INC
211 SOUTH GEORGE STREET
YORK, PA 17403
(717) 854-9591
** AD AM H Y A H HV CU IV TX PV MM **
PUERTO RICO

AGUADILLA
CENTRO DE QUIMIOTERAPIA
ANEXO HOSPITAL REGIONAL DE AGUADILLA
AGUADILLA, PR 00605
(809) 891-2560
** DA AM H Y H CU IV MM **

CENTRO PREVENCION AGUADILLA
AVE SAN CARLOS ESQ BETANCES ALTOS
AGUADILLA, PR 00603
(809) 891-3055
** DA PV **

MODULO DE TRATAMIENTO CARCEL DISTRITO AGUADILLA
CALLE RUIZ BELVIS
AGUADILLA, PR 00605
(809) 891-9050
** AD RR H CU IV TX PV **

ARECIBO
CEDE ARECIBO
CARR 129 ANTIGUO HOSPITAL DE DISTRITO ARECIBO, PR 00613
(809) 878-0862
** DA AM TX CI **

CENTRO DE PREVENCION JOSE CECO FELICIANO
AVE CONSTITUCION ANEXO COTTO AURIDO COMEJO DEPORTIVO ARECIBO, PR 00613
(809) 878-6335
** AD PV **

CENTRO DE PREVENCION ARECIBO
AVENIDA SANTIAGO 356 ARECIBO, PR 00612
(809) 876-0537
** AD PV **

HOGAR INTERMEDIO DE ARECIBO
CARRETERA DE ARECIBO A UTUADO BO LOS CANOS ARECIBO, PR 00612
(809) 876-7921
** AL RR H DH TX **
** KEY **

MODULO DE TRATAMIENTO CARCEL
DISTRITO DE ARECIBO
CARRETERA 2
AVENIDA JOSE DE DIEGO 403
ARECIBO, PR 00612
(809) 880-0253
** DA AM IV TX CI **

BAYAMON
BAYAMON REGIONAL METRO INSTITUTION
ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT MODULE
CENTRAL AVENUE/SANTA JUANITA
BAYAMON, PR 00621
(809) 790-8015
** AL AM H TX **

CENTRO PREVENCION BAYAMON
CALLE BETANCES ESQ DEGETAU 20 TER PISO
BAYAMON, PR 00619
(809) 707-3077
** AD PV **

CENTRO TRATAMIENTO
MENORES BAYAMON
CALLE DR VEVE
ESQ HARTI 51
BAYAMON, PR 00619
(809) 780-8590
** DA AM Y TX **

HOGAR ESCUELA NUESTRA
SENORA DE FATIMA
BO CERRO GORDO CAMINO ESTEBAN CRUZ
AVE SANTA JUANITA
BAYAMON, PR 00619
(809) 787-2500
** AD PV **

MODULO TRATAMIENTO INSTITUCION
REGIONAL METROPOLITANA BAYAMON
CARRETERA 167
BAYAMON, PR 00619
(809) 786-3067
** DA DT AM IV TX CI **

NEW LIFE FOR GIRLS
CARRETERA 850 INT KM 5 HM 7
BO SANTA OAYA
BAYAMON, PR 00620
(809) 797-0330
** AD RR H H AI CU IV TX CI **

TEEN CHALLENGE DE PUERTO RICO INC
CARR 2 KM 7.7
BAYAMON, PR 00619
(809) 792-6232
** AD DT RR H CU IV TX PV **

CAGUAS
CAGUAS ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT PROGRAM
MONSEÑOR BERROS 22 ALTOS
CAGUAS, PR 00625
(809) 744-7080
** AL AM H H DU TX **

CAGUAS QUIMIOTERAPIA
CARR 156M 0.5 SECTOR LA 25
BO BAIRO BOX 461
CAGUAS, PR 00625
(809) 744-6660
** DA AM H IV MM **

CEDE CAGUAS
CARRETERA 189 KM 2.6 URB INDUSTRIAL
PLACIDIN GONZALEZ (INT)
CAGUAS, PR 00625
(809) 743-8474
** DA AM IV TX CI **

CENTRO DE PREVENCION DE CAGUAS
CALLE PADIAL 2 3RD PISO
CAGUAS, PR 00625
(809) 744-6661
** AD PV **

CENTRO DE TRATAMIENTO PARA ADULTOS DEC
DE CAGUAS/CASA CESAME
CARRETERA 189 KM 2.6 URB INDUSTRIAL
PLACIDIN GONZALEZ (INT)
CAGUAS, PR 00625
(809) 743-8474
** DA AM H H IV CU PG EA TX **

CENTRO TRATAMIENTO
MENORES CAGUAS
ACOSTA 103
CAGUAS, PR 00625
(809) 746-3630
** DA AM Y TX **

ORIENTATION:
AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
AD = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
AM = AMBULATORY (LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)

TYPE OF CARE:
DT = DETOXIFICATION (24 HOUR CARE)
RR = RESIDENTIAL (24 HOUR CARE)

SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS:
W = WOMEN
Y = YOUTH
A = AIDS PATIENTS
B = BLACKS
H = HISPANICS
AZ = AMERICAN INDIAN/ALASKAN NATIVES
MV = HIV POSITIVES
FX = PUBLIC INEBRIATES
CU = COCAINE USERS
IV = IV DRUG USERS

UNIT FUNCTION:
TX = TREATMENT UNIT
CI = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT
PV = PREVENTION UNIT
MM = METHADONE UNIT
OT = OTHER UNIT

384
HOGAR RESURRECCION
CARRETERA 175 KM 3 HM 0
BO SAN ANTONIO
CAGUAS, PR 00625
(809) 747-1395
** AD DT RR H IV TX **

CAROLINA
CAROLINA ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
CENTRO DIAGNOSTICO Y TRATAMIENTO
FERNANDEZ JUNCOS STREET
CORNER PEDRO ARQUAGA STREET
CAROLINA, PR 00630
(809) 752-0150
** AL AM H Y H PI PG TX CI PV **

CENTRO DE PREVENCION DE CAROLINA
CALLE BERNARDO GARCIA ESQUINA DOMINGO CACERES 7
CAROLINA, PR 00630
(809) 762-4565
** AD PV **

CATANO
CENTRO PREVENCION DE CATANO
AVE BARBOSA 91 ALTOS
CATANO, PR 00632
(809) 708-8125
** AD PV **

CIDRA
CIDRA SATELLITE
ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT CLINIC
LUIS MUNOZ RIVERA 4
CIDRA, PR 00659
(809) 759-4901
** AL AM H DH TX **

FAJARDO
FAJARDO SATELLITE ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT CLINIC
SAN JOSE 417 ST
FAJARDO, PR 00648
(809) 863-2385
** AL AM H DH TX **

GUAYAMA
CENTRO DE PREVENCION GUAYAMA
CALLE FRANCISCO G BRUNO 480 OESTE
ESQUINA VICENTE PALES 2
GUAYAMA, PR 00654
(809) 864-2974
** AD PV **

CENTRO DE TRATAMIENTO PARA ADULTOS DE GUAYAMA
CALLE GENARO CAUTINO 102 OESTE
GUAYAMA, PR 00654
(809) 864-5131
** DA AM H IV TX **

GUAYAMA REGIONAL DETENTION CENTER
ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT MODULE
ROAD 3
MELANIA SECTOR
GUAYAMA, PR 00654
(809) 864-3600
** AL AM H TX **

MODULO DE TRATAMIENTO
CENTRO DETENCION REGIONAL GUAYAMA
CALLE SAN JUAN
GUAYAMA, PR 00654
(809) 864-2140
** DA DT AM IV TX CI **

GUAYNABO
CASA REFUGIO SION INC
CARR 173 INT KM 6.2
SECTOR LA PAJILLA BO HATO NUEVO
GUAYNABO, PR 00914
(809) 734-6257
** AD RR IV TX **

GURABO
GURABO HALF-NAY HOUSE FOR ALCOHOLIC WOMEN
CALLE SANTIAGO FINAL
GURABO, PR 00658
(809) 737-2996
** AL RR H H DH TX **

HOGAR EL BUEN SAMARITANO INC
CARRETERA 941 KM 5 HM 0
BARRIO JAGUAS
GURABO, PR 00658
(809) 737-6005
** AL RR H TX **

HATO REY
CEDE HATO REY
AVE PONCE DE LEON 385
HATO REY, PR 00918
(809) 250-7054
** DA DT IV TX **

CENTRO HATO REY TRATAMIENTO RESIDENCIAL PARA VARONES
HATO REY AVE PONCE DE LEON 385
HATO REY, PR 00918
(809) 751-0915
** DA RR IV TX **

CLINICA RODANTE CAROLINA
AVENIDA BARBOSA 414
HATO REY, PR 00918
(809) 384-2804
** DA AM H A B H AI HV CU IV PG TX **

CLINICA RODANTE SAN JUAN
AVENIDA BARBOSA 414
HATO REY, PR 00918
(809) 384-2899
** DA AM H H HV CU IV PG TX **

CLINICA RODANTE BAYMON/CAT
AVENIDA BARBOSA 414
HATO REY, PR 00918
(809) 384-2863
** AD AM H Y A H HV CU IV PG TX **

DIVISION DE EDUCACION A LA COMUNIDAD
SECRETARIA AUXILIAR DE PREVENCION
AVENIDA BARBOSA 414
HATO REY, PR 00928
(809) 250-1517
** AD PV **

SECRETARIA AUXILIAR DE PREVENCION
AVENIDA BARBOSA NUM 414
HATO REY, PR 00928
(809) 763-7575 EXT. 222
** AD PV **

HUMACAO
CENTRO DE PREVENCION DE HUMACAO
CALLE DUFRESNE 13 BAJOS
HUMACAO, PR 00661
(809) 852-0155
** AD PV **

HUMACAO SATELLITE
ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT CLINIC
FERROCARRIL AVENUE
HUMACAO, PR 00661
(809) 744-7080
** AL AM H DH TX **

LAS PIEDRAS
LAS PIEDRAS SATELLITE
ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT CLINIC
JOSE CELSO BARBOSA 46
LAS PIEDRAS, PR 00671
(809) 733-2444
** AL AM H DH TX **

MANATI
CENTRO DE TRATAMIENTO PARA ADULTOS DE MANATI
EDIFICIO ECHEVARRIA ALTOS
MANATI, PR 00701
(809) 854-2165
** DA AM H H HV CU PG TX **

MANATI SATELLITE PROGRAMS
BALDORIOTY STREET ESQ RAMOS
MANATI, PR 00701
(809) 854-1277
** DA AM H IV DH TX **
PUERTO RICO

MAUNABO

CORDA PREVENCION
CALLE LUIS MUNOZ RIVERA
ESQUINA TIERRA SANTA 16
MAUNABO, PR 00707
(809) 861-1003
** AD PV **

MAUNABO SATELLITE
ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT CLINIC/CHC
AVE KENNEDY INTERIOR
MAUNABO, PR 00707
(809) 794-7080
** AL AM H DM TX **

MAYAGUEZ

CEDE MAYAGUEZ
CASA DE SALUD 5TO PISO
MAYAGUEZ MEDICAL CENTER BRANCH
MAYAGUEZ, PR 00708
(809) 833-2193
** DA AM IV TX CI **

CENTRO DE PREVENCION DE MAYAGUEZ
CALE MCKINLEY DESTE 217
MAYAGUEZ, PR 00708
(809) 850-1259
** AD PV **

CENTRO DE TRATAMIENTO PARA ADULTOS DE MAYAGUEZ
CALLE DE SALUD 5TO PISO
MAYAGUEZ MEDICAL CENTER BRANCH
MAYAGUEZ, PR 00708
(809) 833-2193
** DA AM A H HV CU PG EA TX **

CENTRO TRATAMIENTO
A MENORES MAYAGUEZ
AVE DUCOBRE 177
MAYAGUEZ, PR 00709
(809) 835-3880
** DA AM Y H TX CI **

DEPARTMENT OF ADDICTION SERVICES
MAYAGUEZ ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
MENDEN H VIGO ST SALUD CORNER 155-E
MAYAGUEZ, PR 00708
(809) 833-0663
** AL AM H DM TX **

MISION RESCATE DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT
AND REHABILITATION
CARR 104 KM 1 MM 7
BO ALGARROBO
MAYAGUEZ, PR 00708
(809) 834-1370
** AD RR AM TX PV OT **

PONCE

CEDE/PONCE
CENTRO MEDICO CARRT 14
BO MACHUELO
PONCE, PR 00731
(809) 840-6935
** DA DT AM CI MM **

CENTRO DE PREVENCION DE PONCE
CALE COMERCIO 64
PONCE, PR 00731
(809) 844-1275
** AD PV **

CENTRO DE TRATAMIENTO PARA ADULTOS DE PONCE
CARRETERA NUM 14 BARRIO MACHUELO
FACILIDADES DE CENTRO MEDICO
PONCE, PR 00731
(809) 840-6835
** DA AM H A H HV CU IV PG TX **

CENTRO ENTRAMIENTO
RESIDENCIAL PARA VARIONES
CENTRO MEDICO
CARR 14 BO MACHUELO
PONCE, PR 00731
(809) 840-6835
** DA RR IV TX **

CENTRO SISTER ISOLINA FERRE PROGRAM
DEL DISPENSARIO SAN ANTONIO INC
PARCELAS AMALIA MARIN CALLE C FINAL 1
LA PLAYA SECTOR TABAIBA
PONCE, PR 00731
(809) 843-1910
** AD PV **

CENTRO SISTER ISOLINA FERRE PROGRAM
DEL DISPENSARIO SAN ANTONIO INC/2
BRISAS DEL CARIBE EL TUQUE
CALLE 13/650
PONCE, PR 00731
(809) 731-5700
** AD CI PV **

CENTRO SISTER ISOLINA FERRE PROGRAM
DEL DISPENSARIO SAN ANTONIO INC/3
LIRIOS DEL SUR BLOQUE 29
APARTAMENTOS 392-394-395 PLAYA
PONCE, PR 00731
(809) 843-4093
** AD PV **

MODO DE TRATAMIENTO
INSTITUCION REGIONAL DEL SUR
BO E1 TUQUE SECTOR LAS CUCHARAS
PONCE, PR 00731
(809) 844-8155
** DA DT AM IV TX CI **

PONCE ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT PROGRAM
PONCE MEDICAL CENTER
PONCE, PR 00731
(809) 844-4130
** AL AM H EA DM TX **

QUIMIOTERAPIA PONCE
AREA HOSP DISTRITO CARR 14
BO MACHUELOS
PONCE, PR 00731
(809) 840-6630
** DA AM H IV MM **

RIO PIEDRAS

ALCOHOLISM MOBILE CLINIC
AVE JOSE CELSO BORBOSA 414
CUARTO PISO
RIO PIEDRAS, PR 00928
(809) 764-2888
** AL AM H DM TX **

ANCY 352 DE PENITENCIARIA ESTATAL
CARRETERA 21 PENITENCIARIA ESTATIAL
BARRIO MONACILLOS
RIO PIEDRAS, PR 00926
(809) 766-4949 EXT. 271
** DA AM IV TX CI **

CALLE BRUMBAUGH 1165 ESQ TIZOL
RIO PIEDRAS, PR 00927
(809) 758-7206
** DA IV PV **

CEDE SAN JUAN
PABELLON B
BARRIO MONACILLOS
RIO PIEDRAS, PR 00935
(809) 764-5643
** DA DT AM IV CI MM **

CENTRO DE PREVENCION
AREA METROPOLITANA
CALLE RIANZA 556
URBANIZACION MATIENZO CINTRON
RIO PIEDRAS, PR 00926
(809) 767-0640
** AD PV **

CENTRO DE SAN JUAN TRT PARA ADULTOS
LIBRE DE DROGAS
CENTRO MEDICO BARRIO MONACILLOS
FRENTE HOSPITAL DE VETERANOS
RIO PIEDRAS, PR 00928
(809) 765-6755
** DA AM H A H HV CU PG TX **

CENTRO SAN JUAN TRATAMIENTO
RESIDENTIAL VARIONES
PABELLON J TERRENO CENTRO MEDICO
BO MONACILLOS
RIO PIEDRAS, PR 00935
(809) 767-0640
** DA RR TX **

CENTRO SISTER ISOLINA FERRE/III
CARR 842 KM 1.9 LOS ROMERO
CABITO BAJO
RIO PIEDRAS, PR 00923
(809) 751-5700
** AD PV **
DYNAMIC MEDICAL OF PUERTO RICO INC
ROAD 21 NUMBER 1785
LAS LOMAS
RIO PIEDRAS, PR 00928
(809) 795-6200 EXT. 358
** AD DT RR AM H HV IV EA DM TX CI **
** PV **
EMERGENCY DETOXIFICATION AND HOSPITALIZATION UNIT
CASA DE SALUD MEDICAL CENTER
RIO PIEDRAS, PR 00928
(809) 765-5305
** AL DT RR H DM TX **
HOGAR INTERMEDIO DE RIO PIEDRAS
CARRETERA 849 KM 1 HO 4
BO SANTO DOMINGO
RIO PIEDRAS, PR 00929
(809) 757-7115
** AL RR H DM TX **
MODULO DE TRATAMIENTO
ANEXO PENITENCIARIA ESTATAL
SEGURIDAD MAXIMA
RIO PIEDRAS, PR 00926
(809) 751-2900
** DA AM IV TX CI **
RIO PIEDRAS PSYCHIATRIC HOSPITAL
RIO PIEDRAS ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
BUILDING G
CENTRO MEDICO
RIO PIEDRAS, PR 00928
(809) 767-9243
** AL AM H DM TX **
STATE PENITENTIARY ANNEX
ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT MODULE
DE DIEGO AVENUE
IN FRONT OF LAS AMAPOLAS PUB HOUSING
RIO PIEDRAS, PR 00918
(809) 759-6010
** AL AM H TX **

TOA ALTA
HOGAR POSADA LA VICTORIA INC
C/PRINCIPAL 165 KM 4 HECT 9 PARCELA
52 BO GALATEO
TOA ALTA, PR 00758
(809) 870-3474
** AL RR H A H HV PG TX **

UTUAO
CENTRO DE PREVENCION DE UTUAO
CENTRO GOBERNAMENTAL UTUAO
2 DO PISO
UTUAO, PR 00611
(809) 894-5215
** AD PV **

VEGA ALTA
ESCUELA INDUSTRIAL PARA MUEJRES
CLINICA DE DESINTOXICACION
CARRETERA 2
VEGA ALTA, PR 00762
(809) 883-3065 EXT. 34
** DA DT IV TX CI **

VEGA BAJA
HOGAR EL CAMINO
CARR 155 KM 61.5 IZQUIERDA
CARR 673 SECTOR EL PALMAR
VEGA BAJA, PR 00764
(809) 855-5562
** DA RR CV IV TX **

VIEQUES
VIEQUES SATELLITE
ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT CLINIC/CHC
VIEQUES, PR 00765
(809) 741-0575
** AL AM H DM TX **

SAN JUAN
MODULO DE TRATAMIENTO
CENTRO DETENCION PARADA 8
AVENIDA FERNANDEZ JUNCO
PARADA 8
SAN JUAN, PR 00903
(809) 724-1788
** DA AM H HV CU IV TX CI **

SANTURCE
MODULO DE TRATAMIENTO
INSTITUCION JOVENES ADULTOS MIRAMAR
CALLE VILLA VERDE
ESQUINA REFUGIO PDA 10 MIRAMAR
SANTURCE, PR 00907
(809) 725-3280
** DA AM IV TX CI **
RHODE ISLAND

BARRENTON
EAST BAY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
2 OLD COUNTY ROAD
BARRINGTON, RI 02806
(401) 246-1195
** AL AM TX PV **

EDWARD J LA RIVIERE MEM FOUNDATION
IMP/ACT
3 RIVERVIEW DRIVE
BARRINGTON, RI 02806
(401) 246-7886
** AL PV **

CENTRAL FALLS
CHANNEL ONE/CENTRAL FALLS
507 BROAD STREET
CENTRAL FALLS, RI 02863
(401) 728-7891
** AL PV **

CHARLESTOWN
WASHINGTON COUNTY CMHC
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
OLD POST ROAD
CHARLESTOWN, RI 02813
(401) 364-7705
** AL AM TX **

COVENTRY
GOOD HOPE CENTER
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
JOHN POTTER ROAD
COVENTRY, RI 02816
(401) 397-5029
** AD DT RR M Y H AI HV CU IV PG **
** EA DH TX CI PV **

GOOD HOPE CENTER
DAY TREATMENT
JOHN POTTER ROAD
COVENTRY, RI 02816
(401) 397-5029
** AD RR M Y H AI HV CU IV PG EA **
** DH TX CI PV **

GOOD HOPE CENTER
OUTPATIENT
JOHN POTTER ROAD
COVENTRY, RI 02816
(401) 397-5029
** AD AM M Y H AI HV CU IV PG EA **
** KEY **

MARATHON HOUSE INC
RESIDENTIAL
FISH HILL ROAD
COVENTRY, RI 02816
(401) 397-7778
** AD RR M A B H HV CU IV PG TX **

CRANSTON
ALCOHOLISM SERVICES OF
CRANSTON/JOHNSTON AND NORTHWESTERN RI
511 DORIC AVENUE
CRANSTON, RI 02910
(401) 761-3990
** AL AM M Y A HV PI CU PG EA DH **
** TX CI PV **

COMM ORGANIZ FOR DRUG ABUSE CONTROL
CODAC I/DETOXIFICATION
1763 BROAD STREET
CRANSTON GENERAL HOSPITAL
CRANSTON, RI 02910
(401) 461-5400
** DA AM A HV CU IV CI MM **

COMM ORGANIZ FOR DRUG ABUSE CONTROL
CODAC I/OUTPATIENT DRUG FREE
908 RESERVOIR AVENUE
CRANSTON, RI 02910
(401) 461-5056
** DA AM Y A HV CU IV TX CI PV **

DEPARTMENT OF MH/HR AND HOSPITALS
DIV OF SUBST ABUSE PREV/EDUC/TRAINING
CRANSTON, RI 02920
(401) 464-2191
** AD PV **

EASTMAN HOUSE INC
1545 PONTIAC AVENUE
CRANSTON, RI 02920
(401) 463-8829
** AD RR M Y A HV PI CU IV PG TX **
** PV **

EDGHEILL CRANSTON OUTPATIENT CLINIC
75 BOCKANOOSE CROSSROAD
SUITE 108
CRANSTON, RI 02920
(401) 942-9127
** AD AM M Y IV TX PV **

GOVERNORS COMMITTEE ON YOUTH/ALCOHOL AND SUBSTANCE ABUSE
C/O INSTITUTE FOR HUMAN DEVELOPMENT
845 PARK AVENUE
CRANSTON, RI 02910
(401) 781-8831
** AD PV **

HARVARD COCAINE RECOVERY PROJECT
RHODE ISLAND DIVISION
1062 RESERVOIR AVENUE
CRANSTON, RI 02910
(401) 943-8226
** DA AM CU IV TX OT **

HUMAN ECOLOGY
C/O CRANSTON PUBLIC SCHOOLS
845 PARK AVENUE
CRANSTON, RI 02920
(401) 781-8831
** AD PV **

RI DIVISION OF SUBSTANCE ABUSE
SUBSTANCE ABUSE DETOXIFICATION UNIT
RI MEDICAL CENTER/HOMARD AVENUE
BENJAMIN RUSH BUILDING
CRANSTON, RI 02920
(401) 464-2551
** AD DT AM PI IV MM OT **

RISAP TRT ALTERNATIVE TO STREET CRIME
(TASC) PROGRAM/DIV OF SUBSTANCE ABUSE
RHODE ISLAND MEDICAL CENTER
LOUIS PASTEUR BUILDING
CRANSTON, RI 02920
(401) 464-2381
** AD DH CI OT **

SOUTHERN NH ENGLAND TREATMENT CENTER INC
1090 NEW LONDON AVENUE
CRANSTON, RI 02920
(401) 463-5778
** AD AM M Y B HV CU TX CI **

EAST GREENWICH

EDGEHILL EAST GREENWICH OUTPT CLINIC
4601 POST ROAD
EAST GREENWICH, RI 02818
(401) 884-1002
** AD AM M Y CU IV TX PV **

ORIENTATION:
DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
AD = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
AM = AMBULATORY(LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)

TYPE OF CARE:
DT = DETOXIFICATION(24 HOUR CARE)
RR = RESIDENTIAL(24 HOUR CARE)

SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS:
W = WOMEN
Y = YOUTH
A = AIDS PATIENTS
B = BLACKS
H = HISPANICS
MW = MOTHERS
AY = AMERICAN INDIAN/ALASKAN NATIVES
HY = HIV POSITIVES
AP = PUBLIC INHIBERATES
CB = COCAINE USERS
IV = IV DRUG USERS

UNIT FUNCTION:
TX = TREATMENT UNIT
CI = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT
PV = PREVENTION UNIT
RHODE ISLAND

ESMEND

CHANNEL ONE OF SMITHFIELD
64 FARMER PIKE
ESMEND, RI 02917
(401) 231-7932
** AD PV **

NEWPORT

CHILD AND FAMILY SERVICES (F NEWPORT
24 SCHOOL STREET
NEWPORT, RI 02840
(401) 849-2300
** AD AM Y A HV PI CU PG EA DM **
** TX CI PV **

COMM ORGANIZATION FOR DRUG ABUSE CONTROL
24 SCHOOL STREET
NEWPORT, RI 02840
(401) 849-4150
** AD AM Y A B HV PI CU IV PG DM **
** TX CI MM **

EDEGEHILL NEWPORT
200 HARRISON AVENUE
NEWPORT, RI 02840
(401) 849-5700
** AD DT RR W A B H AI HV PI CU PG **
** EA TX **

THE GOOD HOPE CENTER OF NEWPORT
1950 TOWER HILL ROAD
NEWPORT, RI 02852
(401) 295-2511
** AD DT RR AM H Y A HV PI CU TX **
** CI **

PAWTUCKET

COMMUNITY COUNSELING CENTER INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
160 BEECHMONT AVENUE
PAWTUCKET, RI 02860
(401) 722-7855
** AD AM Y A B H CU EA DM TX CI **
** PV **

FRIENDS OF CARITAS HOUSE INC
166 PAWTUCKET AVENUE
PAWTUCKET, RI 02860
(401) 722-4646
** AD RR AM H Y A B H HV CU IV TX **
** PV **

PAWTUCKET ADDICTIONS COUNSELING SERVICE
104 BROAD STREET
PAWTUCKET, RI 02860
(401) 726-8000
** AD AM H Y A B H AI HV PI CU IV **
** PG DM TX PV **

RHODE ISLAND STUDENT ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
8 SUMMIT STREET
PAWTUCKET, RI 02860
(401) 724-1830
** AD EA PV **

ROBERT J WILSON HOUSE INC
OUTPATIENT COUNSELING CENTER
80 SUMMIT STREET
PAWTUCKET, RI 02860
(401) 728-4010
** AD AM H HV CU IV EA DM TX CI PV **

ROBERT J WILSON HOUSE INC
RESIDENTIAL
80 SUMMIT STREET
PAWTUCKET, RI 02860
(401) 728-4010
** AD RR TX PV **

THE FAMILY CENTER
25 NORTH UNION STREERT
PAWTUCKET, RI 02860
(401) 728-3560
** AD AM Y B H HV PI CU IV PG DM **
** TX PV **

PROVIDENCE

ALCOHOL AND DRUG REHAB SERVICES INC
MINORITY ALCOHOL PROGRAM OUTPATIENT COUNSELING
369 BROAD STREET
PROVIDENCE, RI 02905
(401) 351-3537
** AD AM Y A B H AT HV PI CU TX **
** PV **

ALCOHOL AND DRUG REHAB SERVICES INC
MINORITY ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM/BURNETT
66 BURNETT STREET
PROVIDENCE, RI 02907
(401) 785-0050
** AD DT RR B H CU TX **

BUTLER HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL AND DRUG TREATMENT SERVICE
345 BLACKSTONE BOULEVARD
PROVIDENCE, RI 02906
(401) 455-6200
** AD DT RR AM H Y HV CU IV PG EA **
** DM TX CI PV MM OT **

CAPITOL HILL INTERACTION COUNCIL(CHIC)
ALCOHOL PROGRAM
272 SMITH STREET
PROVIDENCE, RI 02908
(401) 521-4871
** AL AM DM TX **

CENTER FOR BEHAVIORAL HEALTH
985 PLAINFIELD STREET
PROVIDENCE, RI 02919
(401) 946-0650
** DA AM A HV PI CU IV PG CI PV MM **

COMM ORGANIZATION FOR DRUG ABUSE CONTROL
CODAC EAST
362 MILLET AVENUE
PROVIDENCE, RI 02915
(401) 433-2674
** AD AM H Y A HV PI CU DM TX CI **
** PV **

COMM ORGANIZATION FOR DRUG ABUSE CONTROL
CODAC II
349 HUNTINGTON AVENUE
PROVIDENCE, RI 02909
(401) 942-2450
** DA AM W A B HV CU IV PG MM **

EAST BAY HUMAN RESOURCE CORPORATION
656 BULLOCKS POINT AVENUE
PROVIDENCE, RI 02915
(401) 433-3334
** AD AM IV DM TX PV **

EDGEHILL PROVIDENCE OUTPATIENT CLINIC
850 WATERMAN AVENUE
PROVIDENCE, RI 02914
(401) 431-1191
** AD AM H Y HV CU IV TX PV **

FAMILY COURT ALCOHOLISM UNIT
1 DORRANCE PLAZA
PROVIDENCE, RI 02903
(401) 277-3337
** AL AM H A HV PI CU IV PG DM TX **
** CI **

FAMILY SERVICE INCORPORATED
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
55 HOPE STREET
PROVIDENCE, RI 02906
(401) 351-1350
** AD AM H Y A HV IV TX CI PV **

JUNCTION HUMAN SERVICE CORPORATION
16 BORING COURT
PROVIDENCE, RI 02905
(401) 272-5960
** AD AM H Y A B H HV CU IV EA DM TX **
** CI PV **
RHODE ISLAND

KENT HOUSE INC
1728 WEST SHORE ROAD
WARWICK, RI 02889
(401) 739-1411
** AD RR IV TX CI **

RI EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM
33 COLLEGE HILL ROAD
WARWICK, RI 02886
(401) 828-9560
** AD EA CI PV OT **

WARWICK COMMUNITY ACTION PROGRAM INC
ALCOHOL/DRUG AND FAMILY COUNSELING
159 WINTER AVENUE
WARWICK, RI 02889
(401) 738-1760
** AD AM Y HV CU IV PG DH TX **

WEST WARWICK

DIRECTIONS
1071 MAIN STREET
WEST WARWICK, RI 02893
(401) 828-6573
** AD AM IV DH TX **

WARWICK COMMUNITY ACTION PROGRAM INC
ALC/DRUG AND FAMILY COUNSELING SERVS
328 COMESSETT AVENUE
SUITE 2
WEST WARWICK, RI 02893
(401) 823-1277
** AL AM Yy DM TX PV **

WESTERLY

GOOD HOPE CENTER
OUTPATIENT
28 HIGH STREET
WESTERLY, RI 02891
(401) 596-8820
** AD AM H Y H AI HV CU IV PG EA **
** DH TX CI PV **

WOONSOCKET

GOOD HOPE CENTER
OUTPATIENT
63 EDDY DOWLING HIGHWAY
PARK SQUARE MEDICAL CTR BLDG ROOM 9
WOONSOCKET, RI 02895
(401) 765-8500
** AD AM H Y B H PI CU IV PG EA DM **
** TX CI PV **

HIGHPOINT
800 PROVIDENCE STREET
UNION PLAZA
WOONSOCKET, RI 02895
(401) 765-8312
** AD AM H Y A HV PI CU TX CI **

NORTHERN RI COMMUNITY MH CENTER INC
SUBST ABUSE SERVS/DUALLY DIAGNOSED
58 HAMLET AVENUE
WOONSOCKET, RI 02895
(401) 766-3330
** AD RR AM B H HV DH TX CI **

ROAD COUNSELING PROGRAM INC
8 COURT STREET
WOONSOCKET, RI 02895
(401) 769-3100
** AD AM H Y A HV CU IV PG DM TX **
** PV **

TRI HAB COUNSELING
202 SOUTH MAIN STREET
WOONSOCKET, RI 02895
(401) 765-4040
** AD AM Y PI EA DM TX PV **

TRI HAB HOUSE INC
79 ASYLUM STREET
WOONSOCKET, RI 02895
(401) 766-1665
** AL RR TX **

TRI HAB HOUSE INC
KING HOUSE
80 HAMLET AVENUE
WOONSOCKET, RI 02895
(401) 766-4740
** AL RR N PG TX **

WOONSOCKET FAMILY AND CHILD SERVICE
460 SOUTH MAIN STREET
WOONSOCKET, RI 02895
(401) 766-0900
** AD AM EA TX PV **
## SOUTH CAROLINA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>Phone Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>ABBEVILLE</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ABBEVILLE COUNTY COMMISSION ON ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE</td>
<td>111 SOUTH MAIN STREET ABBEVILLE, SC 29620</td>
<td>(803) 459-9661 <strong>AD M Y B PI EA DM TX CI PV</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>AIKEN</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIKEN COUNTY COMMISSION ON ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE</td>
<td>124 NEMBERRY STREET SW AIKEN, SC 29801</td>
<td>(803) 648-5409 <strong>AD M Y B PI EA DM TX PV</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>ANDERSON</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANDERSON/OCONEE COUNTIES</td>
<td>ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE COMMISSION</td>
<td>212 SOUTH MAIN STREET ANDERSON, SC 29624</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MENTAL HEALTH CTR/ALC AND DRUG SERVICE</td>
<td>200 MCGEE ROAD ANDERSON, SC 29625</td>
<td>(803) 224-3513 <strong>AD M B CU TX CI</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BARNWELL</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BARNWELL COUNTY COMMISSION ON ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE</td>
<td>290 W MAIN STREET BARNWELL, SC 29012</td>
<td>(803) 259-3511 <strong>AD M IV EA DM TX CI PV</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BEAUFORT</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BEAUFORT COUNTY COMMISSION ON ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE</td>
<td>1905 DUKE STREET BEAUFORT, SC 29902</td>
<td>(803) 525-7407 <strong>AD M Y CU IV EA DM TX CI PV</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BEAUFORT NAVAL HOSPITAL</td>
<td>ALCOHOL REHABILITATION SERVICE</td>
<td>RIBAULT ROAD BEAUFORT, SC 29902</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER</td>
<td>SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT CENTER</td>
<td>109 BEE STREET CHARLESTON, SC 29403</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BENNETTSVILLE</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MARLBORO COUNTY COMMISSION ON ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE</td>
<td>100 WEST MAIN STREET BENNETTSVILLE, SC 29512</td>
<td>(803) 479-8328 <strong>AD DT RR AM IV EA DM TX CI PV</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>BISHOPVILLE</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEE COUNTY COMMISSION ON ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE</td>
<td>LEE COUNTY COURTHOUSE ROOM 300 BISHOPVILLE, SC 29010</td>
<td>(803) 484-5341 EXT. 51 <strong>AD M EA DM TX PV</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CAMDEN</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KERSHAW COUNTY COMMISSION ON ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE</td>
<td>416 RUTLEDGE STREET CAMDEN, SC 29020</td>
<td>(803) 432-6902 <strong>AD M Y B A B TX PV</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CHARLESTON</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAKER HOSPITAL</td>
<td>CHAPS BAKER TREATMENT CENTER</td>
<td>2750 SPEISSEGGER DRIVE CHARLESTON, SC 29405</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LEXINGTON/RICHLAND ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE COUNCIL</td>
<td>1718 SAINT JULIAN PLACE COLUMBIA, SC 29204</td>
<td>(803) 935-7100 <strong>AD M Y B TX PV</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CONWAY</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BEAUFORT COUNTY SUBSTANCE ABUSE COMM</td>
<td>25 COURTENAY DRIVE CONWAY, SC 29401</td>
<td>(803) 723-7212 <strong>AD DT RR M Y B A B BV PI IV EA DM TX PV</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COASTAL CAROLINA HOSPITAL</td>
<td>152 HACCAHAN MEDICAL PARK DRIVE CONWAY, SC 29526</td>
<td>(803) 347-7156 <strong>AD DT RR IV EA TX PV</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**KEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Orientation</th>
<th>DA</th>
<th>AD</th>
<th>AM</th>
<th>PG</th>
<th>EA</th>
<th>DM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type of Care</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DT: Detoxification (24 hour care)</td>
<td>RR: Residential (24 hour care)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS**

<p>| | | | | | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Y: Youth</td>
<td>MV: HIV Positive</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A: AIDS Patients</td>
<td>PX: Public Inebriates</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B: Blacks</td>
<td>CU: Cocaine Users</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H: Hispanics</td>
<td>IV: IV DRUG Users</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**UNIT FUNCTION**

| TX: Treatment Unit | CI: Central Intake Unit | PV: Prevention Unit | MM: Methadone Unit | OT: Other Unit |    |    |

392
HORRY COUNTY COMMISSION ON ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
1004 BELL STREET
CONWAY, SC 29526
(803) 248-6291
** AD AM M Y IV EA DW TX CI PV **

DILLON
DILLON COUNTY COMMISSION ON ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
104 EAST HARRISON STREET
DILLON, SC 29536
(803) 774-6591
** AD AM M Y B HV PI CU EA DW TX **
** CI PV **

FLORENCE
FLORENCE COUNTY COMMISSION ON ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
601 GREGG AVENUE
FLORENCE, SC 29501
(803) 665-9549
** AD RR AM M Y A B IV EA DW TX CI **
** PV **

PALMETTO CENTER
ROUTE 2 STOKES STREET
FLORENCE, SC 29502
(803) 662-9378
** AD RR EA TX **

GAFFNEY
CHEROKEE COUNTY COMMISSION ON ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
200 WEST MONTGOMERY STREET
GAFFNEY, SC 29340
(803) 487-2721
** AD AM IV EA DW TX CI PV **

GEOGETOWN
GEORGETOWN COUNTY ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE COMMISSION
123 MINYAH STREET
GEORGETOWN, SC 29440
(803) 546-6081
** AD AM M Y A B HV PI CU IV PG EA **
** DH TX CI PV **

GREENVILLE
GREENVILLE COUNTY COMMISSION ON ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
3356 BUNCOMBE ROAD
GREENVILLE, SC 29609
(803) 242-1781
** AD DT AM M Y A B HV PI CU IV PG **
** EA DH TX CI PV **

GREENVILLE MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
715 GROVE ROAD
GREENVILLE, SC 29605
(803) 241-1040
** AD AM IV TX CI **

GREENWOOD
FAITH HOME
CHRISTIAN ALCOHOL AND DRUG REHAB
BUCK LEVEL ROAD
GREENWOOD, SC 29646
(803) 223-0694
** AD RR IV TX PV **

GREEN
CHARTER HOSPITAL OF GREENVILLE
ADULT/adolescent DISORDER PROGS
2700 EAST PHILLIPS ROAD
ROUTE 5
GREEN, SC 29651
(803) 347-3402 EXT. 270
** AD DT RR M A B HV PI CU IV TX **
** CI PV **

HAMPTON
LOW COUNTRY COMMISSION ON
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
COURTHOUSE ANNEX
ROOM 202
HAMPTON, SC 29924
(803) 943-2600
** AD DT RR AM M Y B HV PI CU EA **
** DH TX CI PV **

JOHNS ISLAND
FENWICK HALL HOSPITAL
1709 RIVER ROAD
JOHNS ISLAND, SC 29455
(803) 559-2461
** AD DT RR M Y IV TX CI **

KINGSTREE
WILLIAMSBURG COUNTY DEPARTMENT ON
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
115 SHORT STREET
KINGSTREE, SC 29556
(803) 354-9113
** AD AM M Y A B HV PI CU IV PG EA **
** DH TX CI PV **

LANCASTER
ELLIOTT WHITE SPRINGS MEMORIAL HOSP
LANCASTER RECOVERY CENTER
800 WEST MEETING STREET
LANCASTER, SC 29720
(803) 306-1491
** AD DT RR M Y B HV PI CU IV **
** EA TX CI PV **

LANCASTER COUNTY COMMISSION ON
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
114 SOUTH MAIN STREET
LANCASTER, SC 29720
(803) 285-6912
** AD AM M Y B EA DW TX CI PV **

LAURENS
LAURENS COUNTY COMMISSION ON
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
INDUSTRIAL PARK ROAD
LAURENS, SC 29360
(803) 833-6500
** AD AM M Y EA DW TX CI PV **

MANNING
CLARENDON COUNTY COMMISSION ON
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
CHURCH STREET
MANNING, SC 29102
(803) 423-2292
** AD AM M Y A B HV PI CU IV PG EA **
** DH TX CI PV **

MONCKS CORNER
BERKELEY COUNTY COMMISSION ON
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
109 WEST MAIN STREET
MONCKS CORNER, SC 29461
(803) 761-8272
** AD AM M Y A HV CU IV EA DW TX **
** CI PV **

MYRTLE BEACH
OCEAN VIEW RECOVERY CENTER
415 79TH AVENUE NORTH
MYRTLE BEACH, SC 29577
(803) 449-9631
** AD AM EA TX **

NEWBERRY
NEWBERRY COUNTY COMMISSION ON
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE/CARE CENTER
909 COLLEGE STREET
NEWBERRY, SC 29108
(803) 276-5690
** AD DT RR AM M Y B CU IV PG EA DW **
** TX CI PV **

ORANGEBURG
TRI COUNTY COMMISSION ON
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
897 RUSSELL STREET
ORANGEBURG, SC 29115
(803) 536-6900
** AD DT AM M Y CU IV EA DW TX PV **
SOUTH CAROLINA

PARRIS ISLAND
MARINE CORP RECRUIT DEPOT
SUBSTANCE ABUSE COUNSELING OFFICE
BUILDING 911
PARRIS ISLAND, SC 29905
(803) 525-3393
** AD CI PV **

PICKENS
PICKENS COUNTY COMMISSION ON
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
309 EAST MAIN STREET
PICKENS, SC 29671
(803) 896-5800
** AD AM Y IV EA DM TX CI PV **

ROCK HILL
YORK COUNTY COUNCIL ON
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE/KEYSTONE
199 SOUTH HERLONG AVENUE
ROCK HILL, SC 29730
(803) 326-1800
** AD DT AM H Y B AI HV PI CU IV **
** PG EA DM TX CI PV **

SALUDA
SALUDA COUNTY COMMISSION ON
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
409 WEST BUTLER STREET
SALUDA, SC 29138
(803) 446-2960
** AD AM H Y A B H HV PI CU IV PG **
** EA DM TX CI PV **

SPARTANBURG
SPARTANBURG AREA MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
149 EAST WOOD STREET
SPARTANBURG, SC 29303
(803) 585-0366
** AD AM IV TX CI PV **

SPARTANBURG COUNTY COMMISSION ON
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
131 NORTH SPRING STREET
SPARTANBURG, SC 29301
(803) 582-7588
** AD AM H Y A B H HV CU IV PG EA **
** DM TX CI PV **

SUMMERVILLE
DORCHESTER COUNTY COMMISSION ON
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
535 NORTH CEDAR STREET
SUMMERVILLE, SC 29483
(803) 871-6790
** AD AM H Y A B AI HV PI CU IV PG **
** EA DM TX CI PV **

SUMTERT
SUMTER COUNTY COMMISSION ON
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
115 NORTH HARVIN STREET
SUMTER, SC 29150
(803) 775-6815
** AD RR AM H Y A B HV PI CU IV EA **
** DH TX CI PV **

TRAVELERS REST
NORTH GREENVILLE HOSPITAL
ADDLIFE ADDICTION SERVICES
807 NORTH MAIN STREET
TRAVELERS REST, SC 29690
(803) 834-5131
** AD DT RR AM H B CU EA TX CI PV **

UNION
UNION COUNTY COMMISSION ON
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
201 SOUTH HERndon STREET
UNION, SC 29379
(803) 429-1650
** AD AM H Y IV EA DM TX CI PV **

WALTERBORO
COLLETON COUNTY COMMISSION ON
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
219 LEHACKS STREET
WALTERBORO, SC 29480
(803) 549-9565
** AD RR AM IV EA TX PV **

WILLIAMSBORO
FAIRFIELD COUNTY
SUBSTANCE ABUSE COMMISSION
200 CALHOUN STREET
WILLIAMSBORO, SC 29180
(803) 635-2335
** AD AM H Y A HV PI CU PG EA DM **
** TX PV **
SOUTH DAKOTA

ABERDEEN

HEALTH PATH COUNSELING SERVICES
12 2ND AVENUE SW
ABERDEEN, SD 57402
(605) 225-4225
** AD AM H Y A B H AI HV PI CU IV **
** PG EA DH TX CI PV **

NORTHERN ALCOHOL/DRUG REFERRAL AND INFORMATION CENTER (NADRIC)
221 SOUTH FIRST STREET
ABERDEEN, SD 57401
(605) 225-6215
** AD AM H Y AI PI EA DH TX CI PV **
** OT **

SAINT LUKES MIDLAND REG MEDICAL CENTER NORTHCORE ALC AND DRUG TREATMENT CTR
1400 15TH AVENUE NW
ABERDEEN, SD 57401
(605) 622-5800
** AD DT RR AM H AI IV EA DH TX CI PV **

BROOKINGS

EAST CENTRAL MENTAL HEALTH CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY CENTER
509 3RD AVENUE
BROOKINGS, SD 57006
(605) 692-4510
** AD AM H Y AI IV EA DH TX CI PV **

CANTON

KEYSTONE TREATMENT CENTER
1010 EAST 2ND STREET
CANTON, SD 57013
(605) 987-2751
** AD DT RR Y IV TX CI PV OT **

MISSOURI RIVER ADOLESCENT DEVELOPMENT CTR
ALCOHOL/DRUG PROGRAM
211 WEST 16TH AVENUE
CHAMBERLAIN, SD 57325
(605) 734-5525
** AD RR Y TX CI PV **

DEADWOOD

NORTHERN HILLS GENERAL HOSPITAL
ALCOHOLISM/CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
61 SAINT CHARLES STREET
DEADWOOD, SD 57732
(605) 578-2313
** AD AM H Y CU EA TX CI PV **

EAGLE BUTTE

CHEYENNE RIVER SIOUX TRIBE (CRST)
ALCOHOL/DRUG PREVENTION PROGRAM
EAGLE BUTTE, SD 57625
(605) 964-8182
** AD DH PV **

FORT MEADE

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
ALCOHOL/DRUG DEPENDENCE TREATMENT PROGRAM
BUILDING 148 HARD E
FORT MEADE, SD 57741
(605) 347-2511 EXT. 540
** AD DT RR H A AI HV PI CU TX PV **

HOT SPRINGS

SOUTHERN HILLS ALCOHOL AND DRUG CENTER
330 1/2 SOUTH CHICAGO STREET
HOT SPRINGS, SD 57747
(605) 765-6300
** AD AM DH TX PV **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
ALCOHOL DEPENDENCE TREATMENT PROGRAM
500 NORTH 5TH STREET
HOT SPRINGS, SD 57747
(605) 745-2021
** AD DT RR AM H AI HV PI EA DH TX **
** CI PV **

HURON

COMMUNITY COUNSELING
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY TREATMENT UNIT
1552 DAKOTA STREET SOUTH
HURON, SD 57350
(605) 352-8596
** AD AM H Y EA DH TX CI PV **

OUR HOME REDISCOVERY
510 NEBRASKA STREET SW
HURON, SD 57350
(605) 353-1025
** AD RR Y AI IV TX **

LAKE ANDES

YANKTON SIOUX ALCOHOL PROGRAM
HALFWAY HOUSE
EAST HIGHWAY 18
LAKE ANDES, SD 57356
(605) 487-7841
** AL EA CI PV **

LENON

DAKOTA COUNSELING SERVICES
402 WEST FIRST STREET
LEMMON, SD 57638
(605) 374-3862
** AD AM H Y AI EA DM TX CI PV **

LINDER

LOWER BRULE COALITION MEDICAL PROGRAM
LOWER BRULE, SD 57548
(605) 473-5584
** AD RR AM H Y IA HV TX PV **

MADISON

COMMUNITY COUNSELING SERVICES
914 NE 3RD STREET
MADISON, SD 57042
(605) 256-3004
** AD AM H Y EA DH TX **

MISSION

ROSEBUD SIOUX TRIBE
ALCOHOL TREATMENT PROGRAM
LITTLE HOOP LODGE
MISSION, SD 57555
(605) 856-2342
** AL RR Y AI PG TX **

WHITE BUFFALO CARY MOWANS SOCIETY
MISSION, SD 57555
(605) 856-2317
** AD PV **

** KEY **

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ORIENTATION</th>
<th>AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY</th>
<th>DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY</th>
<th>AD = ALCOHOLISM &amp; DRUG ABUSE SERVICES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TYPE OF CARE</td>
<td>DT = DETOXIFICATION(24 HOUR CARE)</td>
<td>RR = RESIDENTIAL(24 HOUR CARE)</td>
<td>AM = AMBULATORY(LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS</td>
<td>M = WOMEN</td>
<td>Y = YOUTH</td>
<td>AI = AMERICAN INDIAN/ALASKAN NATIVES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H = HISPANIC</td>
<td>A = AIDS PATIENTS</td>
<td>H = HYPERTENSIVES</td>
<td>PI = PUBLIC INEBRIATES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B = BLACKS</td>
<td>SV = IV DRUG USERS</td>
<td>CU = COCAINE USERS</td>
<td>IV = IV DRUG USERS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNIT FUNCTION</td>
<td>TX = TREATMENT UNIT</td>
<td>CI = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT</td>
<td>PV = PREVENTION UNIT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HM = METHADONE UNIT</td>
<td>DT = OTHER UNIT</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SOUTH DAKOTA

MITCHELL
COMMUNITY ALCOHOL/DRUG CENTER INC
126 WEST FIRST STREET
MITCHELL, SD 57301
(605) 996-4191
** AD DT RR M Y AI PI DM TX PV OT **

PARKSTON
OUR HOME INC
GROUP CARE CENTER
501 WEST MAIN STREET
PARKSTON, SD 57366
(605) 928-7907
** AD RR Y TX PV **

PIERRE
CAPITAL AREA COUNSELING SERVICE INC
DRUG AND ALCOHOL UNIT
804 NORTH EUCLID STREET
PIERRE, SD 57501
(605) 224-5811
** AD AM H Y A AI IV PG EA DM TX **
** CI PV **

RAPID CITY
BIG BROTHERS AND BIG SISTERS OF THE BLACK HILLS
2100 SOUTH 7TH STREET
SUITE 276
RAPID CITY, SD 57701
(605) 343-1488
** DA PV **

CHILD AND FAMILY GUIDANCE
924 NORTH MAPLE STREET
RAPID CITY, SD 57701
(605) 342-4303
** AD PV **

CITY/COUNTY RECEIVING AND REFERRAL CTR
725 NORTH LACROSSE STREET
RAPID CITY, SD 57701
(605) 394-6128
** AD DT RR M AI PI DM TX CI PV **

FOCUS INC
114 KINNEY AVENUE
RAPID CITY, SD 57709
(605) 348-1874
** AD AM H B H AI EA TX CI PV OT **

FRIENDSHIP HOUSE INC
211 WEST BOULEVARD NORTH
RAPID CITY, SD 57709
(605) 342-4294
** AD PV OT **

PARKSIDE RIVER PARK OF THE BLACK HILLS
2110-B SAINT MARTINS DRIVE
RAPID CITY, SD 57702
(605) 341-3900
** AD RR Y M Y H B AI HV CU IV **
** PG DM TX PV **

RAPID CITY REGIONAL HOSPITAL
ADDITION RECOVERY CENTER (ARC)
915 MOUNT VIEW ROAD
RAPID CITY, SD 57702
(605) 341-8913
** AD RR AM IV EA TX CI PV **

SIOUX SAN ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
HOPE LODGE
3200 CANYON LAKE DRIVE
RAPID CITY, SD 57702
(605) 342-8925
** AL RR AT TX **

WESTERN PREVENTION RESOURCE CENTER
924 NORTH MAPLE STREET
RAPID CITY, SD 57701
(605) 342-1593
** AD PV **

YOUTH AND FAMILY SERVICES GROUP
910 WOOD AVENUE
RAPID CITY, SD 57709
(605) 342-4195
** AD PV **

SIOUX FALLS
CARROLL INSTITUTE/OUTPATIENT
ALCOHOL AND DRUG CENTER
304 SOUTH PHILLIPS AVENUE
SUITE 320
SIOUX FALLS, SD 57102
(605) 336-2566
** AD AM H Y AI PI CU IV PG EA DM **
** TX CI PV **

CARROLL INSTITUTES
PROJECT AWARENESS
304 SOUTH PHILLIPS AVENUE
SUITE 320
SIOUX FALLS, SD 57102
(605) 332-5542
** AD PV **

CARROLL INSTITUTES
2ND STREET MANOR
826 WEST 2ND STREET
SIOUX FALLS, SD 57104
(605) 332-0034
** AD RR M A AI PI CU PG TX **

CARROLL INSTITUTES ARCH HALFWAY HOUSE
SIOUX FALLS DETOXIFICATION CENTER
333 SOUTH SPRING AVENUE
SIOUX FALLS, SD 57104
(605) 332-9257
** AD DT RR M A AI PI CU IV PG TX **

FIRST STEP COUNSELING SERVICES
5201 WEST 41ST STREET
SIOUX FALLS, SD 57106
(605) 361-1505
** AD AM H Y AI PI CU IV PG EA DM **
** TX CI **

GLORY HOUSE
4000 SOUTH WEST AVENUE
SIOUX FALLS, SD 57105
(605) 332-3273
** AD RR M H AI TX **

LUTHERAN SOCIAL SERVICES
SIOUX FALLS AREA OFFICE
600 WEST 12TH STREET
SIOUX FALLS, SD 57104
(605) 336-3347
** AD PV **

PARKSIDE RIVER PARK
RIVER PARK LODGE OF SIOUX FALLS
4201 SOUTH MINNESOTA AVENUE
SIOUX FALLS, SD 57105
(605) 331-2000
** AD DT RR M H Y A B H AI HV PI **
** CU IV PG EA DM TX PV **

SOUTH DAKOTA STATE PENITENTIARY
ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
1600 NORTH DRIVE
SIOUX FALLS, SD 57117
(605) 335-2918
** AD PV **

SOUTHWEST ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION RESOURCE CENTER
514 SOUTH MINNESOTA AVENUE
SIOUX FALLS, SD 57102
(605) 335-6474
** AD EA PV **

THRESHOLD
514 SOUTH MINNESOTA AVENUE
SIOUX FALLS, SD 57102
(605) 334-6686
** AD PV OT **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
PSYCHIATRY SERVICE/SUBST ABUSE PROGRAM
2501 WEST 2ND STREET
SIOUX FALLS, SD 57105
(605) 336-3230 EXT. 257
** AD DT RR AM A AI HV IV TX CI **

YOUTH ENRICHMENT SERVICES INC
824 EAST 14TH STREET
SIOUX FALLS, SD 57104
(605) 338-8061
** AD PV **
SOUTH DAKOTA

**Sisseton**
TETAKITHA ADOLESCENT TREATMENT CENTER  
RR 2  
Sisseton, SD 57262  
(605) 698-5935  
** AD RR HY AI PG TX **

**Springfield**
SPRINGFIELD  
SPRINGFIELD CORRECTIONAL FACILITY  
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM  
Springfield, SD 57062  
(605) 369-2201  
** AD AM H TX PV **

**Sturgis**
NORTHERN HILLS  
ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICE  
950 MAIN STREET  
Sturgis, SD 57785  
(605) 347-3003  
** AD AM TX CI PV **

**Vale**
NEW DAWN CENTER  
RURAL ROUTE 1  
Vale, SD 57788  
(605) 456-2968  
** AD RR HY AI TX PV **

**Watertown**
HUMAN SERVICES AGENCY  
ALCOHOL/DRUG REFERRAL AND TRT CENTER  
420 NE 4TH STREET  
Watertown, SD 57201  
(605) 886-7602  
** AD AM Y EA DH TX PV **

NORTHEAST DRUG AND ALCOHOL PREVENTION RESOURCE CENTER  
420 4TH STREET NE  
Watertown, SD 57201  
(605) 886-7522  
** AD PV **

**Winner**
SOUTHERN DAKOTA COUNSELING SERVICES  
223 SOUTH MAIN STREET  
Winner, SD 57580  
(605) 842-0312  
** AD AM DH TX CI PV **

SOUTHERN PLAINS MENTAL HEALTH CENTER  
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT  
745 EAST 8TH STREET  
Winner, SD 57580  
(605) 842-1465  
** AD AM DH TX CI PV **
# TENNESSEE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BOLIVAR</th>
<th>CLARKSVILLE</th>
<th>COVINGTON</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>QUINCO MENTAL HEALTH CENTER</td>
<td>HARRIETT COHN MENTAL HEALTH CENTER</td>
<td>TRI COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES</td>
<td>ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES</td>
<td>ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROUTE 1</td>
<td>CLARKSVILLE, TN 37040</td>
<td>1997 HIGHWAY 51 SOUTH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BOLIVAR, TN 38008</td>
<td>(615) 648-8126</td>
<td>COVINGTON, TN 38019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(901) 658-6115</td>
<td>** AD AM Y B PI CU IV EA DM TX **</td>
<td>(901) 476-8967</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>** AD AM Y EA DM TX PV **</td>
<td>** CI PV **</td>
<td>** AD AM Y A HV CU IV DM TX CI PV **</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BRISTOL</th>
<th>CLEVELAND</th>
<th>ELIZABETHTON</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BRISTOL REGIONAL COUNSELING CENTER INC</td>
<td>HAIWASSEE MENTAL HEALTH CENTER</td>
<td>CROSSROADS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM</td>
<td>TURNING POINT ALCOHOL AND DRUG DIV</td>
<td>ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26 MIDWAY STREET</td>
<td>2700 EXECUTIVE PARK PLACE</td>
<td>409 ELK AVENUE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRISTOL, TN 37620</td>
<td>CLEVELAND, TN 37564</td>
<td>ELIZABETHTON, TN 37643</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(615) 968-6707</td>
<td>(615) 476-9105</td>
<td>(615) 542-8011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>** AD AM Y IV EA DM TX **</td>
<td>** AD RR AM Y IV TX CI PV **</td>
<td>** AD PV **</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>BURNS</th>
<th>CLI RTON</th>
<th>GREE N EVILLE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NEW LIFE LODGE</td>
<td>ANDERSON COUNTY HEALTH COUNCIL</td>
<td>NOLACHUCKEY/HOLSTON MENTAL HEALTH CTR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROUTE 2</td>
<td>141 EAST BROAD STREET</td>
<td>ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE OUTPATIENT PROGRAM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BURNS, TN 37029</td>
<td>CLINTON, TN 37716</td>
<td>HOLSTON DRIVE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(615) 244-1648</td>
<td>(615) 457-9300</td>
<td>GREE N EVILLE, TN 37744</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>** AD DT RR W TX CI PV **</td>
<td>** AD CI PV OT **</td>
<td>(615) 639-1104</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CASTILIAN SPRINGS</th>
<th>COLUMBIA</th>
<th>HOME HNLD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PATHFINDERS INC</td>
<td>COLUMBIA AREA COMP MENTAL HEALTH CTR</td>
<td>BUFFALO VALLEY INC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIGHWAY 251 NORTH</td>
<td>ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM</td>
<td>221 SOUTH MAPLE STREET</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CASTILIAN SPRINGS, TN 37031</td>
<td>1219 TROTWOOD AVENUE</td>
<td>HOHEN HNLD, TN 38062</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(615) 374-9397</td>
<td>COLUMBIA, TN 38401</td>
<td>(615) 796-5427</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>** AD DT RR IV TX **</td>
<td>(615) 381-2355</td>
<td>** AD RR W B PI CU IV PG TX **</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CHATTANOOGA</th>
<th>COOKEVILLE</th>
<th>JACKSON</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>COUNCIL FOR ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES</td>
<td>PLATEAU MENTAL HEALTH CENTER</td>
<td>ASPELL MANOR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>207 SPEARS AVENUE</td>
<td>DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM</td>
<td>331 NORTH HIGHLAND AVENUE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHATTANOOGA, TN 37405</td>
<td>BURGES S FALLS ROAD</td>
<td>JACKSON, TN 38301</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(615) 756-7644</td>
<td>COOKEVILLE, TN 38501</td>
<td>(901) 427-7238</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>** AD AM W Y B PI CU IV EA TX CI PV **</td>
<td>(615) 432-9123</td>
<td>** AD RR IV TX CI **</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>JOSEPH M JOHNSON MENTAL HEALTH CENTER</th>
<th>FORTWOOD CENTER INC</th>
<th>** KEY **</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM</td>
<td>1028 EAST 3RD STREET</td>
<td>ORIENTATION:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOCCASIN BEND ROAD</td>
<td>CHATTANOOGA, TN 37403</td>
<td>AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CHATTANOOGA, TN 37405</td>
<td>(615) 266-6751</td>
<td>DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(615) 756-2740</td>
<td>** AD AM W Y TX CI PV **</td>
<td>AD = ALCOHOLISM &amp; DRUG ABUSE SERVICES</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ORIENTATION:</th>
<th>TYPE OF CARE:</th>
<th>SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY</td>
<td>DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY</td>
<td>AD = ALCOHOLISM &amp; DRUG ABUSE SERVICES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DT = DETOXIFICATION(24 HOUR CARE)</td>
<td>RR = RESIDENTIAL(24 HOUR CARE)</td>
<td>AM = AMBULATORY(LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS:</td>
<td></td>
<td>PG = PREGNANT USERS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H = HOMER</td>
<td>AI = AMERICAN INDIAN/ALASKAN NATIVES</td>
<td>EA = EAP PROGRAM SERVICES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y = YOUTH</td>
<td>HV = HIV POSITIVES</td>
<td>DM = DWI/ASAP SERVICES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A = AIDS PATIENTS</td>
<td>PI = PUBLIC INEBRIATES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B = BLACKS</td>
<td>CI = COCAINE USERS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H = HISPANIICS</td>
<td>IV = IV DRUG USERS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNIT FUNCTION:</td>
<td>TX = TREATMENT UNIT</td>
<td>MM = METHADONE UNIT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ci = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT</td>
<td>PV = PREVENTION UNIT</td>
<td>OT = OTHER UNIT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
JACKSON AREA COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG DEPENDENCY
900 EAST CHESTER STREET
JACKSON, TN 38301
(901) 425-3653
** AD DT RR AM IV TX PV **

JACKSON COUNSELING CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
238 SUMMAR DRIVE
JACKSON, TN 38301
(901) 426-6751
** AD AM EA TX **

REGIONAL HOSPITAL OF JACKSON REDISCOVERY UNIT
49 OLD HICKORY BOULEVARD EXT
JACKSON, TN 38301
(901) 668-2101
** AD RR B CU IV PG TX CI PV **

JOHNSON CITY
COMPREHENSIVE COMMUNITY SERVICES
323 WEST HANEY STREET
JOHNSON CITY, TN 37764
(615) 926-6581
** AD RR AM H Y B H AI PI CU IV PG **
** DH TX PV OT **

WATAUGA AREA MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
109 WEST WATAUGA AVENUE
JOHNSON CITY, TN 37761
(615) 926-6545
** AD RR AM H Y AY IV PG EA TX CI **
** PV **

KINGSPORT
HOLSTON ALCOHOL AND DRUG COUNCIL INC
1735 FORT HENRY DRIVE
KINGSPORT, TN 37664
(615) 245-2701
** AD AM H Y A HV PI CU IV DH TX **
** CI PV **

TENNESSEE

KNOXVILLE
AGAPE INC
HALFAY HOUSE
205-211 SCOTT AVENUE NE
KNOXVILLE, TN 37917
(615) 525-1661
** AD RR M EA TX **

DETOXIFICATION REHAB INSTITUTE
6400 PAPERHILL ROAD SUITE 100
KNOXVILLE, TN 37919
(615) 504-1797
** AD DT RR AM H Y A B AI HV PI CU **
** IV PG EA DH TX PV **

DRD KNOXVILLE MEDICAL CLINIC
616 NORTH LUTTRELL STREET
KNOXVILLE, TN 37917
(615) 522-0161
** AD AM IV TX MM **

HELEN ROSS MCNABB CENTER INC
ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
1520 CHEROKEE TRAIL
KNOXVILLE, TN 37920
(615) 637-9711
** AD AM Y TX PV **

KNOXVILLE KNOX CV COMMUNITY ACTION
ALCOHOLISM COUNSELING/RECOVERY PROGRAM
2313 MAGNOLIA AVENUE
KNOXVILLE, TN 37917
(615) 522-5197
** AD AM TX **

MIDWAY REHABILITATION CENTER
406 WEST 4TH AVENUE
KNOXVILLE, TN 37917
(615) 522-0301
** AD RR Y TX PV **

OVERLOOK CENTER INC
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
3001 LAKE BROOK BOULEVARD
KNOXVILLE, TN 37909
(615) 588-9747
** AD AM H Y TX PV **

UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE MEDICAL CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG RECOVERY CENTER
1924 ALCAPA HIGHWAY
KNOXVILLE, TN 37920
(615) 544-9600
** AD IV PV **

LEBANON
CUMBERLAND MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
1604 WINTER DRIVE
LEBANON, TN 37087
(615) 444-4200
** AD AM IV EA TX CI PV **

LOUISVILLE
PENINSULA HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
LOUISVILLE, TN 37777
(615) 970-9800
** AD DT RR H Y CU IV EA TX **

MARYVILLE
BLOUNT MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
MOUNTAIN VIEW RECOVERY CENTER
907 LAHAR ALEXANDER PARKWAY
MARYVILLE, TN 37801
(615) 983-7211
** AD DT RR TX **

BINGHAMTONS PROJECT VISION INC
GILEAD CENTER
557 LESTER STREET
MEMPHIS, TN 38112
(901) 323-1244
** AD RR AM Y B TX CI PV **

FRAYSER/MILLINGTON MENTAL HEALTH CTR
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
2150 WHITNEY AVENUE
MEMPHIS, TN 38127
(901) 353-5940
** AD AM H Y A B HV PI TX CI PV **

GOODHILL HOMES COMMUNITY SERVICES INC
EARLY INTERVENTION
4590 GOODHILL ROAD
MEMPHIS, TN 38186
(901) 785-6790
** AD PV **

GRACE HOUSE INC
WOMENS PROGRAM
329 NORTH BELLEVUE STREET
MEMPHIS, TN 38105
(901) 722-8460
** AD DT RR H A B HV PI CU IV PG **
** TX CI PV OT **

399
TENNESSEE

HARBOR HOUSE INC
ALCOHOLIC REHABILITATION CENTER
1979 ALRY ROAD
MEMPHIS, TN 38114
(901) 743-1836
** AD DT RR PI CU IV TX **

MEMPHIS ALCOHOL AND DRUG COUNCIL INC
2076 UNION AVENUE
SUITE 200
MEMPHIS, TN 38104
(901) 274-0056
** AD EA PV **

MEMPHIS CITY SCHOOLS MENTAL HEALTH CTR
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
2597 AVERY AVENUE
ROOM 102
MEMPHIS, TN 38112
(901) 325-5810
** AD AM Y B CU TX PV OT **

MEMPHIS RECOVERY CENTERS INC
1254 POPLAR AVENUE
MEMPHIS, TN 38104
(901) 274-5642
** AD RR AM Y IV TX **

MEMPHIS REGIONAL SICKLE CELL COUNCIL INC
1177 MAIDSON AVENUE
SUITE 502
MEMPHIS, TN 38104
(901) 276-7339
** DA PV **

MID TOWN MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
427 LINDEN AVENUE
MEMPHIS, TN 38126
(901) 577-0200
** AD AM M Y A B HV PI CU PG DM TX **
** CI PV **

NORTHEAST COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH CTR
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
5515 SHELBY OAKS DRIVE
MEMPHIS, TN 38134
(901) 382-3680
** AD AM IV EA TX PV **

RALEIGH PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATES
2960-B AUSTIN PEAY HIGHWAY
MEMPHIS, TN 38120
(901) 372-7878
** DA AM A B HV CU IV PG MM **

SERENITY HOUSES OF MEMPHIS INC
104 POPLAR AVENUE
MEMPHIS, TN 38105
(901) 821-1331
** AD RR IV TX PV **

SHELBY STATE COMMUNITY COLLEGE
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
MEMPHIS, TN 38174
(901) 528-6758
** AD PV OT **

SOUTHEAST MENTAL HEALTH CENTER INC
ALCOHOL/DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
3810 WINCHESTER ROAD
MEMPHIS, TN 38118
(901) 369-1400
** AD RR AH EA TX CI PV **

WHITENAVEN/SOUTHWEST MENTAL CTR
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
3127 STONEBROOK CIRCLE
MEMPHIS, TN 38116
(901) 346-8895
** AD AM TX CI **

MORRISTOWN

CHEROKEE MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
815 WEST 5TH NORTH STREET
MORRISTOWN, TN 37814
(615) 586-5031
** AD AM Y PI EA TX CI PV OT **

MOUNTAIN HOME

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
ALCOHOL/DRUG DEPENDENCE TREATMENT PROG
JOHNSON CITY
MOUNTAIN HOME, TN 37684
(615) 926-1171 EXT. 2775
** AD DT RR IV TX CI PV **

MURFREESBORO

RUTHERFORD COUNTY GUIDANCE CENTER AND
WILLIAMSON COUNTY COUNSELING CENTER
118 NORTH CHURCH STREET
MURFREESBORO, TN 37130
(615) 893-0770
** AD AM M Y EA TX CI PV MM **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
ALCOHOL DEPENDENCE TREATMENT PROGRAM
LEBANON ROAD
BUILDING 7A
MURFREESBORO, TN 37130
(615) 893-1560 EX. 3253
** AD DT RR IV TX MM **

NASHVILLE

ALCOHOL AND DRUG COUNCIL OF
MIDDLE TENNESSEE INC
2612 WESTWOOD DRIVE
NASHVILLE, TN 37204
(615) 269-0029
** AD EA PV OT **

BAPTIST HOSPITAL
BAPTIST DRUG AND ALCOHOL TREATMENT CTR
2000 CHURCH STREET
NASHVILLE, TN 37236
(615) 329-7777
** AD DT RR IV EA DM TX CI PV **

BETHELHEM CENTER
1417 CHARLOTTE AVENUE
NASHVILLE, TN 37203
(615) 329-3386
** AD PV **

CRISIS INTERVENTION CENTER INC
NASHVILLE, TN 37204
(615) 243-7444
** AD CI PV **

CUMBERLAND HEIGHTS
ALCOHOL AND DRUG TREATMENT
RIVER ROAD
ROUTE 2
NASHVILLE, TN 37209
(615) 352-1757
** AD DT RR M Y B PI CU IV PG TX **

DEDE WALLACE CENTER
NASHVILLE, TN 37212
(615) 385-1418
** AD AM M Y A B HV PI CU IV PG TX **
** MM **

DOWNTOWN SERVICE CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
526 8TH AVENUE SOUTH
NASHVILLE, TN 37203
(615) 259-6862
** AD AM M Y A B HV PI CU PG TX CI MM **

HERITAGE HALL
1220 8TH AVENUE SOUTH
NASHVILLE, TN 37203
(615) 726-1337
** AD RR IV EA TX CI PV MM **

LUTON COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
5240 HAROLD PLACE
NASHVILLE, TN 37217
(615) 834-5240
** AD AM EA TX PV MM **

MEHARRY COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
MEHARRY ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
1005 DR DAVID B TODD JR BOULEVARD
NASHVILLE, TN 37208
(615) 327-6609
** AD DT RR M Y A B HV CU IV PG **
** TX CI PV MM **

METROPOLITAN CLINIC OF COUNSELING
3212 WEST END AVENUE
SUITE 303
NASHVILLE, TN 37203
(615) 363-5002
** AD AM IV EA TX MM **
TENNESSEE

NASHVILLE UNION RESCUE MISSION
129 7TH AVENUE SOUTH
NASHVILLE, TN 37202
(615) 255-2475
** AD RR EA TX PV **

OASIS CENTER
1219 16TH AVENUE SOUTH
NASHVILLE, TN 37212
(615) 327-4455
** AD PV **

PAYNES CHAPEL
212 NEILL AVENUE
NASHVILLE, TN 37206
(615) 262-3675
** AD PV **

SAMARITAN CENTER INC
319 SOUTH 4TH STREET
NASHVILLE, TN 37206
(615) 244-4802
** AD RR IV TX **

VANDERBILT COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH CTR
ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES
22ND AVENUE SOUTH
TVC 3RD FLOOR
NASHVILLE, TN 37232
(615) 322-2028
** AD AM DH TX PV **

OAK RIDGE
HOPE OF EAST TENNESSEE INC
253 EAST MAIN STREET
SUITE 105
OAK RIDGE, TN 37830
(615) 482-4026
** AD RR M TX **

RIDGEVIEW PSYCHIATRIC HOSPITAL AND CTR
ALCOHOL/DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
240 WEST TYRONE ROAD
OAK RIDGE, TN 37830
(615) 482-1076
** AD AM TX CI PV **

PARIS
CAREY COUNSELING CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
408 VIRGINIA AVENUE
PARIS, TN 38242
(901) 642-0521
** AD AM EA DH TX PV **

SAVANNAH
CARE OF SAVANNAH
ROUTE 3
SAVANNAH, TN 38372
(901) 925-8619
** AD RR M B HV PI CU IV TX **
TX

ABILENE
ABILENE REGIONAL MH/MR CENTER
HUMAN RELATIONS CTR SUBST ABUSE SERV
190 MOODLAND DRIVE
ABILENE, TX 79603
(915) 673-8106
** AD AM H IV TX **

HENDRICK MEDICAL CENTER
CARE CENTER
1242 NORTH 19TH STREET
ABILENE, TX 79601
(915) 670-2273
** AD DT RR M A B H AI HV PI CU IV **
** PG EA TX CI PV **

SERENITY HOUSE OF ABILENE INC
UNIT 1
1556 NORTH 2ND STREET
ABILENE, TX 79601
(915) 673-6609
** AD DT RR AM M Y A B H AI PI CU **
** IV PG TX CI PV **

ALVIN
ALVIN RECOVERY CENTER
301 MEDIC LANE
ALVIN COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
ALVIN, TX 77511
(713) 331-4184
** AD DT RR IV TX PV **

AMARILLO
PANHANDLE ALCOHOLIC RECOVERY CENTER
1600 COUTLER STREET
BUILDING G
AMARILLO, TX 79106
(806) 358-6696
** AD DT RR AM M Y A B H AI HV PI **
** IV PG EA TX CI PV **

TEXAS PANHANDLE MH AUTHORITY
TRANSITION
1400 WALLACE BOULEVARD
AMARILLO, TX 79106
(806) 353-7235
** AD AM IV EA TX **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
6010 AMARILLO BOULEVARD WEST
WARD 2-A
AMARILLO, TX 79106
(806) 355-9703 EXT. 7027
** KEY **

ARCHER CITY
ARCHER COUNTY OUTREACH CLINIC
ARCHER COUNTY COURTHOUSE
ARCHER CITY, TX 76351
(817) 574-4485
** AD AM IV EA DH TX CI PV **

ARGYLE
BAYLOR/PARKSIDE LODGE OF
DALLAS/FORT WORTH INC
ORCHARD HILL LANE
ROUTE 1
ARGYLE, TX 76226
(817) 455-2201
** AD DT RR AM M Y EA TX PV **

Arlington
METRO/MCGEE ASSOCIATES INC
OUTPT ALTERNATIVE CHEM ABUSE PROGRAMS
4025 MOODLAND PARK BOULEVARD
SUITE 120
ARLINGTON, TX 76013
(817) 261-8936
** AD CI PV **

WILLOW CREEK HOSPITAL
ADULT CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
7000 HIGHWAY 287 SOUTH AT EDEN ROAD
ARLINGTON, TX 76017
(817) 572-8007
** AD DT RR AM IV TX **

AUSTIN
AUSTIN DRUG AND ALCOHOL ABUSE PROGRAM
3755 CAPITAL OF TEXAS HIGHWAY SOUTH
SUITE 190
AUSTIN, TX 78704
(512) 447-2327
** AD AM M B H IV EA DM TX CI PV **

AUSTIN DRUG AND ALCOHOL ABUSE PROGRAM
RESEARCH BOULEVARD UNIT
13706 RESEARCH BOULEVARD
SUITE 111
AUSTIN, TX 78750
(512) 331-1601
** AD AM M Y B H AI HV CU PG DM TX **
** PV **

ORIENTATION:
AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
AD = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
AM = AMBULATORY(LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)

TYPE OF CARE:
DT = DETOXIFICATION(24 HOUR CARE)
RR = RESIDENTIAL(24 HOUR CARE)

SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS:
M = WOMEN
Y = YOUTH
A = AIDS PATIENTS
B = BLACKS
H = HISPANICS

UNIT FUNCTION:
TX = TREATMENT UNIT
CI = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT
PV = PREVENTION UNIT
MM = METHADONE UNIT
OT = OTHER UNIT

402
AUSTIN TRAVIS COUNTY MH/HR
OAK SPRINGS TREATMENT CENTER
3000 OAK SPRINGS DRIVE
AUSTIN, TX 78702
(512) 926-5501
** AD DT RR AM TX CI
**

AUSTIN TRAVIS COUNTY MH/HR
COLLIER OUTPATIENT CLINIC
1430 COLLIER STREET
AUSTIN, TX 78704
(512) 447-2055
** AD AM TX CI
**

AUSTIN TRAVIS COUNTY MH/HR
EAST 2ND STREET OUTPATIENT CLINIC
1635 EAST 2ND STREET
AUSTIN, TX 78702
(512) 474-5916
** AD AM Y H CU IV TX CI PV
**

AUSTIN TRAVIS COUNTY MH/HR
ROSEWOOD OUTPATIENT CLINIC
2800 WEBBERVILLE ROAD
SUITE 101
AUSTIN, TX 78702
(512) 476-7263
** AD AM H B H CU TX
**

AUSTIN TRAVIS COUNTY MH/HR
METHADONE MAINTENANCE
1631-A EAST 2ND STREET
AUSTIN, TX 78702
(512) 472-5261
** DA AM A H HV PI CU IV PG MM
**

BERGSTROM AIR FORCE BASE
SOCIAL ACTIONS SUBST ABUSE CONTROL
AUSTIN, TX 78743
(512) 369-3526
** AD AM EA DM TX CI PV
**

ESH INC
THE COTTAGE
403 EAST 33RD STREET
AUSTIN, TX 78705
(512) 476-8990
** AD RR H IV TX
**

FAulkNER center
1900 RIO GRANDE STREET
AUSTIN, TX 78705
(512) 482-0075
** AD DT RR AM Y B HV CU IV TX
**

GREATERP AUSTIN COUNCIL ON
ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE INC
8107 SPRINGDALE ROAD
SUITE 102
AUSTIN, TX 78724
(512) 926-4511
** AD AM TX PV
**

LA HACIENDA TREATMENT CENTER
LA HACIENDA OUTPATIENT SERVICES
2579 WESTERN TRAILS BOULEVARD
SUITE 220
AUSTIN, TX 78745
(512) 892-6511
** AD AM H A B H AI HV PI CU IV PG
**

MC CABE CENTER
1915 EAST MARTIN LUTHER KING BOULEVARD
AUSTIN, TX 78702
(512) 322-0929
** AD RR H A H HV CU IV TX
**

OAKS TREATMENT CENTER
AMETHYST PROGRAM
1407 WEST STASSNEY LANE
AUSTIN, TX 78745
(512) 444-9561
** AD RR TX PV
**

RECOVERY UNLIMITED
TREATMENT AND COUNSELING CENTER
3939 BEE CAVES ROAD
BUILDING B
AUSTIN, TX 78746
(512) 328-2327
** AD AM M Y CU IV EA DM TX CI PV
**

RENAISSANCE OUTPATIENT PROGRAM FOR
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY
1600 WEST 38TH STREET
SUITE 340
AUSTIN, TX 78731
(512) 451-5231
** AD AM H B PI CU TX
**

SALVATION ARMY
ADULT REHABILITATION CENTER
6510 BERKMAN DRIVE
AUSTIN, TX 78723
(512) 451-5826
** AD PV OT
**

SHOAL CREEK HOSPITAL
INPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
3501 MILLS AVENUE
AUSTIN, TX 78731
(512) 482-0061
** AD DT RR AM Y A B HV TX CI PV
**

SOLUTIONS COUNSELING AND TREATMENT CTR
5009 SOUTH 2ND STREET
SUITE C-200
AUSTIN, TX 78704
(512) 440-1922
** AD AM H HV IV TX
**

TEEN AND FAMILY COUNSELING CENTER
3536 BEE CAVES ROAD
SUITE 100
AUSTIN, TX 78746
(512) 327-5040
** AD AM TX
**

THE BRIDGE RECOVERY CTR OF AUSTIN INC
4029 SOUTH CAPITOL OF TEXAS HIGHWAY
SUITE 204
AUSTIN, TX 78704
(512) 445-5878
** AD RR TX CI PV
**

TURMAN HOUSE
7308 CAMERON ROAD
AUSTIN, TX 78752
(512) 452-5801
** AD PV
**

UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS AT AUSTIN
HEALTH INFORMATION/COMMUNITY HEALTH
105 WEST 26TH STREET
ROOM 461
AUSTIN, TX 78713
(512) 471-4955 EXT. 166
** AD PV
**

YOUTH ADVOCACY INC
YOUTH ADVOCACY PROGRAM
2700 SOUTH FIRST STREET
AUSTIN, TX 78704
(512) 444-9505
** AD AM Y H TX PV
**

BAYTOWN
TEXAS BAYTOWN HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY CENTER
1700 JAMES BOWIE DRIVE
BAYTOWN, TX 77520
(713) 420-6100 EXT. 244
** AD RR AM TX PV
**

BEALMONT
ADAMS HOUSE/LAND MANOR
ADOLESCENT UNIT
1970 FRANKLIN STREET
BEALMONT, TX 77701
(409) 835-0056
** AD RR Y A HV IV TX PV
**

BAPTIST HOSPITAL OF SOUTHEAST TEXAS
PARKSIDE
3450 STAGG DRIVE
BEALMONT, TX 77701
(409) 839-5387
** AD DT RR TX CI PV
**

BEALMONT NEUROLOGICAL HOSPITAL
PINEBROOK PROGRAMS
3250 FANNIN STREET
BEALMONT, TX 77701
(409) 835-4921 EXT. 278
** AD DT TX
**
TEXAS

HCA BEAUMONT NEUROLOGICAL HOSPITAL
PINEBROOK OUTPATIENT CENTER
3260 FANNIN STREET
BEAUMONT, TX 77701
(409) 835-4921
** AD AM M Y A B H HV CU IV EA TX **
** CI PV **

JEFFERSON COUNTY COADA
BRIDGE PROGRAM
390 ELIZABETH STREET
BEAUMONT, TX 77701
(409) 835-4979
** AD AM Y TX CI PV **

JEFFERSON COUNTY COADA
DRUG/ALC ABUSE RECOVERY CENTER (DAARC)
2325 SOUTH STREET
BEAUMONT, TX 77701
(409) 835-3073
** AD RR TX CI **

LAND MANOR INC
FRANKLIN HOUSE RECOVERY CENTER
1990 FRANKLIN STREET
BEAUMONT, TX 77701
(409) 835-6186
** AD RR H HV IV TX **

LAND MANOR INC
MELTON CENTER
1785 WASHINGTON BOULEVARD
BEAUMONT, TX 77705
(409) 835-2662
** AD RR IV EA TX CI PV **

MH/MR OF SOUTHEAST TEXAS
ADDITION TRT AND RECOVERY (ATAR)
2750 SOUTH 6TH STREET
BEAUMONT, TX 77701
(409) 834-0405
** AD DT RR AM TX **

SHAFER HEARING AND SPEECH CENTER
CHEMICAL DEP INTENSIVE OUTPATIENT PROG
3330 FANNIN STREET
BEAUMONT, TX 77701
(409) 835-2791
** AD AM H B H CU PG TX **

BELLAIRE
CARE CENTERS OF TEXAS INC
BELLAIRE UNIT
4500 BISSONNET STREET
SUITE 333
BELLAIRE, TX 77401
(713) 668-6480
** AD AM M EA TX PV **

BIG SPRING
CROSSROADS RECOVERY PROGRAM
1601 WEST 11TH PLACE
SCENIC MOUNTAIN MEDICAL CTR 4TH FLOOR
BIG SPRING, TX 79720
(800) 592-7625
** AD DT RR AM M Y A B H AI PI CU **
** IV PG TX CI PV MM **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG TREATMENT UNIT
2400 GREGG STREET
ROOM 478
BIG SPRING, TX 79720
(915) 263-7361 EXT. 7300
** AD DT RR A HV TX **

BOWIE
MONTAGUE COUNTY OUTREACH CLINIC
507 PELHAM ROAD
BOWIE, TX 76230
(817) 872-2272
** AD AM DN TX CI PV **

BRACKETTVILLE
UNITED MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
201 JAMES STREET
BRACKETTIVILLE, TX 78032
(512) 563-2434
** AD AM M Y A H AI HV PG TX **

BRECKENRIDGE
STEPHENS/SHACKELFORD COUNTIES
MENTAL HEALTH CLINIC
607 SOUTH ROSE STREET
BRECKENRIDGE, TX 76024
(877) 559-2491
** AD AM M Y A B H AI HV PI CU IV **
** PG TX **

BREHAM
WASHINGTON COUNTY OUTREACH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
307 NORTH BAYLOR STREET
BREHAM, TX 77833
(409) 836-9349
** AD AM IV TX **

BROWNSVILLE
RIO GRANDE VALLEY MIDWAY HOUSE
BROWNSVILLE OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
1150 EAST MADISON STREET
BROWNSVILLE, TX 78520
(512) 541-5695
** AD AM H TX **

TROPICAL TEXAS CENTER FOR MH/MR
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
5 BOCA CHICA
COMMERCIAL PLAZA WEST SUITE 5
BROWNSVILLE, TX 78520
(512) 542-2239
** DA AM A H HV PI CU IV TX CI PV **

BROWNSWOOD
BROWNSWOOD RECESSION CENTER
BROWNSWOOD, TX 76004
(915) 646-5591
** AD DT Y TX CI **

BROWNSWOOD STATE SCHOOL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
BANGS ROAD
BROWNSWOOD, TX 76004
(915) 646-5541
** AD RR Y TX PV **

BRYAN
BRAZOS VALLEY COUNCIL ON
ALC/SUBST ABUSE/ADOLESCENT TREATMENT
1715 BROADMOOR DRIVE
SUITE 204
BRYAN, TX 77805
(409) 776-7070
** AD EA PV **

FEDERAL PRISON CAMP
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1100 URSULINE STREET
COLLEGE PARK
BRYAN, TX 77803
(409) 823-1879
** AD PV **

MH/MR AUTHORITY OF BRAZOS VALLEY
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
623 MARY LAKE DRIVE
BRYAN, TX 77801
(409) 846-6935
** AD AM H IV TX **

BUFFALO GAP
SHADES OF HOPE INC
CORNER OF MULBERRY AND PECAN STREETS
BUFFALO GAP, TX 79508
(915) 572-3843
** AD RR H Y B H TX **

BURLESON
OAK GROVE TREATMENT CENTER
6436 MARK DRIVE
BURLESON, TX 76028
(817) 483-0987
** AD RR Y B H IV TX PV **

BURNET
SHEPPARD MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
SILVIS GROVE/HIGHLAND LAKES TRT CENTER
501 BUCHANAN DRIVE
BURNET, TX 78611
(512) 756-2161 EXT. 164
** AD DT RR A HV PI CU IV TX CI **
** PV **
TEXAS

NUECES COUNTY MH/MR CENTER
YOUTH RESIDENTIAL
1546 SOUTH BROWNLEE STREET
CORPUS CHRISTI, TX 78404
(512) 886-6900
** AD RR AM Y A H HV CU TX PV OT **

PARENTS ASSOCIATION FOR
DRUG REHAB AND EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
1706A SOUTH PADRE ISLAND DRIVE
CORPUS CHRISTI, TX 78416
(512) 809-4893
** AD CI PV **

TOXICOLOGY ASSOCIATES INC
3822 LEOPARD STREET
CORPUS CHRISTI, TX 78408
(512) 882-2064
** DA AM H B H IV PG MM **

CORISICANA
CORISICANA STATE HOME
WEST 2ND AVENUE
CORISICANA, TX 75110
(214) 872-8821
** AL RR Y A B H AI HV CU TX PV **

CROCKETT
CROCKETT STATE SCHOOL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
CROCKETT, TX 75635
(409) 544-5111
** AD AM Y TX PV **

DALLAS
BAYLOR UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER
BAYLOR CENTER FOR ADDICTIVE DISEASES
3500 GASTON AVENUE
TRUETT HOSPITAL
DALLAS, TX 75246
(214) 820-3576
** AD DT RR H A B H AI HV PI CU IV **
** PG TX CI PV OT **

BEHAVIORAL MED CTR AT HILLCREST INST
OUTPATIENT PROG FOR ALC AND DRUG ABUSE
6750 HILLCREST PLAZA DRIVE
SUITE 108
DALLAS, TX 75230
(214) 858-8333
** AD AM TX **

BOWLING GREEN TREATMENT CENTERS
REGIONAL SERVICE CENTER
3626 NORTH HALL STREET
SUITE 406
DALLAS, TX 75219
(214) 521-7561
** AD EA PV **

BUCKER BAPTIST CHILDRENS HOME
PASSPORT TO RECOVERY
5200 SOUTH BUCKNER BOULEVARD
DALLAS, TX 75227
(214) 321-4517
** AD RR AM H Y B TX **

CATHOLIC CHARITIES
SAINT JOSEPH YOUTH CENTER
901 SOUTH MADISON STREET
DALLAS, TX 75208
(214) 941-3900
** AD RR Y TX PV **

CHARLTON METHODIST HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL AND DRUG TREATMENT CENTER
3500 WHEATLAND ROAD
DALLAS, TX 75237
(214) 709-9600
** AD DT RR AM H A B H HV PI IV **
** PG TX CI PV OT **

DALLAS COUNTY JUVENILE DEPARTMENT
4711 HARRY MINES STREET
DALLAS, TX 75235
(214) 920-7715
** AD AM TX PV **

DALLAS COUNTY YOUTH VILLAGE
ADOLESCENT TREATMENT UNIT
1500 EAST LANGDON ROAD
DALLAS, TX 75259
(214) 225-9700
** AD RR TX PV **

DALLAS PSYCHIATRIC ASSOCIATES
ALTERNATIVES FOR RECOVERY
2925 LBJ FREEWAY
SUITE 102
DALLAS, TX 75234
(214) 919-3172
** AD AM IV TX CI PV **

DARCO DRUG SERVICES INC
2608 INWOOD ROAD
DALLAS, TX 75235
(214) 956-7181
** DA AM H Y A B HV CU IV PG TX MM **

DAY TREATMENT CENTER OF DALLAS
DRUG AND ALCOHOL PROGRAM
1326 STEMMONS AVENUE
DALLAS, TX 75208
(214) 943-1878
** AD AM TX CI PV **

DELTA HEALTH CARE INC
TRINITY RECOVERY CENTER
1015 BROMDER STREET
DALLAS, TX 75215
(214) 621-5800
** AD RR H A B H AI HV PI CU PG TX **

ETHL DANIELS FOUNDATION INC
CONNIE NELSON HOUSE
1810 NORTH PRAIRIE STREET
DALLAS, TX 75206
(214) 823-9090
** AD RR AM H B H HV CU IV PG TX **

ETHL DANIELS FOUNDATION INC
OUTPATIENT SERVICES
1830 MEMBER STREET
DALLAS, TX 75206
(214) 823-9090
** AD AM HV TX PV **

GREEN OAKS AMBULATORY CARE CORP
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
13154 COIT ROAD
SUITE 100
DALLAS, TX 75240
(214) 991-9504
** AD AM Y HV TX PV **

HELP IS POSSIBLE (HIP)
725 SOUTH PEAK STREET
DALLAS, TX 75225
(214) 827-2870
** AD RR AM H Y IV TX **

HOPEHEAL OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
6750 HILLCREST PLAZA DRIVE
SUITE 102
DALLAS, TX 75230
(214) 233-2881
** AD AM TX CI PV **

LA POSADA SERVICIOS INTERNACIONALES
OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
921 NORTH PEAK STREET
DALLAS, TX 75204
(214) 826-3371
** AD AM Y H TX PV **

NEXUS INC
3116 FAIRMOUNT STREET
DALLAS, TX 75201
(214) 321-0356
** AD RR AM H IV TX **

OAK LAWN COMMUNITY SERVICES
2017 CEDAR SPRINGS ROAD
SUITE 200
DALLAS, TX 75204
(214) 520-8108
** AD AM H A B H HV PI IV TX MM **

PHARIS INSTITUTE INC
MOHENS OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
10300 NORTH CENTRAL EXPRESSWAY
BUILDING IV SUITE 114
DALLAS, TX 75231
(214) 890-0005
** AD AM TX PV **
EL PASO CONTY ALC/DRUG ABUSE TRT SERVS
ARCOIRIS PROGRAM
3700 ALTURA STREET
COTTAGE 3
EL PASO, TX 79930
(915) 533-5004
*** AD RR Y A H CU IV TX **

EL PASO CONTY ALCOHOL/DRUG ABUSE SERVS
PAISANO STREET UNIT
702 EAST PAISANO STREET
EL PASO, TX 79901
(915) 533-5004
*** AD DT RR H A B H AI PI CU IV PG **
*** DN TX CI **

EL PASO METHADONE MAINTENANCE AND DETOX TREATMENT CENTER
5004 ALAMEDA AVENUE
EL PASO, TX 79905
(915) 772-6555
*** DA DT W Y B H AI IV PG EA TX MM **

EL PASO STATE CENTER FOR MH/MR
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
6700 DELTA DRIVE
COTTAGE 509
EL PASO, TX 79905
(915) 779-0800
*** AD RR H A B H AI HV CU IV PG TX **
*** PV **

LIFE MANAGEMENT CTR FOR MH/MR SERVICES
ADULT UNIT
5304 EL PASO DRIVE
EL PASO, TX 79905
(915) 778-5205
*** AD AM H IV EA CI MM **

LIFE MANAGEMENT CTR FOR MH/MR SERVICES
HELPING KIDS COPE
5907 BROOMHOLLOW DRIVE
EL PASO, TX 79905
(915) 779-7794
*** AD PV **

SCHAEFFER HOUSE
8716 INDEPENDENCE AVENUE
EL PASO, TX 79907
(915) 858-2941
*** AD PV **

SUN TOMERS BEHAVIORAL HEALTH CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
300 HAYMORE DRIVE
EL PASO, TX 79902
(915) 549-3223
*** AD DT RR W Y B H CU IV PG EA TX **

SUN VALLEY REGIONAL HOSPITAL
ADDICTIVE DISORDERS PROGRAM
1155 IOAHO STREET
EL PASO, TX 79902
(915) 549-4000
*** AD DT AM W H CU IV TX CI PV **

WILLIAM BUMPTON ARMY MEDICAL CENTER
ALCOHOLISM RESIDENTIAL TRT FACILITY
FORT BLISS
BUILDING 7115
EL PASO, TX 79920
(915) 568-2580
*** AD RR H A B H AI HV CU IV TX PV **

ELGIN
GREATER AUSTIN COUNCIL ON
ALC/DRUG ABUSE/BASTROP CNTY RESTIT CTR
1222 FISHER STREET
ELGIN, TX 78621
(512) 926-4511
*** AD AM TX **

EULESS
HARRIS METHODIST HEB
ADDICTION TREATMENT
2219 WEST EULESS BOULEVARD
EULESS, TX 76021
(817) 685-4000
*** AD DT RR AM CU IV TX **

FLOYDADA
CENTRAL PLAINS MH/MR/SA CENTER
FLOYDADA COUNSELING CENTER
206 FLOYD COUNTY COURTHOUSE
FLOYDADA, TX 79235
(806) 983-2504
*** AD AM H Y PI TX PV **

FORT WORTH
CENCEKT FOUNDATION INC
NORTH TEXAS FACILITY
2209 SOUTH MAIN STREET
FORT WORTH, TX 76110
(817) 921-2771
*** AD RR IV TX PV **

FAMILY SERVICE INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT
1424 HEMPHILL STREET
FORT WORTH, TX 76104
(817) 927-8884
*** AD AM H Y A B H HV CU IV EA DM **
*** TX PV **

FEDERAL CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION
DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
3150 HORTON ROAD
FORT WORTH, TX 76119
(817) 555-2111
*** AD RR H TX CI PV **

GOODRICH CENTER FOR THE DEAF
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
2500 LIPSCOMB STREET
FORT WORTH, TX 76110
(817) 926-5005
*** AD AM TX **

HCA RICHLAND HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY RECOVERY PROGRAM
7501 OLENVIEW DRIVE
FORT WORTH, TX 76180
(817) 589-2446 EXT. 5095
*** AD DT RR AM W B H AI HV PI CU **
*** IV TX CI PV **

OAK BEND HOSPITAL
COUNTER POINT CENTER
7800 OAKMONT BOULEVARD
FORT WORTH, TX 76134
(817) 346-6043
*** AD RR H A B HV PI CU IV PG DM **
*** TX CI PV **

RICHLAND HILLS COUNSELING CENTER
DRUG/ALCOHOL OUTPATIENT CLINIC
6250 NE LOOP 820
FORT WORTH, TX 76180
(817) 281-0101
*** AD AM W Y A B HV CU PG TX PV **

SAINT JOSEPH HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
1401 SOUTH MAIN STREET
FORT WORTH, TX 76104
(817) 536-9371
*** AD RR H Y A B HV PI CU IV PG TX **
*** CI PV MM **

SALVATION ARMY
FIRST CHOICE
2104 HENPHILL STREET
FORT WORTH, TX 76110
(817) 926-6662
*** AD RR H Y A HV PI TX PV **

SALVATION ARMY
HALFMAY HOUSE
1855 EAST LANCASTER STREET
FORT WORTH, TX 76103
(817) 332-1961
*** AD RR B EA TX **

SCHICK SHADEL HOSPITAL OF D/FM INC
4101 FRAWLEY DRIVE
FORT WORTH, TX 76180
(817) 284-9217
*** AD DT RR TX PV **

SOCIETY OF MARY STARS INC
STAR HOUSE
2740 AVENUE K
FORT WORTH, TX 76105
(817) 534-2679
*** AD RR IV TX **

STAND
1067 WEST MAGNOLIA STREET
FORT WORTH, TX 76104
(817) 926-1805
*** DA AM IV HM **
TARRANT COUNTY MEDICAL EDUCATION AND RESEARCH FOUNDATION/MAGNOLIA AVE UNIT
209 WEST MAGNOLIA AVENUE
FORT WORTH, TX 76104
(817) 921-2262
** DA AM H IV EA TX CI **

TARRANT COUNTY MEDICAL EDUCATION AND RESEARCH FOUNDATION/SOUTHLAND AVE UNIT
900 SOUTHLAND AVENUE
FORT WORTH, TX 76104
(817) 336-5454
** DA AM H IV CI MH **

TARRANT COUNTY MH/HR ALCOHOL SERVICES
BILLY GREGORY ALCOHOL RECOVERY CENTER
2400 CYPRESS STREET
FORT WORTH, TX 76102
(817) 334-0596
** AD DT TX CI PV **

TARRANT COUNTY MH/HR SERVICES
BRUGA OUTPATIENT
3210 MILLER STREET
FORT WORTH, TX 76119
(817) 531-5605
** DA AM CU IV TX CI PV **

VOLUNTARES OF AMERICA NORTHERN TX INC
GEMINI HOUSE
2841 AVENUE H
FORT WORTH, TX 76105
(817) 531-0143
** AD RR IV TX CI PV **

WESTERN CLINICAL HEALTH SERVICES
PENNSYLVANIA AVENUE CLINIC
514 PENNSYLVANIA AVENUE
FORT WORTH, TX 76104
(817) 331-0111
** DA AM H A B H AT HV IV PG MM **

WILLSOUBY HOUSE
8100 WEST ELIZABETH LANE
FORT WORTH, TX 76116
(817) 294-4992
** AD PV **

FREEPORT
BRAZORIA COUNTY ALCOHOL RECOVERY CTR
BRAZOS PLACE
304 WEST BROAD STREET
FREEPORT, TX 77541
(409) 233-3826
** AD RR TX **

FRIONA
CENTRAL PLAINS MH/HR CENTER
PARMER COUNTY COUNSELING CENTER
715 MAIN STREET
FRIONA, TX 79035
(806) 247-3522
** AD PV **

GAINESVILLE
GAINESVILLE STATE SCHOOL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
4701 EAST FARM ROAD
GAINESVILLE, TX 76240
(817) 665-0701
** AD RR Y IV TX PV **

GALVESTON
ISLAND COUNSELING CENTER
FORGIVE
1923 SEALY AVENUE
GALVESTON, TX 77550
(409) 763-1181
** AD AM IV EA TX CI PV **

SAINT MARYS HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
404 SAINT MARYS BOULEVARD
GALVESTON, TX 77550
(409) 766-6611
** AD DT RR AM M Y A B H AT HV PI **
** CU IV PG TX CI PV **

UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS MEDICAL BRANCH
SUBSTANCE ABUSE UNIT
DEPT OF PSYCH AND BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES
GALVESTON, TX 77550
(409) 711-2011
** AD DT RR AM IV TX CI PV **

GARLAND
ACT COUNSELING AND TREATMENT SERVICES
1700 EASTGATE DRIVE
SUITE 117
GARLAND, TX 75041
(214) 686-8844
** AD AM TX CI PV **

ADDICTIVE DISEASE CONSULTANTS INC
NEW VISIONS
1200 WEST STATE STREET
GARLAND, TX 75040
(214) 276-6303
** AD AM IV EA TX **

CAREUNIT OUTPATIENT SERVICES OF
DALLAS/FORT WORTH
633 WEST CENTURVILLE ROAD
SUITE 318
GARLAND, TX 75041
(214) 840-2273
** AD AM Y EA TX PV **

HORIZON RECOVERY CENTER AT
GARLAND COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
2596 WEST WALNUT STREET
GARLAND, TX 75042
(214) 487-2495
** AD DT RR B H IV EA TX CI PV **

MEMORIAL HOSPITAL OF GARNAND
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
2300 MARIE CURIE DRIVE
GARLAND, TX 75042
(214) 487-5013
** AD DT RR AM Y PI CU IV TX CI PV **

GEORGETOWN

GEORGETOWN HOSPITAL
FRED H CARTER TREATMENT UNIT
2000 SCENIC DRIVE
GEORGETOWN, TX 78626
(512) 869-2651
** AD AM IV TX CI PV **

GEORGETOWN HOSPITAL AUTHORITY
SAN GABRIEL TREATMENT CENTER
605 EAST UNIVERSITY AVENUE
GEORGETOWN, TX 78626
(512) 869-2651
** AD RR TX CI PV **

GIDDINGS

GIDDINGS STATE SCHOOL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
GIDDINGS, TX 78942
(409) 542-3686
** AD RR Y B H TX PV **

GILMER

SABINE VALLEY CENTER
GILMER OUTPATIENT CLINIC
301 NORTH MONTGOMERY STREET
GILMER, TX 75644
(214) 843-5518
** AD AM HV PI TX CI PV **

GRANBURY

B B RANCH
1507 WEST PEARL STREET
GRANBURY, TX 76048
(817) 573-4597
** AD AM W CU IV DW TX **

GRAND PRAIRIE

DALLAS/FORT WORTH MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
2709 HOSPITAL BOULEVARD
GRAND PRAIRIE, TX 75051
(214) 641-5200
** AD DT RR AM W B H AT HV IV EA **
** TX CI PV **
TEXAS

GREENVILLE

GREEN VILLA
1014 WALNUT STREET
GREENVILLE, TX 75401
(214) 451-6693
** AD RR H B H AI HV PI IV PG **
** TX **

HUNT COUNTY COUNCIL ON
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE/OUTPATIENT
2501 OAK STREET
GREENVILLE, TX 75401
(214) 451-5438
** AD AH H Y IV EA DH TX CI PV **

MARLINGEN

RIO GRANDE STATE CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE UNIT
2115 NORTH 28TH STREET
HARLINGEN, TX 78550
(512) 623-9984
** AD RR H TX **

RIO GRANDE VALLEY
MIDNIGHT HOUSE FOR MEN
1605 NORTH 7TH STREET
HARLINGEN, TX 78550
(512) 623-9984
** AD RR N H TX **

SOUTH TEXAS HOSPITAL
DRUG AND ALC COUNSELING PROGRAM
1/2 MILE SOUTH RANGERVILLE ROAD
HARLINGEN, TX 78550
(512) 623-3420 EXT. 444
** AD OT **

TROPICAL TEXAS CENTER FOR MH/MR
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1242 SOUTH SUNSHINE STRIP
HARLINGEN, TX 78550
(512) 623-8094
** DA AH H HV PI IV TX CI PV **

HASKELL

HEADSTREAM MEMORIAL CENTER
1301 NORTH FIRST STREET
HASKELL, TX 79521
(817) 664-3472
** AD AH H HV PI TX CI PV **

HEARNE

ROBERTSON COUNTY OUTREACH CENTER
217 4TH STREET
HEARNE, TX 77859
(409) 279-5490
** AD AM IV TX **

HENDERSON

SABINE VALLEY CENTER
HENDERSON OUTPATIENT CLINIC
116 SOUTH MARSHALL STREET
HENDERSON, TX 75652
(214) 657-7526
** AD AM M Y A B HV PI IV PG DM **
** TX CI PV **

HEINZETTA

CLAY COUNTY OUTREACH CLINIC
310 WEST SOUTH STREET
CLAY COUNTY MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
HENRIETTA, TX 76365
(817) 558-4351
** AD AM M Y A HV PI IV DM TX CI **
** PV **

MOCHELEY

FRIENDSHIP RANCH
ROUTE 1
HOCKLEY, TX 77447
(409) 372-9133
** AD RR A B H AI HV PI IV TX CI **

HOUSTON

AAMA/CASA PHOENIX
4039 GRAMERCY STREET
HOUSTON, TX 77025
(713) 666-0926
** AD RR Y H IV TX **

ASSOCIATION FOR THE ADVANCEMENT OF
MEXICAN AMERICANS (AAMA) ALC/DRUG PROG
204 CLIFFTON STREET
HOUSTON, TX 77011
(713) 926-4949 EXT. 13
** AD RR M Y H HV PI EA TX CI PV **

BEN TAUB GENERAL HOSPITAL
NURSERY FOLLOWUP DEVELOPMENTAL CLINICS
1504 TAUB LOOP
HOUSTON, TX 77030
(713) 793-3137
** AD PV **

CALWALDER BEHAVIORAL CENTER
BEYOND ABSTINENCE
1800 BERLING DRIVE
SUITE 290
HOUSTON, TX 77057
(713) 227-8246
** AD DT RR M Y IV EA TX CI PV **

CENTIKOR FOUNDATION INC
HOUSTON RESIDENTIAL PROGRAM
1423 TEXAS AVENUE
HOUSTON, TX 77002
(713) 225-4447
** AD RR H A B HV PI IV TX PV **

CITY OF HOUSTON
CITY OF HOUSTON
13420 WALTERS ROAD
HOUSTON, TX 77014
(713) 557-5050
** AD RR Y TX CI **

CHEMICAL DEPENDENCE ASSOCIATES
16 PINEDA STREET
HOUSTON, TX 77006
(713) 520-0833
** AD AM M A H HV PI IV PG MM **

COMMUNITIES IN SCHOOLS/HOUSTON
YOUTH EMPOWERMENT AGAINST SUBST ABUSE
1100 MILAM STREET
SUITE 3540
HOUSTON, TX 77002
(713) 654-1515
** AL PV **

CYPRUS CREEK HOSPITAL
A MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
17750 CALI DRIVE
HOUSTON, TX 77090
(713) 566-7400
** AD DT RR AM M Y A HV TX CI PV **

DEXION PROGRAMS OF CARE
6100 HILLCROFT STREET
SUITE 190
HOUSTON, TX 77001
(713) 774-6500
** AD AM M Y A H HV PI EA TX CI PV **

GROUP PLAN CLINIC INC
NEM SPIRIT
5005 HOODWAY DRIVE
SUITE 220
HOUSTON, TX 77056
(713) 871-0855
** AD AM M Y A B HV PI IV EA TX **
** CI PV OT **

HARRIS COUNTY
COMMUNITY SUPERVISION AND CORRECTIONS
49 SAN JACINTO STREET
HOUSTON, TX 77002
(713) 229-2448
** AD DH PV **
HCA HOUSTON INTERNATIONAL HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL/SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
6441 MAIN STREET
HOUSTON, TX 77030
(713) 790-0830
** AD DT H A B H HV CU IV PG TX PV **

HCA MEDICAL CENTER HOSPITAL
PACT PROGRAM
2616 SOUTH LOOP WEST
SUITE 500
HOUSTON, TX 77004
(713) 666-9811
** AD DT RR H B CU IV EA TX CI PV **

HCA WEST HOUSTON MEDICAL CENTER
PSYCHIATRIC PAVILION/SUDBST ABUSE SERV
12416 RICHMOND AVENUE
HOUSTON, TX 77082
(713) 558-3444 EXT. 1516
** AD DT H B H HV PI CU PG TX CI **
** PV **

HOUSTON CHILD GUIDANCE CENTER
CCC SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
3214 AUSTIN STREET
HOUSTON, TX 77004
(713) 526-3232
** AD AM Y TX CI PV **

HOUSTON NORTHWEST MEDICAL CENTER
PSYCHIATRIC SERVICES
710 FARM MARKET ROAD
1960 WEST
HOUSTON, TX 77090
(713) 440-2185
** AD DT IV EA TX CI PV **

HOUSTON SUBSTANCE ABUSE CLINIC
7436 PARK PLACE
HOUSTON, TX 77087
(713) 645-6303
** DA AM H A B H AI HV CU IV PG EA **
** CI PV MM **

MEMORIAL SOUTHEAST HOSPITAL
ASTORIA SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
11800 ASTORIA STREET
HOUSTON, TX 77089
(713) 929-4164
** AD DT H A B H HV PI CU IV PG TX **
** PV **

METHODIST HOSPITAL AND BAYLOR COLLEGE
OF MEDICINE CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROG
6550 FANNIN STREET
HOUSTON, TX 77030
(713) 790-2605
** AD RR AM IV TX **

MONTROSE COUNSELING CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
900 LOVETT BOULEVARD
SUITE 203
HOUSTON, TX 77006
(713) 529-0057
** AD AM H A B H HV CU PG EA TX CI **
** PV **

NARCOTICS WITHDRAWAL CENTER
4949 WEST 34TH STREET
SUITE 111
HOUSTON, TX 77092
(713) 956-7712
** DA AM A HV IV PG TX CI PV MM OT **

NARCOTICS WITHDRAWAL CENTER/SOUTH
5950 BERRY BROOK DRIVE
SUITE D-100
HOUSTON, TX 77017
(713) 947-1773
** DA AM A HV IV PG TX CI PV MM OT **

NEW DIRECTIONS MOMENTS PROGRAM
5604 IRVINGTON STREET
PSYCHIATRIC CENTER
HOUSTON, TX 77009
(713) 692-2541
** AD RR W B H AI HV CU PG TX PV **

ODYSSEY HOUSE TEXAS INC
5629 GRAPEVINE STREET
HOUSTON, TX 77005
(713) 726-0922
** AD RR Y TX **

PASSENGES INC
7722 WESTVIEK DRIVE
HOUSTON, TX 77055
(713) 957-4910
** AD RR W A B H TX **

PHOENIX RECOVERY CENTER INC
9610 LONG POINT ROAD
SUITE 111
HOUSTON, TX 77055
(713) 973-9555
** AD AM H IV EA TX CI PV **

PROGRAM FOR ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
COUNSELING AND TREATMENT
2616 SOUTH LOOP WEST
SUITE 300
HOUSTON, TX 77004
(713) 666-9811
** AD AM H B CU IV EA DX TX CI PV **

SAM HOUSTON MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL AND DRUG HELP UNIT
1515 HILLENDAHL STREET
HOUSTON, TX 77055
(713) 468-4357
** AD DT RR AM H B H HV IV EA DM **
** TX CI PV **

SAM HOUSTON MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
REFLECTIONS
8705 KATY FREeway
SUITE 102
HOUSTON, TX 77055
(713) 468-4357
** AD AM H IV DM TX PV **

TEXAS ALCALOISM FOUNDATION INC
TEXAS HOUSE
10950 BEAUMONT HIGHWAY
HOUSTON, TX 77078
(713) 675-4426
** AD RR B H HV PI CU TX **

TEXAS CLINIC/FULTON STREET
6311 FULTON STREET
HOUSTON, TX 77022
(713) 694-8100
** DA AM A HV IV MM **

TEXAS CLINIC/WESTVIEW DRIVE
9520 WESTVIEW DRIVE
SUITE 10
HOUSTON, TX 77055
(713) 669-0536
** DA AM HV IV MM **

THE HOUSTON CLINIC PA
OUTPATIENT CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY
7505 FANNIN STREET
SUITE 600
HOUSTON, TX 77004
(713) 790-9031
** AD AM M Y B H HV CU IV EA TX CI **
** PV **

THE RECOVERY CENTER INC
CLAY STREET UNIT
1920 WEST CLAY STREET
HOUSTON, TX 77019
(713) 529-2555
** AD RR M IV TX **

THE SHOULDER INC
7655 BELLFORT AVENUE
HOUSTON, TX 77061
(713) 649-7200
** AD DT IV TX PV **

TOXICOLOGY ASSOCIATES
4405 CAROLINE STREET
HOUSTON, TX 77004
(713) 528-2071
** DA AM HV IV MM **

TOXICOLOGY ASSOCIATES
530 NORTH BELT STREET
SUITE 311
HOUSTON, TX 77060
(713) 647-2093
** DA AM A HV IV MM **

TOXICOLOGY ASSOCIATES
14655 NORTHWEST FREEWAY
HOUSTON, TX 77040
(713) 690-2128
** DA AM HV IV MM **

TOXICOLOGY ASSOCIATES
6910 BELLAIRE BOULEVARD
SUITE 13
HOUSTON, TX 77079
(713) 271-0067
** DA AM M A HV CU IV TX MM **
VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE SERVICE INC (VGS)
SOUTHWEST HIGHWAY UNIT
2600 SOUTHWEST FREEWAY
HOUSTON, TX 77098
(713) 659-1800
** AD AM H A B HV CU IV PG TX **
** CI PV **

VOLunteers of america
ROGERS STREET RECOVERY CENTER
308 EAST ROGERS STREET
HOUSTON, TX 77002
(713) 692-0190
** AD RR H A B HV TX **

WEST BRANCH RESIDENTIAL TREATMENT CTR
2005 JACQUELYN STREET
HOUSTON, TX 77055
(713) 682-2566
** AD RR Y B H AI EA TX CI PV **

WEST OAKS/ THE PSYCHIATRIC INSTITUTE
BAUER ACHIEVEMENT PLACE
2314 BAUER STREET
HOUSTON, TX 77080
(713) 995-0909
** AD AT RR AM Y B H CU IV TX CI **

Huntsville
HUNTSVILLE ALCOHOL/DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
115 NORTH HIGHWAY 75
HUNTSVILLE, TX 77340
(409) 291-1111
** AD AM H Y B H CU IV TX CI PV **

HUNTSVILLE CLINIC INC
3010 OLD HOUSTON ROAD
HUNTSVILLE, TX 77340
(409) 291-9172
** DA AM Y B H HUV PG TX CI **
** MM **

TRI COUNTY MH/MR SERVICES
LIFE SYNC
1 FINANCIAL PLAZA
SUITE 250-D
HUNTSVILLE, TX 77340
(409) 291-1925
** AD AM TX PV **

TX DEPT OF CRIMINAL JUSTICE/ INSTIT DIV
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
FARM ROAD 980 AND 247
HUNTSVILLE, TX 77340
(409) 294-2708
** AD AM A HV IV TX PV **
KILLEEN

CENTRAL COUNTIES CTR FOR MH/MR SERVS
KILLEEN SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
100 EAST AVENUE A
KILLEEN, TX 76541
(817) 526-4146 EXT. 76540
** AD AM A HV IV TX CI PV **

CHRISTIAN FARMS/TREEHOUSE INC
FARM ROAD 2610
KILLEEN, TX 76513
(817) 685-6697
** AD RR HV IV TX CI PV **

FORT HOOD ALCOHOL/DRUG PREVENTION AND CONTROL PROGRAM
48TH AND BATTALION AVENUE
BUILDING 1805
KILLEEN, TX 76544
(817) 287-2501
** AD AM IV EA DH TX CI PV **

GREENLEAF CENTER INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
2407 SOUTH CLEAR CREEK ROAD
KILLEEN, TX 76542
(817) 554-5800
** AD RR AM M Y A B HV PI CU IV EA **
** TX CI PV **

KINGWOOD

CHARTER HOSPITAL OF KINGWOOD
INPATIENT UNIT
2001 LADBROOK DRIVE
KINGWOOD, TX 77339
(713) 358-2273
** AD DT RR A HV CU IV TX CI PV **

CHARTER KINGWOOD DAY HOSPITAL
1210 HAMBLEN ROAD
SUITE 300
KINGWOOD, TX 77339
(713) 358-4466
** AD DT H Y A B H AI HV CU IV EA **
** DM TX CI PV MM **

TRI COUNTY MH/MR SERVICES
LIFE SYNC
900 ROCKHEAD STREET
SUITE 210
KINGWOOD, TX 77339
(713) 358-7003
** AD AM EA TX CI PV **

LA GRANGE

COLORADO VALLEY COUNCIL ON
ALC AND DRUG ABUSE INC/OUTPT TRT
256 WEST PEARL STREET
LA GRANGE, TX 78945
(409) 968-9585
** AD AM Y TX PV **

LA MARQUE

TOXICOLOGY ASSOCIATES
2611 FRANKLIN STREET
LA MARQUE, TX 77568
(409) 955-4771
** DA AM IV MM **

LAKE JACKSON

BRAZOSPORT MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
ALPHA CENTER
100 MEDICAL DRIVE
LAKE JACKSON, TX 77566
(409) 297-4411 EXT. 1441
** AD DT AM W A CU IV TX CI **

LAREDO

BASTA/DEAR/PASA
1205 NORTH GUST STREET
LAREDO, TX 78041
(512) 725-6317
** AD DT AM H Y H HV PI CU IV PG **
** TX CI PV MM **

LAREDO STATE CENTER
LA FAMILIA ADOLESCENT PROGRAM
2305 VENTURA STREET
LAREDO, TX 78040
(512) 726-6300
** AD RR Y A H HV TX PV **

LEAGUE CITY

GULF COAST CENTER
FAMILY INNOVATION
4444 WEST MAIN STREET
SUITE 105
LEAGUE CITY, TX 77573
(713) 332-4784
** DA AM H Y B H CU PG TX PV **

LOUISVILLE

DENTON COUNTY MH/MR CENTER
ADOLESCENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
1310 SOUTH STEHMONS FREEMAY
SUITE A-4
LEWISVILLE, TX 75067
(214) 221-5686
** AD AM Y TX CI OT **

LENA POPE HOME INC
UNHOOKED
4900 HICHIKA TRAIL
LEWISVILLE, TX 75028
(817) 430-8632
** AD RR Y TX CI PV **

LUBBOCK

TRI COUNTY MH/MR
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1811 TRINITY STREET
LUBBOCK, TX 79755
(999) 999-9999 EXT. 99999
** AD AM EA TX CI PV **

LITTLEFIELD

CENTRAL PLAINS CTR FOR MH/MR AND SA
LITTLEFIELD COUNSELING CENTER
100 WEST 4TH STREET
LITTLEFIELD, TX 79339
(806) 385-6015
** AD AM Y TX PV **

LONGVIEW

BOYD HOUSE INC
105 CHEROKEE STREET
LONGVIEW, TX 75604
(214) 759-9634
** AD RR IV TX PV **

SABINE VALLEY CENTER
LONGVIEW CLINIC
107 HOODSBINE STREET
LONGVIEW, TX 75608
(903) 580-2471
** AD AM M A B HV PI CU TX CI PV **

LUBBOCK

CHARTER PLAINS HOSPITAL
ADDICTIVE DISEASE TREATMENT PROGRAM
801 NORTH QUAKER AVENUE
LUBBOCK, TX 79416
(806) 742-8772
** AD DT RR AM H Y H HV CU IV PG **
** EA TX CI PV MM **

LUBBOCK FAITH CENTER INC
CENTER RECOVERY PROGRAM
2009 CLOVIS ROAD
LUBBOCK, TX 79415
(806) 762-8086
** AD RR TX PV **

LUBBOCK REGIONAL MH/MR CENTER
ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM/NON RESIDENTIAL
1202 MAIN STREET
LUBBOCK, TX 79401
(806) 766-0251
** AD AM M Y B H AI PI CU IV PG EA **
** DN TX CI PV **

LUBBOCK REGIONAL MH/MR CENTER
BILLY MEeks ADDICTION CENTER
1601 VANDA AVENUE
LUBBOCK, TX 79401
(806) 766-0256
** AL DT RR M A B H AI HV PI CU IV **
** PG TX **

LUBBOCK REGIONAL MH/MR CENTER
DRUG FREE AND METHADONE TREATMENT PROG
1210 TEXAS AVENUE
LUBBOCK, TX 79401
(806) 766-0237
** DA AM IV TX MM **
TEXAS

REESE AIR FORCE BASE
SOCIAL ACTION PROGRAM/DHI PROGRAM
64-MSSD/MSL
LUBBOCK, TX 79409
(806) 865-3901
** AD AM TX CI PV **

TEXAS TECH UNIV HEALTH SCIENCES CENTER
ADDICTION TREATMENT PROGRAM
4000 24TH STREET
SAINT MARY PLAZA 2ND FLOOR
LUBBOCK, TX 79410
(806) 796-5357
** AD DT RR H Y A B H HV PI CU IV **
** PG TX CI PV **

TEXAS TECH UNIV HEALTH SCIENCES CENTER
SW INSTITUTE FOR ADDICTIVE DISEASES
DEPARTMENT OF PSYCHIATRY
4000 24TH STREET/SAINT MARY PLAZA
LUBBOCK, TX 79410
(806) 796-5600
** AD AM H Y A B H HV PI CU IV PG EA **
** TX PV **

VETERANS AFFAIRS OUTPATIENT CLINIC
MENTAL HYGIENE CLINIC
1205 TEXAS AVENUE
LUBBOCK, TX 79401
(806) 743-7494
** AD AM EA TX CI PV **

LUFKIN

ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE COUNCIL OF
DEEP EAST TEXAS/FIRST STREET UNIT
127 NORTH FIRST STREET
LUFKIN, TX 75901
(409) 634-5753
** AD AM EA DH TX CI PV **

DEEP EAST TEXAS MH/MR
PEAVY SWITCH RECOVERY CENTER
FM 2497
LUFKIN, TX 75901
(409) 875-4910
** AD DT RR IV TX CI PV **

MEMORIAL MEDICAL CENTER OF EAST TEXAS
LIFECARE/FRANK STREET
1201 FRANK STREET
LUFKIN, TX 75901
(409) 639-7550
** AD DT RR AM IV EA TX CI PV **

MADISONVILLE

MH/MR AUTHORITY OF BRAZOS VALLEY
MADISON COUNTY OUTREACH CENTER
109 WEST TRINITY STREET
MADISONVILLE, TX 77864
(409) 348-2056
** AD AM IV TX **

MARSHALL

SABINE VALLEY CENTER
GROVE MOORE CENTER
401 NORTH GROVE STREET
MARSHALL, TX 75670
(214) 938-1146
** AD AM H Y A HV IV PG DH TX CI **
** PV **

SABINE VALLEY CENTER
KIRKPATRICK FAMILY CENTER
3427 SOUTH GARRETT STREET
MARSHALL, TX 75670
(214) 938-7758
** AD H Y A B HV CU IV TX PV **

SABINE VALLEY CENTER
OAK HAVEN RECOVERY CENTER
ROUTE 5
MARSHALL, TX 75670
(214) 938-5149
** AD DT RR IV TX **

MD ALLEN

BETO HOUSE
4112 NORTH 22ND STREET
MC ALLEN, TX 75501
(512) 687-1346
** AD RR Y B H HV TX PV **

CHARTER PALMS HOSPITAL
CHARTER COUNSELING CENTER
1400 SOUTH 6TH STREET
MC ALLEN, TX 75501
(512) 631-6236
** AD DT H H HV CU IV EA TX **

MESQUITE

HORIZON RECOVERY CENTERS
YOUTH CROSSING
3634 HIGHWAY 67 EAST
BUILDING 3 SUITE 301
MESQUITE, TX 75150
(214) 686-0685
** AD AM Y TX PV **

MIDLAND

CLEARVIEW BEHAVIORAL HEALTH CENTER
220 SOUTH COUNTY ROAD 1233
MIDLAND, TX 79704
(915) 697-5200
** AD DT RR AM Y EA TX CI PV **

PERMIAN BASIN COMMUNITY CTRS FOR MH/MR
COUNTRY MESA
5803 COUNTY ROAD 1200 SOUTH
MIDLAND, TX 79703
(915) 687-4127
** AD RR Y IV TX **

PERMIAN BASIN COMMUNITY CTRS FOR MH/MR
JOHNSON CENTER
502 NORTH CARVER STREET
MIDLAND, TX 79701
(915) 683-1852
** AD RR H A B H HV CU IV EA DH TX **

PERMIAN BASIN COMMUNITY CTRS FOR MH/MR
MIDLAND SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1508 NORTH BIG SPRING STREET
MIDLAND, TX 79701
(915) 683-5591
** AD AM A HV TX CI PV **

PERMIAN BASIN COMMUNITY CTRS FOR MH/MR
TEXAS PLACE
1011 WEST TEXAS STREET
MIDLAND, TX 79701
(915) 683-5591
** AD AM Y B H HV CU TX PV **

MULESHOE

CENTRAL PLAINS MH/MR CENTER
MULESHOE COUNSELING CENTER
625 WEST 2ND STREET
MULESHOE, TX 79347
(806) 272-4433
** AD AM Y TX PV **

GRIMES COUNTY OUTREACH CENTER
702 LA SALLE STREET
NAVASOTA, TX 77868
(409) 825-7969
** AD AM H IV TX **

ODessa

PERMIAN BASIN COMMUNITY CTRS FOR MH/MR
ODESSA SUPPORTIVE OUTPATIENT SERVICES
2000 MAURICE ROAD
ODESSA, TX 79763
(915) 337-0211
** AD AM H B A HV PI CU IV PG **
** TX CI PV **

PERMIAN BASIN MH/MR
TURNING POINT
2000 MAURICE ROAD
ODESSA, TX 79763
(915) 337-0211
** AD DT TX CI **

PERMIAN BASIN REGIONAL COUNCIL ON
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
1201 NORTH WHITAKER STREET
ODESSA, TX 79763
(915) 332-2172
** AD DA CI PV OT **

PERMIAN BASIN REHABILITATION HOUSE INC
700 NORTH DIXIE STREET
ODESSA, TX 79761
(915) 337-4794
** AD RR H HV CI IV TX CI PV **
TEXAS

RICHMOND

MIDDLETON HOUSE
1008 MORTON STREET
RICHMOND, TX 77469
(713) 342-7227
** AD RR Y H B CU TX PV MM **

ROMA

ROMA INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
700 GLADIATOR DRIVE
ROMA, TX 78584
(512) 849-1585
** AD PV **

ROUND ROCK

ROUND ROCK HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE CENTER
2300 ROUND ROCK AVENUE
SUITE 205
ROUND ROCK, TX 78681
(512) 388-0322
** AD AM H H IV DH TX PV **

RUSK

RUSK STATE HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
HIGHWAY 69 NORTH
RUSK, TX 75785
(214) 685-3421 EXT. 3800
** AD DT RR IV TX **

SAN ANGELO

SAINT JOHNS HOSPITAL AND HEALTH CENTER
FIRST STEP
2018 PULLIAM STREET
SAN ANGELO, TX 76902
(915) 653-2272
** AD DT RR IV TX CI PV **

SAN ANGELO COUNCIL ON ALC/DRUG ABUSE
WILLIAMS HOUSE
134 WEST COLLEGE AVENUE
SAN ANGELO, TX 76903
(915) 653-4210
** AD RR A B H HV PI CU IV TX CI **
** PV **

SAN ANGELO DETOX CENTER
609 PARK DRIVE
SAN ANGELO, TX 76901
(915) 650-1835
** AD DT M A B H HV PI CU IV TX CI **
** PV **

SAN ANTONIO

ALC AND DRUG TREATMENT ASSOCIATES INC
10807 PERRIN BEITEL ROAD
SUITE 201
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78217
(512) 654-3129
** AD AM Y IV EA DM TX CI PV **

ALCOHOLIC REHAB CENTER OF BEXAR COUNTY
10290 SOUTHINGTON ROAD
ROUTE 12
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78223
(512) 633-0201
** AD RR B H PI CU IV TX PV **

ALPHA HOME INC
500 EAST HULBERY AVENUE
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78212
(512) 735-3822
** AD RR AM M B H HV PI CU IV TX **

AYRES HOUSE
5006 CULEBRA STREET
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78228
(512) 436-1635
** AD PV **

CENTER FOR HEALTH CARE SERVICES
CLOU DHAVEN UNIT
127 CLOU DHAVEN STREET
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78209
(512) 824-0611
** AD RR B H AI CU IV TX PV **

CENTER FOR HEALTH CARE SERVICES
DETOXIFICATION UNIT
711 EAST JOSEPHINE STREET
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78208
(512) 225-5401
** AD DT M B H PI CU IV PG TX CI **

CENTER FOR HEALTH CARE SERVICES
10 WEST UNIT
3031 IH 10 WEST
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78201
(512) 751-1320
** AD AM M A B H HV CU IV PG TX MM **

CENTER FOR HEALTH CARE SERVICES
OUTPATIENT SERVICES
421 6TH STREET
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78215
(512) 225-4227
** AD AM M A B H HV CU IV PG TX MM **
** OT **

DRUG DEPENDENCE ASSOCIATES
3701 WEST COMMERCE STREET
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78207
(512) 434-0531
** AD AM M Y A B H HV CU IV PG TX **
** PV MM **

HCA HILL COUNTRY HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
8205 PALISADES DRIVE
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78233
(512) 659-9000 EXT. 625
** AD RR H Y A B H HV CU TX CI PV MM **

HEALTHCARE SAN ANTONIO INC
VARIABLE INTENSITY CHEM DEP TRT TRG
17720 CORPORATE WOODS DRIVE
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78270
(512) 491-9400
** AD DT RR AM M Y H HV IV TX **

LA HACIENDA TREATMENT CENTER
LA HACIENDA OUTPATIENT SERVICES
6600 MURRBACH STREET
SUITE 1001
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78240
(512) 694-4065
** AD AM EA TX CI PV **

MEXICAN AMERICAN UNITY COUNCIL
CASA ADELANTE
1921 BUENA VISTA STREET
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78207
(512) 225-4117
** AD RR AM M H HV IV TX **

MEXICAN AMERICAN UNITY COUNCIL
PROJECT AMIGOS
2300 WEST COMMERCE STREET
SUITE 300
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78207
(512) 978-0503
** AD PV **

MEXICAN AMERICAN UNITY COUNCIL INC
CASA DEL SOL UNIT I
2303 WEST COMMERCE STREET
SUITE 100
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78229
(512) 690-5437
** AD AM Y TX PV **

SAN ANTONIO AIR LOGISTICS CENTER
SOCIAL ACTIONS OFFICE
KELLY AIR FORCE BASE
BUILDING 144
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78241
(512) 925-4221
** AD AM EA DM TX CI PV **

SAN ANTONIO STATE CHEST HOSPITAL
ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT PROGRAM
5900 SOUTH PRESA STREET
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78223
(512) 534-8857 EXT. 362
** AD DT M A B H AI CU TX PV **

SAN ANTONIO STATE HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE UNIT
5900 SOUTH PRESA STREET
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78223
(512) 532-8011 EXT. 1639
** AD DT RR M A H HV IV TX **

SOUTH TEXAS FAM/INDIV THERAPY CTR INC
DAY/DRG TREATMENT PROP
2591 NE LOOP 410
SUITE 101
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78217
(512) 655-1068
** AD AM IV EA DM TX CI PV **

416
THE PATRICIAN MOVEMENT
SITE 1/RESIDENTIAL
222 EAST MITCHELL STREET
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78210
(512) 532-3126
** AD RR IV TX PV **

THE PATRICIAN MOVEMENT
SITE 2/OUTPATIENT TREATMENT PROGRAM
1249 SOUTH SAINT MARYS STREET
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78210
(512) 533-9191
** AD AH IV TX PV **

THE PATRICIAN MOVEMENT
SITE 3/OUTPATIENT TREATMENT PROGRAM
215 CLAUDIA STREET
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78210
(512) 533-0226
** AD AH IV TX PV **

SAN MARCOS
RIVERWOOD PROFESSIONAL CENTER
400 WEST SAN ANTONIO STREET
SAN MARCOS, TX 78666
(512) 396-3195
** AD AH IV EA TX CI PV **

SANGER
NEW APPROACH 12 OAKS
CORNER OF UNION HILL AND MELTON ROAD
ROUTE 2
SANGER, TX 76266
(817) 458-4288
** AD RR Y B H AI CU IV TX PV **

SCHERTZ
SCHERTZ/CIBOLO UNIVERSAL CITY
INDEPENDENT SCH DIST/SUBST ABUSE SERVS
1060 ELDEL ROAD
SCHERTZ, TX 78154
(512) 658-3555
** AD PV **

SEAGOVILLE
FEDERAL CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION
DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
PSYCHOLOGY DEPARTMENT
SEAGOVILLE, TX 75159
(214) 287-2911
** AD RR B H EA TX CI PV DT **

SEGUIN
GUADALUPE VALLEY HOSPITAL
TEDDY BUERGER CTR FOR ALC/DRUG ABUSE
1215 EAST COURT STREET
SEGUISN, TX 78155
(512) 379-2411 EXT. 367
** AD AM M Y PI CU TX CI PV **

SEYMOUR
BAYLOR/THROCKMORTON COUNTIES
OUTREACH SERVICE CENTER
300 SOUTH STRATTON STREET
SEYMOUR, TX 76580
(817) 888-2277
** AD AM HV PI CU IV DN TX CI PV **

SHERMAN
ALCOHOLIC SERVICES OF TEXOMA
HOUSE OF HOPE
225 WEST BROCKETT STREET
SHERMAN, TX 75090
(214) 868-2123
** AD RR AM A HV IV TX CI **

SMITHVILLE
GREATER AUSTIN COUNCIL ON
ALC AND DRUG ABUSE/BASTROP OUTPATIENT
3450 HIGHWAY 71 WEST
SMITHVILLE, TX 78957
(512) 237-4681
** AD PV **

SPUR
WHITE RIVER RETREAT
HCR 2
WHITE RIVER LAKE
SPUR, TX 79370
(806) 265-6334
** AD DT RR PI CU IV TX CI **

STEPHENVILLE
SUMMER SKY INC
RESIDENTIAL RECOVERY CENTER
1100 MCCART STREET
STEPHENVILLE, TX 76401
(817) 968-2907
** AD DT RR AM M Y A H CI IV TX **

SULPHUR SPRINGS
RED RIVER COUNCIL ON ALC/DRUG ABUSE
HOPKINS COUNTY SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
109 LINDA DRIVE
SULPHUR SPRINGS, TX 75482
(903) 885-7967
** AD AM TX CI PV **

TAFT
SHORELINE INC
1220 GREGORY STREET
TAFT, TX 78390
(512) 643-6643
** AD DT RR AM M Y H CI IV PG EA **
** TX CI PV DT **

TEMPLE
CEN TEX ALCOHOLIC REHAB CENTER INC
3RD STREET UNIT
501 SOUTH 3RD STREET
TEMPLE, TX 76501
(817) 778-2286
** AD RR B H HV PI CU TX **

CEN/TEX ALCOHOLIC REHABILITATION CTR
CALHOUN STREET UNIT
108 EAST CALHOUN STREET
TEMPLE, TX 76501
(817) 778-2286
** AD RR TX **

CEN/TEX ALCOHOLIC REHABILITATION CTR
4TH STREET SITE 1
110 NORTH 4TH STREET
TEMPLE, TX 76501
(817) 778-2286
** AD RR TX **

CENTRAL COUNTIES CTR FOR MH/MR SERVS
TEMPLE SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
304 SOUTH 22ND STREET
TEMPLE, TX 76501
(817) 778-4941
** AD AM A HV IV TX CI PV **

CHRISTIAN FARMS/TREEHOUSE INC
613 SOUTH 9TH STREET
TEMPLE, TX 76504
(817) 698-6697
** AD RR W HV IV PG TX CI PV **

KINGS DAUGHTERS HOSPITAL
BEHAVIORAL HEALTH CENTER
1901 S H H K DODGEN LOOP
TEMPLE, TX 76502
(817) 771-8866
** AD DT RR AM M A B H HV PI CI IV **
** PG EA TX CI PV **

OLIN E TEAGUE VETERANS CENTER
PSYCHIATRY SERV/ATU UNIT 18A/SATP/20AE
1901 SOUTH FIRST STREET
TEMPLE, TX 76501
(817) 778-4811 EXT. 5362
** AD DT RR AM A H H HV CU EA TX **
** CI PV **

SCOTT AND WHITE SANTA FE CENTER
ALC AND DRUG DEPENDENCE TRT PROGRAM
600 SOUTH 25TH STREET
TEMPLE, TX 76503
(817) 771-8500
** AD DT RR AM M A B H HV CI IV EA **
** TX CI PV MM DT **
TEXAS

TERRELL

TERRELL STATE HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE UNIT
EAST BRIN STREET
TERRELL, TX 75160
(214) 563-6452 EXT. 2478
** AD RR W A HV IV TX CI PV **

TEXARKANA

CARE UNIT INC
CARE UNIT PROGRAM OF TEXARKANA
1001 TEXAS BOULEVARD
SUITE 1028
TEXARKANA, TX 75501
(214) 792-8799
** AD AM IV EA TX CI PV **

CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES INC
4556 SUMMERHILL ROAD
TEXARKANA, TX 75503
(214) 792-3381
** AD AM H IV EA DM TX PV **

FEDERAL CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION
DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
PSYCHOLOGY DEPARTMENT
TEXARKANA, TX 75505
(214) 839-4507
** AD AM HV CU EA TX PV **

RED RIVER COUNCIL ON ALC/DRUG ABUSE
DONO HOUSE
2101 DUDLEY AVENUE
TEXARKANA, TX 75502
(501) 774-7962
** AD RR HV TX CI **

RED RIVER REGIONAL COUNCIL ON
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE/RESPOND OUTPT
222 WEST 5TH STREET
TEXARKANA, TX 75501
(214) 793-7592
** AD AM TX CI PV **

TULIA

CENTRAL PLAINS CTR FOR MH/MR AND SA
TULIA COUNSELING CENTER
310 WEST BROADWAY
TULIA, TX 79088
(806) 995-3720
** AD AM Y TX PV **

DRISKILL HALFWAY HOUSE
HIGHWAY 87 NORTH
TULIA, TX 79088
(806) 995-4552
** AD RR B H AI HV CU EA TX PV **

TYLER

COMMUNITY HOSPITAL OF TYLER
NEW VISION PROGRAM
929 NORTH GLENWOOD STREET
TYLER, TX 75702
(903) 597-3581
** AD DT RR AM IV EA TX CI PV **

COUNTY REHABILITATION CENTER INC
313 FERRELL PLACE
TYLER, TX 75702
(903) 593-3131
** AD RR W B H AI TX **

GREENBRIER RECOVERY INC
800 CLINIC DRIVE
TYLER, TX 75701
(903) 593-4262
** AD DT RR H B H CU IV DM TX **

MH/HR REGIONAL CENTER OF EAST TEXAS
THE BEGINNING
500 SOUTH BECKHAM STREET
TYLER, TX 75702
(903) 597-7867
** AD AM IV EA DM TX CI PV **

UNIVERSITY PARK HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE UNIT
4101 UNIVERSITY BOULEVARD
TYLER, TX 75701
(903) 566-8668
** AD AM H Y A B HV PI CU IV PG EA **
** DH TX **

VERNON

HANEY HOUSE INC
1908 MILBARGER STREET
VERNON, TX 76684
(817) 552-2723
** AD RR TX **

VERNON STATE HOSPITAL
HOSPITAL SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
INC 433 AND SH 283
VERNON, TX 76684
(817) 552-9001 EXT. 504
** AD RR H Y A HV IV TX PV **

WILBARGER COUNTY
OUTREACH ALC AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
2500 MILBARGER STREET
VERNON, TX 76684
(817) 555-4002
** AD CI PV **

VICTORIA

CITIZENS MEDICAL CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG RECOVERY PROGRAM
2701 HOSPITAL DRIVE
VICTORIA, TX 77901
(512) 572-5179
** AD DT RR AM IV EA TX CI PV **

DEVEREUX FOUNDATION
TEXAS TREATMENT CENTER
VICTORIA, TX 77902
(512) 575-0271 EXT. 316
** AD RR CU TX PV **

GULF BEND MH/MR
TALBOT HOUSE/RESIDENTIAL AND INPATIENT
210 EAST JUAN LINN STREET
VICTORIA, TX 77901
(512) 578-1546
** AD RR W A B H AI HV PI CU IV PG **
** TX CI PV **

LIVE OAK HOSPITAL
ADDICTIVE DISEASE UNIT
110 MEDICAL DRIVE
VICTORIA, TX 77904
(512) 576-0814
** AD DT RR A HV IV EA DM TX CI PV **

VICTORIA REGIONAL MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
101 MEDICAL DRIVE
VICTORIA, TX 77904
(512) 575-6400
** AD AM Y TX PV **

MACO

BRAZOS PSYCHIATRIC HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
301 LONDONDERRY STREET
MACO, TX 76712
(817) 772-3500
** AD DT RR Y CU IV EA TX PV **

FREEMAN CENTER
DEAR UNIT
1619 WASHINGTON AVENUE
MACO, TX 76703
(817) 753-3625
** AD DT W B H HV CU IV TX **

FREEMAN CENTER
RESIDENTIAL UNIT
1425 COLUMBUS STREET
MACO, TX 76703
(817) 753-3625
** AD DT W B H HV CU IV TX **

HEART OF TEXAS MH/MR
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
110 SOUTH 12TH STREET
MACO, TX 76703
(817) 752-3451 EXT. 308
** AD AM TX **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
ALCOHOL DEPENDENCE TREATMENT PROGRAM
MEMORIAL DRIVE
BUILDING 94
MACO, TX 76703
(817) 752-6681 EXT. 7534
** AD DT RR TX **

418
WEBSTER
BAYWOOD HOSPITAL
BAYWOOD PARTIAL HOSPITALIZATION SERVS
455 MEDICAL CENTER BOULEVARD
WEBSTER, TX 77598
(713) 332-9550
** AD AM Y TX PV **

DEXION PROGRAMS OF CARE
400 MEDICAL CENTER BOULEVARD
SUITE 205
WEBSTER, TX 77598
(409) 338-1225
** AD AM Y A H HV CU EA TX PV **

PARKSIDE LODGE/CHOCOLATE BAYOU
OUTPATIENT SERVICES/CLEAR LAKE
711 BAY AREA BOULEVARD
SUITE 128
WEBSTER, TX 77598
(713) 480-8084
** AD AM IV EA TX CI **

RUSHING CLINIC PA
NEW PATHWAYS
711 BAY AREA BOULEVARD
SUITE 515
WEBSTER, TX 77598
(713) 332-1508
** AD AM Y CU IV EA TX PV **

WHITE OAK
SABINE VALLEY CENTER
DETOX/EVAL AND REFERRAL UNIT (DEAR)
2000 U.S. HIGHWAY 80
WHITE OAK, TX 75693
(214) 297-2191
** AD DT RR H A B HV PI CU IV TX **

WICHITA FALLS
HOPECREST LODGE INC
2001 HARRIETT STREET
WICHITA FALLS, TX 76309
(817) 723-0701
** AD RR TX **

STTC HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL REHAB CENTER
SHEPPARD AIR FORCE BASE
WICHITA FALLS, TX 76311
(817) 676-6615
** AL RR DH TX CI PV **

WICHITA FALLS COMMUNITY MH/MR CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE OUTPATIENT TRT PROGRAM
801 BAYLOR STREET
WICHITA FALLS, TX 76301
(817) 322-1585
** AD AM IV TX CI **
**UTAH**

**BLANDING**
SAN JUAN MENTAL HEALTH
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
522 NORTH 100 EAST
BLANDING, UT 84511
(801) 678-5211
** AD AM H Y H AI TX CI PG EA DM **
** TX CI PV **

**BRIXTON CITY**
BEAR RIVER SOCIAL SERVICES
ALCOHOL AND DRUG COUNSELING
1050 SOUTH 500 WEST
BRIXTON CITY, UT 84302
(801) 725-0891
** AD AM H Y H AI TX CI PV **

**BOX ELDER COUNTY SHERIFFS DEPARTMENT**
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PREVENTION
21 SOUTH MAIN STREET
BOX ELDER CITY, UT 84302
(801) 734-9441
** AD PV **

**CEDAR CITY**
PAIUTE INDIAN TRIBE OF UTAH
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
600 NORTH 100 EAST PAIUTE DRIVE
CEDAR CITY, UT 84720
(801) 586-1112
** AD RR Y A AI DM TX PV **

**DRAPER**
UTAH STATE PRISON
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
UTAH STATE PRISON
DRAPER, UT 84020
(801) 571-2300 EX. 155
** AD AM IV EA TX CI PV **

**DUGWAY**
COMMUNITY COUNSELING CENTER
DUGWAY PROVING GROUND
BUILDING 5124 ROOM 212
DUGWAY, UT 84022
(801) 831-2298
** AD AM IV TX CI PV **

**FARMINGTON**
DAVIS COUNTY COMP MENTAL HEALTH CTR
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
85 SOUTH 185 EAST
FARMINGTON, UT 84025
(801) 651-7799
** AD DT RR AM H Y H PI CU IV PG **
** DM TX CI PV **

**HEBER CITY**
MASATCH COUNTY
ALCOHOL AND DRUG PREVENTION PROGRAM
805 WEST 100 SOUTH
HEBER CITY, UT 84032
(801) 654-3003
** AD AM Y DM TX CI PV **

**HILL AIR FORCE BASE**
HILL AIR FORCE BASE
DRUG/ALCOHOL SECTION
8TH STREET
BUILDING 396
HILL AIR FORCE BASE, UT 84056
(801) 777-3516
** AD RR H B H AI CU PG EA DM TX **
** PV **

**KOOSHAREH**
SORENSONS RANCH SCHOOL INC
KOOSHAREH, UT 84744
(801) 636-7516
** AD RR Y TX CI PV **

**LOGAN**
LOGAN REGIONAL HOSPITAL
DAYSpring
2400 NORTH 500 EAST
LOGAN, UT 84321
(801) 752-2050 EX. 5275
** AD DT RR AM IV TX PV **

**MOUNT PLEASANT**
CENTRAL UTAH MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES/MOUNT PLEASANT
255 WEST MAIN STREET
MOUNT PLEASANT, UT 84647
(801) 462-2416
** AD RR AM H Y IV EA DM TX PV **

**OGDEN**
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES CORPORATION
533 26TH STREET
SUITE 100
OGDEN, UT 84401
(801) 621-3624
** AD AM H Y B CU PG DM TX PV **

**SAINT BENEDICTS HOSPITAL/ACT**
ALC AND CHEM DEPENDENCY TRT CENTER
5475 SOUTH 500 EAST
OGDEN, UT 84405
(801) 479-2250
** AD DT RR AM H Y A HV PI CU IV **
** PG EA TX CI PV **

**UTAH COUNTY COUNCIL ON DRUG ABUSE REHABILITATION (UCCODAR)**
555 SOUTH STATE STREET
SUITE 203
OREM, UT 84058
(801) 226-2255
** AD AM H Y A H IV EA DM TX CI PV **

**UTAH/STATE**
STATE OF UTAH
STATE ALCOHOLISM BOARD
600 MAIN STREET
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84111
(801) 538-1627
** AD DV AP OF DM TX PV **

**VEHICLES**
586-1112
** AD RR H B H AI CU PG EA DM TX **
** PV **

**WAKEFIELD**
WAKEFIELD TREATMENT CENTER
WAKEFIELD, UT 84058
(801) 831-2298
** AD AM TX CI PV **

**X key**

**ORIENTATION**:
** AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY **
** DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY **
** AT = AMBULATORY (LEAST THAN 24 HOUR CARE) **
** DT = DETOXIFICATION (24 HOUR CARE) **
** RR = RESIDENTIAL (24 HOUR CARE) **
** SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS**:
** M = WOMEN **
** Y = YOUTH **
** A = AIDS PATIENTS **
** B = BLACKS **
** H = HISPANICS **
** selection = TREATMENT UNIT **
** CI = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT **
** PV = PREVENTION UNIT **
** MM = METHADONE UNIT **
** OT = OTHER UNIT **

**420**
PARK CITY

VALLEY MENTAL HEALTH
SUMMIT COUNTY UNIT
1753 SIDERWINDER DRIVE
PARK CITY, UT 84060
(801) 649-8347
** AD AM H Y CU IV DM TX CI PV **

PRIZE
FOUR CORNERS MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
575 EAST 100 SOUTH
PRICE, UT 84501
(801) 374-2820
** AD AM IV TX CI PV **

PROVO

CHARTER COUNSELING CENTER OF PROVO
OUTPATIENT CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
2475 NORTH UNIVERSITY AVENUE
COUNTRY CLUB COURT
PROVO, UT 84604
(801) 272-2000
** AD RR Y CU DM TX PV **

PROVO CANYON SCHOOL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
4501 NORTH UNIVERSITY AVENUE
PROVO, UT 84603
(801) 321-5580
** AD RR AM Y CU IV TX CI PV **

UTAH COUNTY
DEPARTMENT OF SUBSTANCE ABUSE
100 EAST CENTER
SUITE 3300
PROVO, UT 84606
(801) 390-8427
** AD AM H Y DM TX CI PV **

SAINT GEORGE

SOUTHWEST UTAH MENTAL HEALTH
ALCOHOL AND DRUG CENTER
354 EAST 600 SOUTH
SUITE 202
SAINT GEORGE, UT 84770
(801) 628-0426
** AD DT RR AM H Y HV PI IV EA DM **
** TX PV **

SALT LAKE CITY

COMMUNITY COUNSELING CENTER
660 SOUTH 200 EAST
SUITE 308
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84111
(801) 355-2046
** AD AM H Y IV EA TX PV **

EMPLOYEE RESOURCE PROGRAM
2001 SOUTH STATE STREET
SUITE 2300
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84190
(801) 468-2010
** AD EA CI PV **

FIRST STEP HOUSE
750 WEST 400 NORTH
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84116
(801) 359-8862
** AD RR H I PI CU IV TX CI OT **

HIGHLAND RIDGE HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
4757 HIGHLAND DRIVE
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84117
(801) 722-9851
** AD DT RR AM H Y A B H AI HV PI **
** CU IV EA DM TX CI PV **

INDIAN ALCOHOLISM COUNSELING AND
RECOVERY HOUSE PROGRAM
375 SOUTH 300 WEST
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84101
(801) 328-8515
** AD RR W H H AI PI TX CI PV **

LDS HOSPITAL INTERMOUNTAIN HEALTH CARE
DAYSpring Program
C STREET AND 8TH AVENUE
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84143
(801) 321-5580
** AD DT RR AM Y CU IV TX CI **

OLYMPUS VIEW HOSPITAL
COUNTERPOINT CENTER (CPC)
1430 EAST 4500 SOUTH
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84109
(801) 272-8000
** AD DT RR AM Y TX CI PV **

PIONEER VALLEY HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
3460 SOUTH PIONEER PARKWAY
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84120
(801) 964-3540
** AD DT RR AM H Y H IV EA TX CI **
** PV MM **

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES CORPORATION
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
4525 SOUTH 2300 EAST
SUITE 203B
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84117
(801) 277-8025
** AD EA CI PV **

PROJECT REALITY
225 EAST 600 SOUTH
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84111
(801) 364-6080
** AD RR AM H A HV IV PG TX PV MM **

ROCKY MOUNTAIN CONSULTANTS
5278 PINEMOUNT DRIVE
SUITE A-120
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84123
(801) 265-2325
** AD AM EA DM TX PV **

SAINT MARYS HOME
1206 WEST 200 SOUTH
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84104
(801) 328-1894
** AD CI OT **

SALT LAKE COUNTY
ALCOHOL COUNSELING AND EDUCATION CTR
231 EAST 400 SOUTH
2ND FLOOR
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84111
(801) 532-2279
** AD AM A H HV PI DM TX PV OT **

THE COTTAGE PROGRAM INTERNATIONAL
736 SOUTH 500 EAST
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84102
(801) 532-6185
** AD AM H Y B H AI IV EA DM TX PV **

THE HAVEN
976 EAST SOUTH TEMPLE
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84102
(801) 553-0070
** AD RR IV TX **

TURNABOUT
4545 SOUTH 2300 EAST
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84117
(801) 277-3999
** AD AM Y TX PV **

UNIVERSITY OF UTAH
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE CLINIC
50 NORTH MEDICAL DRIVE
ROOM 1852
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84132
(801) 581-6228
** AD AM IV EA TX CI PV OT **

UTAH ALCOHOLISM FOUNDATION
COMBINED FACILITIES
2800 SOUTH MAIN STREET
SUITE 210
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84115
(801) 407-3276
** AD DT RR AM H B PI CU IV EA DM **
** TX PV **

VALLEY MENTAL HEALTH
ALCOHOL AND DRUG TREATMENT UNIT
404 EAST 4500 SOUTH
SUITE 22A AND SUITE 22B
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84107
(801) 262-8416
** AD DT AM Y TX **
UTAH

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT UNITS
500 FOOTHILL BOULEVARD
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84108
(801) 584-1217
** AD DT RR AM IV DM TX **

VOLUNTEERS OF AMERICA
ALCOHOL AND DRUG DETOXIFICATION CENTER
252 WEST BROOKLYN AVENUE
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84101
(801) 363-9400
** AD DT PI TX **

WASATCH YOUTH SUPPORT SYSTEMS
3545 SOUTH 3200 WEST
SUITE 205
SALT LAKE CITY, UT 84119
(801) 969-8841
** AD AM Y TX **

TOOELE

TOOELE ARMY DEPOT
COMMUNITY COUNSELING PROGRAM
COMMANDER SDSTE-PSO
TOOELE, UT 84074
(801) 833-2584
** AD AM EA TX CI PV **

TOOELE MENTAL HEALTH/ALCOHOL AND DRUGS
COUNSELING CENTER
255 SOUTH 100 EAST
TOOELE, UT 84074
(801) 364-2660
** AD AM TX PV **

VERNAL

UINTAH BASIN COUNSELING INC
559 NORTH 1700 WEST
VERNAL, UT 84078
(801) 781-0743
** AD DT RR AM W Y AI PI CU EA DM **
** TX CI PV **

WOODS CROSS

BENCHMARK REGIONAL HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
592 WEST 1350 SOUTH
WOODS CROSS, UT 84087
(801) 299-5320
** AD DT RR TX PV **
VERMONT

BARRÉ
WASHINGTON COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES UNIT
15 GABLE PLACE
BARRÉ, VT 05641
(802) 479-1081
** AD AM Y Y A HV PI CU IV PG DM **
** TX CI PV **

BENNINGTON
UNITED COUNSELING SERVICE OF BENNINGTON COUNTY INC
LEDGE HILL DRIVE
BENNINGTON, VT 05201
(802) 442-5441
** AD AM H Y Y A HV PI EA DN TX CI PV **

BRATTLEBORO
COMMUNITY HOUSE
215 ELLIOT TERRACE
BRATTLEBORO, VT 05301
(802) 257-7470
** AD RR Y TX CI PV **

MARATHON OF BRATTLEBORO INC
101 WESTERN AVENUE
BRATTLEBORO, VT 05301
(802) 257-3147
** AD RR AM M A HV CU IV PG DH TX **

WINDHAM YOUTH SERVICES
11 WALNUT STREET
BRATTLEBORO, VT 05301
(802) 257-0361
** AD AM TX PV **

WOMENS CRISIS CENTER
BRATTLEBORO, VT 05302
(802) 257-7364
** AD PV **

BURLINGTON
CHAMPLAIN DRUG AND ALCOHOL SERVICES
45 CLARKE STREET
BURLINGTON, VT 05401
(802) 862-5243
** AD AM M Y Y A HV PI CU IV PG EA DN **
** TX CI PV **

HOMARD MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
SUBSTANCE ABUSE UNIT
300 FLYNN AVENUE
BURLINGTON, VT 05401
(802) 658-0404
** AD AM H Y Y A HV CU IV EA DH TX PV **

MEDICAL CENTER HOSPITAL OF VERMONT
DAY ONE
200 THIN OAKS TERRACE
SUITES 5 AND 6
BURLINGTON, VT 05403
(802) 865-3333
** AD AM IV TX **

HUNTINGTON
HUNTINGTON LODGE
DELFREATE ROAD
RR 1
HUNTINGTON, VT 05462
(802) 434-2929
** AD RR Y IV TX CI PV **

MIDDLEBURY
COUNSELING SERVICE OF ADDISON COUNTY
DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT UNIT
89 MAIN STREET
MIDDLEBURY, VT 05753
(802) 388-6751
** AD AM H Y Y A HV PI CU IV PG EA **
** DN TX CI PV **

MONTPELIER
WASHINGTON COUNTY
YOUTH SERVICES BUREAU INC
36 ELM STREET
MONTPELIER, VT 05602
(802) 229-9151
** AD AM M Y Y A HV IV TX PV **

MORRISVILLE
LAMOILLE COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT UNIT
WASHINGTON HIGHWAY
MORRISVILLE, VT 05661
(802) 888-4914
** AD AM H Y Y A HV PI CU PG EA DN **
** TX **

NEWPORT
NORTHEAST KINGDOM COMMUNITY ACTION
ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES
30 COVENTRY STREET
NEWPORT, VT 05855
(802) 334-5246
** AD AM H Y Y A HV PI PG EA DH TX **
** CI PV **

RANDOLPH
ORANGE COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH SERVICE
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT UNIT
4 HIGHLAND AVENUE
RANDOLPH, VT 05060
(802) 728-6466
** AD AM H Y Y A HV PI CU IV PG DM **
** TX CI PV **

RUTLAND
RUTLAND MENTAL HEALTH SERVICE
EVERGREEN CENTER FOR ALC/DRUG SERVICES
230 WEST STREET
RUTLAND, VT 05701
(802) 775-4386
** AD AM H Y Y A HV PI CU IV PG DM **
** TX CI PV **

SAINT ALBANS
FRANKLIN/NORTH GRAND ISLE MH SERVICE
DRUG ABUSE PREVENTION UNIT
8 FERRIS STREET
SAINT ALBANS, VT 05470
(802) 524-6541
** AD PV **

SAINT JOHNSBURY
NORTHEASTERN VERMONT REGIONAL HOSPITAL
FOUNDERS HALL
HOSPITAL DRIVE
SAINT JOHNSBURY, VT 05819
(802) 748-8141
** AD DT AM H Y Y A B HV PI CU IV PG **
** TX CI PV **

** KEY **

ORIENTATION:
AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
AM = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES

TYPE OF CARE:
DT = DETOXIFICATION(24 HOUR CARE)
RR = RESIDENTIAL(24 HOUR CARE)
AM = AMBULATORY(LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)

SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS:
W = WOMEN
Y = YOUTH
A = AIDS PATIENTS
B = BLACKS
H = HISPANICS

UNIT FUNCTION:
TX = TREATMENT UNIT
CI = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT
PV = PREVENTION UNIT
MM = METHADONE UNIT
OT = OTHER UNIT
VERMONT

SPRINGFIELD

CANTERBURY COUNSELING SERVICES
374 NORTH RIVER ROAD
SPRINGFIELD, VT 05156
(802) 886-2577
** AD RR AM WY A HV PI CU IV PG **
** EA TX CI PV **

UNDERHILL

MAPLE LEAF FARM ASSOCIATES INC
STEVENSVILLE ROAD
RR 1
UNDERHILL, VT 05489
(802) 899-2911
** AD DT RR WY A HV CU IV PG TX **

WALLINGFORD

RECOVERY HOUSE
WALLINGFORD, VT 05773
(802) 446-2640
** AD DT RR IV TX **

WATERBURY

VT OFFICE OF ALC AND DRUG ABUSE PROGS
ADMINISTRATIVE UNIT
101 SOUTH MAIN STREET
STATE OFFICE BUILDING
WATERBURY, VT 05676
(802) 241-2170
** AD EA DW PV **
**KEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ORIENTATION</th>
<th>DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY</th>
<th>AD = ALCOHOLISM &amp; DRUG ABUSE SERVICES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DT = DETOXIFICATION (24 HOUR CARE)</td>
<td>RR = RESIDENTIAL (24 HOUR CARE)</td>
<td>AM = AMBULATORY (LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M = WOMEN</td>
<td>AX = AMERICAN INDIAN/ALASKAN NATIVES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y = YOUTH</td>
<td>MV = HIV POSITIVES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A = AIDS PATIENTS</td>
<td>PX = PUBLIC INEBRIATES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B = BLACKS</td>
<td>OU = COCAINE USERS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H = HISPANICS</td>
<td>IV = IV DRUG USERS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNIT FUNCTION</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TX = TREATMENT UNIT</td>
<td>CI = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT</td>
<td>PV = PREVENTION UNIT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**VIRGIN ISLANDS**

**CHARLOTTE AMALIE**
COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
SAINT THOMAS/SAINT JOHN (COAST)
7 BRED GADE
CHARLOTTE AMALIE, VI 00802
(809) 774-4358
**AD MH PV**

**CHRISTIANSTED SAINT CROIX**
MENTAL HEALTH, ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG DEPENDENCY SERVICES
CHARLES HARWOOD COMPLEX
CHRISTIANSTED SAINT CROIX, VI 00820
(809) 773-1311 EXT. 3901
**AD AM IV EA DM TX CI PV MM**

**SAINT THOMAS**
MENTAL HEALTH, ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG DEPENDENCY SERVICES
1 3RD STREET
DECASTRO BUILDING
SAINT THOMAS, VI 00802
(809) 775-3465
**AD AM EA DM TX CI PV**
VIRGINIA

VIRGINIA

SECOND GENESIS INC
KING STREET CLINIC
1001 KING STREET
ALEXANDRIA, VA 22314
(703) 540-0442
** AD RR AH TX **

WOMENS RECOVERY HOME
RESIDENTIAL PROGRAMS ALEXANDRIA SAS
2355 C MILL ROAD
ALEXANDRIA, VA 22304
(703) 329-2015
** AD RR H IV TX OT **

ARLINGTON
ARLINGTON ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
1725 NORTH GEORGE MASON DRIVE
ARLINGTON, VA 22205
(703) 358-4900
** AD AM H Y A H HV CU IV PG DM TX **
** CI PV **

ARLINGTON ALCOHOL SAFETY ACTION PROG
1600 NORTH COURTHOUSE ROAD
ARLINGTON, VA 22201
(703) 358-4420
** AL DH CI PV **

ARLINGTON HOSPITAL
ADDITION TREATMENT PROGRAM
1701 NORTH GEORGE MASON DRIVE
ARLINGTON, VA 22205
(703) 558-6536
** AD DT RR IV TX **

ALCOHOL AND CHEMICAL DEPENDENCE PROG
6391 LITTLE RIVER TURNPIKE
ALEXANDRIA, VA 22312
(703) 750-1292
** AD AM H Y A B H AI HV PI CU IV **
** PG DH TX CI PV **

OUTPATIENT COUNSELING PROGRAM
2355-A MILL ROAD
ALEXANDRIA HEALTH DEPARTMENT
ALEXANDRIA, VA 22314
(703) 329-2000
** AD AM H HV CU IV PG TX CI PV MM **

** KEY **

ORIENTATION:
AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
AD = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES

TYPE OF CARE:
DT = DETOXIFICATION(24 HOUR CARE)
RR = RESIDENTIAL(24 HOUR CARE)

SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS:
A = AIDS PATIENTS
AI = AMERICAN INDIAN/ALASKAN NATIVES
AY = AMERICAN INDIAN/ALASKAN PATIENTS
B = BLACKS
C = COCAINE USERS
H = HISPANICS
IV = IV DRUG USERS

UNIT FUNCTION:
TX = TREATMENT UNIT
CI = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT
PV = PREVENTION UNIT
METH = METHADONE UNIT
OT = OTHER UNIT
CHARLOTTESVILLE

JAMES RIVER ALCOHOL SAFETY ACTION PROGRAM
104 4TH STREET NE
SUITE 201
CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA 22901
(804) 977-3553
** AD DW CI PV **

MOUNTAIN WOOD RESIDENTIAL
500 OLD LYNCHBURG ROAD
CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA 22901
(804) 971-8245
** AD DT RR W Y HV CV IV TX CI PV **

REGION 10 COMMUNITY SERVICES BOARD
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
413 EAST MARKET STREET
SUITE 102
CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA 22901
(804) 926-1800
** AD AM Y PI IV TX CI PV **

UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA HOSPITALS
BLUE RIDGE HOSP ADDICTIONS TRT PROGRAM
ROUTE 20 SOUTH
CHARLOTTESVILLE, VA 22901
(804) 924-5555
** AD DT RR IV TX CI **

CHESAPEAKE

CHESAPEAKE SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
524 ALBEMARLE DRIVE
CHESAPEAKE, VA 23320
(804) 547-3336
** AD DT RR AM W Y B CU IV PG EA **
** DN TX CI PV **

CHESTERFIELD

JOHN TYLER ALCOHOL SAFETY ACTION PROGRAM
9520 IRON BRIDGE ROAD
CHESTERFIELD, VA 23832
(804) 740-3365
** AL DW CI PV **

POPLAR SPRINGS OUTPATIENT PROGRAM
10106 KRAUSE ROAD
SUITE 200
CHESTERFIELD, VA 23832
(804) 796-6528
** AD AM IV DN TX CI **

CHRISTIANSBURG

NEW RIVER VALLEY ALCOHOL SAFETY ACTION PROGRAM
100 ARBOR STREET
SUITE 6
CHRISTIANSBURG, VA 24073
(703) 382-4911
** AD DW CI PV **

SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES OF THE NEW RIVER VALLEY COMMUNITY SERVICE BOARD
10 EAST MAIN STREET
SUITE 102
CHRISTIANSBURG, VA 24073
(703) 382-5050
** AD RR AM W Y A HV IV EA TX CI **
** PV **

CLIFTON FORGE

ALLEGHANY HIGHLANDS COMMUNITY SERVICES BOARD
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
601 MAIN STREET
CLIFTON FORGE, VA 24422
(703) 862-5715
** AD RR AM W Y PI IV EA TX CI **
** PV **

CLINTWOOD

DICKENSON COUNTY COMMUNITY SERVICES BOARD
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
HIGHWAY 85
KENDRICK BUILDING
CLINTWOOD, VA 24228
(703) 926-1680
** AD AM A HV IV DN TX CI PV **

CULPEPER

BOXWOOD
ROUTE 29 SOUTH
CULPEPER, VA 22701
(703) 547-2760
** AD RR M IV TX **

RAPIDAN COMMUNITY MH SERVICES BOARD
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
401 SOUTH MAIN STREET
CULPEPER, VA 22701
(703) 825-4242
** AD AM M IV EA TX PV **

DANVILLE

ALCOHOLIC COUNSELING CENTER INC
HOPE HARBOR
1021 MAIN STREET
DANVILLE, VA 24541
(804) 793-9006
** AD RR TX **

DAN RIVER ASAP
530 MAIN STREET
SIGNET BUILDING 2ND FLOOR
DANVILLE, VA 24541
(804) 791-3839
** AD DW CI PV **

DANVILLE/PITTSYLVANIA MH SERVICES BOARD
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES DIVISION
245 HAIRSTON STREET
DANVILLE, VA 24540
(804) 799-0456
** AD AM M Y B CU IV PG DN TX PV **

LIFE LINE COUNSELING CENTER
749-B MAIN STREET
DANVILLE, VA 24541
(804) 799-3022
** AD AM W Y A B H HI HV PI CU PG **
** EA DH TX CI PV **

PHOENIX PLACE
553 AND 553 1/2 WILSON STREET
DANVILLE, VA 24541
(804) 799-0456
** AD RR H B TX **

FAIRFAX

BEACON RECOVERY SERVICES
3018 WILLIAMS DRIVE
FAIRFAX, VA 22031
(703) 698-5220
** AD AM IV EA TX **

FAIRFAX HOSPITAL SYSTEM
COMP ADDICTION TRT SERVS (CATS)/OUTPT
4315 CHAIN BRIDGE ROAD
COMMONWEALTH CARE CENTER
FAIRFAX, VA 22030
(703) 698-1530
** AD AM W B CU EA DM TX CI PV **

FAIRFAX/FALLS CHURCH SUBST ABUSE SERVS
ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES
5801 NORTH KINGS HIGHWAY
FAIRFAX, VA 22030
(703) 960-3760
** AD AM W Y A B H HV PI IV CU **
** EA DN TX CI PV MM **

METROPOLITAN ALCOHOLISM CENTER
3863 PLAZA DRIVE
FAIRFAX, VA 22030
(703) 352-2500
** AL AM DW TX CI PV **

FALLS CHURCH

ETHOS FOUNDATION INC
3 SKYLINE PLACE
SUITE 100
FALLS CHURCH, VA 22041
(703) 671-5335
** AD AM W Y B H CU IV PG EA DM TX **
** CI PV **

FAIRFAX HOSPITAL SYSTEM
COMP ADDICTION TRT SERVS (CATS)/INPT
3300 GALLONS ROAD
FALLS CHURCH, VA 22046
(703) 698-1550
** AD DT RR W A B H HV CU IV PG EA **
** DH TX CI PV MM **
GLOUCESTER
MIDDLE PENINSULA/NORTHERN NECK
COUNSELING CENTER
GLOUCESTER, VA 23061
(804) 693-5057
** AD AM CU IV DM TX CI PV **

GOODELL
GOODELL/POVATAN
COMMUNITY SERV BOARD SUBST ABUSE SERVS
GOODELL, VA 23063
(804) 556-5400
** AD AM H Y A B HV CU IV PG TX CI **
** PV **

HAMPTON
ALTERNATIVES
2021B CUNNINGHAM DRIVE
HAMPTON, VA 23666
(804) 838-2330
** AD AM Y B HV DM TX PV **

HAMPTON/NEWPORT NEWS
COMMUNITY SERVS BD SUBST ABUSE SERVS
1520 ABERDEEN ROAD
SUITE 202
HAMPTON, VA 23666
(804) 826-6714
** AD OT **

LANSING AIR FORCE BASE
SUBSTANCE ABUSE CONTROL PROGRAM
BUILDING 365
HAMPTON, VA 23665
(804) 764-5877
** AD PV **

PENINSULA DRUG REHABILITATION SERVICES
804 WEST MERCURY BOULEVARD
HAMPTON, VA 23666
(804) 827-8430
** DA AM HV IV TX MM **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
ALCOHOL REHABILITATION UNIT
HAMPTON, VA 23667
(804) 722-9961 EXT. 2227
** AL RR AM EA TX CI PV **

HARRISONBURG
ARLINGTON TREATMENT CENTER
ROUTE 13
HARRISONBURG, VA 22801
(703) 343-7396
** AD DT AM H IV EA TX PV **

HARRISONBURG/ROCKINGHAM COMM SERVS BD
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1241 NORTH MAIN STREET
HARRISONBURG, VA 22801
(703) 434-1961
** AD AM H Y B HV CU IV EA TX CI **
** PV **

ROCKINGHAM/HARRISONBURG
ALCOHOL SAFETY ACTION PROGRAM
265 EAST MARKET STREET
HARRISONBURG, VA 22801
(703) 434-0154
** AD DH CI PV **

LEANNEVILLE
BRUNSWICK CORRECTIONAL CENTER
HIGHWAY 606
LEANNEVILLE, VA 23686
(804) 846-6131 EXT. 143
** AD PV **

LEBANON
SOUTHWEST VIRGINIA
ALCOHOL SAFETY ACTION PROGRAM
ROUTE 19 RUSSELL COUNTY
SHOPPING CENTER/2ND FLOOR
LEBANON, VA 24266
(703) 809-4958
** AD DH PV **

SOUTHWEST VIRGINIA
ALCOHOL TREATMENT PROGRAM
172 COMBS STREET
LEBANON, VA 24266
(703) 899-3063
** AD DT RR H A B HV PI CU IV EA **
** TX PV **

LEESBURG
LOUDOUN COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
B SOUTH STREET S
LEESBURG, VA 22075
(703) 771-5100
** AD AM M Y A B HV PI CU IV PG EA **
** TX CI PV **

LEXINGTON
STONEMILL JACKSON HOSPITAL INC
LEXINGTON TREATMENT CENTER
SPOTSWOOD DRIVE
LEXINGTON, VA 24450
(703) 463-0144
** AD RR CU IV EA TX CI **

LYNCHBURG
ARISE COUNSELING CENTER
2235 LANDOVER PLACE
LYNCHBURG, VA 24501
(804) 847-8050
** AD AM H IV DM TX CI **

CENTRAL VIRGINIA
ALCOHOL SAFETY ACTION PROGRAM
2316 AETHERHOLT ROAD
LYNCHBURG, VA 24502
(804) 528-4073
** AD DH CI PV **
PORTSMOUTH SUBST ABUSE TREATMENT CTR
1725 GREEN STREET
PORTSMOUTH, VA 23704
(804) 395-0311
** DA RR IV TX **

SUBSTANCE ABUSE OUTPT TRT SERVICES
ALCOHOL SERVICES
505 WASHINGTON STREET
PROFESSIONAL BUILDING SUITE 606
PORTSMOUTH, VA 23704
(804) 395-0519
** AD AM Y HV PI DM TX **

SUBSTANCE ABUSE OUTPT TRT SERVICES
DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
720 HIGH STREET
PORTSMOUTH, VA 23704
(804) 395-0896
** DA AM HV IV CI MM **

RICHMOND

ANOTHER CHANCE COUNSELING SERVICE INC
4700 FOREST HILL AVENUE
SUITE 1-B
RICHMOND, VA 23225
(804) 250-2321
** AD AM M Y A B HV CU EA DM TX CI **
** PV **

CAPITAL AREA ALC SAFETY ACTION PROJECT
5407 PATTERSON AVENUE
SUITE 200
RICHMOND, VA 23226
(804) 282-2727
** AD DV CI PV **

CENTER FOR CREATIVE DEVELOPMENT INC
2924 CHAMBERLAYNE AVENUE
RICHMOND, VA 23222
(804) 321-2212
** AD PV **

HUMAN RESOURCES INC
DIV OF ADDICTION SERVS/DRUG FREE UNIT
2926 WEST MARSHALL STREET
RICHMOND, VA 23230
(804) 355-8478
** AD AM H A B H HV CU IV PG EA DH **
** TX CI PV **

HUMAN RESOURCES INC
DRUG RESIDENTIAL
919 WEST GRACE STREET
RICHMOND, VA 23220
(804) 355-3289
** AD RR H A B H AI HV CU IV PG TX **
** CI PV **

HUMAN RESOURCES INC
OUTPATIENT METHADONE PROGRAM
15 WEST CARY STREET
RICHMOND, VA 23220
(804) 646-6636
** DA AM HV IV CI PV MM OT **

MEDICAL COLLEGE OF VIRGINIA
DIVISION OF SUBSTANCE ABUSE MEDICINE
1200 EAST BROAD STREET
11TH FLOOR SOUTH MING
RICHMOND, VA 23298
(804) 786-9925
** AD DT AM B H HV IV PG TX PV MM **
** DT **

RICHMOND AFTERCARE INC
MENS PROGRAM
1109 BAINBRIDGE STREET
RICHMOND, VA 23224
(804) 231-5592
** AD RR B HV CU IV TX **

RICHMOND AFTERCARE INC
WOMENS PROGRAM
315 DUNDEE STREET
RICHMOND, VA 23225
(804) 231-5592
** AD RR M B HV CU IV TX **

RICHMOND COMMUNITY HOSPITAL
RECOVER/THE TREATMENT CENTER
1500 NORTH 28TH STREET
RICHMOND, VA 23261
(804) 225-1750
** AD DT RR B HV PI CU IV EA TX **

RUBICON INC
1300 MACTAVISH AVENUE
RICHMOND, VA 23230
(804) 359-3255
** AD DT RR AM W B HV PI CU IV PG **
** EA DM TX CI PV **

TREATMENT ASSESSMENT SERVICES CENTER
(TASC)
804 WEST MAIN STREET
RICHMOND, VA 23220
(804) 760-4536
** AD CI **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
ALCOHOL/DRUG DEPENDENCE TREATMENT PROG
1201 BROADROCK BOULEVARD
RICHMOND, VA 23249
(804) 230-1316
** AD RR AM H H HV CU IV EA TX PV **
** MM OT **

VIRGINIA HEALTH CENTER
ADOLESCENT MEDICINE PROG/SUBST ABUSE
2203 EAST BROAD STREET
RICHMOND, VA 23226
(804) 285-3100
** AD AM H Y A B AT HV PI CU IV PG **
** DH TX CI PV OT **

ROANOKE

BETHANY HALL WOMENS RECOVERY HOME
ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT
1109 FRANKLIN ROAD SH
ROANOKE, VA 24016
(703) 363-4261
** AD RR M IV TX CI **

MENTAL HEALTH SERVS OF ROANOKE VALLEY
ALCOHOL DETOX AND REHAB CENTER
801 SHENANDOAH AVENUE NW
ROANOKE, VA 24016
(703) 344-6208
** AD DT RR IV TX CI **

MENTAL HEALTH SERVS OF ROANOKE VALLEY
MULTI LODGE RESID TRT SUBST ABUSE PROG
1405 PATTERNSON AVENUE SH
ROANOKE, VA 24016
(703) 344-6208
** AD RR IV TX PV **

MV SERVICES OF ROANOKE VALLEY
NEW DIRECTIONS/TREATMENT
1345 CLARKE AVENUE SH
ROANOKE, VA 24016
(703) 343-2425
** AD AM Y IV DM TX **

MV SERVICES OF ROANOKE VALLEY
PREVENTION PLUS
701 BRANDEN AVENUE SH
ROANOKE, VA 24015
(703) 982-1427
** AD PV **

SALEM

LEWIS GALE HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
1900 ELECTRIC ROAD
SALEM, VA 24153
(703) 989-4261
** AD DT RR AM W A B HV CU IV PG **
** EA DH TX CI PV **

SOUTH BOSTON

SOUTHSIDE COMMUNITY SERVICES BOARD
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT SERVICES
424 CAVALIER BOULEVARD
SOUTH BOSTON, VA 24592
(804) 572-4116
** AD DT RR IV EA DH TX CI PV **

STAUNTON

NEW HOPE DETOX
WESTERN STATE HOSPITAL
BUILDING 116 G UNIT
STAUNTON, VA 24401
(703) 332-8191
** AD DT IV TX **

VALLEY ALCOHOL SAFETY ACTION PROJECT
2 HOLIDAY COURT
STAUNTON, VA 24401
(703) 886-5616
** AD DH PV **

WESTERN STATE HOSPITAL
MEDICAL ACUT CARE
301 GREENVILLE AVENUE
BOX 2500
STAUNTON, VA 24401
(703) 332-8200
** AD DT A HV PI TX **
SUFFOLK

WESTERN TIDEMATE MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE DEPARTMENT
538 EAST CONSTANCE ROAD
SUFFOLK, VA 23434
(804) 559-0238
** AD AM IV EA DH TX CI PV **

SUPER

SURRY FAMILY HEALTH GROUP
MENTAL HEALTH AND SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
SURRY, VA 23883
(804) 229-8079
** AD AM IV EA DH TX CI PV **

VIRGINIA BEACH

CROSSROADS CLINICAL SERVICES AND
MARK T SCHRADER MD AND ASSOCIATES
4456 CORPORATION LANE
CORPORATE CENTER 2 SUITE 312
VIRGINIA BEACH, VA 23462
(804) 473-9294
** AD AM IV EA DH TX CI PV **

DAY SUPPORT CENTER
3179-B VIRGINIA BEACH BOULEVARD
VIRGINIA BEACH, VA 23452
(804) 431-4146
** AD AM IV EA DH TX CI PV **

TIDEMATE VA ALC SAFETY ACTION PROGRAM
5165 CLEVELAND STREET
VIRGINIA BEACH, VA 23462
(804) 551-1800
** AD AM IV EA DH TX CI PV **

VIRGINIA BEACH
COMP SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROG/OUTPT SRVS
PEMBROKE SIX
SUITE 126
VIRGINIA BEACH, VA 23452
(804) 473-5671
** AD AM IV EA DH TX CI PV **

VIRGINIA BEACH DETOXIFICATION FACILITY
3179-A VIRGINIA BEACH BOULEVARD
VIRGINIA BEACH, VA 23452
(804) 431-3732
** AD AM IV EA DH TX CI PV **

WILLIAMSBURG

BACON STREET INC
247 MCLAMY CIRCLE
SUITE 100
WILLIAMSBURG, VA 23185
(804) 253-0111
** AD AM IV EA DH TX CI PV OT **

COLONIAL SERVICES BOARD
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1657 MERRIMAC TRAIL
WILLIAMSBURG, VA 23185
(804) 220-3200
** AD AM IV EA DH TX CI PV OT **

WINCHESTER

CARON COUNSELING SERVICES
19 NORTH WASHINGTON STREET
WINCHESTER, VA 22601
(703) 722-6107
** AD AM IV EA DH TX CI PV **

LORD FAIRFAX HOUSE
512 SOUTH BRADDOCK STREET
WINCHESTER, VA 22601
(703) 662-8877
** AD AM IV EA DH TX CI PV **

NORTHEASTERN COMMUNITY SERVICES BOARD
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICE
1855 FRONT ROYAL ROAD
WINCHESTER, VA 22601
(703) 667-8866
** AD AM IV EA DH TX CI PV OT **

OLD DOMINION ALC SAFETY ACTION PROJECT
112 SOUTH CAMERON STREET
WINCHESTER, VA 22601
(703) 665-5633
** AD AM IV EA DH TX CI PV **

MYTHEVILLE

MOUNT ROGERS MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
770 WEST RIDGE ROAD
MYTHEVILLE, VA 24382
(703) 228-2158
** AD AM IV EA DH TX CI PV **

YORKTOWN

U.S. COAST GUARD RTC
DRUG AND ALCOHOL PROGRAM
YORKTOWN, VA 23690
(804) 898-2205
** AD AM IV EA DH TX CI PV **
WASHINGTON

AUBURN
RENAISSANCE RECOVERY HOUSE
1111 4TH STREET NE
AUBURN, WA 98002
(206) 833-4304
** DA AM A HV IV PG MM **

WESTERN CLINICAL HEALTH SERVICES
FEDERAL WAY CLINIC
34507 PACIFIC HIGHWAY SOUTH
SUITE 3
AUBURN, WA 98003
(206) 874-2030
** DA AM A HV IV PG MM **

BELLEVUE
EASTSIDE ALCOHOL CENTER INC
604 120TH AVENUE NE
BELLEVUE, WA 98005
(206) 676-4485
** AM A B A B H AI HV PI CU PG **

GROUP HEALTH COOPERATIVE ADAPT
2661 BEL/RED ROAD
BELLEVUE, WA 98008
(206) 805-9492
** DA AM A HV IV PG MM **

YOUTH EASTSIDE SERVICES
16150 8TH STREET NE
BELLEVUE, WA 98008
(206) 747-4YES
** DA AM A HV IV PG MM **

BELLINGHAM
LUMMI CARE PROGRAM
2616 KIHA ROAD
BELLINGHAM, WA 98226
(206) 647-6295
** DA AM A HV IV PG MM **

SAINT JOSEPH HOSPITAL
RECOVERY CTR FOR ALC AND ADDICTIONS
809 EAST CHESTNUT STREET
BELLINGHAM, WA 98225
(206) 734-8300 EXT. 2201
** DA AM A HV IV PG MM **

THE BELAIR CLINIC
1150 NORTH STATE STREET
BELLINGHAM, WA 98225
(206) 676-4485
** DA AM A B A B H AI HV PI CU PG EA DM **
** TX CI PV **

BOTHELL
LAKESIDE RECOVERY CENTERS INC
14500 JUANITA DRIVE NE
BOTHELL, WA 98011
(206) 823-3116
** DA DT RR IV TX CI PV **

RESIDENCE XII NORTH
14506 JUANITA DRIVE NE
BOTHELL, WA 98011
(206) 823-8844
** DA RR M IV TX **

BREMERTON
AGAPE
5464 KITSAP WAY
BREMERTON, WA 98312
(206) 373-1529
** DA AM A B A B H AI HV PI CU IV PG **
** EA DM TX CI PV **

FAMILY RECOVERY CENTER
532 5TH STREET
BREMERTON, WA 98310
(206) 377-0051
** DA AM A B A B H AI HV PI CU IV PG **
** EA DM TX CI PV **

HARRISON MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
HARRISON RECOVERY CENTER
2520 CHERRY AVENUE
BREMERTON, WA 98310
(206) 377-5911
** DA DT RR IV EA TX **

FOLLWAN AGENCY
127 SOUTH SPRUCE STREET
BURLETON, WA 98233
(206) 755-1125
** DA AM A B A B HV PI CU EA DM TX CI **
** PV **

BURLINGTON

** KEY **

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OPIATION:</th>
<th>DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY</th>
<th>AD = ALCOHOLISM &amp; DRUG ABUSE SERVICES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TYPE OF CARE:</td>
<td>DT = DETOXIFICATION (24 HOUR CARE) RR = RESIDENTIAL (24 HOUR CARE)</td>
<td>AM = AMBULATORY (LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS:</td>
<td>W = WOMEN</td>
<td>A = AMERICAN INDIAN/ALASKAN NATIVES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Y = YOUTH</td>
<td>HV = HIV POSITIVES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>A = AIDS PATIENTS</td>
<td>PI = PUBLIC INEBRIATES</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B = BLACKS</td>
<td>CU = COCAINE USERS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>H = HISPANIICS</td>
<td>IV = IV DRUG USERS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNIT FUNCTION:</td>
<td>TX = TREATMENT UNIT</td>
<td>CI = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PV = PREVENTION UNIT</td>
<td>MH = METHADONE UNIT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>OT = OTHER UNIT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

432
WASHINGTON

SKAGIT COUNTY COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
JOHN KING RECOVERY HOUSE
1905 CONTINENTAL PLACE
MOUNT VERNON, WA 98273
(206) 428-6011
** AD DT RR W Y PI CU PG DM TX CI **
** PV **

NEAH BAY
MAKAH CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
NEAH BAY, WA 98357
(206) 645-2201
** AD AM H Y AI TX **

OAK HARBOR
WHIDBEY ISLAND NAVAL AIR STATION
COUNSELING AND ASSISTANCE CENTER
U.S. NAVAL AIR STATION
BUILDING 105
OAK HARBOR, WA 98278
(206) 257-2394
** AD AM TX **

OLALLA
OLALLA GUEST LODGE INC
12851 LALA COVE LANE SE
OLALLA, WA 98359
(206) 857-6201
** AD RR W IV DM TX PV **

OLYMPIA
LAKESIDE RECOVERY CENTERS
OLYMPIA/LACEY
4405 7TH AVENUE SE
SUITE 200
OLYMPIA, WA 98503
(206) 454-5529
** AD AM DH TX PV **

SAINT PETER CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROG
4800 COLLEGE STREET SE
OLYMPIA, WA 98503
(206) 459-8011
** AD DT RR IE IV EA TX DT **

THURSTON/MASON
ADDITIONS RECOVERY COUNCIL (TAMARC)
1625 MOTTMAN ROAD SW
OLYMPIA, WA 98502
(206) 943-8510
** AD RR AM H Y DM TX PV **

THURSTON/MASON COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH
DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
112 EAST STATE STREET
OLYMPIA, WA 98501
(206) 943-7177
** DA AM H Y IV PG TX **

OKANOGAN COUNTY COMMUNITY SERVICES CTR
ALCOHOL/SUBSTANCE ABUSE UNIT
20 NORTH MAIN STREET
OMAK, WA 98841
(509) 826-5600
** AD AM H Y H DM TX PV **

OTHELLO
ADAMS COUNTY COMMUNITY COUNSELING SERV
ALCOHOL/DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
165 NORTH FIRST STREET
OTHELLO, WA 99344
(509) 488-5611
** AD AM Y IV EA DM TX CI PV **

PASCO
BENTON FRANKLIN ALCOHOL/DRUG SERVICES
720 WEST COURT STREET
SHERIDAN BUILDING OFFICE 4
PASCO, WA 99301
(509) 545-0855
** AD DT AM W Y A B H HV PI CU IV **
** PG DM TX PV **

OUR LADY OF LOURDES HEALTH CENTER
ALCOHOL/DRUG TREATMENT UNIT
520 4TH AVENUE
PASCO, WA 99302
(509) 567-7704 EXT. 377
** AD DT RR AM PG DM TX CI PV **

PORT ANGELES
LOWER ELMHA CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROG
1666 LOHER ELMHA ROAD
PORT ANGELES, WA 98362
(206) 452-8471
** AD AM Y AI EA DM TX CI PV **

NORTH OLYMPIC ALCOHOL AND DRUG CENTER
315 EIGHTH STREET
PORT ANGELES, WA 98362
(206) 452-2301
** AD AM H Y IV PG EA DM TX CI PV **

THE LODGE AT PORT ANGELES
1013 OLYMPUS AVENUE
PORT ANGELES, WA 98362
(206) 452-5357
** AD RR AM H Y AI CU IV EA DM TX **
** CI PV **

PORT TOWNSEND
JEFFERSON COUNTY
COMMUNITY ALCOHOLISM/DRUG ABUSE CENTER
802 SHERIDAN
MAILSTOP 115
PORT TOWNSEND, WA 98368
(206) 365-0650
** AD AM Y A HV PI CU IV PG DM TX **
** PV **

PULLMAN
LAKESIDE RECOVERY CENTERS/PULLMAN
1620 BISHOP BOULEVARD
SUITE A
PULLMAN, WA 99163
(509) 334-7824
** AD AM H A HV EA DM TX CI PV **

WHITMAN COUNTY ALCOHOL CENTER
ROOM 2
PULLMAN, WA 99163
(509) 332-6885
** AD AM Y IV EA DM TX CI PV **

RENTON
RENTON AREA YOUTH SERVICES (RAYS)
1025 SOUTH 3RD STREET
RENTON, WA 98055
(206) 271-5600
** DA AM W Y B HV CU PG TX PV **

REPUBLIC
FERRY COUNTY COMMUNITY SERVICES
ALCOHOL/DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
470-1 NORTH KLONDIKE ROAD
REPUBLIC, WA 99166
(509) 775-3331
** AD AM IV EA DM TX CI PV **

SEATTLE
CAIRN/JUSTICE ASSOCIATES INC
1207 NORTH 200TH STREET
SUITE 217
SEATTLE, WA 98133
(206) 542-1136
** AD AM H DM TX CI PV **

CENTER FOR HUMAN SERVICES
10501 MERIDIAN AVENUE NORTH
SUITE E
SEATTLE, WA 98133
(206) 364-3925
** AD AM H A HV CU IV PG EA DM TX **
** CI PV **

CENTRAL AREA COMMUNITY
ALCOHOL AND SUBSTANCE ABUSE CENTER
1401 EAST JEFFERSON STREET
JEFFERSON CTR PROF BUILDING SUITE 300
SEATTLE, WA 98122
(206) 322-2970
** AD AM H B H PI CU PG EA DM TX **
** CI PV **

CONSEJO COUNSELING AND REFERRAL
3808 SOUTH ANGELINE STREET
SEATTLE, WA 98118
(206) 461-4980
** AD AM H DM TX PV **
WASHINGTON

COLONIAL CLINIC
WEST 315 7TH AVENUE
SUITE 201
SPOKANE, WA 99204
(509) 858-6004
** AD AM M Y A B H AI HV PI CU IV **
** PG EA DH TX CI PV **

DAYBREAK OF SPOKANE
INTENSIVE INPATIENT PROGRAM FOR YOUTH
SOUTH 4611 DYER ROAD
SPOKANE, WA 99223
(509) 448-1255
** AD RR Y IV PG TX **

DAYBREAK OF SPOKANE
OUTPATIENT TREATMENT
EAST 918 MISSION AVENUE
SPOKANE, WA 99202
(509) 483-0107
** AD AM Y IV PG TX PV **

DEACONESS HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
WEST 800 5TH AVENUE
SPOKANE, WA 99210
(509) 458-7000
** AD DT RR AM H Y A CU IV PG EA **
** DH TX **

GENESIS COUNSELING SERVICE INC
NORTH 10103 DIVISION STREET
SUITE 100
SPOKANE, WA 99218
(509) 486-1092
** AD AM M Y B H AI HV CU PG TX PV **

NEW HORIZON COUNSELING SERVICES
WEST 2517 3RD AVENUE
SPOKANE, WA 99204
(509) 624-1264
** AD AM H M A AI HV CU IV PG DH TX **
** PV **

SALVATION ARMY
BOOTH CARE CENTER
WEST 3400 GARLAND AVENUE
SPOKANE, WA 99205
(509) 325-6800
** AD RR IV TX PV **

SPOKANE ADDICTION RECOVERY CTRS(SPARC)
INPATIENT SERVICES
WEST 1403 7TH AVENUE
SPOKANE, WA 99210
(509) 624-3251
** AD RR M A HV PI CU IV PG TX PV **

SPOKANE ADDICTION RECOVERY CTRS(SPARC)
OUTPATIENT SERVICES
WEST 1508 6TH AVENUE
SPOKANE, WA 99204
(509) 624-5228
** AL AM H M A HV PI CU IV PG DH TX **

SPOKANE ADDICTION RECOVERY CTRS(SPARC)
RECOVERY HOUSE
WEST 1513 8TH AVENUE
SPOKANE, WA 99204
(509) 624-3251
** AD RR M A HV PI CU IV PG TX PV **

TASC OF SPOKANE COUNTY
NORTH 1320 ASH STREET
SPOKANE, WA 99201
(509) 326-7740
** AD AM TX CI OT **

SUMNER
SMALL TRIBES OF WESTERN (STOWH)
ALCOHOL/DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
13616 VALLEY AVENUE EAST
SUMNER, WA 98390
(206) 595-2894
** AD RR AI DH TX PV **

TACOMA
GROUP HEALTH COOPERATIVE
ADAPT
4301 SOUTH PINE STREET
SUITE 219
TACOMA, WA 98409
(206) 472-3200
** AD AM IV DH TX CI PV **

OLYMPIC COUNSELING SERVICES
1215 REGENTS BOULEVARD
SUITES A AND B
TACOMA, WA 98466
(206) 564-0220
** AD AM H Y B AI HV PG EA TX CI **
** PV **

PASSENGES PROFESSIONAL COUNSELING AND
EDUCATIONAL SERVICES
10510 GRAVELLY LAKE DRIVE SW
SUITE 200
TACOMA, WA 98499
(206) 581-5556
** AD AM H Y DH TX CI PV **

PIERCE COUNTY ALLIANCE
OUTPATIENT TREATMENT
710 SOUTH FAMCETT AVENUE
TACOMA, WA 98402
(206) 572-4750
** AD AM H IV DH TX **

PIERCE COUNTY JUVENILE COURT
405 PROGRAM
1206 SOUTH 11TH STREET
SUITE B
TACOMA, WA 98405
(206) 591-6090
** AD AM Y CU IV PG TX PV **

TACOMA PIERCE COUNTY
METHADONE MAINTENANCE PROGRAM
3629 SOUTH D STREET
TACOMA, WA 98408
(206) 591-6405
** DA AM A HV IV PG EA MM **

THE CENTER
721 SOUTH FAMCETT STREET
SUITE 101
TACOMA, WA 98402
(206) 572-6200
** AD AM H A HV CU DH TX CI PV **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
ALC/DRUG DEPENDENCE TREATMENT PROGRAM
AMERICAN LAKE
UNIT 116C/D
TACOMA, WA 98493
(206) 582-0440 EXT. 6101
** AD DT RR AM TX **

WESTERN WASHINGTON ALCOHOL CENTER INC
3049 SOUTH 36TH STREET
SUITE 504
TACOMA, WA 98409
(206) 836-5549
** AD AM M B AI HV CU PG DH TX PV **

TAHOLAH
QUINAULT INDIAN NATION
ALCOHOLISM TREATMENT PROGRAM
TAHOLAH, WA 98578
(206) 276-8211
** AD AM M Y AI PI EA DH TX CI PV **

TOKELAND
SHOALMATER BAY TRIBE
TAHOLAH SERVICE UNIT/SUBST ABUSE SERVICES
TOKELAND, WA 98590
(206) 267-6766
** AD CI PV **

USK
KALISPEL TRIBE
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
USK, WA 99180
(509) 445-1147
** AD AM M Y AI TX PV **

VANCOUVER

CLARK COUNTY COUNCIL ON ALC AND DRUGS
509 WEST 8TH STREET
VANCOUVER, WA 98660
(206) 696-1631
** AD DT RR AM M Y A B H AI HV PI **
** CU IV PG EA DH TX CI PV **

RECOVERY NORTHWEST
ALC/DRUG OUTPATIENT CENTER
210 WEST 11TH STREET
VANCOUVER, WA 98660
(206) 695-1297
** AD AM M Y PG DH TX **

436
WASHINGTON

RECOVERY NORTHWEST
INPATIENT SERVICES
4901 COLUMBIA VIEW DRIVE
VANCOUVER, WA 98661
(206) 696-1659
** AD RR IV TX **

SOUTHWEST WASHINGTON MEDICAL CENTER
TURN AROUND AT VANCOUVER
600 NE 92ND AVENUE
VANCOUVER, WA 98660
(206) 256-2170
** AD DT RR AM H Y A B AI HV PI CU **
** IV PG EA DH TX PV **

WALLA WALLA

NEWHOUSE RECOVERY HOUSE
612 EAST MAIN STREET
WALLA WALLA, WA 99362
(509) 529-9101
** AD RR W B H AI CU PG TX PV **

WELLPINIT

SPOKANE TRIBE OF INDIANS
TRIBAL ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE PROG
WELLPINIT, WA 99040
(509) 258-1400
** AD AM W AI PI PG TX PV **

YAKIMA

CENTRAL WASHINGTON
COMPREHENSIVE MENTAL HEALTH DRUG PROG
321 EAST YAKIMA AVENUE
YAKIMA, WA 98901
(509) 575-4084
** DA AM A HV IV PG EA MM **

SUNDOWN M RANCH
2280 SR 821
YAKIMA, WA 98901
(509) 457-0990
** AD RR W Y A B H AI HV PI CU IV **
** PG TX PV **
WEST VIRGINIA

BECKLEY
FAYETTE/MONROE/RALEIGH/SUMMERS (FMRS)
MENTAL HEALTH COUNCIL INC
101 SOUTH EISENHOWER DRIVE
BECKLEY, WV 25801
(304) 252-8651
** AD AM H Y PI IV EA DH TX CI PV **

BLUEFIELD
MERCER COUNTY FELLOWSHIP HOME
421 SCOTT STREET
BLUEFIELD, WV 24701
(304) 327-9876
** AD RR H B PI CU IV TX **

CHARLESTON
AFL/CIO APPALACHIAN COUNCIL INC
OCCUPATIONAL ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
501 BROAD STREET
CHARLESTON, WV 25301
(304) 345-5811
** AD EA PV **

COMPREHENSIVE ALCOHOL REHAB AND
EVALUATION SERVICES (CARES)
1716 7TH AVENUE
CHARLESTON, WV 25312
(304) 341-0337
** AD DT PI TX **

KANAWHA VALLEY FELLOWSHIP HOME INC
1107 VIRGINIA STREET EAST
CHARLESTON, WV 25301
(304) 342-8051
** AL RR PI EA DH TX PV OT **

PARKSIDE RECOVERY CENTER AT CAMC/ADULT
BROOKS AND WASHINGTON STREETS
CHARLESTON, WV 25301
(304) 348-6060
** AD DT RR H CU TX PV **

PARKSIDE RECOVERY CENTER AT CAMC/YOUTH
BROOKS AND WASHINGTON STREETS
CHARLESTON, WV 25301
(304) 348-6066
** AD DT RR H Y HV CU TX PV **

SHAWNEE HILLS COMMUNITY MH/MR CTR INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
705 SOUTH PARK ROAD
CHARLESTON, WV 25304
(304) 341-0320
** AD AM H A B CU IV EA DH TX CI **

THRESHOLD
705 SOUTH PARK ROAD
CHARLESTON, WV 25304
(304) 341-0320
** AD DT RR H A B HV CU PG TX **

CLARKSBURG
SUMMIT CENTER FOR HUMAN DEVELOPMENT
6 HOSPITAL PLAZA
CLARKSBURG, WV 26301
(304) 623-5661
** AD AM H Y PI IV EA DH TX CI PV **

HOPEMONT
SHAWNEE HILLS REHABILITATION UNIT
HOPEMONT, WV 26764
(304) 789-2405
** AD RR H A B HV PI CU IV PG TX **

HUNTINGTON
PRESTERA CENTER FOR
MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES INC
3375 U.S. ROUTE 60 EAST
HUNTINGTON, WV 25705
(304) 525-7851
** AD RR H Y A HV PI CU IV EA DH **
** TX CI PV **

KINGWOOD
OLYMPIC CENTER/PRESTON
ADOLESCENT TREATMENT PROGRAM
ROUTE 7
KINGWOOD, WV 26537
(304) 329-2400
** AD DT RR Y A B H AI HV PI CU PG **
** TX CI PV **

PRESTON ADDICTION TREATMENT CENTER
300 SOUTH PRICE STREET
KINGWOOD, WV 26537
(304) 329-1400
** AD DT RR H CU IV EA TX **

LEWISBURG
HUNTER HOUSE
100 CHURCH STREET
LEWISBURG, WV 24901
(304) 967-9831
** AL RR PI TX PV **

LOGAN
LOGAN/MINGO AREA MENTAL HEALTH
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
LOGAN, WV 25601
(304) 792-7150
** AD DT RR AM Y PI EA DH TX CI PV **

MARTINSBURG
EASTERN PANHANDLE
MENTAL HEALTH CENTER INC
235 SOUTH WATER STREET
MARTINSBURG, WV 25401
(304) 263-8954
** AD AM Y PI EA DH TX CI PV **

PARKERSBURG
MID OHIO VALLEY
FELLOWSHIP HOME INC
1030 GEORGE STREET
PARKERSBURG, WV 26101
(304) 485-3341
** AD RR TX **

WESTERN DISTRICT GUIDANCE CENTER INC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
2121 7TH STREET
PARKERSBURG, WV 26101
(304) 485-1721
** AD AM H Y PI CU PG EA DH TX CI **
** PV **

PRINCETON
SOUTHERN HIGHLANDS COMMUNITY
MENTAL HEALTH CENTER INC
12TH STREET EXTENSION
PRINCETON, WV 24740
(304) 425-9541
** AD AM H Y PI DH TX CI PV **

ORIENTATION:
AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
AD = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
AM = AMBULATORY (LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)

SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS:
\( \text{AI} \) = AMERICAN INDIAN/ALASKAN NATIVES
\( \text{MV} \) = HIV POSITIVES
\( \text{PI} \) = PUBLIC INEBRIATES
\( \text{CU} \) = COCAINE USERS
\( \text{IV} \) = IV DRUG USERS

UNIT FUNCTION:
TX = TREATMENT UNIT
CI = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT
PV = PREVENTION UNIT
MM = METHADONE UNIT
OT = OTHER UNIT
RI Perey
JACKSON GENERAL HOSPITAL
JACKSON TREATMENT CENTER
PINNEL STREET
RIPLEY, WV 25271
(304) 372-4320
** AD DT RR H Y CU TX PV **

SAINT ALBANS
SAINT ALBANS GROUP HOME
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
7205 MC CORKLE AVENUE
SAINT ALBANS, WV 25177
(304) 341-0323
** AD RR A B HV CU TX **

SUMMERSVILLE
SENECA MH/MR COUNCIL INC
806 BROAD STREET
OXFORD PROFESSIONAL BUILDING SUITE 4
SUMMERSVILLE, WV 26651
(304) 872-6503
** AD AM Y PI DW TX CI PV **

SUTTON
PAUL MOSS
11 STONEWALL STREET
SUTTON, WV 26601
(304) 765-2616
** AD RR TX **

WESTON
HANCOCK/BROOKE MENTAL HEALTH SERVICE
501 COLLIERS WAY
WESTON, WV 26062
(304) 723-5440
** AD AM H Y PI EA DW TX CI PV **

WESTON
WESTON HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE UNIT
WESTON, WV 26452
(304) 269-1210 EXT. 277
** AD RR H Y B H AI PI CU IV PG TX **
** CI PV **
WISCONSIN

ALGOMA
KEHAUNE COUNTY COMMUNITY PROGRAMS
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT PROG
522 4TH STREET
ALGOMA, WI 54201
(414) 487-5231
** AD DT RR AM EA DM TX CI PV **

ALMA
BUFFALO COUNTY HUMAN SERVICES
COURTHOUSE ANNEX
ALMA, WI 54610
(608) 685-4412
** AD CI PV **

PSYCHIATRIC AND COUNSELING SERVICES
COURTHOUSE
ALMA, WI 54610
(608) 685-3509
** AD AM TX PV **

APPLETON
ANDERSON BEHAVIORAL CONSULTANTS
103 WEST COLLEGE AVENUE
APPLETON, WI 54911
(414) 735-1111
** AD AM TX **

ASSOCIATES IN CLINICAL SERVICES
2605 NORTH ELMWOOD COURT
APPLETON, WI 54911
(414) 735-4096
** AD AH M Y A AI CU TX CI **

CAST PROGRAMS
217 SOUTH BADGER AVENUE
APPLETON, WI 54914
(414) 731-6414
** AD AM H Y CU IV EA DM TX CI PV **

LUTHERAN SOCIAL SERVICES OF
NORTHEAST WISCONSIN
3005-A NORTH RICHMOND STREET
APPLETON, WI 54913
(414) 736-9171
** AD AM H Y H AI CU EA TX PV **

SAINT ELIZABETH HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL/DRUG PROGRAM (ADP)
1506 SOUTH ONEIDA STREET
APPLETON, WI 54915
(414) 736-2389
** AD DT RR AM IV EA TX CI PV **

SAINT ELIZABETH HOSPITAL
RESIDENTIAL LIVING FACILITY/WOMEN
1310 SOUTH MADISON STREET
APPLETON, WI 54915
(444) 735-2389
** AD RR H TX OT **

THE MOORING HALFWAY HOUSE INC
607 WEST 7TH STREET
APPLETON, WI 54911
(414) 739-3235
** AD RR TX CI **

VALLEY COUNSELING ASSOCIATES
1531 SOUTH MADISON STREET
APPLETON, WI 54913
(414) 735-0404
** AD DT AH TX **

ASHLAND
ASHLAND COUNTY
INFORMATION AND REFERRAL CENTER
206 6TH AVENUE WEST
ROOM 213
ASHLAND, WI 54806
(715) 602-5207
** AD AM Y AI EA DM TX CI PV **

MEMORIAL MEDICAL TREATMENT CENTER
DRUG TREATMENT CENTER
1635 MAPLE LANE
ASHLAND, WI 54806
(715) 602-4555
** AD DT RR AM H Y A AI HV PI CU **
** III PG EA TX CI OT **

BARABOO
SAINT CLARE HOSPITAL
SAINT CLARE CENTER
707 14TH STREET
BARABOO, WI 53913
(608) 356-1555
** AD DT RR AM H Y AY IV EA TX CI PV **

SAINT ELIZABETH HOSPITAL
RESIDENTIAL LIVING FACILITY/WOMEN
1310 SOUTH MADISON STREET
APPLETON, WI 54915
(444) 735-2389
** AD RR H TX OT **

THE MOORING HALFWAY HOUSE INC
607 WEST 7TH STREET
APPLETON, WI 54911
(414) 739-3235
** AD RR TX CI **

VALLEY COUNSELING ASSOCIATES
1531 SOUTH MADISON STREET
APPLETON, WI 54913
(414) 735-0404
** AD DT AH TX **

ASHLAND
ASHLAND COUNTY
INFORMATION AND REFERRAL CENTER
206 6TH AVENUE WEST
ROOM 213
ASHLAND, WI 54806
(715) 602-5207
** AD AM Y AI EA DM TX CI PV **

MEMORIAL MEDICAL TREATMENT CENTER
DRUG TREATMENT CENTER
1635 MAPLE LANE
ASHLAND, WI 54806
(715) 602-4555
** AD DT RR AM H Y A AI HV PI CU **
** III PG EA TX CI OT **

BARABOO
SAINT CLARE HOSPITAL
SAINT CLARE CENTER
707 14TH STREET
BARABOO, WI 53913
(608) 356-1555
** AD DT RR AM H Y AY IV EA TX CI PV **

** KEY **

** ORIENTATION:
AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
AD = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES

** TYPE OF CARE:
DT = DETOXIFICATION (24 HOUR CARE)
RR = RESIDENTIAL (24 HOUR CARE)
AM = AMBULATORY (LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)

** SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS:
W = WOMEN
Y = YOUTH
A = AIDS PATIENTS
B = BLACKS
H = HISPANICS

** UNIT FUNCTION:
TX = TREATMENT UNIT
CI = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT
PV = PREVENTION UNIT
MM = METHADONE UNIT
OT = OTHER UNIT
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| EXODUS HOUSE I | EAU CLAIRE, WI 54703 | (715) 835-7582 | **AD DT RR Y B AI PG TX PV ** |
| FAHRMAN CENTER | 3136 CRAIG ROAD | EAU CLAIRE, WI 54701 | (715) 835-9110 | **AD RR TX ** |
| GROUP HEALTH COOPERATIVE OF EAU CLAIRE | STAFF | EAU CLAIRE, WI 54701 | (715) 836-8540 | **AD AM TX CI PV ** |
| GUIDANCE CLINIC INC | 202 GRAHAM AVENUE | EAU CLAIRE, WI 54701 | (715) 835-3585 | **AL AM H Y HV PI CU PG EA TX PV ** |
| LUTHER HOSPITAL | GENESIS ADOLESCENT CHEM DEP PROGRAM | 1221 KIMPLE STREET | EAU CLAIRE, WI 54702 | (715) 835-3585 | **AD DT RR Y B AI PI EA TX ** |
| LUTHERAN SOCIAL SERVICES | 3136 CRAIG ROAD | EAU CLAIRE, WI 54701 | (715) 834-2046 | **AD AM H Y B AI PI CU PG EA TX ** |
| MIDELFORD CLINIC | JOURNEY | 733 WEST CLAIREMOUNT AVENUE | EAU CLAIRE, WI 54701 | (715) 835-5359 | **AD AM EA TX ** |
| TRINITEAM INC | TREATMENT ALTERNATIVE PROGRAM | 305 1/2 SOUTH BARSTOM STREET | EAU CLAIRE, WI 54701 | (715) 836-8114 | **AD AM H AI PI CU TX OT ** |
| EDGERTON | MEMORIAL COMMUNITY HOSPITAL PARKSIDE LODGE/EDGERTON | 313 STOUGHTON ROAD | EDGERTON, WI 53534 | (608) 804-3383 | **AD RR Y CU IV TX PV ** |
| ELKHORN | WALWORTH COUNTY DEPARTMENT OF HUMAN SERVICES CENTER | COUNTY HIGHWAY NN | ELKHORN, WI 53121 | (414) 723-3200 | **AD DT RR H Y A H HV IV EA DH ** |
| ELLSWORTH | PIERCE COUNTY DEPT OF HUMAN SERVICES | ALCOHOL AND OTHER DRUG ABUSE SERVICES | 412 WEST KINNE STREET | ELLSWORTH, WI 54011 | (715) 273-3551 | **AD AM H Y Y B HV PI ** |
| ELM GROVE | FAMILY SOCIAL AND PSYCHOTHERAPY | 15285 WATERTOWN PLANK | ELM GROVE, WI 53122 | (608) 266-9613 | **AD AM H Y CU DW TX PV ** |
| ELROY | SAINT FRANCIS COMMUNITY PROGRAMS INC | PINCEREST CENTER | 1510 ACADEMY STREET | ELROY, WI 53592 | (608) 462-8474 | **AD RR MM ** |
| FLORENCE | FLORENCE COUNTY COMBINED SERVICES BOARD | COURTHOUSE | FLORENCE, WI 53921 | (715) 528-5296 | **AD PH CV ** |
| FOND DU LAC | BLANDINE HOUSE INC | 25 NORTH PARK AVENUE | FOND DU LAC, WI 54935 | (414) 922-9487 | **AD RR H B AI EA TX ** |
| SAINT AGNES HOSPITAL | ALCOHOL REHABILITATION UNIT | 430 EAST DIVISION STREET | FOND DU LAC, WI 54935 | (414) 929-2300 | **AD DT RR H Y Y B IV EA DH TX ** |
| FORT ATKINSON | STOUTON HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION | SHARE OUTPATIENT PROGRAM | 28 EAST SHERMAN AVENUE | FORT ATKINSON, WI 53538 | (414) 563-2900 | **AD AM H A HV IV EA DH TX ** |
| FRIENDSHIP | ADAMS COUNTY UNIFIED BOARD | COUNSELING CENTER OF ADAMS COUNTY | 108 EAST NORTH STREET | FRIENDSHIP, WI 53934 | (608) 339-7881 | **AD DT RR AM H Y HV PI CU PG EA ** |
| GREEN BAY | AMERICAN FOUNDATION OF COUNSELING SERVICES | 130 EAST WALNUT STREET | GREEN BAY, WI 54301 | (414) 437-8256 | **AD EA PV ** |
| BAY PSYCHIATRIC CLINIC | 2131 SOUTH WEBSTER AVENUE | GREEN BAY, WI 54301 | (414) 438-6816 | **AD AM Y A AI HV PI TX PV ** |
| BELLIN PSYCHIATRIC CENTER | ADDICTIVE SERVICES | 725 SOUTH WEBSTER AVENUE | GREEN BAY, WI 54305 | (414) 435-5630 | **AD DT RR AM H IV DW TX CI PV ** |
| BROWN COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER | ALCOHOL AND OTHER DRUG ABUSE SERVICES | 3900 SAINT ANTHONY DRIVE | GREEN BAY, WI 54311 | (414) 468-1136 EXT. 400 | **AD DT RR IV TX CI ** |
| FAMILY SERVICE ASSOCIATION | OUTPATIENT AODA PROGRAM | 1546 DOUGHMAN STREET | GREEN BAY, WI 54303 | (414) 499-8760 | **AD AM H Y A HV CU EA DH TX PV ** |
| FOX VALLEY HOSPITAL | CENTER FOR ADDICTIONS | 301 EAST SAINT JOSEPH STREET | GREEN BAY, WI 54301 | (414) 435-8100 | **AD DT RR H Y A AI HV CU TX PV ** |
GENESIS II
2900 SAINT ANTHONY DRIVE
GREEN BAY, WI 54301
(414) 468-1136
** AD AM IV EA DH TX CI **

LIBERTAS
1701 DOUSMAN STREET
GREEN BAY, WI 54303
(414) 498-8600
** AD RR AM H Y A B AI HV CU IV PG **
** DN TX CI **

SAMARITAN HOUSE
630 CHERRY STREET
GREEN BAY, WI 54301
(414) 435-2093
** AD AM H Y EA DH TX CI PV **

GREEN LAKE
GREEN LAKE COUNTY HUMAN SERVICES DEPT
COMMUNITY SERVICES UNIT
500 LAKE STEEL STREET
GREEN LAKE, WI 54941
(414) 294-6070
** AD AM TX CI PV **

GRESHAM
MAENNOHESKEYIYAH TREATMENT PROGRAM
N 4587 COUNTY G
GRESHAM, WI 54128
(715) 799-5835
** AD RR AM H Y AI PI CU PG EA TX **
** PV **

HALES CORNERS
FAMILY SOCIAL AND PSYCHOTHERAPY
5500 SOUTH 106TH STREET
HALES CORNERS, WI 53130
(414) 529-0600
** AD AM H Y B CU IV EA DH TX PV **

HAYWARD
LAC COURTE OREILLES
ALCOHOL AND DRUG PROGRAM
ROUTE 2
HAYWARD, WI 54843
(715) 634-4805
** AD AM H Y AI TX CI PV **

SAWYER COUNTY COUNCIL ON AODA
COUNTY HILL ROAD
HAYWARD, WI 54843
(715) 634-5112
** AD EA CI PV **

SAWYER COUNTY INFO AND REFERRAL CTR ON
ALCOHOL AND OTHER DRUG ABUSE
315 WEST 5TH STREET
HAYWARD, WI 54843
(715) 634-8270
** AD AM H AI PI IV EA DH TX CI PV **

HERTEL
SAINT CROIX TRIBAL COUNCIL
ALCOHOLISM PROGRAM
STAR ROUTE
HERTEL, WI 54845
(715) 349-2195
** AD AM H Y AI TX CI PV **

HUDSON
BURKHOUD RESIDENCE
615 OLD MILL ROAD
HUDSON, WI 54016
(715) 386-6125
** AD DT RR H IV EA TX **

HUDSON MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
CHEMICAL HEALTH RECOVERY CENTER
400 WISCONSIN STREET
HUDSON, WI 54016
(715) 386-0158
** AD DT RR AM IV TX CI PV **

LUTHERAN SOCIAL SERVICES
BETHEL LUTHERAN CHURCH
920 3RD STREET
HUDSON, WI 54016
(715) 386-3581
** AD AM H Y TX **

HURLEY
IRON COUNTY COUNCIL ON
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
312 SILVER STREET
HURLEY, WI 54534
(715) 561-5083
** AD AM DH TX PV **

JANESVILLE
ALCOHAB INC
NEW DAHN HALFWAY HOUSE
430 NORTH JACKSON STREET
JANESVILLE, WI 53545
(608) 754-2651
** AD RR H B H AI CU IV PG TX **

ALCOHAB INC
NEW HORIZONS HALFWAY HOUSE
170 LINN STREET
JANESVILLE, WI 53545
(608) 754-1514
** AD RR H A B HV PI CU IV TX **

ALCOHAB INC
RIVER COMMONS HALFWAY HOUSE
786 SOUTH MAIN STREET
JANESVILLE, WI 53545
(608) 754-6800
** AD AR H A B PI CU IV TX **

CROSSROADS COUNSELING CENTER
301 EAST MILWAUKEE STREET
JANESVILLE, WI 53545
(608) 755-5260
** AD RR H B IV TX **

LUTHERAN SOCIAL SERVICES/ROCK COUNTY
ALCOHOL AND DRUG TREATMENT UNIT
101 EAST MILWAUKEE STREET
SUITE 505
JANESVILLE, WI 53545
(608) 755-7935
** AD AM IV TX PV **

PARKSIDE LODGE OF WISCONSIN
352 LINCOLN STREET
JANESVILLE, WI 53547
(608) 754-2264
** AD DT RR H PI CU IV PG TX PV **

ROCK COUNTY PSYCHIATRIC HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
3512 NORTH PARKER DRIVE
JANESVILLE, WI 53545
(608) 755-2500
** AD DT IV TX PV **

JEFFERSON
JEFFERSON COUNTY HUMAN SERVICES DEPT
HILLSIDE CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
N5995 ANNEX ROAD
JEFFERSON, WI 53554
(414) 674-3105
** AD RR AM H Y A HV PI CU IV PG **
** EA DN TX CI PV **

KENOSHA
ALCOHOL AND DRUG CONSULTANTS
7543 17TH AVENUE
KENOSHA, WI 53140
(414) 652-6455
** AD AM H Y B H AI CU DH TX **

ALCOHOL AND OTHER DRUGS COUNCIL OF
KENOSHA COUNTY INC
7533 22ND AVENUE
KENOSHA, WI 53143
(414) 658-8166
** AD EA DH CI PV **

ALCOHOLISM COUNSELING ASSOCIATES
FAMILY RECOVERY CENTER
611 56TH STREET
KENOSHA, WI 53140
(414) 652-0323
** AD AM H Y EA TX PV **

443
WISCONSIN

INTERCONNECTIONS
920 60TH STREET
KENOSHA, WI 53140
(414) 654-5353
** AD AM W Y CU IV EA TX PV **

INTERVENTIONS
6755 14TH AVENUE
KENOSHA, WI 53140
(414) 654-0638
** AD RR H B HV :U IV TX PV **

KENOSHA COUNSELING AND
PSYCHIATRIC CLINIC
6530 SHERIDAN STREET
KENOSHA, WI 53140
(414) 652-6061
** AD AM TX **

KENOSHA HOSPITAL AND MEDICAL CENTER
PSYCHIATRIC UNIT ALC AND DRUG PROGRAM
6308 8TH AVENUE
KENOSHA, WI 53140
(414) 656-2141
** AD DT RR TX CI PV **

KENOSHA INNER CITY COUNCIL ON
SUBSTANCE ABUSE INC/PREV AND EDUCATION
628 56TH STREET
SUITE 201
KENOSHA, WI 53140
(414) 656-0344
** AD PV **

KENOSHA YOUTH DEVELOPMENT SERVICES
(KYDS) SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
5407 8TH AVENUE
KENOSHA, WI 53140
(414) 656-6788
** AD RR TX PV **

LAKE SHORE COUNSELING ASSOCIATES
3618 8TH AVENUE
LAKE SHORE MEDICAL BUILDING
KENOSHA, WI 53140
(414) 652-5155
** AD AM W Y CU TX PV **

LUTHERAN SOCIAL SERVICES
5020 3RD AVENUE
SUITE 101
KENOSHA, WI 53140
(414) 658-3154
** AL AM TX **

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES GROUP
2106 63RD STREET
KENOSHA, WI 53140
(414) 654-1004
** AD AM W Y B H CU PG EA DM TX PV **

SAINT CATHERINE's HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL AND OTHER DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
5556 7TH AVENUE
KENOSHA, WI 53140
(414) 656-3351
** AD DT AM W Y A B H HV PI CU IV **
** PG TX CI PV **

WAYBRIDGE MANOR INC
510 60TH STREET
KENOSHA, WI 53140
(414) 654-3586
** AD RR CU TX **

YOUTH AND FAMILY EDUCATION AND
PSYCHOLOGICAL SERVICES ALC/DRUG TRT PROG
3514 60TH STREET
KENOSHA, WI 53142
(414) 654-3566
** AD AM M H A B H AI HV PI CU PG **
** TX CI PV **

KEKUMI

EXODUS TRANSITIONAL CARE FACILITY INC
1421 FOND DU LAC AVENUE
KEKUMI, WI 53140
(414) 626-4166
** AD RR CU TX **

LA CROSSE

COULEE COUNCIL ON
ALCOHOL AND OTHER CHEMICAL ABUSE
921 WEST AVENUE SOUTH
LA CROSSE, WI 54601
(608) 784-4177
** AD CI PV **

HUMAN DEVELOPMENT ASSOCIATES
115 SOUTH 5TH AVENUE
SUITE 301
LA CROSSE, WI 54601
(608) 784-8688
** AD AM M H HV TX **

LA CROSSE COUNTY HUMAN SERVICE DEPT
CLINICAL SERVICES SECTION
300 NORTH 4TH STREET
LA CROSSE, WI 54601
(608) 785-6100
** AD AM M Y A B H AI HV PI CU IV **
** PG DM TX CI **

LUTHERAN SOCIAL SERVICES OF MISC AND
UPPER MIH INC/SOUTHWEST OFFICE AREA
2350 SOUTH AVENUE
SUITE 5
LA CROSSE, WI 54601
(608) 789-5090
** AL AM TX **

MARGARET HOUSE
218 WEST AVENUE SOUTH
SUITE 10 AND 12
LA CROSSE, WI 54601
(608) 782-0000
** AD RR M H B H AI PG EA TX PV **

SAINT FRANCIS COMMUNITY PROGRAMS INC
LAAR HOUSE
1122 KING STREET
LA CROSSE, WI 54601
(608) 782-0000
** AD RR M H CU EA TX CI PV **

SAINT FRANCIS COMMUNITY PROGRAMS INC
SCARSETH HOUSE
555 SOUTH 17TH STREET
LA CROSSE, WI 54601
(608) 785-1270
** AD RR M Y TX CI PV **

SAINT FRANCIS MEDICAL CENTER
NEW DIRECTIONS
700 WEST AVENUE SOUTH
LA CROSSE, WI 54601
(608) 785-0940 EXT. 2556
** AD DT RR AM Y IV TX **

LAC DU FLAMEAU

FAMILY RESOURCE CENTER
CHIPPENAH HEALTH CENTER
450 OLD ABE ROAD
LAC DU FLAMEAU, WI 54538
(715) 580-3371
** AD AM M Y AI PI PG EA TX CI PV **

FAMILY RESOURCE CENTER
INDIAN HEALTH SERVICE UNIT
450 OLD ABE ROAD
LAC DU FLAMEAU, WI 54538
(715) 580-3371
** AD AM M Y AI HV PI PG TX CI PV **

LADYSMITH

COMMUNITY COUNSELING CENTER
1130 LAKE AVENUE WEST
LADYSMITH, WI 54848
(715) 532-5580
** AD AM EA TX PV **

LAKE DELTON

WISCONSIN MINNEBAGO BUSINESS COMMITTEE
DEPT HEALTH/HUMAN SERVS ALC/DRUG PROG
150 EAST ADAMS STREET
LAKE DELTON, WI 53940
(608) 254-2321
** AL CI PV **

LANCASTER

UNIFIED COUNSELING SERVICES
LANCASTER OUTPATIENT CLINIC
9177 OLD POTOSI ROAD
LANCASTER, WI 53813
(608) 723-7666
** AD AM IV EA DH TX CI PV **

MAIDSON

ADDITIONAL CONSULTING ASSOCIATES (ACA)
FAMILY RECOVERY CENTER
44 EAST MIFFLIN STREET
SUITE 104
MAIDSON, WI 53703
(608) 255-0145
** AD AM EA TX **
ARC COMMUNITY SERVICES
ARC HOUSE
202 NORTH PATERSON STREET
MADISON, WI 53703
(608) 257-3628
** AD RR N A B PG TX PV **

COLVIN MANOR
425 WEST JOHNSON STREET
MADISON, WI 53703
(608) 257-1049
** AL RR TX **

HOPE HAVEN
425 WEST JOHNSON STREET
MADISON, WI 53703
(608) 251-6801
** AL RR IV TX **

HOPE HAVEN INC
NORTH BAY LODGE
3602 MEMORIAL DRIVE
MADISON, WI 53704
(608) 249-2600
** AL RR TX **

MADISON INNER CITY COUNCIL ON SUBSTANCE ABUSE INC
1244 SOUTH PARK STREET
LOWER LEVEL
MADISON, WI 53715
(608) 257-6066
** AD PV **

MAMET OUTPATIENT CLINIC
1 SOUTH PARK STREET
SUITE 420
MADISON, WI 53715
(608) 251-4706
** AM AH EA DM TX PV **

MC BRIDG CENTER FOR THE PROFESSIONAL
1050 REGENT STREET
MADISON, WI 53715
(608) 255-1116
** AD AM EA TX PV **

MENDOTA MENTAL HEALTH INSTITUTE
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
301 TROY DRIVE
MADISON, WI 53704
(608) 244-2411
** AD RR Y B TX **

MENTAL HEALTH CENTER OF DANE COUNTY
ALCOHOL AND DRUG TREATMENT UNIT
625 WEST WASHINGTON STREET
MADISON, WI 53703
(608) 266-4506
** AD AM H B H CU IV DH TX **

MERITEX HOSPITAL
NEW START EAST
1510 MENDOTA STREET
SUITE 110
MADISON, WI 53714
(608) 264-8504
** AD AM IV EA DM TX CI PV **

MERITEX HOSPITAL
NEW START/WASHINGTON AVENUE UNIT
309 WEST WASHINGTON AVENUE
MADISON, WI 53703
(608) 267-6291
** AD DT RR IV TX CI **

MERITEX NEW START
RAYMOND ROAD UNIT
8221 RAYMOND ROAD
MADISON, WI 53719
(608) 845-5166
** AD RR AM IV TX CI **

MERITEX NEW START OUTPATIENT
NEW START WEST
1015 GAMMON LANE
MADISON, WI 53719
(608) 271-4144
** AD AM M Y IV PG EA DM TX CI PV **

PREVENTION AND INTERVENTION CENTER FOR ALCOHOL AND OTHER DRUG ABUSE (PICADA)
2000 FORDHAM AVENUE
MADISON, WI 53704
(608) 246-7600
** AD PV **

REBOSS HOUSE OF WISCONSIN I WOMEN
1903 UNIVERSITY AVENUE
MADISON, WI 53705
(608) 231-2560
** AD RR M CU IV PG TX CI **

REBOSS HOUSE OF WISCONSIN II MEN
810 WEST OLIN AVENUE
MADISON, WI 53715
(608) 255-5922
** AD RR Y AI HV CU IV TX CI **

TELLURIAN APOGEE
300 FEMRITE DRIVE
MADISON, WI 53703
(608) 222-2576
** AD RR Y A B HV IV TX PV DT **

TELLURIAN COMMUNITY INC
NETWORK AM
300 FEMRITE DRIVE
MADISON, WI 53716
(608) 222-7511
** AD AM H Y A B H HV PG TX PV **

TELLURIAN COMMUNITY INC
NETWORK PM
300 FEMRITE DRIVE
MADISON, WI 53716
(608) 222-4240
** AD AM H Y A B H HV PG TX PV **

TELLURIAN UCAN INC
DETOXIFICATION UNIT
2914 INDUSTRIAL DRIVE
MADISON, WI 53715
(608) 225-3311
** AD DT PI TX **

THOREAU HOUSE
1102 SPAIGHT STREET
MADISON, WI 53703
(608) 255-2493
** AD RR Y TX **

UNIV OF MISC HOSPITAL AND CLINICS
ADOLESCENT ALC/DRUG ABUSE INTERV PROG
1552 UNIVERSITY AVENUE
ROOM 442
MADISON, WI 53705
(608) 263-8173
** AD PV **

MANITOWOC
ASSOCIATED PSYCHOLOGICAL HEALTH SERVS
1 EAST MALDON BOULEVARD
MANITOWOC, WI 54220
(414) 602-2690
** AD EA DM CI PV **

COUNSELING AND DEVELOPMENT CENTER
3618 CALUMET AVENUE
MANITOWOC, WI 54220
(414) 602-6000
** AD AM M Y CU TX CI PV **

HOLY FAMILY MEDICAL CENTER
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY UNIT
2300 WESTERN AVENUE
MANITOWOC, WI 54220
(414) 608-3030
** AD DT RR TX PV **

MANITOWOC COUNTY HUMAN SERVICES DEPT
COUNSELING CENTER
339 REED AVENUE
MANITOWOC, WI 54220
(414) 608-0605
** AD RR TX **

MARINETTE
MARINETTE COUNTY HUMAN SERVICES
ADAPT
400 WELLS STREET
MARINETTE, WI 54449
(715) 732-7760
** AD AM M Y A HV PI IV EA TX **

MARSHFIELD
WOOD COUNTY UNIFIED SERVICES
ALC AND DRUG OUTPT COUNSELING SERVICES
604 EAST 4TH STREET
MARSHFIELD, WI 54449
(715) 387-1118
** AD RR AM EA DM TX CI PV **
MAUSTON
JUNEAU COUNTY HUMAN SERVICE CENTER
220 EAST LA CROSSE STREET
MAUSTON, WI 53948
(608) 847-9400
** AD DT RR AM IV DM TX CI PV **

MEDFORD
TAYLOR COUNTY
COMMUNITY HUMAN SERVICES
219 SOUTH MICHIGAN AVENUE
MEDFORD, WI 54451
(715) 748-5332
** AD AM W Y PG EA DM TX CI PV **

MENASHA
LIFE COUNSELING CENTER LTD
MIDWAY ROAD
1466 KENNEDO CENTER
MENASHA, WI 54952
(414) 727-1800
** AD AM W Y EA TX **

NEW HORIZONS COUNSELING SERVICES
MENASHA OFFICE
222 SOUTH WASHINGTON STREET
MENASHA, WI 54952
(414) 725-5442
** AD AM W Y PI CU TX PV **

MENASHA1
FAMILY SERVICE ASSOCIATION OF
FOX VALLEY
1688 KENNEDO CENTER
MENASHA, WI 54952
(414) 739-6226
** AD AM EA TX PV **

MENOMONEE FALLS
MEDICAL ASSOCIATES HEALTH CENTER
COUNSELING CENTER/DRUG TREATMENT PROG
M180 N7950 TOWN HALL ROAD
MENOMONEE FALLS, WI 53051
(414) 255-0200
** AD AM M CU IV PG EA DM TX CI PV **

MENOMONIE
DUNN COUNTY ASSOCIATION ON
ALCOHOL AND OTHER DRUG ABUSE
320 21ST STREET NORTH
MENOMONIE, WI 54751
(715) 235-6537
** AD RR AM Y EA DM TX PV **

MERRILL
SACRED HEART OUTPATIENT CLINIC
OASIS RECOVERY PROGRAM
402 WEST MAIN STREET
MERRILL, WI 54452
(715) 536-9881
** AD AM TX CI PV **

MILWAUKEE
Bleck and Associates Inc
DBA INNER VISIONS COUNSELING CTR
5508 WEST VIABLE STREET
MILWAUKEE, WI 53210
(414) 476-1073
** AD EA PV **

CENTER FOR RECOVERY AT
NORTHBROOKE HOSPITAL
11 NORTHWEST BOULEVARD
MILWAUKEE, WI 53223
(414) 355-2275
** AD DT RR M A B H AI HV PU IV PG **
** EA TX CI PV **

CHARTER HOSPITAL OF MILWAUKEE
CHARTER COUNSELING CENTER
2323 SOUTH 109TH STREET
SUITE 175
MILWAUKEE, WI 53227
(414) 545-2600
** AD AM W Y DM TX CI PV **

CHARTER HOSPITAL OF MILWAUKEE
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
11101 WEST LINCOLN AVENUE
MILWAUKEE, WI 53227
(414) 327-3000
** AD DT RR M A B H AI HV PU IV PG **
** EA DM TX CI PV **

COLUMBIA HOSPITAL
CAREUNIT
2025 EAST NEWPORT AVENUE
MILWAUKEE, WI 53211
(414) 961-3880
** AD DT TX **

COMMUNITY RELATION SOCIAL DEV COMM
OUTPATIENT AODA SERVICES
2707 NORTH 56TH STREET
MILWAUKEE, WI 53210
(414) 871-9600
** AD AM M Y B H PU PG EA DM TX **

DE PAUL HOSPITAL INC
ADDITION AND MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
4141 SOUTH 13TH STREET
MILWAUKEE, WI 53221
(414) 281-4400 EXT. 3441
** AD DT RR AM W Y A B H HV PU IV PG **
** EA DM TX PV **

DONALD C FISCHER MD AND
K ZBELA MSN CNEP/K RUTISHAUSER MSW
5000 SOUTH 110TH STREET
MILWAUKEE, WI 53228
(414) 529-2700
** AD AM M A AI HV PU EA TX CI **
** PV **

EASTSIDE YOUTH AND FAMILY CLINIC
1020 EAST JUNEAU AVENUE
MILWAUKEE, WI 53202
(414) 276-8500 EXT. 101
** AD AM M Y B H AI PI CU IV PG EA **
** DH TX CI PV **

FAMILY RESOURCE CENTER
11430 WEST BLUEHOUND ROAD
MILWAUKEE, WI 53226
(414) 257-2630
** AD AM N B H HV PU CX TX PV **

FAMILY SOCIAL AND PSYCHOTHERAPY SERVICES
2675 NORTH MAYFAIR ROAD
MILWAUKEE, WI 53226
(414) 259-9260
** AD AM M Y B HV PU DM TX **

FIRST HOSPITAL/MILWAUKEE
3350 WEST MELLS STREET
MILWAUKEE, WI 53208
(414) 342-7262
** AD DT M Y B H AI CU IV PG EA DM **
** TX CI PV MM **

GREENBRIAR HOSPITAL
COUNTERPOINT CENTER
5015 SOUTH 110TH STREET
MILWAUKEE, WI 53228
(414) 425-8000
** AD DT RR AM M Y B AI CU IV PG **
** EA TX CI PV MM **

HEALTH MANAGEMENT CENTER
933 NORTH MAY FAIR ROAD
SUITE 200
MILWAUKEE, WI 53226
(414) 259-0506
** AD AM EA TX CI PV **

HELPLINE
MILWAUKEE, WI 53202
(414) 271-3125
** AD PV **

HOLY FAMILY RETREAT HOMES INC
WILSON HOUSE
2436 NORTH 50TH STREET
MILWAUKEE, WI 53210
(414) 462-5990
** AD RR M B H AI PU CU IV PG TX **
** CI PV **

HORIZON HOUSE
1669 NORTH 25TH STREET
MILWAUKEE, WI 53205
(414) 342-3227
** AD RR M B H HV PU CX IV TX **

INNER CITY COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM (ICCA)
4365 NORTH 27TH STREET
MILWAUKEE, WI 53216
(414) 966-6310
** AD PV OT **

446
INNER CITY COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM (ICCA)
FAMILY PROG AND DRIVER IMPROVEMENT PGM
3082 NORTH TEUTONIA AVENUE
MILWAUKEE, WI 53210
(414) 871-2070
** AD AM DH TX CI PV **

INNER CITY COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM (ICCA)
SOUTHSIDE OUTPATIENT CENTER
1675 SOUTH 8TH STREET
MILWAUKEE, WI 53204
(414) 643-0060
** AD AM DH TX CI PV **

IVANHOE TREATMENT INC
2205 EAST IVANHOE PLACE
MILWAUKEE, WI 53202
(414) 271-6030
** AD DT RR IV DH TX CI PV MM **

KETTLE MORaine HOSPITAL
MILWAUKEE CLINIC ALC/DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
9001 NORTH 76TH STREET
SUITE 206
MILWAUKEE, WI 53223
(414) 342-6200
** AL DT AH H A B H AI HV PI TX **
** PV **

KETTLE MORaine MILWAUKEE COUNTY
ALCOHOL DETOXIFICATION
1210 WEST HIGHLAND BOULEVARD
MILWAUKEE, WI 53233
(414) 281-9555
** AD RR H Y A B H AI HV PI TX **
** PV **

KETTLE MORaine TREATMENT CENTER
SOUTHRIDGE CLINIC
4811 SOUTH 76TH STREET
SUITE 16
MILWAUKEE, WI 53220
(414) 342-5474
** AD RR TX PV **

MATT TALBOT LODGE
2613 WEST NORTH AVENUE
MILWAUKEE, WI 53205
(414) 342-5474
** AD RR TX PV **

META HOUSE
2571-2579 NORTH FARMELL AVENUE
MILWAUKEE, WI 53211
(414) 462-4024
** AD RR H Y A B H AI HV PI CU IV **
** PG TX **

MILWAUKEE COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM
2266 NORTH PROSPECT AVENUE
SUITE 324
MILWAUKEE, WI 53202
(414) 276-8487
** AD EA DH CI PV **

MILWAUKEE COUNCIL ON DRUG ABUSE
1462 NORTH FARMELL AVENUE
MILWAUKEE, WI 53202
(414) 271-7822
** AD EA PV **

MILWAUKEE COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH COMPLEX
DRUG FREE/METH MAINT/ANTABUSE/DUAL DIS
854 NORTH 94TH STREET
MILWAUKEE, WI 53226
(414) 257-5977
** AD RR AM IV TX MM **

MILWAUKEE HEALTH SERVICES SYSTEM
3483 NORTH 27TH STREET
MILWAUKEE, WI 53216
(414) 871-0083
** AD AM H A B H AI HV CU IV PG TX **
** CI PV MM **

MILWAUKEE INDIAN HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
930 NORTH 27TH STREET
MILWAUKEE, WI 53208
(414) 931-8111
** AD AM AI TX CI PV **

MILWAUKEE PSYCHIATRIC HOSPITAL
DIVISION OF CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY
1220 DEWEY AVENUE
MILWAUKEE, WI 53213
(414) 258-2600
** AD DT RR AM H A HV CU IV PG EA **
** DH TX CI PV MM **

MILWAUKEE WELLNESS CLINIC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
5630 NORTH LAKE DRIVE
MILWAUKEE, WI 53217
(414) 961-1440
** AD AM H Y B H CU IV PG EA TX **

MILWAUKEE WOMENS CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE PROGRAM
611 NORTH BROADWAY
SUITE 230
MILWAUKEE, WI 53202
(414) 272-6199
** AD AM H A B H AI HV CU IV PG DM **
** TX CI PV **

NEXT DOOR FOUNDATION
CORNERSTONE COMMUNITY CENTER
2201 NORTH 35TH STREET
MILWAUKEE, WI 53208
(414) 447-1041 EXT. 20
** AD PV **

NEXT DOOR FOUNDATION
GENESIS
726 NORTH 31ST STREET
MILWAUKEE, WI 53208
(414) 931-8683
** AD AM H Y B H AI HV CU IV PG DM **
** TX PV **

NORTHWEST GENERAL HOSPITAL
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
5310 WEST CAPITOL DRIVE
MILWAUKEE, WI 53216
(414) 447-8650
** AD DT RR AM H B IV DH TX PV **

PATHWAYS COUNSELING CENTER
6815 WEST CAPITOL DRIVE
SUITE 310
MILWAUKEE, WI 53216
(414) 466-6040
** AD AM H A HV DW TX **

RENEW
1225 WEST MITCHELL STREET
MILWAUKEE, WI 53204
(414) 383-4455
** AD AM H Y B H PI CU IV PG DW TX **

RENEW COUNSELING SERVICES
2040 WEST WISCONSIN AVENUE
SUITE 775
MILWAUKEE, WI 53203
(414) 933-8700
** AD AM H Y B H HV CU IV TX **

SAINT MICHAEL HOSP MENTAL HEALTH CTR
ALC AND OTHER DRUG ABUSE OUTPT TRT PGM
2400 WEST VILLARD AVENUE
MILWAUKEE, WI 53209
(414) 527-8331
** AD AM H B CU TX CI PV **

SAINT MICHAELS HOSPITAL
ALC AND DRUG TRT CRT/INPT AND OUTPT
2400 WEST VILLARD AVENUE
MILWAUKEE, WI 53209
(414) 527-8269
** AD DT RR AM H B CU IV TX CI **

SINAI SAMARITAN MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
2000 WEST KILBORN AVENUE
MILWAUKEE, WI 53233
(414) 937-5584
** AD DT RR AM H A B H HV CU IV PG **
** TX MM **

SOUTHEASTERN WISCONSIN MEDICAL AND
SOCIAL SERVICES/SUBST ABUSE SERVICES
10721 WEST CAPITOL DRIVE
MILWAUKEE, WI 53222
(414) 461-8778
** AD AM H Y B H AI HV PI CU IV **
** PG EA DM TX CI PV **
WISCONSIN

SOUTHEASTERN WISCONSIN MEDICAL AND SOCIAL SERVICES/ SUBST ABUSE SERVICES
10335 WEST OKLAHOMA AVENUE
MILWAUKEE, WI 53227
(414) 357-1800
** AD AM H Y A B H AI HV PI CU IV **
** PG EA DH TX CI PV **

STRESS MANAGEMENT AND MH CLINICS
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
10708 WEST HAYES AVENUE
MILWAUKEE, WI 53227
(414) 541-9020
** AD AM H Y B H HV CU PG DM TX PV **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
ALCOHOL AND DRUG DEPENDENCE TRT PROG
5000 WEST NATIONAL AVENUE
UNIT 116E
MILWAUKEE, WI 53295
(414) 384-2000 EXT. 2161
** AD DT RR AM A B H AI HV CU IV **
** TX CI PV MM **

WISCONSIN CORRECTIONAL SERVICE (WCS)
OUTPATIENT SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
436 WEST WISCONSIN AVENUE
MILWAUKEE, WI 53203
(414) 271-2512
** AD AM Y A B H HV CU IV TX **

WISCONSIN CORRECTIONAL SERVICES
RESIDENTIAL DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT PROG
2105 NORTH BOOTH STREET
MILWAUKEE, WI 53212
(414) 265-6481
** AD RR W A B HV CU IV TX **

MINOCQUA

LAKELAND COUNCIL ON ADDICTION INC
OUTPATIENT COUNSELING
415 MENOMINEE STREET
MINOCQUA, WI 54548
(715) 356-2131
** AD AM H Y A AI HV PI CU IV PG **
** EA DH TX PV **

MONROE

GREEN COUNTY HUMAN SERVICES
ALCOHOL/OTHER DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
PLEASANT VIEW COMPLEX
BOX 216
MONROE, WI 53566
(608) 328-9399
** AD AM H Y A PI CU IV EA DH TX **
** CI PV **

MONTELLO

MARQUETTE CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICE
HIGHWAY 22 SOUTH
MONTELLO, WI 53949
(608) 297-2085
** AD AM DH TX CI PV **

NEENAH

FREEDOM HOUSE
135 CURTIS STREET
NEENAH, WI 54956
(414) 725-8796
** AD OT **

MERCY MEDICAL CENTER
FAMILY RENEWAL CTR SUBST ABUSE SERVS
938 WEST CECIL STREET
NEENAH, WI 54956
(414) 727-3060
** AD AM EA TX PV **

NEILLSVILLE

CLARK COUNTY COMMUNITY SERVICES
517 COURT STREET
NEILLSVILLE, WI 54456
(715) 743-3241
** AD DT AM H Y DH TX CI PV **

NEW FRANKEN

ALPINE COUNTRY HOUSE INC
5628 STURGEON BAY ROAD
NEW FRANKEN, WI 54229
(414) 866-2301
** AL RR TX **

NEW RICHMOND

SAINT CROIX COUNTY HUMAN SERVICES
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
1246 185TH AVENUE
NEW RICHMOND, WI 54017
(715) 246-6991 EXT. 8204
** AD AM H Y HV EA DH TX CI PV **

ODONOMOC

KETTLE MORaine HOSPITAL
ALCOHOL AND DRUG INPATIENT TREATMENT
4059 NORTH HENITTS POINT ROAD
ODONOMOC, WI 53066
(414) 567-0201
** AD RR H Y A B H AI HV PI CU IV **
** PG EA TX CI PV **

KETTLE MORaine OUTPATIENT CLINIC
117 WEST SOUTH STREET
ODONOMOC, WI 53066
(414) 567-0851
** AD AM H Y CU IV DM TX PV **

ODONOMOC COUNSELING SERVICES
105 EAST WISCONSIN AVENUE
ODONOMOC, WI 53066
(414) 567-8668
** AD AM EA TX PV **

OCONTO FALLS

ODONTO COUNTY UNIFIED HEALTH SERVICES
ALCOHOL AND OTHER DRUG ABUSE UNIT
835 SOUTH MAIN STREET
ODONTO FALLS, WI 54154
(414) 846-8116
** AD AM H Y A AI PI CU PG EA DH **
** TX CI PV **

ONEIDA

ONEIDA TRIBE OF INDIANS OF WISCONSIN
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
3000 SEMINARY ROAD
ONEIDA, WI 54155
(414) 869-2711
** AD RR AM H Y A AI HV PI CU PG **
** EA DH TX PV **

OSHKOSH

MERCY MEDICAL CENTER
FAMILY RENEWAL CENTER
631 HAZEL STREET
OSHKOSH, WI 54901
(414) 236-2000
** AD AM EA TX PV **

NEW HORIZONS COUNSELING SERVICES
429 ALGOMA BOULEVARD
OSHKOSH, WI 54901
(414) 231-2030
** AD AM H Y PI CU TX **

SUMMIT HOUSE
800 SOUTH SAHWIER STREET
OSHKOSH, WI 54901
(414) 231-7913
** AD RR TX **

WINNEBAGO COUNTY
DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNITY PROGRAMS
471 HIGH AVENUE
OSHKOSH, WI 54901
(414) 236-4734
** AD EA DH CI PV **

OXFORD

FEDERAL CORRECTIONAL INSTITUTION
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
OXFORD, WI 53952
(608) 584-5511 EXT. 338
** AD RR AM IV TX PV **

PHILLIPS

ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE RECOVERY CENTER
126 NORTH AVON AVENUE
PHILLIPS, WI 54555
(715) 339-2174
** AD AM DH TX CI PV **

448
COUNSELING AND PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT
AODA TREATMENT PROGRAM
COUNTY NORMAL BUILDING
SUITE 4
PHILLIPS, WI 54555
(715) 339-3068
** AD AM M Y AI PI EA TX CI PV **

PLATTEVILLE
UNIFIED COUNSELING SERVICES
PLATTEVILLE OUTPATIENT CLINIC
6057 SOUTH CHESTNUT STREET
PLATTEVILLE, WI 53818
(608) 348-3001
** AD AM IV EA DH TX CI PV **

PORT EDWARDS
ENTRANCE PROGRAM
1351 MICHIGAN RIVER DRIVE
PORT EDWARDS, WI 54469
(715) 867-2400
** AD RR IV TX PV OT **

PORT WASHINGTON
OZAUKEE COUNCIL INC
ALCOHOL AND OTHER DRUG ABUSE
125 NORTH FRANKLIN STREET
PORT WASHINGTON, WI 53074
(414) 284-3146
** AD EA PV **

OZAUKEE COUNTY DEPT OF COMMUNITY PROGS
OZAUKEE COUNTY COUNSELING CENTER
121 WEST MAIN STREET
PORT WASHINGTON, WI 53074
(414) 284-9411 EXT. 263
** AD AM DH TX CI PV **

SAINT MARYS HOSPITAL/OZAUKEE
SAINT MARYS CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROG
743 NORTH MONTGOMERY STREET
PORT WASHINGTON, WI 53074
(414) 284-6475
** AD DT RR AM PI CU IV DM TX CI **
** PV M **

PORTAGE
COMMUNITY SERVICES ASSOCIATES
304 WEST COOK STREET
PORTAGE, WI 53901
(608) 742-5518
** AD EA PV **

PATHFINDER
711 EAST COOK STREET
PORTAGE, WI 53901
(608) 742-8565
** AD AM M Y AI EA DH TX CI PV **

PATHFINDER HOUSE
108 EAST PLEASANT STREET
PORTAGE, WI 53901
(608) 742-9565
** AD RR M Y AI TX **

PRAIRIE DU CHIEN
CRAWFORD COUNTY HUMAN SERVICES
OUTPATIENT SERVICES SECTION
111 WEST DUNN STREET
O E SATTER BUILDING
PRAIRIE DU CHIEN, WI 53821
(608) 326-0248
** AD PV **

SAINT FRANCIS COMMUNITY PROGRAMS INC
VILLA SUCCES
121 SOUTH PRAIRIE STREET
PRAIRIE DU CHIEN, WI 53831
(608) 326-9424
** AD RR M TX CI PV **

RACINE
CROSROADS CONSULTANTS LTD
3308 WASHINGTON AVENUE
RACINE, WI 53405
(414) 632-2420
** AD PV **

GREEN TREE COUNSELING SERVICES
5200 WASHINGTON AVENUE
SUITE 202
RACINE, WI 53406
(414) 637-5747
** AD EA DH TX **

INNOVATIVE YOUTH SERVICES
ALC AND OTHER DRUG ABUSE INTERVENTION
1030 WASHINGTON AVENUE
RACINE, WI 53405
(414) 637-9557
** AD AM Y TX PV **

LAKESIDE FAMILY THERAPY SERVICES
4810 NORTH WESTERN AVENUE
RACINE, WI 53406
(414) 637-9984
** AD AM H Y A B HV PI CU PG EA DW **
** TX PV **

LUTHERAN SOCIAL SERVICES
2711 19TH STREET
RACINE, WI 53403
(414) 637-3886
** AD AM Y B EA TX CI PV **

RACINE COUNTY COUNCIL ON
ALCOHOL AND OTHER DRUG ABUSE
818 6TH STREET
RACINE, WI 53403
(414) 632-6200
** AD CI PV **

RACINE INNER CITY COUNCIL ON
SUBSTANCE ABUSE
RACINE, WI 53408
(414) 637-1180
** AD PV **

WESTMIND TREATMENT CENTER
5625 WASHINGTON AVENUE
RACINE, WI 53406
(414) 886-9020
** AD DT RR AM CU IV EA DH TX CI **
** PV **

REEDSBURG
SAUK COUNTY DEPT OF HUMAN SERVICES
ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
425 6TH STREET
REEDSBURG, WI 53959
(608) 524-4391
** AD DT AM Y EA DM TX CI PV **

RICE LAKE
ABR COUNSELING SERVICES
12 WEST MARSHALL STREET
RICE LAKE, WI 54660
(715) 234-3301
** AD AM M Y PI EA TX **

GROUP HEALTH LAKELAND FAMILY CLINIC
1215 WEST KNAPP STREET
RICE LAKE, WI 54660
(715) 234-1564
** AD PV **

RICHLAND CENTER
RICHLAND COUNTY COMMUNITY PROGRAMS
1000 HIGHWAY 14 WEST
RICHLAND CENTER, WI 53581
(608) 647-6384
** AD AM EA DM TX CI PV **

RIPON
KETTE MORaine TREATMENT CENTER
671 EAST FOND DU LAC STREET
RIPON, WI 54971
(414) 778-3456
** AD AM H Y B H AI TX PV **

RIVER FALLS
KINNICK FALLS
ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
900 SOUTH ORANGE STREET
RIVER FALLS, WI 54022
(715) 426-5950
** AD RR TX **
**SAINT CROIX FALLS**

SAINT CROIX VALLEY MEMORIAL HOSPITAL CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY CENTER
204 SOUTH ADAMS STREET
SAINT CROIX FALLS, WI 54024
(715) 483-3261 EXT. 413
** AD DT RR AM H Y B AI HV PI CU **
** IV DH TX CI OT **

**SHIBOYGAN**

ASSOCIATED PSYCHOLOGICAL HEALTH SERVS
314 NIAGARA AVENUE
SHEBOYGAN, WI 53081
(414) 457-9192
** AD EA DH CI PV **

COUNSELING AND DEVELOPMENT CENTER
2205 ERIE AVENUE
SHEBOYGAN, WI 53081
(414) 459-8871
** AD AM H Y B H AI EA DH TX CI PV **

LUTHERAN SOCIAL SERVICES
3621 KOKKER MEMORIAL DRIVE
SHEBOYGAN, WI 53081
(414) 458-8161
** AD AM H Y CU EA TX PV **

SHEBOYGAN COUNTY HUMAN SERVICES
1011 NORTH 8TH STREET
SHEBOYGAN, WI 53081
(414) 459-3151
** AD DH PV **

SHEBOYGAN MEMORIAL MEDICAL CENTER INPATIENT CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY SERVICES
2629 NORTH 7TH STREET
SHEBOYGAN, WI 53083
(414) 457-5033 EXT. 600
** AD DT RR H Y A HV PI CU IV TX **
** CI PV **

**SHELL LAKE**

INDIANHEAD RESIDENTIAL CARE FACILITY
SUNSHADOWS INC
250 WEST 5TH AVENUE
SHELL LAKE, WI 54871
(715) 468-2841
** AD RR H AI TX **

**SOUTH MILWAUKEE**

RENEW COUNSELING SERVICES
926 1/2 MILWAUKEE STREET
SOUTH MILWAUKEE, WI 53172
(414) 762-8000
** AD AM H Y B H CU IV PG DH TX **

**SPARTA**

MONROE COUNTY GUIDANCE CLINIC
ROUTE 2
COUNTY TRUNK B
SPARTA, WI 54656
(608) 269-8600
** AD AM H Y PI PG EA DH TX CI PV **

**SPOONER**

AIN DAV INC
704 RIVER STREET
SPOONER, WI 54801
(715) 635-8720
** AL RR AI TX **

**STEVE'S POINT**

COMMUNITY ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE CTR
209 PRENTICE STREET NORTH
STEVE'S POINT, WI 54481
(715) 344-4611
** AD DT RR AM H Y PI CU IV EA DH **
** TX CI PV **

COMMUNITY ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE CTR
OAKSIDE RESIDENTIAL LIVING FACILITY
201 NORTH PRENTICE STREET
STEVE'S POINT, WI 54481
(715) 345-0711
** AD RR H A HV PI CU IV PG TX **

FAMILY CRISIS CENTER/CAP SERVICES
1503 WATER STREET
STEVE'S POINT, WI 54481
(715) 344-8508
** AD DT **

**STOUGHTON**

STOUGHTON HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION
SHARE PROGRAM
900 RIDGE STREET
STOUGHTON, WI 53589
(608) 873-2271
** AD DT RR H PI PG EA DH TX **

STOUGHTON HOSPITAL ASSOCIATION
SHARE PROGRAM/OUTPATIENT
900 RIDGE STREET
STOUGHTON, WI 53589
(608) 873-2295
** AD DT RR AM H PI CU IV PG EA DH **
** TX **

**STURGEON BAY**

DOOR COUNTY COUNSELING SERVICES
345 SOUTH 10TH AVENUE
STURGEON BAY, WI 54235
(414) 743-7222
** AD AM Y EA TX CI PV **

**DOOR COUNTY UNIFIED BOARD**

1715 RHODE ISLAND STREET
STURGEON BAY, WI 54235
(414) 743-7216
** AD AM DH TX PV **

**SUPERIOR**

LUTHERAN SOCIAL SERVICES
2251 CATLIN AVENUE
SUPERIOR, WI 54880
(715) 394-4173
** AD EA PV **

RECOVERY CENTER INC
2251 CATLIN AVENUE
SUITE 2 EAST
SUPERIOR, WI 54880
(715) 392-2822
** AD RR AM Y PI DM TX CI PV **

**THIENSVILLE**

FAMILY SOCIAL AND PSYCHOTHERAPY SERVS
11045 NORTH TOWN SQUARE ROAD
THIENSVILLE, WI 53092
(414) 241-9557
** AD AM H CU TX **

**TOMAH**

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
ALCOHOL/DVDRG DEPENDENCE TREATMENT PROG
116C/4
TOMAH, WI 54660
(608) 372-3971 EXT. 591
** AD RR TX PV **

**WISCONSIN WINNEBAGO BUSINESS COMMITTEE**

DEPT HEALTH/HUMAN SERVS ALC/DRUG PROG
322 SUPERIOR AVENUE
TOMAH, WI 54660
(608) 372-5202
** AD PV **

**VIROQUA**

DOUGLAS MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
HIGHWAY 16 NORTH
VIROQUA, WI 54665
(608) 637-7052
** AD AM IV EA DH TX CI PV **

PSYCHIATRIC ASSOCIATES OF SOUTHWEST WI
425 SOUTH CENTER STREET
VIROQUA, WI 54665
(608) 637-2511
** AD AM H Y PI CU PG EA DH TX CI **
** PV **

VERNON COUNTY DEPT OF HUMAN SERVICES
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
ROUTE 3
VIROQUA, WI 54665
(608) 637-2135
** AD DT **
WISCONSIN

WAUKESHA

BAYFIELD COUNTY DEPT OF COMMUNITY PGMS
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
117 EAST 5TH STREET
WAUKESHA, WI 53181
(715) 373-6133
** AD OT **

LUTHERAN SOCIAL SERVICES
320 SUPERIOR STREET
WAUKESHA, WI 53191
(715) 373-2271
** AD AM TX CI PV **

WATERTOWN

DIRECTIONS COUNSELING CENTER
129 HOSPITAL DRIVE
WATERTOWN, WI 53094
(608) 261-8808
** AD AM EA DH TX **

WAUKESHA

CEPHAS HALFAY HOUSE
548 728180 SAYLESVILLE ROAD
WAUKESHA, WI 53180
(414) 549-9449
** AD RR Y A B HV PI CU TX CI PV **
** QT **

CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY TREATMENT AND EDUCATION CENTER
725 AMERICAN AVENUE
WAUKESHA, WI 53186
(414) 544-2116
** AD DT RR AM H A H HV CU IV DH **
** TX CI PV **

FAMILY SOCIAL AND PSYCHOTHERAPY SERVS
1733-F MANHATTAN DRIVE
WAUKESHA, WI 53186
(414) 546-5601
** AD AM H Y CU IV DH TX PV **

GENESIS HOUSE
1002 MOTOR AVENUE
WAUKESHA, WI 53188
(414) 546-1321
** AD RR PI IV TX PV **

HOUSE OF HOPE
325 SENTINEL DRIVE
WAUKESHA, WI 53188
(414) 542-2663
** AD RR IV EA DH TX CI PV **

KETTLE MORaine OUTPATIENT CLINIC
START YOUTH PROGRAM
124 WEST MAIN STREET
WAUKESHA, WI 53186
(414) 544-1274
** AD AM Y PI EA TX CI PV **

LA CASA DE ESPERANZA
410 ARCADIAN AVENUE
WAUKESHA, WI 53186
(414) 547-0807
** AD PV **

LUTHERAN SOCIAL SERVICES
1114 W AND 3777 STONERIDGE DRIVE
WAUKESHA, WI 53188
(414) 542-8036
** AD AM CU TX CI PV **

NEW LIFE RESOURCES
20700 WATERTOWN ROAD
WAUKESHA, WI 53186
(414) 782-1474
** AD AM TX CI PV **

SOUTHEASTERN WISCONSIN HOMES
NOAH HOUSE
WEST 222 SOUTH 3210 RACINE AVENUE
WAUKESHA, WI 53186
(414) 549-6638
** AD RR Y IV TX PV **

SOUTHEASTERN WISCONSIN MEDICAL AND SOCIAL SERVICES/OUTPATIENT SERVICES
2277 NORTH GRANDVIEW BOULEVARD
WAUKESHA, WI 53188
(414) 544-0411
** AD AM H Y A B H A H HV PI CU IV **
** PG EA DH TX CI PV **

WAUKESHA COUNTY COMMUNITY HUMAN SERVICES
ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE CLINIC
500 RIVERVIEW AVENUE
WAUKESHA, WI 53188
(414) 546-7666
** AD AM H Y H IV EA DH TX CI **

WAUKESHA COUNTY COUNCIL ON ALCOHOLISM AND OTHER DRUG ABUSE
310 SOUTH STREET
WAUKESHA, WI 53186
(414) 524-7921
** AD DH CI PV **

WAUPACA

COMMUNITY ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE CTR
1035B EAST ROYALTON STREET
WAUPACA, WI 54981
(715) 250-0459
** AD AM H Y PI CU IV EA TX PV **

WAUPACA COUNTY DEPT OF HUMAN SERVICES
OUTPATIENT TREATMENT SERVICES
811 HARDING STREET
WAUPACA, WI 54981
(715) 250-6300
** AD AM EA TN TX PV **

WAUSAU

HEALTH MAINTENANCE SERVICES
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
617 NORTH 3RD AVENUE
WAUSAU, WI 54401
(715) 675-7981
** AD AM H Y CU PG EA TX CI PV **

LUTHERAN SOCIAL SERVICES
404 SOUTH 3RD AVENUE
WAUSAU, WI 54401
(715) 842-5577
** AD AM EA TX **

NORTH CENTRAL HEALTH CARE FACILITIES
INPATIENT UNIT
1100 LAKE VIEN DRIVE
WAUSAU, WI 54401
(715) 842-1636
** AD DT RR AM H Y H HV PI CU TX CI **
** PV **

WAUTOMA

ALCOHOLISM AND DRUG ABUSE SERVICES OF WAUSHARA COUNTY
310 SOUTH SCOTT STREET
WAUTOMA, WI 54982
(414) 878-4656
** AD DT RR AM H Y A H HV PI CU IV **
** PG TX CI PV **

WEBSTER

NORTHWEST PASSAGE
WEBSTER, WI 54093
(715) 866-8301
** AD RR Y TX PV **

WEST BEND

AFFILIATED CLINICAL SERVICES INC
279 SOUTH 17TH AVENUE
WEST BEND, WI 53095
(414) 338-2717
** AD AM H Y B H A B H HV PI CU PG EA DH **
** TX CI PV **

COUNCIL ON ALCOHOL AND OTHER DRUG ABUSE OF WASHINGTON COUNTY
279 SOUTH 17TH AVENUE
SUITE 4
WEST BEND, WI 53095
(414) 358-1181
** AD EA DM CI PV **

KETTLE MORaine TREATMENT CENTER
WEST BEND CLINIC
120 WEST MAIN STREET
SUITE 320
WEST BEND, WI 53095
(414) 358-8611
** AD AM H Y A B PI DM TX CI PV **
WISCONSIN

WEST BEND COUNSELING SERVICES
2354 WEST WASHINGTON STREET
WEST BEND, WI 53095
(414) 334-1777
** AD AM EA TX PV **

WINNEBAGO

ANCHORAGE
WINNEBAGO, WI 54985
(414) 235-4910 EXT. 2434
** AD RR Y TX **

WINNEBAGO MENTAL HEALTH INSTITUTE
GEMINI
WINNEBAGO, WI 54985
(414) 235-4910
** AD RR H B H PI CU IV PG TX **

WISCONSIN RAPIDS

WOOD COUNTY UNIFIED SERVICES
2611 SOUTH 12TH STREET
WISCONSIN RAPIDS, WI 54494
(715) 421-0880
** AD AM TX CI PV OT **

WITTEMBERG

HOMME HOME FOR BOYS
ACCEPTANCE UNIT
WITTEMBERG, WI 54499
(715) 253-2116
** AD RR Y B H AI CU TX **

WOODRUFF

LAKELAND ADOLESCENT RECOVERY CENTER
229 MAPLE STREET
WOODRUFF, WI 54568
(715) 356-2800
** AD RR H Y B H AI CU PG TX **

MARSHFIELD CLINIC/LAKELAND CTR NORTH
519 HEMLOCK STREET
WOODRUFF, WI 54568
(715) 356-1793
** AD AM W Y AI CU PG TX CI PV **
**WYOMING**

**AFTON**
LINCOLN COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH ASSOC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
HOSPITAL LANE
AFTON, WY 85110
(307) 886-9883
** DA AM EA DH TX PV **

**BASIN**
BIG HORN COUNTY COUNSELING
220 SOUTH 4TH STREET
DASIN, WY 82410
(307) 568-2020
** DA Y H Y A H HV CU IV PG EA **
** DH TX CI PV **

**BUFFALO**
NORTHERN WYOMING MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
521 WEST LOTT STREET
BUFFALO, WY 82834
(307) 694-8521
** DA DT AM EA DH TX CI PV **

**CASPER**
CENTRAL WYOMING COUNSELING CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE PROGRAM
1200 EAST 3RD STREET
SUITE 330
CASPER, WY 82601
(307) 237-9583
** DA AH H Y IV EA DH TX **

**CREST VIEW HOSPITAL**
LIFEWORX CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY PROGRAM
2521 EAGLE 13TH STREET
CASPER, WY 82609
(307) 237-7494
** DA DT RR AH H Y IV EA TX **

**MERCER HOUSE INC**
425 CY AVENUE
CASPER, WY 82601
(307) 265-7366
** DA DH PV **

**NEW DIRECTIONS**
104 SOUTH LOWELL STREET
CASPER, WY 82601
(307) 237-6033
** DA RR H Y IV TX **

**NEW HORIZONS**
837 EAST C STREET
CASPER, WY 82601
(307) 237-7077
** DA RR IV TX **

**THE PRAIRIE INSTITUTE INC**
1236 SOUTH ELM STREET
CASPER, WY 82601
(307) 266-2580
** DA AM IV EA TX CI PV **

**CHEYENNE**
CHEYENNE COMMUNITY DRUG ABUSE TREATMENT COUNCIL INC/PATHFINDER
803 WEST 21ST STREET
CHEYENNE, WY 82001
(307) 635-0256
** DA AM W Y A H HV CU IV PG EA TX **
** PV MM **

**DE PAUL HOSPITAL**
CHEMICAL DEPENDENCY CENTER
2600 EAST 18TH STREET
CHEYENNE, WY 82001
(307) 778-5665
** DA DT RR H HV CU IV TX MM **

**SOUTHEAST WYOMING MENTAL HEALTH CENTER**
CHEMICAL HEALTH SERVICES
1609 EAST 19TH STREET
CHEYENNE, WY 82001
(307) 632-9641
** DA AM Y EA DH TX CI PV **

**SOUTHEAST WYOMING MENTAL HEALTH CENTER**
CHEYENNE ALCOHOL RECEIVING CENTER
1623 EAST LINCOLNWAY
CHEYENNE, WY 82001
(307) 632-6434
** DA DT AH H PI EA DH TX CI **

**SOUTHEAST WYOMING MENTAL HEALTH CENTER**
CHEYENNE HALFWAY HOUSE
1623 EAST LINCOLNWAY
CHEYENNE, WY 82001
(307) 632-6433
** DA RR DH TX CI **

**CODY**
WEST PARK HOSPITAL
CEDAR MOUNTAIN CENTER
707 SHERIDAN AVENUE
CODY, WY 82614
(307) 578-2421
** DA RR AM Y EA DH TX CI PV **

**DOUGLAS**
EASTERN WYOMING MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1641 MAdORA STREET
DOUGLAS, WY 82633
(307) 358-2846
** DA AM DN TX PV **

**EVANSTON**
SOUTHWESTERN WYOMING ALCOHOLISM REHABILITATION ASSOCIATION
1235 UINTA STREET
EVANSTON, WY 82930
(307) 789-0734
** DA RR AM H Y H AI CU PG DH TX **
** CI PV **

**UNITA COUNTY REHABILITATION CENTER**
ALCOHOL AND DRUG SERVICES
350 CITY VIEW DRIVE
SUITE 305
EVANSTON, WY 82930
(307) 789-3710
** DA AM H Y AI PI CU IV PG EA TX **
** CI PV **

**WYOMING STATE HOSPITAL**
FORENSIC TREATMENT UNIT
HIGHWAY 150
EVANSTON, WY 82930
(307) 789-3464 EXT. 500
** DA RR H TX **

**GILLETTE**
PONDER RIVER COUNCIL ON ALCOHOL AND DRUG ABUSE
511 EAST 4TH STREET
GILLETTE, WY 82716
(307) 686-1109
** DA AM Y PI CU DH TX PV **

**KEY**

**ORIENTATION**
AL = ALCOHOLISM SERVICES ONLY
DA = DRUG ABUSE SERVICES ONLY
AD = ALCOHOLISM & DRUG ABUSE SERVICES
AM = AMBULATORY(LESS THAN 24 HOUR CARE)
PG = PREGNANT USERS
EA = EAP PROGRAM SERVICES
DH = DHI/ASAP SERVICES

**TYPE OF CARE**
DT = DETOXIFICATION(24 HOUR CARE)
RR = RESIDENTIAL(24 HOUR CARE)

**SELECTED SPECIAL PROGRAMS**
M = MOTHER
Y = YOUTH
A = AIDS PATIENTS
B = BLACKS
H = HISPANIACS
PI = PUBLIC INEBRIATES
CU = COCAINE USERS
IV = IV DRUG USERS

**UNIT FUNCTION**
TM = TREATMENT UNIT
CI = CENTRAL INTAKE UNIT
PV = PREVENTION UNIT
MM = METHADONE UNIT
OT = OTHER UNIT
WYOMING REGIONAL COUNSELING CENTER
900 WEST 6TH STREET
GILLETTE, WY 82716
(307) 687-5517
** AD AM H Y DN TX PV **

JACKSON

CURRAN/SEELEY FOUNDATION
430 SOUTH JACKSON STREET
JACKSON, WY 83001
(307) 733-3908
** AD AM DH TX CI PV **

TETON COMMUNITY MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
115 WEST SNOW KING AVENUE
JACKSON, WY 83001
(307) 733-4670
** AD PV **

LINCOLN COUNTY MENTAL HEALTH ASSOC
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
U.S. HIGHWAY 233
MUNICIPAL COMPLEX 9
KEEMERER, WY 83101
(307) 877-4666
** AD AM EA DH TX PV **

FREMONT COUNSELING SERVICE
740 MAIN STREET
LANDER, WY 82520
(307) 332-2331
** AD AM AI IV DH TX CI PV **

SOUTHEAST WYOMING MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
710 GARFIELD STREET
SUITE 320
LARAMIE, WY 82070
(307) 745-8915
** AD AM H Y EA DH TX CI PV **

THUNDER CHILD
SHERIDAN VETERANS ADMIN HOSPITAL
BUILDING 24
SHERIDAN, WY 82801
(307) 672-3484
** AD RR Y A AI TX CI PV **

LUSK

EASTERN WYOMING MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
521 EAST 10TH STREET
LUSK, WY 82225
(307) 339-3666
** AD DT AM DH TX PV **

NORTHERN WYOMING MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
10 STAMPEDE STREET
NEWCASTLE, WY 82201
(307) 746-4456
** AD AM H Y EA DH TX PV **

PINEDALE

SUBLETTE COMMUNITY COUNSELING SERVICES
41 1/2 SOUTH FRANKLIN STREET
PINEDALE, WY 82941
(307) 367-2111
** AD AM EA DH TX PV **

RAHLING

CARBON COUNTY COUNSELING CENTER
721 WEST MAPLE STREET
RAHLING, WY 82301
(307) 324-7156
** AD AM IV EA DH TX CI PV **

SOUTH WYOMING MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
1124 COLLEGE ROAD
ROCK SPRINGS, WY 82901
(307) 324-6615
** AD AM AI IV DH TX CI PV **

SHERIDAN

NORTHERN WYOMING MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1221 WEST 5TH STREET
SHERIDAN, WY 82801
(307) 674-4405
** AD AM EA DH TX CI PV **

SHERIDAN HOUSE INC
1003 SABERTON STREET
SHERIDAN, WY 82801
(307) 672-2044
** AD RR AM IV EA DH TX PV **

WASHAKIE COUNTY
MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES
509 BIG HORN AVENUE
WORLAND, WY 82401
(307) 347-6165
** AD AM H PI CU IV EA DH TX CI PV **

VETERANS AFFAIRS MEDICAL CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE TREATMENT PROGRAM
SHERIDAN, WY 82801
(307) 672-3473 EXT. 3298
** AD RR AM H A B H AI HV PI CU EA **
** TX CI PV **

SUNDBANK

NORTHERN WYOMING MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
209 CLEVELAND STREET
SUNDANCE, WY 82729
(307) 283-3636
** AD AM H DN TX CI PV **

THERMOPOLIS

HOT SPRINGS COUNTY COUNSELING SERVICE
121 SOUTH 4TH STREET
THERMOPOLIS, WY 82443
(307) 864-3138
** AD AM EA TX PV **

TORRINGTON

SOUTHWEST WYOMING MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
1942 EAST D STREET
TORRINGTON, WY 82240
(307) 532-4091
** AD AM DH TX CI PV **

WHEATLAND

SOUTHWEST WYOMING MENTAL HEALTH CENTER
SUBSTANCE ABUSE SERVICES
103 PARK AVENUE
WHEATLAND, WY 82201
(307) 322-5190
** AD AM EA DH TX CI PV **

WORLAND
National Drug and Alcoholism Treatment Unit Survey (NDATUS)
Unit Update Form

To be included in this Directory, you must complete the Unit Update Form AND complete the next annual NDATUS. This form may also be used for corrections to the information contained in the Directory. Please complete the form and return it to the National Institute on Drug Abuse at the address listed below:

Check One: New___________ Correction___________

Date of Completion: ____________________________

State ID: __________________ NDATUS ID (if known): __________________

Unit Name

Unit Address

Room Number, Building, Department

City, State and Zip Code (9 digit if available)

_______

Unit Telephone Number, including area code

Please check all appropriate responses:

Unit's Orientation: ______ Alcohol Services ______ Drug Services

Unit's Function: ______ Treatment ______ Prevention

Please complete if your mailing address is different from the above:

Mailing Address

Room Number, Building, Department, Post Office Box

City, State and Zip Code (9 digit if available)

Mail to: NDATUS Project Office
National Institute on Drug Abuse
Division of Epidemiology and Prevention Research
5600 Fishers Lane, Rockwall II, Suite 615
Rockville, Maryland 20857